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Editorial 
ONE YEAR OF THE N.R.C . 

THE· government of the National Redemption Council, 
headed by Colonel I. K. Acheampong, has been in power 
for just one day short of a year. A year is a short period 
during which one can expect spectacular results from any 
government. and yet it is sufficiently long to permit an eva
luation of the general direction it has been following, and to 
assess the impact it has made or is likely to make during the 
years ahead. 

The problems which faced the new government on its 
assumption of office were formidable. Agricultural production 
was low, and it had become necessary to import large 
quantities of food. In 1971 , over ~90 million was spent 
on the importation of food and agricultural raw materials. 
The country was facing balance of payments difficulties, 
which meant that we could be threatened with serious food 
shortages, unless something drastic was done to arrest the 
situation. It was for this, and ~er economic reasons like 
our external debt, that the Busia government resorted to the 
massive_ devaluation of December 1971, which can be con
sidered as the immediate cause of the military take~over. 

Since assuming power, the military government has, with
in the past year, adopted certain policy measures aimed at 
restoring the economy to a healthy posi tion. It has reduced 
the magnitude of devaluation, repudiated some debts and 
declared a unilateral moratorium on otbers, instituted strict 
import controls and succeeded in obtaining a handsome 
surplus on our external trade balance. 

But by far the most important hallmark by which 
this government will be always remembered is the impetus 
it has given to agriculture. It has not only talked about 
agriculture, as previous governments have done, but it has 
sought in every way possible to give concrete encouragement 
and direction. Realising that it makes no sense for an agri
cultural country like ours to import enormous quantities of 
food , the government has tried through its pronouncements 
and campaigns to educate the public in this direction and to 
stimulate interest in farmjng at the national and personal 
level. It has undertaken a psychological campaign to impress 
upon Ghanaians the necessity for relying basically on our 
own productive capacity. The government's view is that 
containing our imports within reasonable ljmits 
would be a great step forward. This problem was seen by 
previous governments but what they do not appear to have 
realized was that properly educating the public mind as well 
as organizing for implementation was an important factor 
in economic planning. This type of education the present 
government has undertaken with a view to getting us to 
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place great reliance on our local food items. 
The government's achievement in this direction 
may not have been as spectacular as it may have 
envisaged; people have not changed their tastes. 
bi./t there is a greater awa reness of the need for 
self-reliance. One of the important measures 
taken has been to create a machinery for moni
toring field operations which seems to be working 
s::ttisfactorily. 

In line with this general policy, certain food 
items, originally labelled "essential commodities" 
and later redesignated "foreign foods and com
r:1odities" were Illade the direct responsibility 
of government agencies in thei r importation 
a:ld distribution, 6l.nd received government 
s:.1bsidies. The distnbution of these food items 
i:. still a major source of frustrat ion : there are 
constant shortages which have been variously 
attributed to jn~dequate supplies, hoarding or 
s~lUggling. Wh nt~...-er the reason, the supply and 
l1ist rib ution of these commodities arc rather 
unsat isfactory, and it is hopcd that the government 
hill address itselr to thi s Issue as a matter of 
crgency. 

The central point m the N.R.C:s economic 
policy is the production of local food. The govern
ment's determination on this point was reHectcd 
in the granting of 42 % of the allocation for the 
economic sector to agriculture in the last budget. 
The production targets set for staple foods like 
maize and yam represented an increase of about 
:7 % over the pre\'ious year's levels. Claims have 
been made in the various regions about these 
t.lrgets having been exceetled, but it is only when 
the evidence has been assembled that the accuracy 
of the claims, and their impact on the economy 
can be fully assess~d. It is. however, a fact that 
people have responded to the "Operation Feed 
Yourself" campaign, and there is evidence that a 
greater acreage has been cultivated than ever 

'before; the spirit behind the campaign is very 
sound and its psychological impact, which has been 
signillcant, need. to be p·jfSueJ. 

It is d ifficult to eV31uate how sign ificant an impact 
the O.F.Y. campaign has made on food production 
a nd cost, judging from market prices. Prices of 
loe:.!1 [..:>oJ i:er.1, h:nc 1":o t go:'!c cown; on the 
contrary, some of them have gone up, but if the 
O.F.Y. campaign enables us to reduce our import 
bill on food, then it will have been an exercise 
worth pursuing. Jf the present rates of increased 
cult ivation continue, it will not take us too long to 
witness some downward trends in our food bJl Js. 

A Question closely related to that of food 
production is that of storage. In the preservation 
and storage of both fish and agricultural products, 

,.. 
• 

it would seem that the past year did Dot show 
any significant breakthrough. It is, however. 
encouraging to note that it has become a question 
of national concern, that the government is very 
conscious of this, and is taking steps towards 
finding a solution. 

Another major area of weakness in our agricu). 
tural programme is cattle production. At the 
moment we are heavily dependent on o...ltside 
sources for the bulk of OUf supplies. The 13st 
~udget did not address itself to this question, but 
subsequent government statements have mentioned 
the need for properly planning and undertaking 
livestock production. Evidently. during its first 
year in office, the government could not be expe:led 
to take all agricultural problems together in its 
stride. We believe that the enthusiasm and vigo Ir 
which have gone into the Operation Feed Yours'!lf 
campaign in agricultural production, can be 
directed towards livestock production during the 
second phase of the camp3.ign. 

The next phase of the campaign should involve 
the pursu it of policies that will ensure that the 
momentum of the O.F.Y. in the first pbase will be 
carried forward. These include more lasting 
solutions to the question of land tenure, access to 
credit, marketing, transportation and general 
distribution , including the important problem 
of processing and storage, already mentioned 
above, and the reorganisation for more effective 
functioning or the Ministry of Agriculture. On 
some of these, we are aware that the Commissioner 
for Agriculture has been actively engaged. For 
e~ample, it has been recommended that a national 
cOITJ-mittee on land tenure be established to make 
proposals to the government on easier access to, 
and a more rational use of, the nation's rarm land. 
For the first time, more funds than ever before 
have been made available to farmers in the form 
of loans and other supporting services. But very 
little progress seems to have been made on the 
marketing front. This is particularly uDsatis
f:.!:tory, cspeci::lily when it is known that even 
at our cur rent level or under-production, a subs
tanti al po rtion of what bas been produced goes 
to waste on the farms, or by the way side, 
and in the distribution sys tem. On the Question 
of reo rganisation, it is known that the Ministry 
is being re-orientated more effectively towards 
its essentia l task of supporting development. 
It is hoped that the idea of divisional restructu
ring, greater regional and district involvement in 
decision-making and operation, the e~pansion 

of technica l staff and complementary resources, 
will be pursued more vigorously and systematically. 

In this review, we have concentrated only on 
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With all 
competition around. 
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Ghana 
still on ., 

• 
Well, the fact IS, it you Jft' f!l)in).! ro 

London or the West Coast,thnc afe 
some solid reasons why you c:;;;::; 
shoulcJ.trJ\·el on Ghana 
Atr\\·ays. 

T u start with e\-cry
one of nur flights lands 
at Londlln-Hcathrow 
AIrport. It you tlr~ bound 
for London, "'hy tfJ\'d to 
~tlrrcy hrst. 

Then , \\'1.: tly (he ~~[ rlancs. T hl'r~' 1\ 

no jt! ~r .. ·l , )f101,' Il'~' \{ h'{ .. h lJ II~, 7IWfl' I 11\ \l fI()1l \ 

II d' CO ~l'{ (0 Lundon dId 1\ /1, \' ( : I o. t\ nd ,.,,...., 
rC~L'mbcr Ghana /\Irw<l): .... {.tOlll' 

Hies the \', ' 10 tl> LmJ"n . lt's >ttll 
a fa\'ourite 'lIreralt With 
e\'ery rassengcr \\'c 
met't. t\ nJ \\'1.: n1ccr 
J lot ot ras~~ngcrs. 

\X/ith new airlJl1~s 
springin},! ur t:"cry month, 
Ghitnn : '.Irways IS getring to 
he one t11 th~ \'~terans.To(mr 
11 d' oj dl1nkl1ll!, rJ1h 1, (/ mu/or 
pIH\.lr's clc,·t'n years slI1ce we lust 
t(lllk tl) the Jlr,anJ l.,lc\·cn years is J long 
time m rhl: histt'r), ot passenger flight . 

it me<\Il5 we <Ire it ,·ery exrcnenced 
<llrline. \\'Ith \"Cry l':xrencnccd 

The fL' arc.: llther ways to 
,l!t't tl> the '~.:t'sr Coast, of 
co urse.:. But. hdorL' ynu 
gll .d11..';:Jd ;1n ... i chunse 
one, r;:JlISt' hlT.l 

momt:nt. Ghana 
Airw:l)'s fly ;ljong rhL' 
Wl.'st Clla:.t hy Jct - not any 
lllJ Jt't eith('r hut {he.: latl.'st 
Fukkt:r F~!Il1\\":.hlr - 2~. 

If Y\lUr lh.-srinatinn liL's inS ide Ghana, 
norhingl.:llldJhl' • .- -... 
easier. Thl'T-tl'IS 11 • "':"' -<; - -

5Upl'T lntl."r nal 
sen'll,. L', hus stop 
>tyk.hy Hawker 
S,.IJely.i4,Q I'mI' Jets. 

Th L'Tl' ':, som l't h In g e 1st.:. \X' C \\'0 ul J n 'r 
hoth...:r to nlt'ntlon It, hut rt'oplt' kL'cr 
n1l'ntluning It to liS . It's the.: nature nfrhe 
St'f\'I(C ,lhoard t.:\"t'ry Ghana Alr\\,ays 
ain:raft. W'/ll'll ({ (jhdlldlWl 11O\Cl'" '(l\'.~ 
'\X' d, . .-mlle', ,hl' r .... ·d'h· 11ll'{IIl) If. It isn't" a 
mart L'T \ J( (rai n i ng, l'lthe r. You C:l n 'r i nst II 
genUine warmth int~) a stew(lrJess hy 
rrainlng.In ollr cast..:, WC'ft! 

lucky. It's a n,nion;]1 
c h a raett..:r ist ic 

D,J Wl' say thnl' \\,:cre 
othn ways ro get to 
LonJon ur the \X/est 
Coast? Could we sug~t..:S[ 
you J() ynursdf a (tn'our! 
FOf~ct them. 

-A

lrc\\'~ .. <\nl..l it's wt1rth 
mentl\lI1lng rhat thrQugh 
all the years wc\·c Ixen ..... 
t1rcrarm},!, t{ /{ I.' /';~7)( dJl 
It I\hl~'HH ~hl\l, nr 1..'1 ntH 11m, It 
fl~ll\,( l~' .. -{lra 

W e m ake n<,., friends on evay {light, 
COCOil Hou~~, P.ll. Box 1636, ACCRA. T cI : 21 ~21 (5 li n\!!I.) 
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the area in which the government has possibly 
achieved its major success, or at least made a very 
significant impact on OUT national awareness. 
Since the O. F. Y. campaign was launched, we 
have had only one major planting and harvesting 
season, and for this reason it is difficult to speak 
in terms of concrete results, especially in the 
absence of figures. Nevertheless, in comparison 
with previous governments, it is quite clear that 
the present government has got its priorities right. 
and furthermore. that it has gone beyond mere 
pronouncements to concrete action in the field. 

As the government enters its second year, 
it is crucial to the success of the whole agricultural 
programme that every nerve be strained to 
consolidate and expand what has been achieved 
so far through sustained effort. 

The Economy 
THE YEAR'S ECONOMIC REVIEW 

By 
Kwabena Manu. 

WE have just passed through the first phase of 
a second military rule in less than a decade in the 
short but exciting history since independence 
in 1957. Those who staged the second coup d'etat 
in January 1972 have told us repeatedly that they 
were genuinely motivated to overthrow the 
civilian administration on two main economic 
grounds: first, their desire to save the country 
from the economic and financial chaos into which 
it had been plunged, and second, their 
desire to see a vigorous transformation of the 
economy through our own hard work to relieve 
the broad masses of Ghanaians from massive 
hunger and the anxieties of life. These are indeed 
noble motives which most Ghanaians would 
appreciate. It is true that most of us d() not under
stand the complexities of economic problems and 
therefore cannot offer any intelligent analysis to 
solve these problems, but we were all painfully 
aware by December 1971 that the economy 
was still fragile and weak. The civilian govern
ment's answer to the endemic problem was to 
devalue the cedi in a bid to attack the root cau5CS 
of the factors which have plagued the economy 
for more than a decade. This measure proved 
fatal and in less than a month the government 
was toppled. 

Following the accusations against the P.P. 
regime of economic mismanagement. the N.R.C. 
adopted several measures whIch in their view 
were aimed at resuscitating the economy. First, the 
cedi was revalued by 42 °~ and m order to keep 
prices within the I"ickets of the merage Ghanaian, 

seven "essential" commodities were subsidised. 
Amid fanfare and pageantry, typical of Ghana, 
the Operation Feed Yourself campaign was 
launched to provide sufficient food to feed the 
nation as well as to provide raw materials for our 
industries. In order to boost morale in the Civil 
Service, which had allegedly sunk to low levels by 
the provisions of the 1971/72 budget, the N.R.C. 
abolished the Special Development Levy. re
iIlJroduced the car maintenance allowance. and 
restored a number of fringe benefits to public 
servants. 

But by far the boldest action taken by the 
N.R.C. which has endeared it to the hearts of 
many Ghanaians was the repudiation of the me-..J 
dium-term debts which were known to have been 
vitiated by malpractices and also the unilateral 
moratorium of ten years on other debts. If one 
considers the fact that the solution to the external 
debt had eluded previous governments, the step 
taken by the N.R.C. was seen by many Ghanaians 
as providing a fresh start in nation building. All 
Open General Licences were revoked and import ,. 
licensing was re-introduced to ease the pressure 
on the balance of payments. 

In addition, the N.R.C. enumerated its 
objectives, policies and strategies, the underlying 
philosophy being "self-reliance." In attempting 
to evaluate how far these aims have been achieved 
it will be grossly unfair to expect the N.R.C. to 
provide the panacea to all our economic ills within 
the relatively short time of one year; we can only 
analyse a few of th,t policies adopted so far to see 
if they will provide the basis for sustained 
economic growth. Our" economy has such varied 
problems that no single approach can be best 
suited for all; yet they are all related. 

The N. R.C's economic philosophy has been 
one of self-reliance, "a firm belief that Ghana 
must make full use of its total human and material 
resources and should not depend upon external 
assistance for its survival". Tbis prinCiple is 
reflected in the increased state control or the 
economy and the acquisition of majority shares 
in some mining and timber industries~ We must 
be cautious. though. of the e)(tent to which the 
government can efficiently apply extensive controls 
in the economy; excessive government control 
of the economy through direct participation may 
tax the manpower capacities of the nation. The 
administrative and managerial capacity of the 
government is at the moment not adequate to 
the task of absorbing many investment efforts 
in a reasonably productive and efficient way, so 
that increased control at too rapid a pace may 
actually prove counter-productive. 
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If we are going to rdy on ourselves to save the 
economy from stagnation, it is essential that 
government revenue grows much faster than 
government expenditure. This means not only 
widening the tax net to include more people, 
especially those who are self-employed, but also 
bringing about efficiency in tax collection. One 
of the objectives of the government is to reduce 
the large budget deficits which ba\e been charac
teristic of previous budgets; and to achieve this 
it may be necessary to introduce new taxes and/_r 
increase the rates of existing ones unless the 
machinery for tax collection can be improved 
lIpon. Malpractices in a number of enterprises 
should be checked. It is generally known for 
instance that there is a great deal of under-in
vOicing by timber exporters, as well as actual 
misrepresentation of the species exported. which 
determines the prices paid. To maximise the 
revenue from the timber industry, the government 
should reorganise the industry and make the 
Ghana Timber Marketing Board the sole body 
responsible for the buying and overseas selling of 
timber and its allied products. In this way the 
government can ensure maximum benefit from 
the industry. I 

Balance of Payments 

Economic development is a complex under
taking and requires a national leadership willing 
and able to provide strong impetus to the 
development effort and to ensure its continuity. 
The N.R.C. appears to have scored high marks 
in providing this leadership. What is Dot so clear 
is whether this mass enthusiasm is apparent or 
real. Can it be sustained? No doubt time will 
temper the blanket condemnation of everything the 
P.P. government did; it seems that those who are 
loudest in their condemnation of the P.P. govern
ment have done so purely from their selfish 
point of \ jew. It is for all of us to recognise the 
problems of economic development and help 
to design policies, both on the national and in
dividuals levels, to surmount the obstacles that 
stand in the way of carrying out national and 
potentially effective development programmes. 

,On the balance of payments rront, the N.R.C. 
appears to ha\e contained the problem with a 
trade sllrplu:) of ~133.6 million in the first nine 
months or 1972. A lot of comments have been 
nuuc pn this apparent success, but a careful 
anal)'!-1s wi!! sho\\ that this is nothing to be unduly 
proud of. The trade surplus has been achieved 
mainly by widespread, indiscriminate and strict 
administrative control of imports and also by 

a favourable world price of cocoa. Granted that 
there are certain imports which we can dispense 
with. we cannot starve our ractories by denying 
them the raw materials which they require for 
production. It is a contradiction to grant 30% 
Export Bonus and at the same time deny such 
exporters the necessary inputs of raw materials, 
spare parts etc. with which to increase their 
production for export. Given that the foreign 
exchange situation is not going to improve sub
stantially in the next few years, policy measures 
must be directed towards a more rational alloca
tion of the scarce foreign exchange among the 
competing claims. Specifically, the government 
should allocate the use of fon:ign exchange in such 
a way as to ·prevent the widespread under-utili
zation of capacity prevalent in the economy. To 
raise export earnings speedily, especially of 
manufactured goods, the input position of the 
manufacturing sector needs to be improved. In 
any case we can only accumulate reserves 'over
seas up to a certain safe level without a heavy 
cost to the economy, having regard to our import 
requirements, but beyond this safe level it is almost , 
a crime for a developing country like Ghana to 
lock up scarce foreign exchange in foreign banks 
when there are urgent development projects to be 
undertaken at home. 

The Export Drive 

In my view, the trade surplus may not en
sure a healthy balance of payments for the country; 
traditionally the problem with the balance of 
payments has always been with the invisible items 
in the current account and unless efforts are made 
to cut down expenditures on these items, we will 
find that the balance of payments is still in the red 
at the end of the year. An alternative to admini
strative cuts in essential imports needed to raise 
domestic output is to intensify the efforts that have 
already been made to increase Ghana's exports 
and to economise on non-essential imports, both 
by developing import-replacing industries, and 
also by increaslng the effiCiency of existing home 
producers. The present sltuation where some 
industries are forced to close down or cut back 
production for lack of essential inputs is wasteful 
and uneconomic. 

Although primary industry should be encou
raged to increase its output and export. it 
would be wise to place greater emphasis 
in future on the developme;)t of manufacturing 
exports. <:,hanaian manufacturers are probably 
more conscIOus of the need for increasing exports 
than at any time in the past; and they have been 

> 
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given valuable financial inducements (300,~ Ex· 
port Bonus) to develop this side of their bUSiness. 
There is reason-to believe that a number of Ghana
ian subsidiaries of overseas companies are pre
vented from engaging in the export drive by 
decisions of their parent organizations. This is 
a matter into which a full enquiry should be made, 
and on which the government should exercise the 
maximum pressure '" order to ensure that all 
Ghanaian-domiciled concerns play their full part 
in the export drive . This assertion is made on the 
simple fact that most foreign subsidiaries in 
Ghana also operate in other parts of Africa pro
ducing basically the same homogeneous products. 
and it is very unlikely that products from the 
Ghana plants will be allowed to compete with 
similar products in other parts of Africa even 
when Ghana has a cost advantage. Such concerns 
are not interested in engaging in export drive ; 
they are content to serve the domestic market 
behind a highly protected tariff wall. 

Smuggling and Hoarding 

In one area the N.R.C. has failed to bring about 
much needed change- smuggling and hoarding· 
although the blame is not wholly the government's. 
The government is spending over twenty million 
cedis to subsidise prices of foreign foods and com .. 
modities, yet few Ghanaians get these commodities. 
They are either smuggled out to neighbour· 
ing countries or hoarded by unscrupulous 
traders and sold at fantastic prices. There is no 
longer any economic justification to keep on subsidi 
sing these commodities. The army personnel who 
now guard our borders have not made any impact 
either on the volume or the rate of smuggling, 
despite the amount of resources poured into 
combating it ; the constant checks in the markets 
for hoarded goods have not in any way reduced 
traders' propensity to hoard ; the only solution 
to these malpractices is to remove the subsidy. 
Prices of these commodities will naturally go up, 
narrowing the price differential in Ghana and. 
say, Togo which will make smuggling an un· 
profitable venture. T his is the only way to stop 
traders from making eno rmous profits out of the 
government. 

The only difficulty we envisage a re the social 
a nd political implicat ions o f removing the sub
sidy. After all the noise made about these fo reign 
foods a nd commodities in the init ial phase of the 
" revolut ion", the setting up of the Logistics 
Committee to guarantee a fa ir share o f these basic 
commodi ties to all Ghanaians, measures aimed 
a t ac hieVing mass support , It may prove polaically 
un wise to withdraw the subsidy hOw. But there is a ,.. 

way out for the government, since Ghanaians have 
abused the privilege of buying subsidised milk. 
sugar, corned beef, etc. the government can remove 
the subsidy. The government can then declare 
that the ~23 million subsidy will now be used on 
some specific designated projects in the country, 
or better still the government could give the 
money to the National Trust Fund which Will 
no doubt find a more worthy service to use the 
money for. The present situation where the tax· 
payer's money is being used to feed people 10 other 
countries, however charitable we may be, IS be· 
coming intolerable and we urge the government 
to withdraw the subsidy. 

Standard or Li"iog 

The N.R.C's cardinal aim is to bring about 
a rise in our living standards. In real terms 
Ghanaians are now poorer than they were in 1960. 
Between 1960 and 1969 gross domestic product grew 
in real terms by 2.5 % per annum and given the rate 
of growth of population of about 3 % per annum, 
this resulted in a sharp decline in real living stand· 
ards. Consumption per capita, which is used as an 
index of living standards, fell over the same period; 
the level of national savings as well as investment 
declined sharply. The cost of living has increased 
and shows no signs of abatement. despite the 
resources poured into O. F. Y.; in effect, the over· 
all performance of the economy has been rather 
poor, and we urgently need radical changes JO 

our economic policy to avoid further deterioration 
in the levels of income and living standards. This 
calls for hard work , sacrifice and a better sense 
of civic responsibility than has hitherto been 
shown by Ghanaians. The government must be 
seen to be genuinely aware of the problems and 
to take concrete and more meaningful policies 
to husband all resources so as to maximise the 
growth rate . Mere exhortations to hard work on 
the part of government officials will be of no avail 
if they are not backed by the necessary inputs 
and concrete examples. As a famous economist 
has put it. "austerity is an explosive idea. There 
is every evidence that people will undergo hard· 
ships to achieve ends where they see the results, 
but they are justifiably suspicious of genera I 
phrases and promises." 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
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THE AVAILABILITY AND NON AVAIL
ABILITY OF GOODS AND SERVICES - THE 
PROBLEM OF SHORTAGES-PART 2 

:'Iii'lli. 
It' By 

Emmanuel Treve 

IN the first part or this article (L.O. VII/25) 
I examined some of the reasons for the shortage of 
goods and services in Ghana, the apportionment 
of blame for the shortages and the inability of t}lre 
present system of economic, political and social 
organization to cope with the shortages. In this 
second part I propose to examine a few other 
ancillary questions and to propose a solution. 

It was suggested in the first part of this article 
that almost everything is in short supply in Ghana: 
this is probably an exaggeration if one is interested 
in the total basket of goods and services which a 
Ghanaian might wish to buy at a particular mo· 
ment, in other words, it is unlikely tbat at a given 
moment In time Sljgar. margarine, milk, toilet 
soap, meat, detergents, the various types of baby 
milk. cement, and a number of other items would 
be off the market all at once. Some angry would-be 
buyers would say that the non-availability of all 
or many goods is in fact the true picture of the 
situation. And they may be right; for if you go to 
the G.N.T.C. shop at Labone and you cannot 
find any of the goods you went out to buy how 
far wrong are you in saying that there is a shortage 
of "everything"; after all it was nol your intention 
to buy just anything that is on the shelves. Anyone 

• 
who is sympathetic to the government's position 
on the question of shortages may counter the 
so-called exaggerated view held by the angry buyer 
by saying that even though one may not find all 
the goods on his shopping list in any given shop 
one can still find them if one shopped around. 
But the question is: How far afield and to what 
lengths can the consumer be expected to go in 
search of a packet of sugar or half a dozen tins of 
milk? It is too much to have the consumer queue 
or walk the streets (often in vain) for hours for a 
packet of sugar. In such a situation people are 
likely to ask themselves: why should it become so 
difficult to spend (even when one is willing to 
spend) hard-earned money! 

A catalogue of goods and services which are not 
regularly or readily available would include sugar, 
milk, meat. rice, detergents, toilet soap, sardines, 
toilet paper, toothpaste. 'pare parts for plant, 
machinery and equipment, beer, cigarettes and 
cement. It is probably true to argue that no single 
item In the above catalogue is indispensable in 
the budget of any individual Ghanaian. But it is 
not legitimate to argue. via a head-count, that only 

500,000 or so Ghanaians have become dependent 
on commodities such as those listed above for 
this is the way it should be; otherwise the only 
goods and services which would be readily availa
ble would be those which every Ghanaian or at 
least the majority of Ghanaians want. It is granted 
that the country cannot make available everything 
that any Ghanaian wants but that is not to say 
that all Ghanaians must, for example, put on the . / 

same matenal, colour, and style of clothes. In 
sum. we do not have to have every Ghanaian use 
toilet paper before we put it on the market. 

Luxury Goods 

Another twist to the question of what goods 
and services should be made available finds its 
answer in an attack on those segments of Ghana
ian society which consume goods such as milk, 
corned beef, margarine and toilet paper. As 1 
argued in the first part of this article, it is wrong 
for Ghanaians and particularly for foreigners to 
suggest or advise that the commodities mentioned 
above should not be made available in Ghana. 
(Foreigners in Ghana would be the first to be hit 
by a ban on importation or domestic production 
of say. adult and baby Ql-ilk). It is surprising that 
there has not been a similar advocacy of a ban 
on cigarettes; is this so because more Ghanaians 
consume cigarettes than buy milk or because the 
country can better afford cigarettes than milk! 
The attack on the higher income groups in Ghana 
for their demand for so-called luxury goods and 
services can be supported on grounds of -income 
distribution; the solution for the inequality of 
income CaJ1 be found in an effective wages and 
incomes policy. Such a policy would seek to raise 
the standard of living of the lower income groups 
in both paid and self-employed occupations, and 
would ensure that the so-called luxury goods (milk, 
margarine, corned beef etc.) which are now selec
ti:el~ available to the rich can come progressively 
wlthm the budget of the average Ghanaian. 

There is need to qualify the position taken 
earlier in this article that almost everything is in 
short supply in Ghana. That view is in line with 
the reaction of the consumer who cannot find sugar 
on the market; the fact that some consumer 
can buy sugar does not soften his paranoid view 
of the situation; that in fact makes him more angry. 
The shortage of goods and services which are basic 
to the needs of individuals and businesses is what 
has bl~wn the problem out of proportion. If 
GhanaIans cannot find substitutes for sugar, if I they cannot do without sugar, if they have become 

I dependent on beer psychologically (for blowing , 
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off steam, for taking flight from their wordly 
problems, and for satisfying some of their food 
needs). then a shortage of that basic item could 
Dot be compensated for by the availability of other 
goods. Looked at ID this light one can say that 
there is need to examine the list of commodities 
that arc on the market and determine which oncs 
can be gh'cn lower priority or completely phased 
out. There is room for this kind of exercise because 
there are some goods in the shops which hardly 
get noticed by the consumer ; one example would 
be cookies. a trivial example at that . On another 
level Christmas decorations and toys could be 
phased out. It showld not matter even if these items 
are produced in Ghana, 

Price Ceatrols 

It is true that there is always some quantity of, 
say, sugar in Ghana. Some people have argued 
that in the absence of hoard ing with the intention 
to smuggle there would be no shortage of sugar. 
One cannot easily agree with this assessment of 
the situation. Smuggling cannot be on such large 
scale as to create the severe shortage of sugar that 
we are experiencing. If smuggling were in fact a 
major source of the shortage of sugar, then the 
goods would have to be carted out of the country 
in convoys of truck loads. not head-loads, and 
the smugglers would need more roads out of the 
country than are presently available and open to 
them. 1t can therefore be seriously argued that 
tbe principal cause of the shortage is that there 
is not an adequate supply of sugar on the market 
as would make it possible for a Ghanaian to 
walk regula rl y into a shop and buy it. 

If then the true position is that there is no ade
q uate supply of sugar, milk etc., does the govern
ment ba\te to concern Itse lf with the question of 
who gets what. where, how and at what prices '! 
The persistence of control prices is an indication 
that successive governments ha\e been relucta nt to 
leave Ghanaians free to fight the shortages. Any 
government which chooses to oversee the d istri
bution of goods must ask the fo llowing questions 
and seek to provide answers to them : To whom 
a re the goods available? Why are they not avai la
ble to some Ghanaians? One wou ld have thought 
that the goods would be avai lable to those who 
have the means to buy them. T hat is in fac t only 
partly the case; fo r obviously more Ghanaians 
have the means to buy sugar than the re is sugar 
ava ilable; dema nd exceeds supply by a wide 
margin. And so It is that 10 addition to having 
the means (which almost everybody has) o ne 
needs to have the influence and connect ions to be 
able to buy sugar, at the very low control price 

of twenty-mne pesewas per packet (for Accra) 
The goods are unavailable to other Ghanaians at 
th .. control price simply because they do not have 
the necessary contacts. Nor can they buy even at 
higber prices because many sellers have become 
exceedingly fearful about selling abo ... e the control 
price to people they do not know. But it is likely 
that much of that fear is unjustified; for many 
Ghanaians are so desperate for sugar and an 
established source of Its supply that they are grate
ful to anyone who would sell to them, even if it is 
above the control price. 

One particularly outragcom,; reiult of the manner 
in which the commodities in short supply reach 
buyers is that the people with more money (with 
which come the influence and the contacts) buy 
these commodities at the subsidized prices while 
the relatively poorer people who are unknown 
pay three or four times more than the control 
price. This. in my view, is the basic argument 
for the removal of the subsidy. What kind of a 
society are we running if we subsidize the rich 
and tax the poor! Price control in its present form is 
unworkable and subsidizing commodities which 
are in short supply is not likely to make the commo
dities any more readily available. It must have 
become clear by now tbat the subsidies are gOing 
to the wrong people or at least that they are not 
equitably distributed . The consumer may not be 
able to afford sugar at any price, however high, 
but he is equally badly off if sugar is not available. 
no matter how low the control price may be. 
Ghanaians may once have been alarmed at the high 
price of sugar but the mood may be changing in 
the sense that they are now more concerned about 
the availability of suga r than about its price. 

Scrapping Subsidy 

The suggestion then is to make more suga r 
avai lable at a higber control price. The argument 
that it would be politicall y unwise to remove the 
subsidy and raise the pnce of sugar cannot be 
grounded m the reality of the cbanged situation. 
On the contrary it is politically unwise to maintain 
the subsidy (which has outlived its usefulness). 
Perpetuation of that subsidy of over C20m. which 
could be used to put more of the basic commodities 
on the market is likely to become a perpetuation 
of the shortages which is the real political monster. 
It might be mentioned in this context that the 
talk of a ri sing trade 'Surplus would only settle 
well in our ears if it can be seeD that part of that 
su rpl us is being used to relieve Ghanaians of some 
of the short ages. 

ben if the whole of the trade surplus is used 
to " f1ood" the market with the basic goods and 
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Committees are going about their business 
normally? The members of Management Commit
tees are better qualified and have a deeper 
knowledge of problems in their areas. In any case, 
the device of Management Committees is cheaper. 
While the local authorities do not pay any 
allowances to the government officials serving on 
the Management CommiUees, the first thing the 
chiefs will ask for on arriving at the Council Halls 
will be their travelling and sitting allowances. 
The argument that the Management Committles 
are distant from the people is neither here nor 
there. We are in a military regime and democratic 
niceties are not yet the chief of our concerns. 

;t:Jn any case, who can meaningfully conceive of 
local government without conceding popular 
elections? 

Position of Chiefs 

But it is the government's privilege to decide 
when to legislate on any subject, including local 
government. Granted that, one's expectation was 
that an N,R.C. decree on local government would 
be radically different from Busia's. It is true that 
both the Act by Busia and the N,R,C. decree 
concern the same Ghanaians. The essential 
difference is that Busia and Acheampong are 
governed by different ideologies, and this basic 
difference should have been adequately reflected 
in NRCD 138. It is not enough to allow the mem
bers of the Local and District Councils to elect 
their own Chairmen, (denied by Busia) whilst 
maintaining other objectionable provisions, like 
the position of chiefs on the Councils. The danger 
about commenting on the role of chiefs in local 
government is that it is easy to confuse persona
lities with the institution. 

A few chiefs in Ghana are qualified and com
petent by any professional standard. They are 
capable of serving on any public body, including 
Local Councils. But these are painfully few. 
Moreover, the institution of chieftaincy is such 
that it hamstrings even the most revolutionary 
chief. Our view is that chiefly representation on 
local government bodies is undemocratic and 
counter-revolutionary. They are bound to transfer 
the litigation over stools and skins to local council 
affairs, thereby creating factions where one needs 
a concerted front for local development. Our 
fear is that chieftaincy is a declinin_g institution 
and the chiefs would mainly use their presence 
on the councils to mamtain their untenable position. 

'With chieftaincy representation disallowed, the 
N,R.C. is free to appoint all the members of the 
local government councils. Nothing prevents them 
from appointing individual chiefs where competent 

ones are available. It gives the N.R.C. total 
control over development in Ghana until 
such time that civilian administration returns. 
[ am dismissing the claim that in certain areas, 
very little can be done without tbe co-operation 
of the local chiefs. If this is really so, it is very 
unfortunate, both politically and administratively 
and we must work towards destroying tbis indis
pensability, deliberately. 

Perhaps, the main revolutionary aspect of the 
Local Administration (Amendment) Decree is the 
provision that local government staff shall be 
appointed by the Public Services Commission. 
This is a very welcome decision indeed because 
with the merger of the Local Government Service 
with the Public Services, tbe insecurity of tenure 
and lack of prospects for the local government 
staff will come to an end. The workers of the local 
authorities should become sufficiently motivated 
to contribute effectively to national growth. 

Education 

EDUCATION UNDER THE N.R.C.
THE FIRST YEAR 

By 
E. A. Haizel 

EDUCATIONAL policy is normally determined in 
three major ways : 

i) by direct policy statement; 
ii) by financial controls and 
iii) by administrative decisions and procedures. 

A government could decide to use all the three 
methods or concentrate on one or two. The general 
public, however, gets to know more of direct 
policy statements because these are deliberately 
made public, receive front page coverage in the 
papers and are publicised by the broadcasting 
media. Financial controls appears first in budgetary 
statements and are made effective by the way 
monies are re1eased--either on time, or in ade
quate amounts . All administrators, however, prefer 
using administrative decisions and procedures 
because, it seems, this is more congenial and does 
not provoke immediate public reaction. 

This situation poses a problem for any person 
wishing to run a commentary on current policy, 
not only because some information will not be 
available----especially where committees have not 
reported or reports are not published- but also beca
use there is the question of educational practice to 
conSIder. Educational practice is determined lar
gely by the reaction of administrators. teacher 

, 
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FACULTIES OF ARTS and SOCIAL STUDIES 

(ARTS) 
DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS 

Applications are invited for the post of 

LECTURER 

C~ndidates should have post-graduate qualifications and 
experience. Preference will be given 10 candidates with 
special interest in Greek and Latin Literature. 

DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS 
Applications are invited for the post ot 

LECI1JRER 

Candidates should have post-graduate Qualifications and 
experience. Preference will be given to candidates with 
qualifications in linguistics and literature of one or more 
G hanaian languages. 

(SOCIAL STUDIES) 
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY 

Applications are inviloo for 

SENIOR LECTURESHIP 

or 

LECTURESHIP 

Candidates should have post_graduate qualifications with 
teaching 0; research experience in African Archaeol"gy 
and with interest in teaching African and Regional 
Archaeology as well as in Field Methodology. 

DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY 
STUDIES 

Applications are invited for 

LECTURESHIPS 

Candidates should possess post-graduate qualifications 
In Library Studies With varied library experience and 
teaching eAperience at University level. 

INSTITUTE OF STATISTICAL, 
SOCIAL & ECONOMIC RESEARCH 

Applications are invited for the posts of: 

(I) SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (Statistics) 
(2) SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (Sociology) 

, 

Candidates should have post-lraduate qualifications an( 
considrrable research experience, prderably in a devc 
loping country, In either Economics, A&ricultural Eeano 
mia, Sociology or Statistics. 

(3) SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (Manpower Studies 
Applicant! should bave post-graduate qualifications il 
Economics and Statistics with special reference to laboll 
and manpower; and experience in organising manpow 
surveys, preferably in a developing country. 

(4) RESEARCH FELLOW (Demography) 

Applicants should have post-graduate qualificattons 
Statistics or Economics with special reference to t 
nical demography. and preferably must have speciali 
in demography of the developing countries. 

(5) ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY 

Candidates should have a good degree In Economics 
Statistics and considerable administrative experi 
in academic or other comparable areas of public ad 
nistration. The successful candidate will be !'esponsi 
to the Director of the Institute of SUlhstical, Social a 
Economic Research for the general 'administration 
the Institute. 

SALARY SCALFS 

SENIOR LECTURER/SENIOR RESEARCH FELLO 
¢5.200.00 x 200.()()-....t6,400_00 per annum 

LECTURER 

t3.400.00 x 120.()()---¢4,)60.00 x 180.00--d,620.00 

per annum 

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY 

t2.720.0(l x 120.QO--¢3.560.00 x 180.()().--<4.640J)0; 
¢4,800.00 (under review). 

For posts in the Institute of Statistical, Social a 
EconomIc Researcb there are a.rrangements for supp 
menting salaries in appropriate cases. 

Appointments normally-four or SIX years in the 
instance but shorter periods of secondment will 
considered. 

Further particulars and forms of application sho 
be obtained either from the Registrar. University 
Ghana, P.O. Bolt 25, Legan, Ghana. or the Assisla 
Registrar, Universities of Ghana Office, 15 Gord 
Square. London WCIH OAG, with wbom applicatio 
(EIGHT COPIES) should be lodged not later th 
18th February, 1973. 
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FACULTIES OF SCIENCE and AGRICULTURE 

(SCIENCE) 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

Application:!! are invited for the post of: 

LECTURER 

Candidates should have post.graduate qualifications 
in one or more of the following fields:- Petrology, 
Economic Geology, Mining Geology, Hydrogeology, 
Geophysics. Geochemistry. Knowledge of and interest 
in applied aspects of these area, of specialisation wjll 

an advantage. 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 
Applications are invited for the post of: 

TWO LECTURERS 
ONE RESEARCH FELLOW 

Preference will be given to candidates with post-graduate 
qualification, and experience in one or more of tbese 

fi"'''',-
Marine Biology, Entomology and Animal Behaviour. 
The successful candidate for the post of Research Fellow 
will be required to work in the field of cocoa entomo
logy. 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
Applications are invited for the following posts:

(\) LECTURER with a background in Physical 
Biochemistry. 

(2) LECTURER with experience in LipidfSteroid 
Biochemistry. 

(3) LEcruRER with experience In Microbial 
Biochemistry. 

Candidates should have good post-graduate qualifications 
and experience in uOIversity teaching and in research . 

(AGRICULTURE) 
DEPARTMENT OF HOME SCIENCE 

Applications are invited for 

LECTURESHIP 

Pref~renc~ will be given to candidates with post-graduate 
qualification In one or more of the following fields:
(a) Human Development and .child Studies 
(b) Home Management and Housing 

.nd 
(c) Home Science Extension. 

SALARY SCALES 

¢l,400.00 x 120.{)()-¢4,l60.00 x lS0.00-cS,620.00 
per annum. 

Appoinlments nonnally four or six years in the first 
ifrIstance but shorter periods of secondment will be 
considered. 

Further particulars and forms of application should 
be obtained either from tbe Registrar, University of 
Ohana, P.O. Box 25, Legen. Ghana, or the Assistant 
Registrar, Universities of Gbana Office, 15 Gordon 
Square London wei H OAG, with whom applications 
(EIGHT COPIES) should be lodged not later than 
18tb February, 1973. 

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
Applications are invited for 

LECTURER/SENIOR LECTURER 

in BEHA VroURAL SCIENCE. Candidates should 
possess a good post-graduate degree in Psychology or 
Sociology or a post-graduate degree in Business Admi
nistration with emphasis in Behavioural Science. 

BALME LBRARY 
Applications are invited from professionally qualified 

graduates or Fellows of the Library Association with 
considerable experieJ1ce in Library A'dministration for 
the following posts: 

Librarianship/Sub--Librariaosbip 
Candidates should have considerable administrative 
expcrienc.:: in a University or Special Library. 

(1) Assistant Librarianship 
Candidates should have post-graduate expenence appro
priate fo. work in a Univenity. 

SALARY SCALES 
LIBRARIAN 

t6,400.00 per annum (under review) 

SUB-LIBRARIAN 
¢4.500.00 x 180.()().....-.¢5.580.00 per annum (under review) 

SENIOR LECTURER 
15.200.00 x 200.()(}----.¢6,400.00 per annum 

LECTURER 
¢3,400.00 x 120.()()-...-.f:4,360.00 x 180.00-c5,620.00 

per annum. 

Appointments normally four or six years in the first 
instance but shorter periods of secondment will be 
considered 

Further particulars and forms of application should 
be obtained either from the Regi strar, University of 
Ghana, P.O. Box 25, Legan, Ghana, or the Assistant 
Registrar. Univenities of Ghana Office, 15 Gordon 
Square. London wei H OAG, with whom applications 
(EIGHT COprES) should be lodged not later than 
28dl February, 1973. 
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and students to policy statements. This reaction 
could be wholesale acceptance of policy, In which 
case concurrence is perfect. sullen acquiescence. 
or hostility shown by apathy. whereby the "status 
quo" is maintained, although outwardly there is 
apparent conformity with new decisions. 

However. with the best in the world. there 
IS always a lag between policy and practice. 
will always lag behind policy because time IS 

required to provide the material and human 
resources to effect the changes required by policy, 
It is obvious. therefore. that in a period of one 
year one cannot expect to see much of change in 
our education-system, control, administration or 
teaching. Indeed one will expect to see a period 
of some confusion, instability and reaction as the 
attempt is made to forge a new system. The greatest 
evidence of this stage of affairs is the number of 
words exchanged In debates, public as well as 
private. 

In such circumstances, the only way to get 
any coherent appraisal is to look at policy 
which, in the final analysis, provides the stem. 

On direct policy statement we have had the 
following which invite comment: 

a) the pronouncement on the proposed new 
educational structure. The main novelty In the 
proposed system is the component of pre-school 
education, the six year primary school course and 
the continuation schools. There has been a lot 
of debate on this component. On the whole, 
there has been public agreement on the idea 
behind the scheme-moving away from grammar 
school type education but sharp differences In 

the means of attaining this goal. But it is a fact 
that nothing has been done about the primary 
school scheme and pretty little about continuation 
schools. What there is of continuation schools 
is limited to a few experiments running parallel 
with the old system . It is expected, however, that 
these are being closely studied for the empirical 
data so necessary for future policy decisions. 
b) one thing which came to fruition in 1972 
was that the University College of Cape Coast 

did become the University of Cape Coast. ThiS 
was, of course. in the offing but the records will 
always show 1972 as the year. The Head of State 
was present and he did announce that military 
training would be introduced into higher 
institutions. This idea is splendid but it requires 
clarification and extension. AI1 those who enter 
the universities are marked out as leaders. and they 
should know those they are going to lead and how 
they live. Military training alone is not enough 
fpr this. It IS "national service" that IS more 
urgenlly required. One could argue that "national 
service" should be made a condition for entry 
into the university. But this would be to assume 
that all prospective students into the university 
fit a single classification. If we revert to the 
January-December school year for second level 
education and retain the October-July year 
for higher education, it would be possible for 
sixth formers to have some time of "national 
service" before they enter university. They could 
still have military training whilst at university. 
And one expects that when the details of the 
military training are worked out, they would 
entail a little more than marching and counter
marching. One would expect that the military train
ing would take on an aspect of the work camps, 
akin to help the national army bas given in times of 
emergency, building bridges and helping ID 

the evacuation of cocoa. 
Budgetary allocations to education are made 

under the following sub-heads: 
i) Pre-University Education (General Ad

ministration, General Education, Bureau 
of Ghana Languages) 

ii) Technical Education and Vocational Train-

liia) 
III b) 

IDg. 

Higher Education 
Research (Ghana Academy of Sciences! 
C.S.I.R.) 

iv) Scholarships Secretariat 
v) National Archives 
vi) Art and CullUre. 
For the period 1966/67 to 1972/73, the figures 
rounded off in millions of cedis, are as follows : 

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL SECTOR 

ORIGINAL ESTIMATES ACTUAL EXPENDITURE 

Year Recurrent Development l Total Recurrent I Development Total 
----.----.----~----------~------_r----~----

+ 
1966/67 57.68 12.36 70,04 65.25 7.61 I 72.86 

-----------------:--------1------
+ 

1967/68 74.82 9.85 84.67 68.07 7.24 75.31 
1968/69 78.20 11.48 89.68 74.97 5.0 I 79.98 
1969/70 80.97 12.85 93.82 85.51 6.40 91.91 
1970/7 1 88.93 14.53 103.46 95.61 11.08 106.75 + 
197 1/72 87.85 18.97 I 106.82 - - -
1972/73 99. 59 6.91 106.50 I I - I - -
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The Road Safety Campaign 
FO R a long time now the merry-making during 
Christmas has tended to have horrific consequences 
for some motorists as well as some unoffending 
pedestrains. Drivers who have had a few drinks 
too many have wantonly injured or killed them
selves, often injuring or killing others in the process. 
In the past, our attitude to the high rale of mOlor 
accidents during Christmas has been one of 
concern, but we had tended to think there \~S 
nothing much anybody could do about it, apart 
from sounding a few weak cautions. 

During the last two Christmas seasons, however, 
we have seen attempts to deal with the problem 
in a more far-reaching way. At Christmas 1971 , 
the Junior Chamber of Commerce launched a 
campaign for road safety consisting mainly of 
cautionary posters placed at salient points along 
roadways. The effort was greatly appreciated. 
This last Christmas, the campaign was taken 
over by a Committee set up by the Department 
of Social Welfare and including officials from 
the Police. It was a more extensive campaign than 

Accidents 
Xmas'?1 Xmas '72 

Accra 237 239 
Ashanti 146 I 129 
Western 16 21 . 
Northern 7 14 
Volta 21 10 

- -. 

Total for all Ghana 571 532 

the prevIous year's reaching out of Accra into 

the regions. 

Certainly both the Junior Chamber of Commerce 
and the Department of Social Welfare deserve 
congratulations for making this positive attempt 
to grapple with a rather grave problem. [ndeed 
the general belief, held even among Police circles, 
is that this year's campaign in particular was very 
successful and has brought about an appreciable 
decline in road fatality. In actual fact, the police 
statistics indicate that there was a reduction by 
about 15 % in road deaths occuring from 1st 
December, 1972 to 6th January 1973 as compared 
with deaths occuring in the same period during 
the previous season. So indeed there is some reason 
for feeling good. 

Nevertheless the comprehensive figures would 
indicate that our success, though real, has been 
fairly limited. Below are some of the figures 
issued by the Police for the periods 1st December, 
197-6th January, 1972 and Ist December, 
1 972-6th January, 1973. 

Persons Injured Deaths 
Xmas '71 Xmas '72 Xmas'?l Xmas'72 

-
107 155 13 I 5 
60 134 16 24 
3 52 31 5 

25 21 3 , 4 
45 41 6 6 
- - - -

, -
612 685 82 67 

Even though these figures do not tell us what happened in the crucial period between say December 
22nd and January 3rd, yet they do reveal that if we have achieved a country-wide reduction in the number 
of accidents and deaths, yet the number of injured has gone up by about the same proportion. Nevertheless, 
the effort was worthy. 

O.A.V. Liberation Committee 

THIS week, Ghana recalls her revolutionary days 
of the recent past by playing host to the twenty
first session of the Liberation Committee of the 
Organisation of Afncan Unity. The session is 
convening under good auspices, since Accra has 
had a long and distinguished association with the 
birth and nurturing of people's liberation move
ments in some countries that are now politically 
free and others which are still under tbe colonial 
and racialist yoke. 

-

Some recent developments are also noteworthy. 
The Rabat session barely seven months ago marked 
a decisive step forward in its proclamation that the 
enemies of African freedom understand nothing 
other than the language of forcc. There has been 
ample demonstration of this, especially now that 
our people are making the subtle distinction 
between empty political independence which 
does nothing to affect the colonialist's strangle-hold 
over the economy of African countries, and ge
nuine independence. 
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The enlargement of the Comminee from 11 

to 17 which Jed to the inclusion of Ghana and 
five other African countries is in itself a vote of 
confidence in Colonel Acheampong's regime. 
We recaJl with chagrin the embarrassment that 
the ousted Busia regime caused us all by pursuing 
the defeatist policy of dialogue with South Africa. 

This session of the Liberation Committee, then, 
will be addressing itself to ways in which concrete 
advances may be made within the shortest possible 
lime, We hope that the session will take both a 
comprehensi\c look at the arenas of struggle, 
as well as set up a scale of priorities. There is no 
reason why Guinea-BisslU. for instance, should 
not be liberated this year, to coincide with the tenth 
anniversary of the O .A.U. As the gallant leader 
of the PAIGe. Amilcar Cabral, has said, the whole 
of the rUfal areas are in the hands of the nationalist 
and democratic force. All that is needed is a final 
sho ... e in the urban centres, and Portugal will 
crash face down. 

We would Itke to call attention to one particular 
area that has tended to be ignored. These are the 
twin islands of Sao Tome and Principe in the 
Gulf of Guinea. Endowed with a supremely 
strategic location and with considerable natural 
resources, these islamJs naturally presented them
selves to Portugal as a luscious plum. Though small 
in popufalion, the islands afford Portu8ll1 such a 
deadly stepping-stone to a host of independent 
African countries in the region that they cannot 
afford to ignore them. 

That is what we mean by a comprehensive 
prescription. However small a territory, it ought 
to be taken into account. But at the same time. 
a set of priorities needs to be drawn up. 

In wishing the session resounding success, we 
would like to remind participants that their 
deliberations should be of a quality that would 
do honour to all the martyrs of African freedom, 
not least of whom IS K warne Nkrumah to whom 
glowing tribute was paid by speaker after speaker 
at the opening session. 

-------
Zambia """ Rhodesia Ie Co.-DHds, Not Wont. 

WHILE the O,A.U. Liberation Commitlee was in session 
here in Accra, disturbing news came from Zambia to 
the c.flect that the illegal regime of Ian Smith had closed 
its horder with Zambia "for security reasons·'. This 
action is undoubtedly a reprisal a,ainst the action of 
the Zimbabwe freedom fighters in blowing up a bridge 
near Mount Darwin. in Rhodesia , last Monday, Rho
desian government sources Indicate that the border w111 
be re-opened on ly If and when the lusaka Go\oemment 
gi ves assurances that Zimbabwe freedom fighlers will 
no le nger receive asyl um in Zambia or use that territory 
as all operational base. 

As could be expected , Portulal has jomed in the black-

rna;1 by deny;., ,... fadU ... to _ .......... 1M 
Port of lei ... in M ... n" .... Bit: bae •• VGi I r hal 
also entered the fray ...... it Ii'" actiw. IMIna F EDt 
and support to Ian Smith. "' .......... all u', __ 
fcelina the full eft'ects of ita .. ..,..,........ J l+ilkwa. aid tile 
raci'it . rqimes arc doi .. an in their J wer to liP , 
Za,,,bla further so u to Wi .. "'" 00II:: ,. a. .... will 
thwan the efforts of nationalist ...... " ill .... put of 
Africa, Ian Smith i ... id to be under ~ .. I In: 
al h. 'me to to still further in Iquenina Zambia. 

The face that all thi, it bappaiina while die OAU. 
liberation Committee i. meetina Ihould i.... t apoa 
me deleptes the need for realistic and ..-. tii. actioa. 
The aBrasion of lIle racist nIIima i. now Will eli •• ? t 
at iIIn independent state. J.l. is reported that our .... u· 
ment and the Committee ha~ sent a met liP of IOlielll· 
rity to Zambia. This i. certainl, not enouah. for Z.mbia 
now needs much morc than moral aapport. 

11 will be recalled that openina the concnl 2ht __ on 
of the liberation Committee meetina in Acora lui: 
Monday. the Chairman of lIle N.R..C. called for a .. 
arm~ revolution as the only means of totalty libcratina 
Africa. He added that it is time 10 pus into elective 
.ctio.t i.nstead of merely "Slina rcsolUtionL Tbe Com, 
missioner for Foreiln Affain. Major Kwarne Bath, told 
the Conference the followin, day that 197) should be 
considered as a year of (Jecision to make tbc. liberatu .. 
struelle a .... 8ry. 

lIJow. whether by aedden. or by desi,n. by a ClUeI 
irony or history. a challenle has been thrown in a peal. 

liar form to all the verbiale. Jhe members of the Ube
ration Committel" arc he~ aSlfiilbled. Are they loina 
to content themsel"e. with meU-lts of solidarity to Pre
sidn Kaunda. or are they loin, to take effective mea
~ur.!s 10 ensure that at least one country that is already 
free is not re-en~laved or otherwise emasculated? The 
o;eriousness of purDO'IC of the O.A,U. is beina put to 
th~ test. We are all oMervin. to see whether this present 
~ .. i(ln of the liberation Committee is .oinl to be iuIt 
anotMr performance or the periodic ritual of Ihoutina 
<;IOllo\\1'Is and blowin. hot air. or whether it i. a purlMll£ful 
meeting of II"rious minds to plan and undertake the ne
cessary .(floa for the liberation and defence of Africa. 

Letters • 

The Valvenily ... Sodety-A Rrt .... 

SIR- When your anonymous correspondent (L.O. Vnl26) 
says that academic freedom is "utopian", docs he mean 
thai it is desirable but impossible? For it hal been 
practised in some western countries for hundreds: of 
yean. 

o 
No uRl\oenity wishes to become a state within a state. 

for a state is an oraanization prcpareid to till if need 
bc. whkh uni"enitics do not do. 11aey want to be fftC 
to find Oul knowledae and to teach youn, people to 
judIe. to read both sides before judaina. to wci&b 
evidence. They have hans of residence not onty for ptaC. 

tical convenience but so that students should tel to 
know each other, talk to each other, and think. AI for 
serving the community. they can do that t.etter if they 
have learnt to use their mins than if tbey haw not. 
As for brinl an elite, nobody can avoid an eli" of some 
sort if the} are to come out of the Stone Ace. As far 
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who should decide on academic standards. it had better 
be the people who passed examinations than the ones 
who failed. If outsiders criticize, it should be for some- -
thing non-academic, like racial discrimination or the way 
German University students, years ago, used to fight 
horrid duels with each other. 

Let us take two examples from history. Athens and 
Sparta. In Athens education was free, and the right of 
free association was guaranteed by the law. One philo
sophical school, run by an alien, was nearly dosed for 
un patriotIsm. but that was only what they nearly did. 
In Spart:!, all education was under the State from the 
cradle to the grave. The Spartan system had some fi~ 
results, discipline and self-sacrifice. but Athens and her 
wisdom h<:.ve meant far more to us. Academic freedom 
is a precious thing. 

Daphne Hereward 

Profecting tbe Consumer-A Rejoinder 

SIR-I refer to the letter by Mrs. Y. M. Agble, published 
in your issue (L.O. VIIj25). 

Unfortunately none of the clerks in any of our 
branches can recollect Mrs. AgbJe's visit so we do not 
k.now what cloth it is or which of OUT suppJien: made 
it. Would Mrs. Agblc please send us the details stamped 
on the face plait of the" cloth? J mention in passing tbat 
we ourselves do not manufacture, but of course we 
accept that we have a responsibility for goods bearing 
our name or trade marks. 

Mrs. Agble's report of three parts to a piece is most 
extraordinary and it is very doubtful that the cloth left 
the factory or our wholesale in that condition. The parts 
being "all cleverly hidden" supports this suggestion as 
cloth is lapped by machines and the operatives have 
neither the time nor incentive to be clever in this way. 
Human error is, of course, always possible. 

A proportion of textiles piece-goods is in cut-pieces 
of two parts. Although the proportion is generally small. 
it has always existed. in imported as well as local piece
goods. and has been accepted as a feature of the trade. 
We had thought that this was well-known and that it 
was one of the reasons for inspecting cloth before pur
chase. Our customers certainly exercise their right of 
choice and examine the cloth in our wholesales. selecting 

• or reiecting for a variety of reasons. 
We are investigating the matter as it may have grown 

bevond the irreducible minimum, in which case we shall 
do what we can to correct it. We can regulate our own 
conduct. we can influence our suppliers. but we have 
yerv little control o .... er market retailing. The market 
tvpe of trade have advanta2es for the consumer but it 
demands a degree of self-reliance. 

G.B. Ollhnnt (Ghana) Ltd. 
Grouo Textiles Division 
PO. Box 177 
A,,,,, 

H. C. Lane 
:\1arketing Manager 

"The Future of Our Mines"-A Rejoinder 

SrR-I refer to your editorial entitled "The Future of 
Our Mines'·. published in L.O. VIl'25. 

Tn that article it is stated inter alia ... ''For example, 
a university Department of Geologv !''lould expand its 
svllabus to take in subjects like Geochemistry, Geo
phv.;,!cs. Mining Geology and Economic Geology" 

As your observation creates the impression that at 

present those subjects are not taught if, this university 
I would like to draw your attention to the syllabus in 
force in the Geology Department at Legon. You will 
find that the aspect of geology mentioned by you (ana 
other applied aspects also) are incorporated in the curri
culum of the second. third and fourth years of the B.Sc. 
General. and Honours degrees. 

Taking into account that several of the "basic" geology 
courses which necessarily consume a good deal of time, 
such as structural geology, {mineralogy and petrology 
etc. are essential an·d. in fact. indispcnc.able in the train· 
ing of a would·be mining geologist. it can be said that 
this Department is certainly not neglecting the geologi
cal aspects of mining. Several of our gradUates are 
actually employed in this field. 

This is not the place to elaborate on the more techni
cal problems of the training of geologists, but the 
undersigned and his staff shall be pleased to give you any 
further information on what the Geology Department 
at Legon is teaching or not (yet) teaching and why. 
Perhaps this may prevent any furth~r publication that 
may lead to misinterpretation by your readers. 

Department of Geology 
P.O. Box S8 
Lego. 

A. F. J. Smil 
Prof~. Head of Dept. 

Moral Turpitude in Public HospitBls--A Rejoinder 

SIR- ThiS Hospital has noticed the article which 
appeared iI' the L.O. VTI/24 dated 1-14 December, 1972. 

Tn this article it was alleged thai an inddent occurred 
at the Children's Block at the hospital. 

My office has been in contact with the Children's 
Block, bul has been unable to go further into this parti
cular matter because the writer of the article did not 
say when the alleged incident happen('d. Moreover the 
authorities in the Children's Block have not received 
any complaint from any parent in the past frw weeks, 
and there is no information anywhere in the Department 
concerning the incident. 

We sh3J1 be grateful to hear from your correspondent. 

Karle Bu HQ<i"pital 
P.O. Box 77 & 78 
Korle Bu 

Dr. V. E. O. Portuphv-Lamptey 
Medical Administrator 

"New University Institute of louflUllism"-A Rejoinder , 
STR- Kindly allow me some space in your journal to 
put in a rejoinder on your Notebook entry entitled 
" New University Tnstitute of Journalism" (LO. VIIj25, 
page 598). 

Sweeping statements--effects of which more often 
than not transcend national boundaries- are threatening 
to become stereotype in materials of case ·study wh ose 
limits are more transparently Ghanaian . This. at best. 
suggests misplacement or even uncertainty of one's 
facts and, at worst. underscores unawareness of "itua
tions relative to case in point outside one's country of 
domicile. 

It is against this background that the la"t but one 
paragraph of p. 598 Le~on Observer Vol. VTT, No. 25 
treating above-mentioned subject can be better appre
ciated. 

The arjl!ument in ouestion would be rather svrnmetric 
if re"tricted to the Ghanaian circum"tance .. of me. 
dium-range manpower problems in her only daily 
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newsptlEi. G .... ic, Ti ... and PiGd~.r, in addition 
to a lew other weckJie.t-rciative to wbat professional 
training her existing School of Journalism could pr0-

vide. 
Which mak.es that sole offending paragraph more 

important and graphic is ils reference to West Africa 
which includes. say, Nigeria which publishes 15 or morc 
dailies with a greater number of weeklies and bi· 
weeklies. Moreover, she runs five Schools of Iournalism 
-at Universities of Nsukka. Lagos, and Zaria respec
th,tly in addition to the Nigerian Institute of Journalism 
and Daily Times Training Institute (a ll in Lagos)-with 
the first three awar<Jing Degrees :lnd post-graduate 
Diploma. 

Worth mentioning, too. is the aversive reference to 
the pre~ent Institute of Journalism that suggests its re
dundancy with effective operation of the Legon School. 
Yel. what is wrong with having Legon restrict itself to 
post-graduate curriculum or even duplicate with the 
under-graduate dimension? It only offers the young 
Ghanaian a~pirant to journalism a scope of choice. 

It is said indeed to observe that 110 Ghanaian write -up 
is e.ver considered complete without reference- however 
oblique-outside her frontiers that often ends up. like 
this eltampJe, in inadvertent but plain contradiction. 

Ifl~if'Ute or Journalism 
P.O. 8m 667 
Ac ..... 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Publjjbed unedited 

M.A. Coumes in Journalism 

Nod Okereke 

SIR- It has been reported in some of our local dailies 
that a one-year diploma course in journalism is being 
instituted at Legan nelt( year. It was further reported that 
non-graduates who pass some qualifying examination 
and exc..::! in the diploma course would be allowed one 
year more to read for an M.A, degree. 

This is a very disturbing piece of news that should 
raise quite a few eyebrows in academic circles. For it 
appears quite strange to allow a non-graduate. however 
brilliant he may be. 10 read for a Master's degree in just 
one year. after only a year's diploma training. This may 
be considered quite a preposterous idea in some "rea
sonable" universities, especially where the Master's de
gree is properly considered as a post-graduate qualifi
ca tion tha: may be attempted only after obtaining the 
first and fundamental Bachelor's degree. 

It is patently and painfully obvious that journalism 
in this country- especially where our local dailies are 
concernoc-needs quite a dose of intellectual and aca
dem ic il.jection. But solutions to this patheti c affair 
mu<;t not compromise academic standards. From the way 
things have been proposed. with a little bit of luck . it 
might be po~ible for the journalist without even any 
formal secondary education (and there are quite a. few 
han~ing around) to obtain a Master's de2ree in a much 
shorter t:me and perhaps with only the effort and deter
mination needed for a diploma course. \Vhatever prompt
ed the authoritie<; conce rned to jump from an idea of a 
diploma COUNe to one of a post-graduate course must 
be Quite strange 

1t aDocars what our journali .. ts nerd most is a back
~rnunct 2cneral education to at le::l~t the lhchek,r'~ level. 
Thi .. ~hould provide them not only with the intellectual 
di .. cipli n.: aCQuired from formal univer .. itv tr14;nine: '1nd 
also with enough confidence to be able to write sensibly 

and effectively in varloua? +0· = ..... 
In any- c:ax. jf it shoutd not be possible to provide 

joumaJists with basic &tat n1clree llaiaina before pattina 
them on ambitious post-lraduate courses, academic 
authontiC3 in this country must consider the "evil." 
associated with ofTerin, Ma.ter', delret; courses to non
graduate students. This is not an entirely improbable 
idea, but at least we c:ourd ponder over it in the !isht 
of how we want the Ghanaian dearee and our educa
tional system to be respec:ted. 

Name .... Addftll Sappliu' FAilOr 

• Gardiotr GO IDtdleceull III Politics 

SIR-8eC2use politics is danlcrous, African intellectual. 
should restrict themselves to efforts directed at salvina 
the econcmic problems of their countries. In politic. 
there is not much opponunily to do anything to solve 
tbe economic problems of one's country; nne can only 
deal with political problems which are simpler than 
economic problems and are not in any urgent need of 
solution. 

Political decision making-making laws. approvin. 
the award of big contrael5, giving final approval to the 
allocation of scarce resources-such things should be 
left exclusively to non-intetleetuals. Therefore Senlhor, 
Kenyatta. Nkrumah, Azikiwe, Kaunda , Nyerere were 
all wrong in dabbling in politics. According to reports 
this is broadly what Mr. Roben Gardiner said to a U.N. 
Jntematicna' Conference for students held in Accra 
recently. 

But in 1968 the Ghana Constitutional Commission 
quoted Plato at the beginning of its proposals. thul. 
''The punishment which the wise suffer who refuse to 
take part in the lovemment. is to live un(ler the 10-
vernment of worse men". Thus we are tom between 
Plato and Gardiner. Of course. intellectuals are not 
necessarily the wisest men in society. nor is it the non. 
intellectuals who are wisest. But who is an intellectual? 
One hopes Mr. Gardiner was mis-reported. 

P.O. Bo,; 14 EmmaDaeI Vorke" 
Achimot3 

Self-Re~lanot and Trade Surplus 

SIR- It is difficult to understand people who attribute 
the rcce'lt trade surplus on Ghana's foreign trade to the 
policy of self·reliance initiated by the government. 

It is nOI clear on what evidence (hey ba.se this asser
tion. For all we know, the surplus is <!ue more to the 
increase in value of exports than to the cuts in imports. 
We know that cocoa and gold which form about 70% 
of the total forcign exchange earnings of this counlry 
have haj favourable prices. 

It is doubtful. Mr. Editor, that even the most 'liberal' 
definitiml of self-reliance can be employed to account 
for the trn.de surplu .. made. for the increases in the prices 
of the items mentioned were not c:iue to the effort of 
gO\·emmen: and lor her people. We cannot talk of in
creased productivity now. 

ln the ca~e of imports. there has not been much ~ub~
titulion: the cuh in imports have brought about ~hor
ta~<j. as is evident on the market---dnllU. medicines, 
'forei2n food<;'. spare parts are in very short supply. 

Th,. studv of the hi~torv of cocoa price<; reveals a 
con .. iderable amount of in~tahi1ity even within a parti. 
cular yea r. and great fluctuations in successive years. 
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SInce most of our foreign exchange earnings accrue 
from cocoa and fluctuations affect development projects 
and goods on the market. linking trade surpluses to the 
self-reliance exercise will only result in loss of sympathy 
from the people in times of adverse prices of our main 

exports. 
S.30 ~on HaU J. D. Asaate otIei 

"Tbe National Houte of Chief,' 

SIR-I have read with dismay the recent call by fhe 
Western Region House of Chiefs that the headquartcn 
of the National House of Chiefs should be removed 
from Kumasi to Accra (Vide Daily GJ'3phic. January 3. 
197 J). 

The S\JTpdsitlg thing about this dramatic call is that 
the chiefs gave no compelling reason for the necessity 
of removing the headquarters. apart (rom the ract that 
Accra is our capital. Nobody questions the ract that 
Accra is the capital town; but what one may question 
is the wisdom of having particular headquarters in 
Accra simply becau§e it happens to be the capital oC 
Ghana. J am sure that the creating of a capital town 
does not mean that it should possess all things of na~ 
tional status, nor (foes it necessarily imply tbe robbinS 
of the regional capitals of everything that has a national 
character. If that were the cue, I am sure. the Naval 
Base and the Takoradi Harbour would not have been 
in the Western Region. 

I would have tbought that the chiefs would adduce 
enough evidence to the effect that the chieh meet ,ome 
difficultics' with thei( headquarter~ in Kumas; or that 
there ar.:: some administrative problem~ involved. But 
lince any such evidence is lacking the call must be 
treated with well-d~ed contempt. 

J( the present headquarters ;5 serving its purposes 
then one wonders what useful purpose its removal will 
serve. Th~ problenu facing Ghana now are economic, 
locial and moral: and it is in these fields that we expect 
our chieh to take the initiative in suggesting reasonable 
and lasting solutions: they should not merelv engage in 
fruitless discussions that produce nothinjt but baseless 
and mcanin.ll:les(; rcouests that merely attract the front 
pagelj of the national dailies. 

Common'lft8ttb Hall 
Unh'crsity of Chana 
Leg .. 

Kwame Frimpong 

Reconling Nkrumah', Ideas A Rejoinder 

SIR- J wish to comment on a letter in L.O. vn/2S, page 
602. It is both ridiculous and strange that Kwame Kari
kari feels the ideas and works of Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, 
the c.P.P. and its a(fherents in the Ghanaian and Afri
can context are the only ones worth preserving for the 
benefit of posterity. 

It is high time in this period of national reconciliation 
and unity to beware of such partisan thinkers. It must 
be emphasised that the works of other giants like 10hn 
Mensah Sarbah , Casely Hayford. 1. B. Danquah and in
deed host of other numerous Ghanaians are of equal 
literary. political and cultural benefit to generntions yet 
to :,e born and as sucb stand In need of national preser
vation . 

P.O. Box 13 
Bawku 

Loml COVftll! .... ad tile Ecuoow) bI POll c..p G, •• _. 

SIR-The normal method or financing the locally admi
nistered community services is by local rates and loans, 
assisted by grant.in-aid from the Central Government 

Owing to the great variation in economic conditions 
in different parts of the country and the burdensome 
character of local taxes, especially in areas whicb have 
been impoverished by trade. depression, the financina 
of community services by means of local rates is far 
from satisfactory. The low rateable value of many local 
authoritic,s al,o affects their borrowing capacity and 
t~eir ability to meet the 9Crvices or such loans as they 
are able to raise. Without a considerable amount of 
additional financial assistance from the Central Govern
ment during the present d'eprC3sion the community KY
vices in certain area.s would have broken down alto
gether. The proportion or local government expenditure 
on the social serviocs convered by Central Government 
grants has increased very considerably during the lart 
five years. chiefly as a result of the non·viability of most 
local government councils in the country. More than 
half the net rate fund expenditure of many local autho
rities is now covered by Central Government grants. and 
in some areas (where agricultural land is entirely de
rated) the proportion is more than 80 per centum. 

Nevertheless, the financial pmition of many local 
authorities in the (fepressed areas is so difficult that there 
is V'ery little hope of further progress in the (fevclopment 
of the constructive community services in the areas 
without still further assistance from the Cenral Govern
ment. This state of affairs gives rise to some doubt as to 
whether it is wise to increase the present proportion 
of local government expenditure borne by Central Go
vernment before considerinl the possibility of achieving 
economies in administration and a broader basis of local 
finance bv grouping e.xi(;ting local government areas into 
lante viable RegionallDistrict Units. 

The creation of RegionalJOistrict(Local Units of this 
kind would not only make it possible to provide the 
conqructive commur.ity service in a more economical 
way than the pre'lent arrangements permit: they would 
also make it possi',l.: to equalise rate burdens over wide 
areas in which great disparities exist tOdav. But would 
it not be more self-reliant and e.conomically viable 
according to available resources in tenns of the growing 
population in some ar('as of councils to give them bank 
loans to embark uoon agricultural ventures like. "crop 
farming" etc. and other projects as a source of additional 
revenue for the local authorities in Ghana? 

Some commercial banks in the country. particularh' 
the Barclays Bank of Ghana Limited. are now involved 
in our economic war. more especially in the aRricultural 
sector. It j'l learnt with much sati(;f~ction that it hM a 
special section which undertakes feasibility studies of farm 
projects and offers ne.cessarv assistance with 50ft loans 
and technical advice. 1f indivi(fual co.operatives can 
eniov this service. why should local .ll:overnmrnt councils 
in the countrv e<tablishec1 bv an Act of Parliament be 
ne~l('cted. and why should the N.R .C. not ensure that 
this venturI" be a compuhorv commercial enterprise for 
all Local Government Councils? 

Bv 50 doing. manv of these councils will help Ghana 
achieve two of the top priority aims of the revolution
more employment to the rural community and financial 
viabilitv without reliance on Central Government grants. 

P.O. Box 17 ADC1re .... T. K. Naoor 
Dod .... 
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Road Safety aDd Word Games 

SIR-The people who mounted the road safety campaign 
last Christmas (and indeed the previous Christmas) 
thought it better to make their warnings sound humo
:rous rather tban solemn-even though road safety is a 
very serious ITIatter. So that instead of a possible solemn 
caution like "THINK OF YOUR WIFE AND CHILD· 
REN BEFORE YOU TAKE ONE FOR THE ROAD" 
we got warnings like "LET YOUR LICENCE EXPIRE 
BEFORE YOU DO" which is humorous on account of 
the play on the word c;'(pirc. Personally, I prefer hu
mour to solemnity-the latter can be quite irritating: 
after all, who are they to remind me of mv family? • 

Nevertheless, sometimes the particular type of humour 
adopted in the campaign assumed a greater degree of 
literacy in the Ghanaian driver than is perhaps the cast:.. 
How is a provincial haula.ec-truck dnver supposed to 
react to such a notice as "Retire your worn out tyres 
before they retire you". Surely the play on the words 
retire and tyre is much too intricate and likely to be 
lost on some drivers. Because of the likelihood th::.t tbe 
humour might not be felt. T thought that a more straight 
forward poster like "One for the road may be one for 
the grave" was possibly more appreciated in our situa
tion. even though it was rather gloomy. 

The other point is that the driver who enjoys word 
games was so engrossed by the. notices that his attention 
was constantly being drawn off the road, as he looked to 
see if the next warning was as funny as tbe last one. 

Two things emerge. If road safety is to be enjnyed then 
the notices need to be even bolder than they were last 
Christmas so that they will be less distracting. Secondly 
there. ought be greater variety in content than tbere is 
now-so that alJ drivers will get their share. 

P.O. BO:l 0118 Kofi Kuttio-Mensab 

TakOl'3di 
-------

For The R~cm·d. 
.--------. 

Tues(by, January 1 

Government Parflcipatcs 10 Timber Industry 

THE Government of Ghana has acquired majority sbares 
in four foreign timber companies, namely, Messrs 
Gliksten (West Africa) Ltd., African Timber and Ply
wood (Ghana) Ltd., Takoradi Veneer and Lumber Com
p:my Ltd., and the timbe'\" division of R. T. Briscoe 
(Ghana) Ltd. 

A decree. The Timber O(Y"ralions (Government Parti. 
cipation) Decree, publis.hed JO Accra today makes it an 
offence for anybody to obstruct directly or indirectly the 
implementation of the p:1rticipation of tbe Government 
in the four companies. 

Wednesday, January 3 

OlUrches to Merge 

SEVEN of the churches in Ghana arc to unite to form 
one church. and accordingly, a 3D-member committee 
has been appointed to work out the details and suggest 
:1 name for the new church. I 

The ~hurches are Anglican, Evangelical Presbyterian. 
Melhodl:\'t. Presbyterian. Lutheran. Mennonite. and the 
African Methodist Episcop;ll (AME). 

The Reverend Professor C. G. Baeta. chairman of the 
'\() member committee who announced the proposed 

merger said, "We want to break the artificial bars in the 
Christian worship in Ghana". 

Saturday, January 6 
Burot Bricks for Low-cost Houses 

BURNT brick plants are to be installed in all the regions 
to produce cbeap burnt brick on a large scale to enable 
people to build houses at low cost. 

As part of the project, personnel drawn from the 
various regions are undergoing training at the Brick and 
Tile Factory of GIHOC in Accra. 

Technicians from Hungary have already examined the 
cO!ldilion of 15 burnt brick plants ordered during the 
Nkrumah regime and a final report is expected from 
them concerning the in stallation of the plants which 
may start at the end of this month. Already, one of the 
plants which was found to be in reasonable condition 
has bce.n assclTIbied at Kibi and another is being instal· 
led in Sunyani. 

Monday, January 8 

OAU Liberation Committee Meets in Accra 

DELEGATES from all the l7-member nations of tbe 
OAU Liberation Committee have arrived in Accra for 
the 21st session of the committee. Among those who have 
arrived :lrc Mr. Nzo Ekangaki, Secretary General of the 
OAU, his deputy Mr. Peter Onu, and Mr. John Mala
cb ,the Tanzanian Foreign Minister. 

Opc.!ling the session, the Ghanaian Head of State, 
Colonel] K. Acheampong called for armed revolutions 
as the only means of liberating South Africa. "We are 
duty bound", continued Colonel Acheampong, "in the 
name of all that is decent and humane to defeat the 
enemy and thereby set free our people". 

He pledged that Ghana which was now in the front 
ranks of the liberation struggle would never agam re
treat from tbat eminent position. 

Wednesday, January 10 

Lt.-Col. C. D. Benni in New Position 
THE office of the N.R.C. announced today that Lt.-Col. 
C. D. Benni ':las been appointed Commissioner for In
fornation. He was, until his new appointment, Com
mis3ioner for N.R.C. Affairs. 

N.R.C. Issues Charter 

THE National Redemption Council today published it! 
Charter setting out tbe aims and principles that will 
determine its action ana the fate of the nation. lntro
ducing the Charter at a press conference at the Castle, 
Osu, today, the C"nairman of the N.R.C. said that it was 
the historic mission of Ghanaians to be first rate Africans 
and tbis would be achieved by the present revolution. 

The 19-page Charter bas "Unity and Self-reliance" 
as its mono and has the following chapter headings: 
One nation, one people, one destiny: Total Manpower 
Development: Revolutionary Discipline; Self-reliance: 
Service to tbe People; Patriotism and Tntemational 
Brntherhood; Mobilisation of Spiritual, Intellectual and 
Will power. 
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The trend is to " ~ 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are chan~ing to Embassy. 
Emb:.l~~~. !,.'lg:trctt c::, are preferrcJ 
because they are milder and 
smoother. with a pleasant aroma . 

Embassy are the popu lar chole" 
because they give smoki ng satis 
l~lcllOn. A growlIlg number of (it::,· 

eerning smokers go for Embassy . 
DO YOU '! 

Elnbas sy the milder, smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 
• 

AGRICULTURE: CHANGING OF THE GUARD 

AFTER one year as Commissioner for Agriculture, Major
General D. K. Addo has resigned on the grounds of ill~health. 
The success of the Operation Feed Yourself campaign, 
limited though it is, owes a lot to the energy and vigour 
which the outgoing commissioner put into the project. He 
quickly saw the basic problems facing agriculture in the 
country, and spared no effort in giving the necessary leader
ship for finding appropriate solutions. The general stimula
tion given to agriculture through a greater awareness for its 
necessity in our programme of economic recovery, we hoPe. 
will not be weakened with the departure of the Commissioner 
so closely associated with the campaign. 

The major areas of our agricultural problems have been 
identified and what is needed now is the implementation of 
the plans that have not y(;t been implemented, as well as 
a consolidation of the foundation laid. To do this, we -need 
energetic and dedicated leadership, and this is what tIle 
country can be assured of in the person of Major-General 
Addo's successor, Colonel EG. Bernasko. During his tenure 
of office as the Central Regional Commissioner, Colonel 
Bernasko gave evidence of dedicated leadership and tireleis 
energy, qualities that will st:l0d him in good stcJ.d in his D\!-,v 

challenging office ; and we trust that he will bring his energiei 
to bear on our agricultural problems. 

As Colonel Bernasko prepare~ to assume office, we should 
like to draw his attention to anotber aspect of our agricultural 
problems which his predecessor mentioned on numerO:1S 
o::casiolls as part of the 'iCcond phase of tbe O.F.Y. c:lmpaign, 
bJt \'vh ich stilt reml ins to be tackled, namely, the reorgani
sation of the Ministry of Agriculture at both the regional 
and national 1C'·. 'Ci s. 

1-ir::.t of aiJ , there is the long-felt need to make a clear 
distinction between the administrative and professional 
classes in the ministry. This professional section will be headed 
by a Director and his deputies, and they will actually run the 
ministry. leaving the purely administrative functions to the 
Principal Sccrct.J.ry and his staff. With the functions clearly 
demarcated, the prof~ss!onal people in tbe ministry can 
diroXt a!i their t.:r.crgics towards technical problems while 
the admillistr .. tors concern themselves with the pJre1y 
,:u..lministrati\c matters slich as rebtions with other go\"c:-n
mcnt agl:ncies. 

Secondly, the powers of Regional Agricult!Jro.i Officers 
should be consolidatd. AI) of now. the Regional Agriculturdl 
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Officers have no over-all control of agricultural 
activities in their regions. The heads of the various 
divisions within the ministry, instead of reporting 
to him as the regional chief, report to the divisional 
heads in Accra, with the result that the regional 
agricultural officer is not always abreast with the 
de\e!opments in the various sections of the 
ministry under his care. The purpose of the pro
posed change is to let the regional bosses know 
all that is happening in the region. 

Thirdly. it was planned that effective usc should 
be made of the various wings of the Ministry. 
particularly the Research Institutes such as those 
of Crop, Animal and Soil Research which cons
tituted the scientific services in the ministry. 
The aim of establishing this section of scientific 
services was to bring research activities and 
findings\\ithio the immediate reach of the ministry. 
and thence of the farmers through Extension 
Services. These institutes were supposed to deal 
with more immediate problems, leaving the long
term ones to the unh·ersitics and other organs. 
It has become clear that since these institutes 
were detached from the parent ministry. they 
have not made as much impact as was originally 
hoped. The purpose in proposing to bring 
them back under the immediate supervision of 
tbe ministry is to ensure tbat the researches can 
be directed towards areas requiring immediate 
attention, and that the results can be collated 
and monitored. 

Lastly, the outgoing commissioner was giving 
serious thought to improving the service conditions 
as a way of attracting and retaining the services of 
qualified people in the ministry. We are informed 
that he actually proposed new salary scales and 
incentives which showed considerable -improve
ment on the existing emoluments. This is a very 
important matter to which we caU on the new 
commissioner to address his early attention. The 
efforts being made to improve our agriculture will 
not be particularly rewarding if the personnel 
to implement and supervise the programmes feel 
so dissatisfied and frustrated that they leave for 
more remunerative positions just at the time when 
they have accumulated enough experience to be 
of greater service to the community. 

We have addressed ourselves to the question of 
agriculture in successive issues to underscore the 
important role that this activity should play in our 
economic revival. We trust that Colonel Bernasko 
will shoulder his new responsibilities wruch, in a 
sense, are more challenging than his previous ones, 
with his usual zeal, dedication and energy. 

To Major-General Addo we say: Well done; 
and to Colonel Bernasko : good luck. 

Politics 

OUR PRESENT SITUATION AND THE 
FUTURE 

By 

1. E. Wiredu 

• 
IT was certainly a remarkable development when 
inside ten short months the N.R.C. government 
was able to secure a foreign trade surplus 
much in excess of a hundred million cedis. I 
doubt very much if any party-based civilian 
go\'ernment could ha\'e brought this about. At 
least any foreign trade position remoted~y re
sembling this eluded the last civilian government 
(with, as it turned out, fateful decisiveness). The 
question now is: Can this favourable foreign trade 
position be attributed to superior political and 
economic wisdom on the part of the N.R.C.? 
Undoubtedly to suppose so would be a pleasant 
thought to the N.R.C. but that would be somewhat 
precipitous at this stlge. 

There is, for instance, the elementary point 
that the full economic significance of the present 
trade position will not be known to us ordinary 
citizens until we are favoured with the detailed 
breakdown of the trade figures, and until certain 
crucial facts about the general performance of the 
economy have become available to us. But one 
thing is clear beyond peradventure: no civilian 
government based on a political party with an 
opposjtion to think about could have risked the 
level and spread of shortages wruch the import 
policies of the N.R.C. have occasioned in the 
country. It might, therefore. be wise to temper 
exultation over the arithmetic of our foreign trade 
with the thought that if, haply, the apparent 
gains have been made at the expense of national 
production, then we may be burying our heads in 
sand, ostrich style. 

So, then, the present government has the advan
tage over the previous one that they have no 
election promises to redeem or any opposition 
spokesman to worry about; their continuance 
in power depends not upon consent but (in 
principle) upon force. And so long as they have 
the power and the courage they can impose any 
privation upon the populace for the sake of 
"a better tomorrow". Besides, they have the 
privilege that they can make mistakes without 
too much political retribution, if any. Truth 
to say, they have already made quite a number 
of mistakes, some clearly avoidable. Why, for 
example, did it not occur to tbem in the first place 
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that a rent reduction order could ha\e legal 
Implications? 

Then, there is the question of state intervention 
in semantics. To begin with the previous govern
ment was faulted on its handling of certain 
goods designated "essential" by the present re
gime. Soon on obscure psychological grounds 
it was commanded that they should no longer, 
at least officially, be called "essential", but 
rather "foreign", Meanwhile every school boy 
knew that some at least of the goods wefe 
essential. Apparently to reinforce the philosophy 
behind the new name the government banned all 
queueing for the goods in question-an otherwise 
unheard of manoeuHe. Not surprisingly, soldiers 
were subsequently to be seen helping to keep 
order at the proscribed queues. Col. Acheampong 
has now volunteered the information that, this 
semantical revolution notwithstanding, his 
government has actually imported 12 millJon cedis 
worth more of those same goods than was impor· 
ted by the last go\ernment for a comparable 
period. 

Operation Recpnciliation 

Incidentally, with so much increase in the 
Importation of these essential/foreign goods it 
might appear plausible to postu late a decrease 
in the efficiency and ingenuity with which they 
are being distributed to account at least partially 
for the present shortages of these same goods. 
Moreover, one cannot in this connexion suppress 
the anxiety that perhaps the import restrictions 
introduced by the government have been made 
to affect industnally essential foreign goods more 
drastically than one might initially have suspected. 

This is not an essay on what is going wrong, 
though such an essay might have its place. The 
foregoing remarks are merely intended to dis· 
courage any premature sense of the Imminence 
of national salvation. In spite of the Ghanaian 
habit of idol ising their rulers - a habit which, 
on present evidence, the uninspiring performance 
of past governments ha\e done nothing to weaken. 
it must be acknowledged that our present rulers, 
not unlike the previous ones, are ordinary human 
beings trying to grapple with some rather in· 
tractable problems. If one considers that up to a 
point human fallibility tends to rise in proportion 
to the magnitude of the pressures to which men 
are subjected. it should not be surprising that the 
government has not been immune to various 
kinds of mistakes. Colonel Acheampong must 
now, surely, be the last to belittle the demands 
which the task of ruling Ghana can make on the 
mental and moral capabilities of any mortal. 

There are, of course, positive elements in the 
present sit uation. O ne is not here particularly 
thinking of the Operation Feed Yourself campaign 
which though conducted with unprecedented 
vigour in ItS fi rst phase. clearly needs the benefit 
of overall rational planning. One is thinking here 
most of 0111 of the apparent realisation of the need 
for national reconci liation at the highest level of 
our present leadership. Certainly, Operation 
Reconciliation has not yet gone past the le\iel 
or unana lysed exhortation. Col. Acheampong 
has to ask himself which are the antagonistic 
groups that he seeks to reconcile. The following 
observations are obviously relevant to this question 
as far as the political sphere is concerned. 

The N.R.C. came into power in the wake of 
the failure of the Progress Party just as the N.L.C. 
followed in the wake of the failure of the Conven· 
tion Peoples' Party. Both parties have been pros· 
cribed, but nobody has performed the magic of con· 
juring their membership alit of existence. It must be 
obvious by now to anybody but the most un· 
observant that political fanaticism is a trait very 
deeply embedded in the Ghanaian character. 
The members of the two obsolescent parties still 
retain their basic emotional sympathies and 
aversions, and anybody who would reconcile 
them must find a way to teach them to work to
gether. 

Steps to be Takeo 

How may this be done? An obvious way is to 
appoint people of diverse political backgrounds to 
work on the same committees and in other public 
positions. If the populace can see former c.P.P. 
personalities working together with people former· 
Iy of the P.P., the chances are that the rigidities of 
their political tbinking might be loosened. More· 
over, the persons involved themselves would be 
likely to gain valuable practice in the sinking of 
(now anachronistic) political differences. 

At the moment the civilian personnel set· up 
in the N.R.C. is weighed in favour of the former 
c.P.P. group. There is a certain residual sense in 
this. Having forcibly displaced the P.P. adminis· 
tration, it was natural for the present leaders to 
feel more at ease with the bitter critics of the P.P. 
(Incidentally former adherents of the National 
Alliance of Liberals fit into the current situation 
Simply as pragmatic allies of the ex·c.p.P. group.) 
However, one cannot make a permanent virtue 
of this circumstance. It will never be competent 
reasoning to suppose that if a man's failure 
occurred several years ago, then he is for that 
reason a more promlslOg agent of success 
than another who failed not so long ago, other 
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things being equal. Sooner or later all the P.P. 
men under compulsory protection must be released. 
And then all those who come through the grilling 
at the commissions uncompromised will have 
to be considered material that can be pressed 
into service in national development. Otherwise all 
talk of national reconciliation must be suspended. 

Meanwhile. national reconciliation is more 
urgent now than ever before. During the era of 
the N.LC. only one of the historical parties ha~ 
failed, and there was some logic in the expectation 
that some alternative party might be able to deliver 
the goods, as the phrase goes. Naturally national 
political reconciliation was not felt to be one of 
the most pressing priorities. In the event the hope 
has not been realised. It is now time to go beyond 
personal explanations of the political inadequacies 
of the past. The fault may lie not principally 
in the persons but in their institutional frameworks. 
Given the Ghanaian proneness to political fana
ticism, it may well be that the party system, one 
or many. is not suited to our situation. From this 
point of view, one of the greatest things the N.R.C. 
can do for this country is to prepare the way for 
a non-party civilian governmenf when the time 
comes for a hand-over. ~::- .... -r--

N.R.C. and Ideology 

Col. Acheampong has said that any talk of 
politics is premature at this time. So be it. But 
it can never be premature for rational beings to 
think about the shape of things to come. The 
N.L.C. also used to talk in a similar vein: we will 
not hand over power until we are satisfied that the 
economy has been put on a sound footing; which 
was fine except that when the time came for the 
hand-over it became plain that not enough thinking 
had gone into devising the mechanics of the change 
and the institutions to match. The problem of 
thinking out in detail the implications of the 
notion of a non-party government is infinitely 
more difficult than the previous one of writing 
a constitution for an orthodox multi-party system 
of government. The earlier the problem is taken 
seriously the better. 

Abstractly, there are other alternatives. For 
example, the N.R.C. can form a political party 
of their own and declare it to be the only legal 
political party of the nation. This alternative has 
wisely been ruled out by Col. Acheampong's 
pledge to hand over to a civilian government at 
some future date. Alternatively they can wait 
till near the time of the hand-over and lift the 
ban on POlitiC50, supervise the formation of political 
parties, conduct general elections and hand over 
power to one party or another "on a silver platter" 

or otherwise. Whereupon history will, of course, 
repeat itself. One can only hope that people will 
learn from experience. 

One aspect of the present situation which 
augurs well for national reconciliation is the stu
died refusal of the N.R.C. to be enticed into 
making a doctrinaire ideological commitment. 
In this regard the N.R.C. deserve the congratu
lations of the entire nation for tbe charter which 
they have recently offered. The single most for
tunate fact about the charter is that it is almost 
entirely a series of platitudes. While the plati
tudes will not specially enlighten anybody they 
will not sow the seeds of dissension either; and 
if the N.R.C. thought that they had to produce 
a charter by all means, then the present one is 
about the most prudent in the circumstances. 
Another feather in their cap is that they have 
consistently avoided giving doctrinaire ideological 
justifications for their participation in certain 
private enterprises. While commonsense rea
sons seem available, it would be gratuitous to 
invoke grand doctrines about society. 

This is not to deprecate ideology. I yield ground 
to none in the recognition of the central role of 
ideology in social development. But ideology is 
a personal matter, first and foremost, and its 
spread ought only to be through persuasion. I 
myself adhere to a kind of socialism in comparison 
to which Marxist socialism is nothing short of a 
right-wing doctrine, but I cannot pretend that 
1 have any right to impose it on others. I, in turn, 
deny that anybody, in power or not, has a mission 
to impose his own ideology on me. The same goes 
for everyone. The N.R.C. are, therefore, abso
lutely right to make the national charter as UD

controversial as possible. 
The signs, then, are to a certain extent pro

pitious for national reconciliation. It remains to 
see whether the N.R.C. can take concrete steps • • towards thiS noble 31m. 
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THE PATTERN OF N.R.C. ADMJNISTRATION 

By 
A Correspondent 

[T is a platitude that rulers of any kind of descrip
tion who intend to govern well must have a to
lerably clear idea of what constitutes the public 
good as a whole. Failing that they can only 
condemn themselves to the hand-la-mouth prag
matism of the political psychopath: that is, hopping 
from crisis to crisis without any clearly thought
out plans to forestall these crises. 

Ghana, it cannot be denied, has for far too long 
suffered the ravages of crises upon crises mainly 
because the majority of her past political leaders 
had been too much preoccupied with the techni
niques of acquiring and maintaining political 
power rather than with the good uses to which 
such power can 'and should be put. The National 
Redemption Council (N.R.C.), since it's forcible 
assumption of political power, has firmly promised 
to make a clean break with this past practice; 
so far it has shown by some of its policies and 
actions that it can do precisely that. There is, 
however, a vital problem of our public life which, 
even as of now, we should seriously begin to con
sider, if the public good is to be eventually maxi
mised. And this is the nature of the structure of 
government and administration under the N.R.C. 

Truly enough, we arc now engaged in an eco
nomic war of a grave nature: we are fighting for 
our very economic survival as a nation. For this 
reason alone it has been repeatedly urged upon 
us that politics is otiose. This claim is false: 
what has, in our present situation, been decreed 
out of existence is organised party political acti
vity, and not politics as such. For politics, consi
dered as the fairly orderly resolution of the diverse, 
competing interests and claims of individuals 
and groups of a community, can never be decreed 
out of existence; nor can it be divorced from 
economics. If this is granted, then we must 
seriously begin to think out aloud what type 
of civil-military relations is best suited to Ghana. 
The public good demands that this be done. 
In what follows, the present writer makes no 
attempt at offering a definitive formula; his major 
concern is to initiate a debate on the issue by trying 
to raise, he hopes, some relevant questions. 

Now, the most strikiDg poiDt to note about 
the N.R.C. administration so far, is not so much 
the fact that there are only one civilian and one 
police officer serving on the N.R.C. as the policy 
of installing military personnel in strategic posi
tions in practically every civilian public institution. 
Such a policy is in sharp contrast to that of the 

National Liberation Council (N.L.C.) which ruled 
Ghana from February 1966 to September 1969. 

It is true that the N.L.C. was itself wholly 
composed of military and police officers; but the 
several committees which the N.L.C. set up, no
tably the Political Committee (later the National 
Advisory Committee), comprised civilians only. 
(Incidentally, the N.R.C. has also set up a number 
of committees some of which comprise both 
Fivilians and military personnel.) In 1967 the 
N.L.C. went to the extent of bringing some 
civilians effectively into the government by 
appointing them as Commissioners and including 
them in the National Executive Council. On the 
whole in terms of personnel one would describe 
government and administration under the N.L.C. 
as preponderantly civilian with a token but 
powerful military and police presence. 

In contrast the N.R.C., although it has one 
civilian (the Attorney-General) as a nlember, 
has so far not found it necessary to appoint a 
sizeable minority of civilians to the Executive 
Council which it also has established. Besides, as 
already noted, it would seem that it is the N.R.C's 
policy to have almost every civilian public IDS

titution permeated by military personnel. 

The Task of N.R.C. 

How does one explain this contrast? It will be 
recalled that the N.L.C. made it plain right from 
the beginning of its rule that it would hand over 
power to civilians in the very foreseeable future. 
Even if the N.L.C. had not made an open declara
tion of intent on this issue, it could not have 
possibly ignored the power of the large number 
of civilians who were in opposition to the Nkrumah 
regime. Somehow, then, as many of such civilians 
as possible had to be brought into the adminis
tration-even if in certain cases III an adviSOry 
capacity only. 

It is important to note, though, that in the 
circumstances in which it found itself, the N. L.c. 
as a whole saw its task as essentially temporary. 
There was no imperative need, then, to detail 
military personnel to serve on purely ciyilian 
public institutions. For these and many other 
possible reasons, the military and the police under 
the N.L.C. severely restricted themselves to admi
nistering the affairs of the country at only the 
highest level. 

On the other hand, the National Redemption 
Council, as already noted, has adopted a different 
policy, with the result that army officers are serving 
on such bodies as the Sports Council and the 
Ghana Co-operative Marketing Association. One 
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of the reasons gi\cn for the Impregnation of as 
many public institutions as possible with the 
military presence is the need to Instil discipline 
into the civilians, particularly the public servants. 
And how better can this be done than by placing 
military personnel in strategic positions (or is it 
the "commanding heights"?) of the public services. 
including the public corporations! 

Above all , it is arguable that the N.R.C. has 
adopted such a policy only because it has so far not 
felt constrained to hold out to the public any 
hope of a return to civilian rule in the very 
foreseeable future. Indeed , the head of state and 
chairman of the N.R.C .. COl. Acheampong. is 
on record as having said that there would be a re
turn to civilian rule only if and when the structural 
Imbalances in the body economic and social have 
been completely rectified. Put another way. the 
N.R.C. must solve once and for all the "neocolo
nial problem", the "Nkrumah problem", and the 
"Busia problem." A tall order, and a task of cons i
derable magnitude. this would certainly take a 
very long time to achieve. 

Implications of Policy 

One or two implications of the N.R.C's policy 
may be noted-for what they are worth. First, if 
the N.R.Cs efforts are to be crowned with success, 
then its forces must be disposed in the most 
efficient manner. As far as this writer is aware, 
almost all the military officers now serving on 
civilian institutions still retain their positions 
within the command structure of the military 
establishment. In these circumstances, how 
efficient and effective can such officers be as 
policy-makers, disciplinarians and watchdogs in 
the civilian institutions to which they have been 
posted ... ? The question is pertinent simply 
because it is the military themselves who have 
created the impression that they are the paragons 
of efficiency and effectiveness. 

All this, however, leads to the crucial question, 
which, to repeat, we would do well to begin to 
discuss seriously: namely, is military intervention 
in our politics coupled with the now widespread 
practice of engaging the services of military 
personnel lD almost all purely civilian pubhc 
institutions partly explained by the necessity of 
making the military establishment more economi
caUy and socially relevant? If the answer is "yes", 
then what is the best way of attainmg this? 

Whatever the answer to the latter question may 
be, it would seem that the mHitarisation of civilian 
institutions will eventually result in the politi
cisat ion of the military; hence the military as a 
whole may find themselves unable or unwilling 

to disengage themselves from political admlOis
tration. The final question, then, is: what type of 
political system do Ghanaians want? The present 
writer is in no doubt whatsoever that in the context 
of Ghana the miluarisation of civilian institutions 
is not necessarily the best practical solution to the 
problem of forging an autochthonous type of 
political system. 

A.uriculture , 

AGRICULTURE UNDER THE N.R.C. 

By 

K. G. Dadze 

THE fundamental problem of economic develop
ment in this country is how to raise agricultural 
productivity. It has also proved to be the most 
difficult problem. and the one in which least 
progress has been made. The many plans, pro
grammes, projects and slogans of the last two 
decades have failed to make any significant 
impact on the rate of growth of agriculture; and 
~t i~ . undeniable ~Ilt agri~ultural stagnation ha?) 
mhlblted economic expansion and reconstruction 

I 
through chronic shortages of food and raw rna- I 
terials, and through high prices. In the last twelve1. 
months, however, there has been a general feelin~ ~ 
that at last the agricultural problem is being 
tackled with unusual seriousness and vigour. 
Soon after seizing power, the N.R.C declared 
1972 to 1974 as "agricultural years" during 
which agriculture would be accorded first priority 
and every effort made to achieve a break-through. 
and launched its programme of "Operation Feed 
Yourself" (O.F.Y.). The object of this articie is t;;
examine this programme and its future prospects. 

The agricultural problem may be summarized 
as follows: first in aggregate terms, Ghana's 
agriculture simply does not produce enough; 
and secondly, the structure of production, which 
has been static (except in very minor directions) 
over the past several decades, is seriously out of 
line with Changing demand. These are the implica
tions of the rising trend as well as the structure 
of our agricultural imports over the last 22 years. 
In terms of volume and value, our agriculturall 
imports have risen more than four times since 1950. ) 
The composition of the import bill also suggests 
that there has been a steady shift in demand 
towards higher-value foods and raw materials. 
The under-functioning of our agriculture-based I 
industries, most of which have had to operate 
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well below capacity while others have had to 
close down altogether for lack of raw materials, 
is additional evidence of the two problems stated 
above, namely, under·production and structural 
imbalance in production. There is a third and ' 
parad~xical probl~m--de~ective distri?ution and ( 
inefficIent marketmg-whlch results m substan-

. I \ tial loss and waste of produce and matena 
resources in the marketing process, and a prlcmg 
system which does not encourage maxImum 
production. 

]t follows that the task of agricultural policy 
is to raise output generally, to alter the structure 
of production by emphasizing certain commo
dities, and to improve the distribution system 
in the interest of both producers aDd consumers. 
What does O.F.Y. seek to do, and how does 
it set about these problems? 

The immediate aim of O.F.Y. according to 
the first memo. of the programme, was I'to grow 
more food crops as a matter of urgency in the 
1972 planting season", so as to attain self
sufficiency within the year. The specific objectives 
were to eliminate net agricultural imports within 
tbe year, to produce enough to support processing 
industries, and for export. What measures were 
taken to attain these objectives? First, a number 
of crops were selected for concentrated promotional 
effort in designated areas. Second, production 
targets, representing significant increases over 
the. previous year's estimated output, were set 
in these crops, as the table below shows: 

Crop 

Maize 
Rice 
Yam 
Plantain 
Cassava 
Millet 
Groundnuts 
Vegetables 

Planned Increases 
1972 over 1971 

36% 
44% 
24~0 

9% 
17% 
24 01. o 

15 ~o 
8 0 , 

· 0 

An equally ambitious increased rate of catch was 
also planned for the fishery industry. 

Thirdly, it was proposed to rely initiaJly on 
state-controlled organs in direct production to 
achieve a significant proportion of the targets 
and generally "to provide an impetus for the total 
productIOn effort". These organs are the State 
Farms Corporation (S.F.C.), the Food Produc
tion Corporation, the Settlement Division of 
the Ministry of Agriculture. and the State Fishing 
Corporation. Private and other non-state farmers, 
such as schools and col1eges, were to be encouraged 
and stimulated through guaranteed minimum 

prices, easier credit, improved supplies of mate
rial inputs (e.g. fertilizers and cutlasses), im
proved feeder roads, and the like. 

The fourth step was to devise a machinery for 
implementation and monitoring of tbe programme. 
The machinery, which complements and yet ope
rates within the Ministry of Agriculture, 
comprises (a) the National Operations Control 
(N.OP.C) at the apex, (b) the Programmes Control 
Executive (PROCONEX) through which N.OP.C. 
operates and (c) Regional Agricultural Committees 
(RACOM), headed by the Regional Commission
ers. There is also a Commodity Price Committee 
(COPACE). 

This step is very important: it recognizes a basic 
factor underlying the failure of past policies
lack of implementation effort and monitoring 
of activities and progress of plans. It recognizes 
also that the Ministry, as it exists, is not organized 
for the kind of emergency action contemplated, 
but wisely avoids the hasty and demoralizing 
reorganization it underwent in, say. 1962, when 
the socialization of agriculture was launched. 

Some comment on the other steps is called for. 
First: the selection of key crops for promotion. 
This is basically correct, as it seeks to tackle the 
problem of structural imbalance mentioned earlier. 
But it doe; not go far enough, as the structure 
of agricultural imports would reveal. For example, 
the important item of meat and meat preparations, 
or livestock, is omitted; but this is probably only 
being realistic. Less realistic, however, are the 
targets set for the various commodities. The 
reliability of the figures used in the setting of 
targets and calculation of increases over 1971 
is open to some doubt, as may be illustrated in 
the table below: 

Area Area Target 
Crop cultivated cultivated 

1970 [971 1972 

(in thousand acres) 

Maiz~ 1.118 953 1,279 
Rice 136 136 201.2 
Yam 431 429 538 
Plantain 1,421 1,421 [ ,553 
Cassava 886 657 760 
Millet 615 615 502 
Groundnuts 247 250 232 
Vegetables ? 42 45.5 
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(The sources of these figures are the Ministry of 
Agriculture's own publications : the 1970 figures 
are from the Ghana Sample Census of Agriculture, 
1970, while the 1971 and 1972 figures are from 
O,F, y , bulletins), 

According to these figures, the 1971 acreages of 
the crops now under promotion were in some 
cases less than, and in others at most equal to, 
the previous year's (i.c. 1970) acreages. Obviously, 
something is wrong here. Either somebody re
repeated the 1970 figures for 1971, with arbitrary 
and random reductions here and there or one of 
the sets of data (1910 and 1911) is unreliable, 
In either case, a question mark is raised against the 
projected increases implied, and set out in the first 
table. In the case of vegetables, which in the O.F.Y. 
comprise okra, tomato, pepper and onions, the 
figure is ridiculously inaccurate : in 1970, the 
first three alone accounted for 184,000 acres! Even 
if it is presumed that in 1971 , it fell to 42,000, 
why is the projected increase only 3,500 acres? 
And why are the 1972 planned acreages for millet 
and groundnuts less than the 1971 figures, even 
if in actual production (i .e. yield) increases of 
24 % and 15 % could be attained? Somebody in 
PROCONEX appears to be baving his own Ope
ration Fool Yourself, as will be further illustrated 
later. 

Facts aDd Figures 

We come now to the intended initial emphasis 
of, and reliance ~on. state·controlled organs as a 
means of achieving the projected rapid increases. 
It is hard to agree with this approach, for tbese 
organs, even at their biggest size, in 1965, when 
they also included the U.G .F.e . co-operatives, 
constituted not more than 2 % of the producing 
sector ; and they may well now be less than 1%, 
by whatever criteria measured- land c ultivated , 
manpower, or output. Within the " agricultural 
years", it simply is no t possible to expand them 
rapidly enough, o r increase their productivity 
rapidly enough, to make any impact on aggregate 
production . Fortunately, in practice, the go· 
vernment seems not to have given them as much 
emphasis as originally proposed, and in fact it js 
to be commended for turning them away from 
over·dependence on the budget and more towards 
economic standards o f performance. 

W hat can one say of the record of the O.F.Y. 
programme so far ? There is a general consensus 
that it has been a tremendous success. As the 
1972/73 Financial Statement puts it : " It is obvious 
that the fi rst season of the 'operation' has been 
a great success for which we have to be thankful 
to God . Fish catch has been luxuriant and the 

earth has given us bumper crops." The latest 
official figures released by the Ministry of Agricul· 
ture do show tbat except in rice and plantain, all 
the targets have been over·fulfilled, at least for the 
main seasoa: maize by 8%; yam by 4%; cassava 
by 33 %; groundnuts by 25 %; miUet by 14 % and 
vegetables by 32 %. Rice fell short by 8 %, but 
in relation to the planned increase of 44 % over 
1971, this would be an excelleDt record, If these 
figures were true, they would represent unparalleled 
achievement. But the figures-the data on acreage 
and yield are not reproduced here-are Dot com· 
pletely reliable, and this writer cannot agree 
with that portion of the text accompanying the 
record of O.F,Y, in the December 1912 issue of 
the Agriculture Newsletter (page J) which states 
(sic): "Figures ... are symbols of approximate 
situations. And the more approximate they are, 
the more reliably we can depend on tbem." I 
think it is possible to be a little more cautious, 
a little more accurate, and hence a little more 
reliable. 

Achievements of O. F. Y. 

If the targets had in fact been over·fulfilled to 
the extent claimed, it should have been reflected 
in current food supplies and prices, as well as in 
the functioning of our agriculture-based industries. 
[n all these respects, however, the situation is 
grim. Tomatoes are now selling for about 7Op. 
per pound; sugar, which is now locally produced, 
is scarce all over, as also is fish. And if it is true 
that, out of concern for the welfare of the people 
this government in 1972 allocated more money for 
food imports than the previous government did 
in 1971, then, surely, the problem of under· 
production is still with us. 

AU thjs is not to imply that O.F.Y. has failed. 
On the contrary, it has been a great success, but 
not in quantitative tenns- yet . Some notable 
achievements have been made which should 
stimulate investment on agriculture. For example, 
import duties on agricultural machinery have been 
waived; interest rates on credit have been reduced 
from between 8 % and II % to 6 %, while more 
loanable funds are being made available for agricul· 
ture ; and the government's budget is beginning to 
accord a higher and genuine priority to agriculture. 
But by far the greatest achievement of the O .F. Y. 
is the impact it has made on the Ghanaian's 
attitude to agriculture, the awareness it has gene· 
rated of the necessity and feasibility of moving 
domestic agriculture to meet domestic demand, 
and the ground it has prepared for productive 
effort in agricultural development . The task in 
the second year of the programme is to capitalize 
on these propitious but intangible gains. 
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all 
competition around. 

Ghana Airways 
stillon ? 

Well, (he fact IS, if you are going to 
London or the West Coast.there aTe 
some solid reasons why you , __ 
should.travcl on Ghana 
Airways. 

To stan With e\'ery
one of our flights lanJs 
at London-Heathrow 
Airport, It you are bOlinJ 
fnr London, why tra\'el t~) 
Surrey first. 

Then, \\'l: fly the nest plancs.TItl'H'I\ 
nu /(1 ~k) , 111m l' Il',!.!· Ii{ It:r dung, 11l0Te 111\ r I TlOlI \ 

1\ (I' to .\!l'[ [I) LondOlI (illll1 h,- V( ~ 10. A nJ 
rcmcmb~r Ghana :\in\'ays ,dunt' 
fltes the velo tll L"nJlln.lt', 
a fa\'('UrlfC :llrcratt With 
t:\'ery passenger we 
meet. A nJ we meet 
a lot ot ra,55cngers. 

\X'ith nc\'" airlines 
springing llr c,'cry month. 
Ghanil .,,\ irw<lYs IS getting to 
he (lIlC l II t he ,'creTans. To ow 
11 11\ of ell/II /, I Ill! , r It 1\ 1'; (/ mel/or 
{1fH', It',:; clcn~n years .since \I,:e first 
t,,)(lk t\) the Jlr, and clc\'en years is a long 
rime in the histllry of passenger flight. 

It means Wl.' arc J \'cry exr~rit'nced 
;lIrlinl.',\X'lth '."cry l'XpertCnceJ 
(rew~, A nJ it IS Wt lr( h 
mCrHlllnmg thnt thrQlIgh 
,III the I'cars we\'L-h~t'n ..... ,-, 
()reratlng,tI/t1.:/.;l1H {til " ... ~ 
1C1lH~'lJlf'ihl'J /IlCt..'))hffimi(!l ...... , .... 

Ih, 11' l"l't..'tlT.l -"" ..... 
f'o .. __ ' .... '" <'<'"" 

, 

There ;'Ir(' (lrher ways to 
get to thl' \x"est Cuast,of 
(Ollrse. Buc, h:foTe you 
gl) ahl'ad <l~d choose 
unc, ~")allse tllr it 
moment , GhanCl 
AifW<lYS fly along the 
West Cna:it hy J~r - nor ,:my 
',.JIJ Jet eithl.'f hut the lat(,st 
F"kker Fell,,,," }"p - ~ti. 

• 

It your IJescin,1tIOn lies Il1siJe Ghana, 
nnthing ,,'llldJ hI..' ". -'., , 
easier.Thefc IS;'I ~ .:-'"~ - . 
sUJ)I.' r intL'rnal 
M:n'1L'C, hus stop 
,tyk,.hy Hawker 
Sid Jell' .14~ rror Jets. 

Then.:'.., .somethln.b: else. We wouldn't 
hmhl'f tIl mention It, hut rcor1e h:cp 
mcntiuninJ,! I[ to Wi. It's the nature of the 
sen'1L'C ;lhoarJ c\'ery Ghana Airways 
aircraft. \\"11<.'11 tt GIt(H1dittn JW.\ll't~ .~lf\·$ 
, \'(1 I'/(ollle' , ~JlL' n:tdh· lHed 1h lC. I r isn't' a 

mJttl'r of [rai n ing, el£ her. Y OU (an 't i nSf d 
genUIne warmth into a stewardess hy 
tram ing, 1 n our cast'; wc're 
lucky. It's a natinnal 
ch aracteristK. 

DIJ \\'L' .say th~rL' Wl'fC 
other ways to get to 
London or thc West 
CU:1st? C()uIJ we suggcsr 
you d~) yourself a fa\'llur! 
For~l't them. 

-A-Ainy .. ys 
We make neu' friends on ellery flight. 

Cocoa Hou~c, P.O, Bl)~ ) ('36, ACCRA.Td: lin) (S Iinc!) 
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How is this to be done? First on the list is the 

distribution system: the problems of storage, 
transport (vehicles), prices. and marketing, which 
have hampered the efficient movement of produce 
to places where it is needed or its distribution 
over time, and resulted in product loss and prices 
that have provided no incentive for the producer 
or relief for the final consumer. Indeed, if this 
economy had been under a real war situation the 
problem of distribution should have been ac· 
corded the first priority, or tackled with at least 
as much vigour as the promotional effort expended 
on production. Next on the list is improvement 
in the supply of improved inputs, such as seeds. 
stock, fertilizer as well as credit to acquire these and 
extension to make their use effective. Finally, 
institutional problems such as land tenure and 
research support, which are more difficult to tackle 
and whose importance is generally less keenly 
appreciated, will need close examination. 

The task ahead is not going to be easy; but 
there is DO reason to believe that the leadership 
in agriculture, such as we have known it over 
the past year, is not equal to it. 

Africa 

A DECADE OF THE O.A.U. LIBERATION 
COMMITEE 

By 

S. K. B. Asante 

known. Until the June 1972 OAU Rabat Summit 
which revitalised interest and support for the 
Hberation struggle in Africa, African leaders had 
themselves given very scant attention to the work 
of the Committee. Some have even been overtly 
hostile to it. while others have brazenly exhibited 
a noticeable lack of enthusiasm in its structure 
and activity. Since the African continent continues 
to be a hot·bed of the liberation struggle, it is 
essential that we attempt a brief review of the 
role of the Liberation Committee in tnis struggle, 
its progress and setbacks during the ten years of 
its existence. 

Structure and Object;' .. 

Administered by an Executive Secretariat, the 
Liberation Committee, which was formally 
established at the inaugural meeting of the OAU 
in 1963, operates from headquarters in Oar es 
Salaam. The location of the- beadquarters of the 
agency in Dar es Salaam reflects the importance 
that the African states gave to the use of the 
Committee for the realization of their goals in 
Southern Africa. Dar es Salaam. because of its 
location at the border of Southern Africa. has..... 
become a sanctuary and a launching station for 
most of the liberation movements in the area. 

) The OAU gave the Liberation Committee two 
specific objectives: fi!JL.. the establishment of a 
liberation budget to finance the struggle [or 
African freedom: and seconj.ethe co·ordination 
of the struggle on a territorial and interterritorial 

THE Accra meeting of the 21st regular session basis, beginning with the elimination of rival 
of the African Liberation Committee barely a parties and the formation of united fronts. The 
fortnight ago ended nearly a decade of the Committee in its ordinary sessions meets twice 
existence of this all.engaging Liberation instru. a year. Under it are three standing committees 

, 

ment of the O.A.V. The importance of this - General Policy and Information, Defence, and 
Committee cannot be over.emphasized. Since Administration and Finance - charged with J 
the early sixties all the African leaders have shared specific and clearly defin;d responsibilities. 

the belief that collective struggle against colonia· The Executive Secretariat is the central organ 
lism represented an essential ingredient of African of the Liberation Committee. It co·ordinates the 
Uruty and their individual national security. work among the standing committees and the 
They have been justifiably djstressed by the fact liberation movements and executes the functions 
that Africa is the only continent where the pheno· assigned to it from time to time by both tho 
menon of international colonizatlon has survIved Liberation Committee and lhe Secretary - General 
into the "civilised" world. Even when the African of the OAU. The Liberation Committee is on 
states split into rival Casablanca and Monrovia the whole supposed to be the directing centre 
groups, they remained united in their opposition of operations aimed at the overthrow of the white 
to coloniali sm and racism. The Charter of the minority regimes of South Africa and Rhodesia, 
OAU adopted in May 1963 is essentially a charter and at the total liberation of the African con-
of Liberation. tinent from the remnants of colonialism, in par· 

Despite the significance of the Liberation ticular as practised by Portugal. The competence 
Committee as the linch· pin in the entire liberation of the Committee covers action and administration 

~_""'"""""_1"'.u. "At~_l ...... _~ • .J"<i· _ __ ~ __ _ 
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Until quite recently. the activities of the Libe
ration Committee have occasioned somewhat 
sharp criticisms' and generated intense contro
versies among the member states of the OAU. 
For instance, Ghana and Tanzania violently 
clashed over the Committee at the Cairo Summit 
in 1964. This was followed by a c~nflict between 
Malawi and Tanzania concerning the Comnrittee 
at the Accra OAU Conference in 1965. The contr
oversies have ranged over a number of issues 
such as the Committee's high administration costs,./ 
the lack of agreement on what movementsshould"; 
be recognised, where arms should be bought and 
the general strategy to be applied,and the reluct- J 

anee of some African states, particularly those 
which are not members of the Committee, to pay.l 
tbeir assessments. 

The resounding success of the recent Rabat 
Summit bappily put an end to these squabbles, 
controversies and conflicts which had hitherto 
threatened to paralyse the Liberation Committee. 
The "spirit of Rabat" brought about a clear 
cha~ge of attitude on the part of African leaders 
towards the too often neglected liberation move
ments and the Liberation Committee. For the 
first time, there was unanimity of opinion on the 
urgency of the liberation struggle. This new mood 
helped bring about a series of successes in the 
field of the African Liberation struggle. 

Successes in the Struggle 

For instance, African pressure on the Rhodesian I 
participation in the 1972 Munich Olympics ended 
in African victory. Furthermore, tbe Africa~ 
Group at the UN scored two other remarkable 
victories. FirJt. r representatives of the liberation 
movements were for the first time admitted as 
observers in the Fourth Committee as authentic 
African leaders in their own right. Secondly, _ 
the Comoro Islands have been enlisted among 
countries still under foreign domination. The 
results of last month's elections in the Comoros 
amply indicate that self·determination and in. 
dependence are just around the corner. The new 
turn of events is equally underlined by the increase 
of membership of the Liberation Committee from 
eleven to seventeen and the reconciUation of the 
two rival liberation movements in Angola, MPLA 
and FNLA. 

Despite the gloomy impression prevalent in 
many quarters of the world press, there is great 
progress ID the struggle for liberation in Africa. 
The liberation movements, especiaUy in Angola, 
Mozambique and Guinea·Bisslu, have scored great 
successes in their struggle. They have been able to 
control lar e ar .. t ... l-.l· A 

nationalist administration with the enthusiastic 
support of the population. 

The Accra Declaration of the Liberation Com
mittee took note of these successes which have· 
been made in several theatres of war by the libera
tion movements, and laid down a new strategy 
for the total liberation of Africa. Some aspects 
of this new strategy might however require fur
ther examination. The Committee has decided to 
grant the largest part of its assistance to the 
liberation movements in the territories under 
Portuguese domination since the armed struggle 
in the other territories is either in the phase 
of establishment or in the embryonic stage of 
undergrou nd activities and mass mobilisation. 

Strategy of tbe Movement 

It is understandable. as some observers have 
argued, that within the tight limits of the meagre 
funds currently put at the disposal of the liberation 
movements, priority should be given to those 
areas where immediate returns are expected from 
investments made. It also stands to reason that 
in so extensive a conflict as the Committee is 
facing in Southern Africa, it is good tactics to 
concentrate on "limited objectives", with the 
aim of first liberating tbose areas where the enemy 
appears weakest. But in order to make any serious 
or sustained dent in any part of that region, we 
must be prepared, as essential diversionary tactics, 
to step up appreciably the activity of tbe liberation 
movements within the South African territory 
itself. Because of the entrenched position of the-

• 
regime there, thought must be given quickly to 
providing the necessary assistance to the move. 
ments to wage more ~opbisticated campaigns 
through methods other than those traditionally 
used by African guerrilla organisations. As long 
as all continues to be calm within South Africa 
for so long will Pretoria enjoy the psychological 
composure to plan and improve her aid to the 
authorities in Rhodesia and the Portuguese 
colonies. The present massive support being given 
by South Africa to the racist regime of Ian Smith 
10 its current diabolical economic blockade 
against Zambia is a case in point. 

Besides, tbe need for widespread and con. 
tinuous publicity of the activity of the Liberation 
Committee and the Executive Secretariat is almost 
a sinequaDon in the present stage of African 
Liberation struggle. Securing victory in Africa 
depends upon more than technology and advanced 
weaponry. Not that the freedom fighters cannot 
put to good use an abundant supply of arms 
and munitions. Victory depends upon winning -- . 
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in an immediate political , economic and social 
sense, and moral in the highest sense in directing 
man 's efforts to give his existence dignity. The 
African liberation struggle is indeed a profoundly 
moral struggle. The co-operation and assistance 
of every competent national and international 
non-governmental organisation should be sought 
to build up world public opinion against the evils 
of colonialism in all its manifestations and to 
bring about the effective and complete isolation of 
those regimes which continue to pursue colonial 
and racist policies. 

Finally, we must emphasize ad nauseam that 
the greatest aim of the African revolution is to 
liberate the African. This liberation is not sent 
from heaven, it is achieved by combating ex
ploitation, injustice and colonialism. Nor is 
liberation brought by specialists or experts. We 
who are being humiliated, exploited and oppres
sed are the experts of this liberation . There is 
no nation in the world which can teach the Africans 
how to liberate themselves. The duty of liberating 
ourselves lies with us, and the necessary expertise 
will be obtained during the struggle itself. Africans, 
it is true. are not without friends, but one need 
not be a Maoist to believe that the wisest counsel 
is probably that which urges self-reliance. This 
is the first virtue of successful revolutionary 
struggle. And it is this which must guide the 
Liberation Committee in its second decade.J 

Observer Notebook 
Regional Dnelopmeot Corporations 

IT IS generally agreed that the pattern of past 
economic development in this country has tended 
to ignore regional disparities in incomes and 
employment opportunities; this in effect arises 
mainly from the fact that there has been a complete 
absence of a national policy towards regional 
development. A few statistics will show the lop
sided nature of development and the gross dis
parit ies in the provision of social welfare amenities. 
In 1970, the G reater Accra area comprised 9.9?/O 
of the en tire population, but thi s region was 
easily the best served with water, 85.9 % of its 
total population being sen 'cd from public supply 
systems as against the Upper Region wh ich with 
10% of the population wa~ the least served, only 
13.4 % of its inhabitants being served with water. 
The bulk of manufacturing employment is in 
the Greater Accra reSlon (46. 1 %) and the 

and Western 

The Volta region in 1968 had not a single manu
facturing industry. 

It is against this background that the establish
ment of Regional Development Corporations 
must be welcomed if they are meant to provide the 
framework within which regional disparities in 
incomes can ~ rectified. The objects of the 
Regional Corporations as stated by the Decree 
are to carryon any business of an industrial, 
commercial and agricultural nature. Although not 
specifically stated, the objects must be interpreted 
to mean that in formulating plans the regions 
must have regard to the best ust of the region's 
resources. 

We should like to sound a note of warning : plan
ning within each region should not be considered 
in isolation from what happens in adjacent regions 
or from national growth priorities. The primary 
purpose of the Regional Corporations should be 
to ensure that each region makes its maximum 
contribution to national prosperity. The problems 
of regional imbalance - in the distribution of 
industries and social welfare amenities - ncod 
supra-regional solutions and the Regional Cor
porations can only participate as agents of the 
central government. Ignoring the objoctives of 
adjacent or even competing regions and without 
regard to national economic planning will only 
result in wasteful resource utilization. Above 
all, the regions should avoid indulging in selfish 
bids for the undivided attention of the government. 
Furthermore, the regions should refrain from 
vying with one another for the establishment of 
agricultural and industrial projects without regard 
to the national objectives and policies; it is 
essential that all projects undertaken be based 
strictly on the availability of regional raw materials 
to avoid the mushrooming of white elephants. 

"Popular Consult.tions" 

THE N.R.C. is a military government ; but the 
head of state and chairman of the N.R.C., Colonel 
Acheampong, did once express the need for 
"popular consultation". (n a speech to representa
tives of students at "Parliament House" on 16th 
June, 1972, he said " ... I abhor hypocrisy, and 
[ could not stand the pretence at democratic rule 
when all the evidence pointed at tbe erosion of 
every democratic principle (i .e. during P.P. rule). 
Let me say with all firmness that we did not take 
up arms to overthrow democracy_ . . 1 believe that 
no matter how power is taken, those who wield 
it have a primary duty to be at one with the people 
and with their hopes and aspirations. Being at 
one with them means understanding them, and 
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views. One way of domg thi s is by a system of 
p opular consultati ons with the people, not only 
with their representatives but with peoples of all 
walks of life and of all manner of persuasions 
who can be brought together to hear and ex
c hange ideas. I can hear the cynics cry : 'Anarchy, 
the rul e of the mob!" 1 answer them and say : 
We shall prove you wrong." 

Colonel Acheampong is yet regrettably to say, 
to prove the cynics wrong - if there were any. 
When he made that statement many people may 
have heaved a tremendous sigh of relief : now 
Ghanaians would not be treated to knock-about 
rhetoric ; now all Ghanaians would be genuinely 
involved in the decision-making process - even 
under a military regime. But since the statement 
was made. it is no exaggeration to say that there 
have been only half·hearted attempts at "popular 
consultations" . 

The chairman, it is true, has met and talked to 
st udents, manufacturers, market women, K wahu 
traders, businessmen and a few others. But the 
questions are : How representative have these 
people been of the community as a wh01t'? Even 
if they have been, how seriousJ,Y ..... " 'cre their views 
taken? If they were, h~ w~uJd the public as 
a whole know ? me; questions ha .. e been raised 
because ~C l:i; it would seem, the mechanisms 
~: . " y~ular consultations" have not been pro
perly worked out . And yet Colonel Acheampong 
was right : even a military regime is ultimately 
re .. ponsible not to the gl' ns hut to the community 
over whom it bears rule. It is suggested , then , 
that a more workable way must be found out 
to elicit the views and confidence of all Ghanaians 
m the present circumstances. 

In Memoriam 

DR. AMlLCAR CABRAL, THE AFRJCAN 

LIBERATOR 

By 

A Correspondent 

T HE announcement In Conakry on Saturday, 20th January 
197) o{ the brutal assassi narton oC Dr. Amilcar Cabral , 
the General.~crc tary oC the ACri can Independence Party 
fo r G uinea and Clpe. Verde Islands (PAIGC), has pro· 
foundly shocked the freedom lovi ng world and struck 
a shatten ng blow to the O.A.U. and the African Li bera
tion struggle. Ca bra l, the revolutionary intellectua l, has 
died at a time when the country to whose li beration 
he dedi cated h is whole life is at the thresho ld of 
independence . Ce rtai nly, Amilcar should "have died 
hereafter, the re would have been a lime for such a 
word". 

Cabral, whose political thought hu guided the African 
response to Portuguese rule for more than a decade, 
was born in 1920, of parents who had remiaratcd from 
Cape. Verde to Bafata. As a Cape. Verdean , he had early 
accCiS to education, graduatina from the Gil Eares High 
School in Sao Vicente. From there he went to Lisbon 
where he obtained 'bigh marks' and in 1950, after fiye 
years of study. received arr engineerin& degree in agro· 
nomy from the lostitulo Superior' de Acrooomia. Cabral's 
real political education began at Lisbon's Ca_ dOli 
Estudaotes do Imperio and the Centro de Estudos Afri
canos, where, among other African students, he met 
Agostinho Neto and Mario de Andrade of Angola . Not 
only did they encourage bis 're-Africanisation', they 
equally stimulated his clandestine studies of Marxist· 
Leninist classi cs. 

Immediately after graduation in 1950, Cabral began 
working as a trained agronomist in the employ of the 
colonial administration. His most important work was 
carried out from 1952 to 1954, when he travelled through 
out Guinea (Bissau). conducting the agricultural census 
tbat gave him detailed acquaintance With trad.itiC'nal life 
and customs. ft was during this periorl~.l he discovered 
means oC mobilizing tradit!o.na\ ·African societies for a 
People's War. Tht' ..... no:j tence that he gained provided 
the. basi~ (' ~ 1£11: PAIGe's revolutionary strategy. 

: ogni sant of the ACrican's dilemma in a colonial 
situation. Cabral was apparently active in early attempts 
to organise a nationalist movement. The opportunity 
came in September 1956 wh~n the PAIGe, an under
ground organisation, was fonned.. Headed by Cabral. 
the PAIGe d irected its attention to the mobiJisation oC 
artisans and urban workers. He was however CC'nvinc:ed 
that the main force in the struggle Cor national liberation 
should be the peasant masses. He finnly believed that 
only a rural-base'd struggle could deleat the Portuguese . 

The movement reached a decisive turning. point. and a 
strategy was called for. after the massacre at PijiBuiti 
of fifty African striking workers by Portuguese police 
on 3rd August. 1959. Clbr31 drastically revised the 
Party's plan of action. and re-affinned its commitment 
to the liberation of Guinea (Bissau) from Portuguese 
rule 'by all positive means, including war'. He announced 
that the PAIGC would shift from Jiolitical to direct 
military action and sabotage. On l)th October 1961. 
Cabral personally appcale(1 to the Portuguese govern
ment urging the Salazar regime to 'follow the dN:olo
ni zi ng example of other colonial DOwen in Africa'. 
Fearlessl y. he warned that if the Portuguese persisted 
in refusing to negotiate independence 'r:othing will sto p 
our Party from accomplishing its hi~toric mis~ion : the 
mi ssion of cl ew'lo ping our <itruggle for national libera
tion, of replving bv violence to the violence oC the 
Portul?;uese colonialist forces'. 

Two years of careful planning, indoctrination and pre
parati on precetied the launching of the anned strug~le 
in the c1 osin~ months of 1962. By then . the PATGC had 
.. ecured sip.nifi cant internatio"'ll support in indepen'de.nt 
black Africa and. more important. from the Soviet Union 
and other Eastern European socialist countries. and 
China . Funcl <i. ann~. and world.wide propaganda were 
m;:l 'rle avai lahle to the PAIGC. 

Bv the end of 1%7. Ohral's PATGC c('tnlmlled well 
o\'er half of Gu inea (Bissau). The PAT(jC i" now 
effecti vely administering over two· thirds of the territory. 
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and self-detennination and independence is just a matter 
of time. 

Cabral believed that revolutionary warfare has substan
tially increased the political awareness of African masses 
and intensified the feeling of unity among all Africans. 
He constantly advocated that man be liberated fTOm his 
depressing state of colonial exploitation. His political 
theory was baseO on four principal objectives: the assi
milation of traditional elements into a cohesive unit. 
the abolition of imperialism and colonialism. the mili
tant revolutionary struggle, and structural development 
after independence. He un relentlessly and stubbornly 
pursued these. objectives witil agility and consum~te 
skill. Nothing could bave prevented him from realismg 
these four objectives. 

Such. then, is tbe brief life of Amilcar Cabral, a suc
cc.<;fui nationalist leader and militant re\'olutionary, who 
devoted all his life and all his strength to ~he finest 
cause in the world-the liberation of mankind, 

Letters 
The RfltUming Exiles 

SIR-Whilst we welcome our "prodigal" brothers who 
have just had the opportunity to return from Guinea 
and elsewhere on the death of Kwame Nkrumah of 
blessed memory. the N .R.C. might want to investigate 
to find out if some of these persons have assets which 
might need at least a bit of very potite probina. Ru
mours have it that in Cape Coast and in Sekondi, two 
of these excursionists have issued some kind of ulti
matum to the tenants living in buildings of which they 
still claim owner.!'hip, 

Some of these activists escapea the 1966 assets probing 
due to their absence from Ghana. Furthermore, virtually 
all of them fou"d themselves on tbat fateful Hanoi trip 
by reason of their prominent positions in the c.P.P. 
bierarchy. Experience has shown that there is a direct 
correlation between one's political status and the "massi
veness" of assets one acquires-legally and illegally. So 
that if the assets of these reoent C.P.P. arrivals were 
to be probed, the state coffers might mn'd a chance of 
benefitting somewhat. In any case. it would just be fair 
to the other C.P.P, elements whose assets were probed 
after the 1966 coup to probe the assets of these newly 
arrived C,P,P, chaps, 

One Year or the N.R.C.-A Rejoiodu 

SIR-I refer to your editorial "One Year of the N .R.C.'· 
which appeared in L.O. VllI/ t. I agree that you were 
not giving a panonma of all what the government has 
done 01" failed to do, but I think one cannot speak of the 
government's pcrfonnance in food production withf'lut 
mentionins its dismal failure in the provision and dis
tribution of meat. You rightly pointE'<i out that in tenns 
of cattle production the government has not done much. 
What you failed to note is tbat a lot of noise has been 
made about the provision of meat, wherever it may have 
come from. 

Somebody in authonty ordered that beef should sell 
for SSp, bone-In and 65p. boneless. This order was res· 
peeted in a few areas for about a month at the most. 
Even at the time your editorial came out, beef was seiling 

for at least 80p. a pound, bone-in. The butchers add a 
lot of fat and spare bones before weighing, and if you 
dare question this, they refuse to seU. Their impudenoe 
is based on the fact that all other butchers behave in the 
same way. so that going from one to the other does not 
help, The fact is that meat is in as short supply as other 
"foreign foods and commodities". 

What is more annoying is that despite the government's 
inability to provide the cattle, it goes on issuing orders 
as to how much meat should be sold for, and butchers 
who manage to get some by their own means and sell it 
at their own price al"e harassed by the police and soldiers 
or price control officers, Either the government makes 
solid arrangements for meat to be sold at its own price, 
or it should leave people to fend for themselves. so that 
at least we can get the meat even if at high prices. This. 
at least, will make everybody see that the food situation 
in the country, even with respect to essential commo
dities and basic food items is not as rosy as official 
propaganda and your editorial would have us believe. 

L.A. MIddle Smoo) 
Koforidua 

Anthony K. Sarpoog 

More AdloD and Less Rhetoric Needed 

SIR-We have noted with concern the subtle war of 
attrition being waged by the racist regimes against the 
Republic of Zambia after the killing of two South 
African policemen by the freedom fighters. Notwithstand
ing the massacre of thousands of Africans and the depri
vations of Africans living in these racist areas, the racist 
regime in Zimbabwe reacted to this inci'dent by closing 
the border with Zambia. 

The closure of this border has far reaching effects on 
the economy of Zambia, since it is a land-locked republic 
with most of her exports and imports passing through 
Zimbabwe. The closure of the border is an attempt on 
the part of the racist regime in Zimbabwe to force 
Zambia onto her knees and submit to their wish of sack
ing the freedom fighters from the areas of operation in 
Zambia. It is also interesting to note that the racist 
regime in Zimbabwe is not pursuing this dastardly exer
cise alone. The hated regimes in South Africa and Mo· 
zambique are backing their friend to the hilt. The South 
African government has ordered the cancellation of 
imports and exoorts to and from Zambia while the latter 
has sealed the border between Zambia and Mozambique. 
The actions of these racist governments go to prove how 
serious they are detennined to entrench themselves on 
our continent. 

The question that comes to mind is : what sort of 
opposition is being offered by the African states and 
governments to counter these provocative actions by 
these racist regimes? With the closure of the border 
beween Zambia and Zimbabwe by Ian Smith and his 
clique, reports are pouring in about African leaders 
affirming sUPDOrt for Zambia an'd issuing verbose reso
lutions, At the recent African Liberation Committee 
meeting in Accra. we were witnesses to the usual rheto
ric and polemics that were uttered by the del~l1t~. L>t.l 

we must honestly ask ourselves whether these prunoun.x
ments are likelv to yield any dividends to countt!r me 
massive opposition being offered by the torcd WI:; ale 
fighting to overthrow. Perhaps it is too early to knoJw . 

In any case I do not think we have done enough and 
it is my conviction that the earlier African States come 
together to think seriously of dislodging the$C obnoxious 
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regimes from til(' conlinent, the better for us: for it 
!>ecms that for each day we waste. these racist regimes 
bolster up their efforts 10 entrench their racist policies 
firmly on the ,Continent. In {act the Head of Siale. Col. 
T. K. Acheampons sounded the right note when he de
clared al the opening of the African Liberation Commit
tee meeting that armed re\'olution is the only means of 
liberating southern Africa. But alas, it is only at Ihis 
crucial point of acting to liberate our continent that Afri
can stales arc found wanting. The raci st governments will 
surely remain on the conlinent for a long time to come 
if the African stales pursue the outmoded course of 
only dishing out a few thousands of cedis to our freedom 
fighters and remaining in our ,-arious counlries, issu ing 
the usual polemical pronouncements and verbose reso
lutions. 

African stnt~ should surely change this course of 
action and pursue vigorously the policy of armed revolu
tion. T do not mean that such armed revolution should 
be left only to tbe people fighting in tho~e areas. The 
armed revolution should involve nil the African states. 
It is a healthy SIgn tbat the continent is clustere'd with 
dynamic and rf'\;olutionary military regimes from north 
to south and east to west. Therefore. in the absen
ce of the AfriC3n High Command, these military leaders 
should come tneether to formulate plans to send bel ween 
1.000 and 3.000 ~oldiers from each state to the battle 
fronts in Antlola. Guinea-Bissau. Namibia. Zimbabwe 
and other areas to fight along~ide our brothers. There 
should be no major problem of bases from wh'ere these 
soldier~ would ('perale, since we often hear about cer
lain liberated areas. 

It i~ nnlv when we arc ~ure that the battle is ioined 
and victoTV i~ in ~i~hl that we could ~tart training cadre~ 
to help admini~t{'r those area~. Thrre ~hould be no 
Que~tion of putting the cart before the horse. 

I'ritt~ & ]n('Omc Boord Fred Opon..~ Nkansah 
P .O. Do..: M.Z63 
Mer.> 

Spirit of Tolcrance-A Rejoinder 

SIR- It is very unfortunate that Mrs. Ayikailcy Borquaye 
was not well informed about the article written by a lady 
student in Voila Hall concerning special :;;.lIowances to 
SlUdents from Northern and Upper Regions in our uni
ver.;;ities. 

It is very heartbreaking for Mrs. Borquaye to claim 
that this lady was "savaged verbally" (whate"er that is 
suppo~ed to mean) by ladies from Northern and Upper 
Regions re5ident in Volta Hal1 (L.O. vnI2S). I believe 
anybody rcadinfJ that letter by Mrs. Borquaye makes his 
or her own picture of the incident which of course will 
differ from person to person. 

Mu. Borquaye should have known that the article 
by that lady wa~ both unfair to the majority of northern 
students in the universities and also very insulting to 
particular ethnic grouping~. It is a fact that no first or 
second year Northern student in any of our universities 
has got a pcseWfl of the allowances in question. Also 
if Mrs. Borqua):e had taken the trouble to read the 
article by that 'very concerned' lady, she would have 
come across a statement to the effect tbat Northerners 
workin. down south should get 'packing back home'
I hope after tbcv are Bone, the Ewes. the Akans and all 
oltter'll -"11 do tho IUDC and we shall surely live in a 

•• 'I!Qb J 

J was very saddened to realise tbat Mrs. Borquaye 
contnbuted her part of the insults by labelling thc re
action of the northern ladies in Volta Hall as 'primitive 
and bush' and ' illiterate and uncouth'. (Very tolerant 
indeed, isn't she?) 

Mrs. Borquaw should take ber time next time to be 
more precise and careful in what she accuses others of. 
Such ha sty statements as hers are the main sou rces of 
malicious rumours. 

L~gon Hall 
lAgon 

A Question o[ Vocabulary 

Saa Ditlo 

SIR-Please allow me to use the courtesy of your 
columns to ask two questions about current political 
vocabulary in this country. Tn a recent statement. the 
Chainn:m of the N.R.C. said that politics is not allow
ed, and Ihat his government will not tolerate anybody 
indulging in politics. Now, when we were young. we 
were told that politics is the art and act of governing. 
I do not know how this word has evolved semantically 
since we left sl-hool, but I would like to know what 
anybody thinks Col. Acheampong and bis colleagues 
are doing if not politics. Or is it because tbey are in 
military uniform that people want us to belie,'c that 
they arc not doing politics, e\en though they are prac
tising the art and act of go\ernment? 

Secondly, why should sugar and milk be labelled 
"foreign" foods and commodities when fresh milk is 
produced at the University Farm at Nungua. and sugar 
at both Komenda and Asutsuare? Or does the tenn 
"foreign" apply only to the Imported \'ariery o[ these 
items? It will be interesting to know. 

(Name nod Address Supplied-Editor) 

be'i Mind Our <ffl.'lI Problem!! 

SIR The Ghanaian dailies and weeklies ha"'e been 
writing in their editorial columns comments on such 
matters a .. "The Bombing of North Vietnam, tbe Arab
Israeli \Var. the Recognition of East Gennany or China" 
and other matters of world importance or interest. 

My worry is why our newspapers and journals do not 
want to sing into the cars of our top men that sugar 
should not sell at a. cube for one-half pesewa and also 
that sugar is no more a luxury, as it possibly was some 
decades back. but a necessity. 

A Ghanaian newspaper cannot prevent Nixon from 
bombing the whole of tndo-China. neither can it con· 
VInce Taiwan's Chiang that the Communist Party in 
Mao's China did come to power legally. But at least it 
can let our leadcrs know how people are faring here. 

Ad"unttd Teacher Training Col. S. A. Bukari 
P .O. Do..: ] 29 
Winneoo. 

The Ymdi Skin Probe 

SIR-I am not ~ure if it would have been cheaper, more 
convenient for the majority. and generally sounder for the 
Vendi Skin Commission to have I3t somewhere in the 
Northem Region ruther than in Accra. 1 am not suggest
ing tbJ.t the members of the Commission find Accra 
more cosy. but J am worried about the lots of people 
who have had to travel all the way from the North to 
attend the commission in Accra . 

• 
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I believe since the seal of controversy is in the North· 
ern RegIon, it would not have been out o[ place fOT the 
commission to have sat in that region; J believe the 
commission would have had the opportunity of hearing 
many more wilnesses and baving a more ready access to 
all sources of evidence. I shudder to think of bow all those 
many contestants who travelled all the way from ~be 

North are faring in Accra by way of accommodatIon 
and other living expenses. T am however hoping that 
they are not being put to too much inconvenience. 

(Name and Address "Supplied-Editor) 

S.OS.-Matcbets! 

SJR-Thc Government is to be congratulated on ils 
achievements so far. It deserves praise especially for 
].lunching the "Operation Feed Yourself" programme. 
111 the past there was mucb talk about Ghana being an 
agricultural country, but nothing was done to increase 
rroduction: but in less than a year after the launching 
of OFY, much has been achieved already. 

However for the whole exercise to :;;ucceed much de· 
pends on a number of factors. irrigation and mechani
sation for example. But these two are long term pro
grammes. At the moment the success of OFY depends 
on the availability of one thing: cutlass. But tfiis com
modity is very scarce at present. and those who had 
the "foresight" to hoard the cutlasses are making a hell 
of profit from them. Now one cutlass costs as much as 
~2.70. and in any case not less than ¢1.20. instead of the 
official price of 65p. Fancy paying ¢2.70 for only one 
cutlass; and Cove-n then one c.:annot get any to buy. One 
just does not see them. This scarcity will itecrease pro
ductivity and increase the price of foodstuffs. 

We are now in the maior fanning season which is also 
the second phase of OFY-and we have to work fast 
berore the rainy season sets in. I am therefore appealing 
to the Commissioner for Agriculture to come to the 
aid of us faT"TTle.iS. We need cutlasses to be able to feed 
oUrlelves and others. 

SOS--Give us Matchets! 

Peki Secondary School 
Pcki 

"Fires Nest Time"? 

Kwadwo Oparc 

SIR-In the last eigbt weeks or so there bave been des
tructive fires in various regions of the country which 
make one wonder whether Ghana's enemies have not 
changed their strategy from one of bomb throwing to 
'burn. burn. burn'! We have known their bomb throw
ings in past years so well that they would not want to 
be identified too easily. It is not impossible therefore 
that they have decided on "fires next time" at the na. 
tion's ecooomy. 

During the period under consideration, there have 
been fires at G.N.T.C., H o; Market, Sekondi-Takoradi; 
P ioneer Shoe Factory, Derby Avenue, Accra; Rice Farm, 
Northern Region: P lastic Goods Factory, Kotobabi, 
Accra; Tema Textiles, Tema; and now there is news of 
yet another fire at Tamale Abuabo Market! Surely. these 
are too consistent to be accidental and the nation's 
security agenu must be up and doing before matters 
g-et out of band. 

C:,'o P.O. Box 5113 
A .... 

Kwadwo Ofori 

Matters Arising 
-

MEDICAL EDUCATION IN TIlE U.s.S.R.
A REJOINDER 

By 

G. A. Vartanian 

I HOPE you will allow me some space in your journal 
to offer my comments on an article by D r. J. O. M . 
Pobee entitled ''The Russia-trained Ghanaian Doctors
A Controversy or Misunderstanding?" which appeared 
in L.O. VU/23. 

The article in question attempts to persuade the reader 
that there exists a kind of misun'derstanding about the 
quality of training of Ghanaian students (and even 
broader still-of the students coming from the third 
world) in the U.S.S.R. The author states: "The argument 
has never been that Soviet medical training per se is 
bad: the argument has been about whether the type of 
training given to the Ghanaians and perhaps other peo
ple from the tbird world, leaves much to be desired". 
In trying to support this statement he intentionally or 
unintentionally throws doubts on the quality of the 
training of physicians for tbe third world in the Soviet 
Union. 

Unfortunately the article fails to subst.·mtiate with 
convincing facts this and other assertions which imply 
that the Soviet Medical Institutions for the sake of 
quantity or for some other unknown reason lower the 
requirements for the students from the third world and 
for Ghanaian students in particular. Bf'ing familiar with 
the Soviet medical education. I should like to supply a 
few facts and to correct some erroneous statements con
tained in the article which might help the reader to form 
a more balanced view of the actual position as regards 
medical qualification obtained by Ghanaians in the 
U.S S.R. 

The article in question reflects an evident dislike of 
its author for the Patrice Lumumba Peoples' Friendship 
Univer'!ity which is of course a matter of personal ooi
nion. The facts. however. are that teaching in this Uni
versity is conducted in conformity with curricula appro. 
ved for the other corresponding higher educational in~ti. 
titutions in the U.S.S.R. and supplemented bv some 
topics and cou ..... es having a direct bearing on the sp('ci
fie features of African. A'lian or Latin American coun
tries., All academic and methodoTo~ical activities of the 
University are controlled by the US.S R. Ministry of 
Hi2her Education whose representative is a member of 
the Univer;itv Council. Thus the level of general educa
tion and profe~sional knowled~e acquircii bv the gra. 
duates of this University is equal to that of graduates 
of other Soviet institutions of higher learning. And in 
anv case only a small percentage of Ghanaian doctors 
graduated from this university. so that even a bia~cd 
author cannot use his doubts about this univer<iitv for 
evaluation of the majority of Soviet-trained Ghanaian 
doctors. 

The author asks emphatically: " ... did the Russian 
authority think tbat the quality of doctors must be 
sacrificed for quantity? This is what some people sus. 
pect". To those who may have such suspicions I would 
like to ,h'c some additional information. The Sovict 
Union has 86 Medical Institutions and University Medi. 
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cal Faculties. Some of them produce .from 300 to 600 
docton a year. Therefore. an addition of a few hundred 
students from abroad wouldn't be too mucb of • burden 
(or the leaching staff to account for the rowenn, of 
standards of training. in as much as the (meien .tudents 
constitute only" small fraction of the class. Por example 
onc of the c:1lss~ in Odessa Medical Institute bad only 
ninc Ghanaian students out of a total of 300. What passi. 
ble reason could there be for the lo .. erilll of standards? 

The other problem is the exemption of Ghanaian 
students from the entrance examination. This is not 
quile so. Before lakina the pre.univenity coone rhe 
students are. examined and lroupeci accordiRJ to their 
knowledge. An examination is ,h'm aaain al the end of 
the pre.university year . .... the ... wilD _cu bUy ..... 
II arc admillcd to the Medical Institute without any 
fUriher examinations. 

It may be of interest to mention here the admission 
requirements in different Medical Schools in Africa. 
Fivc-French-speakinl Medical Schools admit students 
with the "BaccalaurU.t" or equivalent wi.,.. any en
tranoc examination. In three out of nine Enalish-speakina 
counlries SlUdenlS in possession of G.CE. "0" IC\-eI 
with paSsel in CC'rtain subjects are admitted. True, in tbe 
olher six. G .c.e. "A" level is required. but DO eatl'll.c:t 
rumination .is set (I.,.... iT .... Medial edueatioa ill 
rhe Afriaa rqloa, Reaional Office for Africa. WHO. 
Brau.aville. 1912). One must also nol forlel Ihat many 
of the Soviet-trained doctors bad "A" level certificates. 

Let us also look more closely at the "intensive one 
year pre-university study course". It is an erroneoul 
stah:ment that "in that same year this Gbanaian without 
School Certificate. without knowledae of science subjects 
at G.C.E. ordinary level will be readina Russian lan
luage. Zoology (Anatomy and Physiology), Chemistry 
(inorganic and Ora8nic). Physics. Elementary Mathema
tics. Additional Mathematics and Political Economy". 
First, Political Economy is not taulhl to fo~ilnen in the 
I! 1)_<i ,R Sec-nndly. most of the I..-ourws mentioned &re 
taught to tbe studenb In the first medical year aftee 
completion of their pre-univenity year when they we~ 
instructed in the Russian language and Science subjects. 
thus giving the opportunity for those who had not ~tu

died these subjects in the secondary school to make up. 
Clearly it would appear the author does not see any 

c-ontroveny or misunderstanding about the content of 
medi cal training 1ft the U.SSR. lis ~Ievance to the 
needs of the country is siressed. However. the autbor 
is displeased tbat the Ghanaian graduates did not work 
in the Soviet Un ion before coming home. Firsl of all. 
some of them did their house jobs in the U.S.S.R. before 
returning to Ghana. since <as the author mentions him
self} four years al o a one year period of internship 
(the seventh year) was introduced in the Soviet medical 
institutions. Secondly. it would be more sensible for 
G hanaian graduates (0 do their internship (houtem3.n
shi p) in Ghana rathe r than in the Soviet Union. becaUIC 
the type of morbidity. epidemioloaical pattern, .nd 
many aspects of medical care differ in the U.S.S R. from 
tho\c of Ghana . This will give the SoViet-trained Gha
naian graduates time to adapt to local conditions and 
requirements and the year of housemanstup in Ghana 
will come as an additional eltpe:tience to their practical 
knowledge obtained durinl the siltth year of their train
ing in the So\' i-: t Uni on when they specialize in three 
major med ical subjects. medicine. sul'lery and obstetrics 
-gynaecology (the so-called .. bani .......... ). Thi. may be 

because one of the. main reasons 

lor the DOR·retun, of Alric:aa. ...tical padt L ff' 
ab~~ i, ~ to be "the "'.,Ilability ", .... 
tralnlna tecllwd abroM" ... 7 ... 
"'" • dill .u.tc. R" • __ ... , OM e for Atrica. 
WHO. Brazzaville). Por ft. ...." c.a of " Gh'''I,n 
otUcIcnb who __ Ia BrlIiaII Medical _ i. 
1963-66 only 21 left 8ritala qd 34 r Mia '* e (a., 
0., 1971. ..... J_ 01 Ht ...... S. "-2J). 

The other important (ia. the au ....... *a) 
i. the prob ..... of diploma .... tile _ '" tile 
lion M.D. (USSR). A 101 of "lfIU-" (1-' IIJ, ... 
tions (rom Shablpearc) have been 1II1II 10 CIIII • 
d~bt on the validity of thi. a"'edatioa MIl &iilfc:a. 
bdny of .be M.D. abbreviation 10 ScM .......... j6)oi
Clans. 

The word "Doctor-"' i. applied bOt only 10 'II i ...... 
ph)'lician. Thi. i, abe baai, of die miMuMIentu«Hne III 
the Soviet Union physid'DIi coatinue to lie ... '''' "acton. 
a1tboulh ofticlally they rwceivc at p , stion the dJpIo
ma of Pb)'lician. (By tho way, this can be ab .... ialed 
if one wilhes. a. Ph.D. Physician Di,. Fha). But let 
u. examine !lOme publicatiODl of die World 
Orpniati ... (WHO) and find tile ...... ,;d ... at tile _ 
"Doctor" u UIOd in the U.s.s.R.: ''Strictly, • lIIIdiaJ 
pnctili.mer hoklinl tbe dear... 01. Doctor of .... icaI 
Scienc4. the leIlior modical quali6cation o'Vined after 
defending a doctoral thesiL . . .. however, tbc tid .. II 
used in a broader senole aDd refen to aU ..... 
titionen. repnne.. of their level of " '. 
inl" (Pal'" 7 teo E' .... ,. hi. d" 
... U.8.!I.R., WHO. G ...... 1970). 1ho _ "pIqoI-
cian" :. wieWy used as equivalent to M.D. in ....., 
other publications of WHO. One may ., tbat in tbe 
English-speakinl world "physician"' m ... speri-_ 
in internal medicine and a spedal JIIOIl-IflMh,tte tn'riac 
is necessary to obtain this title. Howe.s i.1he WellIl I', 
Dictionary one can 8nd the followinc Haiti_ of ... 
word : "a doctor of medicioe". which i ... ely .bIJn.. 
viated a! M.D. 

To become a physician in tbe U.s.s. ... ODe .... t. 
'tudy in a Medical Institution or a UnJwnity Medical 
Faculty for seven yean (indudinl ialKDlld",- this 
tnaininl is obviously equivalent to any cds. type of .... 
dical trainins in other countries l..u ... eithor to M.D. 
degree (U.S.A .. West Germany) or M.B., ClI .•. d1lreo 
(£nIland and Ghana). And i. it 10 important to .. .. 
about this problem. when difl'erent medical tcboob ... .. 
tlifferent dearees to their eraduatel after more or ... tile 
same number of yean of tnaininc? For example. Uaiftl'
sily Cenl~ for Health Sciencet, Yaounde. c.m liOln: 

FaC'Ult~ de M6docine. Abidjan. C6to d'lvoire: P ,. 
de M6decine du Rwanda. Butare, Rwand.: FaadtI: Mf_ 
de M6deC'ine CI de Pbannaclc. Univenit6 de Datar. 
SC~1. and some othan. after IIx to w.w. yean cI 
medical trainiq sive tbe Dclne or '"Duclcar en M .... 
cinc" (Doctor of Medicine). Doeliottl CoReae of Melfi.. 
cine. Monrovia. Liberia. after 6 van of trainin. Ii'. 
the diploma of "Modical Doctor'": Bc:ole d,. M6d . .-: lie 
Pharmade. Befelaatana, Tana,.rive., Mallapsc:ar, .... 
"Dipl6me de M~edne" uad Faealtv of Medicine.. Uni
versity oIl.ourcn9o MuqueI, Mozambique. after 7 }an 
of traininl confen ''Licence en MM." MOlt 01''' Ue
dical School!!; in I!ndbh-lpeakiftJ coantri. ..anl eo 
their lraduales alter the iame duration of tnt .... M ... 
Ch.8 . (or M.B., B.S.) dllpte. II It, j ... 1 , 
w' dB'~II"Io"'" I ...... 'V, .... . 
"' I __ 1071 pNCtICGRen ( ... ,11'" ) .. ..., Probably 
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the author over-estimates the role of these abbrc\ iati ons 
which d. doctor (physician) attaches to his name. Using 
his own words: "The possession of medical diploma o r 
(or that matter any diploma is in itself not important." 
Of course. the performance of tbe physician is what is 
important and not tbe letters after his name. 

II is worthwhile to quote onc more statement in the 
article: "This anomalous situation of vaguely writing 
M.D. (USSR) i!t at worst dubious and at best highly 
irregular", I would Ille to give more detailed informa
tion on the process of awardmg diploma in the U.S.s.R. 

The Final Stale Examinations are given to the students 
by T~e Stale Examination Commission (something like 
a group of internal and external examiners). The Chair
man of such commission is a representative of another 
Medical Institute or Medical Faculty appointed by the 
Ministry. This is done in an attempt to make uniform 
the requirements for the graduating students from various 
Institutions. Thl.! decision to award the diploma is taken 
by the State Examination Commission and the first 
signature on the diploma is that of the Chairman of the 
Commission. The second signature is of the Rector of. 
the Institute. Under such arrangements it is quite justifi
able to put M.D. (USSR). 

Anyhow, it seems that Soviet authorities have given 
a good explanation of the situation by giving to each 
external student a copy of the diploma in the relevant 
languag\! where it is stated that the graduates of Soviet 
Medical Institutions are awarded the M.D. degree. and 
it is not of predominant importance whether a Soviet
trained doctor will write after his signature M.D . 
(USSR) or M.D. (City). all the more so because in many 
cities of the U.s.S.R. tbere are more than one Univer<lity 
or Medical Institution. 

I would agree the "M.D. (country)" may appear very 
unusual or even funny in this part of th'! wprld . But 
in that case the simplest thing to do is to advise th.,se 
doctors who use this type of abbreviation to put after 
M.D. the name of the institution where they have been 
trained as many of Soviet-trained Ghanaian doctors do. 

So, lhere is really no controversy. not only about 
Soviet Medi cal education but also about thc quality of 
the educati on given to Ghanaian students: it is of full 
value. No doubt. as in all other professions. thcre are 
good physicians, outstanding and mediocre. no matter 
whcre they have been educated . But those who qualified 
(whether in Ghana . England. U.S.A. or U.S.s.R.) must 
be judged only by their performance. 

I hope that the facts contained in this letter will show 
to the unbiased reader that any mi sunderstanding about 
the quality of training given to Ghanaians in the 
U.S.S.R. has been c reated artificially_ 

DR. J. O. M. POREE REPLlES 

"THANK yOU, Mr. Editor, for giving me the opportunity 
10 comment on Prof. Vartanian's article in reply to my 
own original one. 

Patrice Lumumba UniloCrsity-There is nothing J said 
that would suggest even remotedl y my "evident dislike" 
for that In stItution. I dId say that the Lumumba Uni· 
ve rsity "may ha\'e suffe red from the ~etbacks that any 
uhi\'crsity that is hurri edly set up would ha\'e" ... in
duding. . " Iowish standa rd s" But J a lso sa id if it did, 
the defficiency wou ld have be.cn corrected by now. What 
is the evidence fo r my dislike about that~ 

Qunntity (or QUlIli'y· I meant whether some of the 
hon -nalional (hplomates were just nodded through ~o 

that their clluntries would have many more doctors than 
If they had been subjected to the full rigours of selec
tIOn an-I a<;scs'ment of Soviet University standards. 

R!.'quir::m(:l1t The point was not about entrance 
examination as such. The Uni\'ersity of Ghana MedIcal 
School does not have an entrance examination. The point 
was that our nationals were not subjected to the one 
;~nd the same examination as Soviet citizens. J only 
\\ondered how they would ha\'e fared. 

J wish Pror. Vartanian would refrain from loose state
ments. He accuses me of not being factual. Yel he say~ : 
Many of the Soviet-trained doctors had "A le,,-el ccrtifi
catcs". That is fiction. Let him gct in touch with the 
'-Ccretary of Ihe Soviet-trained doctors who says that 
"most of the Soviet-trained doctors entered the Soviet 
Union with either the School Certifieatc or the G.C.E . • 
at Ordinary le\el" (Graphic, 25th September, 1972). tet 
him check his facts again and he will be surprised If he 
l'an be surprised. 

One Year Pre-Univcnity Study- I still don't beliC'\'e 
that some 'of thc Ghanaians without School Certificate 
and some withoUl any science knowledge to an appre
ciable degree could be t aught science subjects III • 
roreign bngull~c in one year to the standard of the 
Higher School Certificate which we know is that reached 
by Sovict citizens bfoforc they enter university. r appre
cIate his point that the pre-university course is continued 
into the first }-ear in the Medical School but Tremain 
unimpressed by not a few of the products of that intcn
'i1\'C course . 

Houwmamhlp ill RU.5l5ia - If Prof. Vartanian does 
not appreciate it I'll have him know that the period of 
houscmanship does so much for the self-confidence of 
the doctor that it is a wonde.c that in spite of the fact 
that there was no housemanship at the time. thc Russian 
authorities did not realise this simple fact. thus exposinl 
the Ghanaian doctors to the rigours and demands of 
medical practice in Ghana. It was an error of judgement 
which with hindsight I am sure the Russian authorities 
will now appreciate. It would not ha ',>e brought on the 
explosh'e event of 1967. 

M.D.- To whom is the question of M.D. important? 
The Soviet·trained Ghanaian doctors. or Prof. Vartanian. 
or thc Russian Authorities. or me. Clearly it is not this 
writer. ( spent three paragraphs of about 300 words 
and he spends scvcn out of twenty paragraphs of about 
800 words Oil it. and he thinks it is important to me! 
Hc takcs a simplistic view and says: "But in tbat case 
the simplest thing to do is to advise tbose doclon; to 
put after MD. the name of the Institution". It is not so 
simple. Sir. It is not a question of expediency. This is 
tht' whole point or argument and Prof. Vartanian forcibly 
reinforces it 

The diploma is a legal document. Either you have 
M.D. (Cracow) or M.D. (Leninlrad) or MD. (Heidelbefl) 
or 1\-I .B. Ch B. (Edingburgh) or you have not. That is tbe 
point about Mr. Shakespeare and Miss Rose. 

Has Prof. Vartanian himself ever used or for that 
matter any Russian used M.D.? If not. why not? And 
again. if not, why should our boystnd girls ute it? 

Pror. Vartanian makes the point . insinuatory of 
COUNt: . about the fact that he is familiar with the So"iet 
Mcdi ca l Edu cation and J am not. If I may say so I am 
familia r with the products of that Medical education 
and in all mOOC$ly must know about the practising doc-
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tor (and that is what all this is about) tban he knows. 
] shall rest my case by inviting him to read again 

my article and the paragraph headlined "A Sign of 
Promise", He will find that I wrote that article with the 
best of intentions and it is in the nature of things tbat 
the truth should hurt sometimes. It is also in the nature 
of things that you cannot 'defend the indefensible. That 
is what he has done and it makes me sad His effort has, 
as the Americans say, been non-contributory to the 
debate. 

For The Record. 
Thursday. Juuary 11 

Government Acquires Shares in Bank! 

IN a document published in Accra outlining its invest
ment policy the N.R.C. today announced its decision to 
acquire 40 per cent equity shares in all foreign banks 
and 50 per cent shares in beer brewing. 

The Government also intends to begin negotiations 
within three months to participate in a wide range of 
commercial and industrial enterprises including service 
industries. 

ForeigD Food!J-New Distribution Stratea 

A NEW system of allocating foreign foods and commo· 
dities in the country started as from January 1. Under 
the system, all the regions, except Greater Accra, will 
have their regional bulk supply direct from the Logistics 
Committee. 

This was announcu1 by Major D. G. Weir, Chairman 
of the Committee. who explained that Regional Com· 
missioners would now be responsible for the distribu· 
tion of the commodities to Hospitals, Ministries, go· 
vernment Departments and public corporations only. 

The Committee will continue to 'distribute the goods 
direct to merchant houses. supermarkets, educational 
institutions. industries and distributors in all the regions. 

In Greater Accra. the Committee will be directly res· 
ponsible for the distribution of the commodities to the 
Ministries, govcrnment 'departments and public corpora· 
lirons. 

Saturday, January 13 

65 Detainees Released 

AS part of tbe festivities held on the occasion of the 
1st Anniversary of the assumption of power by the 
N.R.C. , 65 persons were today released from protective 
custody. Those released include Mr. K. G. Ose.i-Bonsu, 
Mlni3ter of State in the Busia regime, Mr. Alfred Kpo
donu former Volta Regional Chief Executive. and Mr. 
JOleph Yaw Manu. 

ThMday, January 16 

Govel"DllK'nt Orden Rea. CUts 

THE Government has ordered that private house rents 
in certain towns and cities in the country must be reduced 
as from February I, 1973. 

Announcing this at a press conference in Accra yes· 
terday, Colonel Victor Coker·Appiah. Commissioner for 
Works and Housing said that with exception of houses 
built by the Tema Development Corporalion and the 
HOUSing Corporation "whose renls are already subsi
dised", rents on most sizes of room would be reduced. 

Wednesday, loury 17 

Chiefs Give I and for Oldie RancblDa 

THE chiefs and people of Prampram and Great NinJa 
Traditional Areas have voluntarily released a vast tract 
of land to the Government for the establishment of 
cattle ranches. 

This was disclosed by Nene Annor K .... ei IT, Para
mount Chief of Prampram during a meeting with Col. 
C. O. Acquaye·Nortey, the Greater Accra Regional 
Comm.issione.r. 

The Bank of Ghana IS already 'developing into a 
cattle ranch, a 13,230 acre portion of land previously 
released by the chiefs of the area. 

Foreigo Foods Rushed to K.UIDIR 

A LARGE quantity of foreiID foods wa3 today rusbed to 
Kumasi by air ana rail to avert an acute shortage or 
the commodities in Ashanti. 

The items included about 334 cartons of Ideal Milk, 
500 tons of rice, and several cases of sardines, mackerel. 
toothpaste and soap. 

The 334 cartons of milk were airlifted by two military 
aircraft and a Gbana Airways plane while the other 
items were conveyed by rail. 

-Wedoe8day 24 

New AppoLatmentlil 

• 
COLONEL F. G. Bemasko, Regional Commissioner for 
the Central Region, has been appointed as a member of 
the Executive Council and Commissioner for Agriculture. 
He succeeds Major-General D. K. Addo, who has re
signed on grounds of ill-health. 

Commander J. K. Amedume, former Acting Navy 
Commander, has been appointed as the Regional Com
missioner for the Central Region. 

These two appointments take effect from 31st January, 
1973. 

Colonel L. A. Okai, has been appointed as 3. Member 
of the Executive Council and Commissioner for National 
Redemption Council Affairs. His ..tppointment takes 
immediate effect. 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

I 

, 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy . 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
beca"se they are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

Embassy are the popular choic: 
because they give smoking satis
faction. A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy. 
DO YOU? 

Elnbassy the milder. smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 

THE REMOVAL OF THE SUBSIDY AND 
SOCIAL JUSTICE 

AT long last the government has boldly decided to remove 
the subsidy on certain foreign foods and commodities. To us 
of the Obsener, the surprising thing is not that the decision 
has been finally taken, but rather that it was not done much 
earlier. Virtually every newspaper in the country, including 
this one, had urged the N.R.C. to take this step. As a govern
ment that has shown some sensitivity to public opinion, most 
of us could just not understand the persistent refusal of the 
N.R-C. to respond to this particular pressure. 

It will be recalled that when Colonel Acheampong, 
Chairman of the N.R.C., addressed the nation on radio 
and television on the 12th of January, he declared that the 
subsidy was going to continue, even though the facts, figures 
and arguments he adduced should have led to the contrary 
conclusion, since it had become clear that the whole exercise 
was futile, its purpose having been frustrated in diverse ways. 
One cannot understand why barely three weeks later, the 
government has decided to yield to economic commonsense 
and realism. Is it because it now feels politically so secure 
that it can afford to offer the country the 'bitter pill of economic 
truth, instead of postponing it any further? Or is it because 
after a year in office, the government has realized that given 
the greed and unscrupulous nature of some Ghanaians, it 
is more rewarding to take effective economic measures rather 
than resort to exhortations and just hope that things will sort 
themselves out in due course? Whatever the reason, we 
welcome the government action, belated though it is. 

Even after the removal of the subsidy, it is a fact that the 
prices of the goods involved are still m'Jch lower here than 
in thc neighbouring countries to which the goods are said 
to be smuggled. If our new prices are substantially realistic, 
it will be most unwise to increase them further, simply as an 
easier means of discouraging and reducing smuggling. What 
ought to be done is to recogniSe smuggling as a major problem 
and US\! every available resources to curb it. In this context 
'" c note with regret that despite the placing of the Border 
Guard~ under tbe Army, their performance has been most 
uninspiring and disapPOinting. The Army i3 eminently well 
plaCed and equipped to deal with the problem of smuggling. 
and we hope that with greater assistance from them, especially 
from the Military Intelligence. the Border Guards will be 
helped to improve upon tileir performance which has been 
pretty appalling so far, and thus enhance the general reputation 

• 
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of the security services of the country. In addition 
to these measures, every effort should be made to 
canvas the effective co-operation of the authorities 
in our neighbouring countries. If such co-operation 
is not forthcoming. more drastic methods will need 
to be instituted to check the situation. 

One disquietingly quaint feature about the recent 
government measure is the selection of items on 
which subsidies have been retained or removed. 
By what criterion did the N.R.C. decide to retain 
the subsidy on baby foods and milk but remove 
that on matchets? What percentage of the babies 
in this country-in both the rural and urban areas
are fed on these? Or is the addition of baby 
foods to the list just symptomatic of an elitist 
urban-orientated mentality? And how does the 
N.R .C. reconcile the withdrawal of the subsidy 
on matchets with its policy of encouraging the 
production of more food locally? One would 
have thought that since matchets are more relevant 
to the policy of self-realiance, they deserve to be 
subsidized more heavily than any consumables. 
We hope that this was an oversight, and that 
the preposterous error of judgment will be rectified 
without delay. 

On learning that baby foods were to be subsi
dized and not matchets, we could not help feeling 
that the N.R.C. seemed to be unaware of the 
agonising, inhuman and indefensible gap between 
the standard of living in the rural areas and tbat 
in the urban areas. We were however relieved to 
note that in the course of Major Felli's speech 
announcing the removal of the subsidies, he 
stressed what could have been done for the rural 
populations and the urban unemployed if SZ'30 
million cedis had not been used to subsidise 
foreign foods. The Commissioner's statement 
constituted a tacit admission that the government 
has not been fair by the rural populations, and that 
in terms of rural development, its priorities have 
110t been without serious fla\l.s. It is gratifying to 
note that some admission of this weakness has 
been made, and we urge that corrective action 
be taken in the name of social justice. 

Social justice does not only consist of increasing 
the salaries and wages of certain categories of 
workers; it should also mean bridging the vast 
gap between the urban and rural areas, and any 
action that removes subsidies from matchets and 
retains them on milk and baby foods cannot be a 
move in that direction. After "Operation Feed 
Yourself", "Op~ration Social Justice" will be a 
most refreshing campaign to undertake. 

Like all the national papers. we do welcome the 
decision, however belated, to do away with the 
subsidies. We only hope that the fl30 million 
ccdia thus 5a\(.-d will in fact be used in bringing 

. 

about social justice in this country. This to us 
means the provision of the rural people, who 
after all constitute the vast majority of our popu
lation, with good schools staffed with qualified 
teachers, good roads, good drinking water, ade
quate health facilities, and even cheap cutlasses! 

International 

"ASSOCIATION" WITH THE E. E. C.
RELATIONSHIP OF JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP 

AND EXPLOITATION 

By 
Kofi Edjah 

ApPARENTLY Britain would like ber former colonial 
countries especially her former West African 
colonies, to swallow the idea that their asso
ciation with the European Economic Community 
(EEC}-which incidentally includes most of their 
major trade " partners"-will be most beneficial 
to their economic well-being; association with 
tbe E.E.C. will provide just the type of trade 
conditions-aid. preferential trade relations and 
markets-all of which they (the former colonies) 
need for their economic development. There is no 
time to waste then ; the Yaounde Convention is 
due to expire soon and unless a quick and early 
decision is taken. they, the non-associated former 
colonial countries, will miss a "golden" oppor
tunity for participating in the discussions for a 
new "gainful" Convention. 

All this sounds fine. But the point is that for the 
non-associated former British colonial countries 
(and indeed for those states already associated with 
the E.E.e.) the question as to whether or not to be 
associated with the E. E.e. is not merely a problem 
of wanting large markets which oITer preferential 
(reciprocal , anyway) treatment ; it is not merely 
a problem of wanting aid; nor is it merely a pro
blem of wanting trade to be liberalised. The no~ 
associated countries also want to be sure that 
they nrc not running into an "association" which 
seeks in a rather cunning and subtle m3nner to 
perpetuate their weaknesses: imperially initiated 
.~ialisation which .is filted tow~rds sectors 
with a low growth tn demand natIonally and 
internationally. small inter-relation and impact 
between sectors, low rates of increase in produc
tivity, and little contribution to the development 
of technology and skill. 
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With all 
competition around. 

Ghana 
still on ~ • 

Well, the fact is, if you are going to 
London urthc »lest Coas(,rhcre tlre 
some solid reasons why yOll ~ __ 

shouldtr3\'eJ on Ghana 
Airways. 

To start with c\"ery· 
one of our flights lands 
at London'Heathrow 
Airport. It you are bounJ 
for London, why tra\'d tn 
Surrey first. 

Then, Wl' tly the best rlanes.Tltl'rl' 1,\ 

lIO Ie 1 s!L') , HI OJ l ' It')'!· ~t I ~'( du I\,i.!, IIwr l' .l 11."\ It ri (m ~ 
\I II' CO ,'-!t'l W LOJldlJlI llw 11 h~ \/ (: 10. A nJ _~ 
remember Ghana Ain\'(lYs ({lunt' 
flies the velo t" L<mdlln.rt's 
a fa\'ourite ;:mcraft With 
e\·ery passenger we 
meet. And \i;C meet 
a lot ot rasscngers. 

\X'irh new airlines 
springing ur c\·ery month, 
Ghana Airways IS ~erring to 
hc one of the \·etcrans.Toour 
ti." ()JdIlHklll~,(hl' H a HlCllor 
pili', It 's ele\·~n years since we hrst 
hltlk ro the <lir, and cle\·en years is a lnng 
tlml' in the histl..lry ot rasscnger flight. 

It means \\'e arc a vcry exrerienccd 
:lIrl inc. \X.' It h .\:cry l'xrerienc~J 
("ft:ws. AnJ it's \\'urth 
mCnfhming that throllt,!h 

• 

Thefe an,' or-her ways to 
get to the.: \X.'est Cuast, of 
roursc. But. hefort.." you 
glJ ~lhl'ad and choose 
onc, pa lISC fur a 
moment. Ghana 
Airways tly along the 
West Coast hy Ict - not any 
olJ let either hut the latest 
Fokk<r Frlk", ,Illp - 28. 

If your I..fcstinCition lies iT}side Ghana, 
nothing (uulJ be ", . -. _ " 
easier.There is a .. ',' -<,.' . 

super inrl'rnai 
M:n'ire, hll~ stop 
>lyle,.hy Hawker 
SidJdy .74!l prop jcts. 

Then:':.. .somcthmg else. We wOllldn 'r 
hother tll nH..'tH Ion It, hut people keep 
mcntlunin~ It to liS . It's {hI.: nature of the 
sen'lll' ahoard en:ry Ghana Airways 
3lraaft. W'ht'1t" (;Jwlldian h(J~[C:55 S£j"'j 
'W'ekOHl(" ,\Ill' fl.'till", 111l"III.' It. lr isn't' a 
matter of tra i n i ng,' eith~r. You can't i I1stil 
genu inc warmth intn a stcwarJess by 
tramm}:!.ln Ollr c3se;wc'n: 
lucky. It's a national 
characrcristk. 

DIJ Wl' say thcn.' were 
llthcr ways to gct to 
London or the West 
Coast ~ Could \\'C suggest 
yuu du yours~It:"l (,1\"uur! 
Forgct them. 

-A- Airw.y.s all the years \\'c\'~ heen 
operating, H /\ (.' kl'Pl {lJi """-' 

ul1hf ... ,tmh.:J IIlCl.'lll,HfOlWI I ,·,··· 
Jl)ing l"L'(dTJ. A-

We make new friends on etlery /light. 
Cocoa Hou~e, P.O. Box J tl36, ACCRA. T d: 211)2 J (5 lin~') 
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These arc crucial issues which the present 
practice of the "association" with the imperially 
organised community does not meet. Despite the 
claim that the E.E.C. provides a good outlet 
for African products, and bettt:r prices for their 
raw material exports, the "associated" African 
states are faced with an increasing gap between 
the prices of their exports and their imports from 
the E.E.C.. and are at the same time having to 
struggle to maintain their markets in the E.E.C. 

• The Camerounian case is significant. The exchange 
\ value of a ton of cocoa ex.ported in 1960 from 

Cameroun was sufficient to import into that 
cODDlry 1,200 kilos of cement or 2,700 metres of 
unbleached material. By 1965, that is, barely 
a year after she had become associated with the 
E.E.C., the same quantity of cocoa could import 
only 450 kilos of cement or 800 metres of cloth. 
More significant still, from 1963 to 1965 the E. E.C. -

, 

imports from the "associated" African countries 
rose by 66 percent (i .e. from 6,197,879 tons in -1963 to 10,289,300 tons in 1965) but their value 
rose by only 11 percent (i .e. from 833 million 
dollars in 1963 to 973 million dollars in 1965). 

High Tariffs 

Although the prices of their exports to the 
E.E.C. have tended to fall, the associated states 
do not find it easy to secure entry for their goods 
in Western European Markets in the face of deli· 
berate discriminatory taxes against the sale of 
their commodities. These taxes did include 180 
percent tax on green coffee in West Germany, 
and 148 % tax on cocoa in Italy. Some of the taxes 
even reached 250 %. 

Under the Yaounde Convention, the associated 
states were able to obtain some tariff reductions 
but the details of the rates are interesting. 
Duty on cocoa beans, for example, came to 5.4 
percent, on powdered cocoa the duty is 22 per cent 
while for chocolate it is 30 per cent. Peanuts and 
palmnuts are duty free whereas on peanut 
oil and palm-oil the duty is between 9 and 15 
per cent. Natural cotton may be exported without 
duty, but on cotton fabrics there is a 20 per cent 
duty. ]n other words, the associated African states 
are being given better preferential treatment to 
remain as producers of basic agricultural raw 
materials for the factories in the E.E.C. countries. 
If they, the associated states, should engage even 
in elementary processing which could secure them 
better prices and incidentally compete with pro· 
ducts of the factories in the E.E.C. countries the 
story is different; the E.E.C. market immediately 
becomes less open; higher discriminatory taxes 
\3re imposed. 

It would, in fact, be naive to suppose that the 
community desires a fundamental cbange in 
the production structure of the 'associated' states 
which would be really beneficial to them. Formally 
speaking, the Rome Treaty allows the associated 
states to put up protective tarrifs to safeguard 
their industries. The real position, however, is that 
measures of this kind have to be sanctioned by the 
Common Market Commission which, significantly 
enough, is composed of the very European 
Common Market powers busily engaged in trying 
to expand the export of their manufactures and 
capital goods into the 'associated' states. 

European Denlopment Fund 

Ostensibly the European Development Fund 
set up by the European Common Market is to 
assist the econorrUc growth of the associated 
African states. But again the control of it is in the 
hands of the Common Market powers themselves, 
and as one would expect, most of the money is 
sanctioned for infra·structural and agricultural 
development and not for basic industrial develop
ment. The European Development Fund, Balance 
Sheet 1958·1965, clearly confirms this. In July 
1962 the percentage of the Fund of 5283,140,000 
allocated to Transport and Communications alone 
was 40 %. This percentage rose Ib 1965 to 1,5 % of 
the total allocation of 5560,000,000. Agriculture 
took 17 per cent of the 1962 total allocation and 22 
per cent of the 1.2.£1 allocation. The percentage 
allocation to industry (other than processing) was -1 zero for both 1962 and 1965. The Upper Volta 
• 
experience further confirms this bias. When she 
suggested utilising a portion of the Funds for 
piping oil and natural gas from the Sahara fields 
to West Africa, in order to assist African indus
trial development, the answer from the E.E.C. 
powers was out-right rejection. The same fate 
has met almost every other proposal put forward 
by the associated states. By January I, 1962 of 
the 200 projects submitted by the African states 
more than half had been rejected outright and 
work had begun on only six, totalling about 
£600,000. 

Apologists of the E.E.C.·cum·"Associates" or
ganisation stress other aspects of the aid pro
gramme which they claim are beneficial to the 
associated states. The argument runs like this: 
in order to allow the associated countries to 
adapt their system of production and marketing, 
a special arrangement of aid is provided under the 
Yaounde Convention. This aid serves to finance 
the structural improvement of the exporting sectors 
so as to render them competitive. Since such an 
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GHANA BROADCASTING 

CORPORATION • 

A vacancy exists in the Corpora tion and applications are invited from 

suitably qualified Ghanaians. 

POST: Director of Television 

~\ 
\~ QUALIFICATIONS: (i) Either a degree from a recognised University plus a. 

minimum of 10 years' experience in a related field, at least 5 years of which 

should have been in an administrative capacity; or 

(ij) A good general education with at least 15 years experience, 5 years 

of which should be in an executive position in a Broadcasting Organisa

tion or in a related field. 

DUTIES: Responsible to the Director- General for all organisational and 

operational aspects of the Televisi:m Programmes Division of the Corpo

ration. Ensures adherence to all Ghana Broadcasting Corporation policies 

I'). pertaining to Television Programmes. Prepares annual estimates and con

~~ troIs expenditure. Responsible for the preparation of reports concerning 

/ the operation. Co-ordinates activities of the various departments with the 

Division. lb. 
,> 

~ 

.!- METHOD OF ApPUCATION: Application (together with completed prescribed 
~ 

);'form supplied on request) accompanied by copies of testimonial and ceTti-

"' ~cates should be addressed to the Director-General, GHANA BROAD

CASTING CORPORATION, P.O Box 1633, Accra to reach him not later 

than 28th February, 1973. Applicants in the Civil Service and "Other statu

tory Bodies, should submit their applications through their Head of De

partments. 

NOTE: Those who had applied previously need not apply again. 
• 
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improvement can only bear fruit progressively 
over several years it is supplemented by decreasing 
subsidies designed to fill the gap between the cost 
and that price eventually realised within each 
exporting economy. In this way. it is expected 
that the export revenue of the associated couotries 
will not be reduced as a consequence of adaptation 
to the conditions of world competition. 

It is added that the aid to the existing export 
production of the associated countries supple
mented by credits, in the form of grants and loans, 
are designed specifically to finance the initiation 
or development of new products so as to diversify 
the economies of the associated countries and to 
make tbem, in this way, less vulnerable to the 
fluctuation in revenue gained from a small range 
of principal exports. 

Export of Primary Products 

The Yaounde Convention also provides for a 
special type of aid to meet the evil effects that 
sudden price fluctuations bring to bear on the 
financial equilibrium of the associated countries: 
the European Development Fund is empowered 
to make advances to their stabilisation funds. 

The important points to note here are tbat 
firstly, "diversificat ion and production" develop
ment aspects of the aid refer to the primary good 
exporting sector and not industry. Secondly, 
tbe system of financial compensation whieh is 
designed to maintain the export revenue of the 
associated states at the level normally desired 
cannot be sa id to have long-term validity since 
only a relati vely short-lived disequilibrium can 
be adjusted in this manner without the system 
ending in quasi-permanent subsidies for certain 
exports. 

./ ~ The push being given by tbe E.E.C. to primary 
product exports is not bad by itself to the extent 
that primary product exports are the only major 
immediate source of foreign exchange for the 
developing countries, but the problem is that it is 
this very bias in the economy which makes econo
mic development and growth of the associated 

./ countries difficult; it is this bias towards production 
of primary raw materials for export which has 
failed to provide a focus around which integrated 
national economies of the developing countries 

I can develop. The raw material export-oriented 
economy does not contribute much to the technical 
knowledge and the training of sk illed labour 

I needed for rapid economic development; at the 
same time it lacks the flexibility to adjust to new 
market situations and fails to offer higher rate of 

I ncrease in earnings. 

The infra-structural projects which the aid 
programme is used to finance are not entirely 
useless, but the lessons of colonialism have been 
well-learnt: the construction of the lines of commu
nication is without its military or strategic purposes 
for the E.E.C. countries, and the new facilities make 
possible a more speedy and large scale export of 

/ the raw materials from the associated states to the 
E.E.C. countries. 

At first sight the fact that about 80 percent and 
over of the Development Funds for allocation 
are handed out in the form of grants is very gene
rous but the aim of these funds is much more 
significant. A statement of the Economic and 
Social Committee of the E.E.C. published in the 
April 1966 Bulletin of the European Economic 
Community makes this quite clear: "In view of 
the importance of private capital investment for 
undustrialising associated countries and of the 
difficulty of an exact assessment of the political 
risks incurred in investing capital in those countries, 
the committee considers it necessary to offer a 
security restricted exclusively to political risk ... 
Moreover non-repayable grants should largely 
be used for the infrastructure so as to attract 
private capital". 

Controlling Power 

Too much is made of what the Development 
Fund can in fact do for the "associated" states. 
In the first five years, 1958-62, for instance, the 
£200 million allocated to the fund comes to half--penny a head pet. day- when spread over the then 
15 million people in the then associated states. 
This per capita per day figure is even Jess when 
one considers that the actual amount ,spent by the 
end of the period was 63 per cent of the total of 
£200 million This kind of money is indeed just 
enough to keep the associated states generally 
"friendly" for the present towards the E.E.C. 
If they do not remain friendly, they have been 
warned what to expect by the Common Market 
Council of Ministers who declared on the 18th 
of December 1962: "Should any of the associated 
countries take measures designed to menace the 
friendly relations between that country and the 
E.E.C. or any of their member states, the Council 
of Ministers will consider the situation and decide 
what measures should be adopted under the Con
vention" . 

There should in fact not be any mistake 
about the controlling powers in the E. E. c.
"Associated" countries relationship. Theoretically 
the associated states and the states of the E.E.C. 
have equal representation in decisions affecting 
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the Associates" hut this is a provision much more 
formal than real. What in fact does one expect 
when the 'associated' countries are dependent on 
the E.E.C. states for markets. capital aid, private 
investment and personnel, while they provide fairly 

£1 ripheral markets and investment outlets for the 
.., _.E.c. countries? The overall development stategy 

of the associated states is determined in Brussels 
and Paris. Development plans and their com
ponents may be proposed in the associated states, 
but they are disposed of in Europe . 

~ 

The non-associated countries obviously need 
not rush into such an organisation, if they must 
at all. Africa needs a deal much better than merely 
being encouraged to unite to allow the perpetua
(ion of her former colonial (ies. 

Q, Politics 
NOT BY BREAD ALONE ... 

By 

A Correspondent 

ON Wednesday, 31st January 1973. Major 
R.J.A. Felli, Commissioner for Trade and Tourism 
announced (hat the government had decided to 
withdraw the subsidy of ~30 million on certain 
foreign foods and commodities. (Until this 
announcement, the figure had been given officially 
as ~23 million). He added that tbe withdrawal of 
the subsidy was "another corrective measure" 
introduced "in the interest of the economy and 
the well-being of the people of this country". 
This may well be so, but the question one would 
like to ask is how long it has taken the government 
to become conscious of the welfare of the people 
of this country in this particular matter. The 
answer to this question will be most revealing and 

.. instructive, because less than three weeks earlier. 
that is, on the 12th of January, the Chairman of 
the N.R.C. had declared publicly in his broadcast to 
the nation that all difficulties notwithstanding and 
in spite of the Dumerous calls in the press, the sub
sidies would not be removed. One would like to 
know what happened between the 12th and the 31st 
of January to warrant this flagrant reversal of po
licy. It is this type of inconsistency that makes a 
government forfeit its claim to credibility, and it is 
to be hoped that people in authority who make 
public declarations of policy wil1 henceforward do 
so with aU circumspection. 

However, the question of credibility apart, 
the recent gO\·ernmenl decision raises a number 

of fundamental issues which deserve some examj· 
nation. The high cost of living occasioned by the 
devaluation of December 1971 was one of the 
priocipal and immediate causes of the overthrow 
of the Busia government in January 1972. Despite 
the partial revaluation by the N.R.C. a month 
later which reduced tbe hardships people would 
otherwise have suffered, the government still 
found it necessary to subsidise certain imported 
commodities, designated for the occasion as 
"essential commodities", without any indication, 
explicit or implied, that the subsidy was a short
term measure, as it is being now pretended. Even 
though the measure did not make much economic 
sense, and nobody had asked for it, the subsidy 
was granted as evidence of the new government's 
sympathy for the suffering of the over-worked 
and underpaid Ghanaian. One would like to know 
whether the government has lost its sympathy 
for the Ghanaian, or whether the latter's condition 
has improved appreciably since the time 
of the coup. The Commissioner for Trade and 
Tourism claims that as a result of several measures 
taken by the government, sllch as the increase in 
the producer price of cocoa, the restitution of 
certain allowances to public servants, increases 
of up to 33 1/3% in salaries and wages of certain 
categories of workers (actually introduced by the 
previous government), vigorous price controls etc., 
people are generally mucb better off, and will be 
able to do without the subsidies any longer. One 
would like to believe that such is the case, but there 
is not much evidence available to sustain the claim 
of a better living standard for the majority of 
Ghanaians. 

Inefficient Border Guards 

One of the reasons assigned for the removal 
of the subsidy is that the intensive activities of 
smugglers and hoarders frustrated the purpose 
of the subSidy, so that the beneficiaries were not 
the people of Ghana as a whole, but a few heartless 
and unscrupulous economic saboteurs and con
sumers in neighbouring countries to which the 
goods were presumably smuggled. The extent 
of hoarding and smuggt1ng must have been very 
huge, considering the government's claim that in 
addition to the sllbsiay, it actually exceeded the 
import bill of the Busia government, as far as 
foreign foods were concerned, by about 25 %. 
One cannot understand how the government can 
reconcile its policy of self-reliance and the 
heat local food" campaign with the increased 
importation of foreign foods, but this is one of the 
many paradoxes and contradictions of modem 
times. 
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-The shortages have been blamed on smuggling, 
and the Chairman of the Logistics Committee was 
most profuse in his strictures on the border 
guards in a television interview a few months 
ago. He said that the goods that were smuggled 
into Togo were in such quantities that they could 
only go in truck loads, that is to say, past the 
border guards. The military authorities who are 
now responsible for the border guards must or 
should have known about this. If the facts are as 
presented to the public, then that section of our 
security deserves the most exemplary punishment 
for bungting ineptitude or crass irresponsibility. 
Now the question which arises is: if a military 
government with its arsenal of human resources 
and equipment can allow itself to be defeated 
by smugglers, how much more can one expect of "3. 

non-military government? And if the Armed 
Forces, or a section under their control, cannot 
effectively handle a problem akin to that for which 
they are trained and eq uipped. wbat is the basis 
of their claim to competence in matters that are 
not so obviously their cup of tea? Perhaps it might 
ultimately be more charitable to assume that 
there has been less smuggling tban we have been 
led to believe, for it would be particularly damaging 
if it were established as a fact that a wing of the 
army showed such incfficiency in the discharge of 
its normal duties that a military government was 
forced to reverse a policy which constituted a 
basic raison d'etre of its existence. 

Whatever the reasons for the shortages, whether 
they are attributable to smuggling, hoarding, poor 
distdbution or inadequate supplies, the govern
ment cannot escape its share of the blame. What
ever the source of the difficulty, it is the duty of 
anybody who takes it upon himself, by whatever 
means, to govern any country, to ensure that the 
welfare of the people is guaranteed. This means 
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that aU obstacles to the achievement of the mini
mum welfare should be removed. It is for thi. 
reason that governments have powers to make 
laws and to enforce them. If the government 
could not identify the problem, it richly deserves 
censure; if it identified tbe problem but was 
incapable of finding a solution, it cannot escape 
blame either. In either case, one cannot avoid 
doubts as to whether the injection of military 
personnel into tbe various branches of civilian 
administration has resulted in increased efficiency. 
A government that can take credit for acts of nature 
like abundant rain resulting in a good harvest, 
and abundant fish catches, sbould also be prepared 
to accept blame for human penchants and acts 
which are more readily within the power of mortals 
to control. 

Food versus DnelopmOlll 

Giving more seriously ceo nomic reasons why 
the continuation of the subsidy was no longer 
justified, Major Felli outlined some of the facilities 
that could have been provided with the SZ3 0 million. 
He spoke of the "primary schools currently 
housed in shanty and rickety structures and even 
under trccs" that could bave been rehabilitated; 
of the feeder roads and first class bitum~n roads 
that could blve been constructed, and of the health 
posts that could hue been built. It was all made 
to sound as if the government had suddenly made 
a brilliant discovery that "man shall not live 
by bread alone". But did one need any inspiration 
to come by this knowledge? 

Prior to January 1972, we were being told 
precisely this: that if we agreed to pay more for 
certain things, mainly consumables, it would be 
possible for us to provide these amenities, especially 
in the rural areas, for tbe less fortunate people 
who do not receive car allowances or live in 
government bungalows. We behaved as if most of 
this was gibberish, and we unfurled our banner 
with the motto: "Let the people eat". Did we need 
a whole year to reaUze that while the people eat, 
they must also drink good water and be educated 
in decent classrooms and travel on roads that are 
Dot too dusty or otherwise uncomfortable? Did 
we need a whole year to become aware of the 
simple fact that "the money which we were 
spending to subsidize mainly foreign foods 
could create jobs for our less fortunate brothers 
who are still unemployed"? 

It is a great pity that it has taken the govern
ment one full year to realise that a very important 
aspect of its economic administration is a nOD
starter and that in terms of development, the put 
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year has been much of a waste. Of course we shall 
not deny the government credit for what it has 
had the courage and reaHsm to do: the repudiation 
of certain debts, the acquiring of majority shares 
in the extractive industries, the partial revaluation 
of the cedi. the O.F.V. programme whose full 
impact on our pockets is yet to be felt, etc. 
These policies aTe a welcome contrast to the in~ 

effective, doctrinaire capitalist approach of the 
Busia government 10 our major economic problems. 
It lacked the vigour and realism to adopt policies 
that could ensure that Ghanaians would effec
tively control their own affairs, and there was no 
immediate prospect of that government being 
healthily deflected from its wayward path of 
"collapsing" the economy of the country. AU this 
we willingly coikede, but we are not so much 
interested in what the government has achieved 
as in what it could have achieved, if resources 
had been more sensibly channelled into more 
productive areas, mstead of being used to "feed 
ourselves" on foreign foods. Our concern is 
not about the fact that the subsidy has 
been removed; our worry is that it was found 
wise or expedient to have introduced it at all in 
the first place. 

Buying Support 

The new found realism of the N.R.C. also 
shows one thing, namely. that people should 
be very cautious about reversing the polkies 
initiated by their predecessors. whether they 
succeed them normally or by force of arms. The 
confessed inability of the present government to 
change the taste of Ghanaians or to curb smug
gling (which in fact appears to have been on the 
increase) should indicate to all those who want 
to see and learn that many problems are created 
more by existing conditions and attitudes than 
by any IOdividual or group of persons. It should 
also show that rhetoric apart, no section of this 
community should pretend that it has any magic 
wand to enable it to take any short-cuts to national 
prosperity. Even those who come into power 
through military initiative should realise that there 
must of necessity be a ceiling to the price that th., 
should, and can, pay for popular goodwiU and 
continued support. We cannot allow economic 
realities to recede from us in the hope that some 
miracle might occur to redeem us and our promises. 
The government could have saved itself the present 
enormous embarrassment if it had been sufficiently 
frank with the people right from the start and 
impressed on them that the provision of cheap 
milk and sugar should not be the only or even 
a major concern of a serious administration. 

The government sincerely believes that with the 
removal of the subsidies, smuggling and hoarding 
will be reduced to a negligible minimum, so that 
the goods will be available on the shelves when 
people want them, even if at more realistic prices. 
We would like to share that optimism. The 
easy availability of goods will, in course of time, 
compensate for the increased prices to which people 
will be adjusting themselves and their pockets. But 
should the goods continue to be in sh?rt supply 
after the "corrective measure", then the malaise 
and frustration that the combination of shortages 
and "high" prices will generate can only naturally 
lead people to ask this ominous question which 
has been asked more than once in this country: 
Did we go or did we come? 

tSocial 

N.R.C. AND THE STANDARD RENT 

By 
Kwame Frimpong 

( 

THF Government's action in fixing standard '1 ........ \. 
rents for private houses in certain specified towns 
and cities in the country is commendable and is f-\ 
a sensible move in the right direction. It will be -' J., 
recalled that ever since the N.R.C. came into ~ 
power they have made it their policy to reduce ~, r 
rents a~d thereby reduce the hardships facing 1 c~ 
tenants m the country. ~ 

The first attempt seemed to be a neW strategy _I 
introduced by the N.R.C. .. in the country. They ~ 
did Dot adopt a legislative method to reduce rents, 'b>~ 
which they could have done. They rather appealedo .. loL 

• to landlords to reduce their rents. In the Operation l:.~ 
Feed Yourself campaign they adopted the same :lu ...... · 
method. Instead of acquiring land for farming 
purposes through legislation they chose to appeal 
to chiefs to lease land for farming. 

Whereas the appeal to chiefs yielded good 
results, hence the bumper harvest, it appears the 
appeal to the landlords fell on deaf ears. The 
landlords who were reported to have responded 
to the call were negligible. There was a case of 
two landlords in Accra New Town who were 
said to have reduced their rents by SZ2.00. No other 
reductions were reoported. 

It was this recalcitrance from landlords tbat led 
the Commissioner for Local Government to come· 
out on August 16 last year with an order that 
tenants should pay 80 % of their original rents to 
their landlords-· probably to satisfy the old adage 
that if persuation fails force must be applied. 
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However, the Government realised the difficulties 
that might arise with the implementation of the 
order and a week later August 23, the order was 
suspended with a promise that the government 
would come out with a detailed programme on 
rent control. 

At a time when almost all had been forgotten 
about the promise, the Chairman of the National 
Redemption Council in his press conference on 

. January 10, 1973 assured the public that the 
government had taken a firm decision on rent 
control and that it would soon be announced. 
And now the N.R.C. has fulfilled its promise. 
The Commissioner for Works and Housing, 
Colonel Victor Coker-Appiah has announced 
new standard rents for private houses in the 
country. This has demonstrably proved the 
N.R.Cs belief in "deeds not words". 

Rent Act 

The payment of high rents has been a problem 
facing the tenant in the country as far back as 
the 1940's when the co~t of living was in general 
rising in the country. This led the Government 
to appoint a Standard Advisory Committee to 
look into the high cost of living. Because of the 
cost of living problem the government decided to 
pay a bonus-known as the cost of living bonus
to workers in order to lessen their hardships. The 
Standard Advisory Committee found as a fact 
that the workers were not realising the full benefit 
of the bonus as they were using it in paying higher 
rents in the urban centres especially in Sekondi
Takoradi. Although the Committee realised that 
it was not strictly within their terms of reference 
it found it necessary to recommend the intro
duction of legislative measures to control the high 

'rents in the country. That started a series of sta
tutes on Rent Control culminating in the existing 
law, the Rent Act 1963, Act 220. The fact that the 
existing law on rent control cannot co~ with the 
problem of high rents can be seeD in the recen t 
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measures adopted by the members of the N.R.C. 
to get rents reduced. 

The problem of high rents is a \-'ery serious 
economic and social one, and does not face 
only Ghana. British legislation on this problem 
existed as far back as 1915. The main cause of 
this social problem is the shortage of houses as 
compared with the demand for them. So long as 
houses continue to be inadequate and more and 
more people continue to demand premises for 
shelter the price for them. in this case rent, will 
continue to rise. Because, other Wags being 
equal, prices will rise if demand increases. Rents 
therefore yield to the econoruic forces of demand 
and supply. 

In the Jjght of the above it should be clear to us 
that the first and in fact the most effective way 

'. to control rents is to flood the market with houses. 
The Government of Ghana saw this necessity 
and hence the birLh of the State Housing Corpo
ration. But the Corporation has not been able to \ 
live up to its objectives, with the result that rents 
are still very high in the country. And in fact to , 
solve the rent problem by the housing method 
takes a long time, and hence the need for a faster 
method-that is, by legislation. This method the 
government has adopted. 

Methods or Rent Cootrol 

The legislative solution could take two forms. 

• 
• 

J
ln the first place it could be by "llationalisation '" 
of all private houses, so that the government 
simply fixes more reasonable and fair rents -':;";:1 
throughout the country. That is a very short 
method of reducing rents and at the same time 
eliminating the landlords from the possibility 
of chargin~ higher rents. This metho~, was adopt~d \. .. : 
in TaDZaOia and has recently been mtroduced In J .. 
Zambia. . 

The second method is to allow the landlords 
to keep their premises but to fix the type of rent .... ~ 
that they should charge for them. This method is 

J not as effective as the former, as it involves a 
number of difficulties, e.g. supervision of obser
wnee of the law, the detection of breach, and 
punishment of offenders. It is this type of control 
that exists in the country. 

The new device of fixing standard rents. by all 
criteria, is preferable to the previous device of 
reducing rents in general by 20~'o' 

In the instant measure the details are as follows: 
rent on sandcrete or landcrete building of a size 
not exceeding 12' x 12' which formerly attracted 
a rent of about ~IO.()() will now be ~7.~0. A .. nd
crete or landcrete building of a size not exceeding 
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J 2' x JO' which rormerly attracted a rent of SZS.OO 
will now attract S?6.50 rent. The new rent for 
10' x 10' sandcrete-built house will be ~5.50 instead 
of the already payable rent of about SZ'8.00. cor 
a 12' x 10' sized house built of wooden, swish or 
iron sheets the new rent is fixed at SZ4.50 as com
pared with the SZ7.00 which was originally being 
charged. A tenant in a 10' x 10' iron sheets room 
will now pay 113.50 instead of 115.50 

The N.R.C. plans to fix rents for flats and 
Government bungalows in due course. , 

A closer look at the new measure discloses one 
possible flaw~ The measure assumes that air land
lords have uniform rents for their premises in the 
country. It cannot be'said that all landlords, with 
rooms of 12' x 12' cbarge a~out SZIO.OO It is 

J possible that some charge as high as (Z'16.oo to 
Sl20.00 In a situation like this how could the 
tenant insist on the payment of the new standard 
rent of fl.7 .50. '! .; 

The simplest \1(ay woula have been to provide 
that all rooms with a particular measurement 
should attract a certain type of rent without going 

) into how much is being paid. It is not the rent 
formerly being paid that is determining the new 
rent, but rather the type of room being occupied. 
The emphasis mus1,;be on the latter. 

The problem of the observance and enforcement. -
of the new measure still exists. The failure of mosr 
measures of rent control lies with the fact that 

1 tenants for fear of victimisation and ejectment 
fail to report their landlords to the appropriate 
quarters as required by the previous enactments. 

Tenants, naturally, would not like to incur the 
displeasure of their landlords, tilley would therefore 
prefer the payment of higher rents so as to live 
peacefully with their landlords. 

It could also be that tenants do not know the 
existence of the law on rent control, and therefore 
do not know the protection the Act gives them. 

. 1 This fact was found by the Kwaku Bonsu 
Committee appointed to inquire into the operation 

LEGON OBSERVER NOTICE 
We regret to inform our readers that as from the 
1st of March, 1973 the pr1ce of the Legoo Observer 
will be increased from ISp to 20p. This increase 
bas been made necessary by tbe risc in production 
costs. 

For about a year now the cost of newsprint has 
been doubled, resulting in increased costs. We 
have been extremely reluctant in the past to pass 
this on to our readers, but we do not think we 
can absorb the additional financial burden any 
longer. 

It is with lrut reluctance tbat we. have come 
to thi~ decision and we trust that OUT reading 
pubh ... will bear with \15. 

of the 1952 Ordinance on the control of rents: 
and it is a general disease with almost aU enact
ments in the country. 

Therefore in order to make suce that the new 
measure is successful, tenants must be aware 

• of the new standard rents. It cannot be assumed 
that everybody would be aware of this. A publicity 
campaign must therefore be waged to bdng it to 
the attention of all tenants. This could be carried 
out through the traditional rulers and the Depart-

. I 
..ments, corporations, schsms and colleges and the I 
information media. ,) I "\,.; 

Secondly, the tenants should be encouraged to " J 

report their landlords if they fail to observe the C "tt'" 
the new order; and be told that tbey cannot be r 
ejected easily by their landlords because of the 
protection that the 1963 Act affords them. How- ~...9. 
ever, if the tenants cannot be trusted to fulfil their 
parts we could call on the Rent Officers. '{!hey 
must insist on the observance of the provision in 
the 1963 Act that requires landlords to provide 
their tenants with Cft!i~ on which the rents' ~ 
being charged are inserted. The Rent Officers ;>-... 

must then inspect premises to make sure that thq ~ 
landlords have fulfilled this requirement. Soldier~? \ ,); 
could be called in to assist the Rent Officers, since '" 
the present number is not adequate to visit all fn t... 
premises within a reasonable short period. -t."'" ""J,. ... '(-r:.- \.o~ 

And finally the offenders must ~Oj be spared. ~ 
They must actually be brought to ju,~tice, and t->-;,}' . 
treated as prisoners of the economic war. ~vv t. ~ 

It is hoped the new standard rents (with a keeD~ ~./ . 
observance of the measure and the punishment ~ r-
of the offenders) will be an immediate, if not a ~ 
lasting, solution to the high rents problem in the 
country, and tenants for the first time will feel 
an actual attempt to remove their number one 
economic enemy, namely, the payment of exor
bitant rent to greedy landlords has been made. The 
N.R.C. in this new bold measure have undoubtedly 
added one more credit to their judgment book. 

Observer Noteb~ok.y.0.' .-
Training Mining Engineers c.~\d'i 

THE recent announcement about the setting up /" \. ~ 
of a new department in the University of Science U0 
and Technology, to be known as Geo-Technical 
Department, concerned with the training of 
mining engineers is further evidence of that 
institution's responsiveness to national exigencies. 
The new department will equip students with the 
necessary skills to enable them to take more 
responsible positions in the country's mining 
industry. We have had occasion in the recent 
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UNIVERSITY OF GHANA 
. REGISTRAR'S OFFICES 

ADMISSION TO DEGREE COURSES 
IN OCTOBER, 1973. 

Canclidates wishiog to be coruidued (or admiS$ion to 
In addition, candidate. shall be expected to all Degree Courses (including sSe. Administration) of 

the University of Ghana should write {or application the rcq.uirem~nLs of the. particular Faculties and,~~ 
forms which should be completed and returned not later ments In which they w'lSb to stUdy. These . 

than 31st Mardt, .973 are outlined in a pamphlet illUed with application 

To be considered (or admission to the first year course, Candidates who hope to satisfy the minimum 

a candidate must:- men" at eDminations to be beld io laouary ~:~ 
1973 must also complete application forms aod 
them not Later than lltt Mlirdl, .973. No late 

(I) have obtained passes at Credit (or higher) level at 
lions will be considered. 

the West African School O:rtificate Examination Non:, or passes at the London General Certificate of 
Education Examination (or an approved equiVB4 I. Lettcn requesting application fonns must be 
Icnt) in English Lal'lguage and in at least four (4) to the SENIOR ASSLSTA.NJ' REG~ 
othcr subjccts of which not less than THREE (3) DEMIq, UNIVERSD'Y OF GHANA. p.o. ,. 
must be at thc Advanced Levcl. At least one of 'he LECON, and must be accompanied by a 
Ai:lvanccd Levcl paSte. should be grade 'D' or quart(rsize cnvelope (8" J[ 10'') to which must 
above. (In exceptional case. candi~ates who have affixed a 12 Peaewa. (12p) stamp. 
taken three (3) Advanced Levcl IUbjects at one 
and the samc sitting and have obtained two (2) 2. Ponns will not be sent to applicants who do DOt 

pa~ not below grade 'C' may be considered for stampe(! envelopC!l as indicated. 
admission, provided they also satisfy the require-
ment in 2 below). 3. CandidatC5 still in attendance at 6th Porm 

need not apply individually as fonns will be 
the Heads of all 6th Form Schools. 

(2) have obtained a pus in the General Paper sct by 
the We5t African Examinations Council for Ai:I· 
vaneed Level candidates. llND 1ANUARY, 1973 -

ADMISSION TO POSTGRADUATE 
DEGREE COURSES 1973 

Penon. who wish to be considered for admission to Counes in thc followin, subjects arc available:-

Post-Graduate Dearce CourteS in the Univenity of Ghana MA. 

in October, 1973 arc invited to write for application (omu 
African Arch.cololY 

African Studies 
which should be completed ano returned not later than Classics-or Latin with specialization Ut t 

30th Mud&, 1973. History and Philosophy. 

Enltish Lancuale 
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A candidat" sock ina admiuioD to a Muter's or Diplo
ma counc must have obtained a ,ood first dqne in an 
appropriate field of study in an approved Univenity 
and must have satisfied any additional requUancnts to 
the coune of his choice. Ph.D. applicants must normlllly 
be holden of an M.A. or MSc. dear«. 

A candidate who does not satisfy the requirements 
slated above but is otherwise adjudged suitable may be 
admitted. For the p.lrposc of aue.ssinl his suitability, 
such a candidate may be interviewed or be required to 
take an entrance examination or both as dircck:d by the 
Board of Graduate Studiea. 

Admission to the course leadin. to a particular paM_ 

araduatc dqrec will depend on the availability of teach
in, and other facilities for the candidate', special tickl 
of study. 

The duration of Muter', decrees in the Fa"dtiCi of 
Arts and Social Studia is two yean while those in the 
Faculties of Science and Acriculturc may be of one or 
two yean' duration depcndin, on the qualifications of 
the candidate. The Ph.D. del'et' takes at least three yean 
to complete while post.ra"duatrc diploma coones arc of 
one yar's duration. 
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past to draw attention to the necessity of training 
mining engineers in the country. and we are happy 
to nole that the University of Science and Tech· 
nelegy too had been addressing itself to that 
pro blem. This is what is expected of a public 
institution on wruch vast sums are spent: its 
expansion programme should be closely related 
to the manpower requirements of the country 
that sustains it. Where courses already exist, 
the programmes should be adapted to changing 
circumstances, and new departments should be 
created where necessary. 

In this regard, we would like to call once again 
on the Geology Department of Legen to emulate 
this example from its sister university and so fe· 
orientate its programmes that the training it 
offers become more directly related to the needs 
of the country. As a letter from a correspondent , 
in our columns makes amply clear, the training 
in Geology' offered in Legen does not sufficiently 
equip students for immediate employment. In 
most cases it is necessary for the graduates from 
that department to undergo further trammg 
in 'at5"plied' fields before they acquire practical 
skills. 

We consider that the four years spent in the 
department should be enough to give them 
sufficient practical skills in specific areas (like 
Extractive Metallurgy, Mineral Dressing, Eco~ 

nomic Geology etc.) for immediate utilisation 
after graduation. The fact that a course stands 
on a department's books is not enough by itself; 
in a practical course like Geology, special areas 
must be studied in depth so that the skills acquired 
can be applied. 

While congratulating the University of Science 
and Technology for being forward~looking in 
deciding to set up the new Geo~Technical Depart~ 
ment, we should also like to advise the Geology 
Department of --Legon to shake itself out of its 
supine complacency and so reorganise its courses 

SITUATION VACANT 

Applicati ons are invited from suitably qualified 
persons for the post of Advertisements Canvasser 
in the office of the Legoo Observer. 

Applicants must have at least the G.C.E. '0' 
Level or its equivalent, with a reasonable command 
of English. Preference will be given to those with 
previous experience in adverts canvassing and 10 

proof-reading. 
Salary negotiable. 
Appli cations should be sent before February 

24th to The Editor, The Legon Observer, P.O. 'Box 
II, Legan . 

as to make them more visibly meaningful in 
the context of our national needs. 

This question is too important to leave to the 
individual inclinations of the members of that 
department, and we urge the University authorities 
to step in to ensure that the nation gets fair returns 
for its investments in that area. 

Rebabilitating "Wayward" Girls 

THE recent report in the Daily Graphic (February 5) 
that the Wesestern Regional Organisation is to 
institute a scheme to rehabilitate wayward girls 
in the region is most welcome. Prostitution is one 
of the most intractable social problems all over 
the world and deserves more serious treatment 
than the mere adoption of disdainful and superior 
attitudes towards the unfortunate girls involved 
in that immoral trade. Quite apart from fhe obvious 
health hazards to the girls themselves and to 
their clientele, prostitution constitutes moral 
debasement both for "the producer and the con
sumer" , and seC1l from this angle, those girls 
pushed into this path by force of circumstances 
deserve sympathy rather than contempt. 

It is a problcm to which serious attention should 
be devoted, and voluntary organisations, the 
churches and the Social Welfare services have a 
special role to play in this. Most of the victims 
of prostitution undertake the "profession" for 
want of any other means of earning a living, 
and the majority would not have gone that way, 
if opportunities for learning more profitable trades 
had been available and ample. 

In the recent past, we read about some of these 
girls being drilled in Cape Coast by soldiers. That 
method appears to us to be negative and sterile. 
It is an unproductive method because it does not 
offer alternative opportunities to those girl5. 
Researches have been done in the past in this 
country into aspects of this particular social evil, 
and it may be necessary to update the findings 
with a view to tackling the problem on a national 
scale. 

The Western Regional Organisation deserves 
the highest commendation for having looked at 
the problem in its humane dimensions, and 
especially for having initiated remedial action. 
We trust that other regional organisations will 
learn from the scheme started in the West and 
try to adopt positive measures of rehabilitation. 

Methods like drilling and court action alone 
can only temporarily keep the girls off the streets 
and their favourite haunts without providing 
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lasting solutions. They might even aggravate the 
problem. For example, those who are fined in 
courts need the money tl:? pay uP. and since 
prostitution is the only skill they have for earning 
money. they are plunged further into the evil. 
Teaching them honest trades, as has been started 
in the western region, will help reduce the incidence 
of prostitution, which cannot be stamped out 
altogether. It is idle to pretend that the evil can be 
completely eliminated in any rapidly urbanised 
and developing society. 

Letters 
1be Withdrawn .30m. Subsidy: AD Ad 0( RedemptloD 
or juosI ADOfber Example or Ecooomlc: MimwnagemetJl? 

SIR-Giving reasons why the N.R.C. has belatedly with. 
drawn the subsidy for the importation of "foreign foods 
and commodities", Major Felli , Commissioner ror Trade 
and Tourism, among other things said: 

" In a single year it has cost the Government t30 
million to subsidize foreign foods ... ¢5 million of t..,is 
money could have been utilized in the construction 
of about 60 miles of tirst class bitumen roads on the 
line of that which runs from Nsawam to Kibi . ¢I million 
could have been used in rehabilitating about HIO primary 
schools currently housed in shanty and rickety struc
tures. Another tl million could suffice for the construc
tion of about 100 miles of feeder roads whIch are 
currently needed . . .. Yet, out of this money, we could 
have spent t2 millior. (or the provision of two health 
posts in each of the regions of this country". 

As might be expected, Major Felli conceded that "it 
will be inderensible if our children should grown up to 
realise that the money which we could have used to 
develop the country-was used to promote mass consump
tion of foreign foods". 

But it would seem the N .R.C. has succee(Jed in doing 
just that. It is doubtful whether the Commissioner reali
sed the full implications of this statement. T'lking the 
speech in its totality tbe purpose (or which this ,,30 
mill ion was spent is at indefensible today as i1 wiIJ be 
to our children and posterity. Is this an act of redemp
tion or just another example of economic mi~man3ge
ment? 

Mavbe the very weighty considerations which goaC:led 
the d isplaced Busia government to ado pt certain econo
mic measures. wh ich we have since C3stigate<t as "econo
mic mismanagemt'nt". are now be~inning to dawn uoon 
our redeemers. If th is is correct. then we are yet to fi"d 
justificati on for some of the measures t,ken since 11th 
Januarv 1972. To escape a counter charge of hvpocrisv, 
incornnetence. arroe;ance and economic mi'lmanaeement 
the 13th January man has a special obligation to iustifv 
the re<:.toration of car allowances, table allowances and 
the re .. t to ct'rta;n top persons at the expense of the 
erstwh ile rural develo pment programme. 

Not on lv that . The ordinary citi7en would like to 
know whv we still hear of smuu1in~ and contrA hand 
~o(l(h althoueh our borders a re now II:llarded bv ~orA;""? 
Prire control rCl!ulati ons are announced and DUhli~hed 
arn id fanfare and trumpets backed bv the whole military 
might a t the oati on's command, and yet prices today 

are as high as, and in lome cues even hiper than, 
Dusia's post-devaluatton era. In view o( an this 'big talk' 
about "Operation Feed Yourself" why should milk re
main heavily subsidized whereas subsidy for matchrls 
has been withdrawn? One wouk! have tbouJbt lhat in 
our present circunutances matcbets but not mille abould 
be subsidised, that is. if we must subsidite anything at 
all. The retention of the subsidy for mille means that 
the N.R.C. carts more for milk than for cutlU!e.!I. This 
is preposterous. The subsidy for milk: too must 10! It is 
quite unnecessary. 

Sure, Major Felli and his colleagues of the Natiooal 
Redemption Council are poignantly aware that their 
withdrawing the subsidy "will provide another weapon 
for some disgruntled politicians". And so it goes without 
saying that "we shall watcb such people and anybody 
caught in any act of sabotage will faoe the full might 
of the law". 

So be it. But bow about ordinary citizen! who are not 
"disgruntled politicians" or "the ruling sordiers"?~re 
they not entitled to know whether the "Pro-Sure" chaps 
were right after all? 

The powers thai be, it is hoped, will not reprd it as 
an act of sabotage if we ask:: Is the withClrawal of the 
t30 million subsidy a confession of failure on the part 
of the N.R.C., or just another example of reckless dis
sipation of our money? 

Commonwealth Hall 
University of Guoa 
LeKon 

SlOp this OriD1Dc 

SIR- A few weeks ago, the Head of State called on 
Gbanaians to be bold to criticise constructively any 
government measures and make suggestions. It is this 
message and my own personal conviction that have em
boldened me to write the following. 

A few weeks ago, a very scandalous photograph 
appeared in a local daily (See Grapllic January 17. 1973. 
page 5) which showed a group of soldiers standing by 
some girl! rolling on the bare. ground . By the side of 
this pictur: was the explanatory caption: "Away with 
all immoral practices". The accompanying short article 
explained that the "rolling" girls were 'suspected' to be 
prostitutes. It could be inferred that they were being 
drilled on the orders of Col. Benarsko who is reported 
to have addressed them earlier. 

rr there is ~ny truth in the ',uspicion' that those girll 
wt'l"e prostitutes. it is sad enough: but to let them roll 
on the ground and drain away their basic humanity by 
this drilling is most reprehensible and objectionable. I 
believe that de-humanising girls through this particular 
form of drilling is not the best weapon with which to 
tight the problem of prostitution. It is indeed my conten
tion that this method is the worst an'd the poorest. 

What ought to be done in such a situation is simply 
to show sympathy with the girls as a preliminary 'anti
dote'. No one can tell with any certainty the various 
factors that lead girls (or women) to undertake this pro
fes~ion . When you have "rounded them up" you need 
to addre3S them like a kind father with a lot of under
standing of the mechanics of social and human relation,; 
you nee(J to follow this up with job offers where this 
is possible. The basic humanity even of a prostihlt~ . sus
pected and proven. must be recognised and respected. 
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I would also say this: It is not tbe best way of adver
tising onc's revolutionary feveue by bullying poor inde
fensible girls upon the vague assumption that they are 
'suspected' of being prostitutes : The Oaily Graphic goes 
outside Gbana and it saddens me to think that the pic
ture in question will be seen there. ] am one of the 
admirers of Col. Bemasko's revolutionary fervour. but 
in all bonesty to my country and myself] disagree with 
him on the treatment meted to those daughters of Oq)C. 
Coast and Ghana. 

Mensah Sarbah Hall 
University of Ghana 
Leg ... 

Dennis Adjei-Bruyab 

Who Shoold Wear What (In Cape Coast)? 

SIR-Cape Coast appears to have singularly borne the 
brunt of whatever evils one could associat~ with mili
tary rule. Girls walking the streets of Cape Coast have 
to be on their guard against two particularly excited 
soldiers: they meet a girl on the street and if to their 
mind the dress she is wearing is short. they just pounce 
on her. tear her dress up into pieces. and almost strip her 
naked in public. Any girl with a slit behind her dress 
suffers the same uncivilised fale. Is tbis civilisation in 
revene, where the public are brutally forced to oppose 
the trend of current fasbion? 

These two particular soldiers invariably cane their 
helpless civilian victims in the process of stripping them 
and long after that. 1beir actions are so rampant and 
indiscriminate that they have had a brush with a num
ber of young fashionable housewives and university lady 
students: although the latter have been publicly embar
rassed by these soldiers. quite a number of tbem have 
ha'd the courage to openly defy the brutal, primitive and 
barbaric actions ~n the part of these soldiers. Of late, 
many girb have had to forgo dances and outing with 
their "decent" and serious boy-friends for fear of this 
bullying of the soldiers. 

If the military authorities want the mini and other 
forms of dresses banned, they should come out with 
public announcements. Otherwise. it should be made 
quite clear to them that what these soldiers are doing 
in Cape Coast is nothing short of literally raping inno
cent victims of their civic and civil liberties. Anyway 
who should determine the dress of a lady in Ghana? 
Let us allow the trend of civilisation to decide. 

tf these soldiers have been acting on their own mis
guided initiative. then I shoufd like to bring their activi
tics to the attention of their Regional Commissioner U 
they are doing it with his blessing and on his orders. 
then he should care about how far the zeal of these 
50ldie~ carries them, and what image of the military 
is being created in the minds of the public here. 

c/o P.O. Box 525 
<:ape Coo" 

Kofi Nyamekye 

""Ihe Fwtu.re of o.r Mloes"-ADotber RejoiDCier 

SIR-[ refer to the letter by Mr. A. F. J , Smit. Professor 
and Head of Geology Department at Legon, published 
in LO. Vlll/I, page 19, commenting on your editorial 
entitled ''The Future of our Mines". The tetter came as 
an unpleasant sbock to many of the graduates who ba\'e 

passed through the Geology Department at Legon , in
cluding my!Jclf and otber people in the Geology profes
sion in the country. 

What the Geology Department actually does is to treat 
these fields of applied geology as one-hour topics in. 
which the students are given introductory lectures on 
definitions and terms applicable. For instance, in Pa
laeontology (the study of fossils and fauna), introductory 
lectures are given ir. Petroleum Geology about the 
occurrence of oil in nature and classification of geolo
gical structures associated with the oil. To claim, there
fore, for example, tbat Petroleum Geology is taught as 
a subject at Legon such as is being done at rbadan (where 
diplomas are actually awarded in Petroleum Geology), 
while the students have not even seen borehole logs from 
an oil drilling rig before, would not he exactly true. 

In contrast to this situation in Legon, it is gratifying 
to note that the Faculty of Engineering at U.S.T. Kumasi 
has decided to set up a new Department of Geo-Tech
nical Studie~ where deserving students in engineering 
who have shown promise in the 'basic' geology courc;e 
in their first two years would have the opportunity to 
read specific courses in the field of applied geology 
such as Ceramics, Hydrogeology, Mining Geology, 
Engineering Geology, Geophysics. an'd Geochemistry 
for the B.Sc. degree. When this is done then the Univer
sity would be considered to be seriously teaching applied 
geology subjects, but not before then. Tbis is what Legon 
is expected to do and is not doing. 

The autbor of the letter attempted to put wind'lw 
dressing on the subjects taught in his department. It is 
wrong to claim that applied geology courses such as 
Geochemistry, Geophysics, Mining Geology, etc. are 
taught in the Geology Department at Legon . 

The truth of the matter is that about five years ago, 
attempts were made to teach Geophysics at the PhYSics 
D epartment of the University. The attempts were frus
trated by lack of necessary teaching equipment and 
suitably qualified lecturers. Thus the Geophysics course 
was discontinued . There has never been in the Univer
sity the serious teaching of Geophysics or indeed any 
other applied geology course.. 

It is on record that after two decades of its existence, 
five graduates from the Geology Department at Legon 
are at present undergoing training in Mining Geology 
at the State Gold Mining Corporation. It is also known 
that five other graduates are receiving training in Hydro
geology at Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation, 
There are others undergoing practical courses elsewhere. 

It is true that graduates (rom the Geology Department 
manage to find jobs in the various fields of applied 
geology in the govemment departments and corpora
tions of the country. But these employers have their 
own training programmes and the graduates are inva
riably sent to the U.S.A. and other places for the neces
sary basic training required in the particu1ar applied 
field. This is not good enough. I am sure if the proper 
homework of planning being advocated by your edito
rial (L.O. VTI/25) is implemented. the country would 
not waste money giving double training to people who 
pass out from the Geology Department at Legon. F!lr 
how can we afford to use all our money to train gra
duates for three to four years at Legon only to send 
them for other fresh courses in basic applied geology 
relevant to Ghana. 
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Finally. to endorse your views in the said editorial, 
J call on the Univenity authorities and the government 
to look into the whole tcaching of Geology at Legon, 
and (or that matter of any other department which is 
not making a relev2nt contribution to our efforts at 
reacbing ''the commanding heights of economy". 

The Organising CommiUee Kobina Atob ... h 
Geological Socidy of GbaDa Editor, Geooews 
c/o P.O. Box 1997 
KUrMSi 

The "Earthquake" 81 Kumasi-E ~DtiaUy a Pandox 

SIR- Very often th~e days people in authority feel 
called upon to stretch the possibilities of language. A 
famous even if 6ctiona! example of this kind of thing is 
that paradoxical commandment which was issued in 
Animal Farm to the effect that all animals are e.qual bul 
some are more equal than othen. Every politician or 
quasi-politician now is something of a poet whn weaves 
paradoxes out of words but confuses nobody (not even 
himself) except such people as want to be confused. 
For often, stubborn reality refuse~ to co-operate in the 
politician's game of words. 

Progressive Ghana does not lag behind in linguistic 
paradoxes. Recently, two Air Force planes as well as a 
Ghana Airways plane were used to convey milk, sardines, 
mackerel and, mercifully, rice to Kumasi. This was not 
all, a further consignment went by rail. Let us now 
recall that usually when materials ar~ airlifted to a 
certain area these usually are in the form of medical 
and food supplies desperately needed for relief in disaster 
spots. 1n fact . one usually thinks of airlifts in connection 
with wars. earthquakes and other disasters. 

In a sense then . Kumas; suffered an brthquake if not 
from a war. And in'deed an S.O.S. message was sent 
out. as is th~ custom in such eventualities. Now let us 
nOle that this earthquake was caused by a shortage of 
milk and sardines etc. If that is the calle., then 3re these 
thing.s essential or not? The question is largely irrelevant 
as far as the ordinary Ghanaian is concerned, and he 
leaves it to be resolved by tbe language exptrts. i.e. the 
politicians or their substitutes. The ordinary Ghanaian . 
smart creature that he is. refuses to heed the label but 
continues to demand the stuff. It is however curious when 
these items are urgently airlifted by those who have de
clared them unessential. 

Dept. of English 
Le~on 

A. N. Memah 

"Fac:e-tirt" for Accra, Ho, Cape Coo~ Ete_ 

SIR- Of late we have been reading in the local papers 
about " race-lifts" and "new looks" for some regional 
capitals. It looks as though people believe that it is 
the already relatively developed regional capita1'l and 
urhan centres that deserve or require a face-lift . When are 
we. going to hear of a face-lift or new-look for humble 
places like Butumegyabu or Kwesibuokrom? And this 
may actually mean just giving people in these areas the 
barest minimum of a decent life. This i, what soci,,1 
justice is all ;thout. and we would like to believe thM 
the revolution said to be on. cares about thi,. 

Department ~ Modern LnnguftJIe!I 

Legon 

P. A.V. An.1Rh 

Soviee· ... bud Glw '- Dodon 
SIR-Althougb I do nol belong to the medical profa
sian, I have been following with interest the debate on 
Medical Education in the USSR between Professor 
Vartanian :lnd Dr. J. O. M. Pobce, both prominent 
medical men. I WOUld, however, like to ask this perti· 
nent question if I may. Did Professor Vartanian address 
a copy of his rejoinder to Dr. Pobee? If the answer is 
"no", then how come that Dr. Pobee was able to reply 
to the ProCessor's rejoinder before it was published? 
(Both rejoinder and reply appeared in the last ilSUe of 
the Legon ott8t, ,er). Is someone biased in fa,"'our of 
Dr. Pobee? 
P.O. Box 3128 M. S .• ni ...... 
Acrra 

EDITOR'S NOTE: If Mr. Braimah had been reading the 
Legan Obsenru regularly and carefuJly, he would have 
noticed that this is not the first time that something 
of the nature he is complaining about has occurred 
in our columns. We should like to refer him in parti-

cular to L.O, VTI/24. which contained two art;r1n 
followed by rejoinden in the same issue. We even 
drew attention to the debates in our cover page. So 
what i, this present fuss about? Can't some people 
be less insincere for a change? The insinuation in the 
last sentence of the letter above is accordingly rejected. 

Pritts of Foodstuff. 

SIR- The O.F .Y. was hailed with unimaginable enthu
siasm because at least we knew it was going to relieve 
the dty-<iweller a little from the c1utche5 of high food
stuffs prices. Little did anybody think that the prices 
were rather goi.ng to rise. It is quite alarming to hear 
s'}me of the prices of certain food items. Plaintain which 
scrves as a staple food for the majority of Ghanaians 
cannot e:lsily be bought. I first thought it was only in 

. Accra tbat the prices of food items are high but T have 
found out that this exists in other areas too. 

When I was at the market the other day I had to switch 
on to other food items because those t had in mind were 
too costly. Both basic foods and vegetables fall into the 
same category. One small tomato sells at Sp at Adabraka 
market , threc leaves of green vegetables or (konlomle) 
sell at Sp. This has made living in Accra extrem~ly 
difficult and it is not much better in other urban areas. , . 
If one is afraid to take tea or coffee because the prices 
of sugar and milk a.re high at least one sbould not be 
prevented from eating locally produced food items be
cause they are too e~pensive. Let's find a way out or 
else the pinch would soon be too hard to bear. 
HlNo. C4313 SumO} K. ()duo-Denkyi 

Adam:! Avenue 
Adabraka, Attra ------

On PriC!C lncre3geS 01 the Nt!ional Papa"! 
SrR- T am alway~ bamed by the manner in which the 
managements of the national papers-the Daity Graphic: 
and Ghanaian Times and their sister papen increase 
their prices. All they have to do ?s to inform the reading 
public of these increases in price and they are sure to 
obtain such increaSC5 as nobody questions the basis for 
the increases in price 

About two years ago, the prices of these papers were 
increased from 3p to 41' and as if this increase were nol 

• 
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cnough the reading public have been calle(! upon to 
pay an extra pesewa to read these papers as from the 
first of February this year. These increases in price are 
always atributed to tbe rise in production cost, and then 
to throw dust into the eyes of the reading public, the 
I..-ditors of the papers promise to give these papers a 
new look to justify the extra pesewas to pay for tbese 
papers. 

However. I find it bard to understand these editors 
when they raise bue and cry over the increase in prices 
of goods and services provided by drivers, kenkey sellers 
and others in tbeir editorials wbile they find it canve· 
nieol to increase the price of their papers. The editors 
should know that just as they find it hard to understand 
why for instance. kenkey seJlers should reduce tbe sizes 
of the balls of kenkey when the price of com goes up, 
their readers would not be too easily impressed by their 
explanation in terms of pro'duction costs. 

I feel tbat Ghanaians sbould not only be saved from 
the exploitation by traders but also from that by publi c 
corporations. These corporations must not be allowed 
to resort to increa~ing the prices of their goods and 
services just to get money to pay bonuses at the end of 
the year. 

P.O. Box M.196 Yaw Nkaosab 
Mao 

P.P.P. Still Going Strong? 

SIR-Since the ban on political parties by the NRC over 
a year ago, there is one political party that appears not 
to have been affected (or reasons known to it and the 
NRC. I am referring to the Peoples' Popular Party 
(PPP), 

This party which has its headquarters in the cammer· 
cial are:l of Accra, still has boldly its name in (ront of 
its offices, opens its offices daily, with officials and mem· 
hers going in and out including its general secretary. 

Rumours have it that this party is a protege of the 
CPP and the NRC is tolerating it because it (THE NRC) 
is pro.Nkrumab an'd CPP. [n fact their members boast 
of this openly. 

If this is not true then the NRC should have tbe 
ppp office closed like that of all other parties. restrain 
its officials and withdraw any covert or overt support 
it has for it, for people are watching. This must be done 
in the interest of public peace. 

P.O. Box 5686 
Ac-cra·Nortb 

The Old Guard Again? 

B. Okoe Uu"yea 

SIR- Rumours have been circulating that Mr. Kojo 
Bouio. one-time Minister of Foreign Affairs in the 
Nkrumah government has been offered quite an tonviable 
post by the N .R.C. This writer does oat know how far 
this rumour can be substantiated but considering the fact 
that Mr, Kwasi Amoako·Atta also a former finance 
minister in the Nkrumah regime is a so·caUed adviser to 
the N R_C. on Eastern EUropean Affairs, then the rumoUt 
in question might have a grain of truth. 

The objC!ct of this letter is to rm1ind the N.R.C. that 
our dear Ohana has had enough of the disservice of 
these C.P,P. men. What have they to offer Ghana? 
Recent pronouncements at the OAU. Liberation Com
mittee's meetin. in Accra have depicted Kwame Nbu· 
mah as though he was an angel. How soon mwt we 
Gbanaians forzel that Kwame Ntrumah's government 
was the soil from whim the neds of Ghana's present 

economic ills germinated? Were these men oot in the 
corrupt regime of Nkrumah when contracts involving 
loans "vitiated by corruption and other illegalities" 
were entered into? U these men had had any gcod ad· 
vice to offer, Gbana would have emerged as the greatest 
economic empire in black Africa by oow. 

Mr. Kojo Botsio is reported to have said that a 
Kwame Nkrumah Foundation is to be set up to continue 
the works of Kwame Nkrumah. Kwarpe Nkrumab was 
a politician and therefore h{s works were political in 
IlII.ture. At present there is no partisan politics in revo
lutionary Ghana and such a Foundation is therefore 
uncalled for. Are we going to have a Kwame Nkrumah 
Foundation to teach us that P.D.A. is a good piece of 
legislation? A Foundation to brain-wasb us witt- an 
ideology so that we sball not find faults with our go· 
vemment? 

The people's revolutionary N.R.C. must not recruit 
these C.P.P. henchmen in any ke.y position so that power 
might not again be handed over to any group of people 
or politicians on a silver platter. Ghana is not devoid 
of human resources ; give others a chance. 

The right to rule is the birthright of all Ghanaians 
and not the divine right of any particular group of 
people. 

clo P.O. BOJ: M.44 
ACCT1l. 

John Mensah 

The Post Office Sorting DivisioD 

SIR- It is becoming more and more evident, judgi!1g 
from tbe frequency of letters one has beeD reading in 
the dallies about this, that the staff in the sorting divi
sions oc the Post Offices in certain parts of the. country 
do not realise just how important and delicate their 
work is. They 'do not seem to realise that the mis· 
handling or misdirection of any letter on their part 
inflicts irreparable damage on some two unsuspecting 
persons somewhere. 

I mailed a letter containing ¢t5,OO worth of Postal 
Orders in early October of last year at the U.s.T. Post 
Office to a parent in Winneba. When the letter arrived 
the envelope had been tom open at one end and repasted 
very conspicuously. But fortunately the Postal Orders 
were still in it ... apparently because the counterfoits 
had been detached by me earlier on before mailing. 

I know that some parcels are officiaUy subjected to 
opening and searching by the Post Office, but mine was 
not a parcel but an ordinary tetter in ao ordinary enve· 
lope with the correct amount of postage stamps on it. 
Se there was no reason whatsoever why the letter should 
ha\'e been opened at all . The fact that the Postal Orders 
were left untouched is beside the point. Goodness knows 
how many such letters arrive at their destinations or 
find their way into wastebaskets, emptied of their con
tents. tn fact a little over a year ago, a brother mailed 
a letter with an enclosure from London to me here. ] 
know that it sometimes takes about three months fo r 
a letter sent by surface mail to go from sav Ghana to 
Britain and vice versa. But I did not know that it falces 
well over one vear for a letter to traverse the same dis
tance by Air Mail. My brother's Jetter is yet to cornel 

I wish tougher measure'! would be taken against those 
found to be tampering with the mail Mavbe it should 
be impressed upon them that the only alternative to their 
present honourable jobs is stark unemD1ovment. 
Far:ulty of Ardlitedun: Charles B'lanksop 
US.T., KG .. sI 

-
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Up North aDd Oown Sooth 

SIR-Very ort~. during J.istene~· choice and other pro
grammes, certain expressIOns hke: "up in the north" 
"Car up there", are used to describe the location of som~ 
towns in the Northern and Upper Regions. 

If the idea is to give more clarification of such areas 
as being remote (rom where the announcer is talking 
then i~ is equally necessary to say for example: Saltpond 
or Wlnneba is at "down. down .!Iouth" or "(ar down 
here" for the benefit of those of us who have little or no 
knowledge of the details of locations in Southern Ghana. 
If these details can be dispense(! with as rar as town.. in 
the south are concerned, towns in the north deserve 
similar treatment. 

Looked at from another ansle, such expreuions 
fri~hten some public servants who may have a genuine 
desire to .serve ,the n~tion irrespective of where they are 
~sled. ExpresSIons hke "far up there" might scare them 
stiff when they have to serve in the two regions. SUch 
workers often imagine that if something should happen 
to them "far up there", it would take days or weeks 
before relatives get to know their predicament. 

Such misleading expressions tend to irritate a section 
of the population and our current revolution calls for 
a change in atlituk Those who exert influence directly 
or indirectly on society hy virtue of their civic duties 
and positions should help spread the idea of "one 
nation" instead of indirectly encouraain, divisive ttn
de.ncies. 

Sc:bool for Ik Deaf 
w. 

Ghana Sports must be Reviewed 

Bob Mini., 

SJR-Since the overthrow of the late Dr. Kwame Nkru
mah in 1966, Gbana's sports have retrogressed systema
tically. Many countries have experienced this and rigbt 
at our door step is Nigeria who was adjudged the second 
best sponing nation in Africa at the Lagos Games. The 
.secret of her success lies in the scientific approach she 
adopted to improve upon her perfonnance, having de
tected her reverses at international competitions. She 
temporarily withdrew partially from international com
petitions, and behind the scene she over-hauled her 
sports administration personnel and infused it with 
some discipline, staffing it with tcchnical experts appoin
ted locally and from elsewhere. One recalls tbe invitation 
to the. former world champion . the late Dick Tiger, to 
coach her boxing squad. Also, in the third quarter of 
last year a similar approach was made to Miss Ethel 
Jacks to coach the Nigerian women table tennis team. 
She accepted the offer and the results are known to all 
uf us. judging from their performance at the recent 2nd 
All-Africa Games held in Lago •. 

How long is Ghana waiting to reappraise her reverses 
in spom and find an antidote to them? Our popularity 
in sports is fast waning. and it is time we declared a 
truce on all international meetings_ We can then set a 
target when we shall be back with a bang: when we shall 
once more see new Aggrey.Fynns, Gyamfis, and Acquahs 
beati ng Sudan 3-0 in Accra and drawing 3·3 with Nige
ria in Lagos. 

I should like to conclude by extend ing my personal 
congratulations to all the participants at the 2nd All
Africa Games in Lagos and especially to Mr. A. O. 
Lawson. the. voluntary athletics coach. who needs to be 
decorated by the State. 
P.O. Box 3419 Sab Adofe1 

Ac"" 

Book Review 
'OUT OF 11IE MORAL MORASS' 

Wole Soyinka, n.e Ma Died. Rex Collinls 
London, 1972, f).SO 

Reviewed 

By 

John Gibbs 

"'IHE MAN DIED. Prison notes of Wole Soyinka' has 
already been critically acclaimed. When desicninl the 
co,"w of the paper-back edition-bopefully close behind 
this expensive hard-back-the publisher will have to de
cide which of the foUowing to select: 

It 'testifies to one man's courage') 
It is 'a personal indictment of the regime wbich tried 

to kill him'.l 
It is 'an extraordinary and moving book') 
It is a 'very, very remarkable hook, as hard to put 

down as it will be to describe'." 
'Soyinka writes with vigour and a fierce awareness of 

the. beauty of life. as well as the dark, murky side 
which he observed and which he suffered from in 
prison'.!i 

'It records both the inner and outer facets of Soyinka's 
ordeal and does so with dignity, passion, eloquence 
and a goOO deal of admirably sardonic humour'.' 

· It is 'a SUbjective, indignant. ill-organised and ~tic 
account of his experirnce in gaol. It is a disturbing 
chronicle containing some hair-raising episodes . . ,.., 

It is 'a I:ouragcous, eccentric, movins book, snd 
through it there thunders - the word is not too 
strong- the theme .. .. the man dies who keeps silent 
in the face of tyranny'.' 

The reviewers plunge. like Lakunle, into their bags of 
adjectives. but even when the bags are empty the book 
is still inadequately describeQ. Perhaps only Soyinka 
himself could describe it-in one of his riotous tie-dyes 
of images. Just as his theatre brings together music, 
dance, ritual, verse, dialogue and symbol. so his 'prison 
noles' brings between two covers genres and disciplines 
which are usually separated in the European tradition : 
poetry, descriptive essays. Clocurnentary evidence.. mock 
heroic pastiche, revue sketches. autohiography. character 
studies, metaphysics. meditation. hallucination., diary 
entries. philosophy. invective politics ... 

Politics seems a promising place to start. After all it 
was politics which got Soyinka, the man they couldn't 
kill, the man they couldn't drive insane, into prison in 
the first place. But what politics? The reader of the 
British and Nigerian press got the impression that So
yinka was in detention for two reasons: (I) he wrote an 
article in the NiRerian Dally Sketc:b arguing that the 
Civil War was futile. and (2) he visited Oiukwu to dis
cuss peace plans with him. (Sovinka smugttlea out letters 
9.hich si.lenced. in the minds of the 'svmpathetic' at least , 
the charges that he had necotiated the purchase of ins 
for the rebels and visited Benin in August. 1967). But 
from 'Ilte Man Died. and recent studies of the attitudes 
to the Civil War in the Western Retion. it appears that 
Sovinka was a leader of ""The Third Force'.' a movement 
which incluckd Victor Bania and Alale--'a Moscow 
trained Marxist who had bt-en with Nkrumah's CPP 
until. growing too rmbarraning with his call for a re
duction in the personality cult and the growing sepan.-
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lion of the party elite from the masteS, he bad CVt"D 
earned himself a spell in preventive detention. to 

The Third Force regaroeCl the massacres of the Ibos as 
sedulously encouraged by a villainous coalition of the old 
Northern politicians ('The Mafia,) and the regime brought 
in by the July Coup ('The Military'). The brutal slaugh· 
tee of the lbos was a cynical plot to distract attention 
from the corruption of the Mafia-Military. The Civil 
War was, thus, not 'To keep Nigeria onc', but 'To 
keep potential critics of the Mafia-Military busy (or 
incommunicado) elsewhere, and 'To keep the Mafia
Military in power', Soyinka's article and his travels. 
which had included a visit to the Northern Region 
shortly before the massacres began, were part of the 
work of The Third Force. In prison Soyinka gathered 
evidence about the way the military condoned violence 
against Ibos. an'd he smuggled the information out. The 
shuule had begun to unthread the fabric cf lies in 
which the Mafia-Military had disguised themselves, and 
it was for this. Soyinka maintains, that he was detained 
for two years rather than a matter of weeks. 

Soyinka mak.es his case in his own style. He calls a 
riot-baton 'a formidable three-foot cudgel'. rather than 
'a standard piece of police equipment', and there will 
be those who object to bis method of giving evidence. 
They will ask: 'were you carrying a tape-mea'iure or a 
ruler? Did you actually measure the so-called 'cudgel'?' 
But even thou~h some of his charges may be put aside 
as 'insufficiently substantiated', his eye.witness account 
of the treatment of Ambrose Okpe and Gani Biban, two 
soldiers accused of murdering an Ibo before the war, 
and the documents he has assembled concerning the 
violence at lkom in the Mid-West after the war 'demand 
answers from Gowan. Silence will confirm that he con
doned and still condones Tho hunting. 

The most moving chapter in the book is that in which 
Soyinka describes the state of the Ibos in Kiri-Kiri 
Prison. It is a passage which shows all his skill as a 
writer, and also levels a charge which must be answered. 
The Ibos were kept in utter degradation, yet one night, 
in a communal assertion of will, they sang for hours 
and hours. Soyinka describes the profound effect the 
singing had on him, but he is aware that readers may 
dismiss the account as the response of a poet with purn
miced sensibilities, and he adds the less articulate con
fession of a fellow prisoner, a Yoruba businessman: 
' ... t have never been through a night like that, never 
in my life'. The sitting in the tail of the chapter is a 
'Footnote' to the Red Cross investigators who allowed 
them«:lves to be deceived as to the true state of the 
prhoneB' conditions by some last minute 'plastic sur
g~ry'-the issue of soap and blankets. the visit of the 
barber. the washing of cloth~. The footnote is a challen
ge which Soyinka has also put into verse and which can 
be hung around the necks of many 'teams of investiga
tOB': 

Week seventy.five 
Obsen'en welcome. Cheap 
Conducted tours-behold 
Our hands are clean 
The rains have fallen twice and earth is deep.ll 

The Red Cross has to answer this, but Gowon. in 
Soyinka's opinion has to answer much. much more, a 
horde of cbafBCS. One revll:WCr bas ridiculed Soyinka's 
perception of political responsibility in penonal terms.. 

He writes: 
(SoyinJca's) main political theory is that people are 
~ponsible for what tbey do and what they rail to do. 
No wise, temperate person, of course, believes that 
old-fasbioned clap-trap for a moment. 0 
But, surely, the ju'dgements of the war crimes tribunals 

and the concept of ministerial responsibility nre based 
on just such 'old fashioned clap-trap'. 'The ex·Politician 
memoirs business' is built, partly, on the desire to justify 
pe.rsonal decisions, and critics are at liberty to point 
out the cracks in plaster-cast perfection. 

There are tbose who, on reading 'Ibe Mao Died, will 
say: 'Soyinka? Ah yes ... A playwright, certainly. 
A poet, definite.ly ... but a politician, and a philosopher, 
oh no! In fact Soyinka's plays, poems, politics and phi
losophy (his four Ps?) are a seamless gown woven 
throughout by a restless shuttle, his mind. Soyinka has 
long seen life in tenns of the brief, heroic assertion of 
an indivi'dual against a moral morass inhabited by the 
functionaries of evil and by arch-devils. Demoke is the 
first of a line, which leads from Eman to Daodu. of 
protagonists who, even though recognizing the futility 
of their actions, challenge a prevailing evil. In Ida.nre 
and Other Poems, A Shuttle in The Crypt and The Man 
Died they are joined by Adekunle Fajui and Victor 
Banjo. 'flare too raretroo brief, chivalric steel/Redeems 
us living'. Behind A"denebi there trails a misemble suc
cession of intellectual prostitutes, political time·seIVers 
and 'gaping sycophanb! The group includes the Aweris 
and the Secreta.ry from Konj!;i's Harvest and. now. from 
The Man Died, Femi Okunu. Yissa Adeio and J P. 
Clark. Then there are the real vitTains. the select com
pany of evil in which Mata Kharibu and Kongi have 
now been joined by smiling General Yakubu ('Jack') 
Gowon. 

Shortly after his release from detention, in October 
1969, Soyinka produced Kongi'$ Harvest with the dicta
tor 'dressed as a soldier and surrounded by military 
henchmen. In anticipating Gowon's reaction to Soyinka', 
challenge in his 'prison notes', one might recast the 
situation as a more radical adaptation of Kongi's Har
ve.'it. In the new version, which Soyinka may even now 
be working on, the play opens in a 'detention camp. 
(Some of the set from the earlier production could be 
re-used). Akinyos, the playwright's alter e20 is making 
mobiles and composing satirical verses about 'the boss' 
who has detained him, a General Ubu Nowog. The pri
soner manages to evade the strictest precautions and 
smuggles his verses to the world press which pUbli~hes 
them eagerlv. Realizing that AkinvO! is more trouble 
in prison than out. Nowog releases him u part of an 
In'deDf'ndence Annivenary Amne~tv. From the safetv of 
a foreign country Akinvos publishes a pa'isionate exoos6 
of the corruption on which Nowog's regime is built

the moral morass. 
This ... ·olume is lavishly praised by the critics. The 

second act closes with Akinyos announcing that he 
intends to return h(.me to take up a post at the Uni
versitv of Efi. but that first he will visit a number 
of African and European countries. He says: 7"here are 
of couoe sinister possibilities about the reactions of the 
authorities.. But this time nothing can take place in the 
dark. There will be no lies. no half-truths'.14 The third 
act opens (it is not yet clear whether this is a three Of" 

five act drama) on a meditative Nowog. PrevioU'llv he 
had appeared as a sincere and humble head of state, 
now we see him, surrounded by 'dubious and devious 
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politicians, preparin& a 'welcome' for Aldnyos. NOWOI', 
instinct for revenle is at odds with tbe dictates DC diplo. 
macy. He is shortly to host a Black Arts Festival, a 
massive assembly of writers, painters, 61m makers. critics 
and actors from the four comers of the Black Oiasporn. 
They will expect to hear Akinyos' latest collection of 
mixed metaphors and see his most recent amalgam of 
noise, gesture, impenetrable mathemagic and aU too 
penetrable satire. (The script for this act will , in accor
dance with the traditions of 'The African Theatrc', be 
improvized before an interested international audience 
during the forthcoming months). 

But to return to The Mao Died- after an excursion 
vaguely reminiscent of the construction of that boolc
it is harrowing and amusing. provocative and spirited, 
an immensely ri ch collection of material which affords a 
deep insight into Soyinka's mind. Its power rests on tbe 
integrity of bis vision, the intensity of his imagination, 
the skill of his pen and the. bonesty to which he is above 
all else committed. 

Those who followed Soyinka's imprisonment as it was 
reported in the Nigerian and international pres5 must 
have a number of questions which The Man Di~ does 
not answer. For example, were the papen carried out 
by a fellow prisoner and declared to be forgeries by 
Soyinka's wife and colleagu~ at Ibadan in fact by 
him?15 Why is no mention made of the visit to Kaduna 
Prison by Soyin"a's father-a visit which ended specula
tion that he was 'dead?16 What was the truth about the 
correspondence with '!be New S .. tes......,. concerning 
the Jock Campbell Award?l7 The Award was rejected in 
11 bewilderina letter over Soyinka's signature, but what 
were, and are, his real feelings about the matter? In 
'Flowers for my Land', one of the poems smuggled out 
of prison, Soyinka wrote : 'Oil erupts/Upon the Altar, 
casts an evil shade',11 Yet in The Man Died 'Oil diplo
macy' (or 'international oil thuggery') is not regarded 
as an important factor in the causes of the Civil WAr. 
When ani:! ...tty, one wonders, did Soyinka chance his 
mind? 

Answers to these questions would be interesting, but 
Soyinka disarms criticism by describing his book mo
destly as 'PrilOn Notes'. The notes do not make up a 
complete chronological record, the circumstances of his 
imprisonment did not permit the 'keeping of a diary' and 
the cast of his mind is alien to that of 'the mere chroni
cler', They are an instance of the individual's ability to 
triumph over d~priV2tion and chaos, They represent an 
act of lIClf-assertion akin to that of Soyinka's patron-god, 
Ogun, who descen'ded into the primordial marsh and 
made road by which the gods could. approach men , 
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For The Rp-col"d. 

Monday J.llllry 29 
Tim __ FI .... 80 •• -.1 

MESSRS Fynhout (Ghana) Limited, a Dutch finn with 
21 years' of operation in Ghana, had its export registra
tion cancelleid at the weekend by the Timber Marketing 
Board. This followed tbe discovery of a host of fraudu
lent practices in the export of lOIS. 

Lt.-Col. Odartey-Wellington, executive chairman of 
the board, who announced this, said that tbe malprac
tices included the preparation of fictitious documents 
and the smuUling of timber through the manipulation 
of documents. 

He added that the board had directed that with imme· 
diate effect all log and lumber already purchased by 
the firm and found anywhere in the country are to be 
seized and taken over by the Ghana Timber Limitod- a 
subsidiary of the board . In addition, the Ghana Timber 
Limited is to take over the assets of the company and 
its operations in Ghana, 

New Water Sm lie t« Accn 

THE Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation is to 
launch a giant dam project at the Weija Wllter Works 
this financial year to provide the Accra metropolitan 
area with enough water for the next 40 yean, 

The project which is estimated at t20 million, is a joint 
venture of the World Bank and the Government of 
Ghana. 

Mr. e. K, Y. Doylo, Greater Accra Area Manaler of 
the Corporation, disclosed this when Colonel W. C. O. 
Acquaye.-Nortey, Greater Accra Regional Commissioner. 
paid an official visit to the dam site at the weekend. 
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New Bre~1')' fOl' Gba_ 

COLONEL I. K. Acheampong, the Head of State, today 

opened a ,:12 minion ultra-modem brewery, the Tata 
Brewery, at Dome, near Accra. 

The brewery which is owned by a 50-year old Gba

naian businessman, Mr. J. K. Siaw, will produce Tata 

pilsner beer, both large and mini. Maltex, Tata Soft 

drinks and Tata stout. 

Govtrnmenl Acquires Sbaree: in Log Finns 

THE Government has taken majority shares in two more 

timber companies, International Hardwords Limited and 

the African Veneer Mahogany Exporten Limited. 

Accordin, to an Executive Instrument published in 

,,"cera yesterday, the Government sbares wiD be S5 

per cent in each case as provided for by N.R.C.o 139 

on Timber Operations (Government Participation). 

This brlnas to SIX the number of timber companies 

In whldt the &o .. emmenl now bolds majority shares. 

The other companies are Gliksten (West Africa) Limited, 

the Takoradl Veneer and Lumber Company Limited, the 

Timber DIVision of R.T. Briscoe (Ghana) Limited and 

African Timber and Plywood (Ghana) Limited. 

\V~dDtsday JSDWUY 31 

GO\'cmmeDt Witbdra,,'15 Subsidy 00 Foreign Goods 

THE Government has with immediate effect withdrawn 

the (:30 million !ubsidy on the importation of foreign 

foods and comm()(iltle! except milk. and baby foods. 

The commodities include sugar, comed·beef, sardines, 

bar soap and matchets 

Major R. J _ A. Felli, Commissioner for Trade and 

Tourism, announced at a news conference in Accra today 

that as a rc.sult of the greed and illicit deals of some 

tnders, consumers were not benefiting from the subsi::1y. 

He expressed the hope that the new prices of these 

comnuxilti(S will make profiteering unattractive and re

duce smuuhn, to the minimum, adding that the go· 

,emment could hue used the money spent on subSidy 

to prO\'lde amenities hle health posls, roads and schools. 

lluUtt:.y February 1 

Two SenteDctd to DeP.tb ror Subyemoo 

TWO p;:nons charged With subversion by steatitlg were 

~cster<b.y sentenced 10 death by firing squad IR Accra . 

The.. two men, John Owusu 24, and Emmanuc:1 Kwaku 

Dadasu 25, had been charged on two counts oC conspI

racy to commit subversion and sub\'ersion by stealing 

underground abies valued at (:800, and had been found 

guilty of the second charge by the Cour-member Greater 

Accra Military Tribunal headed by Lt.-Col. E. K. Utuka. 

Tuesday February 6 

New Taxes 00 Vehicles 

ACCORDrNG to an N.R.C. decree published today In 

Accra, the Vehicles Purcbase Tax Decree 1973, any per

son who imports a vehicle into Ghana for his personal 

use shall pay a purchase tax. This tax ranges from 200 

per cent on vebicles whose value exceed ¢7,800 to 10 per 

cent on those valued between ¢2,000 and 2,750. 

Such vehicles cannot be sold or transCerred to any 

person during the first year of importation. 

Any person who contravenes any provision of tbe 

decree shall be guilty of an offence and liable on sum

mary conviction to a fine not exceeding tl,OOO or to 

imprisonment not exceeding two years or to botb. 

CORREcrION 

In our last issue, (L.O. VllI/2 p. 41) the name and 

address of the contributor who wrote the first letter 

headed "The Returning Exiles" was inadvertently omitted . 

We apologise both to our Cape Coast correspondent who 

wrote that lette r and to our readers for the error-Editor. 

NOTFS ON CONTIUBUTORS 

KOFI EDJAH-Lecturer in Economics, University of 
Cape Coast. 

KWAME FRIMPONG-Post.graduate student in law, 
URI\CCSlty of Ghana, Legon. 

JAMES GIBBS-Lecturer in English, Churchill CoUege, 
Blantyre, Malawi. 

BE ABREAST WITH THE 

TIMES, READ THE 
• 

LEGON OBSERVER 
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The trend is to • • 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

9 February 1973 

• , 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy. 
Embassy cigareltes arc preferred 
because they are milder a nd 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma . 

Embassy are the popular choic~ 
because they give smoking salis
fac lion. A growing nllmber of dis
cerni ng smoke rs go for Embassy. 
DO YOU? 

Elnbas sy the milder,smoother cigarette 

, ' . " -', ," .' '.. . . . 
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Editorial 
AFRICA AND THE E.E.C. 

WITHIN the last fortnight, there have been two very important 
conferences here in Accra. Both conferences considered 
intra-African economic cooperation and Africa's relations 
with the European Economic Community. Shortly after the 
opening of the second conference on 19th February, it was 
announced that the question of Africa's relations with the 
E.E.C. had been dropped from the agenda because a number 
of governments had not had enough time to study all aspects 
of this intricate problem so as to be able to brief their delegates. 
The postponement of this item gives African governments 
more time to take a careful and cool look at the form of 
relationships that it will be in their best interest to establish 
with the E.E.C. 

The single most important factor in the series of con
ferences is the recognition uf the necessity for Africa to present 
a united front. At present there are a number of African 
countries associated with the E.E.C.; these are made up 
of the former colonies of France, Belgium and Italy which 
signed the Treaty of Rome in 1957; the treaty became effective 
in 1958. Even though the associated countries had the oppor
tunity of renouncing association on becoming independent, 
which with the exception of Guinea they did not do, it is 
important to remember that association was initially dictated 
by the nature of colonial relationships. Other countries, 
like the East African Community group of countries com
prising Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, sought and obtained 
some form of relationships with the E.E.C. on the basis of 
the second Arusha agreement of 24th September 1969. This 
agreement, like the second Yaounde Convention, expires 
OD 31st January 1975. With the adhesion of Great Britain 
on 1st January this year, the question has been posed about 
the relationships between the developing Commonwealth 
countries on the one hand and the E.E.C. on the other, when 
the existing relations between Great Britain and her former 
colonies and territories, especially under the Commonwealth 
Preference Arrangements, lapse in January 1975. 

The question which arises is: for her economic development, 
does Africa have to be associated with the E.E.C.? In 
other words, is there no economic salvation for Africa 
outside the orbit of the E.E.C.? Those in favour of associa
tion argue that it offers greater opponunities to Africans 
to develop their expons, thereby enhancing their prospects 
of economic development. There is also the attraction of 
aid through the European Development Fund and similar 
agencies. 
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It does appear then that association with the 
E.E.C. presents a fairly soft option, but it will be 
short-sighted to establish close economic rela
tions only on this basis. What Africa needs are 
fundamental structural changes in her economies. 
and the pertinent question to ask is how associa
tion will help in the achievement of this basic 
objective. It is obvious that Africans cannot con
tinue to be perpetually producers of Taw materials, 
and from this point of view it can be affirmed 
that association will introduce rigidities in our 
economic policies that wilt impede rapid economic 
development in the long run. The major s ructural 
changes needed are a consolidation of our agri
cultural base, the exploitation of our natural 
resources, and a reasonable degree of industriali
sation that wjJJ enable us to process the raw 
materials we produce. The experience of those 
countries already :lssociated does not encourage 
us to believe that the terms of association are in 
line with these objectives, espccially where indus
trialisation is concerned. 

One of the major handicaps to industrialisation 
efforts in individual African countries is the l:lck 
of large markets, and it deserves to be recalled 
that the search for markets for Europc's indus
trial products played a crucial role in the various 
colonial adventures. The home markets could not 
absorb all the products, and it was necessary to 
expand the markets through the acquisition of 
colonies. One way of removing this obstacle to 
industrialisation is to expand the size of our 
markets through the development of intra-African 
trade. The argument usually advanced against 
the expansion of African markets is that most 
of us produce the same type of minerals and agri
cultural products. This, of course, is an exa
ggeration because there are sufficient varieties in 
our natural resources to sustain a viable and 
diversified economy on a continental scale. The 
distribution of manufacturing responsibilities is one 
of the things that an African Economic Community 
can work out, at least initially on a regional basis. 
All types of industrial activity can thrive in Africa 
provided large enough markets are created for 
their products, and Africa should be able to under
take such industries, if only we can agree to 
cooperate among ourselves. Using a bigger home 
m:lfket as a starting point, we should in time be 
able to take advantage of our cheap factors of 
production to so expand as to be able to export 
competitively to other parts of the world, which 
we now only serve as markets and cheap sources 
of raw materials. 

The uncertamtJes in the world trade pattern 
should encourage us to diversify our trading 

partners instead of tying ourselves down to any 
single or monolithic economic power. While 
it is true that the enlarged E.E.C. is the main 
trading partner of Africa, it is also a fact that 
between 1960 and 1970, the total volume of trade 
between the E.E.C. and the associated African 
states declined both in terms of imports and of 
exports. This is equally true of the non-associated 
African countries. A number of countries have 
diversified their trading patterns by establishing 
links with the United States, Japan, the U.S.S.R. 
and other eastern European countries, and their 
share of trade with these countries is consistently 
on the increase. This is a healthy development 
which should not be stifled by the unnecesslry 
perpetuation of colonial relationships, for it should 
be borne in mind that the E.E.C. is only an initial II 
phase of an ultimate European political re:lltty. 

To us, then, the choice before Africa is c1eaf. 
The present obstacles to our economic develop· 
ment and general well·being can be removed by 
a concerted effort towards the creation of an 
African Economic Community that can be started 
on a regional basis. We have the physical and man
power resources needed for rapid ex.pansio.::J.; 
the highly-skilled mlnpower can be trained in 
due course. It is also crucial that Africa speak 
with a single voice. The countries already associa
ted will have the opportunity to revise their posi
tion when the Yaounde Agreement expires in 
January 1975. As individual countries we do not 
have the necessary bargaining power to obllin 
a really fair deal, but as a united front we can 
compel a recognition of our needs and our rights. 
The advantages offered by association look 
attractive, but only in the short run; for sustained 
development as a long-term objective, however, 
association with the E.E.C., on the present 
showing, cannot provide the answer to our 
problems. 

LEGON OBSERVER NOTICE 

We regret to inform our readers that as from tbe 
1st of March, 1973 the price of theugonObservcr 
will be increased from ISp to 20p. This increase 
has been made necessary by the rise in production 
costs. 

For about a yenr now the cost of newsprint has 
been doubled, resulting in increased costs. We 
have been extremcly reluctant in the past to pass 
this on to our readers. but we do not think we 
can absorb the additional financial burden any 
longer. 

It i5 with great reluctance that we have come 
to this decision and we trust that our reading I 
public will bear with us. 
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The "Ghana Commercial Bank IS at the 
head of Ghana's financing business. We 

actually control -over 60 per cent""of 
Ghana's overall banking buSiness Our 

short and medium· term loans have been. 
and stili are. the primary source of f."
ance t<. Industry. for factory expansion 

or modernisation. purchase of additional 

plant, new equipment and new working 

capital directly hnked with development. 

We'te . , 

--- -=- --=--,=~~==~~ 
--- .- • - -.=-~ -

• -• ------

Head Office: P.O. Box 134, Accra, Tel. 64914·7, 63524, 63529 & 63480 
london Office: 69 Cheapside, london, f.C.2, P 2BB. 

Togo Office: 14 Rue du Commerce, lome. Tel: 55·71/2 
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Politics 

INSTANT JUSTICE-ROUGH Ai'ID READY 

By 

• 
P.A.V. Ansah 

JUSTICE delayed, they say. is justice denied. It can 
also be affirmed with equal confidence that justice 
rushed is justice denied. Both extremes aTe to be 
avoided, if justice is to be seen to be done, and in 
any civilised and self-respecting society. there is 
no revolutionary principle that can justify any ill· 
conceived short-cuts in the administration of 
justice. 

Since the 'military took power in January 1972, 
one feature of the administration has been the 
extent to which military personnel have become 
involved in areas that have been traditionally 
considered the preserve of civilians. It seems to 
have been thought by some people, including the 
government. that one way of getting things done 
expeditiously and efficiently in this country was 
to get military personnel involved in police duties 
and in the administration of state enterprises and 
other governmental agencies. It remains to be seen 
whether the army officers seconded to certain 
state organs have made any significant impact 
on the efficient running of the enterprises 
concerned. 

We are not concerned with the involvement of 
soldiers in purely civilian matters; presumably it 
might be argued that officers and men in the 
Armed Forces are citizens in their own right, and 
have as much rigbt to participate in the ad
ministration of the country as anybody else. 
Of course, if the fact of army people running the 
affairs of the country at the highest possible level 
has been accommodated, irrespective of whatever 
people might trunk about military rule, then it 
is a pointless exercise to argue about the propriety 
of baving military involvement at lower levels. 
This is, of course, the first time that military 
influence has permeated the society to the extent 
that we see now. The previous military government 
contented itself with the rugber echelons of the 
administration, so that the present system is quire 
a novel experience to us. Now the people are seeing 
at dose quarters how the army goes about its 
business, and it is important that harmony should 
reign between the civilian and military populations. 

It would appear that this harmony does not 
exist to the degree that one would consider 

deMrable. Trained in a particular kind of way, 
the soldiers who have had to deal with civilians 
have not learnt to adapt or adjust their methods 
to the new situation of a civilian setting. One of 
their favourite methods of instilling discipline 
is drilling and other forms of pbysical correction. 
Since the present government came into power. 
there haH been numerous reports and complaints 
of soldiers subjecting civilians to drilling and va
rious forms of harassment. Most of these com
plaints have been made in hushed tones for fear 
of possible reprisals if one raised one's voice 
too loud. 

The newspapers have reported incidents, occa
sionally illustrated with pictures, of late-comen 
being drilled, of workers being bullied into giving 
up their right to demand fair remuneration for 
their labour, of suspected prostitutes being made 
to roll on the ground, and of suspects being 
drilled and shaved-sometimes with broken 
bottles-because, as one responsible officer gleefuUy 
revealed in public, the army do,es not want lice in 
its guard-rooms. Recent reports from the capital 
of the Central Region have revealed cases of 
soldiers harassing ladies whose dresses are judged 
to be too short or otherwise offensive to the presu
mably puritanical tastes of certain soldiers. There 
'have been reports of soldiers having used. their 
power and position to settle scores either in their 
own case or on behalf of friends and relatives. 
There was also the case of a former ambassador 
who had returned horne as a Principal Secretary 
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. For one reason 
or another, he was drilled publicly by an army 
officer in front of his ministry. Not long after this 
humiliation, the gentleman concerned was re
appointed ambassador, and has since left for his 
post. How does anyone expect this ambassador to 
be accorded the respect he deserves at rus post, 
when it is known that he bas been toyed with so 
humiliatingly in his own country? 

On Monday. January 29th, the Daily Graphic 
reported an incident from the Upper Region. 
Some young men who were suspected of being 
cattle thieves were arrested and subjected to 
rigorous drilling lasting three and a half hour~, 
after which they were paired up to fight each 
'other and then taken into custody. A similar 
incident occurred in Accra sometime last year. 
People rounded up at Nima, an Accra suburb, 
and suspected of being criminals were shaved, 
made to roll on the ground, and paired against 
each other to fight. This horrifying spectacle of 
sadism was offered to the public gaze do television 
during the 7.30 news buUetin. However, it appears 
that wiser couDsel prevailed sbortly afterwards, so 
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that that particular item was suppressed in the 
late news bulletin two hours later. 

It would have been bad enough if such unfor
tunate acts were committed by ordinary soldiers 
misguided in their enthusiasm, but the tragedy 
is that responsible officers, not excluding commis
sioners in charge of ministries and regions, are 
also guilty of this offence. Perhaps the Adabraka 
Police Station incident extensively reported in the 
Weekly Spectator issue of 3rd February is the 
most dramatic incident to date, but it is by no 
means an isolated case in this bizarre exhibition 
of "soldier-power". (In the Adabraka Police 
Station incident, a lieutenant who felt aggrieved 
because a friend of his had been refused bail, 
went there with armed soldiers and caused to be 
arrested at gunpoint the six policemen there, 
took them in an army truck to the military camp 
and SUbjected them to some senseless drilling. 
before releasing the unfortunate victims to find 
tbeir own way back to the Police Station.) It is 
even reported that some of these acts of the show 
of power have had fatal consequences. but people 
are too terrified to speak out for fear of drawing 
upon themselves the wrath of the soldiers. It is 
absolutely indefensible that individual soldiers 
should be aUowed to feel that they are arbiters 
of what is socially, legally and even morally proper 
for the totality of Ghanaians. It would be 
tedious to recount other incidents, but the list is 
almost inexhaustible. 

Some people would, and do, argue that we are 
lazy and require an ironfisted type of discipline 
to ensure maximum efficiency. In justification of 
their contention, they claim that since the drills 
started, people have become smarter and more 
punctual. This may be true, but it is questionable 
whether an official who has been publicly humilia
ted or who has become exhausted, as a result 
of drilling which may be ultimately good for his 
fitness but which he bas not asked for, will be dis
posed to put in his maximum effort when he gets 
into his office. It is not realistic to expect that a 
disgruntled worker nursing a grjevance can put 
out his best. ]t is also well known that the type 
of drill given has sometimes had tragic conse
quences for oldish people. What this means is 
that unduly coercive methods can actually be 
counter-productive by defeating the purpose for 
which the methods 3re instituted. 

It is also argued that these harsh methods are 
justified because they have yielded positive results 
in other areas as well. We are informed that since 
the soldiers preoccupied themselves with the collec
tion of basic rates, more money has been obtained 
than ever before, and that targets have been 

exceeded. This might just mean that the estimated 
receipts from basic rates were not properly cal
culated to begin with, but we shall not go into 
that here and now. The method applied last year 
has, by aU accounts, been effective, but a more 
pertinent question is: can it be lasting, and can 
it be sustained without the army doing irreparable 
damage to its image? 

We have been assured, even if only in the vaguest 
of terms, that the military government does not 
intend to stay in power for ever. What this means 
is that the soldiers who have been helping with 
the collection of basic rales by their bizarre 
methods will pot be permanently around. Suppose, 
then, that people were to become habituated to 
payjng their basic rates only In submission to 
military violence, how do we hope to collect taxes 
and other rates when the soldiers are no longer 
around to apply their particular method'1 If people 
are given the impression that they have to report 
for work on time only to spare themselves the public 
humiliation of drming, what will be their motiva
tion when the threat is removed, as it should be 
removed one day, since even the most ardent 
revolutionary would not consider a military 
presence in government as a permanent solution 
to our many problems. political, economic or 
social? 

A more sensible and lasting way of trying to 
get people to do wbat is required of them, whether 
it is payjng taxes, being punctual at work, showing 
proper invoices, honestly accounting for the 
money voted for the purchasing of cocoa or other 
commodities, etc., is to enforce existing disci
plinary measures, and where these are found to be 
in any way defective, to put teeth into the system. 
This is the only manner in which we can ensure 
efficiency in a civilised way. Surely there do ewt 
sanctions against those offences for which the 
soldiers administer instant justice? If we are to 
escape the danger of gradually drifting into mob 
rute, it is necessary to apply the sanctions wherever 
necessary, instead of leaving things to the tem
perament and discretion of individual soldiers 
who may ultimately do more harm than good 
through misguided military zeal. 

J Most of these acts of terrorism by some soldiers 
have been explained away in the name of "revolu
tionary discipline". We have read the charter which 
the N.R.C. recently gave to the country, and we see 
nothing in it that would warrant regarding such 
unfortunate acts as we have touched upon as 
"revolutionary discipline". On the contrary, 
the charter calls on people in office or any other 
position of leadership to "avoid arrogaac:et 
impetu9Sity and lordly ways in all their detJt~ 
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but until that has been done, we demand as of 
right that the existing onc should be respected in 
every particular. 

We do not see any sense in driUing butchers for 
selling their meat above those prices stipulated 
by the government when the government has 
not kept its part of the bargain by supplying the 
butchers with the meat, and especially when 
GIHOC openly sells its meat above government 
prIces. What is good for the butchers should 
be equally good for GIHOC. 10 this case, the 
drilling is just a cover~up for the inefficiency 
of the meat supply system for which the butchers 
are simply made scape-goats. 

We have taken the trouble to draw the attention 
of the government to the prevailing unhealthy 
situation in which some soldiers, encouraged no 
doubt by what some of their over-zealous superiors 
have done in the area of civilian drilling, have 
made themselves the dispensers of instant justice, 
not to embarrass the government, but in a bid 
to let the government know the uneasy feeling 
many citizens have but wruch they dare not 
voice out. We believe that the acts of brutality 
have gone on for this long because the appropriate 
authorities have not been made clearly aware of 
these wayward acts. We are also charitable 
enough to want to believe that even those soldiers 
who are guil~ of terrorising civilians have been 
motivated by good intentions. This might very 
well be the case, but it has to be admitted that 
the end does not always justify the means; this 
IS a principle that cannot be altered in the name 
of any sane revolutionary exigencies. We do not 
for a moment doubt the good intentions of the 
officers and men, high and low, who have in the 
past dispensed this instant, rough and ready 
Justice. But it must also be remembered that the 
road to hell is for the most part paved with good 
) ntentions. 

LUCTOR LIMITED 

P.O. Box 392, KlImasi. 

P.O. Box 5097, Accra 

FOR: 

BDH 
LABORATORY CHEMICALS 

Tel: 2983 

Tel: 214S5 

We stock over 800 different chemicals. 
Pricelist available on request. 

The Economy 
-
"MANAGING GHANA'S ECONOMY" -

1HE ILLUSIONS OF SUCCESS 

A Correspondent 

The National Redemption Council has gone 
through the gruelling - and hopefully a sobering 
as well as self-satisfying-experience of reviving 
and managtng an economy which was left ID 

shambles by the inconsistencies of the last civilian 
government. Up to a point, Ghana has enjoyed a 
better government and more successful economic 
management under Acheampong and his «ama
teurs" than under Busia and his "professionals". 

But I suppose the definition of economic success 
in a developing country like Ghana raises some 
thorny issues in semantics. The emphasis is on the 
word "developing" by which economists connote 
a dynamic economic environment in which an 
annually increasing rate of investment generates 
a rate of growth of national product sufficiently 
greater than the rate of growth of population 
to assure each individual a standard of living 
"higher" than that of tbe prevIOUS period. 
Two issues are revelant: 0) How "high" in the 
OpInIOn of the Government or the individual 
should the "standard of living" of the individual 
be relative to his demographic environment 10 

any period? (ti) What is "the standard of living" 
any way? Let us stop at this point and search 
for more down-to-earth concepts and landmarks 
of progress and not waste too much time and 
effort on definitional niceties and ultimately 
achieve nothing material and concrete. This 
is good advice also for the new crop of neo-so
cialist intellectuals and advisers who have assumed 
the self-imposed role of ideologically buttressing 
the new government; they are just blowing their 
tops off in vacuo and wasting everybody'S time 
and money. In a pedod of war, I suppose it is 
as much of a crime to hoard good ideas as it is 
to throw egos, words and public property care
lessly about, especially as members of the last 
government are waiting to be judged for just these 
cnmes. The hackneyed "isms" are as much of a 
hazard to the government as are the effects of 
devaluation and tendency towards rising pnces. 

"Isms" are perhaps more In the nature of 
politics, sociology and law in which we are not 
versed. The causes, effects and guidelines for the 
avoidance of devaluation and inflation fall within 
those critical areas of human existence where we 
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GHANA BROADCASTING 

CORPORATION 

A vacancy exists in the Corporation and applications are invited from 

suitably qualified Ghanaians. 

POST: Director of Television 

QUALIFICATIONS: (i) Either a degree from a recognised University plus a 

minimum of 10 years' experience in a related field, at least 5 years of which 

should have been in an administrative capacity; or 

(ii) A good general education with at least 15 years experience, 5 years 

of which should be in an executive position in a Broadcasting Organisa
tion or in a related field. 

DUTIES: Responsible to the Director-General for all organisational and 

operational aspects of the Televisi:m Programmes Division of the Corpo

ration. Ensures adherence to all Ghana Broadcasting Corporation policies 

pertaining to Television Programmes. Prepares annual estimates and con

trols expenditure. Responsible for the preparation of reports concerning 

the operation. Co-ordinates activities of the various departments with the 
Division. 

METHOD OF APPLICATION: Application (together with completed prescribed 

form supplied on request) accompanied by copies of testimonial and certi

ficates should be addressed to the Director-Genera~ GHANA' BROAD

CASTING CORPORATION, P.O Box 1633, Accra to reach him not later 

than 28th February, 1973. Applicants in the Civil Service and other statu

tory Bodies, should submit their applications through their Head of De
partments. 

NOTE: Those who had applied previously need not apply again. 
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are aU forced to talk, if only for survival. So 
let us talk about devaluation and inflation. First 
on devaluation. This phenomenon exhibits as 
a reflection of the pressure on the balance of 
payments resulting from importil1g more goods 
and services than the country can afford to pay 
for either with its exports or reserves. Economists 
are wont to throw the word "equilibrium" into 
every situation where balance, on some specified 
desired criteria, is acrueved. Busia's external 
econonUc policy was a failure because in 1970, 
Gbanaians imported about ~50 million worth of 
goods aod services more than we exported or 
could pay for with OUf reserves, We had to borrow 
from abroad to make up the difference in the 
balance of payments: the balance of payments was 
redressed but the root cause of the disequilibrium 
remained unassailed.ln 1971, the performance was 
even poorer. Again, we had to acquire all sorts and 
manner of external loans totalling about fll60 
million to balance our external payments. Then, 
faced with a bleak and hopeless trade and payments 
prospect for 1972, Busia resorted to devaluation 
against the best advice of his finance minister, 
according to Tumour. This was the justification 

for Acheampong and his comrades to sack Busia 
and his colleagues by force. 

Provisional figures indicated that during the 
approximately eleven and a half months 
of Acbeampong's government in 1972, the return 
to the policy of controls on Ghana's foreign trade 
and payments, together with an improvement 
in the world cocoa market, earned Ghana a 
handsome suplus of ~173.9 million on tbe trade 
account. We have been able to bite very deep into 
accumulated short-term trade arrears, banking 
loans and other current obligations and, for 
the first time in ages, been in a position to add 
well over ~IOO million to Ghana's foreign ex
change reserves. The insolvency image and im
portunate trading habits of Ghana have heen 
erased in only one year of sensible economic 
administration. All this is happening at a time 
when the almighty dollar is under severe pressure 
and sterling is gradually sinking under the weight 
of Britain's obscure industrial relations. 

If you need furtber proof of the revival of the 
strength of the Cedi just glance through the 
following sketch of Ghana's recent currency 
history: 

Date Go"'emmeatfLeader 
(Min. of t·m.) 

Cedl-SterliDg Pority 
(Cedis Per 1) 

Pre-July 1967 N.L.C./An1crah (Afrifa) 2.45 

July 1967 N.L.C./Ankrab (Afrifa) 2.86 

December 1971 P.P./Busia (Mensab) 4.46 

February 1972 N.R.C./Acbeampong (Acheampong) 3.34 

February 1973 N.R.C./Acbeampong (Acbeampong) 2.85 

The cedi is, at least one pesewa stronger now 
than the cedi during Afrifa's reign. Acheampong's 
administration has in one year undone aU the 
harm done to our dear new cedi in six years of un
enlightened dictatorships. Dictators need not 
necessarily be in uniform. Still, what is all this 
success story about if our well-known moderately
priced ball of keakey is now such an emaciated 
image of its former rotund, robust and rebounding 
self and if a pound of beef sells now at ~1.20, 
available only on the red market. 

Economists, with their characteristic lack 
of precision, describe as a tendency towards rising 
prices what we all know as "inflation". Six months 
ago, a pound of beef sold at ~0.60. A price 

increase of 100 per cent in six months is inflation 
and an excessive one. Let us leave beef and 
tomatoes alone and look at tbe retail price index 
(a sort of a catcb-all or hold-all for all price in
creases affecting the average consumer). 

The retail price index went up from 273.5 in 
June 1972 (1963= 100) to 313.0 in June 1972, 
which may be loosely interpreted as an increase 
of over 14 per cent in the cost of living in twelve 
months. Economists arc fond of invoking the 
laws of "demand and supply" to explain any 
situation of imbalance or disequilibrium. in
flation is a situation of disequilibrium in the sense 
that we have "too many cedis chasing too few 
foreign goods and tomatoes (and beef)" implying 
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that the demand for and supply of goods and 
services are not in tune, and the disharmony 
is reftected in rising prices. Demand is deter
mined by strength of the desire of individuals for 
consumption goods and the cash at their disposal. 
Liquidity or tbe quid pro quo is in turn a function 
of disposable or spendable income (i.e. the amount 
of Cash left to individuals after income taxation) 
plus the amount of credit tbe Governor of the 
Bank of Ghana instructs the commercial banks to 
extend to their clients for consumption purposes . 

Now, let us avoid complications. The Jru)oey 
supply is supposed to give us some indication of 
the pressure of demand. The Bank of Ghana Act 
laid down a "rule of prudence" that money 
supply should not be allowed t6 increase by n;lOre 
than J 5 per cent in any year. That was sixteen years 
ago and things bave changed, so perhaps the law 
should bave changed, but it stands as it was and 
over the twelve months ending in November, 1972 
money supply was estimated to have gone up 
by 40 per cent - what we may call a "loose" 
monetary policy. But this was probably the best 
the monetary authorities could do because they 
have been under pressure from the government 
to finance quite big budget deficits. For example, 
the banks financed Sll20 million of deficits in the 
last fiscal year and arc billed to finance a deficit 
of Sl80 million in the current fiscal year. So, the 
Government's domestic bouse-keeping has been 
far from satisfactory. 

Real Test of Success 

The supply of tomatoes, beef etc. is determined 
by several factors and economists have, since 
Adam Smith, not agreed on whether tomatoes 
and beef can be more efficiently produced by the 
capitalist or socialist or peasant or co-operative 
organization of the means of production. We 
chose Operation Feed Youself, to which we al1 
wbol~heartedly gave moral and physical support. 
We bave cursed the smugglers aDd damned the 
boarders, but the plain truth of the matter is that 
OFY bas not produced the tomatoes and the beef 
in the quantities and qualities required by Ghana's 
eight million consumers. The most sensible thing for 
aU of us to do is to stop the profligate use of words 
on the "success" of Operation Feed Yourself 
and find a better alternative means of increasing 
food production. We have abandoned Busia's 
tiberal trade poticy and that bas improved the «ter
oal trade balance, SO we must abandon the 
DOW doctrinaire OFY and find a more workable. 
but still self-reliant solution to the production 
problem not only in agriculture but in industry 
as well. 

Economists have gone round the very difficult 
problem of maintaining both internal equili
brium and external balance with the theory of 
"Joint Balance" to which original contributions 
have been made by Meade, Mundell. Swan, 
Steuer (of the University of Ghana) among many 
others. The theory. as it stands at present, has 
severe limitations in its application to less developed 
countries. Nevertheless, it tells us that a balance 
of payments equilibrium is not sufficient to ensure 
the promotion of growth or welfare or "internal 
balance" or the abundant supply of kenkey, 
bread, beef, sticks and better telephone services. 
Anybody can put the brakes on external trade 
and payments to achieve a favourable balance. 
But the real test of economic success is whether 
within this import entrenchment policy a govern
ment can generate economic growth. 

Planning for the Future 

The N.R.C. bas not been in office long enough to 
make a oy real impact on the economic structure , 
inherited from the past; it has however demons
trated its capacity to carry the coherence of 
thought or conception into action. But it is making 
a very big economic mistake (or rather the special 
"economic" advisers are). And that is, the index 
of success is far too myopic, too narrow and too 
static, i.e. you cannot call the "balance of trade" 
surplus success if it brings with it no bread, no 
beef and no tomatoes in the market. Operation 
Feed Yourself has "caught on like bush fire" but 
can the Food Production Corporation do some 
cost/ benefit analysis and tell the nation how 
much was spent on their activities during the first 
phase and the value of food and services they 
produced last year? 

Economic success lies in more goods on the 
market at reasonable prices and not in the trade 
surplus per se. So let us aU stop making a fetish 
of the balance of payments, let us remove the 
illusions of the Operation Feed Yourself and the 
"trade surplus" and do the next most sensible 
thing i.e. Plan for the future. We can remove 
tbe bottlenecks to progress by careful planning 
and consistent pIan implementation. This, accord
ing to Arthur Lewis, is a long-term business, 
but we can make a start now. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
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Agriculture 

SOME SUGGESnONS FOR 
PRODUCTION UNDER 

By 

E. N. W. Oppong 

LIVFSTOCK 
OFY D 

IN THE bid to find solutions to the problem 
of feeding the nation, one area has proved parti
cularly difficult. In fact Operation Feed Yourself 
(O.F.Y.) phase I was silent about it. The Upper 
Regional Commissioner Lt. Col. M inyila and the 
Central Regional Commissioner Commander Arne
dume as well as the Greater Accra Regional 
Commissioner Col. Acquaye-Nortey have aU 
said that greater emphasis will be placed on 
)jvestock production during O.F.Y. H. Ghana 
has always depended on its neighbours both 
near and far to solve its meat defiCiency pro
blems. Thus in 1971 for instance, Ghana imported 
59 %.20 % and 28 % respectively of cattle, sheep and 
goats that were officially slaughtered for food in 
the country. The problems that face the recently 
created Cattle Marketing Board is ample testimony 
of the seriousness of the problem of supplying 
the country's meat needs. 

Cattle, sbeep and goats are not, of course, the 
only meat animals available to us in this country. 
Poultry, pigs, and wild game are all available in 
varying quantities at various times of the year. 
In fact, the country appears to be self-sufficient in 
its pig production, considering that we no longer 
import pigs for slaughter and do actually export 
a smaU number of pigs. The country's production 
of all types of edible livestock including poultry 
bas been increasing steadily over the past many 
years; so, of course, bas the human population 
and for this reason , demand continues to grow. 
But the increase in the human population alone 
is not responsible for our perpetual meat defi
ciency. A number of problems contribute to this, 
and these will be looked at briefly and suggestions 
for a pragmatic approach to the problem made. 

Poultry production got off to a good start some 
four to five years ago, when the Pomadze hatche
ries got into full production and the country 
seemed to be getting near self-sufficiency in tbis 
area. In recent months, however, with increasing 
difficulty in obtaining beef and mutton, there has 
been greater demand for poultry meat and demand 
has outstriped production. The three hatcheries 
in the country are now unable to meet the increasing 
demand by poultry keepers. In addition to this 
constraint there is the problem of the rising cost 

of poultry feed. A meeting was held recently at 
the instance of the National Redemption Council 
to Jook into the problem of poultry feed and 
advise on the use of local substitutes for t he 
conventional ingredients and the production of 
cheap poultry feed. 

Wheat bran has recently been incorporated.lDto 
poultry feed in the country, either as partial or 
whole substitute for maize. Sorghum and millet 
and rice bran can also be useful substitutes, but 
these must all be produced in a big way to make 
them cheap for poultry feed. With the sort of 
preparations that are being made for O.F.Y. II, the 
indications are that barring unforseen bad weather 
conditions enough of the grains should be pro
duced. Items such as oil cake and fish meal should 
not be difficult to come by Jf the factories proc
essing edible oil and fish go into full production. 

The oil mills already produce copra and ground
nut cake; with increasing cotton production in the 
country, cotton seed cake should be available to 
add to poultry feed. The use in poultry feed of 
leaves such as those of Leucenia leucocepbala which 
grow wild should replace the importation of Xut
bropbil and give the yolk of the eggs the orange 
colour it should have. 

Pork: Production 

Though the high cost and, at times, the £10£1-

availability of poultry feed have put constraints 
on poultry production. the major problem has 
been the supply of day old chickens. The three 
hatcheries in the country should be able to supply 
tbe local demand. An increase in poultry meat 
and egg production will depend partly on more 
food from O.F.Y. II. more oil cakes and fish meat 
and the ability of the hatcheries to produce day 
old chicks as and when required. The hatcheries 
need to import more parent birds to augment 
and replace old birds. 

One of the areas in which the country is self
sufficient and should be exploited to ease our meat 
shortage problem is in pork production. The pig 
JS prolific, has a short gestation period and is 
ready for the market in 5-6 months. The cons
traints on pork production are two-fold : namely 
the cost of production and marketing. Like 
poultry, the basic ingredients in pig food are 
grains, oil cakes and fishmeal. Auctuations in the 
prices of these items are reflected in the cost of 
pig food which is passed. on to the consumer. 
The other problem is marketing and acceptability 
of pork. A section of the population do not eat 
pork for either religious or social reasons. There 
is yet another section who are prejudiced by 
the rather poor management of pigs in the villages 
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and do not find pork acceptable. Such people 
however may accept processed pig meat. 

The present high cost of pig production makes 
pork, whether processed or not, out· of reach of 
the majority of the population who would other
wise accept it. One obvious solution is increased 
production of grains (maize, sorghum and millet) 
fisb meal and oil cakes, as suggested for poultry. 
Cassava can be used to supplement the grains either 
as whole cassava Of as by prod uets of cassava 
processing. These wiIrhave to be boiled and fed 
and any surplus ensiled. The high cost of cassava 
on tbe market at the moment makes this subs
titution difficult. Large scale cassava growing 
should be encouraged in O.F.Y. II so that advan
tage can be taken to use some of it fOT pig feeding. 
To increase pork consumptio n to make it worth 
the wh.ilc of producers, a national campaign is 
called for. This should aim at improving pig 
management in the villages, through the extension 
wing at the appropriate division of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Pigs should be properly housed, fed 
and watered to remove the stigma of the unclean 
animal scavenging in the village and make pork 
acceptable to those who are put off by the unc1ean 
habits of the animal. 

Sbeep and Goats 

There should be another campaign by the 
Ministries of Agriculture and Information by way 
of posters, advertisement and raelio ta1ks to 
educate the public to eat pork. This would . cer
tainly payoff. Increased cheap pork production 
would make it easier to sell processed pork such 
as ham, sausages, bacon. corned pork etc. which 
at the moment are too expensive and within the 
reach of only a few people and are therefore looked 
upon as luxury food items. Jt is a known fact 
that people who do not readi1y accept fresh pork 
do accept processed pig meat. 

Sheep and goats are found nearly in every 
village of the country and even in the streets of 
Accra. The indication is that these animals can be 
raised in a big way allover the country. These 
4nimals have a five month gestation period and 
attain maturity when about ten to twelve months 
of age. Some give birth to twins and can breed 
three times in two years. The constraints one finds 
in their increased productio n are that they are rai
sed in rather small numbers by people whose inte
rest is primarily food crop production and also by 
people who cannot afford to have large numbers 
due to lack of space to house them. 

In fact, e:<cept where the local authority bylaws 
make it mandatory for these animals to be penned, 

these animals have to find sleeping places at night 
by themselves in most villages. One other major 
constraint on sheep and goat production in this 
country is the heavy yearly loss due to diseases. 
some of which are ill understood. 

The feed of sheep and goats does not, as in 
poultry and pigs, depend strictly on the grairls 
and oil cakes etc., though some of these will be 
acceptable and may even be necessary at certain 
times. Sheep and goats can be raised entirely 
on grass which can be supplemented with the by
products of agricultural based industries such 
as molasses in addition to those suggested for pigs. 
To increase sheep and goat production, there will 
be the need through the extension services of the 
appropriate organs of the Ministry of Agriculture 
to exhort people to take purely to the production 
of these animals in areas removed from people's 
farms or in pens near agricultural based industries 
such as rice mills, cassava processing mills and 
oil cake mills. Sheep could be raised under planta
tion crops such as oil palm, kola, citrus. avocado and 
cashew where the trees are four years old or more. 

• 

Cattle Raising 

The forest zone is as good as the savanna areas 
for livestock raising, and people in the forest 
region should be encouraged to raise animals. 
The traditional practice of collecting plantain and 
cassava peelings to confined sheep and goats 
in the villages should be encouraged. Indeed 
plantain and cassava leaves are also acceptable 
to sbeep and goats. There is the need here too 
to mount a propaganda campaign to encourage 
the village dweller with two or three sheep and 
goats to increase his flock to ten or more, by 
paying attention to housing, health and provision 
of feed. Attention need not only be focused on the 
big operators that will emerge but -every effort 
should be made to contact as many small scale 
operators as posSible. 

Currently. all attention seems to be focused on 
cattle. and shortage of meat is synonymous with 
shortage of beef. Beef shortage is not a pheno
menon in Ghana alone, it is at the moment a 
world problem. but this does not mean we should 
do nothing about it here. Some constraints on 
cattle production in Ghana are briefly summarised 
here. By its very nature of development 
it takes two and a half to three years or more for 
a calf to produce another of its kind for the first 
time. and the young so born will take a similar 
period to attain slaughter weight. Other con
straints on cattle production in the country are 
lack of water and fodder during the dry season 
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of the year, poor management practices such as 
the use of inferior bulls for breeding and loss by 
death of young stock, and lack of good breeding 
animals to improve the national stock. 

As in pig, sheep and goat production, cattle 
raising is carried out by a large number of small 
and medium size operators with their own pro· 
grammes or lack of programmes. There are no 
definite guidelines or programmes laid down by 
the government. They come in contact with 
Ministry of Agriculture officials either during the 
times of livestock vaccination or when stock are 
dying. 

The solution to the problem of increasing beef 
supply is to increase cattle numbers. This can be 
tackled on a short-term or long-term basis. The 
former would mean massive importation of live 
anima1s into the country for breeding. This, of 
course, would depend on foreign exchange and 
the willingness of other countries to sell breeding 
stock to us. The long-term solution co uld be 
two-fola, namely througb the small scale operators 
and introduction of large scale operators. 

• 

Improved. ManagemeDt 

There is the need for a concerted intensive 
effort to educate the small-scale and medium-scale 
operators to improve their management practices. 
They should be educated to conserve some fodder 
at the time of plenty, to use by-products of agricul
tural based industries as for sheep and goats and 
to use only those animals that will improve the 
quality of their stock, to appreciate the need 
of calling for help early rather than late, and must 
have available to them all the inputs that they 
require such as water, pastures, drugs, salt licks 
etc. They should be made to appreciate the harmful 
effects of ticks and branding of animals by fire 
and burning of bush. It is Dot always easy to get 
a livestock-man to change his management 
practices overnight, especially if he does not 
see his livestock adviser from one month to the 
next. It is equally not possible to have sufficient 
livestock: advisers or extension workers to visit 
every livestock owner once a month. This problem 
could be overcome, however, through the use of 
radio broadcasting at set times with set instructions 
as what to do, when to do it, where, and whom 
to contact for certain named items, advice or 
information. This broadcasting should be at re
gional level or even at district level to make sure 
that the language spoken is understood. 

This should not be difficult to organise and one 
to two million cedis from the money accruing 
from the withdrawal of subsidies on foreign 

food could be used to organise farm broadcasts. 
One channel transistor radios subsidised to be 
within the reach of most farmers would work. 
Community listening posts could also be organised. 
This of course would apply to food crop farmers 
as well. Instructions should be precise and should 
be aimed at improving management, and should 
be those that can be undertaken with the minimum 
of inputs. Livestock extension officers should be 
mobile and must visit farmers to see iF instructions 
over the radios are being put into opcration, 
and to help by practical example where necessary. 

Irrigation of areas of the Northern and Uppcr 
Regions and the Accra-Ada plains for food crop 
production would make it possible to irrigate 
pastures during the dry season in addition to 
obtaining by-products of food crop cultivation for 
livestock feeding. 

Veterinary Research Laboratory 

There is the need also to have demonstration 
farms where every day activities could be seen 
and appreciated. Such farms could be private or 
government owned. Encouragement to large scale 
operators would help build model livestock 
raising farms which could be visited by neigh
bouring farmers. Such farms would be in a position 
to raise improved breeding animals. 

It is known that the local banks especially the 
Agricultural Development Bank and the Bank 
of Ghana are going into livestock production. 
This is an encouraging development. Businessmen 
with capital should also be encouraged to take 
livestock farming as a business. 

There is onc area in livestock production in 
which a lot has been achieved; that is disease 
control, but a lot more needs to be done. 

There is required urgently a Central Veterinary 
Research Laboratory, not diagnostic laboratory, 
charged with the responsibility of investigating the 
various causes of diseases and deaths of livestock. 
The- need for tbis is more than twenty years over
due, though it has long been recognised by the 
various governments of this country. Any attempt 
to boost livestock production will not make much 
impact if a veterinary laboratory capable of in
vestigating animal diseases is not set up. .. 

To boost livestock production in O.F.Y. II 
then would depend on the availability of feed from 
the food growing sector to feed poultry and pigs. 
There is the need to make every effort to reach 
the man who produces livestock of any type and 
to get him to improve his husbandry methods to 
produce a few more animals than he currently docs. 
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Observer Notebook --------. 
Industrial Unrest in South Africa 

To get a proper appreciation of the courage a 
worker needs to go on strike in South Africa, 
one must run through the whole gamut of apartheid 
laws. These are so constricting and debilitating 
that the reader gets the impression, as Lewis 
Nkosi has said in Home and Exile, that once a 
policeman sees an African in South Africa, he 
assumes a crime has been committed, 

The main reason why apartheid has lasted so 
long is that, thanks to the miserly wages that 
African miners and other workers aTC paid in that 
country, returns on investments are stupendous. 
This is the main reason why western capitalist 
countries have invested so heavily in South 
Mrica, and why they ba\c consistently ignored 
U.N. and other exhortations to isolate the South 
African government so that the whole civilized 
world would see them for the moral lepers that 
they are. 

There has been a 10Dg history of industrial 
unrest in South Africa . Apart from the laying 
down of tools, such 8S has happened recently, 
there have been less conventional actions such as 
bus boycotts. The most infamous reaction by the 
racist regime to these legitimate expressions of 
grievances was of course the Sharpeville Incident. 

Now tbat nationalist activity has been intensified 
in the whole of Southern Africa, it is noteworthy 
tbat the workers of South Mrica are heroically 
drawing attention to the inhuman conditions 
under which they are forced to live and work. 
It must not be forgotten that South Africa is the 
bulwark of colonialism in Africa . Equally impor
tant is the fact that it would be wrong to leave 
South Africa out of the field of operations of 
guerilla and other progressive actions. For, what
ever respite Vorster and his gang are given, they 
utilize by giving support to like-minded brutes 
in Zimbabwe and Mozambique. It is crucial, for 
the success of the nationalist struggle, that the 
armour of apartheid, fortified by the shameless 
greed of western capItalist investors, must be 
dented from inside. 

On the outside, we in mdependent Mrica must 
redouble our efforts to isolate all racist and colo
nialist regimes. It is sad to note that aeroplanes 
still pass through many African capitals on their 
way to Johannesburg. Indeed, in only a few of 
these capitals do we find even a token slap in the 
face of apa rth(id, in the form of a ruling that 

holders of South African passports should not 
insult the soil of independent Africa with their 
footmarks. 

How utterly we betray the cause of African 
Freedom! The impetus that the O.A.U. liberation 
Committee meeting in Accra had must not be 
aUowed to waste away. For freedom in Africa is 
one and indivisible. So long as South Africa 
remains enslaved, so long' would it be self-delusion 
to think that any country on this continent is 
truly free. 

Almost MobblDg African Unity Away 

THE old familiar saw sayS' two wrongs don't 
make one right, and of course this is true. If 
a Ghanaian football crowd should attempt to 
retaliate against a Nigerian side for last fortnight's 
mobbing of our compatriots in Lagos, this would 
be putting two wrongs together and trying to make 
one right out of them. And it won't work. Even 
our complaining in the press went a little too far, 
especially since the responsible Nigerians involved, 
as wel1 as sections of their press, had rendered 
unnecessary and anticlimactic much Ghanaian 
agonizing over the incident. The officials' prompt 
and positive reaction to the conduct of their less 
well controlled fellow citizens has not only gone 
a long way to assuage our distress but also done 
much to make us hope for a better future in this 
field. 

Nevertheless it must be emphasized how such 
incidents within the geographical, not to say the 
psychological, boundaries of the African unity 
movement would inevitably reduce tbe chances of 
its success. Such results would be grim business all 
right, yet unbelievably farcical too, should it 
happen. For who would have laid a red pesewa 
on the chances of a Saturday afternoon football 
mob frustrating the aims of African unity? Who 
would entertain such aberrations within the con
text of the struggle against apartheid, Rhodesian 
racialism, Portuguese determination to subdue, 
and bold subject forever, three considerable 
territories in Africa'/ What price the sudden 
violence of a mere partisan crowd of sports 
spectators as a difficulty in the way of African 

unity, when ranged against, say, Britain's cool 
cynicism and callousness in tbe Rhodesian affair? 
Or against the open, contemptuous brutality of 
"big power" bolstering of South African racialism 
through investment and the arms trade? .. 

Ah, but it c:ouId happeD. A partisaD sct·to, ODte, 
between two South American countries at this very 
thing of a football game is said to have led to war! 
Again : Nigeria is a great, important country. and 
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will soon be a powerful one without a doubt; 
Ghana. for all her present economic embarrass
ment, is also, incontrovertibly, a significant 
member of the revolutionary African family of 
independent states. Irritations between these two 
countries, whatever their source or cause, could 
well prove an impediment to the consolidation of 
the gains of the unity movement, if allowed to 
multiply and expand. The same would be true 
of similar trouble between or among other member 
states. 

Is this one kind of problem, then, to which 
the O.A.V. might pay some attention, as some
thing belonging unto its peace? We of the 0))" 
server think so. However, we are not suggesting 
that the Organization should now begin to provide 
a pan-African force to police intra-African" foot
ball matches, or formulate a new charter on the 
ascriptive rights of visiting O.A.U. member teams! 
No. nothing as ridiculous as that. Rather, we 
have in mind something like a cultural or social 
wing of the Organization whose task would be, 
quite simply, social and cultural propaganda·for 
fellow-feeling, and for closer understanding, 
between and among the peoples of the O.A. U., 
not just its leaders. That is the theme; variations 
on it can be devised by others to whom tbe idea 
may appeal. The ways of doing what would need 
to be done, and the means, would also of course 
have to be found. 

Meanwhile, win or lose the second game in this 
elimination series, the Ghana Black Stars will. we 
are sure, give a good account of themselves on 
and off tbe field . We are equally certain that our 
national crowd on Sunday, though bound to be 
partisan, naturally, will not want a tooth for a 
tooth but will treat our Nigerian guests as our 
guests. The ugolden Green Eagles" are once 
more welcome to Ghana! 
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Letters 
1b~ WitbdraWD 4'3Om. Subsidy" 

-Rejoioden (3) 

SIR- Mr. Obeng·Manu's letter in the last iuue of this 
paper ([,,0. VIII!3) sounded like an apologia for the 
Dusia go\crnment. I agree that the N.R.C., whether they 
like it or not, may bave to take certain decisions which 
may appear like some of Busia's economic policies, 
but such a similarity should not provide grounds for 
starting a long debate on the justification of the 13th 
January coup d'etat. 

Any coup d 'etat per set or the use of force against 
unarmed civilians whom the army is mpposoo to 
support, can never be justified under any circumstances. 
So that on 24th February 1966 and 13th January 1972 
J questioned the justification for the overthrow of 
Kwame Nkrumah and Busia respectively. When the 
monopolists or custodians of force decide to step in and 
do politics we can only judge them by what they do 
with the power they bave got. 

Since coming into office, the N.R.C. bave. taken many 
:steps which justify their action on 13th January 1972. 
I agree that the N.R.C. has not gone far enough in the 
abolition of the subsidy, but I disagree with anybody 
who uses this isolated case to question the justification 
of the J3th January Revolution. What 'does Mr. Obeng
Manu have to say about the repudiation of some of our 
foreign debts, about the state participation in certain 
mining and timber firms? Are theR measures just exam· 
pies of economic mismanagement or acts of redemp
tIOn? 

It is hoped. all Ghanaians will bury their differenC6 
for a better Ghana. This is the time when given a choice 
between Acheampong and Busia everybody should 
choose Ghana. This is not the time to debate over why 
Acbeampong OHrthrew Busia. Must we cry over spilt 
milk and try to revive ancient horses? Let us accept 
the situation and see what we can do now to build a 
better Ghana . Regimes may come and go, but Ghana 
will rcmain . 

Akuafo Han 

' ...... LwldOlp Blay-.4.mihere 

SJJ<-"If a gOl-eroment has embarked on a policy It 
believes to be right, it should stick to it despite hostile, 
sbort-term reactions. Every government worthy of the 
name must at some time introduce measures involving 
deep political unpopularity and hostility. It may take 
years for the results of that policy to become manifest, 
and to retreat at the tint whiff of psepbologlcaJ grape
shot is dot only cowardly. but may inflict long-term 
hardship on the nation". (The Rt. Hon. Harold Wilson). 

Reccnt events locally bave confinned the quotation 
above, and it is expedient that our praent rulers assi
milate this since they are steeped in politics. for govern
ment is politics. no matter who governs at any given 
time. Jt is now apparent that some economic measures 
taken by the previoul government, unmindful of their 
popularity, were measures any government worthy of 
the name would have taken . If the t30 million thrown 
to the winds by the present aovemment'. own admission 

• 
had been used in building low<ast houteS at ta.OOO 
each, 3,7S0 botlses would have been built and 22,SOO 
families housed, working on the basis of an average 
family made up of a Cather, mother and four children. 

It is said that he who never made a mistake never 
did anything correct. Though the use of the ¢30 millbn 
as subsidy for foreign foods is a very big economic 
mislake which has cost the nation, we. must accept it as 
a lesson in government and look well before we leap 
next time. For aren't we all fallible mortals? 

My advice to the government is that if they are after 
popularity they will find it hard to govern, especially 
in a country where the art of government is new and 
tire majority of the governed. are unlettered. Now that 
it has been established that the previous government 
after all did one thina correct, we must give them the 
credit for their foresight. Animosity for per50naJities 
must not blind Us from doing this publicly. 

P.O. Box 5686 8. OkH Lar~u 
A<a1l·'NorOh 

SIR-It appears to me that some Ghanaians interpret 
the democratic right of free discussion to mean finding 
rault with whatever the government of the day does, 
so as to destroy it through adverse criticism. 

A leiter by Mr. Obeng-Manu in L.O. VIll/3 is a good 
example of what I mean by destructive criticism. In this 
letter, Mr. Obeng-Manu vehemently criticised the with
drawal of the aovernment subsidy on certain food items 
and on matches, and tried to draw a comparison between 
the present regime and the BUlia regime. To him, there 
was no justification in overthrowing the Busia regime 
since he socs no difference between the policiel of the 
two regimes. Mr. Manu, I think, is trying to throw dust 
into the eyes of the "silent majority". 

To say that prices at this time are higher than those 
at the post-devaluation era. is false; and no wonder 
Mr. Obeng·Manu could not substantiate his statement 
with figures . The prices of the essential food items after 
the withdrawal of the subsidy are. nowhere near those 
after the devaluation. For example, a packet of sugar 
at present sells at SSp, whilst it was selling at SOp after 
the devaluation; and milk was 27p after the ·devaluation. 

To me and the "silent majority" of Ghanaians, what 
the N.R.C. has achieved. in jUJt a year cannot in any
way be compared with the gross economic mismanage
ment of the N.L.C. and Busia regimes. At the time of 
the overthrow of the Nkrumah regime, Ghanaians were 
told tbat we were in debt to the tune of 4()() million 
cedis; but at the. time the N.L.C. was banding over 
power to the Busia regime of intellectuals, we were 
told Gbana was owln, over 800m. A year after Busia 
assumed power, we were told once again that the debt 
had skyrocketed to one thousand million cedis. 

Tbe N.R.C. came to power with a debt of over one 
billion cedis hanging around its neck. In order to have 
breathing space. it had to repudiate those of the debts 
tainted with corruption. Following the advice of the 
International Monetary Fund (I.M.P.), Busia haa de
valued. the cedi by 44%. Prices of goods were doubled 
because of this massive and uncalled for devaluation. 
In order to relieve the people of this imposed hardship, 
due. to the Cault of the so-called. intellectual regime, the 
ce'di was revalued by 40% and essential commodities 
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were subsidised. Because of the sharp drop in th~ prices 
of these commodIties, traders began to hoard so as 10 
create artificial shortages and sell the goods at exorbi
tant prices, The aim of the subsidy was being defeated. 
It therefore became necessary to increase prices so as 
to thwart the activities of hoarders and smugglers. who 
were taking advantage of the <lisparily in the prices of 
goods in Ghana and the neighbouring countries. This is 
the background to the withdrawal of the subsidies. 

Should we choose a regime which for almost three 
)'ears in power always had a trade deficit, or that which 
in just a )'car was able to improve the economy and 
accumulate a trade surplus of more than 170 million 
cedis? Should we choose a regime that always had to 
borrow to finance its budget, or that which relics on 
capital accumulated through careful planning? Should 
we choose a regime that helped foreign capitalist mo
nopolists to exploit us, or a regime that has taken steps 
to place "the commanding heights of the economy" in 
the hands of the people? The achievements of the 
N.R.C. are too numerous to list here, and I think they 
will not be disturbed by such destructive critici~ms: the 
majority of the people understand them and arc fully 
behind them. 

I believe that a regime must be praised when neces
sary an51 must be criticised when the need arises. We 
must not make it our objective to find fauh with a 
regime all the time 
Unity Hall Kwame Arye 
U.s,T., Kumas( 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Arye argues forcefully and con
\;ncingly, but we would like to comment on tbe accu
racy of 50me of his fi&ures. He quotes the price of milk 
and sugar to be 27p per tin and 80p per packet after 
the Busia Clevaluation .We do not know the source of 
his information but the post-devaluation prices of these 
items as quoted in the Ghanaian Times of Thursday, 
6th January, 1972. were 17p per tin and 40p per packet. 
Post-devaluation prices of other goods are as follows: 

Corned Beef 6Sp (Oirrent price 80p) 
Sardines 16p (Current price 15p) 
Mackerel 1 Sp (Current price 13p) 

Mr. AnTe's figure of one billion cedis as being the extent 
of our forcign indebtedness after a year of Dusia's ad
mini~tration is equally controversial. 

O.F.Y. and Bush Fires 

SIR Recent news reports, especially flOm the Nortt'lem 
and Upper Regions. and other parts of the country, 
have indicated that bush fires have destroyed several 
hundreds of acres of rice fields and many other crop 
farms. It is disheartening to hear these reports. Apart 
from the loss of property to these farmers who have 
toiled throughout the year in sucb fire-devastated fan.ns, 
the general yields and success of the O.F.Y. ';:3mpalgn 
is being serioulily undermined by ~ucb senseless acts of 

bush·burning. 
To encourage the O.F.Y. campaign ~urt~er, y~ur 

would be doing the nation good service In leading 
paper . ") . t th 
a campaign ("Operation Anti.Bush Fires eg:Hns e 
destructive bush fires that have been a tommon feat~re 
in most crop growing areas since the OF.,: . ..:ampal~n 

1 hed Such a campaign sbould Involve the 
W3'i aunc .' '1 d h 'eh 
Min;~try of Agriculture, the Local Counci s an C ~ 
in various localities. "People sbould be educated against 

indb.criminatc and careless burning of grasses. Tne) 
should be made to understand that it is not only t-ad 
for agriculture and animal husbandry and the gen.:ral 
public, but it also eliminates and destroys vegetation. 
Such a campaign could even be backed by re.enforcing 
strictly tbe by-laws on indiscrimiOlite fire burning which 
have, of late, been ignored. 
P.O. Box 31 A. Iddriw 
BabiJe{Lawra 
Upper Region 

Drill-happy Soldiers io Cape Coast 

SJR A terrorist atmosphere bas selzul this once quiet 
town for some months now. Once again it all seems 
like 1946 when Gold Olast soldiers returned from the 
war to beat up their civilian brothers. very often for 
no provocation whatsoever. I remember the time in 
1946 ~hen a. group of three drunken soldien invaded 
our school and started molesting a teacher. ] remember 
the day when a soldier openly grabbed a tin of corned 
beef (rom a trader's stall, opened it and started eating 
it. I remember the way in which soldiers were constantly 
fighting JXllicemen, trying hard to prove who wal boss, 
who was stronger. That was twenty.seven yean ago, but 
it looks as if we are back. in that era bere in Cape Coast_ 

Just a few weeks ago, one Sergeant KOOIman of the 
Central Regional Organization had the nerve to send a 
land rove. with soldiers to arrest a sales girl who, be 
alleged, had been insolent to him (L.O. vn(24). Since 
then many more incidents have been happening in this 
town. T was at the Town Hall the other day when T uw 
girls being rounded up by soldiers. A young man whose 
female partner bad been arrested was trying to explain 
to the soldie.rs that the girl was not a harlot or anything 
of the sort. For trying to parley with them, the leader 
of the ~oldiers pounced on the young man and severely 
lashed him with a cane. After six manful lashes he 
tos~ the young man to three accompanying soldiers. 
One of them was obviously more human and had more 
sense than thc leader. He Clid not use his cane. The other 
two did. 

I was at the football park when a midget of a soldier 
gleefully pushed around a Cape Coast referee who had 
come to the park without his 1.0. card. T thought a de
cent e;ltplanation that he could not come in free without 
his lO. card would have been sufficient. And just about 
a month ago, a soldier walked over to a girl and ask.ed 
her whether she thougbt the mini-skirt she was weanng 
was decent enough. Without a reply from the girl, the 
soldier slapped her. Now it appears some soldiers in 
Cape Coast have run amok. They can be seen with canes 
and brancht5 of ~aplings in the streets. Thev are a fear· 
some group of people. a law to themselves. our terra· 

rists: 1946 is back. 
My mother came to see me about thr~ . month, ago 

saying a co-tenant in her house had unJuhfiably quar
relled with her anCi that I should go and report the man 
to the Regional Commissioner to have him drilled! Poor 
woman, she now believes that drilling is the nonnal 
way of redressing grievances in these parts! 

On the basis. of this vandalism in Cape Coast a num
ber of questions need be raised: 

(1) What civilized government rules by slaps. drills 
and lashes of the cane? 

• 
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(ii) What is a military government like. if a sergeant 
can scod a laodrover to town to arrest a civilian 
for no crime whatsoever? 

(iii) What protection 'do civilians have against anny 
brutality? 

For purposes of good government one would like to 
suggest that the N.R.C. should try to check its soldiers 
and restrain the exuberance of its commissioners. Se
condly. rules and policies of conduct for the Ghanaian 
population should be standardized over the country. If 
women should not wear mini-skirts, ban the mini as 
Tanzania bas done. If young girls sbourd not go to 
dances. a law defining ;yorbat age a girl is considered too 
young to go tQ dances should be passed. If civil servants 
should not drink beer at IUDch time for example, a law 
to that effect should be passed. 

Drilling and beating civilians is a very primitive 
way of solving deep-seated national problems like ab
~enteeism. lateness. laziness and semal immorality. 
What is needed are studies to find out why people come 
late to work. wby girls take to tbe streets, wbat the in· 
dustrial morale of the Ghanaian worker is like. If the 
government and especially its drill.happy commissioners 
would care to do the basic homework involved in some 
of these issues, it would come out with more long lasting 
solutions, not the sbort-cuts of terrorism and the bru
tality of military drills. 

Recently a Cape Coast driver asked my opinion of 
the present government. J told him the government was 
doing a spendid job. ''But the beating", he complained. 
Yes intiee(!, the brutal beating! 

Aboom Wells Road 
Cape Coast 

A Frightened Citizen 

Who Should Wear What (in Cape Coast)-A Footnote 

SJR-I write in support of your Cape Coast correspon
dent who was complaining about the activities of some 
sofdier.l who have arrogated to themselves the right to 
decide what length of dRSS is compatible with these 
"revolutionary" times (1..0. VTIT/3). In support of his 
complaint, I have the foUowing incidents to report. 

Around the 4th of this month, a soldier entered Infant 
Cia$!. Two of the Ctpe Coast Cherubim and Seraphim 
School and mercilesly caned the girls in the class for 
wearing uniforms he thought were short. Some of these 
chi.ldren sustained injuries. as a result of which the matter 
wa5 reported to the police; the police shamefully refused 
10 investigate on the confession that they could not 
afford to antagonise the soldiers. 

On the 3rd of this month. two graduate teachers from 
Mfentsiman Girls School shopping around Cape Coast 
were accosted by soTdien; their mission? They wanted 
to measure the lengths of their dresses to make sure 
they were not short. In the verbal conflict that ensued. 
the soldiers must have been quick to realise the educa
tion gap between the ladies and themselves: whereupon 
they tactfully cnded things for the ladies to regain their 
civil freedom. 

One could go on and on narrating atrocities being 
committed by soldiers in this peaceful town of Cape 
Coast. Anyone ... bo doubts it must come down to see 
things (or himself or learn from the tawn folk. These 
detail, are offered for the information and nC«SSary 

action. even if retroactive, of the Public Relations Di
rectorate or any relevant section of the Anny. Given 
the general enthusiasm of these soldiers, Sir, J think you 
can appreciate why I prefer to remain anonymous in 
print. 

Cape Coos! A Coocemed Reader 

Was it a Reward or a Punishment? 

SJR- J read something in the Daily Graphic of 14th 
February which has leit me quite perplexed since then. 
I do not know whether to laugh or cry, or to do both 
alternately. A 73·year old man was being rewarded for 
having driven for 44 years without getting involved in 
an accident. His prize? A certificate and, of all things. 
a tea set. What a monumental counter.revolutionary 
joke~ 

Now, what bas the old man done to merit this pu
nishment of being offered a tea set in these bard times? 
This old Brong Ahafo driver is being henceforth saddled 
witb the problem of baving to look for foreign, essential, 
basic commodities like tea, sugar and milk. if bis prize 
is to be of any use to him. And to think that the presen
tation was made on behalf of the Regional Commis
sioner by the deputy Regional Administrative Officer, 
who know all about self-reliance~ How could they use 
a poor old man so? 

My advice to Opanin Akwasi Donkor, the unfortunate 
recipient of this mini Trojan Horse is: Keep the damned 
tbing as a piece of ornament, and in true Christian 
fashion. forgive those who have played this huge joke 
on you, even if these people know what they do. 

A69 Prabiw Street K wegi Enu 
Saltpond 

Let Us Be Realistic 

SIR- The way some of the neo-revolutionaries interpret 
or rather misinterpret the "Self·reliance" policy is very 
deceptive. Why should we stigmatize certain goods as 
"non-essential" or even "foreign" just because we are 
DOW poor and cannot get them? This could oruy be 
meaningful in terms of priorities and available re
sources. 

The aim of economic development after aU is to make 
the people better off-by increasing their demand for 
what they consider es,ential to their well-being, among 
other things. 

In our present circumstances we need not !Jet rice . 
milk and corned beef, not because they are "non-essen
tial", but because we are broke. It is very reasonable 
within tbe given circumstances to use the very litHe 
money that we have to buy more cutlasses and cattle 
(thus forgoing rice, milk and corned beef, for the time 
being) and work very hard so that we can in the very 
near future get more of those essential things. Herein 
and only herein lies the justification for calling upon 
the people to work barder! Or perhaps we go back to 
where Ilur fathers started. 
startul. 

Og ... BaD 
Unhenity of Cape (;out 
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Miscellaneous 

INSIDE TIiE WESTERN REGION 

By 

J 0_ M. Pobee 

SUNDAY afternoon IS always a good day 10 I.ravel. for 
the simple reason that many people are resting and 
gcuing over the pleasant or pleasurable fight with their 
mounds of lulu or sleeping off the many pints of beer 
downed earlier on. The traffic is light on the roads. Few 
vehicles going out of Accra and fewer still coming into 
the hustJe and bustle of the metropolis of Accra. So it 
was that we (meaning two sons aged 11 years and 9 years, 
and a nephew aged 12 years, and n set out from Accra 
on 20th August on the first stage of our holidays. We 
spell! the first nigbt in Cape Coast. 

On Monday the 21st of August we were on our way 
to the Western Region of Ghana. having left Cape Coast 
at 8.30 hours. At Takoradi we stopped to look at the 
sights and to ha\'c a cold drink at the Harbour View 
Hotel. At 10.45 hours we started off for the Busua 
Pleasure Beach in tbe Ahanta district of the Western 
Region. We could not have chosen a more auspicious 
day to reach that beach. as it happened to be the final 
day of a festival. We bad arrived at the tail end of the 
festival of Kuntum. or Kundum as the Ahantas them
selves pronounce it. 

The Omanhene of Busua , appilrently the premIer 
chid in Ahanta District, sat in state and received ho
mage from tbe cbiefs and elders in the afternoon, There 
was an 'Afternoon Jump' by the Pick-Ups band 
which went on till 22,)0 hours! We just could not get 
away from soul music and the Skid dance. No. the lads 
and lasses were not from the Apollo Theatre in Accra 
hut Ahantas. Some, of course, have seen and gone places 
but a good many too have virtually stayed in the Ah:mta 
district all these yean. I do not know whether this is 
progress or not but obviously and healthily thcir ambi
tions are those of the town dwellers and their hopes 
the same as people of the big towns, Surely they must 
share in the general frustration that now abounds in the 
}outh. Are we nurturing a nation of pill-swallowers and 
neurotics1 I reftected. 

The Busua Pleasure Beach is I suppose one of the nicest 
stretches of beach in Ghana that unfortunately is poorly 
patronised by Gbanaians, I gathered, The road to Busua 
is not bad, and lies seven miles from Agona Junction. The 
three miles are untarred but reasonably good. The mana
gement provides electricity by a small generating plant. 
Unfortunately the management is unable. to serve the 
town of Busua itself WIth electricity, so that it is clothed 
in darkness at night whilst the Pleasure Beach side 
winl.s lighu, even if they are only dIm ones. The .ma
nagement also provides good drinking water obtained 
from Takoradi. 

All this basic expenditure is naturally reflected in the 
pnce to the consumer and thi! i! not ch~p eithe~, On 
the 23rd August one of the national daIlies ,earned , a 
short piece entitlod~ "8usua named as potentIal toun~t 
centre", Like so many tourist ventures it seem! t~ me the 
Ghanaliln is not considered in their calculations. If 
electr;c;ity and pipe-borne water can be dehvercd to 

Husua (the district deserves these amentlie.s anyway) 
then the pleasure beach can share in tbese and the 
tariffs will be much lower than they are at the moment. 
Kard working and underpaid Gbanaians can also then 
enjoy two weeks away from their work and their homes 
to recbarge their batteries, as it were, for anotber aruel
ling twelve months. Busua is not the only place that 
needs to be developed (or such holiday resorts. Cer
tainly ElminalCape Coast. Winneba. Pram pram. Lake 
Bosumtwi and the Vamongo Game Reserve, amongst 
others. need urgent and priority attention. The dollars 
and deutscbmarks, but perbaps not the yens, will yet 
roll in. in their numbers, when that is done; moreover, 
Ghanaians too can enjoy the little that is left of plea
sure in high pressurised Gbana-today. 

Talking about newspaper reports about festivals and 
such things, it does not cease to amaze me the number 
of newspaper men and photographers that give coverage 
to such event! only to take a thir'd of a column for a 
whole day's affair in the newspapen. One can only bope 
the newspaper archives are bulgin, with material for 
some budding sociologist to fall upon to produce a mal
ni6cent social commentary for his thesis. We cannot 
have too many doctors, you know. even though they 
may not all be the healing type! 

The next stop on our trip through the Western regio[l 
was Axim, a distance of 45 miles from Sekondi. The 
new Axim road is one of the best in the country, save 
for one dangerous curve. 

Axim is a smaU hilly town with some of the fine quaU· 
ties of small towns. Everybody seems to know everybody, 
as shown by the interminable salutations and courtcsies. 
It lacks electricity and it is less than three yean .10 

that it was blessed with pipe borne water, There i. a 
senerator which supplies the electricity . needs of ~e 
hospital and the senior govemment olficlals. There 11 

another small generating plant run by the Town De
\"elopm~nt Committee. which also supplies a few others. 

Fort San Antonio, an imposin& white fortress, guards 
the sea approaches of Axim. overlooking the gulf of 
Guinea in which stanas the lighthouse on a small 
island. At low tide one could walk from the FO.rt to 
the Lighthouse. a distance of about a mile. I enJoyed 
my trip round the Fort with the caretaker~ 1 tru.st the 
histo!), he gave u! was authentic. I am, still tryIng to 
cbeck the veracity of the fact of the mile long tunnel 
between the Fort aod the Lighthouse. It seems to me 
the Department of Monuments and Museums should 
employ somehow a more aaequate guide. I do not fear 
for myself. but I am concerned about the children who 
accompanied me.r hope their history teachers would 
have no cause to pillory them for answers they gIve 
based on that lecture. 

Night life is practically non-existent. Tn t~is connection 
Abura Dunkwa with its one night club IS on~ up on 
Axim, H wa.s disappointing not to find a tennlS court. 
What has happened to the good Old. school. teachers 
who were the soul and life of places hke Axlm1 They 
were the tennis players and the ballroom danctrs of 
decades not so long gone by. 

Axim is the capital of the Evalues and the Nzimas. 
And how that sman town of 5.619 people (1960 ctnsus) 
l'an boast of two paramount chiefs puzzle.s me. lb..esc. 
li re the paramount chiefs of Upper and Lower AXlm: 
I am of course leaVIng out of act:ount the paramount 
!.-hid of Nsein about one mile away. 
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You cannot stay in Axim for even a day without 
realising its historic and commercial past. The Light
house on i~ island is one reminder of the Kankanben 
(clippe rs) that put into Axim in those days. The great 
bUildIngs evidential of the great commercial past include 
'Hwc mma mmpro" (Be ca reful not to stumble whilst 
look.ing at its magnificence) now in a state of disrepair. 
The co.::onul trees remind you of the copra industry of 
the I wcntic~. The beach ~t Awunakrom ~tudded with 
1'000 timber, thro\\-s into focus the great part that lA
du::,try played in the economy of the Gold Coast. Those 
were the days of the Timber King, Paa Grant: those 
were the days when timber came down in rafts along 
the Anl..obra to the estuary. into the Gulf of Guinea. 
Arc those days gone forc\'er, never to be ;ecalled? 

"I he next town in the We.stem Region we visited was 
Tarkwa. the gold mining centre. One of the impressive 
thingJo tholt hIts the eye whilst on the southcrn 
approaches to Tarkwa is the difference between the 
hou!>lng for the fonner European Mines employees and 
that of the Africans. The bungalows of the Europ:an 
bos."e\ are spaciously studded along the ridge, presenting 
a beautIful pIcture In contrast to the barracks of the 
African employees, WIth a single room or two for who'e 
families. I can see. with my mind's eye their bos,>es 
lordIng It over all they could survcy with their e}ic~ 
Our gold was taken away together with our soul.:; an~ 
our dignity. 

The rains continue to come down as expe.cted in the 
TarL.wa area. The other sure expectation is the grinding 
to a halt of the once prosperous town of Tarkwa. The 
Tarl..wa Club. a shadow of its fonner self, is crumbling 
And the e<;O.OOO or so Nur"es School IS not being used. 
as It has not been, since 1965. The Ministry of Health 
has not heard of the "Economic War" nor of the idea 
that all available resources must be utilized to the rna· 
",(Imum. Why cannot the hospital extend its services into 
the bUilding imlead of letting it lie idle? At the very 
lea"t the cramped condItions of Tarkwa Hospital as at 
pre~cnt will be relieved . 

It was unfortunate that we could not visit Esiama 
With its rice factory, Nkroful with the tomb of Kwame 
Nkrumah and Half Assim the border town. This was 
bo.:au~e the engine of the ferry had conked out and 
even though we could have crossed in a canoe, the. road 
beyond Axim was such that 1 could not take my car. 
In Ihe~ days of owning one car Crom the start of em· 
plo~'ment to retirement and be),ond, he would be a fool 
who would listen to the ad\ice of other kind and suf· 
fering worLen. It is a crying shame that the pontoon 
!l.hould go out of ser ... iee for one month before getting 
It repam:d because of lack of spare parts. The ferry is 
on a most important trunk road . if It can be called 
'1uch. and in a revolutionary era heads should roll. 
literally speaking. if there are such breakdowns. Did 
any head roll? No. Now I can only hope this deficiency 
In my Itinerary will be made good in the not too dis· 
lant future. 

The Wiaw'Io BrQ is another part of the Western 
R .. 'tiC'n that 1 could not viSIt. That was also for the same 
"e-"" of the poor "tate of the roads and partly that 
1 ,,~ onl), a short time at my disposal 

(TO BE CONTl~"l.. ED) 

For The Record 
Saturday, February 10 

CbidlS Demand Shares in Mining 

THE Nationa l House of Chiefs is to present a memo· 
randum to the government asking that the various 
traditional councils should be allowed to acquire shares 
In both Ghanaian and foreign timber and mlOlOg com· 
JXlnies operatin,s in the country. 
Su~h a measure, It is felt. will make the councils 

economically sound and will enable them to carry out 
more projects without government assistnnce. 

Speaking on the; subject, Nana Sic Tsibu Darko, 
Omanhene of Assin·Attandansu Tradit ional Area and 
chairman of the Land an'd Skin Committee of the 
House said, "Traditional Councils which are the land 
owners of these mining and timber areas have for too 
long been exploited and it is time the owners derived 
some benefits from these lands". 

Firreeo Senicemt'O Dismissed 

A statement issued in Accra by the Public Relations 
Directorate of the Ministry of Dclence revealed that 
fifteen service personnel had been dismissed in recent 
times from the. Ghana Anned Forces "for behaviour 
contrary to military rules and regulations". 

The statement also said that preliminary disciplinary 
:'ction had been in~tituted again :10 Air Force Lieutenant 
alleged to have arrested some police officers at the 
Adabr:lka Police Station on January 28 this year. The 
"ffieer concerned was under arrest and. if the enquiry 
I.OW going on confinned his guilt and that of others in· 
\"ohcd. appropriate dIsciplinary action would be taken. 

Tu~by, February 13 

ChaDI:OJ in ~ric. Ministry 

COL. r:. G. Dernasko in an address to heads of Agricul
tUr:J.1 units at the \1ini stry today, announced a Car· 
reaching re·organi~ation of the Ministry. Two divisions, 
administrative and professional, ha\'e been created with· 
in the \linistry. The admmistrative division is to be 
headed by the Principal Secretary and the professional 
dl\ision by a Director of Agliculture. 

Three departments ha\'e also bce.n set UP. namely, 
the depa rtm~nts of Operations. Plarming and Extension 
Scf\ices. 

A number of lOp agricultural officers in Accra ha~ 
.r:1so been posted to the region.,; as part of the re·orglni. 

~ation. 

11luriday, February IS 

Si~ Timber Finm Baaned 

SIX (oreign·o .... "cd tImber buying and exporting com· 
panies haye been disqualified from operating in the 
country's tImber tr:J.de for failing to register. incorporate 
and transfer into Ghana a minimum of ¢300.000 as their 
\.orking capital. 

The disqualification which was announced today by 
1 t ·Col. N. A. Odartey Wellington. Executive Chairman 
C'f the TImber MarLetinl Board. takes immediate effect 
becaU'iC the firms were informed of the new r~ire. 
menls of the board as far back as No\'Cmber last year. 

The Board has appointed 38 new exporters, mostly 
Ghanaians, to handle the timber export trade for the 
o\·crseas countnes 
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The trend is to 

• 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette • 

I 

To·day more and more go·ahead 
people are changing to Embassy . 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because they arc milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma . 

•• f.; 

'" 

Embassy are the popular chOice 
because they give smoking satis· 
faction . A growing number of dis· 
cerning smokers go for Embassy 
DO YOU ? 

Elnbas sy the m ilder, smoother cigarette 

• 

• , 
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Editorials 

WANTED: A SINGLE NATIONAL DAY 

GHANA now sports three separate annual national holidays . 
The first, by calendar chronology rather than history, is 
the 13th of January and may be called "Redemption" Day; 
the second is 24th February, "Liberation" Day; and the third, 
6th March, "Freedom" or "Independence" Day. (In real 
chronological terms, the order should of course read exactly 
in re\·erse.) Since we live in an era of instant everything, in
cluding instant history, anyone with even half a care about 
his life and times knows why Ghana has these three holidays, 
and what each of the terms "freedom", "Liberation" and 
"redemption" means in our contemporary context. There 
was even a threat of our adding two more to the present 
three, separately celebrating republicanism and the return 
to civilian rule. Fortunately. those cups passed from us. 

Two objections exist against our having all these national 
holidays, which, after aU, are in addition to the long established 
public ones shared with other nations. The first is that three 
are too many, and come too close to one another. Not only 
that: they follow right after Christmas, "Boxing" Day and 
the New Year, aod then also lead right into the great Easter 
week-eod- this being the one that lasts from about noon on 
Thursday until midnight on Monday, and is nicknamed 
by some the "lost week-end"! .... What all this means is 
that bet\veen 25th December and a date in late March, or in 
April, we are on formal holiday on six separate occasions and 
nrne working days. Thus we have the first four months of the 
the year tom to shreds by these recurrent occasions of work 
stoppage and merrymaking, in a country which has suffered 
for decades from chronic under-production in most areas of 
the economy. Now, a bout of frivolity every so often must 
be good even for the most serious souls, we agree; but too 
much of it tends in our opinion to make fools out of otherwise 
intelligent people. 

What has been said so far adds up to our first objection 
to so many holidays; it is a tangible, concrete objection. 
The second is an intangible, non- utilitarian but decisive one. 

• It is this. While we have at the moment three national holidays, 
we have no National Day, so des ignated and in its own 
exclusive right. This is because the true meaning, significance, 
and standing of a national day are emasculated and frittered 
away by an indefinable, feckless rivalry among our three 
existing national holida)s : more than that, it is because two 
of these three do obscure the issue for the third, which by aU 
definable criteria and e\en by our current gestures should be 

. 
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our one and only National Day. It is, surely, 
only arguing the obvious when we say that the 
6th of March is the only day on the Ghanaian 
calendar that qualifies for the title under discussion. 

In the case of the other two, the 13th of January 
and the 24th of February. their claims to national
universal attlchmcnt and acceptlnce are not as 
unencumbered as those of the 6th of March. On 
this day in 1957 we threw off the humiliation 
and shame of colonial subjection to a foreign 
people; on each of the other two days, in 1966 
and 19i1 respecli\cly, "e mc:cly cjc.::ted 3 national 
gO\crnment that had failed the people who put 
them there. Thl.: two ",Ct3 of criteria and the values 
here involved differ crucially and cannot be 
be equated. We ought, in short, to accept the 
occasion of our riddance of the yol..c of colonialism 
as the one national event that merits our full and 
exclusive devotion, that dcst:rves celebration in the 
form of a Nattonal Day of which there can be no 
duplkate. For the events of 6th March 1957 
were unique and will not be repeated, whereas 
getting rid of the Nkrumah regime by force in 
1966 was only the first of two military interventions 
in civiJjan alfairs. In Dahomey, incidentally. there 
have been five such interventions! 

As viewed by the Obsencr, therefore, the 
position can be summarized as follows: first, we 
have too many public holidays overall; secondly, 
we have too many national holidays and DO exclusi
vely designated National Day; thirdly, one of the 
three existing national holidays does qualify for 
dedication as such a Day. It is our feeling, from 
aU this, that we should keep remembering the 
24th of February and the 13th of January and sho
uld recognize them in some way on the appropriate 
occasion each time, but not by taking 8. holiday 
from work and production; secondly, that we 
should now once and for all enthrone the 6th of 
March (this year's "edition" of which we have 
just celebrated) as Ghana's only National Day, 
observed annually with dignity as wetl as with 
discreet merrymaking. 

------
"FREEDOM DAY" ACTS OF GOVERN

MENT 

In supJ:ort of the casc m:lde out abovc fo. t~e 
6th March anniversary, we cite the fact that the 
N.R.C. has again just made the most significant 
gestures that can be made on national anniversaries. 
The Chairman. in the name of the Council and 
acting in his capacity as Head of State, has granted 
amnesty to prisoners, commuted death sentences, 
released political detainees, and, lastly, awarded 

national honours to twenty~four persons consi
sidered to have rendered conspicuous service to 
Ghana in one way or another over varying 
periods of time. 

As usual, everyone with an awareness of the 
great issues of public interest must be appreciative 
of these acts of government. Whether all prisoners 
granted amnesty or commutation deserve that 
degree of clemency or not is a matter for private 
philosophical or iegllistic s?Cculation; and whether 
re!casc from detention bears any relevance or has 
any effect on guilt or innocence in those relclsed 
is likewise a quc~tion on which concerned citizens 
may exercise their mor.)1 or othe. judgmcnt, but 
may do nothing else except p.!rhaps rejoice in 
some cases and agonize quietly in othc.s. As far 
as the g'~neral health of t!"te state and of the people 
is com.erned, bO""'ever, such acts of nltional 
governments are always predominantly more ga.in. 
ful than otherwise. 

Especially in the case of released political 
detainees, there is the urgent business of recon
ciliation and reintegration to be consid'!red. And 
not mere social integration, but a rejoining the 
forces engaged in the national task of construction 
and reconstruction. Particularly needed are 
aU those ex-politicians who, not being guilty of 
repugnant crimes against the state or against 
their own people, are also men and women of 
ability. knowledge or special skills. As for those 
who knowingly or unknowingly might have put 
their hand to wrong doing, a just society has just 
laws under which to deal with them. 

It is particularly pleasant to welcome those 
whom the state has been delighted to honour 
this year. May the gods forfend that Ghana should 
ever come. by these presents, to create new social 
classes in our society, already burdened with the 
problem of privilege versus unprivilege; so it is our 
hope that this is not what our national honours 
system is going to do. Recognition of merit 
or service, in the form of a badge, a medal, a 
scroll or citation, wjU not, we hope, eventually 
create a new aristocracy, complete with new 
titles, new estates, and new accents by which to 
determine levels or degrees of aristocracy! Our 
state honours, we trust, will mark out unglaringly 
a group of modest men and women who would 
s~ile at their medals, shake m:my hands, h3\'e a 
drink, and go home- to continue serving Ghana 
now. We congratulate this year's winners, be they 
popular footballers, astute businessmen winning 
foreign exchange for Ghana, or distinguished 
musicians full of years and humanity. May they 
and Ghana's national honours remain inspiring, 
and modest. 
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The ""Ghana Commercial Bank IS at the 
head of Ghana's financing bUSiness. We 
actually control over 60 per cent·of 
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Administration 
REORGANISATION OF THE MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE: POSTS, SALARIES AND 

MOTIVATION 

By 

E. Bortei-Doku 

AT loNG last we have seen a break-through in the 
stagnant situation that had plagued the Ministry 
of Agriculture since the first years of independence. 
The 14th of February reorganisation that was 
reported in the daily papers was a major at
tempt to halt the agricultural brain drain in the 
ministry. which had concentrated all our top grade 
agricultural personnel in Accra, This drain had 
been necessitated by the multiplication of divisions 
in the ministry over the last tcn years, to suit 
every conceivable area of agricultural development. 

It is important to observe, however, that this 
reorganisation, although very welcome, will not 
solve the problem and will not achieve its objective, 
jf it does not take into account the motivations 
of the "top grade' stafTwho are expected to functioD 
as new regional heads in the country; especiaUy 
if some of them feel that they are being penalised. 
in spite of what the authorities say. No reorgani
sation can please everybody. but the present one 
can at least command popular support from the 
stafT and can provide m~jmum incentives for 
action, jf some of the traditional disadvantages 
associated with staying outside Accra have now been 
seriously considered and remedied. Some of these 
disadvantages are: low status of staff outside 
Accra, salary differences. children's educational 
problems, and scarce amenities. 

Reversing Previous Thinking 

It has been common practice in the mlllJstry 
to assign inferior status to staff posted outside 
Accra. just to ensure that they are sufficiently sub
ordinated to head-quarters staff for the purposes 
of administration. This practice also ensured that 
nothing happened outside Accra without the 
knowledge and authority of the capital organi
sation. It seems the objective of this reorgani
sation is to reverse this type of thinking, to give 
greater initiative to regional heads, and to make 
them more autonomous in problem solving and 
decision making. 

If this assumption of the objective is correct' 
one would strongly suggest that the authorities 
take a second look at the post created for Regional 
Agricultural Heads, and designate that post to 

rellect the status it deserves. One is in full apeo 
ment with the creation of the post of Director or 
Agriculture in the Ministry. I am. however, pro
p'osing that those who will work with the director 
in Accra should be designated assistant directors, 
and tbat the post of deputy director should go 
to the regional head. A person. posted to the 
region can either be appointed deputy director 
or can be made to act, according to his present 
grade. 

One's efficiency in agricultural planning and 
administration improves with local knowledge and 
experience. The practice of attracting pcnonnel 
to Accra for the purposes of promotion is de
trimental to agricultural development. Our 
objective should be to make it unnecessary for 
a person to struggle to go to Accra, when be is 
still needed to apply his e;.r;perience to the develop
ment of his region. I believe that the post of 
deputy director at the regional level would give a 
sufficient incentive to our most senior agriculturists. 
and would persuade them to build up their agri
cultural careers in the regions instead of wishing 
to come to Accra. If this can be done, the re
organisation would lay a permanent foundation. 
for the more efficient usc of our manpower in 
the agricultural development of the country. 

The Race 10 AtcnI 

The next point is salary, Status difference is 
obviously related to salary difference. and tbe 
director and deputy directors would earn more 
than the assistant director$. I am suggesting 
that the salary differences between the deputy 
director in the region and the assistant in Accra 
should be significant enough to make it not worth· 
while to want to end one's career in Accra. for 
income purposes . 

Another social factor which has been responsible 
for the race to Accra is the education of ODe'S 

children. The system of education in this country 
is such that one is compelled to gravitate towards 
a centre where he can get a special preparatory 
or "international' school for his children. I do not 
pretend to see a solution to this serious problem. 
but at least it should be recognised as a national 
handicap. 

1 have discussed factors which have kept some 
of our most important resource persons in Accra. 
I believe that it is possible to create conditions 
in the regions favourable enough to attract trained 
agriculturists to stay in the regions, making it 
unnecessary to transfer to Accra at aU cost. One 
hopes that if action is taken on at least the 
regional post and the salary differencc. a firm 
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foundation would have been laid for the best 
utilisation of our human resources. 

Editors Note: See letters oa 
"Cbanging of the Guard" and 
"}losting of the Agriculturist", 

in "LettersH 

Social 
GOVERNMENT RENT CONTROL POllCY 

By 

J. N. A. Kpakpoe-Glover 

ON Thursday, 17th August, 1972, an Accra daily 
carried on its front page a news item which sought 
to set out government policy on rent. It was 
an order from Colonel Victor Coker-Appiah. 
then Commissioner for Local Governmentl that 
landlords in the country shou1d reduce their rents 
by 20% with effect from I.t September. 

The argument appeared to be that property 
rates had been reduced by 20 % and therefore 
landlords were to reduce their rents by the same 
percentage. Property rates, in Ghana, form a 
small proportion of the rental value of the houses 
and it was hard to see the logicality of the argument 
that landlords should reduce their rents by 20 % 
because rates had been reduced by the same 
margm. 

Before the order became operative it was sus
pended indefinitely because it was felt that the 
indiscriminate application of the 20% cut in rents 
would not achieve the desired purpose, i.e. relieving 
hardships on tenants. 

In place of this order Col. Victor Coker-Appiah • 
now Commi,sioner for Works and Housing, 
was reported in another daily paper, on 17th Janua
ry, 1973, as having announced new directives on 
rent restriction with effect from 1st February, 
and that a new decree to give legal backing was 
to be issued soon. 

The following schedule shows the maximum 
recommended rents for different types and sizes 
of rooms : 

Type • 

I. Sandcrete ot Land-
crete Buildings 

2. Wooden, Swisb 
and Iron Sheet 
Building. 

Room Size Rent (Max.) 

12' x 12' 
12' x 10' 

• 
10' x 10' 

12' x 10' 
10' x 10' 

!Z7.50 
!Z6.50 
!Z5.50 

!Z4.50 
!Z3.50 

Comparatively. this new directive is better 
than the previous order as it provides for graduated 
rent cuts and takes into consideration the sizes 
of rooms and the materials used in the construction 
in fixing the maximum rents. It is however in
adequate as it fails to take into account several 
other important factors affecting rental values, 
such as amenities and facilities available and the 
location of property. 

If due regard is not given to some of these 
factors which determine rents in the urban areas, 
the enforcement of this order will produce many 
social and economic problems. At best the policy 
encourages tenants, the beneficiaries, to ask. for 
more state protection; at worst, it stiftes growth 
and development of housing-and simply aggravates 
the present situation. 

The current problem of high rents is not the 
making of the landlords, but rather the effect 
of changes that have been and are taking place 
within the social and economic system. Prominent 
among these changes can be mentioned the drift 
of rural populations to the urban centres, low 
productivity, general rises in prices of goods and 
services. To make landlords the only scapegoats 
is not only ur.fair but also punitive, and it can 
safely be assumed that this is against the spirit 
of the policy. 

The Lower Income Group 

The housing problem is most acutely felt by the 
lower income group, which fonus the largest single 
group in the renter class. The serious consequences 
of the present situation affect the lower income 
group to a greater degree than any other group. 
It bas resulted in overcrowding, insanitary con
ditions and lack of adequate amenities and facilities 
in houses. The lower income group have aLI the 
disadvantages of higher income group housing, 
but none of the advantages. To most of them a 
great proportion of their activities takes place in 
the open air. Their rooms are hot in the afternoons 
and in the evenings hardly offer any comfortable 
spots for rest, and yet they pay about 15.4% of 
their salary as rent. It is interesting to note that 
the figure 15.4% compares favourably with what the 
previous government demanded from those occu
pying government bungalows. 

Investing in lower income housing has been 
a problem for the government, particularly in 
this period when government expenditure is rising 
faster than the revenue will permit, and with these 
legislative interventions investors in lower income 
housing will be less attracted to increase their 
investments. It has to be recognised that although 
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GHANA BROADCASTING 

CORPORATION 

A vacancy exists in the Corporation and applications are invited from 

suitably qualified Ghanaians. 

POST: Director of Television 

QUALIFICATIONS: (i) Either a degree from a recognised University plus a 

minimum of 10 years' experience in a related field, at least 5 years of which 

should have been in an administrative capacity; or 

(ii) A good general education with at least 15 years experience, 5 years 

of which should be in an executive position in a Broadcasting Organisa

tion or in a related field. 

DUTIES: Responsible to the Director-General for all organisational and 

operational aspects of the Televisi:m Programmes Division of the Corpo

ration. Ensures adherence to all Ghana Broadcasting Corporation policies 

pertaining to Television Programmes. Prepares annual estimates and con

trols expenditure. Responsible for the preparation of reports concerning 

the operation. Co-ordinates activities of the various departments within the 

Division. 

METHOD OF Al'PUCATION: Application (together with completed prescribed 

form supplied on request) accompanied by copies of testimonial and ce.rti

ficates should be add.ressed to the Director-Genera!, GHANA BROAD

CASTING CORPORATION, P.O. Box 1633, Accra, to reach him not 

later than 28th February, 1973. Applicants in the Civil Service and other 

Statutory Bodies should subntit their applications through their Heads of 
Department. 

NOTE: Those who had applied previously need not apply again. 
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as much capital investment is required for lower 
income housing as for higher income housing, 
the returns for the latter tend to be higher. whilst 
maintenance and bills (which have to be met 
from the rent income) are higher in the case of 
lower income housing ; and yet it is this income 
which the government seeks to control or restrict. 

In addition to these , problems of rent defaul
ting, disputes with landlords, etc, make investment 
in low-income housing less attractive to genuine 
investors. As a result, most of the investors are 
inclined to invest in houses that attract tenants 
in the higber income groups. A look at the trends 
of housing development in areas such as Airport
Roman Ridge, North Kaneshie, Tesano and the 
area opposite Accra Academy on the Winneba 
Road In Accra, and Stadium Area , Nhiaso , 
and Dichemso in Kumasi , will illustrate the above 
points. 

Solutions to the Problem 

landlords who had already invested in lower 
income housing and can no longer. meet expenses 
on maintenance and repairs, and who have to 
contend with tenants' delinquencies, are withdraw
ing their houses as dwellings and putting them 
to other uses. such as rest houses, night clubs and 
hotels. The result of all this is that not only is 
investment m lower income housing provided 
at the very minimum, but also the existing stocks 
of that type of accommodation are diminishing. 
With more people from the rural areas coming 
to the towns, the problem increases both in scope 
and content. 

Our own experience of price control of goods 
and commodities should have given us an JD

wcation that we cannot solve this problem by 
way of controlling or restricting rents by legis
lation , Instead, government policies should be 

LUCTOR LIMITED 

P.O. Box 392, Kum"i. 

P.O. Box S097, Accra 

FOR : 

OERTLING 
ANALYTICAL AND TOP-PAN 
BALANCES 
Maintenance facilities available. 

Tel: 2983 

Tel: 21455 

geared towards improving habits of saving and 
investment, those which can generate massive 
investment in housing by individuals, groups of 
individuals al'ld co-operatives. [t IS a problem 
whose solution lies in government initiative but 
not in the direction of rent control. 

Government initiative does not necessarily 
mean dIrect government participation. The Ghana 
Housing Corporation, Tema Development Cor
poration and the proposed Bank for Housing 
and Construction are all evidence of government 
initiative in this direction. The Ghana Housing 
Corporation whose activities cover the whole coun
try has not made its impact as far as lower income 
housing is concerned, after 15 years of exrstence. 
It will therefore be necessary for the government 
to direct the potential credit-granting institutions. 
such as the Commercial Banks, the First Ghana 
Building Society. and the Stato Insurance Corpo
ration, to step up their activities as far as 
investment in low·income housing is concerned. 

The Roof Loans Scheme recommended by the 
U.N. Housing Mission to Ghana, and operated 
poorly by the Ghana Housing Corporation l» 
cause of weakness in the administrative machinery. 
should be reorganised properly to cover the urban 
areas too. 

Mobilisation of Resources 

Large companies such as United Africa Com
pany Ltd., Kumasi Brewery Ltd., Overseas 
Breweries Ltd. and Pioneer Tobacco Company. 
must be encouraged to take ao active part in the 
development of housing estates for their lower 
mcome workers and. if possible, state owned 
corporations such as GIHOC should also be 
urged to do the same. 

Although we can easily pic.k out availability 
of credit facilities as the single factor which has 
persistently stiDed investment in housing in Ghanl 
there are many others, such as absence of industries 
prod{Jcing building materials cheaply by uSing 
local raw materials, problems of land acquisition. 
provision for water. electricity, sewerage, access , 
roads, etc. These problems can be better solved , 
in the case of higher income groups, where the 
State has bwldmg schemes, e.g. East Cantonments 
and Airport Residential Area. There can be a 
modification of these schemes to help solve the 
problem of low mcome housing. 

Development of the country's natural resources 
such as lime, clay and timber should be given 
priority in our national development programmes. 
as they ha've been proved through research aDd 
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other studies as capable of withstanding our 
weather bettcr than imported building materials 
and components. 

As a first step towards finding solutions to OUT 

housing problem, it is essential tbat the problem 
itself, in an its ramifications, should be seriously 
studied. It would be worthwhile for government to 
take the initiative in this respect by establishing an 
expert committee to undertake this as a matter of 
urgency. Such a committee, [ would suggest, should 
comprise competent Ghanaians from the following 
fields and disciplines: sociology, geography. plan
ning, land economy. architecture, civil engineering, 
geology ...... Its membership must include, among 
others, the University of Science and Technology, 
the Building and Road Research Institute of the 
C.S.l.R., the Town and Country Planning Secreta
riat of the Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resour
ces (Lands Department). The Development Plan
ning Secretariat of the Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning can be made to coordinate the 
activities of the committee, whose task should be 
to study the problem exhaustively and recommend 
a realistic housing policy for the country. 

The Economy 

• 
SHORTAGES - WHAT ARE TIlE CAUSES? 

By 

W. S. K. Agbemawokla 

THERE has been much concern about the phe
nomenon of shortages of some particular commo
dities in the country. The pages of the newspapers 
continue to be filled with discourses on this sub
ject. M any people link the problem with the 
activities of hoarders and smugglers, and, quite 
recently, with "conditional seUers". Milk, toilet 
soaps, detergents, pepsodent-all of them locally 
produced commodities-are in sporadic supply. 
The list increases and the commodities change 
frequently. Some weeks ago, it was matchets and 
beer: some days ago it was some brands of 
cigarette. Now it is cement. 

The government as well as every well-meaning 
individual is much concerned about this state of 
affairs, and rightly so. While holding no brief 
for the smugglers and hoarders in our midst, I feel 
strongly that the blame apportioned to this group 
of deviants io our SOCiety is disproportionate to 
the effective smuggling and hoarding going on. 
I feel that though we cannot exonerate these 

wrongdoers, we also cannot rule out the pro
bability of finding causes elsewhere. 

In the Ghanaian Times of 22nd November, 1972, 
it was reported that Food Specialities (Ghana) Ltd., 
Tema, was producing 307,000 tins of Ideal Eva
porated Milk daily. This figure, according to the 
author's computation, was 25 per cent more than 
our daily requirement. To attribute milk shortages 
solely to smuggling and hoarding implies that 
thousands of such tins are being carted away 
illegally across the country's frontiers. This must 
be a voluminous trade which would require quite 
a number of vehicles and much more laxity in 
our border controls than what we usually hear of 
it. Then there is also the case of "Ghana-Portland" 
cement. Shall we blame its shortage, too, solely on 
the activities of smugglers and hoarders? 

Raw Material Substitution 

In the first budget of the N.R.C. the government 
re-instituted the export bonus. By it, the government 
pays in cedis a percentage of the export earnings to 
firms which export some specified commodities. 
The objective is to encourage firms which manu
facture the commodities which come under the 
scheme to export more of their products than 
they have been doing hitherto, and thereby in
crease the foreign exchange earnings of the in
dustrial sector and reduce our age-old over-de
pendence on cocoa. Note should be taken, how
ever, that no significant increase has been made 
on the allocation of foreign exchange for the 
import of industrial raw material. Instead, there 
has been a call for self-reliance in raw materials. 
Finns which will not be self-sufficient in locally 
produced industrial raw materials will in future 
not be granted import licences. 

A study of efficiency utilization in manufac
turing, on a sample of forty firms in 1968, showed 
that the most efficient ones were operating at a' 
capacity of 50 to 60 per cen4 while the inefficient 
ones had a capacity utilization of 35 per cent. 
This under-utilization of capacity was largely 
attributable to insufficiency of industrial raw 
materials and lack of machinery spare parts, 
all of which had to be bOUght and paid for in 
scarce foreign exchange. When, therefore, raw 
materials are obtained locally, this is to the good. 

But if the "raw materials substitution" strategy 
is pursued with characteristic revolutionary fervour, 
the immediate outcome would be that Ghanaians 
wiU have to pay their per-unit price for Shoddy 
goods; shoddy because using the locally procured 
raw materials, without the requisite immediate 
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technological adjustments. means both qualitative 
and quantitative reduction in output. The quali~ 
talive fall in output plus the rise in the per-unit 
price of output will lead ultimately to a fall in 
exports, because our already high priced goods 
will not stand up on the competitive foreign 
market. 

While the adjustments and rc·adjustments are 
in progress there is a high probability that all the 
affected commodities will be in adequate supply 
in the country. 1 do not mean that "raw 
materials substitution" is inadvisable. My con· 
lention is that it must be instituted gradually. 
with a long term perspective. Or else there will be 
shortages, high prices and a fall in e'ports. 

The government's reluctance in granting 
enough import licences to manufacturing firms 
may be said to be reducing further the already 
low capacity utilization of the firms. One would 
have wished that rather than idolizing trade 
surpluses the government would grant adequate 
foreign exchange to our import-substituting firms , 
to make sure of a steady and sufficient flow of 
goods from the factories. After all, the essence 
of holding money is that it can be spent; reserves 
sitting in the vaults of banks in London are of no 
practical importance to the ordinary man who 
enters a shop and is faced with empty stalls. 

Effects of Export Bonus 

One may also pry into tbe effect of the export 
bonus scheme on the a\,ailabiJjty of commodities 
on the market. Suppose in his bid to benefit from 
the scheme an entrepreneur succeeds in securin, 
markets elsewhere. Suppose further that by calcu
lation he estimates that his expected receipts on a 
unit of hIs product on the foreign market are IO 
per cent more than his expectations in Ghana . 
If he earns an export bonus of 10 per cent, then 
his total receipts are 20 per cent higher than wha t 
he would have earned had he marketed all his 
products in Ghana. The percentage gains could 
be rugher than this. The more he exports, the more 
he gains. What prevents this entrepreneur from 
exporting 90 per cent of his products. leaving a 
mere 10 per cent on the home market? 

In the Mirror of 18th February, 1972. it wa~ 
reported that Panhros Salts (Ghana) Ltd. exported 
6,500 tons of salt to Upper Volta. But we are all 
aware of the current shortage of granulated salt
the product of Panbros-on the market. This is the 
case in our country! We do not have enough 
to go round, but we export and queue for the very 
limited quantity scattered intermittently here and 
there. While 'Omo', 'Surf', 'Lux' and 'Pepsodent', 

• 

which we make here, are not always available in the 
quantity we want them, shops in neighbouring 
countries are filled with these commodities. We 
pride ourselves on having exported so many tons of 
yams, while we at the same time pull faces when 
we are told that a tuber of yam costs & pesewas! 

Has the government any means of assuring 
itself that the home demand is first met before 
export markets are supplied? If not, then it must 
not worry about shortages, because. they are 
partly by-products of its own economic policies. 
While it must not relax in its efforts to clamp down 
on hoarders, smugglers and conditional seUeTS. 
the government wilt find it a rewarding undertaking , 
to consider seriously other methods of combating 
the phenomenon of shortages. 

Observer Notebook 
.------. 

Taking Higber Justice to 
the Regions 

A RATHER severe handicap under which the 
administration of justice has laboured in this 
country ever since the establishment of the ap
pellate system of justice has been the undue 
centralisation of appeals in the nation's capital. 
The former appeals to the West African Court 
or Appeal ("WACA") and to the Judicial Com
mittee of the Privy Council were abolished soon 
after the attainment of political independence 
After these abolitions, the litigant's last resort 
was to the Supreme Court, sitting in Accra only 
and now the Supreme Court has been abolished 
and replaced with the Court of Appeal as the 
court of last resort. With the establishment of the 
Civil Division of the Court of Appeal in the 
Ashanti and Brong-Ahafo capitals in the very 
recent past. a new chapter has been opened in this 
all important matter of the centralisation of 
appeals in Accra. 

It appears tbat the new move is aimed directly 
at coming to the aid of the htigant by eliminating 
tbe necessity for making long. tedious and expensive 
journeys to Accra for the simple but crucial purpose 
of seeking a final judicial pronouncement on his 
cause. The Obsener would like to place on record 
its unreserved commendation of the new move, 
which should be seen as truly revolutionary or 
new thinking about the important matter of 
appeals. And the ract that both the Acting Cluer 
Justice and the Attorney-General graced the 
occasion of the opening of the new regional 
Civil Division of the Court of Appeal shows 
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the legitimate importance "hich is officially at
tached to this new mo\c. 

1t is refreshing to note that a system of centrali
sation which was merely in blind imitation of the 
British system has now been seen to be of little 
service in our community, where the conditions 
are \'astly different from those obtaining in the 
country of OUT former colonial masters. As with all 
national experiments. the recent innovation calls 
for careful circumspection to ensure that the 
experiment achieves the purpose for which it was 
mtroduced and is made to serve the best interests 
of the people morc closely concerned with it. This 
consideration leads us to draw attention to some 
of the more important problem areas to 

whIch great thought must be continuollsly given. 

First, it is of the utmost importance that the 
litigant should reap benefits in terms of physi cal 

convenience and a reduction in travelling ex
penses from the new experiment. The question 

arise~ : Will good and experienced members of 
(he bar who happen to be based in tbe nation 's 
capital be willing to tra\el to the regions without 
adding prohibitive costs to the litigant's bill? No 
one can reasonably expect a busy practitioner 
iO Accra to go to Bolgatanga or Sunyani for one 
week without the assurance of adequate com
pensation for his trouble. PerHaps the answer 
to this problem is to hope for the gradual establish
ment in all regional capitals of appellate lawyers 
who will not have to travel far to handle civil 
appeals. 

Secondly, the authorities must ensure 

that each Regional Civil Court of Appeal is 

supported by efficient regional appellate re

gistries, which will submit cases that have been 

heard to those responsible for law-reponing with 

some dispatch. The practice, we are informed, 

has been that cases decided in the regions are 

quite often unreported, largely because of ad

nunisrathe difficulties. Yet an efficient system 

of law-reporting is indispensablo to the proper 

administration of justice. Thirdly, it is to be 

hoped that the decentralisation of appeUate 

jurisdiction 10 civil matters will encourage 

tbe decentralisation of legal practitioners. so that 

more and more lawyers of experience and ability 

will make the regions outside Accra their base. 

Finally, the Obsener hopes that the experiment 

will be extended to other regions in the country, 

and that e\'ery effort will be made to ensure the 

smooth operation of the system. 

The Malam Shitta Case 

THE matter of the sale of the Mercedes Benz 
car won by the Bolgatanga night watchman. 
Malam Abduramani Shitta, in the Golden Chance 
Rartle event last November is still exercising 
many minds in the country, a ghost that will not 
be laid. Pressmen and other citizens have now 
taken to wondering: 

I. Whether the car was, after all, a "brand new" 
one (which, if it was, would really have made 
it worth jZ20,OOO-plus); 

2. Whether the government reaUy paid _a large 
proportion of that amount to acquire the 
car as their donation to the raffle; and 

3. whether someone bad not perhaps over
enthusiasticaUy placed the wrong value on it, 
than a second hand car, even of the Mer
cedes make, was worth; this valuation 
being then leaked to the public in order to 

enhance the status of the prize and that of 
the raffle as a whole. 

Now we all know that the Golden Chance 
Raffle is a national event, meant to make maximum 
profit for distribution among a large number of 
worthy charities. We also know that a lot of 
work , and even more of goodwill, goes into its 
organization and execution every year. If in the 
midst of all this, some mistakes are made or errors 

of judgement committed, surely the public would 
understand? 

But the public cannot be expected to under
stand or to forgive being kept permanently in the 
dark as to what happened on this particular 
oeca sion . For they had been led to believe that 
here was a new Mercedes Benz 250 car, priced at 
over SZ20,OOO, being donated as J st Prize in the 
raffle ... In due course a man wins it, but the 
next thing they hear is that someone has bought the 
~20.000 prize car off the winner - a simple, un
lettered Northerner - for less than SZ8,<XX>! 
NaturaUy they get worried and suspicious. They 
think : " Someone ' owes us an explanation, or 
possibly the truer facts about the car" . 

And we agree with them, and with our fellow 
pressmen . Moreover, we think the press has so 
far gh'eD the government . the organizers of the 
rame, and the motor company concerned a very 
fair chance to offer that explanation or' supply the 
truer facts; or perhaps just confirm the old reports. 
but in authentic terms. It wou.ld be far better for 
the authorities named above to do this themselves 
than for the press to gel hold of something which 
may be unecessarily embarrassing to aU concerned. 
The essential altruism and goodwill which en
nobles the charities movement everywhere would 
be jeopardized this way. in this case. 
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The Scandal at tbe Stadium 

SAY it is the rule of law that is needed, or justice 
under law, or respect for law~any formulation 
you like, as long as it means a condition of laY/
government which restores neglected basic rights 
to the citiitn. Whatever you call it, Ghana needs 
today. though admittedly among many other needs, 
a state of legality and of guarantee which would 
enable and even encourage its citizens to take 

• 
officials to court for damages, when such citizens 
are cheated Of in any other way wronged by such 
officials. If citizens of Ghana felt that confident 
about their ability and their rights in this respect, 
many of them would by today have filed suit for 
damages against the whole of the Sports Council 
of Ghana and the management of the National 
Stadium. 

Their complaint would come under several 
heads, among them: 

(I) Breach of contract: in that they (the complai
pants) bought tickets which guaranteed each 
buyer entrance into the National Stadium, 
together with a seat or a place to stand (by 
accepted contractual practice and common 
understanding), for the purpose of watching a 
football match between Ghana and Nigeria, 
billed for Sunday. 25th February 1973 ; but 
that on the appointed date and place they 
found themselves barred from entry into 
the spectator stands ; 

(2) Personal loss: in that they lost money~ 

in the form of their unaccepted tickets, 
in transport fares (some cases involving 
hundreds of miles of travel), in overnight 
accommodation and meal charges, plus many 

sundry and miscellaneous expenses~by being 
thus deprive,d of the benefit for which they 
had undergone these expenses; 

(3) Assault and battery: in that many had been 
caught in situations in which soldiers and 
police had had to use physical force on 
sections of the disappointed and enraged 
crowds at the barriers, in the course of which 
actions they, the complainants, had suffered 
physical injury; 

(4) Extreme hardship in the form of incoDvenience 
and humiliation: in that they had spent 
weeks planning for their participation in 
this event, and the whole day in obtaining 
their tickets and presenting themselves f?r 
admission into the stands at the appointed 
time and place~only to be turned back from 
the barriers in the conditions already des
cribed above. 

We are su~ that the police, themselves the 
master framers of multiple charges against accused 
persons, could help us find and formulate more 
co~plaint~ .against the accused~ this case, com
plamts aflsmg out of the e1<periences so detailed. 
The point is, that it is absolutely monstrous for 
the stadium and sports authorities to sell hundreds 
of tickets to fans and would-be spectators for 
whom no accomodation is provided or available, 
and wl}o receive such treatment. This was in
furiating enough, on that Sunday the 25th; but 
when with it we were obliged to couple the exper
ience of the scores of strangers and visitors seen 
wandering disconsolately from barrier to barrier. 
with tickets or without, our cup of anger really 
had to run over. 

Ghana ought to have passed and left such 
primitive conditions behind her at least two 
decades ago. 

~--------------

The "Match" Tbey Did Not Miss! 

THE so-called football match which the unfor
tunates described above did not see--and which 
the "fortunates" did~turned out in the event to 

• have been a monumental bore and a complete 
waste of time and trouble. The complainants should 
still try to take the Ghanaian sports and stadium 
authorities to court, if they are willing to try; 
but not on account of the football match they 
missed. In fact they missed nothing, for it was no 
match, nor did it have any football in it. 

And the Obsener's message this Friday morning 
to both the Ghana Black Stars and the Nigerian 
"golden" Green Eagles is that, on their showing 
in Accra two weeks ago, as well as in Lagos two 
weeks before that, they are not in anybody's 
World Cup class. They ought to go home and 
start learning the art of soccer all over again 
from scratch. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 
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Letters 
"OU"'11ag 01 the Guard" 

SIR-I refer to YOUf editorial in L.O. Vol. VllIj2, and 
wish to commend yOll for your objective analysis of the 
present agricultural situation in the country and your 
suggestions for improving it. 

Agriculture in Gbana is suffering from many ills, tbe 
majority of which were identified by the then Commis
sioner for Agriculture. as pointed out in your editorial. 
, wish to point out, however, that the reorganization 
of the Ministry for more effective co-ordination would 
solve only half the numerous problems if the deoentrali
zation policy is not carried out to the letter. No half
hearted methods shoull be adopted. The operations of 
the Ministry should be decentralized, not only to the 
regional level but also to the district level as well. 

Another serious problem that needs tackling is the 
training of agricultural officers in specialized fields of 
agriculture. Training them, for instance. in fields like 
animal breeding and grassland hwbandry would augur 
weU for effective extension services to farmers. Such 
subject-matter specialists would contribute more to the 
agricultural revolution than the present crop of officers. 
most of whom have not received any specialist training 
whatsoe\·er. 

Last but not least, tbe conditions of service of agri
cultural officers should be brought up to compare fa
vourably with their counterparts in other fields, like 
engineen and architects, who. by far, are better re
munerated. 

P.O, BOll 31 
Babile-Lawra 
Upper RegiOli =-------

A. Iddrisu 

The N.R.C. and Temporary SoIUtiODS 

SlR-I would like 10 comment on certain aspects of the 
administration of the N.R.C. It is true that the govern
ment is facing our problems with all vigour and realism, 
but at the same time it would appear that the re
gime is not interested in permanent solutions to our 
problems. Whilst 1 admire the way they are tackling 
the taxation problem, at the same time I am not 
hapP)' about the way the taxes are collected, that 
is. OUT dependence on soldiers to help us collect our 
tUes. What I would rather ask the N.R.C. to do for 
this country is to evolve a new and efficient system of 
coUecting taxes. Are we going to depend on soldiers 
after we have returned to civi.lian rule? 

Another aspect of its administration is the distribu-. , 
hon system. We remember the report of the Greater 
Accra Commissioner ordering the army to take. 'lver 
Ihe distribution_of cattle from the butchers. One of the 
reasons given for this take-over was that meat was too 
e:tpensive and not getting to the people. But the ques
tion onc should ask is whether meat is available in 
large. quantities. Meat is simply not on the market and 
therefore it is yielding to the economic forces of de
mand and supply. 

Recently it was also reported in the. television news 
that the Chairman of the Logistics Committee and his 
secretary went to Makola Market to sell certain "essen-

tial commodities" to the people. Instead of that com
mittee evolving an effective ana efficient system of 
distribution, the chairman and his secretary cbose to go 
to Makola to sell tbe goods. By doing tbis, they were 
showing to the nation that their distribution system is 
ineffective. What our soldiers must bear in mind is that 
they are not going to rule this country indefinitely and 
therefore they should rather find permanent solutions 
to our problems. If they fail to do this and resort 10 

their method of inviting soldiers to supervise our dis
tribution system, we would still have our old problems 
again when we return to civilian rule and the people 
of this country will be tempted to ask this question : 
What did they do for us? 

P.O. BOl[ 231 
Awa 

Labi Koi-Lal'bi 

Too Busy to Play Games 
SIR-Kindly allow me space in your paper to comment 
on a couple of letten that appeared in L.O. VIII/4, in 
reply to an earlier one written by Me. Obeng-Manu. 

The first was written by a Mr. Lwanga Blay-Amihere. 
Unless Mr. Blay-Amihere meant to treat the important 
issue raised by Mr. Obeng-Manu as a joke (wbicb 
I would consider a great pity), I fin'd the logic behind 
his argument not only contradictory but also dangerous. 
First, Mr. Blay Amihere admits that any coup d'etat, or 
the use of force against unarmed civilians, can never 
be justified under any circumstances. Then in the next 
breath he says: "Since coming into office, the N.R.C. 
have taken many steps which justify their action on 
13th January, 1972". 

To elaborate on his claim, he dismisses the rather 
unfortunate experiment of the thirty million cedis 
(¢30,OQO,OOO) subsidy as an isolated case wbich caunot 
be used to question the justification of tbe 13th January 
coup. On the other han'd, he sees acts of redemption in 
the repudiation of some of our foreign debts and tbe 
steps taken by the governmeot for the state to participate 
in certain mining and timber finns. 

It is possible that to those of us living in places where 
the provision of such "foreign" amenities as good drink
ing water, electricity, bospitals, international scbools. 
ultra-modem markets, sewerage systems, etc., etc., is 
supported with government funds, the unprofitable use 
of t30.000.000 might be considered as an isolated case. 
But how about those Ghanaians enjoying our "village 
green"-those condemned to 'drinking muddy water that 
year after year kills or maims their dear ones through 
typhoid fever. worm infestation and river blindness? 
Would they, if they knew that so much money has been 
lost. consider it an isolated case? 

The repudiation of some of our debts was not exactly 
economic management or mismanagement; it was a 
courageous act. It is also praigeWorthy that the govern
ment has taken steps to ensure tbe participation in 
some mining and timber firms by the state. It is only 
a pity that neither our first military regime (which if 
my memory serves me right included some of the peo
ple helping to rule us tooay) nor the Busia regime ma
naged to take similar action. But tben it is perhaps better 
late than never. What we should try to avoid is getting 
ounelves into that frame of mind which would ~uggest 
that because these actions were taken by soldien. it 
pro\-es that only soldiers have the ability to govern 
this nation. 

-
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I s..'lW in Mr. Obeng-Manu', letter a courageous 
altempt to state a principle, which is that people who 
can capture for themselves the right to decide when a 
government should be overthrown should always bear 
a few tbings in mind. AmonS these is the fact that there 
will alwa}'5 be some Ghanaians who will feel bOld 
enough to remind them periOdically of the reasons they 
gB\C for overthrowing a government. As J KC it. such 
a debate is not over why Acbeampong ovuthrew Dusia. 
It is rather a warning to would-be adventurers that they 
~houtd not expect unworthy adulation from all sections 
of the Ghanaian community if they were to use ~me 
ftimsy excuse(s) to try to get rid of the present admini
tration or any future administration, especially a civilian 
one. 

Thus, notWithstanding the criticism that Mr. Blay
Amihere finds uncalled for, like him most of us prefer 
to accep( the status quo and are helping to build a 
better Ghana. As such, we feel too busy to play games 
with Mr. Dlay.Amihere by choosing Ghana when we 
have only been given the oplion of choosing Acheam
pong for Dusia. 

The secon'd letter written by Mr. Kwame Arye asks 
us a host of questions, all concerning our poss.ible 
choice of regimes. J want to ttmind the gentleman that 
such questions are irrelevant. for the simple rea.son that 
we really do not have a choice in the matter. 

P.O. 80 .. 54 K. K. Oduro 
Unh'cmty of Ghana 
Legoo 

Not the Major bul More Food. 

SIR-In 1966 the N .L.C. government set up the Logistics 
Committee to monitor the importation and stocks of 
e5.5ential commodities (sic), so as to avoid the shortages 
that characterised the last days of the Nkrumah regime. 

SITUATION 

VACANT 

Foreign Embassy sed..s writer under 35 }'ears, 

experienced in news reporting, public relations, 

and pamphlet preparation; capable of devising, 

independently, infonnation programme from con· 

cept to realization. Person must boast good con· 

tac.:ts, be Ghanaian citi:r.cn and university gradu:!.te. 

Foreign experience helpful but not mandatory. 

SIlirting Salary: t4,500.00, 

Supply writtl!n curriculum \ iteae and photograph, 

plus three references. Have return address inSIde, 

nol outside, envelope and mail to UgOD Observer 

addre.ss, marked: "Foreign Embassy Position" AU 

applications will be treated in confidence 

The N.R.C. has copied this idea. but, apart from the 
various changes of name, the government also seems 
to bclie\e that shortages and the consequent high prices 
can be c.:ured by making the committee responsible for 
both the importation and the local distribulion of these 
commoditi!: .. 

Major Weir, the Chainnan of the committee, IS appa
rently a "ery dynamic and revolutionary young man. 
In January 1972, he took over the 2nd Infantry Brigade 
and thereby ca~red the whole of Asbanti, Brong
Ahafo, and the Northern and Upper Regions for tbe 
coup. And he was only a Captain! But I am afraid that 
centralising so much of the trade of the country in the 
hands of one man, even a Major Weir, may only lead 
to further inefficiency and dislocation-nol to say cor
ruption . 

Look at it this way. Before January 1972 the commo
dities for which Major Weir anti his men are now res- .. 
ponsiblc .... ete imported and distributed hy hundreds 
of managers, accountants, and others in the trading 
community. Js it probable tbat one soldier and a com
mittee of bureaucrats can do the same job efficiently? 

The commercial organisation of the country bas much 
more sk.iIl and experience at importina and diruibuting 
these goods than any go\emment committee can acquire 
in decades. Meanwhile, the Ghana public has to pay 
for the education of this group with high prices ana 
faulty distribution. All this on top of the difficulties 
that are inherent in the import licencing system, with 
its maze of red tape and its poor planning. 

Major Weir and our stalwart Regional Commissioners 
were already responsible for selling sardines, corned 
bt:ef, mackerel. milk and sugar, with an occasional 'Side 
line in baby foods. Then they took over cutlasses. Now 
they ha\'e moved into cement, with a procedutt that 
reads like a bureaucrat's nightmare. The solution to the 
ever rising cost of living in Ghana is not 10 call in 
Major Weir; it is to import more of these essential 
commodities with our tl70 million trade surplus. 

(Name and addras AlPPlied) 

Postiog of the AgriOllturUt 

SIR-The posting of agricultural personnel to the rt.
gions is a good step in the right direction. Howevt:r. to 
make them more effective, these officers at their ne ..... 
areas of operation should not sit at their offices only to 
undertake the routine administrative duties, as they have 
been doing at headquarters. They should rather leave 
these matters to the administrative officers, so that their 
enerlies could be directed to proper supervision over 
the personnel employed in the agricultural sectors, and 
to giving the necessary expert advice to (arnlers. 

At the moment because of lack of proper supervision 
over the field assistants and their labouttr5, this group 
of workers only attend their daily roll calls and then 
return to their homes to pursue their own pastimes and 
collect their monthly salaries for doing nothing. 1 hope 
that with the posting of these officers, misguided workers 
will be more closely supervi~. 

Jt is 'also hoped that other ministries and departmenu 
with the "me set-up as the Minislry of Agriculture 
will follow suit with the posting of experts where their 
services arc needed, in order to provide expert advice 
to those who need it. 

P,O. 80" M,l63 
A .... 

Fred ()poec NkaDDh 
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Food .... AI .......... 

SIR-A pro\'lsion in the General Orders~the code of 
behaviour for the Public Service-stipulates thai ''Food
stuff Allowances" be paid to southern Ghanaian citizens 
10 the junior ranks of the public service working in the 
Northern and Upper Regions. The provision is still in 
force and the beneficiaries are enjoying this irregular 
privilege. Northern Ghanaian public servants in the 
south do not enjoy this privilege. 

Apart from the separatist and discriminati\'e concept 
of the provision. it is at variance with the spirit of the 
revolution. 

Tt is most unreasonable to suppose tbat ODe particular 
group is not accustomed to the food produced in another 
part of their own country and for that reason deserve 
spel.:iaJ allowances. Ii southern Gbanaians are not accus· 
tomed to the type of food produced in the north, should 
northern Gbanaians be expected to be accustomed to 
foodstuffs produced in the south? 

To balance the equation, I caU on the authorities to 
make the same provision for northern public servants 
working in the south or. better still, to waive tbis irregu
lar provision. for our revolution provides for self
rcliance. 

Regiooal Administration 
P.O. Box 50 
Bolgahmp 

AJlowance for Cormnissioncr5 

G. S. MolQb 

SIR- Mr. Karikari, the chairman of the Special Action 
Unit, is reported to have said that, with the exception 
of two, Commissioners receive their rank salaries plus ...... 
allowances. It is rather unfortunate that the allowances 
were not quoted in the Weekly Spectator for Ghanaians 
to know the magnitude of sacrifices our commissioners 
are making and the seriousness they attach to the popu
lar dictum of bridging the gap between the incomes of 
lowly paid and highest paid workers. 

In th~ final analysis, basic pay p8cket9 attract taxation, 
while allowances in most cases do not. Therefore. 
assuming that they are given heavy allowances, il could 
mean something different from brfdging the gap between 
income groups in the country. 

P.O. Box M.174 

A""" 

Graduate Empklymeot 

Yaw Opoog 

SIR ·The government decision to ask all industry in 
tbe country, whether owned by a Ghanaian or a fOleign
er, to "evolve plans immediately for engaging graduates 
in their outfits" is indeed laudable. A recent survey 
which I voluntarily conau~ed with a friend of mine 
~howed that most lalge and medium sized private firms in 
the country totally dislike the employment of graduates. 
And they haw. very few good reasons for doing so too. 
In most cases tbe proprietors are not themselves highly 
educated and so the presence of graduates is destestable 
1\' them 

We may howen:r contend that most of these industri~) 
were set up with the aid of funds provided by Ghanaian 
banks. We also agree that our unh:ersities were not set 
up for fun. Their output must be totally utilised for the 

• 

benefit of the nation. If the graduates are inexperienced. 
the government request goes further tQ say that "suitable 
employees must be asked to attend courses organised 
by the Management Development and Productivity Insti
tutc and the College of Advanced Management". 

Unless such measures are imposed on many of our 
private industries, particularly those owned by Asians. 
then any policy of Ghanaianisation in top management 
of many large organisations would be futile. This revo
lutionary period is the time for the government to ask. 
all large and medium sized finns to send to the Com
missioner of Labour the percentage of graduates in their 
labour force so that some action could be taken. 

P.O. Box 4582 
ACCnl 

GeorgeTwum 

The Ex.ploited and Lowly Headteamer 

S[R~1t is sad to note that all the educational reformi!>ls. 
except one university don. have neglected an important 
aspect of the te.aching profession in their attempt to 
suggest means of improving upon our present educational 
system. Perhaps the professor also intentionally left out 
part of this for teachers to say for themselves. Il is 
about the status of headteachers. 

To the suggestions made in the article which 
appeared in L.O. Vll/16, I wish to add tbat tbe head
teacher, who bas pte9C.ntly also become an accountant, 
an administrator. a statistician, a farm manager and a 
host of other tbings, needs his status to be little more 
clearly defined and spelt out. 

I am tempted here to say that it is more honourable 
to be a P. w.o. road overseer than to be a hea'dteacher 
in an elementary school in Ghana. The fanner bas some 
power vested in him by his employer, and he is rated 
higher than those he supervises. What about a head
teacher? He is no more than an over-burdened and 
"toothless bull-dog". He is often subjected to public 
ridicule in his attempt to please his employers. He has 
as much to do by way of teaching as tbe teachers he 
is requested by paper to lead and supervise. 

Unfortunately this disparity exists ooly in the elemen
tary school. Headmasters and Principals of secondary 
schools and training colleges in most cases do not nor
mally teach and, where they do at all, not as mOlny 
lessoos as a subordinate tutor is requested to do. Why 
this disparity? 

Think of a teacber leaving bis class to attend a 
sports meeting, taking a completed pro forma to the 
District Education Office. meeting all sorts of officers at 
different venue'l. all these within the same ",uk. How 
can such a person maintain his professional output? 

These are some of the outside engagements. He, wbile 
in school. has to write replies to numerous official letters 
and listen to complaints parents have to make. With his 
lessons to teach, he is expected to know what is happen
ing in every class. He is to manage tbe school farm 
some distance away. unless he is not loyal to the Opem
tion Peed Youneif Campaign. 

I suggest therefore that one of the means of ensuring 
a solid foundation in our elementary schools is to lighten 
the burden of headteachers and raise their status. This 
will make them more effectiVe as supervisors .nd leaders. 

L.A. Middle S~ F. K. Tanytgbe 
P.O. Bos 14 
Teti 
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Kcote Indus.ry Dying? 

SlR- The fact tbat the kente industry is of special 
importance to tbe country can be seen in two respects. 
First, it is the source of production of our rich 'kente' 
cloth, ..... hich is the principal booster of our culture. 
Secondly, it is onc of the few true native industries that 
offer employment to a number of our rural folk . 

Almost aU the "mages within the Kwaberc No. I 
District in the Ashanti Region rely on kente weaving 
as a source of employment: villages like Adangomasi , 
Bonwire, 8amang, Asonomaso and Ebira. The people 
of Adangomasi have even established a vocational 
institute for the training of the youth in kente weaving. 
-Nevertheless, the industry is dying a natural 'death. This 
has arisen from the non-availability of weaving yams. 
As a result the inhabitants of the villages concerned 
have been thrown out of employment, and the Adango
masi vocational institute faoe.s a shut-down. 

Tbe government must find an appropriate and effec
tive solution to this problem as soon as possible, if the 
drift of the youth from the rural areas into the cities 
and towns must be minimised, and if our cul(ure must 
indeed be preseved. It is believed that the sole manu
facturer or importer of the yams has not been finding 
it easy to get the required import licence. The Ministry 
of Trad.: must look into this, to tin'd out tbe root causes. 
If for any reason the businessman in question can no 
longer be given the required import licence, then the 
govemmtflt must take it upon itself to import or manu
facture the yams for the production of the kente doth. 

In the name of social justice and fairness to our un
fonunate rural brothcrs, $Omething must be done to 
5a\'e the kentc industry. Not only would this benefit nur 
rural folk, but it would also go a long way to reduce 
the unemployment facing the country; it would at the 
same time preserve one of the means of promoting our 
:ulture. 

Commonwealth Hall Xwame Frimpoac 
Lq ... 

R*"aJKlO of ADdeat HJstory 

SIR-Ancient history ought to be on the syllabus for 
the O-level e.s:amination of tbe West African Examina
tions Council. It is nearer and more relevant to African 
culture than is the European history that is on the 
syllabus now; moreover, with its study of early demo

cracies and of frecidom it is interesting in its own right, 

as well as being relevant to something else. The idea 

that states should be independent is Greek, the idea that 

they should not is Roman. The idea of freedom in the 

state, freedom from the state, freedom of the state, frt'e

dam of speech. of association, and of thought. is Greek; 

the separation of public and private law is Roman. The 

life of Christ is pin of Roman history, written in the 
Greek language. Is tbis not stimulating. and eminently 
suitable for teaching in schools? 

Now in some schools it could be taught, whether or 
not it was on the O-level syllabus. but in others tbe boys 
and girls are depressin&ly conscious of the syllabus, even 
in Form I. and refuse to learn anything that is not on it. 
So the sooner ancient history is put on the syllabus 
the better. 

AttrII North Daphne Hereward 

Guida' Bott_ 
SIR- It IS clear that those who do the sticking of the 
Guider labels are either lazy or dis&runtled workers. 
And if it is the work of a machine then the.re is some
thing ddective about it. Any time one is pouring 
iced Guider into a glass one finds one's hands soiled 
with glue, because th~ labels were lackadaisically fixed , 
leaving too much glue on the bottle. The least mistake 
one makes in holding the bottle results in the bottie 
slipping out of one's hands and falling down, leading, 
of course, to a loss of the contents. The brewers should 
take up the challenge. and see to rectifying that mistake 
at the soonest possible time. 

D /No. cellI 
AcJama Annue 
Adabraka., ACIn 

Miscellaneous 

INSIDE mE WESTERN RECION-U 

By 

J . O. M . Pobee 

Healdl-For the Western Region, of 9.236 square 

miles and 626,155 people, there are. four hospitals, namely 

Effia Nkwanta, 400 heids; Tarfcwa, 80 beds and cots; 

Mim, 70 beds; and Wiawso. 20 heids. These are run by 

the Ministry of Health. There are two hospitab run 

by the Roman Catholic Church at Eikwe and Asantra

gua. There is another hospital at Tarkwa for the Mines 

Employees. 

In addition to these hospitals. there are Health Centres 

and Health Posts at Encbi, Wassa Akropang, Essikadu, 

Nsuta, Sefwi AsaCo, Agona Nk.wanta, Ayima and Tikobo. 

Other health centres are in Abura, Ekpu, Daboasi, Sese 

and Bibiani. Altogether, well over a million out. patients 

are seen in a year, compared with about the same num

ber in Brong Ahafo. 

There is no doubt that tbe health facilities are in

adequate, particularly the in-patient facilities. It would 

be a good idea if the Ministry of Health could concen· 

trate in the next five years on improving the facilities 

in the following four towns in addition to Effia Nkwan· 
ta, namely Axim. Half Assini, Wiawso and Tarkwa. If 
that is done and the roads improved and a 100d ambu

lance service provided, 'difficult cases from the other 

areas can reacb centres of improved medical care with

out patients' Jives being too endangered 

Educational--There are sec-ondary schools 10 Nsien, 

next door to Axim, Tarkwa. and an Agriculture Seeon-

-
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dary School at Nkro(ul. By all accouot8 they need to 

be improved. ThlCoSC schools were started in the Ghana 

Education Trust era, just like the Mfantsiman Secon

dary School. They developed not so long after Ghana 

National and Aggfey Memorial Zion Scbools in Cape 

Coast. What factors have cootributed to the high stan

dards that these last three named schools have achieved? 

Let the Ministry of Education identify these factors 

and then see if they can create the same conditions for 

the scbool in Axim, for instance, to reach its maximum 

potential. 

Sodal-Social life is in direct proportion to economic 

activity. When a young an'd dashing public servant has 
to seek the ordinary pleasures of life forty-five miles 

away in Tuoradi each time. be will not be amused to 

stay in the rural area for long. 

For the visitor during the Kundum Festival that 1 was. 

there was activity. The black beauties ofAxim were all 

there, SO were the men. who work in Acera, Takoradi 

and Tarkwa, eager and obviously happy, and enjoyini 

the fruits of their labour in the past year. 

Eroaomi~Ever since my retum from the Westem 

Region 1 have not ceued to wonder why the area 

is in such a state of economic torpor. Yes. there is 
cocoa in the Eastern Region, but that is about all. Yet 

the Eastern Reaion appears relativelY more prosperous. 

Why is this so? There are many contribatory factors. 

The Nzinw-s, or rather Evalues. are not great fisher

men and yet the sea is one of their assets. They are 

in the same boat as the people of Saltpond who though 

living by the sea are no great abakes at sea. fishing. 

Thus it is that there is a contingent of Gas making a 

living out of fishing in Axim, whilst Pantes fish in Accra. 

A common sight i. a single Evalue in a small boat and 
with a cast net. His ambitions are obviously very limi

hid. A little catch just to feed his family and .ell the rest 

to buy tomatoes at three for twenty pesewas in the 

month of August. But generally speaking the cost of 

living in the Western Region is high. Perhaps com is 

cheaper. but certainly not yam when it sdb for 000 

cedi a tuber. whilst in Ejisu about the same time. it is 

one cedi for three tubers. The overheads really do not 

justify this price difference. The soil in the Western 

Region is fertile an'd food should not be one of their 

problems, but it looks as if it is, And why? 

There is some apathy-oppressive in nature in Nzima 

and Ahanta land , Are they a lazy people? Certainly 

not. Kumasi has its fair shar& of Nzima timber con· 

tractors, goldsmiths and storekeepeR. Tarkwa's business

men and gofdsmiths have a high proportion of NZlIMS 

and Ahantas. Wby then the somnolence of these districts 

of tbe Western Region? 

The Nzimas and the Ahantas suffer from the hands 

of ent~.preneurs who buy most of the fish to take to 

and sell in Sekondi. Takoradi and Tarkwa, whilst the 

locals go without it. There are the miles and miles of 

palm trees and extensive plantations of coconut trees. 

Yet tbe Western Region appears a poor region. But one 

must grant the Nzimas one thing: they have gooe ahead 

in tbe palm wIDe industry. 

The palm wine i. carrie(l in truncated cones of pale 

wooden casks, The proverbial black and wbit~ Of black 

man with wbite helmet, is Jost forever, It is nice to know 

that the wine tastes just as nice and we must not grum

ble about this treasonous activity 01 the Nzima palm 

wine tappers. It's not surprising to me now to under. 

stand why, as rumours bad it, a palm wine tapper in the 

Nzima area was affected by the Apollo 568! 

The beer bars, tbe few there are, have very stiff 

competition from numerous palm wioc and akpetabie 

bars. The Western Region must take the prize for the 

region with the highest number of such bars. 

Bamboo tfees abound. Surely there is some use (or 

the bambo tree? Let's ask China! 1 IUJI sure they have 

more use for it than the bamboo shoots eaten at the 
Ng On& Restaurant. 

Soon after Agona Junction, one comes upon the 

beautiful orchards oriainaUy laid out by the State Farms 

and now under the control of the Rubber Eatatce Com

pany; what solid reason is there for that transfer? 

What becomes o( the Otange&? Cannot a little fadory 

be set up to make orance peel. ana orange juiced And 

why can't students be employed during the long vacation 
to harvest ic for a fee? 

At Eaiama and its environs rice is cultivated. Wby 

is it not making an impact on our food supplies. as 

originally thought? The thick forests of the western 

part of the Western ReeioD, that is in the Wiaw80 area. 

supports cocoa and timber. One cannot hope for a ricber 

source of income. 

There is the mining industry of gold and manganese. 

These are viable, aren't they? Wby lIten does the area 

look so depressing? But the tree that must cheer the hearts 

of our economists mUlt be the Hevea Brasilie ..... You 

tum off the Agona Junction to the Tarkwa Road to 

Axim. or you continue to Tarkwa, and there lie acres 

an'd acres of rubber trees. The' greyish white. tall, lanky 

trees with a verdant undergrowth make a lovely specta· 

cleo You see that and you ask youneJl: What do we gel 

from all this? 1 hope we really do get a fai.r sbare. 

The fact that Bonsaso, where the Firestone Company 
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IS, IS In Ghana, does not .necessarily mean that that 

particular height of the economy has been taken by us. 

Let u.s see some more of Ghanaians in the administra

tion and executive set-up at Bonaaso, and let us read 

and fe-read the small print and even the large print of 
• tbe agreement. That does not impiy rejection of foreign 

capital and expertise. I am only reminding us, the peo

ple of Ghana, what tbe whole question of self·govern

ment is about. 

The Gnmts, QDnns aDd .lays 

The Western Region is served by three great flVCl1i, 

the Ankobra, the Tano and the Pra. When is Ghana 

going to have the financial resources to harness the 

energy of tbe An!c.obra or the Pra, or to tap good 

drinking water from the Tano and the Anlmbra1 The 

Ankobra bas served its time in the c,ervice of Gbana, 

or rather the Gold Coa.st, during the. good old days of 

the timber industry- the 'days of the Grants, the Quarms 

and the Blays. Isn't it time that Ghana paid its respects 

and honoured this faithful servant and the people of 

Nzimaland? All that the Ankobra requires is a sash 

of steel and concrete across it near its estuary- a sash 

otherwise known as a bridge. All that the Ankobra asks 

for is a band aCTOSS it, made of rocks (which abound 

in that a~) and cement (from Nauli) and a few ma

chines, and we have what is called a hydroelectric dam. 

Takoradi Harbour is stiB operational but mucb less 

so than before Tema came. Is there a way of making it 

10 work at full capacity and tbus help revive economic 

activity in Talcoradi area? 

Nzimaland is sharina; in the religious fervour tbat 

has gripped Gbana. The 12.Apostles ~ect is there all 
right, and I suppose you need all of them plus the tra

ditional churches to uproot the proverbial witchcraft of 
the Nzimas. But the inclusion of Judas among the apos

tles still putties me after all that he did ; or was it neces

sary he should do what he did to prove a point? 

One other thing that strilces the traveller in Nzima

land is the number of inscriptions on houses. Why so 
ronny "Nyame 8elcyere"s? 15 it the san1t old story of 

manna from heaven? Does it imply they will not work 

and yet will be able to eat? It is a little disturbing if 

positive answers to the question reHect the general 

attitude of the Nzimas. Tbe.re is some sort of defeatism 

about it; it is not conductive to getting out of economic 

stupor. This attitude of deus e::r; IIIIiIdJina is so common 

in Ghanaian society that it is worrying. I am still wait

ing in vain for reassurance from a fraternal connection 

who is wpposcd to lnow so muc:b about these eternal 
and celestial divine things! 

The in.scriptions do not stop with houses, They are 

on vehicles also. God this and God that. Vehicles in 

Nzimaland, Jike those owned br Gas, bardly ever bear 

the inscription in Nzima or Ga. It's either in Abn or 

English. The prize on my trip goes to the vehicle with 

the inscription: "No Business no Wife". I am not at all 

sure this is true. My general impression is that it is 

the unemployed men that the women love and shower 

money on. They form the bulk of fathers with the most 

children, say ten to fifteen. Tbe converse is also not 

true. No wife no business. I have been reflecting whether 

[ would prefer to be a businessman without a wife or 

wives. I share allY view that any reader cares to hold 

on this. 

There is the border with Ivory Coast. The apathy in 

Nzimaland is even reflected in the smuggling across it. 

This virtue is by no means being ridiculed. It is a 

reflection of the low- key activity of saints and sinners 

in that area . When the saints share a common heritage 

with sinners something is wrong, very basically wrong! 

Poor in the Midst of PleDty 

In December, 1971 (L.O. VI/25) Prof. K. A. B. Jones

Quartey made a report of a villit to the Central and 

Western Regions. He said: "Like all other Ghanaians, 

the Oe.ntnal an'd Western Regional people are waiting. 

some gloomily, some cheerfully, for something to be 

done", and he pleaded that somebody must provide 

such people with the economic tools and incentives, or 

with the necessary skills for gainful production. It is 

a view one can hardly dissent from, as one cannot but 

reach that conclullion oneself. 

After 1,000 miles in two weeks, two things stand out 

clearly. The first lasting impression is that the Western 

Region is potentially rich. The problem is how this 

potential can be realise<l, so that it (".an reflect in the 

lives of the people. How can Axim and Tarkwa and 

Takoradi and Sekondi be restored to their pristine glory? 

How can the native humour of the Nzimas at least 

emerge in its full display from the economic depressiolL1 

And they do ha,'c a great sense of humour. How else can 

one explain the Celtic Afromos.ia Sporting Club? I am 

assured it is not Celtic of Scotland, and Afromosia is 

not a dwarf of African descent. 

I always seem to miss important football matches on 

my tours. So it was that [ missed the matcb between 

Green Grass Xl and Great Wonders:. True enough it 

will lake a club with wonderful powers to find their 

opponents in the Green Grass of the pitch, with its 

many footpaths in the shadow of fort San Antonio. 
The Wassas also are in this bumour game. There is 

"Jimmy Gargarin Tailoring Shop, skiUeid tailon". I 

sbould bope so. The whole effort in sending Yun Gar-
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garin mto space by the: Russians was onc of scientific 

and expert skiU. All the same I would not be surprised 

If one gct space suits from these tailors. 

In condusion, this wnter must share a secret with 

the readers of the lkgOD Obsener. There is a Pobec 

Abaka family resident in Axim. No, I did not recci\c 

an imitation to a Fomfom (red maizo:::) meal, becau!'e 

L did not declare myself to them. However, I am still 

admiring the iodustry of my ancestor. a merchant prince 

of Sallpond. Family planning .... '35 not one of hiS head

aches and onc can say of him. like the South American 

with 38 children: "God was good to him", I used to 

think It was only a small enclave of Poboel. now I am 

wondering whether the seeds were not spread all over. 

Though I must admit the Mensahs aTC the winners 

hands down in this game. 

We learn , don't we, o.>n these travels! 

Play Review 

"BLOOD AND TEARS" 

Reviewed 

By 

Yeboah-Nyameky-e 

WHEN " Kivuli" opened at tbe Drama StudiO une 

memorable evening in 1972, e"ery member of the 

audience bad the pleasure of acclaiming the arrival of 

a promising new playwright in Asiedu Yirenkyi. On 

9th February thiS year, when "Blood and Tears" opened, 

again .1t the Drama Stu'dio, they had the satisfaction 

of finding !.hat their el:pectations had been met with 

undisputable certainty. 

If, in addition, the Accra audience.s ",ould cast a 

backward glance to tbe author's numerous productions, 

of plays like "The Marriage of Anansewa" (by Mrs. Su

therland) and "Song of a Goat" (by J. P. Clar~), among 

others, they would have no doubt that Ghana now has 

a new dramatist in their midst. 1 believe that when the 

recording angel writes, he will have Asicdu Yirenkyi 

un the list of those who were undertaking the difficult 

task of promoting good !.heatre in Ghana 

In a stirring and beautiful production directed by 

Mr. John T. Afolabi, a third year drama student, " Blood 

and Tears" emerges as the most moving (and hilarious) 

Ghanaian play of the. past dozen years. It is, moreover, 

a play that needs no erudite exegesis, no colene support 

and no apologetics 10 make It acceptable. 

Charle:. Brown, a young Gbanaian electrical engmeer, 

arri"e<; "'Ilh hl~ Wife Elsie from London and takcs up 

lodgings 'in a beautiful furnished flat. But Charles, in 

~pite of hi~ high education, I:) only a puppet. He h not 

e\en capable of fixing a mere plug. let alone mend a 

fuse. H~ is obsessed by his London memories and talL.s 
about It with much nostalgic grandiloquence. An)'thir.g 

local. 10 him. is garbage. He has been so brainwa~hcd 

by the western way of life that he has lost his own cul

tural identity. He is mal-adjusted in his own society. 

He has a ", .. eakness 100, drink, and he cleaves to his 

bottle of beer religiously. In short, he is the epitome 

of "Beenloism', living in illusion, living in a dream 

world 

His fA Ife. Elsie, is a woman who cackles, and , .. ,htl 

rcquires that her husband account for c\ery minute he 

spends outside the house. But then she makes the sad 

mimk~ of introducing her close fflend. Flor.l. to 

Charles. Flora. a beautiful girl, is a whore who selh 

her femiRity to tbe highest bidder; it does not take 

any time for Olarles to win her body. The two 'o\;ers 

have their greatcst opportunity when Elsie, being preg

nant, has to go to her mother to deliver the baby. 

Charles and Flora actually live together like man and 

wife" But when EJsie returns. things get very bot for 

them. They carry on all the same, until Charles suddenly 

dlsco .... ers what his mistress is. He clubs her and lands 

himself into trouble. 

Some Very Good Acfiill 

So rar for the story. Now the stag mg. The simple 

sct, which combHles sharp realism with beauty, adds 

the dimension of environment to the plot. But the fur

niture, as part of the set, is miserable. So miserable tbat 

It makes nonsense of Flora', lines; "Wdl .. _ }"our 

siuing room . IIL.e a palace" , and: " the best furnisbed 

sitting room I have.. stepped into for years". This 

misfit IS sheer carelessness on the director's part. The 

lighting effects are also poor. When tbey are supposed 

to be fazed in gr;adually, the lights flash on. Coloured 

lighting ..... ould liH~ more effect to some scenes. 

The characterization is ,"ast!y enriched by the pet

formancc~ of MISS Philippa Dennis, who plays Elsie 

with great virtousity as well as conviction; and Robert 

Ansah, who plays c.'barJes Brown fascinatingly. He really, 

like a 800d actor, gcts into emotional touch with othen, 

and his Charles is a packed, compendious affair very 

rich in detnil. He has a voice. of bouled thunder. The 

Irouble is, that in his anxiety to reach me au<hence, 

Ansah does c,"erything on such a "ast scale that it 
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all 
competition around. 

Ghana 
still on 

\Vell,the t.1C[ IS, It you <1 r~ gum~ tn 
Ll.mJ .. )n llr the).\ cst Coas(,rhcre an: 
)i,)me slliid n:asons whv "uti r-

,hlluIJ<r"'cl 'Ill Ghana 
Airways. 

To stan \\ I[h t:\ ...:r~· 
lme ot our fllghrs lands 
at Lnndon#Hearhr,)\I.' 
Alrpl1rt.lt you arc bound 
for London. why tran:1 fll 

:-:;lIrrcy first". 

Thl..'ll. \\ I.' th £Ill..' ~c..;( r1dnl"s. T/1l'1!,.'" 
,,,' J d ,f ... ·' , H\O· .. ' I. 'I.! -,( 1 .. '( l~/1I1I L:, "Wh' 1 II' 10 fUll , 

H ,I' (0 !!I..'[ lo LmJofl til,,"1 Ill. \ '( , 10. A nJ 
rcrncmber Ghand -\If\\,.1'''':'' .!lunc 
11t""he \'('10 til L,'nd,'n Irs ,,,II 
a t.I\"llrlt~ illrCr<1tr wlrh 
cn~r\: p3ssengL'f we 
met'! . A nJ \\ e.: m~\..·{ 
.1 h \f ~ It r,' .... l'ngcTs 

\\'ith new alThne'i; 
~l'Tm~mJ.! up C\"l'n' month. 
Ghiln:1.:' IfWdyS IS getting {~l 
h\.., tllle Ilt thc \"l~{c.:rans"T()flln 
hd' (1/ tllIl1bll~ tllI'l\ 1 nu/Ol 
pfll'" It's elt:\"t:n Vl':lT'i .. mce we nrs[ 
hl~)k t\) the.: ;lIr. :101..1 dC\"I,!n ycars is a Innl! 
t·."c III the hi'i{\ln' III r:lsscnl:cr Aight 

It nll.!"ans Wt." oUt.'.1 ,<cr" c:\peneno.:J 
'llrlinl'.\\'jrh \.c.:ry c:\rcrll,'n(cli 
l r .... \\"5. t\ n.1 It'S \\", 'rt h 
Illl'nthlnmg that through 
.111 thc vcars we \'c hccn " ... 
"peTat Ink!. \H." .. klr' ,iii 
'cnhl,'n:~'"-'J rnr~'nWr/!lll, II 
'''': •• '': tr, 'tl'.! 

Then: an: llrht.:r ways t 
gt.:t to tht: \X'cst CllaM,ot 
course. But. hdon: you 
gu •• head and choose 
oot:. raust.: tllr ,I 
moment. Gh.tll<t 
AIf\\'J)'S tly , ll (ln~ tht.: 
'\(.'C~{ Cl.JiI;::,t by Jet - not ,I n\, 
\,JIJ ]t:t either hut (h~ l<iteSl 
Fokker Fdhn, ,h", - 2~ 

It your dCStlniltll1n lies tnSIJt.: Ghana . ' 
nOlhlng'-<lllldh;.. .. 
t:a'ilcr Thl'rc 15 a • -

super tntern::ti ~~::..~ 
",en' ILl:. hu~ ... top 
,'\k·h\ H<I"ker= 
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quickJy becomes mo~'?tooou,. His dancio8 with and 

hugging of Flora are too wild to enhance the sophisti

cated ways his London training is supposed to bave 

given him. ]n short. there ace many moments of ovec

acting. 

Miss Palience Dowuonah-Hammond plays Flora with 

a masterful realization of innocenoe. and shrewdness. 

Her charming voice is al smooth as a choir girl's. But 

beyond the chann of ber bird-like voice one fin'ds tbe 

ruthlessness of the troll. All the true qualities of a 

lecherous ingrate are portrayed in bold, primitive co

lours by Patience's master-strokes. 

One or the play's greatest qualities is its sparkling 

dialogue. Very often one comes aeross playwrights who 

board words like misers; Mr. Yirenkyi ~pends them like 

a sailor, without being pretentious. One weakness the 
author may do well to review is in the scene when 
Elsie comes from the kitchen to discover Flora in tbe 
arms of Charles. This earlier discovery weakens the 
irony of the succeeding scenes, because it spoils the 
effect of the discovery of Flora's letter in tbe last scene 
by anticipating it. 

Throucb bis chosen medium, Yirenkyi clearly breab 
to piece, the cult built arouneJ "Beentos" in this dear 
land of oun. Being a "Beento" is not all that matters, 
and therefore thi, e1alS should be stripped of all the 
airs and arrogance built around them. This is the main 
loal of the tbeatre: to educate; to reaffinn certain social 
values; to bring out a social cVU into the view of every
body and by 50 doing help to stamp it out. But will 
the theatre survive in Gbana? Well, one bopes so, 
though only on condition, one feels, that the Ghana 
lovemment would give the same measure of support 
that is given to libraries, museums and art centres. 

At present so few pains are taken by the powers that 
be to promote theatre in Gbana that such theatre lions 
and tigers as Efua Sutherlano, Bill Marshal, Asiedu 
Yirenkyi, Ama Ata Aidoo, are all condemned to in
carceration in a museum. Such plenitude of talent, and 
50 blithely treated by a nation which needs 50 much 
education in at! fields-social, pbysiC31 and spirituall 
It cannot, surely. be 10n& before someone in Ghana 
will raise a cry that has been raised in all advanced 
countries before: Organise the theatre: the theatre is 
inaispensable! 
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For The Record 

Monday February 26 

3,000 Public OtIicers 10 Rttiu 

INFORMED sources revealed in Accra today tbat more 
than 3,000 public officers are to retire from the Ghana 
Civil Service and Public Corporations this year. It was 
added that a1most aU of them bad reached their compul
sory retiring age, with only a negligible number retiring 
voluntarily. 

This is the largest figure ever to be recorded in tbe 
country. 

Thursday Marm 1 

Pam with Israd aDd poland 

THE Commissioner for Foreign Aftain, Major Kwame 
Baab, today signed separate cultural agreements witb 
representatives of the Isn.eli and Polish govunments. 
The agreements are aimed at improving relations be
tween Ghana and tbe two countries in the cultural, edu
cational, scientific and artistic fields, and wiD be in 
force for five years. 

Mr. Avrabam Coben, the Israeli Ambassador, 'igeed 
on behalf of hi, government, while Mr. Z. KrCllalt, 
OJarge eJ'A1fairs of the Polish Embassy in Gbana. 
signed for his government. 

Friday Mardi 1 

Paid) Factory to be Ih-o~aed 

MAJOR K. B. Agbo, Commissioner for IoduJtries, wiU 
tomorrow cut the sod for work to begin on the mill'nn 
cedi Pencil Factory in Kumasi wbich was abandooeCI 
after the 1966 coup. The factory is to be reactivated 
under a joint venture of the Ghana Government, the 
National Investment Bank, Ghana Stationery Company 
and a German fum, Rehheclc Buffalo Gmbh. 

The project, initiated in 1964 under the People's Re
public of China's technical aid to Ghana is to proauce, 
in addition to all kinds of pencilJ, sharpeners, colour 
boxes, carbon papeR, ink, cha11c, glue, pen bolders, 
rulers, stamp pads, typewriter ribbons, ball point ptns, 
felt pens and wooden toys. 

The factory will go into production before the nld 
of the year and will obtain 90 per cent of its raw mate
rials locally. 

Saturday Mardi 3 

30,000 Cattle from Gambfa 

A three-man Government delegation lea by Dr. S. B. K. 
Quartey, Head of the Veterinary Services Division of 
the Ministry of Agriculture, which went to Gambill 10 

nelotiate tbe supply of cattle has returned home: and 
it is revealed by sources dose the Ministry that more 
than 30,000 breeding cattle are to be imported r rom 
Gambia for the development of breeding farms in the 
country. More than 1,100 calves are expected in the 
country this year to feed the farms. 

According to the Mini!try, every region wiD be 
equipped with cattle breeding stations, as well as sheep. 
goat ana pig farms during the current phase of tbe 
O.P.Y. programme. 
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AlrUh of Tomatoes 

AS from Monday 5th March. planes of the Ghana Air 
Force are to airlift tomatoes from Botgatanga to the 
main consumin, centres to alleviate the shortage of this 
commodity. 

The air hfting is to be carried out on behalf of the 
Food Dlitribution Corporation which wiD be responsi
ble for purchasing and selling tbe tomatoes. 

Decree 00 Newspapen 

UNDER :1 new decree issued by the N.R.C. no pencon 
!>hall. after the expiry of 30 days from the publication 
of the Decree in the Gazette, print. publish or I.;ircu
late any new~p3pcr, magazlnc, or journal except under a 
licence granted in respect of such a paper to the pu
blisher by jthe Commissiuner responsible for infonnation 

Tuc\dlJ) M:trdl 6 

Amnesty for PrisoDers 

THE N R.C. has granted amnesty 10 ordinary convict 
prisoners on the occasion of Ghana's Independence 
anniversary which falls today. 

According to :1 statement from the office of the N.R C. 
all prisoners ser"'ing sentences of imprisonment of five 
yean or more (except life sentences) are to have their 
sentences remined by hall, if they have not by tooay 
;l.lready 9CJ'\'cd hal( or morc of lhe sentence. Where 
the prisoner has served half or more of the senteflce, 
he is to have the remainder of the term remitted. 

Pri~oners under sentence of death who have by tnday 
hcen in C\lsiody for a ycar or more will have their sen
tCOl.:es commuted to life imprisonment; while priso,)ners 
servin, life sentences who have served IS years or more 
are to be. ,ranted remission of \he remainder of .'leir 
scntences. 

The N R.C. has also lranted amnesty to long standin. 
cases of deserters from the Army. 

Tuesday March 6 

1) Member's of P.P. Rdea [J 

TO mark the 16th anni\'ersary of Ghana's independence, 
the N R.C. has today ordered the release from proctec
tift. custody of 23 members of the Prolress Party. 

Those released today include Dr. W. G Bruce-Konuah, 
former Minister of Labour and Co-operatives: Dr. 
Jones Ofori-Atta, former Ministerial Secretary of Eca-
nonllc Plan in.; Mr. J. G. Amamoo, former Mlnl~terial 
Setretary for Lands and Mineral Resources. and Mr. 
John Kuffuor. fonner Ministrial Secretary for Fordan 
AffaIrs, 

Others Included are H W Kof'i Sackey, former Minis
terial Secretary for Housinl; Dr. T. K. Aboagye. former 
Minlstenal Secretary for Defence: Dr. J. K. Fynn and 
\fr, S. K OPponl, former Ministerial Secretar/ for 
Education and Rural I)e\'elopment respectively; Mr. 
Saki Sche..::k. former Government Chief Whip: and Mr. 
Carl Reir:dotf. formet' MInisterial Secret:!!' ... for Youth 
wd Sp..'MS, 

lUesday Mardl 6 

A number of Ghanaians and some cx-patriates who bave 
distinguished themselves in their various fields, have 
been awarded Independence Day Honoun by the N.R.C. 

Dr. Ephraim AInu, a retired Senior Research Fellow 
in Music at the University of Ghana has been made a 
Member of the Order of the Volta (MOy), Civil Divi4 
Sian, 

Others who were awarded the MOV included Sergt:ant 
Michael Kofi Ahelegbe or Mik.e Ahey who is di~tin
guishd athlete; Mr. Ebenezer Serub Aidoo, a private 
legal practitioner for his interest in nalional nffairs 
especially in connection with the Society for Mt"ntally 
Retarded Children: Mr. Jones AUuquayefio. of the 
Great Olympics Football Club, for his achievement in 
sports; and Mrs. Fanny Dalrymple-Harfron, a retlre'd 
voluntary social work.er. for her work in women's orga
nisations. 

The rest arc Miss Rose Hart, Mr. Sunday Ibrnnim. 
Mr. Augustus Odarteye Lawson, Mrs. Rosemond Man
cell. Mrs. Ro~ina Oku.Ampofo and the Rev. Alexander 
Gottfried Sakyiama-Amoako. 

A number or people also received tbe Grand Medal 
(GM). Honorary Division. These are Mrs. Valerie 83i1ey 
(British). Col. Leslie Hugh Bean (British), Dr. Edward 
Francis Bani Fonter (Gambian). Mr. Dyaram Gandaram 
Hathiramani (Indian), the Very Rev. Sister Acqeline 
Tobin (Irish), and Dr. John Broke David (British). 

Other awards included the. Grand Medal (GM), Mili
tary Division, to Major Robert Kunta Zumah. Capt;!in 
Caliphers Baiden, and Warant Officer Geshon Kwadzode 
for exceptional loyalty and devotion to duty. 

NOTFS ON CONTRmuroRS 

E. BORTEl DOKU-Senior Lecturer. Extension Ser
vices. Faculty of Agricufture, Legan. 

J. N A. KPAKPOE-GLOVER-Student in the Dept. of 
Land Economy, U.ST., Kumasi. 

W. S, K. AGBEMAWOKLA-Economics student. 
Uni\'crsity of Ghana ,Legon. 

J. 0 M. POBEE-Scnior Lecturer, Dept. of Medicine 
and Therapeutics. Univef3ity of Ghana Medical 
School, Korle Bu. 
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the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy . 
Embassy cigarettes are prererred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

" , 

.. 

Embassy are the popular choic: 
because they give smoking satis
raction . A growing number or dis
Cl~rn illg ,makers go flJf Embassy . 
DO YOU? 

Elnbas sy the milder. smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 
, 

EDUCATION AND ITS MANY PROBLEMS 

THE Observer looks today ~t some of the many faces of 
education, considered as a prime aspect of society and deve
lopment. The occasion for this further ex.amination of the 
subject is one created by its own current topicality. 

Tomorrow, Saturday the 24th of March, the University 
of Ghana holds its annual Congregation, in its Silver Jubilee 
year culminating nex.t October; and this is only the final of 
three supreme annual university occasions in the Ghanaian 
calendar of significant events, with Cape Coast and Kumasi 
preceding in January and early March respectively. Just 
recently too, there was the short but sharp public debate about 
foreign recognition or Don-recognition of some of the products 
of our universities, an incident examined below. In addition, 
we happen at the moment to be right in the middle of the 
"Speech Day and Annual Prize-Giving" season at the second
ary schools, always productive of educational reviews and 
overflowing with the rhetoric of moral exhortation. And, 
next week, the West African Examinations Council itself will 
begin the celebration of its 21st anniversary. 

The last but not the least event to he noticed as contributing 
greatly to p:oof of our topicality claim is the inauguration of 
Ghana's second, separate annual festival of the arts. This has 
been established by the Institute of African Studies at Legon, 
was opened on 12th March by the Vice-Chancellor, has 
provided a wide public with exciting presentations of all kinds, 
and only ends today, the eve of Congregation. Aspects of art 
and culture, as they affect and are affected by formal and 
informal education, arc discussed in many contributions in 
succeeding pages in this issue, these having been sent 
to liS entirely unsolicited and therefore confirming the 
significant currency of interest in these matters. 

It is, then, a good moment, we think, to take yet another 
look at some of the many complex problems that education 
faces locally. The first of the few we have space to deal with 
today is also involved in the wider question of administration 
at the national level. The article on government advisers 
bcginning on page 129, states the case for advisory councils at 
the constant service of government departments or ministries, 
such as two committees that have just heen instituted, as 
noted below. There is no doubt that the multiplication of 
consultative and advisory committees can result in a sort of 
administrative equivalent of the phenomenon of economic 
inflation, this particular case being one of too many advisers 
chasing too fcw subjects. Be that as it may, we believe that in 
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certain selective situations there is need to disprove 
this rule by some of its exceptions. 

A general advisory council on education, 
working with the Ministry of Education and the 
commissioner, or minister, and acting as liaison 
between the government and the educational 
institutions. may well be able to reduce the fre
quency and expensiveness of "Stop-Go-Stop-Go" 
operations. Nor need it duplicate the functions 
of the ch it ser,anh of the ministry, who arc tech
nocrats and fact-finders in the main; nor of a con
ference of headmasters or a curriculum group 
()f a universities grants committee, all of which 
bodies have their di<jtinctive and exclusive func
tions. An educational advisory cOl'oeil to the 
government would be an assessor body sorting 
out all claims of any kind and helping to s:cer the 
national authority dear of treacherous shoals. 
The governmenl'sjust announced appointment of a 
local government advisory committee and another 
on curriculum thus approaches this need in two 
areas. Our main complaint he:e, but a crucill one 
for the reasons already stated. above, is the inclusion 
of ministry personnel. 

The question of the cost-benefit equation in the 
educational enterprises of Ghana is one that 
has been rehearsed many times in the country, not 
least in the editorial and public columns of this 
paper. Not being "Solicitors and Advocates" for 
the universities of this country, we have no wish 
to answer the question for them whether or not 
they are putting out in results as much as they 
take in by governplent subsidy. Only they can 
and should answer that question for themselves. 
What the paying public must do before they pass 
judgment on the answer, though, is to make sure 
they have the facts, for the universities do claim 
to have a lot of facts to show for their activities 
and services. On the other hand, if these institutions 
arc failing to present their image in Its proper light , 
then they have themselves to blame jf the cry of 
"Ivory Tower!" still persists among the un
informed. 

The recent trouble between the University 
of Science and Technology and the Ghana Insti
tution of Engineers, however, illustrates a different 
kind of problem for our higher education insti
tutions ; and it is one on \\ hicb we can this time 
offer an opinion, since we consider that it was a 
fight to the finish, with \ ery deci5i\'c resu lts. In our 
opinion, the point at issue was an essentially 
simple one but was made comple:'{ and turgid by 
the engineers, who thus lost s;ght of the main point 
10 contest, and belaboured the wrong ones. The 
Universities of Ghana, whate\-er else to the con
trary may tc said about them, seem 10 ha\ e no 
diff.culty telling "rtcognition", tttt is, acccptar.cc, 

for their graduates, post-graduate students. can
didates for doctorate degrees, and members of 
their academic staff, at universities and by le.de
mic bodies around the world, bar none. This is 
basic, and as a general position it must and does 
cover the case of the engineers produced by 
K umasi too ; if their standards arc not high. or 
have fallen. it would soon show in their relations 
with other universities and research establishments 
abroad. 

What remains ther,,~ore IS whether these 
graduates are acceptable to professional bodies 
abroad or not, and this is to be determincd only 
by the position of the professional bodies here 
at home. If the Ghana Insti tution of Engineers is 
itself in good stand ing with its counterparts abroad, 
its rec.Jgnition or rejection of our local products 
would determine the fate of the latter abroad also. 
one way or the other; and this is what should 
(on,;~rn Ghana. The argument about external 
(Xaminc:'s and the attitude of the British pro
fes<on:li body of engineers were meaningless as 
well as irrelcvant in this context. 

To put It another way. What should strike 
terror in the helrts of the Kumasi engineering 
faculty, the University itself, and Ghana as a 
whole would be if a Ghana Institution of Engineers, 
itself well established and widely recognized. 
found our engineering graduates so wanting in 
qualification that they refused them the Institu
tion's recognition and blessing. British, German, 
American or Nigerian professionals in thi s field 
would then be justificd to reject our me!) too. But 
not otherwise. So we think tbe G.I.E. has put the 
boot on the wrong foot, though we respc:t th~m 
for their concern about engineering standards 
at Kumasi. 

Education as a principal means of de\eloping 
culture consciousness in the people is also discus
sed in this issue, especially in the lelding article 
on the subject. This is a matter which, like pro
~Iytjsm in religion. has its controversial under
tones as well as overtones. Some would be left 
severely alone to practice or not to practice 
culture; some are highly sele;;tive in their utiliza
tion of cultural symbols, tools, instruments, with 
or without the intention of making a case or 
proving a point thereby ... What an educational 
inst itution ought to do about culture ii both to 
study and teach the arts in the interest of commi
ted individuals and groups ; to reselrch into and 
preserve cultur~1 phenom~:13; and finally to 
pre:;ent artis~ic displ3ys and demonstrations for 
the cnjoyment of ~s large n~mbers of people as 
would come voluntarily to p:utidpate, or Simply 
10 \\-atch. This i~ what tt:e uni\ers!ty of Ife 
doc.:; ar.d \\ hat Legon has 5w.r:ed doing. And this is 
good for those \'. ho c~;c. 
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Education 
FORMAL EDUCATION AND CONFLICT IN 

GHANAIAN SOCIEI V 

By 

B.S. Kwakwa 

MANY people writing or speaking on education 
tend to limit themselves to institutional education, 
that is, what happens in school and college. I mUll 
make it clear at the outset that I take education 
to cover a wider area than that. Any significant 
experience that deepens and widens a mao's 
knowledge, that affects his outlook and modifies 
his attitude towards life I take to be a kind of 
education. It is a continual initiation into the 
norms, occupations and sanctions of his society. 
It may be structured and systematised for certain 
age groups in a particular community. or it may be 
seemingly haphazard and chancy. but it is never
theless a kind of education. 

This rather haphazard kind of education had 
been going on throughout Ghanaian society 
before the advent of the white colonial missiona· 
ries, merchants and masters. Indeed it goes on 
in every society, however low down the develop
ment ladder it appears. H. Elvin, the Director 
of the London Institute of Education, writes in 
"Humanist Education" (in The Humanist Frame, 
edited by J. Huxley) about the education an 
African had received in his youth at his "bush" 
school: 

The African explained how with the boys' of 
his age group he had been sent away to the 
"school" in the bush where he had learned 
that he was part of the tribe. Before, if he 
had done wrong, he had been responsible to 
his family. Now jf he did wrong he had injured 
the whole tribe, and especially his own age 
group. Secondly, they learned practical things 
in the bush school, like traclOng game and the 
medicinal uses of plants. And lastly, they lear· 
ned to listen to the silences of the forl:,t and 
to become attuned to the rhythm of the earth, 
"so that the nature within ourselves found 
unity with the nature or the earth". 

Elvin comments that this is as real an education 
as the English school boy gets in the classroom; 
however, he adds that it is education for a static 
society. But no society is absolutely static. How
ever " static" it may seem, it nevertheless does 
change. A new discovery, say in. herbal medicine, 
a tribal war in which a chieftain so distinguishes 
himself that he is elevated to the paramountcy, 

such events usher in, surely, a quiet but signifi
cant change in the society? 

But such changes as occur in this way in rela· 
tively static societies cause relatively little distur· 
bance. It is such changes as occur in a growing 
body. The body itself is scarcely aware of them. 
When, however, the society clashes with an alien 
dominating culture there oceun a change that is 
quite revolutionary and the effects of which may 
be quite traumatic. 

The very advent of the colonial master in Ghana 
meant contact with new pbysical objects and with 
new ideas. This contact changed, and even today 
changes, the attitudes of the Ghanaian to life, and 
this means an increased tempo of change in his 
society. New experiences come in quick succession 
to the indigenous people; new political arrange
ments are made, disturbing sometimes the existing 
order; new economic activities get introduced. All 
these have bad lasting effects on the life of the 
remotest village in the country. Religious, political, 
and economic innovations bring new experiences 
and change people's attitudes, and education 
should take cognisance of these. 

meet of Western EdOlClllioD 

Contacts in various spheres introduced ex
periences and ideas that made for something like 
a revolutionary change in Ghanaian society. 
But institutional education accelerated the pace 
of these changes. When it is realised that education 
in tbe country was by and large church established 
and controlled, and that it was only in tbe late 
1870s that the colonial government stepped in, 
we would understand tbe change in attitude of the 
school-educated section of the society towards 
chiefs and elders, whose offices 8re quasi sacred. 
towards the indigenous religion, the traditional 
medicinal practice and the usages of the society 
to which they, by birth, belonged. 

The contempt of the so-called educated for the 
culture of their societies was accentuated by the 
fact that the missionary schools, and even the 
government schools when fina1ly they came to be 
established, ignored indigenous culture almost 
entirely. For the white man in the 19th 
century did not understand the culture of the 
people, and, not understanding, he had nothing 
but contempt for it. It was heatb:m culture, the 
culture of infidels. As late as 1899, commenting on 
the music of Northern Ghana as part of his report 
on what was then known as the Northern Terri· 
tories, a colonial agent wrote (as quoted by Prof. 
J. Kwabena Nketia in his Inaugural Lecture, 
"Ethnomusicology") : 



~Mu~ln3 ____________ ~T~HE~L~EG~O:N~O~B~SE=R~V~E=R:-__________________ ~1~ 

Iteration on iteration of the same airs never 
seems to weary the West African. His chief 
musical treat is the tomtam. In season and 
out of seaSOD, all day and all night, be is pre
pared to abandon himself to the delights of a 
noisy demonstration on this instrument of 
torture, and it is more often exhaustion on the 
part of the performers than boredom by the 
audience that puts a period to the deafening 
and monotonous noise. 

And the wbHe man injects something of this con
tempt for Ghanaian culture into those who pass 
through the formal education system. Some later 
regret this ignorance and contempt. K.A. Busia, 
In "Purposeful Education for Africa", writes : 

At the end of my first year at the secondary 
school I went borne to Wenchi for the Christ
mas vacation. 1 had not been home for four 
years. and on that visit, I became painfully 
aware of my isolation. I understood our com
munity far less than boys of my own age 
who had never been to school. I felt I did not 
belong to it as much as they did. It was a 
traumatic experience. My awareness of the 
problem of the relevance of education to 
society must have begun then. 

Examples of Conflict 

Others did not regret and have not regretted, 
like the proverbial Cape Coast scholar of the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries who found it 
inconvenient to eat indigenous foods in public; 
or tho many parents of today who would rather 

, that their &ildren spoke English than the indige
nous language; or the many products of formal 
education today who know al1 the intricacies of 
European ballroom dancing and would pay large 
sums of money to watch a European ballet dancing 
troupe. but do not understand drum music and 
could not dance to the tunes of .dow. or agbadza 
songs. nor would care to watch a troupe of Afri
can dancers. 

One notices the serious cultural dissociation 
here. The effect of the western type of education 
has been to produce two, or even three, nations 
in the country, each unable to communicate 
effectively with the other. Many of those who have 
passed through the formal education system do 
not understand the culture of their own society. 
Those who have never been to school do not 
understand the ways of the "educated". In many 
circumstances the two do not understand each 
other. Then there is even a third group, the half 
"educated", who understand neither the ways of 
their own indigenous society nor those of the 
"highly educated". 

If from infancy you had been made to res-

peet and to honour the culture of your people 
and thus made to soak yourself in it, you would 
tend to understand it from the inside. It would 
become part of you, and. in your day to day life, 
in your behaviour, in your attitude towards your 
fellow men and women, you would tend un
consciously to show that you are a Ghanaian, 
or an African. You have lost this opportunity 
to be pecuUarly Ghanaian and African when you 
come belatedly to your own culture. The true 
Ghanaian easily sees your shortcomings; he sees 
you are different from him and he suspects you. 
This, in fine, is the situation that very wel1 educated 
Ghanaians sometimes find themselves in. They 
may think they understand their fellow "un
educated" countrymen, but they do not. And 
the consequences of this lack of understanding 
have been and can be disastrous politically and 
socially. 

Correction of Imbalance 

Again the education brought by the white man 
was almost purely literary. The church wanted 
pastors and catechists to help in evangelizatIon. 
The merchants and the government officials 
wanted clerks to help in the shops and in junior 
positions in the civil service. Let a colonial officer 
himself sum up. as he is quoted in "Education 
and Changing West African Culture" : 

The conception of the aim of education was 
that it should make useful citizens, and when 
we say useful citizens we mean literally 
citizens who would be of use to us. The 
conception was one of exploitation and 
development for the benefit of the people of 
Great Britain. It was to this purpose that such 
education as was given was directed. 

The education received in the schools and 
colleges has fitted the really well educated for 
the civil service, teaching, or the honourable 
professions - Jaw and medicine. Until very 
recently such men have rarely entered farming 
or business or the technical professions. Their 
education has not prepared them for these. The 
result has been that these essential sectors of the 
economy have been left largely to the illiterate and 
the half-literate. And however good and resource
ful the illiterate can be, he finds it difficult, if 
not impossible in the contemporary world of 
expertise, to compete with the Lebanese and Indian, 
let alone the western European firms, who have 
for a long time dominated both the wholesale and 
the retail trade of the country. 

There is everywhere in the country today an 
outcry for agricultural, technical and business 
education. The country would obviously benefit 
from this type of education. The measures being 
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advised and some of those being t;iken at present, 
to my mind, may not be very effective. But I 
believe it is possible to take bold and imaginative 
steps to correct the imbalance in the educational 
system. All we need, perhaps, is to take this all
important question of education out of the arena 
of politics, and bring cold logic and knowledge 
to bear on the problem. 

But perhaps the real problem lies in cultural 
education, and to this one many writers 11ave been 
blind. For the society is sput into various cultures, 
each unintelligible to the other. They are not 
even subcultures, for this connotes a branching out 
system from a basic culture. That is, there appears 
to be no basic culture common to everybody, 
And education should supply this. A thorough 
study of, and immersion of our pupils and students, 
as well as adultS' outside the formal system, in 
the indigenous' culture should be our aim. For it is 
this which will open avenues of a common under
standing and make the literate understand the 
not so literate, and to understand even the illiterate; 
and vice versa. Together we can then set our 
goals. political and social, and, working in an 
atmosphere of complete understanding, achieve 
them. 

The Arts and Culture 

CHOREOGRAPHY IN TRADITIONAL 
DANCES 

By 

Francis Nil-Yartey 

THERE are many problems facing the African 
choreographer, or traditional African dance expert, 
in this era 'of our theatrical development. One of 
them is the problem of the presentation of our 
African traditional dances in the modern theatre, 
so as to retain a ll the important indigenous elements 
in them. In dealing with this problem, the cho
reographer cannot run away from the fact that 
the modern theatre, of necessity, transforms the 
traditional arts from a largely community oriented 
activity into new theatrical forms. 

In some respects, it may al so transform tbem 
into socio-economic activities, for in traditional 
African societies most of our artists do not usually 
depend on their performances for their livelihood. 
The obonu drununer of the Gas of Ghana, for 
example, goes to traditional fuoctions to play, not 
for money but as a fulfilment of his social obliga
tion; in addition, he performs in order to share his 

creative joy with his own people. So does the 
agbekor drummer or dancer of the Ewe (also of 
Ghana) and the iuchwala performer of Swaziland. 
Traditional dances, musical skill and repertoire 
are passed on from generation to generation. 
Taking an objective look at this transformation, 
we expect our artistes not only to reproduce what 
has been handed down to them but also to recreate 
it and add to it the reflections of their lives. 

In the traditional theatre, as we know it, there 
is no division between the performer and the 
audience. Each and everyone plays an active role 
in a common effort to safeguard the traditionally 
established moral and social standards within 
the society. This may take the form of singing, 
clapping, animation, or wiping the faces of tired 
and sweating musicians. They aU observe the same 
customary behaviour and d~ce etiquette on which 
the movements, gestures ao.d genera] pattern of 
the dances are based. In short, they all have the 
same basic understanding of their art; as a result, 
everybody goes home after a performance well 
satisfied. with the fulfilment of the aesthetic. 
emotional and social requirements of the occasion. 

Demauds of Modem Theatre 

In the modern theatre, on the other hand, there 
is a sort of dichotomy created between the per
former and the audience by the very physical 
condition of the performing arena. One section 
performs while the other is seated comfortably 
receiving, with little or no participation. 

The two sections are further pulled *part by the 
different artistic and cultural backgrounds of the 
people who may constitute the audience. This 
realization necessarily calls for so many changes. 
For example. costumes may have to be modified 
so as to ensure easy changing from one dance to 
another; they can also be made to appear more 
beautiful under modern stage lighting. In some 
cases the costumes may have to be modified to 
conform to existing standards. Similarly, dance 
movements may be exaggerated so that they can 
be seen more clearly by members of the audience 
who may be sitting far away from the performing 
area. 

A single dance which otherwise may last for 
several hours may be shortened not only to suit 
theatre time but also to avoid too many repetitions 
which might bore the audience. In the traditional 
set-up, the dancers almost always dance towards 
the drummers. In the theatre they have to face the 
audience in most cases, thereby weakening the 
communicative line on which good performance 
rests. 
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All this will tickJe the artistic mind of the 
African choreographer who attempts to put a 
traditional dance on the modern stage, since he has 
to capture and hold the attention and the sen
sibilities of his varied audience. His choreography 
- and here lies a major problem - is not only 
going to be assessed by the customary and artistic 
standards of his society but also by the norms 
of the theatre, which may not necessarily be the 
same as those of indigenous society. 

Before the choreographer attempts putting 
a traditional dance on a new stage he must be 
aware of the requirements of the new environment 
as well as those of the old. But he must also think 
about continuity. dynamics, structure, balance, 
space and duration. Also each individual dance 
that he puts on the modern stage must have tbe 
proper expression of the original idea and the 
emotional value attached to it. Most important 
of -all, it must be able to communicate exactly 
what it is intended to mean or offer to the audience. 

Choreography 001 AU ... 

[n the fields of architecture. music, pamtmg, 
sculpture and many others, there have been 
changes in the traditional African forms because 
of the new experience and knowledge of forms in 
other countries. But some people argue that the 
dancer should not choreograph our dances, because, 
as they say, choreography is "western", therefore 
it is likely to kill the traditional elements in the 
dance. It would be a grave mistake on our part 
jf we take such people seriously, because cho
reography is not new to our traditional people. 

This has been brought to light by Professor 
A. Mawere-Opok.u, the well known Ghanaian 
choreographer who has such wide and intimate 
knowledge of traditional African dance forms. 
Mawere-Opok u has proved in concrete terms that 
acculturation in the arts can take place only when 
there is fertile ground created by the common 
social, musical or linguistic structures of any two 
cultures; this will ensure easy growth of the parti
cular art form which is being acculturated. 

This is what is happening in the case of cho
reography. Mawere-Opoku has shown us that the 
art of choreography has been with us ever since 
we started dancing. He says: 

.... Konkonba movements were absorbed 
into See There Ahyh,a, and other dance 
styles. Some of tbese movements are dis
ceroable ID modified forms in the rughlife 
and Kpanlogo .. . .. . The youth, for their 
entertainment, created their own dance forms, 
with their creative drum rhythms and songs. 
Sometimes the older generation adopted these 

new dances. Certainly the dances grew with 
their creators. Some of the best lik.e Adowa. 
which has borrowed much from the Kete, 
Akapoma and Densewu, have become 
national. 

Another approach adopted by African cho
reographers is the introduction of new move
ments collected during travels to other regions, 
and. of course, regions which are neighbours 
tend to borrow one from the other. 

The people of Ada living in an area between 
the Gas and the Ewes, have created k ... tsa 
which uses a happy fusion of bolh styles of 
dances. The choreographer's competence in 
dance and perception are needed in seeking to 
infuse new ideas into an existing style so as to 
present the form of the dance with its 
new movemenJ; vocabulary, in an acceptance 
form. (Research Review, Institute of African 
Studies, vol. 5 No.2, 1969; pages 1-8.) 

We may then say that applying the principles 
of choreography exemplified in our own dances, 
as well as in those of other countries, to the develop
ment of the theatrical presentation of our dance 
is in the right direction. It is no less expedient, 
in this era, than changing from rock and wall 
painting to canvas painting by our artists. The 
paintings of Dr. Bucknor and many other African 
artists who are forward looking are testimonies of 
this. The important changes we have had so far with 
our traditional sculptures support our argument. 
Dr. Oku Ampofo and Vincent Kofi are living 
examples of pioneers who blended traditional 
African sculpture with the modern touch (which 
some people wrongly call western), to the acclama
tion of the indigenous people themselves and the 
world at large. 

Ealargiog the Scope 

Dr. E. Amu, who is often regarded as a tra
ditionalist or even a conservative, has been able 
to improve upon tbe traditional odurugya and 
Iteoteben Hutes, which originally had four holes, 
by adding more holes; the result is the conventional 
diatonic scale of the octave, while the tonaL qua
lities of the three instruments are still maintained. 
This done, the odurugya and the atenteben can 
now play not only the indigenous but also a wide 
range of tunes, in this way satisfying a larger 
audience than before. Dr. Amu did not stop there: 
he has also taken indigenous tunes, and, with 
'western' harmonic technique, has been able to 
turn them into wonderful music. These the in
digenous people (the so-called village folks) have 
accepted, though the new toucb in them are very 
obvious. A good example of this blend is Dr. 
Amu's song, "AgyiDamol EMlo". 
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Saka Acquaye, the Ghanaian sculptor and 
musician, works on the same lines; examples of 
this can be found in the songs of his folk-opera, 
The Lost Fishermen. Many other African artists 
like him take the same approach in their respecti~e 
arts. 

In the field of dance, the Ghana National Dance 
Ensemble, the Guinea Ballet, the Senegal National 
Dance Company, and many other African dance 
companies, have realized the need to choreograph 
traditional African dances to suit the modem 
theatre, and they have been accepted by people 

• 
throughout the world, including their own people. 

The following are some of the comments made by 
crilics on the Ghana Dance Ensemble: 

Carman Moore writes: 

One simply feels Ghanaian villages and fresh 
excitement in movement. To project such 
a sense of transport and to ensure dancing 
of such great agility and subtlety as the Ghana 
dancers exhibited on American theatre boards, 
extraorwnary discipline must have been 
infused into the group by someone with both 
broad intelJectual range and great love of 
dance. 

If the African Dance Company of Ghana 
does hold an edge over many of the other 
brilliant national dance tour companies of 
Africa, and the rest of the world for that 
matter, tbe reason may lie in the intelligent 
training procedures of the Institute school 
of dance .... Western stage forms are now
adays seeking means of auwence participation. 
Africa has it as a matter of course, and the 
Ghana troupe, much aided by Mr. Opoku's 
lighthanded but sure choreography. made 
it real JD a proscernum theatre. 

And Hcu",ell Tircult has this to say: 

Of all the various national dance companies 
to visit the Bay Area, the Ghana Dance 
Ensemble's monday evening program in 
Berkeley's Zellerbach Auwtorium was notice
ably the most light hearted in approach. AIl 
dance companies smile, but they smiled like 
th . ey meaDt It .... 

The Dakar Malin puts it in this way: 

... It is an undeniable fact, and one can 
say so without any fear of contradiction, tbat 
Ghana was one of the best groups since the 
opening of the World Festival of Negro Arts. 

The Vaing.ad Peal'da also comments that: 

The troupe acquaints the spectators with 
Ghanaian Folk Art; national character of 

., their dances is the main feature that makes 
them so delightful. Their every motion is 
simple and natural; they feel perfectly com· 
plicated and swift rhythms of music. They 
perform the most various choreographic pieces 
to the drums only, thus imparting vigorous· 
ness and fieriness to them. 

The ab<;>ve comments sufficiently substantiate 
the evidence that people within and outside the 
continent of Africa enjoy and respect OUT tra
ditional dances, as performed outside the village 
square . 

It is in thjs light that we urge our traditional 
dance experts to gear their efforts towards the 
challenges of today and prepare for tomorrow, 
for, as Vincent Kofi, the sculptor, says ....... no 
art is produced in a vacuum", and " .... outside 
influences do not constitute a danger to a virile 
artistic tradition". Basically, art knows no colour 
or creed; it is a universal language. 

Administration 
• 

WHO ADVISES THE GOVERNMENT? 

By 

s. A. Nkrumab 

"THE Civil Service, of course!" This is the first 
answer that suggests itself to both the layman 
and the student of public administration. But 
there are more advisers to the government than 
those that walk the corridors of the ministries' • 
we may call them the informal adVisers, after the 
fashion in which they operate. The aim of this 
paper is to examine this group, and their impor
tance in the shaping of public policy. 

We are submitting the informal adviser to a 
critical study. because this is important per se; 
we are Dot doing it because we attach less signi
ficance to the role of the formal administrative 
hierarchy, the body constitutionally charged with 
the responsibility of guiding the government to 
achieve its goals. On the contrary. we are fully 
conscious of the vital position of civil servants 
particularly those in the top echelons of the ad~ 
ministrative class. After aJl, the implementation 
of public policy is their job, and they work better 
jf they have had a hand in the shaping of this 
p~~cy. They do this through several ways: pro
vlwng the statistical base for the adoption of 
particular policies, actually confronting the govern. 
?Ien~ w~th alternative policies and the expected 
Implications of their implementation. and also 

• 
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evaluating the implications of the adoption of 
particular policies. 

The avenues open to a responsible administrator 
to influence policy are so immense that it is un
pardonable for him to take the stand of: "The 
politicians took the decision; as administrators. 
we only implemented it". even though the civil 
servant's anonymity implies that the minister must 
accept responsibility for whatever takes place in 
the ministry. We are here removing..the focus from 
civil servants because by and large they are safe 
advisers, safe in the sense that they put their advice 
in writing and one can always go back and match 
achievements against the kind of expectations 
built up -by tbe formal adviser in order to gain 
the acceptance of his advice by the government. 
Indeed, the government's advisers in the civil 
service are accountable to the public for the type 
of advice they give. It is their profession to advise 
and they cannot afford to advise irresponsibly, 
knowing that their prestige and career prospects 
can be influenced by the outcome of their advice. 

Informal Ad"isers and Accountability 

We are in no way suggesting that civil servants 
are incaJ!3.ble of advising irresponsibly. Every 
advice has an element of value judgment in it 
which mayor may not be conducive to the public 
good. Moreover, to err is human and $enuine 
mistakes occur occasionally. Above all, no society 
can have a better civil serVIce than its 
public morality allows, and the bitter trutb is 
that in a society of "ten per centers" the advice 
tendered by some civil servants will be influenced 
by some immepiate selfish expectations. All said, 
however, the civil servant is a safe adviser because 
he is accountable. His conunissioner (or minister) 
can always call him to explain the implications 
of hi s advice. 

Not so with informal advisers. They are not 
accountable to the society for the advice which 
they tender by virtue of special connections they 
may have with members of the government. 
In aU fairness, let liS recognise the fact that not 
all the advice whose source is external to the civil 
service is given by persons with special relation· 
ships with members of the government. ..Neither a 
contentious editorial, criticising a projected policy 
of a government, nor a sycophantic onc showering 
praises, is written by persons with specia l can· 
oections with the powers that be, although their 
advice may be very far-reaching. 

However, there are others, who because they may 
have been classmates with members of the govern
ment, or are from the same town, or attend the , 

same lodge, or sit down occasionally to split 
a bottle or two with members of government, or 
who may even be girl.friends, are accessible to the 
centres of power and are capable of inHuencing
ift'deed do influence - public policy through what 
they deliberately or inadvertently say at critical 
moments. What is common to all these sources 
of advice for public decision making is their lack 
of accountability for the influence they have. 

For one thing, their advice would not be on 
the files in the ministries, hence it is impossible 
to locate' them officially and hold them respon· 
sible where their advice leads to disastrous can· 
sequences. However, it is one thing to say that 
informal advisers are not accountable and aoother 
to cirum that they are irresponsible. Of course. 
some of them can be irresponsible and full of 
malice. particularly when they set out to destroy 
public figures who have no opportunity to defend 
themselves. But, ordinarily, the absence of ac
countability notwithstanding, informal advisers 
cannot afford to influence irresponsibly, because 
that way they endanger the privileged and honou· 
rable association they enjoy with the members of 
the government. 

The Pros and Coos 

Generally, therefore, the advice given to the 
government informally would be well-intended. 
Most people have ex.cellent ideas about how the 
affairs of the country ought to be organised and 
they do not hesitate, where they are fortunate
to come in contact with the members of the 
government, to volunteer these ideas. For obvious 
reasons they would not have the necessary statis· 
tics with which to buttress their case, Nor is it 
uncommon to discover certain illogicalities and 
contradictions when their advice is subjected to 
critical analysis. 

However, having made these reservations we 
would say that informal advisers arc a tremendous 
source of dynamic ideas to any government . 
Since they are outside the normal civil service 
machinery, these people tend to lack the caution 
and circumspection with which the civil servant 
does his work and which, invariably, hamstring 
his perspectives. The outsider is free to dream, as 
it were, of the country's problems and visualize 
solutions, often simplistic but nevertheless useful , 
pointers to the possible areas from which the 
correct answers may be obtained. 

What is absolutely dangerous about some 
informal advisers is the overzealous enthusiasm 
wjth which they literally force their advice on the 
government. They alone are right; anybody else 
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is wrong. Jt i5 usual for them to start by destroying 
any confidence the government may have in some 
body or institution tbat is capable of offering 
alternative views. Naturally, civil servants are the 
common victims of such informal advisers, and 
the appellations applied to them by the latter 
include "saboteur~", "reactionaries", "counter
revolutionaries", and so on. But for this un
warranted mud-slinging on others, informal ad
visers could be accommodated without any fear 
of serious repercussion . 

We have already recognized the non-civil 
service advisers as a great source of initiative 
to the government. It is therefore necessary to 
devise forms which would allow the country 
to utilise fully their advice, without at the same 
time losing the brains of the regular civil servants. 
We have to "formalize" the mode of their advice. 

• 
Measures to Adopt 

Two approaches are open to the members of 
lhe government. First, they can ask their "back· 
door" advisers to put whatever they have to say 
on paper. There is no doubt tbat this would put 
most informal advisers off; they have neither the 
time nor the patience to submit a memorandum. 
A couple of drafts would find their way into the 
waste·paper basket, and it is only the serious 
public spirited indjvidual who can overcome the 
frllstnllion of organising his thoughts wen enough 
to write meaningfully to the government. In 
addition to this initial self-screening of one's ideas, 
the fact that the advice is being given the govern. 
ment on paper means that the regular civil servants 
have the opportunity to study it and give their 
own comments on how practicable the advice is. 

The second approach that members of tbe 
government can adopt is actually to fake the 
advice of tbe men behind the curtains as their own 
and to ask formally for the views of their regular 
ci\il servants on it. ,Again, this way, the civil 
servant!) han the opportunity to advise tbe govern. 
menr on the implications of tbe advice. 

One can anticipate people preferring making 
personal contacts to writing a memorandum, on 
the grounds that more often than not civil servants 
do "sit" on their letters. This mayor may not be 
true. What is certain is that no civil servant will 
dare delay on malters in which he knows ills 
commissioner is interested. In any case, we have 
no reason to paint civil servants as monsters 
devouring all views apart from their own. Of 
course, we are aware that tbe civil service as an 
institution docs not welcome, warmly. proposals 
originating outside itself. But tben wbo does? 

One would grant thal civil servants are capable 
of frustrating informal advisers through un
balanced and unfair comments on proposals 
by the latter .. After all • tbey have the facts and 
figures, and by presenting or withholding certain 
information they can tilt governmental decision 
in one direction or the other. Sucb civil servants 
make the concept of public accountability a 
myth. I believe that if tbere are such people in 
our civil service they are very few indeed, and 
the public can expect their views to be given serious 
attention if they would write formally making 
suggestions direetly to tbe government. 

However, for those who are still sceptical about 
how outside views influence public policy, I would 

emphasize the device of the "advisory council". 

Each ministry can have an advisory council of 
about five people who are very knowledgeable on 
the subject matter of the ministry. In addition to 
the regular ministry headed by the principal 
secretary. the council could also advise the 
commissioner on controversial projected policies. 
This council would ensure that the government 
is made aware of all aspects of a policy before it is 
adopted. This way, we can be certain that govern· 
ment poliCies would not be announced only to be 
withdrawn for further study a few days later. 
The net effect would be that public policies would 
be made. after extensive examination of their r 

implication, not only by the regu1ar government 
advisers but also by other competent citizens who 
care about the progress of the country. 

Observer Notebook 
The Nightmare in Sudan 

THREE weeks ago, the world was saddened 
by the cold-blooded murder of three diplomats, 
two Americans and one Belgian, in Khartoum 
by members of the Black September group of 
al Fatah. The fact that such acts of desperate 
brutality are increasing on the world political 
scene does not make them any less horrifying; 
and we in Africa had more reason to be alarmed 
this time on account of the nearness of the event. 
This was not one of those remote Latin American 
episodes over which we could complacently shake 
our beads or even shrug our sboulders. This 
one happened here. 

Without taking sides in the Arab-Israeli dispute, 
the LegOD Obsernr believes that there is an 
honourable way of fighting a war and a dis. 
honourable way of doing so. We believe that 
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there 3TC things a human being must not do even 
to save his country or defend a cause, and among 
these are, for instance, the slaughter of innocent 
children such as we saw in My Lai or the 
slaughter of innocent diplomats such as the world 
is frequently called upon to witness these days. 
It is our view that a cause that has no regard for 
innocent human life is deeply tarnished and un
worthy of support or sympathy. For, considera
tions of humanity must be one of the main reasons 
for any struggle. 

Further, some of the demands which were made 
by the seven Black September guerrillas as a 
condition for the release of the diplomats were 
blatantly unreasonable. Particularly wierd was 

~ 

the demand for the release of Sirhan Sirhan, the 
convicted assassin of Senator Robert Kennedy. 
How in the name of reason could the release of 
this man help the Arab cause? Certainty, securing 
the release of Sirhan Sirhan would draw attention 
to the Black September movement and would 
therefore be of some propaganda value. Also, 
the event of Sirhan'S release would have been one 
of considerable embarrassment to the U.S.A., 
which was then playing host to Mrs. Golda Meir. 
But these considerations are so insubstantial that 
tbe demand for the assassin's release remains the 
little detail which certifies the essentially lunatic 
character of the macabre oa:urrence in Khartoum. 

In our world which is afflicted, among other 
things, with desperate, irrational men, two tbings 
have become most unsafe- travelling by air and 
being a diplomat. The ambassador who used to lie 
abroad for the good of his country is now con
tinually dying abroad for nobody's good, and 
this calamitous trend should be checked as far as 
possible. When confronted with the demands of 
the Septemberists, President Nixon is quoted to 
have said that the way to remove further insecurity 
in the diplomatic career was to refuse to give in 
to extremist pressures. The statement was made at 
a time when those two of his diplomats in 
Khartoum, Mr. Cleo Noel and Mr. Curt Moore, 
were under the threat of assassination by the 
guerrillas ; at the time, it sounded particularly 
callous and later cost America the lives of the two 
men. Yet there is reason lfl that position. The 
more people like the Black Septemberists feel that 
their demands will be met, the more they will 
be inclined to resort to their horrifying tactics. 

The time has come for African governments to 
join other governments in condemning the recent 
killings in Sudan, and In addition, to make it 
clear that they will not a!!t a matter of principle 
trade anything for the li ves of innocent people, 
and that the blood of any innocent slain will be 

on the heads of the assassins. This wiu to some 
extent place diplomats and some other people 
more at the mercy of ruthless groups, and if these 
desperate fighters insist on murdering them, then 
it will at least be dear that we have psycopaths 
on our hands and we can deal with them ac cor
dingly. Above aU, security for diplomats should 
be ruthlessly tightened. Let Africa make it clear 
that we too believe tbuggery and blackmail 
cannot serve an honourable cause. 

The New Taxi Fares 

THERE is much confusion about taxi fares in 
Accra. and reportedly in other Ghanaian cities 
as well. Complaints reaching the Legon Observer 
suggest that taxi drivers are exploiting the new 
regulations regarding taxi service and fares to the 
disadvantage of taxi users. Naturally, people 
wish to know what these new regulations are, and 
the objectives they are expected to acrue\IC. Educa
tion of the public on this matter by the govern
ment has been regrettably lacking in adequacy. 

Our investigations have revealed that the 
Ministry of Transport and Communications ori
ginally reached a kind of gentleman's agreement 
with the taxi drivers regarding fares in the cities_ 
Briefly, the new arrangements and fares are as 
follows : 

1. On certam routes in the centres of our cities 
(e .g. from the Accra General Post Office 
to Kaneshie or to Kokomlemle), a passenger 
can "engage" a taxi and pay a fare of 20 
p:sewas for the whole distance, of any part 
of it; 

2. H the taxi is "engaged", as stated above, 
the taxi driver is at liberty to pick up three 
other passengers along the same route for a 
fare of 20 pesewas each; 

3. A passenger wishing to hire a taxI all to 
himself, or for the exclusive use of his family 
or friends, not exceeding four in number in 
either case, pays a fare of 80 pesewas, that 
is, pays for the four passenger seats JD the 
taxi, whether all of them are occupied 
or not ; 

4. Outside the prescribed routes in the centres 
of the cities, e.g. from Accra to Legon, a 
perwn wishing to " engage" or "hire" a taxi 
has to bargain with the taxi driver for his fare. 

The purpose of these new arrangements, accor
ding to the ministry, is to enable taxis to operate 
as buses or "Trotros", and thereby help ease the 
urban transportation problem by carrying as many 
people as possible. Also, users who do not mind 
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sharing a taxi along the same route with three. 
otber passengers pay only 20 pesewas for a com
paratively comfortable ride In a saloon car! 
Previously. some taxi drivers could take other 
passengers m addition to the person who first 
engaged them, and charge whatever fare they 
quoted to anyone of the passengers. In this 
respect the new arrangements rcgularizl'! ta\i fares in 
in our cities. 

The Legon Obsener would wi)h to call atlention 
to a couple of problems here and make suggestions 
for their solution. First. there is strong evidence 
that most taxi drivers do not enquire from an 
ignorant passenger whether he wishes to "engage" 
or "hire", and may dri\ie him quickly along the 
route and then demand 80 pesewas, although 
previously the fare for the same journey was about 
40 pesewas. Secondly, even if the passenger an· 
nounces that he IS merely "engaging" the taxi, 
but the driver is unable to find any other passengers 
along the route, is it not possible for the driver to 
deny that the passenger had wanted merely to 
"engage" this taxi, and therefore demand the 
fare for "hiring"? 

Towards resolving this confusion, which could 
lead to serious consequences, we wish to make tbe 
following suggestions. First, and obviously, 
there IS a need to inform the general public 
adequately about the new arrangements and 
to define for the passenger his rights in the new 
situation; to this end, taxi drivers should be 
obliged to display lD their vehicles the new re· 
gulations, the recognised routes and the fares. 
We also hope that the regulat;ons will specify 
the fares for children travelling with their parents 
by taxi . 

Finally, understanding that the new regulations 
and fares lack legal backing, we urge that this 
should be remedied immediately, if violations 
are to be checked through due process of law. 

"II 

LUCTOR LIMITED 
P.O. Box 392, KllmasL 

P.O, Box 5097, Accra 

FOR: 

GALLENKAMP 

Tel: 2983 

Tel: 21455 

LABORATORYEQUWMENT 

Letters 
Education Ministry aod A.T.T.C. 

SIR-There has been some improvements in the Ministry 
of Education recentJy: First, the placing of teachers 
with the a.C.E. '0' level on the Post·Secondary salary 
grading; and secondly. placing trained teachers with 
three 'A' level a.c.E. certificates (no matter the number 
of sittings) on the Senior Teachers salary scalli:. 

On!.! special Iype or teacher. however, IS now left 
with a problem which it expects the Ministry of Edu· 
cation to solve. This ''teacher'' IS the A.T.T.C. "spe· 
cialist"~"Specialist" in inverted commas because it is 
undefined. Just imagine being called a "specialist" in a 
training college or a secondary school, and when a 
graduate teacher becomes available you are declared 
redundant! Rather than call this "teacher" a specialist, 
it would be better to call him a substitute. 

The minimum qualification for AT.T.C. entry IS 

a.c.E. '0 ' level III four subjects, including English 
Language and one's special subject; phu at least three 
years post.certificate teaching. After two years training 
one is bon'ded to teach four years before one can enter 
university on study leave, i.e., if one has the minimum 
qualifications for univel'!ity entry. 

We of the A.T.T.C, have been told (oot officialJy 
tbough) that arrangements are gOlDg on with Cape 
Coast University to recognise the A.T.T.C. specialist 
certificate as an entry requirement. When this arrange· 
ment would be complete and also take effect is known 
only to those whu should know. 

The problem of the A.T.T.C. specialist can he solved 
In many ways, including the foUowing: 

(i) The Ministry of Education could either increase 
the salary of the AT.T.C . specialist in such a 
way as to discourage him from attempting to 
escape his present position, and/or 

(ii) write off the four years compulsory teaching 
binding him after completion, so that if he is 
hard working he can get the university minimum 
entry requirement and fin'd himself in the univer· 
sity where, after completion, he would have his 
position defined; and 

(iii) regard the A.T.T .C. specialist certificate as an 
entry requirement for entry into any of our 
varsities. 

If any of the above is considered by the Ministry 
and also implemented , I assure the Ministry of Educa· 
tion, and also the Ghana National Association of Tea· 
chers (G.N.A.T .) officials , of complete rest for at least 
five yeaT$ .. without any trouble from any teacher. 

A.T.T.C. S. A. Duuri 
Winncba 

-'----
Underprivileged Smool" 

SIR- Independent schools are being shabbily treated. 
They, unlike the assisted schools, have to IfY income 
tall:, and their proprietors too, on top of that; tbeir can· 
didates are usually not aUowed to enter for scientific 
subjech for G.C.E., and they are forbidden Peace Corp" 
teachers, though they are just the scbools who need them 
most, since they can hardly afford to employ graduates 
A~ut a month ago one school proprietor had to return 
to the ~nder a parcel containing a valuable piece of 
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cquipmcnl-a dictaphone-donated by a well-wisher in 
America, because the duty demanded by the man at the 
post office was e:torbitanl. Assisted schools Jet their 
equipment duty.free. 

We (the National Independent Schools and Colleges 
Association) negotiated with the Ministry of Education 
about these things, and were told to ask the Examinations 
Council; then with the council, who told us to ask the 
ministry. While we were in the middle of thi'\, a missi\-e 
came from the ministry saying that we should reduce 
our fees. We should love to, but how can we, when 
the}' arc already so fantastically low that if we did we 
would not be able to raise standards, or maint:lIn them. 
or even. alwa)'s. feed tbe boarders? 

Our s«retary found himself summoned to the ministry 
In haste, and was warned about closures unless the. fees 
were reduced. But how can we bridge an eight-foot gap 
with a four-foot ladder? What good is this sort of thing 
doing the country, or the ministry, or the boys .. nd girls. 
or anybody else? 

Daphne Hereward 

Sa\<e Our CO«I8 from Drink! 

SIR-An Accra daily on 14th February, 1973. earned 
an article which should have alarmed all Ghanaians_ 
I refer to that claim that "The Institute of Standards and 
'ndustnal Research recently completed research studies 
into the distillation of alcohol from cocoa juice. As ~ 
result of this, the National Standards Board has indi
cated lits intention?] to launch a campaign to get dis
tillers to use cocoa juice in producing Akpeteshle". The 
report goes on to tdl us o( belated plans to educate 
the fanner to become a collector of cocoa juice .. 

If the report is true, and assuming the ell"port "f good 
quality cocoa beans is still of concern to this nation. 
then we would beg the government to do everything 
to ~top the impending mlscducation. 

The processes involved in the preparation of cocoa 
beans for the market include the following: The pods 
are first remo\'ed from the trees. They are gathered at 
a centml place where they arc broken open. The beans 
are scooped out of the. broken pods and arranged in a 
heap. usually on banana or plantain leaves. The heap 
is then carefully covered up with leaves and left to fer
ment for about six days. 

Since It is during the fermentation process that im
portant biochemical reactions take place, to convert 
the beans to the desirable product for which Ghana 
cocoa is so famous. I hope you will permit me, Mr. 
edItor, to give a brief outline of this process for the 
benefit of your readers: 

Ii:t day of fennentation- The organisms called yea~ts 
and bactena get introduced into the cocoa mass 
during the openmg of the pod and the scooping out 
of the beans. The yeasts convert the sugars into alco· 
hols. 
2nd day of fermentation -Some of the bacteria, called 
acetic acid bacteria, proceed to convert the alcohols 
Into acetic acid. 
Jrd day of fermentation- As a result of the fermenta
tion process, a great deal of heat is generated in the 
cocoa mass. The combined effect of heat and acetic 
acid. \\-hich penetrates the beans, is to kill the beans. 
As a result. the bean is no tonger "viable", that is, it 
lo~s its ability to germinate. 

The death of the bean permits two important thing' 

to take place: finot, lOme bitler substances in the bean, 
called anthocyanins, get destro}'Cd; secondly, the pecu
liar c(.'Coa aroma and flavour potential is de\-·e1opW. 
Thus any education which teaches (armers either to 

Mlueete out the cocoa juice before fermentation starts. 
or 10 exlmct the alcohol before it is converted into 
acetic 2.cid. is going to be inimical to the production of 
quality cocoa beans for the chocolate industry. And to 
think this strange idea is supposed to have come from 
the National Standard~ Board-a body specifiCRlly sct 
up to maintaIn quality of products! 

Dept uf Biochemistry 
Legan 

K. K. Oduro 

ReconCitialion aDd pof Revival 

SIR -Ghana is now in a military era. The N.R.C. has 
made It explicitly clear that politiCS, and for that matter 
party politics. has no room in our revolutionary era. 
That is a sound policy, for Ghanaians obviously seem 
to ha\e had enough of politics and politicians for the 
timebellig It is In the light of this no-politics SPIrit 
that I hot, e been prompted to question the idea and the 
rational: behind the showing to the people of films on 
the rolitical life of the late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah. The 
question becomes more relevant and more jusllfiable 
when such films are ~hown all o .... er the country by a 
government agency like the Information Service. 

That Dr. Nkrumah was a politician of no mean class. 
especially in Africa and in international circles, cannot 
he ea~ily disputed. Yes. he WBII" Kwame Nkrumah of 
Africa. But, much as Ghanaians admired his political 
career both at home and abroad. t do not think they 
\t,ould countenance the revival and perpetuation of his 
ideology and policies; far from that The wounds he 
and his clique inflicted on the Ghanaian economy and 
society arc too fre~h and conspicuous to overlook. Our 
chronic indebtedness is a clear testimony. 

Tn this era. of nail anal reconciliation, when we need 
n united front for the reconstruction of the nation it 
IS best we forget all about those, big or small, ",ho 
plunged us into our economic mess. The~ should be 
no cause to stir up political feelings_ 

To the anti-Nkrumaist. the showing of such pro
Nkrumah films to the public could mean that the N.R.C. 
is in for the revival of Nkrumaism and all its attendant 
evils. The Nkrumaist elements in the society woufd. 
on the other hand, not be far (rom right if they thought 
that the N R.C. was solidly behind them. The results 
\l.ould g<' a long way in thwarting the go~mmenl's 
genuine efforts at bringing about national recon~.liation. 

11 is therefore in the interest of a united and forward· 
I.:>oking Ghana that I strongly appeal to the N_R.C. to 
ban all political films, and anything that brings about 
suspicio:1 of its inclination to any political party, past 
or present. Any attempt at the revival of any put ideo
logy is just too dangerous for poor mother Ghana. 
What we need now is national reconciliation. The 
N.R.C. must watch the Nkrumaist elements who are 
now pushing themgeJves into the limelight of the na
tion's affairs. We know them enough, and we must not 
forget that the leopard annat change its spots. 

A.T.T.C. 
Wiancba 
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YOU ARE LOOKING AT WHAT COULD 

BE YOUR MOST BEAUTIFUL POSSESSION 

THE NEW 
MAZDA 1500 

An exquisite combination of European elegance, styling and 
traditional Japanese strength- as dependable as it's glamorou~, 
as tough as nail-

You must see it, You must drive it, You must own it. 

THE NEW MAZ]!)! 1500 SEDAN 
Beauty unsurpassed, speed unbeaten ... economy, the talked 
about car. 

From the world's most creative automaker. 
Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd., Hiroshima, Japan. 

See your MAZDA dealer now. 

Come to: 

Mark Colle Engineering Ltd., 
P.O. Box M.120, Telephone 28027/ 28077 
ACCRA 
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K ..... Nli. t: ........ 

SIR- With maay Ghanaian&, J ..u conaidcrabJy per. 
lurbed about the way the imqc of Kwamc Ntnunab 
i. beina handled by the National Redemption Council. 
JUl' take the 'allowin, statement by Colonel Achcam
PORI. Head of State and Chairman of the N.R.C.. 
dUrin, the 211t Session of the O.A.U. Liberation Com
mittee held at the Stale HOUle, Acaa, on 8th January, 
1973: 

Thai new Ghana was consecrated with the 
momentoUi declaration thai our independence was 
mcaninalclS unless it was holed up with the total 
liberation and unity of tbe amtineoL Thil historic 
statement was made by a man who saw tbe vision of 
a free and united Africa anCI dedicated bi. life 10 
the realisation of this ideal. ] speak. of that immortal 
son of Africa whose ' pronouncements and actioos 
inspired a new raith, a new confidence ia the Africa. 
Personality. and. who in divene ... ,. pve the libera
tion movements a 1m .. of direction and vitality. 
Gallant sons of Africa. on this bistoric occasion it i, 
only fiuina tha. we should hallow the memory of Dr. 
Kwamc Nkrumah, wbose contribution to the libera
tion movement was remarkable and far-rachinl . You 
will aim: that Ghana under Nkrumah was true to this 
pledle ana made contributions of malnificent dimen
sions to the. cause of African liberation and unity. 
And then on the 24th February, 1973, blmly a month 

after the statement quoted above. and at a time when 
some of the delcptes who attended the 21st Session of 
the Liberation COndlliH" were here apin for the 
E.C.A. Second Ministerial Conference, we were celebra
lina Kwame Nkrumah'a downfall! 

Most Ghanaians were wiUin. to 10 to work on 24th 
February, but were virtually locked out! Make Kwame 
Nkrumab a hero or damn him; then the whole world 
would know where we stand on this mailer. 

P.O. Bos: 5813 
A ..... _ 

c-pu. 0..1 (MR.) 

TrMeu ... Ibe ReP-

SJR- It is an indi'putable fact that the .. ceess of any 
tqlme greatly depend, on traden, notably retailen. 
Their actions may create much room (or even the lay
man to be able to criticise the reaime in power, for the 
prices of commodities larady determine the country" 
standard of living. Whatever price a trader charlet for 
a commodity, be it a controlled one or not, is, to the 
layman , an action of the government. 

The root cause of most of tbe coups d'etat in African 
countries. particularly Gbana, is economic incomistence. 
Quite recently the N.R,C. ba'd to witbdraw the lovern
ment's ,30 million subsidy, just becaule of the hewiour 
of lraden in hoardina and in exorbitant priciq of 
goods. As there is no smoke without fire , tbe aovern
ment must ask ittclf thi, question: wby do the country's 
retailers continue to board and to charge so exorbitantly, 
in spite of repeated warnings? 

I wisb to draw the lovemment's aHention to the fact 
that the root cause of these two practices lies with some. 
of tbe government's own a .N.T .C. storekeepers, wbo are 
sole di stributors of commodities to retailen. If a re
ta iler, before he succccded in pttina .the supply of a 
commodity, was made to "do IOmethlftl" apan from 

paym, tbc normoI price, ...... be wiD .... it .. ..... I 
plica, tine. profit i. laia primuy •• Do 

It ICCIDI to me tbal die 1"_4 ...... aNa' hi 

IIUII in its G.N.T.C. awn.. .. .... die .. bile. .. peci_Oy 
Mailers. would .... witb. _ IMI ..., 01 1. i IUW 
more to blame than the retaiJon fOl' out uaablea in Ibit 
matter. They very ofteu .ell to fzmiti" ,...., DOCably 
relativcs; thus tbe UDlona.... , p_n 2 __ 10 ... 
throop the bact door for tIIIir.,..,.t n,....., timF 

Ihrouab middkmen wbo .... wry well bowa to the 
manqcn. There eJ.i1ll the pepuneat .. jC" iMpecton: 
fine! But 1be qu .... ion is. do they do ... wort co. 
scientiously? Another .-ri0lll it: do lin ! ..... 'l1li 
pria: iftlpedon cbcct O.N.T.C 1toIeI1 If DOl. It it hiJIt 
time tbey did 10. 

About the baden tbemIeIva: Wliat i, their quota 
towards the lOa II 01. the N.a.c ,.. ... , It woukl be 
in the iDteral of the lowmment if ..., would elp31e 
all defaulters al the O.N.Te. • ;any d', sole dis-
tributon. They Ihould let die p..... kDow 'be ca .... 
of their boardina ...... 'r aorbltaDt prices. 10 U to 
Jet a solution for it, for Ibe ilia: 41 of a rqime patty 
rests on them. ,,-
A.T.T.C. 
W'-.. 

W ... O",w_.AI w 

_ New rr~._ Bema 

SIR- Listeni .. to a balletin of ....", De.1 OD Setarday, 
3td March, 1973, I beard it unouocecl that the N.LC. 
bad issued a decree that required everY DC .... per aDd 
journal in the country to obtain a paid licence ftom 
the Mlftistry of Informatioa Wore publicatiOlll, aod 
thai anybody wbo contra~ClliCl the aid decl ... in fularw 
would be liable to a fiDe or to imprilOlUDC4lt. 

One may araue that such a step could bri.Da ia a 
substanlial income to the ~ but we may 
equally ask. whetber thi, will not hamper ftullom of 
the pres'S. In a situation where one bas to obtain • li
cence before publication, can we really ay tbat die 
press is free? 

We may iveo ask about the actual rcuon bebiad 
this deem:. Has the N.R.C. become incented as a result 
of constant critician (rom certaia quarters. and now 
wanl, to check thia by mean, of Ibi, decree? U Ibi, ia 
the case, then the problem wid not be solved, becaUIC 
people will continue to publiab once they haw Olt'Jineci 

the appropriate lic:encc. PcrhaPi a more eft'cdive mum 
would be for the N.R.C. to abolish every newspaper 
and journal in tbe country; but thl, would be a wot .. 

solution. and wiD not belp the revolution jn any ca. 
We need to attack and to c:riticile, wbltnadhely, .hea 
somethina lOCI wrona. It is better to 1)1 k tbeD, tbaa 
to stay unconcerned. Or are we on the th .... old of She 
era when every Ghanaian would be paeicl1 

In the meantime, ] would implore all 0.0lI'l 01 
newSJ8pers and jou.rnalI to obtain the appropriate Ii· 
cencc, becaUIC we: need the PI'! 4 ; and it i. always' Pl. 
to speak about what it ,oi ... WfOIlI than do 1be ,,"1 
poll-mortem on wbat .ent •• 0lIl. 

Abr'o Han 
LI" , 

'" C. .,£1 
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Matters Arising 

ORIMN1!IINC MASS EDUCATION 

By 

E. S. Aidoo 

I HAVE just discovered (should] add "to my sh.me·'?) 
that J bave Dot. and DO one else baa, commented 
OD Mr. A. P. Ach.tmpong's nice letter in your issue 
of as long ago as the 17th November, 1972. I may 
bave been so overjoyed that he found in my interest an 
indication "that it will not be very difficult to find lite
rate people wbo will wish to serve the nation by joiniaa" 
in real action to spread literacy among our people that 
- ] just went to sleep! Sorry. Tbe matter is very serious. 
So let me deal with all my friend 's questions (L.o_ 
VIJ/23 at page 552). 

The most important thing i:i to find aDi:I get together 
a dedicated group of literates wbo are willing to serve. 
Mr. Acbampong agrees that that would not be very 
difficult. And that is the best bqinnin& for any mean
ingful action. St. Paul, the aged Apostle, commended 
much the same thing to the y('uthful Timothy when be 
said th. latter sbould wmmit what he regarded as most 
valuable "to reliable men wbo will be able to teacb 
otben as well". So we Deed wlOhlC .... ftl.... • 
and women too, ] hope we will agree that the Ministry 
of Education and the Institute of Adult Education are 
in much the same position as most voluntary organisa· 
tions in getting together such persons. 

Mr. Acbampong next asks: "When people from all 
the regions have joined the organisation. when. where 
and bow shall we streamline our objectives and co· 
ordinate our efforts"? The only diffiwJty bere is in the 
attempt to look so far ahead. But need WIC or need 
even the ministry itJelf 9Iart by "co-ordinating efforts" 
In afI the regions"? I think not. In my letter I maCJe it 
dear that a thing like thi, may be commenced by a 
voluntary organisation on a small scale. As the organi
sation grows it should not be too difficult for any ad· 
ministrator to deal with any number of whco. and 
wheres and bows one can think. of now. Then also, it 
should be easy to persuade the Ministry of Education 
to take over the organisation and run it directly or 
through the Institute. 

Does anyone rea1ly need to introduce sucb willing 
adult teachers aDd tbeir mission "to the people wilhoul 
appearing to be intruders'" Ink what would any such 
teacher be intruding? If the organisation is voluntary, 
then presumably the adult illitentes are not loing to 
be forced to attend? In that case the orpnisation and 
its teachers would be their own "Jette" of commenda
tion"; for no one talks more about literacy to othen 
than the newly literate. 

As regards " textbooks and other teaching aids". Mr. 

just to write on aDd read faom " eLba_ (_ 
.I.les) and onliuary ~ -. (or "'<4 
pads). then k1'ual 0Ilj DI ....... ia u' I • 
b~ caUcid upon to ...... '0 At 
!:.Iage the new literalel be tal'" to 
to read; and. for thU putt'; Ie. fbe .... 
Corporation can be penuaded to pial m 
of otandariJ _boob. 'rtIio .... b, I ..... 

countries. We even know that wI.. ... ~~ 
wanted to learn (or enjoy) the b nti. of Illture they jim went ah .... and c:heaply .. _ 

of works like Shake.pe&Je"s without m "p.h • ":::~. 
i?gh& t0tbc0bta!n the licence of those who heW .. q:IW 
II IS reiD. But we DlUIt do ".Un. 

IacldentaUy, it is pc:tSIl'bIc for lDCtividaaJ. Ghauil" to be asked to contribute money if, lite me, ....,. _ 
give time to this wort. All that sw:b. Iblon ...gy 
want to be assured of is that the money they live WI" 
be retponsibly accounted for. And that D I : d not ... 
problem. Additionally. J know that the Mini.,.". of 
Education can anaop for the govommmt to aiw 
financial assistance to the sort 01 voluntary arpni-ti .... 
we have in mind, provided certain .dmjpiatratiw COD

aitions are satisfied. Mr. Achamp"'''. WII 1heNI'o .. 
certainly beiDl unkind to himself when he del caiW 
",bat could well sprina from himrlf and • few ... 
c:Jedicated friends as an "oqanisation which hal IJIRIDI 
up as though from. nowhete"". 

Now to his final parqrapb. What we are 0* cemed 
with now is not how "the problem wiD be. mlved .... 
easily". t admit that the problem is acrious eoouab to 
engage the attention of the Ministry of FAucatipa.. BIll 
J cannot sincerely tay that it is the most llerious pr0-

blem nOw facing the country. So we nn'lI not ...... 
time trying to persuade the mioillry to ItUt .. M'II 
this problem now (instead of which other?) .... hi 
limited resources. To me it appean best in our pi .t 

circumstances that a voluntary orppj.~ if .... caD 

be formed by wiUins and reliable residents. .. ... 
start on a project like this. When that OfIjlnitMita 
bas reached as far as the members can Va. e~ F
then "an authoritative body like the ~ wiJl 
itself feel obliged to como in and adminieter the J j; .1 
"far-reaching solution to the prahl ..... 

The concluaion of the matter is: I ao not qree wtdt 
Mr. Acbampong that the obstacles be sees are m.iahty 
at all. To what ha~ others come? 

IT PAYS TO 
--

ADVERTISE IN TH 

LEGON OBSERVE 
L ________ ~:":~~:~~u:n~d~ou:b~t~ed:lty bas superior knowledge. But 

~~.n~d_mo~~MM~q~ka::m~~::::::::::::::::::::==::====::"] ---~--~.--
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Book Review 

WFST AFRICAN WAGER, HOUPHOUET 

VERSUS NKRUMAH 

By 

Jon Woronoff 

(Scarecrow Press Inc., Metuchen, N.J., 1972, 371p. SJO.OO) 

Reviewed by 

S. K. B. Asante 

A COMPARATIVE study of Ivory Coast and Ghana 
from the rise of the nationalist movement to the mid. 
sixties is not new to the scholarly world. Many have felt 
the need to compare the two countrie8. What seCIll5 to 
be a novelty about the book under review is its massive 
documentation, its clarity and balance, 8S well as its 
'depth of treatment of a comprehensive range of interest
ing themes. Ideas about Ghana and Ivory Coast which 
have for the most part been propounded elsewhere have 
been repeated and set out here with great force and 
cogency. 

The book is about a wager which was made on bth 
April, 1957, exactly a month after Ghana's independence, 
between the Ivorian leader, Houpbouet-Boigny, and 
Ghana's Kwame Nkrumab. The contest was to the effect 
that each leader would follow his own path during the 
ensuing decade, and the world could then judge which 
country had fared better. While Nkrumah chose com~ 
plete independence for Ghana and fought for it, Hou~ 
phouet's Ivory Coast was granted independence In 1960 
with little indigenous effort. 

The Ivorian leader, who had originally scoffed at in· 
dependence and derogatorily referred to it as merely 
'nominal", would have preferred an all Franco-African 

Community based on equality and fraternity. He was 
firmly convinced that within a period of ten yean, with 
the aid of the metropolitan power, the Ivory Coast would 
have passed Ghana in economic ao·d social fields. With 
coherence and lucidity in expression, Jon Woronoff 
refreshingly weaves this remarkable story of the "wager" 
around such themes as decolonisation, domestic politics 
and control, foreign policy and economic development. 

The most striking contrast between the two countries 
during the period under review is in the fields of foreign 
policy and economic development. These two-not very 
much un-related-subjects, which together cover over 
one-third of the whole book, were most crucial in the 
determination of the outcome of the wager. This is 
partly so because, whereas in older states foreign policy 
and economic development were usually a reflection of 
national needs or ideologies. the policies in this early 
period were frequently less those of Ghana or the 
Ivory Coast than they were a projection of the views 
of Kwame Nkrumah and Houphouet-Boigny. These 
were the men who define"d the nation's needs and ideo· 
logy, and ran its foreign aflain. They determined most 
of the broad policies and, in the case of Nkrumah, 

, many of the lesser details, 
Excluding India, none of the successor states in the 

post-colonial era aroused so many hopes as Ghana 
under K wame Nkrumab, and none came to indepen
dence with so extensive a commitment to the (levelop-

ment of a forceful foreign policy. On attaining indepm
dence, Ghana pledged herself not only to work towards 
the liberation of the reat of the African continent but 
a150 to mobilise ber resources towards the acbkwement 

• of African unity (and possible leadenbip of the emer
ging world). In pursuit of this policy, Ghana accumu
lated immense political capital in making henelf the 
Mecca of African nationalism. Thus pan-Africanism, 
an historical movement championing the cause of black 
people, was brought to African soil for the tint time. 
Besides the African continent, Ghana was busy dealing 
with countries in the other parts of the world. She haa 
43 missions abroad when the Ivory Coast had only 16. 
In short. nothing occurred on the international scene 
that did not seem to concern Accra, and "Osagyefo" 
took a personal interest in several major crises. 

These aspirations of Kwame Nkrumah went far 
beyond the limited scope of the economic and mandai 
resources of a comparatively small developing African 
state which had just emerged into in'dependence. It was 
not surprising, then, that Nkmmab's foreign policy 
ramifications deeply affected the domestic scene, and • 
the result was disastrous for Ghana', economy and 
subsequent political stability, For the financial burden 
inherent in pursuit of a forceful foreign policy was 
compounded at home by reckless waste, scandalous 
dishonesty in the party hierarchy, and the totaUy tn

excusable lack of proper economic planning. 

Natioo Baildlog aDd Afriam Uoity 

Nkrumab plunged into his alleged socialism with a 
doctrinaire enthusiasm which was more apparent than 
real. In any case Nkrumah's socialism, if it at all ended, 
was decreed for all except those who in fact should have 
been setting the example in self-denial. With Mlrprising 
maturity of judgment on events so recently current, 
Woronoff intelligently takes us through the variolls 
phases of Nkrumab's foreign and domestic policies. 
The breadth and scope of his analysis here is truly 
outstanding. 

While radical and dynamic Nkmmah committed his 
country to thf; liberation of the whole continent of 
Africa, his patient and moderate rival. Houphouct
Boigny, was so concerned with nation-building that be 
seemed to ignore the suffering of the colonial peoples. 
To the Ivorian leader, foreign policy was of secondary 
consideration, for Ivory Coast was in no polition to 
look after the rest of the continent. He firmly believed 
that no African country was capable of federating 
others, and that the achievement of African unity was 
next to an impossibility. 

As a corollary to this, Houphouet attached little 
importance to international politics, for, in bis opinion. 
that sort of activity might be a futile or even. harmful 
exercise, ana at any rate expensive. Hence much of 
Ivorian foreign policy had economic more than political 
or diplomatic motives. And it was on economic deve

_lopment that Houphouet placed the wager. As he re
ferred to it on 13th June 1959: "If Ghana can assure 
its population an appreciable improvement in its lot, 
I will have lost the wager. If we do so in the Ivory 
Coast, we will have won". 

The book ends with a very stimulating chapter cap
tioned, "The Winner", Although the Ghana mop of 
24th February, 1966, eliminated one of the contestants 
of the wager before the ten yean had passed, it had 
however become clear by the mid-l96Os who was tbe 
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winner of the .... r: U IUCCe
!! was measu.reQ in terms 

of economic and social development, then Houpbouet 
bad done beuer. While the rate of economic growth in 
Gbana bad fallen drastically. the rate in the Ivory Coast 
was hiSh and prosperity evident. Whether Nkrumab's 
apologists, as well as the blind foUowen of Nu..JIDaism, 
lib it or not, it i. quite evident that Ghanaians are 
still suffenD. from certain upecq of the economic 
malaise in which tho Qsagyefo plunged the country. 

On the other hand, Nkrumah clearly did better in 
some upeets of foreign policy. It is true that be aliena· 
ted almost all of the other African leaders and found 
himself virtually alone at the historic Addis Ababa 
Conference of May 1963. It is also equally true that 
attempts at subversion of neighbouring states brought 
no dividends and exhausted whatever remaining political 
capital he had established. But to carp at these issues 
would be tantamount to counting the petals of the tulip 
instead of observing the magnificent flower as a whole. 
For a1thou&b., for instance, one of Nkrumah's highest 
goa19-political unification of Africa-was a failure, 
it was not an unqualified one, 

He suocmled in making the idea and ideals of Afri
can unity accepted all over Africa as the ultimate ob
jective for all African states, whatever disagreements 
there might be on the ways and means of achieving 
this objective. Besides, it was quite evident that it was 
Nkrumah who absorbed and gave more or less coherent 
(arm to all the ideas going round the African continent: 
non-alignme.nt neo-colonialism, African personality, 
African unity, and othen. It was the Ghanaian who 
increasingly became the leading a'dvocate of major 
African caUSQ, Above all, the fact that Nkrumah made 
Africans everywhere feci proud of their Africanness 
migbt outwcigh the aImost complete failure in hi, state
craft and make less severe the judgment on him by 
future generations. 

A. Few SmaU Faults 

On the whole Jon Woronoff's careful presentaticn 
of the balance sheet of Ghana and the Ivory Coast de
serves wide acclaim. The reader, however, will look in 
vain for information about Nkrumah's reaction to the 
Rhodesian crisis, a reaction which led to Ghana's his
toric diplomatic break with her former metropolitan 
J~x)wer, Btilain, i.n....D~mbcr 1965. Similarly. one would 
like to know something about Houpbouet-Boigny's ge
nenl atlitude towards the southern African problem, 
for his advocacy in 1970 of "dialogue" with South Afri
Ul would appear to have been fore-shadowed by his 
earlier reaction to raci~m and white minarit)· regimes in 
AIrica. 

There arc abo. on a different level of shortcomings, 
a few misprints and inaccuracies which are not in
c\cu.sable for a 371-page book:. For instance, the 
U.G.C.C, was founded in 1947 and not 1945 (p.1). Nkru
mah went to the United States in 1935 and not 1937 
(p.8). Also, we know of Governor Guggisberg's Native 
·\dministration Ordinance of 1927, and not "Native 
Autborit;es Act" (p.IS); similarly, there is no railway 
line running from Olpe Coast to Kumasi (p.168). The 
Uni~'ersity of Gbana at Legon was established in 1948, 
long before Nkrumah assumed leadership of the coun
try (p.I72). FinaU)'. Ghana did attend the famous 1955 
Dandung Conference. even though she was still a depen
dency of Britain (p.129). 

These obsc,,·ations do not in any way detrnct from 
the quality and usefulness of this up-to-date ana ,'ct) 

readable commentated survey of those eventful years 
of 1957 to 1966. West Afriaua Wager is indeed a hiahly 
commendable work. It wiU provide a great deal of sti-
mulation to bistorians and political scientists in general, t.... ' ,....., 
~w~b~e~tb~c:r~p~r~of~ .. ~s;~o~n~a~1 ~t:ea~ch~e:r~o~r~"~'~.~'~"~'~~. ~d~",,-,U~·lD'~~'.:==:--=) ~ • .-I:'" '" 

Miscellaneous 

THESE OIARTER FLIGHIS! 

By 

Nellie Blackie 

"STUDENT Charter Flights: (71,000 Down the Drain?" 
Such was tbe bold headline that coverea the front page 
of one of Accra's dailies on 1st March this year. 

Stories on charter flights have for some time now lea· 
tured in the local press. These stories either announce 
the arrival of some foreigners-predominantly American 
university students, college teachers and faculty mem
bers, or individuaLs on study tour or holiday trips---or 
give news about difficulties resulting from failure on 
the part of the organisers or other agencies to honour 
their part of the contJ'act; in some cases this hitch occun 
at the very onset, as in recent experiences in Ghana. 

The history of charter Bights in whose organisation 
and operation Ghanaians have actively been involved 
Clates to as recently as 1968. Since this date flights have 
been variously organisCd by the Ghana United Nations 
Students Association (GUNSA), the National Union of 
Ghana Students (NUGS). or non-student. private agen
cies like the African Commentators Club, the West 
African Tourist Club, and the Afro-Carribean Associa· 
tion based in London. (The Ghana University Teachers' 
Association is a relatively young member in the family 
of charter flight organisations). 

With the possible exception of those organised by 
the last named body, charter flights have not been known 
to be free from difficulties.. They are not mere flights, 
as the word may very easily connote; there is more 
to tbem. An attempt to look closely at some of the 
characteristics of this emergent business institution may 
help enlighten us on what specifically has been involved 
in these flights. 

To begin with, organising a charter flight has of late 
become another avenUe to moncy grabbing-a very 
profitable venture. 'Ibis is one aefinite feabue whicb 
cbaracterises any charter enterprise, whether it is a 
student-organised charter or a privately-administered 
flight. Naturally, there is nothing irregular in making 
a profit from an enterprise such as this, but it is tbe 
extent to which the people or agencies involved in the 
organisation of the various charter flights allow naked 
avarice to take hold of the better side of them, at the 
expense of the participants, t,bat is being held to question 
There have been some occasions when people have 
bad to pay more tban they would do under normal 
ci rcumstances, only to be dropped out of the programme 
altogether in the en'd. 

There are two facets to the problem. The first is 
complet.! failure of arrangements, making it impossible 
for participants to leave Ghana at a11 for the destination 
ad\-ertised. Then there is the problem of stranded tourists 
from foreign countrid finding it difficult to get back 
to their countri~ of origin at the end of their 5tay in 

"'--' _ J 
.u..,...... ~ 
~fl.o. 

So ,""_(.4.. 
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Ghana, as a result of poor arrangements aD the part 
of the organisers. One would have thought that after 
c("llecting huge sums of money for the purpose by orga
nising a return night 53y from Gbana to Bntain, the 
officers responsible woufd do everything towards its 
success; and more significantly that anyone orgamsation 
would not entertain more applications than its plane or 
planes can accommodate. 

Local experience bas revealed, however, that some 
of tbe organisers, in their desperate effort to grab money 
no matter how, neglect their contractual obligations, 
sC' that participants originally bound to empJanc on a 
charter org~nised by one group or institution have had 
to be transferred to a charter organised by another 
r;roup. after great difficulty. In other cases, prospective. 
Ghanaian tourists have paid their fares but have never 
seen the plane. . 

Stories abound of more serious criminal offences 
in relation to the organisation of some of the charter 
fljgbts. There has allegedly been one instance i:l whIch 
an organiser, in all audacity, posed as a bank official 
n::presenting a bank in Ghana and met the Ghana. 
bound charter, whicb be had organised, in Nigeria, 
and there executed all the exchange fonnalities in the 
plane! Where the enonnous amount, made up of Arne· 
rican doUaTS and travel1ers chequu, was eventually di· 
rected, still remains a big mystery. A most important 
question to ask is this: \\'here a projected flight fails 
to come off, what chance do the participants who pai'd 
for thr flight have of a refun'd of their money? 

For some time now this crude manner of acquiring 
money has been the big business of some of these 
organisers, and if it is really the N.R.C. government's 
intention to satisfy itself that a sound foundation has 
been laid, both economically and socially. before it 

IT' 
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would hand-over power back. to civilians, then this item 
in our present national life deservC3 serious attention. 
Tbe.re is no doubt these individuals are economic and 
social enemies in the war under way; they are tamisbing 
the imlge of the country ana must therefore not be 
spared the application of the law. 

The second problem that the exercise poses is: what 
guarantee is there that aU those who participate in 
the various charten will duly return to Ghana at the 
end of the period of the holiday1 This question in parti
cular is being asked because available evidence indicates 
that in many cases it is easier to secure a passport 
under the charter flight system than it is under normal 
practice. Secondly, the difference between ;\ return 
charter flight and a single journey in terms of fare is 
minimal. So that people are prepare<J to exploit this 
facility, sacrifice the return fare. and later refuse to 
return to Ghana for various reasons. 

Tiehtm the Laws! 

What is significant here is that there are a number 
of such people, whose prospects in Germany or Britain, 
for example, are very gloomy. There may not be any 
jobs for them to begin with, or schools to absorb them 
readily. They therefore haVe to hang on friends wr 
long periods, or fend for themselves on very meagre 
resources. The hardshi ps some of them endure is often 
not worth the risk.. In these foreign places there is 
already the problem of an influx of Africans and other 
foreign nationals, so that ~gration of these un· 
wanted migrants goes to agravate the situation. 

Immigration laws restraining such migrants showd 
be tightened both here at hom.;: and in foreign coun
tries. In foreign lands, the various Gbana ~bassiu 
-should be entrusted with the enforcement of these 
laws. A Ghanaian who opts to travel by a charter flight 
should not be allowed to stay in foreign countries 
longer than he should, if he is a tourist, without satis
fying the authorities as to the necessity for his continued 
stay. Such enforcement may initially be difficult but 
in the long run it will prove a success. 

In fact the whole exercise of charter flight operation 
has assumed such dimensions as to require the inter· 
vention of the government, to control and administer 
such enterprises; this should benefit the entire nation 
It is therefore being sugested that a government agency 
for this operation be established. to reiduce the pro
blems to which prospective tourists have been exposed. 

A1ternatively. before too late. all future chaner 6ight 
..agencies should be registered, and properly so too, witb 
the appropriate government department. namely the 
Ministry of Trade and Tourism. Then appropriate rules 
and measures should be applied to the operation of 
the agencies, so that in the event of any contingencies 

refund to participants or a settlement of accounts with 
bodies like the Ghana Airways Corporation, ns in the 
recent ~ can easily be effected. 

READ THE 
LEGON OBSERVER 
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}'or The Record 
Friday. March 9 

Assistance to Small Business 

THREE local and international institutions have granted 
the Colnsu!tancy Centre of the Unive rsity of Science 
and Technology an amount of $236.000 to enable it 
advise small businessmen in Ghana. The institutions lre 
tile World Council of Churches. the Rod,efel1cr Bro-
1\) :-r5 pund, the Ghan:l Camm:;Tcictl Bank, QXFAf\! and 
Barc1ay~ Bank. This wa~ :Jllnounced by Associate Pro
fessor J Powell. Acting Dire.clor of the Centre. when 
Mr. W. S. Moody of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund of 
the Unil,'d Stales yis;ted the centre in Kumasi to 
acquaint himself with its work. 

According to Prof;-o;sor Powell. !)roduction units will 
he set up in all the faculticj of the university to manu
(aclu re equipment for sm:d! industry. S:lch equipment 
will include bolts, nuts. traffic lights. scientific instru
mcnl~ , tel(tilC',~, looms. brick, tile, furniture, and pharma. 
ceutical compounds. 

Monday, Mllrdl 12 
Mass CO::O:l Sprn}ing Abolished 

THE go\'emmrnt has wilh immediate effect Abolisb::cl 
lhe m"~s cocoa (praj-ing scheme which \\:1S b.!gUll by 
th~ Busia re~ime . 

Announcing this at Breman Asikuma, Col. Bcmasko, 
Commissioner for Agriculture. asked the cocoa farmers. 
In the spirit of self-rcliance, to revert 10 the old svstem 
in which farmers were encouraged through subSidies and 
extension supports to do their own spraying. H~ a!1egrd 
that the spraying scheme had been tainted with hi ibery. 
cheating. improper spraying and favouritism, and added 
that only 200,000 acres, or about five per Ct'.nt of the 
cocoa farm<; in Ghana, had been sprayed ,ince the 
scheme was introduced. 

The tS million \\-'hieh the gO\'ernTTK'nt srends <lnnua!1y 
on the scheme will now be used in providin!! health. 
education . water. housing and tmn~port facilities. A"d 
tbe ~.SOO workers arTe.cted by the disbanding will be 
"1h~orbed into the extension services of the ministry . 

Monday, :March 12 

SITict MOlor Checks Soon 

AS from 1st April. the police will check motor vehicles 
throughout the country, to arrest and prose:::ute all 
drivers who ha\e not. by then. obtained roadworthincss 
ccrt1ficate.s for their vchides. 

Major A H. Selormey. Commissioner ror Transport 
and C.'mmunications, said in Accra today that his 
ministry had introduced more mobile vans to tour the 
rural areas and i~sue certificates. He addcd that it would 
not b::- n 'cessary to commission motor firms to i~sue 
Ihe~c certificates, since the ministry per~onllel were 
coping adequately "'ith 1he work. According to the 
commissior.:<:r. vchicles which were issued with cen,fi
calc.s la~t year w:1I have tn renew them in April. and 
th(lse which had theirs in No\-cmbcr will renew them in 
May. 

:\-fonday, March U 

Two Million DOllars for Canle Breed ing 

GHANA i .. 10 recch'e a two-million dollar grant fmm 
the World Bank for cattle breeding. The French Go. 

vemmcnt is to undertake a feasibility study of the 
project and will be prepared to offer technical assistance. 
Mr. Jean Deciry, F rench Ambassador in Ghana, announ
oe.d this when he paid a courtesy call on the Ashanti 
Regional Commissioner, Lt.·Col. E. A. Baidoo in Ku
mas!. 
T uesday, March 13 

Curriculum Committee 
THE Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports has 
established a national advisory committee on cur ricula 
for pre-University education. T he committe.e's functions 
include the following; 

To advise the Commissioner for Education from ti me 
to time on the con lent of education at all levels of 
pre-university education; 
To commission groups of specialists in the va rious 
subjects to produce textbooks and other materials for 
use in schools and colleges; 
To review regularly and advise on the .nature of 
external examinations and their effects on the cu rr i
cular or schools and colleges. 

Wednesday, Marcb 14 
Oils Mi li Ci to D('vclop Farms 

THE Vegetable Oil Mills Division of GIHOC plans 10 
~pend over tl.8 million a year to develop farms for 
~roundnuts and other raw materials to feed its four 
factories in the country. The factorie~. which ~re situa
tc,d in Tamale, Bawku. Atebubu and Denu. require a 
tntal nr 7.000 tnns of groundnut~ each year for proce.s
sing. The Tamale and Atebubu factorics. now in pro
duction. are capable of producing a total of 1 AOO tons 
of groundnut oil and 1.800 tons of grounanut cake a 
year. TIlt: Dl:nu and Bawku factories are not functioning 
at the mome.n t. owing to shortage of groundnuts. 
Thu r'idav, March 15 

Hoosin!! Corporation Mou nts Crash Proiect 
THE State Housing Corporation is to embark on a 
¢2 million cra~h prOtect under whicb 368 applicants 
on the waiting list ~ince 1970 are to he provided with 
hou ses by the end of June this yeClr. The appiitants to 
benefit from the proiect are those who had paid 1i6t 
per cent of their cost and had been placc.d on the 
wailing list. The type of houses to be built range frC'm 
two-room 10 four·room units equipped with modern 
facilities. 

Colonel G{',orge Slater, the Managing Director of the 
Corporation. said that at the end of the cra~h project 
the corporation would revcrt to its normal pra:tice of 

• accepting len to fiftecn per cent deposit from its clients. 

. -. .. " 
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The trend is to •• 
" 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette • 

• 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people arc changi ng to Emba,s, 
Emba", ciga rettes are preferred 
because thev are milder and 
smoother. with a pleasant aroma , 

-

Embass) are the popular chalco 
because they gIve smoking sa tis
factio n. A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go ror Embassy. 
DO YOU') 

Enlbassy the milder.smoother cigarette 

. , ,. ' " . ,- " . .. ~ . , ...... .. ' ... ' . 

• • 

• 
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Editorial 
GOVERNMENT AND PRESS 

FOR nearly three hundred years of this modern era, there has 
been a running battle between government and press, these 
two protectors and defenders of the people; each of them is 
fiercely jealous of its role and gives no quarter to the other, 
The fact that governments in the end can always apply the 
ultimate sanction of force and win a particular battle again!t 
the press has never brought and will never bring the "war" 
itself to an end; if it did, defeat would strike harder at the 
victors than at the vanquished, for then a government would 
have lost its best ally in the fearful struggle to hold a nation 
together in one piece, Responsible newspapers are that 
valuable and essential to responsible governments, 

Ghana's press history has not lacked much in the incidence 
of this kind of dynamism and excitement. It shares such 
experience with colonial America, modern metropolitan 
France, many newly self-governing states in the uThir4.,World", 
Our history since: our colonial days is studded with court 
actions against presses and individual journalists, with 
imprisonment, fines, banning and suspension of newspapers, 
denial of official patronage, withdrawal of needed sustenance 
- the whole gamut of sanctions. The Ghana press bas 
survived it all, whether any particular disadvantage was 
deliberately malevolent or whether it was intentionally 
benign but simply went uncomfortable or embarrassing. 
The decree for registration and licensing of newspapers 
which the present Ghana government passed. a few weeks 
ago (see L.O. VIII/6, p. 136) and has just put into operation 
is one which spokesmen for the N .R.C. claim to be of the 
benign kind. An entfY in our Notebook section today reports 
the Commissioner for Information as having declared that 
the decree has been designed to bring some order into news
paper-establishing adventurism. and tilUS in the main to save 
some people from falling into debt and distress. 

We ha\'e accepted this assurance in good faith, for our
selves and for our contemporaries. But we warn of the his
torical danger that very often such benevolence turns out 
to be just another case of a "seduction of the innocent" 
- innocent rulers, that is, seduced by their own anxiety to 
seek the greatest good of the greatest number but acting in ways 
which may defeat the original intention. A colonial governor in 
Ghana - then the Gold Coast, of course - once claimed be 
was enacting a law of sedition against enemies and potential 
enemies of the Gold Coast and its people; in otber words, 
Sir Shenton Shenton-Thomas was being very protective, very 
b~nevolent towards his charges and wards (though he 
dld not also claim to be innocent). But hardly two years 
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later, the "Sedition Ordinance" of 1935 was being 
used agaiJJ.st two significant figures of the times, 
Nnamdi Azikiwe and Wallace Johnson, who 
e8uld, o.dtttittedly. have been ealted enemies 
- but only of Sir Shenton and his benevolent 
colonialism, not of the Gold Coast people. Much 
later, the first African government here, also 
acting in the Dame of good intentions towards 
its own wards, subjected the otbcr press to a minor 
reign of terror, from soon after independence 
until the virtual disestablishment of that press 
politically by 1962. The star victim then was the 
Ashanti Pioocer. Eventually. that govcmment 
itself \'I'as in its turn disestablished, but with 
finality- which was not what happened to the 
Ghana press as a whole. 

The overwhelming truth of the matter is, that the 
only viability possible between any sensible 
government and a responsible press is the viability 
of co·eXistence, based on absolute mutual respect, 
tolerance. and even cooperation in any essential 
matters in which the public interest is involved 
or at stake. Otherwise even press laws, however re
pressive, will remain unhelpful to a government 
that uses them; for no independent, self-respecting 
press or journalist, equally convinced of their own 
protective and defensive role, will allow themselves 
to be frightened off from their position by anything 
whatsoever. The present law which requires us to 
register with the Ministry of Information, and to 
receive a licence to print and publish before we can 
do so, is a resuscitation of the operation of news
paper law of different kinds in this country, the most 
important of which was repealed by the Busia 
government in ] 970. This was the lst Republic's 
·'Ne\l'Spaper . Licencing Act, 1963" (Act 789), 
which for the first time had insisted that publishers 
and printers should obtain a licence before they 
could ·print and publish a newspaper or news 
journal, as defined in the act. 

There were two other pieces. of legislation on 
printed matter and the press passed in the same 
years of 1961 and 1963, namely tha "Book and 
Newspaper Registration Act, 1961" (Act 73) 
aud it s amendment : "The Book and Newspaper 
Registration (Amendment) Act, 1963" (Act 193); 
the act of 1961 was a re-enactment of a colonial 
ordinance first passed in 1894. We have no in
tention of examining here the proviiions and full 
implications of the separate acts described so far; 
this will be done in our next issue. Today we are 
merely concerned with making a few editorial 
comments on what to us is. the crux of the matter 
of the new N.R.C. enactment, the "Newspaper 
Licensing Decree, 1973" (N.R.C.D. 161). 

This law happens to be modeled on the c.P.P. 
act of 1963. which, as it happens. was cancelled 
out by no other thaD the toppled and othenvise 
discredited P.P. government in 1970, with their 
"Newspaper Licc::lsing (Rcpe::J.l) Act" of that 
year. The principal objection to the repe:lled law 
was the precarious business of existence and ope
ration dep:! ::l{ii:J.g rigidly on a lice:lce, as against 
the previo:ls requirement of mere re:;jstration, 
the submission of returns annually, the notification 
of cbanges in personnel (e.g. editor), and the 
compulsory deposit of copics of book or news
paper with scheduled agents and designated de
positories. Now there is a little more. The 
principal causes of complaint against the new 
decree are, first, the one just noted a.bove, and, 
secondly but even more objectionally, the power 
it rests in the hands of one top member of the 
government. For section 2 of the new "Newspaper 
Licensing Decree, 1973" requires that "without 
prejudice to section 3 of this Decree (on offences), 
the Commissioner may", 

if the bolder of a newspaper Ut't!ot't! fails to comply 
with any ooodi'tion included in sueb lireoce or for any 
reason, by executive instrument publisbed in the 
'Gazette' revoke or suspend such licence for sucb 
period liS he thinks fit. 

It should take no great gifts of imagination or pro
phetic vision, especially given the history sketched 
in above, to see how exposed to risk the press is 
under this dispensation, ' notwithstanding the 
government's assurances and our own already 
declared faith in them, protem. The trouble is 
that "politicians", as well as vicious or ambitious 
bureaucrats, can and do convert the best inten
tioned requirements of law into instruments of 
torture, revenge or oppression, given the enable· 
ment within the law itself. That is the danger, 
and it is not speculative, as we have shown. We 
shall return to detail in our next issue. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
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International 
THE PAKISTANI P .O.W.'S-A HUMAN 

PROBLEM 

By 
A Correspondent 

ON 20th February. last, three Pakistani youths 
forced their way into India House in London 
and attempted to hold officiaJs in the High Com
mission as hostages. They were holding weapons 
that looked dangerous. The British police were 
called and a few minutes after their arrival two , . 
of the youth lay dead-shot by the police. It turned 
out that the weapons the youths bad been LaIding 
were toy pistols. The aim of these youngsters, 
presumably, was to hold the officials hostage 
so that they could be used as pawns in the 

.. settlement of the issue of the over 90,000 Pakistani 
prisoners of war held in Indian camps. 

• This iIl-concejved experiment in modern style 
urban guerriUa activities ended tragically, but 
the young boys had made a point through their 
temerity: they had forced the world press to turn 
some attention to the tragic problem of the Pakis
tani prisoners of war who seemed to have been 
all but forgotten except by their government, the 
International Committee of the Red Cross, and a 
few curious journalists. 

Pakistani Frustration 

The bravado of the three young men who raided 
the Indian High Commission in London, in 
addition to forcing the world in a dramatic way 
to turn some of its attention to the plight of tbe 
Pakistani P.O.W.s, also reflects the exasperation 
and desperation that is felt in Pakistan by the 
contintting stalemate over the fate of the prisoners 
of war. A major human problem has been posed in 
the Indian subcontinent, and it must be seen from 
a humanitarian angle more than in any legalistic 
or pOlitical context. even though these latter 
considerations cannot be ignored altogether. 

It was about fifteen months ago that Pakistan 
surrendered to India. and according to normal 
international practice, as set down in the Third 
Geneva Convention of 1949 on Prisoners of War 
(Article 118), Pakistan had every right to expect 
that her P.O.W.s would be released and repatriated 
without delay. Pakistan had herself unilaterally 
returned the Indian civilians and soldiers captured 
during the war. After this very long delay, India 
has still not seen fit to release the Pakistanis, 
and this flagrant defiance of an international con
\eotion, to ~hich India is a &ignatory, is aggravated 
by the fact that there have been constantly depres-

sing reports about inhuman treatment meted out 
to the Pakistanis. 

The I.C.R.C., which has no particular reason 
to be biased in favour of Pakistan, has sent teams 
there which have issued heart-rending reports 
about at,rocities committed against some of the 
Pakistani' P.O.W.s, some of whom have lost their 
lives. As was to be expected of any govern
ment in such circumstances, India denied the 
I.C.R.C. allegations of brutality against the 
P.O.W.s, but she appears to have weakened her 
refutation by adopting high-handed measures 
against the I.C.R.C. officials by declaring its 
representative in New Delhi, Mr. George 
Hoffmann, persona non grata. India's refusal 
to allow J.C.R.C. agents to visit other camps, 
following the leakage of the first Red Cross reports, 
creates further suspicion as to how humanely the 
war detainees are being kept. 

Only One Condition Needed 

There appears to be no justifiable reason for the 
continued detention of Pakistani P.O.W.s in Indian 
camps, since the Geneva Convention regarding 
prisoners of war is unambiguous on the issue. 
The only condition is that hostilities must have 
ceased, and this single condition was fulfilled 
when lndia and Pakistan came to a ceasefire 
agreement on 17th December 1971. The cessation 
of hostilities was recognised as a fact by the United 
Nations Security Council and General Assembly 
before the end of 1971 , and the general peace in 
that area has not been actively threatened sinGe 
then. 

The conditions given by India for releasing the 
P.O.W.s all indicate that she is using them as a 
lever to secure subsequent political advantages. 
As a senior Indian official confided to Walter 
Schwarz of the (london) Observer, "We fought 
a war over Bangladesh and can't regard the 
conllict a~ over until Bhutto TecOgniseS Ban
gladesh" (The Obsener, 25/2/73). India wants 
Bangladesh to be recognised by Pakistan and 
associated with any talks leading to the release 
of the war detainees. This indicates a hardening 
of India's position since the Simla Agreement 
of July last year, when the recognition of Bang
ladesh was not made a pre-condition for the re
patriation of Pakislaru soldiers and civilians held 
in Indian camps. 

This harderung of the lndian position has also 
made the Pakistani leaders less conciliatory than 
they were a few months ago. Last November, 
President Bhutto had told a foreign correspondent 
in Rawalpindi that he was prepared to exchange 
ambassadors with India, restore trade and hold a 
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summit meeting with his Indian counterparts, 
"even while the prisoners remained in India". By last 
February. however, despairing about India's intran· 
sigence and appal1ed no doubt by the I.e. R.C. reports 
detailing the inhuman treatment being given to 
the detainees, the Pakistani Foreign Minister told 
Walter Schwarz: "We will not recognise Ban· 
gladesh, or take any step whatsoever with India, 
until the prisoners are back. We simply cannot 
trust anyone's word on this," 

Meanwhile the stalemate continues, and the 
detainees continue to suffer. It must be remembered 
that the over 90,000 Pakistani prisoners are not 
made up only of soldiers; there are over 15,000 
civilians, including 6,000 children under the age 
of twelve and ahout 1,600 babies, most of them 
born in captivity. Now, what have these people 
done to deserve all the suffering? Why should they 
be made to suffer simply because they happen 
to have found themselves at a particular place 
during the hostilities? 

Bengalis in Pakistan 

This also happens to be the case of some 
172,000 Bengali soldiers and civilians stranded 
in Pakistan. Though Pakistan claims that the 
Bengalis are not being harassed or maltreated 
in any way, reliable correspondents report that their 
living conditions 8re far from ideal, even if they 
are not suffering as much as the Pakistanis held 
in Indian camps. These BengaUs would like to be 
repatriated, but Pakistan feels that she would be 
conceding too much without gaining any returns 
if she allows them to go. It is almost certain that 
the Pakistanis are getting exasperated, and that if 
the problem of the release of the war detainees 
in India is not solved within the shortest possible 
time as a pre~condition to the solution of the other 
attendant problems, the Pakistanis may the more 
easily succumb to the temptation of visiting 
their anger on the Bengalis in their midst, which 
will further frustrate lasting peace prospects. 

In Bangladesh itself, there have been reports 
that Biharis and Bengalis who refused to take up 
arms against the then Pakistan nation have been 
denounced as collaborators and are being perse~ 
cuted. What aU this means is that in different 
parts of the Indian sub·continent, people are suf· 
fering daily; they have sutTered for so long that 
it is time a halt was called to the pointless atrocities. 
The use of human beings, some of them very 
innocent, as political pawns to extract concessions 
is an abominable aberration wb.ich must be arrested 
beforo human lives become further degraded. 
If the end of all politics is the greater happiness 

of man, it appears tragically absurd that, in tbts 
particular case, the human factor has been rele· 
gated to the packground, while the politicians 

-pursue their wayward courses, quibbling while men, 
women and children face a bleak future of 
continued suffering. 

In the name of humanity, this vicious deadlock 
of "release and recognition" coq.ciitions and counter 
conditions must be resolved without delay. The 
sequence of events, and accepted internationa I 
legal and humanitarian practice, do indicate that 
the first step has to be made by India. The un· 
conditional release of the Pakistani prisoners of war, 
both civilian and military, is a key to all the other 
problems caused by the war which saw the birth 
of Bangladesh. The burden lies squarely on 
India, because she has no satisfactory explanation 
to offer for her blatant refusal to comply with the 
Third Geneva Convention on War Prisoners, to 
which she had freely subscribed. Nor has the world 
any reason to disbelieve the detailed reports 
of the I.C.R.C. that give harrowing details of the 
inhuman treatment to which the war detainees have 
been subjected for more than a year after the 
cessation of active hostilities. 

The Vietnam Example 

It is noteworthy that the exchange of war 
prisoners by the Americans and Vietnamese was 
commenced within hours of the formal ceasefire. 
The question of war prisoners weighed so heavily 
with the Americans that, "putting the cart before 
the horse", at one point in the negotiations they 
absurdly made the release of the American 
P.O.W.s a precondition for the cessation of hos
tilities. It must also be remembered that during 
the Vietnam war, people in various parts of the 
world, including those who were not interested 
in the ideological implications of the war, raised 
their voices on purely humanitarian grounds. 

It is on these same grounds that world opinion 
should be mobilised against India for forcibly 
holding hundreds of thousands of Pakistanis 
captured during a war that ended fifteen months 
ago. The world J1as become a small place, and 
what happens in one part should be the concern 
of people in other parIS. It is mainly. for this 
reason that, in the light of our experiences, we have 
created international bodies for our mutual benefit, 
counsel and assistance. What is happening in the 
Indian sub·continent, therefore, should be seen 
as an international human problem, for what is 
at stake there is man, his dignity and his happiness. 
The world community therefore has an obligation 
to ensure that the suffering in that part of the world 
is halted before it explodes in our faces. 
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There are two things that the world community ' 
can and should do to bring India to fulfil her 
international and humanitarian obligation of 
releasing and repatriating the Pakistani prisoners 
of war. First, individual governments and m· 
ternational organisations should exert the necessary 
moral pressures on India. 11 has become clear 
by now that without outside pressure of any sort 
the Indian government will contmue to hold 
the P.O.W.s with a view to using them as pawns 
lD political negotiations over Bangladesh or 
Kashmir. Secondly. those countries which 
have been giving food and other forms of material 
assistance to India should suspend such aid and 
reslore it only after she has released the P.O.W.s. 
This last proposal is drastic, but it does appear 
that the siTuation has grown sufficiently desperate 
to justify the taking of desperate counter-measures. 

Here in Ghana, the press has tried to bring to 
the notice of the public the tragic situation or the 
Pakistani war detainees. The Ghana Muslim 
Youth Organisation and the National Union 
of Ghana Students, in separate resolutions. have 
called upon the government and other world 
bodies "dedicated to the noble cause of human 
liberty" to exert all necessary moral pressure on 
India to release and repatriate all the Pakistani 
prisoners of war in accordance with the ceasefire 
agreement of December 1971. What is good for 
the Americans and Vietnamese should be good 
for the Indians and Pakistanis, within the specific 
context of cleaning up the residual mess of their 
respective wars. Ghana is a friend to both India 
and Pakistan, and it is fervently hoped that our 
government will give the question some attention, 
so that it can exert what moral pressure it com
mands to contribute towards a solution to this 
basically human problem. 
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Administration 
THE CIVIL SERVICE AND ITS MASTERS 

By 

S. A. Nkrumah 

IN his address to the nation on the eve of the 
first anniversary of the 13th January Coup. the 
Chairman of the N.R.C. made certain observations 
about "some civil servants and public officers" 
who "are just not pulling their weight and are not 
making their full contribution to the pace and 
success of the revolution". It would be advisable, 
Col. Acheampong added, if such people would 
" give way to those who are prepared to accept our 
authority and to identify themselves with the 
revolution". 

There can be no joke about such a stricture 
When a head of government has cause to remons 
trate publicly against the machinery he uses to 
carry out his policies. we have some ground to 
believe that all is not well. Of course, this is not 
the fiist time that a government of Ghana has 
complained about the civil service. Dr. Nkrumah 
did; for all practical purposes he counted the 
civil service as belonging to the enemy's side 
fifth columnists, saboteurs, traitors!. 

Good Civil Senice 

Or. Busia, too, had reason not only to fear the 
civil service but also to actually purge it. Perhaps 
it was only the N.L.C. which did not have much 
misgiving about the civil service-not surprisingly 
either, because theirs was a government of officials 
In any case they did not really have a mission 
(beyond the overthrow of Nkrumah). failure 
to achieve or delay in achieving which they could 
have blamed on their civil servants. 

What we attempt to do in this paper is to put 
forward some explanation for the doubts that 
successive governments have had about their 
civil service. But even before the "plot thickens' 
let me state my belief that the Ghanaian civil 
service is among the best anywhere. In the midst 
of political instability Ifl this country. it has 
stood unruffled and coped successfully with the 
demands of changing regimes. The ability to 
exist and continue to run the basic essential 
services in the society is in itself an achievement, 
but in addition we have escaped trouble like a 
"Congo", of early 60s dimensions. 

The Ghana civil service has, also . produced 
some of the finest administrators, of whom any 
country in the world could be proud; and ha" 
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from tiie to time provided direct assistance ,and 
inspiration to the services of a number of Afncan 
countries in their times of crisis. There ba,ve ~e.en 
failures here and there, like the disgraceful mability 
to implement the free text-book scheme, for 
instance' nevertheless, it is not difficult to acknow
ledge th; tremendous contribution the civil service 
has made towards modernizing Ghana. 

Therefore our view is that when Ghana's leaders 
complain about this establishment, th~y do ~ot 
'0 fact cond~mn it in toto; they speak ill relatIve 
I . ili 
terms to the effect for instance that, gIven e 
resou;ces at the disposal of the service, much 
more is expected of them than they are able to 
achieve. Sometimes, too, the critics have the 
"administrative lag" in mind - the gap between 
the huge administrative needs of the developing 
countries due to their high aspirations and ex
pectations, and their actual perform.anc~, w~ch 
IS invariably far below the needs of their eXigencies. 

Civil Masters 

Having made the above observations, this 
observer still thinks that Ghana governments have 
had genuine cause to be apprehensive of tbe 
performance of their civil servants. The first 
point here is that this country has never really 
had civil servants: as Colonel Acheampong said, 
our lot has been to be saddled with civil masters! 
Nobody in the civil seVice, from the messenger 
right up to the man at the top of the hierarchy, 
sincerely believes he is in the service to serve the 
public; if anything, it is self-belp - what service 
accrues to the- public is by and large incidental. 

1n 1957, Kwame Nkrumah warned. the ex
patriate staff still in the service to cease to be 
civil masters, which they had actually been 
under the colonial system. But hardly did he ever 
visualize tnat the Ghanaians he was promoting 
IDto the shoes of the departing expatriates had 
already assumed the airs of public bosses. The 
fact that the C.P.P. government comprised mostly 
people of lower educational background even 
magnified the civil servants' feeling of superiority. 
Net only were they heirs to the omnipotent 
colonial governor at the apex of the colonial 
administration. but also their superior knowledge, 
in their thinking, entitled them to precedence 
over the political leaders. 

The reliance of the N.L.C. on officials increased 
the powers of the civil servants, so much 50 that 
the undoubted competence of the individual 
mlDisters of the Busia era was not adequate to 
make civil servants to agree, in good. faith, that 
political leadership was superior, as a matter of 

course. And now the chairman of the N.R.C. 
has complained that "there are still some civil 
servants and public officers who grudgingly 
accept our authority, probably because they think 
they know better". 

The feeling of many civil servants that they are 
an authority unto themselves has two serious 
implications. First, what matters to them is not 
the broad policy or ideology of the political 
leadership but the civil servants' own imagination 
and their sense of priorities. In other words, 
the advice and suggestions they make to the 
government may not be based on the broad 
policies and expectations of the government. 
Thus while governments have often said they would 
do one thing, what is often actually done is the 
very opposite. This substitution of the govern
ment's will with that of the civil servant's has 
not been very helpful to the civil service itself. 
Determined politicians have alwa~s sought, as 
a reaction, to reduce the potency of civil servants 
by various tactics, ranging from utter neglect 
of their advice and reliance on foreign "experts" 
and political favourites, to arbitrary dismissals. 

,. Neutral and Impartial 

The other implication of the prevalence of 
-civil masters is common knowledge to the 
public, as clients of the civil service. It is very 
seldom that one gets the impression that this 
service actually exists to serve one, that is, unless 
one meets a classmate, or "does something"! 
The danger is that the public has therefore come 
to mistrust the civil servant and to doubt his 
intergrity, and often faces him in a mood of con
frontation. Under such circumstances, it has 
been impossibl~ for civil servants to convince the 
public about their genuine problems and to solicit 
the co· operation without which no public purpose 
can be achieved. All text-books on public ad
ministration claim that the civil service exists to 
serve the public interest. One looks fonvard to the 
time that this will cease to be a myth in Ghana. 

.......... But there are other reasons for successive • 
governments not being comfortable with their 
executive arm. Civil servants have not reaUy been 
neutral and impartial. Here again, practice be
trays theory. The ideal civil servant has his 
politics but does Dot play it. He is ready to give 
his best service to the government m power, no 
matter its ideolOgical complexion. And when 
people meet public officials they expect to be 
treated like anybody else, not to be discriminated 
against or. on the other hand, fawned upon. On 
tbe face of it, such a situation has always pre. 
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vailed in Ghana. The civil service has worked with 
every government as "co-operatively" as our 
chiefs have. declared their unflinching support for 
every regime. Yet well-guided, classified infonna
tion always gets to the "Opposition" under the 
label of "unfounded rumours". 

The culprit may be the Ghanaian's sympathy 
for the under-dog. Sioce the government is so 
powerful anyway. it does not really hurt jf the 
public (including civil servants) gave the "other 
side" some aid and comfort. Hence we do not 
encourage the "minority" to wait for their turn 
- we aid and abet them, whether they throw 
grenades or write libel. Or maybe 35 individuals 
we sincerely hope that our star will shine under 
the next regime? 

Graduates Unhappy in It 

It is unfortunate where the civil servant is 
politically committed and partial. The government 
loses confidence in him, tries to defuse him by 
bringing into the service its own supporters, with 
serious repercussions for discipline, promotion 
and morale; or the government. makes use of 
bureaus outside the regular ministries, with 
equally Clangerous results. A lot of this happened 
under the past regimes. 

Another indictment against the civil service 
is that it does not take kindly to ideas and practices· 
coming from outside. It is like 1 system develop
ing some resistance for its own survival, only 
it is on a disastrous scale here. No university gra
duate for instance is really happy in the service 
till he has been brain-washed into accepting 

what "he came to meet". Those who fare very 
poorly when they are seconded to the ministries 
are the university dons themselves. All sorts of 
tricks are brought into play to "ditch" them, just 
to strengthen their case that university men know 
only theory! Of course, sometimes the academics 
fail through their own doing, by overbearing be
haviour or lack of capacity for good human 
relations. Such men would do well to take a 
course in How to sell Ideas. 

Meanwhile we fail to benefit from the findings 
of various research institutions in the country, 
mostly because the new ideas are not acceptable 
to the men in the field. From which it follows 
that any government which puts a premium on 
innovation soon runs into difficulties with its 
civil service. The wicked truth is, that the civil 
service is a poor tool for revolution making. 

Nevertheless, it can be turned into a pliant 
instrument, under a very special condition, namely, 
an incorruptible and hardworking political 

leadership. The civil service works wonders when 
it is kept on its toes, for it is crisis oriented. But 
who can push others about when he himself is 
not without blame and does not provide good 
leadership? Nkrumah's government, the N.L.C. 
and Busia's outfit were all corrupt one way or the 
other, and gave slovenly leadership in some ways. 
Consequently, they were not competent to insist 
on high standards of performance from tbe civil 
service. Under our present circumstances, with 
the military heading our public institutions and 
trying to provide quite close supervision at strate~ 
gic places, the stage is set for ensuring that the 
civil servants do what is expected of them. 

Our view is that as long as the army leadership 
is itself hardworking and uncorrupt, it can insist 
on the various codes of discipline and direct 
the civil service to achieve the public goals for 
which it exists. 

The Economy 

GHANA AND mE E.E.C: SOME FURnlER 
'IHOUGHTS 

By 

Kwasi Kwarteng & A. G. Blomqvist 

IN RECENT weeks much ink and erudition have been 
expended on the question whether Ghana should uego
tiate for associate status with the B.E.C., at the ~'on

ference which will tak.e place at YaounC:Je beginning in 
August 1973. The debate on the association question !las 

ranged from vague political harangue in some papers 
to a more ba:lanced weighing of the pros and cons, ioler 
alia, in the pages of one particular periodical. With few 
exceptions, however, the conclusion has been the . same, 
[lamely that it is not in Ghana's interest to associate 
with the E.E.C. ~ 

This conclusion strikes us as very much premature 
at this stage, since the negotiations on the exact terms 
of a possible association have not even started yet, and 
it appears short~sighted to limit one's options byaecidiog 
in advance that one is not even going to enler into 
negoliations. In addition we feel that, to a disturbingly 
large exlent, the arguments adduced against a possible 
association rest on vaguely specified and greatly exagge· 
rated fears regarding the degree to which an association 
would lead to an increase in political and economic 
"dependence" on the European countries. and to a 
strengthening of what is considered as the excessive 
degree of specialization of the African countries on 
primary exports. 

It appears to us that there are very few provisions 
in the various proposcil association agreements that 
could conceivably justify these fears. and in lact there 
are some provisions that would rather favour the trend J 
towards exports in more processed form and tOW31ds 
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export diversification in general. What is needed, in our 
view, is a debate which focusses on the specific points 
in tbe proposed agreements where Ghana needs to for
mulatc a clear-cut bargaining position, :inch as tbe 
ISSUes of reverse preferences and limitations on trade 
relations with other African countries. Lofty generaliza
tions about the rapacious intentions of the oeo-colo
nialists in the E.E.C. are less useful in this respect than 
a careful examination of the specific means through 
which one thinks thec;e intentions will be carried out. 

As is well known, the reason why the associatIon 
question is rece.iving so much attention at tbe present 
time is Britain's entry into the EE.C., and the resulting 
gradual phasing out of tbe Commonwealth heference 
Scheme. As a consequence of that, Ghana will lose, as 
from -1975, the preferences she enjoyed in the British 
market. Now, an association with the E.E.C. would 
mean that Ghana would be eligible for preferences which 
the already associated countries are enjoying in the 
now expanded B.E.C., aod therefore what she loses 
from the ending of the Commonwealtb prererences she 
wCluld gain from usociation. 

The Differeol 1YPe8 

What matias most when it comes to considering 
whether a country should seek some sort of association 
with the E.E.C. is the extent of its trade with that body. 
Tn the case of Ghana the facts are unambiguous. In 
1970 the enlarged E.E.C. took 49.3 per ocnt of Ghana's 
exports. the U.S.A. took 16.9%. Japan 6.5%, China 
0.5%, and Eastern Europe 9.5%. There is therefore 
everything in the trading position of Ghana to warrant 
our seeking some association with the E.B.C., si.nce, if 
we do not, almost half of our present export trade would 
ha"e to face the Common Bxtemal Tariff (C.ET.) of 
tlle E.B.C, 

Se .... eral (arms of association are possible. First, there 
IS aS50dation under the Yaounde Convention; it is the 
most comprehensive and the closest that a non-European 
country can have with the E.E.C. The second form is 
the one which any country can negotiate under art~c1e 
238 of the Treaty of Rome, and which is typified by 
the treaty negotiated by the East African Corrtmunity 
at Aru~h~. This is referred to here as the "Arusha type". 
It is less comprehen~iye than the Yaounde Convention. 
but certainly less watered. down than the third type of 
agreement. which is a negotiated limited trade agree
ment between the E.E.C. and any country which set"ks 
assodation in this form. 

As we have mentioned, the Yaounde type of 
as!lOCiation is the most comprehensive. H Ghana should 
cho~ that option, it would entail duty free access to 
the E.E.C. market of all Ghana's tropical primary pro
duct" as well as her manufactured and semi-processed 
goods. There is of course a corresponding obligation 
on the associated countries to provide some reciprocal 
preferences for goods imported from the E.E.C. How· 
ever, the Yaounde Convention does not provide a.erte 
blaD~ to the E.E.C. countries in respect of R.E.C. 
~xports to the associated members; it recognizes that a 
good proportion of the government reveDue of the asse-
dated countries is derived from duties on imports and 
therefore leaves them the right to impose such revenue 
raising dutieo;. There is also room for the imposition of 

I fiscal charges on imports and other taxes. The conven-

tion also recognizes their right to impose quantitative 
restriction for balance of payment purposes. 

Another important fact is that the commercial policies 
that the associated countries pursue with third coun
rics should not be in any way discriminatory to the 
E.E.C. member countries. In other words, if any of 
the associated countries give preferences to goods from 
non-E.E.C. countries, the same preferences shoufd be 
extended to goods from the E.E.C. The converse of this 
is not, however, true: the associated members can grant 
thc same preferences to third countries as they give to 
E.E.C. members. This provision is of crucial importance 
and is taken up later in the discussion. 

The principle of duty free accesslto the E.E.C. is, ~ ... 
however, somewhat limited by.the Community Comm .. m 0-0 
Agricultural Policy (C.A.P.). Critics of association under 
Yaounde have held this up as a particularly objection-
able protective element, retained by the Community 
even if an association agreement is concluded. It is 
argued that because the C.A.P. imposes duties and 
quantitative restrictions on certain primary products. 
of interest to E.E.C. agri~lture, it thereby consigns the , 
associated countries to a role as perpetual producers of 
primary agricultural products of the traditional, limited 
and special kind. 

For. although tropical agricultural products are ad
mitted duty free into the E.B.C., the E.E.C member 
states have taken special steps through the C.A.P. to 
protect their domestic production of oe.rtain commodities, 
like tobacco, maize, wheat and fruits and vegetables. 
Thus if any associated country produces any of these 
commodities for export, that country will come up 
against tari~ walls in the E .E-C. countries; however, 
these tariff walls are not as high as those faced by non
associated third countries who produce these commodi
ties. This rather implies a sort of "second-best" reason 
for association. 

The Lagn. Agreement 

On the financial aid side, under the Yaounde Agree
ment associated countries panicipate in the European 
De .... elopment Fund. There are in this fund various aid 
facilities, as well as "soft loan" facilities, which are 
granted to countries with debt burdens and balance of 
payment problems. The soft loans are also wed to tide 
over those countries tbat are in serious difficulties re
sulting from a drop in world prices of commodities on 
which their economies are particularly "dependent. 

The second option open to Ghana is to negotiate for 
an Aruma type association, whicb type does not cover all 
products in the E.E.C. trade list. In other words, th're 
is only a specified number of products from the East 
Arrican countries that enter the E.E.C. free of duty, 
and in return about sixty E.E.q .. products are given 
preferential entry into East Afnca. Products like coffee 
and tinned pineapple from East Africa do enter the 
B.E.C. free of 'duty but are subject to quota ceilings. 
This type of agreement is tailored to the requirements 
of each country that negotiates for it. and it is an essen
tially less preferential version of the Yaounde one. The 
Lagos Agreement under which Nigeria sought associa· 
tiOD w~s essentially of the same type as the Arusha 
agreement. The LagOS agreement, bowever, was never 
ratified. partly owing to the political upheavals in Nige
ria and partly to France's inflexible stand on certain 
provisioD5 in the agreements 
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A conspicuous difference between the Arusba and the 
Yaounde type of a&sociation is the absence in the 
former of any participation in the. European De\ielop
meot Fund. In other worns, there is no provision rnJ.de 
for aid and financial assistance. It is questionable, h(,w
ever, whether this constitutes much of a difference. since 
not getting aid from the Development Fund does not 
rule out tbe possibility of getting bilateral aid directly 
from B.E.C. member countries. 

The third option is not a form of all5ociation in the 
strict sense, for it is only a trade agreement which tn'iY 
country can negotiate with a view to facilitating trade 
between the country and the E.E.C. The recent tr.lde 
agreement between Egypt and the B.E.C., under which 
the latter is to reduce tariffs on imports of citrus from 
Egypt up to 60 per cent and. in return, EeYpt will grant 
tariff reduction on manufactured products from the 
E.E.C. of 30 per cent, is typical of such trade agree
menu. There are other offen of a quid pro quo nalure 
in the Egypt-E.E.C. agreement, and indeed the option 
also contains quota provisions which a country may 
negotiate to enable her to have limited access to the 
E.E.C. In terms of the size of the bene6ts that a coun
try can gain from sucb a trade agreement, however. this 
type pales into insignificance compared to the Arusha 
type, and even more so to the Yaounde type, an(J we 
will not discuss it further. 

The interesting options, therefore, are tbe Yaounde 
and Arusba types. On the following discussion, we -",ill 
focus mainly on the terms of the Yaounde option, be
cause the particular terms of an Arusha type agreement 
can only be known after detaikd. negotiations, commo
dity by commodity. This focus does not mean that we 
favour the Yaounde alternative; on the contrary, we 
think that the Arusha type is quite attractive; and if it 
i, 8exible. enough to be acceptable to Tanzania. it shu\.I.td 
be worthy of consideration even by the most seasoned 
anti..colonialists and anti-imperialists. 

Output Expamlon 

In terms of cedis and pesewas, the most important 
consequence of association would clearly be tbe avoid
ance of the 4% E.E.C. duty on cocoa beans. If exports 
from Ghana are subject to this duty, they will be 3t a 
competitive disadvantage relative to those (rom cou,,
tries which do not, so that Ghana', share of the market 
in the expanded E.E.C. is likely to ·di.minish somewhat. 
The trend towards output expansion in the associated 
countries i, likely to accelerate. as they will now have 
preferential access to Britain whicb Ghana will not. Tn 
the short run. the impact on Gbana's export earnings may 
not be very substantial, in spite of the duty; but over 
the longer run, the output expansion in those countrlt:5 
which are associated , in response to the higber prices 
tbey will receive, will tend to drive prices down and 
lead 10 a decrease in Ghana's share of the market. 

Another extremely important factor, it seems to us, 
'is the relatively high E.E.C. duties on cocoa prOducts 
(such as cocoa paste and cocoa butter). In these cases, 
the value of the processed product is only stigbtly 
higher than that of the raw material (i.e., the "valu~ 
added" in processing is relatively small), but the tariffs 
on the total value of the processed product is much 
higher. Hence the profitability of these types of pro~es
sing will be very low; it may in ract even be negatIve. 
Under the proposed terms of association. this will not 

be so, and processing will therefore be encouraged. 
With respect to timber, tbi, effect is even more. plO- ../ 

nounced. The duty on imports of log, into the E.E C. 
is nil; but the Common External Tariff on veneer sheets 
and plywood is 7% and 13% respectively. As a co,~
quence, it is again quite possible that a given ,",ohune 
of timber would earn Ghana a far greater amount of 
foreign exchange when exported in log fonn than if 
it were exported in processed fonn. It i, quite clear 
that this type. of tariff arrangement is an extremt:\r 
powerful device througb which exports of primary pro· 
ducts in processed form is discouraged relative to un
processed exports. Un<ler association, thi, disincentive 
will not e~ist, and we think that this is a point that 
should receive considerable weight in the present con· 
text: from an a priori point of view, timber processing 
for example, scenu a very promi,ing activity. 

Other commodities of some importance for which" 
Ghana would avoid duty by association are industrial 
diamonds and aluminium. Othel'1 which are at present 
relatively unimportant but which might become profit. 
able in the future include bananas (C.E.T. 20%) and 
citrus fruits (20%); un(Jer association these would also 
enter free of duty. We recogniZIC. that these types o( 
production do not represent "industrialization"; but if 
they can yield higher incomes to fanners and foreign 
exchange for Ghana, we fail to see why one abould 
object to them for the somewhat metaphysical reason 
that they are classified as "primary". 

The Nepdve A«petts 

Again, association with E.RC. would of course secure 
duty-free entry (or other forms of exports as well, in
cluding manufacturing exports. At the present time, we 
regard this as a somewhat less important advantage. 
for two reasons. First, it is unJikely that durinS the time oJ 

period that would be covered under a possible agree
ment (probably five yeal'1), Ghana would be able to 
develop manufacturing exports to the £.E.C. on any 
significant scale. Mo!t manuiacturins industry m 
Ghana operate with relatively higb cost (partly due to 
small scale of operation) and i, dependent on tarift 
protection. This, taken together with the over-valued 
exchange rate. would make it <lifficult to compete in the 
world market 

Secondly, however. under the so-called Genera1i!.td 
Scheme of Preference!, the E.E.C. has already agreed to 
admit manufactured. and semi-manufactured goods ftom 
al1 'developing countries free of duty. While the exports 
to which this concession would refer are limited by 
quow (both by product and by individual countries), 
th~ quot., would probably be sufficient to ensure 
uuty-rcl!c treatme.nt of such exports on the limited !o.:<l.1e 
that Ghana might be able to achieve in the near future 

The points raised above summarize what in our view 
are the principal advantages of some (orm of associa
tion. On the negative side, on the other hand, is 1l1'11 J 

the problem of "reverse preferences", i.e. the tl\tiff 
concessions that the African countries would have to 
grant to the E.E.C. Thi, feature has been the focus of 
much of the opposition to any agreement, and it is of 
coune true that if it were to lead to significant discri
mination by African countries against non-B_B-C. third 
countries, it might lead to an increased "dependence:" 
on Europe, in the sense that the B.E.C. sbare in im
ports of associated countries would increase. 
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This would be economically disadvantageous if the 

forei", esdlIInlC cost of such imports were higber tb.an 

that of imports from other sources. The dCBree to which 

lbi. would become a scrious problem would obviou'!it}' 

depend on the magnitude of the reverse preferences, 

i.e., on the difference between the tariff level alainst non

E.e.C. countries and that alainst other countries. 

Nodain, specific is said about this in the proposed Icnns 

of auociation. and clearly this is an area in which hard 

baraainin& must take place. It bas been reported that 

some of the African countries which are at present 

associated witb the EE.C. have refuted to extend re

verse preferences. without any particular sanctions: if 

that h the case, it indicates that the E.E,C. position on 

Ihi~ point is not inflexible, so that bargaininl may fillY , 

NC\'erthele~, it seems likely to us that in order to 

prew:.ve loOmethina of the principle of reciprocity, the 

E.E.C . ... iII insist on at least some marlin of preference

If It can be. made small enough the economic disadvan

taici would of course also be COrre3pondingly small; 

and it should furtbennore be remembered that under 

the propoKd terms of agreement, preference granted' to 

the E.E.C. can also be extended to third countries . This 

provilO, as we understand it. could be useful in ca'iCS 

wbere Gbana would wish to encourage low-cost im

poru from a non-E.E.c. country for some partiC'.Jla.r 

products. 
(Cootinued on PIICe 165) 
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HOME TRUJ'/IS ABOUT mE GHANAIAN 

BUSINESSMAN 

By 

E. K. Komi 

WHENEVER one talk.s of businessmen in the Ghanaian 
context, the question immediately arises as to who 
should be considered a businessman: is it the indus
tnalist owing a large manufacturiDl factory and em
ploying seve.ral hundreds of people., or the small self
emplo}-'Cd trader. or the market woman who owns her 
uwn busi ness? 

In various contexts the net may include various cate
gories. from martet woman to owner of, say, Tata 
Brewery. But for the purposes of this article, emphasis 
will only be placed on the medium and small scale 
businessman: from self-employed trader to manufac
turer employing up to say JOO people. 'Ibis witt then in
clude such categories as tailoring. trading (shop or mar
ket) "chop bar" owners, landlords, educational institution 
proprietors. transport owners. bar an(l nilht club owners. 
bandsmen. farmers and (adory ownen. 

The emphasis is to be placed on these, mainly beca\l5e 

they occupy such a vital rolo in the economy that, to 
a great extent, the succeess of a revolution dependS on 
their support and co-operation. They are in a polition 
to thwart and sabotage the economic war or make a 
great success of it . This is so. not only because of the 
position they occupy in the economy but also because 
they are the most ubiquitous in the society and, fur
thennore, do not fall directly under government control 
or influence. 

The accusations of "-eamess against the businessman 
are many and diverse, most of them justifiable and 
in'dcfensible. Here we shall examlRe ~ome of the major 
ones. like : 

I. the lack of business acumen/ethics 
2. exploitative attitudes 
J. profit-mindedne." (resistance to re-investment) 
4, poor employer-employee relationships 
.5 . poor treabnent of customer or client 
6. outriaht IKt of co'"" altitail,.. rilL 
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and he throws you out of his shop-"if you can'l buy, 
leave it and go away". Wis surprising how such busi
nessmen still remain in business; it is perhaps beC&,use 
the Ghanaian does not care about such treatment. 

To a great extent, the businessman is just not reliable, 
and does not even care about it You bire a band for 
a dance, and after paying in advance and iccurring fur
tber costs making preparations, the band just does not 
turn up, because it is playing at some other place! It 
seems many people do not realize that they bave the 
ri~bt to sue such bands for large 'damages, Of do not 
care to do so. You give material to a tailor to sew for 
you, and you may be certain the date he gives you for 
delivery will not be compUed with. You have to make 
several trips to him, and sometimes you may finally 
end up taking your material away untouched, after se-

veral months. 
Examples of such outright unreliability and disregard 

for clientsl customers, amounting to breach of contract. 
are so common it tends to be accepted as normal. An"d 
what is morc. even enlightened businessmen. like Gha
naian lawyers and consultants, tend to be involved in 
such acts of unreliability; worse, they very often get 
away with it. 

The love of work and devotion to duty is another 
aspect of business life seriously lacking here. A business
man needs to be religiously time-conscious and devoted 
to work. He must have strictly scheduled working hours 
and days, which must be followed without fail. Thlls 
he should not just close his workshop at will, especially 
when he has not taken the trouble to inform his custo
mers beforehan'd about it. -

Roaming aod High Prices 

Nothing is more annoying than to walk all the way 
to your favourite "eatery" after work, to find tbat it is 
closed for that day and may remain closed for several 
days; you do not have any means of knowing when it 
will be open again! And just because the business is pri
vately owne"d. the owner may choose to go to work any 
time he pleases, regardless of how much it inconve
niences the customers. All these amount to lack of bus i
ness ethics, which is conspicuously characteristic of the 
Ghanaian businessman. And this is what I mean by 
lack of business acumen. 

A typical Ghanaian businessman is interested only in 
making profits at any cost. and does not care by what
ever means he comes by it. And tbe profits must be as 
high as possible. He just does not care about his cus
tomer or client. The unfortunate customer must pay mor~ 
and more, and it does not matter whether he gets pis 
money's worth or not. This particular attitude has been 
responsible for our most serious economic headaches 
in tbis country- the hoarding of goo'ds to sell at ex
borbitant prices. the smuggling out of vital commodities 
so as to make more profit, the excessively high rents, 

taxi fares, and the rest. 

The businessman is thus too much profit minded . 
Profits are of course necessary in any business, but 
when it bas to be at 100% or even up to 300% or more, 
then we have to stop to ponder where we are going. 
The average Gbanaian businessman is not interested in 
profil!l of 10% up to say 40%. Tbus a car which is 

bought abroad at about ~I.OOO will be sold at as much as 
t3,OOO. A tailor buys material for ¢S.OO, sews a shirt 
(labour cost about ¢l.SO) and sells it at ¢IS.oo. A manu
facturer calculates the cost of his products at say ¢I.oo 
each, and sells them at ¢3.50 each. 

What is particularly disturbing is that lhe huge profits 
extracted from the public are not even re.invested into 
the business to make it more viable. Any amount 
gained from a business, over and above the cost, IS pro
fit and must be consumed, 

• Thus a prosperous businessman will think first of 
a luxurious car, house and even more wives. It just does 
not occur to him to plough back part of the profits into 
the business, A seamstress who has made some good bu
siness over Christmas or Easter, may not think of 
getting an electric sewing machine next time. but will 
go in for more wigs or dresses for herself, A beer bar 
proprietor whose business is functioning well will not 
think of replacing broken chairs, tables and glas9C3, 
until the whole place deteriorates so much that you 
just do not feel lib going there any longer, 

Low-Gnlde Labour 

A classic example of such deterioration and eventual 
c1ose-down is that of a former rest stop just outside a 
large town. In this case, in spite of the deteriorating 
can"dition of the place, prices were still as high as ever, 
until tbe buses discontinued the break-stop. and now 
the place is closed down. Perhaps the proprietor has 
become rich enough not to care, 

rn the "chop bars" no attempt is made to plough 
back profits for improvemenl and expansion. A chop 
bar owner ~bo makes several cedis profit a day will 
not think of providing 'drinking cups in her bar. but 
rather use ovaltine tins, cigarette tins, etc., and may 
not even care to provide soap for use by the customers. 
Thus once the proprietress makes her profit she does 
not care about what happens to the customers. It is a 
pity tbat the Ghanaian accepts such conditions or taJoes 
them for granted, so that he is willing to continue 
to patronize such places indefinitely, that is, until tbe 
inevitable break-downl 

To a great e}{tent the poor performance of most of 
our business enterprises is due mainly to the very low 
calibre or type of labour employed: the cheapest (and 
therefore poorest) type. The wages paid to this labour 
are in many cases so abysmally low that one wonders 
how the employees manage to live in this Ghana at all! 
And often as a "direct result of that their productivity 
is extremely low, at times lower than the wages. 

Perhaps what most employers do nol appreciat.! is 
that low wages do oot necessarily represent low labour 
costs. (And this applies equally to the government). The 
fact that y'ou pay employees wages like ItO.SO per day 
does not always mean that you make more profit from 
that person compared to someone who pays ¢I,OO for 
the same type of labour. The person earning the SOp 
might be. so discontented that he only works to returo 
say 40p a day. whilst the person earning t1.oo per cby 
might make ¢2.oo for his employer. In most cases it is 
possible. and, even more, profitable. to reduce the ~a
bour and pay higher wages to the fewer people remalD· 
ing, so as to make them work more. This briDeS us to 
the problem of the type of labour employed. 
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Moll OheNian _in II u are just too lInaU scale and 
too poorly INNII ~ to think of employinl tnined or 
qualified laboor. How many chop ban are .ble. or willin. 
to employ ....... ,._ of polytechniCi and home science 
i_lui! who aN well trained in food 'preparation? 
.Mp often the employees are family members. relalives. 
fnPia or fellow tribe members. so it becomes difficult 
10 enforce strict bu5iness discipline on their operations. 

Most of IUch people are uneducated or not well 
trained for the job: in many cases they tend to be a 
liability rather than assets to their emplo~rs. But they 
are paid low. so it does not matter. To employ qualified 
and "independent" labour means paying more in wales 
and salartes, reaularly and consistently too. This our 
indi&enous busineamen are not willi", or ready to do, 
althouah in the 10n& run it is more rewarding. It sh'Juld 
he possible for 'lOme of these businessmen to employ 
qualified lraduat~ from our universities in their bu
siness. Graduates would be willing to go into such 
fields , if only there were prospects and security in .. uch 
(lpeninp and even if initial remunerations were not too 
hiah . Thus a rully succe.",ful musical band may r.mploy 
a Jraduate accountant to manase its business.. This may 
well ~ in the end more rewarding to the busine'isman. 

........ _ Sea.rlty 

There joe no denying the fact that most (01 at least 
some) o( the Mlort-cominp of the Gbanaian busincss
man are due to ci rc:umstances and problems beyond 
his control. The commonest problem facing most busi
nessmen is that of finance, i.e .. lack of capital or credit 
facilities to expand business. But this is a ubiquitous 
and persistent problem everywhere. 

Por any maior expansion in his business. the business
man ncods a larae capital to start with . The obvious 
!IOW'CeI are the bank •. But uk any local businessrr.an 
and he will tell you it is not easy to borrow mOlley 
from our banb. Many impedimmts. some senseless, 
arc put in their way. Por example. you need to ha~ 
• buildin, u security for a loan : for which reason tn-

• • 
cldentally. mOlt businessmen go in fint for houses 
after makin, any profit (rom their business. instead of 
re-invntina. "nIia practice of mortaaling only homcs 
moukl be looked into and di~ontinued by the ba~ks. 
Betlcr UK the busiDCSI itself. 

In some ... ses banks hesitate to 

minately applied and only to productive enterprises 
like industries. not to beer ban or night clubs. 

The next problem, that of lack of buainess know-bow 
in entrepreneurship, applies mostly to illiterate and 
semi-literate businessmen-those wbo have the money 
but lack the knowledlc. They present the problems of 
conservatism. suspiciousness of e\'ery intention and 
c\erybody. lack of interest to expand. and others. There 
i \ little anyone can do about this type, 

The problem of getting raw materials in apropriate 
quantities at the right time is also a serious one. espe
cially to the manufacturer. When the raw materials are 
imported. the qucstion of import licences arises. and 
when they are from local sources tbeir unreliability of 
supply becomes a source of trouble. 

All these problems culminate in the very high prices 
of locally produced goods and services we know. and 
at times in their poor quality. both resulting in low 
sales. Thus due to lack of capital and good entrepre
neurship, to low labour productivity, etc., products ~re 
highly priced and poor in quality. so they have a small 
internal market and compare unfavourably in outside 
mark.ets; they mak.e small returns. so are unable to 
expand and improve their situation, Caught up in ..his 
vicious circle, most of the manufacturin, businessmen 
are throwing their hands up in despair and preferiol 
to go into low-risk. ready yielding busine55, like hf.er 
bars, "rest houses" or transportation. These fields are 
very low lahour employers . . 

What tben can be done? 
rn order to increase their financial resources. for 

example. several businessmen with sUnilar intentions 
may jom together to form co-operatives, and thus pool 
their resources together. The larger such businesses are. 
the better organised they wouTd be, so that the banh 
would be more willing to grant credit facilities. Also, 
by pooling resources togetber and working more effi
ciently. businesses would be able to employ more efficient 
and right-calibre labour. since they would be in a posi 
tion to pay betler wages . 

Busi.,. Bureau WaaIi .. 

In all the~c cases the lovemment has a very import'!nt 
role to play and cannot escape responsibility. This is a 
5ituation in wbich a lovernment should not leave pri
vate business to 5truule it out by itseJf. Gbana is a 
: e hi' • Co bt. witIL • deutb. of", I F aDd .. 
at , • of .. uN· m .. " [ • .... CD lie 
d .I8to.t.... ter ...... 01 
... ' t en. a I ., d._~ ",I.... ..... F' ., 'by 

,.. r lllCb· 
... sU,f • 
•• s ...... 

euteapil_ 
tile IJuS5J. -
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Observer Notebook 

Pr ess Conferences And Briefings 

MEMBERS of lhe N.R.C. government have been 
keeping fairly close to the mass media recently. 
They have done so in groups and as indivi· 
dual heads of various ministeries. They are by 
these conferences avowedly seeking both to brief 
the press on general or specific matters and to 
obtain the opinion of the media men and women 
on procedure, performance, and other matters 
affecting the general welfare. In addition, Lt.
Colonel Festus Addae has even more recently 
issued from his department of (Army) Public 
Relations a detailed and completely adequate 
information sheet on where to go and whom to 
contact for official versions and correct facts, or: 
"Where to check/obtain information on Armed 
Forces matters", as the letter was headed. 

This is all to the good and very helpful, though 
in the case of the estimable Colonel's invitation 
one could not help smiling at its disingenuousness. 
for the D.P.R. could have added, with his eyes 
carefuJJy hooded and his face absolutely straight, 
as if speaking directly to the press: "For Armed 
Fcrces in this context, ladies and gentlemen, you 
are free to read: the Govemment of the Day"! 
Still, what contacts there have been so far between 
the media and that section of the Armed Forces 
forming the government have certainly been 
mutually enlightening and useful. 

]n one of them the Commissioner for Infor
mation (Lt.-Col. Beorn) and his Director (Mr. 
G.T. Anim) wished to discuss with media prac
titioners, as well as representatives of the more 
public-service-oriented of departments of govern
ment and institutions of education, a "National 
Operations Chart"; this is one devised by the 
Ministry of Information and showing their orga
Dizational structure and operational aims in res
pect of various campaigns of theirs to give infor
mation to tbe public and seek its cooperation. 
In another, an earlier and bigger one, the media 
people were exposed to a formidable array of high 
brass, who however managed to make it all very 
amiable and friendly. Nevertheless there was also 
much straight talking at this particular confron
tation-we had almost said straight shooting] 
but this would of course be dangerously inapprow 

priate! 

The Cbief of Defence Staff-whose invitation this 
was in the main-briefed the very large assembly 

of media personnel, aided by colleagues of his in 
the N.R.C. as well as from the other forces, from 
Military Intelligence and the Public Relations 
Office. The meeting was in the form of a seminar, 
in which the various ministeries and forces 
represented there "told it like it was" from their 
separate angles of view. In turn they were closely 
questioned by the pressmen and heard protests 
and challenges on many matters. These included 
the matter of the then fresh case of the 
earlywmorning removal of the outgoing editor 
of the Legon Observer from his house to Burma 
Camp, and then to the Castle for questioning, 
finally to an early evening release, without caution 
and presumably without blame. Questions were 
also asked by the pressmen about government 
action in restoring by a new decree a press regis· 
tration and control law, the likes of which 
even the Busia government, for all the complaints 
against it, had thrown out of the window only a 
couple of years ago. 

The commissioners stated the defence for their 
action in the ' Paul Ansah case (for names were 
openly called and motives dissected). They said 
the government had become extremely disturbed 
at the consistent hostility of the Legon Obsen'cr 
to the government, as lhey saw it, since the 1st 
anniversary of the regime, so they had wanted 
to find out from the then editor what had gone 
wrong; the manner of the handling of Dr. Aosah's 
removal and temporary detention was largely 
inadvertent and unintentional, the gathering was 

assured. As for the new press decree, this was 

necessary, Colonel Benni said, to bdng some order 

into the field and save a lot of people from wild 

entrepreneurship and debt-inviting adventures ... 

Pressmen here indicated they would ponder on 

this explanation for a while. We of the Observer 

have made our own comment on this important 

matter in our editorial today. 

As far as continuous contact between govern

ment and media is concerned, this is necessary. 

It can save a lot of humbug, if properly used. 

But it would do neither side any good, and would 

cause the public much disadvantage, if communi

cational contact between government and press 

developed into some clublike relationship. where 

mutual backslapping wollid soon lead both sides 

into loss or direction and a fools' paradise. The 

relations between press and government should be 

cordial, but businesslike. 

, 
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A ....... id Wages 

SINct. the Gurdi .. revealed in its March 12th 
issue that the vast majority of British firms in 
South Africa were paying itarvation wages to 
their Atrican employees, there ha\c been pleas 
of ignorance from the parent British companies 
of what was really bappening in the apartheid 
republic. The only British companies. out of the 
one hundred investtgated. that wcrc not guilty of 
this modern and sophisticated version of the 
Slave Trade were Shell, l.e.l., Unilever and Rown~ 
tree Mackintosh. Following the Guardian's reve
lations. considerable concern has been expressed 
in business circles in Britain. with the promise 
that corrccti\ic measures will be taken without 
delay. and the Liberal leader. Mr. Jeremy Thorpe, 
has called on British parliamentarians to act as 
"vigilantes" to cn:)ure that British investors in 
South Africa behave themselves towards their 
African workers, remuneration-wise. Now there is 
e'o'en to be an official British enquiry. 

WeU-lfllc:ntionc:d and reassuring as these re
actions and promises are, it is doubtful whether 
these measures go far enough to deal fundamen
taUy with the problem of apartheid. For, it is a 
logical outcome of thal obnoxious sociopolitical 
system that Africans should be treated as inferior 
in aU things, Induding remuneration for their 
labours. Increasing the wages of African workers 
will reduce their economic hardships in the short 
tenn. but will it shake the very foundations of 
that inhuman system of apartheid? 

The point is that the strength of South Africa 
depends on its economic wealth. obtained largely 
through inadequately remunerated African labour. 
The apartheid republic is heavily dependent on 
foreign investment and overseas markets, with the 

The only way of effacing this stigma is to strike 
at the very foundations of apatheid by withdrawing 
foreign investment from South Africa. If there is 
any reason why this cannot be done. then all the 
talk about fairplay and concern for the Africans' 
welfare should cease forthwith, so that we can all 
see the hypocrite, and the racialists for what they 
really are, both in South Africa and elsewhere. 
Cenainly it is easier to deal with-a wolf in a wolf's 

• 
skin than with one clothed as a_sheep. 

The British ha'oe al",ays maintained that their 
principal reason for maintaining relations with 
South Africa is to soften the rigours of apartheid 
and gradually move it towards a more humane
or, rather, less inhumane policy. The recent 
disclosures about the working conditions in 
South Africa where wages are dictated by racialist 
considerations have exposed the hollowness of this 
lofty claim : the British financiers have either openly 
connived at the merciless exploitation of African 
workers or have with reprehensible negligence 
not bothered to ensure that the Africans are paid 
(he proper rates for the jobs they do, irrespective 
of their skin colour. The problem for the African 
in South Africa transcends that of just being over
worked and underpaid; it is the problem of human 
dignity. and it is on this point that the professed 
liberal friends of Africans have to stand up and 
be counted. or just go away. 

One very happy development in all this is that 
the African workers have of late become conscious 
of their rights and are claiming them through 
stri~es . They have not been deterred by gun-toting 
policemen or by threats of being permanently 
locked out, nor have they been taken in by the offer 
of paltry increases which are more symbolic than 
concrete. Not unexpectedly. the racist government 
does nol intend to play down the chal1enge. Since 
the r~ent spate of strik.es. the Minister of Labour 
Mr. _let it be kMaD ... Nain- wni 
DOt lie _Fiji or to' ... jete 

1 11111_ " a i 
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or other, that have been collaborating in the 
perpetuation of apartheid. As individual countries 
we may not make much of an impact, but as a 
united front we have a bargaining power which 
we can use with great effect. Sooner than later, 
those countries that have been propping up the 
apartheid regime through investment and trade
including those who were promoted from yellow 
or coloured to white not so very long ago-will 
have to be forced to choose between South Africa 
and the rest of Africa. 

Whose "Responsibility" Are Priorities? 

A NOTE of anxiety struck in the report of the 
Vice·Chancellor of Legan, at the Congregation 
of 24th March, formed the topic of a very good 
TV discussion last Sunday evening. The cause 
for worry was the progressively dedning intake 
of science students at Legan and some of its 
attendant critical implications. The problem was 
very complex indeed and bristled with variables, 
since there were many combinations of factors 
to be worked for various tests and results. 

For example: if you took Legon alone, 
the smallness of the absolute numbers in science
student intakes was alarming; and if you combined 
that with the fact of progressive and constant 
de-::lension in those numbers, then the position 
was much worse. Yet if you took Legan together 
with Kumasi, and for certain resu lts though not 
for others you added Cape Coast. then , though 
steady reduction over the last several years may 
still remain a factor, the build-up in absolute 
numbers of science students on the ground at all 
three universities actually reduces your cause for 
alarm. But of course it does not remove it! Again, 
when the debaters talk about science students 
they don't even mean all of them, but rather 
pure-science candidates as against those who are in 
it only to qualify "for the professions": medicine, 
dentistry, engineering •... 

Other variables were mentioned, but we have 
to stop the enumeration if only because there, in 
that last one, was the rub! The difference between 
taking science for teaching or for research purposes, 
and taking science in order to become a doctor 
- that is what defines the problem; that is where 
the question of priorities reappears for the thou
sandth time. Mr. Andoh, of V.A.C. and the
University Council (Legan), Professor Kojo Torto 
(Chemistry, Legan). and Mr Modjabeng Dowuona, 
Chairman of the Higher Education Council, all 
agreed that the great differentials between the 
attraction to science for teaching or research and 
the attraction to science as an entry into the 

professions were a function of the priorities of 
society. Since society placed a higher premium 
on the doctor, the dentist, and, now, certain 
categories of engineers, architects, etc. and awarded 
them both more money and greater prestige, why 
should your best students want to fool about with 
less than these aims in school and college? 

Now, was this a good thing - this imbalance, 
with its consequences for education, for social 
relations, for the final goals of society itself, if 
society aims to be just? The answer was of course 
a round No! What then to doabout these priorities, 
and who to do it? The panel thought that one 
ought to look again at the troubled question 
of salary structu res and wage scales; in effect 
that, as far as authoritative control of employment 
at least was concerned, this was where it was 
possible to begin any levelling process at aU. 
When finally asked by the host (Mr. Atadika) 
to say whose specific duty it was, then, to mani
pulate and alter the fateful priorities of society, 
the panel said it was the government's: 

Very well, but only in a mechanistic, procedural, 
functional way, surely. The real impetus for great 
socia l change must arise ultimately. must it not. 
from the people themselves and the society they 
form ; they are the permanence, not their govern
ment, which ideally is only the renewable though 
continuous expression of society's permanent 
will; as with chief and elders, so with prime 
minister and cabinet, or any other form of cons
titutional government. It is we who should all 
now make up our minds that tbe present distribu
tive structure of our community is desperately 
imbalanced and unjust, that we are all caught 
up in this injustice, and ought all to participate in 
removing it. 

To this end, let us have a permanent committee 
to deal with national priorities on a national scale. 
Such an organization would be insulated from the 
vagaries of political fortunes and pressures; it would 
enable usto avoid leaving such matters to the exclu
sive determinatidtt of a government whose succes~ 
sors may reverse the order again and estabJjsh new 
goals. 

READ THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 
ALWAYS 
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UNlVERSI1Y OF GHANA 

announces 

THE AGGREY-FRASER-GUGGISBERG 

MEMORIAL LECTURES 1913 

GENERAL TOPIC: 

"THE CRISIS OF IDGHER 

EDUCATION"_ 

LECTURER: 

PROF. RAYMOND CLAUDE 

FERDINAND ARON 

(a distinguished French Sociologist) 

1st May: Higher Education: for 

what? 

2nd May: France and the Crisis of 

Growth in the Traditional Uni

versity. 

3rd May: The United States and the 

Crisis of Multiversity. 

4th May: Student Rebellion and the 

Prospect for the Future. 

At the Great Hall. Legon Hill, at 

5.00 p.m. each day. 

The public an cordially invited. 

~---------- --- - ---- --

Letters 

SlR-J have been very hiahly impressed by the number 
of motorists who have obtained their Roadwortbiness 
Certificates. Whether they bave complied with the re
quirement out oC a sense of civic duty or for (ear of 
fincs or of more immediate corrective measures, or not, 
the important fact is that they have had tbeir cars eer
tilled as being roadworthy; perhaps, more importantly 
too, they have paid the required fce. 

Admittedly tbe accompanying certificate lives much 
more credit to certain cars than they properly deserve. 
and also the tests are not equally thoroulh (if at all) in 
all cases. but the point is well made. S~re parts dea1en 
ba\"e done some 100d business within the last few 
wceh and cars which bad been cryin. for proper and 
reJUlar maintenance for a lonl time, have received me
chanical ani:t electrical "face-lifts". Let us all hope that 
we sball see a very substantial reduction in the numbt:r 
of road accidents. 

To achieve this happy rC3ult. however, it is imperative 
that the pot-holes, poor .i,n-postinl, uncovered trenches, 
unmarked broken-down vehicles, and aU the petty 
annoyances of motorists be eliminated or at least con
'Iiderably reduced. r sball put it another way by irreve
rently parodying a famous dictum: the roadworthineu 
of a car is meaninlless unless it is totally linked up 
with the carworthine:ss of the roads. Mr. Editor, the 
burden of my pJea is simple: while the majority of us 
motorists, I presume. have mai:te our can worthy of 
tbe road, we expect as of right that the competent autho
rities will also make the road~ worthy of our cars. 

P.A.V.A .. 

Airport PutiDc TaB 

SIR-All too oflen Ghanaians are made to feel that the 
. enjoyment of facilities provided from tuCi coUected 

from themselves is a apecial favour beina done them. 
It used not to cost anythin, to 10 to tbe Accra Inter

national Airport. but then the surroundinp were not 
as plea.sant as they are now, Since the airport w .. 
christened Kotob International Airport, we have had 
to pay 20 pesewas for parking. Now, by the fiat of the 
Department of Civil Aviation. ~ must pay the 
20-pe5CVt'a taU whether we park. or not. The only reason 
offered for this directi'·e is that it will bring in iSO.OOO 
annually. Before too lonl we will be payin! for wanting 
to 10 to the airport e'·en on foot. This may brinl in 
f;100.000. who knows? 

By what authority is this toll beina levied? Of course 
the question i. meaninlless, in a country where state 
hotels can. with impunity, put up the price or mini
beer well above the coatrol price: where landlord, and 
tui driwn can levy any amount, lovemmelillt regulations 
notwithatandin.; where state-employed drivers behave 
as tboulh tbcy owned the ,'Chicles in their CMlJe. and 
Ihe roads .s wen; where shop ueistants leave you in no 
doubt that tbe:y arc doinl you a favour by tetlinl til 

you •••. 
What doeI one do, then? For a bcPnnina. lood or 

bad, we mu" aU .mll"tc me example of the DepartmeDt 

• 

• 
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of Civil Aviation: the University of Gbana should im· 
pose a 20-pesewa tariff on all visitors to the campus; 
after all, tbe roads and surroundings arc maintained 
by the University-never mind who provides the money 
initially. All the G.N.T.C. shops and other commercial 
houses should levy tolls for the use of their car parks. 
The ministries, hospitals and petrol filling stations 
shoul'd do likewise. The police could also do with an 
extra t50,OOO. Anyone who walks into a police station 
should pay a fee; if this does not achieve anything else, 
at least it would cut out, to a large extent, frivolous 
complaints brought in daily to the police desk. 

The Department of Civil Aviation itself could go one 
step further by demanding 5p from every pedestrian 
leaving the airport. It should not be difficult to find an 
excuse: they may have gone to the balcony, without 
paying, to see planes leave. Hopefully, when aU of us, 
including the staff of the Department of Civil Aviation, 
begin to feel in our pockets the inconvenience of such 
payments, we would be persuaded to the wisdom of 
leaving Ghanaians alone to enjoy in peace what their 
own taxes have provided. 

Legon Ebow Dani.el 

Wby Another SOp Increase? 

SIR-What prompted the Kumasi Peugeot drivers (pb
pularly known as "One pound-One pound" 'drivers) to 
increase the transport fare of ¢2.50 from Kumasi to 
Accra to ¢3.007 

Formerly these drivers were charging ¢2.00 (hence the 
nickname), hut they raised it overnight to ¢2.50 without 
anybody raising hell about it. Now they bave done it 
again. Because of the transportation difficulties in the 
country, they must not use that advantage to enrich 
themselves. They are cheating. 

Some of these Peugeot cars are not roadwortby enough 
to deserve such increases. Now that the government is 
trying to cut down the transportation difficulties created 
by some of these drivers, the Peugeot drivers are re
tarding such efforts. 

National Lott~ries 
P.O. Box 506 
A,.,. 

K. OlDOno Owusu 

Mum, to Rejoice Aboul 

SIR- I wish to differ in opinion with some views ex
pressed recently in another paper about the full import 
of our independence to us. The paper's editorial sought 
to create the impression that Ghanaians do not really 
realise the importance of inde.pendence, simply because 
we still do not fuUy appreciate our own culture, values, 
and potentials. It went on to cite as examples to support 
its contention the Ghanaian habits of queueing for 
"protein-deficient, sickly cannoo foreign foods", and of 
spending "a whole month's salary on a foreign made 
shirt", just because the white man produced them! 

I think this is a wrong basis for assessing our atti
tudes. A better assessment can be achieved if we cast 
a glance at the situation in the country during the co
lonial era and compare it with that o{ post-Independence 
Ghana, 

It must be called to mind that the colonial era was 
one of suppression, domination an'd exploitation. Almost 
all our wealth was being carried away. The accumulated 
foreign reserves {rom these exports were locked up in 

foreign banks and were not brought back for the deve
lopment of our country. The colonial government was 
merely)nterested in collecting customs and excise duties 
and maintaining law and order. It was least interested 
in the de\'elopment of our country an'd therefore there 
was little economic progress. 

U we look at the past, then at the present, I think 
Ghanaians bave cause to rejoice today over our indepen
dence. If anything, it has brought in its trait a .. tructural 
change in every spbere of our lives. At least we are 
now a people who control our own affairs and take 
our own decisions. One wonders whether the Akosombo 
dam would have been a reality had we not had our 
in'dependence. Would anyone have us believe that the 
colo'l,ial government would have built the maze of in
dustries in Tema and all over the country today if we 
had not got independence (when in 113 years they could 
only boast of Acbimota School, Korle Bu Hospital, and 
a few lines of railway and roads)7 

We certainly bad cause to be happy on the 16th anni
versary of our independence. Surely, anyone who left our 
country in 1957 ano came back in 1973 would find tbe 
place NOT what he left it? Let us be realistic :lnd admit 
that a considerable change has occurred in every aspect 
of our Jives----e.conomic, social, and political. 

Legoo Hall 
Legon 

Nk.nuoah: ''Good'' 01' ''Bad''? 

AfMI Tsikata 

SIR-It looks pretty silly for anybody to suggest, as did 
Mrs. Georgette Osci in her letter published in your 
last issue (L.O. VIII/6) that we must paint Kwame 
Nkrumah either completely "bad' or completely "good". 
She wrote: "Make Kwame Nkrumah a hero or damn 
him; then the whole world would know where we stano 
on this matter". 

indeed the whole world is watching us, but tbey are 
watching to see if this country will once again switch 
over from one extreme to the other. As every child 
knows, between black and white there is an unlimited 
gradation of hues and shades. Nobody can say that the 
ruling N.R.C. is a perfect government, but it is remark
able bow they are trying to maintain a very fine balance 
between the various extremes in our society. Many 
governments often take what appears to be the easier 
alternative by leaning over to one extreme. But tbis is 
a dangerous ten'dency, because in tbe long run it does 
not pay. 

During the misunderstanding over the body of Nkru
mah, Col. Achcampong said in a broadcast: " .. , Nor 
wiU tbe National RedeDJ.ption Council and the people 
of Ghana, in honouring the memory of Dr. Nkrumab, 
take any step whatsoever which might amount to an 
invalidation of the cbange of government which took 
place in 1966. We support the coup of 1966, and there 
should be. no doubt about it". 

This means that when it comes to African emancipa~ 
tion and the struggle [or free'dom the N.R.C. would not 
close their eyes to the role Nkrumah played. It was 
plainly because of this that the N.R.C. decided to ho
nour bim, though they agree that the coup which toppled 
him was justified on many other counts. Therefore the 
head of state was justified in giving credit to Nkrumah 
before the O.A.V. Liberation Committee, and also in 
declaring 24th February a holiday. The mistake of the 
fint coup was that many people saw only what went 
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wrona before 1966 but hardly a lingle thing that was 
rieht. and advised qainst some "'U)' viable projects 
initiated before the coup. Some anti·Nkrumah elements 
e\'cn attempted a campaign to question the wisdom ('If 
the Volta River Project! 

African politics would be less yiolent and mort stable 
If the majority of us woukl be as open-minded and as 
liberal as the prescnt military government are trying to 
be. We must .'-oid extremism and gi,'c our opponents 
their duc. We mu~t stop seeing things only in cxtremC5. 
Moderation j'l something we mu!rt learn. 

P.O. Box 14 
<\dtimoea 

-
Emmanuel Vorbb. 

"'(hoIo Dadzic" aud the Graduate 

SIR-Many ,,'.ewers of thiS T.V. programme do appre
ciate the humour. tbe leuons and. M)metimes. the truth. 
that it conveys; and tbus it attrac15 a large crowd of 
viewen e\'cry Sunday, However, recently "O$ofo Oadzic" 
has done ont programme. '~e University People", 
which, instead of entertaining viewers &5 usual and 
IOstructina them on how best to contribute their quota 
to the success o( the revolution, bas cast a dark. cloud 
on the outlook of the graduate in this country, and also 
thrown viewers into doubt : ..... hcther this is a true 
picture of the ,raduate or not. 

At a time when we need our graduates so much to ' 
accept jobs wbole-heartedly in the rural areas, "Osofo 
Oadzie" chooses to portray the araduate worker in the 
village as a thief, wbo, under the bad influenoe of ano
tber, a ",n.duate lady", is pre.parcd to dupe the wbole 
vlllaae. Here T will not attempt to comment on the 
behaviour of the "lady graduate" in the programme, 
which in it.sc:1f was another insult to the university peo
i'le as a whole 

n would have been a lood idea. and a very instructive 
prOlrunme if it bad ended where Akwasi Charlt!l 
pbnndy accepted to do the work. of a secretary-receiver 

: _... '1 t .6 • ..." n Ie 
___ I 71 .... 

I ..... ~:.:= .••• ,' .... . "' ........ -

- Cboosioa: Tndiag PartDen 

SIR-After Independence in 1951, Ghana became free 
in her choice of trading partners, but this was not en
forced until we attained republican status in 1960. From 
then onwards, the "trade winds" whicb were bitherto 
blowing from the west (especially Britain) changed route 
but are yet to find a definite course. 

We are witnesses to the Ghanaian market having been 
Hooded with South African canned 6sh for some time. 
and later Japanese brands: we were for another consi
derable period good consumers of Portuguese delicacies, 
and there were times when we even experimented with 
Soviet and Chinese tastes. This experiment was not 
carried out with food items only but with aU consuma
ble goods. ranging from clothing to house-bold applian
ces and gadgets. The Ghanaian for some time also 
fancied American and Frttlch suiting materials, and 
opted for Italian shoes and British shirts to match. 
With machinery, equipment and transport goods. we 
opted (or Britisb and German makes. 

I wonder why we are not satisfied with one or two 
trading partners, bearing in mind the need. to develop 
and maintain a sound economy. This is necessary for 
a country with a fragile economy like ours. We need 
to be prudent in our choice of worthwbile and liberal 
trading partners. In order that a particular country 
should Qualify to be our trading partner, one of tbe 
basic requirements to be. fulfilled is that she must be in 
a position to buy at least about 50% of her n~s of 
a particular produce or product wbicb cams a good 
part of our income (or us. If this basic condition is not 
fulfilled, then tbat country is not a genuine trading 
partner who i'l. willing to help u.s out of our economic 
woes. 

If this my layman's suggestion is reviewed by experts 
and adopted, it will eliminate countries like France and 
Japan. to whom we are greatly in debt. We buy a lot 
from these countries, especially motor vehicles. but un. 
fortunately they buy les.! from us. The U.S., Britain and 
the Federal Republic of Germany buy a lot of our 
produce and products: we are therefore bound, for 
hcaUhy trade, to reciprocate this gesture, n.lber than 
helpin. others build buac reserves out of our eff0r6. 
We ""'" DOt MCriIce -M_ ... ,I few II •• • 
fa .... III b-. .. ice ... proM", -.. lilJ"o 

TIle « J:. , 7 ..... lloa of ... drr II 4" , I 'I 
aa. ... h I' • willi. CD bbl wbidI ., M _ .,. to 
!'PI .11Ia _ ad DOt wfda tlNal .. rat ~ to liar r. .. 
.. t.u .." N. Ii 'to willa UC'v 
h .0. 10 ...... .., aN ....... it 01' 

wIdt .... I.., .... _ ........ [7 

• .0. .. un ,r .' ' I , 
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them to tra'de in. What the present government should 
do is to build more provision stores for the G.N.T.C. 
in every comer of the country. At present the number 
of G.N.T.C. shops is not a'dequate to cope with the 
current shortages in essential commodities. The govern
ment can also encourage private entrepreneurs to build 
super-markets to trade in essential commodities. 

I am, however, not advocating the complete elimina
tion of tbe Makola women; they can be made to trade 
in things like shoes, cloth, and other items which the 
consumer class can do away with temporarily. Their 
elimination fTOm trading in essential commodities, how
ever, and the establishment of more GN.T.C. shops 
an'd super-markets, would give the government and the 
consumer class a number of advantages. First of all. it 
will be easier for the govemment to regulate the price 
system in the economy, and also hoarding and other 
economic malpractices which the Makola women indulge 
in would be reduced, because the government could 
check these G.N.T.C. stores and super-markets more 
effectively than they could the Makola women, 

Secondly, since hoarding will be re(luced, the ad

ministrative costs, and the human resources we waste 

in checking hoarding, could be diverted to help in 

certain other seetors of the economy. Thirdly, price!! 

in certain areas would be uniform; and lastly the govern

ment, or any economic institution which wished to assess 

the economic progress of the country, would fino it 

easier and leas expensive, because these shops and super

markets keep records of their economic activities. ..... 

In the case of the consumer class, we sball be saved 

the many hours we spend in going round the market 

for a single commodity, because it would be easier for 

us to purchase these items at well organised shops. 
Also, tbe unnecessary abuses which are beaped on se
curity officers and price inspectors at such periods of 

shortage3 will stop. 

P.O. Box 131 
Ac .... 

ubi Koi-Larbi 

Foreign Foods iD the Bush 

SIR- As usual, the news media bloated this foreign 

foods episode out of all proportion to the facts. The 

items found by the Ashanti Regional Commissioner, we 

know now, were milk and sardines etc. gone had an'd 

dumped in the bush by the government's own G.N.T.C. 

If our news media bad been more fact finding and less 

sensational, the truth could easily have been established 

at once. 

This is not how the N.RC. Chairman expects to be 

proved right. 

House Ncr. D}4I 

Duakwa-OD-Oftio 

Kwasi Nokware 

Fire Out-break iD Factories 

SIR-Is there any possibility of fire havoc in $ome of the 
factories sited in Accra's Ring Road West Industrial 
area, and in others dotted in various parts of !he city? 
(No prophet of doom ], though!) 

Past years have seen the out-break of fire in a number 
of factories, resulting in great losses. In this country, 
whenever there is a fire there is always a ready-made 
excuse from the Fire Service authorities: "There were 
no hydrants which could enable the servicemen to have 
easy and quick access to water"! 

By the way, are the hydrants now available in the 
factory environment of the city? Shall we live to see 
more fires and their attendant havoc? 

P.O. Box 1 
KCfe-Kradti 

Woody Tamakloe 

Bream of CootnId by "Lq:oD ObGa vcr"? 

SIR-I wish to draw your attention to some faults with 
the printing on pages IOS-l07, and again pages 110 and 
III, of L,O. Vm}s. 

After reading the first page of Mr. AgbemawokTa's 
interesting article entitled, "Shortages--What are the 
Causes?", I was very much disappointed on realizing 
that I could no longer continue with my reading, simply 
because the.re was not a single word on any of the 
succeeding three pages, and again on two pages of ano
ther article. 

It is however appreciated to note that on page 108 
there was an article encouraging Ghanaians to seek 
their rights, should a contracting party fail to discharge 
his obligations under the contract. And I quote: 
" .... Ghana needs today ... a state of legality and of 
guarantee which would enable and even encourage its 
citizens to take officials to court for damages, when 
such citizens are cheated .... " 

Not being a lawyer, I will not attempt to frame many 

charges against the Legon Observer, but may only say 

that this act ren'ders the contract of we voidable be. 

cause there has been a mistake as to the identity (i.e. 

the quality) of tbe subject-matter of contract, resulting 

in a breach of warranty (i.e., an implied subsidiary 

term of the contract). 

If this charge is admissible, which I guess it is. then, 

Readers, if we all suffered the same fate. we are at least 

entitled to damages, which may be a refund of the pur

cha9C. price, JS (fifteen) pesewas! 

Institute of Professional Studies 
Legon 

DaDiei Obeog...suo 

N~ Dot a reftmd at the parma_ price bat a ~lace

JDCDt of your impeded ropy. 'Which bas heeD mailed to 

you. But, we most "YJ for a DOIt-Jawyer you do speDd 

11 lot of time on lega) termloologies, doa't yoo-WrI'OR 
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Finally, if imports of any particular commodity were 
10 be con~idered excessive, Ghana would IIJways h'ive 
the option of controlling them through quantitative res· 
trictiom. although the~ would have to be non-discri· 
minatory. tr the margin of reverse prefe.rence were to 
be reasonably small. and in view of the ract tbat their 
effect could be partly counteracted through the type of 
measure just discussed, it seerru to us that tbeir m~re 
existence should ""t be considered a decisive objection 
to association in any form. 

:1" Another afgument that has been heard with Increasing 
I \ frequency is that the African countries should conce~

, trate on expanding intra-Africa trade rather than their 
, trade with Europe. We also believe that increased ceo-

nomic integration in Africa should remain an objective 
of the greatest uraency, in spite of the small amount 
,,( progress that has been made in this respect over 
past yean Nevertheless. it is highly misleading to arg.tle 
as if the non·associated countries were now faced w·th 
Iwo mutually exclusive altemathes (i.e.. either the 
e.E c. or Africa). since the proposed terms of associa· 
tion in fact do make provisions for the fonnation of 
l.'Ustoms unions and economic unions between associ~ted 
members, and with certain third countries. 

In fact. of course, tbose countries in Africa which 
in the past have bad the most success in tenus of inte
IBtion. are already anociated (the East African Com
mon Markel countries and the francopbone West Afri· 
can countries). and one might argue that the Yaounde 
Conference offers an opportunity for African countries 
(including the francopbone ones) to formulate a com· 
man bargain ina position and work out some joint agree· 
ment with the E.E.C. Such a joint stand would clearly 
involve a ~trenathenin& of the African bargaining JX"'Ii
hon. and it would seem that if a bloc of African colin· 
tries could neaotiate agreements with identical terms. 
this would areally facilitate future efforts towards Af.i· 
I;8.n intearation. After all, one of the obstacles to such 
intea;ration in the pasl has been the fact tbat the coun· 
ries imlolved have bad widely different tariff structures 
a,aiMl the rest of the world. 

Another potnt that has been made is that ..... bereas the 
aUoCtation tenns do not prevent full integration, they 
mlabt make lIlOT"e difficult a pa1'tb1 integration within 
Africa (unless a full.fledged curtoms union is fonnee!. 
and unless canCQlilons granted by an ass.ociated mem~r 
towards another country would also have to be granted 
10 the E.E.C.). But as we understand the matter. this 
diJficulty ahud)' e~ists under the terms of the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. in lhe "most·favoured 
n;llion" clause. and it i, therefore aaain misleading to 
argue that this is a di~advantaee of possible association 
with the E.E.C. On balance. it seems to us that agree
ment with the E.E.C. would have ,"ery little effect one 
way or the other on the prospects for Alrican economic 
integration. 

In conduslon. "it seems to us that rrom an e(:onoTJlic 
point of \-'jew, the potential short·term and long·teem 
pin!l from some ronn of ... auociation .,reement may 
he substantial. Of coone. an aaroemeot _ill not cans
titute the solution to aU of Ghana's economic PIO

blems, but that doet not tlrike 111 .. a adlicient rea'iOn 

for dismissing these gains altogether. Furthermore. as 
noted in the introduction. we believe that tbe fears of 
political domination by the E.E.C. as a consequeroce 
of an agreement are euggerated. First. one of the 
principal differences between association on the one 
hand and full membership. on the otber. IS preci;scly 
that the former does not require a commitment to the 
political objedi\"es of the E.E.C. Se<:ondly. we lail to 
ICe whilh particular ones of the provisions discussed 
abme would lead to an increase in political dependence 
on Europe. and unless tbat is specified. rational debate 
on thi .. question appears impossible. 

The argument that unless an :lssociated country 
follow ... the political line of the E.E.C. it would he 
threatcned with expUlsion. seems inconsistent to us. If 
one is opposed to association in the first place, why 
should one consider its possible termination a (tis· 
advantage? On thc whole. we think it would be • great 
pity if Ghana's stand on an essentially technical ques· 
lion of this nature should be decided on the basis of 
political sentiment largely irrelevant to tbe problem. 

For The Record 

Frida), March 13 

T.U.C. Men Warned about Strikes 

MAJOR Kwame Asante. Commissioner lor Labour. 
Social Welfare and Co-operatives has warned that any 
trade unionist who incitC5 workers to 80 on strike Will 

be declared an economic war prisoner and dealt with by 
a Military Tnbunal under the Subversion Decree. The 
CommlMioner was addressing union officials of Gliksten 
West Africa Limited in connection with a four-hour 
strike rccently staged by employees of the company 
because ol delay in I"'«eiving their pay at the end of 
last month. 

Monday, Mllrm 16 

New Distribution System for Foreigo Foocis 

THE Ghana Co·operatlves Marketing Association. the 
Produce BUYing Alency and the Trade3 UllIon Congress 
are to take over the distribution of foreign foods and 
other items to farmers and workers in the rural areas 
"'Ith immediate effect Major Kwame Asante announced 
this \lrhen addressing over 2.000 emplOYee! of the Gbana 
Co·operatives Marketing Association in Kumasi at the 
weck·end 

To CR5ure the succes~ of tbe exerci~. the Commis
sioner added, a committee had been set up under the: 
\;hairmamhip of Mr. U. K. Hackman. Executh'e Otair. 
man of the Cocoa Marketing Board. 

Mooday, Mardi Ui 

L«turer.s Boycott ~ 

LECfLRERS of the University of Science and Tc<:h
no108Y. Kumasi. refu\ed 10 live lectures today becawe 
they f.:lt inadequatc1)' protected. This dc.·elopment fol. 
lowed tncidents last week when the students rioted. 
assaulting the children of rome lecturers and destroyinl 
propcrt)·. fbI! student demonstration had been sparL.ed 
off by an alleged assault on a student by the wife of a. 
pro[eaor. 

Meanwhile. the Ashanti Rqional Commissioner hat 
met the Pro·Vice ChanceUor of the University. Profew.>r 
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E. Bamfo-Kwakye and has assured him that he would 

see to it that Jaw and order were restored and main

tained in the University. 

Tuuday. MardI 27 

Houshlg Lottery 

A LOTTERY, the "Own a House Lottery Scheme", 

whicb is to be. organised by the Minis~ of Works and" 

Housing will start throughout the country as (rom 

August this year. Tickets will cost one cedi each, and 

the winner will be provided with a well furnished three

bedroom house in Accra. 

Colonel G. H. Slaler, Managing Director of the Ghana 

Housing Corporation, who disclosed this in Accra today 

said that tbe lottery will he drawn twice a year. Accord

ing to him, the surplus of the proceeds from the lottery 

will be used to build more blocks of flats for the workers 

in tbe low income group throughout the country. 

Thursday. March 29 

'2.4m. Farm Tools Ordered 

THE Government has placed an oroer for farm machi
nery worth t2.4m. for (armers in the Upper Region to 
increase food production during the next (arming season. 
The machinery, expected before June., include 40 power 
tillers [rom Japan. a number of combine harvesters. 
tractors and bulldozers from other countries. 

This was disclosed at Yea by the Upper Regional 
Commissioner, Lt-Col. George Minyilla when conduct
ing the Commissioner for Agriculture, Colonel F. G. 
Bernasko, round developed lanos at the Yea dam near 
Bolgatanga. 

Water for Upper Region 

WORK on ¢8.8 million water development project for 
the Upper Region will s41rt shortly under the super
vision of the Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation. 
The project will be financed by the government with 
Canadian Government assistance of 4.4 miUion Cana
dian dollars half of which is a gift to Ghana. 

Mr. Noble Power, Canadian High Commissioner in 
Ghana, who today presented the work programme for 
the project to Colonel Victor Coker-Appiah, Commis
sioner for Works and Housing, expresse'd the hope tbat 
the agreement on the project would be signed between 
his government and the Government of Ghana in about 
three weeks time. 

Friday, Mardi 30 

Ghana-Togo Agreement 

GHANA and Togo today signed an agreemellt for a 
Permanent Ioint Commission for Co-operation under 
which both countries are expected to harmonise their 
policies in several areas including tbe political, econo
mic. scientific, legal and cultural. 

This agreement was one of several concluded betweer1" 
the heads of state of the two countries, Colonel I. K. 
Acheampong and President Etienne Eyadema of Togo. 
Other agreements signed were on trade. sports, health 
and information. According to a joint communique 
issued after the talks, the two Heads of State empha~ised 
that they considered the Trade Agreement as an es:-en
tial step towards the formation of a large West A(ncao 
Economic Community. 

Hold-up 0( Cocoa. 

THE Commissioner foe Labour has ordered the Produce 
Buying Agency and the Ghana Co--operative Marketing 
Association to evacuate over 1,000 tons of cocoa lock.ed 
up in the Wassa-Amemfi area of the Western Region 
since 1971. 

The Commissioner blamed the officials o( the two 
buying agency for failing to contact their head offices 
to have the s;ocoa evacuated. The pile up is apparently 
due to broken bridges which make the Ankobra river 
impassable. 

Monday, April 2 

t'ZSO,OOO Loan to Upper Region Farmers 

DURtNG the current farming season the Upper Re
gional Branch of the Agricultural Development Bank 
is to grant 1t250,QOO loan to ten fanners during the 
current farming season. 

Disclosing this at Boigatanga yesterday, Mr. S. K. 
Asamoah, regional manager of the bank said that more 
than 2,000 applications ha'd been processed. He added 
that loans totalling ¢263,OOO had been granted to fanners 
in tbe region during the past three months for the pur
chase of tractors. 
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The trend is to . '-
• • • 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette • 

I 

• 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy. 
EmlYdssy ciga rettes are preferred 
because they arc milder and 
smoother. with a pleasant aroma . 

Embassy are the popular choic: 
because they give smoking satis
faction. A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy. 
DO YOU'J 

Elnbassy the milder. smoother cigarette 

I 

I 

• 
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Editorial 
THE URGENCY OF CO IN AFRICA 

THERE are three kinds of results which regional coope~ 
ration in Africa should aim for and determine to achieve. The 
first is the urgent one of breaking some of the economic 
strangleholds in which we have been held for so long, and 
establishing our own selr-generated viability in the markets 
involved. The second kind of desired results is the prevention 
of our ever again being caught in strangleholds of any 
kind. And the third aim is the achievement, through joint 
regional machineries, of permanently continuous progress in 
designated fields. 

Under the first aim we already have the major field of 
cocoa to operate on; there are also timber, cotton, coffee, 
vegetable oils, and the great mineral group of gold, diamonds, 
manganese, bauxite, and others. In short we are concerned 
in this first aim of regional cooperation with ourselves as the 
producers of vital raw materials. The second aim would 
concern the question of Africa's future relations with the 
European Common Market, as one major example, these 
relations being even now under consideration by the various 
groupings, as we know. Another example would be the 
protection of new African entrants into old fields, like oil, 
against their being immediately embraced and crushed to 
death in a consumer bear-hug. 

The third and last kind of result from regional cooperation 
we ought to pursue concerns the old case of benefits from 
Jomt ventures in research, from the operation of 
international business like airlines and shipping companies, 
and benefits from the establishment and maintenance of 
standards, as in the examination and testing fields. (But the 
re-establishment of such as the former West Africao Court 
or Appeal is another matter altogether. \Ve say trus with due 
respect to the recent suggestion or our Attorney
General and Commissioner for Justice. The rescuscita
tion or "WACA" must, v.e think, await the re-establish
ment or more settled and similar systems or government and 
law among the states concerned, than we have at present.) 

The reasons and the need for regional cooperation in 
Africa are a matter of mounting urgency, in every respect. 
It is true that in the politics of cocoa-under our first category 
of aims - one faterul die has already been cast, namely tbe 
Geneva Agreement of 1972. But in the anicle beginning on our 
page 173 today. Our correspondent notes tbat the agreement 
is Dot quite satisfactory to the producers and is only a sec
ond best choice, tbough better than no-agreement at aU. This 
means there is room for future manoeuvering, and obviously 
this will depend on tbe strength of tbe manoeuverers. Thus 

, 
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is the need for eternal vigilance and continuous 
cooperation among the five West African cocoa 
producers more than amply emphasized. And 
in the Cocoa Conference coincidentally just 
ended at- Legan, there was further ample evidence 
of the continuing play of rival tactics between 
producers and consumers. 

Only strength of bargaining power and determina
tion can meet these challenges to African and 
other raw material producers from the openly 
exploitative consumer world. And bargaining 
power in tbis context means that deriving from 
cooperation alone. The supreme contemporary 
test for this kind of solidarity. and one fitting 
into our category of aims, will come with Africa's 
E.E.C. discussions scheduled for next August. 
Here will be required not only courage for the 
decisions which will have to be taken for or against 
some form of African association with the E.E.C.. 
but also the highest skill and patience in debating 
alternative choices. In all this, the need for 
African cooporation ·is paramount. It must be 
the- means as well as the highroad to conclusions 
about the main issues involved in the question: 
to associate or not to associate with the E.E.C. 

For ourselves there are certain propositions 
inseparable fFern this q uestion and which also 
guide ·our thinking on it. The foremost is, that 

- JaFgely western - capitalism is by its 
I ~::~ history and requirements conunilted to the 
\! the last pound, dollar or franc out of 

labour and- raw materials of Africa (as well as 
, of other non-rival -areas of the world). Another 

postulate is that the E.E.C. represents this kind 
of consumer of the labour and raw materials of 
Africa, and in that capacity ri vals only America. 
Our third belief is that the fringe benefits and 
microscopic advantages which do, or would, 
accrue from the results of these violently uneqt:a1 
relationships flre swallowed up by the ITI3croscopic 
ga-ins to themselves accr uing all the time from 
the investment policies and trading operations of 
the advanced countries, includ ing particularly 
the leaders of the European market movement. 

Our concluding proposition also embodies 
the main contentions of most African partisans. 
It is, namely, lh3.t Africa's greatest chances in this 
unholy game of prosperity versus survival lies 
alone in bilateral - or even multilateral, but 
free ~ bargaining, supported solidly by n united 
front of cooperating rellow African countries andl 
or regional groupings. No conscious African 
today can at the same time be naive enough to 
doubt that (he western economic world has not 
the slightest wish for the economic emancipation 
of African Africa, seeing in such a prospect a 
threat to their traditional position of domin:mce. 

Therefore no conscious African should doubt 
that defeat for this iniquitous bullying of the 
continent and its blaok peoples can come 
only with maximum cooperation amongst 
ourselves 10 the fateful area of ecQDomic 
organization. 

The Economy 

WHY THE ECONOMY Ol' GHANA IS NOT 
GROWING, AND WHAT CAN BE 

DONE ABOUT IT 

By 

M. D. Steuer 

THE single most significant fact about the economy 
of Ghana is ttrat· fOr!lIany-years now r-ea.l incom~ 
per person has remained roughly constant.'in 
spite of a substantial PQtential for growth. the 
economy refuses to grow. The economy of Ghana 
is not in a crisis. A cri~is is something which is 
intense and short~ljved. The problems of this 
economy are persistent and long·term in nature. 
This economy is suffering from stagnation. 

Stagnation is not a problem which ~an be ' suc
cessfully tackled by treating it as if it 'Were a 
short~lived crisis. Emergencies call for emergency 
measures, and long·term problems for long· term 
solutions. In order to find these solutions, we must 
have a broadly correct diagnosis of the causes 
of stagnation in Ghana and treat them accordingly. 
Practical policy making must concentrate on those 
factors in the situation which can be readily 
changed. There is no point in wasting time and 
attention on those factors which are too difficijlt 
to change or cannot be changed at all. There is a 
limited number of things that a government .can 
do at anyone time. So it is essential tbat attention 
be concentrated on the most important and readily 
changeable factors. 

The popular theory th!:l! the poor performance 
of the economy is due to the attituqes of Ghanaians 
puts the cart before the horse and rurects attention 
away from those economic policies which are in 
need of change. When the policies arc changed,. 
then attitudes will change also, as the economy 
changes. Attitudes will not change through 
exhortation, and propaganda is no substitute for ""-
policies. 11 rvv 0 ........ c..,.I 

There arc six economic factors wh.ieh are 
primarily responsible for our zero~e of growth. 
1llal>propriale borrowing from abroad is one of 

\ these. r For bOirowing to contribute to economic 
growth, the money must be used for projects which 
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yield in real termJ a pealer rale of relum Ihan Ihe 
cost of tbe loan, One cannot achieve perfect 
certainty in Ib .... undertakings, but proper project 

..I-apptaisal can reduce the level of uncertainty to 
l<>Ierable ~mits. On 6th April 1973, one of the 
national dailies reponed <1 government decision 
to build a soap making plant. Though Ihe decision 
has been taken, the article reported that the cost 
of the plant had yet to be determined. Either this 
is inaccurate reporting. or else the inappropriate 
ap'pfoach to investmen t ~ecisions in the past 
is continuing today. 

• 
The question of whether or not to accept capital 

from abroad. and indeed the questions of whether 
to invelt in rural or urban areas, and in what 
types of projects, can all be decided on ideological 
grounds. But if the goal is economic growth, then 
these decisions must be based on solid professional 
apprai>al. 

Role of the GoftllllCDt 

It is a matter of high urgency that we train a 
skilled cadre of able project analysers in Ghana. 
The foreigner has his own interests, which do 
not necessarily coincide with those of this country. 
In my view the criteria of self-sufficiency is satis
fied if the investment decisions are firmJy and 
capably in Ghanaian hands. Some foreign capital 
can contribute to growth; the inappropriate foreign 
capital should be excluded on professional rather 
than ideological grounds. Certainly direct foreign 
investment must be regulated. Participation, how
ever, is a very costly and inefficient means of regu
lation. Among regulations, I would favour a strict 
aDd realistic timetable of Ghanaianization of 

such that they cannot function. Enlightened eco
nomic policy encourages desirable behaviour 
through the policy. [n Ghana it is often the case 
that policies urge people in ODe direction, and then 
J!!opaganda and the polig;. have to he employed 
to urge people in the opposite direction. These 
contradictory forces are harmful to economic 
growth. 

It is always tempting to try to improve on the 
performance of the market by some form 
of intervention. And DO doubt it is conceptually 
possible to make such improvements. But not 
just any intervention will result in an improvement. 
Often the opposite will result, tbe recent Cattle 
Marketing B~ard providing an exceUent example. 
The tendency to blame traders, particularly market 
women, whenever inappropriate market regulation 
backfires, is most unfair. If prices are fixed by law 
below equilibrium we will have excess demand 
for those products. It is the price fixing, not the 
traders. which creates the situation. Apart from 
the injustice of blaming the traders, there is a 
potential lo~s of growth here. If we are to take 
advantage of the opportunities for agricultural 
exports, the goods must be moved from the villages 
to the markets. Skilled traders are the people who 
can do this job efficiently. 

\Valle and lDcorne Structure 
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Disagreement centred especially on the question 
what should be the minimum and the maximum 
price levels to be fixed for cocoa on the world 
market. Producer and consumer countries alike 
could not agree, particularly on the minimum 
level below which the price of cocoa should not be 
allowed to fall. Coupled with this obstacle was 
the fact that the largest single consumer country, 
the United States of America. which takes about 
25 %-27 % of the world's total output of cocoa, 
was more interested in free trade in this commodity 
than in an international agreement on it. America 
was to the end persistently, though also COD

structively, opposed to the conclusion of an agree
ment which she thought was not likely to be in 
her best, most enlightened self-interest. 

- ~--~ !:::-:::::::::::: 

Obstacles Summounted 

Besides these three better known but unsuccess
ful interoational conferences, numerous regional 
conferences and informal talks were also held by both 
the producer and consumer countries throughout 
the period from 1964 to 1969. The West African 
producers' region was particularly active in these 
latter conferences and talks. Although expensive 
and time consuming, all these unsuccessful con
ferences were, however, n~t entirely wasted, since 
they undoubtedly prepared the ground and con
tributed in DO small measure to the relatively 
successful conference which finally reached the 
necessary consensus and concluded the present 
agreement, in October, 1972. 

They even produced a very useful side effect, 
especially in the West African region , which 
produces the controlling quota of total world 
cocoa output . The economic or cocoa interest 
in the region was so strong that it was able, 
not only to break through the formidable linguistic 
and political barriers · which had previously 
separated the two English-speaking and the three 
French-speaking producer countries in the area, 
but also to withstand and outlive such periods 
of high tempers, bitterness and poisoned relations 
as the Nigerian Civil War. 

The fourth, and successful , International Con
ference on Cocoa was started in Geneva on the 
6th of March. 1972, and after a five months' 
break during which some useful informal con
sultations were made, was resumed later in the 
year on the 11 th of September. This confereBce had 
to be extended beyond schedule for one full week 
before the present agreement could, at last, be 
concluded. 

The agreement grouped all the main producer 
and consumer countries together, with the ex
ception of the United States of America. In fact 

the Americans also attended the conference. 
but withdrew from it before the end of the ne
gotiations because of their preference for free 
trade in this commodity and their persistent 
though non-antagonistic opposition (as has been 
noted before) to the minimum price of 23 cents 
per pound. It seems as if fear of the strong op
position of Congress, in which the chocolate 
manufacturers' interest is influential, partly scared 
the then American administration from imme
diately associating itself with the agreement at 
that stage, when the country was in the middle 
of an election campaign. 

Partly as a result of this, the U.N.C.T.A.D. 
and the other negotiating parties did not entirely 
despair of seeing the U.S. join the agreement at an 
appropriate time in the future . The contracting 
parties strongly hope for this because the more 
there are parties to the agreement and the higher 
the percentage of world trade in cocoa the agr~
ment covers, the greater would be its chances 
of succeeding. It may be noted that America her
self has not entirely ruled out the likelihood of 
her one day subscribing to the agreement . 

Attitude of Germany 

The attitude adopted by the Federal Republic 
of Germany during the last conference towards 
the agreement constituted another source of 
serious concern to the other negotiators. With 
an eye on the American attitude, the German 
delegation associated itself with it, though with 
strong reservations. The underlying reasons for 
this attitude included the fear that the American 
defection may paralyse the application of the 
agreement. Germany therefore seemed to want to 
re-examine the whole situation during the period 
of signature, which was expected to come to an 
end on 15th January 1973. 

Secondly, Germany seUs most of her cocoa 
butter in America, and would be priced out of 
business if she were bound by the agreement while 
America remained outside it and bought cocoa 
butter from the free market, in which prices are 
likely to be lower. It was feared that a permanent 
German defection might render the agreement 
stillborn, because with 12 % of world consumption, 
Germany constituted the next most important 
single importer. 

The only one who seemed to draw some satis
faction from the agreement was, clearly. the 
Secretary-General of the U.N.C.T.A.D., Mr. 
Manuel Perez-Guerrero. who had taken the 
initiative and hastened the convening of the fowth 
international conference in the spring of 1972, 
and who contributed much towards its relative 



_. The U.N.C.T.A.D. had bccD defending 
tile ptiDcipie of ..... n .. nls on primary commo
dities for • 10118 time; the October 19n cocoa 
I.jl n e .. t was therefore seen as a concrete first 
result whicb, though limited, was yet encouraging, 
for "c'cst Ie premier pas qui compte" - it is the 
first step that counts. 

The five West African producer countries of 
Togo. the Cameroons, the Ivory Coast, Nigeria 
and Ghana - in that ascending order of im
portance - which together produce 80 ~~ of the 
total world cocoa output, were disappointed that 
the minimum price fixed was not higher than 23 
cents to the pound. They openly complained of 
having made the greater concessions in return for 
no comparable concessions from the consumer 
countries. They were however realistic enough to 
consider the new agreement, which did not quite 
satisfy them, to be better than there being DO 

agreement at all. After so many years of ne
gotiation at 50 much monetary and physical cost, 
cspedllly to the West African producer countries, 
which had always to travel long distances to 
attcnd conferences. it \vas absolutely necessary 
to reach somc sort of agreement at that stage. 

Support for the Agreement 

For different. even opposite, rea:;ons, the 
smaller consumer countries also felt that "the 
drawing up of a complete text on a Cocoa Agree
ment constituted a very important first step 
forward towards the normalisation of tbe inter
natIOnal market for this commodity". As already 
pointed out, such countries had always been in 
favour of some sort of an agreement on this 
commodity. because they suffered most from high 
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within six months afler the agJ cement had been 
concluded. It was however realised that due to 
diffcrcot legislative time tables and procedure., 
it migbt be impossible for some counlJ'ies to 
oblcrvc this six months' date-line, Qecause at lea.t 
nine months are '"'Iuired by the legislative pro
cedures of such countries before any given 
agreement could be ratified in the proper and due 
form. As a result of this, some views were expressed 
which tended to indicate that it would not be 
materially possible for the agreement to come into 
effect before the next cocoa year, which would 
begin on I st October 1973. -

Pro\'isions or the Agreement 
• 

The agreement was to be presumed to have 
collected a sufficient number of signatures and/or 
a sufficient number of ratifications. if five exporting 
countries representing 80 % of export quotas, 
and also any number of consuming countries 
accounting for 70%. was also applied to the con
sumer countries so that the agreement could still 
come into effect. if necessary, without the partici
pation of the U.S.A. 

Yet it was still feared that a permanent German 
defection would jeopardise the possibility of this 
70 ~o proportion being attained, since Germany 
and America alone imported 37 %-39 % of total 
world cocoa output. and applying even the lower 
proportion of 37 o~ leaves 63 %, which would just 
fall short of the desired 70o/~ from the consumers' 
side. In order therefore to provide against even a 
German abstention. another ingenious device 
empowered the Secretary-General of the U.N. 
to decide. after consultations. as to whetber or not 
proportions attained by the time each dale-line 
wa ,.Pld bid .ti'6ed the prgyj'lion. of tile 
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Politics 
LIBERTY OF THE PRESS 

by 

Kwame Afreh 

THE press in Ghana is often accused of sycophancy, 
hypocrisy, lack of courage and of vision: of 
withholding or distorting information and of 
generally defending bad government policies; 
finally, of refusing to publish the views of those who 
disagree with official policies and conduct. In 
addition, most editorials, especially in the state· 
owned newspapers, are dull, often colourless 
repetitions of government policy, lacking in ana
lysis and originality~ and not in any way helping 
the reader to understand or reHect upon issues 
that affect him and the country as a whole. Few 
journalists of stature have emerged since in
dependence, although the present crop have had 
more formal education and professional training 
than their predecessors. 

But the Ghana press should not be blamed 
entirely for the poor standard of journalism in 
the country today. ill mitigation , the press can 
plead that since independence they have never 
.been given the chance to do what the press in a 
modern, free society is expected to do. There has 
been very little press freedom in this country 
since independence, and a vigorous, independent 
press cannot flourish in an atmosphere of constant 
repri sals, harassment, detentions, deportation of 
journalists and ruthless suppression of dissentient 
and independent views. In short, liberty of the 
press has been more absent than present in Ghana. 

Now what is meant by the liberty of the press? 
On this matter opinions will always differ. But 
in a CODUnon law country like Ghana, the liberty 
of the press should mean what Blackstone described 
it to be, about two hundred years ago. He said : 

The Uberty of tile press is indeed essential to the 
nature of a free crtate: but thi!l consists in laying DO 

previous ~straints upon publiC8tioD!l and not in free. 
dom (or criminal matter when published. Every 
freeman ha!l an tmdoubtcd right to lay what senti~ 

ments be pleases be£o~ the public: to forbid this, is 
to destroy the fnedom of the press; but if he 'pu
bliShcs what is improper, misdlievoos, or iOegal, he 
must take rbe consequence of his temerity. To subject 
the press to the restrictive power of a licenser .. is 
to subject all freedom of sentiment to the prejudices 
of one man, and make him the arbitrary and infallible 
judge of all controverted points in learning, religion, 

~ and government. lEmpbasis mine] But to punish (as 
the law d~ at present) aoy daogcroos or offensive 
writings, which, when published, shall 00 a fair and 
impartial trial be adjudged of .II pemi'cious tendeocy, 

is necessary fOl' the PI~", ~rratioo of peace .... eGOd 
order, of govenunmt aod retigioo, the 001)' solid 
foundations or dvil Uberty. nw!il the wiD 01 indlvil. 
duals Is still left free; the aba5e ooly of lhat free will 
i!l the object of legal puraishment. 

(Blackstone, Commeotaries on the Laws of Eng
laDd, Book lV, pp. 151-152). 

This was not a mere academic opinion. It is 
also the view of that same common law on which 
some of our own legal practices are still based. In 
a case involving the Dean of St. Asaph in 1783, 
the great Lord Mansfield also said that the liberty 
of tbe press consisted in "printing without any 
previous licence, subject to the consequences of 
law." This has been the common law since 1694. 
when the last Licensing Act was allowed. to lapse 
III England. 

Post-Independence Developments 

On the whole the colonial government in Ghana 
adhered to the common law view in its treatment 
of the press. It is true that such a "troublesome" 
non·Gold Coaster like I. T. A. Wallace Johnson 
was deported following his conviction for sedition, 
and that Nnamdi Azikiwe was prosecuted also for 
sedition. But apart from the requirement tbat news~ 
papers and the names and addresses of their publi. 
shers. printers and editors should be registered (a 
requirement like that which says limited liability 
companies should be registered), there were no 
"previous restrictions" upon publications; there 
was no censorship or a requirement that a licence 
must be obtained before a person could publish. 
print or circulate a newspaper. The government 
was content to rely on prosecutions in the ordinary 
courts for dealing with what it considered to be 
dangerous or offensive publications. What was 
wrong with our situation then was colonialism 
itself. 

After independence in 1957 press freedom was 
systematically undermined and restricted, until 
by 1962 there was no independent press in Ghana. 
~ournalists were reduced to mere propagandists, 
hackmen employed to destroy political opponents 
and to sing the praises of the government of the 
day . And that has remained the role of the press 
since then. 

Until 1960 the Ghana government relied on 
deportations, detentions and prosecutions for 
sedition and libel. in dealing with opposition or 
troublesome journalists. But in that year press 
censorship was introduced, following the govern~ 
ment's dissatisfaction with the way the Asbanti 
Pioneer was being operated. Under S. J 83(2) 
of the Criminal Code, Act 29, the then President 
of Ghana was given power to impose censorship 
on any newspaper, book or document, or the 
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are required to obtain permits or licences in order 
to build or to sell liquor, why not for the printing, 
publication and circulation of newspapers? 

• 

These arguments may appear formidable, but 
in my opinion, they are only superficially so. 
The bitter lesson of history is that censorships and 
the licensing of publications are the hallmark 
of dictatorship. One of the aims of the N.R.C. 
is stated to be to restore the dignity of individuals 
and to enlarge upon our freedoms. These goals 
cannot be achieved through further restrictions 
on freedom. Moreover, it is in the government's 
own interest, as has been said before now, that 
it allow as much freedom of expression as possible; 

I it is one sound way of testing and assessing public 
opinion. Without such freedom, a government can 
quickly get out of touch with the people, with 
tragic consequences. And the best way for the 
government to inculcate revolutionary zeal and 
discipline is to intensify popular political educa· 
tion, secure mass participation in the affairs of 
the nation, adopt correct policies, and effectively 

'1 and efficiently implement them. _ 
As for the argument that it is necessary to bring 

some order into the newspaper business, why 
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not leave it to printers and suppliers to determine, 
as businessmen. whether a publisher, or any other 
person, should be granted credit? If it is the large 
debts publishers owe to state·owned printing 
enterprises that are the worry, there are other 
ways of dealing with the situation than through 
the licensing of newspapers. Again, regarding 
the argument that licences are required for several 
legitimate activities, one can only say here that 
expression of thought is as natural to man as 
eating, and cannot be put in the same category 
as the sale of liquor or the construction of a house 
in a congested urban area. And are not the other 
licensing laws too many already anyway? Why 
add to them, unless there are clear security or 

reasons for doing so? 

Let Courts Determine 

One other thing which must be noted about 
this new decree. Under it the definition of "news
paper" is wider than it was under the 1963 Act. The 
new law includes in the definition of newspaper, 
cultural, educational or scientific newspapers, 
which were explicitly excluded from the definition 
of the word in the 1963 Act, also military, technical, 
and religious newspapers, as well as house maga
zines, newspapers published by diplomatic 
missions, and newspapers meant for free distri· 
bution. Under the 1963 law only papers meant for 
sale and published periodically came within the 
definition, but even then it did not include cultural, 
educational or scientific newspapers, as T have 
said. 

[ know the incumbent Commissioner for In
formation and his Director of Information are 
fair, Iiberal·minded men. But that is not the issue. 
The point is, that any law which is capable of 
being used as an instrument of repression and for 
thougbt·control is dangerous in the hands of non· 
liberal men, which tbe successors of the present 
ones may well be. What the press in Ghana needs 
today is not further regulation but more freedom. 

The Newspaper Licensing Decree, 1973 limits 
J further the small area of press freedom there was. 
It should be repealed, or at least the government 
should publish regulations which will govern 
the exercise of the commissioner's discretionary 
powers. Let people express their views, subject 
only to the consequences of the law for libellous, 
seditious, subversive, obscene or treasonable 
publications. There are adequate Jaws to deal 
with the licentious. As Blackstone wrote: 
... the only plausib'le argumeat heretofore u.ted for 
restraiPiJJg the just freedom or the press 'that it W8.'J 

lIecesso.ry to prevent the daily abuse of it' will entirely 
lose it., force, whoo it is me1'VD (by a reasooable exer
tlOD Gl the IaWl) that Cbe PftS8 capOOC be abuJed to 
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problems, bad nevertbeless been a far-reaching 
mo\'euJent of relief to the Zambians and an un
expected blow to the Rhodesians. both psycholo
gically and materially. In the second place the 
secret trial and conviction of Nicswand has led 
even hitherto kith-aDd-kin minded Britisbers to 
denounce and renounce the Salisbury regime. 
in effect. as a "bush" organization sited incon
gruously at the very centre of the 20th century. 

But tbere are even more important factors 
behind Britain's changing attitudes towards the 
U.OJ . leaders. and that was the starting point 
of this note. It is. that thanks to Nigeria's out
pouring oil and to O.A.U. momentum towards 
greater and greater unity in political-economic aims, 
the fatuous old lies and pretensions about 
Africa's poSition in the world are again being 
effectively challenged. Now Ale.:: Douglas·Home 
has to shift moral ground in order to accommodate 
economic reality . Nigerian oil is more important 
for Brita," than Rhode$ian blood attachments 
- or even, if you like. than Rhodesian tobacco. 

Opinion 
11IE GOVERNMENt', 11IE PRESS AND n~E 

MASSFS 

By 

Obene Obi 
-

AN effectl\e press 10 a developing country like Ghana 
is not only an uset but a necessity. A press dedicated 
to the coune of constructive criticism of government 
policies and of cert&iA !IeJlsitive issues, and able- to 
stnke balanced "iews in ils columns, should not nnly 
be encounliled but mu,t be relievuj of certain unqudli· 
Hed pressures which ar.: obstacles to its successful 
operation 

In an Interview with a correspondent of an inter
national journal (Africa, No. 10, June 1972) Col. 
Acheampon" Head of State and Chairman of the Na
tional Redemption Omndl, said amonl other thin,s: 
'-A lovernment is fulfillintl a basic democratic function 
if it is ftSponsive to the needs and wishes of the pear,le 
in whee name it e~ercileS ib functions_ U the gove-rn
ment is fullilling this function and moreO\'er is able to 
su,tain a climate of freedom. with a free press, a free: 
judiciary and an informed and articulate public opinion. 
there is no reason to think it is undemocratic simply, 
bccaute it did not 10 throup an election rifUal"', 

Military regimes are o)ften branded as totalitarian, 
but this statemenl by Gbana's soldier bead of state 
usurcs us that there i, some tolerance for democracy 
here, and that the pi' ,bas a tift hand in the dissemi
nation or information to me ... "a, LL-Col. C, D. Benni, 
in an openiaa ....... to journalills (DIll)' G~ic:. 
17th Man:h), JtRlml bt "'GbanaiaDI tbell1Klves are 
the pi\'Ot of the national dlort ." achieve self-reliancc. 
Wc must reach tills .. aDd I bdiCft you rcaliJe that on 
your Iboaklen 1iea tIM eM-li_ n:'poDIibiJ.ity of lCCiDc 
to " lbat tbe people .... YItal w",,_tion whicb 

will enable them to givc that popular support IR the 
implementation of popular programmes"_ 

These rwo stalemcofj complement each other. Tbq
both seem 10 drivc home thc sinlular point that there 
is a free prcu here. Yet I am inclined to put this Ques
tion: How free. is the preae: in Ghana? In my opinion 
the answer is in the neplive. The pronouncement that 
there is a fr.:e press i, a fiction. J hne taken this 
extreme \'iew because of the following existina circum
stanct'i. 

In the first place a cursory examination of app;-int. 
ments to the mass media would show that most, if not 
all. officials arc the appointees of the government <;e
condly, the Newspaper Licensing Decree published re
cently and the provision of the Criminal Code, section 
183, bring it to the fore more clearly that the govel11. 
menl is the sole "managing-director" of printing, pu
blication and circulation of information in the country. 

Ir we take a Ilanee through the above, the most 
obvious thing that comes to attention is that the pre~\ 
officials occupy a very uncomfortable position in our 
~ociety. Though a decree protects them from law-suits, 
in one way or another the officials arc in the pnd:et 
of the government. thus Ihey have to sing laud;ttory 
hymns to their master. Most of the news items that are 
transmitted. published 01'", as the case may be, SCTeeo~ 
on T.V. are worthless: others tend towards sensati!)nal- , 
ism, which is the most dangerous way of eduC'dting the 
illiterate masses_ 

It is dangerous because it makes the people who 
should benefit have bad faith in the press concerned 
and pressmen in leneral, 3nd they look upon the gov~m
ment with suspicion. In a country like Ghana where 
illiteracy is widespread and the ;nfonnation media 
feel ,agged, communication on matters of politics and 
other sensitive socio-economic issues is liable to rico
chet in many unpredictable ways. 

I 

In past regimes, th05e who dared write articles which 
were distasteful to the government were oftentimes 
thrown into aaol, others were deported, and even are. 
lime which claimed to be the "cry ""ehicle of dcmo
cracy" threatened studenfj with severe punisbOlents 
simply because the students had not danoed to t':le-ir 

E
USiC. Any lovernment afraid of criticism, u a mailer 

\ 

f fa\:t lives in fear of Its Own shadow and ceases to 
the embodiment of the leneral will_ 

In a revolution the la..,.., could be translated to !uit 
the purpose of the revolutionarie" But I hope. that ('01, 
Acheampong and members of the ruling N,R.C. would 
pardon those open·minded people who are preparn1 
to give \Cn\ible contributions towards policy fonnula 
tion and other tensiti"'e matters of national importance_ 
, am happy to feel that we are not in a "reign of terror'· 
and that the government promises not to put unneces. 
\ary impediments in the way of conscientious edi~o": 
thus they wiU make our press responsible and efficient. 

, SUUCIII: that (I) the laws and decrees governlnl 
newspaper printinl, publication and distribution are 
either anllchronisms or antalonistic to procress and 
eftlctency, r call for an immediate loot into lhem; (2) 
WI(M>Oe$Iary adulation had not helped previous regimes 
and is not likety to help thc plesent rqime either. 
Rather. we sbould par our efforts towards progress by 

j 
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contribut.ing useful suggestions and criticisms on imror-
tant natIOnal matters, and desist from "attering the 
gO\iCmment; (3) something should be. done about the 
pay structure of journalists so as to fire enthusiasm into 
the profession and thus attract more competent personnel. 

AFRICA'S CULTURAL FREEDOM 

By 

A. Poku Acbampong 

WHEN a news item reported rccenUy that the Council 
of Ministers of the Organisation of African Unity had 
produced a charter on the political and economic free
dom of Africa, it also stated tbat the charter was "aimed 
at meeting ACrica's growing role on tbe intemaliona! 
scene", No mention was, apparently, made of Africa's 
cultural freedom in the cbarter. It is fervently to be 
hoped that either tbere is an O.A.U. charter on culluml 
freedom already or there 1$ one in the offing. 

Political freedom enables us to say yes or no to other 
peoples. Economic freedom enables us to $upply our 
needs from our own coffers. and is the lifehlood of 
political freedom . The two kinds of freedom are buttres
sed and given concrete expression by C'Ultural freedom. 
H Africans can demonstrate to the world tbat they have 
a way of life wbich satisfies man's personalitv no less 
than any other way o[ life does. then they are really 
independent, truly free . 

On tbe African continent at the moment, fhere are 
certain white settlen who say they are determined to 
perpetuate in Africa certair. transcendental phenomena 
called "Western values" and "Western lltandards of 
civilisation", such as I AM Smith-or ratber Ian Smith, 
the white settler-noisily proclaimed last year. 

Raoalist Theories 

Apart from white settler politicians, there are inside 
and outside the continent, certain racialist white people 
who. at this time of the day, spiU calabasbfulls of pre
cious intelligence and enerl}' trying to prove the grand 
theory that the wbite race is superior to other nces, 
tbat the intelligence quotient of black and coloured 
people is invariably lower than that of any white person, 
no matter how stupid. 

Tn "Race and Intelligence". an article in Trnnsilion40, 
Mallory Wober give6 examples of such people and dis
cusses their monumental achievements in this singularly 
august field of research. In South Africa, sa}'s Wober. 
Dr. M. Lawrence Fick performed intelligence test.. in 
1929 and in 1939 on white, Zulu an'd Tndian children. 
and proclaimed tbat "all objective and scientific esti
mates of the educability of the Natives ... indicates a 
marked inferiorit)' on the part of the Native in compa
rison with European pupils of the same age", and that 
thi s inferiority " lim its considerably the proportion of 
Natives who can benefit by education of the ordinary 
type beyond the rudimentary". 

Tn 1969, Professor Arthur R Jensen. of the Univenity 
of O.llifornia. wrote to the Han1lt'd Edualtional Re
\ jew an article in which he claimed that blach were 
lOod only at what he termed "associative thinking" but 
not at "conceptual thinking". Tn other words. black 
people can only "chew and pour" - like parrots. This 
view is said to have been gleefullv paraded on Sth June 
1970 by tht! British neWSpaper DtlJly Ttle:gnllph, admir«t 

by Lord C. P. Snow and supported by Professor Hans 
Jurgen Eysenck (London), author of over twenty boots 
In psycbology, including one entitled U .. add Abu, 7 

of Psytboiocy. 
Professor Eysenck himself is said to have written in , 

an article published in the British magu.ine New Sodety 
on 17th July 1971. as follows: ''Why ... are environ
mental hypotheses so firmly held. :. where no experi
mentally ascertained facts are allowed to impinge on 
their sacred image? H we want to help the Blacks achit've 
equality of opportunity ... then we can do so only ob 
a basis of factual knowledge ... this, J think, must be 
the answer to all those wbo prefer not to experiment 
in this field. for fear of wbat they might discover". The 
Argus. a Ugandan paper, is sai'd to have come out on 
9th September 1911 with the hot news that one William 
Shockley, a physicist Nobel Prize winner, "who main
tains that Blacks are less intelligent as a race than 
Whites, [had] suggested that the U.S. government pay 
bonuses to low-intelligence parents who submit to sterili
zation". 

Stlf-suffideat Culture 

Is it too much to suspect that these profeuorial iete-as 
about tbe black race have been firmly riveted to the 
inner wall of the occiputs of Caetano, Ian Smith, 
Vorster, and tbose racialists who live clandestine aid 
to the die-bard colonialists in Africa? How else do we 
explain tbe continued incarceration of Joshua Nkomo 
and Ndabaningi Sithole1 How else can we adequately 
explain the brutality of the SharpeviUe massacre, the 
sc.:m.c:Jess murder of Dr. Amilcar Clbral1 The open !lnti_ 
African racialists are bad enough, but the undetected 
influence of the ideas of the hidden oncs is pernicious. 
The gecko said: " I am hurt not so much by the peAOn 
who threw the stone at me as by the one who stood by 
and said 'you are a g~od shot' to. 

Yet there are many people-yellow, white, auburn
all o\'er the globe, who feel warmly towards Africa an'd 
Africans and who believe that something more. comes 
from Africa than gold. rough diamoni:l, copper, chro
mium are, petroleum and cocoa. The racialist ,,"'hite 
settlers on the African continent and their misguided 
allies outside must be made to see that Africans could 
live decently enough without adopting anything from 
anyone else's culture. 

"Our bath was wet before it rainoo". If we cannot 
help being influenced by other people's way of life. and 
if international cultural rapport makes for internahonal 
co-operation and the brotherhood of all men, still 
anti-African racialists ought to be made to understand 
that Africans are not boond to adopt the culture of the 
racialists, and that on the contrary they are. free to pick 
and choose anything they consider worthwhile from the 
culture of any people and adopt it. 

To et:Iify our many yellow. white and auburn friends 
all over the globe. it would be good to let them see and 
hear more and more about our smocks and betaknri. 
our kente and daa"dUI", our music. our festhals. our 
ideas on life, birth and death. the many facets of the 
wisdom of our ancmon. It would be good to let them 
know that our culture is relevant to modem times. not 
only in the sense that it may be studied at Berkelev and 
in London as a curio, but also in the sense that it can 
be lived. Tt would be good to let them know how Afri.:an 
culture can enrich tbe human spirit and adorn the u-
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.. hi family of _" 
ID. Ilia Openi. acIdn:u at tbo tweIlty-fint _ion ot. 

Ibe O.A.U. Uberation Committoc OD 8th January J 973, 
CoL L It. AchMmpolll declarod: ''Obana believes in a 
new world order "led on peace. justice aDd equality ... 
and IbaO wort band-ia-hand with any nation, !lrclt 
or small. weak or stronl. that believes in the establi~h
ment of this new world order, baud not on the cxph: ita
lion of the weak by the WOOl. of the poor by the rich. 
but constructed on a fundamental faith in the worth of 
the human penon.lily, reprdteas of race, colour and 
creed" . 

Yes. the African Revolution must establish the fact 
lbat Africa can positively help to re-create and ref elm 
the world. 

Letters 
Gi" ... uto God -..I ..... 0 Crt r 

SIR-Jebo\'ah's Witneues do not participate in salulina; 
the .. of aDY DAtion bc<:aUle they rqard this as a 
violation of their <llristian COIUCicnce. They reprd 

·Ibe .... u an jm ... of the ltate. Fla" also cany re
p*.~n1aliODl of thiDa. in the heavens, such as stan, 
.. well AI «hiqp on earth and in the waters. Therefore. 
pcrformint: an act toward IUcb, like bowina or salutiol. 
ia c:orwiderod by Jehovah', Witnes,e, to be a violation 
01 the lecow!d commandment in the Bible, at Exodus 
20:4. S. wbicb _les: 

You IQUIt not make for youndi a canoed imace or 
a fGIID. lik.e anytbina that i. in. the heaven!. above. or 
that it on the c:artb undcmcath, or that is in the 
.. ten under the eartb. You must not bow down 10 
than nor be induced to terve them. because I Jebo· 
vall your God am a God eUdin. exclusive devotion. 
(See abo I Corinthians 10:15; I Jobn 5:21). 
Some rnay object and .y that flaa. are not reli.ious 

ia nature, 10 wonhip i. DOt iavolved. But the pnint 
t.re i, that. while it may not be reprded as reliJioul 
'" IOII .. H .. ebe. it .. rcprded .. reli.ious by Jehovah's 

:~.~:= w, .. »wp .. _ ....... 
.. a." '11 _.1 t4 s. 

n" ..... 
, . 

AlII 

MiIitar7 T ...... a .. o.r V.dlle 

SIR-My L:tter may be a little late but it may yet bave 
an impact on a few consciences. [t is difficult to satisfy 
myself that intensive (so it should be) studies in the 
uniw.rsity can 80 alonaside military traimn,. The .. yina 
that "one man cannot effectively serve two masters" 
is aoing out of Gbanaian contexts, but the truth is that 
either tbe military trainiDJ wiU be necessarily limited 
to marching. salutina and some exercises, or the inten
sity of studies will have 10 be reduced. Obviously the 
end product of this sort of thina is loing to be a hall 
soldier and half sraduate. Where is his field of spedali, 
ution. which devetopina Gbana needs? We certainly 
need tow-cost houses. but do we need low-cost .raduates 
as we111 

I do not see how a serio., ensinecrins student wh.»e 
course. atias "discipline", is so toush that he could be 
uked to withdraw. "in your own interest", can bazaR! 
the addition of an cquaUy touah military trainins. I 
believe tbis sroup of studen13 should at least be liven 
~hat time to do more practical work., so that they will 
m future be able to tepe.ir their own cars. Their work 
miaht then be easily identifiable from that of the iUite· 
rate fitter. 

This military traininl. it is asserted, will live our 
graduates a new type of personality: "hiahly motivated • 
disciplined and loyal". They will then be in a position 
"to give better service to society". I eta not know but 
I do not think martial discipline, in fact military ~rder, 
is compatible with civil professional etiquette, Many 
of u~ are yet to sec changes for the better in those 
aspects of our life and economy .. here military person, 
nel ha\'c been drafted. 

There are more pfe1sing needs than an imDOlIition on 
our graduates called "discipline", They need fun time 
to train for the hilh-Ievel manpower need$ of Ghana. 
The mischief of under-invoicinll; and over,invoicinR. for 
instance. is a tflinl: of the conscience which no amount 
of marchine: and drill can inftuenc.e. Plcate. evl"tv !'Ioldier 
is n~t ncccs'i8ril)" honest. so Jet us stop symboJisinl him 
as VIrtue. 

A "hid;'., aim or Ito .. ;, tbat ...... ,. •• 
tal, ,,*; ' .. J 1 .... .., 1 p'. It. _ ad., • 
.... ....... ; '7 ""1 ..." II a, •• 1 
... '. 0. • a .,1']" of 
C,. t, I &It I., 
II .. WIll .. III w ... 
.., _!allot ..... 
.. ,jd~~; i"'~d.o; . .;.;,;;.: . CI..... .... ... .. 7 _ _ ...... 
..... ' , •• A -.... - .. 'I 7 
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Towards the end of the article Kwakwa notes that at 
present there is an outcry for agricultural, technical and 
business education, yet he proposes "a thorough study 
of, and immersion of our pupils in ... the indigenous 
culture". 

May I suggest that educational planners pay heed 
to those areas mentioned in the gene.ral outcry. Once 
these educational needs are met, the country will be more 
prosperous and the citizenry joyful in their nation's 
accomplishments. And once this occurs, a reawakening 
of pride in indigenous culture is almost inevitable. 

P.O. Box 129 Dunstan Oiicanot 
Winoeba 

"Kwame Nkrumah-Hero or Villain?,' 

"'-SIR- The writer of the article with the above caption, 
which appeared in L.O. VIIIj6, wishCd to know the stand 
of Ghanaians towards Nkrumab. To him it appears odd. 
that Ghanaians should pay tribute to Nkrumab and in 
the same breath celebrate his downfaIl. 

That Nkrumah bas become an immortal I)f Ghana 
and Africa is beyond dispute. But as a human heing 
he bad his weak points, as well as the good deeds. Tbis 
is seen in other immortal lea"ders, such as Caesar and 
Napoleon. If we hail or pay tribute to Nkrumah, we 
do so in memory of his good works to the entire black 
rncc all over the world. And if we celebrate his down
fall. that is done in condemnation of his major wCAk
nesses. without which he could have achieved his ob
jective in his life time. This shows fairly the objectivity 
of Ghanaians towards their leaders. 

The writer may therefore agree that it would not be 
fair to allow tbe good dews of Nkrumab to be eclipsed 
by tbe bad ones, and then to damn him as a villain; or 
VICC'. versa. 

P.O. HOI M.S4 
Accra 

Balfuor-Awuah Kyeretwie 

SIR-That one moment Kwame Nkrumah could be 
praised, and tbe next his fall celebrated, shows the puzzle 
that his life was. But aile thing which must be remem
bered i~ that both aspects are historic and signifiC'ant 
in Ghanaian hi story. No one would deny that wh~n it 
comes to talking about the altruistic architects of the 
early African revolution and the emancipation move
ment, tbe African revolutionist would be inSJOcerc to 
himself by refraining from tnentioning the name oC 
Kwame Nkrumah. 

Again, when it comes to talking about Ghana's in
solvency position in 1966, one cannot refrain from hold
ing him responsi ble ; it is for this reason that the obwr
vation of 24th February is important. The unique logic 
of the situation is manifested by Gbana's desire to 
take perpetual custody of Dr. Nkrumah's mortal re
mains. and at the same time refuse to admit principles 
that negate the fundamentals of the 24th February coup 
of 1966. 

Apart from the above points elucidating the pheno
menon of "praise here and apparent condemnation 
there", another factor, perhaps more important hut 
imperceptible as to why his exit from the political arena 
of Ghana should be observed, is that his claim as 
Founder of modem Gbana is indisputable. Had he d('d 
in anyone of the numerous attempts on his life. or 
even peacefullv under the first Republican constitution, 
bis day of death would definitely have gone down as an 

important day in our national calendar of memorable 
events; the First Repu6lican Constitution would still 
be operative, an"d the storm of his being a villain hover 
past unnoticed. 

The charismatic nature of Kwame Nkrumah deservoo 
to leave an indelible imprint of his political liI~ on 
Ghanaian history, and be does not take part in how 
it is done but as his countrymen would do it. The 24th 
of February therefore is an occasion to recall his final 
exit from the momentous drama of the early and ex
citing Ghanaian political scene, oC which he was the 
central figure. -

I am sure his ghost will only be too happy to know 
of the sweet·bitter position he enjoys in Ghana and the 
world at large today. 

P.O. Box 70 Titus G. K. Owens.Dey 
Legon 

Thanks for Rescue 

SIR-J wish on behalf of the peaceful cltlzens of Cape 
Coast to extend our sincere thanks to your ooHorial 
staff for the relentless "pen-migbtier-than-sword" war 
you waged on our bebalf, against the soldiers who had 
been harassing our life around here. We are now living 
again in our romatic freedom and peace, as a result of 
your rescue action. Please extend our !!tanks also to the 
military authorities, if they are in any way connected 
with the ceasing of the uniformed bullying in Cape 
Coast. 

We hope that in your campaign for the emancipation 
of the Cape Coast populace none of your staff suffered 
any persecution. Otherwise., kindly extend our sympa
thies to them. 

c/o 44/4 KawaDopad'o Street 
Cape Coast 

'Ibe OS.A. and Pensioners 

Kofi Kent 

$IR-"The management of the Omnibus Services Autho
rity will with immediate effect stop payment of pensions 
and gratuities to pensioners". This was the opening 
sentence of a news item reported recently in one of our 
national weeklies. 

Sucb an action by a government department, more or 
less, must surely shock the ordinary citizen who believes 
tbat the government's ultimate conoem is tbe enhance
ment of the social circumstances of tbe goveme<J, the 
diverse economic and political A.:-:..ivities being just a 
means to acbieving this ultimate. How then can an arm 
of the government suddenly remove the only source 
of "bread and butter" from a group who in their youth 
contributed their quotas to the society, the pension 
being indeed a recognition of this contribution? 

The severe hardship that is likely to be inflicted on 
these pensioners must not be equated with that arising 
from, say, a redundancy exercise by a government de
partment. In the latter case there is always a possibility 
of redeployment, no matter how meagre it is, and hence 
the difficulties may be temporary. even if equally severe. 
Pensioners, on the other hand, are considered to have 
reached an age at which their continued employment 
is neither economical to their emplovers nor socially 
desirable. Removal of their pension therefore imposes 
a grave and helpless situation on their lives. '[be autho-
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rity's action IberefOIll nnlst be of areat coocern to tho 
... bIic. 

are they IUpptmd to fad DOW, to pay their rents 
aNI I ..... in their families. while the authority SKU 

fuads to f'CItart .. yment of their pensions? If the autho
rity sincerely believes that the government is responsible 
for the funds with which its pensioners arc paid. wby 
did it not ask for such funds at the time of incorpora
lion? If their failure to amole (or financial provisions 
for responsibilities they were being saddled with is due 
to the authority's ncaligcnce. wby burden some other 
group with the consequences of such negligence? 

In any ca~e how and from where the authority obtains 
funds to meet its obligations should not be the concern 
of ageing pen~ioners . and therefore the latter should 
not be asked to stay their meagre existence until "the 
government's decision on the authority's petition on 
payment of pension .. and gratuities". 

Most pen'lioners put in thirty to forty years of the 
ndive period of their life span to qualify for a pension . 
Con,idering that the financial value of most r.ensions 
i. Krossly incommensurate with the totality of the ,cr· 
vice rendered. the sudden suspension of what little 
money pcnc,ioners get. as i, reported to ha"c been donc 
by the Omnibus Service, Authority, cannot be justified. 
We would therefore urge them to continue with the pay. 
ment of all due J!:rntuities and penSion .. while it 
Itraightcn, out its financial source,. 

I..r,:on S. D. Mark 
--.----

Radio RS.A. Pr~'poda 

SIR-Radio R.S.A. i, a propaa:aoda forum which is 
(ooding the world with lies to enable her trip up our 
onward march to freedom. 

South Africa could not discourage any country (rom 
Biving aid to Zambia. tbat landlocked country. Nor 
should she bave thought by this process to tum the eazc 
of the world away from the fomenting situation in South 
Africa itself. On the contrary, we are well schooled 
about her uptosive conditions: industrial un rests in 
Durban and other cities, student demonstrations against 
her political and educational system. Nelson Mandela. 
the FrandlCan priest Cosmos Desmond, the O"ambo 
workers . 

Certainly South Africa and Rhod~ia wowd have 
liked. Zambia to kccp her borders open , not for the 
bendit of the Zambians but for their own ends Racist 
troops would tben be able to get on to the other side 
of the river, cause mischief and retire safely borne. On..:e 
mo~. the delicate. Zambian tand would have been 
pushed. riabt into their mouths to bite. 

S. G. A. Nlo", 

....... II we WOi~ ... ~ C. _ die ROIIdf 

SIR-By N.R.C, law all vehicles are supposed to have 
becomc roadwortby by the 7th of April. This is one of 
the two devils wortiDc qainst transportatioa. By that 
decit. roM WOid". i. DOW' 111M'''' firm rontrol. 

Now what ltappeaa to 1be other devil the ro.d its.r-lf: 
is it for hi put car-wortb)'? Juat drive )'our vehiclc 
from K_Bu .,.. Il1o Odow bridIO to Acbodo. and 
you wid .. liIe wb~d' II' k is your car that i, not rn.d. 
wOitby or the roM. that is DOt car-worthy. A.;a. )00 
caD drift from GftIIIIlc ....... by me Club liCaery 

otl the Accra railway station, to link with Liberty Avenue 
just opposite the police station, and you will find. oot 
which of the two devils is more dangerous. 

It is a good idea increasing the cotlers of the stllte 
ey- charging every driver ¢t2.00 per half year, if only 
part of the sum collected will be used to fill up the 
pot-holes, regravel the roach, and smooth the 'dented 
roads and streets alike, our road, will be car-worthy and 
thus make the road-worthiness exercise a big success. 

Imagine this situation. A driver passes his road wonhi
nes.! test, and right out of the eumination roo'=l he 
encounters a yawning pot-bole unawares. Trying to 
avoid it, he applies his well-tested brakes instantly. The 
otber driver following him is not given sufficient warn
ing to stop, so he runs bang into the stationary car in 
front of bim. smashing his bead lamps and the tail· 
ligbts of the vehicle in front of him. By the decree, tbe 
two cars have ceased to be roadwortby there and then! 
And who is to blame-the driver who applied his brakes 
instantly to avoid the pot-hole. or the P.W.D. which 
failed to apply therapy to the chronic sickness of the 
road? 

Il is my fervent belief that if the P.W.D., or wbicb~ver 
authority is responsible for the maintenance of the 
roads, the streets and the highways. does not make the 
TOads car·worthy. tho roadworthiness exercise would 
ha\e been in vain . 

Make the roads car·worthy, and the cars will be made 
road-worthy. 

CemtU Office 
Accra 

AdaODa .. Da,ko 

The lAylaDd Bn 21 aDd Apartheid 

SIR-To say that it is "nationaUy disgraceful". because 
of apartheid, to order buse~ which wiU go a long way 
in solving tbe transportation problems in the citic. ... to 
which more than 80% of the populace are heirs, is bard 
to understand . To me those who ordered the buses have 
done what is "nationally commendable", becau"¢ tbey 
know what they are about. Za.mbia, after all. buys wheat 
and maize from Rhodesia and South Africa DCCa!ionally, 
and neither Zambians nor any other Africans, including 
Ghanaians. have dared to censure Zambia for that or 
accused her of flirting with apartheid, 
P.O. Bo:r. S6U e. Otoe Laryca 
Attn·Nortb 

Asutsuare Sugar Uoderwelgb.t? 

SIR-Recently I had the misfortune of buyin, sugar 
made at the factory at AsuLsuare. Not only was this 
supr Irey in colour, but it was also sold io under· 
weight packets. The weight was meant to be lib DCtt 
(113.5 pms), but the wei&hts of the six ~ckets r 
bought were: 105,85; 104.35: 105.02; 104.1; 107.(10; and 
108.05 gtamS_ Not one of than was the correct weight or 
above, as you can sec_ 

It is true that supr is a scaree commodity in this 
country. but this is no reason why a state industry 
should profttocr from it I sincerely hope that this is • 
,enuino error and nothin. will be spared to correct it 
without delay, 

p.o. __ 
M. A. Aa 

A' • 
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Matters Arising 

TIlE N.R.C. AND A STANDARD RENr FORMULA, 
A COMMENr 

By 

A. Amoah Baah·Nuakoh 

IN THE 9th February issue of the Legoo Ob!Jtrver 
(VUI/3), a writer, Kwame Primpong, made an attempt 
to justify the need for a standard rent in Gbana. He 
argued that the introduction of a standard rent structure 
bas "demonstrably proved the N.R.C's belief in 'deeds 
not words' ", an(J that " the N.R.C. in this bold measure 
bave undoubtedly added one more credit to their judge· 
ment book". He was convinced that "with a keen obser· 
vance of the measure and the punishment of the offen· 
ders", the standard rents "wiD be an immediate, if n...:t a 
lasting solution to the high rents problem in the coun· 
try ... " 

Frimpong attributes the higb rents to the fact that 
dem .. n(J is greater tban supply in the housing marltet. 
Unfortunately he fails to realize that this disequilibrium 
state o( the housing market implies that tbe J'C1lt being 
charged in the type of market be is describing is below 
that rental price determined by the interaction of supply 
and demand curves for bousing units, and that the land· 
lords were even receiving less than equilibrium price. 
Is be advocating that the di sequilibrium price is still 
too high? 

Frimpong recognises that the first an'd most effective 
method to reduce further the disequilibrium price at 

WOlE SOYINKA 

UGANDAN MURDERS 

present being cbarged is to Hood the market with bousiD. 
units, so that the market system efficiently determines 
rent at a reasonably low level (even bere we have to 
assume that the "Hooding" of the market from the supply 
side is not outweighed by the "flooding" from the de
mand side). Primpons finds the "Hoo<Iing of the market 
process" to be slow in yielding results, and thus has 
a preference for what he considers to be a faster metllod 
-fixing rents by legislation-but which I consider to 
be very ineffective. I think that milder forms of renl 
control could be instituted while attention is paid at 
the same lime to attempts at increasing the supply of 
housing units. 

The government should be given all the cru1it for its 
recognition of the problem of high tcnts in "certain 
towns an'd cities in the country", and for its atteml'ts 
at checking those rents. The attempts have taken two 
extreme forms: (i) the appeal to landlords for voluntary 
rent reduction, the unfavourable response to which 
could have been predicted. since the Ghanaian seller 
has never been a faithful believer in price contro1s but 
wouJd always bail price increases; (ii) the :recent method 
of fixing rents. Another metbod, wbich was adopted in 
August last year but which remained in the light for 
only a week, was the government's order asking tenants 
to pay 80% of their rents to their landlorib. This method 
was not dissimilar to the present measure: there were 
only three insignificant differences. The August measure 
was put in percentage temu and did not take into 
account the size of the room Bnd the material used in 
tbe construction of the house. 

The truth of the matter is this: Gbana faces a bousing 
problem whicb a standard rent schedule cannot solve, 
contrary to what Primpoog seems to suggest; it can only 

, 
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feasible methods the Ghanaian tenant would have to 
live with the problem of high rents. 

I shall limit myself to the analysis of some. of the 
economic effects of the vertical aspect of Ient control. 
Assume the housing market is in equilibrium, gut the 
govemment finds the Tent determined to be higb. The 
government then sets the maximum rent below what 
prevails in the free market for housing. There is an 
absorption of available rental space, and a rush for new 
rental space a!o it becom'es available at the controlled 
level. Pressure is imposed on aggregate demand for 
housing. Without a commensurate .increase in housing 
unit supply, a condition of disequilibrium arises, that 
is, at this JeveJ of controlled rent the deman'd for hou
sing space is greater tban tbe supply. Why would a 
government prefer this disequilibrium situation to an 
efficient working system? 

Rent control is one of the anti-inflationary controls. 
11 protects low income recipients from sharp increases 
in housing rcnts. It prevents landlords from getting high 
and socially un'desirable returns during periods of 
housing scarcity. 11 is argued that since 12.ndlords are 
richer than tenants, rent control has desirable redistri
butive effccts. Decrcase in rents· may lead to 'redistri
bution of housing spa~ that is, this may cause a de
crease in the number of persons per room. "thus equity 
is thc name of the game. As one economist wams us, 
cconomic science cannot pronounce that the advocates 
of rent control are necessarily wrong, provided that they 
face the cost. . 

Militating "Costr' 

Against \t.e aforementioned benefits which might 
induce a government to fix rents by legislation. we can 
identify .... certain "costs" whjch might work against the 
measure achieving its objectives. The first and foremost 
problem is the implementation of the standard rent 
measure. Secondly, the benefits that may accrue to the 
tenants may be less than the penalties it may impose 
on the landlords, thus a welfare loss to society, In the 
third place, since the control applies to all private 
housing units, it is doubtful whether lan'dlords are in 
fact always richer than their tenants. There are relatively 
poor tenants who rent from relatively rich landlords, but 
it is also true that relatively rich tenants rent from poor 
landlords. 

Fourth: The measure can affect the future supply of 
housing units by reducing the incentive to invest in new 
residential buildings. Theoretically, a prospective builder 
would weigh the profitabi'lity of investing in residential 
buildings with investing in other ventures. If investors 
expect the removal of rent control in the near future, 
then the present existence of controls may not inhibit 
investment in residential units altogether. Herein lies 
the. difference between a temporary rent fixing measure 
an'd what Frimpong considered a lasting solution. 

Fifth: Because the landlord cannot raise his rents 
in response to an increase in demand, nor cut down 
the supply of housing units very drastically, he makes 
adjustments in his cost, by reducing the quality of 
maintenance of existing units, thus hastening the de
terioration of the units. Sixth: Fixing the nominal rent 
does not, of course, freeze the real rent; thus during 
periods of inflation tbe lan1:ilords are bound to suffer. 

Seventh: It is possible that a landlord may convert 
some of his units for non-residential use, if he considers 
the controlled rent to be below what he hopes to get 
ffOm the alternative use; or he may decide to give a 

unit to a son, daughter, or other, who did flot ha"c. a 
unit to thcmselves prior to the imposition of the con
trol, if he considers the monetary benefit the son or 
daughter would derive irom owning his or her own room 
to exceed the controlled rent. 

I would suggest bere three categories of solutions to 
the higb rent problem in the country: (i) a "voluntary 
~hoice .system"; (ii) milder forms of rent control; (iii) 
mcreasmg the supply of housing units. 

The voluntary choice system allows the landlords to 
charge any rent he desires, but the excess of his taklnBS 
over tbe cont.rolled lent is confiscated by a 100% 
tax; the amount is then returned to the tenant as a 
subsidy. But it is very unlikely that this method coulo 
be effectively implemented in Ghana at the present 
time, unless institutions for efficient collection of the 
excess rent and transfer to the tenant are established. 

For the milder forms of rent control, a Rent Review 
Board, working under the Incomes Board, would be 
established. This sub-board would act as an arbitrator 
between tenants and lanCilords; complaints would be 
made to it. There should be no arbitrary ceilings, but 
reasonable increments would be permitted by the review 
board where they are justified. This would pennit new 
construction, and will retain the incentive of the land
lords to maintain the upkeep of their existing buildings. 
An alternative method to this would be for the govern
mcnt to C1ecide on a maximum rate of increase in rents. 
The landlords rfre then bound by law to notify tenants 
of proposed increase at least sixty days in advance. 
Some housing units should ruso be exempted from the 
standard rent. e.g. new construction in selected areas, 
on grounds of inviting investment or optimal geographi
cal distribution of housing units. 

So'lutions to the Problem 

Among Frimpong's method of rent control the only 
one that I buy is tbe one he himself a'dmits to be most 
effective: "flooding the market with houses". But be 
has a preference for what be considers to be faster legis
lation. The only solution to our housing problem is for 
thc government to ensure that housing units are in
creased in areas most in need of housing serviceS. This 
could be. achieved in 3. variety of ways, and I suggest 
here some of the methods. I must first admit that my 
list does not pretend to exhaust all possible methods 
of increasing housing units, but would be a basis for 
research into other or new methods. Seconoly, some of 
the suggested methods might have been already imple
mented. but of which I might be ignoranL 

(1) The principal obstacle to a greater volume of hou
sing construction is financial-the non-availability of 
long term financing at reasonable rate, of interest. 
There is a need for action by both government and 
private individuals to generate funds necessary for 
housing construction; (2) government should encourage 
private companies to invest in residential construction. 
by establishing a housing bank which lends funds to 
prospective borrowers at less than competitive interest 
rates; (3) government shoufd help averagel income fa
milies to buy houses, by granting them long term mort
gage loans with very low interest; (4) the profit from 
(3) could be used to subsidize housing units for the low 
income group: (5) public production of housing units 
should be pressed. This approach is not new to the 
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lovemment. The State Houtin, Corporation was etta· 
blisbed for this purpose; but an unfortunate thins 
bappened. The bousin, units erected under this scheme 
were de5iened for the needs of the middle class of sal.uy 
earners. I tlUDk the-.anphasis should now be directed to 
the needs of low Income worken. 

(6) Low<osl housin, utio. indigenous materials 
"hould be promoted. This approl!.ch to solving the hoy
sing problem was adopted before the 1966 coup. It was 
reported in the Two-Year Development Plan that the 
U.S.T. had "already made substantial headway in tbe 
identification of techniques required to build low-cost 
houses with a large component of indigenous material". 
Sixty low-cost houses were reported to have been com
pleted in October 1972 and were awaiting renters. It 
is great news to learn that ~883,OOO is now to be spent 
on re-activating the low·cost housing project. 

(1) The lovernment through the State Housing C.:>r· 
paration could iR\'e<it in large apartment building~. 
instead of concentrating attention on hou'ies. Let me 
gIVe an example of the type of apartment building for 
low income families which I have in mind. Instead of 
loin& for hill:h ri.te apartment buildings. the government 
could build large two storey type, with one and two 
bed-room apartments. and with every five or si:t families 
sharinl a common bath and kitchen. Thus an apart
ment building with about sil(ty apartments would coo· 
lain about ten kitchens and ten baths. 

(8) Has the government, or private investors. consi
dered the possibilities and profitability of prefabrication 
(the industrial production of hou,ing components)? But 
we shouTd not discount such factors 3.1 publi c ske.ptici'im, 
assembly problems and transportation difficulties. 

11 is time we found real solutions to our problem" 
the rcal "problem", rather than always resorting to 
controls, which have never worked anywhere in the 
world, Controls are short run reliefs. not solutions I 
hope our pliant soldiers would consider some milder 
forms of rent policies which would ensure an adequate 
,upr1v of hou\in, units, if an inadequate ~lIpply is the 
·'nal" problem facinl the Gh.anaian consumer. 
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UNIVERSITY OF GHANA 

announces 

THE AGGREY·FRASER·GUGGISBERG 

MEMORIAL LECTURES 1973 

GENERAL TOPIC: 

"THE CRISIS OF IDGHER 

EDUCATION". 

LECTURER : 

PROF. RAYMOND CLAUDE 

FERDINAND ARON 

(a distinguished French SOCiologist) 

I st May: Higher Education: for 

what? 

2nd May: France and the Crisis of 

Growth in the Traditional Uni· 

versity. 

3rd May: The United States and the 

Crisis of Multiversity. 

4th May: Student Rebellion and the 

Prospect for the Future. 

At the Great Hall, Legon Hill, at 

5.00 p.m. each day. 

The public are cordially invited . 
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To-day mo re and morc go·ahead 
people are changing to Embassy. 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because they are milder and 
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Editorial 
\ 

GOVERNMENT BY CONSULTATION? 

THE policy adopted by Colonel Acheampong of holding 
"consultations" with various groups of people in the country 
is of course a sound and desirable one. To date the Chairman 
or the N.R.C. has met and talked to students, nurses, doctors, 
chiefs, market women and farmers, among others. Some of 
these meetings have been of the usual standard or routine 
nature: in other words the Ghanaian Head of State would 
sooner or later have been invited to meet chiefs at a durbar 
or students at some educational function or other. But othen 
of these face·to·face contacts h3.ve been spxially arranged 
in accordance with the Colonel's wish to hold "conSUltations" 
with the people. 

In the absence of a regular legislature of constitutionally 
assembled law. makers, some form of consultation between 
the people and the ruijng body we have now has become 
more than a mere necessity. So anxious indeed have many 
thinking citizens become about the absence of form in our 
political organisation, and about the absence of direction 
towards this goal, that one sociologist, spealting for the 
many citizens mentioned above, has earnestly, ag.vocated 
the establishment of a National ConsuJtative Assembly. 
This is one which mayor may not have impress:d Colonel 
Acheampong and his colleagues, and to which they mayor 
may not be devoting active consideration as to its feasibility, 
OUf own immediate interest in the many implications of this 
important matter is limited ror the timebeing to what is 
already given and does exist. 

If tbe policy of "government by consultation" implied 
by Colonel Acheampong's words and actions is to be taken 
seriously and have any effect or even meaning, then we ought 
to enquire about the procedures and methods adopted in 
the effort to achieve any result!:. The question to ask is 
whether Colonel Acheampong and his advisers properly 
considered the nature of the consultation necessary to ad ueve 
the results desired. indeed whether the government is sure 
or sincere about the nature or the results desired in the first 
piacx, For it is our impression that so far most of what 
has happened between the head himselr-particub.r1y be
tween the head himself-and the groups he has met, do;:, 
not qualify for the description of consultation. 

In one of hjs policy statements on this matter, this is how 
Colonel Acheampong explained what he had in mind: 

Doe way of doing thj~ is by a system of Popular Consulta. 
tions with the people, not oruy with their representatives but 
.. ;th peopl .. of all walks of lifo and of all manner of persua. 

• , 
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sions who can be brought together to hear and 
exchange ideas . .•• 

"So I have brought you here, all of you, Dot just 
to address you, but also to assure you that we are 
prepared to listen to your own views, your personal 
views, expressed in complete freedom. 

"I propose to do the same with all sections of our 
Ghanaian society - the workers, the farmers, 
the fishermen, the educationists, the market wo
men, the engineers, the doctors, the nurses. and 
the rest of our people . ••. 

"I will address each group and then leave them to 
discuss the issues confronting the nation and their 
particular roles in finding solutions to them. Your 
discussions, your contributions will be recorded, 
and shall be published, so that the world may 
know what constitutes Ghanaian opinion on the 
many issues before the nation and the world." ••• 

Perhaps this is where the difficulty lies. In the 

nature of the situation there can be little give-and

take between the head of state and his audiences, 

unlike some other occasions when his "junior" 

colleagues have met other groups, notably the 

mass-media people. Consultation in the true s~nse 

with large gatherings is not possible for the 

Chairman, and small groups would occupy him 

day and night if it is to be true that he is giving 

an opportunity to "the people" to consult with him. 

This is no doubt why he talb to the groups, then 
leaves them to go and discu~ the issues and 

record their reactions later. But this is only a 

species of conr.ultation and not really what is 

intended. 

Perhaps the emphasis should be shifted. The 

government has to have its channels of com

munication with the peop!c left open, in order to 

receive feet1-back. It is not necessary to PiJt the 

onus of this on the head himself, or to leave interpre

tation and reaction principally to him. His col_ 

leagues and he must first school them'3elves in 

the aims and objects sought, then share the duty 

of facing the people among the members of the 

N.R.C., with tbe Chai rman primed more to 

receive and sort out results than to be the principal 

weather-vane. 

But any kind of consultation in the present 

political state of the country must essentially 

be make-shift and temporary. The major task is 

to uod the direction to a rest ructuring of the 

political institutions of the country. 

Africa 

PAN-AFRICANISM REVISITED: THE 
ROAD TO ADDIS ABABA 

By 

S.K.B. Asante 

ONLY a few years ago political writings on 
Africa were replete with references to "Pan-Africa
nism". Today, the watchword is African Unity. 
This change of designation is hardly accidental, 
nor is it brought about by literary niceties. In a 
very brief span of time Africa has travelled a 
long way from the days of "Pan-Africanism" to 
tbe dynamic reality of "African Unity". The salient 
points in tbe evolution of Pan-Africanism, and 
why and bnw cbanges occurred, will be some of 
tbe aspects we sball discuss in this brief review. 
The long awaited, forthcoming celebration of the 

~
Tenth Anniversary of the Organintion of African 
Unity-which is tbe most significant instrument of 

an-Africanism-has made such a discussion uni
quely topical. 

It is inevitable that we have to grapple with 
the question: what is Pan-Africanism after all '1 
Those of us who have som:how tbought that we 
have a ready-made, dictionary-type definition t 

soon find that there realty is none. For, briefly I 
stated, this extremely important phenomenon of 
contemporary Africa defies clear~ut definition. 

Its Various Forms 

As recently as 1960, s,:akers at the Third 
Annual Conference of the American So:iety of 
African Culture failed to re3~h an agcvoment. 
Some saw Pan-Africanism as self-go\'e:nment or 
independence by African nations 5)uth of the 
Sahara. Others thought that it was a movement 
that promoted larger unities, but which remained 
fundamentally and more generally concerned with 
the advancement of the African caus:, tbe libera
tion of its people, and the impro vement of the 
quality of their lives. D:legates like the French
speaking West African and founder of th! journal 
Prcscllte AfrieaiD~, Alioune Diop, believed that 
each country or cultural region had its terminology. 
In France "we invented negritude (negro-ness); 
in the Anglo-Sunn countries, they invented 
Pan-Afric3.nism; and, tog:ther, W! launched 
another expression "ith the same perspective, the 
'African Person:lI ity' ". 

It is worth cmphasis:ng, then, tha.t throughout 
tbe twentieth century the term Pan-Atric.lnil8l 
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has meant different things to different people. For 
instance, to Marcus Garvey. the Jamaican whose 
racial Pan-Africanism became popular during his' 
sojourn in tt-.c L!'nitcd States bcl\'ecn 1916 and 
1921. it meant the futility of the black. man's 
c:ltistence in the ~cw World. an exaltation of tho 
race, and the nctd for a distmct black government 
in Africa. To cultural Pan-Africanists or ad,ocate ... 
of Negritcdc, it rr.eans a doctrine-iIIusi,e to 
others-- that black men, because of a unique expe
rience \ Is-a-vis white men. have their owo special 
qualities. di~lim:lions .. lOd rights. And to functional 
Pan-Africani~ts. it means the solving of common 
problems by L:ommon efforts and treatment, pro
blems such as transportation and communication. 
In short. Pan-Africanism is an uMbrella term for .. 
polltico-cultural complex. 

Two main phases and three principal period.s 
of Pan-Afrii.:ani!<.m may be distinguished. The 
pha!!oes are Pan-Africani~m as the idea and Pan
Africanl~m as the mmement. The periods may be 
de~ignated the American. European and African. 

"Back-to-Africa" Movement 

Pan-Africanism as the idea roughly cOlnclde~ 
• 

"ith ih Amencan period, both being practically 
nineteenth century affairs. It is the callous betrayal 
of the principles of the American Revolution, 
for which 5,000 blacks themselve!!o had valiantly 
fought. that form~ the background for an under·{ 
standing of the origins of Pan-Afric301sm, In the I 
po~t-rc ... ollltionar} years. hopes that slavery would 
he totall:,. abolished and that black Americans 
would win. equality 01" opportunity were quickly 
dashed, Final1) des.painng of e ... er attaining a 
poMtion of equality wuh the other citizens, such 
articulate black Americans a ... Paul Cuffee, John 
Kiuell and Lott Cary began to ha ... e ... isioDS of a 
regenerated black continent, and to think seriously 
of a return to their ancestral home. Africa, On 
the e\·e of hiS departure to Africa. Lott Cary, 
for inslanct'. burM out: 

I am an African. and In this country. hov.cHr 
mentoriou~ my conduct and respectable my 
character. I cannot recei ... e the credit due to 
either. I v.l~h to go to a country where I shall 
he estimated hy my merits. and not by my com
plex.ion. and I f«1 bound to labour for my 
suff~ring race. 

Thus Pan-Africanism in this period took the 
, dominant rorm of a back-Io-Africa movement. 

back to the ratberland. Behind this back to Africa 
irr.pulse: was the belief of the New World Negroes 
tt.at it was their maoirest destiny to regenerate 
Africa. 

• 

Pan-Africanism as a mo .... ement began In 1900. 
when Henry Sylvester Williams. a West Indian 
barris!er. convened a Pan-African "conclave" 
in London. the fir~t of its kind. Ti1.I~ conference 
also dates the beginning of the European period 
of Pan-Afncanism. The significance of this 
meeting was that for the firsl time a group of 
people. motivated by a common e'(perience and 
the emotions that stirred people of their colour. 
\\ ere able to meet and thmk and feel in unison. 
The word 'Pan African' was coined and given f 
currency at this conference, while, for the first , 
lime. the \ arious strands of the nineteenth cenlury
the criticism of Imperialism and the fight against 
racial suppression in Southern Africa and the 
United States were brought together in a public 
demonstration. 

The death of Henry Syhesler Williams in 1911 
put Pan-Africani ... m in cold storage until February I 
1919. when W.E.S. du Bois. who had attended 
the London Pan-African conclave. engineered 
another conference in Paris. This Pan-African 
"Congress" .... o-termed for the first time. was of 
particular significance at least in t, ... o respects; 
first. it wa~ a conference at which Pan-Africanism 
emerged dccbiyely from a stage of romanticism 
and became an Instrument for political action. 
Secondly. it was a conference which brought 
together. in some numbers. again for the first time 
it must be .. dded. the actl ..... ist elements of Pan
Africanism from the ",est with some political 
clements from Africa. though not perhaps 
adequately repre!>entati\c of the whole continent. 

Acfivation Gains Momentum 

Yet a concern for the welfare of Africa was 
uppermost in the minds of all those who tool 
part·-American Negro officers, black intellectuals 
from the west, and Senegalese deputies in the 
French Parliament. Africa. 11 was declared, should 
in time be ruled "by consent of the Africans". 
This idea of consent was the forerunner to the 
principle of self-determination which became an 
article of faith to the Pan-Africani .. m of later 
day s. and a corner·stone of the charter of African 
um!y. 

The 1920!l saw a flurry of Pan-Afnl,;3n activities 
In Europe and America. At least three congresses 
were held respectively in London and Brussels. ... 
1921: London and Lisbon. 1923: and New York, 
1927. All th~ aa-e too well kno\\n in the history 
to reqUire mo~ than brief referencc!l in this 
conte\t. With these conferences Pan-Africanism " 
gained additIonal political momentum. No~e ..... er. 
the political demands that en .. ued Vtere more re-
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fonuist than revolutionary: On the other hand, 'If 
the Pan·African scene was still dominated by men 
of colour from the New World. The struggle for 
survival in the long years of depression , the rise 
of fascism and the coming of the war in 1939 
turned the attention of these American Negroes 
to other problems. 

The end of the Williams-du Bois stage of 
Pan-Africanism in Europe also coincided with the 
end of the American leadership of the movement, 
and marked the passing of the initiative to Carib
bean Negroes and a number of young and ambi
tious Africans resident in Britain. The key figures 
in this new and radical development were volun
tary exiles and 'professional ' political propagandists 
like George Padmore, C.L.R. James, Jomo 
Kenyatta. T. Ras Makonnen. LT.A. Wallace 
Johnson and Sam Manning. Padmore. who had 
at this time broken with communism. found fertile 
ground both amongst African intellectuals and 
students, and West Indian workers who had or
ganised themselves in Pan-African conscious 
groups such as the West African Students Union. 
the league of Coloured People and the Negro 
Welfare Association. on the one hand. and. on 
the other, among the British left and vanous 
groups who loosely co-operated with the African 
nationalists. 

The Africans MOl'e in 

The Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1935 focussed 
attention on Africa. As a result, James and the 
Pan-African associates formed in London in the 
slimmer of 1935 an organisation known as the 
International African Friends of Abyssinia (I.A. 
EA.) to arouse the sympathy and support of the 
British public for Ethiopia. The Executive 
committee of this organisation included some 
Ghanaian stalwart nationalists like J.B. Danquah. 
S.R. Wood ancJ...G.E. Moore, who were in London 
at the time as members of Gold Coast delegations 
to England of 1934 and '35. In May 1937 the 
LA.F.A. gave way to a more ambitious and mili
tant Pan-African organisation known as the Inter
national African Service Bureau, and in late 1944 
the Bureau merged into a new body, the Pan
African Federation, the organisation responsible 
for planning the famous, 1945 Manchester Pan
African Congress. Thus although no Pan-African 
congress of the Williams-du Bois· type was held. 
the period of the 1930s, as Padmore rightly said, 

( ~ was one of ,the most stimulating and constructive 
f in the history of the movement. 

The Manchestcr congress, which was held from 
October 15th to 19th) 1945, passed various 
resolutions on imperialism and colonialism, and 

demanded Africa's political emancipation. This I 
congress was seen as the zenith of the Pan-African ) 
movement. Pan-Africanism attained maturity then, 
and it was visualised as the microcosm of "an 
inevitable world federation" of African peoples.~ 
This period also witnessed the entry and active 
participation of Kwame Nkrumah, newly arrived 
from America. in Pan-African affairs, and the 
beginning of Nkrumah's career as a Pan-African 
radical and revolutionary nationalist. After Man
chester Nkrumah organised the West African 
National Secretariat in London to serve as a co
ordinating centre for the nationalist movements 
in West Africa. "C:'/ -to'S- L-

X From 1947 to 1957, the latter the year of Ghana's 
. independence, it is fair to say that tbe dream of 

Pan-Africanism. though alive, was second in 
priority to the inunediate task of establishing 
self-government, and then independence. There 
was no Pan-African centre during this period. 
not even a common journal. But soon after the 
first African state south of the Sahara became 
independent in 1957. Pan-Africanism re-emerged , 
bent on bringing about the speedy "national" 
emancipation of all Africa. Ghana was to be b 

Piedmont was to an amorphous Italy, and Accra 
the Mecca of Pan-Africanism. The vigour and 
inspiration of Pan-Africanism) stripped of any 
excess of American-Negro influence as expressed 
by black zionism or Garveyism, had now taken 
root in the land of Africa under the active and 
skillfu l leadership of Kwame Nkrumah. 

Functionalism v_ Rel'olution 

The convening of the first Conference of Inde
pendent African States and the first All-African 
Peoples' Conference, both in Accra, in April and 
December 1958 resp~tive1y by Nkrumah. marked 
the transformation of Pan-Africanism ioto a 
movement for African unity_ It also closed a 
loog chapter in the political history of Africa 
and marked the beginning of a new one. Pan
Africanism was then raised to the level of inter
state relationship, as a concerted and conscious 
effort by the independent African states to forge"'" 
a unity of action as weI! as of purpose among 
themselves. 

The beginning years of the movement for African 
unity were not without their difficulties. There 
were differences among independent African states. 
differences more apparent than real, on how best 
to organise efforts towards the goal of African 
unilY. The dichotomy, it was said. between the 
"functionalists"-the majority of the African coun
tries who could only see African unity brought 
about through a gradual process of integration 
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of economic and technical institutions- and the 
"revolutionaries", who would ' bring about a 
tight political union of African states, as it were, 
by a stroke of the pen. These differences were 
deepened by the attitudes each group adopted 
at the U.N. and elsewhere on a number of hotly 
debated issues, chief among which were the Congo, 
the Algerian war and the Mauritanian question. 

Thus between 1961 and 1963 free Africa was 
divided into the Casablanca group and the Mon
rovia-Brazzaville group. But the grand oppor
tunity came in May 1963, at the historic Addis 
Ababa SlImmit Conference which gave birth to 
the Organisation of African Unity, the O.A.U. 

We have attempted in this brief review to scan 
the broad spectrum of the development of Pan
Nricanism, and its transFormation iDlo the 
dynamiC movement of African unity/ As we have 
seen, Pan-Africanism had in its origin a distinctly 
international flavour-its early protagonists being 
American Negroes, West Indians, and African 
exiles in Europe. ]n the mid-fifties, Pan-Africanism 
was repatriated. It came home to Africa and was 
embodied to a great degree in the nationalism 
that served as the vehicle of the African thrust 
toward freedom. By 1963 when the O.A.V. was 
founded, Pan-Africanism could be said to have 
realised one of its aims political independence 
for Africa- almost completely. 

There are still two other basic aims left for the 
future: radical social change and modernisation 
on the one hand, some form of continental unity 
on the other. The birth of the O.A.V. was, however, 
a significant step towards the realisation of these 
other aims. It was Pan-Africanism's finest moment. 
and the form the old movement had now taken 
had the endorsement of every leader on the cqnti
nent. 
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Law and Society 

THE RECENT RENT CONTROL 
LEGISLATION 

By 

Gordon Woodman 

IN February of this year the government issued 
new legislation on the old problem of rent control. 
.This was the climax to a series of events including 
statements of policy, a directive on rent reductions, 
a hasty withdrawal of that directive, and quite 
widespread public debate. The new legislation is 
primarily the Rent (Amendment) Decree, 1973, 
but mention should also be made of the Prices 
and Incomes Regulations, 1973, 

While the legislation was the climax of this 
stage in the history of rent control, it is hoped 
that it was not the culmination'. Now that the 
legislature has acted , it is necessary to observe 
and appraise the results. Indeed, if governmental 
action in general is to be effective, it will be neces
sary to study the effects which particular govern
mental action produces. Such studies should help 
to reveal which are the most effective means avai
lable to the government for producing the social 
changes at which it anus, and which methods 
are likely to be ineffective or to produce unwanted 
side-effects. Some studies may also reveal a need 
for changes in those measures investigated. 

Are there Adequate Records? 

With these constructive objects lfi view the 
following preliminary assessment of the recent 
rent control legislation is attempted. It can only 
be a preliminary assessment at the present t ime, 
because the legislation has not been long in force, 
A useful assessment will require a comparison of a 
number of factors existing over fairly long periods 
of time both before and after the legislation. 

One hopes tbat this can be done one day ; 
however, one wonders whether we have sufficient 
records, from the period before the legislation. 
of such facts as average rents for different types of 
premises, rates of house-building, numbers of 
new tenancies granted, and the extent of over- \..
crowding in various localities. 1f this information 
does not exist, it may be impossible to discover 
what results, if any, the N.R.C:s legislation has 
produced. Perhaps little can be done now about 
this lack of information from the past. However. 
it would be desirable to start collecting sut?h 
statistics now, so that at least future governmentel 
actions can be assessed, 
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To return to the present assessment. all that is 
possible as yet is a discussion of the terms of the 
enactments themselves, and public reactions to 
them. as sho"" for example in the press. Some 
recent discussion in the Legon Obsener has 
questioned the basic policy of rent control. The 
present article does not discuss this question. Since 
no gO\emment of Ghana has sought to abolish 

• rent control since it was instituted in 1942, it is 
assumed that It will remain , The present concern 
IS to o,ee how far the latest legislation furthers 
that policy, 

1 

I, 

The Rent (Amendment) Decree. 1973 (N.R.C. 
Decree 158) was enacted on 20th February 1973. 
and published on 27th February but took · effect 
from 1st February. It amends the Rent Act . 
1963 (AI.:1 :!20). Its more Important provisions lay 
down specified rents for certain classes of tenancies. 
For example. for a room constructed of sandcr~te , 

dnd measuring 12 feet by 12 feet, a monthly rent 
of C7,50 i!<t spedfied . 

It may be ob~r\ed . firsh that the specification 
of rigid rate\ for partic ular classes of cases IS a 
departure from the pohcy of the Rent Act . Under .... 
the act, rents are controlled, but the only general 
provision is that no renf can be increased unless 
a special assessment of the premises is made by a 
Rent Officer. In addition to this, if · a tenl!nt 
considers that his rent IS exceSSive, he can apply for 
a special assessment In the hope that it will be re
duced . 

ChaDgiD& V.ri.bles 

, 
In making asse~sments. rent officers are required 

to take a-.;count or a large number of factors , 
Including "the justice and merits of each particular 
case" . Thus two tenants might each be.. renting a 
sandcrete room of 12 feet by 12 feet , but their 
rents might be assessed _ differentl¥ because one 
enjoys ameOitles which the other lacks. For 
example, in one the 't1ralls may ' be elaborately 
decorated , while 10 the other they might be bare: 
(The Rent Act was discussed more fully in an 
artlde in L.O. VII 20). \ 

The policy of the new decree IS different. The . 
two tenants in the example ",ill n'ow each pay 
~1 . 50 per month (unless one was. previously pJying 
less than thiS, in which case he will continue to 
pay the lesser amount). Presumably it was felt 
that if there could be tedious argument over the 
degree of beauty of the internal decorations, rents 
would never be reduced. It is, of co ... in a sense 

, inequitable for two tenants 10 pay die same rent· 
for rooms of ,;mich one is more desirable tJt;.m 
the other. But. it is also inequitable for landlords 

• 

/ 
to be able to delay reductions in excessive rents by 
interminable argument about what precisely are 
"the justice and merits of each particular case" . 
The argument is that, jf justice IS to be done in 
such matters, it has to be comparatively rough 

and ready justice. 

However. when one conSid~s. the scope of these 
provisions a different policy appears. The new 
rates are by no means universaUy applicable. In 
brief. they apply only if the tenant is a person 
whose income does not exceed SlI,OOO per annum. 
and who leases only a single, residential room of 
the type specified, in Accra. Ku~ Sekondi
Takoradi . Generally, the policy seems to be to 
favour only the poorest tenants, renting t~e sim
plest living accommodation. The policy of the 
rent act. on the other hand, was to cover all pre
mises. There was a legislative decision in 1963, 
when the rent act was passed. not to distinguish 
bet\\-een premises used for residential and business 
purposes, between valuable and less valuable 
premises. or between rich and poor ten~ 
This deci sion has now been reversed . /' 

Its Welk Po.,ts 

The argument for the new approach IS obvious. 
It was desired to protect only the lowest income 
groups among tenants. The wealthier could look 
after themselves. However. accepting tliis policy. 
one wonders whether it was necessary to place 
quite so many restrictions on the scope of the 
decree. For example. if a tenant is earning SZI,OOO 
or less. annually, he does not necessarily benefit. 
For this. he must also be renting a single room 
only. The wage-earner who, because of his large 
family. is compelled to take two rooms, does not 1, 
benefit. whereas the bachelor mthe same earning 
group who makes do with a single room may find 
now that his rent has been reduced. 

However, there IS a more general objection to 
, the new approach. Any attempt to distinguish 
between different classes of cases inevitably makes 
the law more complicated and more difficult to 
apply. Distinctions always produCe ·room for 
argument over borderline cases>The law qnJ)ot 
always aVOid drawing distinctions, but it is argua
ble that they should be kept to a minimum. 

Instances of this type of difficulty can be forseen 
in the present case. For example, the landlord 
hl\S to distingUIsh betwer\ ten(nb whose income 
exceeds SZI ,(X)() p.a .• and~ers. How does he 
find out their incomes ? PresU1nably~ he has to 
ask. I assume that if a landlord mad. reasonable 
inquiries, and found no e\idence to show that a 
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tenant ,was below the borderline, he would not 
be punisbed for charging a higher rent if in fact it 
turned Qut that the tenant was below the borderline. 
But does he have to accept the tenant's word for 
it that he is below the borderline? And what of 
the tenant whose income fluctuates from year to 
year, being sometimes above and sometimes below 
the borderline? 

Similar problems over borderline cases arise 
from the provision that the teDant must be ODe 

"who leases ... a single room only." Does this 
mean that he must lease a single room only 
by that lease, or from tbat particular landlord, 
or that be must not be leasing any other residential 
prope.ty apart from this room, or that he must not 
be leasing any other property at all'l Again, to 
what extent does the existence of other facilities 
(an entrance corridor, a staircase. a kitchen), 
perhaps shared with others, make the accommo
dation more than a single room? One fears that 
tbese questions may have to be determined by 
litigation, at the expense of litigants. . 

Restraints 00 Landlords 

Then again, a distinction is drawf\. between 
" residential premises" and others. This distinction 
was drawn in some of the old rent control legisla- . 
tion, and gave rise to many disputes. It is 'particu
larly difficult to apply when many people, like 
traders and seamstresses, 'can carryon their 
businesses, or parts of their businesses, in the 
premises where they reside. The leg'islature decided 
in 1963 that the distinction should no longer 
be drawn, but now it has been re-introduced. 

There is a further argument against this policy. 
Landlords will try to avoid the constraints imposed 
on them. Where the restraints apply to a narrow 
class of cases only, they will try to prevent their 
cases from entering that class. Thus they may 
try to compel tenants to lease more than one room 
at a time, and try to avoid taking tenants in the 
lowest income groups. The result could be in some 
cases to increase the hardship which it was hoped 
to alleviate. 

The other important provISion is designed to , 
restrict the rents charged by persons whoJ having 
houses on hire-purchase from the Tema 
Development Corporalion, the State Housing 
Corporation and similar bodies, sublet them. 
The policy here is to restrict such landlords to 
maximum rents 20% above their owo outgoings. 
There should be fewer problems here as the dis
tinction between cases affected by the decree, and 
other cases, will normally be clear. One possible 

• 

anomally might , however, be mentioned. There 
is no allowance for improvements made by the 
landlord. Many such persons do make improve
ments to their premises. But the rent chargeable 
to a sub-tenant is based on the instalments payable 
to tbe Corporation, so apparently no extra can 
be charged by a landlord who has spent large sums 
in improving the premises, to the benefit of the 
sub-tenant. 

Recent discussion in the press indicates that 
enforcement remains difficult. It is unnecessary 
to discuss this again at length (see the article 
rererred to above), but a comment may be made 
on the problem of communication. If laws of this 
type are to be effective, it is essential that their 
provisions be known to tbose who are to enforce 
them. This in the present context means that the 
provisions of the legislation need to be communi
cated to landlords and tenants. It seems clear 
that there are still difficulties here. Letters to the 
press and private discussions with affected indi
duals suggest that many of them do not know 
the provisions of the decree. 

The Instruments of Publicity 

Perhaps a personal note may be relevant. In the 
hope of reducing this difficulty, I wrote a brief 
account of the decree recently for one of the daily 
newspapers. [ would like to think that this was 
or some use, but T greatly doubt whether this type 
of casual explanation of the law can completely 
solve the problem. In this case the account could 
not be written when the decree was first published 
and information was most needed, because the time 
was not available until the university term had 
ended. Further, an item appearing in a daily news
paper is published for one day only, so it is not 
available to each interested person at the time when 
he happens to need it. 

A better approach to the problem would be 
to set up an institution which would have as its 
first task the writing and publishing _of such 
information. One person, possibly working 
within the Ministry of Information, would probably 
be enough. This would, of course, cost somethin&,. 
but it might often make the' difference between 
a decree taking effect and its remaining a dead 
letter. 

Finally, we must, look briefly at the other recent 
legislation, the Prices and Incomes Regulations. 
197> (Le&i&lative instrumen1 805), made op 13th 
February .,1973 and taking immediate +. efflct. 
As far as they are relevant here, the reguhitions 
provide that no-one shall increase the rent for 

, 
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"any premi .. c, or land \\ohatsoe\'cr" without the 
prior "'Titten consent of the Prices and Incomes 
Board. and that a perwn intending to let premises 
or land \\ohlt.:h he has not previou,iy lel at a rent 
must not do M) until he has obtamed from the 
board prior ~ Titten approval of the proposed rent. 
Heavy penalties. including a maximum of (\\0O 

year\ impris.onment, arc provided for infringe
menl\, 

['pression of Scepticism 

To a certam extent these regulattons o\crJap 
the rent act. Where premises are concerned, the 
<}l:t forbids a landlord to increase the rent without 
3n as!>cs.smenl by a rent officer. Now he will 
presumably have in addition to obtain the \-Hitten 
<tpprO\·al of the Prices and Incomes Board. 

Apart from that ca~. the regulations brea\... 
new ground Here the only suitable comment 
-.eem~ to~ be an e:\pre~~ion of \Cepticism as [Q their 
effecti\ene~ ... According to the regulations. a chief 
in the remote~t part or the country commits a 
crime if he grants land to a stranger in retu:-n for 
rent. unless the Prices and Incomes Board first 
;lppro .. es. A person who acquires land and then has 
It farmed by an abusa tenant conunits an offence, 
unle~s he has ","ntten permission from the board. 

It ","ould be mtereMmg to \...no\\ how many 
application~ for appro\al of rents have been 
received by the board since 13th February, and how 

"'" many grants have already been made in disregard 
of thes.e regulations. Here again the law is likely 

• to be lOelTecti .. e because affected per:soons are 
unaVo-are of it> pro .. i~jons. But here one wonders 
whether meffe'ti .. ene~s i~ not preferable. because 
a ~tflcl adherence might retard agricultural growth. 

IT PAYS TO 

ADVERTISE IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

Observer Notebook 
Economic Commlinity of Which \\"5t Africa? 

AFRICA:\ nations are becoming increasingly 
aVo-are that in order to safeguard their political 
and economic interests. they should act in larger 
groups. since as individuals they can hardly make 
any noticeable impact on the international scene. 
Il i:so this realisation which led to the recent meeting 
here in Accra to define what sort of relationships 
should exist between African countries and the 
enlarged E.E.C. 

Arising out of the same awareness. after such 
sub~regional groupings as the Conseil de l'En~ 

tente and the Organisation of Senegal River 
States (O.E.R.S.), there ",as recently inaugurated 
in Abidjan a new organisation presumptuously 
called the West African Economic Community 
(C.E.A.O.). This community comprises si:-:: 
countries of the former French West African 
Empire : Mauretania. Senegal. Mali. Upper 
Volta and the Ivory Coast. Guinea. which has 
been out on a limb after her break with France 
in 1958. is understandably out. Togo. which 
was only a French trusteeship territory and con~ 
sequently ne\<er a part of French West Africa 
(A.O.F.). has been given an obsener status. 
Dahomey has. refused to be attracted into this 
ne .... community as long as Ghana and Nigeria 
are not invited to participate: she ha~ opted only 
for observer status. 

The :s.trong reservations made by the Dahomean 
delegation deserve the most careful consideration 
of the leaders of the C.E.A.O .• if the community 
IS not to become only a talking shop like similar 
previous formations. One of tbe most puzzling 
features of this nc .... organisation is the very ne
cessity for forming it at all. Puzzling because 
the O.C.A.M. (M.) has an economic wing which 
makes this new creation an incomprehensible 
superfluity. African leaders III general. and fran~ 
cophone ones In particular. have been accused 
of being foolishly fond of organisations and 
meetings, and it looks as if the critics really 
know what they are talking about. 

Why go on allowing the creation of new multi
national organisations in Africa which simply 
accentuate and perpetuate the divisive elTects of 
colonial adventures on our continent? We should 
certainly reckon with history, but geography is 
a potent force. if not a more determinant fac
tor. in any realistic regional cooperation. This 
is the le~son which the Dahomeans intended to 
teach their other brothers by the serious re$Cr
,ations they ha"'e made about the membership 
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of the C.E.A.O. If the community is meant to 
be a West African affair. there appears to be no 
reason why English·speaking countries sand
wiched between French-.. peaking ones have not 
been brought fully into the picture. 

The presence of anglophone countries in this 
new community have the ~alutary effect of first 
reducing any potential French neo-colonial in
fluence. and of secondly helping to [annalist the 
cooperation already begun between Niger and 
Nigerai. and Dahomey and Nigeria. on the one 
hand. and Ghana and Togo on the other. Guinea 
and Sierra Leone have also got quite close of 
late. and one would expect that any economic 
arrangement on a West African le\e1 should cut 
across linguistic and ideological barriers for the 
purpose of expanding the existing bilateral 
arrangements. 

The French appear to have been particularly 
disturbtd by the economic rapprochement be
tween Niger and Nigeria. and they are \-er)' much 
aware of the powerful attraction that Nigeria 
holds over her French-speaking neighbours. It 
should not take any special gifts to speculate 
that the ubiquitous M. Foccart and his outfit 
will try to infiltrate the new organisation, the 
C.E.A.O .. in one guise or another. The admis
sion of other members who can demonstrate 
some independence vis-a-vis France can only 
help to strengthen the C.E.A.O. and make it a 
more genuinely West African affair. We trust 
that the lone voice from Dahomey will be seriou
sly listened to on this point. 

African Airspace 

In the struggle against apartheid. it must be 
obvious to anyone enjoying the use of his mental 
faculties on a more or less permanent basis that 
direct military confrontation with South Africa. 
or even with Rhodesia for that matter, cannot 
be a serious proposition in the near future. This 
of course does not mean that we just have to sit 
back helplessly and watch the racists suppress 
our kith and kin funher south. Every avenue 
should be explored that would enable us to ex
ert some pressure directly on the racist regimes 
and indirectly on lhe countries that give moral 
and material support to Yor~ter and Smith. 

It does appear to us that one way of exerting 
pressure on South Africa's collaborators is to 
deny the use of African air space to planes which 
have commerce with SOllth African airports. 
Certain foreign planes are known to call at Kin
shasa, Accra and Dakar airports in the course 

of their nights to or from South Africa. If African 
countries were to deny landing facilities to 
such planes or to refuse the use of their airspace 
to planes going to or coming from South Africa. 
this would be a further step towards the ostra
cizing of the apartheid republic. 

Such a step would be considered extremely 
hostile, permissible only in time of war: our justi
fication will be that we are normally locked in 
mortal combat with South Africa. In the event 
of such drastic step being taken. se..-eral noises 
will be made and threats of reprisals issued by 
the countries whose planes will be affected in 
this e'(ercise. If all African countries decided to 
act in concert. sllch threats will be quickly swal
lo\..-ed. and our so-called white friends will bt 
forced to make a choice between South Africa/ 
Rhodesia and the rest of Africa. pre~umably ex
cluding Malawi. 

The next meeting of the African Civil Avia
tion Commission is invited to consider this 
suggestion as another combat weapon. 

Liberia: The Sacked Minister 

IN the M3rch 1973 issue of Africa there is a review 
of contemporary liberian affairs by the Nigerian 
journalist Peter Enahoro. This examination gives 
President William Tolbert a lot of credit for new 
looks and face1ifts in Liberian politics, govern· 
ment. economic and social life, administration. 
and so on. However. Enahoro also finds that 
there is some skepticism among sections of the 
critical community about quantities and qualities 
in what amounts to change under Tolbert. Some 
also susp::ct his style of government and his ap
proach to major problems as being more ostensible 
than real. his grasp more surface than deep. 
his measures more palliative than curative or 
pre\cntivc. 

However. on balance it seems that most neutral 
students would leave the president with more 
credit than loss. and certainly in his approach 
to business his impact on the (official) working 
community has been explosi~e in the right places. 
The case of the sacked Minister of Education. 
Flamma Sherman. is a dramatic demonstration of 
the Tolbert approach to work and responsibili· 
lily: it cannot but go on the credit side of the pre
sident's personal political account. In assessing 
the potential effect and value of thi~ action of the 
Libenan Chief Executive. we must remember that 
Mr. Sherman was one of the country's longest 
serving. most experienced and most senior public 
servants. a former diplomat of senior rank and a 
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tremendou!.ly popular figure at home and abroad. 
Mr. Sherman ,,"as once Liberian Ambassador 
to Ghana for year~ and only recently his country's 
\lCTY ",ekame repre:,entatl\ie at the International 
observance of the 21st anniven.ary of the \Vest 
African E~aminalions Council here in Accra. 
He had been made Minister of Education In 

MOnrO\13 after his departure from Ghana. 

For a Liberian head of \lale to dismiss a man 
of this stature summarily from his ministerial 
office is a rarc enough occurence in that country: 
that the SUCCC!!lOor of William Tubman should 
sack an old Tubman hand. for only the crime Of 

absence from office on t~o particular occasions. 
IS of CQur!J,t ~mational But pcrhap~ it is preci· 
pilate and rooli~h to ero", long or loudly about this. 
Instead of waiting patiently to see and measure 
effects and reactions: perhaps improvident not to 
wait and see whether this is the dawn of an era 
of real di~lpline in Monrovian offices or just a 

"Hash in the pan". Howe\-er. it is eertOlin that in 

Liberia espc:cially thiS action of the president 

is a rude jolt to the mtractability of the "in 

crowd" it ought to reverberate with equal 

menace. though. elsewhere in West Africa too. 

Indeed thiS is by far the greater \'alue of the Flam

rna Sherman episode' that It pol nts the way to 

so many other heads of state and government 

In black Africa. and should be a ""arning to those 

who feel c;o entrenched that they treat their 

public responsibilities !Ike their private property. 

Threats remain potent only as long as they 

are "undeli'llered" but are also felt, or e\en known. 

to be potentially real 10 effect if carried out. 

If offiCial threats against Indiscipline or public 

",rongdolng are made and merely rep:ated a 

thousand time!>, they lose their effect: and if a few 

are not carried out when clearly so mdicated. the 

.... hole e!<tablishment becomes a huge joke to those 

"threatened" On the other hand crime and punish

ment must be based on law. on rules and regulations 

which apply to ministers as to messengers; so 

that when a mi01ster is sacked \\e know he broke 

the rules and was not just the victim of. say. a 

presidential pee\-e. If a messenger is proved 

mefficlent or " telephone girl is found incurably 

rude or dis.obllging. they must be disciplined 

.... Ithout fail. acc,;ordmg to accepted rules. If 

theltC conditions are satisfied in Africa. action 

)uch as President Tolbert has just taken cannot 

hut benefit tbe cause of our progress. 

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA 

announces 

THE AGGREY·FRASER·GUGGISBERG 

MEMORIAL LECTURES 1973 

GENERAL TOPIC: 

"THE CRISIS OF IllGHER 

EDUCATION". 

LECTURER: 

PROF. RAYMOND CLAUDE 

FERDINAND ARON 

(0 disringuished French Soci%gisr) 

1st May: Higher Education: for 

what? 

2nd May: France and the Crisis of 

Growth in the Traditional Uni

versity. 

3rd May: The United States and the 

Crisis of Multiversity. 

4th May: Student Rebellion and the 

Prospect for the Future. 

At the Great Hall, Legon Hill, at 

5.00 p.m. each day. 

The public are cordially invired . 
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Matters Arising 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The controversy DOW given a new 
dimension below was started in the Legan Observer as 
far back as December 1972. with our editorial entitled 
"1be Future of Our Mines". 'Iltis evoked a reply from 
the Professor of Geology at Legoo, in L.O. Vm/l, 
fo llowed subsequently by contributions to this conflict 
of views about the training of geologists, in L.O. Vm/3. 
Today's extension of the critici!iDI of the Legon depart
ment by Mr. Ocrao evokes a reply for the first time from 
a University of Ghana official. 

\ 

LEGON'S ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF GEOLOGICAL STUDIES 1'1 GHANA 

By 

Vincent OCTaD 

THE University of Science and Technology is 
going to start a degree cours~ in geotechnical 
engineering as from next academic year. This is in 
line with Ghana's determination to use her own 
man-powe"r to explore and exploit her mineral 
resources for her own use, and also to produce men 
capable of playing the essential role of providing 
solutions to geological problems that our engineers 
are bounq to face with the ever increasing demand 
in locating, planning and constructing large civil 
engineering projects. It is, perhaps, not irrelevant 
at this stage to ask what the Geology Department 
at Legon has been or is doing all these years .: 
and also, in view of the developments at the 
U.S.T., if there is any justification in its continued 
existence. 

In the past geologists studied mineralogy, petro· 
gy and palaeontology because these things were 
there to be studied, just as men climb mountains 
because the mounta ins are there; it was a matter 
of curiosity. Through geological stud ies, however, 
useful minerals and ores have been discovered. The 
structure and history of tile ear this becoming more 
and more clear. 

With the advancement of technology, mining, 
civil engineering and industries based on clays, 
have become expansive, and the geologist, since 
the earth is his field of study, is the most competent 
adviser in all these ventures. Indeed such subjects 
as mining geology, engineering geology, hydro· 
geology, geo·physics, geochemistry, applied clay 
mineralogy, and others, have become specialised 
professions stemming out of classical geology. 
Even in pure or general geology much emphasis 
is laid on applied geology. For this reason it has 

been found that the basic traning of a geologist 
should include a working knowledge of soil and 
rock mechanics, geophysics, geochemistry, drilling 
methods, topographical surveying and photo· 
geology. 

We can see then tbat any geological institution 
that only produces graduates whose heads are 
filled with just the theoretical principles of 
mineralogy, petrology and palaeontology, in the 
pr~sent day world , is simply being ultra·old 
fashioned and not living up to expectations. And 
the Geology Department of Legon is doing just 
that. The training in geology given at Legon and 
the challenges that the practising geologist now 
faces in Ghana are out of phase. 

Matters are made worse by the fact that the 
Ghana Geological Survey Department, which 
is the appropriate body to advise Legon on the 
quality of geological training given at any time, 
has not been doing so because that department is 
second only to the Post and Telecommunications 
Department as the most unprogressive government 

"department in Ghana. Sixteen years after Ghana's 
independence the Geological Survey directorate 
has not been able to rid itself of its glionial out· 
look. But advice or no advice, the fact still remains 
that the Geology Department at Legon has been 
a great disappointment to Ghana, and something 
ought to be done about it. With a minimum of 
planning we can overhaul that place without the 
necessi ty Qf calling in' any foreign experts or sen
ding any delegation to do summer shopping in 
Europe or America. Some suggestions would 
perhaps be appropriate here. 

Crash Programme 

The firs t is that a committee of representatives, 
from the University of Ghana Geology Depart· 
ment, the government Geological Survey Depart· 
ment, and the Geological Society of Ghana should 
be set up wjtho~t delay. This committee would 
draw up a crash programme to train geologists in 
applied geophy'sics, geochemistry, engineering geo
logy, hydrogeology, clay mineralogy and economic 
geology. The training should equip the men with 
immense practical drive coupled with excellent 
knowledge of research methods, and the men thus 
trained would form the nucleus of the teaching 
staff of a new Faculty of Geology, to be set up 
with..in a specified period. 

The next suggestion is that there should be a 
very close association between the Faculty of 
Geology and the Geological Survey Department. 
The heads of the various departments of the 
Faculty of Geology should also head the correspon
ding divisions of the Geological Survey (without 
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Some of our passengers 
need more attention, 

parllCularly a child perhaps travelling alone for 
the first time. 

Our Air Hostesses are ready 

to prevent that flagging sp,nt with games , 
comics and varIOUS pastimes to while 

away the flight time 
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will ensure thai they have a hJppy f light 
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extra pay) and other establi!.hments. In this way 
field and research works could be effectively 
co·ordinated. and the university would then be 
in a position to know what sort of geologists are 
needed in the changing times and conditions of 
Ghana. Graduates from the Faculty of Geo· 
logy should be divided into university lecturers 
and field geolo~jsl s. The fif'ld geologists will 
provide material for research to their colleagues 
in the university, and the lecturers in their turn 
will use their research results to teach future 
geologists. 

Thirdly. it is suggested lhat the Faculty of 
Geology. Geological Survey and the Geological 
Society of Ghana should launch a well planned 
and concerted campaign to bring home to the general 
public knowledge abollt the geological wealth of 
1 he country, the industrie~ that could be established 
from these resources, and what help would be forth
coming to the prospecti\C industriali~t. We ~hould 
not forget that apart from mining, quarrying, 
construction of roads. dams. reserviors and the 
many earth-based industries. geology has an 
essential role to play in town and country planning 
and in em'ironmental control. 

A Complc'\: of Projects 

McCarthy Hill and the Shai Hills are being 
gradually quarried away; a number of fishing 
harbours arc being planned: we need many 
dams and reservoirs in the north: underground 
mining is going on and will continue to go on: the 
Akosombo Dam has been built and another 
mIght be built at Bui: it is a certainty that a big 
dam will be built at Weija, and after forty years 
we might need to connect the Weija Dam to the 
Volta Lake by a canal. .. In other words, earth 
materials for development and geologic environ
mental control are going to be major concerns 
in the country in the near future, and geologists 
should brace themselves up to meet their obli
gations in such developments. 

Finally, our young and energetic geologists 
should realise that geology should take its rightful 
place in the professions helping in the development 
of Ghana. But the Geology Department of Legon, 
where geologists are trained, is sick and needs 
nursing and nouriShing. That place should be 
put right , and immediately too, so that our 
geologists could get on their way to rendering 
a mighty service to generations of Ghanaians 
yet unborn . 

Repl)' b)' Unil'ersit), of Ghouo 

"LECOI''S ROLE IN 1HE DEVELOPMENT OF 
CEOlOGICAL STUDIF.S IN C""i'\'\" 

-A REJOINDER 

By 

D. A. Be.koe 

I REFER to the recent discussions m the Lexon 0_, "h' 

about the training of various types of geoloi'ISls for the 
mining mdustry and other agencies. I should state from 
the begmning that the University of Gbana welcomes 
such discussions, especially in the ... cnse that they livc 
us the opportunity to explain our stand on various issues 
of national importance. 

I should emphasise. howe\cr. that the discussions .so 
far have had an unfortunate twist. There secms to br 
somc sort of confrontation between Professor A. F. J. 
Smit, the head of our Geology Department. and Mr. 
K. Atobrah, Editor of GeODeWS. 

Mr. Atobrah graduated fr.:>m this ur.hersity in June 
1971. From the e .. idence that I have been able to gather 
so far. he has been hostile. to the head of the Geology 
Department since he graduated. and has taken the oppor
tunity to attack Professor Smit personally, and tbe staff 
of the Ge.ology Department in genet'llJ. both in writing 
and \ocrbally on a number of occasions. I am not in
telcsted in the rights and wrongs of this personal can· 
Crontation at the momenti.. T would only like to POlOt 
out that It is not fair that your reading public should 
base their judgement of our Department of Geology on 
Information arbing out of a personal tued betwcen these 
two persons, 

The latest article on this subject. and which appears 
;11 this current issue. is by Mr. Vincent Ocran, who i~ 
also an old student of the department. J am particularly 
worried that some alumni of the univcnity should feel 
thai Ihe only way in wbich they can help impro\'e their 
\lId departments, and the university at large, is through 
a process of condemnation, t should hasten to point 
out that we have had several fruitful discussions on 
rdorms which they consider necessary (or the improve
ment of the services provided by these departments. 
Some ,"}f these discussio:u havc led to far-reachin, pro
po~ls which have been accepted by the university. 

Cbtim No 'fODOpoIy 

It IS aiM) worrying that some students graduating 
from the unhersity should feel that they are the best 
Judgcs of what should be taught in the university. We 
on the teaching staff oC the unhersity do not claim any 
monopoly of the right to detennine the contents of our 
syllabuses. But it is our duty to take all views into 
acc(\unt in arrlvmg at our final decisions. Any views 
lrom any quarter are wclcomed and seriously consi
dered 

Now I would like to take up some of the specific 
ISSUCS raised in the correspondence. so far: 

1. The impression has been given that the train;n, 
ghcr by the Geology Department of this university has 
not been relevant to thc needs of Ghana. We believe 
that the area of the greatest need in Ghana at the mo
ment ill the detailed geological mapping of the country: 
this is essential to further geological work. The Dcpart-
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menl of GeolOlY is comiinoed that they have liven their 
students the necessary trainin •. including practical field
work. which would fit them for or;ervice 10 this all

Important ta ..... 

No unlU:rsil) in th" counlf) , 31 least, can at the 
moment afford to pr(mde all the different types of spe
o.;lali'lation in any ai"en field. We nceasaril) ba\'e to be 
\Clt~ti\c , and Qur main thrust n3s been to provide 
trair;.ing at the honoun h:\cl 'hhlch we belie\'c should 
make our prooUl.:ts useful gealogi~b in the Geological 
Su,",!!), and a rew other positions. It is not economic. 
when number; 3fC 'in .. mall, to rrm Ide a large number 
11f ~ pecialisatlon\ . 

As you arc no doubt :lware. ~tudcnt numbers in geo
Il)&y ha\~ been particularly low through the years. This 
is rartly due 10 the fact that geology is not taugbt at 
,chlloi. and therefore students du 1101 de\e1op an early 
interest in it . By thc time the}' 3.ppear in university 
mu!>t of them wnuld ha .. e made up their minds about 
the r;Ubj~l~ they wish to tak.e. It IS difficult for many 
~tudents who ha"\:. had no knowledge of geology to take 
Ihc plunge into thi"! ··unknown" . Howe\'er. we ha\e 
su"..:ecded 10 a11radlng some studenh IOto that depan. 
mem o in the faU' of cumpetition from other department'l, 

Mr O..:ran ad .. s "what the Geology Department at 
Legon has been o r I~ doing all these yea n T' Restricting 
QUl"Chc, In the trainina of geologisl", the answer is 
that up to June 1972 we haH: produ":l..-d two M-Sc. gra
duates and II B.Sc. Honours graduates in geology, and 
f,S B.Sc. General &f1lduates, 2 'i of these with some 5pe
..:illlisation in geology . It is to be :lotcd that only the 
B.Sc. Honou,"", and the M .Sc. graduates can be consi
dered as qualified leolo&ists. Nc\erthdess. a number 
of the General degree holders have been employed. with 
-.ome ut;sfal.:tion . by institutions other than the Geo
\u&; ..:al Sun.ey l)crartment as "geobgi<;ts" 

Beuer Payin.: JotK 

:! . It 'Aa'i pointed out al onc stage (If Ihe dl$l.:usMon 
that man) llf the &raduales from the depBrtment have 
had to be. Jent to other uni\'enities for training in \a
nou~ 'Ipe":lalized arcas This is not une"tpected. for ..... e 
tio ;'ot claim that we arc gl .. lOg any .. Iudent at the fif't 
dc&rcc le\d all the t(alnin& that he I" &OlOg to need , 

P'-'t.:lill1) In areas in which there i~ a Wide divenlt) 
of }l,bs r"''4ulrinl a number of dlffer..:nt specialized 

h:ehOlquc:s. 

J. H .. hould be pOlOted out that mlln) of our geolo. 
1l 1"t\ have gone mtll Jobs which bc3r mUl.:h higher ula
ri,,"~ anti better condltiol\\ of SCf"\'lce than are prO\,idcd 
"' the Geological SUf"\'e) Department. We cannot blame 
:oIu ... h pe~)pk from ta"lOl the best jobs 8.\'ailahle tu them. 
c\en thnuah these may not I:'IC the onc.s for whit."h they 
.re bClt quahfied. We are aware of the fact that se'.eral 

3ttempt<; ha'c been made to Improve the conditions of 
'!.en' ICC of \Cicntists in the G....olo.ical Sun-cy. These have 
,1{lt .,idded much (ruit 10 far . and the blame for It 
cannot he laid at the door of the unnerslt) . 

-4. Com:crninl the pro\ision of course '> in applied 
f¢OIOI\-, IUl.:h as &c-llp1wsic:a1 and &eochemlcal explorn
uon method" h)drOlcoIOSY. mininl ,colon. etc .• prLl-

posals were first put forward by the department many 
years ago. The'SC ha ... e been re"ived only this academic 
)-ear. in discwsions with government, but negotiations 
ha ... ·e not yet been completed . Proposals to ctart graduate 
courn:s and research in geophysics and geochemistry 
were placed before the Academic Board of this uni\'ersit\
len years ago. E\en though they were appro\·ed. the) 
ha\'e not ret het-n implemented because of lack. of funds 
ror ~uprorting the extra staff and acquiring the equip
ment and othcr facililie3 needed . 

Sub~c.quent attempts were made in 1968, 1970 and 
J971 , In 1970 a report from a ... isiting professor to the 
uni\enily . Dr. M W. McElhinny, of the Au~lralian 
l"ational Uni\crsIlY, recommended the establishment of 
II research programme and tbe training of geologi~t5 in 
exploration geophysical methods. These recommenda. 
tion .. reinforced the long-standing \ie\\ and proposals 
of the department. So far. they have not been pursued. 
mainly because of scarcity of funds. But an attempt ha<; 
been made again this year to find financial support f('lt 

these programmt.'S. 

The intention i:r. to includ.: cou~ in cxplor.ltion 
geophysics in the undergraduate curriculum and at the 
proposed fourth )-eardiploma le\'el: to create tbe possi
bility of integrating geological and geophysical rese:l1ch 
ill Ghana. thus widening thc scope of field projects many 
of which cannot be successfull} completed by conven
lIonal methods alone : and finally to make the study of 
.:eulog) mu(h more attractiH~ to students with technical 
intere.!ots, particularly in the qualltitative approach to p;eo
chemi~try . .. tarting within thc next couple of year; . 

Only Ju'" Completed 

5. The maIn problem with thiS plan of ours is thc 
lack of fund! . The method I)f financing departments in 
the unhersitie!> over the past tcn years or so has not 
been satisfactory . Thi~ problem was brought up as tar 
back as 1961. when the University Commission recom
mend\.-d the \Cuin, up of thc National Council for 
Higher Educatil)~ .,,"s you are aware, a chairman was 
a ppointed and a secretariat provided sc\eral yean ago ; 
it is only this year that the other members of the coun
cil ha\'e been appointed. 

For many \-ears noVo , it ha'J not 0Cen possible to 
Cll. .. mtne the spet:lfic needs of departmenb at budlet 
hearings and. in any case. fund~ ha\e only been .l\"ail
abk at best on a year to year basis. It has, therefore . 
been almost impossible to rlan any long term project~. 
It i~ the ho pe of all of us that with the appoi ntment 
of the full Nati c.nal Council for Higher Educati on the 
pOSition will (hange significantly fo r the better. 

6 . LI"e many othcr~ . Mr. O(ran doe" not seem able 
o r ..... dling to see the difference !xt ..... een geology and 
geo-technical enlln~rin&, 1 belic\c the latte r mea n<;, 
basi..:ally . engineering. but involves !ome knowled!!e of 
gco logy, The 50rt of programmes that we have in geo
logy at 1-egon and in most other geology departmenh 
ml, t>e catted "c1a"'Jical" or "ha'Ji c" o r "conventional". 
Ind"''1!d. thCl;C ha\'c always been the bal.:koone. of a firsl 
rlegrt.-e curriculum. and it gi\es the all-round type ot 
"ret-ration 'J lJ badl) needed in Ghana for the essential 
tll!ool. o f grolo~ical mapflin& ,...hich . as I have indicated 

• 
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:'!.iready. forms the foundation for all other geological 
Investigations, including mineral geology. hydrogeology 
and mining engineering. 

7. Mr. Oeran left this university with a B,Sc. General 
degree in 1965. It was only a few weeks ago that he 
came to the department to enquire whether he could be 
considered for admission to tbe M.Sc. course in our 
Department of Geology. This is tbe department which 
he, unfortunately. describes as "sick and needs nursing 
."nd nourishing"! 

8. Finally, we have, OVPT the past few years, been 
Ulkillg quite a close look .)t our programmes in the 
Faculty of Science, and. as 1 have indicated already, 
we ha,c taken into account a wide range. of views, 
Including some from present and past students. We 
would still be glad te have and conSider seriously as 
many sqggestions as possible. 

Viewpoint 
TAXI RATES: A BAD CASE OF CAPITULATION 

lly 

Jaw:! Apronti 

EARLY this year, the Commi<;sioner for Transport and 
Communications annoullce'd government's intention to 
introduce a standard rate for the hiring of taxis witbin 
specified perimeters in metropolitan area!> in Ghana. The 
announcement left us a (ree month in which to try the 
proposed system and conSider the reactions of the 
operators and users of taxis. After a few weeks of ex· 
peri mentation, the syste'll !la!> been scrapped . Rc.aders 
of my Uli article (L.O. '1TT/2) will recall that I argued 
there the case for adapting the Nigeria "tro-tro" laxi 
service to Ghanaian conditions. 

As we are all aware. the introduction of the fixed rate 
system raised a great deal of controversy; it was loudly 
applauded by sections of both the user and the operator 
groups. but at the same time was utterly condemned 
by others from those groups. I think it is a great pity 
that the experiment was not given :l longer period of 
trial , for various modifications of the same system have 
stood the test of time in such West African citi~s as 
Lagos, Ibadan (which are far bip-ger and more populous 
than Accra), and Lome and Monrovia (which are smaller 
and less populous). 

Worst of ali , this debacle has left us exactly 
where we were before: witb a disproportionately large 
percentage o( Ghanaian vehicles in th~ urban areas to 
the disadvantage of the rural folk, with arrogant and 
exploitative taxi operat:Jrs milking the urban worker 
and minimizing the use of taxis, with hordes and hordes 
of patriotic workers baving to stand {or hours on end 
(in all kinds of weather) on their way to and from 
work . I consider also that to have capitulated to the 
taxi operators, at a time when they themselves bad 
admitted that their previous rntes were too high, is an 
unfortunate betrayal of the intere, ts of the working 

masses. 
What is the background to this recent experience'? 

The taxi servi ce has been largely run :111. a private enter
prise in Ghana , The system involved hiring a taxi from 
point A to point B, and bargaining with the driver fo~ 
a fair price for the longer trip. Originally, once a taxI 

was thus hired, no matter how many or bow few people 
hired it, it went from the pomt A to the point B without 
picking up other passengers. Gra'dually, the "supre
mdcy" of the operators "ver the users was asserted in 
<t new-fangled right of the driver to cbarge the original 
(exclusive use) (ce and also pick up other passengers 
along the route, 

All such subsequent passengers were also charged as 
though they had the exclusive use of'the taxi. Even 
worse. the driver reserved the right to take the first 
passenger, by a circuitous route, if necessary, so as to 
drop the later ones first. No maaer bow pressed for time 
the first passenger was, he haJ (and now has) no right 
to complain. For instance, at nbout 4.15 p.m. one day 
when r had an urgent appointment in downtown Accra 
I hired a rather characteristically dilapidateO taxi at 
Legon. I agreed to the usual one cedi charge. When we 
got to Okponglo, the 'driver picked up two gentlemen 
going w Nima, {or a charge of sixty pesewas. Witnout 
asking (or my consenl, the driver trudged along to 
Nima. ignored all my protesb, and finally took me to 
my destination, arriving tbere twenty minutes too late 
for my appointment. 

The matter of a fair price has been a long-stan'ding 
problem. Clearly, the situation prevailing up to March 
this year, when tbe standard rate was introduced, was 
intolerable. In some countries, the problem is solved 
by the use of meters. Readers will recall that these were 
once tried in Accra and prm'ed a disastrous failure. 
Besides, since we do not manufacture meters, it does 
not make sense to commit foreign exchange for their 
purchase, especially as we know how inept our mainte~ 
nance services are. (Example? I bought a 23-inch AkaS;3-
noma TV set from the factory three yt:ars ago. It broke 
'down in April 1972 and I took it back to the factory. 
There it stood for 366 days. Now it bas been back for 
less than a fortnight, and has broken down again!) 

Constant and Oteap 

Jt is clear that one of the g()vemm~nt's intentions in 
introducing the standard rate was to maximise the use 
of taxis. Tn the "tTO-tro" type system that is in use in 
virtually all Nigerian cities, and which appears to have 
been the model for the Accra experiment, taxis follow 
more or less fixed routes and pick up and drop passen
gers along the route, much as our "tro-lro" trucks and 
buses do, (or a fixed charge per passenger. That way. 
taxis arc in constant use. their rates are cheap per 
individual passenger, and empty taxis are a rare sight. 
If one's route is very far or c!evious, one often has to 
change taxis along the route, just a~ we do for the 
" tro-lro" service at the moment. Also noteworthy is the 
fact that the Nigerian system still allows those who 
feel affiuent enough to hire taxis for their exclusive use. 

There are several advantages in this system, The cost 
of travel (in comparative comfort!) is low, the cars are 
maximally used, and the operators get a good rake-off. 
In a place such as Accra, it could also have released 
some "fro-tro" vehicles to go back to the rural areas. 
without any law having to be passc'd to ensure this 
simple piece of social ju!'tic.!, The calculation is simple: 
as taxi rates would now be luw, fewer people would 
resort to "tro-tro" tban now, busine~s would deplete 
{or them , and so, in response to the economic signals, 
some " Iro-Iro" "chicles would go to Ihe rural areas. 
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In my \· jew. another sad !TSUIt of the capitulation is 
the following. The rural population in Ghana (who 
constitute some 70 pcr cent of the citizens of this nation) 
are treated as though they were not pan of it. They 
have hardly any decent water, lighting, or other social 
amenities. In my experience, (mrlsportation is one of the 
laller. How many of us do 110t come from villages 
where the few trucks (sometimes there is only one) that 
venture oul to the "civilized" world leave at 4 a.m. and 
do not return lil1 6.00 p.m.? If you shculd oversleep in 
the morning, you may haH! to walk some fi\c miles to 
the ncarest junclion! How many of liS have not seen rural 
folk facing the choice of eithel' carrying hc,l\Y loads 
fi' "c miles I~ the mark('t twice a week. or sitting on top 
of a mammy wagon with 20 other people? I 

1 can see no immeCliate solufion to the plight of our 
brothers and sisters in the Village, short of maximizing 
the use of a smaller number of means of public transport 
in the urban sector. and sending the rest to the rural 
areas. T would argue that it is not possible to sprl!ad 
these vebicles by a law promulgated tC' that effect, and 
that the liberation of the taxi service offered us a golden 
opportunity to have done this_ 

What are the lessons to be learnt from this experience? 
The first is that the publicity campaign was somewhat 
less than adequ~te. MO\ling frem a situation when 100 
per cent of taxi·usc was by j,iring, to another situation 
when onl" about 10% would be hired, requires st rucrural 
nnd p"ychological adjustments which could not have 
been achie,ed within the span of one month. 

Clulilcoge to a System 

Secondly. Ihis capitulation suou!!:1 open the eye .. of 
the go\'ernment to the fact that an exploiting cla.;s of 
citizens Mlould not be expected to acquiesce in the cur
tailment of their exploitation. High cost of spare parts 
or no bigh cost of spare parts, I challenge anyone to 
justify to me the etbics of a taxi driver taking four 
individuals from the G.P.O. to Labadi and charging 
each of them forty o r fifty pesewas. T know his inte.rest 
is in profit. but J consider t1.iat level of profiteering 
criminal. The natural ally of the gO\'emment in a sirua
lion like this is the pas~enger. Care should have been 
t~ken to so thoroughly brief the passenger about his 
rights as to eliminate the kind of bullying to which 
taxi drhers havc subjected our citizens. 

Thirdly, what the government does not own it would 
have difficulty io controlling. We cannot keep the cost 
of living down if we allow the market forces thc amount 
of freedom they enjoy now. By holding us to ransom 
the way they have done, taxi operators have left us 
worse off than we were ever before. They have acquired 
a false sense of power. 

I am con\Jinced that we ha\'c no ullemative but to 
introduce more rationality into ou r transportation sys
tem. The lack of cheap and efficient transportation has 
made r:ecessary the purchase of cars by individuals 
who would not otherwise need them, the private usc 
()f cars on a scale larger (an'd more frequently) than 
the realities of our economi c situation would justify. 
the tying down or resources in vebicles that generate 
little development. What is more ridiculous than to 
have Ghanaians using these ,chicles more tban they 
are used in tbe (richer) countries where they are manu
factured! In sum. the status symbol has become a maso
chistic Conn of distorting the true face of 1hc economy. 

One further point. In the discharge of its inescapable 
duty 10 be the guardian of tbe interests of the working 
masses, go\'ernment is obliged to sec to the ending of 
exploitation in our society: in other words. the equit
aole di:.tributioll of the wealth of 'he nalion is a OUly 
the government cannot abdicate. It is evident that despite 
the pious exhortations of Gen{'ral Orders, many civil 
and public servants in our country Jive in a chronic 
state of indebtedness, the more so those who live in 
an urban centre like Accra. Short o{ raising salaries 
and wages (which would simply rocket our current 
inflation to giddy heights), steps ought to be taken to 
reduce the cost of recurrent items of expenditure. Of 
these, transportation is a prominent constihfent. 

It is true that passengers complai'led that the cbarge 
per person under the experimental system worked against 
people tra\lelling short distances in groups. This was 
a small disadvantage built into the new rate, and was 
a very small price to pay. After all, Clo peopl!! not hire 
taxis alone more than they do in groups? This was the 
only Yalid objection passengers raised. I refuse to believe 
that such people are happy again, now that the old 
rates arc back. Unless of course they bire taxis onJy in 
groups and only on short routes. But even then tbe 
example of Monrovia. cited below, provides a model 
worthy of examination. 

I Great Temptation 

\\,hy must the worker spend an hour in a queue after 
work fOf the doubtful privilege of riding in a rickety 
mammy wagon, while scores of taxis cruise along in 
empty "grandeur"? It seems to me that we would be 
working towards the attainment of social justice only 
if we reduced the number of goods "lnd services that are 
the exclusive privilege of those who happen to have 
extra money. The transportation situation in Accn. is 
so bad that people. arc known to walk from, say, Achi
mota. to the ministries to work, and walk back. This. 
1 submIt, cannot possibly improve their productivity. 
Worse still. it increases tbe temptation to acquire money 
by less than legal means. 

It is time we looked again .:l.t the fixed taxi rate. Tn a 
city like Monro\lia, admittedly much smaller than Accra. 
there is a fixe(! hiring rate of 25 cents within the central 
city limits for any number of passengers (strictly, be
tween one and four). In other words, every time a taxi 
is hired. the fixed charge is 25 cents, no matter whether 
I or 2 or 3 or 4 passengers Clo the hiring. Once hired . 
the driver has no right to pick up other passeng~rs. 
Every four times tbe car gets hired, the operator makes 
a dollar. This way, pressure is reduced on buses and 
"tro-lro" vehicles, of which there ~re a few. When one 
hires a car beyond the central city limits, one bargalOs. 
This system eliminates the problem of tbe high cost of 
group travel over short distances. 

From the above, it is clear that the capitulation of 
the government on this matter bas not soIveo the pro
blem of moving law-abiding citizens about on their 
legitimate business in our cities, cheaply, fast and in 
reasonable comfort. Nor has it opened the way for 
alleviating the problems of th~ rural population. There 
is still an opportunity to examine the experience of 
other West African cities and arrive ::1t a formula that 
will safeguard the interests of both passengers and 
operators. For the moment, the system we are operating 
is too exploitative. ostentatious and dysfunctional 
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Letters 

''The Exploited and Lowly Headteac:ber" 

SIR -The arguments raIsed by Mr. F. K . Tanyegbe In 
l...0. VIIIIS on the abO\c topic are so logical and 
thought-provoking that I feel they cannot pass without 
commenl. All free-minded Citizens of this country 
would indeed agree wLth the writer that educational 
Idealists haH been omLtting a really vital aspect of the 
teaching profession from their suggestions for a change 
in our educational :system. The case of the hcadtcachcr 
IS one of our glaring educational problems As was 
rightly said by the writer, the fate of the headteacher 
IS pathetic. 

In any .. chool, the pupils, the teachers. the equipment, 
and e,en the buildings, all forfT\. its component parts. 
TheJJC disjointed parts ought to be harmonized if effe.c
li\e learning IS to be done. The task of co-ordinating 
and organizing them becomes the respon)ibility of the 
poor headtcacher. and really this requires a killing 
number of skills if he is to succeed. Secondly . a school 
is a d)namic community hy it'ieJr. accommodating :Icti\e 
people \l.ith different sub-cultures and characteristic:s: 
and to hold all these people together as a wholesome 
and h~ppy unit. an efficient Nganisation IS needed 
and the headteacber is held responsible for it. 

The head teacher is ~xpeCled tu fohow good leadership 
and example to his teachers and pupils. and create 
purposeful al..tivity In the school as well. In order to 
achieve all this. he has to U~ his whole mind . body 
and soul, To add 10 these, he is. by his position, the 
bookstore I..eeper, the accounts clerk, the administrati .. c 
'iccretary. the supervisor. It does not end there. The head 
must write his own lesson notes and mark those of the 
other teachers too : and all the time he must continue 
to be .m effective class-room teacher. 

In spite of these demanding responsibilities. his meagre 
allowance is heavily taxed. while the highly-paid workers 
pay no lues whatsocver on their heavy allowaneel>. 
Are we reaUy bndging the gap between the higber and the 
lo","cr income groups'? This is complete social injustice 
and must be eradicated forthwith . Why can't the head
teacher's status be raised to he commensurate with t.tS 
numerous responsibilities? Really, the injustice is intole
rable. 

In the light of the foregoing . I wish to suggest tnat 
hCddteachers should be detached as from the 1973/74 
academic year. This woul(t give them more time to do 
their numerous tasks more efficiently. Headteachers 
must also be given allowances. just as their counter
parts in the Day Secondary and Technical Schools. For 
r feci that th..: responsibilities of these headmasters are 
not as tedious as those of the headteachers of elementary 
schools, because the former have accounts cJC(KS, bursars, 

TO "LO." CONI1UBtrrORS AND CO~PONDENIS 

THE ugon Obsene.r would like to acknowlcd3e 
With thanks and appreciation the services of tho~ 
scores of our readers who also write for us, in 
the form principally of articles and letter;. 
Without these contributions our various sections 
and col umns would not be the source of instruc
tion , interest and entertainment that we ho pe they 
arc to many. If \I.e., for our part, only rarely 
and even then only indirectly-reproduce your 
own words of praise and commendation for our 
eft'orts, this is because we alw:\ys preferred to let 
those efforts be their own commendation, not bc
l:.1use v,.e do not appreciate your encouragement. 

There are a few ways in which you can help liS 

e\en better to sene you and all our other readers 
e\erywhcre, J.nd which we should like to list here 
for you to that end. Your close observation of 
these guide·line~ would reduce considerably the 
amount of time and trouble it takes us to prepare 
)our material for publication. Here. arc the few 
but vital DOs and DON'Ts thu t you <;houl(t wor!' 
to: 

1. MaKe your contribution as short as possible: 
7-9 pages quartoLsizt paper, or 5-7 pages 
roolscap (about 17·21 panlgraphs). for arti
cle.'i: 3-5 short paragraphs for letters; manu
sc ript to be double-spaced, and typed wherever 
possible. Manuscripts that break this basic 
rule beyond reason get pUblished only at our 
discretion, or late. or ruthlessly cut, or not 
at all- unless they PTe of exceptional merit. 
Serialization is, again, strictly at our discre
tion, nol on request; 

2. su pply a slamped, !iClr-liddreSkd em'elope 
for the return of your manuscript, in case it 
is comidcred unsuitable for pUblication and 
you would like it back: 

J. follow the style of our " Letters" by begin
ning. simply, "5ir-", and ending with your 
name and nothing clse. Of COUfsc your 
address would already ha\e appeared in its 
proper place. Leave captions to us, howe\,er: 

4. do not send us C'drbon duplh:afes or syndi
C'dlcd material (that is. as distributed to other 
papers). We do not accept such copy under 
any circumstances. and would not publish 
you again if we ever found ourseh'eS caught 
unawares by syndicated material of yours: 

S. do nol ask us to make you anonymous or 
in"isible. We use the privilege of pen names 
strictly at our own <tiscretion and only in 
special ci rcum~tances_ 

6 do not fry to use us to g~ even ,,-ith )our 
fa"ourife eDemies. or to quarre' with another 
n\ember of the Chana press establishment, 
or to bring us in as a third plIrty or a com
plaints boord, Write directly to the paper 
in which you read the original of the cau$C 
of your discontent 

Lastly, we should like to thank our own Legon 
community for their veritable ftood of letters, 
:\rticles, and opinions. We are doing our best to 
accommodate lhem, but have to adopt a self
deJlial policy over this Legon material, lest we 
become guilty or the crime of self-indulgence as 
.... ell as of chauvinism.-WrroR 
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messenger!>, t}'pi~t5, ct..: ... to help in the day to day admi
ni,tratlOn of their '\Chools. Headtcachers have none. 

These adju5tmenl" and they alone, will raise their 
morale and ensure morc effective administration in the 
dementary $Chool ';ector, v.hich is the bed-rock of the 
whole educational s}'\lcm, and therefore the most vital 
to the taxpa)'CI"_ Teachers. in general. have had enough: 
they cannot c(mtinue to be underdogs! 

"One of Them" 
(Name and ood~ supplied) 

'l'bf: Ghanaiau ~.od the West 

SIR Dunng the peak. of British colonialbm in our 
country. when the spirit of nalionaii\ITl was yet dormant, 
\\c 'Wcrc made to imbibe all western thoughts with relish 
and without questioning. Anything English was su
preme, and anything tbat had not the Briti sh "Iamp 
Wll" fake! -Iapanc\e' -Eastern' 

The resule of Ihi ... mdoctrination I~ a continUIng cpi
L1emie uf ancl(lmania or "",!;~Iomania". As a further 
f.!SUIt of this we .. tcm craze, mo~t of us tend to look 
L10wn on our own culture. We feel names like Hayford . 
Rlankson and Ehis mund m.lter lhan Kweku. Ad(ngo 
and Amable. Think. of in5(:ription<; on lorries :md of 
publk sign-boards, and you will readily percei ... e the 
cllent to whkh our minds afe still subdued and fashim'cd 
hy the .,·cst 'London Boy i~ Coming'. 'Cafe de Fran('t ' 
\In:ico 8ar', 'California Re,taurant'. and 'Chil.'ll~o 

Night Club' are but a few el!.amples. You "Iso hlln: 
beauticians and tailors ad\'ttti'ling themselves as ·U.K 
Tralllcd', 'lj.S.A. Ex~rt TaiIOf"\', anJ the like. Those of 
them "'ho ha\'e had their traming herc in Ghana or in 
thc ea\t are ne ... er proud to mention it. for fear that they 
would lose cu .. tome~. who almost always ha .. ·c a strong 
desire for .... estem products. 

This is the tlmc that we must make a conscious effort 
iI) .. hake off this wenern mania once and for aU. We 
can 'tCle(.1 the be.~t from either hemi,,,here and blend 
11 with .... hat we alrudy ha\'e at home, instead of al"""a)s 
ImJ'll,lrtinC C\cl)·thinC whol~le. Ghanaian or African 
names are equally euphoniou. and romantic. Amech;ofe 
Wmh, Worik.lmbo Night OUb. Kilhmnjaro Bar, KIII
meo~ R.:staurant. and Gb.aruJ,ian Trained are cxamples 
of puhli~ in.~criptions that should replace those empha
izinl the en51ncment of our mentality 

Thll chang~ In our attitude has to b.: brought .lbout 
n(lw. Oltlf"CO\er, if ,,"c are to build a stable economy. 
~ lood .. n(lW being manufactured here. like texll\e.. ... 
uten.II., !oaf"j, romadc and perfumes, aro! a, good as 
anv (rom outside our borders. ~ me o( these loads don't 
sell n2dily. nl\( becaU5e they are or roor quality but 
hecau\t the), do not bear we'lem labels like 'Dutch 
Wu Print' and '\tade in England'. We hne to patronise 
10Dds .nd drinl! produced locally. and 'Itop thinL..ing 
\If im3ltining that thc foreign equivalents are al .... a)'5 
hcUer In any cao;e it took the 'o-caUed developed coun
lfn:, ..:enturiC$ to re8l:h their pretnt stage of tech nolo
Ii.: .. ! effidency. \\ie must he grateful that within l'ur 
short sJ:*C'e 01 indePl=ndo:nce we hale attained our pre
\Cnl slale in lo:ne~1 dc\C!opment. 

Ghanaian, western, and ea~tcm trained dOl.:tOls oUllht 
t~} ItlrlCt the fact that the~i "'a\'~ b .. -en trained in diffc
rent pbccs. and nther harnes~ their c".llperi~·nces for the 
ad ... ·ancement of the medical rror..-ssi~\n There \mght 
1I0t to be unhealth.,· differ\.'TItiation between Ghana 
"nlduccd traduates and thc>'ie \\ho hale had t'-leir rou~ 

in American univcr~ities or 1t Ox bridge. 
(n this crucial era, sheer professional or academic 

pomposity and pendantl)' will not help us to put our 
economy in good order. nor wiU It promote national 
con~iousness In us. What is essential at the moment 
is that we should pick. out only the best lhings of the two 
hemi .. pheres and blend them with the best of our own 
Our main preoOl.:cupation should be to promote tbe good 
thillg~ of Ghana and Africa. at least to parity with their 
cqul\alcnls in the we~tem wotld. It i~ now or ne\er 
that wc should arrest our in'latlable tastt) for en:rytbing 
wcstern 
Bal\ku SecondHry Sc::hool 
Bawku, U.R. 

O. J. K. Kuma'ii 

The Trouble l\ith Cbaoai.aos 

SIR Mu..:h as (jhanaians acco!pt the. broad cul\cepb of 
.. elf-reIJanl:c. "Operation Feed Yourself', and the de
bunking of certain "false" foreign values. it seems to 
me that a healthier public optnion i .. not generJ.te(.\ 
by e_tcessi\e. If not exaggerated. harangues the lik..:s of 
which r.nc. reads or hea'"} in the public-owned press 
r,100ia In this country. (Surprisingly, some prhate-owned 
pr..:ss organisatIOns too arc w~'nt to follow the bard
"agon of the public pres~). 

A few specific cases will ~ufth:e. A local daily blared 
1111 it~ front page recently the report b)' the Chairman 
'" thc N.R.C. on sub\"cnhc tendencies in certain per. 
sons, who wcre alkged 10 be buying foreign foods and 
t1estroying tbem in order to sabotage the efforts of tbe 
(..1\ ernmenl. Tnstead of the ~per calling on the ga\'ern
ment to investigate the matter fully, apprise the country 
v.ilh the rull facts and. if neceS!ary. prosecute the offen
d\·rs. the paper. charactenstlc of ~ome Ghanal3.n edl. 
t(,rials, attacked these ghost sub\ertionists for "sabo-
13gtng the revolution". Why do v.e so per-.istentl)' 
", .. nt to please those in authority, merely? 

At the recent conference of the Economic Commis
~ion fur Africa in Accra, there wer.: a serie;, of appeals 
to the Ghana government and other gO\'ernments not to 
make any attempts to join the E.E.C. The advO\:ates for 
mm-aS'lociation maintain th'lt thc E.E.c' will etploit 
"frlcan countries to its own advantage: others. 'u naive
ly, sa id we should ba .. :e notbing to do with this neo
.:oloniali~t organisation! This is The hoUow, typical 
thtnking in many quarters. Who are these imperialists 
and neo·l.:olonialists1 Who buys our cocoa most? 

Thcs.: self.'ItyJed anti-imperialists fail to c.("lnvince 
fair-minded people about the wal-'S in which the E.E.C_ 
would exploit African countries. ThC)' do not even know 
the elC.;u:t terms under ........ nich African stales can o;e~l 
:1'iwciation ~tatus. l)ecau<;e tbe terms have not yet been 
"""orked out. It is even doubtful if certain "studcnh" 
",ho are damouring fur non-as.'ociat-= membef'lhip hne 
really taken the troub~ to study tbe ad\anlagcs and 
di'io1.d ... ·antages. save that they are blinded by warped pol_ 

Iltu.:al and Ideoillgi..::al .lnti ·i mperialist fanaticism . \Vhen 
~hall we stop criticising issues for thc mere glnl)' .Jf it. 
without critically analysing the pros and I,:on~? This 
wrih:r is not blindly adH"lCating Ghana auociating with 
E.E.C. What is needed is a general deh:,le on the i'~ue, 
an 1 the Intricacin ill\·oJo.e:i. to arri\c at a gencral I,:on· 
"-:o:nYJ, on ""hat a~lion to taLc Anythillg short of that 
amounts to short·sightooneu and irrationality, 

On the qu~tion or di'Karding certain foreign ideas. 
f:l.\t~. fa~hioR§ et.:., I fail III u~d..:rstant:! what i$ meant 
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or being suggested? One writer has .:riticised the G D.C. 
for playing too much western music, as opposed to 
"high-life", and suggested a re .... ersal of the trend. Others 
ha"e advocated the dropping of our European or 
Christian names. Are we becoming a nation of funny 
people? Does listening to western music cbange our 
colour Of cuHure? Or being called Robert or Smith make 
one cease to be an African? Do we want to play hlgh
life music indefinitely to extreme boredom? Do we want 
10 be insular, or should we keep pace with progress and 
international ideas? 

As long as we continuy to garb oursehes in kente 
and oath-e cloth; eat fufu, piaintain, kontl'm;rc: main
tain our homowo, felu , dear-hunt festivals , and perform 
other native customs, no amnun! of foreign influence 
can make us European, Olinese or American. Or perhaps 
the '"be-African " exponents would also have us re1ect 
the use of television. telephone, radio, car, lorry. up
holstered chairs, spectacles and refrigerators-all foreign 
legacies and factors which promote ''Europeanisation''? 
Let us condemn racial discrimination and undue ex
ploitation, but we must not make a mockery of our
seh'es when pursuing those objectives. 

c/o Dept. of National Lotteries 
Accra 

RO'ddwor1hirM!8s: Prosecute the Authorities Too! 

SIR-l wish to associlte myself with the views expres
sed in the letter headline{l "Roadwortby Cars and Car
wonby Roads" (L.O. VIIII7). The issuing of Road 
Wonhiness Certificates is now in process and all moto
rists arc by law compelled to obtain these certificates 
before their vehicles could ply on Ghana motor roads. 
There are penalties prescribed for those who [ail to se
cure these certificates. 

Ghana's motorists have done their best to get theh 
cars and vehicles passed for road worthiness. 'despite 
spare parts difficulties. They have so far satisfied the 
government for this purpose. The question which needs 
asking now is: Have the authorities reciprocated this 
gesture of motorists? Can they say confidently that 
Ghana's roads are worthy of our cars and vehicles? 

[ feel motorists must in tum examine, as thoroughly 
as their cars were examined, the roads in Ghana and 
issue Carworthy Road Certificates to the authorities. Tf 
motorists who fail to obtain roa'dworthiness certificates 
for their cars are to be prosectlted, then the authorities 
must likewise be prosecuted if they fail to satisfy mo
tori sts by giving them carworthy roads. What is good 
for tbe goose should be good for the gander. 

P.O. Box 6825 
Am. 

J. W. A. Boateng 

STR-The N.R.C. are well known for their willingness 
to rescind decisions previously taken, when thcse are 
later found not to be in the interest of the public. In 
view of thi s it is hoped that the current roadworthiness 
exercise will be scrapped <lnd the quarterly licence re
introduced in its stead. 

In the first place the whole idea of the roadworthiness 
test is a farce . I have persor,ally seen vehicles whose 
'yre~ looked as if they could not stand another mile, 
hut which proudly displayed the,ir roadworthines, certi
ficates! Also. it is the motor finns which alone h,we 

qualified mechanics that can really say wbether a nbi
c1e i .. roadworthy or not. 

The current exercise was ext-:nded (0 7th April when 
lhe clerk .. at the testing office could O(\t cope with the 
number of vchides they had to test as the deadline 
drew ncar. But the extension of time did not help. To 
start with, these clerks were never known to be parti
cularly brisk about their business, and I suppose Ihe 
mere thought or checking so many "ehicles slowed them 
down e\ cn more. Many cars were still untested at the 
deadline, and those I')wners were then being made to 
pay double the cost. as a delinquence fce! 

No one is against the government trying to raise re
venue, but in their i:1oing so the average citizen must 
not be over·burdened. as would seem to be the case at 
the momen!. The same thing will happen in six months 
time. when all vehicles have to be retested again! 

Please end this farce now and let's go back to th 
more practical. more honest quarterly licence. 

P.O. Box 1934 M. Ch.:nlc 
Kumasi 

West Iodiam and Britisb Services 

SIR-Many West Indians. particularly those married 
to Ghanaians, are told ltJy their embassies to registe 
with the British High Commission on coming to Ghana 
This has been the case for all the islands except Tnni 
dad, whose nationals were being taken care of by tb 
.Ghana government at the request of the Trinidad 
government. 

But this is a most unsatisfactory arrangement, as the 
British High CommissioB has never at any time show 
Ihe slightest interest in the fate of West Iodiaru residen 
here. A recent case in point is that of a Jamaican wh 
scnt her passport to tbe-British High Commission to 
renewed. After keeping it for a few months, the offi 
returned it to her without even the courtesy of a 
accompanying letter explaining the d~lay and the rae 
thai it had not been renewed. 

Quite recently both the Jamaican and Trinidadia 
governments accredited to Ghana their ambassadors ser 
\'ing in other parts of Africa. Since we are from s 
many different islands, many of us feel that one repre 
sentative from any island would certainly serve ou 
interests better than this apparently ooe-sidoo arrang~ 
ment with the British High Commission. Failing this 
perhaps another commonwe2lth country could be asked 
to do things like renewal of passports, which some
times need to be done quickly. 

P.O, Box 849 
Kumasi 

Y. M. Arble (Mn<. 

No Newsl*pen "As Suda"? 

SIR-On Friday the 20th of April there were no "ex
tracts from the Ghanaian papers" to be heard from 
G.D.C. The sweet-voiced young lady announcer sai 
she wished to inform us that that day being Goo' 
Friday there were no papers published-"as such", Thi 
phrase left me wandering between two possible alter 
native interpretations: (1) whether she meant no news 
papers had been published at all that morning, or (2 
whether they had come out all right , but not as new 
papers and not as Goodfridays! 

Otub~ohum Keeu Reader-Listen" 
A"" • 
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For The Record 
MoaA'l, April %J 

SO-MIJe Ooaol 

A 50·MILE canal estimated by Kaiser Enaineers to cost 
£128 million is to be built from the Volta Lake to the 
Accra Plains to irripte the plains. 

Meanwhile, massive communal labour i. to be orga· 
ni.5C:d for July, when work on the canal is du¢ to start. 
Particularly, the conunenccment of work nas been 
planned to coincide with school vacation, 10 enable 
students to participate fully in tbe project. 

(Daily Craphic: Tuesday 24th April) 

WedllUlMY, April 25 

CommbalODeN Reshatned 

SEVEN Relional Commissioners and (our Ministerial 
C .... mminioners are to chanlc portfolios in a fe!lhume 
announced today In Accra. The cbanges in designOl.tion 
will take effect (rom 15th May 

AccordinJ to the announcement, Major K. B. Agbo, 
currently Commissioner (or Industries, will lake over 
the Ministry of Labour, Social Welfare and Co-opera
tives. while Major Kwame Asante moves over to the 
Ministry of Transport and Communications. 

Mojor Sclormey, currently at Transport and Commu
nications. now goes tu the Ministry of Health. and Col. 
J. C. Adjellev. the present Health Commissioner. takes 
over the portfolio of Industries. 

In the Regional changes. Col. W. C. O. Acqu3}'e
Nortey. of Gf\~"ter Accra, takes O\'U from Lt.-Col. G. 
Minyilla of the Upper Region, who in tum, moves to 
the Eastern Region_ 

Col. E. O. Nyante. of the Eastern Region. now moves 
to the Volta Ref,ion. who5C present Commissioner. 
MaiM P. K. D. Habaddah, moves to the Greater Attra 
Region. 

The We~tem Regional Commill,ioner. Col. P K. 
AneLum. now ta~es charge of the Northern Rclt;on. 
while Lt.-ColO. A. Iddi1a moves to the Brong-At13fo 
ReRinn. 

Finallv. C(lmman~er J. A. Kyen:meh moves from 
Rron!t·Aha(o to the Wc<;tem Re.:ian. 

The11' changc, havc hc:en made by the Head of State 
aM ChairTnan of the N R. C. by virtue of the powC'r<; 
conferred on him under the Proclamation (AmendmC'nt 
N.) 2) Decree 1972. 

(GbaDlliaD Times: Thunday 16th April) 

W~lday, April 15 

Rct'OO!JtrUction at Nlma 

THE fiMt phase of a scheme to li\e Nima-Maamobi, 
the famous Accra slum complcJl:, a face-hft started today, 
..... hen the Head of State cut the sod for work to beain 
on the cOftilruction of a ¢mIl.OOO highway. 

The two-mile. three-hane road, which will pag Ihroul.h 
Nima-Mumobi to link with the old Ach.mota road, 
IS hcir'l& built by the State Con~truction Corporation. 

In a speech. Col. Acheamponl said that the full 
scheme would include new hou~. including blocks of 
ftats a.nd fatilities such as scwcracc., telephones and re· 
("~:llional parks. 

,Ghlualalll Tlmft: 'lbunday 26th AprlO 

'"'"'"""'. poll" 
Harbour COllI_ltd 

THn Tal-radi Harbour is \·irtuaUy cooaesled. [ollowill& 

the arrh'al o( about 22 cargo ships to load cocoa and 
logs for oveneas markets. 

This congestion, which is the first in )2 yean. ill seen 
as a aoed sign Cor Ghana's export trade, especially in 
cocoa and timber. 

According 10 Mr. R. H. Diamond. General ~anager 
of Messrs. Liner Agencies (Ghana) Limited. who are in 
charge of Lighterage Services at the harbour, a record 
of about 70,000 tons of logs were expected to be shipped 
by the end of April alone. 

(Daily Graphic: Thursday 26th April) 

Friday, April 'Z7 
Trade Surplus of f!1 J m. 

GHANA had a trade surplull of ¢11.6 million in Fe· 
bruary this year. Provisional figures released by the 
Ccntral Burcau or Statistics indicated that Ghana im
ported «0.7 million and exported ¢S2.3 million worth 
of goods during that month. 

(Ghanaian Time!: Friday 27th April) 

Friday, April 27 
Cbidtaincy in Volta Region To Be Probed 

THE government has appointed a three-member com
mittee to find out who. according to customary law, are 
the paramount chiefs in the Volta Region. 

The members are Nana Agyeman Badu. Dormaahene. 
Chainnan; Mr. James Quashie.Tdun, a barrister; and 
Mr. K. A. Sey, a lecturer. Mr. E. W. L. Addy. J11r., 
Senior Educational Officer, is secretary to the commitlce. 

An Executive Instrument published in Accra tnday 
il"\dicated that the committee will enquire into whether 
all such paramount chich should be members of the 
Volta Region Hou!Je of Chiefs. and whether they ::.re 
sufficient to constitute a housc. 

The committee should also determine how manv di
visional chieh c;hould be .tddcd to their number if they 
are not sufficient. 

G.N.A. (Daily Graphic: Saturday 28th ApriO 
1\iond:.y, April 30 

E."tCft~ Railway fo Brollfl:-Almro 
MAJOR Selonnev. Commic; .. ioncr for Transport and 
Communications. ha~ called for the immedi:lle imple
mentation of the long standing plan to extend the rail
way frC'lm Awa~o in the We .. lem Rt'gion to Sunyani in 
BronR·Ahafo. 

Maior Selonney made the can to the new IO-memher 
Doard of Directo" of the Ghana Railway "nd Ports 
Corporation. during an inauguration ceremony at Tako
radi today. 

The members are: Mr. E. B Gaisie. a barri~ter. Chair
man; Lt.-Col. N. A. Odartey-Wellington, Mr. W . Han~on 
Sam. Mr. F. Obed Kwami . Mr. J R. Ussher. \1r. B. T . 
Adadevor. Mr P O. Aurev, Comnunder S. G. Obim
peh. Mr. E. A. T. Mavne and Mr. J W. K . Amcnuvor. 

(Daily Graphic: Tut!"idav 1st Mllv) 

NOTES ON COVnUBtITORS 
S. K. D. ASANTE-Lecturer. Department of Political 

Science, Legon 
GORDON WOODMAN-Senior Lecturer, Fzculty of 

Law. Legan 
V[NCENT OCRAN-5cicntific Officer, Central Materials 

Laboratory. Accra 
D. A. BEKOE-Profe<;sor, Department of Chemistry; 

Dean. Faculty of Science. Legon 
JAWA APRONTI-Re1Carch Fellow, Tnstitute of Afri

can Studies, Lelon 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

,- . .. 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people arc ch~nging to Embassy. 
Embassy cigarettes arc prererred 
because they arc milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

Embassy ar~ the popular choicz 
because they gi,·c smoking satis
raction. A growing number or dis
cern;ng smokers go ror Embassy. 
DO YOU? 

Elnbassy the milder, smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 
• 

COCOA IN CONTINUING BOOM 

-COCOA is still enjoying very good' "Weather" just now, thanks 
to a confluence of favourable factors. These have established 
a most welcome season of relief to the producing countries, 
including ourselves and Nigeria, the leaders. A correspon· 
dent assures us that all the "fundamentals point to a good 
relum for GhaDa for Ihe crop years 72/73 aDd 73/74", and 
that the present phase is one in which cocoa can "easily 
be sold", as against merely "being marketed" for sale. 

The other factors of the boom situation are, first, that prices 
continue to move upward almost daily, this trend being 
supported by (I) a shortage of immediately available supplies, 
(2) low estimates of production in most of the producing 
countries (due to the prolonged drought affliction), and 
(3) an increase in consumption of cocoa products in the 
consuming countries. Secondly, this favourable position 
is made pOSSible, overaU. by the "rather orderly manDer of 
sales adopted by the producers", according to our corres
pondent. And this is one of the direct results of cooperation 
among the members of the Cocoa Alliance of seven pro
ducing countries. 

Concerning the upward price trend, readers of this journal 
will remember that the Geneva Cocoa Agreement of October 
1972. analysed for us by another correspondent in L.O. 
VIII /S, bad fixed the raDge of prices 10 be observed by Ihe 
signatories at from 23 cents (low) to 32 cents (high). But 
the boom conditions described above bave outmoded this 
schedule completely even before it goes into operation: last 
week the selling price was 48 cents, with the experts at least 
half expecting it to rise to 50 cents in the next few weeks. 
The situation provides tbe curious paradox of sought ends 
being grandiosely superceded and dwarfed by already achieved 
results unconnected with the aims or metbods or machinery 
of those original ends being sought. And to attempt to apply tbe 
terms of the Geneva Agreement in order to slide prices down 
and effect the stability situation which is the goal of the agree
ment would not only be an impossible effort but also a 
slightly ridiculous one. In any case the residual and enabling 
procedures of the agreement are Dot yet completed. 

It is to be hoped that tbe producing countries will 
seize the opportunities offered by the present market situa
tion to shore up against the normal state of their economy 
these days. For Gbana, especially, the facts of economic 
life are so grim that the cocoa boom seems like manna from 

.. 
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heaven. Ooe of the reasons why such food must 
be harvested, distributed, and utilized to its opti· 
mum coverage is that the. boom is not forever. 
and may even turn out to be short-lived; indeed 
onc of its "factors of favour" is not only unde
sirable normally but a disaster in other respects, 
namely the drought. What the present sellers' 
market situation brings in as revenue in excess 
of recent normal hopes must not only help us 
clear up some of our outstanding financial em
barrassments but also be used as seed money 
for selected short-term, middle-range investments. 

Africa 

THE BIRTH OF THE O.A.U.: THE EARLY 
YEARS 

By 

S. K. 8. Asa.te 

TI •• ORGANISATION of African Unity (O.A.U.) 
was born on 25th May. 1963. in Addis Ababa. 
It was the inauguration of the newest venture in 
regional organisation, the fust tangible fruit of 
the dream of Pan-African unity. 

Briefly stated, the O,A.V. was the outcome of 
a gestation that could be said to have taken at 
least six years. Its parent was a social movement, 
the movement toward African unity, wh..ich from 
1957 onward expressed itself in many organisational 
forms. It represented a compromise between 
radically differing views of African unity: be
tween those who thought of African unity as a 
symbolic and tactical aspect of a revolutionary 
movement, and those who thought of it as an 
alliance between sovereign states to protect their 
newly acquired status in the world community. 

There is DO doubt that the O.A.V. is, poten
tially, the most important advance tbat has yet 
been made in the domain of inter-African co-

ADVERTISE IN THE 
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operation. The question that rem3.ins to be an. 
swered is whether this potential will be, and can 
be, realised. The first three years did not produce 
a definitive verdict, but a progress. report can be 
drawn up by reviewing the O.A. U.'s actions 
during this early period of its existence. 

The iQstrument signed at the momentous Pan
African Summit Conference at Addis Ababa in 
May 1963 is a melange of the ideas and provisions 
found in the charters of the United Nations, the 
Organisation of American States and the Mon
rovia group of African states. The Preamble 
reaffirms the principles of the United Nations 
and of the Univerul Declaration of Human 
Rights. The charter adopted crl!ated a flexible 
organisation of cooperation bas:d on certain 
essential principles: the sov~reign eguali.ty of aU 
member states, non-interferenc: in the internal 
affairs of other states, ~;-cefuf s!ttIem:nt of all 
disputes, dedication to the emancipation of the 
still dependent African territories, and affirma
tion of a policy of non-alignnunt with regard to 
all world power blocs. 

Only Willing Cooperation 

Four major institutions w,;re proyided for: the 
Assembly of Heads of State and Government, 
the organisation's supreme body; the Council of 
Ministers, charged with making recommendations 
to, and implementing the decisions of, the assem
bly; the General Secretariat; and a Commission 
of Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration. 

Essentially, the O.A.V. depends upon the wil
ling cooperation of the member states. There afe 
no sanctions to threaten them if they do not give 
this. There is no organ'" iih disciplinary powers. 
No international force is provided for, to inter
vene in their territories if they do not fulfil the 
purposes of the charter or comply with the re
solutions of the Assembly or the Council o~ 
Ministers. The institutions are designed to promote 
cooperation, not to exact it; to urge collaboration, 
not to punish for its refusal. "-, 

The effectiveness of the organis:ltion obviousl 
depends, as in the United Nations, on the measu 
of harmony that can b;: de\'elo~d among th 
states. The only power implicit in the system i 
that of the opinion of the other states. This couJ( 
become a force to compel recalcitrant or aggressiv 
members to pause. (This, for iosl.o\ucc. manifcstc( 
itself in pressures upon the states of the Afri~ 
and Malagasy Union (UAM) to dissolve thei 
political bloc.) 

Since the creation of the O.A. U., events hay 
proved that the atmosphere of Pan-Afric3.D ami 
cability which reign~ at tho: Addis Ah'lhl su . 
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in May J 963 masked a good number of conRiets 
of interest and differences of opinion. To a cer
tain degree this was to be e,,-pected, for Pan-AfTi
canism is a rallying cry whose cohesive qualities are 

I more e(fective on the emotional than on the prac
tical level. Like many another 'ism' in other parts 
of the world it bas proved easier to talk and dream 
about than to realise, easier to maintain as an 
aggressive movement directed against colonial 

I domination, than as a constructive movement 
working towards the harmonious cooperation 
of independent African states. 

1'1 Among the most explosive xonfticting in
't7 lerests were «bollndary._ disputes. These territorial 

conflicts were orten the traditional political, 
cultural and ethnic divisions. The units which 
tbey created were, for the most part, unstable 

- -in some cases ridiculously small; in others com~ 
bining different and often hostile ethnic strains 
or unequally endowed regions. It was not un· 
expected, then, that border disputes became one 
of the problems the O.A.V. was called upon to 
consider. 

The Initial Tests 

The first dispute to be brought before the or~ 
ganisation a few months after it was established 
involved Morocco and Algeria. when in October 
1963 the frontier conflict between the two coun
tries developed into active hostil.ities. This Aigerian
Moroccan conflict provided the infant O.A.V. 
with the first test of its machinery and its pro
cedures for peacekeeping and for the peaceful 

r/ settlement of disputes. · Who would mediate the 
1 dispute was itself a major element of diplomatic 

manoeuvring. The Algerians, far more committed 
than Morocco at this point to the O.A.U., did 
want O.A.V. mediation; they were also defen~ 

ding a position very popular in the O.A.U. 
-maintenance of existing frontiers. The Moroc
cans, on the other hand, were reluctant to have 
O.A.U. mediation. 

After numerous formulas had been rejected, 
both sides accepted the mediation of Emperor 
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia and President Modibo 
Keita of Mali. An extraordinary session of the 
Council of Ministers was called at Addis Ababa 
from 15th to 18th November, and this appointed a 
committee of arbitration which, in a series of 
eight meetings, helped to check tension between 
the two countries, 

The considerable success which the O.A.U. 
achieved in its handling of the Algerian·Moroccan 
case during its first year of existence was followed 
by the organisation's involvement with such 
other border disputes as those between Somalia 

and Ethiopia, Somalia and Kenya, and Ghana 
and Upper Volta. '[hese relative successes cons
tituted an example of effective action taken byj 
an international organisation to safeguard re~) 
gional peace and security. In the Algerian-Mo· 
roccan case, cooperation among African states 
was a valid and vital basis for action. 'The use~ 
fulness of the international organisation in this 
instance was hardly open to question. 

However, the efficacy of O.A.U. action, and 
the faith which the member states placed in it. 
began a downward spiral in the summer of 1964 
v.;.ith the eruption of the Congo crisis. The O.A.V. 
had worked in disputes where only two countries 
were involved and the united pressure of the 
other members could be brought to bear on them: 
it had worked in cases such as that of the Tan~ 
zania mutinies of January 1964, where all that 
was involved was finding 'practical means of 
arriving at an end on which all would agree. The 
Congo question offered far less favourable terrain 
for negotiation. 

Th e crisis was not a uniq ue and isolated pro
blem; the situation in the Congo represented an 
exaggerated symbol of what could occur in many 
other regions, where different races and disparate 
regions were pasted together to form vulnerable 
political units. The object·lesson aspect of the 
question, the presence of a nation torn by civil 
war at the very centre of the continent; of a re
gime headed by a leader who was considered 
controversial by a good number of African states: 
of an army led by white mercenaries; of a focal 
point for foreign intervention - these factors 
combined to create an extremely explosive situa~ 
tion. 

Rhodesia's U.D.I. 

It was a difficult test for the fledgling organisa-
tion, and in facing it the O.A.U. proved powerless 
to create and enforce harmony when a significant 
number of its members were in basic disagreement. 
Thus while the ability of the O.A.U. to mediate 
disputes within the ranks in the family is one of 
the proud boasts of the Secretariat, as evid:;dced 
in the third anniversary address of tormer 
Secretary-General Dialla Telli in 1966. the 
second Congo crisis illustrated the fact that in ~ 
substantive terms the~OI@nisatioIl.is not pol i- V 
tically in a position to keep non-African powers ' 
from 6eing deeply involved in internal African 
affairs. 

To this may be added the unilateral declaration 
of independence in Rhodesia, which came as a 
test for the O.A. U. soon after its Accra summit 
in October 1965. The crisis revealed both the 
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f.l... ) exte!!-t and the limitations of African diplomatic 
(J pE.ssure on the major powers. Rhodesia's U.D.1. 

was also important because it was the first major 
African crisis to take place outside the context 
of the cold war: the East/West divide scarcely 
affected the issue at all; consequently, a successful 
outcome, from the African point of view, was 
crucial, if their notion of an international order 
based as much on law established through the 
U.N. as on more traditional conventions was to 
have any credibility. 

Unfortunately, however, U.OJ. threw the Afri
can states into a quandary . .) O.A.U. members 
were unanimous in condemning Rhodesia's move, 
but while some states felt that all initiative should 
be left to Britain, others spoke in terms of African 
military preparations and called for an O.A.U. 
conference. The Foreign Ministers of the countries 
of unity rashly decided on 3rd December 1965 
that if Britain did not crush the breakaway Rho
desian regime before 15th December all O.A.U. 
member-states would cut off diplomatic relations 
with her. The conference unanimously agreed 
in principle to use military means to crush the 
illegal Smith regime if Britain failed to end the 
revolt. Here the radicals won the day, and the 

• • 

resolution adopted by the conference was strong 
enough to satisfy the most die-hard opponent of 
the Smith regime. i 

The Slips Show 

But as the day of the threatened break with 
Britain appro~ched , nearly all countries of the 
O.A.U. were in two minds. Upper Volta declared 
that it was not in favour of the break. Tunisia, 
Libya and Morocco questioned the wisdom of 
the O.A.U. decision. Ethiopia and Kenya in· 
dicated that they would not implement the re
solution if there was no united action by all Afri
can countries. A new element was injected into 
the situation by Nigeria, which proposed a meeting 
of heads of government of the British Common· 
wealth to discuss how to end the Rhodesian re
bellion. This heightened the mood of indecision 
in many African capitals. 

In all, only 10 states carried out the terms of 
vAhe 3rd December resolution, and the split clearly 

delineated the radical and the moderate camps. , 
t Thus, what had been planned as a grand flood 

\ of protest against Britain's half-hearted measures 
in Rhodesia became a trickle when the houc of 
implementing the threat came. 

/' Despite slIch failures, however, the balance of 
the O.A.U.'s first three years of activity was 
fairly even. Jt is tcue that the member states 
could not agree upon a unanimous approach to 

the problem of Rhodesia, but that did not mean 
they drifted away from their aim of unity. There can 
be differences or opinion as to the way the African 
states should have acted after V.D.I., but there 
could be no doubt about their sincerity of purpose. 

There is indeed much evidence to suggest.1,. 
that during the period under, review, the O.A.U. 
achieved some appreciable successes in facing 
and initiating solutions to a number of 
pressing problems. Delicate administrative 
que5tions such as the choice of a secretary~general 
and the role of regional groups were settled. The 
organisation's prestige and the commitment of 
member states to cooperation within its framework 
endowed its charter and resolutions with much 
weight and influenced the behaviour of states. The 
possibility or recourse to the organisation has 
probably had a restraining influence. 

Principle of International Law 

Also. the O.A.V. was able to prevent explosive 
frontier disputes from degenerating into armed 
conflicts. • .... feLmilnent machinery for mediation. 
was jns.tit~dVThe conferences of the organisa~ 
tion provided opportunities for contact between 
adversaries which have helped to reduce mis· 
understandings. The proclamation of lhe principle 
that borders existing on the achievement of nation
al independence should be respected is certainly 
of first-rate importance, despite the reservations 
of some states. The resolution helped establish tbe 
primacy of a .h?sic principle of international 
J.a..rI over the pre-independence ideology which 
had challenged existing borders and threatened 
to disrupt tbe peace of the continent. The sta
bilizing influence of the resolution seems un
deniable. 

Above all, the decision of the O.A.U. to ~.ilC.e 
British tro..QQs ~)' African contingents in T.ru!zania t IV 
during_ the January 1964 mutinies was a step 0 
towards the achievement of full independence 
and an example of mutual aid. " What deserves 
apprecIatIOn is the unanimous determination 
the group showed in preventing intervention in 
African affairs from quarters that were not Afri-
can, and in settling international issues. 

It is important to emphasize, however, that 
in other areas such as \,w:monisation or tbe foreign 
poJjcies of the ,African _states during this early 
period of the O.A.U.'s existence. progress was 
less tangible. But it must also be stressed, even 
ad nauseam, that in many respects the African 
states have a long path to walk.. before they reach 
unity_ 

The momentous Addis Ababa summit .of May 
1963 put heart into many of the less resolute, 
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to Qvcntrcs!<O roul cO-eels without sunkicnt consi
dcnttlon of monetary ones. 

Professor Stellcr goes on to urguc t hUl COJ1l
pilred to other mClHlS (turin's llnd licensing). 
"ucvaluation Is botter for growth because it im
proves investment decisions", He prefers devu
luntion ulso boouuso in his view whereas " ... 
licensing [OVOUI'S lhe upper income groups . . cleva
luutiou . . . fnvoul's the lower income groups", 
In short , he advocates dcvuluntion because it 
slirnulutcs economic growth 118 well us promoles 
u rnorc equitable distributiun . There arc involved 
in IhC!iO u",sertions. I feel however, two seriolls 
misconceptions about the erTectiveness of devu
luutioll in {\ developing country like Ghullu. 
onch with no less awkwurd consequences thon 
thut which i5 implied in simply linking via deva
luutioll the onen connicting objectives of economic 
Ml'Owth and equitable distribution. 

Olnger In Removlog Controls 

LeI us begin with the assertioll thut devalu"ltion 
favours tho lower income groups and import 
licensing is to tho advantage of the upper income 
8roup~. Why? Becuusc-this must be the assump
tion- the import licensing system pennits tbe higher 
Income groups to ucquil'c non-essential lind IUKliry 
goods of foreign origin rilil'ly casily. and ut low 
~Iddjtionul costs in terms of import duties. either 
not enough foreign exchange is Illude availuble 
for tho imporl of basic necessities. or import 
duties imposed on these items urc relntively high. 

This mayor tUuy not be a corn~et hypothesis . 
Out even if it reully were u correct assumption, 
it is not clcur how devaluation would olter this 
situation, unless of coursc one also makes the 
ussUlnption thnt devahl8tion will neccssrlrily be 
lIccompllnicd by lin abrogation of the import 
licensing system (lild eKchungc control regulutions. 
I hope. howcver. that Professor Stellcr is aware 
of the dnngcrs in the rcmoval of udministrutive 
control!! 011 11111l01·tS und foreign cxchul1gc in 
Ghana . 

1 om on my purt willing to concede that thcy 
hllve not been and perhaps 111'0 not boing effectively 
upplied. I hold the view, however, thut it is possi
ble to operate these controls according to 
more rigorous criteria . Thc dungcr in switching 
frol11 control to liber~IiLUtion. eithcr with or 
without dCHliulition. is thut the limited foreign 
elCchongc I'csources available to Ghuna moy be 
ulld to so ovcrride Olher considcrtltiolls II~ 10 ...,.rt 0 consulllption-bilis to Imports. Any such 
.1ilopment, I lim ~urc Professor Steuer will 
lIKe. wiU I:W' dctrimcnlul ttl cconomic growth in 
CJha .. 

Turning to the urgument that devaluntion is 
better for economic growth. there is in my view 
a certuin reluctance or is it refusal? - on the 
purt of Professor Steuer to recognize some cold 
fuets about the structure of the economy and the 
noture of the foreign trade or a developing country 
like Ghana. Like mllny other developing countries. 
Ghana derives hcr roreign exchange earniDgs 
lurgely from the export of commodities (cocoa. 
timber, diamonds. gold, manganese and baudte) 
whose pl'ices On the international market are 
determined by the interaction of demand and 
supply according to their respective elasticities 
nnd arc quoted not in cedis but in foreign 
currencies. 

Thus. for instance. devaluation of the cedi does 
not make cocon rrorn Ghana cheaper than cocoa 
frolll othcr countries. Moreover. both the demand 
for und the supply of commodities exported by 
Glmnn are relatively inelastic. especially in the 
short run. Consequently, in such a situation a 
devulualiol1 of the cedi cannot be expected to 
bring nbout lilly significant increase in foreign 
exchange earnings from CKports. On the imports 
side. upart from her overriding need ror 
certain categories of consunler goods (mostly 
food). Ghana requires capital goods and raw 
materials and spare parts in growing volumes. to 
'Ichievc structural changes in her economy and 
thereby to lay the foundations for sustained 
growlh . 

Short-Run Effects 

On this front too, devoJuution offers hardly 
allY solution: it would rather intensify inflationary 
pressUl'e, partly because- as Professor Steuer 
admits- the domestic prices of imported goods 
will inevitubly rise. and pattly because as explained 
eurlier. the volume of imports will necessarily 
full . Another rcnson why devaluation will lead 
to a sharp rise in the domestic price level is that, 
given the high import content of the manufacturing 
sector in GIIUM. the costs of production and 
hcnce prices of locally produced goods will also 
shoot upwnrds. And. to Ihe cxtent that this sharp 
price innation uffccts basic necessities. devaluation 
will raisc the cost of living and thus impose con
siderablc hardships and sow the seeds for social 

• 
unrest and industrial disputes. All these short-
run effects of devaluation nre likely to impede 
rather than accelerate economic growth. 

Turning 10 the long-term "spect of the pro
blcm of economic growth, it must be realized 
thnt, ns elsewhcre in the deVeloping world, in 
Ghnna any lasting solution to the problem of 
economic stngnlllion can only be found in struc
tural changes in both production and demand 
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it must also be recognized that a long-term struc
tural solution necessitates a rising level of in
vestment-goods imports. Given the relative 
inelasticities of supply of and demand for Ghana's 
traditional exports, it seems unlikely that deva
luation would in.crease the capability of Ghana 
to import capital equipment essential to struc
tural eha_oges in her economy. 

Far too long and far too often the advantages 
of devaluation to the developing countries have 
been inflated out of reality. Historical evidence 
In the developing countries, including Ghana, 
demonstrates that despite frequent resort to 
devaluation- largely under pressure from the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, 
... te. ~. their economies continue to stagnate. 
r have yet to discover the case of a developing 
country where devaluation, or even a series of 
devaluations; proved helpful in generating sus~ 

tained economic growth. But perhaps Professor 
Steuer eQuid cite an example. 

I submit that devaluation is no answer to the 
economic stagnation lD the developing world. 
What developing countries need and have indeed 
been demanding at the V.N.C.T.A.D. and. other 
international conferences is a fair deal with regard 
to both international 1rade and international 
flow of capital, so that (a) the hitherto largely 
one-way movement of resources from the deve
loping to the developed. countries IS brought 
to an end, and (b), the developing countries can 
acquire the necessary investment goods at reasori'
able terms and from the cbeapest sources. It is 
only through measures aimed at. removing certain 
anomalies and inequalities in the s~tem of 
international trade and finance that the developing 
countries can accumulate foreign exchange and 
procure the investment goods they need to over
come the development gap. 
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EFFECTING ECONOMY IN EDUCATION 
IN GHANA 

By 

J. K. Alta 

THE AIM of this paper is to give a framework 
within which areas of effecting economy in edu
cation could be identified, and to discuss certain 
commonplace suggestions for effecting economy 
in education in Ghana. Criteria to be used and 
the problems involved would be evident by the 
eng of the paper. 

To the layman, effecting economy may look 
like involving only reduction in costs. Sometimes 
we refer to a person as not effecting economy in 
his spending, when he spends most of his income 
on, say. drinks. We say he makes uneconomic 
use of his income. The first meaning of 'to econo
mize' (i.e., of those related to cost) is nearer the 
economic meaning than the second. Cost reduc
tion is involved in any exercise aimed at effecting 
economy, but in the same way choosing alternative 
ways of spending one's income or using resources 
is involved in an exercise aimed at making the 
best use of resources, which IS the definition 
considered appropriate for the term 'effecting 
economy' by economists. We are concerned with 
both of the two implications of the term as used 
in ordinary life, but to give them clearer meanings 
we will comment on them. 

Attaining High Satisfaction 

The economic view of economising stems from 
~ the eternal datum of economic life, which is the 

niggardliness of nature, including man's labour. 
In effect all resources are scarce. To economise 
therefore is- to make the- best use of resources 
available by choosing among alternative uses. 
after every effort has been made to increase the 
resources as much as possible. But what are the 
objectives for making a choice? Obviously for 
the purpose of attaining the highest satisfaction. 
The term 'satisfaction' is nonetheless subjective. 

Indeed, economlsmg implies two things: a 
standard for measuring needs, so that the 'greater' 
and ~ni.ore important' may be distinguished 
from the 'lesser' or 'less important'; and a suitable 
method of apportioning labour and resources 
in accordance with the results of this measurement. 

The standard by which needs are measured 
may not always be immediately apparent. We often 
see people 'wasting' their money and 'ruining' 
themselves, in other words acting 'uneconomically'. 
But we must not conclude that because their 
actions are not in accord with traditional or con
ventional standards, they are not governed by 
aoy standard. The drunkard, for example. finds it 
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in their popularity. which has already begun 
for some time in the secondary schools. 

It is recommended that the Manpower Board. 
in cooperation with whatever agencies are in~ 

valved in education and manpowc'r development, 
should ascertain the manpower needs of the 
country in various ,categories. The results would 
help us identify those areas which must be em· 
phasised and those which must be abolished; 
then the educational system should be restructured 
to suit the identified needs. In case it comes to 
light, for e~ample. that economists have been 
overproduced, the government should not hesi· 
tate at all to reduce the emphasis on the study 
of economics. and teachers of economics would 
simply count themselves unlucky to face possible 
occupational migration. 

Areas or Subjects? 

Now, let us assume thata body has been allocated 
with a sum of money by the Minister of Finance 
to spend on education in the country, and that 
this body is faced with the task of making an 
optimum use of the limited amount if all the ob
jectives laid down are to be met from the invest
ment. Faced with this problem, they could sim
plify the task to that of first relating the various 
areas of the educational set-up to the objet.:tives 
or goals set out. and emphasising various areas 
and determining their structure according to the 
contribution brought in by each area. 

The contribution could be assessed by calcu
lating the yield brought in by a cedi spent on each 
aspect of education. TheoreticaUy, the country 
or the body charged with the investment would 
be effecting economy in education if e;c:penditure 
in areas of lower yield (in terms of contribution 
towards the fulfilment of the stated objectives) 
is shifted to areas of higher yield. There is however 
the problem of break.ing up the educational 
structure into areas. Should one identify the areas 
as primary education. secondary education. tech
nical education. vocational. university, etc., or 
as teaching. administration. boarding, social wel
fare, and social interaction in the educational 
system; or shall we classify according to subjects? 

J would li ke to run away from this problem by 
discussing certain general statements we make 
which imply measures which effect economy in 
education in the country. 

Students. lecturers and other citizens alike have 
joined in making certain general statements, 
including the following: " Let us reduce the num
ber of labourers in our schools. because the 
students can sweep their own rooms ; in any case 
the labourers gossip and sleep all the time. and 

therefore ha\e negative productivity"; '"Reduce 
the cost of administration: the accounting· staff 
could be reduced. the number of Aisiltant 
Registrars should be cut down, the numbor of 
lecturers in certain departments should be re
duced"; etc., etc. On the other hand, at the same 
time we make general statements concerning 
increments in other areas: uEnlarge the library. 
both the size of the building and the number 
of books. the reading desks and other amenities"; 
"above all, increase the quantity and quality 
of our food." 

These two trends of demand are not as con
tradictory as a casual look at them seems to 
suggest. They are indeed complementary, if 
viewed from the right perspective. If there is dis
guised unemployment among labourers in secon
dary schools. training colleges and the universities; 
among our lecturers and tutors; among assistant 
registrars and their clerks, in the chief Account
ants' and bursars' offices. etc., then for the sake 
of economy reduce the sizes. If the administration 
is extravagant-extravagant in the sense that 
the expenditure it incurs could be reduced 
without sacrificing efficiency and proouctivity. 
then we must reduce expenditure. 

High Cost v, U"""'plo)'1ll<nt 

The conclusion which 1 am drawing should 
now be simple and clear. Effecting economy in 
education in Ghana does not involve a mere re
duction in the cost of education. Yet this is the 
connotation most of us imply when we plead for 
economy here. Economising in education involves 
a reduction in costs which would not have the 
opportunity-cost of reduction in productivity 
and efficiency, either in education itself or in other 
sectors of the economy. For example. if we assume 
that all labourers are sacked either because they 
arc disguisedly unemployed or because students 
would like to perform the duties hitherto per
formed by them. the first thing to think about 
is the redeployment of these displaced workers. 

Bearing in mind that there are already a large 
army of unemployed labourers, we have only 
succeeded in replacing the problem of the high 
cost of education with the problem of unemploy
ment, which is of equal concero to the government. 
Secondly, how do we utilise the amount saved 
from the termination of the employment of the 
labourers : it should not be assumed that the 
amount would automatically be used to rede
ploy the displaced labourers in other areas of 
economIc activity. 

Finally. what are the economic implications 
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of students sweeping their own rooms, washing 
plates, clearing their compounds, etc.? There 
are some good points: at least it would inculcate 
in them the idea that no job is mean. What one 
should be more concerned about, however, is 
whether the opportunity cost involved in a student 
sweeping his own room and washing up in the 
dining room is not higber than the educational 
cost saved! This might be a debatable argument; 
however, alre..1dy students complain of too much 
work, at least in our universities. If this is true, 
then it means they have no time to spare. The 
use of their time for purposes other than what 
they are doing at the moment would definitely 
involve a forgoing alternative activity. Then of 
course we must be aware of the advantages of 
specialisation: the labourer and the student 
could learn to specialise. 

Perhaps I have oversimplified the situation. The 
solution to the high cost of education might not 
lie in sacking all labourers en bloc; redressing here 
and there would perhaps do the trick. I have, 
however, intentionally elaborated this question 
of displacing the labourers in our educational 
establis.hments to bring home to the audience how 
delicate the problem of optimum resource allo
cation in education is. ] am not of course saying 
that there is no room for ctC0nomy in education 
in the country. There is plenty of room, but each 
case should be identified by using an economic 
criterion. 

I have tried to provide a general framework 
within which ideas which would enable us distin
guish areas of effecting economy could be formu
lated, so that educational investment in the 
country is made as productive as it ought to be. 
Manpower development is crucial for economic 
development. We have to economise in an effective 
way, by taking into account the inter-relation
ships existing between various areas in our edu
cational system, and the relationship between 
an educational investment and the rest of the 
economy. 

I am in effect advocating a comprehensive 
manpower programme, based on an overall 
National Development Plan for Ghana. 

IT PAYS TO 

ADVERTISE IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

Observer Notebook 
THE boardroom squabbles takina pace in the Loorbo 
THE boardroom squabble takin, place in the Lonrbo 
offices in London have bad much wider repercussiolll in 
Africa than most people can understand. In West, Cen
tral and Northern AIrica, governments, even includinl 
the self-styled revolutionary ones, have openly eXP1t1 ~II 
overt and covert support for the controversial Mr_ 
Rowland, chief executive of Lonrbo, and the .insle 
most important shareholder, with 20% of the company', 
shares. Given the wide industrial and financial interesb 
that Lonrho has in Africa, it is under5tandable that lOme 
interest should be shown in how the company i. mana
ged, but one wonders whether all the hyper.sentimental 
fuss bein, made in Africa over the (ate of Mr. Rowland 
does not betray a basic naivete and simplicity of thou&ht 

The going5-0n in the Lonrho boardroom in London 
should have afforded us an opportunity of takin, a cool 
look at our relations with that company in aencnl; 
instead, we are creatin, the absurd impre.ssion that 
Mr. Rowlan<S is the new-found patron saint of African 
economic emancipation, who must be defended apinst 
his less sympathetic or more ravenous c:o-directon. 10 
the course of the court proceedinls, Mr. Wbeeler. coun
sel for Mr. Rowland, made the followinl Teveahns 
statement: "Perhaps the best way of contrastin, Mr. 
Rowland and Sir Basil tLe., Sir Basil SmaJlpeice, Ll)n
rho's deputy chainnan and leader of the group of direc
tors, opposed to Mr. Rowland], the main protalomsLs. 
is to remember that (or every £1,000 of profit or loss 
by Lonrho, Sir Basil stood to gain or lose rather less 
than threepence. Mr. Rowland stood to lose or gain 
just under £200". 

This, in naked terms. is what the whole bickerina is 
about: who gets what among Lonrho's sbarebolden. 
Whatever Mr. Rowland geLs he does not dish out to 
Africans, so why should governments which bave more 
serious problems to contend with at home be so inte
rested in whether Mr. Rowland goes or stays. WouTd 
anybody suggest that we in Africa share any common 
interest with Mr. Rowland, w that his financial survival 
should mean so much to us? 

Mr. Roland Rowland is reputed to have a flair for 
doing busin~ in Afric::a. and from the reactions shown 
in Africa to the difficulties he is facinl now. he does 
appear to be the only person in Lonrho that Afri~ 
governments are prepared to deal with. The fear seems 
to be that if he is removed. the new chief executive may 
nol be as amenable to reason, in African eyes. as Mr. 
Rowland. But there is no reason why we should he 
unduly worried. The important point to stress to wh(lm
ever is on top in the Lonrho outfit is that we have our 
national objectivt'.s from which we 5hall not be deflected 
by anybody whatsoever. Whoever cannot arrive at an 
acceptable modus optraOdi with us has to be told where. 

to get off. 
Whether the case brought against Mr. Rowland by 

his colleaaues has anything to do with his special talents 
as a businessman in Africa, or whether it is provoked by 
his allegedly in<Jividualistic style of mana,em~nt, it is 
clear that he is not fighting any African's battle. and 
there is no reason why anvbody here. should bother 
his head about the fate oj Mr, Rowland as an indivi. 
dual. The personal qualities of Mr. Rowland !lhould be 
deeme<t as completely irrelevant when we are dealinl 
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Viewpoint 

IDEOLOGIFS ON SAL&-WHOSE DO WE au" 
By 

G. Adali·Mortty 

IT SEEMS to me that the start-off point in any discus
loion about the inter~pla)l or differinl political, idealo
,ical WOQinlS of the N.R.C. must be with a reference 
to the policy d«lanllion which the Cbairman, Col. I. K. 
Acheampong. made when be addressefJ Princi pal Se· 
(,retane-s and Heads of De.partment in January 1972, 
and when he repeated the policy in his address on radio 
and television latcr the same month. 

In the Chainnan's own words: 

... this roup was not inspired and tXccuted for any 
particular tribe or political party or section or 
,roup of ~ople ... no persons should take advan
tage (rom the COItp: no person will be given un· 
warranted advantage" 

In those welcome words the central fi,ure. in the present 
government cleared the air of gathering sma&! The. 
Chairman was undentood, by implication, to mean that 
the N.R.C. stood for no brand of political ideolocy, 
either. By furtber eXtension, he 1Na$ understooCt to be 
averse to imposing anybody's personal ideolOCY on the 
good people of Gbana. 

With pronouncements so definitive and so clear, one 
may be Corciven for exonen.tinc the N.R.C. of appear· 
inc to have opened the cates to the comdon of JX"wer 
to certain people with certain sectional, political IcanlrilS 
in a way which tended to live a leftist colouring to 
~ome adions of the lovemment. 

It was not the fault of certain members of the N.R C. 
that they were embraced by certain friends and forn,er 
associates who bappcncid to be people with an astute 
appreciation of opportunities in a political vacuum. 
Takinc on the reins of power can carry an awesome 
loneliness. And those who found them.selves IUddenly 
invested with the vast powers of state must have needed 
the comfort and comradeship of loyal friends and auo
ciates. As it turned out, comfort and loyalty were freely 
forthcoming from the more courageous, politically
awake "Crien(Js" Crom a certain political camp. 

Who is to blame the people wbo were not deterred 
by the corridors of power, and who closed in on lOme 
members oC the N.R.C.1 At a time wben the new go
vernment needed support most, these people offered 
their services as advisers or counsellors. It is natural, 
too, that along with their services went their commit
ment to a bygone establi shment, and their loyalty to 
a past leader. In other words, their political coloration 
and outlook were ptacCd Creely at the disposal of the 
government. Natural enough! 

From tbe hustings and outer ringside of the arena 
of power. a section oC the prell was doing its own thing. 
Subtle and not so subtle pressures were put on, wt-ich 
sought to sell a. certain pet ideology to the N.R.C. 
These pres~ures soon assumed the form of appeals to 
the lovernment for a charter. Whilst some of the appe
lants for a charter did not pin their expectations and 

hopes on any tet theories or philosophi"- otbcn (lid. 
By and by, the N.R.C. (lid oblile with a charter. It 

turned out to be a mOlt innocuous charter. if eYn' there 
was one. Which is as it should be. 1bc. contents and 
lancuagl! of this document ~re such that variQUJ pe0-

ple could interpret them to suit their own ideoloalcaJ 
yearninls without in any way implicatint the N.R.C .. 
so nicely platitudinous was the c:ba.rter. Fortunately, tbe 
N.R.C. hal so rar steered clear of formal commitment 
to the blandishments of ideolOCical salesmen. The AUhCd 

Porces government knows the limit. of its power, IURI 
notwithstanding. They have not imposc:d any doctrine 
or ideology on the people. 

The more this is so, the more raucous is the cam
paign for an ideology. We have noted in one or two 
of the state newspapers diverse manoeuvres designed to 
lobby the go\'ernment to an ideological polition. In the 
view oC the campaicners, either dah, or the "revolution" 
will have miscarri~, or will have been derailed, or will 
have been betrayed. 

Fair enouch. If ] had a pet theory of the looQ life. 
I would want to share it all around. There is noehinl 
wrong in people peddling their penonal convictions. 
It becomes mischievous only if the aid peddtren forcet 
that other people have personal pet conviction! and 
philosopbies too. You are at liberty to believe that your 
own brand of bdief is superior to other penons'. But. 
the other persons win have nothinl to do with an im
position of your own. It 10 happens thai oun is a culture 
which admits of differencn of belid, custom and reli· 
lion. 

Our experience of the N.R.C. so far bas been that 
where they pronounce home-grown slOI&n5 such as 
Sdfl.rel.laD~ and Ope.adoa FHCt yo .... dl', they rine 
true. The people of Ghana understand home-grown and 
locally-produced sloganl or social doctrine. And here 
J must express sympathy with thote who hold that a 
country needs a stated course of future action, and a 
stated direction, in order that prOgress can be mean In,' 
ful and purposeful. 1 would not Qua&Tt1 with these pe0-

ple. 
HOYr'ever, the best directional ideoloey or social phi

losophy is tbat which time, practice and national ape
Tience have distilled and (Jocumented into a body of 
cuidelines. That was the way the national social order 
came about for Great Britain, France and the United 
Slates of America. And that is the way Japan has mo· 
demised without compromising ber culture and social 
philosophy. The Jate Kwame Nkrumah proceeded along 
pragmatic lines like tbat for the tint productive years 
oC his rule. He defaulted when he bepn to dabble in 
the Quagmire of a foreiJO ideology. His so-called 
Nkrumaism consisted in no more than an inchoate 
verbal barrage. It did not become coberentand defined 
before his ousting Ccom the scene. 

Since no two countries are the same in every respect. 
an(J since the circ:umstanc:e.s of every country and its 
people are different from those of other countries and 
societies, foreign political ideologies cannot sU<X'essfully 
be traded. Neithet' capitalism nor socialism--even if 
these could be defined in precise term~ successCully 
be imported without considerable adaptation or dilutIOn. 
The N.R.C. battl&ery of .If-rc:llartu should extend to 
the point of reliance on our own raouroes in formula· 
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ting our own ideologies on the basis of OUf past history, 
our culture and our economic condition. 

HcJ'C, let me make my position dear. I share with 
my countrymen a belief in individual initiative and indi· 
vidual choice among various alternatives. I share with 
my people a faith in the brotherhood of man. I hold 
35 an article of faith the need for equal opportunity 
in basic formal education ... . These things we share 
with the world 's peoples. In so far as these are univer· 
sal needs and yearnings, they are not partisan artic'cs 
of faith. Nevertheless, if anyone considered tht.."m to be 
partisan , he is free to opt out of them. 

I do not believe in violent cbange, if it will bring 
avoidable suffering to the generations in whose life
time the change occurs. If by radicalism we are to 
unt:lerstand reckless progrcssion, most Ghanaians \\ ill 
not stand for it. A "revolution" which moves with dis
cretion and wbich builds on the sure foundations of the 
past, utilizing what suits the situation and discarding 
wh at does not, has a chance of mobilizing the loya:ty 
and devotion of our people. 

In certain countries, like France, the Soviet Union 
and the United States of America, revolutions were 
bloody affairs, followed by violent structural cbanges 
in the French and Soviet societies. From wbat one bas 
read anl.l heard lately, it seems that our mild "evolu
tionary revolution" is too bloodless for some people. 
Lf you ask . those who most use the word "revoluljl"n" 
what they mean by it, you will be surprised what 
i1nswers you will get! So with the word "radical". 

Again , peopl\! campaign for socialism, knowing full 
well-or don't they?- that there is no uniform system 
of socialism. The Scandinavian brands are quite diffe
rent from the British one, and these again arc vt"ry 
different from the Eastern brands. The Chinese and the 
Russian people have engaged in bitter acrimony O'ler 
tbe respective systems of each other, each denouncing 
the doctrine of the otber. China, which has moved a 
long way from its early ideological moorings, will not 
forgive Russia for "deviationism" and "rcvisionism". 

People make themselves look and sound ridiculous 
if they prattle "socialism" , thinking they have said some
th ing. The word has ceased to mean anything. Unless, 
tbat is to say, the user stops to explain his special brand 
of social ij;m. Users of imported wor·ds such as these 
must remember that unwholesome associations attach 
to tbe words, besides their unintelligibility. What is 
utterly more fatuous is that the local pretenders to tbe 
doctri ne of sociali sm know next to nothing "bout the 
works of Karl Marx, Lenin, Mao Tse-Tung or Engels. 
Incomprehensi ble in the main, these works are hope
lessly out of tunc with our circumstances, and out-of
date in their own countries of origin or adoption, for 
Ihat matter 

We would be brighter by far, if we would get together 
our own body of ideology, drawn from our peculiar 
circumstances. And, wh ile we ·do so, we should keep 
an eye on the social systems of the sister African states 
with which we hope to unite one day. The system 
wh ich we formulate in due course should be such that 
it will not prove too difficult to mix or blend with 
the systems of the rest of African societies. Ghana is 
too tiny a market to go it alone. 

We would do well to avoid scaring away much
needed co-operation from countries with exportable 
capital and expertise. We have been clumsily messing 

ourselves up by our unguarded utterances and ideoloflical 
peddling, many of which ideologies their crusaders have 
not even taken the trouble to read and undentand. 

Letters 
Criticism: Coostructive aDd Dei1Iurtive 

SIR- The argument J want to adduce is not aimed 
against 2.ny penon or group of persons. 

We criticise to build, we do not criticise to rtes1!oy. 
Anyone who criticises to destroy is a sdfisb and un
patriotic Ghanaian. If one criticises without offerinl 
alternative or useful suggestions, he is criticising to 
destroy. 

Some people will oppose every measure taken by the 
government, but will not offer usefu) suggestions; such 
people are not good citizens. If one compares two re
gimes with tbe intention of stultifying, one is doina 
more harm tban good to the state. 

I bope I have succeeded in giving tbe critics food for 
thought. 

Mampong·A.'ihaDti A. KyereJDe-Autwl 

Re(rDt Cbanges-Regioal Commi8!iiooel"S 

SIR- I should like to begin by expressing my apprecia
tion for the work done so far by tbe N.R.C. I am parti
cularly impressed by their courageous efforts to resusci
tate our economy and also to make Ghanaians aW&fe 
of tbeir civic responsibiJitic!. 

However, 1 am not too bappy about the recent changl:! 
affecting the various Regional CommissioncT:~. Tbe 
Chairman of the N.R.C. might have his reasons for 
making these cbanges. Probably he envisages an increase 
in efficiency or wants to erase any possible tribalistic 
tendencies in th~ old system. 

Dut 1 wonder if he considered the problems associa
tcd with the cbanges. In the first place, as a Regional 
Commissioner one is responsible for the formulation 
of policies whicb would help the development of the area. 
The changes now will bring about a situation where 
the Regional Commissioner will depend completely on 
the advice of civil servants because he is not conversant 
with local conditions. 

And the Regional Commissioner will now be the tooth
less bull-dog who will be manipulated by civil !oervants 
to satisfy their whims and caprices; in fact he will now 
be at the mercy of administrative bureaucrats. 

Also the Regional Commissioner wbo does not un ler
stand the language and customs of the people will find 
it difficult to communicate with them when he Visits 
them in tbe markets, bamlets and hospitals, for we must 
riot lose sight of the fact that most of our people, inclu
ding some traditional leaders, ace illiterate. 

If the Chairman bas found out that some of his com
missioners have not been sufficiently effective, the best 
remedy is to drop them and replace them with mere 
efficient pe.opJe who are from the same regions. We want 
Regional Commissioners who will be masters of their 
regions. 

Finally, I want to assure the Chairman of the N .R.C. 
that the prople are behind him in his effort to re.stc.re 
our lost image. 

US.T. 
KDmaal 

G. A COCo 
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"'Recooci1iatioD and oot Revival" 

SIR-The lenu written by Mr Kwesi Manu-Acbeam
pong (1..0. VIII/6) made interesting reading. There i3 
no doubt that Mr. Manu-Acheampon& has hit tbe nail 
right on its bead. 

The N.R.C. has repeatedly reminded the public of the 
ban on all political Activities This is, as explained, in 
conformity with national reconciliation and re..construc
tion. But it appears recent events in the country are. 
proving tbis false. For instance, onc would bave expected 
the !IJ.R.C. to absorb all tbe userul brains in the country 
to help re..build the nation, be they C.P,P., P.A.P., P.P., 
or J.P. Events have sbown that the N.R,C. is inclined 
to the pro-c.p.P.s and pro-J.P.s alone. Can this be an 
element of reconciliation? 

The Progress Party memher~ still in protective custody 
are another question which needs the attention of tbe 
N.R.C. Without doubt tbeir continuous detention aliena
tes both relatives and friends. After all, these people 
have been kept away for over one year. and it is ex
pecta:l that the government shculd now have a firm grasp 
oC everything in the count'Y. Their release i'ihouTd there
Core not cause any alarm. Not only is their release 
wanted, but also the best of them must be utilised to 
the advantage oC the natit)n. It is when the N.R.C. has 
been able to do thC5C things that reconciliation will be 
a reality. 

Meanwhile. the activ ities of some of the Cormer 
c.P.P. members who have been absorbed by the N.RC. 
should be checked. in t)roer not to give cause for the 
people to think that the N.R.C. is IUlIy in to revive 
the c.P.P. The hann done by the C.P.P. government 
is still fresh in our minds. Had it not been that hardship 
infticted on Ghanaians by them, events might not have 
led to the uistence of the N.R.C. 

BeSC!a9t 
,Ia Ejisu 

Kwame Buadu 

The Prophet in bis own Couutry 

SIR-It has been se .... en years now siDce Kwame Nkru
mah was overthrown, and yet today, in 1973, Ghanaians 
arc still not sure what were his contributions to present
day Ghana. 

In a senseless attempted annihilation of the man, we. 
destroyed his statue, closed down the Ideological Insti
tute at Winneba, dissolved the Young Pioneer Move
ment. and burned everything that was likely to remind 
us of him. ] remember] was a stuDent at St. John', 
Secondary School. Sekondi, WMn the 1966 coup was 
incited. Soon after the announcement on the radio, the 
Headmastcr of the School (a white Roman Catholic 
missionary of the Brothers of the Holy Cross of the 
U.S.) asked us to bring out aU books written by Nkru
mah and bum them. which we did. But these very books 
which .... ere considered a crime to read in Ghana are 
now rccommen(Jcd as textbooks in many colleges here 
in the United States. Is Nkrumah's ideology more rele
,ant to the American situation than it is to Ghana and 
Africa? 

Nkrumah's ideology is the most relevant of our time. 
And any African leader who claims to be nationalistic 
and talks about revolution without studying the work 
of Nkrumah and applying it.. relevance to our history 
and our present day plight is a pretender. Nkrumah's 
re .... olution has had a more lasting and significant dfeel 

on our li .... es as individuals, and collectively as an Afri. 
can people, than most. 

Students of goodwill, especially those of us studyioa 
political science, should observe and examine critically 
all the happenings of our time, so that in future .-e 
could judge, compare an(J make salient choices. A Ila'ue 
must be erected in Gbana in memory of the great leaocr, 
Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah. 

Howard Uuiverslty 
Washington, D.C. 10001 

Yaw OWGW-Fn; J 0 • 

------
Wan.ed: Gh .. 'S Social History 

SIR-From time to time I read scrape of the social 
history of Ghana published in your invaluable jownal. 
the Legon Obse.rvtr. Is it not about time someone 
took upon himself the burden of writing our complete 
social history? 

I am inclined to think that the best dderrent on crime, 
oppression and all forms of malpractices is to eXpose 
such acts to the searchlight of truth and. like lennites 

oCtbat always enjoy life in the dark of their sublCTTantaD 
dwellings), such malpr2ctices will die a natural death 
in the heat of the light of truth and the antagonism of 
ptlblic opinion. & long as the social history of G~ana 
remains unwritten so long will people continue to repeat 
the mistakes of the past in the fields of religion, eco
nomics. government, law, administration, agriculture, 
irdustry. etc. 

Mr. Kwame Afreb, in the I..egoIl Obetli .·U (Vol. 
VIlI/8, p. 87), has given us what amounts to a few para
graphs from tbe chapter on ''The Liberty of the Press". 
The full chapter in a social history would cover lhe 
subject from the time. the first newspaper was publisned 
in the then Gold Coast to the situation of jouma1ism 
today, Other aspects of our social history so treated 
to cover the almost 200 years oC our contact with w~tern 
civilisation will make most interesting reading. Any
body who doubts this view can refer to G. M. Tre
\'Clyan's Eoalisla Social History and detennine for 
himself the contribution which social historians like 
Trevelyan have made to their countries and to civilisa· 
tion. Or are social historians people who wash the 
nations dirty Imen in public and so must be hushe(J up 
by every means? 

A$il.o;umanya Cottage 
Ozelukope 

A Oasskss Society? 

P. M. Destwu 

SIR-It 15 orten said that Ghanaian society hu that 
treat advantage over its "western" counterpart of being 
• classless". This may indeed to a large extent be true 
ft)r traditional rural society, but what about the "mo
dem" cities of this country? 

I too read the pathetic story of an unemployed man 
who was found by an Escort policeman carrying a duck 
alon8 Liberty Avenue. Accra, on Good Friday ntght. 
The policeman challenged him. upon which the man 
state(J that the bird was given to him, but that he could 
not remember the. name of the donor. The unfortunate 
man was arrested. brought before a Magistrate Court 
pnd on Tuesday following Easter was found guilty and 
condemned to 15 monih!J imprisonment. The du.:k's 
c.wner could not be found, and it was therefore decideid 
t~ sell it on behalf of the government. 

The reporter on the case reserved comment, and wbat 
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did the a\'cl'1llC reader of the ne'l\-s of 25th April think? 
POS!ibly be may have concluded that "crime ne .... er 
pays"; the conclusion the editor of the paper no doubt 
wished his readers to draw. But there are other con· 
"usians possible: e.... if you do not belana to tbe 
• nlht class", and have to walk. throuch the 'Itreets of 
Accra at night, better tum around if you .sec a police 
".an; if you happen to carry something under your arm. 
l-el1er ha,,'c an excuse ready; if you are "uDbeez", better 
diSlUiJe it in your dress; and, finally. if you want to 
steal, better do it in a bi, way. 

But when are we loina to read about am!$ltions 
• apinst and condemnation of !uch real "nation wreckers" 

•• the manq:ers of wholesale stores, wbo for many months 
ba\'C "mana&ed" the supply of commodities like surar 
if' such a way that its price has remained more than 
100% above the control-level, and who bave enriched 
thcmJClves with the value of tens of thousands of ducks? 
When they are eventually found out, I hope they too 
wiU serve thousands of month:. in jail? .. 

1.£1_ A. Vae Danair 

Was This Nee -ry-o.r Just "BIG"? 

~lR-on the 29th of April, Ghana Airways could nol 
"y It"s pauen,en to Kumui and Tamale, due to a SlUII 
tr. the which was to ha\'e done the service. It 

INTERNAL 

was really inconveniencing for a passenger that day. 
but I saw no reason why a Ghanaian top ranking army 
officer. who was to bave flown on this night, should 
have led about six other passengers to demand hotel 
a.commodation at the expense of the air line (tho tax 
pa.}'Cr, of course) . 

Why should this officer, who happens to be a Ga 
:tnd WOUld. automatically, have a bouse in Accnl to 
sleep in, and furthermore with military facilities at his 
dIsposal, have asked to be and did get put up at the 
Continental Hotel on the day in question? Had he for
gntten what Colonel Acbeampong told Ghanaians-that 
they are to pro\"o that they (soldiors) can also administer 
the country? Or is this how they are loing to prove 
their effecthe administration? 

This is a revolutionary en.. Wither arc we going: up 
or down? 

Yen An Yrn Asassc Ni Lodge 
'htnNsi 

"'Ibe Malam Shltta Cut" 

Abiri K..-alxNl 

SIR- l rcCer to your Obwnrer NolebooL item ·'The 
Malam Shitta Case". which appeared in L.O. VIII/~ of 
9th-22nd March. 1973. and shall be grateful if you will 
publish the followina information which, 1 hope, will 
"clear Ihe air" In respect of the above-mentioned case. 

I . The Mercedes Saloon car won Malam Sbilla 

AUDITOR 

• 
In 

Applications are invited from suitably qualified 
Ghanaians to fill the post of Internal Auditor 
a large financial institution. 
QUALIFICATION: 

Membership of a recognised professional body 
preferably A.C.A., A.C.C.A., with a minimum of 
5 years' experience in similar and relevant field 
of operation in a large financial or commercial 
establishment .. 
AGE: 
Not less than 
SALARY: 

35. 

Negotiable but those earning less than (Z:4,OOO.OO 
need not apply. 

Application letters should be marked "Internal 
Auditor", addressed to the Personnel 
P.O. Box M.149, Accra, and to reach 
later than 31 st May 1973. 

Manager, 
him not 

• 
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in tbe Golden Chance RaIDe Event last November was 
not a "brand new" one, and the organisers never on 
any occasion claimed nor pretenCled that the car was 
a brand new one. 

2. Before the Raffle the car was duly valued indepen
dently by competent valuers from the State Transport 
Corporation and R.T. Briscoe (Ghana) LtC:l. l}oth 
valuers put the price at "about ¢8.000". 

J. It was in keeping with the organisers' anxiety not 
10 keep the public in the dark about the condition 
of the car that this value of ¢8,000 put on the car 
was made known to the public through Television 
and Radio Broadcasts, on 19th August, 1972, and 
I quote the relevant section of the speech for the. 
benefit of tbe general public. (Copies of tbe speech 
can be verified either from GBC/TV or the Ministry 
of Information, Accra): 

"Time will not pennit me to give you the details of 
all the prizes so far received and their donors. But it 
is intended at a later date to give full publicity to 
these generous donations. ] should like, however, to 
mention just a few to give you an idea of the variety 
of the {lonations received: 

On top of the list is a Mercedes Benz 250 Saloon 
Car valued at about ts,OOQ.OO, which bas been do
nated by the National Redemption Council: 
the Bank of Ghana has donated one Massey Fergu

$on 165 Tractor worth about ¢7,000.00; each of the 
three commercial banks: Gbana Commercial Bank, 
Barclay, Bank of Ghana Ltd., and Standard Bank 
of Ghana Ltd., has otferecf a ¢+,OOO.OO Bank Sa
vings Account as a prize: 

~ritish Caledonian Airways has donated a round 
trip to London; the State Shipping Corporation 
has offered coast-wise trips, and the Volta Lines 
Ltd. has offered a return sea trip to Europe. The 
Guardian Royal Exchange Assurance (Ghana) Ltd. 
has donated personal accident policies, and Naja 
Davi{l Veneer & Plywood Ltd., has donated a 
¢1,OOO.OO Bank Savings Account. 

For these and many others not mentioned the Board 
of Trustees of the National Trust Fund are grate
fully tbankful". 

4. In fact , R .T. Briscoe (Gbana) Ltd. negotiated and 
sold the car for ,7,724.08 without cbarging any com
mlSlon. 

Ghana National Trust Fund G. E. Twum 
P.O. Box MAS Ag. Administrative Se(,fetary 
A«r.l 

Peace with Cultural Honour 

SIR-Being a culture.~ontlict debate fiend myself, I 
was fascinated by the diametrically opposite positions 
taken by your Mr. Kumasi an{l Miss Asare the other 
week (L.O. Vrn/9). They argued their cases each witb 
!ouch passion of indignation and conviction that I (olInd 
myself sympathising and siding wilh each in tum. 
';Correct!" , I said to one; then to the oilier: "Exa..:tly! 
Right! " 

Indeed tbis personally tolerant - or perhaps you 
would prefer to ca]! it ambivalent-position of mine 
in the culture-conflict war is proved by my own name. 

You know, ] started out with a whole strine of ~ 
called "Christian" aames stuck on to me _veil of 
theml-but indigoantly shea them all once ] became 
conscious of and responsible for myself. I then retaloed 
three of my four African "first" names, Kwa.el Atf •• 
(being Ga) and Brempoog (Asbanti, for good mea. 
sure!). That decision will now no doubt retrospcdi~ly 
please Mr. Kumasi and infuriate Miss Asare. 

But] have retained the Welsh grandfathers "Jones" 
in my surname, seeing nothing much wrong with part 
of my origin in the old boy's blood and his 19th century 
social activities at Osu---sorry, Chtistiansborg-no. 
Osu! So my Jones will no doubt in tum now offend 
Mr. Kumasi and please Miss Asare; and each can cry 
"Shame!" on the other in great righteousness. 

But. Mr. Editor. when a Ghanaian football club 
goes as far as to name itself "Kumasi Leeds Uoltl'd" , 
even my tolerance (or ambiva1ence) changes ideology, 
springs witb c1encbed fist and Osee.YEI! to the side 
of Mr. Kumasi. and masses with his asafo against the 
khaki·clad forces of Miss Asare, ranged in decorou! 
formation rank upon rank! • 

[.ego. K. A. B. JOO<5-QwuI", 

P S.-Since ] thus by blooo belong to both sides, have 

contributed fairly to each bere, and made confession 

to Osofo Kumasi as well as ~o High Priestess Elizabeth 

Asare, 1 henceforth voluntarily retire from the connict 

&nd can now look forward serenely to the end, in peace 

Wilh cultural honour. 

NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS 

S. K. B. ASANTE-Lecturer, Department of Political 
Science, University of Ghana, Legon 
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. For The Record 
Fricby. M:ty tftIl 

nvE,f'ljty -SEVEN farmers arc to receive awards total~ 
lina; a,ooo in recognition of their contribution tOW1.rds 
the fi.~ pha5C of "Operation Feed Yourselr'. They 
1!1c1ude N'lna Kwakye Arhin XVlI of Nduaetn in the 

• Centrol Region. and Alhaji Sulley, Gusic Nl. of the 
':\'orthcm Region. A cheque for ¢8,OOO was today pre
sented to Col. p, G. Bcrnasko. Commisioncr for Agri
culture, fOf distribution to the farmers. 

Saturndy, May 5th 

DawiJenya lrriaatloo Project-Work BegiD!l 

COL. F. G. Bema9Ko today cut the sod for work to 
bc~in on the irrigation project at the Dawbenya Arti· 
cultural Settlement 

Th: projc!..1. which will provide water for the irr:f:!a
lion of rice ficld~ and vegetable rarms covering 1.100 
,,:cr.:~. is c:q'Crted t" be. completed in December with a 
'\"Dn force of 4.000 men. rhis force will include <;tu· 
dents from the universities. :md volunteers from }·outh 
organiSdtictn'l. In :tdditieln. Col. Bemasko ~ai~ th:ll he 
wnuld in\ifc m::mbcn of the Armed Forces to tnke rart 
n the project. 

-'fonda}", :\10) 7111 

Post Office BaDL lIOUJQIJ Customers 

THE PQst Office S:l\ings Bank is to oper:l.te :J. low·cost 
nou'iing scheme to provide .ome of its customers with 
t~;;ir own hou~es. An a:;rocment under which the first 
star(' elf the ~heme i~ to be implemented ;"It Danso . .,an 
in ;\cera was sianed today between the bank and the 
StrLte Hl1u~ing Corporation. 

Under the fir~t rh:\~c. ~,·enty-four two-bed roomed 
hooses will h,' built and <old to customers of the. b:l.i1k 
on hire pllrchaM: h:Tr.l'. Each house will cost t6.700. 
nnd any int..:r\.."$tcd dcpo,itM is eligible to a.pply elmer 
tu the bank. or to the State Housing Corporation {or 
nlloC":!. t ion. 

Wron~d!!"·, May 9th 

CcI*Dt SituDtiop nlaY Irnpron 

THE Ghana Crmcnf Worl.s at Tcnu. today stnrt~d 
taLmg dcn'ery of 11.000 tons of clink.er from ~or.\ay 
to produce cemcnL The factory will. according to an 
(>Hicial annC'UncctrLent. produce cement at the rnte of 
abnut 14.000 baa'i \1111\' for a little OHr two weeks, <:nd 
Will desp:lh:h about 8.000 bag) of c\;mcnt ,"very day 10 
:s e~!\tcrnets. 

11lU""fb,·, \lay 10th 

~.lt.('. Occbre! StiDd DO Loorho 

TIlE N R.C c'eclared in an official ,tatt'ment today that 
the Bo"emmt'nt would not be bound by any decisions 
r:l.!.en unib.ternlly in London which may be detnm.:-ntal 
t<, the: (mocth al'd efficient (operation, of the Ashanti 
G,)Jdfic!d~ CClrporatiron. of which Lonrbo is a mi.nrdty 
,}!:lrd·older. 

The ,l:ltemcnl said thJt the Bovemment of Gt-;:>n:\ 
viewed .. ·ith interm the <r.truU1e for power and control 
g~ing on in the ooard.room of Lonrho Limited i., the 
City or London, and whtle it concedes the naht of 
directors and ab.arcbo\der t<, cnpae in irlte.mal wr:Uli1.inJ 

for power, it wished to state unequiv0C311y and catelO· 
ncally that it would not totemtc aay atlempt by ruch 
such a group 10 interfett with the tovereip!. inten:!" of 
the Republic of Ghana 

Friday, l'ttay lltb 
Decree 00 Slot MadtID~ 

ACC;)RDING to a decree, the Gambling Machine De· 
cree, published today in Accra, person under 18 years 
arc banned from using a gambling machine or entering 
any place where a gambling machine is operated. 

It will also be an offence for anybody to sell. bITe 
or dispose of any gambling m3chine without authority 
from the Commissioner for lntemal Affairs. Also, any 
gambling machines in the country are to be forfeited 
to the sl3te, unless within 28 days from the 4th of May 
1973 their ownen obtained !icences to operate them. 

S!llUnlay, May 12th 
Vice-Olauttl!or cans (or Scholarship Review 

DR. E. Evans·Anfom. Vice·C'n:tncellor of the Univer~ity 
or Science and Technology. has called for a review of 
the award of o\"cr;e3.s scholan;hips, especially those that 
le3d to professional training. 

Dr. Evans.Anfom. who was speaking at the prize
r.i.-ing day of the Koforidua Secondary [echnical 
School. said that the review was necessary bec-lU~e 
ncoJ'le who have been trained at p'Jblic expense "want 
to he induced before they come back home to serve' the 
country". 

He .. aid that there were some Ghanaians overseas for 
..... hom jobs are waiting here but who refuse to c..,me 
back unless the conditions they are used to oveT"ie3S 
:'lre crt'ated for them locally. 

AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT BANK 

Change of Telephone 
Numbers 

The public is hereby informed that 

with immediate effect the Agricul

tural Development Bank's telephcne 

numbers have been changed from 

28433 and 28473 to 

28453 (4 lines) 
automatic 

This change will make communica

tions with the Bank easier than 

before. Please take note accordingly. 

-
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The trend is to , . 
~, 

, the milder, smoother 
cigarette " 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing 10 Embassy, 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because Ihey are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma , 

, ' .~. " ., 
. " 

Embassy are the popular choic: 
because they give smoking satis
faction, A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy, 
DO YOU? 

Elubassy the milder, smoother cigarette 

• 

Pri.Dtc4 by ttlo Liberty Pres. Ltd., for tbo Leaon $Qciety 0tI Nlliooal Aftlin. C ........ ~ die ~o.1 C-mltt_ E. J. Tbo~j I'kl' 
(Adina): K. A. B. Jo-oea-Quartey; THolren J, M. Hyde. Ttl,"' , UQi,erJII~ 0.' O~na aD~ It. 4~ntneDtI arc lD 1\0 way COW", s 1 .,... ... 
LqH 0In.". .... E4itarial and all otbel' corte5poodenee (Advol1tJIDiI. tub IUlptlao, cllitributloll apocy and other t'OrI1IDen;:iJ,1) caq,um. dMndd .. 
~ to tbo Edit.r, 'The LeE •• 0 .. ," .. P.O. BoI: II, Ll.D., OhllDA; T,I. 15)11 Ext. au" I! .... No. lSD/lin of 191317). 
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Editorial 1 ! JUN 1!i.l 

TIIE O.A.U. "CElEBRATIONS" 

WE PUT the word celebrations in quotation marks because 
tb.t is not all that just happened in Addis. Tbe O.A.U. 
should in fact have bad little more to do at tbe Assembly 
of Heads of Stale and Government in May 1973 than cele
brate May 1963, but as it turned out there was as much work 
for them to do now as there was then. And as on many pre
vious occasions between the first and the last meetings, the 
organisation survived storms and threats and came out of 
it all, still intact. 

It is not our intention here to add much more to the millions 
of words that have already been said and written by the 
analysts who have drawn up the balance sheet of gains and 
losses in O.A.U. history $0 far. What interests us are simply 
some highlights of the meeting, on which to make a few com
ments. The compromise struck in the stubborn Ethiopia
Somalia border dispute is onc of these. The almost private 
truce arranged between Presidents Nyerere and Idi Amin 
is another. Then there was the remarkable diplomatic victory 
scored by the Arabs in swinging African summit support 
to their cause against Israel; also the surprise appearance 
and practically unbelievable words of Felix Houphouet • 
Boigny at an African summit meeting for the first time. 
There was, too, the election of Nigeria's powerful General 
Gowan as current President. 

The call for the moving of O.A.U. headquarten should 
not be len out of this catalogue either, for it lent emphasis to 
the Arab operation as a whole and will obviously reappear 
as an issue in the near future. In all this, three major topics 
appeal to us most out of those tbat bappened .t Addis. The 
first is the position of the Francophone states, especially 
those of West Africa; the second is the phenomenon created 
by the Arab onslaught; and the lhird is made up of the East 
African complex of relationShips more or less sorted out 
by the diplomats of the summit . 

The French·African question is highlighted by the appear. 
anee at Addis of the Ivory Coast President. His call for airm 
in African cooperation to which the rest of us are 10 well· 
tuned and weU·used struck an even stranger chord. It makes 
us wonder whether the JTCat apostle of dialogue has had 
some sort of cbange of heart or mind; whether French 
dominance in their African "territories" is at last be&inning 
to tell too heavily on some of its most distinguished. and 
committed victims; or whether the wIly and extremely able 
Houphouet bas some more surprises yet for the rnt of us. 

• 

, 

r 

J 
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His role may not altogether reflect the ramifica
cations and complexities of France-Africa and 
Francophone-Anglophone relations. Neverthe
less Houphouet-Boigny's movements and words 
in both areas should not be taken lightly. 

The only comment we should like to make 
about the Arab triumph at Addis is that we hope 
black Africa is going to get as much quid-pre-quo 
from Pan-Arabism as Pan-Africanism seems to 
be willing to give up in making common cause 
with the Arabs against Israel. As long as black 
Afric:ms. with South Africa. Rhodesia and Portu
gal on their backs, are not expected to do more than 
give moral support to their Arab fellow-conti
nentals, those who have committed themselves 
to this principle can no doubt meet its obligations 
in their own way. We do not, however, forget 
help and declared support for the liberation move
ments of black Africa from some Arab countries. 

We hope that the truce and holding agreements 
reached by the O.A.V . intermediaries for Ethiopia 
and Somalia, as well as for Tanzania and Uganda, 
will gradually develop into real peace pacts. 
That is to say, we hope permanent formulas 
for settling the disputes between each of these 
pairs of neighbours will soon be worked out. 
There are serious enough problems of survival 
and progress facing African countries, without 
the add ition of internecine wars and quarrels 
to the number. In the case of Tanzauia and Uganda 
the q uarrel has already made deep erosions into the 
structu re of an economic groundwork which 
bade fair to become a model for us all . 

One more accomplishment of the 10th Anni
versary summit must be mentioned. the Economic 
Charter. Wben we have all bad time to study 
the proposals of this document we shall be in a 
position to comment intelligently on it. Mean
while it is sufficient simply to record every African's 
gratification that our leaders have at least and 
at last taken the fi rst necessary step on our way 
to economic salvation. They have given open 
recognition to the reality that only united co
operation within non-white Africa will eventually 
free 11S from the obscenities and impertinence of 
external exploitation and domination. The new 
economic charter may nol work, or it may ta ke 
ages to yield any worthwhile results, or we may 
have to alter its provisions a hundred times in 
the practice. It wiU not matter. The ultimate 
goa l will be reached some day : r iddance of mean, 
determined external exploitation and suppression 
of Africa by non-Africans. 

All strength to the O .A.U., its founders (not 
forgetting Kwamc Nkrumah, Tubman, Balewa, 
and Nasser), its supporters and its friends. 

Africa 

TIlE O.A.U. AT TEN: PROGRESS AND 
PROBLEMS 

By 

S. K. B. Asant~ 

THROUGHOUT the continent of Africa the tenth 
anniversary of the signing of the Charter of the 
Organisation of African Unity has been celebrated 
with pomp and pageantry. This anniversary is 
indeed a milestone meriting special recognition. 
That the O.A.U. bas come thus far, despite the 
disappointments, problems, obstacles and other 
incidents along its path, is a tribute to the vision 
of those who drew the founding plans, a testimo
nial to the basic soundness of the guiding principles 
upon which the organisation is being developed. 

It was therefore worth recalling in all solemnity 
tbat memorable day on which Africa's Heads 
of State and Government, meeting in the ancient 
city of Addis Ababa, signed the historic charter 
creating the Organisation of African Unity and 
at the same time laying psychological, political, 
institutional and structural foundations for coope
ration among the peoples of Africa. Today, 
in spite of violent blows and many frustrations, 
the balance sheet is largely positive and testifies 
to the vigour of the organisation and the deter
mination of Africans to remain faithful to the oath 
taken by the founders of the O .A .D. In this brief 
review an attempt is made to appraise the organi
sation in its tenth year. 

The Big Question 

Even a sununary appraisal must take into 
account the raison d'etre itself, which is, first, to 
provide a framework for effective political and I 
economic integration in Africa, and, secondly, to 
eradicate racial minority governments and foreign 
domination from the African continent. After 
ten years' operation of the O.A. U .• the question 
that asks to be answered is whether the organisa
tion has justified its existence by achieving these 
ends. In other words, have the hopes raised in 
1963 been fulfilled? 

Much has been said and written in recent weeks 
about the O .A .U., with considerable emphasis 
placed upon its shortcomings and its failures. 
The organisation has been discredited, for instance, 
by some who fail to appreciate the underlying 
causes of its present, perhaps 'unenviable', 
role as an international forum for conducting 
intra-African relations. Such critics appear to be 
impatient with the natural course of history, and 
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strike out in any direction that may seem to offer 
a quick and simple solution to the problcm~ of 
Africa's political unification and liberation. Thus 
to them the O.A.V. is Africa's first instalment of 
utopia. and therefore ridiculous. It is. howc\cr. 

.easier to be derogatory about it than to measure 
the complex problems confronting the organisa· 
tion and the progress it has made towards the 
goals fixed . 

It seemS to me that in making an objective 
appraisal of this great "African Experiment", we 
may hu\c to fe-examine our thinking about the 
broad spectrum of the organisation. its multi
faceted dimension. its assumption of the role 
of a monitor of sovereign governments supervising 
the exercise of their own authority in certain 
aspects. its expectations. hopes and purposes. 
as well as both the African and the general 
mternational political system under \\hich it is 
actually operating. This calls for hard-headed 
scrutinizing of policies and events as they took 
shape 10 ten years under the influence of 
the O.A.U. charter. If such enquiries are under
taken it ",ould be seen that in view of the 
no ... elty in Africa of such a conception as the 
O.A .U .. the contemporary emphasis on national 
sovereignt y. and the stormy conte)(.t in which Jl 

sometimes has to operate. \ve cannot refuse the 
a,A U anything le~s th;m a passing grade. .- .'" 

lobuilt Weaknesses '{ ~ 

We \\ould, in fact, do well to remember that the 
O.A.U., like all political mnovations, must be. 

• judged not only in terms of what is ideally desirable 
but also in terms of what (in a given setting of 
African situations, forces, and di!.positiol1s) is 
possible. In other words, we should try to make 
clear ",hat in the present condition of the lIlter
national world, as \\ell a'i the continu ing political 
Jnd economic dependence of many African states 
on Europe. \\e can legitimately el.:pect the organi
sation to be able to do. If \ ... e refuse to admit the 
existence of "preconJltiom of weakness" in the 
way of the O.A U.. ....c may by over-demand 
strain the organisation t(l breaking point and. 
Impair ill. value as tl'tc meeting place where all 
African problem!.. polnical, social and economic, 
liJ...e thosc to ..... hich the progreh or humanity 
gi ... es nsf! c\erywhere, may now or in the fllture 
find their solution. 

• 

Disappointment \\ilh the pciformance or the 
70.A.U. hJ::. r€Xently been centred on que!.tlons 

about African unity and Afncan liberation. thei') 
t"'O primary objecti ... es of the organisation. African 
unity i ... indeed desirable, <1~ \\ ithout unity the 
people') or 'frita "will h,l\e no future c'(ccpt as 

\\.eak and perpetual \lctiIDS of imperialism and 
exploitation". However. a hard recognition of Ihr 
problems in its way is necessary. To close one's 
eyes to these problems is to use "African unity" 
only as an insincere political catchword, a political 
emotion and a peroration. Unless we are prepared 
realistically to appraise the Afric:ln situation. 
then, as this journal once rightly stated, only the 
"Don Quixotes can achieve African unity". 
For there are formidable roadblocks in the way 
of true African unification. 

Some of these stem from the cultural heritage I 
of the continent, some have been created by the 6 
colonial powers, and some are the creations of \ 
the new nationalist governments themselves. With 
the task of nation-building far from over and the 
very existence of the states still fragile, the African 
leaders are in no mood to support a heavier con· 
tinental structure. President Nimeiry of Sudan 
wa"i indeed speaking the minds of his fellow African 
leaders ..... hen he frankly told an interlriewer quite 
recently that there was no substitute to puttmg 
"our houses in order prior to overall political 
lI1l10n .. 

An Epidemic of Coup" 

The internal insecurity of many member sta le" 
of the O.A.U. has been reinforced by the epidemic 
of military takeo\ers. Between the overthrow and 
murder of Togo's Olympio in January 1963 and 
Obote's recent fall - not forgetting the .milit;.;ry 
drama in Dahomey - Africa south of the Saha
ra has been the unhappy scene of a confusing 1 

,carni\al of coup .. and counter-co .. ps. Consena· 
tives like Nigena's Balewa went the Slmc way -::I; .. 

did extreme progressi ... es like Nkrumah. Th : 
result is that in this kaleidoscopic 31mosph.!re. 
African heads of Mute. whether military or ci ... i
lian. progressi"'e or conservative, all feel unsafe. 
E ... en .1 'reputed sure horse' like Nyerere was i 
put sufficiently ill at ease by Obote's o ... erthro\\. to 
take anti-coup measures in hi::. 0rn country. 

-t Th l!S. \', h.lte\ er defiCiencies the present slru..:ture 
of the O.A.U. may ha\e. the faJt remains that 
It IS indicati .... e of the degree to which African 
"tates, at this stage of their development as mem
bers of the international communit}. and as coun
tries .... hich ha ... e JU\t emerged from the torment 
of a c(llonial era, are prepared to go in creating a 
unified Africa.~The O.A.U goes a::. far as any 
non-!.upranational..,..body can go-but no further 

On the issue of liquidation of colonialism and. 
racial minority go\ernments on the continent a 
it is indeed a bitter truth that no single territory I 
under I.:olonial rlile has been liberated ::.incc the 
c<;tJbh.,hment of the O,A.U. Yet. :.IS an entlt)' 
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Another level of success is !be fact that the 
O.A. U. hal assisted in sone ways to brias .boul 
pealer mutual understanding among ant8I"'Distic 
libe'Alioo mqvemcnts operatiog in the same 
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Z.A.P.U. and Z.A.N.U .. the Zimbabwe move
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lion movements in Guioea-Biuau. Mozambique 
aDd AnlOla have scored sua: I: un which Portugal 
cannot deny. 
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.illl ,vrio:a, ....... coup d'etat in l'. nd. 
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which the O.A.U. has made to defend the so
ve reignty and territorial integrity of member 
states.\A part from settlmg delicate border disputes 
among member states, the moral and political 
support of the O.A.U. contributed in no small 
measure to the success of Nigeria in preserving 
its so\,ereignty and terrrtorial integrity when 
these were-. threatened by the forces of secession. 

In certain other important areas. the impact of 1 

the O.A.U. has been negligible. For instance, ~ 
the organisation has still not made any appre
ciable efforts on the issue of co-ordination and 
intensification of cooperation to achie ... 'c a better 
life for the peoples of Africa .• The meetings of the -Economic and Social Commission set up by the 
body to coordinate economic development have 
b!en few and far between. It has not been able to 
formulate concrete plans that would promote 
economic and social development in member 
states. It IS almost a dead horse . 

Abdication of Role 

~ Another dbquieting .. tendency is the habit of 
the Council of Ministers of shel'ving major de
cisions and passing them on to the Assembly 0 
Heads of State. a practice which threatens to 
turn the O.A.U. into a facade rather than an active 
instrument of cooperation. Required to meet 
In ordinary session at least twice each >e3T and 
In extraordinary session on the approval of two
thirds of its members. the council \\35 concel"ed 
to provide a permanent safety-vah.·e for the 
tenSions which are bouno to arise among 
new states sti ll seek ing their equilibrium. It s 
abdication 01 role on a number of important 
occasions marJ..!ol a failure to make the organisa--lion work on a day-to-day ba!)13, and a reliance 
mstead on diplomatic manoeuHing among indi
vidual leader:, of separate states. 

The problem is not particularly peculiar to 
the African ~tates, as many U.N. cris-es demons
trate, but thi!) is a negative comfort at best. Co
operation at all levels must be maintained In 

order to build a truly viab le organisat ion . And, 
above all. member state') must agree to delegat,e 
enough of their sovereignty to ensure that t ~e 

O.A.U .'s dcci!!IOn3 carry the weight of autl10flt). 
, But the most pertinent question ,vorth as!..mg 

after tcn yean.' operation of the O .A. U. charter .. r 
is this: How far 3re Afncan states ~zrious :JboLJt 
the O.A.U as a locus of authority? E,idence 
would seem to \ uggest that African Head~ of Statio: 
a nd GO\C'rnment ha ... c not been serious "'ith the 
O.A.U. as a symbol of authority, as they should , 
particularly ,vhen judged by their attemhtr.ce at 
.. ummi t meeting,. With the c\ception of Ethiopia's 
Haile 5elil'isie, the late William Tubm .. lO of Liberia 

and Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, most Ali' 
head!ol of slate have tended to regard the sum 
meetings of the O.A.U. as deserving less than su 
mit treatment. 

• 
Malawi's Kamuzu Banda regards the O.A 

as an upstart, and although he does not wi 
draw from its membership, he refrains from alt 
ding the summit and reserves his veheme 
fire for attacking the resolutions of the O.A. 
that are either anti-South Africa or pro-Ar 
Ivory Coast's Houphouet-Boigny had never u 
this I Dth year attended the summit meetin 
not e\-en to defend his position on the issue 
dialogue with South Africa, which he had I 
very actj"ely before the summit meeting of Ju 
1971. Kenya's Mzee Kenyatta has also ne, 
attended the summit meetings. Tanzania's Juli 
Nyerere has not done so since 1966, the year folio 
ing the fall of Nkrumah and the dlsappointi 
handling by the O.A.U. of the Rhodesian siluatio 

There are other specific reasons for the absen 
of some African heads of state at the~e meeting 
Under the plea of economic mismanagemen 
but sometimes for their own special motives, son 
of these old heads had une>.pectedly O\erthrm 
properly constituted go\ernments' and take 
po\\er themselves. African leaders of this cat 
gory do not feel secure enough to leave thei 
shores. for fear of pos<.;ihle counter-coups 0 

reprisals in their absence. This question of non 
attendance at summit meetmgs by many Africa 
heads of state is most damaging to the image an 
prestige of the O.A .U., for if the organisation ha 
little authority, it is at least generally accepte 
that some efTectl\eness and authority does resid 
in the personal contacts of the leaders at the annua 
meetings. Considerable authority from the Icadell 
i!ol \ery necessary to enable the organisation t 
legitimize certain positions on contro\~r.~:.11 intra 
African and extra-African issues. 

Tno Serious Threats 

The future of the O.A. U I') today be/Og !<.e
!oleriously threatened by two most urgent is'Suc,: 
the differing attitude') oi m'!mber~'\tales to\o\ard, 
the E.C.C. and the extension of tho! protracted 
Arab~lsraeh 'conflict to intra-African relationi. 
Despitc forebodings concerning neo-colonialism. 
many African leader\ seem more concerned with 
the future of thclr relatiom with the European 
Common Market than they are '''Ith a potential 
IOtra~African com mon market. Member stattS 
of the O.A.U haw not yet arrived at a common 
denominator. as indeed they 3hould, to ensure 
that a united Europe deals with il united Afm;a 
and not \vl1h bal!..anlsed African group ... 
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The Arab-Israeli conflict has exacerbated other 
;onfticts \\ithin the O.A.U. Certainly it has wi
Jened the gap between Ethiopia and the Arab 
;tates, and is threatening to s.plit the entire O.A.U. 
Tont. Whether our Arab leader~ like it or not the 
tate of Israel ha~ many r,ympathiser:, among 

"frican leaders south of the Sahara. who would 
:Jrerer to allow the present .Halus quo to remam 
rather than capitulate to what some of them coo
;Jder the whum and caprit:c:) of the Arabs. This 
.. as evidenced at the Kimha!»3 meeting of the 
O.A.U. in September 1967. when many member 
tales mdicated that they would not support a 

strongly condemning Israel. 

:'Iiot Perfect, But •.. 

We (;ondude, as wt: began. that although the 
of the O.A.U. have not been 

and that the organisation does not 
a \try bright future for many as desire such. 

should not for that reason scrap it as a failure. 
IS cenainly not difficult to say that the O.A.U. 

failed. Many have said so quite recently. and 
the tragedy inherent in the failure. 

gj\en that we are continuing to use inter

~:':;~:~:: organis3hon~ as instruments of inter
~ order. and as one of the palpable 

of world politics. the saying is not very 
&>"tnlctlVe and the bemoaning not very much 

the pOint. 

African leader, cannot claim that the O.A.U. 
perfect. For their> is no enchanted palace to 

1010 sight at once" by magic touch or 
power. But as thc mfant learns to walk 

bkmg one step 3t a time., \() It is with this 
or nallons. The prC'tent arrange

is but onc step on a long road. And it is not 
pOInt that the leaden. have been willing 

agree. y..ithm three years of the gaming of 
hy many African cotates. to take 

as large a step as the American republics 
able to achlC'\-'e one hundred and thirty year; 
Simon Bolivar had proclaimed hi> Vision of 

I~"ity In I he A merl\!as. 

The r«"ord of the Organisation of American 
~ hieh has in 11$ background impediments 

a no less serious nature, has shown that over 
results can be achieved with a relatively 
Institution iuch as th~ O.A. U. We \\-ill 

be unable to find any liohort-cut to a Uni
States of Africa. But ",-hatever our rate of 

in this dirrction, the lesso:ls learned 
rtgional Bnd runctlOnal collaboration In 

parts of the world can be helpful to uo; on 
\\ay. Having come o\·er the rough path of the 

ten yean. the O.A.U. must no\\- mo\·e on 

to become a more effective centre for harmonising 
the actions of African' states in the attainment 
of common ends and the forging of a stronger 
African community. 

It is worth emphasising, even ad nauseam. that 
unity in a continent is a colossal affair. It cannot 
be accomplished in weeks or months. Many con
troversial issues are bound to crop up at every 
step and it will require time and patience to tide 
over the problems. Let us believe that our African 
leaders have the patience and prudence to seize 
upon the areas of agreement, and in due course 
project a distinct African personality. 

• 

Social Pr lems 
VOLUNTARY STERlLl AllON AS A COM-

PO:-lENT OF A F Y PLANNING 
PROGRAMME 

By 
C. E. Fiscian 

UNTIL fairly recently. Merilisation ",as used either 
for eugenic purposes (in order to prevent the 
birth of physically or mentally inadequate children) 
or therapeutically (to protect the mental and 
physical health of a woman). However. sterilisa
tion for purposes of family planning or fertility 
control has made rapId strides. and in India alone, 
where the method. both in terms of levet. of deve
lopment as \\-ell as extent of use, is the most 
comprehensive, there are about 19.3 sterilisations 
per 1000 population: and on the basis tf the 
demographic characteristics of couples seeking 
sterilisation. it has been estimated that this has 
a\·erted at least 1.5 live births per couple, or 
approximately 16.5 million. 

The percentage of sterilised persons of repro
ductive age, male and female, that is between 16 
and 44 ye~rs. is between 1 ~1. and 8 % for Canada. 
the United Kingdom. Pakistan. Thailand. Hong 
Kong and Japan. and over 8 % for the United 
States and India. For Latin America, Africa. the 
rest of Europe. the U.S.S. R. and Chma. it i> 
Ie!» than 1 o~. But even here there is every indica
tion that sterilisation as a means of fertility 
control is rapidly gaining popularity. At the same 
time there is no denying that sterilisation poses 
a number of moral, legal and p!!.ycho-social pro· 
blems. The purpose of this article IS to highlight 
some of these problems. JO the light of re!!.Carch 
data. 

First of all, what b sterili~tion. and what does 
it invoJ\-e? Thi~ question will be tackled in two 
sections.. namely. female sterilisation and male 

I 

• 
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sterilisation. since the techniques are different. I 
as are the problems posed. 

Female sterilisation is probably one of the 
oldest of the many fertility control methods. In 
simple terms it involves cutting (tubectomy) or 
blocking or tying (tubal ligation) of both fallopian 
tubes, in such a way that the egg released each 
month by the ovary cannot be reached and fertilised 
by the upwardly mobile male sperm. Until fairly 
recently this was a major operation, invo Iving 
all the hazards of abdominal surgery and re
required days of hospitalisation and weeks of 
convalescence. Nevertheless, for women who had 
access to well equipped hospitals and who could 
not risk pregnancy, and who did not bother with 
diaphragms or whose mates would not tolerate 
other methods. sterilisation offered one solution. 

Methods of ~terilisation 

The technology of female sterilis:ttion. however, 
has now reached a very high level of sophisti
ca tion and many techniques have been spawned. 
Operations on the fallopian tubes include tubal 
ligation (Madlener operation). tl!bal resect"on 
(Pomeroy or Irving method), cornual resection of 
the uterus, fimbriectomy and culdoscopic and 
laparoscopic sterilisation. which may be carried 
out under either general or local anaesthesia. 

Culdoscopy is carried out primarily by means 
of the culdoscope. an instrument which makes it 
possible for the physician to view the entire pelvic 
cavity and identify all the organs, making sure 
they are free of pathology. The actual ligation is 
then accomplished by the use of clips. This 
method cuts down on operating time. making 
bilateral occlusion possible in less than ten mi
nutes. Generally speaking. there is less post 
operative discomfort and virtually no tissue 
reac tion to the clips. 

Laparascopic steri lisatIOn is carried out with 
specially designed instruments, including a la
parascope- a special instrument with fibre optic 
illumination which enables the physician to see 
diredly into the abdominal cavity to cut or block 
the fallopian lubes, \.,.ith only one or two incisions. 
This method is now extremely popular in many 
developed cOllntrie!> and can also bring safe. 
simple sterilisation in many developing coun tries. 

Other female surgical methods of cont racept ion 
are hysterectomy. castration and O\ariotexy. Ex
perimentation is now to progre\s for the use of 
chemical :.terilis3tion, and one day the ins
tillation of chemosterillants into the uterine 
cavity through the birth canal will provide female 
sterilisation with no abdominal inc ision or scar~. 

The sole method of male sterilisation is vascc.. 
tomy. which is usually done on an outpahenl 
basis. This usually involves either a clamping Or 

clipping of the ns deferens and the removal 
of a segment of it; or the Korean method. where 
a reversible 'as occlusion is obtained through the 
insertion of non-reactive and non-absorbable 
suture materials into the vas. 

Traditionally, family planning has been aim:d 
at women, probably out of the conviction that 
birth control is a woman's responsibility. However. 
there are now growing indications that men 
should not be excluded and that they should be 
given as much attention as females. and possibly 
more. In fact it has been argued that given the 
fact of male dominance. and the fact that fertility 
declines have historically been accomplished by 
means of male contraceptive techniques in ml.DY 
countries, males c:mnot be ignored. Moreover, 
"becaus~ of their generally higher literacy. prestige. 
sophistication and range of so:ial relationships. 
they would not only be accessible to more new 
ideas, but more effective disseminators of thC5e 
ideas" (Slyeos, 1,963). 

The Ghanaian Situation 

There is no doubt that vasectomy is the be:.t 
contraceptive choice for couples who are sure 
they want no more children. It is a simple, effective 
procedure that is almost al ways done on an 
outpatient basis. The decision is m1.de only once. 
thereafter the couple need no further measure"l 
for pregnancy prevention . Nevertheless. male 
sterilisation for purposes of family planning is 
not available in this country. What then are some 
of the considerations which should be taken 
into account before such a programme IS 

implemented? No doubt there are certain social 
and cultural restraints which must be considered 

To begin with, there is the belief in the teach· 
ings of the Roman Catholic Church whi-::h forbid "l 
steri lisation as a method of birth control. It 
may be r~called that thi s prohibition was ratified 
by the Humanae Vitae Encyclica in 1968. Thi~ 

edict is v ... hat has often been advanced asanexplana
lion for the high fertility rates in countries which 
are predominantly Roman Catholic, and since 
there is a sizeable proportion of Roman catholic ... 
in this country. the effect of this factor cannot 
be completely ruled out. 

However. the influence and allthority of the 
catholic church in these matters have been chal
lenged by some e'(perts (Day, 1972), who do not 
believe that the church constitutes an obstacle 
to family planning. Laymen are not as actively 
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involved with the church as they ha\-e been m 
the past, and the influence of the church over 
secular affairs is diminishing. Roman catholicism 
does not appear to ha\e had a restricti\e in

,ftuence on the practi se of female sterilisation in 
Puerto Rico. or on the performance of vasectomy in 
Colombia. both of them bastions of the catholic 
faith. It may be added here that the Church of 
England considers stenlisation an ethical and rea
sonable procedure. if done responsibly (Smith. 1971) 

A more formidable barrier i~ the possibility 
of a negatl\-e attitude taken by ~ociety. but it 
would appear that such an attitude stems from 
Ignorance about vasectomy or misunderstanding 
of its consequences. Vasectomy often .. timulates 
infantile fears of castration In all men to a greater 
or lesser degree. But as "ill be demonstrated pre
sently most of these fears are unfounded. and in 
any ca:,e these negative fears should not blind 
liS to the more positive aspects of the operation. 
A man can gain a sense of mastery when he takes 
his destiny mto his own hands and the threat of 
unwanted pregnancies I~ eliminated. 

Pcsitiu:' Ncgati\c Ratios 

In one particular :,uney (Echeverria et al.. 1973) 
111 "hich respondents \\ere asked why they had 
chosen va:,edomy for the purpose offamily planning 
more than half cited" the absolute security and 
effectivenes:, and the low cost of vasectomy, as 
compared with other contraceptive methods". 
Another reason given \Va:, (oncern about the 
possible serious side effects of "the Pill'. and 
hence the need to look for ahernati\e methods. 
The wife'", health wa", mentioned hy 311)" of the 
respondents. 

In regard to the degree of general ~)Jt .. ,fi.lction . 
99 0

0 reported advantages from their operation, 
the mo\t common reply being the ah ... olute cer
tainty that their wi\'es would no longer rtln the 
risk of becoming pregnant. As a con'iequence 
they reported pleJ\lnler and more ea'iy-going 
relations. Another indication of their <;1tisfaction 
\\a~ that 97 u

" of the men reponed that they would 
have the operation over again. gi\en the original 
('hance, 

When a::.ked if they Iwd cx.pe ricm:ed any change~ 
ill their '>Cxual relations in general. 47"" reponed 
no (hange. 461)" reported po:,iti\c I.:hanges. and 
7 0

" reported negati\ e one\. 
In lelation to frequent.:} of ",::xual relatioil'}. 

51 "u reported no change after the operation, 
, .. hilI! 38°" ::.tated that frequency had increas·;:d 
due mamly to the a..,-;urance of no unw.tnlcd 
pregnanuc... only II n, reported that the fre-

quency of sexual relations had diminished. When 
asked to compare their present physical heallh 
with what it was before the operation. 19% 
thought it was better. 10 1) thought it was worse. 
and 80 °0 thought it was the Slme. These results 
are comparable to thos'! obtained ill similar stu
dies in Korea, Pakistan and India (Presser, 1970) 

It may be s~en therefore that most of the appre
hensions about sterilisltion as a means of fertility 
control are unfounded. On the other hand. s'!Curity 
and contraceptive effectiveness are often major mo~ 
ti\,utingfactors in the decision to have the operation 
Failure of other contraceptives may also be a 
factor. since in most studies most men have 
reponed that a birth control method they were 
using had failed at least once. 

HO\ve\·er. there are many legal limitations 
of a restrictivc character in many countrie~. 

Among these. the following criteria can be found 

Sex of the Patient: The U.K. law of 1972 is 
restricti .. e towards the stcrilisJtion of women. 
\\hile providing for possible government sub
~idization of operation fvr nnles. p;::rhap~ 

because of the comparative ine:.p:nsiveness and 
~implicity of vasectomy. Panama. on the other 
hand. alio":, contraceptive steriliSltion to b: 
carried out on a "oman only. 
Minimum 1\0. of Children R"quircd: In some 
l..:Ountries an applicaot must ha\c a certain 
number of chi ldren before voluntary s!erilisJ
tion is allowed. Japan requires "severa.!"'. 
Panama requires 5: 4 (three if the woman concerned 
IS o\-er 35 )ears) are required in Czechoslovakia. 
Thes.:: requirements are a clear mdication that 
demographil,; con~ideration", were not abs;:nt. 
or that ea~h citizen has som.:: national duty to 
bear children for the :,tate. 
Social and Economic Difficulties: Some la\\s 
require that a family have a large numb;:r of 
children to justify s'.erilisltion. This is bas:d 
on the as')umption that families \\ill have finan
cial diflicuilies. In fact in a number of laws. 
a socially and economically difficult situation i~ 

provideJ J~ a criterion for alioNing s!eri lisltio .l. 
c.g .. 

"Account 'ihall b: tak;:n In r":.lchmg th: 
deci!.ion of the conditioil of th.: fJm:iy. rro:n 
the point of view of health. housing. and 
mcome. and th;: numb.:r of childr;:n III the 
home. and al<.,o of the pos,ibility that further 
children will result in an ;Jppreciable deterio
ration of the s!wation by harmfully a!Tectmg 
the :,late of health of the \\Om1n. marked I) 
increasing her work load , ." 

Authorisation of Sl('rili~ation: hequently by 
an official uuthority or board. This is a 
frequent prercquisite for the stenlis:llion ope-
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avo. saVANTS AND PAY 

B • 

C.T.ZuoIo 

DEMANDS for WIIC and a1ary iD.:a Uti have .... " 
been a very delica&c problem to .,..11" 1b all dac 
world. over. _pociaUy in the devclo ..... c:ouatries .!Iii' 
one often beln of ttrika. demonltrati._ aud iodOUIi. 
And in Ghana ... itation (or wqe anid aaIary increucs 
i~ not a new thina. II came to its dinwy in 1971. culmi· 
Nttina in the promulption o( the 1Ddustria1 Relaticns 
(Amendment) Ad. 1971. 

In a recent press ~nrcrence. the Chairman of the 
Sconior Civil Servants Auoc:iation, Mr. Kwow Amanfo 
Saaoe. appealed to the lovenuncnt to restructufC' the 
salaria of senior avillCrvanlt 10 U to teftec:t the pren.1 
hilh cost of livina. He went turther to I Mantiate thil 
UJIltcotioa by nfarlna to tile 1971 dtWahation. whidt 
has .em'r !Cd the Milll-Odoi _tary pi,,1 II an IIM
chronism. In spite or the fact. ..... t tile Nati~ ae
dcmpti ... Council did ........ lb. codi, It .. -'" IIiII be 
borne in mi.:S that tbc pn nt biab cost of m ... is 
._pIeoely w. 0/ propooti ... wilb the _ and other 
emor.... II that avil ~tI arc "cnjoyilll"· 

n. c:bail'mln pointed out ahat the '.wiman bad 
in the put ,ent IlYUaI raemonnda to ... P' aCiS-that· 
..ere. dcmandina a I"eIlnldurina of the IIIuia of Civil 
tcn'UtI. Thil means that civil ~ arc pnc:rallv in 
• lipt c:orner. aad un_ iOI' Ihi ... is done about it 
morale will continue to ... until • lime wben condi· 
bons miJht ..... te bno dilUlroUl proportionl. The 
chai ...... ·1 aF' I ... n' on tbe fact that the .alar')' 
ditlerutiall 1= I. paWle and ci9i11C'rVUltl ill too Rlal. 
This fact • HI be denied by anybody in Ghana, yet 
this as £ .1 by the c:IIainnan of the Senior n~iI 
........ A adNJoe 1Iu IIUMM the subject of cridC:( Ii 

ir..' I ........ 

'It I Ii _ rh 8J'iIII tItat tbe ec a -., 11_ .. aood 
...... 2 II t .. wI+ I Ro"5Oa. II I 1" ~ 

.... p 21),,'1>% Iy.Mol ·,ta .... 
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with the state of its economy. 1be recent workt mone
tary crisis IS a testimony to this fact. If worken an: 
denied adequate remuneration because of lhc ever· 
1:30101 problem of a poor economy. one should not be 
'urprised if conditions continue to worsen. A worker 
must be adequately remunerated before he can produce 
hiS best. 
• 

The aflument that waBes, incomes and pn!;CS have 
been frozen in an Irttempt to curb inRation is another 
attempt at theoretical rhetoric. It is true that the Prices 
and Incomes Board has. in lIS rq;ulations, frozen wale 
increases. This is'8 policy which can be well controlled. 
The lovemment. beinl the larlest emptoyer, would 
throw o\erboard all demands for increate in w"'lcs and 
<;alarics in defence of the rcaulations. The private IeLior 
is all too happy v.ith this policy: the measure will in
~ ~ease their profit marains. 

Howen::r, the bincsI problem lies with the control 
of prices. Can the board effectively control pril: ... '"S? 
Past experience has shown that all measures at price 
conlrol h.ne failed. The nature of our economy. coupled 
With the unco·operati"e nature of purchasers. maLes it 
\ ery difficult for any effecti\e control measures to be 
dt\iscd. Any attempt at effecti,ely controllinB prices 
.... ill need the enrolment of a larae number of price 
in'ipectors. who must thcmsel"cs be beyond suspidnn. 
The cost of such an exercise would be prohiblth·e. 

In short. prices will continue to soar while increa'>Cs 
il". wagcs are efreeth'ely controlled. Thus the ,cry -ma
,' uracturer who has been e:ffecti"ely cushioned from 
!Rcreasing his wages and salaries bill will continue 10 
rcceive higher prices for his producis. This is noth;nl 
"hort of exploitation of man by man. In this case it is 
'-01 that the e~ploiled are wholly ilnorant of the f .. ct 
Ihat thle}' are being ell:ploited ; the. fact is th.t they are 
just powerless- bare hands alainst decrees and regU· 
lations backed by instruments of war 

The Dift"ereDti.k 

The argument that an Inuo!ase in the .... Iaric~ or (nil 
scnanls would sllr up those in the public and pmate 
sectors to demand a reciprocal treatment is baseless. 
In the first place the chairman pointed out that inc.;omcs 
In the corporations are already high, relatl\c to the 
I're$Cnt cost ef Ii,inl ThiS cnnnot be denied. Two pra· 
duates lea'e: the s.ame classroom in the same year "'lth 
the same p!:rformance. 1be one 11\ thc pHblic Sot c.;tor. 
\8y a co rporation , is on a salary 'locale of ,2.600 rer 

nnnum. Thc other one who finds h.~ way' into the 6\il 
.O!~lce i~ on a salary of (1.956.00 per annum addle
, cnce of t644 .00 per annum or ~5 3 .66 per mcnsem 

Why this big gap':' Ho ..... mu c.;h more product.,c 1<" an 
E"tate Officer with a publi c corporation than a Lands 
Officcr in thc ciVil servicc'? Ho .... much more produC'ti\-e 
i~ an cconomist with the Agri cultural Development 
Ra n~ . or Ghana Rubber Estates Limited. or Gh.tna 
Industrial Holding Corporati on. than' hi t; countcrpart 
\\ ith the Mini ~try of Finance? If the one produce .. more 
tllan the othcr. ",hat must be the cause? Thi s i .. the 
puzzl e that mu ~t be soh'ed by the prnpo~cnt'i of the 
idea thaI the civil sC~' i ce is n non-produCII\'e scctor 

T he con tention Ih.1t the "~i ... il sen icc is a non-produc
tive institut ion and "cry often the caU'ie of un~ue d~.~ys 
~ d failu n:: ... of go\"(~rnmenls" must be rCl.:el\cd ~J :th 
;':rror and d i .. may by all rilht-thi nking ?h::lR:\lan'i. 
ll (lW can one '>uppor! thc statcment that the cl\·,1 ~e'\l cc 

j, non.procIuctivc? As I liked .n" -. bow 
",roductive i, an .auditor wt6 .. 
IleputmaIt dian bit OOIIn1ciJ d • pi .... 
b an ac<:oU.ltlt.llt, economist. ..... 'nilbali .. 
"nds officer etc., in the public a.nd private 1:1Iil1'l 
rroductive than his counterpau in abc civil _"'*, 

Statements of thil Rlltute, comi .. from the me- m T n • 
are libly to do more harm than aood to abc .... s,. 
\\ bat is loinl to be the reaction of • very hard·wortiaI 
accountant, stale attorney, economist. or auditor ill .... 
civil teNice when he is told to tbe face that be ..... 
producti,,·c because be is in the civil service? II die 
rublic sector productive because the. variOUl wtpGmo 

lions are able to declare profita and losses at the end 01 
eveT)' financial year? Must production be measun:t .. 
h:nns of cash and physical pins alone? 

There arc institutions in thc civil $£n'ice whidi cam 
a 101 of revcnue and could stand on their own if they 
were made corporations. To mention a few: the Central 
R4;\enue ~panment, the Department of National Lntc
ries, the Lands Depanmcnt, and the Customs and 
I:\cisc Oeplrtmcnl. theK are an revenue earners. Fven 
if we base our definition of "productioe" on moncblry 
as well as physical pins alone the aaertion that the 
CIvil ~en Ice is non· productive is fallacious. 

If the: authenllci')" of my arBument ilo daubteJ . I 
would only pray that the government retain :t skeaetal 
( j\il se~ice comprislftB departments lik.e the Attorney 
General's, Social Welfare, and Park.s and Gardens; rive 
all rc\enue carnine department'i autonomy. with the 
\;'>I;al Imtial financial support : then watch JWoaA:U· 

There IS 1ft fact no department which is non.produc. 
ll\e. If there were any. they would be: disbanded, All 
I.: ~ tabli hments contribute in one way or another to Ihe 
economic well·being of the :lotate. no matter how remote 
th..::ir contribution may be. In some cues the SCf\"i~ 
rl."ndercd arc unquantifiable in money and physical terms. 

Thl.: second contention. that the ciYl1 sen'ire is ,.hen 
thl.: L"3USe of delays, IS rather spurious. It must be ad· 
nutted that dela),s in wbate,cr orpmsation arc nOi 
wnduche 10 high prooucti,·ity. But the que&tion is: Is 
It onl), with the chil service that delays are encounterf'd'l 
Has anybody e,er sat up to ponder O\'er the caUIC!l of 
such dela)'s. If any? Ct.n a oiscruntted civ;) servant 
work. efficiently1 

Generally. Ir there IS any inefficiency in the Lhil 
'),;on ICC at all. the root cau!ioCS mU:lot be inadequate re.
muneration . suppression of initiati\'c, and frustrat:on 
re\ulting in the constant e'u>Cius of old hands, to be 
replaced by probationers who abo escape at the least 
".pportumty. In the light of this. civil servant .. want . a 
lift financiall),. They are not ad"ocatinl a reductIOn 1ft 

th e pay of publiC' scnantlo : better remuneration for (~"~I 
<;cnanls i~ one of the \\a)' 'i hy whim morale in the CIVIl 
-.enil.:c can be rai\ed. 

It I:' true that the National Redemption Council res-
tored to ci\ il as well as public servaqts some of the 
frInge benefits which were caRcened by l~e Proa~ 
Party regime. Amona these are the restoration of "chi
cle maintenance allowance. the restof"lltion of lOll, rc:IIl 
charge for all government buna.lows, and the abolition 
of the National Oc"eloprnent Levy. 
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Whu.:h of th~ benef'ias are not enjoyed by employees 
In the pub!\(; corporations? Docs the managing dir~dor 
.~I( a 1.""Depuration not pay 100{. of hi~ income as rent for 

.1 gOYe,romeot bungalow he oo.:upics. just as a prinC'If'l1 
Merctary does':' Are employee. .. of public corporations 
1I0t Paid maintenance allo .... ""ncc) and transpon claims 
for the \chides thc) U~ in the discharge of their duties? 
Which employee in Ghana has not benefited from I~e 
abt.lit.on ut the f'iatiunal De\e1opment Le\ y? 

If employee, In the public ..edor continue to cnjo) 
the: \cf) Ixm:fits which civil scn"anls enjoy. then tbe 
,"ontlnued enjoyment of lowe. salaries by the latler 
'rllll',1 be luoked ,ntll. Chil \en"anls bnc a strong !,.:lSt 

In .thCII,:<ttina an increase in salaries. if one realises 
that pcn.;iom within the cinl ser .... ice ha .... e been ca~· 
t.:clled, Befote:. Ihis cancellation. many an employee did 
1I0t mini rendering his !)oC.J'\:ices diligently :15 a ci\il ... . 

sct'nnt. b cau"t,; he k.new that ht. would have an InCl)me 
In tho: form Ilf a pen"lIln and ,I gratuity to h\'l,~ on aft..:r 
ret I rement. 

ThiS ekm..:nt of \ot:l.:unty. hoth during and after em· 
ployment. wa~ \'IC\\'ed a~ a balanCing IOcenthc:.. al~d 
)OUna mcn and wom!!n d,d n\)t mind spendll\g their 
youthful }-caro; III thc c,\il scr\u:e in spite of the low 
wagC'1 and ""lane" pre\8lhng therc. One I~ now f('reed 
() &51.. thn quc:stlOn, W,th the cancellation of the pen

!to",n ~hcm..:, ""hy \hould ..:i\11 sc:r\'anls continue to draw 
t"w 'nn,m~'1o. ct.mpared ",,"h their counterpart .. in thc 
:,\ut-Iu: .. en. icl!" 

\1ill'i-Odoi Voided 

IllI.lco:d \lnC \\ould he mal-lila a \cr} gr..:a! Ol"lal-..: If 
... 11l· felt that II IS thll"c at the top of the <.:i\ il seTvi!':e 

ddcr ""htl arc findll\g things uncomfonable. This is 
myopu.: COIKcptlOll, AdHIl.:atlng a retirement of ti1e~e 

men al thc hlp "",II therefore not sohe the problem. If 
tup Cl\ il ~n'ant rcllTn .. '> a r..:o;ult of dl~comfort at 

Ihc t"p. nne wnndcr, whether hi" su!':ce\sor. no matter 
<)\\ l"uthful and energetic. would find it I:omfortable 

,r the cnnditit'lls creatlna the dl'cllmrort arc not alt ... red 
or the ~tter 

The pfl.lpo!.als "f the: \lt1I,·()dul \3lal)' re\I"''"' .,;"m
Ition ha\e now bI.:.:omc an anachmni .. m in the light 

A prL-,cnt cLunomic condition, But we realize It is not 
,n1y m Ghan" th:at the cost of !i\ll1g I~ rising; indeed 

< arc encountering this Slate of afTalr~ as a rc:sult of 
Ilsmg "ott of hVlnl in the dt,;\eltlped !':ountne~ wh.:ncc 
\h' ohtam ;llmosl .n our fini~hed a, well as .. emi·fiOl"hed 
gNl(h. We onl" II'~ ror local ('Ilno;ideratlon, 

The apflCal has been mad,· at thc proper tlmo:, It i, 

ltu:rcftlfe ho~ that the l'\ahllnal Redemption COI''\o.-il 

In its ""'isd,'m "'-III t;1~e a bold decision on thh issul! at 
the colrli,,'St possible timc. It is funher hoped that the 

atllmal Redemptiun. Council \\ ill ignure an} crillcisms 
J1l thiS tamel) oul..:ry (If the finanr.;iall} llycr-burtlt.:ned 
• i\ , I ,;en.,nt,.. 

.'\ call fat' fairness and luslLl'C do.:" not ne.:t,;"~'lrily 

".ean an aba~enl in the tempo and spirit of the revo

lution Peopte must live to supPOrt lhe re-\·olution, 

Observer Notebook 

Ghana's National Commercial Bank 

MEASliRED against the kind of money that bankers 
handle and talk about in WaH Street or in "The 
City" of London, the finances of most African 
national banks mu~t t:e as a little girl·vendor's 
tray of groundnuts is to the entire- stock of. say. 
Accra's main Kingsway Stores - perhaps even 
more. Certainly the Ghana Commercia l Bank's 
quotations of variolls holdings during 10 yea rs 
of life: 4765.000 of fixed assets as initia l operating 
capital in 1953; a life·giving ~600,OOO paid·up 
capital contribution by the state: an authoris:d 
capital stock of ~2 million. increas'!d in 1965 
from that figure to ~10 million and DOW fully 
subscribed; total capital funds !'ltanding today 
at ~ 17.1 million all thes: amount to no more 
than the ~ell appreciated American expression: 
··Peanl.its'" 

But so let it te to others. A!'l far as ,,·e are con· 
cerned in this countr),. the~e sun~s represent not 
only relati\ely substantial assets but a consider· 
able achie .. ement in terms of progress and succe~s. 
The G.eB .. the Black Star Line. certain members 
of the GIHOC complex, and one or two other 
state enterprises and commercial interests (not for
getting the G.N.T.C.). are in fact revenue earners 
for the governmenl of Ghana. the state as a whole 
and therefore the people: more than that. they 
are profit makers against high competitors most 
or whose interests are purely ··private and per· 
sonal" With its position so completely f.:on
solidated. the bank e\en claims to be nov. read) 
to mo .. e rrom small. shorHerm ad·llOc·like 10:10" 
for retail. distnbutive and general commercial 
purpos?'i of ~imil3r scale, to creali'ie. ··d:velop
mental lendmg"_ The ide3 is to nuke financial 
support 3 .. ailable now to builders and de\elopers. 
for factones and ~orkshops. for employment ami 
new business. m short. for economic developnl'!nt 
to Ghana_ 

Thi .. i .. all to Ihe good, and there was p;Jrtlcular 
empha'll'i on thts 3Spet:l in the call on Ihe bank 
which Colonel A~he .. llnpong mJ.de the other day 
\\-hen opening. in birthday celebration, a ne., 
brJ.nch bUlldmg for them in AccrJ. We need 
a "nall\e loon" finJncial org:l.nis:ltion like the 
G,C B to help l:~ pi-omote d':.C:Ornl'::1t and IJ.k.: 
us gradu:.lly out or our economic stagnancy. What 
ordinary m0rtah M,~ non·C\:~momi,:,ts that h . 

the \a)t majoril) 01 u~ "ould IIk(: tv kno ...... 
i.hough. I:) \\-hdhr.;r the !..:\,.::J., of su<':<':c'isrul bu~ine!io. 
.md IJf pmgie~:'I"': profit making b':lng thus a<.:. 
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hic\ed by the bank are the best that are possible 
for them : whether it is possible, on the contrary, 
that the success they have been achieving so far 
\\ith their past and present assets and facilities 
is not as nothing to what is really possible if a, 
b, c other conditions prevailed or policies were 
in operation . 

We outside the charmed circle of boards and 
directors would not know. But our greater point 
is that the charmers themselves may be running 
short of thelf real productive pJtentiai by reason 
of the seductions of success. In a vast complex 
like thai. anywhere in the \\-orld but especially 
in our part and in our present circumstances, 
successful , hardworking executives. directors and 
managers could have their best efforts ruined 
everyday down-stairs without their knowing it, 
by junior officers whose conceptions and per
ceptions are totally different in size and colour. 
But the bank is making profit overall , so - let 
\\-ell alone : " E & 0 E" ("errors and omissions 
excepted")! We cannot know in what major 
matters or financial policy or economic principles 
the G.CB. may be losing millions, and we do not 
conclude that there must be such. But \vc know 
how a vital establishment like that can have its 
image tarnished and perhaps lose some customers, 
as already suggested above. 

The Ghana Commercial Bank is, as it was 
meant to be, a national financial institution or 
seminal importance to our economic progress, 
even survival. It is the trading arm or 3 national 
banking organisation that is part or the machinery 
or independent nation-hood. It should meet 
most or th€' basic support needs or Ghanaian 
business, which the non-national banks could 
not, or would not , supply previously. Its pro
fit s will always remain here, to be used ror national 
development, and ror this reason alone it deserves 
not only success but the popular Ghanaian 
patro nage which would ensure it. 

We commend the management or the bank for 
their ach ievements so far, and urge them to make 
sure there are no loopholes or drainpipes through 
which even greater profits could escape their 
ability to rake them in. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

--
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Matters Arising 

I . THE ECONOMY 

n .. E DEVALUATION DEBATE-A FEW 
QUESTIONS TO STEUER AND AHMAD 

From An ECONOMIC CORRESPONDENT 

ECONOMISTS are nolorious for their inability to agree 
on policy issues. Winston Churchill is alleged to ha\C 
been so exasperated by Ihe predilection of economist, 
for endless debate as to bave declared, in a moment of 
desperation. that whene\ier he called 'he British econl'
mists together he. got toil( different opinion~ two from 
Lord Keynes! 

Controversy may be the ,"cry strength of eC'momiQ. 
but that is 110 comfort to the policy maker, w-~o cannot 
afford pre\iarication; nor to the layman, who expec1\ 
al;liol1 and decishe. pronouncements from his leaders_ 
Yet cconomic questions require ct'Ooomic soluliom! The 
mOfl! complex the economic substructures become the 
deeper the contro~rsy among economists, but then the 
more urgent it is to get the correct economic solution. 
and on time. Since both political and economic CO$l\ 

arc iO\ olved, we dare not make tbe wrong choices. So. 
'\OCi<.!ty has to put up with economists! 

In Ihls question of exchange rate adjustment. Ghana 
i~ not faring much better tthn Winston Q'lUrchi1l. Call 
10 the Economics Department of Legon. and you get 
opinions so far apart as to be unbridgeabte' Where 
d<r..~ Ihe truth lie'? In the introduction to the earl}' 
serie .. of the Cambridr;:e Economic Hllodbook.~ Lord 
Keynes wrote : 

The theory of Economics d~s not furnish a body 
of ~ftled conclusions immediately applicable 10 po
lit')'. If is a method, rather than a doctriM; an appara
tus of the mind. a technique of thinking which helps 
its possessor to draw 'Correct conclusions, (Emphasis 
mine) 

Economics is not a doctrine, and it must not be made 
to appear as such . Textbooks certainly do not furnish 
a body of settled conclusions immediately applicable 
to policy. You can never find tbe answer to tbe qu<!stion 
whether it was profitable for Ghana to de ... alue or not 
to dc\ 'alue from any textbook, no mattcr how hard you 
SC'a.rch. The textbook merely provides the preliminal')' 
exposure of the subject matter to the sludent, and sets 
forth the basic scientific guidelines which should regu
late the thinling of the aspiring economist in aholtraet 
problem-solution exercises. 

\1odern economics insists on empirical evidence and 
the verification of hypotbeses. A useful theory must be 
testable. An assertion must draw its validity from and 
be firmly buttre.sse(1 in a well organised set of statistical 
data and /or some relc\ant historical precedence. Fortu
nately, already there is a fair amount of statistical data 
on the economy of Ghana. We should therefore be able 
to confine the devaluation debate within the limits of 
empirical data, rather than on unverifiablc or unverified 
assertions- no matter how pontifical or profound they 
may sound. 

With this in mind, may I dire<:t a few question .. to 
Profe.uors Steuer and Ahmad, the answers to which will 
help those of us on the sidelines to make up our minds 
on the issues in dispute. 
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To Prof. 1\1. D. Steuer 

(a) B} your slatemcnI, " Devaluing the currency mak.es 
Imports more expcnsi\c in cedi terms ... It does 
not reduce the \olume of imports coming into Gha
na ... " (LO. VII( 8, p. 173). do you really mean 
that Ihe elasticity of demand for imports in Ghana 
IS zero? How would you justify such an assertion? 

lb) " It therefore seems reasonable that a broadly 
based national committee be set up to study the 
question of exchange rate policy for Ghana ... 
there ~hould he the widest possible participation 

," (p. 173). Whal possible precedence can you 
cite in support of such recommendation? Where 
In the world has the decision to adjust an ex
(;hange rate been made the subject of public t.lc· 
bate t,erore. the actual adjustment was made? 

To Prof. N. Ahmad 

(a) "The reality is that in the past an increase in do· 
mestic prices of imports. resulting either from 
increased import duties or the 1967 devaluation 
was a1wal's followed by a fall in the volume of 
Imports". (Emphasis mine : L.O. VIII / IO, p.223). 

Where is the evidencc? Could you correlate for 
us the. relationship belween changes in import 
duties and the resulting changes in the volume of 
imports. in a regime of import ~~riC'lions~ 

(b) " In fact the 1967 devaluation had led to a signifi
cant deniM in impo~. «pecialty of capirol good .. 

and in iodWCrial raw .... erial. botb i. I'tn ... 
I %8 and thus turMd out to be detri .. 7 I .. 
cl.'oncmic I{JO",1h" (p.223: Emphasis mine). 

This is nol only a most catt'goriaal ~tatcmcnt bat 
the main cl'iden('e upon ""hich the whole ...... 
ment for the rejection of devaluation is scaJoldod 
The Economic Suney 1969 (p. 37) pro\ide, die 
following data : (see table below). 

The data re\eal.s the following: 

(i) ALL major categories of imports da"sified b) 
end-usc. in~ased from year to year 1966 throup 
1969. 

(il) TOTAL IMPORTS increased by 4%. (1966 on 
1967): 10% (1967 on 1968- thc first full )"ear 01 
tlC\"aluation!) and 13% (1968 on 1969) . 

• 
(iii) RAW MATERIAL imports increased by Iti~ 

(1967). 23% (1968) ,nd 14% (1969). 

(I\) CAP ITAL EQUIPMENTS imports increased b) 
30% in 1968 and 6% in 1969. 
Th~re was a decline of some 20% in 1967. BUI 
that certainly cannot be blamed on the de .... alua· 
tion, which occurred in the middle of July of thaI 
year. It seems more reasonable to explain It in 
tenns of the effects of uncertainties following tbe: 
coup of 1966 and certainly by the fact that the 
N .L.C. cut back on a further inveSlrnent in .. tatc 
enterprises. 

IMPORTS BY END-USE 19~9 (MILLIONS OF NEW CEDIS)' 

-- -
1966 1967 1968 1969 

Non-durable Consumers' Goods I 68.0 71.5 76.0 87.7 

Durable Consumers' Goods I 9.6 14.3 14.7 19.3 
• 

Raw & Semi-Finished materials I 86.0 100.0 123.9 142.0 

Capital Equipment 76.6 59.9 78.3 82.7 
--

Fuel and Lubricants 10.4 15.4 21.2 22.7 

TOTAL IMPORTS 250.6 261.0 314.0 354.9 

• Figures rounded out . 

• 
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The official published data therefore appear to be 
.efiOll"I~ in conftic1 with your positi,-e assertions and 
thl: nTdin 'C\ ideo..: .. ' around whith the argument for 
the rejl,.-ctlOn (If de\alu3110n i) con~trul,:ted to wit 
"the 1967 dc\'aluation had led to a signiheant decline 
'n Impurb. c'\flCdall) of l:apital goods and in industrial 
raw rnatcriah b4,lth in 1967 and 1%8 and thus turned 
,1111 to ~ dctnmcntal to economil: growth" 

On the clloln.lf). thl,: c\idem.:c as it stand .. .vould 
appear 10 P.lIot to a totally opposite condusion. 
name!) that in ~pile or the 1967 dculuation total 
inlpon, alld 1111 c:llegorie.. of import.. by end-use. 
illt'ludini: olpihtl equip",.,"f and raw materials, IN
(''lE \Sf,D .. iJ::nifiCHnll) in 1967 throuA,h 1969. There
fort: deHllulllion ",as (by Prof Ahmad's argum:;:nl) 
BENEFICI ,\L to Economic ~rowth. 

(c) A~ it lum~ oul. )951.1961 was a period relal;\-e· 
I)' free of Import rC~lnctions: 1961-1970 was a 
peri .xl with a wmplc-= sy~tem of economic con· 
Irol, In (ihanil_ Comparing these two peri.xls, 
II it l1ul ,J fal'! Ihat Ghana :u.:hlc .. ed an imprcs' 
SI\e perfnrmanl.:e uf growth and pril.:C stal:ulity 
10 I<lSI-PHd, whl:reas the )ear. of re<;trir.:tion<;. 
1%1-1970. were a period of ,irtual ')lagnatlOn 
c-nul'"lh.:d ","llh inflation~ 

,J. I_ It Ch'C mc'.tninafui to talk of an o\l!r·\alued 
e,o.::h:lngc ralc in a de\eloplng country at all. or 
1\ thai a .. peo.::le .. ,'f animal found only 10 deve
loped lO'lintric~'! 

(.:) May "'"c !.naw ho .... an ex.:hangc rate comes to be 
fi'\cd in the first place. the economic circum~
tanr.:e, justlf)ing the parity le\'el; and why in 
yuur llplOlon onl.:e a parity Ic\cl ha .. bc.en )0.:

lected thc developing country should nel(~r 
I.:hangc it aaain, Ifrespeo.::tne of any fundamental 
LhanBe, in eo.::{lnomio.:: rc.lalion). or e\'en in th..: 
falc uf fundamental dl <;equilibnum~ 

HI Would mit an ·improper" exehangr.: rate \itiate 
rather Ihiln help any fi~al-monetary policie~ Itl 
rn>m~lh: gro\\th and diH!rt attention from the 
need ttl pfIlmnlc lung h:rm polil'ie .. for .. trur.:turill 
chana.:, III the need hi mount r..:peatl.'d reSl.:ue 
"p::t3tuln .. and ~llhl!r dcfeMi\'c ~h(lrt-term mea
sures") 

, .. , I \hc I!\~ hiln\!..: rale not ba<;I': III the whole liSl.:a\
monetary 5ptdrum" \nJ to Ihe general pn,-c 
lelel L,r a Ir:,dlna ctluntf)"'! 

(h} tr It 3 ,(lur "ICW thai ill d..:,c\uplIlg etlunln can 
ar.;hlc'c slru1:turot\ ('han!<;: Iwwth ~If im:omes 
and cml'"llu}mcnt, pril.~ ~tahllit), and equilahk 
di5tnhution, ",ith an\ e\.;hangc ralc und,;r a 
reaime ,)f Voel1-admtnht..:red re,tnr.:tilln\_ tben 
"( ....... d it nnt he eH~n beller ror ~ro"lb. price 
"abilit) and inl'OlUe diq-rihution to reduce the 
dUfn(01ic pri('O or ro~i~n (Ur~nt") to near 7CfO, 
lind tmpose C\en high~r le\c1, of o.::ontro)<;~ 

(I) YI)U apprC\:iate Ih..: fad, Ilr COUf'i.C, that ",herea' 
relative hI 1.he parity e,i~tlng on ~71h Decernher 
11)71 , Busl;! dc\alued Ihe o.::edl h)- ~% and PHI
po.ed to at'lnlish contwh entirely, Colo'1el 
\o.::heampong de,.lIllM'd, not n:,.alucd, the ccdi b)-' 
orne 26eJr Rdath'c to 11th December, therefore. 

we have had both dc,·aluati(ln and re5trif.1.ions. 
Would thaI explain the shortages, the many com
plamts of bu,tnes.o;.men, and the mounting unem

plo) menl In the country" 

(.') Finally, ),OU conclude: 'f submit that dcvaluation 
i~ no answer to thc economic stagnation in the 
dc\eioping world, What de\"elopmg countries need 

is a fair deal with regard to both IntematiJnal 
trade and international flow of capital"' (p.226). 
Fair enough. but. my last que~tian. in two part\: 
(i) Is this a policy prescription? • 

(ii) In the fao.::e or the harsh realltie!> of the Inter-
national economy, "'hen do }'OU think that the 
developing countries will get the fair deal 
they need? In the meantime. what do the}' do? 

/I SClfNCf. EDUCATION 

LECON'S (tOLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT 01' 
CEOLOGICAL STUDlES IN GHANA

mE DISCUSSION SO FAR 

I''''''' KOBINA ATOBRAH 

MY ~Ul1lmary \)f Professor Bekoc's article I~ a 
tra\t:~t} nf hi.. I"IOwerful ar.sument, but the latter IS 
1'"Ift)\o.:atl\c enough to raise ~ome ob,iaus and diffkult 
que~tion~_ 

ParaphraSing hiS arudc in 1...0. VIII '9. I find' 

iii thai Iho.: G.!llingy Department at Legon "'Quid 
\'Cl)- much like to introJuce course., In applied 
geolog)'. with the possibilit) of integrating geo
logir.:al and geuphysieal Icsearch in Ghana. and 
thus make seolo&), ·'much more aUracli\c 10 

student' with technical interests": 

(II) Ihat propc,\ah \\eTe fir~1 put forv.ard abulit ten 
)ears ago: 

( 1111 that evcn Ihough thcsc (:tlurses were approved 
thcy ha\e not yet been implemented beo.::ause of 
lad, Ilf funds for ~upportlnr. extra staff and equip
ment. and probably won·t be Implemented be
r.:au'e -If Ihe un~ti~fao.::tory financing of depart
ment, in Ihc univcr;iti.;'>: 

1;\ J hcnce . It''~ Geoll'&) Department at Legon ha .. 
o.::oncernc:d it\Clf with training student.. for dctaikd 
geological mapping of the countrv. this \:Ieing 
c<"cntial to further geological work 

If the\C rn1nh are the official \'leWS of the Lni\er .. il)' 
"f Ghana and not tho'e of th.;: eminent profc,)·i{,r. then 
It I~ of ;ntere,' til matr.:h them against that of ProfesSt·r 
~mlrs In 1 .. 0. VIII I in whid' he makes efforts to: 

(I) dlspl:l thc Impres,inn that the applied ~uhject~. 
!ou\,:h as gcm:hemhtry, geaphysic ... m; n i ng geolog), 
ctr.:., ar.;: "'l"OT being taught at his department. 

and 

III) to 'd ra· ... \(lur attention 111 thc ,yllahu<, In f~lr.;..: 
In thc (:'col,lg)" Department at legon" which 
andudc Ihese a'ipl:ch of applied &e(~log)', 

I made it d..:ar In m} rej oinder III L.O. VI11 } 
(I) thai the Legon Geol ..... g)' Department. ha\lOJi! 

shllwn no r~ource:fulnes') In tea.:hlOg the app\io.:d 
,eoloay courses. and. in fact, an example of 
attempts at slarting go:oph~i~ coming to nnUll'ht 
some five years ago: 
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(ii) the Faculty of Engineering, U.S.T .. Kumasi. 
should be. encouraged TO set up a Geo--Technical 
Department where students in engineering "who 
have shown promise in the 'basic' geology course 
in their first two years would have the opportunity 
to read srecitic courses in the field of applied 
geology"; 

(iii) that therefore II is wrong 10 claim that applied 
geology courses are taught at Legan, sImply be
cause the courses stand on the department's books. 

It appears that certain points of Professor Bekoe's 
agree with mine, though it is clear by now that the two 
professors stand in contradiction to one another. The 
'controversy' come~ about when onc becomes realistic 
on the issues at stake. Polemics aside, the. questions 
which come out at Ihis stage of the discussions are: 

(i) Is the Legon Geology Department capable of 
handling aspects of applied geology counes relc· 
vant to the de"clopment or the country? 

(ii) h it wonhwhile such courses being run at Legon? 
From the statement attributed to the University of 

Ghana. It is ob ... ious that the relevant applied geology 
courses are of no worth that are being undertaken at 
Legon. because there are no resources availa"le for such 
a ,enture. (the experiences for the past fifteen years being 
an adequate indicator). As .to the first question. any 
person who has the interest of geology at heart and has 

passed through the Geology Department at Legon would 
tell you that the department is absolutely incapable 
or running relevant applied courses unless the whole 
place is reconstituted. (But this is no place to dwell 
on this very important aspect of reconstitution of that 
department). 

Thus it would be in thc interest of Ghana if thc 
University of Ghana is cncouraged to broaden the 
'basic', 'classical', 'conventional' geology at present 
beine covered at the department; or grdCting related 
fields of relevance on to the present basic fields. The 
Legon department should then not live under the 'nag· 
ging' dilemma in which it finds itself now by claiming 
the impossible. Meanwhile, all relevant applied geology 
courses should be added to the Geo·Technical Depart. 
ment at Kumasi, to allow room for specializations to 
'iuit the demand .. of the country's extractive industri~. 

At this juncture it must be realised that there is much 
more at stake here than Professor Bekoc's technical 
Innocence in the charge of one being "hostile to the 
head of the Geology Department". I think such com· 
ments only beliule the seriousness of the discussion at 
hand and draw the mind's attention away from the vital 
details. 

READ THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

ALWAYS 

From VINCENT O(:RAN 
Central Materials Labaratory, Ata'1I 

"LEGON'S ROLE . . ."-COMMENTS ON 
OR. BEKOE"S REJOlNDER 

DR. D. A. Bekee's rejoinder to my article on "Leaon 
and Gcological Education" (L.O. VIlI/9) makes intuest· 
ing and u)dul .reading but certainly requires a few com· 
ments. 

I am not aware of any personal feud between Mr. 
Attobrah and Prof. Smit. If there is, 1 appeal to the 
two gentlemen not to do an)thing that would live the 
appearance that they are washing dirty linen in public. 
However, t think it would be a useful exercise for Dr. 
Bckoc to conduct a little research into the question of 
human relations between lecturers and students in the 
Department of Geo logy, Legon. This could pouibJy 
lead to the. important discovery that the sort of human 
relations existing ir. that department is also a fonnidablc 
factor to be ~onsidcred with rcspe<:t to the prescnt level 
of popularity or unpopularity that geology enjoys 
among students at Legon. 

It is true that criticisms are sometimes very hard to 
bear. but that !'hould not force us into drawing wrong 
conclusions about the intentions of our critics. I do not 
belie\ e that some ~raduates of the university feel after· 
wards that they are the best judges of what sbouTd be 
taught there. The}" love the university and th~y ha"e 
nothing but goodwill towards it. The important thing 
is, our criticism or the Geology Department should he 
taken in good r .. ith. because they are made in good 
faith. 

When I ask "what the Geolugy Department at Legon 
has been doing :III these years?" I do not confine myself 
to thl' training 01 geologists alone. Tn the Ghanaianisa· 
tion of the department, in the identification of the geo· 
logical problems facing the country, and in the matter 
or the help in the solution of those problems necessary. 
the Depanment of Geology at Legon is dormant, and 
something ought to be done about that. 

For nearly eight years after my studies at Lelon I 
have worked with civil engineers on geotechnical and 
geological problems in building and in bridge and dam 
foundations, and there is not the least doubt that I 
know and J am willing to acoept the difference between 
geotechnical engineering and pure geology. But 1 sfill 
maintain that considering the present state of GhAM'S 
development, e\'cn a pc.rson trained primarily for geo-
logical mapping should necessarily have a working 
\..nowlcdge of soil.mecbanics, geophysics. geochemistry. 
topographical surveying and drilling methods. or at 
least some of these. I do not think I am being ignorant 
or anything Iik~ that. 

The overall facl that comes out from Dr. Bekoe's reo 
joinder is that the university authorities are not getting 
funds to expand the Departmc.nt of Geology the way 
they want. But this should not discourage them frem 
arranging to let students have. some working knowledge 
in the above listed disciplines. Every year students from 
the depanment visit the Central Materials Laborat..)ry 
once or twice. for a few hours; but ('ffe<:ti"e arrange. 
menu could be worked out with the P.W.D .• 50 that the 
students could take advantage of the facilities offered 
by the laboratory in the form of equipment and per· 
sonnel. to j;tet a fuller insight into <;oil mechanics and 
drilling methods. 
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Similar arrangement' could be worked out with the 
GcolOlical Surveys for geoph)'siu. and geochemistry: 
",ith the Survey Department for topographical sun'eying 
and photo interpretation; and thcl"c is also the Water 
jle"lurces Research Institute, which could help. I am 
certain these establishments would be quite willing to 
wi'it in any wa)' they can. It is a question of co
operation. but the university should make the first 
mo\'C~. And there j. no harm in trying anything. anyway. 

d the. rc:tults can be beneficial. 
Finally. I must carred the erroneous Impression Dr. 

Bekoe has created about me and the M.Sc. (Geolog}) 
course at Lelon. I remember telling Professor Smi! once, 
during a ,'cry Infonnal conversation. that thad heen 
toying on ,md off with the idea of working for an M.Sc. 
in engineering geology, and wondered if facilities existed 
.. 1 Legon for that pur rose. This does not mean I had 
I(me to the department to enquire. about the possibility 
of my bein, admitted for the "M.Sc. course" of the 
department. ''Th.: M .Sc. Course" at the GeoioEY De
rartment of Legon i' not In engineering geology. 

It could ,,·ery well be that it was as a result of that 
(.:on\er..ation with Mr. Smil that T hecame firmly can
\·inccd of the nursin, and nouri~hing the department 
neech In any ca~ I think Dr. Bekee should asl.. Mr. 
Smit to tell him uactly what T said on that occasiC'n 
and what the rrofessor's reply .... as. Mr. Smit should also 
note that it ior; not profitable for him to ex:auerate and 
dramati7e tn\ ialit;c'i, just becau"ie there is little or no
thinft morc III offcr ir. the current debate on Legon aod 

scolol)' education. ------
"'(ml J K . AYFTFY 

"''''Tclar" 
GloloAiOlI Society d GOOIlOl 

GcoIOf;:iC".l1 Training at l.cJ!ou: A View on the 
'Contro"eny' 

THE Gculllgkai Slll:icty uf Ghana has foHo .... ed 
'oIIilth keen intefe I the I.:urrent ' r.:onlro\"er<iY· in the Lc)!on 
Ohscner concernin, the Im,ning of geologists at thc 
Uni\eror;Ity ll( Ghana The 'i<Kiety .... i,hes to assure your 
readi", pohlk that it also is (.:om."Cmed about this issue, 
",hi~h IS of natillnal impl.lttanr.:e. 

It il bl!lng pointed .\Jut here that the ,tXiet) agree .. 
""ith Sl)[1k" of th\! ('I0ints r,used by \1C'M<; K Atobrah 
and V o..:rall, 1"Q.mely that ,\'m~ aspects of aprlted 
lcolol)' .... hi .. -h IlfC relc:,·ant to the de,e!\)pment of the 
c,lQntry mould h.: tausht at Lcgun. 

Thcre IS no doubt that tl \S time the l 'ni\"er;it\ l,f 
"haM lume..l aut ~udenh in or;~cia\ized field, of 
.,,,plied ceoll1r,Y at the honour, and po'it-grnduate le\d~ . 

... commith.'C of the wdety has tx'Cn appointed to 
pr-.,;p:t.1"C and tut'lmit a memorandum (In ge\llogicaJ edu
cation ;n the I,;ountry to thl! llnhenit)" of Ghana . aod 
til ,he "~tional ('ouncil f\lr Higher Education 

I,,,,,, ABOTSII'IA PIl.OT KWASHI 
P.O. Bo' 1-1 
Bolr,lhlDJ:II ((I,R.) 

• 

I HAVE. been follo""lnl the 'conHO\eny which hal 
been .. parked oft since your cdilorial on ·'Tho! Future 
of our WII'eCS- ILO. VTF2S). I am not a geolosist. hul 
r you ('If\(,.t 'itep oul.5ide the ... -harmed c:ir.:k of lntdlec· 

tual freemasonry. many of the "academic" statements 
about the training of ,tologists. as suggested by tbe 
University of Gbana (L.O. VlIl i9), have the aspect of a 
castle of cards, terribly vulnerable to a whiff or twu 
of common sense. 

How, for example. without twisting ...... ords out of 
shape, do we answer the simple charge against the Gqo
logy Department at Legan that it has failed to produce 
students in the relevant applied fields for the eJ[tracti\o·e 
industries in Ghana1 As I see it, the failure of the 
Uni\"ersitv of Ghana to sense the speed of change make.'!> 
the Geology Department prone to go ponderously on 
repeating the same old mistakes . 

Finally, Prof~sor Bekoc's rather loose attack on your 
two correspondents blinds him to a few fine details. 
just as a slum kid sees a blurred impression of the 
interior of a graeious home because his nose is pressing 
too hard against the glass. He may get the number of 
chairs or thc colour of the carpet wrong, but the basic 
idca is crystal-:lear- it's warm, comfortable and well-lit 
in there. and damn cold where he is standing. 

Letters 
Rcstorioe the Balaocc? 

SIR (jl\ing n::asons for the milt taT) takemer in hI" 
maiden broadcast to the nation on Uth January, 1972. 
Col. Achcampong enumerated sc\·eral causes onc of 
whil.:h wall that some of the amenities Clnd faeiIilie .. 
"'hich thc mihtary men enjoyed, e\en under Nkrumah, 
had been taken away by the Busia government. I made 
a tape recording of the Coloners maiden broadca!ot. and 
anytime I play it back I keep asking myself three ques
tions: (I) What were thc'\e amenities?: (2) have they 
been ro,:Shm:d Slnr.:e the 13th January coup?: (l) if not. 
when arc they going to be restored? 

To the fiNt question I do not have any ready an'\wer. 
b .... cauor;e ell\. Ar.:heampong himself did nOl .. ay what they 
wcre. The haly idea .. I ha .. ·e about military amenities 
and facilities have been learnt from classmates of mine 
.... ho are now In the mIlitary. For instance. they ~ay 
the) enju~ frL'C ~upplic.) of uniforms. unlike fitters, tea
cher;. and cl\;1 !ocr\anb: free supplies of water and 
clc(.:tnr.:ity . unlike fitte("'O;, teachers, and ci\o,l \en·anlS: 
dnuhlo! pa\. fur th .. rr.anth or months they arc on le.1 .. e. 
unlike filter~ , te3l.:hCh. ci\oil sen·ants: subsidized drinks 
at the offir.:ers me~e!o (the .. e being aho purchasable on 
r.:redtt at the mc,o;,e', just as Busia'l minillters did at the 
duty free ,h\lp in the "'<"borg Ca~tle). I do not knC"A-
",hether the chaIrman .... as referring to any of the aho\ e 
facihu..:: s and aml'f"~ itie .. . 

The. seCllnd questllln (I.e. ha\c the amen itie.'!> been 
rcor;t~ncd·~) " e,en m~)rl! dlffi":IIIt to ansy,er hc(.:au,e Ihe 
1'. R.C I.:hairman ha, h ... -.:n ,urprisingly "lent on II-i, 
rO lnt .. Ince the fir,t mentIOn 01 It in Januaf} 1972. SInl.:c 
all the J';.R.C cfhlrt'i arc aimed towards repainng ihc. 
shaucrc.d e(.:onomy. r wmc.time~ feel thJ.t they arc putting 
th'.!' repalrme;:nt of the ccnnomv f1r~t. and lhen afterward, 
til make Inud thl!" luues l>ufferoo b~ the military mcn 
But ha'\! thc'\! Ios..se' III [act b~o!1\ mack load alrcad) 
\\lIh.)ut the public knowing1 

Again. one uf m) military ..:IassmatL~ (or da~mat ... ' 
nO\\. milttary men) ha almost con\·inced me thai it i'l 
llOqicalJ}, .d\iuhlc t.l d" somdhing po!itiH!h lnd 
r,~ma.in silent ahout if Similarly It h liratcgicall} in· 

• 
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ad\ isablc to do someting posillve. tben get \ociferous 
about the good work you ha\c done. In the case under 
I'C\ ie"" If the N.R.C. took the second alternative. the 
General public might be led to think that the military 
Inten-enlion on 13th January, 1972 was for selfish pur
pose~. i.e .. 10 ~Slorc their own lost prestig ious ameni
tiCS and facilities. 

The. an$wer 10 the third question is open-cnded. loe
,,:luse we don', know the answer 10 the second qUCSlwn. 
If the N R.C. left the political scene witho ut rcstoring 
these amenities and facilities. they would be passing on 
their own bounden duty 10 otn('r soldiers who may wake 
up one day and decide to restore military los.s.cs. On 
Ihe other hand. if they made thi s restoration , they would 
~tisry all their military follO\vers , boost their morale, 
,inti rally them behind the wheel of the revolution. 

In the meantime it would i ildoc.'j be helpful to the 
public to know (I) what these amenities and f3cilities 
3re, because fh~y are paying for the cost of providing 
them: and (2) whether they h3 ... e in fact becn restored 
or not. On with the remlution . Long live Ghana. 

Faculf) of Social Science 
lIS.T., Kumasi 

Pefu OseI-K""'8ffie 

-_._--
Plight of the Low.Paid Worbr 

SIR- Ar.: junior civil sC'rvants doomed to suffer for 

C'\'er1 It would be recalled thai Mr. B. A. DC'ntum was 
relie\'ed of his post as Secrcto.lry.General of the frade 

Union Congress by the oustet! Busia regime for demand

ing better conditiom of !>cr\ice for the junior civil 

sen'ants. The T.U.C. was $ub:.cqucntly disorganisC'd . 

It is rather unfortunate that Ghana's junior civil 

sen.'ants are 50 poorly paid. The Nkruma.h regime could 

not do anything to help ~hem either. The Mills·Odoi 

Salary Commission, set up un<!cr the l'Oational Libera

tion Council. also failed 10 consider them exccpt the 

jUnior technical officers, .vho were lucky to be. placed 
on a salary of ¢792 -¢1428. BUI the senior officers had 
thcir bread heavily buttered by the Mills-Odoi {;om
miSSion. 

The Dusia regime introduced graduated salary in. 
creases for junior civil sen'ant~ earning up to ¢I,OOO 
per annum. and a labourer now recelVcs a minimum 
daily wage of ¢1.00. The salolry increases, popularly 
known as "COLA" (Cost of Living Allowance), were a 
temporary affair pending tho;: final report of the Camp
bell Salary Re .... iew Commil>liicn set up by the Busia 
regime. 

Strangely enough, when the N.R.C. tool over the ad. 
ministration of the country if" J&nuary '972. it abolished 
the Campbell Commission 'tritIiout any substitute to 
continue the work. Wi~ the Introduction of COL-'\.. a 
G.C.E. '0' Le\el holder with four credits, includin& 
English lan!'lage and mathematics. is normally 
appointed as a clerical officer on a salary of t408-
t708. which is rather unfair. A clerical officer's monthly 
pay is barely 11:35.00, from which to provide for hi .. 
wifc and children and also pay rent. The labourer. for 
hi .. part. receives about t27 .00 a month! 

We h .. \c oftcn read in the local newspapers of the 
N.R.C:s intention to review the conditions of servicc 
for border guards. the police, teachers, and other fa
\oured organisations. But wha~ about I .. bouren;, messen
gers. typists. and the clerical ~taff in the civil servicei' 
As the T .U.C. has been rc ·i nstated by the N.R.C., I 
hope it will continue to fight for the workers, for they 
arc dying. The N .R.C. is the last hope of the junior 
civil sen ants. and I hope they win consider the matter 
wilh Ihe urgency it requires. Mr. Benlum should come 
back to continue the fight for the ","orken, if he is 
sincere. 

James TO""n 

Accr .. 

<hafo Kantankli 

THE ·;L,O." GUIDE TO CORRESPONDENTS AND COl''TRIBUTORS 

Make your contribution as short as possible : 
7-9 pagflll quanol-size paper, or 5-7 pages 
foolscap (about 17-21 paragraphs). for artl
dess; 4-6 short paragraphs for telfers: manu
script to be double~paa:d, and typed wherever 
po:.sibk:. Manuscripts that break this basic 
rule beyond reason get published only at our 
di scretion, or late, or ruthlessly cut. or not 
at all unless they Ne of (;:cceptional merit. 
Serialization is str ictly at our discretion. not 
on request; 

2 suppl) a stamped, self·addressed emeiopc 
for the return of your manuscrip!:. in case It 

IS con~idered unsuitable for publi ca tion and 
you would like it back: 

:l. foll ow the style of our "LeUers" by begin
nina. simply, "Sir-", and end ing with your 
name and nothmg el~e. Of course your 

address would already have appeared in its 
proper place. Leave captions to us, however; 

4. do not send us carbon dupli<:ates cr syndi
cated material (that is, as distributed to other 
papers). We do not accept such copy under 
any circumstances, and would not publish 
you again if we c\-er found ounehes caught 
unawares by syndicaled material of yours: 

5, do not ask us to make you anonymous or 
invisible. We use the privilege of pen names 
strictly at our own 'discretion and only in 
special circumstances. 

6. do 1101 try to use us to get t:,'en with your 
fa\ourite enemies, or to quarrel with another 
member or the Ghana press t:stablishment, 
or to brilt@: U5 in a.s a third party or a com:. 
ptaint3 boord. Write directly to the paper 
in which you read the original of the cau~ 
of your discontent 
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"Tad.'a."'''' .efCSII'dl" 

SIR Dr. Jawa AJII'GI'Iti & .... be ""ii1abllatcd for his 
critical au.,.. 01 our tlalDpoi talion ,*ots. p-. (LO • 
VIII/9). wbic:b , te ..... lW.lned a c:onc:cm of the 
~ovemmcnt and die people AI • whole. putiaalarly 
,hOlO in the cilia Definilcty. our taxi drhw. have 
al'quired a fahc ICIIK of power. The capitulation of the 
lovemmcnt to these "unpatriotic l0III'' bas bclpod to. 
accentuate their atn.~'" uucrupuloui behaviour towards 
pa.ito..,.. nil power. a"'f. lJ iUecltimate" '" the 
driven. must be brckcn. 

Howcycr. we must not fOllet this quution: Why do 
people hire taxis at all1 I can offer three poIIibJc 
answen. Fint. there arc those affluent people in the IC)s 

ciety who. no matter the farc. wodld hire lUis .... wpu!d 
instruct lite driver not to pick .ap anyone cIIe en-route. 

Secondly. tbcI'e arc those who are feneed to tate a 
taxi by ciraamstanocs. lib .. Of buny to fUlfill an 
appointment. Dr a priva. vehicle &tiOJ in the wort
:-hop. In the last cale&O'Y arc those who laave no inten
tions tD hire taxis but arc forcrtrl to do 10 by delays and 
inconveniencn in the public transportation system. I 
will ncaJect the fint catqory and foalS attention on the 
r~'Tn8inina two. In each of the two cases an t can .y 
15 that they would need little or no service frotn tni 
dn,rr.n if tho public transportation sys&em were e5cient 
.md rcaular. 
Ca _wealth Hae Ohe. Obi 

Lea" 

T •• en aad Ihe MlniIIry 

SIR - I do not hold. brief for teadlen who arc alqed 
to emhezzlc tc:(t book. fees and other monics bclonaiD' 
(0 the state and are ,iven aunmary dismi •• I. with &he 
Ghana National ArfSOICiMion of Teachers remainin, 
quicl over the silUlltion. 

The Ministry of Iducation has said ill a public sute· 
ment that it baa ftC\IU been iii policy to destroy ":lny 
leac::hcr. but thia is unronvincina. Late last yaar. it 
appeared in one of our dailies that a 55·year old stClrc
k.eeper in Tcma was ,iwm 15 yean to refund an a""",nt 
which he bad been unable to fl('count for. But wllcn a 
school teacher coo1d not ac:ccunt fOr an amount or 
.bout 1lJ,5. as one of the calK' in thc E"tem Rc,ion 
revea1cd. he was liven "instant justicc". 1be story wa. 
then hcralded in bold headlincs in our .ilics. Apin. 
whren .an on-thc.spot dlec:k ..... beiDI coadW:1 t and a 
hcadlcl.cbcr could not acc:ou.nt for ,n:.OO, z-rt of the 
fees be hMl colla1ed. a IUboldinatc teacher who t.ap-
pened 10 hive tba .......... t on bim and Icnt it to his 
beadandtcr ......... ned .... a means of punishment. 

It is .......... ~ ... " (to bonow thc word 
f,.. .. 7 I JC d'lt) wben I hcatlteacbcr allegedly 
a ' « ,,_ t , ''*IM ilt i. sammarlly di .. i'wl witbout 

OF[ '1 ,'oe for hll pnvious record. wtwkes and 

: 
~ .... daen ,hal such publicity. I am 1101 
• ... .., .. 1* t viou. _ .... .pa.rt of any 
.... .. Ii.... .,..r ..... ioI II h It by tbe 

(II' tbc .·m"" My ""',. ,. is that _lten 

• 
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..:oncerning teachers flhould not be gl\,en publlcll)' ",hlch 
borders on sensationallsm_ 

Much as I would ad\ ise leac"'er~ to &top any alleged 
malpractices which would pro\ide material for )ensa
tionalism, the ministry, and fOI that matter the press. 
:.hould stop shouting "wolf" about te;:lcher" and direct 
,til energies to remm ing the bottlenecks in the educa
tional set up. for therein lies the truc rcdemption for 
us all. 

1\1cnsah Sarbuh llnll 
U::lo!on 

G. H . K, Antehill-i\dui!:u 

Lme-lI:Jfe p,,),mo .. i!r and Ihe RC";I 

SIR If )OU tra\el from Achlmola 10 the mLni .. tnc .. .Iud 
repon laIc for work, evcn though the chaotic tr.ln)p<1rt 
.. ituation is not Ullknown. you are daubed "an enemy 
of the revolution" If you .. moke Rothman',) king-~Ize 

cigarettes. or attempt to buy Leyland btl)e$, you are 

accus:!1 of hob-nobbing with South Africa; e\en though 

~omc other black African counlries arc said to he buying 

maize and machinery from Ihat place, Ghanaians do 

not care to raise a \'oice about that. Becau-.c of national

I~m and Pan-Africanilon1 , whites should not teach In 

Achimota, and we should remoV(' all European or 

Chnstian names from our country. 

\\ie ;mite foreign imestmeT,ts and then turn round 

to accuse the re:;ponders of e~ploitatlOn, or of gi ... ing us 

aid with string'). But who parts with hi" money with~lUt 

expecting some yielding reluTnct;? It is pretentiously 

forgotten that those countries who rrofe~s to gi\'e aid 

without strings arc for their pan aiming at ideological 

Indoctrination. CiVil servants arc accu~ed of demand 109 

lIigher pay. th!,)ugh. according to a daily paper recently. 

'_nt'y do not bring in re\cnuc. to just if) their d'::Oland 

'0 the)' should stanel 

The abm c examples (there are many more). show the 

Situation m contemporary Ghanaian political thinking. 

(I am not talking about political parties). The examples 

giH!1l ha\c, a ['as;c hate-lo\ 'e flavour. But tlnce the hate 

(or prejudice) has been established. it i,) extended to 

far-reaching ramIfication). For instance . the perenn;al 

attad. on ci\11 servants: "bureaucrats", "cx perts in red

tar=-i sm", etc., has earned them a bad name 10 most 

journalistic and commercial quarters. Since that bad 

name is in.ramed, an)' crcdlt to chi! sen ants mu.,t be 

\ itiatcd and maligned a true reflection of the prcjudi.:e 

.:ampalgn 

A healthier political climate could prevail in Ghana 

If .,ituations arc not hlindly coloured with politics: petty 

thefts, acquired laziness, minor rapacity and ;warice

which are all universal human faults should not be 

equated with ~bolage or treason. 'We ~hould not attempt 

to o;ee ghosh In e\'ery tea-cup. 

Korle Conno 
\cera 

John Larfey 

hrking al Ihe AitpOf1 

SIR The recent announcement by the Dire.::torate of 
Ci\ II Aviation of reversion to the old method of coll"-'1_ 
IlIg parking fees at the Kotok,!. International AirPl.'r1 
made IOterestlOg reading. 

It IS ~urpr i sing that it took tne Duectorate over three 
)'ears to find out that all the mone), that should ha\c 
been collected ~as not being collected and that all tilal 
was collected was not being paid to the Directorate 
To people using the car park this became known within 
months of the new terminal being opened, 

Then ha\lng found it out rather late, the Dire<.:toratc 
adoplo,:d a ridiculous system. Parking fee became AIR, 
PORT ENTRANCE FEE! 

The recent announcement threw the whole blame fllr 
~nc Ims of rc\enue on the motorists who park: anywhen: 
and eq!rywhcrc: but in the car park. Why does not the: 
Directorate confess that more revenue was lost by Ihc 
acts of the atlendants. I and my friends have had ex
p.!ncncc when the attendants hesitated gil'ing the ticket 
ha\'ing talen the 20 pesewas. or ",hen asked for thl' 
ticket make a face as If we should not have asked fOl 

1\ or th,lt we ,",ere depriving them of somethlOg they had 
come to look upon as their duc. Or they took 10 pt-.e. 
was. which. I know. some motorists welcomed. 

The remedy i .. simple. At the beginning of 197:, tCI 

ta\..e a census of traffic passing the Giffard Circle, the 
police inslalle...t a temporary de\'ice across the road near 
t"te Military Hospital and c\ery car passing ,,\er the 
point wa .. registered. Why not install such a machine 
ncar Inc entmncc to the car park? The car park aUen
dan'" would then have to account for the number regis
tered during the day at 20 pesewas a piece .... couple 
of attendan'" at the exit can issue the tickets. 

teJtnn C. N, Wadi. 
-------

''Sort-and nm so Straictn"! 

SIR The weird story of OntaLn's beha\lour In tho: 
Rhodesian U.D 1. affair, and some of the equally fan
tastic responses of Smith and compan) thereto, ha\e 
each gcncrated a number of excruciatingly funny situa
tions some of which our local reading public have un
luckily missed. One notable example was when the 
Rh.)(!c,>iam were particularly infuriated at somc dcclar.:l
I":ltinl1 of Sir Alec Douglas-Horne's which, characleris
ticall} . ,~a .. carefully calculated 10 annoy one part)' and 
do notbing for the other. The reaction or one Rhode· 
~l3n nl'wspaper or commentator duly came, and ran 
something Ji\..e this: "Well, )'ou know the English. They 
:>re like a ripe hanana: soft at the centre and not too 

'tmicht" 

\\ hen I heard this stor), I belie\e it was o\er the 
B.O,C ItSelf. no less I said to myself: If you st;c 
around long enough in this world, my boy, you ar 
certainly bound to hear aRd see just about e\-'erything 
"The pot calling the. kettle black" as a reproach we ar 
all too familiar with. but 1 ne .... er thought I would 11\ 
long enough to hear the bowl calling the basin white 
with the same intention! 
DlUblohu. D. Nee 01< .... 
A""" 
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or The Record 

I8RD ..... for eoa- Develop .... 

E International Bank for Reconstruction and Deve-
uent is to lrant a loan to the Ghana Government 
the expansion of cotton development in the country. 

bis follows tbe completion of feasibility studie'l on 
projects by the French Government at the reql1cst 

Ghana and the lORD. 

'be projects are located in the Northern. Upper, 
,.Aharo. Eastern and Ashanti Regions. And sources 
to the French Embassy have revealed in Accra that 
French Government would also invest about 

U.S. dollars on a number of joint Ghanaian 
French cotton projects 10 the Northern and Upper 

ons. 

""" ... ,. Moy 13 
Chit- JUlim Cattle Bl'ftdiOC CouDtrltI 

NA will air-lift consignments of whet pellC15 and 
-mile!. for makin& cattle feed to Mali, Niger and 

r Volta. 
hana will also serve within the next three weeks as 
major base for the transportation of relief goods 

the th~ countries already mentioned as well as 
rctania, Senegal and Chad. 

C$C six African states which arc located in tbe 
nna Zone have been hit by tbe worst drought in 60 

~ .. ,. "ay 14 

Former OUd Es:t:cuthcs to be Probed 

assets of R"gional Chief Executh'es in the nusia 
Fmn,..t and the nunner in which they were acquired 

to be in\C1tig..'ltcd by a three man committee with 
. E. S. Aidoo, a leaa1 practitioner, as chairman. 

er members of the committee which is currently 
bing the asset! of f\lrmer Mil\uterial Secretaries are 
C. J. Otoo. Iup:.nbor of audits and Lt. Commander 
• K. Adina. 

e committee hopes to complete hearing of evidences 
addresses concernin, the asscts of the Miniscerial 

laries by Ma.)' 31 

Colontl ArbflllllPODl HODoored 

E Hd&d of State and Chairman of the N.R.C. is one 
the 150 African state~men to bI! honoured in Addis 
ba. Ethiopia, as part of the 10th anniveroary celc

tion of the O.A.U. 

p6rted Afncan leaden who are also to be bonourro 
lude Kwame Nkrumah. Gamal Nasser, William Tub
n, Tafawa Balcwa.. htrice Lumumba and Amilcar 

braL 

150 i.ndudcd on the bonoun list is Mr. Diatlo Tclli, 
Sc:adary-Gcocn.l of the O.A.U, 

Govern ...... Acquiru Shara 

THE Government is to bold 55 per cent equity sbares 
in a new bauxite minina company to be formed to take 
over the operations of a British aluminium firm irt the 
country. This foUows an agreement reacbed between 
representatives of the British firm, British Aluminium 
Company Limited and the Govemme.nt Mineral Nego
tiatina Committee. 

The company will be incorporated in Ghana and the 
British principals wiU bold 45 per cent equity shares. 

Friday, MIIy 15 
Morc lmporta.iOD of Foreip Foodt 

PRIVATE finns have now been granted licences worth 
twenty million cedis to import foreign food items. 

This was announced today by Major R. J. A. Felli, 
Commissioner for Trade and Tourism. Hitherto. the 
importation of foreign food items had been the respon
~ibility of the Logi~tjcs Committee. 

The Commissioner said that one reason for shortlll'es, 
even though Ghana was making trade surpluses, was 
that, as a result of the government's repudiation of cer
tain debts, many manufacturers and countries were re
fusina to sell to Ghana. 

Licences worth t483 million had been issued for the 
importation of various goods into the country this year. 
and even though this was tl83 million more than last 
year's total, many importers had not been able to ufilise 
the licences either because they had no money to open 
letters of credit or suppliers were refusing to co-opcrate. 
the Commissioner added. 

Gbana had earned ;7.1 million from touri~m last year 
and the indications, the Commisioner continued. were 
that the figure would be hiaber this year. 

Mouday, MIl)' 28 

Subvenioo: Two Seck to Qwub SmteDft 

AN ACCRA High Court judge, Mr. J. K. Abban, today 
rCgefYoo his ruling till June 13 on an objection to the 
court's competence to bear an application fOf an order 
to quash the sentences imposed on two persons by a 
Military Tribunal in November last year, 

Raising the objection, the Director of Public Prosecu
tions, said the court had no jurisdiction to hear the writ 
filed by the two convicted persons, G, K. A. Of'.>5U
Amaah and Charles Adu Boateng, MOUSC the decree 
establi~hing the tribunal aave finality to its decisions . 

Replying, Mr. W. Adumua-B05sman counsel for tbe 
tv..o p::rsons, argued that the Military Tribunal waS 
inferiof to the High Court, and therefore the court had 
juri~iction to entertain the writ. 
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The trend is to • 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day mor~ :!nu more gu-ahe.ld 
people are changing to Embassy. 
Embassy cigarettes arc prererred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, wiih a pleasant aroma. 

• • -

Embas.y are the popular choice 
because th.y give smoking satis
raction. A growing number or dis
cerning smokers go ror Embassy. 
DO YOU? 

EIl1.bassy the milder.smoothercigarette 
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Editorial 
GENERAL GOWON 

Price 

WHAT was more important than the glitter and the gold of 
Genera1 Gowon's visit to London earlier this week was tbe 
political and economic significance of this occasion, long 
postponed previously by the General's withdrawal and with· 
holding of his agreement to go to Britain as a state guest 
of Elizabeth II. The visit was significant politically because 
Nigeria is now definitely a world V.I.P. nation, both politically 
and economically; because General Gowon is a significant 
contemporary figure in his own right; and because it is the 
culmination of a process marking a changing of attitude in 
the British government towards Nigeria and towards the 
rest of black Africa, brought about by a careful calculus in 
enlightened self·interest. 

That self· interest is based solidly on what makes General 
Gowon's visit economically significant. , Nigeria's almost 
sudden leap into the senior league of world oil producers 
forces any major developed country already within her orbit 
to want to smile a little broader at her; and Britain is such 
a country. more so than any of the otbers. The facts and 
figures which force this situation are impressive. Nigeria is 
now rated 10th in the crude-oil stakes. At n~rIy two million 
barrels a day. this liquid gold was gushing out in 1972 at the 
rate, according to Africa 1973, of 3.334 million Nigerian 
pounds. This level of revenue has dwarfed, in value, the 
combination of cocoa, timber. vegetable oils, groundnuts, 
and hard minerals which used to form over 60% of the 
country's total volume of exports; and it is rising. if anything . 
Britain's needs in this bard·press::d power·soUfll, area in 
wo~Id econ.om~ are enorm()"ttf and growing:.\ So lj~e ~has to 
Smile at Nlgena a little broader now. ~ 

But afier that has been said. comes the caveat. Not all 
Nigerians are happy about the visit. nor all Africans. The 
dissidents and the anxious ones both think that there is bound 
to be a catch in it somewhere. apart from the obvious one of 
straight economic self·interest on Britain's part. Some see a 
gloved fist in the outstretched hand. And so on. All this 
may be so, but the pessimists ignore the over·riding multi~ 
lineal importance of such an occasion. In this case Anglo. 
Nigerian goodwill and mutual respect were restored . Nigeria's 
growing power and importance emphasised, the problems of 
African and Commonwealth immigration and na.tionaJity. of 
southern African politic., of Rhodesia. South Africa and 
Portugal reheaned, and O.A.U. intereSI! redefined and 
restated for the rest of the world to hear. This was a lot. 
The General's visit was worth the agreement to make it. 

, 
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Africa 
THE SIGNIFlCANCE OF THE TENTH 

ANNIVERSARY SUMMIT MEETING OF 
THE O.A.U. 

By 

S.K.B. Asante 

r-:ote: This Is tile 4th and last instalment of Dr. Alante'. 
series on tbe O.A.U •• SJledally planned 10 honour or the 
10th AnnI,ersary-Editor 

FOR most organisations a tenth anniversary session 
is a time for dwelling on the significance of past 
achievements wbile resolutely insisting that the 
best is yet to come in terms of new initiatives. 
The summit meeting of the Organisation of African 
Unity recently concluded proved to be no excep
tiOD. In many respects, this tenth session marked 
a significant turning-point in the history of the 
O.A.U. In tbe first place, it bro~ght home to tbe 
assembled African leaders that African unity 
was not something only to be proclaimed but 
something to be worked for, with all the give 
and take, renunciation and compromise necessary. 
Secondly, the meeting adopted common policy 
decisions which appear to be pregnant y,dth );lope. 

Ferhaps the most significant achievement of 
this tenth anniversary summit meeting was 

'

the . adoption of a "Charter of Economic Inde
pendence" for the African continent. The quest 
for such a charter was not a new phenomenon. 
For years it has been argued in many quarters 

, 

that African states should present a common 
economic front in order to unlock the door to her 
full development potential. For it is in the economic 
sphere that the continent's basic ailment lies. 
It is there that African leaders should direct the 
necessary remedial attention, the more so since 
economic integration is a necessary antecedent 
to political integration. 

Significance of Charter 

However, the bitter truth is that the Economic 
and Social Commission, which was set up as a 
ipecialised agency of the O.A.U. to co-ordinate 
economic development, has still not been able to 
formulate concrete plans that would promote 
economic and social development in member 
states. It has, in fact, never got off the ground. 
Confronted with a surfeit of political problems 
during the first decade of its existence, the O.A.U. 
appears to have entirely neglected the economic 
aspect of African unity and independence. 

It is against th is background that we welcome 
tbe new initiative on the part of the African leaders 

to draw up a common economic charter ror the 
wbole of Africa. Although details of this bi$toric 
charter are not yet available for an objective 
appraisal. the fact that African leaders have at 
long last realised that economic co-operation is a 
sure road to political unity is commendable. 

The charter would at least enable the member 
states of the O.A.U. to adopt a common economic 
approach to the continent's relations with sucb 
outside blocs as the Enropean Economic Com· 
munity. It would help African states to arrive 
at a common denominator, so as to ensure that a 
united Europe deals with a united Africa and not 
with balkanised African groups. As some observen 
have; rightly argued, this united front should 
basically ensure that any arrangements aimed at 
should first of all be an instrument for more rapid 
economic development of the Mrican region, 
and, secondly, not be a divisive element in the 
building of a stronger and more united Africa. 

The economic cbarter is also important for the 
development of inter·AFrican cooperation. Such 
cooperation could offer long-term solutions to 
problems of social. cultural and economic develop
ment by provi . g an antidote to the fragmenta· 
tion inherited om the colonial era. It could mean 
intelligent exp oitation of natural resources, broader 
and rationalise markets, the realisation of industrial 
and agricu ral projects for which no single 
country could raise the necessary capital, sharing 
of scarce intellectual and scholastic . resources, 
exchange of social and cultural experiences. 

Reconciliation and Mediatioo 

It is important to stress. however, that like the 
charters of such regional or international organi. 
sations as the N.A.T.O or the U.N. the economic 
charter is not going to be a self·operating mecha
nism. Its operation will depend, Dot so much on 
the words of the charter as on the way member 
states exercise their rights and meet their responsi
bilities. Some means are specified in the charter, 
but these are not necessarily exclusive. Within the 
widest limits other means are not prohibited. 
The charter is broad in scope and allows a wide 
measure of choice of means. It is for the 
African leaders to have the wisdom and imagi. 
nation to choose the appropriate means and pro
cedures for building up the economic unification 
of the continent. 

Of special significance were the efforts which 
this tenth session made in settling such disturbing 
inter-state disputes as the Ethiopian·SomaJian 
border conflict and the Tanzanian-Ugandan sta1e
mate. At long last Somalia and Ethiopia have 
agreed to settle their differences in the true spirit 
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of African brotherhood. In a similar vein. General 
A min and President Nyerere have thought it tit 

t and proper to sign an agreement of reconciliation 
and future cooperation. That such differences 
should de\elop among some member states of the 
O.A.v. are not unexpected features at this st~ge of 
the organisation's de\elopment. For differences 
between men. as between nations. will always 
remain. In fact. if held within reasonable limits. 
such disagreements are actually wholesome. 

All progress begins with differences of opinion 
and moves onward as the differences are adjusted 
through reason and mutual understanwng. This 
summit meeting has shown that the O.A.U. has 
provided workable machinery for the accomodation 
of these differences and the advancement of com
mon interests. The O.A.U:s political orientation 
is unique in the sense that African leaders always 
insist on brotherhood being maintained when 
there is a quarrel between two leaders which can 
lead to polarization. Thus, apart from the longer 
term objectives of unity and liberation. recon
ciliation and mediation can be considered as 
another important function of the O.A.U. It is 
hoped that the organisation will continue to 
make use of this machinery in order to serve 
again as the protector of peace in Africa. 

Arab-Israeli Conflict 

• 
Another major issue at this tenth anniversary 

session was the conunon stand which the member 
states of the O.A.U. took on the protracted Arab
Israeli conflict. As "e have once pointed out. 
this trouble had widened the gap between Ethiopia 
and the Arab states, and was threatening to 
split the entire O.A.U. fronl. Among other things, 
Ethiopia had noted with concern the support 
for the Eritrean Liberation Front by various 
Arab groups. and the Arabs had noted the role 
of Israeli counter-revolutionary trainers in the 
Ethiopian armed forces. It was thus a notable 
achievement that the summit adopted a common 
approach towards the Arab-Israeli conflict. In 

very strong terms the resolution on the: :.~:;~~ 
East caUed on Israel 10 withdraw from all 0 

territories and warned. for the first time ever, 
that the Israeli's negative attitude might lead 
O.A.U . member states "to take. at the African 
level, individually or collectively. political and . . . ,. 
economic measures against It . 

It is )et for us to see whether this common 
front can be translated into practical expres!)ion. 
since the state of Israel would appear to have many 
sympathisers among African states south of the 
Sahara. For it should be remembered that this 

is Dot the first time that the O.A.U. has taken 
a stand on the Middle East crisis. The organisa
tion's Council of Foreign Ministers had ODCt' 

called upon its member states to immediately 
break off their relations with Israel, as had 
already been done by Uganda. Chad, Niger. 
Upper Volta, Congo-Brazzaville. and Mali. How
ever, like the similar rash decision which the 
Council adopted towards Britain in December 
1%5 on Rhodesia's ·'U.D.L ... no efforts were 
made by the other member states 10 cut off 
diplomatic relations with Israel. The 1971 O.A.U. 
Mission on the Middle East was also not too bold 
an innovation. The report of the mission came 
out in favour of the U.N. resolution of the con
flict and a continuation of the Jarring mediation 
effort. 

What appears to be a breakthrough. or some
thing new about this recent O.A.U. resolution 
on the Middle East is perhaps the sense of urgency, 
force and seriousness attached to it. This has been 
amply demonstrated by tbe very strong appeal 
which the current chairman of the Council of 
Ministers, Dr. Okoi Arikpo. Nigeria's Commis
sioner for External Affairs. made to Israel on the 
day of the Security Council's new debate on the 
Middle East crisis. In no uncertain terms Dr. 
Arikpo had urged Israel to "show some con
sideration for the legitimate concerns of Afnca" 
and get out of Egypt. In a similar vein. Tanzania's 
Poreign Minister. John Malecela, at the U.N . 
under the O.A.U. mandate. led off the meeting 
with a call for enforcement measures to get the 
Israelis out of Egyptian territory. 

Future Prospects 

Taken together, it would appear that the member 
states of the O.A.U. have now arrived at a consensus 
on a number of very pressing issues. The new 
Addis Ababa spirit which emerged at this tenth 
O.A.U. summit should be helpful. insofar as it 
it can be maintained. in assisting the African 
countries to walk together along a friendly path 
towards improved social and economic conditionS. 
political stability and peaceful settlement of 
disputes. and a higher dignity for man. 

The next decade must indeed see the O.A.U. 
in a different light. The organisation should begin 
to give practical effect to African aspirations. 
It must now creale and maintain some sense of • 
value for the citizens of its member states. It 
must encourage some measure of regard and 
respect for the nationals of each member state 
as the basis for mutual understanding. Up to 
now it is still not possible for the citizens of many 
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mrmtxr slates 10 traH~1 or work freely in some 
other states witholJt stringent immigration CO~

ditions. The organisation must now settte down to 
the real bUSiness of rcorg:,lI1isation, it must redefine 
Its prinCiples in order 10 make them more realistic. 
It is not good enough for the member states to 
(:oopcralc only for the signing (lr charters: there 
IT. cst also be wider ... ocial and economic coo;-,era
lion. 

AbO\c all. In the political domam African 
states must learn 10 limit their sights and define 
their obje<:tJ .. es more realistically. The various 
mmpetmg factlom. must learn that the O.A.U. 
will serve their mterests better if they regard it, 
not a ... a pmc to be won or rejected, but as an 
mst.lulion .. 1 framev.ork for the harmonisation 
pf contra\tmg po\itions. 

Civil Engineering 

"-of RBA~ PLA:>INlNG: TOWARDS BErTER 
CITY CE~TRES 7-

By 

C C T. Blankson 

THE 'centrar areal. in large cltics are alwayS 
eas-ily distinguilthablc from the rest of the city. 
They have one or t"o diMinct features. They 
are either the oldest sections of the city. with the 
most run-do" n butldmgs and a predominantly 
re~identl3l u!>e; or the) are the areas ha\lng mo~t 
of the Cll}·, finanCial. commercial. ei\ IC and en
tertainment facilitiel.. 

In thl paper only the !lCcond type of central 
area "'ill be (.:onsidered. Thi!> Ilt not In any v.ay 
to imply that the problems of the first type arc 
nol important; they arc. But they are nOI bemg 
cono;idered In thiS paper for reaM>ns of econom), 
of tIme and ~race. Orr com ern for the second 
f)pc IS den\td fn'm the fact that functionally 
it constitutes the mo\t Important of the spatial 
(omrOnenls of the 10tal urban matm •. It is Indeed 
no e)l.aggcralion to ~y that the ",moolh function
In@ of the urban and the national economy de
pends lar@el) on the efficient}' or flUidity with 
",hlCh the central area "orks. 

One distlnctivc reature of the lcnter i!) that 
it I!) the most a(cesslblc area In the whole city. 
Its acce-s.sibilit} make!> It the most ra\loured place 
and logical choice for any acti\lity which ""ishes 
to locate in the city. Con~quentl) the banks. 
department storeS. embassies, courts. libraries. 
ine-mas and markds locate- there. The~ acti\ itie-s 
rt" all traffic·gcnerating and therefore induce 

a heavy constant ftow of traffic, both human and 
vehicular, in:o and out of tbe area througl¥ut 
the day. There is a vicious circle which reinforces 
the pattcrn. The more activities that locate at 
the center. the more people that are drawn there 
and the more attractive it tecomes for potential 
Investa r- roth public and pri\ ate. 

One of the principles underlying public loea· 
tlonal decisions in cities is that it should be possible 
for a person once in the city center to attend 
to se\leral calls or perfonn several duties with a 
minimum v.aste of dme mO\ling from one activity 
to another after every transaction. For private 
investors the rationale is the exploitation of the 
market, assumed from the \lery massing of peopl.:: 
within the area. 

The resultant logical spatial configuration is 
the massing together of all urban activities at one 
slOgle locus. with activities literally silting one on 
top of another. With this arrangement every 
activity is within easy walking distance or elevator 
shuttling from another. In case this situation is 
thought ridiculous. it may Interest some to know 
that this is exactly \\ hat the phenomenon of multi
storey buildings. \ery common in all major 
citi(,\ or the world. does. However, competition 
among potential investors. and the fact that not 
all acti\ilies can afford the e'(tremely high rents 
or the central area. prevent all activities from 
mas .. in g themsel\<es IOtO a tower of babeL sitti ng 
m the center of the city. 

Complex Problems 

The central area's generative power therefore 
deri\es from its accessibility. Howe\ler. the massing 
together of activities and the conseq uent pull on 
people and vehicles into the center, ad infinitum. 
generate some problems which should cause us 
to re-ex-amine the whole concept of accessibility 
as it applit!:. to the central area. 

The question one would pose at this POint is 
whether the central area beyond a certain point 
in the growth of the city does not cease to be the 
place with maximum accessibility in the whole city. 
In olher words. how fluid and fast is the central 
area 10 accepting daily clients and users and 
emptying Itself of them? The city center, like 
the human heart. is functioning properly ir it is 
able both to draw and to empty itself of traffic, 
human and vehicular. witho ut undue pressures 
on or delay\ in an; of Its systems. When pressures 
begin to mOLnt on the heart. then attention il. 
called for. The problem may lie wUh either the , 
\erns artenclo . or the heart lI~lf. A few random 
situations around and Inside the city center rna} 
~f\e to highlight the Jl,PlWem. 
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It is not uncommon for one to be caught in a 
traffic jam. with cars inching their way bumper 
to bumper, all making for the city center. [0 

places where people have come to accept this 
situation as inevitable, a few are able to redeem 
the time by using their dictaphooes and i nlereams 
to communicate with their offices, as their cars 
crawl towards the city center. But this facility is 
enjoyed by just a handful of top executives who 
can afford to be chauffeur-driven. The vast majority 
of people who have to drive themselves cannot 
help but sit behind tbeir steering wheels and gaze 
in front of them as the minutes tick into wasted 
hours. Or if one does not have a car and has to 
stand at the roadside to hail a taxi to take him 
to the city center, he suffers the misfortune of seeing 
taxis slow down before him only to accelerate 
and drive away when they are told where he 
wants to go. 

Then when finally one gets to the city center, 
one bas to drive round and round in mad circles 
looking for a place to park one's car. Taxis are 
more convenient because they would simply 
unload you anywhere and go away. but the sad 
fact is that one may not get the taxi to take 
him there to start with. 

Solutions Tried Elsewhere 

These problems are compounded by hatf
awake policemen standing at street intersections 
directing traffic. As if this is not enough. the 
traffic tights at some of the intersections are so 
poorly timed, if they are timed at all, that while 
it may be green for you at the rear of the 
traffic stream, it wit! be red for those ahead of 
you in the next second. Then with a round-about 
sitting ahead of aU of you the chaos in the traffic 
is entire, as movement becomes virtually impossible . 

The above situational examples are simplistic 
but nonetheless real. These situations have been 
described in a very few paragraphs, but the real 
life experience is nothing short of harrowing and 
nerve shattering in a rather subtle way. To bring 
the problem home, the central area of Accra. 
encompassing roughly the banks area, G.N.T.C., 
General Post Office, the central bus stop down 
through the Makola market, is suffering from 
the above problems and is calling for attention 
and surgery. 

A number of solutions have been tried in quite 
a number of cities the world over, with varying 
degrees of success. And before we venture 
any remedies to ours it would be worthwhile 

considering these to ascertain what lessons Could 
be drawn from them. In one case vehicle owners 
are encouraged to park their cars at the pertpbery 
of the city center. There is a cheap tram service 
within the central area which vehicle Owners 
can board for that part of the central area they 
are going to. This is being tried in Los Angeles 
in California. This solution is' not very successful, 
since people still prefer to drive their cars into 
the central area for one reason or another. 

(n another example. certain parts of the city 
center. very commonly the central Shopping 
area, are literally cordoned off; and vehicular 
traffic is entirely prohibited within the area. 
Movement within the area is entirely by foot. (t is 
apparent that this scheme is restrictive and cannot 
apply to a very wide area like the city's entire 
central area, which could extend over several 
square miles. An example is in Fresno. again 
10 California, U.S.A. 

Nodal Points Scheme 

Yet another solution is the development of 
mass rapid transit, either above or underground 
or both. The development of such means in the 
major cities of the world has not been able to 
discourage private car owners from driving into 
the central areas any time they want to. Conse
quently. it has not been able to reduce the traffic 
congestion problem in the city center. Besides. 
the cost of constructing the underground facility 
is so prohibitive as to render it improbable for 
man!, governments. 

Another solution has been the construction 
of more and more streets and freeways from the 
city center into aU other parts of the city. The 
experience with this, however, has been in many 
cases the clogging sooner or later of even the 
multi-lane freeways with traffic. in a never ending 
spiral. It seems, without humour intended, that 
there is a very high correlation, a positive rela
tionship. between the number and length of 
freeways as they are constructed and the number 
of cars that emerge to use them---almost to greet 
them! 

The above solutions are by no means exhaustive. 
but they indicate how far we are from finding lasting 
solutions to these crippling problems. And these 
solutions deal only with the transport networks. 
and seem to take the rush to locate in the city 
center, by activists, as inevitable if not for granted. 
The reasoning would seem to be that if activities 
wish to locate in the city center there is no reason 
why they the activists should not. [t is here
by submitted that this approach is. to say tbe 
least, negative and not at all responsive in helping 
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Observer Notebook 
Quality in Local Products 

THE NATIO"lAL. Standards Board is being commen
ded in some quarters for withdrawing its stamp 
of approval from two drug products of the Phar
maceutical Division of "Ghlhoc", because of a 
detected fJIl in the standards of those drugs. While 
we join in this selective expression of satisfaction 
over tbis matter. we should like now to take the 
opportunity to protest at the same time against 
the low quality of some of OUT local products, 
especially manufactured foods. We have been 
afflicted with this si tuation over time that is now 
getting to be too long, and during which many 
citizens among us have remained silent about the 
whole thing. even about N.S.B. certification. 

The silent ones are those who, rightly or wrongly. 
think it is a matter of loyalty. and of hope in even
tual, assured progress. to give our "new" mlnufac
turers a chance to improve as they gain experience; 
but those Ghanaians who are less concerned with 
philosophical considerations and more with prac
tical issues and instant self-comfort have always 
reacted differently. They are the ones who would 
have nothing to do with " Made in Here" goods. 
and pour contempt on these things : they opt 
for "Made in There" produclS where\er poss ible. 
without even bothering to find out anything about 
local equivalents . 

But the point is, one cannot blame all of these 
rebels for all of their attitudes; many of them are 
right. much of the time. For who but a dedicated, 
over-indulgent patriot would want to spend his 
constantly devaluing financial resources indefi
nitely on shoddy hardware and substandard 
food products ? How long can philosophy and 
patriotism afford to continue with multi-coloured 
margarine that tastes like tallow and smells like 
refined axle grease; toothpaste that may well have 
some quinine in it , though it does not say so on 
the tube; sugar that often looks ready to go grey 
any moment . though not from old age: and soap 
that dissol ... es into high smelling mud almost at the 
mere sight of water. Who can consume these 
substances without worrying about their probable 
effect upon delicate human tissues? In heavier 
lines like furniture and upholstery, clotb. and 
travelling equipment, we don't do too badly. 
but in lower priced ranges and smaller items in 
utensils and tools, the standards of quality of 
material and workmanship are often outrageous; 
in food products like those named abo .. e they are 
appalling. 

There is another serious aspect to this matter. 
While we are obliged to buy these poor quality 

products. especially the foods, out of our always 
dwindling funds and at crushing cost, the manu
facturers are getting away with "murder" in the 
form of their unfailing, high margins of profit. 
For them there is no problem. for there is little 
or no competition in this country in the production 
and marketing of items like margarine. toothpaste . 
and soap of both kinds. And where there is little 
or no competition, and no state ownership. there 
is partial or complete capitalistic monopoly. 
therefore also uncontrolled profit mlking. No\\
why should hard-pressed. financially struggling 
consumers have to bear the brunt. both of losing 
on poor quality goods and of helping the ml.nu
facturers thereof to get away with over-comm!n
surate profit? 

The Standards Board cannot be serious if in the 
matter of our pursuit and mlintenance of quality. 
for which they were set up, they continue to pass 
multi-coloured concoctions of gr~ase for marga
rine. and only occasionally spot bld cas~s of sub
standard drugs . 

. _---
Rogues Rendenou5 

TilL MESSRS Vorster and Smith. masler-bully
and-pupil-united-against-justice. have been meeting. 
we are told. in secret. But how in secret, and why? 
Surely they cannot keep s'!c rccy of that lind. 
apart from the fact that they do not need it? 
For aren't they the acknoNledged front men 
of nations who use them for more serious long4 
term purposes. of which the pres:nt efforts at 
suppression of black Africans are only the con
tinuing preplration? Are not all the n:cesSlry 
moves in this game of attrition known 10 theory 
and practice. or easily anticipated? 

There can be nothing secret about Vorster and 
Smith having to meet constantly: to review 
strategy and tactics. to receive and calculate on 
the latest supplies and assurances from their western 
backers and their other trading partners . to tote 
up their \'ictories and rage over their defeats, to 
reaffi rm their commitment to and their conviction 
of the righteous:1es, of th~ caus: of white 
supremacy in Africa .... 

We know it all. in theory as well as in wh3t 
we sec of it in practice. And what we don't know 
or cannot see we can Imagine. conclude upon. or 
anticipate. But we also know that it is all an e>..ercise 
in futility-to borrow a cliche. If Vorster and Smith 
really believe, because of present imbalances in 
power, that they and their dissembling pnncipals 
are destined to remain supreme and dommant 
in Africa, they will all. principals and field workers 
alike, end up as the biggest laughing stock in 
history. 
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These figures are. of course, far from being definitl\'c. 
They arc. presented morc. or less for (un, and as possibly 
being suggesti\c to those who arc convinced that an 
o\er-valued currency does nol entail a cost to a country. 
While on the subject of figures. it should be noled that 
'Imply look.ing at figures for Imports before and aftu 
dc\-aluation. even if correctly done, cannot shed light 
on my contention that devaluation does not affect the 
\ olumc of imports coming into Ghana. One would have 
to know. in addilioi1 , what would have happened to 

Imports had Ghana not dc\ nlued. 
To my I..nowledge. there arc no economists who ad

\ocale devaluation in general. What most economists 
:ld\'ocate. mysclf among them, is having the rate which 
" best for the country. The exchange rate is one among 
many factors affecting the performance of an economy. 
Having the correct rate helps. It docs not alone insure 
good performance. and a country can do well even with 
:..n incorrect mte. But why should a country voluntarily 
impose this cost on itself? 

There does appear to be a school of thought which 
I~ opposed to devaluation in general, at least for low 
illcome countries. These economists must believe that 
all low income countries have actual rates at o r below 
the rates which are optimal for them. There is no reason 
10 believe this generalization, an'd there are plenty of 
reasons not to belie\"e it. For each country, high income 
or 10,," income. the problem is to determine the rate 
which is best for it. and then move tbeir actual ratc in 
that direction. The political problem of how to do 
this last step is, in my view. best achieved by having 
wide participation in the policy. whether or not any 
country has done this up to now. 

Those countries which try to maintaitl an o,·er-valued 
rate for as long as possible will find that every excbange 
rate change is a de\aluation. Those countries which 
kccp their rate close to tbe market rate will find that 
~ometimes they are de,'aluing and sometimes they are 
:. ppreciating. This latter strategy is wiser. both from 
the economic and from the political point of view. 
Countries which employ it will be able to usc their 
skilled manpower 10 add to welfare. rather than keeping 
them tied up in designing and administering import 
(on lroh. 

fHE DEVALUATION DEBATE-A REPLY TO 

"AN ECONOMIC CORRESPONDENT" 

From NASEEM AHMAD 
EI.'Onomies Oepanment, Legon 

IN AN earher note m this j~rnal (L.O. VIII/IO. p.223) 
I ... tate(] that "the reality is that in the past an increase 
in domcsti c prices of imports. resulting either from in· 
creascfj import duties or the 1967 devaluation. was .. 1-
ways followed by a fall in the \olume of imports". 1 
further claimed that "Ill fact the 1967 devaluation had 
led to a significant decline In imports. especially of 
capital goods and industrial raw materials both in 1967 
and 1 %8. and thus turncd out to he detrimental to eco
",nmi(" growth·' 

In the succeeding issue of the paper (L.O. VIII 11. 
n.2S6), "An Economic Correspondent'· asks me: " Where 
is the evidence?" He then goes on to reproouce data 
on Import~ for the period 1966-69 from the Economic 

Suney, 1969. to show that "all major catelories or im
ports dassified by end-use ina lSud from )'ear to )'ear 
1966 through 1969". Consequently. he infonru me thai 
"the official published data therefore appear to be "t. 

riously in conflict with your positive assertions. 
(p.251). 

The purpose of this note is to present the statlstil.:al 
evidence in support of my ar8"'DCP"- to show that the 
counter·assertions by "an Economic Correspondent" 
stem from his failure to grasp the real meaning of 
the data he quotes from the Economic Suney. 

The basic issue al stake is whether or not tbe 1967 
de\alu~tion had led to a decline in the volume of im· 
ports coming inlo Ghana. Strictly speak.ing. what wc 
need to compare are the quantities of various types of 
goods. say food. texliles. vehicles. machines and tools. 
which "erc imported into Gbana in the )'ears imme
diately before and after the 1967 devaluation. Since the 
list of \'arious types of goods Ghana imports runs intu 
several hundred. any such exercise involves ,rdata 
mining··. and would therdorc be cumbersome :lOd time· 
con'iuHllng. 

Irrelet'lIol Data 

MorcO\cr. any such procedure would imoh-c the 
complications arising from the differences in the quali
ties of various imported lOods. The way out to these 
probh:ms is to express the values of physical imports 
in terms of a single unit of account. and to .see whetber 
Ghan:. spent more or less on imports after tbe 1967 
devaluation. However. any sucb data on tbe values of 
annunl imports can be meaningful only if the same unit 
of account is used for the whole perio<!.. Obviously the 
data on imports quoted by Correspondent is based not 
on one but two different units of account. ,·iz .. tbe pre
devaluation ced i (1966) and the post-de\"aluation cedi 
(1967-69). and are thus inconsistent and misleading.· 

An exampll! will illustrate the point. Let us assume 
that 111 1966. when one new cedi was worth 51.40. Ghana 
had tu spend Nt357 to import from the U.S. the came
ras worth 5 I 00 each. Let us further assume that after 
the devaluetion in 1967. which .rooucro the rate of ex
t:han~e to Nt 1- 50.98. to be able to buy four cameras 
of the same type from the U.S. an importer in Ghana 
had 10 spend Nt408 (assuming of course that the dollar 
price ("I the camera remained constant during the pe
riod). Now it would be cenainly wrong on our part 
to simply compare the new cedi figures of total expendi
ture or import of cameras in the two years 1966 (N¢3S7) 
and 1967 (Nt408), and to argue that as a result of 30o/c 
de\-alu:ltlon of thc new cedi. the volume of imports inttt 
Ghana wen! up by 14.3%. when in actual fact the ,0-

lume C'f imports declined from 5 to 4 cameras. i,e_. from 
goods worth 5500 to goods worth 5400. 

It should be clear from the above example that the 
data on imports quoted by Correspondent arc irrelcvant 
to the issue at stake. and that for the purpose of a com
parison of the flows of imports from year to year it is 
('ss-entinl to distinguish sharply bctweeen tbe \'alues of 
import· m monetary and real terms, and to adjust the 
data 011 monetary values for the changes in the e:tchange 
rate due to the 1967 devaluation. 
,,, Ao Ecooomic CorT'CSpOnden'" I"u.lll:ed h;5 lo"lake aoJ ha.' anl,<"
paled th'5 critique of hi~ an;ll)'i~_ UnfortunatelY. h,~ rclake "a\ 'lIe 
for 'h. ~ ,~~ue_t:OITOR. 
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IMPOR'IS OF MERmANDISE (F.o ... ) 

5 
Unit of Account 1966 1967 1968 1969 

I 
I N~ Mill,on 250. 6 261. 0 3 14. 0 354. 0 

2 
II. million 350.84 255.78 307.72 347.31 

3 
III. Post-De"aluation 

N~ million (l- 357. 9 261.00 313. 9 354. 3 

IV. Pre-Devaluation 4 
N~ million 250.53 182.70 219.73 248.01 

SoIir": EnJOomil; SUI'\-cy. 1969. table 16, p.3' 
I. At annnt prict.~ in new (-ed,s. 
:: Cnn\erh:t! fh'rn Hem I 31 the follOWing rates of 

c);chan,c ' 

1966 , NtI.OO $1.40 
J%7·69- Ntl.ro- 50,98 

~ (.'omcrtOO from dollars )ntt! new Cedi.!> at the. post
. dCHIJualion rate of exchanBc. \iiz. Sl.OO-Ntl.02 

.l. Cnn\ertcd from post-devalu3tion new cedis at the mte 
of: Posl-de\ialualion Ntl.OO-Pre-devaluatlon NeO.70; 
i.c. by denalinc the post-dc\'aluarion new cedi figures 
by JO%. 

Tabl\,. I '>CIs out data on Impons of merchandise for 
the ye;.r-. 1%6 to 1969 in four different unilS of account. 
liZ. 

fa) II' current Nt Pfll't/i (Item I): 

(totl IP S prh.:es (Ih.:m Ill; 

((:) in post-dc\aluation Nt prices (Item III); and. 

Id) In pre·de\aluatllm Nt pm:es (Item lV), 

I' Ih£'uld he r.:alized that in order to obtain a correct 
.d.:a of the ..:hanrcs In the Hllume of imports over time 
we ha\r 10 look at the figuTt:\ gi\'cn as items 11. III and 
1\'. hc~:au$C. unlile those aiven as Item I. they are 
u,rn\cd at by usina the _me units of account for the 
whole penud. (The ..:hui..:e among these tbree sets of 
fi,ul"a i .. a matter of taste and convenience. and is im
RVltenai to the. present exercise of an a~sessment of 
trends in the \oolume of imports). Reading items n. III 
lind 1\' in table t from left 10 richt. we see that; 

fa} the \olume uf imports in 1967 was considerably 
lower than in 1966: 

Ib} C'len thouch the 'if>lume of imports went up in 
1%8, and apin in 1969, merchandise imports in 
lbe two yean remained below the level in 1966. 
ou!" hcnchlMrt ,ear. 

--
<; A c:ompilcatlOn aTl~cs WIth respect 10 tbe data (or 

1967: the new Cedi was dC'\<alunJ on July 8. 1967. and 
therefore strictly .,peaking we must draw a distinc
tion bel""een imports before and after the devaluahvn 
on two different ba.$Cs. i.e. imports before July 8 at 
N¢I.00--S1.40 and after July 8 at Ntl.OO--SO.98. 
Hov.e\er. due to a number of practical difficulties. 
it has not been possible t'J follow this procedure. It is 
dear. howeH;r. that any ~ueh adjustment would not 
invalidate the ar&urTlCllt tbat the \o'olume of imports 
fell conslderobly after the devaluation. 

TA BLE 2 
IN DEX OF VOLUME OF IMPORTS OF 

MER("HANOISE (1%0-100) 

1966 1967 1968 1969 

100 72.9 87.7 98.9 

Source: Derind rrom Items n, m .... IV of cable I 
To sa,\e readers from any pls~ible confusion resulting 

fr)m l~1;: u~e of three different Units o( conversion and 
to &1\1: more sllnificance to the data gi\'en in the last 
three item!> o( table t . in table 2 1 have con\'erted these 
figures into an indel( of volume M imports. These index 
number~ arc arrj,ed at by dividing the figures (or 1967. 
1968 alld J %9 by the relevant fi&ures for our benchmark 
year. 1966. and mul(ipl}in& the quotient by 100. Inter. 
prctinr tnble 2. we can see that: 

(a) the volume of imports dropped from 100 in 1966 
t •.• 72.9 points in 1967. i.e., by 27.1%. 

(b) lh1." volume of imports in 1968 and 1969 increa<;ed 
t('l 87.7 and 98.9 points respectively (Iarlely due 
10 the import liberaljulion policy which was in-

• 
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KINGSW AY STORES OF GHANA 

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN UPON THE OCCASION 
OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEellNG 

HELD ON 6IH JUNE, 1973 

STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

LADIES • GEN'I'LEMEN, 

On behalf of the Dircc:ton. I wouad lite to wck:omc: 
you to the Annual 0cnera1 MKtinc of Kiapway Slores 
of Ghana Limited. This is the Sixth AmnJaI 0cncraI 
Meetin. since Kiapway Stores became a public Oxn· 
pany in 1961. and 1 would lite to cxteod a special 
welcome to any new Mombcrs wbo are plucnl and to 
tbose otbcn who may be: attendinc ao Annual Oeoeral 
Mcctin. for the fint time. 

RESULTS, 

As you will sc:c from the Report, lbc Company baa 
been able to achieve an increase in its turnover, tboqb 
tbis was due more to an increuc in the ClOIl of aooda 
rather than an ioC1a18 in the volume of 10001 sold and 
as anticipated the level of profit marpn ..... reduoed. 
This bas arisen from KiRJ,..,ay·s strict ob.ctvancc of 
price controls coupled with incrcend costs in alIQOII: 
every area of expendirurc: nevcrtbelrM. tho final net 

operatina profit. thouab down on lut year can, 1 bope, 
be ac(:Cpted as a satisfadory result haviDJ repro to all 
the special difticuhics which occurred. 

The final net profit, transferred to the Intnme Surplus 
Account is in ract in excess of last year as a n:ault of 
""me favourablc factors . Havinl obtained repayment 
or part or our investment in National I)cvclopnoent 
Bondi, we also received accrued intcrest on tbese Bonds. 
Thcre is also a larac reduction in interest payment as 
a result of the improvccl liquidity of your ComPllny. 
and finally . we had the benefit of a favourable taJ: 

adjuatnwnt whi ch has substantially impro\'ed our final 
nel proftt. 

Obtaininl suitable merchandise was a major and conti
nuinl problem throulhout the year, and 1 feci I musl 
once again emphasize the overridina importance to your 
husiness of Kingsways policy to promote and lell loods 
which have been locally manufactured. or prc<used. 
In fact J particularly mention this alain this year be
cause we arc currenUy runnins an in ... tore promotion. 
the objecti\'e of wbich is to live publicity to the pro-

• 

ducts of the Ghana Industrial HoM; ... 
and I hope that thOK of you who have IIOl 
be able to do so. 

DIVIDEND, 

The Diroc:torl have rccommcMod ~ 
40p share. whicb is the ame .. that 
In the previous year. I and my fellow 
very much aware of the fact ..... tile 
deducted at source and the djfBn,ltiCI iD. 
imbon I ment arc of the deepest Cftwem to 
We have continued to make "'Pi II '''';tl 
appropriate places aDd we llNiiIIy believe 
mobiliation of capital i, to be stima ..... 
10 achieve the aims of the Oowell" mrs 
pohq. tax Incentives will be DIC'1Ied to 
participation of individual Ghanaian 

You wiD DOle that the value of unpaid. 
has further incnuocL ud I have to .civile 
remittances were made durinl the year to the 
oIwobold .... 

DEVELDPMEIImI, 

DuriRl the year major d1anaes were made in 
merchandise is prucoted in the Ac:aa Itore. _~ 
nettsury to counteract the abo ..... of calaiD 
disc but the. prime objective whicb bu been • 
our plans for a lona time was to tile 
of the Accra 'Store more up-to-date by 
retail practices, improve our usc of the apace 
and provide lrater coawniaK:e aDd comfon for 
men. Accra slore is also now able to oIer the 

. facility of an optical service and imIWCWG 'II 
been made at other brancbea. 

Durina the year under review. Mr. 
Pharmacy Coatrol1er ... ired _ ..... y yoon 01 
.crvice. and I am bappy to re.pon ..... bit --oi 
a Ghanaian . 
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M.naaen attended trainina counes. and one 
If! dod. number of specialiacd coones and 
ectivitics in Britain and in Nituia. 

for the tlcvc:lopmcnt of Ghanaian 
continues to accl:lcrate and four new Maoacen 

with dlect from the: 1st of Januar). 
other Mc:rchandite Controllers, Mr. P. L. 

and Mr. R. V. Brouablon will be lcavin. this 
satisfactorily handed over their dutics to 

IUCCClson. and I think it is appropriate to 
p u appreciation of Lhc:ir lonl and valuable gef

the Company. 

for the fine balf year of the current Fmant:lal 
I'icolc the rnaintenam:c and improvement or pro

ave found the Prica and Incomes Board to be 
and sympathetic thou&h as you will appreciate 

I ... ';ve tuk to admlnuter prices over a ranat 
1& IIandIcd try Kinpway Stores I 'Would alw 
rotord our appreciation of .he way in which 

of import Iiamces is beina manaaed. 
.KeIt-naC' must be conacrved in thete. difficult 

bul the administnltion of the import licence 
IS better than we hnc ever known it. 

.... elopment of the business i:. difficult uDder 
cin::wnstaoccs. and any major expansion must 
...... 1 improvement in the economy, but your 

c:oalinuc to consolidate and improve effi· 
1 .. i1h partlallar emphasis on cost savings. Your 

Board are also considerilll with lreat care the best way 
in which your Company can accord with. and implement 
the Government's investment policy. 

ST_~.·"': 

I am mon: than happy to report that the work. jA:r
formance of tbe staff has continued at an extremely biab 
level, and that we have enjoyed substantial co-operation 
with the willingness 10 make Ireater efforts to sup!",.)rt 
the Company tbroujh difficult times. Many of our staff 
have: been with us for a JODa time and we greatly appre· 
ciate: the loyalty which is proved by lon& service. We 
are sure that this state of affairs will continue into the 
future and T would like to take this opportunity of • • 
thanking them for their contribution which IS mu~t 

'_~armly appreciated. 

Finally, Ladies and Gentlemen. on behalf of my 
fellow Directors and myself. I would like to thank you 
for comi", here this afternoon and for you~ continued 
interest in tbe affairs of your Company. It IS my plea
~ure to re·affinn the determination or the Board and 
the management of Kingsway Siores to aive tbeir ~ 
effort to ensuring the long tdTTI health and well being 

Ilf the Company-

fhank. you_ 

C. RICHARDS 

ET THE BE T 
YOUR ADVERTISEMENTS 
MUST GIVE GOOD RETURNS 
THE 'LEGON OBSERVER' 
TAKES YOU TO THE PEOPLE 
WHO TAKE NOTICE 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
'LEGON OBSERVER' 

m 
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trodu~ .. ed in tbe middle of 1968 loDowina the in
urduction of the Two-year De .. olopilllcnt Plan-
196II/69-1969170~ bu, .a.'nod bdow Ihc 1966 
IevoI. 

It i c.r then that contrary 10 the aUcp.lion by 
Corra.pondcnt. the official data on imports is .... in con
Ilid ..... th my cooc:lusion that "the t 967 de~aluation bad 
led to a uanificant decline in impons ... botb in t 967 
aod 1961". To rectify the wrona impression created by 
Conupondcnt. I consider h ncccs.ry to add chat be
fON cumins to tbil conclusion ] had very carefully 
ana~ the 08icial data on Imports published in the 
Economic SurveY' for 1968 (table XI. p.127). aDd 1969 
(~blc Xl, p.1I8), as we1I as in the Two-,., De.lI » 

:
:' ... (table 3.2. p.IO) aDd Ihc __ De,,1 i 
roo ... (table :!.2. p.4). 
All tbeIe oIlcial SOUJ'CeI .. ICDt data on impoila ia 

terms c·f poIt-clcwaluatioD ... cedia (i.e., liter _tiDl 
tbc __ ry adjus, ....... for !be 1967 devaluation) .... 

thus support my ClIJlcl"'k:ss It I .... 
nomic COil I,,,,,, t nt diet .... dlln 
w'lh. Mt't.IIU)' cue. .... he .......... '1", 
fallen into the 7 tidal trap A' I tri II ..... 
data quc.ted by him.. 

No further clari'h:ation on the au...,. in 
of my amduaions aM n to .. 10 be a c 'Y. DDt
witbllaadin. IIbc wrioaa interpnCali_ tIIat Con • .,.. 
dent df'fi\a fro .. his own ........... ill ' .. ~ •• 
'''1nC of them may live rite to mi_ .... b '",. .. 

my otho::r c:oncIusions "r 54 lD'ision., two furtber i : . 

arc pCiI1lneDt. Pint. theft; il dac i .... of tho 1$1 ut" 
lb. 19f' d ....... ti ..... !be ..... '" _polls '" .... 101 
cqui ....... u aDd i.' ... I"" ... • • ..... Eo: _Ii ... 

COJ'I'CSfoC'DClcnt dain dIU "'as Ii If iii impcMi1s .. 
_'eeI by 16% (1967), ~ (\961) .... 1,,% (I"'. 
~piln' .. uipmcnt importa inarn ~ by ... in l_ 
ore 60;. i" 1969". (1.0. VlD/IO. p 2!6). ApI .. lie ... iew 
at theiC" fiJUres by usin, the wrona: _ ... 

TABLE 3 
IMPORTS BY END-USE (r.o.B.) 

Types of goods 1966 1967 

Non-durable consumers' goods 95.20 70.07 

Durable consumers' goods 13.44 14.01 

Raw and semi· finished materials 120.40 98.00 
-_:-

Capital equipment 107.24 58.70 

Fuel and lubricants 14.56 15.09 

T 0101 Imports 350.84 255.78 

N.a. FIp .. do .......... p 1wlly '0 die ....... c 10 

Types of goodi 

iL ..... . 

SomcIe: Derived ".,.. die Economic Survey •• "', • Me 
.6, p37. 
(8oufte: Derived bu ... Economic Survey. '''' ..... Ie 
'6, p.31). 

TABLE 4 
INDICES or IMPORTS BY END-USE 

1966 1967 

Non-durable consumers' goods 100 73.6 

Durable consumers' goods 100 • 104.2 

Raw and semi-finished materials 100 81.4 
• 

Capital equipment 100 54.7 

Fuel and lubricants 100 103.6 

Sour«: Derived from table 3. 

(Smillin) 
-

1968 1969 

74.48 85.94 

14.40 18.91 

121.42 139.16 

76.73 81.04 

20.87 22.24 

307.72 347.31 

(1960 = 100) 
-

1968 1969 

78.2 90.2 

107.1 140.7 

100.8 115.6 

71.5 75.6 

143.3 152.7 
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"The cmrect data on imports by end-use is presented 
In tabJr. J and 4. It can be readily secn from th~ tables 
that capital equipment imports in 1967 dropped to about 
"ne-halt o. the:. level in 1966. In 1968-the first full year 
~ftCI tile dc\'aluation-thc "olurne of imports of capital 
~UlprneJ'lt wa, nearly ~O% leu than in 1966. And even 
In 1%'7--1he fint full }('.ar of import liberalization po
hC)'- ~.c;lpital equipment imports were only two-thirds 
~." the \"{flume In 1966, Figures of imports of raw and 
M"mi-fi.lI~hed materials. as gl\.en in tables 3 and 4, no 
doubt ~l,nw a rise of nearly 16010 in 1969 as compared 
Ie- 1%6. 

This "hould nol, hO\l\oC'"cr, mislead us. Not all the r;,w 
;~nd seMi·finlshed malena)s imported by Ghana arc used 
ioc ir.\ cnmcnt purposes. In the absence of reliable 
,nformatlOn (>n the economic use of Imported raw and 
\Cmi-lif'll<:.hed materials. the usual practice in Ghana has 
heen to treat only imports of construction matcrials 2S 

part of il,\'e~tmcnt &ood~ imports. and 10 consider the 
Test a, pari of coO\umen' goods imports. On this basis 
;>nd ah-!T making the usual adjustments for the change 
10 cxcbn.C! rate we find that Ghana's imports of T&W 

mall:rlah flit in\C!stment purposes was as follows: 

'\ million 
1966 
55.9 

1967 
28,9 

1968 
26,8 

196" 
36.:\ 

ISouree: D~riH·.1 from the El·onomic Sur-ey, 1969 tahle 
16, p.J7). 

11. IDf.OLOGY 
"IDEOLOGIES ON SALE"-.'\ RFJO(NDER 

fromlAWA APRONTf 
Institute of African Studiu., Ulloa 

I AM afraid G. Adali-Mortty's "Viewpoint" (L.O. VIII 
10) contain«! more muddled thinking than J for one 
I.:an stuma!.;h ReactIOnaries ha,,·c made a habit in this 
CI1untry of ue:.ing imutl"e against progressives, where 
cnn!.;rc:le argument demands that they should adduce 
r~llnt\ ill e:.upport of thcit case, 

For Mr, Adali-1\1ortty'\ Infonnation, there is no fetish 
ahout the wllrd ideology Indeed hc recognizes the need 
f(lf an Ideology when he call, for: 

a :<.tated course of futu~ action, and a stated direc
tilln, in order that progreS~ can be mcaningful and 
rUI ('IOsdul. 

The mistake he male, i\ to L'quate ideology with so
clall,m, the anti"h~is to capitalism. The choice that 
lat'Cs ;111 of u~ is between these two. I£ Mr, Adali-Mortty 
IS • ~plt.;,hst (1'5 I ~u~pect from his arguments and 
~:to'lmpIc5 th:1.t he i,) be ~hould como! out and ~y so. It 
IS mtcll~ctu:lll)- di~hon~t for capitalisl'l to pretcnd 
that thc~ \~Cur)- what amount .. tn an idcological no
rnan· .. land 

Th~ .rlid\! undtr di,,;:u\\ion cites the platttude\ lmdCT 
which capltah· .. ts hide their ndarinu\ profiteering and 
locia~ C'ppression of the poor: belief in "indl\·idual in i
h:Alive··. '·Indl\ idual choice". "brotherhood of 
man". "equal opportunity in hasic formal education" 
The llUl"iotion IS thie:.: What state apparatus exists to en
~ure thai the e.:onomic and social cond.tions are brought 
into being whkh alone wilt gi,,·e credence to these pious 
protntation.,? For thc capitalist ~tate i! characterized 
by ITO!olI inequalities in the distribution of wealth. and 
thcrcf"T<: in educ:aHonal and all other opportunities 
nen the (\prortuOity to. drink clean .... ·ater and live in 

Th~ Sl.;cond r"mark is closely related to the first: 
a~all .. :·le statistical informatio'l points clearly to tbc 
fact that the rate or srowth in Ghana has so far been 
larae!y dependent on the levcl of in,'estment goods im
port. ThUll, for instance, the rate of growth (in real 
lenns) felt from 1.5% in 1967 to 0.3% in 1968. (fAoono
mic .suncy, 1969, table 2, p.15). The "irtual stagnation 
Ilf 1;= cc(,lIomy in 1968 must be attributed largely to 
the dr.:slic fall in the le\el of im'estment goods imports 
rC'iul'lng from thc July 1967 dc\·alualion. , 

SimilarJ~, it was mainly due to thc increased a\-'8ila· 
bilit~ of inH~stmcnt goods imports in the n~xt two ycars 
that in 1969 the economy was able to register a growth 
rate -,f .\.4%. No wonder then that the authors of thc 
Onc .. ,('ar De,eJopment Plan had 10 admit that therc is 
a ", . dose relationship betwecil the a\'aiiabiJity of im
ports md the growth rate which the economy can achie\'c, 
partil'ularly in the non-agricultural sector~". (p.30). 

I tgree with Economic Correspondent th:lt "Tc'(lbools 

..:crta;nly do not (urnie:.h a body of settled conclusion\ 

inllncdiatel) applicable to policy". I wish to add. how

e'er, :h3t an unwary acceptance of statistical data cer

lainl}, i ..... d'i to wrong conclUSIOns and disastrous poJiq 

decislOn~. 

I'calthy surroundings. 

Where is Mr, Adali-Mortty's home-grown ideology, 
which will liberate u~? Does it consist of tbe systematic 
(I{'molitlon of the infrastructure for ~tate·contTolled eco· 
lII.my that Kwame Nkrumah started? Does it consist 
in our k'tVing stili a disproportiOll3te share of our 
wholcs:.h.. and relail trade in the hands of local branches 
"I multi-national corporation" who are well lnown 10 

U~ sharp practices to interfere in the internal affairs 
uf countries of the third world? Does it consist in failure 
tJ utdil.e ~nown sub\ersion of the cconomy by foreign 
alrd local agents as an opportunity (or massivc mobili-
7all01l for the as'icrtion o[ our national molto. Freedom 
.. nJ Jr.:~tice? 

The capitalists in our midst should not be 'iurprised 
IJ rC:llize that Ihere are brands of socialism in the 
world. Indced, do they not at the same time accuse 
~ )clallsl.; of aiming at creating a monolith? The truth 
of the matter is that there is a rcsidium of irreducible 
principle .. III socialism which each progressi\'e people 
\·mbral'C. keeping in mind the important consideration 
'ilat local conditions will dictate strategy and tactic, 

But the Irreducible prin!.;lples remain irreducible. So 
Ihal if one is, that a person housed at ~ubsidizcd rate~ 

by the slate e:.hould not 0,,"'0 ?nd hire out to the e:.tate 
(., all\ other agency a mansion built out of (borrowed) 
pubhL funds. thcn we would jolly well ensure that it 
docs nOI happen. Especially 51) where the ..... or~cr~ who 
put up the two house! concemed are Iee:.s deccntly hou
'L'tI than my car cr Mr. Adali-\fortty's 

YOl:. see, Sir, there are ultimate human consldcrationi 
il' ti'l1, debate. If \\e c1o~ our eye) 1<1 the obj~tiH: 
c(,nditlons and go socialist-baiting. we would hasten the 
cl~y when the ""'iolent chanle" that Mr, Adali-Mortty 
fears 'iO much (sorry. he merely doe$ not bclie'·e in it!) 
will tak..: place 
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A PROPOS ADALI-MOR'ITY'S "IDEOLOGY 0' 
SALE" 

From SETH C. OTUTEYE. 
Law Faculty, Ugoo 

MR. Ada~i-Mortty appears 10 bne been caught In the 
cOntradictions oC a certain kind of political and mteUec
lual adolescence. Keen on practising his newly disco_ 
'ered _ potentialities of the intellect, he expansively 
demolishes the premisc:~ and conclusions be had himself 
created out of socialism. In an attempt Ie' give Ghana 
and hIs united Africa a new, locally conceived and 
nurtured ideology. he does no more than remouth the 
"non-partisan" plalilu<tcs of the capitaJism of the mo
dem post-industrial society of Western EUrope and Japan. 

Mr., Adal~-~oruy acknowledges the necessity of ideo
logy In buildIng a nation, especially wilen that task 
must be undertaken, willy-nilly. together with the other 
onerous burdens of building new political institutions 
and an industrial base. What he fails to realise is that 
phrases like "industrial initiative", "individual choice" 
"brotherhood of man", and "equal opPNtunity" alon~ 
a~e valueless as credos on which nations arc built. These 
cliches are better left 10 hippies and the neo-Gurus of 
California and Woodstock. 

Want of ideas is not Ghana's problem: it is our in
libilit)- to do the best we can with what we know. Mr. 
Adali-Mortty falls victim to the "I-know-more-than-be
knows" syndrome when he wants us to hclieve that in 
spite of his commitment to capitalism he is more learned 
in the origins of socialist philosophy than lhe socialists 
themselves. As a Ih ing beneficiary of sodalist planning 
he may be correct, after all. T would invite him to share 
with his readers the processes of his con\'ersion. It 
mav clarify the debate. 

-----
NO FOREIGN IDEOLOGY! 

From A. IDDIRISU 
Gbewaa Secondary School, Tamale 

I WRITE to express my sincerest support oC Mr. G. 
Adah·Mortty, senior lecturer at the School of Adminis
tration, Legon, on hi~ article entitled "Ideologies on Sale 

Whose do we 8uy?". which appeared in the Lea:on 
Obsener, Vol. VIII 10. 

Tn this article, the writer has argued OUI. logically . 
.... hy Ghana should adopt and develop her own ideology 
l'1stelid of adopting a foreign type. I do not understand 
why some Ghanaians should still yearn for foreign 
IdeologIes! If there were any people on African soil 
2clvocating foreign ideologies. 1 thought Ghanaians 
should not ha\e been those people. or even support them. 
My reason is simple. Foreign ideologies have repeatedly 
prove,,! unsuitable for Ghanaians. Nkrumah fell becau~e 
of his aUempt to plant a foreign type of ideology here, 
lIkewise Busia. In short. Ghanaians have openly rejected 
both the eastem and tho! western types. 

I am against '.either socialism nor capitalism. After 
all. the meanings of both wor'ds are subject to elastic 
~l1 telpretations. If by adopting a "Ghanaian capitalism" 
WI.' can solve our problem .. and develop, I do not sec 
a'1ything wrong ""ith it; likewise if we develop a "Gha· 
naian socialism". But to accept a foreign type at the 
!"Ioment is not r)nly 'dangerous to botb our economy 
l,ond political situation, but meaningless as well. 

I am utterly 'lgai nst the idea of preaching a foreign 
hpc of ideology (or Ghana F o reign ideologies arc not 

universal .. They were propounded by people to suit tbeir 
I) .... n tlNlronments. , have the bcjjef that AfritaIU 
can also develop their own ideology, If they are seriou, 
l1le N.R.C. has -.0 far been abSc to stand by thei; 
promise' to be uncommitted to any ~ion. My advice 
IS that they should beware of foreign ideololies, as 
Ittese can dISrupt their progress. 
• 

Viewpoint 

GAMMALIN AND mE COCOA JNDUSTRY 
By 

Dennis Leston 
(Department of Zoology, Legon) 

THE announcement (Ghanaian TImes, 4th June) tbat 
Gammalin is to be pUt on sale to farmers at a sub. 
sidiscd pric(. and made available at cocoa stations 
anr buying sheds everywbere makes sad reading. Are 
w(' to understand that tbis potent pesticide should be 
sprayed by farmers in areas where cocoa-capsid~Twi. 
Abte-are resistant to it? If so, tben a further decline 
in yield is to be envisaged. 

When, in March this year, the end of mass sprayin, 
wa .. announced, those of us concerned with problems 
of cocoa bealth in Gbana were pleased . Mass spraying 
had accomplished notbing in capsid control in the 10111 
term. and had contributed largely to the spread of 
swollen-shoot. Encouragement to farmers to spray a. 
routine times or year and as a prophylactic. even in the 
absence of capsids. is also undesirable. 

It is ironic that just when, following the Stockholm 
c~nrerence. scientists are beginning to look at environ
mental problems, a method of pest control in cocoa is 
being promoted which destroys just tbose ecological 
ckments which make the cultivation oi cocoa and other 
tree crops profitable in the forest zone. 

Va"eless Method 

The pa5t ten years have witnessed a global swmg 
away from the routine spraying of a single insecticide 
towards integrated methods of pest and disease manage· 
ment. utilising chemIcals only to reinforce natural con· 
trois and not to obliterate these. TIle problem of cocoa 

the mteraction of the tree wih light or shade, and the 
interaction of this and other agronomic factors with 
('apsids. the defoliating complex, swollen·shoot and 
bl:sckpod-is the most highly complex to have so far 
been elucidated in any crop. Simple methods. such as 
a blanket spray, can never work in these situations. 

A modem scheme for pest control in cocoa has now 
been de\elopcd in Ghana. following upon about 18 
scientist man/years of research. It makes full use of all 
thl' available information and combines sbort-term pest 
c(\n trol with long-term agronomic methods for crop 
improvement. It utilises insecticides, but only at certain 
times J.nd in certain circumstances. 

To fall back. as official policy apparently does. upon 
a method of swollen-shoot control that is of dubious 
efficacy ,IRd more than 1S years old. and upon a methcd 
or cafXid-control which is 17 years old and which at 
icast three scientists have shown. independently and by 
dIfferent methods, to be valueless except for fOl!r weeks 
after use. suggests that the authorities are not reccivinl 
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the best advice. And cocoa i. too important in Gbana 
101 any bu! the best advice to be followed ; or else the 
authorities are ignoring it. Conservatism bas never paid 
('1ft in pest control: the pests change their habits or their 
"enetic formulation, and always keep one jump aheld. 

There is nothing wrong with gamma lin. but it should 
br used intelligently and not broadcast in areas where. 
through resistance, it is useless; upon trees which have 
no pests and are naturally protected; and at times of 
year when the pests are absent. Unless a major change 
In crop protection policy takes place soon, and is allied 
It) improved methods of cultivation, the decline in cocoa 
production. currently running at about 1 percent a year, 
will continue--and at an increascil rate. 

JHE MEAT PROBlEM 

By 

C. K. Mintah 
(Law Faculry Oftice, {.egoo) 

OF ALL th..: economic problems we face, meat shortage 
IS one of the most pressing. The price of meat, where 
II is availabh: at all, is distressingly high. Bccf, of whil'h 
not long ago one could buy lap worth for a meal . is 
IIOW so expensive that butchers sometimes refuse to sdl 
below a minimum of 40p. In (act the meat shortage 
problem is such tbat (or a family of three to bave a 
'ubsistence level-nolt even respectable-meal, tbey have 
to buy about ¢1.20 worth o( meat. It is therefore ob
,ious that meat is now outside the reach of a sizeable 
proportion of Ghanaians. Prices of chicken, mutton. 
fish and eggs bave correspondingly spiralled , but 'iince 
beef is the most staple and common meat item, tbis 
riece will concern itself with it alone. 

The official cattle policy has sadly been inconsistent. 
A few months aftel the N.R.C. assumeQ power the 
Chainnan of the N.R.C. cbarged. the Bolgatanga Meat 
Factory to produce again the then unavailable Volta 
Corned Beef within a specified time. The management 
of the factory hurriedly produced some Volta Corned 
Beef. a part of which was symbolically presented to 
the Head of State. That was tbe last we saw of Volta 
Corned Beef! 

For a certain period Regional Commissioners laid 
the blame of high meat price It the door of "middlemen" 
butchers. and ordered them to sell beef at 6Sp a lb. In 
~ome areas. such as Sunyani, the problem became SO 

acute that at one stage soldiero: were selling meat in the 
markct . later on there arose a rumpus in the camps of 
I Ivai butchers associations, and eventually the Com
mi.;sioner for Trade "permitted' them to sell at 8Sp. a 
lb. This was followed by a statement that butchcrs were 
owing the Cattle Development Board large sums of 
money. 

Next came the time when slaughtered beer was to 
be airlifted from the Bolgatanga Meat Factory to tbe 
Icst of the country. This obviously did not work, since 
it is clear that we do not bave the resources (enough 
p1:;,nes) to supply even all the regional capita1s at con
\enient times. Even if we had the pJalle$ the cost of 
freight might outstrip the supply benefits sought. In any 
l ase. it was never certain whether there W8-'i enoultb 
meat at Bolgatanga to su~ain the exercise in the first 

place. 
The most recent government statement on meat. made 

by the chairman of the Cattle Development Board. was 
to the effect t I) that cattle would" supplied from I 

NIgeria; (2) that frozen m.tal had been ordered from 
Norway etc., .and (3) that because of drou&ht most \)f 
our cattle had died. Reflecting on these statem,,"T'Its ODe 

"'Quid ask : Whatever happened to our other traditional 
suppliers, such as Upper Volta and Niter? Why fraun 
meat £rom Norway. of all places, when meat could be 
obtained from neighbouring countries with cbeaper 
transportation costs? Do 'We have facilities to presen.c 
this type of meat for distribution to the whole country' 

The statement attributed to the. Otairman of the Cattle 
Development Board did not name which sources of our 
cattle supply had suffered from drought. Moreover the 
statement has to be taken with a Il1Im of salt, since 
not long ago it was also reported that the meat shortage 
was due to the rinderpest disease that bad hit the catlle 
in neighbouring countries. 

These inconsistencies would lead us to surmise that 
cattle import restrictions in pursuance of the self-re
hance policy is the most probable cause of the current 
meat shmtage. 1f this is the official policy, as it appa
rcntly is. then it is regrettable, Meat cannot by :1Oy 
criteria be classified as a lUXUry. It is a necessary in· 
gredient for the human body, and Ghanaians have 
cnjo}ed a constant and relatively cheap supply of it 
for a long time now. Meat is as important to the G"a
naian as it is to Chilean and U.S. housewives. who re
cently protested against a shortage of it, in the case of 
the former country, and high costs in the case of the 
latter. The present situation is dearly intolerable, and 
the following suggestions are put forward as an etrCln 
to help improve it. 

Since the ranches which butchers bave been asked 
to ~et up will take a long time to be able sufficiently 
to supply the wholt" country. we must resume cattle. 
Importation on the former scale. The present govern· 
ment's relations with the traditional suppliers are &ood. 
If there is any rift in respect of the cattle trade tbis 
must be patched up. 

AlLANTIC BOOKS LID. 

PEOPLE who jud-.e books not by where it IS 

JX1blishe.d but by iu unique high quality send their 

manuscripts to those who are highly trained in 

the Intricacies of mooem book publishing and 

manufacturing. 

At ATlANTIC BOOKS we handle any problem 

about any book. Bring or mail in your manuscripts 

for quick publishing. 

Rush in your books for rebinding 

We are among the best book-binders in the world 

ATLANI1C BOOKS LID. 

the most modem book manufacturers In West 

Africa. 

Offi~,: North Kaneshie, Accra. 

P.O. Box 4604, Accra 
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The Economic war is still on 

and 
MOUNTAIN VIEW DISTILLERIES LTD. 

bave slasbed prices again, to meet the average man's pocket-thanks to tbe 
Revolutionary Government. 

BOLS SILVER TOP DRY GIN 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

BRANDY LE MAIRE 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

BOLS AROMATIC SCHNAPPS 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

AROMATIC SCHNAPPS KEY·BRANDY 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

AROMATIC SCHNAPPS WIJNAND 
FOCKINK 

Larg(: 
Medium 
Small 

BORRICA RUM DARK 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

BORRICA RUM CLEAR 
Large 
'Aedium 
Small 

Old Retail 
Price 

123.90 
2.00 
1.10 

123.90 
2.00 
1.10 

124.40 
2.45 
1.30 

New Product 
--<1<>-
--<10-

--<10 
- do-

-do 

--<10 -
--<10-
-<10 

<13.20 
1.70 
1.00 

New Retail 
Price 

\Z3.SO 
1.85 
1.00 

\Z3.SO 
1.85 
1.00 

124.40 
2.45 
1.30 

123.60 
2.00 
1.00 

123.60 
2.00 
1.00 

123.80 
2.00 
1.10 

123.00 
1.60 
0.90 

People witb instinct for quality, always insist on BOLS products. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW DISTILLERIES LTD. 

P.O. BOX 6670 ACCRA. TEL 76671. 
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Letters 
Reply to Mr. Abiri KwaMDa 

SIR Our attcnlio'l has been drawn 10 your Ma) 18 
IS~UC In which Mr. Abin Kwabena "s letter alleges "3 

Ghanaian lOp ranking army officer" made certain de
n,:!nds on Ihc Ghana Airways for not being able 10 fly 
tun' to Tamale on April 29. 

The mailer is being inH~Stlgated and. dcp.:nding on lIS 
l1l..:ril ~ and des irability. an appropriate comment or 
~xplanal i on may be offered on the leiter afterwards. 

NOlwilhqanding Ihe action this mini stry is 1n~lilulin,S 

IIHO the matter. It must be said in no unC'CTlain terms 
thai no one qU3fTd s wllh your reader for pointing out 
\·. hat he thinks 10 be irregu lar with the behaviour or an 
Indh idual in the Armed Forces; however, we doubt the 
propnety or Mr. Kwabcna's comments, in paragraphs 
tlHee and four. casting veiled aspersions on the govern
ment. 

Burma Camp 
'n·r .. 

Major A. A. Enninful 
Ag. Director of Publi~ Relation .. 

"Rectn' Changes . .• "-A Rejoinder 

SIR As regards tbe leuer entitled " Recent Changes 
Re1(ional Commissioners" in L..O. VlllflO. I feel the 
writer's apparent objection to the said ('hanges smacks 
of some kind of partisanship. 

The R.C . need not "depend completely on the advice 
of ('i, il ~ervants because he IS not conversant with local 
conditions" We belie"e all the commissIOners arc worth 
their salt and that they should not be ~wayed by the 
. whims and caprices" of any civil servant . Since c:vil 
~crvants have had a great deal of their once glorious 
Image restored to them by this regime, we feel that their 
advice to the R.C.s should always be given in good faith . 

,\@ain . the commissioner does not have tI, be the fierce 
toothful bull-dog before he can dischar~e the duties 
required of him. The administrative b ... reaucrat .. arc 
there 10 help and . if need be, guide him in his onerou~ 
task . As for his having to understand the language 3J'd 
cu ~toms of the people before communicatIng with them. 
Ihi ~ i ~ not an indispensable requisite. The R.C . can 
a lways be helped by effective intcrpreters, and the civil 
' cn ants can furnish him with all the vital information 
conreming the people and their cu~tOm.!l. He will surely 
he learning : and I bet you , he will very much like it. 
Wilhin three to six months in his new place, the R.C. 
.. h('uld be quile conversant with his region and its peo
ric. 

We Ghanaians are in the habit of publicly or other
WISC identifying ourselves with leaders and high public 
officers wh o belong to our ethnic group, and go to great 
lengths to influence them to treat us favourably. The 
present reshuffle of the commissioners goes a long way 
to kill any probable tendency of courtin-l nepotism from 
them. With these change'l we can begin to hope for a 
1I0Ited G hana devoid of ethn ic rhalry. We all want 
to f('el tha t those. who have redeemed u ~ are first and 
fo remost Ghanaians, and that they arc. responsible to 
G hana, and should be prepared tn ~ervc In any part nf 
th.· country. 
8a""ku Secondary School ft. J. L. Kumasi 
Ra~ku (U.K.) 

Military Tni ..... ia the Ulliytnltia 

SIR I hale followed with great interest argumenl~ 
ra i~d in favour of and against the above topic in the 
dailies ::I1Id in Ihe local leadmg journals, and hlunt!) 
refuse to agree with authors who subscribe to the intro
duction of traming of the sort into the unh:enity cum. 
(·ulum. As far a~ statements on this issue from the 
authoritative sources go. I have the impression that tht 
Iraining is meant to inlitll discipline and ilwareneS5 Ilf 
d ,ic rcspomibihties into the recipients. 

The training would be a way of illstilling disciplint 
, .... hile on parade and in camp, but it is not a matler to 
I ( gil en such ·,.gnificant attention, as has been the 
('ase hitherto. There are major national problems whi(h 
.. hould receive closer attention than this. Why give it all 
that importance, when the youth have already showed 
sign .. of acc('pting responsibility and good comportment" 

A s is the case in the United States. if the corps is to 
be used as a reserve force in times of crisis. then it 1\ 
worth the trouble involved ; but if on the other hand 
it is only to teach discipline. the cost involved would 
be too great at this crucial period, when the poor farmer 
docs not possess a cutlass of his own. 

At the University of Science and Technology, the 
Officer C~det Corps has been in existence since the early 
Sixties. and students flocked in their numbers to it l-c
cause of the lighter side of the training- riding in armv 
truck~. practice at firing ranges. and the allowance of 
15 pesewas per parade, twice a week, ,,;us a yearly 
bonus of f20.00. When the allowances and the bonu~ 
were cut drastically by the Dusia government in 1970. 
Ihe number reduced by 70%. which corresponded to th~ 
r ·'rcenlage cut! 

The puhlic ~hould in no way be deceived into belie
'Inll Ihal ~tudents will readily take on this military 
traming ~eriously without any reward. The student i~ 
already o"erloaded with both intra and extra-curricula 
~clil itic.s. and will expect a gain in cash or kind for hi .. 
efforts. As far as the universities are c(\ncem~, what 
matters most is the students' academic performance, 
Moulding of character at university level ii!> not bad in 
it'iClf but could be better achieved at earlier stages. say 
in the primary school. 

Let mililary training . if at all to be pursued. ~tart in 
the primary school and not at the universities. where 
more attention should be paid to technological know
how for our so much needed manpower requirements. 
rather than taking boring lessons on discipline. only 
to come out and join the undisciplined. 

P.O. BOll 6491 Rodger Belute-OaWSOll A,,,,, 

SIR- I ba\'e, with some mixed feelings. read about the 
intentions of the prescnt government to establish na
tional service corps in the universities of Ghana. like 
a ll ingenious ideas. th is project is not without some de
ment " in the short or long term . 

or coursc the establishment of a national igeJVice corps 
is not a new idea. H is still in operation in several 
countries But severn I other countries whIch operated 
it have found it necessary, for divers reasons, to abolish 
the project . Nalurally, these reasons differ from country 
10 country. 

A few week.s back , Dr. George Bcnneh, of the GeD-
graphy Department. Legon. was widel}' reported as ad
vocating. during a symposium, that the funds for thc 
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;xuject could be di\-crtcd into other development pro
Icds, particularly rural development. Since a rocent 
report shows that the service corps projlct is still loing 
"n. onc can only assume that the government has con
fidently takat carc of theJe other development project"" 

Some (:OUnlncs ha"'t manased to achieve national 
.;on.aousnCM. and self-di\Ciplined and responsible citi
lens without national stn-'icc corps. There art 5e\-cral 
ways of achievin, the same loals. 

Oe,.l'fIrRot of Ceotoe' A. O. Adjei 

Lee ... 

• 

SIR- -How many of tbe people who talk about "reform
m," our educational system realize what "refonn" 
JIIleans1 It means to put ~omethin& back. into i.ts original 
ann. A 100d girt takes to a bad lifc, then reforms, 
nd lives the lame HOod Iifc that she lived before, be
use '!he bas been put back m her original fonn. If 
mcbody reaJly wants to reform the educational system. 

II:. mull put it back: just as it waJ some years ago, when 
ere were fewe.r students and entry requirements were 

riJorou.~ they could put back: the Latin requirement 
for a start. 

If they want to ct\4ln,e the system without refoonin, 
It. they could be,in by runovin, the injustices that are 
bet", done to the Independent Schools (double taxation . 
customs to pay on educational material, candidates for
bidden to enler for science in the G.C.E .. and Peace 
Corps leachen forbidden to teach there). and so make 
lhings better for perhapl three out of four of tbe school
duldn:n of this country. The Examinations Council 
'ibould put ancient history on the O-\evc1 syllabus. for it 
i .. mon: n:lewnt to Africa than the European history 
which is on the syllabus now. 

One thing they should never forgel: although it is a 
mlslaLe to enforce academic education on too many 
people, there are alwclys some people who want it and 
necrl il. They should be in scrondary school doing aca
Jemie. ~ondary work; whether the others are in the 
1.3me school on the "vocational side". or in a different 
schooL or apprenticed in some factory and not in a 
M:hool at all, the secondary pupils should not suffer and 
mould not be made to do vocational work as well. Edu
cation for e"erybody must not become education for 
nol,ody. 
"-l"O'II o.pIme Rere"t'nlrd 

Ijtreel NalnC!l i. Accn 

~IR I do not know \\-bich indi\;dual or autbority is 
ff"sponsihle for naminl ~treets in Aceta. and how they 
rome by the names. Now Cantonments Street at Osu is 
feMmed "Ne\!I("In Mandella" Street; another "Holden 
R(lheTto" Street ; and another "AI~n Luthuli" Road. 
Who are thCK people. a.nd what contributions have they 
made to Ghana and Ghanaians"! 

Are we so ba\C that we do not appreciate that the 
r:oble sacrifi~ made by our own countrymen, past and 
p"!scnt. merit their names beina used for our streets, 
ir,lead of unkn(JWft fo! e~rn no bave nevet even 
set foot '"'In our toil lief OR? 

Oh d~r' Whom arc we tryin& to please in Africa"! 
Has somethinl lone wrona with us" 

Itw"d Qooomy 

Artie. Not Words 

SLR - ·Whi le It is encouta,ing to obse.rve a ,rowing con
sensuS amonast West African states, of the paramount 
need for a Wcst African economic union. it is sad to 
not.> that no concrete steps are bein, taken towards the 
formation of a wbolly West African economic groupill& . 
We are only witnessin, the formation o( seven.t 'nuclei' 
of ~uch a union. We have also of late heard so many 
repeated calls (or a 'W.A.E.C.' (or 'C.E.A.O.') from al
most every West AiriC3n leader that any new advocacy 
becomes onl} an echo. 

We do not want to believe that it has suddenly be
come fashionable for African leaden to punctuate their 
speeches with grandiloquent pbrases and sentences about 
economic union. We would like to believe that when 
our leaden advocate the formation of a West African 
economic bloc, they do so out of a deep conviction 
that it is only such a body that can promote and acce
lerate the socio-economic development of their countries. 

If this is the case. then it is bigh time our leaders 
.t.dded some modicum of credibility and meaning to their 
dC(:laration~ and affirmations about a W.A.E.c.:. (and 
finally an African Economic Union). by link.ing up 
those laudable dC(:larations with positive action. Is it 
not time we plun,ed into serious negotiations and dis
solved the several nuclei into onc big nucleus? We should 
bave learnt by DOW tbat the longer we wait and the 
more talking we do. the more elusive and impossible 
economic unity bccom~the mo~ duplicating our 
efforts too. Vtith conflicting blocs and intcrested ,roups 
springing up each day. 

If we really and sincerely believe that economic 
groupings are the panacea to our probletm. the time 
to ha .... e a W.A.E.C. or C.E.A.O. is now, and not to
morrow. Tomorrow will be too late. 

"hafo Rail Lwaap Blay.Amihere 

Leo'" 

AfrIca and tbe E..E.C. 

SIR Why do we Africans still 10 on pondcrmg whether 
or not to join the European Economic Commission 
(E.E.C.)-a colonialist economic orlanisation which 
~ks its own vested and valued interests? Some re
actionary economic theoreticians are out ~ confuse us 
about the need to ha"c wme foon of association with 
the E.E.C. bei:ause of ~ome microscopic advantages. 
am! we should keep our minds sharp against them. 

I too belie .. ·c the economic salvation of Africa lies 
In a strong and virile economic union which would pre
sen! a united and uncompromising stand against the 
Interest'> of these neo-colonialist organi~tion!l, and I 
am happy tt" 'ice that there are some signs of tbis unity 
(witnes<i the 'itand of Kenya and Tanzania vis-a-vis tbe. 
Lorrho crisis. and the attitude of the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (O.P.E.C.) towards the 
oil consuming countries of the West). 

Once again I would like to emphasise with others 
tha~ our economic emancipation can come only from 
self-generated \iable ecof\Omic union amon, African 
countries. 

Cba .. bBtitute of Jou,..BJlOS 

P.O ..... '" • 
A~ 4~ 

~~Uoe>t ~(' .... QNI nob 

r.o ..... 

.. ~ \... ah ......... ~ ~'f..Jf.,~ '" 
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Ghanaian ArcWleds and the Housing Problem 

SIR- This country has "just" celebrated ber 16tb binhday 

as an independent state, and if Ghana .bas achieved any 

success at all it has largely been achieved by governments. 

Individuals, and professional associations like lhe legal 

and medical ones, the Academy of Science, ana the rest, 

have contributed very lillie to the development of this 

our beloved nation. 

\Ve are an aware of the need to house the lower in

come group in this country. and yet people who claim 

to have acquired skills in designing and building hO\l~e!I 

do not seem to be able to come out with pl<Igmatic 

ideas 10 solve the housing problem. It seems to me that 

Ghanaiar . architects <Iorc not hard working enoJgb , and 

however intractable are their problems they need to 

come out with solid solutions to our bousing problem. 

Our architects seem to be unawaTe of "Acheampong's 

revolution "; as a result many of us arc wondering whe

ther the U.S.T. is producing the type of architects we 

need in thi s country. We claim to be rich in timber, 

bamboo and brick and tile materials, yet it is quite 

!.urprising that the State Housing Corporation has not 

started buildina; bouses in these local materials. One of 

the mam arguments used against bricks is that it does 

not allow sufficient air to enter the apartments, wbich 

therefore tends to catch fire easily ; but cne expects 

[hat Ghanaian architects would be in a position to de~ign 

and construct brick houses in such a way that sufficient 

air would enter the various apartments. 

What J am expecting from Gbanaian architects is that 

they should be able to carry out research so that thc: 

cost of building houses is reduced drastically They 

sh,ould be able to utilize local materials like timber and 
• 

locally made bricks in building attractive houses. The 

question that one may be tempte(J to ask is this: Have 

Ghanaian architects formulated such policies to the 

government, and have I~ey convinced the government 

of the advantages Ghana would gain if these local rna· 

terials are used in building houses? If tbe government 

wants to speed up its housing project, then Ghanaians 

must be educated to accept houses built of these local 

materia ls, especially for the lower income group. 

And if this country wants to produce first class archi· 

tects to design them , then the government must attach 

our qualified architects to higher institutions in Italy 

and America. At the moment architects from these two 

countries are of tbe best, and if this is done our arcbi

tects wi II gain practical experience and will be in a ~

sition to formulate pmgmatic ideas to solve our housing 

problem. 

P.O. Box 231 
Accra 

Labi Koi-Larbi 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
LEGON OBSERVER 

11IE "L.O." GUIDE TO CORRESPONDENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS 

• 

I . Make your contribution as short as possible : 
7-9 pages quartoLsiz.e paper, or 5-7 pages 
[oolsCip (about 17-21 paragraphs), for arti
dessj 4-6 short paragraphs for letters; manu
script to be double·spaced, and typed wherever 
poss ible. Manuscripts that break this basic 
rule beyond reason get published only at our 
discretion , or late, or ruthlessly cut, or not 
at all- unleLS they a re of (;xceptional merit . 
Serialization is strictly at our discretion . not 
on request ; 

2. supply a stAmped, self-addressed envelope 
for tbe return of your manuscript, in case it 
is consid ered u nsuitable fOf publicati og and 
you would li ke it back; 

J. follow the style of our "Letters" by begin
ning, si mply, "Sir-", and ending with your 
name and nothing else. Of course your 

\ 

address would already have appeared in its 
proper place. Leave captions to us, however; 

4. do DOt smd us carbon duplicates or syndi
cated material (that is, as distributed to other 
papers). We do not accept such copy under 
any circumstances, and would not publish 
you again if we ever found ourselves caught 
unawares by syndicated material of yours; 

5. do Dot ask us to make you anonymous or 
invisible. We use tbe privilege of pen names 
strictly at oue own C1iscretion and only in 
special circumstances: 

6. do not try to use us to get even with your 
favourite enemies, or to quarrel with auoc.ber 
member of the Ghgna press tsfablisbment, 
or to bnng us in 1l!I a third party or a com
plaints board. Write directly to the paper 
in which you read the original of the caUS6 

of your discontent 

• 
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The Record 

Ihan 36.000 tin. of Ghana made Volta Corned 
are Iyina idle a. the Balptan,. Meat Factory be
the N;tional Standards Board has not issued a eer

r""i." mark to enable GntOC plt them 0>0 the mar-

discovery was made by Colonel W. C. O. Acquayc
~"~. Upper Rc,ional Commissioner, when he visited 

factory today; and. almost immediately, the Re-

t:;. Conunissioner tent an emergency message to the 
hcadquarten in Accra askina them to issue the 

Fuilllltr Impo; .. ,lOll of MellI 

TOTAL of ,I minion has been transfcrrod to Mali 
Upper Volta IS put of ammlcments to airlift 
from those countries to eax the shorta&e of meat 

Ghana. 

.... th," import licences worth ¢1.I million bave abo 
issued to commercial importeZ"' to briol in frozen 

p,!.. F. G. Bemaska, Commissioner for Agriculture, 
announced this at a PltSS conference today, explain

that as a result of the drought which bad hit the lra
IOUrtei of our beef supply. Ghana's import of 

had dropped from 3.500 tOM per week to 1,000 
per week. 

Ashanti Relional Development Corpol'2tion, in 
",;"'''''ion with the Aaricultural Development Bank 

the National Investment B3nk, is to establish a 

1::Ii!,a:rm coverin, about )'000 ac~ and worth about 
cedis in the Adansi Traditional Area. 

Announcin, this today at a Tnditional Council meet· 
Mr, Osri K .... lr.u, Mana,in, Dil'ClCtor of the Cof"PO"" 

t::~ Did that a feasibility study of the project was 
ready and that the project was expected to begin 

th~ nut financial year. Nana Kwantwi Barima IT, 

f~;~:~;~ and P~idcnt ,~f the Council, praised the 
for the pruiett and said that the Council 

offer knd. 

S« « ....... WhIIIdra,.. CertiAcstc 

National Standards Board has withheld renewal 
certi6c:ation mart. licmces for 12 local manufactunn, 

I::':· ~ ""hOle product.a have falkn below the pres
llandard. 

DiICI01ina tbia in Accra todlly, Dr. Robert Otens, 
P;::~ of the Board •• id that until the licences were 
~ it ........ u .... for the laiid to continue 
.. the .... rd·, .. It. n.e Inns. Dr. Olen, continued, 

........ W to .tewr- Ibeir •• wt, from tM mar
I0I0, ... ~ as 6dt QUia. liceaca apired. 

WI In nky, , .... , ,1.5. _ Toalo to< u_ ~ .. 
TIiE Upper Rqional Development ~rporation is to 
spend. ¢t.~ million on a,ricultural machinery to help 
rarmcn in the rqion 10 step up rood production. 

The amount wiU be used to purchase seven land
clearing nuchinery. forty tractors and one combiae 
harvester for the clearina of farm land and harvestina 
of rice. In "n interview with the O.N.A. at BollatAD,a 
today, Mr. Fands Badgie. Manalin, Director of the 
corporation. said th3t the corporation would enter both 
livcstock and crop production, 

He revealed that the corporation would acquire SOO 
acres of land at the Yea Irrigation Dam sUe for the 
cultivation of rice and tomatoes, 

In addition the corporation is going to rear 300 sheep 
end 200 goat.. at Navrongo next month. in addition to 
otber ranches at Bawku aDd Wa, and poultry and pia 
(arms at Bolptanp. 

Tbunda,., JUDe 1 

CorporatloB Reduc.'e!ll: Reat 

THE. State HoUSinl Corporati"n is t(l reduce by 3H per 
cent the cost of rental houses buil. by the Corporation 
for workers in the Upper Reiion 

This means that tenant.. livinl ill rental units of ono
bedroom and a livin, room now pay ,10 per month 
instead of '1~. 

In addition, a concession of 30 ytln bas been lranted 
to people in the region who wish to own boules on hire-
purchase basis thus extendinl by five yean the orilinai 
period of 2S yeaTs prevailin, in other rt&ions. 

1bege d~cisions have come as the rMUlt of consulta
tions between Col. W. C. O. Acquayc-Nortey and the 
Managing Director of tbe State Housin, CorpalatioD, 
Col. Georze Slater. at Bolptanp. 

Mouthy. Ju~ Jl 

w""" oa eano' IIecb-

LOL. F. G. Bemasko last wttk--end led a team of experts 
and volunteers di'ilwn from three voluntary organisations. 
namely, Voluntary Workcamps Association (Ebenezer 
Second:uy School Br:tnch), "Job For the Jobless" and the 
RUi'31 Youth Foundation, to begin work on the Dawhc
nya Irrigation Project on the Pntmpram plains. 

The project comprising f\ fiv..:-mile lonl canal will help 
Irrigate a stretch of 1,700 acres of land when competed. 
and is a prelude to the construction .,f a ~mi1e canal 
from the Volta River to irrigate the Accn plains, 

ON CONl1tDlUl'ORS 

S. K. B. ASANTE-Lcdurer. Depall!' rat of Political 

Science, Uniw:nity of Ghlnl, Lqou 

C. C T. BLANKSON-R ........ PeO_. Faculty of 
Atthilccture. U.S.T .• Kumasi 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette r 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changi ng to Embassy. 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

popular choice 
because give smoking satis
fac tion. A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy. 
DO YOU ? 

Elnba ssy the milder, smoother cigarette 
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II NIMA AND THE 
REVOLUTION 

• "OBSERVER" 
ATTAINS 
SEVEN YEARS 

, 

IIDI'J'()IUAL . • •• 

Seven Yean Aao 
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290 JNJUNATIONAL . .. 
The &oroamics of the Pakistani Pnsonen· 

Of·War Ca_ -

Editorial 
SEVEN YEARS AGO 
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THE Legon Observer is seven years old with this 
issue today, but our commemorative number will be 
published next fortnight, as No. 14 of this Volume . 
It will not be elaborate: just sufficient for the pur
pose of acknowledging our own survivahility. In 
any case we have never believed in "show busi
ness", even where the means exists. Today the 
means does not exist for indulging in conspicuous 
consumption in Ghana, for the country finds it in
creasingly difficult to make ends meet. As with the 
nation, so with the individual citizen. The cost of 
"living" soars for both, while the standard of living 
plummets; and the efforts of government to hold 
back the run-away horses of inflation get progres
sively frustrated by all sorts of factors. Some of 
these are inevitable, as effects of historical causes; 
some are due to anti-social behaviour, more or less 
the result of economic and political circumstances; 
and some are due to ineffective or wrong policy 
measures. All of them make life extremely tiresome 
for most people in Ghana today, and difficult for 
the processes of government. 
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But this is an accumulation. Our economic misery 
started with the regime which was put to an end 
seven years ago. Since that day, when the c.P.P. go
vernment fell and when the Legan Observel started 
-a few months later-the country has been going 
through a period of trial by hunger. Every govern
ment since the c.P.P., of which there have been 
three now, has been both a victim of a legacy and 
a contributor to its own political discomfort. as well 
as to the people's economic misery. However. no
one can blame the NL.C., the P.P., or the N.R.C. 
for the central fact abollt o"r economy. namely that 
it collapsed between 1961 and 1965, from prodiga
lity. misman"gement, and loot;n~. In seven years 
we have really been made to suffer for the sins we 
committed before then-for we all now al(ree that 
we are each an insenarahle nart of the responsihi
lity for those days. The N.R.C.. like its two prede
cessors, is caught in an historical twin-squeeze . 

Seven years ago the Le~on Observer pledged itself 
to give what service its owners and publishers could 

(Continued on Page 31 J) 
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International 

THE ECONOMICS OF THE PAKISTANI 
PRISONERS-OF-WAR CASE 

By 
B. B. Qura;shy 

THE ROOT cause of constant armed conflict 
between India and Pakistan, and more recently 
the continued detention and maltreatment of 
Pakistani prisoners of war by India in defiance 
of its international obligations, seems to lie, not 
in the political consequences of the partition of 
tbe subcontinent but in its economic effects. 
The object of this article is to highlight the main 
causes of hostility between the two independent 
states, in the post-colonial era. 

Before independence the region which now 
comprises West Pakistan (as large as France and 
Britain together, covering 310,000 square miles) 
was the food granary of India, supplying the best 
quality of wheat and rice to her rapidly growing 
population. In addition to that, it provided cotton 
as raw material to India's textile industry. This 
was possible because it had one of the best irriga
tion systems in the world. Similarly, East Pakistan, 
which is only about a sixth as big as West Pakistan, 
was the only supplier of jute to Indian jute mills; 
though at the time of partition seventy per cent 
of the world's jute was produced there, West 
Pakistan had oot a single jute mill. Those that 
existed had been put up in British times around 
Calcutta. 

Bitterness Over loss 

The sub<ootinent's main manufacturing areas 
all happened to be on the Indian side of the new 
1947 frontiers. Thus, due to the economic back
wardness of Pakistan and its lack of financial 
skills, Indian politicians and businessmen expected 
that it would collapse within nine months of its 
inception. This expectation could largeJy be 
attributed to their bittemt::ss over the sudden loss 
of raw materials to their factories. 

Contrary to Indian expectations, Pakistanis .. 
infused with zeal, were determined to prove them 
wrong. By 1956, Pakistan had not only established 
the most modem cotton textile and jute indus
tries but also made remarkable progress in esta
blishing various industries, such as paper, glass, 
sugar, cement, rubber, fertiliser, insecticide, che
micals, woollen, heavy engineering, iron, steel, 
gas and electrical appliances. Each time western 

• 

observers visited Pakistan, they found new indus
trial installations already built or under construc
tion. Thus, it was unlikely that the expected 
collapse would occur. Indian pundits were mlde 
to look silly, rather like certain people in Lonjon 
in 1956, who painted a bleak picture of the Suez 
Canal after the withdrawal of the British pilots 
and the nationalisation of the canal. 

Then C3me the international monetary crisis 
of September, 1949, when Pakistan surprised 
India and also the whole world by being able to 
disregard the rest of the sterling area and avoid 
devaluing, her stated reasons being purely econo
mic: that she needed industrialisation, and that 
to lower her Rupee value would have m:1de pur
chases of capital goods in the hard currency area 
much more expensive. India's extraordinary res
ponse in not recognising the Pakistani decision 
was in effect the imposing of an economic blocade. 
In the event, it took sixteen months for India to 
accept Pakistan's decision. This action was indi
cative of her revengeful attitude towards the new 
state. 

Origins of EcoDomic Breakthrough 

By one of the many fortunate events that had 
attended Pakistani's economic success in its early 
period, it happened that the outbreak of the 
Korean War cQincided with the boom in the 
world's commodity markets.· Prices 'Of Pakistan's 
raw materials Uute and cotton) soared. She accu
mulated large reserves of foreign exchange and, 
unlike India, was not bothered by food shortages. 
This was because of the fact that wheat in West 
Pakistan was in exportable surplus, though rice in 
the Eastern wing was slightly short in supply. 
But food supply was not a strain on her budget. 
Pakistan devalued her currency in 1955, after 
completing much of her dollar-area purchasing 
programme of capital goods for the first Five
Year Development Plan (1955-60). 

As compared with India. Pakistan was poor in 
mineral resources. She had practically no coal, 
no accessible iron ore and very little oil. A vigorous 
search for oil was carried out but with no success. 
However, vast reserves of good quality gas at 
Sui in Baluchistan and at. Sylhet in East Pakistan 
were discovered. This was exploited without delay. 
It not only reduced Pakistan's dependence on 
Indian coal but also removed shortage at small 
cost. Thus rapid economic development until 1955 
under civilian rule put Pakistan on. the world map. 
A country which had been expected to collapse, 
as Nehru confessed much later ("We expected 
that partition would be temporary. that Pakistan 
was bound to corne back to us"), established her
self well instead of collapsing. 
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Having thus failed in exercising economic pres
sures on Pakistan's economy, India displayed 
her power in another way by inflicting a severe 
blow to Pakistani agriculture by shutting off, for 
several weeks, all water supplies to the rich lands 
around Lahore and Montgomery in the Punjab 
(West Pakistan). A bitter dispute over the Indus· 
basin water raged for years between the two coun· 
tries. It could have reconverted fertile tracts of 
land into a vast desert. (There is a curious resem· 
blance between Israel and India, because Israel 
also had an equally dangerous water dispute with 
her Arab neighbours about the Jordan river.) 
However, after long mediation by the World Bank 
an agreement was pressed upon India and Pakis· 
tan, which they eventually accepted. 

It is worth noting that both India and Pakistan 
pursued the colonial economic system, i.e. capita. 
lism, for achieving economic growth. This was 
continued even by the military government in 
Pakistan which overthrew civilian rule in 1958. 
First reactions from India to military regime were 
adverse. Mr. Nehru made pungent remarks (such 
as "naked military dictatorship", "despotism 
without a veil") and wanted to get Pakistan expel. 
led from the Commonwealth. Britain. which later 
welcomed the ovenhrow of the Nkrumah regime 
by the army in Ghana, also joined in condemning 
military rule in Pakistan. But Nehru had no reason 
to show contempt for Pakistan's military regime; 
it was for the people of Pakistan to condemn it 
or not. 

• 

Ne Rational Motive 

Ayub Khan tried to put relations with India 
on a better footing, but Nehru's mind had become 
so fixed in its anti-Pakistani attitudes that nothing 
could move it. He could easily tolerate Burmese 
military dictatorship in his neighbourhood, which 
did not allow a single year of civilian rule to its 
citizens after independence; but not in Pakistan. 
Yet the special role of the military regime had 
become all too common a phenomenon in many 
post-colonial societies. There was no rational 
motfve behind r ndian batred other than economic 

ones. 
For this same reason, Nehru's successors, Lal· 

Bahader Shastri and Mrs. Ghandhi. have continued 
an anti-Pakistan policy. Indian Prime Minister 
Shastri made a futile attempt by invading Pa· 
kist an in J 965. From that time relations with 
India grew worse. In 1959 an Indian aircraft 
equipped for photography flew as far as RawaJpindi 
(now capital of Pakistan) from the nearest point 
of the Indian border. Instead of an apology for a 
violation of air space, the Pakistanis got nothing 

but abuse from the ladi" De&tr. 
Knot ... Menon. 

[n 196t ... 51 IIle [ndian UIIIY _ 
by China over a bonier diIptde, bor _., 
received. a serious set·beck. The ","""""Il or 
India .... _rwbe(minaly CODCOiiled with "0-
Ilomic difficulties. The lndjen 1I8ur,. oilie, thro ..... 
lIleir political organisation, the Indion NlIiollal 
Congress, tried to dewoIop India along an jnde
pendent capitalist path. This could not deIi_ 
the desired goods. Th.. she was left with two 
alternatives: either increasing collaboration with 
foreign capital or an expansionist policy, Iik. 
Japan, to capture markets in Pakistan for her 
manufactured goods. 

The second alternative coincided with the 
wishes of aU the Hind .. of India to reunite IIle 
entire holy soil of Bharat Mata (Mother India) 
by force, regardless of international law or Gandh
ian pacifist teachings (non-violence). For thit 
purpose Indian propaganda started infiltrating 
into East Pakistan through East Pakistani Hindus. 

loc:itiDg Set:essioniun 

Furthermore. India exploited discontented and 
poverty stricken East Pakistanis, who attributed 
their poverty to military dictatorship and West 
Pakistani industrialists, by inciting secesaionist 
tendencies among them. They failed to realise 
that West Pakistanis were as much under military 
rule as they themselves. In fact, West Pakistani 
farmers and workers were more exploited than 
their compatriots in the east, because of greater 
concentration of farm land in the hands of a few 
landlords and a greater degree of industrialisa
tion in West Pakistan. There had been a corres· 
ponding increase of the working class. 

There can be no doubt that the capitalist class 
of West Paldstan was concerned .with its own 
profits rather than with West or East Pakistanis. 
The only difference between the two wings was 
that East Pakistan did not produce its own in
digenous capitalist class, whereas West Pakistanis 
only filled the gap caused by the departure of 
Hindu businessmen after independence. 

After the war in 1965, [ndia, with the aid of the 
Soviet Union, built herself into a military power 
far superior to that of Pakistan, whose military 
aid from the V.SA. had been cut off. This was 
because American weapons were intended to be 
used against socialist countries, particularly China, 
but not for the self-defence of Pakistan in the 
event of armed aggression from India. The interest 
of the Soviet Union in supplying arms to India 
was based. on ber policy of containment eJJlinet 
China. as well as for her influence in South Alia. 

• 
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In such a situation, Pakistan decided to develop 
friendly ties with her superior neighbour, China. 

It was precisely at that time that India chose 
to supply arms to insurgency groups in East 
Pakistan. East Pakistanis were also given military 
training in India and were armed to revolt against 
the central government of Pakistan. Clashes 
between guerillas (Mukti Bahinis) and Pakistan's 
army became a common practice all over the region. 
A situation similar to Nigeria's secessionist war 
was likely to occur sooner or later. In December, 
1971, India launched an all out offensive against 
Pakistan. but this was denied by Mrs. Ghandhi. 
who said this was "Pakistani propaganda" and 
"wholly untrue" ._ 

East Pakistan was conquered by the Indian 
army. Pakistani soldiers and civi lians numbering 
93,()(X) surrendered to that army. At that time 
Bangladesh had not established itself as a separate 
entity. Later on, it was created by (nd ia, with the 
help of moral and military support by the Soviet 
Union. This has set up the dangerous precedent in 
modern times that any sovereign and independent 
state could be dismembered by a neighbouring 
state on one pretext or the other. Tanzania in 
Africa was quick to follow (ndia's example. 
Uganda was invaded by the guerrillas border ing 
Tanzania simply to bring down the military 
regime of Amin. though this failed to achieve 
its object. 

'Posit he Neutrality' 
• 

Pakistan had broken apart; the great Indian 
"democracy" viewed with indignation the betrayal 
of democratic promises by Yahya Khan ; it viewed 
with horror the atrocities of its army and gave its 
fervent sympathy to the "rebels" in East Pakistan, 
while at the same time giving support to Mrs. 
Bandaranaika in her campaign against the "rebels" 
in Ceylon-a complete contradiction In her 
policy of "Positive neutrality". This, in essence, 
was the official line supported officially by all 
the parliamentary political parties in India , from 
right to left. Day after day, the Indian, East 
European and West European presses produced 
a steady diet of non-facts about the Pakistan army. 
which was fighting for the unity of the country 
like that of the Federal army in Nigeria. 

With the conquest of East Pakistan, India 
captured a market of 75 million people for her 
manufactured goods. But Mrs. Gandhi, like Mrs. 
Meir obsessed with victory over her neighbour . 
will not stop her expansionist designs. This 
is further exhibited by the continued detention of 
93,000 Pakistani prisoners of war. Meantime. 
American prisoners of war. who committed 

• 
crimes unparalleled in the history of warfa~. 
were being released within fifteen days after the 
Paris Agreement. 

In the light of the above analysis, it looks as 
if India has serious reasons for keeping the Pakis
tani P.O.W.S. She will not be satisfied with any
thing less than a complete dismemberment of 
Pakistan, for the further expansion of her 
markets. The more the food shortage and the 
greater the industrialisation of India, the stronger 
the economic incentive to conquer Pakistan. 

• 

Civil Engineering 

SOLVING THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM 
rN ACCRA-I 

By 

Emmanuel K. Vorkeh 

IT will be argued in this paper that the root 
cause of the transport problem in Accra lies in 
tbe very structure of the city. and that for an 
effective and lasting solution a fundamental 
approach is necessary. 

The introuuction by tbe government of tbe 
mini-bus service is a welcome rehef, but this 
cannot serve more than as a temporary palliative. 
Ad-hoc measures such as this can only have the 
effect of concealing the problem for a short 
while, only for it to re-emerge more complicated 
than before. An index to the gravity oftbe problem 
• • 
IS the fact that for the greater part of the day 
most taxi drivers refuse service on some specific 
routes, namely the roads around the central 
lorry park, the Makola markets. the General 
Post Office and High Street. 

The root cause of the problem is that, as at 
present. we have a situation in which the entire 
pressure of the city. and indeed of the whole 
country. is relentlessly concentrated on one 
small area. This is the area that is withm a mile 
radius of the central lorry park. Let us call it 
"the Central Pressure Zone". 

When Accra was adopted as the capital of the 
country. large stretches of land were acqUired 
for public use. The 3rea we have designated as 
the central pressure zone has since been developed 
into the commercial and administrative centre. 
while the other~. like the Ridge, Cantonments 
and Airport. have developed into r~idential 
quarters. This is thc pattern that has persisted 
ever since. 

The city has undergone phenomenal growth. 
Tn fact it ,"'as, in the early 1960s. reckoned to be 
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the fastest growing city in Afnc3. But this growth 
has been, 10 the greater measure, by way of pro
viding residential 3l:comodation. Apart from the 
industrial area at Kaneshie. almost all other 
outward expansion has been due essentially to the 
putting up of rc\idenlial dwellings. The big offices 
and the large ~hops contmue to be sited in the 

central pressure zone. 
Each morning. at precisely the same time. 

almost all workers and tmeters are mo\-mg m 
exactly the same dIrection; and in the evening 
at precisely the same time almost everyone is 
movmg away from exactly the same direction. 
This is a situation which is bound to creale trans
portation difficulties. irrcspccti"c of the width 
of the roaJs. The solution to this problem in 
Ac~ra IS therefore a fundamental and long-term 
one. The city must be re-!MUClUred in a way which 
would take !\ome of the pressure off the central 

pressure zone 
(i) Office~ and marketing centres must be 

re-distributed 10 the city iO such a way as 
to avoid the present situation where most 
~ople have to move in the same direction 
at a particular time during the day; 

(ii) the distnbution of the offices and com
mercial centres must be such that the 
majority of people would not find it ne
cessary to move \ery far from their houses 
In order to get to their places of work; 

(iii) the routes and the operational system 
of the municipal buses will have to be re
organized. 

With AddeO Efficimcy 

Acceptmg that the tran!.port problem is due 
In a large measure to the o\er-centrahsation of 
scnico m the pres'iure lone. a number of sugges
tions come readily to mind. There are some de
partments In the pressure lone which can readily 
and very conveniently be moved to other parts of 
the city. With e\en added efficiency to their own 
performance. 

On the top of the list are ; 

(i) P.W.U. Offices 
(ii) A· TCC Central Bus Depot 
(iii) State Insurance Corporation 
(n) The C.I.D. Headquarters and Motor Traf-

fic UOIL 

Th~ departments employ hundreds of workers 
who join the thousand" of traders both from 
within the city and oUlr.Jde to converge on the 
pressure zone every working day. 

People go to the pressure zone to do ctrtain 
things which they must do. If by a re--arrangement 
they could be made to go to other parts of tbe 

city to do those things then there will be less 
pressure on the zone. For example, if the depart
ments mentioned above were re-Iocated, some at 
Adabraka, some at Cantonments or somewhere 
else. then the number of people wishing to travel 
to the pressure lone would be reduced. and to 
that extent the flow of traffic within the area 
would be smoother and more efficient. 

The relatively strict division of the city into 
residential, commercial and industrial zones IS 

the ultimate cause of the problems that we have 
been experiencing. Tbe di\;sion is no longer neces
sary because most industrial establishments now 
use electricity and produce very little smoke 
these days. The pace of economic activity in Accra 
is the surest mdex of the perform'lOce of the entire 
national economy. F or Accra is not only the ca
pital. it is also the industrial and commercial 
heart of the whole country. 

There is certainly a strong case for developing 
an mdustrial area at Kanesh.ie. but it is plain that 
the advantages of concentrating most industries 
in that area have been hea\'ily negated by the 
persistent and nauseating traffic jams at the 
Kaneshie round-about. When traffic i!. at a stand
still. a large part of economic activity is at a 
standstill. and to that extent economic growth 
is held up. Because of the strategic importance 
of Accra, the low-level performance of the coun
tr} 's lCvr.om:..' is att rihuta l:!c in som~ measure 
to the traffic difficulties in the city. 

~ .... l.·tb! UI 
Lopsided De\clopment 

According to market women in Accra, selling 
at Makola is somethmg totally different from 
selling at Kaneshie. New Town. Mamprobi or 
any other market in the city. Therefore every 
trader wants to go to Makola or any place in the 
pressure zone because this is where everybody 
comes to do business from all over the country. 
This situation has led to a very lop-sided develop
ment of the city. The solution would be to ask 
some of the big merchant houses to remove some 
of their wholesale stores to other parts of the city 
in order to attract traffic and commerce to those 
areas. 

We seem to have reached a point where further 
siting of business in the central pressure zone will 
bring only diminishing return!.. The individual 
business may gain but the whole economy will 
suffer 10 dirrunished efficiency because of the 
aggravation of the traffic problem that the Siting 
would lead to. It is a historical accident that many 
Important servico bave been sited in this single 
small area thus producing the present congestion. 
But the mistake need not be maintained. Measures 
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must be taken now to ease the flow of traffic 
and thereby quicken the pace of economic activity 
in the city. 

Four major caT dealers have thelT shops and 
large garages located in tbe pressure lone : Africa 
Motors, Ford Motors, UTe Motors and R.T. 
Briscoe. Their presence is one important factor 
responsible for the heavy traffic in the area. 
But they are companies that have already made 
names for themselves; if they were therefore to 
move out from the pressure zone, they would 
suffer only very little dirnunition of trade. if at all . 

The problem that we have been trying to solve 
is how to make transportation within Accra 
quicker and smoother. One way of doing this is 
to reduce the number of vehicles on the roads 
by reducing the demand for them. This would be 
achieved if more residential dwellings could be 
built in the pressure zone. ff this is done then 
many offices would be within only walking dis
tance of tbe homes of those workers who would 
stay in the new residential dwellings. 

Unless there is an increase in residential 
dwellings in the central pressure zone, there is 
hardly any justification for keeping the Bishop 
Girls' School and the Rowe Road Middle Scbools 
in the area. In the mornings and evenings most of 
the space on buses is taken up by pupils going 
and coming from these schools in the pressure 
zone. Since these schools are situated in an area 
that is purely commercial, they are obviously 
far from the homes of most of the pupils. It is a 
pity to see these pupils struggling with grown-ups 
to get on the buses and "tro-tros" to come to 
school. 

Observer Notebook 

Southern Africa Again 

We are compelled by the worsening position 
m the southern parts o f our continent to turn 
our readers' attent ion once more to the explosive 
Situation which is unfo ldlOg itsel f there. Hard 
on the heels of the meeting between VOTSter and 
Smith to which we drew attention in our last 
issue, there comes the a nno uncement of apartheid
style la\.,.s in Zimbabwe forb idding blacks and 
whites from visiting each olher'~ " areas" without 
offic ia l permission. 

We add ou r voices to the protests la unched by 
the churches in Z imba bwe a nd full y support 
their determina t ion to defy this diabo lical law. 
To say, a~ some of the chirch leaders are repo rted 
to have done that the gTound for the defiance 

is that the new law would hinder missionary work. 
is only the church's euphemistic way of avoidinl 
a direct Challenge to the state in political terms. 
But the plain fact is that such laws are repugnant 
to human conscience. social progress and all the 
canons of decent living. This new situation 
calls for renewed international pressure 00 Britain. 
a strangely silent o'bserver of this wanton prostitu
tion of all legality. to exercise the necessary 
power she claims to be her sole right so as 
to bring the illegal regime to heel. Renewed mis
sions to Rhodesia from London, secret or open. 
will do neither Britain nor anybody else any good. 

Independent Africa. for her part. must show 
more bite than bark in this matter. For a cardinal 
aim of the O.A.U. charler~an we not still hear 
echoes of the recent lenlh anniversary celebrations? 
- is the total and expeditious emancipation of 
white minority-ruled areas. Either we are serious 
or we are not. How indeed can a white regime. 
with a population hardly bigger than that of our 
Swedru or Nsawam. be allowed to defy the U.N. 
and the whole world. to the point- in 1975, which 
is just around the corner!- of celebrating the 
lenth anniversary of her U.D.I .? The thing IS 

just a bad joke. 
From Geneva came heart-warming news re

cently. however, that 180 trade union organizations 
from 100 different countries have called for a strict 
embargo on the handling of any ships or aircraft 
bound for or coming from South Africa. Strange 
as it may seem, precisely this kind of embargo has 
been operating for some years in Australasian ports. 
In Africa itself- indeed in ollr own Accra- the 
level of political consciousness is so low that we 
blissfully service such craft . to the detriment of 
the heroic struggle that our kith and kin are 
putting up in the apartheid dungeons. Tt is the 
bope of the Obsener that African trade unions 
will take note of this universal resolution; for the 
funeral belongs to us in black Africa , and we 
ought to be ashamed that far-away strangers 
are weeping louder than ourselves. 

Public Works Deterioration 

FOR some weeks now. quite a number of Citizens 
who ha ve travelled between Accra :lnd Cape 
Coast have been wondering whether a new govern
ment Department of Public Works Deterioration 
bas been set up. Considerable anxiety has been 
expressed about stretches of road which have been 
dug up for resurfacing. To the non-specialist eyes 
thai we have. those portions that have been 
dug up are not any worse than thos: that have 
been left intact. After annoyingly long delay~ 

these roads are resurfaced. but it is clear thai 

I 
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our Child 
Now that he is here 

Give him a chance! 

{,,:melllhl'T Ih.11 l' ,Jc.:h child you bring mto thl' world 
11,:1: 0:<. .!llth\: <lth.:ntlilll .tIld can' \'ou can ~i\'(> in order 
1M! he m.ty I!d II f'lIT sldr! In lifc, 
\ 'nu thudurc 11<\\'1.: ;1 ~n.:'lt rc!'ponslbdity with each 
. 11I1d ynu brinJ,!' forth. This IS why it is vcry import
Int that ,,'\'a\' (oupk shnuld pl,m thl'ir Family 

Family 
Planning 
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rill' \.JhtJnal Faml'" Planning Prol!ramme, 
I' n. Bo\ .\1 76. j\c.:crd 

Space your children - better your life 
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the portions that have been so treated arc decidedly 
worse than what they used to be before the con
tractors, the P. W.O., or the S.c.c. decided to 
intervene. 

One cannot too easily understand why whoever 
is responsible for this apparently deliberate and 
calculated assault on roads cannot deal with one 
portion, even if only to make it wor-se than before, 
before passing to the next. And another question 
yet is, why these works are undertaken at the 
onset of the rainy season. 

Sometimes one wonders by what criteria a 
decision is taken as to which road or which 
portion thereof needs further treatment , for better 
or for worse. Recently, part of the road between 
the Airport junction and the gigantic roundabout 
on the way to Legan was resurfaced. This appears 
to have been a most unnecessary exercise, because 
by our Ghanaian standards tbat portion was not 
worse than any other part of the road j in the 
judgment of many ordinary mortals the finished 
work was worse than what it was meant to 
improve, and the whole futile exercise had the 
extra nuisance value of making it necessa ry for 
some motorists to acquire new windscreens. 
Paradoxically enough, most of the side roads 
leading to the airport residential area sland in 
greater need of aLtention than this main road 
which, so to speak, has been so cruelly violated. 
There are times when one has the almost com
fortable feeling that those charged with the 
maintenance or deterioration of public roads 
have some surplus bitumen, gravel and manpower 
which they just want to dispose of. If this is the 
case, let them just go to the areas around the 
Ridge in Accra, or to Kaneshie, where they can 
dispose of these resources in a less incomprehen
sible and perhaps more competent manner. 
Or if they do think Accra is well provided for, 
they can send these to the Sekondi-Takoradi 
area, where the roads are a sorry sight and a 
crying shame. 

-----

"The Rains Came" 

"Til l! RAINS Came" is the title of a movie which 
was considered a classic in its day. This was 
because of the picture's relenlless realism in 
depicting both the blessing and the curse of a 
rainstorm which. coming at the end of a long 
period of drought, was at first the answer to 
fervent prayers bUl eventually developed into a 
pure horror, as it swept all before it ~nd left the 
little communily smashed, homeless and destitute. 
Of course there were compensations later ... 

The rains which fell on the Accra plains. the 
city itself, its coastal satellites, and other parts 
of the country during the last weekend were for 
many Ghanaians like the experience of the people 
of the little village in India (?). when the rains 
came afler the drought. The floods caused by the 
historically rare volume of the downpour have left 
in their wake a great devastation. Houses, roads, 
bridges and drains have been smashed up and 
washed away; as in 1967/68. cars have been 
trapped in the rushing torrents created particularly 
at bridgeheads and conducive junctions. with 
some passengers and would·be good Samaritans 
dead or missing; the city of Accra-ramshackle 
enough and insanitary in many areas at the best 
of (imes- has been left in a state of advanced 
delapidation. Some of its streets are best des
cribed as more pothole than roadway. 

What to do? The Nkrumah regime spent 
millions on flood control in Accra. We heard 
popular reports about Dutch engineers and other 
foreign water experts being engaged to instaL 
flood control works. at mountainous cost: we 
saw huge, four-square concrete trenches being 
constructed from the city down to the sea; we 
saw and heard the great mechanical diggers 
and earthmovers working night and day .... 
During the succeeding regimes more attempts 
were made to counteract the effects of the flatness 
of Accra and arrest the menace of floods caused 
by heavy rains . In ot.her words, more millions 
have been spent since the c.P.P., on this project. 
All to no avail. 

Yet Accra must be rescued some day from 
this menace, not because it is at the top of the 
over-privileged urban development cause-list but 
because, unfortunately, so much of the com
mercial, political and diplomatic life of Ghana is 
headquartered and concentrated here. General 
development for the whole country is a policy 
which we all advocate and support, on pain of 
perpetual trouble otherwise. That is one problem. 
and a seri ous one. Quite another, though, is a 
phenomenon like floods which cause death and 
depopulation when they come, or tie up commerce 
and industry at important centres. 

The position in Ghana must be surveyed. or 
reviewed. And we mllst call on Kumasi to lead 
us in this- absolutely. That is. even to the 
point where we shall accept only their word for 
it that perhaps we need further international 
consulta tion and advice on the matter if thev • • 

don't have the resources. The heavy rains are only 
just beginning this season, at least at that rate. 
And there are a thousand more seasons to come. 
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economic textbooks. or from the experience of the Gha
naian economic situation? 

Professor Ahmad's reply (L.O. VIII IO) rightly pointed 
OUI that such a statement would have to be. supported 
by empirical evidence. He went on to st:ltc that "in fact 
the 1967 dc\'aluation had led to a significant decline on 
imports, especially capital BOoth and industrial raw 
materials both in 1967 and 1968. and thus turned OUI to 
be detrimental 10 economic ,Towth", (L..O. Vllt/JO, 
p.223). 

This position of Professor Ahmad's brought an Eco
nomic Correspondent of the Legon Observer into the 
dc\aluation debate. In an article in VIII/ II Correspon. 
dent pointed out that the evidence, as published by the 
Central Bureau of Statistics in the EconomiC Survey of 
Ghana, 1969, showe'd that "in spite of the 1967 devalua
tion total imports. and all categories of import .. by end
usc. including capital equipment and raw materials. 
INCREASED Significantly in 1967 through 1969". (L.O. 
VIII/II. p. 257). One was therefore tempted to 'lSk 
Professor Ahmad for the evidence he had to support 
his assertion that imports DECREASED in 1967 :md 
1968. 

The devaluation controversy in the Leeon Obsen cr 
is not only of academic interest : it has important policy 
implications. One of the constraints on growth in the 
economy of Ghana has been , until recently. a chronic 
imbalance in our trade with the resf of the world. Tt 
was an attempt to get round this problem. among other 
thlllgs. which led to the institution of import controls. 
increased import duty. and finally devaluati on. 11 appears 
that import restrictions will r~main with the Ghanaian 
economy for some time. Therefore whether devaluation 
does or does not reducc the quantity of imports into 
Ghana will help thl} paltey make" to selcct the "right" 
tnols to combat balance of payments disequilibrium. 

TCl"ms Need Clarify 

It I ~ of utmost Importance. in this conne'_tion. tbat tbe 
dc\aluation controversy be settled beyond all doubt. On 
thc purely academic le\'el too. there is need for strong 
e\ idence. if only to decide the winner of the debate. As 
Correspondent points out, a "useful theory must be 
testable. An assertion must draw its validity from and 
be firmJy buttressed in a well o~anised set of statistical 
data and/or somc rclevant historical preccdence·'. (L.O. 
VIII II. p.254. Emphasis mine). T wourd like to com
ment. howc\cr, on the exlent to which the data used 
by Economic Correspondent is 1vell o~aniscd or not. 

First of all somc terms need clarification. When one 
argues that dc\aluation rcduces the levcl of imports 
of a country. doe .. one mean the absolute lcvel or the 
per etpita lc\-el? I thinl.. in a situation C"f t:lridly in· 
creaSing population it may bt! difficult to r.;.duce the 
ab~olute level of imports of certain categorH!s. It would 
therefore be naive to judge the efficacy ' If de\'aluation 
by its abihty 10 reduce ab~lutc level of imports. If the 
de\aluation reduces the per capita level it would have 
achie\cd somcthlng. But cven if it is agreed that the 
right concept 10 use in some catcgories of imports is per 
<:apila lcvel of imports, we sti ll have to .1ccide whether 
we have to consider the quanfity of imports or the cedi 
\ alne of import~ 

The Ic,el of import rtatistic. published '" the Econo
mic Sunc.y ·of 1%9 and quoted by the Corrcsponden t 
of the Ob,>ener i~ in cedi value5. Since it is alleged that 

the world price of most (If the itcms imported into Ghi. 
na have gone up. it would be necessary to quole import 
statistics in physical quantity. or where this i! not p<mi. 
ble the cedi \alue figures !>hould be deflated by an appro. 
priate price index. If this is not done we may b.: misled 
into thinking that imports have increased when probabl), 
they have decreased in physical terms. For both acade. 
mic controversy and policy r:rescription. it is the phVSI' 
c.ll quantity and not the money value which is important , 
,ince the world prices of Ghana's imports .lre largely 
beyond her control. 

It is in connection with the foregoing discUS5ion that 
I found it inappropriate for Economic Correspondent 
to ha\e used the "raw" dab from the Suney of 1969 
in judging the position held by Professor Ahmad The 
data should have been adjusted for increase ,n popula
tion and increase/decI'Ca<;e in tbe prices of the Imported 
items (to mention only t .... o adjustments) before the real 
effects of tbe devaluation of 1967 can be seen. Before 
this exercise is C!lrried Ollt we on the sidelines will COT'!

tinue to hold the position that the. eXlent and rlirectinn 
of the effect of devaluation on imports into Ghana I" 
unknown. because it has been proved empirically, 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Caiquo would hln-e ~ (ro_ 
Pror. Ahmad's second contribution in ow last iMue that 
the tatter has answel"td the qaaerT)' addre.'iSed to him 
by "Correspoodeotn, Iu for the latter hilll8elf, his cnm 
serond insertion ill this issue has bodt armvered Prot. 
Ahmad and anticipated Mr. Caiquo. 

DEVALUATION REVISITED 

FROM AN ECONOMIC CORRESPONDENT 

PROfESSOR Ahmad's thcories on devaluation. as contalOed 
in his original article (L.O. VIII/lO) can be summarised 
as follows: 

(I) That 10 the past an IIlcrease III the domesuc price!> 
of imports, resultlOg either from ,"creased Import 
duties or the 1967 devaluation, ..... as always followed 
by a fall in the volume of imports. The 1967 de,'~

luation led to a significant decline in imports. especial· 
Iy of capital goods and mdustnal raw materials 
both," 1967 and 1968. and thus turned out to be 
detrimental to economic gro\\oth: 

(2) thc structure and compoSitIon of Ghana's export 
trade are such that devaluation cannot be expected 
to bring about any significant lncrease in foreign 
e'(change earmngs from c'tports; 

(3) dcvaluation ..... ould IOtensify inflationary pressures 
In this cconomy and therefore raIse the cost of 
hving, becausc 

(al the domestic price!> of 1II1poned goods "ould rise, 
(b) the volumc of Imports would fall. and 
Cd thc manufacturing indu!itry III Ghana depends 

largely on Imported input!>. 
Now the N.L.C. devalued the cedi by JO" .. III \%7. If 
Professor Ahmad's theories are correct. we .... ould observe 
the followlOg: 

(0) A redllctlon III the volume of Imports as a direct 
comequcnce of the de ... aluatlon; 

(hl relatively poorer c(:ononllc growth rates follo,""IOg 
the devaluation; 

(c) no change In ellher the structure of the e,port 
trade or of earniOgs from e'ports; and 

{til an intensification of inflationary pre~~urts 10 

Ghana in the post-devaluation period. 
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The purpose of my carher Intervention (L.O. VIII II) 
~as t""o-fold; (u, to force Profe .. sor Ahmad to confront 
lis own theoriCi with the empirical data, In order to establish 
he validlly of his a'l\(ttiono;, and (b) to ask him to re-examine 
lis teneral theory of "no devaluation" for developing 
::ountties. by rcfer.:n..:c to a keener appreciation of the 
-neanmg of the clu.:hange rate and 111 role as the number 
me policy lIhtrumenl to .... hich e ... cry other poliCY rdat~ 
In the system I po!oed ten question'). Professor Ahmad 
ICI1Ore<! nme of them in hiS rebuttal by only extendmg the 
one que\lIon he an'lwcred to con tam the Olher nine he 
would not an' .... er. and then cialmlng to have dls~d of 
the matter In one broad ~ ....... -er of the pen. 

Unfortunately. Profes<,(.lT ·'hmad' .. 13 .. 1 performance \\,!th 
the Import 'tatl~tll:" m LO. VIII 12 eJ(ro~ed a misconcep
ion which lead~ hlln to ba..e hl~ theori~ on a fallacious 
~umplllln. namely that t~re IIi a unique relationship 
tween thc \olumc df Imports and the cedi value of a unit 

( ImpoN. and therefore a direct connection bet .... een 
valuation and the \lolume of Imports. 

I "hould hO .... I!\lcr h .. c to ~o~ede the pomt. as I had 
one earher U::.dilor's 'ote, p. 214. L.O. VIII 12). Ihat 
he data on ImJ'lflrt'l I p\le In my fip;.t contribution \~ere 

fOl'tUnaLCly not aJJu\ted for the elf,,-"'t of the 1967 de· 
uatl('n . The u.nadJu .. ted liaurec;; would certainly gi\le 
misleading ~'l/Cturc about mm-emenh m the "alume of 

mports. The In<\:'( tf) the tr'J~ bc:ha\llour of Imports is the 

ro'"' lum Inettll. 

Unfortunatd). th¢ Ecunomic Sune.\~ an! not consistent 
ln the matter. In paragraph 101. the 1967 Suney says' 
"The tolal101IXIIU bill ofeZ6L5 million In 1967 was higher 
lhan the ~50.6 million recorded for 1966 by 4A ~o. 
There 1\ , hll ..... c .. er. the fact that the devaluation of the ne,,"" 

dl reo;ultcd In a me of Import prices of about IP·n • The 
Implication thcn h thai the Ic\cl of total Import' at pre
Jc"aluatlon f1m:c~ .... a\ S.t-. rercen! lo .... cr than the ycar 
before" "mJ'lha\l~ mlnc.) 

Un lM othel hand. the I~ Economic Sune) Ipar .H I) 
cono;lul.!.:.J lhal " the nCl:d to redu.:c the trade defiCit ha) 
also l'ccn nCl:c\Snalcd b) tho.' pcr .. l .. tenl detenoration of 
Gh~na's fOf't't1Jl tra<k m foCnm.:CS. and the rapid n..c of 
P8)mcnts abroad. It -.a'i thiS. among rothel"i. that led to 
the oo,lualion of the !'O..: ..... CeJI m July IQ67. but cootrar~ 
10 C1pKtlllK>n\ the de,alualiun ha~ ncitiler df!('R8.sed the 
qllllnrum nf import .. nM hCrH ~'Cl the QU3nlum 01 e,\:ports" 
ffmphasl.S mine.) On balance. the e~ld.:ncl! .... ould point 
to a redlX"ti,'In in the quan:um of Imporh In the three lea~ 
unmedilucl1 follOWing the 1%7 dc\·aluallon. and on this 
Kore Professor Ahmad I~ qUlt( nght. 

The difficulty. ho .... c ... cr . l~ that he m .. hls on u.knllf)lng 
lhe !it\'aIUall(ln of l~fo7 a .. the c.m~ of the reductIOn in 
lhe \'olume of Impom Ifl 11J67-6':J. But ~u~h a the~is h 
dearly erroneous. There 11 no such unlqu.: relationship. 
One cannot prns tl\e predtctl ... e po .... er .. of demental') 
ptu."C Ihcor)' Into SC'I'\'icc without an e .. ammation of tho.: 
fundamental ("('Inl ttl.,'m which CClnttitute thc o..."Onoml': 
rqtmc The trulh is that GI1una Ius, smc.: 1967. conducted 
• M:f import trade under a rqime of controb. lmpon 
LI!,;CftS1Jla ,,"IS not abohshed arter the 1967 dc-.aluation. 
The o;ombinatton of ~aluation and im~ licerulflg 
means t~ following: 

I 
(a) The Bovemment devalumg recognises the burden 
posed for economic growth and the balance of payments 
by an overvalued exchange rate. For poIiticat reasons. 
ho ..... -e\·er. the JOvemment IS unable to adjust the parity 
to the balance-seeking level. Therefore as a second best 
..olution It secks to support a lo~er ownaluation .... Ith 
import control~. The assumption IS that under an) 
cireumstan~ II i." beller to be ne3rer the equilibrium 
rate of e,;chan~ than to be further 3 ..... ay from It. If 
this ..... ere nol so, there would hardly oc any justification 
for any e,;changc rate adjustment at all. ThiS is the case 
now With the N.R.C. deuluati()n of 1972 (relative to 
27th DeCcmoer 1971 ), as it .... as with the N.L.C. de
valuation of 1967: 
(b) a less than optimum d", ... aluation only redUCfi the le\'cl 
of ovcrvaluatioo. Thi~ means that at the new parity 
level-which IS Icss than optimum---;there ,,""auld be a 
tendency for demand for for':lgn e,;change to still e'{ceed 
both the available and potentially available supply. 
Therefore the Bovernment u!>CS import licensing to 
ration the ~upply of foreign e,;change. Since there i" 
e,"(Q:';S demand at the new price of fo.eign exchange, 
the only factor which regulates the volume and com
position of Imports (wlthm t'"le constramt imposed by 
foreign e-.:change availability) IS the di ... cretionary (ontrol 
curcised by the import licensing authority. This is th.e 
ess.:ntial bond bet .... een de ... aluation<um-eontrols and 
the volum.: anj composllion of Imports: 

Unjustifiable Claim 

Ie) the In.:cnsmg authonty ",ould exercise liS dl:~(,;re

lion to allam a number of economic and political 
ob.JCCtl\lcs. One such objective 10 both 1967 .snd 1972 
.... as to attain a favourable trade balance as an end In 

Itself. In 1968 the N.L.C. talked as much as the present 
government 1\ doing about a favourable balance of 
payments. But the pomt is that wllh controls you can 
al .... a)'s turn alit a favourable balance of payments~: 

(d) tht: abo\le anaIY"I~ otaolished the pOint, quite 
obvious to me any ..... ay. that the behaviour of imports 
after the 1967 devaluation IS to be e,;plamed m terms 
of how the ITnport licen .. mg authOrity e\.erci.scd their 
po .... cr'!. ( ..... Ithin the foreign exchange ~upply oonstramt). 
and not on the prK.-e-lRcrea~lRg effects of the de\'alua
ti{)fl on impon~. Thl'!. point IS further exemplified by 
the fal..'t that e .. en With the bUilt-in 1967 de\'aluation 
and a gencrally higher le~c1 of tanffs and surcharges. 
the volume of Imporl\ Increa-.ed considerably when 
Import" were rdatlvely hbcrah-.ed in 1970. 

Pr(lfC::"'~o,}r Ahmad'" claim to ha\.: C'>tabll~hed a cau~1 
relauon~hlp bchH:en devaluation. total imports and the 
compoSition of ImrorU IS. I am afraid. qUite unJu~tifia
ble, and propoSition,:> ba..e<l on ~uch a premise. no maller 
ho .... altra~II\C thc)" ..cund, are c"cntially mcorr,,-'Ct. M), 
former e\Cr':I~. though adml!k-dly Quite erroneou, 10 

ih comparability ba~ls ..... a~ int.:ndcd \Imply to shoY> ho .... 
ab .. urd any claim to a dlfcct relatlon .. hlp ~t\l.ecn Imports 
and de\laluahon .... ould be 

The "mg·pln or Professor Ahmad's argument IS that 
becaU1e there ",as a decline In the ~oluffi\; or total import.\ . 
and e!.p"-'Clall) In the category of capital equlpmcnt and 
("If mdustrlil ra ..... materials-- ... hkh ~lC causally attributed 
to 'he de\laluatJoo· -therefvre t.he devaluation w~, d~1o
mm<:ntal to 1I"0000th. 

" 
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I am even more exasperated by this theory. The learned 
professor docs not establish lite l ime-lags involved in hi~ 
capital equipment-growth equation. You gel the uncomfor
table feeling that he means thaI capital equipment imported 
this year means growth this same year! He docs not seem 
to be scntitive to the fact that even at thc level o f deve
lopment of thc country In 1967, the e:onomy could. then. 
be over capitalised, and that diminishing returns had already 
set in . 

Professor Ahmad seems 10 ignore thc facl that a more 

intensive use of Ihe already installed capacity would "''Ie 
more positive growth effect than any further ICQWsititM 
of capital equipment, In the circumstances. FinaHy, to the 
extent that capital equipment was arriving in the COUDlr}' 
mainly under burdensome supplier<redit conditions It 

was good policy to cut back on funher Ulveslments U'I 

unprofitable state enlerprises. Any~ay, where is the el'D
pirical basis for his forecasts? 

The 1969 Economic Survey (table 2, p. 15) provides filUl"C.\ 
for the gross national produce as foIlO'A'S: 

• 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

-
GNP (Nil million) 
at 1960 prices 1085 1093 1099 1116 1120 1158 

. 

Implied Rates of Growth 2.7% 0.7 % 0.5 % 1.5% 0.4% 3.4% 

(i) Decline in growth rates. which started round about 
1963. was arrested in 1967- the very year of deva· 
luation, 

(ii) 1968 was an abnormal year on account of the ex
cessive rains. which did considerable damage to 
agricultural production; the low growth of that year 
is largely explained by that fact; 

(iii) the average rate of growth for the two years after 
devaluation (1968-69) was 1.9%. considerably higher 

Economic performances after the devaluation were 
hardly impressive, but the fact remains that from the point 
of view of growth rates, i.e .• the index of the measure of 
the performance of the entire economy, the devaluation 
years were relatively more successful than the preceding 
years. The trend towards zero growth was arrested in 1967. 
One should be cautious in ascribing the bener economic 
performance to the devaluation, but then Professor Ahmad 
..... ould need to establish that, but for the devaluation, 
even better results would have been achieved . As at the 
moment the official data appear to contradict him. 

Whilst we cannot directly measure the effect of the 1967 
devaluation on imports, there is moderately strong evidence 
to suggest that it had some positive and favourable effects 
on those types of exports whose domes tic supply-cost 
determines ou r competitive position. There was also, 
for instance, considerable expansion in the volume of 
timber exports-both logs and sawn. (See Economic Surn:y 
t969, table 18.) The position of exports in the category 
classified as "Others" showed a radical improvement 
f.ro m 3.4 % of total export receipts in 1966 to 7.0 % (1967" 

than the average rate of growth of 0.6% for the two 
years before devaluation (16S~6); 

(iv) on the average the economy produced N¢43 million 
worth of real income in each of the two years after 
devaluation tban it did in each of tbe two yean: 
before devaluation ; 

(v) the average real rate of growth for the three years 
1964·1966 (before devaluation) was 1.3%. The ave· 
rage real rate of growth in 1967-69 (devaluation 
years) was 1.8%. 

10.6% (1968) and 13.6% in 1969. (SW"\o'cy 1969. table 19.) 
Perhaps, after all. the structure of Ghana's exports is 

to some extent amenable to a devaluation stimulus. There. 
began in 1967 a most welcome improvement in the un
derlying structure of our export trade, a stimulus provided 
by devaluation. The category of exports anonymously 
called "Others" which hitherto had been so insignificant 
in the balance of trade _. if we are to believe the figure<. 
- suddenly became, second on ly to cocoa, a most pro
minent component of trade. 

We normally summarise the weighted effects of divergent 
price movements in the implicit index by which the current 
values of the gross national product are deflated to a base· 
year reference. Professor Ahmad's theory would have U~ 

ex perience an intensification of inflationary pressure .. 
on account of the factors listed in (3) above. This mean" 
that over and above the inflationary pressures existing in 
the system, devaluation would add further momentum. 
This certainly would be true if all things remained equal. 
Out did all things remain equal? 

The data position, for what it is worth, is as follo~ s; 

G.N.P. Deflation (From 1969 Economic SUn'ey, Table 2) 
1960 B.se 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Implicit Price Index 1054 112.7 124.0 145.4 162.0 157.4 181.1 197.3 

Year·On-Year Change % 16.4 10.0 17.3 11.4 -2.8 15.1 -8.9 
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One i~ forced to the folio'>' ing conclusIOns. Generally. 
Ihe IOflationary pressures plagumg the economy "erc, 
parado)(ically, mitigated after 1966. In the words of thc 
Economic Sunty 1969 (par. 69, p. 16): 

The slm',·do ..... n In Ihc rale of Inflauon IS re\caled 
by Ihe G.N.P. implicit deflator. The Implicit price 
Index with 1960 as base increased by 9 per cent from 
181.1 in 1968 to 197.3 In 1969, as compared with an 
Increase of IS percenl between 1967 and 1968. The 
~harp ri~ In thc implicit G.N.P. deflator durmg 1968 
wa~ parlly due to ihc after effects of the devaluallon 
of thc new cedi in July 1967, and partly to the heavy 
rains In 1968 which hampered agricultural output 
and the tran~porlalion network. 

If the Sun'c), had been more discerning it would have 
noticed that the 15°0 price rise for 1968 was exaggerated 
by the fact that there occurred an actual reduction in the 
price le .... el In 1967. And therefore the index moved from 
negative into positive. By comparison ~'ith 1966, the level 
of price rise In 1968 was 11.1°'0' which was lower than the 
average for 1963-1966. The rise of prices by 8.9°~ in 1969 
~as also the lowest since 1961. In 1967 tho.,~urred an 
actual decline in thc pnce level. That was a 'no mean feat! 

I cannot deny that devaluation would necessarily have an 
upward effect on t!'le price le .... eI. But such an effect could 
also be mitigated by other offsetting poliCICS, and circums
tances. Therefore Professor Ahmad has to do Identification 
In quantitative terms to establish the magnJlude of the 
InnationaTily Induced effect of the devaluation. So far he 
has not supplied us v.llh any evidence that he has done 
any 5uch e"ercisc. 

The End of the Matter 

We can !lum up the discussion thus : 
I. The behaviour of Imports is Irrelevant to any 

di<;eu<;<;ion on the effects of the 1967 devaluation, 
because there IS no causal relationship oetwecn the 
de\.aluatlon and the volume and composit ion of 
Impons, bec.'luse of the discretionary control 
el[ercised o\er the import trade by the Import 
Ilcen<;ing authOrities; 

as far as o\.er-all grm ... th performances are concerned 
the devaluation years .... ere relatively more 5uccessful 
than thc pre-devaluation years; 

l_ e\port<. of non-traditional commod ltlcs and timber 
re<;ponded vlgorou~ly to the devaluation stllnulus; 

4 Innatlonary pressures In the economy were rather 
mitigated In 1967-69, not intensified, 

These arc the four separate conclusions "hich appear to 
contradiCt Ihe coO\cntlonal ~ isdom of the te,(tbook and 
arc awk" ard for Prore'isor Ahmad. Would he like 10 react 
to Ihese in a stralght-fomard manner? Would he also like 
10 react to my other nme que<;lions. or at least to the 
followmg two: 

(a) "If It is your VIC\\. Ihat a developing country can 
achieve structural cha~e. growth of Income and 
employment, price lalability and equitable Income 
dl<;tnbullon \\.Ith ANY et.;change rate, under a re
gime of well-administered restrictIons, then ",OUJd it 
not be e\en beller for growth, price stability and 
equitable income distribution, to reduce the domestic 
pritt of foreign currenc}' to nl"'u zet"o and impose elen 
higher levels of controls? 

(bl How does Ihe exchange rate come to be lUted 
all ~ What circumstan~ govern the chOiIile or': 
raflly level? And why is It that once an cxa.u.. 
rale has been selected. Ihe develoPln1 COuntr) 
should have no nght to change It apm. even tho db 
economic conditions have radically altered. Of eve.. 
In the face of fundamental disequilibrium"" 

There cannot be many economists who "-ould ,~ 
~lth any conviction to Pro.fessor Ahmad's theory ('If ... 
devaluation under any circumstances". An mftca1blt 
attllude for the standard lexts can only lead to dill 
el[tcnsion and popularisation of preJudIces. The econollllQ 
professor who would speak on real policy ISSUes would need 
first to make sure of the data and then to appreciate the 
relallonships among the variables In Ihe system. 

Miscellaneous 
SOCCER LEAGUE SYSTEM NEEDS RECASTI"C 

By 

C. Boye 

IT MAY not be too late to comment on the releaatiOil 
and promotion of clubs between tbe Upper and Lower 
Soccer League di'isions. Altbough the wbole aercl. 
may be in line with some laid down principle. it lacb 
any rationale. One would bave thought that tbe up"" 
league was meant for the top or best teams only; so 
any learn thai is to be considered to replace anoth" 
In If must prove Ihat it is indeed a better team. 

Hence the relegation of Hassacas and Vipers from 
the upper leagut:. and the promotion of those four 
rather mediocre teams into it. may be in line with laid 
down prin ciples: but It is an exercise which lacks an) 
l.mpirical aspects. or the guarantee that only the be" 
team <; h:l\e been included in the upper league . 

Re,ie1'ing the Position 

It ","auld not ha .. e been 100 far-fetched to hale asll'CI 
tho<je top teams of the lower league being considertd 
for promotIOn to ha\-e played the bottom teams of the 
upper league being considered for relegation This is 
perhaps the only fair way of ensuring that the upper 
league is rescn cd for the best teams only. irrespeC1i\t 
of whether they wer~ bottom in the previous league. For 
al the moment , it is patently doubtful if some of these 
lowcr league clubs promoted into the upper league arc 
any better Ihan Vipers and Hassacas. They are ddinitdy 
not considered by any team as much of a problem. a~ 
Vipe.rs and Hassacas were: hence this tends to affed 
the keen enthusiasm that one may have in the upper 
league. 

It is also possible thal some Vipers and Hassacas 
players who could consider it infradi,; to play in Ihc 
lower league may very well hang up tbeir boots: and 
this, in the long run , would not be in the national 
interest 

Hence.. G.F.A mav want to re\'iew the whole elterci~ 
of relegation and promotion in such a way that some 
lind of mini-league is arranged for the tor lower h:aluC 
tcam~ meriting promotion and the bottom upper lalue 
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$ul- Pandl me to COliunent bridly on )'OUt editorial in 
Vol. VJII No. 7 or 6th-9Ih April. 1973 .... ~t 
and PI sl!; and ob the Ob! hu Notebook eub)' of Vol 
VIII No. 10 of 18th-3bt May, 1973, about tho finn stUd 
&akcn by lOUIe African countn. for Mr, RowI.od. who 
was to be dileipiiDed by Lonrho for allowiDl thae 
countries 10 participate in lhe mininl conoems of Loarho, 

x x x x 

In lhe Noecbook entry to which ref'CICDQe has bccIII made, 
you consideml it unreasonable or out of tune for Zln" 
.... G ..... to..- Mr. RoloDd Rowland. the C!ricf 
ExecutiYe of Loarho. for the dispute bethcen him and his 
co.-I' *"" in l..oIMIo.. about the participation of the 
lOuuwnent of tbac countries in Loarho's miniD. COIMUb 
ill tb r countries. This view is un,..'(epta'bk bcca ... it 
had been tepc:ntcd that Mr. Rowland was beiDa fired 
pdmariPJ ......... he had compromiocd Mth Ghana. 
Zambia and other African countries in their participation 
in Lonrho's miamI alfiCU.d. It was further .• o:epor1Cd 
that once Mr. RowlaDd had been fired, the decisions be
l" I" him and the sn-uments of theec African countries · 
would be nullified. Why should 1bCiC countries have been 
UIMlObLOoed when a ftaht was.DI wqed because: UHlIC
one bad accepted their inla'Clb in Lonrho's mining 
· , ..-ns . 

Your COURIII. therefore. that the countries l,;oQCCIncd _ovid... N' 'ii ~ aloof' until the baule was brouIbt 
to tbcir li • 5 I ...... 1Iid Ie IKk or COUf'aIC and fore
'at" 1,."$1 :' .ialA t • .a...ldnothave CON ...... ed 

• • to 1 .... 'pM. what. _ should bPe bcca. 
d " i .~ IF tbO are ,0 desirous to ..... are ... 

. ' , .... s 

t ..... of .... on accnies. 
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EDITOR REPLIES: The argumenls pul ror~ard by Mr. 
Arlhiabah in support of his case against the editorial 
riled 'l'er.rather unfortunate. and we did not consider 
that they "ouJd do much for him or (or our rcadeTS. So 
we have left oul thai passaCe of his leUer. 

As for Mr. Arthiabah's con«'l11 with our Notebook 
entry on Mr. Roland Rowland and Lonrho. it is bad 
luck thai it had to be published so Late, "hen the case 
of '(Ro~lllnd V. The nest" had already btt'n settlfd., 
with Mr. Rowland the oH,'rwhelmlng "inner. Still, let 
usans"erthedtallengeb)' sa)ingthal the most important 
single point we wtI"e trying to make in our comment 
on this matter was only Ihis: that whate\er the relative 
me.-its or demerits of the antagonists. some African 
citizens and some African go\'emmenls should not belLan 
as if discussing the fate of Mr. Row-land. Lonrho, and 
their 160-million "'fOrth of business in Africa lias 
wmeho" almost Ihe same 85 disc:ussing t~c future of 
\Crica. 

WI: slill think m that ,,'».y, and lIould end this brid 
note by si':t1ply r{'ferri'!" 10 the onl)' ()fhf'r C'lMrrent we 
ha\'c seen on our altitude in the Rowland alTair. It was 
b,· a columnist in an O,'cneas paper, "ho said: "1 much 
prefer the attitude of the L~goll Obsl'rI·er. lthich ad,'lses 
Ghana tu wl.e no sid:s in Ihe Lon.!Jn .!is,ute lmt 10 
5!1.f e;;u.a rd C:l311a '5 i.'t!ere ... s a~ai l!tt a:l) bod.. . ." 

SIR- Elizabeth Asare's letter, \Oohich appeared in your 
edition of 4-17 May. 1973, makes interesting readinr from 
the viewpoint of that lady's obvious lack of Insight Into 
the mentality of her own countrymen. (I have assumed, 
I hope correctly, that she·s a Ghanaian). She remi nds me 
of the chap who vehemently argues that " ... If you say 
we should drop European names, then we should also do 
away with European clothes, European languages; ... 
Indeed we should reject everything European and go back 
to the jungle ... "! 

"The trouble with Ghanaians" is their baseless and 
dangerous association of everything European with civi
lization and enlightenment, and everythmg Ghanaian 
(or African) with barbarism and backwardness. Following 
hard on the heels of these very wrong assumptions, which 
spring from a mentahty shaped by the undesirable in
fluences of colonialism, come our almost pathological 
affec:t.atlon of western standards and \Ooays of life. This 
trend kills mitlative and self-confidence, a slluation \Oohich 
accounts first for our preference for western products. and 
secondly for the uncompromising stand some culture
conscious Ghanaians take agamst any form of borrowing 
from any allen cultures, which latter seems unreasonable 
but IS understandable. After all, how many westerners
even among the few who reside m this country-have 
Ghanaian names? 

Another POlO!. Doc:s Elizabeth Asare honestly believe 
the present-day practice of bringm& up our children in 
western mannerisms and insulattng them agatnst Ghanaian 
culture, as some misguided parents of the "been-to" 
vintage are assiduously pursUtng, to be a good thing? 
In many of the homes of these types the speaktng of 
Ghanaian languages is virtually forbidden . Would Ehzabeth 
approve of this ? 

By all means let us borrow from other people's culture; 

bUI let us talc pride, not In the extent to .... hich \Ioe "-_ 
merely succeeded in imitating It but In our ability to bor
ro", things of real and lasting value, as opposed to Ihmas 
of fanciful and transient value only. and to adapt them 
to our circumst.ances for the latter's enrichfTKnt. HtnIrI 
lies enlightenment and true Ci\·llization. 

P.O. Box 674 
Aecn. 

------

'n.e Proposed eJmillion Palate 

T. K. I I ' 

S .. - The debate bcl\\een the National Union of Ghlaa 
Students (N.U.G.S.) and the Kumasl Youngskrs a.. 
ovu the proposed thrce-million<edi palace for the AM" 
hene should not fade away without a c;crious comfl1Clll 

For some time now academics who are bold eno. 
to question the role \Ioe now want our chiefs to play in our 
political anJ cc;):\omic sct-up, oll\J asl for a serious n:VInI 

of the customary prncti,cs of our traditional rulers, hI~ 
been attazkd a .. "i:JbveTling tradition, It i .. true howna' 
that rapid economic, political and "icclal development II 
this country demands that certain tradilional institutional 
set-u~ be uprooted. ThiS IS because, Invanably, effOl1l 
aimed at upholding certain traditions tend to reduce our 
cap3city to dcvelop. 

If the constructi')n!'}!" t;lC p .. :acc envisaged IS mcant 
UpilOld tradition, then the in\'\!Stment i!> not 
bL.:-a I~": i; .... o:JJJ appear the present residence is 
suited for that purpose in view of the history att.ached 
it. On the other hand, the new palace. judging from the 
colossal sum to be spent on it, is unlikely to have much 
tradition attached to 11 If only because it will most probabl) 
be of modern architecture throughout. If ho ..... ever the aim 
is to give the Asantehene a more decent place of abode. 
then we can do with a palace which would cost far 1m 
than the one proposed. 

The question one would therefore like to ask is whethrr 
\!oe can't have a less ambitious dwelling? Other questions 
conte to mind_ Does the country have foreign e'(change 10 
spare for the foreign content of such a big projCCI. 
judging from our present economic plight? And even 
assuming that the foreign exchange component of tbe 
project IS nil, can't we stili put up an under-a-miltion-«di 
palace, so that the two million could be used for mon: 
productive ventu res like constructing more canals for 
irrigating arid lands? It must be noted that this assump· 
tion of no foreign exchange content of the proposed 
palace is unrealistic and must be relaxed. It is Indeed 

suspected that the foreign exchange element which would 
be spent on the palace will be in the region of one-third 
of the tot.al cost, i.e., about one miUion cedis! 

Like the N.U.G.S., one sees in the proposal a conftlct 
with the aims and objectives of the present revolution. 
because it is contrary to the aspirations of the people .~ 
contained in the Charter of Redemption. The Slle or the: 
project ridicules the charter and all what the revolutIOnary 
people In Ghana st.and for. The N.U.G.S. must be con
gratulated for coming out so boldly against this show of 
extravagance. It is rather unfortunate thaI one dailY paper 
should come oul to att.ack the students for lakins this stand. 
The students owe no apology to anyone. 

One should like to call upon the government to come 
out wilh a statement on this palace affair. If the .,vcnuncat 
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has given its blessing to Ihls project . then It I'> very un
fortunate. We mUlit remember that el.:travagance has no 
place In an economic .... ar. We must mobilise all resources 
for product'~e activities. A revolullon .s not a tea party! 

Eronomic§ Department 
t.;nhtrSit) of Cape Coast 

~------

Foreign E:\ptft.'l and Self·Reliance 

J. K. AUa 

SIK-Y.·C wcrc \-cry shocked by Ihe leading ne\\-" Hem whict! 
appeared on thc front page or an Accra daily recently. 
pari of which read; ". team of three cAperls from West 
Germany has also arri\ed .. to remap bus routes in the 
Accra cosmopolitan areas, Including the suburbs" (em
phaSIs my 0 .... "). The completion of the remapping is 
envisaged to ensure "regular buo; services at reasonable 
intervals on all thc routes (and) help chock Ihe old system 
under .... hrch bu~e~ plied routes irres~cti",e or passenger 
load ... 

One .... onder!> whether after over sixteen years of political 
Independence Ghana IS still so destitute of human talent 
as to invite roreign experts to come and tell us that .... e 
need more buses on Accra Central, Ne"'to .... n-Kotobaabi· 
Pig Farm·Maamobi-Nima routes. or on the Accra 
Ccntral/Abossc:y Okai-Zongo-Kaneshic-Bubuashi and Odo
kor routt'S; also ho .... to plan sen'ice on them. 

One wonders ",hether the government IS not in duty 
bound to reque<;t, say, Legon's Geography Department 
and Inslitute of Statistical, Social and Economic Research , 
the Road Research Institute, and the Survey and Town 
Planning Departments to jointly undertake such a simple 
traffic census Of mapping, We are very much convinced and 
",e shall always insist that it is only by using local talent 

• 
and institution, to solve our peculiar local problems that 
we could boast of self-reliance in practice, 

!...egon Hall 
.... on 

Kofi Ak,,'abi-Ameyaw 

"'drologies on Salc"-Another Rejoindf'r 

SIR-Ideological consrderations apart, Mr, G. Adah
Morlty 10 hIS " IdeolOgies On Sale,. ," (LO. VIII '10) 
certainly dId not appear brighter even by the test of his own 
prescriplion that "We "ould be brighter by rar If .... e .... ould 
get togdher our m-.n body of Ideology, drawn rrom our 
peculiar Circumstance:;", For, while he .... as In<;istlng all 
along that the 

N,R.C batllc .. (;f~ or !>clr .. rehance should extend to the 
point or reliance on our o,,,n re!>ources In formulating 
our own Ideologies on the basis of our past hi~lory, 

our cu lture, and (.lur economic conditIon. 

he .... ent on to urge In his very last paragraph that "\~e 

would do .... ell to avoid '>Can ng away much needed co .. 
operation rrom countrie~ with e'(Port~blc c~PJtal an.d 
e'(perllsc.·' QUIte reveallOgl)' he ended hl'\ exerclc;c on thIS 
note : 

We ha\r.! been clumsily mesSing ours,ch'es up by OUf 
unguarded utterances and ideological peddlm8, man) 
of .... hich ideologies their crusaders have not even 
tal..<n the trouble \0 read and understand. 

J ~ubmitthat Mr. G. Adali .. MorllY hM Succa:ded"~'!:::1 
clumsily, in messing us all up .... rth hi:> ov.-n .~ 
peddhng for exportable forei", capital and e"pert ... 
a tllne ..... hen . on hiS o .... n admission, the N.R.t' t.hJo.crr 
is self .. rellance. 

As a "crusader"" for capitalism and I\S uptrll Nr 
Adali .. Monty \\ould cerlainl) have done better ,r .. 
taken the trouble to read and understand 
and to educate us all on it:; ments. rather than t!'yin, 10 
run down ~ociali~m in order to pwve hl~ lOve ror the 
other. 

Post·Secondar) Business Studies I 
Accra Polytechnic 

Steib KiN· .. ' ..... 

Unilersit) Stud~ts, and Military Oisciplint 

Slit-Sooner or later the N.R.C. &ov..:rnment ..... 111 be 
introducing officer training corps in higher instllut/llm _ 
the country. The training will be compulsory for all 5tudtota 
in the universities. or so .... e understand. Before 11 is too laic. 
it would be proper to analyc;c the whole issue and see .,.".. , 
benefits the country .... ould derj\'c from II. 

The points being advanced by the N.R,C. for lIIe 
proposed scheme arc the follo .... ing: 

((I) It ",ill instil a <;ense of disclpitne into studmb" 
",ho are considered by the society 10 be: rudr, 
s .... ollen .. headc·j and undiscipline::!: 

(h) the scheme was demanded by the stuJcai 
themselves. 

Allin all, the tfaimng would make students eitglble to '* 
their proper places in the community through the dio 
pline Ihus Instilled into them, and make them a",are of their 
responsibilities to the Country. So the theory runs. 

Students should not sit back unconcerned when .. ucla 
vital issues are at stake. The POint IS. one is at a loss ali 10 

what type of diSCipline this scheme .... ill Impart to student" 
In the army. when you arc given instructions by yOW' 
superior officer you are not expected to ask any qu~tiODS 
Of analyse them to see ir there is any sense in what you ha~ 
been ordered to do. In the army you dare not challenlC 
your supenor's order. "Obey before you complain" I~ the 
key slogan there, Is it this type of dISCipline studenh 1ft 
to purwc under the scheme? 

In the uOl"erSlty. on the other hand. students are not 

taught to accept things just as they are told them, .... Imoul 
any scrutiny. One of the baSIC pnnciples in the Unt"et'"UtJ 
IS to e'(amine critically all that one is told or that o~ reads. 
and subject It to the crileria of rationality. The lecturers arc 
here to Impart theIr knowledge to theIr student.., but III 

so domg stu(!enl~ arc not supposed to accept e\cl),thln, 
whether II sound!. senSlb!e or not, Therefore ir mihlary 
diSCipline IS mtrojucej into the unrver;ltles one of {he 
basic Ideals Will be defeated, and upon no ground~ should 
student~ sit ba"k for Ihis important ideal to be tampered 
with. 

The second qUC5tlOn is: .... here is Ihe country gomg III Itt 
the huge sums of money 10 start the , ... hole !>Cherne? SluJ.:nts 
are defnitely not gomg to drill and trot in th"lr games 
outfits: the scheme wtll invoh-e gettmg complete lot:> for 
over 4,000 students, and finding money ror allo .... ilJ\I,.es and 
for the salaries of Ihe personnel who ",ill be manntD8 lhe 
COfJX ... Or are .... e getting military aid from. rnendly 
country, in contradiction to our policy of o;elf-rclia.x:ef 
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.. chis last question because apart from Ihis alterna
I do DOl see how the nation, 5trualing hard 10 keep 
I'-d aboYe water. can afford to spend a pesewa on such 

... which is definitely not a priority of the society. 
:; .; so many problcrm 10 be tackled and we need 

ley for these. 

_Hall 

• 

G. Dua- ao.kyc. 

!'itW PolKe Order 

~cc:ordm8 to the new Poli<.:c Order issued recently. 
Inspector of Police could not earn promotion to the 

of As. .. i-\t.anl Superintendent of Police (A.S.P.) after 
lean of age. In VICW of thlS, 1 would like to ask the fol

in' pertinent questions : 

Will the new order not undermine the discipline 
of the Police Service 1 

) Will not members of the service dISqualified by 
the age limit cnpge in dishonest deals? 

p1 Would not membeM. of the service slacken In their 
dulles a~ • result of the age diSQualification ~ 

[ 

I SUllO' that If after 4.5 years of aae an Inspttlor 
not ~ason a<; an A.S,P .• then his continuous service 
inspectorate rank unlll he rellres at the age of 55 is 

p~ and therefore he should ~ asked to retire as soon 

~
rai1s to auam the rank of A.S.P. 

appeal to the authontl~ to give: thiS new order a second 
hI. 

Box 116 J. B. Assani 

r-

READ - AND ADVERTISE IN 

Who Authorised. Higher Rat~? 

SIR-It was considered vcry laudable whe~ the Minis~ 
of Transport decided to introduce the RUm-bus. SCT\'lce 
to case transportation problems in the city, e5~allY for 
.. ) "rvants but we who travel on the Madma·Accra 
-,- . . h' . 
road do not know whether we should consider t IS seT\'l~ 

a blessing or a curse . 

While the government has ruled that "tro-Iro" dr~ve~ 
o;hould rcduce the fares they charge for journeys wttbm 
the city the mini-bus operators charge higher rates on the 
Madma:Accra road than do the "Iro-tro" operat~rs. 
For instance:, the latter charge eight pesewas from Mad~n~ 
10 Accra. while the omnibuses charge seven; but the miDI· 
bus operators, for some reasons bes~ known to th~msel~: 
charge len pesewas for the same Journey. The tr~-.tro 
operators charge five pesewas from Madina '0 .~e MIlitary 
Hospital, as do the omnibuses. but the miDI-bus men 
chargc seven pesewas for that same journey. 

We do not know whelher Ihese operators are a~ltng 
under instructions from the ministry to C:har~ highe,~ 
rates than what the government has stipulated fo~ tr~tro 
operators. or whether they are e."ploitmg the situation to 
make a little on the side for their own pockcts after they 
have made their sales for the day. Whatever the case may 
~ (think those of us \\ho tra .... ·cl along this route need 
an' explanation on these char~ that are not in consonance 
with the declared pohcies of the ~govcmmeDI. 

Institute of African Studies. 
Leg .... 
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"P.W.D. Mathematics" 

SIR-57 --j- 1 = 60. Surprised? ... 
Some years ago "Carl Mutt" wrote an article captioned 

'P.W.D, Mathematics", In it he observed that according 
to the P ~W.D. two straight lines drawn from the opposite 
ends of a road or street, and meant to divide it into ~o equal 
parts, do not necessarily meet! The P.W.D. came out with 
an explanatIon as to why these lines 'should not meet "on 
the brow of a h.II", But Carl Mutt was not satisfied .... 
The above "equat,on" IS another instance of the new rna· 
thematics referred to: 57 I = 6O! Is anyone surprised? 
He should be. 

If you are travellmg from Accra towards the Volta Region, 
Just before you cross the Adomi Bndge you are informed 
by a milestone that you have done 57 mIles from the capital. 
But when you have crossed the bridge and travened only 
exactly one mile you are told by the next milestone that 
you have done 60 miles from Accra. and not 58 as you 
would expect. In other words you have done an extra, 
Invisible twO miles! However, if you move a mile from 
the 57th milestone to .... ards Akosombo Instead of across 
the bridge, the next milestone you come to is 58, as it 
should indeed be. 

Incidentally, at that "60th" milestone across the bridge 
there are t .... o notices. one Informing you that Somanya 
District roads have come to an end, and the second that 
Ho District has taken over. Probably this fact between the 
signs explainS the extra twO miles! But then recently some 
new numbers have been written on the milestones (in red 
Instead of the traditional black) and this time the 57th 
milestone bears the number 346, while the "60th" bears 
347 (not 349). 

So it is dt:ar there has been a bloornct somewhere, and 
that what now reads 60 should In fact be 58. What is even 
more surprising about this error IS that it has been there for 
about 16 years now (i.e .• Since the Adami Bridge was cons· 
tructed), and it has survived three changes of government, 
among them twO coups; but nobody from the Ministry 
of Transport and Communications seems to ha\'e noticed 
It. If the correction is made, all distances beyond the Adomi 
Bridge will be reduced by two miles. so that Accra to Ho. 
for example, will be 101 miles, and not 103 as at present. 
I hope the ministry responsible will make the necessary 

correction. 
And while talking about corrections, I would like to 

sugge~t 10 whichever department IS In charge of making 
mileage charts that It is high time a new one was made, for 
SUlce independence a few roads ha\'e been constructed, 
while some old ones have b«n reconstructed. re!>ulling In 

the shortening of some distances bcl\\CCn towns. These 
changes need be shown on the new chart. 

Peki Secondary School Kwadwo Opare 

Volta Region 

"Rubbish Thrash" I 

SJk-There was once a politician here who had some 
difficulty with aspects of the English language. He talked 
freely about the "pubric" mterest and often .... anted to 
··pubnsh" things. He wa~ at his best \\hen mdignantly 
lambasting his political enemies and describing all their 
works as ··rubbish thrash"! .. This last and priceless 
phrase often comes back to me as I contemplate the stan· 
dard of quality of many of the products inflicted upon the 
buyerlconsumer in Ghana- and m West Africa generally, 

to look no further. 

• • 
Take manufactured foods produced locally. for Instance. 

Take measurement, and weight, and cut. Take 
take the current supply of the "Air Letter" ltationery 
to us at our local post offices. Thin, emaciated 
slippery. because ~f a kind of grca,se..proor fini<J\, 
masler~l~ In design and manufaclure-from abcoad,~1 
time-IS Just the kind of thmg my dead politici.an r,." 
..... ould promptly have called ··a rubbISh thrash'" 

~ I 

..... " K. A. B. 

For The Record 
Friday, June 15 

AusrraJilm "Drought~r" for Ghana? 

AUSTRALIA is considering supplying Ghana with iI. 

special breed of cattle. the 'drougbtmaster which. u 
revealed in a press conference in Accra today by Senalor 
Donald Robert Willesee., Australian Special Minister of 
State. is believed to have strong resistance to droupt 
and is suitable for Ghanaian climatic conditions . 

A limited number of the breeder will be flown to Gha· 
na on an experimental basis after initial .",~",gem.'"'. 1 
have been completed . 

Tuesday, June ]9 

Col. Acheampoog Requests Brazilian Coach 

THE Head of State ·and Chairman of the N.R.C. hh." . 
ro!q~ested the Brazilian Armed Forces to provide a 
military football coach 10 train the Black Star 

The request was made to General J. B. 
Commander of the Superior War College in Brazil , 
called on the Chairman today. 

Col. Acheampong said it was time Ghana got a <o,oct., 
to train the youth to be enli sted into the Ghana Armed 
Forces to form the nucleus of the Black Star Group. 

He said if the plan succeeded. the Black Stars would 
be put under direct military discipline "and a1l other 
things will not be so difficult" 

Wodnesdu), June 20 

Gnloe To Make Fridges 

THE Electronics DI\ision of Ghana Industrial Holding 
Corporation (GJHOC) will soon produce rt'frigeraton 
and gas cookers. 

This was disclosed by Dr. Emmanuel Boye, General 
Manager of the division, when participants in a two· 
month management course at the Ghana Institute of 
Management and Public Administration. Greenhill. visi· 
ted tbe factory. 

The participants led by Mr. L. W Fifi·Hes"le., Director· 
General of Ghana Broadcasting Corporation. included 
high ranking officials for Government institutions. cor· 
porations. educational establishments and the Armed 
Forces. 

Thursday, June 21 
Helicoplen: to Convey Food 

COL. F. G. Bernasko , Commissioner for Agriculture. 
mentioned today that foodstuffs will now be conveyed 
from the producing areas in the vi\lage~ tu the urban 
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helicopteR. 
aid that fanners who were experiencing diflicul

in letting their produce transported. should contact 
nearest po!ice station [or onward transmission of 

problems to the Regional Development Corpora-

1M,; exercise is aimed at the prevention of food sborU
m the urban centres as well as the prevention of 
rottmg of food on the farms. 

At rbc Taylor A!sets Co ... urtee 

Victor OwU\U, Minister of Ju~tice and Attorney"::::"i:" the Busia recime, today told the Taylor Assets I in Accra that he paid 1;1.500 in July 1%9 
he was a private legal practitioner) to become a 

~".h'>ld,,, in Speedway Tours Limited. He added 
the company's shares wert floated in late June 1969. 

Lcd by hi. counsel. Mr. J. K. Agycman, he named tbe 

~
:::: Ihareholden as a Mr. Campbell who has 1.000 

of one Cedi each. Mr. E. W. Edu~t'i who has 500 
and Mr. Nliamoah who also has ;00 shares. 

Mr. Owusu added that since the company was set up, 
bad not declared any dividend, neither had he received 

i'l"h"ns from it. 
Mr. Owusu also said that he started a private business, 

Twum Motor Sales. in 1963, which had ceased 
actively since 1%1, He realised a profit of 

19.000 from it. 

Jane: 11 

Nigeriaa Cattle-Regional AlkKalioa Starts 

~;~E of the 3,000 cattle imported (rom Nigeria are 
t distributed to the nine regions of Ghana. 

About 622 (If the number which arrived early tbis 

I:,~:~ have been carted by train to Ashanti and the 
rellon to alleviate the meat short:lge there. 

Major G. TaBoe. head of the Military Unit of the 
Cattle DC\'elopmcnt Board. who rev~led this in 
looay, added that a further 1.000 rut of total 

F""rt.",," would arflve by \e8. next week. 

MOf'f: Cement Soou 

F. G. Be1lUl5!1.o announced today at 1\ press con
in Accra that firm orden had been placed for 

two mll'lon baB5 of cement. and that a hlgh
delegation had been $Cnt to Ghana's traditional 
to negotiate for more clinker to help normalise 

country's irrqular cement supply, 

(":01. flerna'.ko ,..d that 100,000 bags of cement already 
trom EIYpt would arrive in the country to
and a Itltal of 301,000 bals from komania, the 

1"."h«,.n,J, and Ireland would arrive in August. 

Col. Berna5ko was acting for the Commiuioner for 
Major R. J. Felli now in the United States. 

Sellteatft 00 Mil'tbllnchnil ReduCf'd 

ACCRA Hiah Court today reduced the sentences 
elcht yean' imprisonment imposed by • circuit court 
Accra on each of the two Indians found guilty of 

cbafJt:1. 

The Indians. A. K. Mirchandani and B. K. Mirch:m-
9111 now serve 12 and 18 months respectIvely. Both 

..... n ... lake cll"ec1 from the date of the former senten
which was in June Ian year. 

The MiKbandanis W'e.ft; convicted of a conspiracy to 
Captain Samuel Akolor with an amount of 

tlO,OOO during an investigation into a tax cvasion case 
against the Loyalty Garment Ghana Limited. 

Mr. Justice D. F . Annan, an Appeal Court Judge 
siuinl as an additional High Court Judge, said that he 
considered the eight-year sentence harsh ancl excessive 
and not warranted by the facts of the case, especiaUy 
as the appellants were first offenders. 

Mr. Justice Annan added that where a public officer 
was entrusted with investigation that might lead to the 
institution of proceedings against any person, it was 
improper for him to engage in social and personal inter· 
course with persons concerned in the investigation. 

The judge said that the unusual behaviour of Captain 
Akolor and his personal attitude to the appellants must 
have contributed in no small measure to the decision 
by the. appellants to offer him a bribe. 

Mooday, June 2S 

Floods in Accra 

ACCRA is experiencing one of the heaviest rainfalls 
in a decade or two. According to officials of the Meteo
rological Services Department. the rainfall recorded this 
month has been grossly abnormal. 

The worst affected area bas been Tcshie, which re
corded 13.20 inches of rain during the last week-end, 
a higher figure than was recorded for the whole of last 
year. 

As a result of the heavy rainfall, several po.rts of 
Accra havc been Rooded. The Odaw stream overflowed 
its banks during the weekend and claimed several lives. 

At Abossey Okai, more than 600 people living in the 
Railway quarters have been made homeless and will be 
hou\ed temporarily in schools and churches before they 
are rcsettled at thc Dansoman estate. 

EOITORIAL CONl1NUED 
give to the country and the country's leaders, Mostly we 
do this by maintaining a critical but unbia,scd attitude 
towards pUblic affain. In so doing we are always hopi", 
to keep whatever government is in power aware of the 
tact of a partncr~hip in responsibility which we share 
with them. Tn the ne"-t seven years we c"-rccted to be 
standing on the same philosophical ground. 

NOTFS ON CONllUllUl'ORS 

B B. QURAISHY-Lady Senior Lecturer in Economics, 
University of Cape Coast. 

EMMANUEL K. VORKEH-Freelancc Ioumalist, 
Writer and Commentator. 

BE ABREAST WITH 
THE TIMES. READ 

THE LEGaN 
OBSERVER 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy. 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

Embassy are the popular choice 
because they give smoking satis
faction. A growing nllmber of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy . 
DO YOU? 

Enlbas sy the milder.smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 

THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS 

AMONG the highlight news, topics and issues which 
made July 1972 to June 1973 a period of reasonable 
interest to journalists were several that concerned 
or affected the Ghana press directly. At the open
ing of that Legoo Obsener year - saving our 
modesty!-the question of the nature of the 
ownership of major newspapers was again exer· 
cising men's minds in this country; the issue 
of the Obsenrer covering the 6th- anniversary 
of our founding carried an article by one of the 
leading editors of Ghana entitled "The Case 
for a Press Trust Again", a case which had pre
viously been argued with cogency in the Observer. 

It is not news to anybody, now, that the problem 
of government ownership of the press in Ghana 
and in other parts of Africa is still unresolved, 
and that it forms one of the more outlandish 
aberrations of independent political status that 
we have to live with for some time yet to come. 
The effects of state ownership of an important 
sector of the press on the journalists working 
for these papers are shown in the review which 
foUows this editorial. 

N.R.C.D. 67 of 1972 granted indemnity to 
editors and publishers of state-owned papers, 
and on 5th March, 1973, the N.R.C. issued a 
new decree requiring registration and permission 
before a newspaper of any kind could be published. 
It also put decisive discretionary powers in the 
hands of the Commissioner for Infonnation, 
who could rerus: s:.:ch registration and licensing, 
or later withdraw it, and so on. This new measure 
was a kind of restoration of the situation ante
P.P. government, which in 1970 had repealed 
the oppressive C.P.P. law 'of 1963 under which 
all residual semblance of press freedom had been 
finally abolished. 

In the most recently passed decree which could 
affect the press detrimentally, it is forbidden to 
publish any rumour which may upset public or 
government in a nllmber or ways. This decree 
(No. 223) is not directly an anti-press law, but 
could easily trap unwary editors and proprietors. 
On the whole, however, though press freedom 
has been and is threatened by these laws and 
measures, the government has not made it im
possible for newspapers to exist or to do their 
duty by government or people. 

A dominant theme throughout the period was, 
naturally, Ghana's economy, and within it the 
aims of "Operation Feed Yourself", the ups 

and downs of cocoa, a still continuing debate 
among the economic experts on the pros and 
cons of devaluation, and, above all, the murder
ous price spiral. This last is at present such a 
worldwide phenomenon that some economists 
are wondering out loud whether there may Dot 
be another world economic debacle on the horizon 
somewhere. For Ghana it is particularly unlucky 
that we should have been in the position we are 
in when this general world condition or pro
gressive deterioration set in. The need now is 
for economic advice to and economic measures 
of almost foolproof effectiveness by the N.R.C. 
government. 

This thought leads us naturally to a topic which 
has been raised again and again during the lut 
twelve months. We refer to the question of go
vernment itself. The burdens of government are 
great even under nonnal conditions; under a 
regime forced upon thems!lves--or so it always 
s:ems to them-by circumstances demlnding 
a take-over, a military junta finds the burden 
almost intolerable. Here in Ghana it has been 
urged on mlny hands that the N.R.C. must at 
least arrange for some measure of civilian con
sultathe participation in the process of governing 
the country in these most difficult times. Others 
arc insisting th:lt nothing short of an early return 
to fuIl civilian rule would do to rid tbe present 
military group of their unequal burden and remove 
all the anomalies inherent in gO';ernment that is 
not bas:d on popular cons:nt. 

Whatever the argument against rushing things 
and for taking time to ensure stability, in political 
terms, it was obvious during the period under 
review that the question of constitutional go
vernment returning to Ghn.l sooner or later 
was not O:1e which the N.R.C. could shelve. It 
was believed by mlny th\t in fa ,: i. they are dealing 
with it on a systematic basis, though quietly. 

Finally, the O.A.U. was much in the African 
news in 1972/13. And in May this year the or
ganiSltion attained the 10th anniversuy of its 
birth in Add;, Ababa in May 1963. All around 
the world, newS?:lp!r5, stateS'11.!:1 and puUic com
mentators drew blla!lce 5:1;.:ts shoNing credits 
and debits in the accounts of the organiSllion. 
On the whole it was univers:dly agreed that Africa 
was immensely better off with the e'(is tence of 
the O.A.U. than without it. If (a) the Economic 
Charter agreed upon at the very end comes to 
anything in the future, and if (b) under O.A.U. 
inspiration and stag!-m:mag~m!nt black Africa 
should present a united front to the European 
Common Marketeers, then, it was felt, the 
orglnization would be on its way to $lving 
Africa at last from many of its cruel diS3bitilies. 
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All he has ever known 
is a world of barbed wire. 

He is one of the 90,000 Pakistani 
erisoners of war. 

still captive in India. 
Thne pri§Oner5 of "'ar include about 20,000 

chili.m. Men. Women. And children .•• 
. like the little boy above He was born a 

captive In the grim surroundjn~ of an Indian 
concentration camp_ 

For the 14 months Met the CQselire between 
JndJa and Pak.lStan. these ci'f'.ILans have 

been held as hostages. In brutal captivity_ In 
defiance of UN Resolutions, International 
Law and all norms of ci\liliud behaviour. 
Suffering injustice. Torture. Death. 
Wailing ... , . 
Wondering 
How much longer? 

Will somebody please answer? 
A plea by the women and children of Pakistan 

• 
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The Press 

THE PRESS SCENE SINCE FEBRUARY 1966 

By 

P. A. V. Ansah 

ONE of the immedjate gains of the overthrow 
of the Nkrumah government in 1966 was the 
creation of an atmosphere of free discussion , 
in which people could once more freely speak 
their minds without fear of being picked up for 
detention. The new atmosphere of liberalism 
saw the setting up of newspaper establishments at 
both the national and regional levels . Since that 
time the newspaper scene has become substan 
tially different from what it was between the 
proclamation of the republic in 1960 and the 
demise of tbe Nkrumah government six years 
later. to this brief sketch, I propose to look at the 
fortunes of the newspaper world since it was 
granted the new lease of freedom. 

At the time of the overthrow of the c.P.P. 
s;overnment, the only newspapers which had a 
nationwide audience were those owned and 
controlled by the government or the party. 
The editors were to all intents and purposes 
party functionaries ; they had become so identified 
with the demagoguery of those days that, on the 
assumption that they were convinced about 
what they had been spraying on the public, they 
were duly relieved of their posts. 

The N.L.C. Era 

The two nat ional dail ies, the Daily Grapbic 
and the Gbanaian Times, totally reversed their 
policies with the change of personnel , and the 
only point of resemblance between them and their 
predecessors was that the pre-February and post
February 1966 papers both uncritically supported 
the government of the day. The Enning News 
also naturally changed tune, and after plodding 
along wearily fo r some time, totally disappeared . 
Whether in the in itial stages the N. L.C. actually 
directed the nat ional papers as to what to print 
or not, the general atmosphere was such that it 
was not unexpected that the newspapers should 
be filled with den unciations of the c. P.P. and 
of the hypocrisy of its agents. The changes which 
took place in the written press were also effected 
in the rad io and television networks. 

But the resto ration of the freedom of speech 
in February 1966 was too good an opportunity to 
let slip by. It was thi s propitious atmosphere tha t 
saw the birth of a number of newspapers and 

magazmes. The most important publicatioDs 
established during this period, it was publicI) 
agreed, were the Legon Obsener and the Echo. 
A couple of other papers mushroomed in the 
Western Region and quickly withered wilboul 

I 
ever blossoming. Since that time more newspapen 
have been established, with varying degree$ or 
seriousness and survival ability. 

On the whole, the N.tC. had an enlightened 
press policy. Very consciously reacting to the 
suffocating illiberalism of the previous regime. 
members or that interim government almost 
mounted a crusade inviting criticism from the 
public through the medium of newspapers. How
ever, when some pressmen and individuals took 
them at their word and told them a few truths, 
their reaction was not always edifying. Open 
conflict between the government and the press 
occurred when the government dismissed editors 
of state-owned papers for daring to criticiiC the 
government on the Abbott Agreement issue of 
1967. The only redeeming feature in this sad 
episode was the fact that the civilian Commissioner 
Responsible for Information resigned in protest 
against the government's action-a rare event in 
this country. 

UDder The P. P. Governmeot 

The lifting of the ban on party politics in 1969 
saw the establishment of purely party organs 
for the two major parties in the contest: the 
Evenlng Standard for the National Alliance of 
Liberals (N.A.t) and the Star for tbe Progress 
·Party (P.P.). Though these organs were used 
primarily for the dissemination of party pro
paganda, they offered an avenue for tbe voicing 
of dissentient opinion, and the N.LC. government 
became aware that its actions could be brought 
under public scrutiny. The very existence of these 
papers showed the distance which we bad tra
velled on the way to liberalism since the dark 
days of Nkrumab's uncompromisingly intolerant 
regune. 

This relative liberalism continued under the 
Busia administration. More papers, like The 
Palaver, the Voice of tbe People, tbe Spokesman, 
were establi shed, and they generally operated 
without direct harrassment from the P.P. 
government. The state-owned papers characteristi
caUy toed the government line, . and less than 
subtle methods were occasionally used to ensure 
that individual pressmen behaved themselv~. 

Individual ministers, or their deputies, who felt 
aggrieved remonstrated with the editors of the 
papers concerned. Where the independent paper~ 
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were concerned. criticIsm of government policies 
were met with savage attacks from the P.P. organ, 
the Star. or with vain threats of dire consequences; 
vain , because that government had no constitu
tional power ' carry o ut threats of possible 
detention . 

The major confro nta tio n between the P,P. 
government and the press occurred with the 
removal of the then ed,tor of the Daily Graphic, 
for having dared to 0 pp0 SC the disastrous "dialogue 
with Soulh Africa" policy. On the whole. however. 
it cannot be seriously sustamed thai press free
dom suffered much diminution under the Busia 
government. Those who had the courage to use 
the columns of the independent papers to attack 
certain aspects of gOvernment policy did not 
endure any physical suffering. It seems to me 
that when the final balance sheet of the Busia 
government comes to be drawn. It must be con· 
ceded that the allowed eKistence of the Spokesman 
should be added to the credit side. 

True. the survival of that paper may have 
owed more to the p::rseverance and courage of 
its editor than to the lolerdnce of the P.P. go· 
vernment. but from the way things go in Africa 
it would not have been i'mpossible for that go· 
vernment. with its huge majority In parliament, 
to have stifled it. What this also shows is that 
bold journalists, whether thet have an axe to 
grind or not, are better guarantors of their freedom 
of expression than any institutionalized power. 

Prescnt Situation 

Since the advent of the present go\ernment 
mto power. the position of the pres'S does not 
appear to have become any more secure. It is 
known that immediately after the government 
taJ...e·o\er of January 1972. editors in the public 
sector were requested to "clear" their editorial 

4 material with the appropriate go\ernment officer 
before publication , and occasional checks were 
conducted to ensure thai the government papers 
said the right things most of the time. It is also well 
kno","n that this go\e rnment has not made too 
many claims to democratic processes. as far as 
the press is conl:erncd 

Whenever an IO vitation ha l> been c'(tended to 
the pre."is to be fo rthright and bo ld. a rider has 
been added reminding prcssmen that after all 
we a re under a military gover nmen t. \ few press · 
men, both profess ional and amate ur. have dis· 
played some amount of audacity to their o","n 
d isl:om flture . and the boldness has been met with 
more or less unpleasant in\iitation ~ to encounter."i 
that we re various ly deSCribed as mten lew, di s· 

cussion or, e'ven more ominously. interrogatIOns. 
It must be conceded that the N.R,C. govern. 

ment has shown conside rable sensitivity to publtC 
opinion as expressed through the press. III<on. 
ceived or unrealistic plans have been Withdrawn 
In deference to public opinion. and statements 
ha\e been made clarifymg certam issue~ that 
have eKercised the mlOds of the public. even if 
such statements ha've not always been particularly 
enlightening. However. this sensitivity has OCca. 
sionally pro voked unnecessarily hysterical reac. 
tion from member~ of the government. reosultlng 
in rough as well as refined forms of intimidation. 

This period has also witnessed the birth 01 
another kind of press. namely. the student prc!>\ 
The Missile of Cape Coast University. Focus of 
the U.S.T .. and Forum of the University of Ghana 
have concerned themselves with national issue!> 
of great moment. For example. the latest issul! 
of Forum contains entries showmg a degree of 
boldness that has not been seen in the national 
press for some time. The contributors have donI! 
some very plain speak 109 and driven home a few 
unpleasant truths \vhich should provide food for 
thought to the government. 

Major Difficulties 

All this IS not 10 suggest that this is the 6r'it 
time we have had a student paper in the country. 
the University of Ghana, Legon, has had onc for 
a long time. but I think this is the first time thai 
so much awareness has been shown of national 
issues. Articles of a more or less purely "academic" 
nature have ceded to articles dealing frankly with 
problems affecting the nation in all sectors. Thank~ 
to these variolls student organs, it is now easy 
to get a fair idea of articulate student opinion. 
even if it is not on the level of the whole countr}. 
at least i1 goes from one university to another 

When all b said. there can be no doubt that 
since February 1966 we have made some pro· 
gress in this country in terms of press freedom. 
Ho","ever. it is also clear that governments sinct 
then have all 5hov .. n a certam degree of IOta-
lerance toward."i the press. and have used one 
means or another to try to curtail press freedom 
It is for this reason that we should not be com
placent about the progress we have made 10 reo 
lation 10 the pre· February 1966 period. There 
is still a lot of room for improvement. 

What are some of the major difficultie::. that 
ha .... c confronted the press? I think the major 
one is the government ownership and control of 

I the press in the public sector It is important to 
: remember that the papers with the greate~t pc. 
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THE UAC GROUP IN GHANA 
The target for the UAC Group is to contribute 

to the progress and prosperity of Ghana. 

THE UAC GROUP 
operates s ix major 

commercial companies 
marketing Imported 

or locally 
manufactured goods 

THE UAC GROUP 
has s pent over 
¢290.000 In the 

past five years on 
technical training . 

Management courses 
and overseas training 

THE UAC GROUP 
is involved in OIne 

Industries; some are 
wholly - owned, four 

are partnerships 
with Government . 

THE UAC GROUP 
employs more than 

11,000 Ghanaians 
including 250 Managers-
70% of total Management-
70 having been promoted 

In f ive years. 

THE UAC GROUP 
has awarded 213 

secondary school 
SCholarships at a cost 

of approximately ¢188.QOO 

By the investment in Its companies . 
by the Interest it takes in people, 
and by the contnbution It makes 
to the well ·being of other citizens. 

the UAC Group shows its confidence 
In the g,.eat potential of Ghana 

THE UNITED AFRICA GROUP OF COMPANIES 
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riodicily and widest ci rculation are in the public 
sector; and these a re the papers that are subject 
to the grea test pressures. When pressmen are 
appointed directly by the government, discre
tion and boldness become confused. and the 
journali~ts so appointeo start their careers with 
the handicap of having to toe a particular go
vernmental line. 

This limits their freedom of action and the 
Inevitable result is the spineless. non-committal. 
colourless sturr offered to the public. The only 
solution. as , see it. is to give more thought to 

i the qllestion or a Press T rust; this is the only 
arrangement that will give the journalists enough 
self-collildence to say things as they a re. As long 
as this is not done, the only rule thaI wi ll guide 
press ethics and survival for journalists in the 
public sector will be the ·'he-who-pays·the-piper
calls-the-tune" principle. 

One other defect in our newspaper establish
ment is simply the low quality of stuff produced 
in the papers. There is too much semi-literacy and 
pseudo-scholarship masquerading as enlightenment 
in the Ghanaian world of journalism. To improve 
upon the existing standards it is necessary to attract 
to, and retain in, journalism young mell and wo
men with a minimum of intellectual capacity and 
achievement. who can rightly have any claims to 
an ability to enlighten public opinion. We need 
people who have acquired the sk ills and tools for 
penetrating analysis of situations and events, people 
who will go behind the news and offer a deeper 
insight into things, people who will be able to judge 
which omcial hand-outs should be accepted on 
face-value and which shadd be accepted only 
with some qualification or some humour. 

Further Weakness 

There IS another reason \\ hy having better 
trained journalists of high calibre will be benefi
cial to press freedom in the country. It is bad 
enough if journalists are appointed by the govern
ment of the day and hold office at its pleasure. 
Where the journalist has, for his whole qualification, 
only a diploma and some experience gained on the 
job, he is much more likely to succumb 1O external 
pressures in the execution of his duty. Where he 
knows that any resistance will result in a loss of 
job while there are not many alternatives open 
to him, he is not likely to err on the side of 
discretion. 

On the other hand, when you have journalists 
who have a degree, for example, in addition to 
whatever qualifications they may possess spe
cifically in the field of journalism, io case of ex
ternal pressures they wiJ[ find it easier to choose 

va lou r rather than discretion. knOWing that in the 
event of dismissal their other qualifications will 
enable them to ente r other fields. I')n this parlJ-

l cular score, it is to be hoped that the new Instl 
tute of J ournalism and Communication Studle~ 

will satisfy this need. h can help rais'! the quallt}' of 
journalistic production, while also giving Ih 
trainees a sense of security and self-assurance. 
and reduci ng the tendency towards fawnIng and 
sycophancy. 

One furt her source of weakness in our press IS 
the fact that, generally speaking, Ghanaians do 
no t write. II is too much to expect professional 
or amateur jou rna lists alone to provide all the 
reading mate ri al in a newspa per. One expects the 
read ing public to react to issues and opinion'l 
raised in papers, but what one hears all the time 
is complaints about deficiencies without making 
any effort to improve the general standard of our 
papers. In the absence of a national forum forf 
free discussion and exchange of ideas, public 
opinion should be gauged from our newspapers. 
and it does the who le count ry no good if as a 
result of Our own apathy and indolence, we allow 
the impression to be created thaI the 'voice of the 
editor and his stafT is the voice of the people. 1/ 

Room for [mprO\<ement 

It is clear from the foregoing that whatever 
progress we have made since 24th February, I 966. 
there is still considerable room for improvement. 
To obtain and maintain any real sani ty or sta
bility in our national life, it is of the utmost im
parlance that citizens should fully enjoy their 
fundamental right or commenting on the manner 
in which the affairs of the nation are being rUIl. 
It is in the interest of the government not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of this fundamental 
right either through legislation or intimidation. 
so that its attention can be drawn to what is going 
wrong while there is still time to do something 
about it. 

That is the greatest service any journalist can 
render to his government and his fellow citizens. 
In comparison with the Nkrumah era, the press hac:; 
achieved a better record and image within the 
last seven years, but I am com inced that this 
nnage can still be further refurbished. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 
--============~~ 
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A rat spends 6 hours' a day -• • • 

cleaning himself. -
• 

This is , 
he does for 

• most of the 

other 18. 

-• ---

/ " • 

• . ' , 

• 

.. 
• 

• , . 

-

• 
• 

• 

• • 

• 

Rat!) Cal or ~pUlI VI:1!)L quanllLle5 of OUT foods. And they'll eat at 

anythmg - paper, electric cables. wood, plastics, They ca rry a number 

of diseases which they can pass on to you through food fouled 
with their excreta (which you may eat later on), through their fleas 

and from their bites_ 
Spendln~ 5 times as long as you do c1eanmg himself doesn't 

make a rat any less of a pest. 

Rer..toktl controls ralS and many other pests. For help wlth your 
pest problems. call In Rentoki! - and tap the resources Of the world's 
leading pest control organization, now guardtng 
against pests In Ghana and 45 other cOlmeries. 

Rento~U Pe!)l Control Gh,tna Ltd .. P_O, Box 191J, Accra. tE.'lcphone- 78314. 
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History 
• 

SEVEN Y£AIIS OF HISTORY, HIGHLIGHTS FROM 

mE COLUMNS OF THE " LEGON OBSERVER" 

0.1, 

24.2.66 Overthrow oC the 
C.P.P. government by 
N.L.C. 

1.3.66 ...Ghanaian academics 
of university or Gha
na form Legon Com
mittee on National 
Reconstruction 

8.1.66 L.C.N.R. establishes 
Lqoo Obsrn'er 

June 1966 Northern N i & e ria 
disturbances (post-
January coup) 

29.9.66 Sec 0 n d Nigerian 
cnsls 

Sept. l966 Assassination of Or. 
Verwoerd 

I 10.66 Publication of De
crees 92 and 93 on 
"Rumaur" 

26 .9.66 New ju'diciary instal
led by N.L.C .... con
sisting of Court of 
Appeal. High Court. 
and Circuit Court. E . 
Aku(o-Addo appoint
ed Chid Justice 

24.10.66 U.N. aUairu 21 years 

Oct. I966 Maj-Gen. E. K. Ko
taka represents Gba
na un*r military rule 
at U.N.' G e n era I 
Assembly 

Oct/Nov 1966 Ghana and Guinea in 
open conniet 

3111 166 

4.12.66 

Dec. 1966 

Dec. 1966 

N.L.C. appoints 
Electoral Committee 
to delineate new cons
tituencies, un d e r 
chainnanship of K . 
A. Busia 

Constituti onal Com
mission holds inau
gural meeting 

Ghana & Western 
Crediton in 1st exter
nal deN renegotia
tions 

Roberto H olden, lea
der of Angolan govt. 
in exile. visits Ghana 

Vol II I: 8.2.66 

III; 8.2.66 

III ; 8.7.66 

1/2: 22.7.66 

I/S; 2.9.66 

116: 16.9.66 

118; 14.10.66 

l IS: 14.10.66 

119; 28.10.66 

119; 28.10.66 

1110: 11 .11.66 

1110: 11.11.66 

1112: 9.11.66 

1111: 6.267 

n i l : 6.2.67 

8.1.67 

15.1 .67 

21.1.67 

Ghana press reports 
meeting of Nigerian 
leaders at Abu r i. 
seeking seU1ement of 
political crisis 

Subversion decrees 
published 

Ghana protests to 
British goVl. re Kwasi 
Armah extradiction 
<as< 

21.1.67 N.L.C. announces 
discovery & defeat of 
counter-coup plot 

Jan/Feb 1967 Signs from Sierra 
Leone of mOWlting 
political tension 

I 367 '''- C'·tt " . . .....gon ml ee ...• 
owners of LelOD 
o bile r vet', changes 
name to "Legon So
ciety . . :' 

17.3.67 Sierra Leone crisis 
explodes m military 
take-over 

17.4.67 Assassination of 
Gen. E. K. Kotoka 
by " mini coup" anny 
mutineen 

9.5.67 Lt. S. 8 . Arthur & 
Lt. Moses Yeboah 
publicly executed for 
attempted coup lead-
ing to killing of Gen . 
Kotoka 

7.6.67 Centre for Civic 
Education lOaugura-
ted by Gen. 1. A. 
Ankrah 

August 1967 Nigerian civil war 
rag .. 

Nov/Dec:. 1967 Ghana-Abbott Agree
ment controversy and 
termination 

Dec. 1967 Editors of state
owned newspapers 
dismissed in connec-
tion wit h Abbott 
Agreement controversy 

1111. lO.2.67 

WI. 20.2.67 

1(/3: lUi7 

11/3: 3.2.67 

1113; 3.2.67 

[lIS; 3.3.67 

11/1; 31.3.67 

1119: 28.4.67 

ll/ to: 12.8.67 

11113; 23 .6.67 

11117,18, 18.8.67 

11/24·26 

11/26; 22.12.67 

Jan. 1968 Abbott Laboratories III/ I : 5.1.68 
decide to leave Ghana 
& cancel drug agree-
ment, as result of re-
lentless prCS5 & plat-
ronn campaign 

22.1.68 Legon Observer ta- nI{2: 19.1 .68 
ken tl) court by the 
State for contempt 

26.168 New constitutional lU I) : 2.2.68 
proposals for 2nd 
Ghana Republic pu-
blished 
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or 

Music pnntmg 
Colour printmg 
Newspapers 
Leaflets 
Books 
Stationery 
Plate making 
Embossing 
Packaging materials 
Colour separation negatives 

Li ert 

• ua I 

it's -

Maps & diagrams 
Silk screen 
Brochures 
Pamphlets 
Exercise books 
T rade litho 
Die cutting 
Commercial stationery 
Forms etc. 

Press • 

Ghana's Leading Printing House 

• 

PRINTING CONTRACTORS TO THE GOVERNMENT OF GHANA 

P.O. Box 1957, Accra, Telephont! 6625617 

Packaging Division, Mile 7, Nsawam Road, Telephone 25065 

• 
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Date 

29. 1.68 

• 4.4.68 

13.4.68 

17/18.4.68 

• May 1968 

May 1968 

May 1968 

22.5.68 

19.7.68 

20.7.68 

THE LEGON. OBSERVER 13 July 197) 

Event "L.O ." Reference 

Publi cation of N.L.C. mo: 2.2.68 

Decrees 221, 222, and 

223, on Electoral 

Commission, Consti-

tuent Assembly and 

Disqualification 

Marlin Luther King 
assassinated in U.S. 

Tanzania becomes 1st 

African country to 

recognise " Biafra" 

3rd mili tary interven

tion in Si erra Leone 

by "Koncorns" res

tores civilian govern

ment & instals Siaka 

Stevens as Prime M i

nister . 

Decrees 92 & 93 

(1966) on " News-

papers" & " Prohibi-

tion of Rumours" 

repea led 

1Il/8; 12.4.68 

ITT /9; 26.4.68 

1Tl/9. 10; " 

HI/ IO; 10.5.68 

Niue West African 1n/ IO.I0.5.68 

countries, includ ing 

Liberia and F ranco

p h 0 n e territories. 

agree in princi ple to 

set up W .A. Common 

Ma rket. in Monrovia, 

Liberia 

Co m m 0 nwealth Se

cretariat 0 r g anises 

Nigeri a-Biafra peace 

talks in , Kampa la, 

Uganda 

Ann au n e ement of 

time-table fo r return 

to dvilian rule: May~ 

September 1969 

Business Promotion 

Committee inaugura

ted in aid of Ghana

ian businessmen 

Gen. J, A. Ankrah 

returns from O.A.U. 

promoted peace coo... 
Ference on Nigerian 
mey, Niger 

lUll I ; 24.5.68 

111 / 12: 7.6.68 

1ll/ 16: 2.8.68 

• 
nI/ 16: 2.8.68 

(TO BE CONTINUED) 

• 

, 
• 

Just Contact 

AKUABA TOURIST TRAVEL AGENCY, 
REPUBLIC HOUSE, P. O. BOX 2059, ACCRA TELEPHONE 28020 OR 

FOR YOUR 

AIR OR SEA PASSAGE RESERVATIONS 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION, AIRPORT CLEARANCE, 

AIR FREIGHTAGE, CAR HIRE AND TOURS. 

' ARE YOU 

ON OUR 

SUBSCRIPTION 

LIST? 
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GHANA NATIONAL 
TRADING CORPORATION 

• 

The products of over 30 different countries 
AUSTRALIA. AUSTRIA. ARGENTINA. 
C'ZEC'HOSLOV AKIA. CYPRUS. 
HONG KONG. FRANCE. HUNGARY. 
YUGOSLAVIA. MALl. LEBANON. 
POLAND. RUMANIA. UAR .. 
SWEDEN GREECE SWITZERLAND. 

ALBANIA. BULGARIA. C'ANADA. 
DENMARK. GD.R .. HOLLAND. 
ISRAEL. ITALY. JAPAN. 
MOROCCO. NEW ZEALAND. NIGERIA. 
U.S.A .. UNITED KINGDOM. 
U.S.SR . WEST GERMANY. 

AND ABOVE ALL GOODS MADE IN GHANA 
h' Modern Manufacturers and Traditional Craftsmen are on sale at 300 

G.N.T.C. Shops throughout Ghana 

WHY NOT DO BUSINESS WITH THE LARGEST 
TRADING CONCERN IN GHANA TODAY? 

GNTC HEAD OFFICE 

PO. BOX 67. ACCRA. TEL. 64871 
('.hles & Telegraphic Address: GNATCORP. ACCRA 

1.0NDON PlRCHASING OFFICE: 

G.NTC' .. Eagle Hou,",. 1091110 Jermyn Suee<. Piccadilly. London. SWI 
Telephone. 01·930113215 Telegraphic Add res. GNATRADE LONDON 

r ' 
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UNIVERSITY OF 
SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY, 

KUMASI 

Applications are invited from 

suitably qualified and experienced 

persons for appointment to the post 

of: 

RESIDENT ENGINEER 

DUTIES 

To be responsible for mmor works 

and maintenance of all University 

buildings, roads and installations in

cluding electricity, water services and 

sewerage systems. 

SALARY: 

C7000.00 per annum (consolidated) 

Application forms and further par

ticulars are obtainable from the Re

gistrar. University of Science and 

Technology, Kumasi to whom com

pleted application forms should be 

returned not later than 22nd July, 

1973. 

Observer Notebook 

The Black "Tourists" Among Us 

NOT everyone is starry-eyed about the blesstngl. 
of tourism, that modern Aladdin's lamp so beloved 
of starving ministers of finance. Indeed Some 
quite sensible people consider that in small. 
underdeveloped countries the harm that tourism 
does to people is far greater than the economic 
benefits it brings. 

In Nassau (Bahamas). Kingston (Jamaica). 
and, nearer home, little Banjul (until recently 
Bathurst, capital of The Gafnbia), some of the 
most scarring imprints of the tourist trade have 
either long been evident or afC gradually being 
perceived: the enslavement of large sectors of the 
population to the insidious cult of the erstwhile 
"Almighty DoHar", symbol of western affluence; 
the servility it creates, the loss of human dignity. 
the susceptibility to increased prostitution-the 
whole process of orientation of a small society 
towards a servile dependence on financial favours 
from transients simply out to enjoy themselves 
at any cost. .. 

This is our information on some of the places 
affected and which we do not know ourselves 
first hand; but others we do know, famous and 
infamous alike. However, we are not here 
preaching some old or new forms of '·prohibition". 
on moral grounds. The City Fathers of Ghana 
will no doubt be able to sense danger if and 
when it threatens this country with the abuses 
that can arise from tourism. But we do have a 
concern: and it is about a rather different kind of 
tourist, namely the Black Americans in our midst. 
evident mostly during the season of tourism. 

We wish to make a positive suggestion to the 
government of Ghana and the Ghana Tourist 
Board about these visitors. Why don't we establish 
some kind of reception centre for them at the 
Kotoka Airport, or nearby. and at some convenient 
spot in every other one of our principal urban 
centres? Here they can receive a first friendly 
word of welcome, some basic information on what 
is and what is not, some guidance-not just 
brochures and leaflets---on where fo go, what 
to look for, what to pay, how to avoid social 
embarrassment and personal harrassment. and 
lots more of help that can be given to these visiting 
relatives of ours without too much expense or 
trouble. This is mostly what is done in real tourist 
countries, where no kith and kin considerations 
are even involved. 

In the absence of such services and courtesi~. 
what is happening to and with American Blacks. 
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OUI in Africa to seek a reunion In physical and 
spiritual terms. is absolutely catastrophic. f~r 
all the partie~. To put It shortly: the majority 
of them just never make contact until they leave. 
They walk about, buy a few things-some of these 
bemg, of course. spurious artifacts passing for 
"African art"--make what they can of poor 
African food or expensive western menus. have 
biiS of casual conversation here and there, and go 
back home eventually, still unknown in and un ... 
knowing of Africa disapPointed. disillusioned. 
depressed, 

Those on scheduled and properly conducted 
tours do better. of course; those for whom unj· 
verslty programmes are arranged and facilities 
3'iaiJable come out best of all. It is for the ordinary 
lourist·visitor, those who pay their private. un· 
attached and unconnected way, coming out 'on 
faith and ex.pecting the best but getting so little 

-It IS for these that we plead. 

7 YHJ'S LIller: Work Habits in Ghana 

WHEN the Kotoka·Afrifa coup of 1966 threw 
out the c.P.P. go\ernment and Installed our 
first military regime. many different hopes were 
engendered '" the hear!~ of many anxious 
Ghanaians. One was that the military characteristic 
of discipline would soon make itself felt and 
become effective in the whole country, not least 
among us as workers. But in the seven years that 
have elapsed since that first "revolution" and 
slOce the Legon Obsener started business. no such 
hope of refonn has been fulfilled. Particularly 
10 the ",hite·collar sector. the situation IS still 
a caUM: for dilttress and embarrassment. if not 
for downright shame. 

The N.l.C., the Progress Party government, 
and now the N.R.C.. each attempted to establish 
or restore disclplme among workers e .... erywbere 
10 the country. especially In the offices: most of 
aU 10 go\ernment and public corporation offices. 
Watch·dog arrangemenH. of different kinds were 
tried out by all three post-c.P.P. governments; 
Junior ministers were assigned the duty of unsche
duled visitmg of oRkes. where they often caught 
and punished loafing, malingering officers; the 
military boys ha .. e applied "instant justice" in the 
fonn of drilling and fatigue chores; .. _ All to 
much less than maximum effect. 

Men and women come late to work and leave 
early; sometimes they don't come at all, or go 
out and don't return. To this day go\emment 

ad stale corporations are chocHul of clerks 
one-half to th~uarters of whose number are 
more often than not ~ading the newspa~rs. 

eating (in or out of the office), holding conversation 
or gossip sessions, or just "plain sittin' ", doing 
nothing. Girls in starched blue uniforms and large 
wigs sit in our national bank offices. for hours, 
conversing and gossiping; opening and shutting 
their drawers. opening and shutting their bags; 
picking their nalls, picking their teeth, picking 
their nos:; laughing. talking, whispering, 
giggling ... 

And one absolutely fascinating feature of this 
phenomenon is the way in which absorption into 
the system takes place, as an impregnable function 
of the African proclivity to gregariousness and to 
the "my brother" psychology. In other words, 
your stern-faced· policeman or soldier. instaUed 
to keep order, preserve discipline, check wrong· 
doing. and apprehend where necessary, very 
soon becomes a loyal club member with his 
charges. identifying completely with them and 
being able, willing and ready to check or control 
none of them. Likewise the civilian superVisor, 
be he senior clerk or senior porter. 

Always there are the expections, of course. 
in this case quite a Jarge number of them : 
charming, consciencious young ladies giving of 
their best, in the selfsame banks and post·offices; 
earnest young men or experienced older ones 
tryiog hard , not just to do their duty but to plea~ 
you as well ; telephone girls who do better than 
ask you three times to repeat your number and 
quarrel with you if you protest. .. All honour to 
these . May their number increase during the next 
seven years of the Legon Observer. 

ATLANTIC BOOKS LTD. 

PEOPLE who judge books not by where they are 
published but by their unique hIgh quality send 
their manuscripts to those who are highly mined 
in the intricaCies of modem book publishing and 
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about any book. Bring or mail in your manuscripts 
for quick publishing. 
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Matters Arising 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Thc article (ollowing hercunder is all 
~6cial presentation by the Uoiversity o( Ghana, (oillow'
ing press statements over the ta.. ~verar wecks about 
the uui\cftSity's attitude on busiocg cducation problcms. 

BUSINFSS EDUCATION IN GHANA 
By 

Ebow Daniel 
(Assist. Registrar, The Univcrsity, Legon) 

MUCH has been said and written about business educa
tion in rccent times. Almost invariably and in needlessly 
intemperate language, the University of Gbana is accu
sed of discouraging business education in tbe sccondary 
schools because it would not accept bolders of tbe 
Gbana Business Certificate to the university. The 
following exoupt, which appeared in an article in an 
Accra daily on Monday, 4th June, is typical of a lot of 
the opinions expressed: 

It is sad to see. it [the University) failing miserably 
in fulfilling the purpose for whicb it was establisbed 
- the ligbt bearer of knowledge and development. As 
a matter of fact, Legon has for a long time followed 
a stereotyped system of education-a bizarre adbe
rence to blind conservatism. 
[n the issue of a weekly which appeared on 2nd June 

there is reference to "dons who never write any text
books but find all tbe time in the world to write mean
ingless e.s.says on what somebody cHdn't do rigbt". The 
weekly concerned. however, only intended this comment 
as an editorial preamble to a discussion of the urgency 

Ii' 

for bringing to court the case of a certain lenUemaa 
(not connccted witb the university) who aUelcdly was 
"under suspicion for trafficking in lotio". The reference 
to this comment should bave no relevance to our subject 
either, except to amplify a view that was expressed the 
other day that "university-baitilll" has become the fa
shion of tbe day in certain quarters. 

But to return to the discussion of business education 
The Acadcmic Board of the University of Ghana did not 
officially know about the existence of the Advanced 
Ghana Business Certificate Examination until June 1971. 
when the School of Administration proposed that sue· 
cessful candidates from the examination should be 
accepted for admission in October. 1971. The board was 
inclined to dismiss this proposal, because not only had 
it not been informed about it previously but, even at 
this meeting (its last for the session), there were no 
supporting papers, no statement on the objectives of the 
course an'd no syllabuses. But the board learnt that some 
students had embarked upon tbe course two years pre
viously in sixth form. on tbe understanding that they 
could enter the School of Administration on passing. 

With much misgiving, therefore., the Academic Board 
decided that for those who bad already taken the exa
mination and those who were to take it in the following 
year. three passes in stated subjects, together with the 
General Paper, should be considered sufficient for ad· 
mission. This concession, however, was not to apply 
to stu'dents who bad not yet embarked upon business 
studies in tbe sixtb form. To this category of students 
it was to be explained that the university preferred to 
have students of a broader background than could be 
acquired from sole concentration on business studies: 
therefore, at least one subject outside business was to 
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all 
competition around. 

Ghana Airways 
are still on ? 
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~ . 
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be offered when they came to select subjects for sixth 
form. The schools were informed of the decision in 
July 1971. It was explained in this letter that the univer
sity was still considering the malter and would commu
nicate further with the schools. 

It is necessary at this point to explain the university's 
preference for broad-based 'A' level preparation for 
undergraduate work . For a long time a standard criticism 
of the university's undergraduate courses was that they 
tended to produce specialists of rather narrow type. 
The criticism seemed legitimate for, until recently, stu
dents who were interested in the physical sciences. (or 
Instance, considered It enough to study pUre mathe
matics, applied mathematics and physics or chemistry: 
others who wero interested in the biological sciences 
tended to offer, at the 'At level. botany, zoology and 
chemi stry; hardly physics or mathematics. It was possi
ble then to enter the university with any two 'At levels. 
pure mathematics and applied mathematics. for example. 
or zoology and botany: and ('nee in the university, 
specialization in mathematics or botany or zoology was 
possible for such a student.. 

Uni\eBity Rerommendatiom 

The untH!rsity did not consider tbis situation at all 
')8tlsfactory and, largely through its intervention, biology 
in place of botany and zoology. and mathematics in 
place of pure mathematics and applied mathematics are 
now offered in the sixth form. The merger of botany
zoology and pure mathematics..applied mathematics into 
single subjects has meant that a student who is interested 
in biology now has to offer at least two of chemistry, 
mathematics. and physics to qualify for admission. 
Similarly, one who is interested in mathematics has to 
offer at least two of biology, chemistry. and physics to 
satisfy the entry requirements. Occasionally. a student 
has offered biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics. 

The university is satisfied with the type of prepara
tion discussed above as being more suitable and ade
quate. The majority of students must be of the same 
view too, because a preparation of tbe type discussed 
here makes them eligible to undertake many more 
courscs than would otherwise be the case. For example. 
a student who offer:;: mathematics, physics and chemistry 
may enter a medical school just as well as an engineering 
school. He may opt to study in the Faculty of Science 
or the School of Administration, or in the Faculty of 
Social Studies. He may indeed study law. 

To ensure that candidates for admission to the humani
ties also have a broad background , it is recommended 
to students that certain subjects should not be offered 
together at sixth fonn , or. if they are offered, they may 
not be counted scparately for purposes of satisfying 
the minimum entry requirements. For example, econo
mic history may not be counted with either modem his
tory or ancient history: ancient history may not be 
counted with mOdern history, while British constitution 
may not be counted with govemment; and so on. 

This concern for a broader-based education has been 
carried into the design of the first deg~ itself. Since 
October 1972, students who have entered the Faculty 
of Science o r the faculties of Arts, Social Studies, and 
Law have been obliged to offer three subjcts in the first 
year~ two of these subjects have to be offered in the 
second year. and in the third year the same two subjects 

or only one of them may be offered. SpeciahUtiOQ it 
one subject in this new degree programme IS thus re
served for the third year. 
T~ program~e ~or the Advanotd Ghana Budnca 

Certificate examlOatlon was appraised by the Academic 
~oard when the relevant details were available ...... Idl 
Similar con~.m for breadth. The university was .... llSfi .. 
that for students who wished to study bUSlOCU at the 
university pre-occupation witb business studies 10 tbr: 
exclusion of all others in the sixth fonn was m~ UOo 

desirable. The Academic Board, accordingly, decided 
that students who were intending to study administrali'f! 
in the university should study. not one but two iub)eCb 
outside business. But to give ample notice to the schOol, 
the decision was not to be implemented until October 
1974. 

Subsequent to this decision, representations 'NUt 

made to Ihe university that tbe Academic Board had 
erred in thinking the Business Certificate pro&ramlllt 
to be narrow-based . It was alleged, for instance, that 
quantitative methods compared well with 'A' le\'el ma
thematics. business communication with 'A' I~ 
English, and business economics with 'At level econo
mics. The suggestion. therefore. was that each ~ir 01 
subjects was to be recognised as altematives. The unl· 
versity was willing to accept this suggestion. subject 
to verification that the identified pairs of subjects W'Cft 

indeed comparable. The syllabuses and specimen examl' 
nation questions for the Ghana Business O:rtificate were. 
accordingly, examined and compared with the 'A' level 
subjects. The following is the asscssment of the BusiDCli 
Certificate Coursc by experts: 

BusinelllS Communh::atiolJ: The c:xaminatiun for Ibll 
certificate is in two parts, Part I consisting of two 
papers of a duration of one hour and two hours m· 
pr.ctively. and Part JJ of one 3-hour paper. 

Academic Board Prond Righ' 

Most of Part [ is 110 more than tbe mechanics of 
composition such as might be (indeed must have been) 
taught in Form IV (if not earlier), certainly m Form 
V. Section o-"Speaking and Listening Techniques" 
-has an oral component which. doubtfully, may be 
new but is tested in writing rather than orally. 

Part II is a course in techniques for very spcci6( 
situations. A useful course. no doubt, but it has • 
strong vocational bias and is highly speci.liied. A 
pupil taking this course need not ba\~ the linguistic 
competence required for the 'At level candidate. 

'A' level teachers of English teach English; teachen 
of Advanced Ghana Business Certificate Communica· 
tion teach very largeJy presentation of material, which 
is highly conventional, and the use of English in II 

\'ery restricted situation. 
It does not appear. therefore that tbe two courses 

and the examination are equivalent. 
Quantitative Methods: A cursory inspection of the 
documeots . . . shows that the paper Quantitative 
Metboos (Advanced Part II) for Iuly 1971 is far below 
the level of difficulty requited for 'At level mathe
matics. Indeed it is not even at the standard of '0' 
level papen. I take for illustration the five questions 
from Sedion B (No. 327) of which the students 10 
Business Mathematics and Statistics are suppoted to 
answer three. These five questions scarcely amount 
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10 more than one of tbe questions 8, 9, 10, lion 
Statistics in Mathematics II Advanced Le"cl o[ the 
General Certificate of Education Examination In June 
1971. Nor are they as difficull as corresponding ques
tions in '0' levt:l. It is plain thai no one in mathematics 
10 the uni\:cnity, or in the Wc.st African Examinations 
Council, couJd hne been consulted about the quality 
Of the le\'e1 at which this examination was to be 

conducted. 
BU!Ioincss Economie.! With regard to the proposed 
entry through Ihc Advanced Ghana Business Certi6-
calc. J would say that the G.C.E. 'A' level paper is 
morc interesting than the Business Certificate paper 
In economics. bul thai the level is about the same. 
(The better quality of the 'A' level paper may renect 

better teaching). 

In the light of the abo\c assessment. the Academic 
Soard confirmed Its decision of March 1972: that stu
dents should he encouraged to offer two subjects outside 
husine~s. 

The Uainrsi,}'s Viewpoint 

Subsequently, It was suggested that the <,olution to 
che difficulty was to upgrade the subjects discussed abo"e 
to the 'A' le\·el. But by this time tbe Academic Board 
had learnt of the objecti\''C's of the Ghana Business 
Cerllficate. which were given as follows by the Mmistry 
of Education: 

I. to prepare students to enter emplo)menl as assiS

tants to junior management: 

11. to provide for tbose students who wish to have 
neces~lT) background for furthering their educa
tion. 

The university held that if the suggestion for up
grading the courses was accepted, tbe first objective 
would be frustrated. for the standard of training for 
JUnior managerial assistants would thereby ha\e been 
put at a level beyond the competence of many students 
who could usefully be employed in middle-level mana
gement The view of the university was that any _student 
who was capable of perfonning well at the level of 'A' 
Ic\el mathcmatics or English might as well train for an 
executi\'C prn;ition. On the other hand, the only dis
advantage In not upgrading the courses was that students 
would arme in the unl\'ttsity without a background In 

business. But this was not considered. necessarily. a 
handicap. 

It was suggested. nevetbdess, that consideration 
should be given to devising another programme in bu
siness, on which students who were interested fint and 
foremost in pursuing business studies in the university 
could tram. 1n devising such a programme, the. univer
sity's concern for breadth was to tie taken fully into 
account. The university's representatives at the West 
African Examination .. Council participated in the dis
cu~sion of this matter at the Ghana National Commit
tee. on which the Ministry of Education and other in
terested bodies are represented . A Ghana Technical 
and Commercial E1lamination Committee has since been 
fonned and charged. among other o"jectives. with the 
IntroductIon and approval of syllabuses in technical 
and C(lmmen.:ial subjects. The School of Administration 
i ... repre~entl'.d on thi~ committee and is actively pursuing 
thIS ohkctin:·. 

One should perhaps take this opportunity to 
some of the many remarks that ba"e been .... 
the uniH'.nity·s position in this matter. h bat. 
~uggested that. if a student who is m1endu:ta to 
medicine in the university is not obliled to oller a 
ject outside science, it is unfair to impose on .... , •• 
be administration undergraduate an obliption to 
a non-bUSiness subject. The companson he~ 'I not 
apPOsite. Indeed it is more pertinent to ask wbctber 
university would approve as a suitable JWCs-ratioa 
a would-be medical student a pre-university a.m.. 
which featured the following, to be exclUSion 
olhers: biology for medica Is. English for mod 
medical physics. phannaceutical cbemistry. 

The university is likely to say that such a 
is unduly spedalised. because it does not give 
dent any room for manouvre should bet let diose""" ••• 
with medicine. Similarly. any preparation for stud_ 
in law which featured only legal English, legal hilto 
and one or two of tort. contract and crimmal ... 
thrown in is unlikely to be approved. 

Finally. about the university's a1leged contributioa .. 
the virtual collapse of the business courses. As 
earlier. the accusation is that because the 
would not accept students who have taken the 
Business Certificate. the programme is about to fail. 
is difficult to appreciate that approval of business COO"," 

for admission to the university is a necessary 
for the success of these courses. State Registered N,,,,, 
are not promised admission to the university on 
duation from the Nursing Training Colleges: nor 
Post-Secondary Trained Teachers. One does not see 
Ih;Of; has affected enrolment 10 Ihese institutions 

The real difficulty with the business courws. if 
reading of the Accra daily of the 4th of June is eo,nd 
is that those who ha"e passed out from it have not 
~atisfaetorily placL-d in employment. We learn, for 
stance. that the Civil Service Centre has condemned 
typewriting and shmthand courses of the Ghana 
ness Certificate. while the Technical Division or tbI 
Ministry of Education is not particularly enthusiastic 
about it either. One wondel"S how much consultatioa 
there was, with the possible users of the courses before 
It was embarked upon. Readers will appreciate from 
the foregoing that at least with the University of Ghana 
appropriate consultation did not take place. 

1/-IDroWGY 

"IDEOLOGIES ON SALE"-Response to R~ndm 

From O. ADALI-MORTIY 
(Sdt. of Administration, Ugon) 

I HAVE allowed lime for the readers of the Ugon Oblatei' 

to chew the cud over the mild controversy stirred up recently 
by the original article bearing the abO\e title in the L.w 
Obsen1er (Vol. VIII No. 10). 

I need hardly say how flattered I was by the attention 
of the writers of the rejoinders. It is something else -pin. 
though. what the substance of the rejoinders was! Not 
all of them need be taken seriously. ",deome though they 
all were. The undergraduate attempts at adult mucl. 
were quite commendable, and they reqUIre lenient .eadiaal 

J shall therefore confine myself to the contribution of • .--
Mature dIscussants. even of political subJeCts. arc Uti ... 

to stick to the subject of the discussion at issue:, aDd DOC" 
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emotional to the point of forgetting to address themselves 
to the subjeCt. SimilarlY. intellectual discourse is, Ideally. 
expected to be elevated and to rise above personal atlack!.. 
A certain choleric and fanatical salesman of a certam foreign 
ideology obliged by passing Judgment on my article. He 
IS at liberty to judge the merus of what he reads. but for 
my pari, no, thanks. I would not care to go for judgment 
""here emotion clouds the Vision so. I would rather look 
up 10 the appraisal of clear and sober thml.ers, responsible 
statesmen and men of affairs- to whom my article .... as 
primarily addressed. They are .... ell able 10 distinguish 
between bellyful and "muddled" thinkmg and its opposite. 
And they know tOO .... ell that the clouded, fanatical mind 
muddles itself even ""ith Iranslucent logic! 

Now then, whal was the central theme of the article, 
"Ideologies on Sale- Whose Shall We Buy": It may be 
summed up In the following words. Everybody is at liberty to 
entertain hiS personal philosophy of life and hiS o ..... n ideo
logy. No one should try to fOIst his personal Ideology on 
others, or seek to Impose: again an alien Ideology on the 
good people of Ghana. 

A certain foreign ideology, of which certain people are 
so enamoured, arose out of needs and situations which were 
peculiar to their source environment. As such they cannot 
be duplicated in another environment, or be imported 
into another locale whose historical, cultural, psychological 
and social circumstances are different. To cite an instance: 
There never had been czarist or feudal or exploitative, early 
mdustrial barons m our country. Wherefore bilious citations 
and slogans, aimed al invoking bogies, are so much self
delusion. 

What Halt They in Mind? 

The current policy of "self-reliance" must be understood 
10 encompass self-reliance and self·determination in the 
fashioning of "a stated course of future action, and a 
slated direction". We have the brains, we are locally acelt
mati.zed, and we must develop our own guiding pnncipks 
and course of action. Pragmatically, we must eschew what 
does not suit, and what does not work out, learning and 
refinmg as we go. It would be most puerile, most emply of 
content, If self-reliance In food, clOlhtng and other essentials 
beang advocated by the NRC government were to exclude 
self-reliance In ideology. Action, not slogans and ideological 
vltuperatLon. 

The above was the essence of the onginal article which 
was the obJCCt of the reJOInders. In advocating a home
gro ..... n ideology, I also advocated avoidance of costly ex
periments which might brtng unnecessary sufferings upon 
the people. You should witness the price in blood and 
tears and deprivation which the leaders of certain sister 
African countnes have mflicted upon the "masses". The 
test of the modernizing proce!oS is not only ~hich system of 
development and industnalization gets Ihe country there 
first; it is also, more Importantly. which process is least 
costly in human suffering and human sacri icc. 

I have asked and have not heard an5~ered , what e»;acu), 
t he peddlers of alien ideologies like SOClah~m have in mind . 
Which brand of SOCialism are they imagining and cuddhng 
In their hearts? Why not share their vision of socialism 
with the rest of us mortals? And must an outside prophet, 
who ha.!) a lot of work converting Nigeria to sociaiLsm, be 
Imported to provide the doctnne: 

Is it the ltaered "communes", the "collectIVes", the ex· 
propnation of land and appropriation of the means of 

production. distnbution, etc; and IS It the metaU.: inAn" 
ty of "one nation, one people, one ideolOlY, one' « 
forced-humble conscience" - is it, 1 ask, abohtlOft (# ... 

nght to choose and the withdrawal of freedom to bdic.e 
or not to believe - is It the removal of freedom of mo ... 

, menl-aye, is it the exttnction of these which MaoLlot '4Qt. 

fanciers wish to reintroduce into this country? 
Have they forgotten so soon the degradation, the per

secution, the imprisonment, of dissenters and pobtica1 
rivals? Are these tile evils which they wish'to reintroduce
upon the hapless citizens of Ghana: Forgotten? 

The arrogance of the unremovable power eitle. ... 
corruption of one-party officials secure in an abscncc 
of opposition; Ihe pervading fear and Insecurity of the: 
rest of the people-the "masses" whom socialLst .., 5 

(deliverers) have claimed 10 dehver from Ihe explollatioa 
of "capitalists" who "hide Iheir nefarious profitccli •• 
and social oppression of the poor". (With acit.,,,,Iod .. 
mcnts to Jawa Apronti's articulated phlegm!) Extend 
list. 

Conditions of Woe 

Are these conditions of woe which some capitalist ba",,~ 
- who see exploiters in every tree-would have the 
zens of Ghana to go back to? 

And who told Jawa Apronti-be began the ."ne-ca 
-and his ilk that a new-slate capitalist, the one-man ruler, 
in Flagstaff House would fare any better than NI"umI. 
did? Who would belie"'e that such a ruler ~ould not hound 
his helpers out of the country and or consign them to de
tent ion: How do the socialist star-gazers want us to belie...: 
that they would be corruption-free. greed-free and self
den)'ing in the face of temptations. and under the cor
rupting influence of power? 

And when we have not been able to work existing, rela
tively few, state ventures and public corporations, if not 
profitably at least with a modicum of efficient accounta
bility, how are we going to run vastl)' mUltiplied buslnc:.ss and 
tndustrial concerns under state capitalism! Need ooe cite 
the tragic specimens in this very Africa, some of which are 
not too far away, either: They should serve as a warning 
to us. Ghanaians want cassava, fufu, "high life", family 
access to land-not drilling, uniforms and empty slogans. 

Strangely enough. proponents and protagORtsts of s0-

cialism and communism tend to be intolerant of other 
people's beliefs. The)" the socialists and commuRtsls. and 
they alone, are "progressive", the rest of us are miserable 
"reactionaries". This does not bother us. They cry: scare' 
and see imperialist agents, saboteurs, nation-breaken.. 
ideologically bankrupt "enemies of the people" evcl"}'\o\'heR. 
Profit, the reward of industry and enterprise, IS anathema 
to them. If it is vlU"iol they understand and employ, VI

triol must answer them! How I wish it were otherwise! 
After its throwing, hl;wever, let us be friends and country
men, each wishing the bo" ror Ghana. 

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE 

IN THE 
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He spaces his crops-sO that each plant gets 

a full chance to really develop. 

You can do the same for your children. 

t 
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1 1>"""·'ln~ lllt.'dl1:> W~l\tlll1! Iwn or Um:t.: \lilrs bchn:en 
blrlh of lour dl1ldll'n Thl' bt:n('fii~ 01 spacin!!
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\1'(' 1;UII\\,11 In l'\'l'r\'hodv 

rh&.' IIIl'lhnd~ til SpdllD~ dr ... d\'adahk tn l'wrybod\' 

lSI 1 \our lIl'an:~t Family PJannlll1.! Clmi( loda\' . 
• ,,',. for the f{l:d Tnan!!i\'. Or wrlll: to: . 
rtl~ lah;I1I.1, \"hon;:,L F~lmlly Planning Prol.!ra~m.\:_ 

o HII\ 'I 76 \cera 

YOur children - better your 
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, 
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Letters 

The Crili~ are Wrong 

SIR I am really surprised at the arguments put up by 
l-;; rtain people agamst the proposed mil itary lraining for 
uni \ erslty students. These people percc i\c military dis
ci rline only in the fo rm of subjugating onc's intellect 
t il the control of unruly c('Immanders. 

If these criti cs would take the trouble to find out how 
many of the great wo rld leaders ha\'c had military train
Ing they would realise the folly in their arguments. In 
many countries it 1<; an hon our to be gi ... cn the oppor
tunll y to SCf"\'C in the armed forces, and in the Briti9h 
navy, service in the officers corps is restri cted to a pri
\ ileged few. th ose belonging to the ruling class. I won 
der whether Britain would like to make dunces of her 
leadc~7 

But here in Ghana . mention military training for the 
uni versity student and it is considered intolerable, be
cause the Ghanaian graduate in the making cannot 
extricate himself from the fantasy of unbridled intellec
tuali sm. This country has made a fetish of certain classes 
of people for too long. to the detriment of the nation . 
FiNt it was the 'Been-to', then came the graduate. and 
eH!n now among Ihe graduates. certain clas~es are 
crystallising. 

If the proposed military tralmng would succeed in 
pruning down the arrogance and other excesses asso
ciated with intellectualism, 50 that what remain'i: of the 
graduate is the Ghanaian in him and tbe knowledge he 
possesses. this country would make great strides. I would 
go further to suggest that military training alone is not 
~ ufficient, There is need for ideological training as wdl . 
so that the Ghanaian graduate would not only be highly 
di sciplined and purposeful but would also be able tn 
identify the interests of Ghana and of Africa, wherever 
he may be. 

P.O. Box 406 
Koforidua 

S. Boaro Alrufto 

A Volunl~r Is A Volunteu 

SI R It is certainly a good thing that so many of our 
\ludents have volunteered to help at Dahwenya. This is 
:1 very clear indication of the desire of students to be 
(If se.rvice to Ihe country, 

However. it does appear to me from some of th~ir 

remarks that the students want to eat their revolutionary 
cake and have It too. For instance, they have been 
reported as having urged the government to freeze vaca
lion jobs so that a ll students would be able to help 
on projects such as th~ one at Dahwenya . 

No matter what other motivati ons lie beh ind that 
~ tatement . it does seem to carry hints or Invidiousness, 
It seems as jf the vo lunteers are ~ayi ng : "Why must 
other students be allowed to do lucrative vacation job'i: 
while we are sacrifiCing ror the nation ?" 

Certain ly, when lt becomes urgently neoe.ssaryl thl! 
government ca n sto p vacation employment and deploy 
~llLden l power as il !.Ces fit . but until such an emergent:) 

• 

Situation Itrues the government is ri&hl In encOU"~lliIIt 
students to volunteer. rather than coercinl tha:.i':.f = 
way . And students who volunteer must !lee th 
as volunteers. i.e" as people who have opted to do ...... 
thing OUI of their (\wn rree will and who cxpea. • 
reward other than the satisfaction one <k.nvea 
u,e(ul voluntary service. 

In my view, therefore, it is a counter-ItVOIUIIO" .. , 
rnersal of the spirit or voluntary service. for . 
to ask to be awarded certificates in recognition of ..... 
services. If such certificates had come unsoliCited. _ 
would ha\e bc-cn well and good . 

P.O. Box 0118 
Tllkoradi 

We Mu~ Examine Ourselves 

..... IF. • 

SIR- At thiS moment we in Ghana (or at least OIl" 

leaders) are in the \anguard of the African hberah .. 
struggle. Every statement issued from the Foreign Ni 
mstry Sttms to be on this subject. This applies in &enetII 
to most of the African countries. 

No-one seems to think it incongruous that in half .. 
countries of Africa we either have military rule or 
party government. In other words, the people are 
told that they are not mature enouJh to look 
themselves, by a small easily identifiable ,roup 

have therdore taken power, The resolve of the ;:~~ 
to hold on to power is merely strengthened by the 
of a self-aPl'Ofnted Messiah of Africa like General 

We in- Blad: Africa mutt examine ourselves carefun, 
and impartially before we accuse olbers of crimes 
which we are allo guilty, We must remember tbat dern... 
cracy. Iik.e charity, musl begin at home. 

P,O. Box 2978 

"",ra 

Scrap This Project 

SIR I implore the Ashanti Development Corpor:ation 
convince me of the feasibility of a'Cquiring 2.500 acres 
land for the culth'ation of potatoes. Unless they 
me that their market suney for the project was con· 
ducted in Upper Voila or Lebanon. ( shall not be con· 
vinced . And if they envisage a sizeable amount 
foreign exchange from the export of their 
would such an objective not be a deviation 
Operation Feed Yourself programme? For 
sake let 's feed ourselves before we feed others. 

If on the other hand. the project is designed for ,,::,::::1 
consumers in Ghana . t: triple acreage-of the p 
rarm-of each of our staple foods should also be 
under cultivation by tbe Ashanti Development c,,,,oo-I 
ration. for l'C are many and they are few. 

Yam, cocoyam. com and plantain are sine qua noll 

most Ghanaians. We need our staple foods. We ""'""1 
sit down. keep mum and buy a tincer of plantain , 
10-15 pesewas. while 2,500 acres of our land is used 
the cultivation of potatoes. Oxoyam we know. Corn 
kno .... But what is an Irish potato? 

clo P.O. Box 1957 
Accn 
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One Ihousand years beforc Columbus dtscovered 
Amenca, Chnstlanlty was deeply rooted in 
Elhlopia. 
Legend has it that in 950 B.C., Menelik I:son of 
Ihc Qucc'n of Sheba and King Solomon, brought 
Ihe Ark of the Covcnant to Ethiopia from 
Jerusalem. 
Unlll reccntly, much of Ethioplaand thc cvidencc 
of thle; magnlftcent past was virtually loaccessablr 
and cloSt'd to foreign eyes.. 

• " . ~ . -• 

- •• 
~ 
; ,-. -. 

• " .f 
' .. - , 

Now Ihe fa<.clnalmg antlenl lowns of this 3000 
year old Ktngdom are wailing to be discovered . 
Let Ethiopian. one of (he world's great Airlines. 
be your gUide on their superb Hlstonc Route. 

AIRLINES 
'the key to the "Mlden EmpiN 

-

• 
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Review 
GIRLS AT WAH. 

B, 
Ct'llnua Achcoc 

Rc\ II.:IA-(."'<i by 

Grego!) BeYlT 
(ln~1. of M:uwgclIlcnl & Public Admini~tration. 

Crcnhill. Achimota). 

A COUPLE of months ago when I ("ad In a ('ertaln 
magazine that C'hinua Achebe, the distinguished no"cli~t 
of Nigeria and Africa, had just published another boo~. 
Girk at War, so great was my anxiety to get hold 
(If il that I even faded to notice the sub-title: "And 
Other Storics". I guessed at what the theme. of what I 
~upf'(\scd was a (ull -length no\cl would be, having in 
mind thaI great human catastrophe that befell Nigeria 
a few years ago--the Civil War. To me personally 
Achcbe is an idol as far as creative writing goes, and 
: belic\'c that in the years to come when a literary history 
of Africa has accumulated. be will be counted among 
the Old Masters. 

Small wonder that when J lighted on Girl~ at War in 
Ihl; Legon bookshop recently I immediately bought it. 
I was however disappointed (in terms of quantity of what 
I expected) to find that Girts at War-and Other Stories 
I~ really a collection of eleven stories written long ago. 
before the war. not having anything at all to do with 
that tragedy and only two stories, "Civil Peace" and 
"Girls at War" itself. pmned rather by furce to the end 
cf the collection of older stories. 

Jucigmeot On Theme 

I read these last two stories first, hurriedly, and found. 
as expected, "Civil Peace" dealing with the immediate 
po~t-war situation in the erstwhile Diafra, whilst "Girls 
at War" treats the pathetically hopeless situation of des
tructIOn. starvation, disease and death in the fast crum
bling, III-fated republic at the height of the war. Speak
mg of the title of the bool.. in passing. the least and 
only comment I would make IS that for the publishers 
:\nd readers it is an excellent commercial advertiSing 
dc\ ice, even though Achebe is so serious a writer that 
nne should not hastily accuse him of deliberate commer
..:iahsm. 

Both "Civil Peace" and "Girls at War" are (and would 
}Ou be surprised1) excellently written In the typical 
Achebe tradition. which I dare not try to expound for 
, .. ant of authonty on literary criticism. The main point 
t want to make in this article. ho\\.ever. is not about the 
beauty of Achebe's writing at all , which is an acknow
ledged facl. but !>pecifically about his choice of the 
central theme of the last story, "Girls at War",' which is 
dearly that of corruptIOn in the cenlre~ of power of the 
falhng Biafran nation. 

Why did Acbebe hasten to PICI.. on thiS theme about 
the conquered alone. so soon after the War · something 
which is only one out of the seven.1 Situations which 
any honC5t person knows, at least hazily. should form 
\c\'crnl themes on the whole Nigerian ~ociety1 Why 
~uch treatment of themes which Achebc.. with his ability. 
COU ld , l>urely, turn into many full length nO\els for 

IIlstnu,:ting not only the r.ew and wiSC!r Nipria but 
oth\!r Immatur~ African countnes not blessed 'Nub a= 
Nlgcrlan e'l:pcnence and which thererore still t 
human ~ntiments, their centres of power IOOLi::! :: 
chalantly on at decadent tribal aspiration, Irowiac 
agamst a badground of fictitious past lion ... 
myths? " 

By his unnecessarily cautiOUS, play-il-sare, madeqUlll 
cholClC of the theme of "Gi rls at War", is the 
Achebc not endangering his integrity as Africa', :=-' 
\\"fller? Is he not laying himself open to the cha. 01 
double-standards, perhaps wrongly, by jealous and ... 
successful writers who must know that, after all, Adl 'II, 
wa.~ a Blafran1 And I fear they would not be ~hon vi 
pcunts to bolster up their argument. 

For instance, why does Nwankwo (one of the dliIt 
characters in t~e story and obviously Acbebe's mind) 
<ll.:.cuse tht: failing Blafran top men of fea.)tinl In tbt 
midst of suffering. of laking advantage of the ........ 
Ix:leaguer~ girls, of idleness. of cowardicc and so Oft. 

when h.e IS one of them (3 top official of the Ministry 
01 justice) and actively doing that for which he c0n

demns ot~ers? Does he spare the glfl whom he pact.. 
ur struggling along the road, abandoning an old wornu 
ill the process? Why does he not decline to attend * 
Lt-Colonel's party? Does he not confess to Gladys. tbI 
vagabond beauty, that "Owerri is a real swinging towa. 
and . ~e livc the life of gay bachelors", leaving then 
famllics elsewhere supposedly for safety sake? 

And why does Achebe toy with the readers' sense of 
propriety by trying to justiry the ob ... ·iously hypocritical 
Nwankwo. as he hawled away "WCC" relief supplies of 
food , whilst a hungry crowd looks on grumbling, thua.: 
"In such a situation one could do nothing at all for 
crowds: at best one could try to be of some use to one', 
immediate neighbours" "neighbours"? in the form 
only of a beautiful young Gladys, but not of an old wo
man? I should say in such a situation you don't preach. 
if you are not sure you are better off than others. mora~ 
Iy, as Nwankwo does to Gladys, 

I ha\'e discussed the Nkwankwo character thus at 
length. to aid in reflecting what I rear may be the judge
ment one can pass on Achebe turning round so sudden!)' 
to castigate the fallen Biafran leadership, Iea,-ing un
touched thc pre-war social situation in Nigeria as ~ 

whole. which naturally should have aroused his great 
literary talents first and more significantly. And I be
lieve Achebe can handle this subtly, usefully~and ,lin 
rc~ponsibty and safelyl 

NOTIS ON CONTRIBUTORS 

P. A. V. ANSAH Lecturer, Dept. of Modern lan
guages. University of Ghana. Legon. 

*. . .... " , .. ,.. 
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The 
• war IS still on Economic 

and 
MOUNTAIN VIEW DISTILLERIES LTD. 

have slashed prices again, to meet the average man's pocket. 

BOLS SILVER TOP DRY GIN 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

BRANDY LE MAIRE 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

• 

BOLS AROMA TIC SCHNAPPS 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

AROMATIC SCHNAPPS KEY-BRAND 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

AROMATIC SCHNAPPS WIJNAND 
FOCKINK 

Large 
Medium 
Small 

BORRICA RUM DARK 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

BOl!RICA RUM CLEAR 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

Old Retail 
Price 

~3.90 

2.00 
I .10 

~3.90 

2.00 
1.10 

~4.40 

2.45 
1.30 

New Producl 
-<.10-
- do -

-do-
-do-
-do-

-do-
-do-
- do 

~3.20 

1.70 
1.00 

New Retail 
Price 

~3.50 
1.85 
1.00 

~3.50 
1.85 
1.00 

~4.40 

2.45 
1.30 

~3.60 
2.00 
1.00 

~3.60 

2.00 
1.00 

CZ3.80 
2.00 
1.10 

~3.00 

1.60 
0.90 

People with instinct for quality always insist on BOLS products. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW DISTILLERIES LTD. 

P.O. BOX 6670 ACCRA. TEL. 76671. 

, 
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STATE INSURANCE CORPORATION 
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For The Record 
Friday. June. 29 

Rowland to Visit Ghana 

MR. R. W. Rowland , Chief Executive of Lonrbo, the 
company which holds a minority share in the Amanti 
Goldfields Corporation (A.G.c.), is to visit Ghana short· 
ly to pay his respects to the Head of State. 

While in Ghana, Mr. Rowland will explain Lonrho's 
recent problems, which have somewhat impaired tile 
company's image in Br itain's trade and commerce. He 
also announced during an interview in London that the 
company was very happy with its relationship with the 
Ghana governmen t. 

Prof. Ewu"ie Acts at Cape Coast 

PROFESSOR J. Yanney Ewusie, Pro-Vice Chancellor 
of the University of Cape Coast, has assumed office as 
acting Vi~.-Chancellor of the University. 

According to a circular issued yesterday by the Regis· 
trar, Mr. E. V. Dam Mante, to al\ sections of the Univer
sity. Professor E. A. Boateng, former Vi ce-Chancell or 
of the University. handed ove,T the administration to 
Professor Vanney Ewusie at 5.30 p.m. last Wednesday. 

The circular said that Professor Ewusi~ would act as 
Vice.Chancellor until a su bstantive Vice-Chancellor was 
appointed. 

Monday, July 2 
Matchero from Bibiani 

THE ¢750.000 Bibiani Matchets Complex will go into 
operation by September, ,and its products will be ::m 
the market by December this year., 

Thi s was announced today by Mr. L. A. K. Quashie , 
executin". chai rman of Menleo Enterprises Lim ited, who 
added that the company is expected to produce about 
60,000 dozen Lizard Matchets a year, as well as spades, 
shovels. hoes, axes and prunners for plucking cocoa. 

The. complex, Mr. Quashie continued. would enter 
into an agreement with the State Mining Corporation to 
supply its requirement of shovels. 

Government Urged to Freeze Vacation Jobs 

VOLUNTEER students who are helping with the. cons
truction of irrigation canals at Dahwenya today called 
on the government to freeze all vacation jobs to enable 
students to give maximum voluntary service to the. na
tion. They also said that certificates should be awarded 
to the volunteers working on the canal in recognitinn 
of their service. 

Sp::,.'lking 011 bch:t!f of the student volunteers, Mr. 
T. N. Ward-Brew, President of the National Union of 
Ghana Students (NUGS), said that if the government 
was really serious about utilising stu'dent man·power po
tential, then it must formulate a clearly defined policy. 
Mr. Ward-Brew add.;d that he did not see the need for 
250 [oreign students to help on the canal proje.ct, when 
there was a student and pupil population of about two 
million in Ghana. 

TUD.."""Iday, July 3 
Decree on Rumours 

ACCORDING to a dccre.e signoo by the H ead of State 
and ChairmOl1l of the N.R.C., and published in Accra 
today, Olny person who publishes or reproduces any 

statement, rumour I)r report which is false and lilrll) 
to cause (ear or alarm or despondency to the public. or 
to disturb the. public peace or cause disaffedlon ... ' ... 
the National Redemption Council and the ExeCUliyt 
Council among the public. or among members o( the 
Armed Forces or the Police Service. shan be auilty 0( 

an offence. 

The offence carries a fine not exceeding '1,000 Or 
a term of imprisonment not exceeding three yean, or 
both. The decree. the Prohibition of Rumours Decree 
1973, is deemed to have come into force on 27th June.. 
this year. 

Wednesday, July 4 

Audifor-(Geo<!ral Reports 00 State Hotels 

SIX state hotels, three catering rest·bouses, the Winnc:ba 
Beach Club and the head office of the State Hotels 
Corporation made a total loss of ¢304.787, accor"dinl to 
the audited act"Ounts of the corporation for the year 
ended December 31, 1970. 

According to the Auditor-General's report, apart (rom 

the Ambassador and Continental Hotels and the Kumasi 
Rest House, which made a total profit of ¢708,505, all 
the rest made substantial 10!lses. Hotels which madI 
profit were: the Ambassador, ¢194,813, the ContinentaL 
¢508,116 and the Catering Rest Housc, Kumasi. tS.S76. 

The Meridian Hotel, Tema, which operated for 
weeks during the year under review, made a 10» 
¢865, while the Star Hotel recorded. a loss of ;6<0. 
The Airport Hotel made a loss of t51,121. the Vo 
H otel ¢11 ,575, the City Hotel (Kumasi) t39.644, and dt 
Atlantic Hotel (Takoradi) ¢32,644. 

Final Batch of Detainees Released 

THE government has released all the 23 remaining I»' 
litical detainees from pre.ventive custody. and with their 
release all persons taten into custody after the 13th 
January have regained their freedom. 

A stateme.nt from the office of the N.R.C. said that the 
detainees were released on 3rd July. They are: Messn 
Kwaku Baah , A. A. Aboagye da Costa, S. K. C. Osti
Ba idoo, G. D. Ampaw, Dr. K. Safo.Adu, A. Appiab· 
Men'<a" F olle Bame Busia. Kwartelai Quartey, B. J. da 
Rocha, A. A. Munufie, N . Y . B. Adade, Oheneba KOIAI 
Richardson. Alhaji B. K . Adama, Jatoe Kaleo. S. W 
Awuku-Darko, R. R . Amponsah, Alex Abedi, T , D 
Brodie-Mends. S. D. Dombo, R. A. Quarshie. J. H 
Mensah. and Nana Toa Akwatia n. 

The stateme.nt said the N ,R,C. had decided that Lt.
General A. A. Afrifa should. on his release, be placed 
under open arrest for the time being: also that the N.R,C 
had j!:ranted Mr. Abedi a remission of the remainder o( 
the IS-month prison sentence imposed on him by the 
Aidoo Assets Commitee, subject to the payment of the 
fine of t500 in respect of his perjury. 

Thursday. July 12 

Col. Kerekou Visits GI .... 

LT.-COL. Mathieu Kerekou. President of the Republic 
of Dahomey. paid a two-"day official visit to Ghana on 
11th and 12th July. 

President Kerekou held talks with Col. I. K. Achearn
pong, Chairman of the N.R .C.. and members of t~e 
Ghana government. HI! also visited plac~ of intercsl tn 
and Olround Accra . 
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realesl re? 
why First Ghana Building 

is there to make your dreams 
true 

OBJECTIVES : 
We give you a loan to build The BUILDING SOC IE I Y is happier 

your own house. YOU MAY NOT working for better homes, 
BE LUCKY wrrH LOTTERIES, Bur families, and prosperity for you and 
wrrH US YOU ARE SURE TO OWN for aU. You enjoy the HIGHEST 

\"OU'I (YM4 HOUSE .BY_AL_L_M_EAN_S __ I_N_T_E_R_E_S_T_R_A_:TE on your savings. 
AU THESE YOU'LL NEED, AND WE SHALL HELP YOU TO GET THEM 

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY ! 
Your we\fare is assured 

Fil'stGhana °lding Society 
P.o. Box 2958, Kojo Thompson Road, Accra 

Tel. 28533 
• 
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The trend is to -

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy. 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because Ihey are milder and 
smoolher, with a pleasant aroma . 

Embassy are the popular choice 
because they give smoking satis
faction. A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy. 
DO YOU? 

Elnbas sy the milder,smoother cigarette 

'riDud by the Liberty Press ltd.., for the Lrlon Societ)' on Nationa' ,Allain . Cui,.. •• o! I.e ~Horilol Co_-:-ldea E. J. Thompson: .,rl 
(Acline): K. A. . B. lon~.QulTley· Tn ..... rtr: J . M . Hyde. The Uruwrs,ly of Ghlna and ,1$ departments Ire ,n no ""'! OODllected rib &be 
lAte_ Oluerru. Editorial and all other corn:spondenco (Advenis;n,. lub'cr;plion, di'lribulion Illency and other c:ommercia ) enquiria .boul6 "
..sd~ to me Editor. The lAcoll Ob"n"" P.O. Bo. II. u.on, Obana: Tel. 15311 Eat. 81$.5. LkeaCl No. ISD/II7l of 19/3173. 
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27 JuIy-9 August 1973 

Editorial 

ABOVE THE "POVERTY UNE" 

Price 1Sp 

ABOUT two weeks ago, the Chairman of the N.R.C., Colonel 
I.K. Acheampong, announced that in view of the high cost of 
living which has been brought about by price increases in 
commodities allover the world, his government was cODsi· 
dering a review of the pay structure in the country, and that a 
committee would soon be set up for that purpose. We sbare 
the government's concern over the fact that the continually 
mounting !cost of living calls for urgent remedial action. We 
thinK. however, that the exercise proposed is a delicate one 
and must be approached with great circumspection in order 
that permanent damage m,a.y not be done to our fragile 
economy. 

One school of economic thought contends that salary 
increases, whether general or selective, have a tendency to 
push the cost of goods and services even higher, thus frustra
ting the purpose of the increases. It is argued that even if 
salaries were doubled, the expected rise in the cost of food. 
clothing, housing and transportation can wipe off or even 
outstrip the additional income, and leave the worker worse 
off than before. There is aomething in this view, but in our 
particular case the cost of living has risen at such a fast 
rate within the last few years that it would be most unrealistic 
to make this comfortable and classic text-book response an 
excuse for keeping certain salaries at their present levels. 
We would therefore suggest that a "poverty line" must be 
defined below which salaries and wages must not be allowed 
to drop. Behind this concept of thtll'''poverty line" is the 
conviction that people must be guaranteed a certain minimum 
on food, housing, clothing, medical care and education to 
maintain them in the dignity of a human being. This in fact 
is no abstract principle. and something like it bas been made a 
guide for fixing minimum wage levels in some countries, 
even in South Africa. The determination of this is a complex 
exercise which requires time and care. So it cannot be the 
basis of policy decisions in the very immediate future. In the 
meantime we believe that there might be a case for making 
upward adjustments in the salaries of those in the lower 
income bracket, that is to say, for workers eamin~Y' 
jZlOOO and below per annum. 

We make this sugaestion in full cognisance of the pOSS! Ie 
undesirable effects of such a measure, but we are convinced 
that if this measure is taken in conjunction with others that 11M r" 
we shan propose presently, we can somehow offset the 
inflationary side-effects that even selective increases might 
bring about. We believe, however, that a general increase 
for aU salary earners wiU be most detrimental and self
defeating in our present economic circumstances. It is true 
that many workers in this country find it extremely difficult 
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to make cndi meet, but some are more hard hit than 
others by the soaring cost of living, and it is to these 
that tbe aovcmment should direct its attention in the 
first instance. 

But the solution to the problem of the hi&h cost of 
living is one that calls for JC.veral measures applied 
simultaneously or progressively. It must be remcmbert.:d 
that increasing wages, even if only selectively. will leave 
the vast majority of citizens who arc not wage earners, 
lilri:e farmers, fishermen, minor artisans and petty (taUe". 
in the same predicament ; the only way in which they 
can also increase their earnings will be to increase the 
prices of their commodities and wares. which will again 
send prices soaring. What arc possible containing mea
sures in this situation? 

It is gener:lly agreed that putting more money into 
people's pockets is not the best or only means of in
creasing purchasing power. There are other measures 
open to the government to give the cedi in the worker's 
pocket greater purchasing power without courting any 
innationary side-eftects. Admittedly there is :1 general 
rise in priCt".S the world over which affects the prices 
of our imports. but this is not the only factor that 
accounts for the high cost of goods and services in the 
country. It is a fact that prices are rising at a much 
faster rate here than the world average. One major con
tributory factor is the high level of import duties and 
various taxes. It seems to us tbal one obvious way of 
bringing down prices will be through a drastic reduc
tion in import duties and taxes. This will , of course, 
reduce government revenue, but any salary increases 
will result in hieher government expenditure. But the 
additional advantage in reducing import duties and 
taxes is that the benefits will be more equitably enjoyed 
by all section~ of the community while w3ge increases 
will only benefit certain categories of workers. even if 
only nominally. In this context too, it may also be worth 
the go~.mment's while to seriously consider a reduction 
In the rate of interest . The present rate of 14;% is cer
tainly excessive. and impo_rs of goods or raw tru!.terials 
pass this on to the consumer. 

One other source of drain on earnings is expenditure 
on locally produced foods , as is clearly shown in the 
consumer index. In fact, in spite of the alleged success 
o~ "Operntion Feed Yourself" food prices have risen 
beyond levels that could hardly have been imagined two 
vean ago. One way of bringing down the priCi:s of food 
items is to give concrete incenti\cs to farmers and fisher
men whose welfare is forgotten by all except in moments 
of inadequate food supplies. In this regard. we think 
i\ will make marc economic and social sense to transfer 
the subsidy on baby milk onto matchets and to take a 
more positive interest in the welfare of farmers and 
fishermen. There is a case for working towards guaran
teed minimum prices for some basic agricultural pro
ducts, to ensure steady incomes which can be forecast 
for reasonahly long period,. Producers in the agricul
tural sector can then relate their activities to measurable 
clI:pectations of income, ~pecially if measures are taken 
to en~urc adrquate di,tribution We often hea~ that 
while food is in chronically short supply in the urban 
centre!! they may be rotting in the producing areas for 
lack of transportation facilities . The construction of 
more feeder road, is at best a medium-term measure: 

as a short-term measure. and on the assumption that 

the food is available on some farms, we _auld pro,... 
that the government subsidize transportation 10 that the 
Food Distribution Corporation can cart food items from 
the producing centres to . urba.n area, and tell than at 
~ower p~ices. We talk. of this particular type of "¥lr 
In the light of-.. the iOver.Ament!s. expressed jn'cntioo..JA: 
p3rt with some money in the form of salary in('re .. n; 
we arc only suggesting that it wilJ be wiser to .peod the 
amount so earmarked, or to be so earmarked, in mil 
way rather than put it directly into people', pockcb. 

We have already observed that if the government is 
willing to reduce import dutics and other taxes this 
should lead to a reduction in prices. But this reduction 
wiU not be necessarily passed on to the consumer unle. 
steps are taken to ensure that this is done. This means 
controls. We are not unaware of the fact that controls 
are notoriously difficult to enforce, as our own experien
ce shows. Nevertheless, we believe that with some probity 
and firmness, enforcing controls is a lesser evil than 
indiscriminately and directly putting money into ~ 
pic':; hands to chase goods which are not there. One WIly 
of reducing the necessity for controls is to make goodt 
available in the right quantities at the appropriate places., 
and it is to be hoped that with the foreign exchanac 
surpluses we have accumulated it will be possible 10 
provide supplies in sueh reasonable quantili~ as 10 
frustrate attempts at hoarding. speculation and IeIliDa at 
exorbitant prices. t .J 

In short. we have suggested that an all-r,?und illfT'C&SC 
in salaries will not be tbe best answer to ~ur pro Diem. 
Any long-term solution wilt have to address itself to 
fixing basic wages at a point thaI will guarantee- iI Prim
mum that is compatible with living a decent humarr H~. 
But immediately we think there milhl be a case for 
raising wages for the more hard pressed ICCtion of the 
wage earning population. This is to be·taken togdbe.r • 
with a possible reduction of import dUlies.. the 1\l3r.a.n--; 
teeing of minimum prices to farmers, and a more effi· 
cient distribution of agricultural produce. These can best 
be handled by a permanent machinery~ We understand 
that the Prices and Incomes Board was set up to play 
this role . These are matters of such magnitnde and, 
urgency thaI the Board will have 10 show .. dezree of 
seriousness in its proceedings which haS' not so far bceft .. 
n.pparent. 

CORRECTION 

ON page 342 of our last issue (L.O. VrnfI4), 
under the title "Matchets from Bibiani" we gave 
the name of the executive chairman of Menleo 
Enterprises Limited. a company which plans to 
produce matchets in the country, as Mr. L. A. K. 
Quashie. 

Our attention has been drawn. to the fact that 
the executive chainnan of the company named 
above is M,r. Lawrence Kobina Qu ,*ie aod not 
Mr. Lloyd Adjti Kofi QuMftic. The error is deeply 
regretted. and we apologise to all those concerned 
for any inconvenience or embarrassment our pu
blication may have caused them.-Ag. Editor. 

, 

• 
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Civil Engineering 
SOLVING THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM 

IN ACCRA-II· 

By 
Emmanuel K. Vork.eh 

SO FAR, 1 have adduced arguments to show that the 
problem of transportation in Accra is the result of the 
over-centralisation of essential services and commercia) 
activity in tbe so-called "Accra Central", 

The problem would not bave been as acute as it is 
if il wer..: only tbe national economic activity which is 
focussed on this area; but in fact, the entire national 
administration is also carried on from this zone. It has 
always been a mistake to build all the ministries in one 
contiguous area. The argument that this is necessary to 
facilitate inter-departmental communication is. to a large 
alent, a big myth. 

Departments communicate by written correspondence. 
and by intercom and telephone. For written communi
cation they have their messengen, departmental cars 
and the postal services. The intercom and telephone 
are electronic devices to which distanCe! are immaterial. 
If total city transportation is smooth, inter-departmental 
communications would also be smooth e\"en if the mi
nistries were all situated three miles apart from each 
olher. The location of almost all the ministries in one 
arca and in the pressure zone is another fMjor reason 
for the traffic nrohlem in Accra. 

Delays 

At present, In or'der to get to work. on time most 
workers without departmental vehicles or private cal'S 
have to start from their houses at 6.30 a.m. and do not 
return until 6.30 in the evening. This type of life must 
surely tak.e most of the joy from work. Some of tbe 
re~ns for workers' poor attitude to work can easily 
be traced to factors such as the transport system which 
is beyond their control. Indeed. the transport situation 
is such that it is now often difficult to get even taxis. 
A'i> for engaging a taxi and haVIng it exclusively to one-
5elL this is completely out of the question. You eithcr 
agree to othcrs being taken aboard en routt, or you 
get out yourself. Tn fact. one cannot refuse to allow the 
dri,'er to take others because it is very rare these days 
on the streets of Accra to get a taxi that is not already 
engaged. So one cannot refuse to have the same kindnes~ 
extended to olhen. 

Even as early as I p.m .• the Nima. New To .... n and 
Mamprobi trotro and bus queues are so long that it 
normally takes a person about I t hours to travel (rom 
the pressure zone to these places. And when the Ministry 
workers c1o~e four hours later the situation becomes 
hopelessly exasperating. Buying departmental buses 15 

not the solution: tbe practice oruy provides a very good 
e-,tample of the. under-utilization of resources. Depart
ments such as V.R.A., C.M.B .. Ghana Airways and 
Broadcasting Corporation are some of those with their 
own fleet of buses. The bu~es are clearly under·utilized 
because they are fully used for only one or two hours in 
the mornings and in the evenings. For obvious reasons. 
even if they are not fully boolced they would not stop 

.1be tin;1 part 0( this article appeaud In l..0. VUI 13. p.294 

to pick. other passengers on their routa. What WI; .... 

i, not this wa$teful teC1.ionaJism but a radical lIDpr". 
ment in the entire transport sy!t.cm in the city. 

As I have said, concentration of the MIOIstri. il'l 0lIl 
area is a major contributory factor. In the mominp. tbe 
buses and lrotros are over41oaded brincioa people to the 
pressure zone. For obvious reasons most driven _ 
reluctant to return immediately to convey worken who 
could not get places on the previous trips. Natu.rally, 
the drivers have to wait to Jet a few pnsmaen, before 
they start on tbe return journey. In the meantime tbe 
queues get longer and longer and time pancs on. In ... 
evening it is tbe same story; the buxs and boa .. r.
to go overloaded in one direction and almost empty 11'1 
the other. If Departments and Ministries were dil1rit: 7 d 
if' the city in sucb a way that people were compelled 
tu move in various directions during the rush houn the 
buses and trofros would more likely have pa~llfeq On 
both trip! and would therctore move quicker 

For example, we could bave a few Ministries located 
at Mamprobi; of course, they would be those MiDistria 
which have most to do with each other. 1ben we could 
have some of the clerical staff who stay at Mamprobi 
transferred to those Ministries if they are oot already 
working in them. In this way, many people. would m. 
ply walk to tbeir office!l, and there would therefore bt 
les~ demand for transport. In the long run we would 
ma~e savings on the importation of vchicles. their 
spares and on petrol. There w!11 also be fewer vehicles 
on tbe roads and traffic would move more smoothly. 
With a reduction in the importation of Yebicles we 
would also be in a position to reduce taxes imposed oa 
them, because most of the taxes have been imposed to 
discouraae importation. Some of the Ministries wbich 
have related functions could also be moved to near 
Broadcasting House so that they would be within ellS) 

reach of Nima and New Town where most junior worken 
stay. 

IC traffic become.s less busy because of the reduced 
dt>mand for vehicles, and the Ministries are within easy 
reach of workers. then the we of bicycles and motor 
cycles would increue.. Indeed. most people who own 
cars in Ghana can hardly afford to run them and live 
decently. But instead of buying a bicycle or a motor 
cycle they go in for a car because it is safer than a motor 
cycle and indispensable for quick mobility. In Loml: 
(fogo) where most work~f3 proudly go to work and 
move about on cycles it is easy to see tbat their hou~ 
are not much removed from their offices and the tralfk 
i~ less dense than in Accra. 

Some more ministries might have to be moved to join 
tht> Minist.ry of lnformation near the !'lational Mu~eum. 
Then <liome could al~o be moved to join the Department 
of Animal Health at Labone. Some of course, will re· 
main at the. pre~ent Mini5tries area. By now the Heads 
~If "Departments should have a fair idea of those Min;'
tries which deal most frequently with one another ~ 
that they could be located close tottetheT. Thus we m;2ht 
have the Ministries relocate<:! in five different plal.'lt5 in 
groups of four or five. The idea i5 that no new bI 
of offices be built in the present Ministries area. arid 
tht> numerous annues that have sprunl! up around th) 
Pa<;,port Office near the beach should be incorporat~ 
beck into the parent ministries and some of them mo~ 
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to tbe plaot.1 suagested above and (or the reasons given. 
When the annexes are removed the Beach area could 
then be developed into blocks of residential ftats or re.
creational grounds. 

Strategically, it is also unwise to site almost all the 
'ministries in one contiguous area. God forbid! But ima
gine what will happen if a ,U'ay plane should crash on 
the. prescnt ministries area, or there were an outbreak 
of fire, or some enemy country were 10 bomb tbat area 
III any sucb event our entire national administration 
would be 100 easy and convenient a target. Dispersing 
the MiOi stries would help both. (I) in solving the trans· 
port problem and (2) in providing an insurance against 
disasters. For this reason it is seriously suggested that 
the proposed new High Court and Supreme Court build
Ings and the National Lotteries building should be sited 
at Roman Ridge or Acbimota Forest Resen'e area. All 
~e would need is a map of Accra sbowing which De
partment is at which area. 

One may wonder what would happen to the build
ings to be vacated by the Ministries that may be moved 
to new areas. This is a rul problem. But in fact. wbat 
is presently happening is that most Ministries have 
already grown too big for their present buildings. That 
is why bigger one3 4lave been built in the past few 
years with plans for new ones to come. And that is also 
why we have the numerous annexes. The buildings to be 
vacated would be taken over by those Ministries that 
would remain just as the Minis!!,), of Education took 
O'er the building vacated by the Ministry of Informa
tion when the latter moved into a building near the 
Museum. The annexes of those Ministries that would 
remain could also be accommodated in the building' 
that would be vacated. 

On .. ibu, Senict 

Howe\er. those new blocks of offices started by the 
government of the Second Republic near the Tema 
Station may now have to be completed since work on 
them is already far advanced. But it is suggested seriou .. -
Iy that no new offices should be built in the open spaces 
lefl. but the area should be developed into resideDtial 
blocks for the junior staff of those Ministries that will 
remain there, so that they too would be within walking 
distance of their offices. The Parks and Gardens' nursery 
and the national hockey pitch are Incongruous 
where they are loca ted near the Tema StatIOn. The De
partment of Parks and Gardens cou ld move their nur
series to the recreational grounds they have developed 
opposite the Ridge Police Po';l. and the national hod..ey 
pitch could be moved to the beach area near the Art~ 
Council. Then the Tema Station could be expanded and 
developed into a first class lorry station and market, 

As of now. worlers spend a big chunk of their earn
ing,; on transport. But with some. structural re·adjust
ments along the lines sugge~ted abo\oe. ",e should male 
hlg .. aVlngs in time and money . to the great advantage 
01 the whole nation, There is currently a great deal of 
transportation up and down which really sh()uld not be 
m:ccs .. ary. if people can walk to their office .. from their 

houses. 
In .,pite of the trotTO, private cars. and the taxi. the 

huses of the Omnibus Service Authority (OSA) conti
nue to be the principal means of tran~portation within 
tht" city of Accra. but their organiz,,1.tion appear<; to be 
quite nutmode-d now, 

Viewing things critically, we should say that the pre
are hat j,; called "Accra Central" j,; really not 

~tral to the.ci;ty. It. is true that the area i, Ibo oa 11 

clal and administrative "centre" of the city -- ... .... In • • 
of the whole country, but geographically and in .... 
01 the traMpart problem. it is not. 

The National Liberation Circle area on the. N. 
road is more to the centre: it is even more strait: --

k h' "Cia ma e. t IS area the central Bus Terminus. The PI .. 

Terminus at the Post Office Square is too far from the 
many residential sub~rbs that bave developed in fCC ,I 

years as part of the City. What we need is a relay service 
using the Circle as the central terminus from which 
traffic would radiate to otber parts of the city. 

Achimota. Bubuashie. Madina. Nungua-these an: 
some of the suburbs which are far removed from the 
Terminus at the Post Office Square. The distan~ al'l 
quile long but there is usually only one bus allocated 
." each of the routes. If at any time one misses the bin 
that 5eI'\CS the Achimota route. tben one would ha\"C 10 

wait for It houn before it comes again. This period 
of waitina; is just too Ions. U. however. the bus were 
plying between Achimota and the Circle the hme of 
waiting would be reduced by at least a balf. In tbe 6 ..... 
place. the distantt is shorter. and secondly it is betw ....... 
the Circle and the Post Office Square where the trdk 
is normally congested and the buses have to move at _ 
.. lower pace and take more time doing so. 

TerminUf at rbt Orde 

From the Circle other buses would take on the rela) 
tu uther parts of the city. Many ITotros now make the 
Circle their terminus to the great convenience o( every
body. They go from the Circle to Achimota Aberka , . 
Nima. Kotobabi, Karle Bu. Labadi and Kaneshic 
The strategic importance that the Circle has assumed 
must be fully recognized and utilized. In any case. 
about half the number of people who travel on the 
Achimota. Aberka and Kotobabi buses do not 1(\ 

beyond the Circle: their destination is Adabraka or Ko
komlemle. It is most frustrating when people going to 
Achimota or Kotobabi cannot get places on their bultS 
because people going to Adabraka and the Circle have 
taken up the places. Making the Circle the principal 
terminus will eliminate this type of inconvenience More 
buses should be allocated to ply between the Circle and 
th(.. Post Office Square terminus because the pa5!Je1lICf 

traffic on this route is quite beavy. Fortunately. tbere 
are large open spaces around the Circle area which can 
be developed into the new Central Tenninus. If all the 
l\,[ea now a\a,\able is developOO it would be about twice 
<' _. big a'i the present terminus and very little demolition 
of buildings will have to be done . if at all. 

If thi~ is done. the Circle area wlH ine\o;tabh' de"'elnp 
inlo an Important shopping centre as it is now doiol 
only half-heartedly. 11 will be an entirely welcome de· 
velopment for. as we have argued. tht traffic problem 
in Accra is mainly the result of the over-centralisation 
of commercial and administrative activity in the Pressure 
Zone. 1f a self-sufficient shopping centre dtvelbps at the 
Circle as It is around the Po~t Office Square Terminu~. 
thcn people at Kokomlcmle and Adabraka would simrJy 
walk to do their shopping instead of having to go on a 
\'ehicle to the Pressure Zone 10 do it. 

H the Cirde were developed into tbe principal terml 
nu~ it does not follow that the present terminu'i .,hCluld 
bt closed down. Tn fact. there is need 10 develClp a few 
other termini in order to reduce the distance that any 
particular bul!, would do between two termini. and there-
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the Jamaica Hope or Sahiwal etc. are adapted 
only to the countries where they were bred. 

Please don't misunderstand us; we are not 
against upgrading local breeds by crossing with 
temperate breeds in aD attempt to develop a com~ 
merciaUy suitable tropical dairy cow. What we 
are saying is that this approach should have been 
fuUy exploited in Ghana long ago. Also, another 
approach would be to increase milk production 
per unit grazing area by increasing the animal 
carrying capacity of the land (i.e. to offset low 
productivity per animals). Through irrigation, 
good management, etc., this is feasible since all 
year round fodder production can be achieved 
in the tropics under irrigation. 

But have we 80t our priorities right? Surely 
the conversion of solar energy into plant material 
which is eaten by animals before it is of use to 
humans is an inefficient process, and it appears 
that even countries with more favourable climates 
for animal production will be compelled eventually 
by rapidly increasing population to find more 
efficient ways of obtaining their protein. The 
problem is not solely confined to the tropics; 
it is universal. It appears that eventually, Homo 
sapieDs will have to become increasingly less 
carnivorous and more herbivorous if he is to solve 
his food problem. Recent developments in the 
U.S.A. where vegetable protein (mainly soybean 
protein) in the form of concentrates is being uti
lized for human consumption, are indications of 
future trends. Must other countries always take the 
lead in innovations, even with a crop in the pro
duction of which, it appears, we have a far grea
ter comparative advantage? 

Suitable for Cbildren 

]t is time we said farewell to aping and started 
some original thinking. The Malaysians are, at 
least, graduaUy rediscovering their past and have 
again started using soybean in the form of milk 
etc.- WOG mentality is fast disappearing in the 
Orient, but when shall we start shedding our 
Westernized African Gentleman (WAG) mentality? 

Generally, speaking, vegetable proteins do not 
contain all tbe essential amino acids necessary 
for human growth and development, and beef 
cattle, sheep, goats, poultry etc., which can be easily 
produced in the tropics and which have all the 
essential amino acids, must be produced. However, 
it is our humble opinion tbat so far as milk is 
cOHcerned, the production of soybean milk should 
have precedence over cow milk simply because 
the former is cheaper by far to produce and a viable 
industry could be established within 5 years or 
possibly less. 

The argument always raised, whenever a DeW 

food product is being introduced is that die 
consumer must first be educated to accept it. 
This argument we think does not apply in thia 
case. One of the many points tbat WAG', alwayo 
raise in support of milk importation it that 
we need it to feed the childreo. Very well tben, 
a new born-child eats what it is given, and if we 
are reaUy worried about Ghanaian babies wbea 
we advocate importation of milk, then we &b.ould 
certainly support the subs.titution of soybUD 
milk for imported milk. A new born-baby does DOl 
have any pre-conceived ideas about the taste 01 
milk. ]n fact anyone who has tasted soybean milk 
(as we have) will find that it tastes better than • 
nursing mother's milk and adults could ea'ily 
get used to it. Powdered soybean baby milk 
is already available for children who are allet&ic 
to cow milk, and we do not as yet know a cue 
of child allergy to soybean milk. 

U ... or Soybean 

In Ghana soybean can be grown anywhere 
maize is grown, and both crops could mutually 
benefit each 9ther in rotation or inter-croppiDJ. 
Soymilk caD be produced at the village level; 
its preparation which is even less complicated. 
than the preparation of many Ghanaian foods 
such as Kokonte,' Gari, Banku, Aholo, Tuo 
zaafi etc., only involves roasting, soaking in water 
overnight, grinding, squeezing out the milk and 
boiling. This can be done at any village and school 
in Ghana.-Operation Produce Your Own Milk! 

In our belated realization that we can after all 
feed ourselves, this would be an opportune time 
to introduce Ghanaians to the growing and pro
cessing of the crop--on a small scale for processing 
into milk and on a large "scale for factory pro
duction of milk, oil, etc. 

Soybean oil has many uses; apart from human 
consumption, the oil is used in plastics, paints, 
medicine and pill coatings, gasoline, anti-knock 
compounds, margarine. salad dressings, keeping 
sardines. Soybean flour is used in bread and other 
foods especiaUy for diabetics. Breakfast foods, 
marcaroni, yoghurt and soy sauce are other 
popular products made from soybean. [t is also 
a rich source of Lecinthin (2-3,.8 %). 

We therefore urge that a bold attempt should 
be made in Ghana to push tpe production of 
soybean and the utilization of its products, espe
cially milk. 

As would be seeD from Table L the protein 
content of soybean milk is comparable to cow 
milk: 
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TABLE I-Amino-acids in gm/litre 

Amino-acids 

Arginine 
Histidine 
Isoleucine 
Leucioe 
Lysine 
Methionine 
Phenylalanine 
Threonine 
Tryptophane 
Valine 

Soymilk 

2.82 
1.01 
2.09 
2.93 
2.40 
0.56 
1.95 
1.57 
0.56 
2.00 

Cow's milk 

1.26 
0.91 
2.63 
3.43 
2.63 
0.84 
1.79 
1.51 
0.53 
2.52 

On cost per unit weight bui> IOJbeu 
is by far tbe cbeapest as .hown ill Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Source Price of food %proteill Price of proteia 
in US $ per Ib ill USS per Ib 

Beef 0.70 15.2 4.60 
Pork 0.50 11.6 4.30 
PouUry 0.30 20.0 1.50 
Dry beans 0.08 23.1 0.35 
Soybeans 0.05 34.9 0.14 

(Source: Nutrition Division, F.A.O.) 

TABLE 3 • - Amino Acid composition: (Calculated to 16_0gm of N_) 

Soybean Peanut Rice 
Glutein Whole 

Beef Egg 
of wheat 

Arginine 7.1 12.4 7.2 
Cystine 1.9 1.1 1.4 
Histidine 2.3 2.6 1.5 
Isoleucine 4.7 3.9 5.1 
Leucine 6.6 6.3 9.0 
Lysine 5.8 4.0 3.2 
Methionine 2.0 1.3 3.4 
Phenylalanine 5.7 5.0 6.3 
Threonine 4.0 2.8 3.9 
Tryptophane 1.2· 1.1 1.3 
Tyrosine 4.1 4.4 5.6 
Valine 4.2 4.9 6.4 

The essential amino acid composition of soybean 
is also comparable to that of beef, methionine 
being the only limiting factor in soybeans (Table 3). 
However, since the methionine contents of 
maize, rice and other tropical grain legumes are 
higher, a combination of soybean with these 

Observer Notebook 
National Service 

THE recent announcement that the National 
Service scheme for new graduates of the nation's 
higher institutions would begin this September 
surprised many people, not least of whom were 
the fresh graduates themselves. This was because 
the plan, said to have been adopted last August, 
had slipped by virtually unnoticed by the gene
ral public, whose first reaction now is to wonder 
whether our bureaucracy can cope with this new 
phenomenon without any major dislocation. 

maIze 

3.9 4.8 7.7 6.4 
1.9 1.5 1.3 2.3 
2.2 2.2 2.9 2.5 -
3.7 4.0 6.3 7.0 
7.5 22.0 7.7 9.3 
2.0 2.0 8.1 7.1 
1.0 3.1 3.3 3.7 
5.5 5.0 4.9 5.9 
2.7 3.7 4.6 4.9 
1.0 0.8 1.3 1.5 
3.8 5.5 3.4 4.5 
4.2 5.0 5.8 7.3 

grains will improve its biological value. 

It would be one of the greatest achievements 
of the Operation Feed Yourself Programme, 
if "Operation produce your own milk" becomes a 
reality. 

But tbe scheme itself has a lot to commend it. 
The job expectations of the output of the terminal 
points of our educational system (middle schoo~ 
'0' level and degree) have fallen hopelessly out 
of step with present-day realities. The talk about 
unemployment at any of these terminal points is 
often a reflection of the reluctance of the out
puts of the system to adapt to the new situation. 
Surely it is unrealistic for the '0' level holder 
(or the fresh graduate, for that matter) to expect 
the job openings avaiJable to his kind 10 or IS 
years ago to be still there? And the situation will 
get worse before it gets better. 

Any scheme therefore that will give our school
and university-Ieavers the chance to find fulfilment 
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I • realistic settiDe and help them to adjust to 
he need. of society i. therefore commeDdable. 

in university education has broken down, hence 
the need for a comprehensive new scheme. 

But the fears about bureaucratic problems 
Ie FDuiDe aDd should be allayed by the autho
ltiel concerned. [n the past, university entrants 
reTe bonded to serve government for five years 
D fields to be specified at the eDd of their courses. 
Nhi1c the system worked, there were no problems 
,f manpower deployment, since the opportunity 
;:listed to plan this matter rationally in advance. 
It appears that that system which guaranteed 
1 fair return of the tax payer's heavy iDvestment 

What we have heard of the proposals indicates 
that for some fresh graduates they represent no 
change in their career projections. For many do 
go to teach- in the rural areas and do engage in 
social welfare work. The ObserVer hopes that 
the introduction of the scheme will lead to the 
swift phasing out in OUf schools of Peace Corps 
Volunteers and the like who introduce a foreign 
element into our schools at too early a stage. 
Surely this is a field in which we could easily be 

• SALE OF BEARER 
PREMIUM BONDS 

THE sale of the Government Bearer Premium Bonds has started at all 
Commercial Banks and the Post Office Savings Banks throughout the 
country. . 

. The Bonds will be drawn as in a lottery, but this is a lottery with 
a difference: 

• whereas stakers in lotteries cannot redeem their money. stakers in 
Bearer Bonds can redeem their money back after one year if they do 
not WIn any of the prizes listed below: 

1ST PRIZE • • • · .. . . • • • CI0,000 
2ND PRIZE • • • • • • · . . 5,000 
3RD PRIZE .. . • • • · .. • •• 1,000 
4111 PRIZE .. . • • • · .. · .. 500 

In addition to the four top prizes there are 400 other prizes to be 
won; 

100 PRIZES AT C50 EACH 
100 PRIZES AT 00 EACH 
100 PRIZES AT CI0 EACH 
100 PRIZES AT CS EACH 

The Bonds are redeemable at Bank of Ghana all Commercial 
Banks and at the Post Office Savings Banks. ' 

The Bearer Premium Bonds will sell at 50p each. Sales will close 
on 25th October, 1973. There is no limit to the quantity of Bonds one 
can buy. 

• 
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self-reliant? The minds of OUf youth are our 
most important investments in the future, 
and should not be exposed to foreign influences 
without due consideration. 

While urging tbe appropriate authorities to 
give early proof that they have done their home
work on this exercise and that it stands a chance of 
running smoothly. we wish to ask for a clarifi
cation of its relation to the projected military 
training for undergraduates. to the position of 
those who may wish to embark on post-graduate 
or other professional training. and to those who, 
after obtaining a first degree, enrol again to 
read Jaw at the tax payer's expense. 

Higb Prices In State Hotels 

FROM all indications our hotels are performing 
much better than they were doing in the past. 
The waiters are smarter and prompter with services, 
and the general atmosphere is much better than 
before. Good business is being done, presumably, 
hut it appears that the present level of business 
can be imprOVed if the management is prepared 
to make certain adjustments. Casual clients, 
defined by one officer of the State Hotels Cor
poration as the non-residents who only go there 
to have a drink and relax to some music (that is 
not always cool), are not encouraged to take full 
advantage of all the services that the hotels can 
offer. The hotels serve drinks and snacks, but 
the prices of these snacks are so prohibitive that 
hardly any average "casual client" ever asks for 
them. An extract from their snacks menu reads 
as follows: 

Toasted Chicken Sandwich 
Fried Egg Sandwich 
Assorted Sandwiches 
Khebab and Chips 
Hamburger 
Cheeseburger 
Club Sandwich 

~1.00 
0.65 
0.75 
1.75 
1.80 
2.00 
1.80 

t 

And this is not all . The last sentence on the menu 
reads: "All prices are subject to 10 % Government 
Tax and 10 % Service Charge". 

Admittedly the ingredients that go into the 
preparation of the above items are not cheap or 
easy to come by, but this notwithstanding, it is 
clear that there is some exaggeration in the fixing 
of the prices. It is no wonder then that there is 
very little demand for snacks in these hotels. 
It is our conviction that if more realistic prices 
were charged, many more clients would ask for 
snacks and this would mean more profit for the 
hotels . There are clubs which serve khebabs for 

40p or SOp, and it is reasonable to assume tboI 
they would not persist in this service if they were 
running at a loss. There is no reason why tbIt 
S.H.C. cannot come down to about this level and 
stiU show profit. 

When this question was broached with an 
official of the S.H.C., he defended his organila_ 
tion saying that overhead costs were so high 
that any reduction in the prices of snacks woukl 
entail losses to the corporation. The weabless 
in this defence is that the cooks and waiters are 
around already anyway, and since very few people 
are asking for snacks the services of these waitera 
and cooks are under-utilised. If the prices were 
made more realistic and more reasonable, there 
would be greater demand, resulting in the fuU 
utilisation of the personnel and better business 
for the corporation. 

If the P.R.O. of the corporation undertakCi 
a survey, be will realise that most people enjoy 
their drink better and will stay longer if they 
have some snacks to go with the drinks. 
This is what the drinking bar owners have realised, 
and the S.H.C. can learn a thing or two from them, 
and provide snacks at prices reasonably within 
the reach of the average client, even if he is only 
"casual". For one thing too, it is much healthier 
not to drink on an empty stomach; we are COD

vinced that the provision of snacks at realistic prices 
will help aUract a larger clientele from both 
among Ghanaians and tired tourists who 
are not often tempted to as\ for snacks with their 
drinks in view of the existing exorbitant prices 
charged for rather unsophisticated snacks. 

And by tbe way, wby do tbe State Hotels 
always appear to be short of regular sized bottles 
of beer? The only beer which is normally sold in 
the regular bottles is Tata which. incidentally, 
has no mini version. Star and Club are most 
often sold in the mini bottles, and our guess is 
that this is deliberately done to squeeze a few more 
coppers from clients. The regular bottle seUs for 
54p. One mini bottle sells for 34p (this is inclusive 
of tile notorious 2p so-called cover charge). 
so that two of these which come up to one regular 
bottle in capacity seU for 68p. meaning an extra 
14p from the client. The business arithmetic 
in this may be sound, but is it not a little too base 
for a respectable organisation like the S.H.C. 
to squeeze a few more pesewas from clients in 
this rather foxy manner? 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
LEGON OBSERVER 
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From the African staod·point, however, the 
issues raised by the recent revelations of Por
tuguese atrocities assume a different perspective. 
We had occasion a few weeks ago to urge the 
O.A.U. to take its mission of liberating colonies 
in Africa a lot more seriously! The liberation 
movements continue to score many successes 
in their zones of operations. They have all the 
men they need to figbt. and their main requirement 
is therefore arms and supplies. 

We are in a position to appreciate the need for 
massive propaganda in support of their war 
eifort, and regard the inability of FRELIMO 
to give the first releases on these murderous 
events of seven months ago as a serious weakness 
in that movement's information machinery. This 
calls for the vigorous pursuit of the promise 
of ao Information Centre which Colonel Achearn
pong made to the twenty-first session of the 
O.A.U. Liberation Committee 10 Accra last 
January. It also makes more urgent the repeated 
demands by liberation movements for powerful 
radio transmitters with which to prosecute their 
war effort with all Decessary despatch. 

The Obsencr is not exactly proud of the role 
of the powerful Catholic Church in this whole 
episode, and will watch carefully to see what 
happens to the conscientious priests to whom 
we owe this important revelation of the workings 
of Portuguese colonialism. 

But as for Wilson's double-talk, we shaU have 

none of it. Colonialism of any type is reprehen

sible, period. 

ATLANTIC BOOKS LTD. 

PEOPLE who judge boob Dot by where they are 
published but by their unique biah quality send 
their manuscripts to those who are hi&hly trained 
in the intricacies of modem boot. publishing and 
manufacturing. 

At ATLANTIC BOOKS we handle any problem 
about any book. Bring or mail in your manuscripts 
(or quick publishing. 

Rush in your books for ubinding. 
We are among the best book·binders in the world. 

ATI.ANIlC BOOKS LTD. 

- the most modem book: manufacturers in West 
Africa. 

OFFICES: North Kanem.ie, A«n. 

P.O. 80s 4604, Acx:n. 

Matters Arising 

CAPrrALISM, SOCIALISM AND CHANA 

By 

A Political CorrespoDdent 

!HE recent exchanges on the issue of an aPPiOjli· 1£ 
Ideology (or Ghana have shown that it i, loi .. to .. 
very difficult to arrive at a national conlCnSUI be 7 I 
rea90ned discussion is inhibited by pauion aDd ..... 
judice. "Socialist" and "capitalist" have both t.: 
terms of abu!Ie.. And even amoDg articulate . 
the lack of historical perception and lo,ic:al 
that has been shown up is quite frightening. Yet 
nation needs an ideology (or ideologies)--e widely 
conception of what the ideal organisation of tori .. 
would look like and the principal methods of 
that rdeal life. A poor country such as Gbana ... 
cular need for such a national vision in order to 
lise the energies of our people in the 6gbt apiDlt 
wardness. 

So, in spite of the difficulties, this contributia. 
offered by one Ghanaian who, it will be readily 
rent, is a socialist (with a small I). It is a pity thai 
cannot set out to invent a borne-grown ideology 
getting involved in the ideas that have already beea 
vented in other countries. But inevitably we know 
these ideas; the problems to wbich they arc 
being universal, are also our problems; and we ha_ 
lot of people insistently sdlins UI their ideologies 
will not excuse us from having to choose sides. It 
suggestcid bere that: 

(a) a socialist ideology would be highly suitocl 
Ghana 

(b) that many of the current ideas and action pI'OI!Uao 
mes of the Socialist (with a capital S) countries of Euftt. 
pe and Asia are not suited to Ghana; 

(c) Ghana's Socialist "ideological boys" have bea 
espousing not socialism but the Socialist (i.e. COiIwar 
nist) programmes and ideas of the Russian and E. Eu~ 
pean parties as they were in the 1950s and 19605; 

(d) because of this preoccupation they have failed 10 

support practicable socialist programmes for Ghana and 
thereby discredited tlH'mseivef. 

What then are the "residuum of irreducible principles 
in socialism" (Jawa Apronti's words) which one would 
advocate (or Ghana? They are essentially three: 

(i) That the material well-being of every individual 
member of society is the concern of the community 
as a whole and hence of its government. 

(ii) That the instruments of $tate power should be 
used to increase the productivity an'd wealth of the 
nation. 

(iii) The state should promote a more equitable dl~ 
tribution of goods and services as between one citiuO 
and another than occurs naturaUy under capitalism. 

These general principles should be distinruishcd frem 
the progrtlllllDal of action and the particular forms of 
social, political and economic lostihltio. which OM 
country or the other may find it convenient to ..... 
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liS • mea'" of adlievi .. tbe forecon. ideals. The trou
ble with our "ideological boys" (or yean has been that 
they would not permit any departure from those pro
grammes and institutions which they bad read about in 
European Communist literature or observed in operation 
in Russi., and which they insisted OD importin& whole
sale into Ghana. Their experiments in social and eco
nomic reconstruction under Nkrumah failed. as tbey 
were boun'd to, and this failure has discredited social
ism in the eyes of many Ghanaians. Similar failures 
in Guinea, Mati and (yes) Tanzania bave confirmed 
many of our countrymen in their general view that so
cialism is not suitable for our circumstances in Africa. 
For any socia-economic system that makes people ma
terially worse off is a failure. In all those countries 
millions of people became worse off in their material 
circumstances after the introduction of "socialism". 
Hence those governments had failed the very first test 
of socialism. which is that it is an' ideology aimed at 
mak.ing people better off. 

The. most important of the attempted reforms which 
led to • slow down i9 economic growth and eventually 
to a reduction in material output in Ghana and other 
progressive African countries was the substitution of 
state capitalism (puhlic ownership) for private capitalism 
i1! many areas of industry, agriculture ana trade. This 
was usually accompanied by an increase in government 
controls and regulations in such fields as foreign trade, 
banking. market prices. The administration of such 
controls was generally indficient, inexperienced or 
corrupt, and contributed to the economic malaise. As 
sociaJists we cannot run away from the uncomfortabh', 
facts 

(a) that "public ownership of the means of produc
tion and distribution" has been one of the most cbe-
rished objectives of socialists since Marx himself or 

(b) that its introduction into tropical, post-colonial 
Africa has been uniformly injurious to our people. 

Man's Own ADal)wis 

We can only overcome this ailwuna if we are prepared 
to recognise that for Marx himself public ownership was 
a means to ao end and not a dogma. That end was the 
increase in the productive forces of society-what today 
we call economic developmenL A brief summary of 
his analysis of Europetm history which led him to ~he 
advocacy of public ownership will suffice to estabhsh 
the point. It appeared to Karl Marx that the .18th ~nd 
19th century capitalists had been so successful I~ savina 
their money and building up in'dustrial and ag.ncultural 
production through investment ~at .they were 10 danger 
of overproducing and thereby bnngtng upon themselves 
an unmanageable crisis as profit margins disappeared. 
This was because the working classes who produced the 
goods were being exploited (i.e. their wa~es were le~ 
than their productivity) but at the same time the caPI
talists needed for the disposal of their output the mass 
market that the workers' purchasing power would ?ther
wise have provided. The. solution was to take the Indus
tries and farms away from their private ownen and 
give them to the workers who would pay themselves 
better, thereby providing adequate markets for the 
existing level of production as well as the profits for 
the further development of industry. 

Thus public ownership was necessary becaUge private 
ownership <a) eventually inhibits investment and further 
economic growth in a mature --tndu*tal 'tOCiety, and 

(b) perpetuatea economic inequality. It i, very dilicall 
hl persuade some African Socialists that in Karl Man .. 
own analysis (a) private ownership was rccopilCd ... 
fulsomely praised-as the highly efficient ertaf,De for Ibe 
attainment of the prosperous industrial society whidt 
was visible all around bim in 19th cmtury Europa; 
(bj public ownership was a solutloo proposed to ... 
with the probtems of a highly industrialiled lOciety. 
Yet this is the truth, the simple truth. And every think. 
ing socialist should be free to decide, by observina COQ. 

ditions around him, what are the best means available 
to his own society for accelerating its economic growth. 
given its level of development. Both theordical analysis 
and practical uperience havc allO shown that at certain 
points the requirements ot faster economic develolw'.lt 
come into conflict with the ideal ot greater equality lD 
the distribution of income. At those points the lOciall .. 
sutesman must choose between the conftidflll CDds aod 
not dogmatically aeny the fact ot conftlct. 

EDmpJe of Soda." Coa:otrla 

Fortunatdy for us the Socialist countries thelh"-lWI 
have shown at certain stages in their history a pragmatic 
flexibility in their attitude towards private and public 
ownership as alternative means for increasing national 
prosperity-although one would oot guess so from the 
dogmatism of our own local Socialists. The trouble is 
that communist parties always erect their policies of the 
moment into a rigid "party line" which permit& of DO 

questioning except by a very few powerful men, and an 
previous history is often rewritten to show that current 
policies are eternal verities banded down from Man. 
and Engels. 

I Now Lenin. the founder of the Soviet Union, was a 
theoretician but also a practical politician faced with 
the tasks of building a socialist nation in post-Czarist 
Russia. His country in 1917 was not too dissimilar to 
present-day Ghana in its level of economic development. 
though of course it was much vaster and had a better 
endowment of natural resources than we have. Its 
industries were relatively few and technicaUy not highly 
advanced, and many of them were owned by foreigneR. 
Us peasant-dominated agriculture was largely untouched 
by science. The one important difference between us and 
them was that in the Russia of 1917 cultivable land WIJ 

~hort and most of it was owned by landlords and the 
church who took a high proportioQ of the peasants' pro
duce away from them by way of rent. The progra~et 
and policies which Lenin ch09C for his country were qUite 
different from those that some people are still tryin. 
to sell to us io the name. of socialist ideology. And it is 
instructive to examine them, remembering that these 
were his programme.s not his ideology which was So
ciaJist (BolshevikfCbmmunist). 

From the very beginning Lenin supported a policy of 
private peasant capitalism for Russia; Land was to be 
taken away from the landlords and gtven to the small
scale farmer who would then be helped by the state to 
increase his productivity. 1t was only afte~ Lenin's ~e;atb 
that Stalin introduced his policy of rapid col1ectlVlsa· 
tion or "public ownership of the means of production" 
in aa;riculture. This was strongly resisted by the farmers. 
especially the successful ones, and millions of th~ .had 
In be done to death, ostensibly in the name of soaahsm. 
This mass brutality must arouse revulsion in every hu· 
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towards the goal of economic independence which would 
normally be CIpected to meet with the approval of so
cialists. But many Ghanaian Socialists 'Were opposed 
to it on the grounds that it wu building up a local class 
of capitalists though. as we have seen, Lenin in com
parable circumstances did not hesitate to encourage na
II\-( RussiaII' capitalists in the interests of the accelerated 

jndustrial development of his country. 
Finally. 'On the question of democracy. It is the worst 

contradiction of the political system of the Socialist 
countries that they seek to combine greater economic 
equality with the dictatorship of a small elite Commu
nist party o\'er the majority of their fellow citizens who 
are denied a share in political decision-making. This 
practice has led many of our local Socialists to oppose 
themselves to a democratic form of government- usually 
011 the grounds that it is a "Western" form of govern· 
ment. Unfortunately this travesty against the social;st 
ideal of equality has a very respectable parentage-it 
was proposed by Marx himself. Ne.vertheless it still 
seem, to me'wrong. A democratic fdhn of go\-ernmenl, 
allowing to each citizen an equal share in basic political 
power and the civil rights appropriate to a civilised 
person . should be the counterpart in the political sphere 
to the ideal of grealer equality in the enjoyment of rna· 
terial well· being which as we have seen is a basic ele,. 
ment in a socialist ideology. 

Naturally. no human community has attained perfec· 
tlon in political democracy just as perfection in economic 
equality or in social justice may for-ever elude human 
society. But no socialist can be true to himself who 
criticises a democracy because it 15 not perfect and then 
proceeds to practise or to applaud political dictator:ship 
Thus the fashionable theory that "Westminiser style 
democracy" is unsuited to Africa (or. mutatis mutandis. 
Gallic or American democracy) is really beside the 
point. Democracy as a political ideology is not bound 
ur with any particular institutional form. in the same 
way that socialist ideology in the economic sphere is not 
bound up with any particular programme. African $0. 

cialists cannot take refuge behind labels. They must accept 
a democratic ideal and bu;ld up democratic institutions 
-if necessary in quite novel African forms, but never· 
thcless democratic in their political effect. And the only 

J 
tcst of that is whether in practice all citizens enjoy equal 
political and civil rights. 

To conclude, socialism is undoubtedly the wave of the 
future TIS essence is the. attainment of a greater equality 
ir the enjoyment of an ever rising standard of living 
bv all the citizens of every country. American private 
capitalism may not soon give way fo state. capitalism: 
bUI in the social sphere its organisation. and that of 
other Western countries as well, will become more rell' 
ponsible and egalitarian. The Communist countries ha,"e 
adopted the socialist ideology in their economic life and 
ha\ie shown a pragmatic flell:ibility in their choice of po
licies and programmes for its attainment. To be. cons;<\
tent they will eventually adopt political democracy. The 
socialist ideology is highly suited to Ghana. To hastcn 
it!! attainment we the socialists should pursue a practi. 
cable. programme and promote efficiency. It is no part 
of socialism to frustrate the growth of the material well· 
being of the masses or to share poverty equally. The 
criterion by which Ghana should judge the acceptability 

• and utility of any programme or ideology is not whether 
i. IS homegrown or imported: it is whether it helps us 
t •• produce more material wealth and to share It more 
equally as between one Ghanaian and another. 

Letters 
Prier Dil:e. '1." 

SIR The go\emment contends that as a rHUh of 
portatlOn costs, the prices of cc.rtain commochha. 
\ary from place to place according to their 
to the distribution centres, and they do in fact 
Thus a pack.et of sugar costs SSp in Accra, 
de., whilst it sells at S9p in 80lgatanp and other 
A tin of pilchards costs 13p in Accra and other 
and sells at 14p in the Upper RegIOn. 

One wonders why this system does not apply to ...... 1 
commodities lik.e meat, rice, millet, etc. For Instance. 
pound of beef (boneless) sells at 7Sp both at 
and Accra, notwithstanding the fact that the same ItaftI. 
port costs have to be encountered in carting cows frCD 
the Upper Region which is the distributing centre to 
other parts of the country. 

Similarly, a bag of local rice produced in and dillti_ 
buted from the Upper and Northern Regions seUs It 
¢14.00 or so all over the country. 

The public has a rigbt to know why there is this diJ. 
crepancy in the prices of commodities. If we are aI 
equally entitled to the same right and privileRcs that 
ill! no reason why some of us should not enjoy them. 

Regional AdmiDistrarion C. S. Mo' P 
P.O. BoK SO 
BolgataDga 

Let Sureti~ ProdUct Their Pldunw 

SIR- Very often one bears of people who stand II 
sureties to accused persons and who later cannot be 
traced because of the false addresses they Rive the police. 

In order to stop such frauduJent praetice.s, I humbly 
suggest that all prospective sureties produce two pus
port size photographs, to be endorxd by the police 
Investigation officers and retained. In case the suretin 
run away their pictures can help to trace them. 

I hope the Inspector-General of Police will take up 
Ihis maner seriously: othelWise the police have no ex
cuse for run-away sureties. 

James Town OsaIo Kw" h 

Sireet Nllmes iD Chana Rejoiodus (1) 

SIR- Mr. Kwartei Quartey's article witb the above cap' 
lion (L.O. VIII/ 12) makes very interesting reading. He 
presents his arguments in a topsy turvy manner 

In the first place, ,jt appears he does not know wbtJ 
people like Nelson Mandela, Holden Roberto are, ami 
Albert Luthllli of blessed memory was. This is observed 
rrom his statement: "who are these reople and what 
contributions have they made to Ghana and Ghanaian~?" 
If my guess is correct, tben would it not have been WlK 

if Mr. Quartey had first enquired who these people are 
before unleashing his venom in the second paragraph 
of his rather intemperate letter? 

It is strange to learn from Mr. Quartey that streets in 
Accra should not be named after these Illustrious sons of 
Africa for tbe simple reason that they are neither Gha· 
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naians nor have done anything for Ghana. This appears 
to be a very narrow-minded way of thinking. I would 
like to remind Mr. Quartey tbat a joint statue has quite 
recently been raised in memory of the late Kwame 
Nkrumab, Col. Nasser anCl Pandit Nehru in far away 
West Indies. I hope Mr. Quartey would agree with me 
that none of these people did anything directly for the 
advancement of the West Indians. An outstanding per
son can be honoured in any part of the world for his 
contributions not only to his country but to his race or 
to humanity in general. The yearly awards of Nobel 
Prizes are a classic example of this recognition. 

What J gather from Mr. Quartey's article is that be 
does not seem to know tbe effort African leaders arc 
making to unite Africa to the extent of ewo forming 
a Continental Union Government when possible, just as 
the European countries are also trying to form a United 
States of Europe through the European Economic Com
munity. 

P.I.G.S. 
P.O. Box M.54 
Accrn 

Baffour AwuaLKyeretwie 

• 
SIR-My attention has beeo 'drawn to your June 28th 
issue in which a Mr. Kwatei Quartey criticised the na
ming of some Accra Streets after "unknown foreigners 
who have never even set foot on our soil before". 

No one doubts the fact that there are many Ghanaians 
-past and present-whom we could name our streets 
after. Indeed a number of our roads and streets bear 
some of these Ghanaiar. names. When we name $tree15, 
buildings etc., after illustrious men and women, we aim 
firstly at immortalizing them. Secondly, we attempt to 
attract public attention to their good work so that it 
would be easier for others to emulate them. Thus it 
could bt:. seen that by naming a few of our streets after 
leaders and heroes of Liberation Movements we. aim at ' 
drawing attention to the roles these noble sons of Afri
ca have played in the search for respect and dignity for 
Africans and people of African descent. 

I may add that the decision to name a number of 
streets, six in all, after leaders and heroes of the African 
Liberation Movement was announced in the closing re
marks of Col. I. K. Acheampong, Hea'd of State and 
Chairman of the N.R.C., to the 21st Session of the OAU 
Liberation Committee on January 12th this year. The 
decision which was taken by the Government is in re
cognition of the noble role wbich bas been played by 
these men in the history of the liberation struggle and 
is aimed at providing "lasting inspiration to the libera
tion struggle in Africa". 

The persons concerned are the foUowing:-

(I) Amilcar Cabral-Guinea Bissau 
(2) Holden Roberto & Agostinho Neto-Angola 
(3) Joshua Nkoma & Ndabininge Sitbole-Zimbabwe 
(4) Nelson Mandcla, Albert Uthuli & Sobukwe-Azania 

(South Africa) 
. (5) Eduardo Mohdlane & Samora Machel-Mozambi. 

que 
(6) Patrice Lumumba-Zaire 

PreS'> Secretary"s Office 
Office of the N.R.C. 
A,cra 

F. F. Addae 
(Lieutenant·Colonel) 

Press Secretary 

The Price 01 New",pcd A Rejol ... 7 h 

SJR-Dr. Amah is indeed an interesting Gballlll&D . 
is so prolific in criticising others. It is unfortunate 
he 'does not admit criticism himself. As editor of 
L.O. he on numerous occasions simply mused to 
blish letters which criticised him althougb in every i .... 
he wrote letters to himself! 

It is quite true that by reducing their paces th. 
national dailies bave been cheating but. if I may 
what criterion did tbe L.O. fix its price originally at 
Surely they use more newsprint than the L.O. On 
other hand, the L.S.N.A. dio say tbat th"y .Ne" .. ..,;rk.!; 
a national service. They do not pay contributor. 
their journal. They accepted donations from 
to begin their operations. They are amateur and 
time journalists. Has Dr. Ansah indeed forgotten 
lofty aims? The national dailies are produced by 
tory Corporations and they must make profit. 

It was quite true the OFY was launched to 
the prices of foodstuffs but it also bas an aim to 
people like Dr. Ansab cultivate a backyard garden 
as to reduce the pressure on our markets. None is 
asked to produce to feed idlers. Ansab should a.d 
realise that it takes more tban human detennination 
produce crops. He should stop boring us witb his 
ric and come down and live like all of us who 
that the rains were late this year. After all, Akyemfo 
only 80 miles from Accra and we know what they 
therc. 

P.O. Box 87 
Assin Foso 

- Po A. V. Ansah Writes: 

Kofi -.I 

I TH [NK that Mr. Due IS rather unfair to me 
he alleges that 1 am so intolerant that on 
occasions I refused to publish letters which 
me, when I was editor of the L.O. As far as space -other considerations allowed, 1 published letters • 
were critical of editorial pieces that ha'd been 
bj me or for which I took responsibility in my 
as editor. In addition, I published critical rejoinders 
articles and letters wbich I bad personally written. Fod 
example, in L.O. Vflj6, p.l41 and VD/8, 1'.194, I 
blished rejoinders to my letter entitled "Stop this 
ing now" (L.O. Vll/5, p.t20). I also published a rntl"f 
violent attack on me in L.O. VIIjlO, p.242, un'der 
title "LoO. Editor Again!" Other critical rejoinders 
a signed article and a letter I had written can be fo,"n,1 1 
in L.O. VIl/12, p.287, and L.O. VD/15, p.358. I would 
have thought tbat even the devil deserved his· due! 

Admittedly, there were a few letters criticising 
positions 1 had taken wbich I did not publish. This 
not because I am intolcrant of criticism, as the above 
references show, but because sometimes the letters 
either frivolous or written in language wbich was nol 
found acceptable by the Editorial Committee-and 
sbould add tbat in cases of doubt I sought the . 
of members of the Editorial Committee. Those 
just did not pass our test oracceptsbility, not in terms 
of subject matter, but in tenns of language, fonn, etc. 

As to the. accusation that I used to write letters to my
self when T was editor, ] should like to point out that 
it is a little more than naive to assume that a "letter to 
the editor" is meant exclusively for the perusal of the 
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editor. ] wrote letters in the L.O. becau5e, as any other 
citizen was entitlul to do, I wanted to use the forum 
tt) express opinions which were RefSOnaJ to me, and on 
which I did Dot want to commit my whole Editorial 
Committee. I don't thin.k this is anything to be ashamed 
oc. an.<! I shall not apologise to Mr. Dake or to anybody 
for that matter. 

The other points raised by Mr. Dake are so irrelevant 
and trivial as to be unworthy of much attention. Should 
the L.O. operate at a loss simply because it claims to 
~ rendering a national service or because it is not a sta· 
tutory corporation which should show a profit? Again, 
ir must be ohvious to all except Mr. Dake that whether 
J have a backyard garden or not has notliing to do with 
the efficiency of the Prices and Incomes Board. Finally, 
J have assumed that Mr. Dake was trying to make some 
sort of a joke in the reference to my home town, Sal1-
pond, in his last sentence. Personally, ] do not think it 
is a very successful joke, but] shaH endeavour to smile 
if !.hat will make him any happier. 

Review 
THE mlRD WOMAN 

By 

J. 8. Danquah 

(Directed by George Andoh Wilson 
At The Arts Centre, Accra) 

Reviewed by 

K. E. Senanu 

THE Ghana Playhouse, under the direction of George 
Andoh Wilson, has just completed a nine-<1ays' successful 
run of a production of J. B. Danquah's play, The Third 
Woman at the Arts Centre in Accra. The group, now 
ten years old, deserves to be congratulated not only on 
its ability to survive, in spite of the fact that most of its 
members had to serve under the banner of The Osagyefo 
Players 'during the course of the decade--come to think 
of it, how many voluntary associations have survived 
the past deca·de in this country without being 'meta
morphosed' into something or other- but also on its will 
to tackle, quite often, difficult but interesting plays and 
to provide good entertainment. This last production, if 
not the most successful of their attempts so far, is 
nevertheless commendable for the boldness of its con
ception and execution. Lasting for just over three hours, 
it provided a wide variety of theatrical entertainment 
including scenes of humorous and witty dialogue, of 
spectacle, pageatry and ceremony, of ribald and farcical 
dancing, as well as scenes of serious discussion when
ever clarity of articulation made intelligibility possible. 
For me, a test of tbe success of the production lies in 
the fact that most of the audience, including children, 
stayed on for tbe three hOUTS the night ] watched the 
performance. In view of the length aM the largeJ~ un
"dramatic nature of the original script, George Wilson 
has done an admirable job. His use of the stage, his 
design of sets and lighting, his costuming were all ex
citing and effective. And T believe he realised. in the 
production, most of the values of a difficult, if not dra-
matically impossible, script. . 

And it is to the script that one wants to tum, If only 
brieHy, partly because it bears the name of J. B. Dan-

quab and partly because there was a certain dCIhlC 
incoherence in the plot as presented by the .. od, .... ~ 
Incoherence is perhaps not the right word. A 1act 
transparency comes much closer to the truth, One 
at the end of the evening a certain 
with the actual content of his play-with the fond 
thought promised, by the pressure and involvement 
the traditional Akan pantheon and Akan myths of 
tion, but never served. As presented, with in,,.I,""1 
cuts, the play centres around Odomankama's 
Creator's) final act of creating Oni. the Third 
whose arrival on earth should inaugurate an era 
peace. For she would "tame the wil'dest of men ma.kiJf 
them gentle: 

. "There will be peace; not silence between wan, 
But concord in all things; positive peace". 

But how is tbis miUenium to come about? As the 
production unfolds, we gather it would be througb 
marriage of Oni, this most perfect woman 'wIlnf 
strength in gentleness' equals and balances men's 
ness in strength', to a certain good ana wise citizen 
Tekyiman, Kojo Piesie, at present living in exile bc,,,,u~ 
be is considered a fool and has been banned hi, 
family. However just before Oni's arrival in T"k)'i~"" 
Kojo Piesie proves himself a hero by overcoming an 
gnome, Sasahooden, the cause of many deaths amon/ 
the citizens of Tekyiman. An"d so the wise and good 
brave man deserves the hand of the most perfect 

Summed up this way, there is a certain banality 
the plot which I do not think entirely the result of 
production. One reads carefully through the stilted ve,,, 
of the original script to see "'hy the reign of Piesie 
Oni should inaugurate an era of peace, without 
overwhelmingly enlightened. On Oni's side, ber 
the source of "positive joy of peace to men" is 
assumed, since she is the third woman in whose 
presumably, Ddomankama has carefully avoide"d 
mistakes he made with his first two creations, Nsia 
Aso. In terms of the drama, there is no defining 
which places Oni-{the first part of the Akan 
"Onlpa" meaning man) undoubtedly above other 
men, especially above their susceptibility to the 
which had proved the down-fall of both Nsia and 
On the contrary, as a result of the ambiguity 
surrounds a central incident in tbe play and 
knowing his audience, George Wilson exploited, we 
led to believe tbat Oni is simply the. most 

• woman. Sbe goes into raptures about an 
which the audience. because of a director's device, 
to be a seduction. In the script this is an incident 
which a servant of the leading scientist of 
takes a sample of the blood of Oni while she is 
But in Ooi's narration of the experience we have 
thing like this: 

Gently. swiftly, neatly, he took my arm, 
And pressed into my skin a sharp needle 
The pricking was painful ... 
But the pain so blended with my desire 
And endurance mood in intensity, 
And so stirred expectant feelings within, 
Its hurt was as serene as it was real. 

Danquah may bave been trying very hard to convey a 
'celestial response' to an ordinary bodily pain: but, 1 
am afraid both hi! producer and his audience know 
better! Like the ribald dancing which celebrated Piesi.e·s 
victory over Sasahooden later in the play, Oni's desCrip
tion of her night's adventures evoked a great deal of 
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Editorial 

BACK TO SQUARE ONE? 

Or-'F. of the major problems to which the government of 
Colonel I. K. Acheampong gave priority attention was the 
supply and distribution of "foreign foods and commodities". 
The system of distribution was found inadequate or ineffective, 
and the government accordingly set up a new machinery to 
undertake the task. After the estabEshment of the Logistics 
Committee as a sort of central depot, several intermediate 
expedients were introduced. Passbook holders were tempo
rar]y stopped from operating, but since no better alternative 
had been thought out, the system was quickly restored. Then 
Regional Commissioners were made responsible for distribu
tion; government organisations undertook some distribution 
among their personnel, and then there was also a committee 
headed by Mr. U. K. Hackman of the C.M.B., charged with 
the distribution of these foreign foods to the rural populations. 
At the moment it is not very clear how effective these arrange
ments have been found to be or whether they are going to 
continue functioning. 

The government resorted to these expedients to deal with 
a difficult situation, and the rationale for introducing these 
various arrangements was based on the fact that the situation 
was not normal and therefore called for special measures 
to cope with prwing and difficult circumstances. Behind 
all this was the government's declared concern that the goods 
should get to as many people as possible. The suspension 
of the Logistics Committee and the abandoning of some of 
the special arrangements do indicate that they were not 
nearly as effective as the government had imagined. 

The announcement that we are to revert to the old estabrs~
menls for the supply and distribution of the commodities 
raises two questions ; first, does this suggelt that we are back 
to a situation where the level of supplies is such that we do 
Dot Deed special measures? The circumstances surrounding 
the suspension of the Logistics Committee and the evidence 
of shortages would seem to indicate that one cannot honestly 
answer this question in the affirmative. If in spite of our 
difficulties the government has decided that we should revert 
to the old system, what this means is tbat notwithstanding 
all the imperfections of the old system. it has proved more 
effective than the expedients introduced since January 1972. 
But this should not mean that we must revert to the old 
system without trying to correct its defecti about which 
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complaints were made regularly in the past. 
Faults there certainly were in the old system. 

For e~ample. the old establishments responsible 
for supplies and distribution were behaving like 
sieves; it was not unusual to find that these big 
organisltions quickly passed on their suppLies 
to private business contacts and other operators 
with long-standing connection with them, who so:d 
the goods at higher prices. It is also well known 
that in certain cas:s stocks were deliberately 
held from distribution ; the big houses either 
diverted stocks into private hands or sat on them, 
thus creating artificial shortages, and releasing 
them only at their own pleasure. In both cases 
a panic and near crisis situation was created, 
causing the government no little embarrassment. 
This leads to the second .question: what signs 
are there to show that these establishments have 
become converted to the government's concerns 
and are going to become sympathetic partners 
in the distribution exercise? 

The reaiist,ic answer will be that t)tey are not 
converted. Whatever else their concern, business 
houses do not have as their major concern the 
promotion of social justice; in fact their operations 
might well be inimical to the attainment of this. 
objective. Hence the necessity for taking certain 
corrective measures. If we have to usc the expertise 
and machinery of the old trading establishments 
Jor the supply and distribution of certain com
modities, steps must be taken to ensure that the 
defects of the past are reduced to an absolute 
minimum. The partial failures of the successive 
expedients notwithstanding, we must have gained 
some experience frolR the various methods tried, 
to be able to correct some of the inadequacies of 
the old system to which we are reverting after 
eighteen experimental months. 

Failure to do this serious home-work and to 
take the necessary measures will not only send us 
back to square one, but might even take us far 
beyond. 

---

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE 

IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

Agriculture 

GETTING AGRICULTURE MOVll\G 

By 
B. E. Rourke 

THE performance of Ghana's economy tn 
the 1960's was certainly dis:lppointing. The 
available estimates of national income give a 
zero rate of growth in real GNP per capita in the 
sixties in contrast to a respectable positive rate 
of growth in the fifties. While these estimates are 
subject to a wide measure of error, the varioUi 
measures of real urban wages give much the same 
picture. As a result, the average Ghanaian in 
1970 appears to have been no better off than 
he was in 1960--although it is possible that be 
may have had somewhat better access to such 
social amenities as medical care and education 
which are not easily included in these measures 
of the economy's performance. A considerable 
part of the failure of the economy in the 1960', 
can be traced to a failure in the agricultural sector. 
and unless lessons are learned from these short
comings, there may be few improvements by 1980. 
The following is what is allmittedly a somewbat 
subjective ass~ssme nt of key problems in the 
agricultural sector in Ghana based largely on 
personal observations over the past few years. 

Key Problems 

Many problems and constraints have been 
catalogued by others.-beginning from problems 
of land acquisition and going through to the 
final marketing of the produce. It is important 
to reach some sort of consensus on which of these 
problems present major constraints which can and 
must be tackled effectively now and whicb can be 
ignored for the present. My view is that of these 
problems those relating to production are more 
important than those relating to marketing, although 
transport and communications as well as storage 
should not be ignored. The basic problem is simply 
that not enough has been produced. It is suggested 
that the three most important reasons for this arc_ 
(\) the Ministry of Agriculture and other agencies 
involved in agricultural policy and programmes 
have not been able to make a sufficiently critical 
assessment of projects and of appropriate activities 
of endeavour, (2) an effective system of supply of 
inputs for farmers has not been developed, and 
(3) a strong credit programme has not been deve
loped because the Ghanaian farmer has yet to be 
taugbt that loans (from Government associated 
institutions) are not gifts. 
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It is commonly believed that in recent years the 
agricultural sector (excluding cocoa) has not 
been given sufficient funds. This I fear is a mistaken 
view. It would seem rather that agriculture was 
allocated sufficient funds from the Treasury in 
the 1960's but that these funds wefe largely dis
sipated on non-viable projects. It is probably 
easier to waste money on agricultural projects 
than on projects in any other seclor. If land 
cleared at great cost is not used, nature soon 
takes care to cover up the mistake! 

In the early sixties many of the bad investments 
were associated with hastily established large-scale 
farms in the public sector. The difficulties in 
managing and controlling large-scale farms, es
pecially in the public sector, were greatly un· 
derestimated. In particular, no good systems 
were devised to provide incentives for large num· 
bers of farm labourers and to supervise their work 
effectively. Management decisions were for the 
most part centralized, giving the local manager 
little scope for initiative. Unfortunately the diffi· 
cuJties of managing large·scale farms-whether 
in the private or public sector-still do not seem 
to be fully appreciated even by such organisations 
as University "commercial" farms and American· 
managed "Iowa transplants" . 

Policies and Programmes 

In addition much money was wasted on in· 
appropriate maChinery. As late as 1969 on a 
visit to Northern Ghana, a farm manager of a 
large farm in the public sector complained 
that he had received. unsolicited through his 
head office, expensive equipment iJI·suited for 
the conditions of the farm (This time the equipment 
carne from U.S.A.). It seems that those involved 
in decisions to purchase machinery have been 
reticent to consult those with technical expertise 
and those who will be involved in usmg the 
machinery when it arrives. 

Another problem particularly noticeable in the 
late 1960's was the inability of those responsible for 
the budget allocations to make a selection of 
policies and programmes. Rather than select a 
few projects or activities and give them adequate 
finance so that there was some chance of success, 
a large number of projects and programmes 
were endorsed and almost none given sufficient 
support to be successful. Thus the Ministry of 
Agriculture instead of selecting a few key areas 
upon which to concentrate, tackled many areas 
with little success. Frequently the budget allocations 
were sufficient to pay for personnel but not suffi
cient to provide them with any facilities with 
which to work. 

Many of these difficulties were not the respoa. 
sibility of the professionals in the Ministry of 
Agriculture and other agencies involved in 
agricultural projects. In many cases they were 
not consulted and policies were discussed 
and decided upon at a very high leveL (Senior 
personnel in the Ministry r talked to at the time 
of the implementation of the mass spraying pro
gramme for cocoa under the Busia regime fully 
anticipated the problems that led to the recent 
cancellation of the programme). In addition. in 
many cases the Ministry of Agriculture has 
been unable to implement "approved" programmes 
because of constraints imposed by the Ministry 
of Finance, the Ministry of Trade. the Bank of 
Ghana and so on. 

The Gbanaian Farmer 

"Modern" agriculture in Ghana bas been 
popularly associated with mechanized tractor 

...farming. However, mechanization mayor may 
not be a key element of "modern" agriculture. 
Eq ually important are a wide variety of other 
inputs including credit. The Ghanaian farmer 
certainly has not been provided with a good system 
for the provision of inputs. Every season we hear 
complaints that fertilizer has not arrived in time 
or that it IS not in the correct place. 
More important, the various attempts by the 
Ministry of Agriculture to provide good planting 
material have yielded few dividends (except in the 
case of oil.palm and cocoa, and possibly, recently, 
rice). The tractor hire services provided by the 
Ministry are notorious. This past year, even 
cutlasses have been in short supply! It would 
seem that there must be a decision as to who can 
best provide these services to farmers-what role 
for the state and what role for the much-abused 
trader or middleman. It is usually better for the 
farmer to pay a high price for an input than to do 
without it entirely. Ln many cases, the failure is 
again not within the Ministry of Agriculture but 
in the bureaucratic structure controlling budget 
disbursements and import licensing. 

Credit is another important factor in agricultural 
production. Here the Ghanaian farmer has 
learned on the record of past programmes that 
it is to his advantage not to pay back a loan 
received from a government institution. The 
social sanctions for default are minimal as are the 
penalties if he is pursued, and he probably has 
at least a 50 per cent chance that he will not be 
pursued in the event of default. What rational 
man would endeavour to repay a loan under 
such circumstances! Unless the sanctions and 
penalties imposed on offenders are greatly 
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TABLE I 

YEAR STUDENTS LECTURERS + CAL TOTAL 

• 

1962-63 155 29 
63-64 256 47 
64-65 522 88 
6>-66 860 100 
66-67 990 116 
67-68 1,122 127 
68-69 1,055 141 
69-70 797 147 
70-71 862 160 
71-72 1,005 163 

(Source: Unlftrsily of Cape Coast Stlintistics 1961/63-
t971/n, October, 1972. 

iochading professors, demonstrators and teaching 
assistants.) 

40 69 
41 88 
56 144 
65 165 
65 181 
71 198 
86 227 

106 253 
109 269 
113 276 

officers who work in the pantries and dinmna 
halls, faculties and departments, halls of resideDce. 
transport. carpentry and security divisions, parb 
and gardens, farm and hospital among other&. 

Apart froOl the presence of these highly paid Table II shows the Recurrent and Oe\lelopmeat 
senior staff of the University of Cape Coast, the Funds that the government has pumped into 
University also employs thousands of junior I thte University over the years. 

TABLE D 

GOVERNMENT GRANTS 

Year 

1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971 - 72 

Source: ibid. 
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Given these facts about the UnlI,ersily of Cape 
Coast what precise economic impact is being 
exerted by the University on the town? A direct 
economic impact is the creation of employment 
opportunities for residents of the town. As already 
stated above the University employs carpenters, 
cleaners, cooks. security guards. administrative 
and academic staff, among otbers. Some of these 
workers are original residents of Cape Coast. 
Again many senior members of tbe University 
use the services of female housekeepers . Some 
of these girls are Cape Coasters. 

Again, as Table II demonstrates quile clearly 

660,000.00 
760,000.00 

1,790,000.00 
2,008,342.20 
2,430,675.81 
1,669,245.94 
2,900,000.00 
2,550,000.00 
3,300,000.00 
3.650,000.00 

Development 

~ 

678,000.00 
1,085,000.00 
1,164,000.00 
1,257,458.60 
1,172,002.06 
1,413,176.42 
2.112.800.00 
1.911,700,00 
1,664,620.00 

10.00 

government has over tbe last decade 
millions of c!dis towards tbe development 
the University. The local component of 
buge sum goes mainly into the payment of wa.rkc,'" 
and the purchase of local building materials 
the various contractors. The construction 
the magnificent buildings of the University 
and the development of the grounds is an,atlil<' 
avenue through which employment is being 
created in Cape Coast. 

Table ][ also indicates how much government 
spends on recurrent account (mainly wages and 
salaries). In the 1971-72 financial year alone the 
figure was ~3.650,000. The greater percentage of 
this amount is spent in Cape Coast towards 1M 
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purchase of food, car and motorcycle maintenance 
etc. Food producers around Cape Coast, food 
distributors in the town, store and beer bar 
keepers, car maintenance workshops, landlords, 
petrol filling stations all thus benefit from this 
infusion of purchasing power. 

The transport industry too benefits from the 
presence of the University. Students come from 
all parts of the country. They depend on the 
road transportation system to reach the town. 
Many taxi cabs ply between the town and the 
campus. 

The University continues to be the venue for 
many national and international conferences. 
While in Cape Coast, participants do spend some 
amount in purchasing some items. 

Again the University is addiil.g to the archi
tectural beauty of the town. Cape Coast, as 
already stated above, is an ancient town with 
many dilapidated buildings. The modern buildings 
which are springing up OD the campus of 'Capevas', 
are gradually helping the tOWD to "facelift" itself. 

Finally the University has raised the status 
of the town both in Ghana and in the world at 
large. The University with its faculties and research 
laboratories, its libraries, its brilliant minds, 
a place where people from diverse cultures assemble 
generates some respects for every University town. 

In this discussion I have tried to demonstrate 
how the establishment of a major 'industry'
education-is exerting substantial influence on 
the growth of a town. Perhaps the establishment 
of growth generating industries can be a means 
whereby some of our currently depressed towns 
can develop. Is the ceramics factory going, to 
save Saltpond? Will the proposed fishing harbour 
reverse the decline of Elmina? What industrial 
enterprise will accelerate the growth of Akropong. 
Akwapim? Won't the establishment of a fishing 
harbour at Gyakiti on the Volta Lake generate 
growth for the currently depressed but potentially 
rich area. 

Perhaps for the growth of the nation we need 
to think about such a technique. 

READ THE 
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ALWAYS 

IS THE CORPORATE IMAGE 

By 

Moses Dovlo 

A FRIEND once asked me; "Moses, what's 
this noise, especially in the large business 
about image, to be exact, corporate image? 
more, I don't simply understand why, for 
a company Jjke Kumasi Brewery, whose 
sell without much effort by the company, 
be so much concerned with its image. And 
exactly is this image? 

I answered my friend by first considering 
last part of his question: "And what exactly is 
image?" The word 'image', I told him, has 
thrust on the business world as a result of iMensi~ 
competitIon. To most consumers, products 
generally alike (taking beer in Ghana, for exaLmp~ 
in both quality and price. As a result of 
situation, the buying public have been 
to rely on the more intangible aspects of a 
than its products or services. It is a fact that 
company's sales and profits are greatly 
not only by public acceptance of its products 
services, but also by the attitudes and opinions 
its various publics toward the company. 
public attitudes and opinions constitute what 
businessman, today, terms image. Synonyms 
image are reputation and good name. 
image, therefore, is the image or the repultati4 
of the company. To explain the meaning 
corporate image is the sum·total of the attit 
and opinions of a company's various 
towards it and its products or services. it, 

fore, goes without saying that the e~~~:::~'~~~j 
or, at least, the recognition of the corporate 
or reputation should, of necessity, be the 
first step in any meaningful public relations 
gramme. 

In Ghana, as in other countries, many 
relations programmes end in partial or 
failure. even though conscientious 
have worked diligently and skilfully to 
them. In most cases, the failure is due to in"u 
cient research and planning based first and 
most on the determination, 
correction if any-of the corporate image. 

I now turn to the other aspect of my fri',"' 
question:" . ... I don't simply understand 
for example, a company like Kumasi Irey,," 
whose products sell without much effort by 
company, should be so much concerned 
its image". I think all that my friend wanted 
know here is, why should companies 
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importantly. there are competitors with comparable 
products noisily clamouring for public attention 
through advertisements and other activities, and 
ever ready to exploit, to their advantage, any 
shortcomings in others' image~building pro
grammes. The corporate image must, therefore 
occasionaUy be evaluated to determine its effective-
ness. 

An important first step to take when about to 
launch a public relations programme aimed at 
projecting, or correcting, a corporate image is 
to determine the company's mission and character. 
This exercise must embrace taking a critical look 
at tbe desired social, economic, ethical, and moral 
standards, essential in fulfilling the mJSSIOD. 

The broad objectives and the methods of im
plementing the objectives must be clearly defined 
and itemized. 

To sum up, one of the fundamental concerns 
in life is to win the understanding and respect of 
others. Social psychologists teach us that apart 
from our biological needs, we have social needs: 
affiliative needs and status needs. Our affiliative 
needs are the needs to belong; the need to be 
accepted as a member of some group or of a 
community. The status needs encompass power 
relations, popularity ratings, prestige, and in 
general, the dimension of supedority and in
feriority. 

The idea of image, then, is conceived when 
another person's attitude toward us is considered 
important. The amount of attention we receive, 
the willingness of people to follow our suggestions, 
and the rewards given us are influenced largely 
by the impression that people have of us - our 
image. This truth is applicable to both individuals 
as well as groups of people or corporate bodies. 

The purpose, therefore, of all public relations 
activity is to influence the attitudes and opinions 
of people (the publics concerned) in order to 
create the desired image. Today's competitive 
and aggressive business nature underscores the 
urgent need for the development and maintenance 
of the corporate image or the corporate reputation 
-the sum-total of aU attitudes toward the com
pany. 

Notes on Contributors 

B. E. Rourke: Senior Research Fellow, lSSER, Legon 

Moses Dovlo: Public Relations Officer, Kumasi Brewery 

D . B. Safo: Lecturer in Economics, University of Cape 
Coast 

James Gibbs: Lecturer in English, Churchill College. 
Blantyre, Malawi 

Civil Engineering 

SOLVING TIlE TRANSPORT PROBLEM IN 
ACCRA- m 

by 

Emmanuel K. Vorkeh 

ULTIMA TEL Y the solution to the transpon problem 
in Accra lies in de-centralization. The city should be 
re-planned into self-sufficient independent suburbs or 
counties. At each of the new termini a shopping centre 
should be allowed to develop to serve the people around 
that area. For example, if Kokomlemle, New Town, 
Nima and Kotobabi were taken as one county it shOuld 
be possi ble for a housewife to remain bere for a fort. 
night or more and do all ber shopping without findlnl 
it necessary to move out to the central pressure Zone. 
This will make the development of the city homolt
neous. 

The practice of developing large parts of the city into 
high class residential areas should also be oiscontinuecl. 
Quite apart from class stratification it is also responsible 
in a way for tbe transport problem. For example, the 
whole of the Airport Residential Area is a purely resi. 
dential area. But it is plain that it is not only the hiab
ups who Jive there; they have their dependents, the 
Stewards and their family who need to go to the marta 
to buy food each day. But since this place is considertl 
to be a high-class residential area, DO provisions are 
made for markets, schools and other amenities for ttw 
de.pendents of those who own houses there .. 'While the 
masters and mistresses move ahout in their can the 
dependents have to rely on the public transport 
system and travel over long distances in order to get 
to the shops an'd markets. A bus could be allocated to 
serve tbe Airport Residential area from the proposed 
terminus near the Military hospital. Its route could lie 
along tbe Airport road then into the Airport Residen
tial area, continue via the Boys Remand Home,. then 
on to the Achimota road and back to the terminus ,,;a 
Accra Girls' Secondary School. 

Bu.!1e8 and Trotros 

The guiding principle is that the metropolitan trans· 
portation should always be organized to suit the con
venience of the people. 

At Ridge, Airport, and Cantonment residential atUs, 
ordinary public schools should be built to serve the 
children of stewards and other dependents. Spaces 
should also be made available for the development of 
markets and shops. This will cut {lown the need for 
people travelling out for these services. Serious thougbt 
must also be given to developing Burma Camp into a 
self-supporting community, so that soldiers' wives and 
their other dependents would not have to do as much 
dailY trekking to Makola as they do now. Surely, it 
is possible to find sites in Burma Camp where markets 
and shops could be built so that their presence woufd 
not interfere with military security! 

Arter the municipal buses, the trotros eome as t~e 
next important means of transportation in Accra. It IS 

debated which now carry the greater number o( pa*"' 
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geTS, the buses or the trotros. Whatever it is, there are 
one or two important aspects in which the Irotto 
service could be improved. There are two main types 
of vchicles used as lrotTOS. the wooden 23-s.cater trucks 
and the 17-seater mini buses. Making allowances for 
the driver and the mate, the wooden trucks carry a ma
x.imum of 21 paS9CJlgers, and the mini buses a maximum 
of 15 passengers. It woul'd be seen on close observation 
tbat these vchicles simply cannot cope with the present 
passenger pressure because they are too small. Of 
course, there is the argument that their small size make" 
the trolro service faster than the public omnibus service. 
This is true only during the brief slack period which 
lasts for about two hours or less from 11 a.m. 10 1 p.m. 
On certain routes however, there is hardly any slack 
period discernible" namely, from Labadi .. Nima, New 
Town , Achimota and Mamprobi to the pressure zone. 

Anyone who is concerned about the time that pas
sengers spend in the 1rotro queues would recognise that 
bigger vehicles arc needed, at least, on the five routes 
mentioned above, especially during the morning and 
afternoon rush hours. If at a time tbere arc 60 people 
in a queue, a mini bus would be able to take only 15 
of them when it comes around, in tbe meantime the 
queues get longer and longer. Along the five busy routes 
mentioned above it should be made obligatory to use 
only 40-seater buses. U the individual transport owners 
can not afford the bigger buses, tben it is an opportunity 
for encouraging them to form co-operatives and com
panies to buy the bigger buses, The Co,operatives and 
Companies could maintain a fleet of big and small 
vehicles. They courd run the smaller vehicles during the 
slack period. Tf this is done and the trolro services are 
organiSed with definite time-tables of departure from 
their termini made known to the public, they would 
receive even greater patronage; a great deal of frustra
tion currently experienced by passengers in the citv 
would be thus e1iminated, 

A definite 'decision must now be taken ahout the 
wooden trotros. Their importation is definitely a great 
savings for the country since the main bodies are made 
form local material and workmanship. The difficulty 
of getting on and off these vehicles is the main disin
centive to many people, especialy women who find it 
inconvenient to travel on them. Many women carrying 
their children on their backs often inadvertently knock 
the children's heads on the railings. A new design 
~hould be prescribed which will make the trucks easier 
to board. or course" a few of them have some such 
design, but it should be enforced as the general rule_ 

Omnibus Service Again (illsuing of Tickets) 

One way o( increa~ing the operational speed of the 
Omnibus Service is to issue lickets to waiting passen
gers at tbe termini berore the buses come. If the maxi
mum capacity of the bus is 60 passengers, then 60 
raS6engers should be served: the rcst should be asked 
to make alternative arrangements (or their transport. 
At present, people wa.it for long hours only to be told 
that they cannot get places on the bus when it comes at 
last. Issuing o( tickets in advance will also enable the 
buses to leave soon after they arrive. At present the 
conductor spends about 10 minutes issuing tickets when 
they return to the terminus. Tn addition , issuing of 
tickets in advance will also cut out the practice of 
queue-jumping indulged in by some people. Tf the 

authorities would also display for public beaeli, .... 
ne"t likely departure time for each bus, the Onuli_ 
Services would have a better standing in tile pubUe C)Ie 

The location of the railway terminus within the PftI
sure zone is also another contributory factor to Ibe 
traffic problem in Accra. In the first place, the railway 
terminus attracts a great deal of traffic to Itself, at .. 
matter of course. Secondly, there are Ibne Impol'1aal 
points at which the railway line .;;rosses major fOIdI 
within the city: first at Ala;o near.-* Police Depot 
second. it crosses the Kaneshie ro~ear tbe Circle 
then near the Graphic Corporation. Each time a lrIia 
is passing the level crossings have to be c10\ed ... 
traffic quickly builds up for several hundred yank 
on both sides because these are all very busy ros'l 
It takes some rive minutes or more before nonnal t .... 
resumes. In a modern industrial economy stich aI we 
wish Ghana to be, five minutes of traffic hold-up II • 

great deal of time, There is a strong suggestion, there
fore. and a strong case for moving the railway termlRlII 
out of the heart of the city to the Achimota station 
where the line branches off to Tema. Indeed, it 11 

said that plans for precisely such a move have bcca 
on the drawing boards for some years now. The port 
of Accra is no longer functioning and this is an addi
tional reason why it is not necessary to maintain the 
line beyond Achimota Station into the heart of Accra. 
Apart from eliminating the traffic jams caused by the 
level crossings. the transfer of the terminus from Ute 
present site will also have the effect of removing some 
of the pressure of( the central pressure zone. 

The Achimota Railway Station area is only now 
being developed into a residential area. This develop' 
ment would have to be stopped and the land acquired 
for the new terminus and a commercial and shoppilll 
centre. 

The Example of Paris 

The type of problem we have discussed above IS not 
peculiar to Accra. Indeed, all national capitals wbich 
are concurrently the industrial and commercial bearb 
of their countries teno to suffer from the same malad· 
justments. According to French official sources, for 
example. regional planning experts are (aced with the 
singular problem of Paris and the magnet-like way 
in which it draws the population from other parts of 
the country. Urban concentration in the Paris area led 
to growing in balance in terms of population and In' 

du~trial building (and the accompanying transport 
diflkullies) and pointed up the need for dei:entraliza
tion. 

A striking example is the French car industry, which 
took root and grew in the immediate area around Pans. 
Recent mo,'es have shown that production units could 
be dispersed and set up in various parts of the land 
without harmful effect on retums---especially in region$ 
like Normandy and Britanny, once almost exc1usivel}' 
turned over to agriculture. 

A pilot scheme for tbe Paris area was drawn up to 
serve as a guideline. It provides for an economic link 
between Paris and tbe North of France, with urban 
facilities being laid on in Picardy in order to wOO 
industry away from the capital. The new lown of 
Cergy-Pontoise is another example of tbe present move 
towards decentralization. 
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If the bid to move industry out of the capital has 
largely paid off tbe same cannot be said of efforts to 
disperse the administrative services of the big compa
nies. Few bea'd offices have been willing to follow their 
production plants to other parts of the country for the 
simple reason that the State continues to centralize its 
administrative services in Paris. 

Our discussion in respect of Accra centered on de
centralizing administrative and commercial services 
within the city itself. But in the final analysis, the 
transport problem in Accra would be eased, if like 
Paris, London and other places, a way could be found 
to stem the influx of people into the city in search of 
jobs. This will be done by wooing in'dustry away from 
tbe city to other pa.rlf of the country. 

It is recognized that the implementation of the above 
suggestions would involve some considerable expendi
ture, but with judicious planning, the foreign exchange 
components could be kept to the minimum. In any 
case, the long-term benefits are worth the cost. 

(Concluded) 

Ob~erver Notebook 
StratificatioD in Secondary Schools 

HEADS of secondary schools in this country 
have different criteria for classifying pupils in 
their multiple classes. Sometimes the pupils are 
classed according to ability on the understanding 
that greater attention will be paid to tbe weaker 
pupils. In other cases they are classed according 
to aptitudes, so that those with a scientific bent 
are separated from those going in for humanities. 
In this latter case, the classification is done in the 
last two years of the secondary school when the 
pupits come to choose their subjects for the G.C.E., 
examination. This is perfectly reasonable, and 
it has the practical advantage of facilitating the 
preparation of time-tables. 

Some educational psychologists question the 
wisdom of classifying pupils not according to 
aptitudes and choice of subjects, but on the basis 
of ability. They argue that the weaker candidates 
are often not encouraged to rise beyond mediocrity 
or just average performance. Even the best, or 
rather the less bad, among them become com
placent since they seem to be unaware that their 
relative brilliance is noticeable only because they 
are surrounded by more pronounced mediocrities. 
It is necessary, the psychologists argue, that pupils 
of varying abilities be put together so that the 
weaker ones can emulate the brighter ones, thus 
leading to a general raising of standards. 

There is, however, a third system of classification 
adopted in at least one girls school. In that 
school, after the first year, the pupils are classified 
into three groups, depending partly on age and 
partly on ability. There is an "S" class into which 
are admitted brigbt students who are generally 

younger. In this class one generally find, .. 
products of the so-called international or pre.. 
paratory schools who take the Common Entraac:e 
around age 12. Those who are otherwise good 

but who go to secondary schools from Our ordinuy 
schools at a higher age are put in the "Mn dEli 

Then there is the "T" class into which are pilaNd 
the not so bright ones, who are in every way ma. 
to feel inferior and incapable of taking the DlOIt 
sophisticated courses. 

The greatest objection to this particular system 
of classification is that the pupils in the "T" clau 
are really treated as third-rate citizens: they 8ft: 

not allowed to take certain subjects, and it 
they who are compelled to do commercial sul'jecti 
and Agricultural Science instead of General 
Pure Sciences. The impression thus created 
the minds of tbese pupils is that """ 
Sciences are reserved for mediocrities, and 
still, that we do not need intelligent typists 
secretaries. 

What is more objectionable in this .0:,::1 
tory treatment ~o some pupils is that if it 1 
tbat a "T" class pupil does well enough at the 
of the year and thus comes up to the standard 
an "M" class pupil, that pupil cannot be ~~ 
ferred because there are certain subjects ~ 
she had not studied in the "Tn class. 
selection is made at this early age and equality 
opportunity is denied to some of our .d",~ 
Nobody denies the right of headmasters to 
pupils in the selection of their subjects, but it . 
wrong to adopt a system that stifles the poteD~ 
of pupils and gives them complexes. 

This state of affairs is absolutely 
on any grounds and we call upon the 
of Education to take every step to ensure 
beads of institutions do not prematurely prcjud 
pupils, abilities in a way that leads to 
natory treatment and the denial of equal 
tunities to all pupils in our secondary 

Logistics Committee Suspended 

1lIERE is no doubt that events leading to 
suspension of the Logistics Committee have 
a monumental embarrassment to the 
The public has been assured that the 
leading to a single individual being given 
of foreign foods and commodities totalling 
the supplies for a whole region are being thorou 
investigated, and that when the full facts 
known, appropriate measures will be taken 
ensure that such unfortunate incidents are 
repeated. 

There is, however, one aspect of the j", ]veS! 
t.ions that is exercising the minds of the y_.-
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case, being a party to the worsening of the misery, as 
blamed on the C,P.P., is not the same thing as starting 
it. 

Secondly, even though the use of tbe foreign exchange 
reserves by the c.P.P. regime remains a controversial 
talking point, one needs to see reserves as not the eeo· 
namy itself but a part of the economy. Thus, while it 15 

possible to i'deotify abuses in one sector, as aUeged in 
the reserves utilisation by the c.P.P. government, it is 
unfair to say that sectoral collapse, e.g. of reserves, nc· 
cessarily means collapse of the economy. The Ghanaian 
economy never collapsed between 1961 and 1965 as the 
editor would like readers to believe. However, to say 
this is not to absolve the c.P.P. government from blame 
in whatever reckless way it might have contributed to 
the drying up of reserves. 

Thirdly, it is illogical to blame one regime o[ the 
country for economic abuses and to assert thereafter 
that, because that regime began the abuses. no one can 
blame other regimes namely, N.L.C., P.P., N.R.C., even 
if any of them, a'S tbe same editor puts it. contributes to 
the economic misery. 

The [act that the economy suffered a severe jolt under 
the C.P.P. does not exenorate post-C.P.P. regimes from 
contributing to the worsening of tbe economic migefY. 

P.O. BOle 7 
US.T. 
Kumasi 

Gin Us Some More 

Ben Adjei 

SIR-It is gratifying to note that the officers and men of 
the Ghana Army are showing both by words and deeds 
that they are prepared to alter their conventional role and 
to take upon themselves more responsibilities which may 
prove morc directly beneficial to the country. When 
maladministration, corruption and other allied evils 
characteristic of our politicians spurred them on to assert 
that they are also capable of ruling, they declared a war 
on the economy and spread their wings over many depart· 
ments, corporations and other state establishments. MiIi· 
tary officers were seconded or posted to occupy the mana
geriaJ and supervisory positions of these establishments in 
order to infuse military efficiency into them. 

Also, many malpractices which had been sagging our 
economy-import licensing deals, over-invoicing and 
under-invoicing among others-were unearthed with 
military zeal. Again, crucial economic decisions with a 
nationalist bias have since been taken in an effort to give 
Ghanaians control of the commanding heights of their 
economy. These are no meaD achievements. 

One area, however, at which the Army could spread 
their vision further is in the field of physical development. 
The plight of Ghana !ike all developing countries calls for 
the efficient deployment and utilisation of all available 
manpower and resources. It also calls for maximum returns 
on government spending and avoidance of wastage. 

The country badly needs the skills of the Army to propel 
its development efforts. If the Army have decided to playa 
new role in our nation building, it must let its unique quali
ties of leadership. supervision and other technical skills 
permeat all our national endeavours. The Army partici
pated in the sugar-cane harvesting at Asutsuare and Komen· 
da. They are also taking part in the construction of Oaw
henya Irrigation Canals, In all these projects. it seems the 
revolutionary zeal of our soldiers is second only to that of 

our students who have become the pa<o ...... 
the Army to set the pace in the economic war by 
potential and unbounded energy in more physical 
ments: in regularly constructing dams, canals, feeder 
bridges etc. 

A revolution necessitates the use of methods ottw 
traditional ones to solve intractable problems. The AIt.,. 
Forces have given indications that they are prepared 
bless the country with their manpower. Our only 
is that the scope of such laudable and novel steps "".~ 
widened to embrace more fields. 

c/o P. O. Box 1957 
Accra. , 

J. Kwant1'loi Advk ... 

Limei!tTooe Deposits a t Nawulc 

SIR-Judging from newspaper articles, I have gained 
the impression that one of the problems confrontina 
the government in arriving at a decision as to wbether 
or not tbe limestone deposits at Nawule (Western .... 
gion) should be exploited for clinker to feed our cemaI 
factories is the immense cost of constructing a pod' 

and a railway line or a very durable road for .. 
transportation of the clinker to the cement factorict. 

As a way out, and to accelerate work on tbe eJ.~ 
tation of the deposits, I am suggesting tbat striOli 
consideration be given to the possibility of dismaat 
ling the macbines at the Takoradi Cement Factory ... 
installing them at a point very near NawuJe so tbu 
whatever clinker is mincO can be processed on the Spol 
and the cement conveyed on the existing trunk roM 
which will only need to be macadamized solidly enouat 
to take tbe weigbt of heavy trucks. 

Even from my layman's calcu1ation. ] am sure the 
cost involved in dismantling the machines at Takondl 
and assembling them at Nawule will be less than the 
construction of a port. which seems to be one of the 
contributory factors holding up work on the exploita· 

tion. 
Those who bave never visited the area are bound 

to ask about such amenities as bousing, health 
facilities and sources of leisUIe. The question 
of accommodation can be adequately taken can: 
of by towns and villages like Half Assini, Bonyerc 
and Tikobo where all types of houses commensurate 
with a decent standard of living are easy to come 
by. The distance between Nawule and these areas is 
less than six miles at the farthest point. Health nwlt 
will be taken care of by the Half Assini Hospital 
(expected to be opened shortly), Tikobo Health Centfl 
and Ekpu Clinic. There is the Catholic Hospital ... 
Eikwe which, in case of congestion at Half Assini .. caD 
come in handy to alleviate any suffering. Transportati 
between Half Assini ana Takoradi or Tarkwa doeI 
not pose any problem because mammy trucks, "bono
shakers", mini·buses and other types of vehicle ply mete 
routes from dawn to dusk.. Once the project is started. 
the State Transport Corporation. it is anicipated. will 
eventually agree to put one or two of its buses on the 
route from Axim to Half Assini. All other amenitiel 
that prescntly arc non-existent are sure to spring. up 
with the influx of workers certain to drift to the mill' 

It is, therefore, seriously suggested to the N.R.C.. to 
look into the [easibility of this proposal. This SuggestIon 
is being made in the supreme interest Qf all Gbanaia~s 
wbo need cement for development projects and, )n 
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particular, the people of the Western Region who 
daily .... "ait to hear news about the government's final de
ments have overlooked this project, tbe N.R .C. can 
cisian to emhark upon tbe project. If successive go\'crn
be expected 10 be bold cnough to face il. 

North Labooe 
A,cno 

Social Security Benefits 

A. J. Kwofit 

SIR- Important as the Social Security Scheme IS to 
workers, it appears that the vcry establishment cbarged 
with safeguarding workers' contributions, namely, the 
National Insurance Trust and Social Security, is itself 
not very sure about the efficiency of its staff in carrying 
out this responsiblity. 

On the certificate. of membership issued to contribu
tors one reads the following note of warning. or is it 
advice? "Important- Keep this card safely and show it 
to a new employer. U you do not do so, your contribu
tions may go to someone else (Emphasis mine) ... " 

One would normally expect the Chief Administrator 
of the Fund to ensure the safety of all contributions 
e\en if benefici aries fail to produce enough evidence to 
support their claims. Why, in the name of Adam, should 
anybody's contributions "go to someone else"? And if, 
b}' any chance, a worker's contributions should find their 
way into someone else's pocket or account. must the 
fault lie with the worker? No, it does not make sens.: 
II) me. 

Already. we are not so sure whether we shall enjoy our 
benefits Iyin& speechless in six-fOOl coffins in the ground 
or at a time when. still alive and kicking, we could 
utilise them to the advantage of ourselves and our de
pendants. The "important" note should make us 
even more doubtful of our fate under the scheme. 

Perhaps, t have got it all wrong, hut allegations per. 
.. ist that. through various tricks contrived by them. cer· 
tain clerks employed to work on the scheme have been 
enjoying the contributions more than the worken tbem· 
~e1ves, especially the illiterate ones, Par this reason, 
the Otief Admini strator must convince the public that 
he and his staff can be trusted to exercise effective can· 
trol o\'er all monies that come to them under the scheme, 
Thi s way worken would be relieved that they are. not 
being cheated of their hard-earned cedis nnd pesewas. 

Ghana Railway & Ports Authority E . K, Sarpcy 
P.O. Box 251 
Takorodi 

ROOtn Meat, Soaked Sugar and All That 

SIR- Major R. J . A. Felli, Commissioner (or Trade and 
Tourism who is also a member of the N .R.C. is report· 
ed to have expressed "deep concern" about the 24 .149· 
pound weight of fresh meat alleged to have got rotten 
at Bolgatanga. (see Doily Graphic 21 /1/1 3). The Com· 
missioner is further reported to have called (o r nn 
" immed iate detailed report" on the rotten meat. 

ft will be recalled that in March this year it was 
reported that 5.000 cartons of sard ines costing over 
C75,000 were (ound rotten on board a ship which deli· 
\ered them, Agai n in April. 33.334 cartons of canned 
·'Geisha· ' mackerel worth nearly C400.000 were also 
delivered by a forei gn firm in a rotten state, Then 
Quite recently 20,000 bags of granulated sugar" worth 
C:\OO,OOO. Imported hy the government were found 

to be completely soaked wilh sea water on bouW • 
foreign ship at Tema Harbour. 

In our present predicament it 5Cetas to me PI • 
writer unimportant whether or not the rotten and .. ' lid 
commodities were ordered by the 10Yemment The 
significant point jnvohed here i. that substantia' 
foreign e}(change has gone down the drain! 

[ncredible as it may appear. a worktt' who loa to 
work five minutes· late is termed an enemy of the rev0-

lution and might be drill'*' publicly; if be 10lei hi. 
head and stages a demonstration either to bad: up his 
demand for higher payor decent conditions of won 
and in the process damages state property, however 
trivial, he faces death by firing squad under Ibc 
N .R.CO. 90. But it appears that nobody has as yet 
found anything wrong with these rotten and soaked 
things, worth about CSOO,OOO! I say this beeaute tbeer 
reports are being made with disturbing frequency. I am 
of the opinion that the revolution must be beaten into 
certain people at the top who appear to be completet, 
Indifferent to. or simply unaware of. the pli&ht of u.
suffering ordinary people in the land, 

Like Major Felli. most people are deeply concerned 
about the situation which is almost desperate. But aD 
told, what is beating the understanding of those outside 
the corridors of power is: why all those lapses, care
lessness, negligence or deliberate acts of sabotage under 
the noses of the soldier bosses who have been seconded 
to some of the establis.hments concerned? Someone 
somewhere does not appear to be doing his homewon 

COiihb04WUlth Hall 0ix .. ·Ma. 
Leguo 

Who Wants: Civilian Rule Now! 

SIR- The editorial of your seventh anniversary Issue 
highlighted some of the burning issues and problenu 
which beset Africa and Ghana in particular. Your 
objectivity in the editorial in Question calls for total 
commendation but I would like to take issue with • 
particular portion of it which tasks the mind of some 
Ghanaians. And I quote the relevant portion, 

" .. . Others are insisting that nothing short ('If 
an early return to full civilian rule would do 1(1 
rid the present military group of their unequal 
burden and remove all the anomalies inherent in 
government that is NOT based on popular consent." 

One would like to know the anomalies inherent in 
a military regime vis·a·vis a civilian one in the Afrian 
conteX"t . Mr. Editor, who are those "others" who a~ 
demanding ci\'ilian rule soon? Was it not this very rash 
demand for an carly return to civilian rule by Bw:iR 
and his group which precipitated the country into crass 
chaos? We ~hould not forget the dangers such a demand 
is fraught with . Tribalism is bound to rear its ugly 
head again once party politics is hastily ushered in 
Reali .. tica lly. is the problem so acute during a militat) 
regime? Tribal sentiments are s.mouldering and are y~ 
to be effectively contained; therefore any hasty retum 
to civilian rule will fan it to life again if nnt fora 
it to bare its fangs . 

It beats my imagination to reason out why we a~ 
inclined to think that ~ldien should not parti('i~le 
in ruling the country, Are contemporary militarv fe· 
gimes not making any headway? I do nr)t,. subscribe 1(1 
that idea or belief argued out always by aponen ... oIrtd 
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lion may have its reasons for granting very many days 
as holidays. 

In my view more school 'days are needed for the 
secondary, technical and commercial schools and 
training colleges, where the students can endure longer 
periods of academic work. tban for the elementary 
schools; and in tbe case of the latter I must still con
cede that their bolidays in a year are too many. 

Ii the three school terms should have 40 or more 
weeks (instcad of 33 weeks) among them many teachers 
will be able to cover a far greater part of their sylla
buses before the cnd of the academic ycar. It must also 
be borne in mind that within each term some public 
or religious holidays occur an'd that a week 
in each term is devoted to terminal examinations, so 
that effective teaching weeks for a term may turn out 
to be only about eight. 

After all, if I may ask, do our students of the secon
dary school category need as many as 19 weeks holidays 
in a year? During holidays a few of them may be 
usefully engaged by their parents, and a few others may 
be giving a helping hanG in self-help projects. But 
what happens to the remaining lot? They more or less 
float about in idleness and are very susceptible to 
mischief. 

Since many of our students have not acquired proper 
reading habits they hardly visit public libraries to read. 
There are some who very much love reading and yet 
there are no opportunities for them to do so-no 
family library let alone a public one. The school is 
the only reading place for such students. So that with 
very tong vacations, those in the lower foons return 
to school almost 'illiterate' and have to re-leam the 
previous year's work. You can imagine the difficulties 
both the stu'dents and teachers have been grappling 
with. 

Bawku Secondary SdJool B. J. L. Kumasi 
P.O. 80s: 50 
Bawku, U.R. 

Viewpoint 

CLEAR COURSE FOR GHANA 

By 
M. Kofi Ben-Jib 

(Chemistry Department Office, Legon) 

MANY post-mortem examiners of the causes of the 
downfall of the previous governments of Ghana found 
in their diagnoses that lack of tolerance was one of the 
major disabilities. That is to say, mrnlt of the politicians 
would simply not tolerate criticism, whether constructive 
or otherwise: thus, any critic of the government was 
branded a detractor. The consequences of such dis· 
ability have contributed immensely to what Ghanaians 
witness today. 

Since tbe N.R.C. took over the administration of this 
country, many individuals have had occasion to overtly 
express their disapproval of some government activities. 
This has been possible because the government recog
nizes freedom of speech. This freedom has been granted 
because, as a human institution which is not incapable 
of making mistakes. the N.RC. regime would like to 
know the feelings or reactions of the ruled towards its 
activities. But onc is yet to be convinced about how 

seriously the government accepts the views of Il10, PI 
In analysing the causes of Kwame Nkmm'b', 

to achieve any economic success for Ghana, it ... 
ringly seen that while his counterparts enpplt "'!-I 
selves in building their own nations with tbe= 
resources at their disposal. "radical and dynamic 
mah committed bis country to the liberation 
whole continent of Africa", as one reviewer it. 
his ambition was a highly laudable one. i, 
except that he ignored the sufferings of the very 
whose welfare he was in duty bound to seck by 
of his position as the President of Ghana. lbe 
has been the almost unbearable eircumstancea ia 
Ghanaians find themselves today. 

Some of the recent activities of the N.R..C. 
to be reviving Nkrumah's policies. The N.R..C. 
which has promised sincerely to redeem GI~~ 
from their woes, appears more inclined towuda 
total liberation of the continent of Africa"--a 
which has done much harm to our situation at 
In short, Ghana is once more being looked up to 
lea'dership in the emancipation of Africa. For the 
few months we have bad to bast numerous 
conferences; in one particular week, two were ~i 
beld simultaneously in Accra. Ghana bas taken 
herself the unsolicited favour of re-naming some 
major streets after other African nationals. While 
other African states are finding it difficult (or 
reluctant?) to pay their O.A.u. dues, Ghana is 
to have paid bers up to date and even to have inc_of 
ber contribution to the liberation struggle tunCI. 
in spite of this ostentation on the continenta1 "::~ 
her "domestic front" has not significantly changed t( 
better than what it was yestcrl1ay. 

Ghana', Counterparts 

When one reflects on this situation, one is 
to ask whetber the salvation of Africa lies ONLY 
Ghana? An imprudent ob~er might argue t~~ 
would be an unparalleled honour for Ghana to R 

the whole of Africa. Yes, but this salvation should 
be at the perpetual expense of Ghanaians. One 
also ask why our leaders don't limit their concern 
least for the time being) to the plight of the .:~ 
Ghanaian; why they don't carefully watch the w 
their counterparts towards the African cause, 
plunging into it any further? 

Houpbouet-Boigny's Ivory Coast, whose in<lop .. ,Ie! 
was granted in 1960, tbree good years after 
to"day enjoys an enviably stabilized economy 
makes her people live in a land of plenty. This is 
because foreign policy to Houphouet·Boigny is of 
condary consideration, for Ivory Coast is "in no 
to look after the rest of the continent". His 
and bas remained. Ivory Coast first. Africa 
Such a policy is, T bave no doubt, what 
are clamouring for now, in view of the 
tudc of some of our sister nations towards tbe 
cause, and also in view of the hardships of the 
Ghanaian, which are becoming protracted. Yes, 
ha'l "done some"; other nations sbouTd be ow"" 
take over, 

Recently. at a dinner-party in his bonour. the 
Nigerian High Commisioner to Ghana. Mr. G. O. 
were, was reported as saying that "Ghana ha! 
thing to offer to the whole of Africa". 1 would 
ask whetber Nigeria has nothing to offer to 
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Africa instead. It is high time our sister nations learnt 
to appreciate Ghana's contribution to the cause of Afri· 
ca and stopped demanding more from her, because any 
further demand is a request (or Ghanaian blood. I 
hope our gallant soldiers would not be fl.allcTcd by such 
diplomatic utterances, to the extent of aUowina Ghana 
to be used as a means towards the achievement of Afri
can unity while her neighbours concern themselves with 
the development of their own countries. 

In spile of the temporary setback. in her economy a:. 
a result of the civil war, Nigeria is today rar more pros
perous economically than Gbana. At tbe moment, the 
Nigerian currency, the naira. is one of the strongest 
anywhere in the world: yet Ghana deems it 
proper to contribute more to the O.A.U. fund than 
Nigeria does. While world powC'n are competing to 
purchase Nigerian crude oil, which is abundantly on the 
increage, the seUing price of Ghana's cocoa is still being 
controlled by the consumen. Britain has even gone to 
great length to get General Gowan to be her state guest, 
no doubt as a means of winning his favour, an indica· 
tion of how buoyant the economy of Nigeria is exp«ted 
to be in no distant future. 

But wherein lies Ghana's hope of a buoyant economy, 
even in tbe distant Cuture? Wherein lies the hope of a 
better standard of living of the ordinary Ghanaian in 
the near future? The answer, which i, self·reliance, 
appears to have been engulfed by the various problems 
of the whole of Africa, The government appears 10 be 
trying to kill two birds at the same time with one stone, 
but such a policy is incompatible with the aspirations 
of the indigenous Ghanaian. The ordinary Ghanaian 
wants the N.R.C. to marry itself to the problems of 
Ghana first, and then th05e of Africa, pos,ibly second. 
This is the covert policy which m:my o[ our sister coun
tries have adopted. With Jvory Coast, this policy is overt: 
and it is cherished by all her nationals because it has 
proved effective and successful. 

Unless the N,R.C. changes itself to "C.R.C." (Conti. 
nenlal Redemption Council), the government should 
realize that it owes allegiance to Ghana first, and that 
the problems of this country should, at all cost, tnke 
precedence over those of Africa . 

Review 
AFRICAN RADIO 

By 

James Gibbs 

WRITING radio plays has been a useful source of In· 

come and experience for many African writen during 
the last ten years. A play which is accepted by the B,B.C. 
African Service can bring its author over £IOO! Once a 
broadcasting service has been established, the production 
of plays is comparatively cheap and simple. Radi~ is 
also a vastly effective popular medIUm of (ommuOlca· 
tion : it can carry a writer's vision into the homes of 
both rich and quite poor throughout a nation or the 
continent. 

Two e\'ents, the publication of Nil'k Arriam Plays 
ror Radio and the discussion of the winning plays in the 
B.RCs second "Write a Play (or Africa" Competition, 
prompt a. comment on certain aspects of Afri~an radio 
drama, After a brief look at the two Ghanaian play, 

• 
represented in the new collection, I aball "''''*4 
possible link between radio drama and onl 
in lhe work of Ama Ata Aidoo. In the JCCond 
thiS article I will describe some of Wole Sc~''''I:' 
with radio, and briefly discuss his radio plays 
comments on the state of African radio drama. 

The B.B.C's first "African Theatre" ":~::I 
In December 1959, and since then it bas 
approximately one play a month_ Amona thOle 
naian writers whose work has been presented are 
Parkes, "Bill Marshall", Joe de Graft, Ama Ala 
Derlene Clems and Patience Addo. In makin, tho" 
lection for Nine AfriCio Pla,.. for Radio, B.Be. 
ducer Gwyneth Henderson and critic-teacher 
Pieterse chose works by the last two, '!be Prloo ... ,j 
Judge aod the Jailer by Clems, and Cou"'D)' 
Patience Addo. 

The Prisoner, 'The Judge aod The Jailer i. a 
tense, tightly controlled piece of writing. It is 
prisoner on the run who finds himself in a b .. >oN 
during a heavy rainstoIJO with his jailer and the 
who sentenced him. The setting is one which 
effectively realized in radio terms, and one which 
tributes the right kind o( claustrophobia to the si 

In an apparently loose, but in (act acutely econo 
series of exchanges the events leading up to the ,,"SO 
crime and the identitie, of the three characten 
slowly revealed. My reser .... ations about the play 
on the dialogue, whicb is sometimes stifled and li 
but despite this, the play is. a competent piece of 
which effectively ,exploits. radio's capacity to 
situation and mood. and to explore <;ensitive relation 
in great detail. 

Blend of Traditioos 

In another radio play (not included in the coUec 
entitled The Bii: B0$5 Cometh. Clems has worked wi 
the international comic tradition of mistaken identi 
the play is inevitably reminiscent of The Govenu 
Inspector-while establishing a thoroughly coO\·;n 
and delightfully detailed Ghanaian setting. 'The 0 

denee which Clems shows in these rn.o "ery difJc 
genres reveals an encouraging versatility, and point 
his potential importance for the Ghanaian theatre 

Patience Addo's Company Pot is quite unlike the , 
discussed so far, an indication of the variety of Gh 
ian writing for radio. 11 draws on the tradition of 
Ghanaian "Concert Party", a unique and organic b 
cf traditions, which Miss Addo has studied dO'lCly. 
might have thought. since a Concert Party perform; 
depends for some of its effects on establi .. hing a relat 
ship with a Jive audience, that it.bas little to offer n 
But, as frequently happens in drama, one', ClIpectat 
are confounded and the popular tradition's use of m 
and direct address to the· audience transfer to radio 
trcmely well. 

The combination of the moral seriousness. viI; 
and unselfconsciousness of the Concert Party tradi' 
with the ti~ht comtruction familiar from <tome E, 
p~n traditions creates an engaging new form. SI 
writing Company Pot, Patience Addo has produced 
of her other plaH, Ananse~'l1. in Bristol. Based ('I 

traditional folk·tale. it shows the playwril!ht'~ detel 
nation to uplore ways of reconciling inherited, Ghl 
ian fonn .. with European media and lradition~. 
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Pemaps the most important Ghanaian author who 
h~ worked for radio I' Arna Ala Aidoo_ Two Sisters, 
which appears In her collection of short ~(ories. No 
Sweetnt. Here, was originally written for radio. and 
It contams. a number of feature~. ~uch as "a stream of 
consdOUUlCS<;" and authentic. slightly polished dialogue. 
which are, inler alia. frequently uMXI in radio_ Ama Ata 
'udoo, a~ em he f>ec:.n from the .. tructure of The Dilcmme 
01 • C .... nnd the origin of Anowa -it is based on a 
IOn! her mother sang -is intere~tcd in cstabli~hing a 
hnt. between oral lradlhoJ'" and written plays in English. 

Radio can cmainly help to keep the author conscious 
thai he i. workuIg in an oral tradition, and help him 
II.: l,;ommUnll!blC With tho...: who cannot read. Ama Ala 
Aidoo', IItonc'S draw strength from being close to Ira
dLfianal forms: thlS \, n'lO'it obvious in her dialogue, 
chic:h i1 \'ivld .and preci.c_ It i5 tempting to suggest 
that she h .. , heen "cp( in touch with oral traditions by 
wnline for I'1Idic_ as well .. " hy li\tening to her mother. 

Ile!mitc It 'I l~hm1JOIiQI sorhntication. the oml qua
htv of na(lio rn:U;C'S It c1o\cr to the experience of rural 
Afnc;:tnli Ih:m _y. Jl("W\parers or novcl~. In the work 
gf Oems. A,ldo and Akloo srec=ifkally Ghanaian c..:pe
nent-n. Sc»M of them dil'e("llV related to oral traditions 
~r Cc1n('ert Parties and m(ltht:r'!J longs are being pre-
sentQd With enerry and hone.ty b)o· the new story-teller 
the I1Idlo_ 

For The Record 
ThUT'llla) . \.urultt 1 

"feacherr for t -poda 

"DOLT 59 (.hanalan tdh.:her; ""Ito are due to leave 
fDr K!lmpala to lca(-h .n tcchniul and tccondary schools 
In P,ancb. today attendL-d a briefing coune. in Accra 
dunn. whnh they wt'rc addresed by offiuals of the Mi
""try <'f HduQIIOD C!lhure and Sl"llTh, the Ministry of 
FtnCll'1 Atblrs. and th.: Cganda High Comml\sion. 
The &cal;hn'a are aoina u a I'\:\ult of a technical. cul
tural and eronnnu .. ar:rcement \IRncd ~tween Ghana 
and Upnda In Kamrab la~ month_ 

1.ORialc-,; CGi ..... "et: Su.,c hd 

THE T "IlstlL'S LoJmmJtlee bas been suspenrJl"d and a new 
body ha1 bc:en appointed to take over temporarily the 
dl~""tlon and I3lc of fot'C1gn food" and commnditie~ 
Th ...... ft'\.clcd tnday by SOUKCS close 10 the \1inis
trY of Tnadc aad. Tounsm. 

Mr 1\ me K&ril:ari, Uead of the Srccial .. ,,"ctu'n 
1 Oil had dr~'C:d U'I a tclevi i('ln pr,,~ramme 13~t 

Tuesdav that the N R (' had decided that the dl~tribu
lion and sale of for~," f,,()(js and commodities ,hould 
RVert 10 the old system wherehy Bfwc:mmental bodies 
and PI1fttc (ommenlal hOlJ,," throu~h('lut the country 
muld Import tbc goods. ACC{lnhngly. import licen~s 
were Min« IUUed to the major comnlC'rcial concerns 
inc1udu'll the Ci.NT.C. t' A c.. U.T_C.. C F.A.O_ 
G 8. Olli\·ant and srccdlcd indi,moos commercia] 
OfI.,nlsahons tn Import gooo •. 
F ".a. ) I,. ,. . s .. 

!"tInr ..,. For Waden 

THE ~.,vem_t i. actn-elv comideri,. proposals for 
.~nI'na tcmponry .sallry increases to certain catqo
na of .. pIoy<a In the "'wei income IIfOIIP- A 
3 I nt i ... fro. Ibc '4'kc of the N_R.C-. said 

that following a recent pronouncement by the Chairman 
of the N.R.C .. the Government had decided to appoint 
the Pnces and Incomes Board. representatives of the 
T.V.C-. the Ghana EmplOyers' Association and some 
co-opted distingui .. hcd citizens to carry out urgently a 
general review of salaries and wages. 

Among the terms of reference of the appointed body 
arc the following~ 

• To in\,c<;tigate remuneration and condition~ of 
sen-·ice of all gflildes of personnel in the Public Ser
vices including the Civil Service. the Tcaching 
Service, the Police Service. the Prisons Service .• the 
Fire Sen-·ice and Public Boards and Corporation!, 
and to recommend what changes may be ncces!\ary. 
• To investigate ways and means of bridgin~ the 
gap between the lower and higher income ~roups and 
make appropriate recommendations. 
• To recommend to Government methods of in(ju
cing 'ichool leaven to take to farming and allied 
act wi ties instead of looking for clerical jobs, 

Monday. Augu~ 6 

!\fore Meat Arrives 

THE Ghana Cattle Development Board lest week 
took dcllvery of about 200 tons of frozen mat from 
New Zealand. This was re\·ealcd today by Major 
George Tagoe. head of the military team in charge of 
dIstribution in Greatcr Accra. who called on all agents 
and butcher1 operating cold stores to come forward 
to help in the dic;tribution of the meat. 

He uid that unless the butchers helped in the distribu
tion. the meat might not only go bad but might not 
reach the destinations where it was needed. He added 
that the meat situation would soon be under control 
becau'ie the board had completed .. tudiC'> inl9 the caU5es 
of the present meat shortaaes in the country. 

Tuesday, ADgUSt , 

Hou,ina: IAen for Civil SenliDb 

A press statement isued today by the Offices of the 
N R_C saId that the Government had approved a loan 
scheme for civil ~rvants to enable them build their 
own houc;es The Kheme will be handled by the newly 
cc;tabli:<;hed Bank for HOUSing and Construction and will 
pm\"lde for the granting of loans ranging from ClS.OOO 
to C40.000 at an interest rate of five and a half per 
cent and rerayable over a maximum period of 15 }lear;. 

Acording to the ~tatement the actual amount of the 
loan to be granted in each C3'le will depend on the 
applicant's pel"'\onal circumc;tancc5; and the monthl y 
1nst.11ment to be repaid will be fixed at a ma"timum 
of 15 per cent and a minimum of 10 per cent of the 
ci\'il ··~.r\"3nt's gross emolumenl!J: the statement lidded 
that the actual in .. talment would increase .. ith the 
offi~r's promotions and lOerements. 

To qualify for a loan under the scheme. the offieer 
should have served for a minimum period OJf five yc;lrs 
and the loan advan~ will not exceed 75 per cent of 
the frozen entitlemenu of the officer a, at December 
31. 1971. 

A" ~curity for the loan. sufficient proof should be 
"iven that the officer hal a huiIding rlat at a <Ultahle 
location. or elK. enjol'lt ('Jfficcr'~ entitlement' under 
the So..:iat Seruriry Fund. Further. all officen who 
I'ffei\-e loan. will haw 10 take a mortt3,e pr01eaion 
policy with the State Inruanc:t' Corpm:ation. 
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Editorial 

CO\1\IO"\H\Lnl: ,nTH A'ID REALITY 

A~ any keen ob!\cner of the Common\\-ealth O\er the la'it 
de..:ade \\uuld ha\e noticed, Britain's pre~ent role and stand 
could hardly be foretold about ten year, ago. There was a 
time when CommoO\\cJllh Interesb meant ... omethlng to 
Britain a lime ,\hen one could realistically ')peak of Common· 
wealth rre ... ~ure, and ,\hen ('ommon\\calth solidarity was C)r 

some concern to Brllain. 
It was in part this com:ern that made going into Europ~ 

dimcult for Britain in the Initial stagc~ of the Treat} of Rome: 
Harold \1al'millan found ,orne of the term\ and condition,> 
of entry unal.:c.:cptJ.ble 10 c,om~ C'ommon"ealth member., 
Commonwcalth prc:~,>urc at that time earned some "eight 
With Bntain. It was this t) re of pres~ure to which Britam 
bowed In agreeing 10 Ihe c\pul'lon of South Africa from the 
a ... .,ociation In 1961. Basically. Bntain ~ I.:oncern in the ead} 
'6f~ was to keep the Commonwealth from di',inlcgrating. 
The Bntl'ih Lmplre \\.1'. br.:ing {r;.tn,formed inlo the Common· 
\\calth, and Britain had an interest in mi.llntainlng the Ilnh 
a ... a "a~ or retJlOlng a pO'il·lmpenal aura. Bntish , tale\men 
hclie\cd then , flghtly tlr "rongly, Ihat the Institution of the 
CommoO\\e-Jlth g:l\e Bfltain ... ome presllge and standing in 
the \\0rld. 

11) the late 19(,(1'5 amI carl) 1l)7C},s It \\.a .... bct.:oming mcrea. 
~iOgl) dcar IhJl thc real ha"i~ nf Britain .... po\\cr and pre!.tigc 
in the future ,",ould lie m ncYo. arrangements for British trade. 
Rfltl .. h !iitah:smen h2d ,'orne 10 the condu!.ion that theIr national 
suni\al dcpcndl'd on nc,", arrangement... \\hlCh hi) out~ide the 
Commnn\\cahh and on the continent of Europe. Consequently 
in the la')l fc\\ )ears Bntlsh poilcle:. have become more \elf. 
,'cntrcd, "'J\pla)ing along"lde a pronounced European orient ... 
lion only a mild regard for Common\\.eahh concerns , 

This ne" oncnlalion \\as dear!) manIfested hy \1r. Ed\\ard 
Heath at the C"ommon\\ealth Icade,...' t.:onferem.:e in Singa. 
pore m PHI There \1r. Heath ICI it he "-no\\n Ihat under 
hi') \eadcr)llIp Britain \\.a\ gOIng to l'on:.uh her o \\n Interest.... 
regardlc')') or t.:on\::quenccs for the Common\\ealth In Ihe 
abra\i\c manner \\hich haco t.:ome 10 charaClerl\e hiS pubht.: 
pronounccments, Mr Heath \aid bluntly thai in deciding on 
hn- hcSI mlere\ts, Britam \\a':) "nol gomg '0 be pushell 
Jround". And thIS aU'tude ..... as haaBy surpn .. :ng. commg 
from thiS quarter It must be remembered th;!t It Wa':) '\1r. 
Heath as Lord Pri\y Seal "'ho st:1rteJ negotiatl('tn~ for Sn. 
lain's entry into the Common "'dr~et .• !nd It IS under him a .. 

, 
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Prime Minister that Britain has entered Europe. 
It must be obvious to all that both by real calcu· 
lation and by inclination, Mr. Heath and people 
like him have no particular enthusiasm for the 
Commonwealth, and the earlier African leaders 
took note of this the better. 

Mr. Heath's attitude at the last conference 
of Commonwealth leaders in Ottawa provided 
liu le comfort to those who still have some confi
dence in the organisation. Apart from the Rhode
sian affair and, perhaps, the French nuclear test:; 
in the Pacitic, there were no really explosive issues. 
But what was keeping everybody on tenter-hooks 
was over what issue Mr. Heath was going to 
explode: the expulsion of Asians from Uganda, 
the question of Rhodc<; :a, or even whether Mr. 
Heath was going to la;;;t the whole cOllr':.~ of the 
conference at all, or skip to Cowes to his "Morning 
Cloud" for the Fastnet Races. In the face of these 
subtle threats no efforts were spared to placate Mr. 
Heath , and the result is that after patting one 
another on the back, the leaders dispersed with 
everybody appeased but nothing achieved. 

As far as the African leaders of the Common
wealth are concerned, the single iSliiue most 
capable of stirring the deepest emotions is Rho
desia, which Britain claims to be her responsi
bility. And yet when proposals on the subject 
were made. Mr. Heath defiantly retorted that he 
would not be told how Britain should discharge 
her responsibility. Despite the su pport that the 
African leaders got from their counterparts in the 
"white Commonwealth", the conference came 
out with a vague communique which does not 
commit Britain to any change of policy and which 
is therefore acclaimed by British officials as a 
considerable victory for Mr. Heath . 

What is plain from all this is that Europe
oriented Britain is unresponsive to the old style 
of Commonwealth pressu re ; it is therefore im
perative for Africans to change their attitudes 
towards Britain as the sf'nior partner in the Com
monwealth. This, of cours'!, is not to SlY that we 
should sever all links with Britain. It is sti ll possib le 
to draw on what is left of Britain's goodwill in 
maLters like Common Market negotiations , where 
Britain 's own interests a re not essentially in 
confli ct with African interests . Mr. Heath himself 
gave this undertaking in Singapore and has rei
terated it in Ottawa. The Times of London 
reported in its 15th August issue a bold stand 
taken by Sir Christopher Soames, the European 
Commissioner responsible for external relations, 
in defence of the interests of sugar producers in the 
develo ping Commonwealth countries whose eco
nOlmes ~re dependent on the European market, 
Jgainst Ih~ strictures of the French Minister of 

Agriculture. This must be seen as a 
that promise of support. 

But whatever us~ we can make or I 

goodwill must be governed by the ordinary 
of trade relations and diplomlcy, bas'!d on 
and hard-headed bargaining. What this 
that we have to adjust our thinking and 
orientation by shedding certain emotional ,nit'" 
and habits which Britain's pres'!nt position 
concerns have rendered rather pointless. 
reapprais::li is particularly us:ful at this time 
francophone African countries are also 
their relationships With, and dependence 
France. It is high time we in Africa abandoned 
emotional attachment to fruitless imp:rial 
with all their humiliating paternalism and 
nising, and s:"juarely faced the harsh realities of 
contemporary world of hard-headed 
and national self-interest. 

It is this new realism , and only this. that 
strengthen the moves being made by Africans 

approach the enlarged European c~;::~l 
and provide the basis for a mature a 
the problems of the African continent. 

Law and Society 

"NO COURT!" 

By 
Legal Correspondent 

IN the Matter of the Republic v the 

Military Tribunai,Ex Parte G. K. A. 'f~~:~Ar::I~ 
and Charles Adu-Boateng, Mr. Justice Abban 
on a preliminary objection, that a 
Tribunal is an inferior court and that 
the High Court has supervisory jurisdiction 
it. For some reason t.he national newspapers 
not report this ruling in spile of antecedent 
licity they had given to the proceedings. 

Later Mr. Justice Abban refused to grant 
application for an order of certiorari to 

Military Tribunal, and the applicants' a~;;~ 
from his decision is now pending before the ( 
of Appeal. 

AboLlt three weeks ago the N.R.C. 
the Subversion (Amendment) (No.2) 
1973, N.R.CO. 191 , to exclude the supeniiso~ 
jurisdiction of the Superior Courts over Milita 
Tribunals established under Section 4 of 
Subversion Decree (N.R.C.O. 90). BecaUSf 
of (he importance orthis Decree we quote it in full 
It provides that 





, 
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No Court shall entertain any action or pro
ceedings whatsoever for the purpose of question· 
iog any decision, judgment, findings, order or 
proceedings of any Military Tribunal convened 
under this section (Section 4 of N.R.C.D. 90); 
and for the removal of doubts, no Court shall 
entertain any application for an order or writ in 
the nature of habeas corpus, certiorari, manda· 
mus, prohibition or quo warranto in respect 
of any decision, judgment, findings, order or 
proceedings of any such tribunal. 

The scope of this short decree is wide indeed, 
but it is not unique in the history of the common 
law. On several occasions in England, as well as 
in many other common law jurisdictions, the 
supervisory jurisdiction of the courts has been 
excluded or restricted by statute in matters to 
which the acts related ; but these were mainly 
non-criminal matters. S.20 of the Couns Act, 
1971 (Act 372), passed by the parliamenl of lhe 
Second Republic also sought to exclude the super
visory jurisdiction of the High Court over military 
courts and tribunals, but, as Mr. Justice Abban 
held in Ex parte Orosu~Amaah! that provisi on 
was of no effect since it was incompatible with 
Act. 114 of the constitution which is still in force. 

Why the Difference? 

Although N.R.C.D. 191 is ~ot unique, it raises 
several questions which the government sho uld 
consider. N.R.CD. 191 does not exclude the 
supervisory jurisdiction of the High Court over 
all military tribunals - only over tribunalS" est
ablished under N.R.C.O. 90 to try cases of sub
version. Thus a person tried by an ordinary 
general court-martial can appeal and can apply 
for a prerogative writ 10 protect his interests. 
Both tribunals are military tribunals under the 
Armed Forces Act, 1962 (Acl 105), except lhal 
an ordinary general court-martial cannot try 
persons not subject to military discipline. 

But if, say, a soldier is charged with mutiny 
and is tried by an ordinary court-martial, he 
can appeal to the Court-Martial of Appeal and 
seek the protection of the High Court against, for 
instance, excess of jurisdiction or infringements 
of the principles of natural justice. If he is tried by 
a tribunal under N.R.C.O. 90 he does not have 
any such rights. Why should there be any such 
difTerence? 

The jurisdiction of tribunals established under 
N.R.C.D. 90 is in most cases concurrent with 
those of the High Court, a Circuit Court, or a 
District Court. S.4(2) of N.R.C.D. 90 provides 
that where any person does any act which cons
titutes an offence under the decree, as well as 

I 

under any enactment, the Attorney-General may 
direct in writing tbat he shall be proceeded agajQlt 
and tried under the other enactment and such 
direction shall have effect accordingly. Thus if a 
person commits an act which could be treason 
under the Criminal Code the Attorney-General 
can direct that he should be tried by the High Court 
in which case he will be tried by the High Court 
constituted by three judges, with the right to 
appeal to the full Bench of the Court of Appeal 
constituted by five judges. If he is tried under 
N.R.C.O. 90, he will have no right of appeal. 

Again a person charged with stealing cocoa, 
diamond or gold can, on the direction of the 
Attorney-General, be tried by the High Court. 
a Circuit Court or District Court. In all thest 
cases he can appeal to the highest court in the 
country, and jf he is tried by a Circuit Court 
or a District Court, the High Court can exercise 
supervisory jurisdiction over it. If he is tried 
under N.R.CD. 90 he has no such rights. 

Victim Has No Remedy 

Except where an offence i~ capital both under 
N.R.CO. 90 and under the Criminal Code, a 
person tried under N.R.CO. 90 stands in greater 
danger of a long sentence. The minimum sentence 
for a non-capital offence under N.R.C.D. 90, e.g. 
stealing funds intended for the purchase of cocoa. 
is fifteen years and the maximum thirty years. 
If he is tried by an ordinary court under the 
Criminal Code the maximum sentence is 25 years 
imprisonment, and the court can impose any 
sentence commensurate with the gravity of the 
offence. This may be a fine, a day's imprisonment. 
some years imprisonment, but not more than 
25 years. Yet the person who is in danger of a 
severe mlDlmum sentence has no right of appeal 
and no right to seek the protection of the High 
Court. 

Under N.R.CO. 191 a military tribunal es.tabll
shed under N.R.CO. 90 can do anything without 
any judicial censure. ft can wrongly detain any
body because babeas corpus does not lie; exceed 
or abuse its powers or infringe the principles of 
natural justice because certiorari or prohibition 
does not lie; refuse to do what it is bound to do 
because mandamus does not lie; or apply the 
wrong law, convict on insufficient evidence. 
exclude the rules of procedure or of evidence 
because an appeal does not lie to a higher court 
Under it there can be an arrest, trial in camera 
(or no trial at all), and execution within a matter 
of a few minutes or hours; and the poor victim 
has no remedy. It is irrelevant that a senten~ 

of a military tribunal is subject to confirmation 
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for the rights and freedoms of otbers and 
for the public interest, to each and all of 
the following, that is to say. 

(a) life, liberty, security of the person, the 
protection of the Jaw aDd unimpeded 
access to the courts of law; and 

(b) freedom of conscience, of expression and 
of assembly aDd association; and 

(c) protection for the privacy of his home, 
correspondence and other property, and 
from deprivation of property without 
compensation .... 

Provisions solemnly entrenched in a constitution 
are expected to be respected, and all laws and all 
acts of the government should nol be incompatible 
in letter or spirit with such fundamental Jaws. 
And even jf one only looked at the words ofleaders 
and governments one would think they would do 
nothing contrary to the solemn declarations of 
constitutions they themselves either imposed or 
helped to enact. 

One of the most passionate affirmations of faith 
in freedom was made by Kwame Nkrumah in 
Chapter 6, p. 50 of his book, Africa Must Unite. 
He wrote : 

It is my deep conviction that all peoples wish 
to be free, and that the desire for freedom is 
rooted in the soul of everyone of us. A people 
long subjected to foreign domination, however, 
does not always find it easy to translate that wish 
into action. Under arbitrary rule, people are apt 
to become lethargic; their senses are dulled. 
Fear becomes the dominant force in their lives ; 
fear of breaking the law, fear of punitive mea· 
sures which might result from an unsuccessful 
attempt to break loose from their shackles. 
Those who lead the struggle for freedom must 
break through this apathy and fear. They must 
give expression to the universal longing to be 
free, They must strengthen the people's faith 
in themselves. and encourage them to take part 
in the freedom struggle .. 

At the tune Nkrumah wrote these words in 1963, 
hundreds of people were languishing in our prisons 
without trial because they dared to disagree with 
his regime; the fear of imprisonment and the 
ubiquitous Security Sen'ice and the Special Branch 
had reduced Ghanaians into painful silence; fear 
had become the dominant force in the lives of 
Ghanaians; and they had become lethargic, their 
senses dulled. And we ha\'e remained in this 
pathetic state since then. It is a long time since 
Ghanaians sang the Song of Freedom 

The N.L.C. which overthrew Nkrumab', 
told Ghanaians and the whole world that ODe 

of their coup d'etat was to restore the lost 
of Ghanaians. Although they eventually 
their promise by returning Ghana to civihaa 
under an elaborate democratic constitution, 
decrees passed and certain acts done by 
maintained the fear and apathy which had 
created under Nkrumah. Among such 
were N.L.C. D. 92 (Prohibition 

0.93 (which strengthened the 28-day ruleeJl:
b
; ,~~~ 

D. 131 which created the new offence of Sl 

and for the first time made civilians amenable 
lhe jurisdiction of military tribunals, and 
ex post fact. laws. 

Dr. K. A. Busia was one of the foremost and 
persuasive advocates for democracy in 
Yet he did not hesitate to shout "No coun, 
court" when a decision of the Surpreme Court 
against the government; to dissolve the T 
when that organisation opposed some of 
economic measures; or to ban any activities wl~ 
might lead to the revival of the c.P.P. 

TelliDg the Facts? 

On assuming power the N.R.C. accused 
Busia regime of failure to honour the 1::U.~:'~ 
tution , e.g. by failing to appoint an Ir 
by the arbitrary dismissal of public servants, 
by interfering with the judiciary in many wa,. 
At his first press conference on 17th January, 
Col. Acheampong promised that the N.R.C. wo~ 
"endeavour at all times to tell the facts to 
people of Ghana", It appeared that a new era 
freedom had dawned. Yet since then we have 
the Newspaper Licensing Decree, a Prohibition 
Rumours Decree, and an ex post facto 
Decree under which has been established 
tribunals whose decisions and conduct cannot 
challenged. 

All our governments have sought to justify 
enactment of illiberal and repressive laws, on 
grounds of national security. They have p:;~~~~ 
their abiding faith in freedom, but, so they , 
they had no choice but to act strongly when 
country was threatened by the machinations 
imperialists, subversive elements, criminals. 
InIC saboteurs and 
They always assured us that repressive laws 
to deal with particular situations were only 
porary and that as soon as the situation 
the laws would be repealed. But most of 
"temporary" laws have remained on our statut 
book, and if the past is any guide they will remai 
and more may be added. 
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There has been a tendency in this country to 
resort to panicky. ad hoc solutions which have 
seriously undermined some of the most cherished 
values of our society. have largely rendered hollow 
the national motto of "Freedom and Justice", 
have created fear and apathy, and caused undue 
hardship to people. This "panic element" runs 
through many of the penal laws passed in ihis 
country since independence. 

In 1958 the government passed the Preventive 
Detention Act. The ostensible aim of this notorious 
and obnoxious law was to enable the government 
to take decisive measures for the defence of the 
country and safeguard its security and its external 
relations. It however became a naked and brutal 
instrument of political suppression. No act did 
more harm to the liberties of Ghanaians than the 
P.D.A. The country has not recovered from the 
harm done. It created a new political atmosphere, 
wherein governments have ruled by threats and 
reprisals rather than with the co·operation and free 
participation of the people; engendered such 
bitterness tbat it is not likely that victims of the 
c.P.P. repression will ever be reconciled with the ex:· 
members of that party; and created such apathy 
and fear that Ghanaians have since lost the will 
and the courage to criticise their governments, 
or to openly condemn injustices perpetrated by 
governments and public officers. 

Laws Intended to Suppress 

Legal purists may argue that the P.D.A. was 
not strictly speaking a penal statute since imprison· 
ment under the act did not follow a conviction by 
a competen" court. But in the minds of laymen 
it was the harshest "penal" statute ever passed 
by aoy government in this country. 

Not content with this the Nkrumah regime 
passed other acts which were obviously intended 
to suppress opposition and any criticism of the 
government. In 1959, following the Granville 
Sharp Commission, the government announced 
its intention (1) to amend the law of treason; 
(2) to review the sca le of punishments for sedition, 
and to bring the law of sedition in Ghana into line 
with modern requirements; (3) to amend the law 
which pun ishes the making of false statements; 
(4) to strengthen considerably the powers of the 
police to investigate crimes against the state; and 
(5) to enable the National Assembly to discipline 
its members, e.g. by expulsion. (An amendmenl to 
the P.D.A. in 1959 automatically disqualified any 
person detained under the P.D.A. from being a 
member of parliament, and deprived him of 
government pensions, etc.) 

One of these laws, the law of treason. 
needed revision. The law of treason in the ri~:~ 
Code Ordinance (Cap. 9 of the Gold I 

(Revision)) was based on the United 
Treason laws of from 1351 to 1848. It was vague 
many places and was based on concepts of 
giance which were not applicable in 
But the law ofseditioD was adequate; perhaps 
than adequate, to deal with any seditious 

The government carried out its intention 
passing the Treason Act 1959, the Sedition 
1959, Offences Against the State Act 
Reports) No.37 of 1959, and other laws whic~ 
in the follow ing year were incorporated into 
new Criminal Code (Act 29), (see Ss. 
or the Criminal Procedure Code. 

'V A New Definition 

On the whole the new law of treason was 

objectionable, except S.180 (I )(a) which ~::~~ 
that a person is guilty of treason who .. 
or endeavours to overthrow tbe Government 
unlawful means". The nature of the 
is not defined or indicated. The word 
in criminal statutes is so vague that one 
authority on Criminal Law, Dr. Glanville 
has suggested that generally the best i'lltelrpn,1 
tat ion of it is that it is surplus and does 
restrict the statutory definition of the actus re .. " 
(Glanville Williams: Criminal Law, Tbe Gel .... 
Part, pp.28-29). The new definition of treason 
Art.20, Clause 16 of the Constitution of the 
Republic did not contain any such I 

Treason under this Article consists in levying 
against Ghana, attempting by force of arms 
other violent means to overthrow the organs 
government and conspiring, participating in 
inciting any such attempt. 

Tn the case of sedition the objections are stron 
Before 1959 the maximum sentence for 
was two years or ~200.00 fine for a first 
Under the new law the sentence is at least 
years "unless the Court finds that the offence "3t 
trivial or that there are special 
relating to the offence or the offender which 
render its application unjust"; and the m3IXiinumi 
sentence under the 1959 Act, fifteen years, was nn" 1 
reduced to ten years. The new law also 
a Dew type of seditious libel which the Court 
Appeal (per Anin J.S.C. and Archer J,A,) I 

Mensah Gyimah v the Republic described 
peculiar to Ghana. This peculiar seditious libel I 

now S.183 (II )(g) which provides that "an inten· 
tion shall be taken to be seditious if it is an inten· 
tion falsely to accuse any public officer of Mis· 
conduct in the exercise of his official duties. know· 
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assessors was excluded. The division was consti
tuted by a presiding judge and two other mem
bers. The judgment of the court was read by the 
president of the court and no dissenting opinion 
was allowed to be made pUblic. There was no 
appeal from a decision of the Special Court. 

The debate in parliament on the bill makes 
interesting reading. Mr. Kwaku Boateng, then 
Minister of Interior and Local Government, 
introducing the bill said: 

How could it ever be imagined that a Bill set
ting up a Court seeks to do away with the hard 
won liberties of our countrymen? The Govern
ment of Ghana believe that the establishment 
of this Court augurs well for the future, for 
in it lie the seeds of the true welfare of the 
people of Ghana. That this is so will soon 
be clear. But who is here that believes that 
our Government, presided over by K warne 
Nkrurnah, who is constitutional in all his 
deeds, so wise and kind as he has always 
been, representing at this moment the great 
party, the Convention People's Party, which 
is established in the cause of African Inde
pendence and Freedom, could create a system 
of Court (sic) offensive to our motto: Free
dom and Justice? What can be more mons
trous than that we, dedicated to the cause of 
freedom, could establish a Court to Critter 
away the civil liberties of the subjects of the 
Republic? It is my contention, Sir, that any
body who makes a statement to cast a shadow 
of doubt on the meaning of the Bill should 
forever be considered the most insidious 
enemy of our country. Parliamentary 
Debates, Vo1.25, 10/10-3/11/61). 

It was Mr. K waku Boateng who after the 1966 
coup coined the now famous phrase, "gaping 
sycophants". Perhaps he said all that be said 
about this bill with his tongue in his cheek, in 
gaping sycophancy. He also said, "Jurists and 
legal histodans may weigh the merits of this Bill. 
It is their duty". 

But there were some members of parliament 
who immediately gave their adverse judgment. 
These were members of the remnants of the oppo
sition United Party: Mr. Dombo, Mr. Adama, 
Mr. Abayifa Karbo and Mr. Jatoe Kaleo. On this 
occasion, they were joined and led in the attack on 
the bill by Mr K.A. Gbedemah, who had just 
recently left the government. Mr. Gbedemah spoke 
as Danton did on his way to the gujlJotine: 
"Robespierre, it will be your turn next". After 
reminding members how the P.D.A., passed in 
all sincerity "so that those who would revolt and 
not go through the ballot box to overthrow the Go-

vernment might be prevented from doing SO 
had become an "instrument of terror". be warned. 
"Today, we may think that aLI is well, it is Dot 

my turn, it is my brother's turn, but your turn will 
come sooner than later (Hear, hear). Your turn will 
come sooner than later." (Ibid, Col. 43). This was 
Mr. Gbedemah's last speech in the 1961 Parliament; 
he soon went into exile. His words were prophetk. 
at least as far as Messrs. Adamafio, Aka Adjei. 
and Crabbe-all leading members of the c.P.P._ 
were concerned. 

Mr. Adamafio's own contribution to the debate 
on the bill lived to haunt him two years later. 
Then Minister of Information and Broadcasting. 
he said at Col. 66: 

, 
We know that people in this country sometlme$ 
believe that because there are technlcalities in 
the law they can do what they Like and go free. 
Somebody may steal something and yet tbe 
law may set him free; somebody may kill and 
yet be set free by the Courts. And when ODe 

looks at all these things, one is tempted to ask. 
"is this justice?" In the law courts we do nol 
get justice, we get law. It is justice that we want 
and that is what is going to be created. 

Specially Selected Jwy 

In the following, year, 1962, Mr. Adamafio and 
• others were detained in connection with the 
KUlungugu bomb explosion. In 1963, he and four 
others, R.B. Otchere, Yaw Manu, Ako Adjei and 
Kofi Crabbe, were tried by the Special Court on 
charges of treason. After a lengthy trial the court. 
in an exhaustive, long judgment, convicted 
Otchere and Yaw Manu (both members of the 
u.P.) but acquitted Adamafio, Ako Adjei and Kofi 
Crabbe (aU members of the C.P.P.). The people 
(or so the c.P.P. and government said) were angry. 
"In the courts we do not get justice, we get law .... 
The people wanted "justice" to be done. After 
a campaign of vilification against the courts, the 
dismissal of the Chief Justice and the other two 
judges, Van Lare and Akufo-Addo J,J.S.C., 
parliament passed a new Criminal Procedure 
(Amendment) Act, 1963 (Act 223). 

Under the new law the composition of the 
Special Court was changed. The court now was 
constituted. by a judge appointed by the Chief 
Justice in consultation with the President, and a 
jury of 12 specially selected from the register of 
voters. (The ordinary jury in Ghana then (as now) 
consisted of 7 persons selected from a list drawn 
up by the District Court.) No appeal from a 
decision of the court was allowed but the President 
was given power, if he deemed it in the public 
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1971 
!Z 

978,075 
4,765,710 

5,743,785 
922,000 

11,035,586 

17.701.371 

4,542,789 

13,158,582 

144,020 

13,302,602 

13,254,000 
5,959 

42,643 

13,302,602 

9,154,782 

Note 

3 

AGRICULTURA 
Balance Sheet At 31st December, 1972 

Assets Other than Fixed Assets 

Cash in Hand and Balances with other Banks 
Bills available for redi~ount .. 

Total Liquid Assets 
Investments • • 

Loans. Advances and Other Accounts 

Less: Current Liabilities 

. . · . 
· . . . 

· . 

•• 

Current Deposit and Other Accounts including other Reserves 

Fixed Assets 
Premises, Motor Vehicles and Equipment at Cost less Depreciation 

Financed as [01l0w5 :-
I Stated Capital 

Capital Reserve 
General Reserve Fund 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. .. 

.. .. 

18,249, 

18,51 

18,451.0 
5,\ 

58,r 

18,515. 

4 Guarantees and Indemnities, etc .. for account of customers (and 
Customers' Liability thereror) 7,39)) 

E. N. AFFUL .. CHAIRMAN 

NANA KODWO ANOMAKO III DIRECTOR 

E. M. K. AlDAM .. .. .. .. DIRECTOR 

The above accounts are in agreement with the books and returns. In our opinion the books have been p 

the information and explanations we required. 

In our opinion the accounts comply with the Agricultural Development Bank Act. 1965 as amell 

the Bank as at 3 J st December, J 972. 
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Observer Notebook 

Peace in Indo-China 

ViETNAM was the most famous (or infamous) 
of the militarist adventures of American imperia
lism in the Far East. So horrific were the atrocities 
perpetrated in that war that sight tended to be 
lost of other theatres of war in the same region, 
such as Laos and Cambodia. For all of these 
beleaguered peoples, 1973 must be accounted a year 
of grace, a year in which the brutal intruder 
from across the seas was finally compelled to 
withdraw its forces. 

The Congress of the U.S.A. must be congra
tulated for the tenacity with which it forced the 
Nixon administration to halt the bombing of 
Cambodia last week. Like the Vietnamese 
before them, the people of Cambodia have passed 
through an epoch in which a self-invited "helper" 
has mercilessly bombed village and hamlet. 
Sometimes, "by mistake", friendly villages have 
not been spared the horrors of napalm and other 
bombs! Yet the struggle could have been managed 
very well by the Cambodians without outside 
intervention. 

Now that the aggressive forces of the U.S.A. 
have finally been shown the door, the Observer 
hopes that sanity will prevail and the U.S.A. will 
relinquish all pretensions to being the policeman 
of the world. That role can be better played by 
the U.N, and by the regional groupings that have 
become a feature of international politics in 
recent decades. This means that , should conflict 
arise in the Far East, it should be the job of ol1ly 
tbe U.N. and the countries of that area to contain 
it and find a solution to it. In the case of Africa, 
the appropriate agencies should be the O.A.V. 
and the U.N. The super powers do themselves a 
great deal of long-term harm by plunging feet 
first into conflicts that do nol endanger their 
vital interests, thus leaving behind them a catalogue 
of sad memories, maimed peoples, and shattered 
economies. 

The Obsencr believes that the peoples of the 
Far East are quite capable of managing their 
affairs, and that the U.S.A. should concentrate on 
clearing up the Watergate Affair, using the 
opportunity to clean up its political machine of 
the endemic corruption and chicanery which has 
often been detected there but which is now 
becoming public property for the first time. 

As the guns stop booming in the Far East, the 
peace· hungry world hopes that a fool-proof settle· 
ment plan will evolve so that territories and peoples 

whose lives have been overshadowed by war 
and the threat of war for over one generation 
wil1 now get some weU-earned rest and utilize 
their resources towards the creation of happiness 
for themselves and for succeeding generations. 

The world has had enough of self-appointed 
gendarmes. Far from ensuring peace, they have 
endangered the very survival of the human ract 
beyond tolerable limits, and must DOW submit 
themselves to the judgment of mankind. As the 
aggressors withdraw, they need to be reminded 
that peace is not merely the absence of war. They 
should advise themselves on this matter, and stay 
the hand of the ill-fated accomplices they are 
leaving behind. 

-----

To Those Wbo Have .... 

THE government's recent announcement about 
granting loans ranging from \215,000 to \240,(0) 
to civil servants for building their own houstl 
caused no little surprise to ordinary workers, 
farmers and unemployed people in Ghana. This 
surprise was occasioned by the government's own 
avowed dedication to the objective of bridging the 
gap (of income, privileges and fringe benefitsJ 
between the two classes in our society. Indeed, 
as in the case of the restoration of car maintenance 
a1Jowances after the demise of the Busia regime. 
the common people have cause to suspect that this 
recent action was prompted by intensive lobbying 
by the would-be beneficiaries of this scheme. 
According to tbe repayment terms, which a local 
daily has helpfully computed, this scheme cannot 
benefit more than a handful of citizens and is 
therefore biased in favour of a numerical minority. 

This objection on the grounds of the narrow 
focus of the scheme is serious. Right from the time 
when we fought for independence, the people of 
Ghana and of other dependent territorries wert 
urged to condemn the privileges that the colonial 
masters had arrogated to themselves. One of tht 
bases for the fight for national independence wa~ 
therefore a search for a more equitable social order. 
Sad to say, most newly-independent countries 
have merely continued the colonial scheme of 
things, with a tiny elite stepping into the shoes 
of the departing colonialists. It is true that the 
ordinary people have derived some benefits from 
independence. However, such benefits are under
mined by policy measures such as tbe one under 
discussion. The problem is this: should the govern· 
ment concentrate on the legitimate needs and 
aspirations of the majority, or on providing the 
comforts of a tiny minority? 
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Now, it needs to be pointed out to the current 
editor of the Ghanaian Times and to those who 
think like him that the fundamental liberties 
of speech, assembly, movement, etc., are Dot 
privileges which anybody in power gives to 
citizens out of the kindness of his heart ; they 
are basic human rights which citizens enjoy as 
of right. Under certain circumstances and pretexts 
tbese rights may be curtailed, suspended or 
suppressed. but under normal circumstances when 
a government resists the temptation of tampering 
with any of these freedoms it is not doing anybody 
any special favour; it is only recognising the basic 
rights of people to live and act as thinking human 
beings. To call on the government, therefore, to 
ban a paper simply because one happens to 
disagree with the views expressed therein is not 
only mischievous ; it betrays ignorance of what 
basic human rights are all about. And an editor 
who advocates a diminution of the freedom of 
speech is a disgrace to his profession. 

The history of this country shows that people 
who create an atmosphere of insecurity, in the 
secret hope that others will be affected, sooner 
or later fall victim to their own creations and 
devices. When will people learn that things are oot 
funny simply because they are happening to 
somebody else? " Dog don 't eat dog", they say: 
one would have thought that this wise counsel 
had currency even in the arcane world of Ghanaian 
journalism! 

We of the Obsener trust that the government 
will not be misled by the misguided ze"l and 
malicious sycophancy that engendered tbis call. 
It is in the government's own interest not only 
to tolerate but to freely accept a free press as a 
means of feeling publ ic opinion and gathering 
ideas. We hope that the government will display 
maturity by contemptuously ignoring such a 
brainless display of misconceived enthusiasm, 
revolutionary or otherwise. 

BE ABREAST WITH THE 

TIMES, READ THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

VACANT POSTS 

The Legon Observer has vacancies for an 
ministrative Assistant, a Clerk Grade 
and Two Proof·reader/Canvassas on its 
blishmeot. Candidates who have the a~: 
priate qualifications should apply C4 

to the Secretary, Legon Society on 
Affairs, P.O. Box II, Legon, by 3rd epteml 
1973, mentioning the names and addresses 
three persons to whom reference may be 
for an assessment of their character 
ability. 

I. Administrative Assistant (Scale: 
80 - 1850) 
Duties: General supervision of 

office and staff, covering adJmi"is4 
tralive and accounting duties. 

Qualifications Candidates must pa:~se,~ 
the minimum qualification of 
W.A. School Certificate or 
equivalent, must have had a min 
mum of 3 years experience in 
supervisory position and 
show clear evidence of ability 
initiative in this regard. Ability 
type and to take shorthand will 
an advantage, as will a kD,ayvle,d, 
of accounts. 

2, Clerk Grade One (Scaie:$2!060x4()' 
Duties Various duties as may be r~,~~::~~ 

in an editorial office. In a, 
the clerk will be expected 
conduct routine 
on his own initiative. 

Qualificatios Candidates must 
tbe minimum qualification of 
W.A. School Certificate or 
equivalent, be able to type at 
rate of 40 w.p.m. and take short 
hand at the rate of 100 
and must possess a ce,'1 
that effect issued by the 
of the Government 
School. 

3. Proof-reader/Canvasser Grade ODe 
$2840 x 30-1140+ 4 % 

Duties: To canvass for 
and perform 
under the di'r ection 
staff. 

Qualifications Candidates must 
the minimum qualification of 
W.A. School Certificate, and ha-l 
some experience of nt~~r.~~ 
work and advertisement 
slOg. 

4. Proof·reader/Canv8sser Grade Two 
Ie: $2700 x 30 - 880+ 4 % coal mil 
sion) 

Duties As for (3) above, 
QualifieatioDS As for (3) above, save 

candidates need not have pre"ie,. 
working experience. 
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Letters 
Nalional Strvice 

SIR- In mid-July there was an official statement that 
with effect from September 1973, there would be a 
national service scheme for diplomates and fresh gra
duates from the three universities and other higher 
Institutions in the country. Under the scheme, those 
concerned would be required to serve for one year in 
anyone of the following fields : Education, Health , 
local Government. Agriculture, Youth Programmes, 
Co-operatives, etc. According to the statement, emphasis 
would be placed on ruml service and that anybody who 
failed 10 respond to tbe call would be liable to punish
ment. 

Since thi.. announcement was made, there has been 
no stifi opposition to the scheme partly because, it 
appears, such a scheme is long overoue since those 
who arc to serve under the scbeme arc the beneficiaries 
of free higher education and partly because, and this 
is more important, the move for the scheme emanated 
from the student body in Gbana. 

Laudable as the !>cheme may be, 1 would like to 
sound a note of caution with regard to its implemen
tation. It seems there has been no serious preparation 
for the implementation of the national service scheme. 
Planning may only have started following the favoura
ble public reaction to the official statement. This means 
that planning may not be complete by the time those 
concerned arc to begin the service. Without proper 
planmng , the scheme which is meant for rural service 
will end up with participants working in the urban 
areas since there may be no planne(J projects to be 
undertaken in the rural areas. One will expect that 
realistic projects in tune with our needs will be planned 
in the most appropriate areas so that by the end of one 
year the Servicc Scheme will make some clear impact 
on the rural area!!. 

If the government has not planned properly now for 
this important project. tben I will suggest tbal 
Its implementation be deferred to next year when every
tbing may be executed according to plan. J can envisage 
a situation where everybody will become frustrated 
because of lack of proper planning which will engender 
public criticism. The result will be that this lauda· 
ble scheme will be shelved like the military training 
for students. 

Public ServiceJl1 Workers Union 
Hall of Trade UoiOD!l 
P.O. Box 70J 
A<mo 

P. B. Artbiabab 

"Capitalism, Socia'tism and Oh:ma" - A Rcjoiooer 

SIR- The article written by your political correspon
dent on the abo\c tOpiC (L.O. Vol vrn/ IS) is certainly 
worth reading : however some of his observa tions 
cannot stand close scrutiny. 

Busia's Rural Development: far from being hel(tension 
of more social services and infrastructure to the runl 
farming community" , it can be considered a complete 
waste of the country's resources in a bid to achieve 
cheap political popularity in the rural areas. How else 
can onc explainthe haste with which these miniature 
... ater and electric plants were scattered all over the 

CO,un,try? Most of these plants even at the ti..mo of ca.. 
mlSSlOnlng could not satisfy half the needs of ... 

. I ~.--mumty. et alone form the basis of any rural ......... _ 
or infrastructure. r-.. .... 

Business Promotion under N.L,C, and SUlia: thi 
was certainly building up the wrong type of "loca~ 
class of capitalists", In a socialist country one must 
be very selective in allowing private partiripalioa 
M~st of ~e people w~o became businessmen under tbe 
saId BUSiness Promotion act were tither importen or 
manufacturers of almost finished products. What is the 
sense in a government ordering equipment for a IOvern. 
ment agency through a private businessman who utes 
government (i.e. borrowed) money, and makes a b. 
profit at the end of the day? One wourd expect the.1 
government would allow private participation mostly in 
primary activities, such as fanning, production of baic 
raw materials, manufacturing, using basic raw mate
rials, etc., and progressively aUowing efficient one. to 
enter more sensitive areas. 

P.O. Box 4N 
Koforidua 

The Logistic P'bnG 

S. 8oefo AWo 

SlR- The prescnt administration will go down in hi" 
tory as the government which could not stomach indll
ciency, or signs thereof, such as lateness, waste, pilfer. 
ing, and 50 on, and whose officers never hesitated to 
apply stem corrective measures. What I am not certain 
of is whether this government also believes in equal 
punishment for equal shortcomincs. FOT example. civi
lians have been drilled, beaten up, sacked from their 
jobs, and humiliated for minor offences of inefficiency 
Yet, fOT one of the most glaring failures of this military 
government, namely the fiasco of the Logistics Com
mitte, we aro infonnci:1 only of the suspension of the 
committee and the institution of an investigating body 
which is going "to look into it" in camera. 

Will somebody tell me why the soldiers and officen 
of the suspended committee should not be drilled as atI 

interim measure, pending the work of the comnuttee 
of enquiry1 After all, civilians bave suffered morc for 
less, and the misconi:l.uct which is alleged agamst them 
is far more serious, since the officers are agents of the 
redemption revolution. 

c/o P.O. Box M.37 
Acero 

lobo Ami"" 

Wbo Really Need!! Help? 

SIR- It IS really welcome news that the government bas 
embarked on a scheme to help certain categories of 
workers to build houses. But much as I appreciate the 
good ge~ture, J am inclined to think that the govern
ment is rathcr helping the fortunate few at the top to 
get two or more houses because most of these people 
who realiSlically qualify for the loans or their wive. 
ha,,'e houses already. FurthennoTe these same people 
can easily secure loans from any commercial institu
tion. The government ~bould rather come down to 
earth to help the really ,,'ering worked. that is thO!IC 
under C2,000,00 per annum. 

• J. 8. iF:. .... • .. .,.· 
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5. Was the School of Administration in any way 
involved with the ABCE1 

6. Who gave the students the assurance that they 
could enter tbe School of Administration if the.y 
passed the ABCE? How was he able to arrive at 
such a promise? 

7. Who decides and establishes tbe admission reo 
quirements to (a) the University? 

(b) the various 'departments in the 
universities? 

8. If a conflict should arise between the general 
university entry requirements and the departmen
tal entry requirements how is such a conflict 
resolved? 

9, rs it not possible fOf the University to resolve 
such conflicts internally rather than exposing in
efficient and inadequate communication and COOf

dination systems within the University to the 
public? 

Wrong PremiSe 
The University of Ghana's great concern over the 

quality of business education in the country is greatly 
appreciated. However, its attitude towards business 
courses needs qualification. The question of whether 
or not ABCE is narrow basea and hence inadequate 
for admission to the University is highly debatable. 
Most of the examples and analogies cited by Mr. 
Daniel are either inappropriate or far fetched. 

In <>.s much as the writers would want to desist 
from quest:oning the competence of any individual or 
organization in the University, tbey would strongly 
recommend that people avoid issuing authoritative 
statements in fields of study to which they might 
not have been reasonably well exposoo. ]t is about 
time people realized that commerce is a very broad 
and complicated field of study with several well 'defined 
and organized fields of concentration. 

The dichotomy between biology for medicals, English 
{or medicals, meaical physics, and pharmaceutical che
mistry as sixth form preparation for medical students, 
and accounting, finance, quantitative methods, and 
management as sixth form preparation for students 
wishing to enter the School of Administration as both 
being narrow based, for example, is not very correct. 
The right dichotomy would appear to be: 

English for medicals v English for accountants 
Medical physics v Accounting mathematics 
Pharmaceutical 

chemistry v Accounting law 
Biology {or medicals v Management accounting. 

Furthermore, the School of Administration, to a large 
extent, is a conglomeration of departments of learning 
or knowledge in the University just as the Faculties of 
Science, Social Studies, and Arts are conglomerations 
of departments of knowledge in the University. 

If a student offers any three of Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics, Geology in the sixth form and enters the 
Faculty of Science to study those same subjects, or 
offers any three of Economics, Geography, History, and 
Government (Political Science) and enters the Faculty 
of Social Studies to study those same subjects; or any 
three of Latin. Greek, English, Religion, and French 
an'd enters the Faculty of Arts to study those same 
subjects, he would Dol be accused of unnecessary early 
specialization. Yet what the University statement is 
trying to imply is that if a student should present 
any three of the following subjects. for ex..-nple, 

Accounting, Finance. Business Communication 
Quantitative Methods, he should not be 
into the University because he would have 
his area of specialization too early in the 
hierarchy. Tbe validity of such an assertion IS 

doubtful. 
In the first place, if a stu'dent selects 

• 

subjects" in the sixth form there is no reason why be 
should be admitted to the School of Administratiort 
to the exclusion of all other Faculties in the University 
Indeed, he sbould be able to select a neat oombinatiOD 
of subjects from either the Faculty of Social Studica 
or from both the Faculty of Social Studies and 
the Faculty of Arts. For example, be could select all 
three of the following subjects from the Faculty of 
Social Studies: Economics, Political Science; and Socio
logy, which do not require any special preparation in 
the sixth form that is different from that expected from 
those wishing to enter the School of Administration. 
He could select one or two of these subjects and add 
an appropriate number of subjects from the Faculty 
of Arts: History, Sociology and Political Science; or 
Philosophy, Economics and Political Science are 
possible combinations. The student should be able to 
enter the Law Faculty. If appropriate facilities art 
available, the student should be able to enter Cape 
Coast University and then later teacb commercial 
subjects in the secondary schools, training colleges, and 
the polytechnics. He should also be able to enter the 
Faculty of Social Studies at the University of Science 
and Technology at Kumasi. Thus, students selecting 
business subiects in tbe sixth form would seem to have 
as wide a range of choice of courses of study in the 
universities as those selecting any other combination 
of subjects. 

Objective Criteria 

In the second place, the conclusion that business 
studies preparation in the sixth form would be inferior 
to other preparation such as Government, History and 
Latin; or Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics, seems 
to be putting the can before the horse. The School 
of Administration has, since its inception, admitted 
students with varied sixth form backgrounds. Students 
with sixth form preparations in at least two (before 
1970) and at least three (after 1970) of the following 
subjects, among others, French, Latln, Greek, Geo
graphy, Mathematics Physics, Cbemistry, Biology, 
History, and Logic have been admitted. The first and 
second batch of ABCE students were admitted in 
October 1971 and October 1972 respectively. All the 
ABCE students who have been so far admitted to the 
School of Administration (seven in 1971 and seven 
in 1972) have performed creditably rubbing shoulders 
with students who entered with other recognized Ad
vancea Level passes. Also. no objective or scientific 
criteria have been established by the University to 
determine what the best preparation for undergraduate 
business studies in Ghana should be. One would there
fore wonder about how the University arrived at the 
conclusion that the ABCE preparation in the sixth form 
is less desirable for business studies in the University 
than other types of preparation in the sixth form. . 

It will be almost impossible to establish. that certaIn 
fields of study would serve as better pre-university 

preparation for business education than others. Nor 
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wllJ it be easy to establish that the fields of accounting 
and ~nance. for example, are either more narrow or 
l~s mtellectual,ly stimulating than such fields as phy
"'IC:-S, mat~lematlcs. chemistry, English, biology, econo
miCS, Latm and French. 

1 AISIJ the assertion thai admission to Nurses Training 
Colleges and Post-Secondary Training Colleges has 
~ot . been affected by the fact that students in the two 
Insututlons are not promised admission to the Univer
si,ty se~ms highly irrelevant to the present topic. of 
diSCUSSion. The aims and purposes of sixth (onn edu
cation and those of professional training colleges 
~eem to have been confused. 

The Nurses Training Colleges train professional 
nu rses .. The Post-Secondary Training Colleges train 
professional tC3.chers. Students in each of these institu
tions know that after graduation they are required, at 
least, by law to work in the profession in which they 
have been trained for a minimum specified number of 
years. To that utent the diplomas granted to such 
students upon graduation could be. regarded as terminal 
diplomas. 

On the other hand, the main purpose of sixth form 
education would seem to be to provide students with 
the necessary background for furthering thcir education. 
Thus, the presumption that the University would be 
contributing to the virtual collapse of business courses 
In the sixth form by refusing to accept students with 
the Ghana Business Certificate is quite justified 
CooclusiOD 

The foregoing has brought to light several short
comings in reasoning supporting the somewhat rigid 
decisions taken by the University of Ghana authorities 
regarding acceptable combinations of Business and 
other subjects for entrance into the University. It is 
hoped that the academic board of the University will 
re-examine the premises of their argument, and that 
after the current confusion over the course content and 
tbe examination questions of the ABCB has been re
sohed the University would adopt a more flexible 
and non-discriminatory approach towards combinations 
of business subjects with or without other subjects 
olTered at the sixth fonn. 

Thus, the University would accept a combination of 
accounting, finance , management, and quantitative me
thods in just the same way as a combination of 
physics, chemistry and mathematics is accepted. 

On the other hand, to conform with the Univer
sity's current empbasLS on broad based Advanced Level 
preparation for undergraduate work, unnecessary early 
specializations such as breaking down Accounting IOto 
Financial Accounting, Management Accounting, Go
\ernrnental Accounting and Macro Accounting, and 
counting them as four subjects; ("Ir Management into 
Busi ness Economics, Business History, Business Com
munication, and BUSiness Statistics, and counting them 
as four subjects, should be discouraged just as the 
University has discouraged a breakdown of Biology 
into Botany and Zoology: Mathematics into Pure and 
Applied; Hi story IOta Modem and Ancient and count
ing each group of subjects as two, 

lt is unfortunate that the present situation regarding 
the acceptance of students with ABCE preparation into 
the Uni\'ersity of Ghana has arisen. It is hoped that 
the parties involved will resolve most of the issues 
r"J.isoo in this paper and dispel all clouds of uncertainty 
surrounding the Advanced Business Certificate. 

BUSINFSS EDUCATION IN GHANA -
A REPLY TO MFSSRS. ARKU AND GIIAII"nY 

From 

The Registry, U. of G. 

THANKS, M~, Editor, (or giving me the opponunu)' 
to comment directly on some of the points raised by 
M~rs. Arku and Ghartey. It is hoped, aDd I thmk 
thiS was your reason for letting me see the manuscript. 
that readers will appreciate the debate better by be' 
presented witb the different points of view at on In, Th m. 

e summary of the University's attitude to the 
A.8.C.E. as presented by Messrs. Arku and Ghar'tc: 

f . . d Y 
IS as air a~, It coul be. Tn regard to the qUC$lions 
posed under Unresolved Issues", not aU, but some, could 
be answe~ed. For instance, wby did the West African 
ExamlOatlOns Council choose to designate the exam' . 
tion in Business differently instead of the usual ~ 
level? Because the A.B.C.E. is not an examination of 
the West African Examinations Council. Thc CUrrlCl

lum cont~n~ and standards were all decided by the 
Gbana MlflIStry of Education. The West African Eu· 
minat~ons Council has nothing to do with it except 
that It conducts the examination on behalf of the 
Ministry. 

TIlOrougb DiSCWlSioo 

Who deCides thc entry requirements to the UflIver· 
sity? The University of Ghana Act of 1961 statu 
clearly wbo docs, namely, the Academic Board. It i~ 
n~cessary at this point to reiterate the point made pre· 
vlously that the very first time tbat the Academic Board 
came to know of the existence of the A.B.C.E. was 
when the first batch of students had taken their exami· 
nation. The matter was discussed then and on subse
quent occasions with the thorougness which charac
terises all Academic Board debates. A sub-committee: 
of thc Academic Board which happened to be revieWing 
the entry requirements (or the entire Uni\"crsity bad 
becn specially charged to examine the claims made for 
Bustoess subjects. That Committcc's report was avail
able to the Academic Board, reactions from the various 
Faculty Boards to the Commitcc's report were avail
able; syllabuses and past examination questions of the 
AB.C.E. were also available. An authorised statemenl 
or the University's attitude to thc A.B.C.E. based 
on these various documents and the discussions in the 
Academic Board could, therefore, not be said to ema
nate from a source which is not "reasonably well 
exposed" to tbc matter. 

It IS argued that Business subjects as presentl)' 
offered to the A.B .C.E. are as broad-based as the more 
familiar school subjects. The concern of the AcademiC 
Board is that if Business students should study, for 
instance, any Enalisb or Mathematics at all, need they 
be English and mathematics which are speciaUy 
oriented to Business? Why Business Communication 
(i.e. Business English) or Quantitative Methods (i.e. 
Business Mathematics)? Why not the more general 
courses to English and Mathematics wbich are already 
a\ailable at G,C.E. 'A' Level? It should be obvious 
that all things considered, these more general coutsO 
are the more desirable. Messrs. Arku and GharteY 
should appreciate this too especially since they think 
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at studcnh l.ITering 8u')mc~) \ubJct:l should be eligible 
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thclr !>tudle , Slime hne indeed done muth bettcr 
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:trve unJergraduOitc !>tudu.: .. ') Me'''". Arl.u and Gh.lr
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rku and (ih,utcy nm .. ider Inappropriate What v.a'l 
nt ,n the car her artlde .... ," thai Ihe A,BC.E. ha\ 
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' e .. .:hcr 1 ra1l1111& All ur Ihem ha\'e lmnll.:d,ale employ
nt a .. the rnmaf)- uhjc\Il\'c . Pnlml~e of LJnI\ersll) 
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""" ..... 
Ftnan) ;1 h nC«'~1) 1" oattempl 0111.:0,: more to 
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coora,cd tll tal.c Ihc .\. ll ... ·.el C\IUno.. Othen who 
tend to 10 Into emplO}m.:nt directly (rom sthool rna) 

tlnue to ta~e Ih .. A ~.( E. l nbl Ihe n.:w '.-t.. l~yel 
U'U1CSS SUbjC":b \-omc Inl,' ~U1I. a I:Omblnallon l.f 

1 C\-cls Vtlth the" R ( f 1\ 8.,;:,e')(ahlc for .. dmls'lon. 

I:..bo", Oaniel 
HOI"" R~iqr:lT) 

For The Record 

Thun du) \Ujl:U<j;1 9 

PII) RiSi! for Lo~ er Income Groa p 
Workcfl in Ihe Central and Loca l go\ernment lIcn Ite 
earRIng less than ¢1.008 per annum are to recei\e a 
71 per cent temporary salary increase as from thl .. 
month. Those affected are Ihe junior officers of the 
CI\l1 Scnio.:e. Police Senil:e. Fire Scn'ice. Prison Ser
\ il'\.', Teat:hlng Sen icc and Local Go\ernment Sen'ice_ 
The increa\e, are ;n fulfilment of the promise made 
recently by Ihe gO\ emment 10 &I\·e wo rkers in the low 
income sector a temporary .. a lary fiSC pending the com
plellon of the general rc\ iew of wages and sa la ries now 
heing lOndul.:ted. 

Tuc'lChl) \ugust I ~ 

Sabl""Y Rel icw Committee Jlluugur..J fcd 

fH E Head of State today Inaugurall' j a IS-member 
Pay RC\'ICW Committce which IS to study and analyse 
Ihc labour market and recommend to the go\ernment 
an appropnate pal struclure for Ihe country's entire 
labour (oro.:e, 

The memncr'l of Ihe tOmmlltce are, Mr, I~;fu Ali 
(ChairTrlan of the Pru:cs and Income~ Board). Chair
man; I\-Ir J Tweneboa-K<XJucl (Eucutne Director of 
the P.1.D). !\Ir Oa\id ElYlr. Mr. J. A Darko. Mr. 
h., A Aggre)-, Prof Bamfo-Kwak}lc. Nana Kwadjo 
Anuma~n IV. ,\ho arc all members of the P-, B. In 
additltln. Ihc ~'ommittcc has Ihe (ollowmg co-oph:d 
m~mhc('): Prof. S S..:)- DePUly GO\cmor of Ihe Banl. 
of Ghana , Mr. I K Impralm. a former Deputy Se
cretaI)- 10 the Cabinet. Mr. J K. Dadson. Aceounlanl 
General; Mr. Franl. Bamerman-Mcnson. representing 
the Ghana Emplnyer~· AS)oclalton. and Mr A. ~1 

I~slfu . repre~entln& the T U .C' 

Frid~) -\ugust 17 

nate "·i:-.ed for Orh i~ on Rig.hf 
THE Ghana Armed Foro.:e~ ha\e been charged wllh 
the rc~r'1nslblltl)' of planning and implementing the 
~nunlry·\ o.:hange O\er from dri\lni l'n the left to dri'in& 
on the Tight AI\O. the date for the change-o\'er has 
hcen ",,,'<1 for Augusl 4. 1974 A 16-mcmbcr planning 
I:(lmmittec. ",,,,th Brigadier E . A. Ersktne. Commandcr 
of the Ghana Army. as Chairman has been appomted. 
\~cnrdlng hI Ih..: mllttary 'Ipoh",man 'hho made the 

annnunc.mcnt Ihe committee Will al~o CO-llpt mcmbcn 
from the Polite and the ~1ini .. try of Transporl and 
COffimUaKaltllrh. He e~tlmaled the o.:ost of thc chan~.: 
o\cr hi be ;\hnut ¢2 million. 

143,000 for \, ... Fc,ut\al 

I HE- !o>um ~lf (4.',000 ha, been pro\ ,ded fo r the I ! th 
annual P\jalmnal Art .. Fcslt\"aJ 10 be hdd Itt the ,,'
lmnal Cultural Ct:.nlrc. Kuma~l , from ·\ ugusl !5 hi 
Scptemhcr 7 thiS year The fe~tl\' a l with Ihe theme. 
·Umt) and Purp...)\e" 1\ e\I"'Cctcd 0 be a ttendL-d h) 

I>\cr J.OOO arhste\ drav.1I (rom aU the mne regions d' 
(.hana. rhere .... 111 be film !> hO\lo' ~ , ,.rit,; ty how'. a gala 
maht Ilf Ghan .. ian dl~hcs . a fashIon parade. a festi\'al 
hall. children'! OIcll\ltte'l ~n ·i J.n nterdcnnmlOalinnal 
\hur.:h sen Ice dunn, lh~ r~t r \-al 
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Editorial 
THE RECENT ECOI\OMIC MEASURF.5 

0, the 30th of Augu~l the government published a state ment 
of economic mea~ures ror the 1973-74 fi nancial year. The 
document selS out the measures designed to enable the govern
menl to rehabilitate the country's economy. and more imme
diately to provide some reliefs to contai n the rising cost of 
living as \\-ell as 10 ~,ti mulate economic growth. To this effect. 
certain taxes ha\.e been reduced. pemioners ha\.e been granted 
reliefl>. either in the form of a total exemption from income 
tax or in the form (If reduced rates; In addition. a ceiling of 
10 per cent has been placed on the lending rates of all commer
cial banks. The government has shown sc'me realism in 
narrowing the range of import duties from 5-150 per cent 
to 20-50 per cent. in the hope that this measure will reduce 
the temptation of Importers "misde!lOCribing imports as articles 
attracting Joy,cr taxes". This measure alone. It :hould be 
realised. is not enough to cmure that the c·,tlmated revenue 
will be obtained or that the necessary Impact will be made 
on our balance of payments. It IS necessary to police the 
system effecli'vely if the di';appointmcnt~. of the past are to 
be a\-oided 

The go\.ernment has deCided that In 'vIew of the favoura
blc trade balance~ recorded. more foreign exchange will 
be allocated to the Importallon of inver;tme nt goods 
dunng the neM Import year. ThiS measure :s we'come 
because It y,ill gl\e mdustncs In both the publ c and privatc 
~ector the necesc;ary inputs to step up production. Most of 
our Indu~.lnc::, ha"e been produc;ing below capacity as a 
result cf foreign eXChange comtraints. a.nd the gO'vernment'<; 
recognition of IhlS y,eakness should be backed by,..concrete 
action. Import controls remain in force. but It is planned 
Iha the pattern of controls will be so re~tructured as to 
reflect thc need 10 encourage productivity in both the agricul
tural and induqrial sectors. 

The government statement. howc\.er. does not prOVide 
enough data to enable us to comment adequately on the 
general pattern of economic development for 1 he current 
financial year. Such comment wdl ha've to await Ihe publica • 
tion of the estimates ""h ch will provide details of the gmern
ment's priority concerns and orientation through th~ alloca
tion of resources to the \ariou5 ~eclor~ of the economy . 
It i5 only such supplementary informat'on as contained 
10 the estimates and allocation of reJOurcei that wiU enable 
us to determine what long-term plannmg programme. if 
any. that the gO\ernment is undertaking. 

.. 
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For the meantime we shall confine ourselves 
to posing a few questions to see how far the 
broad lines of go\crnment policy as outlined in the 
economic measures coupled with some measurc!I 
announced recently will affect the qualit) of life 
for the next t ...... elve months or so. It will be recalled 
that about a month ago the go\crnment announced 
a temporary 7J per cent increase for tho:.e earning 
wages and salaric) up to flIOO8.00 a )car. Not 
long after. and c\<en before workers could enjoy 
the increases for the first month. the government 
announced increase:> in the prices of certain com
modities on which subsidies had been reOlO\cd . 
What this means in real term!; is that to most of 
those affected by the wage increa'i!s. any benefits 
haH been wiped off by the rise in prices. What 
had been offered in the right hand has in effect 
been withdrawn with the left. and they are very 
lucky who happen to break even in the bargain. 

The timing or the announcement appear~ to have 
been particularly unrortunate in the sense that 
It looked 3') ir the government \',as giving a signal 
that the time had arri\ed ror a rew more pesewas 
to be squeezed out or people. and this \Va .. certainly 
not lost on traders. Surely. solid arguments can 
be adduced to derend the increase:i-\\hat with 
the continuing rise in commodity prices the world 
over-but whoever took the decision to announce 
the increa<;es at that parlieulal tillle got hi ') 
psychology all wrong. It is hoped that the Salary 
Review Committee will take note or what has 
happened to the mterim 7~ per cent increase III 

its deliberations . 
In a situation where fiscal measures are intro

duced in a piecemeal rashion in'itead or in a single 
dose, it is idle to speculatc on the strength or 
spending po\',er o\er a period as long as t\veh·e 
months. From all indications the only sector 
which Yoe can control with any reasonable prospect 
or success is in local rood production and distri
bution. and thi~ is the area which intere ~, ts the 
vast majority o r Ghanaians. Despite the promise~ 

or the past, we ha\c not regi stered an} spectacular 
results in this area , and the gO\ ernment Yo ill do 
well to allocate enough runds and energie~ to this 
\ ital secto r in the current fin ancial year. 

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE 

IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

The Economy 

ECONO"'UC MEASl RES FOR 1973-N: 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNES~ES-1 

by 
Emmanuel Tre\'e 

UNDER an alternati\c <iystem or policy 
tion and decision-mlkmg the governm'!nt'~ 

economic measure') would have been 
to public scrutiny and debate prior to 
tion and promulgation. Our pre5ent s}'stem 
ror only post-mortem. or better still. post-facto 
review or the policies and programmes propo .. !d 
(A post-mortem is too harsh a word since it gl\CS 

the impression that the patient. in this case 
policies. is already dead). There: j;, real need unlder l 
each system to undertake reviews or propoSl\s 
determine their appropriaten ~ .. , and I ",lo"yl 
in their actual implementation. The public has a 
legitimate interest in these reviews and has 
to contribute ir policy-makers would 
that it is better to kill ill-concei\ed policies on 
drawing board or at their outdooring 

adverse criticism than to cumulate their eC::1;:~;t 
rious effects on the economy: sudden r 
abandonment or modification or policies rna) 
painrul ror policy-makers but the 
(obstinacy) and its consequences could 
overwhelming. 

Rc\Cnue Proposals 

Let us take the Revenue Proposlls ror 1973-74. 
This is ravourite game ror budget-men, 
Much or the tinkering with. realignment . or over
hauling or. taxes is done in the name of increasing 
tax revenu~ . reducing the burden or taxation. 
achieving a more equitable distribution or ta, 
shares . providing tax relier to some beleagum:i 
groups, giving a semblance of order and cffective
ness to the tax system. plugging loopholes, fighting 
inOation or some other "worthy" cause. The 
1973-74 Revenue Proposals are geared towards 
the attainment or all or some or these objecti\o. 

The Economic Measures document is not 
explicit on the underl} IIlg philosophy or rationale 
behind the tax changes taken as a \\ hole. For 
some categories or tax changes the impreSSIon 
is unmi<itakable that the object IS ta'( reduction. 
this is true or Purchase Taxes and Pension mcome!<! 
retained in Ghana, From a second group or ta' 
payers higher payments would be due in the 
1973-74 assessment year : gold and timber (log 
and sa\',n) exporters share this honour of being 
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called upon to contribute more to government 
revenue, especially at a time when the markets are 
so good. For a third category-irnporters-there 
are cross*currents at work in the combination
consolidation of import duties, sales taxes and 
import licence levies. 

May be it is a good thing that no attempt was 
made to stake the government's honour and po
pularity upon tax reduction which is finding 
increasing advocacy these days. The tax system 
of this country certainly needs review but it ha~. 

to be done with "correct" motive and reasoning. 
Some advocates of tax reduction claim that it 
would put more money in people's pockets; 
some that it would help curb inflation; others, 
that it would do both-leave the worker with 
bigger take-home pay and dampen price increases. 
The first claim, that it (tax reduction) would 
increase pay packets, is correct; but to what end? 
The object could be to transfer some of govern
ment's spending power to individuals if the latter 
are adjudged to make better use of the resources 
so transferred. What needs to be stressed is that 
the mere reduction of taxes would not allow 
workers' incomes to catch up with the rate of 
inflation. There is a real danger that some people 
are suffering from illusion and confusion of causes 
and effects in respect of reduction of taxes and the 
level, -.and rate of increase of, prices. (These words 
of caution probably go more for the Salary 
Review Committee than for the budgeteers who 
have already done their work and against whom 
there is no direct evidence on the charge of illusion 
and confusion). 

Taxes on Imports 

Now to some of the specifics under Revenue 
Proposals. First the cbanges in respect of taxes 
00 imports. A major element in these cbanges is 
the narrowing of the range of import duties 
from 5-150 per cent to 20-50 per cent and this 
is tied to two other measures on sales taxes and 
import ljcence levies. With respect to sale~ 

taxes there is some confusion as to what is the 
change or the object of the change. The confusion 
arises from paragraphs 4 and 10. The third sentence 
of paragraph 4 states: " ... import duties and 
sales taxes have been merged so that there wiII be 
only one duty paid at port". One interpretation 
of the above quote is that import dulies and sales 
taxes are consolidated into a single tax and that 
the resultant tax would be dropped. This would 
be a clear policy change, but for the second sentence 
of paragraph 10: " ... sales taxes are abolished". 
Two interpretations could be put on this quote 
but the more generous one which removes the 
ambiguity in the two quotes taken together 

would be adopted; and that is, that the last qUOle 
implies that the "sales tax" as a separate tax is 
abolished and the substantive tax (not the words. 
sales tax) incorporated into import duties. 

The reasons given for the narrowing of the 
range of import duties (paragraphs 5 and 6) 
and for the failure to achieve the objectives of the 
wider range (paragraph 8) are rather unconvincing. 
It is granted that the incentive to tax evasion is. 
among other things, an increasing function of tbe 
height of tax rates. Be that as it may, it would be 
educative to have the evidence and reas.ning 
which led to the choice of the range 20-50 % as 
the safe margin within which tax evasion is at 
best minimized. The present writer does not doubt 
the need for a narrower range but, wishes to draw 
attention to the failure of the wider band to achieve 
the goals set for it, as is recounted in paragraph 8. 
It could happen again unless somebody thinks 
that the 20-50% range was derived from a magic 
formula. 

Rates of Duty 

The decision to abandon faith in the power or 
the high import duty rates in the old 5-150 % range 
is welcome. But the transfer of that faith and 
allegiance to the controversial import licensing 
system (last sentence of paragrapb 9) may prove 
misplaced and unjustified. Of course, "'direct control 
over imports through import licensing" cannot 
be dispensed with but modesty demands that we 
acknowledge that it is a herculean task to which 
many adminis.trators have proved unequal, as our 
history would testify. 

In import licence levies a !.ink is established 
between the need to narrow the range of rates 
of import duties and the desire to safeguard govern
ment revenue from taxes on imports. The import 
licence levy would fall on two categories of imports. 
First, those of so-called "luxury nature" i.e. 
those which would have attracted rates of 
duty at 75 % and above under the old system; 
these would now catch imporl licence levy or 
20% or more severity. Secondly, those imports 
which under the new narrower band with its 
higher floor (20 % cf. 5 %) and lower ceiling 
(50 % cr. 150 %) would otherwise escape tax 
altogether; this group of imports would pay 
"lower (import licence) levies of 5 per cent and 10 
per cent." ft is not clear whether the intention 
here is to employ the two fixed rates,S % and 10~,~ 
rather than a band of 5-10%. 

Still on taxes on imports two minor points may 
be raised. First the word "down" at the end of the 
first line of paragraph IT is unwanted; for, its 
retention makes the sentence meaningless. 
Secondly, and more puzzling (3rd and 4th sentences 
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The first of these measures-Selective (Alien) 
Employment Tax-really tightens the screw on 
alien employment. Paragraph 22 laments the fact 
that the usual undertaking to traiD Ghanaians 
which goes with the granting of immigrant 
quotas is invariably ignored. And to add injury 
to insult some of tbese enterprises which flout the 
above·mentioned undertaking continue to enjoy 
tax concessions under the Capital Investment 
Decree. This is a shame! 

aliens packing and that is all to the good. 
On the list of exempted fields of activity it 

be said that given its blanket nature it is 
to include firms which should not receive 
tion and exclude firms which are more 
of exemption. Furthermore there are compel 
reasons to apply greater pres ... ure on the 
which are exempt from the Selective 
Employment Tax to honour their uDdlen'lkif 
to train Ghanaians; otherwise these firms 
receive double benefit-exemption from the 
and the continued flouting of their own und4 
taking. 

The present writer is all in favour of squeezing 
some of these aliens out of Ghana but would 
express some doubt about the propriety of the 
figure of ~5.000 per annum. Instinctively and 
without knowledge of the basis for that figure 
one could say it is on the high side; but if it has 
been determined that those affected have the 
ability to pay. then by all means let us have tbeir 
cheques. But probably more important is the need 
to set the tax at a level which would get some 

In sum, the Selective (Alien) 
Tax should stay even if the figure of Sl5,OOO 
have to be adjusted. But whatever the 
there is great need for close selectioD and scru 
of the afrecfed firms and organisations. 

GHANA ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

PRINCE PHILIP GOLD MEDAL 
AWARD-I 973 

(To be 

The Ghana Academy of Arts and Sciences invites candidates 
for the Prince Philip Gold Medal Award for 1973. 

The Gold Medal is awarded for the most distinguished 
contribution to knowledge by a Ghanaian. 
Field of Contribution 

This year, 1973, the prize will be awarded for contribution(s) 
in the biological sciences - 13otany, Zoology, Biochemistry, Food 
Science and Nutrition. 
Stipulation 

Contributions may be published works, inventions or such other 
items as may be deemed to contribute to the advancement of the 
Biological Sciences. 
Period to be -considered 

Only contributions made between 1950 and 1972 (both dates 
inclusive) will be considered for the 1973 award. Works completed 
within this period but not yet "published" will also be considered. 
Application 

Two copies of each work submitted should be sent under 
registered cover to: 

Closing dat~ 

The Honorary Secretary 
Ghana Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
P.O. Box M.32, 
Accra, 
Ghana. 

30th September, 1973. 
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International 
THE VIEW fROM WASIDNGTON D.C. 

by 
K. A. B. lones-Quartey 

As soon as you enter Washington you are reminded 
of the fact that this famous capital city of the 
United States of America is inhabited in the 
majority by Afro-Americans-Negroes, or, as 
they prefer to be called now, Blacks. I did not 
then and have not since troubled to ascertain 
the true ratio of black to white in Washington, 
and am not worrying about that detail just now, 
interesting as it obviously is. However, this 
most intriguing phenomenon has been "quanti
fied" to my hearing in two different ways: one of 
them e~timates a ratio of as high as 4: I, or even 
4t: I; the other simply but ominously says that 
at 6 o'clock every evening, and at week-ends, 
Washington is evacuated wholesale by the suburb
dwelling business and official whites, leaving the 
city, so to speak, "to blackness and to me" (apo
logies, of course, to Gray). 

What this means is that though the "commanding 
heights" of government and commerce are still 
occupied here by the whites during the day, 
Washington by night is a black tinder-box to 
which even the smallest spark of racial indiscretion 
would be the detonator to an unimaginable ex
plosion of destructive force. So far, moderation 
prevails, because enlightened self-interest and good 
sense have been aJ>plied in certain areas here to 
the pursuit of improvements in race relations 
and in socio-economic habits. The fact that mud} 
remains to be achieved yet in the harmonisation 
of pluralistic interests in Washington - for which 
name read America - does not argue in favour of 
the skeptics; optimism in these crisis-triggered 
problems is a straight-forward imperative: try, 
or die. No alternatives! 

The theme of the American blacks and their 
role in this superscale society is of course a critical 
one for the whole nation, even when ratios and 
proportions are not a point at issue. But the 
Afro-Americans here are not alone in forming 
the black majority of Washington's urban popu
lation. There are large units of native African 
nationalities distributed allover the city: 
Nigerians, Ghanaians, Ethiopians, other East 
Africans, and the rest; to which add the always 
evident and by 610 means quiet representatives 
from tbe " l sland in the Sun". 

It was while musing with my host and driver 
protem (bearer of an illustrious African name) 
on the presence and place of these Blacks in the 

complex of affluence, indigence, 
and meanness which is Washington D.C., 
we were reminded of the devastating old 
which says that 

It don't matter who begin-it, 
The Negro be were in-it! 

The reference is to the legend of planning 
building of this truly magnificent city. with 
unbelievable structures . The chief architect .'''~ 
planner originally given the job was a man 
French origin named L'Enfant, who was re>,ute~ 
to be eccentric and temperamental though 
genius. After several explosions between L'J'nf 
and his employers, including George 
himself, the architect is reported to have 
walked off the job, with the plans for 
the city still uncompleted. and unavailable 
anyone else to boot. 

However, an "Afro-Black", Benjamin Banneker. 

mathematician and astronomer, who had h~:~ 
some attention by his scientific abilities and "" 
had been taken on as an assistant to one of 
principal white architects, is ch.ronicled in 
legend as having come to the rescue by 
ducing, mostly "by heart", all of L'Enfanfs 
surements, specifications, quantities and the 
Upon which the building of the city of 
was begun, continued and ended! So that 
could be forgiven, let liS hope, for wanting 
essay another small parody, to wit: 

It don't matter that L'Enfant begin-it, 
Benjamin Banneker he were i.n-it! 

This little ditty is in fact a good deal more t~~s~1 
just whimsical, just mischievous or even j 
ironical. The claim it makes happens to be 
often-true one, and in quite unexpected forms too: 
like the presence and attentions of a black nanny 
or valet at the birth of some future President or 
Chief Justice of the United States; or like Surgeon 
Charles Drew pioneering the science of plasma 
preservation and establishing the first blood 
bank in England on British government invitation 
during World War H; or like Andrew J. Beard. 
who invented "Jenny", the automatic railway 
coach coupling mechanism, and gained a $50,000 
prize in the process in 1897; or even like the black 
security guard who first "discovered" - Water
gate! ... 

Naturally, the Watergate Affair was holding 
the national headlines steadfast ly every day, on 
many front pages, during my four weeks in the 
U.S. in_ July/August. This was so not only in the 
nation's capital, the original theatre of the drama. 
but everywhere else in that vast and bewildering 
country. Also around the world. For, whatever 
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attitudes were or still are about the publicity. 
true it is that for all serious contemporaries there 
is but a single reality about Watergate, namely 
that it is one of tbe great historical tests of the 
American system, the American way of life 
and government. 

The American way of government means, for 
one thing. that always there are transcendental 
positions which Americans of all intellectual 
and moral grades take on the provisions, meanings, 
interpretation and application of their national 
constitution, the most celebrated written consti~ 

tution on earth. This attitude is prime. A gene
ration ago when my own group first got to the 
U.S. we were immediately struck by the constancy 
and spontaneity with which everyone seemed 
ready to invoke the constitution to his aid as a 
citizen. At the drop of a word of contest or conflict, 
your uad"ersary" would threaten you with 
"seeing his Congressman", or with "calling my 
Congressman about this"! More so than those of 
any others of the scores of countries of one's 
acquaintance, the citizens of the United States 
of America seem to have an unsleeping attachment 
to the principle of government by constitution: 
government and Life under inviolate constitutional 
protection. 

Constitutional Ri2hts 

The almost fanatical defensiveness towards 
guaranteed constitutional rights, in the U.S., 
is ill ustrated by the celebrated and tragic case of 
American "gun law". This story of a gun culture 
begins with the provision in the Second Amend
ment to the Constitution (Article II of the Bill of 
Rights), namely that "a well-regulated militia 
being necessary to the security of a free State, 
the right of the people to keep and bear arms shaLl 
not be infringed". Most people outside and many 
inside America shudder and retch, not just at the 
practical implications of this dreadful "right" 
but at its historical daily results. One nearly 
choked when in a conversation with some friends 
it was said in all seriousness that, these days, 
certain types can even rent killer guns, known as 
"Saturday-Night Specials", over the week-end
a claim which unfortunately for one's peace of 
mind others later swore to be true. 

But this extremely unfortunate example of 
American constitutional sacrosanctity is matcbed 
by others e\ incing some of the noblest sentiments 
and principles that have evcr moved men towards 
the goals of earthly perfection: the insistence on 
the sanctity of individual personality, on the 
impartial rule of law, on the right to free thought 
and free expression, on tbe deSirability of separa· 

teness in the exercise of inherent powen 
State, ... others. 

So much for a mere glance at a facet or 
of the American way of government and 

The American way of life, for its part, ~~~~~ 
even more fascinating when some of its 
manifestations: appear in episodes like 
To take only one illustration. The 
of another article in the American Bill of 
namely No.1. which is also famous as the 
Amendment to the Constitution, 11 over.,boi 
mingly in evidence all the time. The 
granted and secured under this article: for 
speech, press and assembly, are taken by 
as seriously as if they belonged in the same 
with those lofty ideals enunciated in the 
ration of Independence itself. Thus the 
press becomes in truth just about the 
certainJy the boldest. most uninhibited press in 
world; thus it has, and exercises, a 
free hand in reporting and otherwise 
the Watergate affair-all because the co'n! 
says its freedom to operate in lhis way shall 
be abridged". 

To emphasize this totally pervasive aspect 
the American way, the sources of 
(official, public and private) pour down the 
satiable throat of press, radio and TV a nevel 
ending torrent of press copy, to be handled 
the media jolly well please. And tbe media 
jolly well pleased, not only to present this 
to the avid reading, watching, listening public; 
only to comment freely on the facts-in m"ny! 
instances tbe fictions, rather-but even to 
their own evidence and pass their own :m,:nll 
on cases, before a Congressional committee 
the Watergate one), or even a court, has had 
to do its work and arrive at its officially 
conclusions. In the Watergate situation 
freedom of expression is in full rein, a 
which arrogates juridical rights (as well as 
tence) unto itself as an addition ... 

The day I tried to get into a session of the 
Watergate hearings tbere certainly were no public 
notices to the effect tbat a little more was being 
added to American history, behind that non· 
committal revolving door and the easy-seeming 
policemen guarding it. But in fact history w., 
being made inside, for in the Watergate hearing~ 
the ever present image of "The Constitution 
of These United States" is once more up on a 
pedestal, like a god or an oracle, being plied with 
questions as to its meaning, its intentions, its 
wishes for its people. 

Not only is history being made and the consti
tution being invoked for guidance, but historical 
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allowed only if it is in support or praise of the official 
view; bow in practice the principle of 'one man, ODe 

vole' was allowed only if the right to vote was exercised 
on the directions and in support of those in power; and 
how the decisions of the courts in matters in which 
the government was directly interested were acceptable 
only if they were in favour of the government. 

A people who want to be free must always be vigilant 
and jealous of their dignity as human beings who can 
think and have the .faculty of expressing their thoughts. 
They should never complaisantly and resignedly accept 
on trust whatever those in power say or do; they must 
question the basis and reasons for official action. 

A study of the penal statutes which have been passed 
in this country since independence will reveal certain 
disturbing trends, at least in so far as the Uberty of the 
individual is concerned, which if not checked or rever* 
sed will do permanent damage to the nation's spiritual 
and intellectual well-being. Among these trends are the 
following: 

(I) The tendency to resort to detentions without trial 
of political opponents or dissidents. One may even 
say that the main or the only reason why the Jaws 
dealt with in this and other articles were passed was to 
destroy opposition and dissent; and that the other 
tendencies were only the means used to achieve this 
predominant aim. 
(2) The tendency to use Special Courts or Tribunals 
from whose decisions there is no appeal in dealing 
with offences against the state. 

ENGLEBERT SCHOOL 

(Regd. No. AIl/8) 
Englebert school prepares your 

child not only for the Common 
Entrance examinations to Secondary, 
Technical and Commercial Institu
tions, but gives him a sound basic 
education in as practical manner as 
possible. 

Limited vacancies exist in Prepara
tory 1-3 and Classes 1-6. 
Size of Clags: NOT exceeding 20. 
Fees: Moderate. 
Transport: Now available at a mode
rate charge. 
Site: Roman Ridge Ambassadorial 

Extension. 
Contact: Call personally during 

weekdays between 8 a.m.. and 
12 noon or write to PO. Box 4487, 
ACCRA. 

School re-opens on Tuesday, 18th 
September, 1973. 

(3) The tendency to create additional alienee. 
when the existing law is adequate to deal witIa 
matters which the additional Jaws are intended ..... 
with. 
(4) The tendency to establish mandatory lone. 
mum sentences for certain types o( oflenCC!. 
(5) The tendency to pass ex post facto laws. 
(6) The tendency in all these laws to create a ... "" 
atmosphere of fear, insecurity and uncertainty. 

Kwame Nkrumah detained his political o,~'::":f 
many of them (or as long as five, six or seven 
In addition, those who were detained under the 
were disqualified from becoming members o( 
ment and if they were pensioners lost their pe,lSi. 
After the coup of 1966, the P.D.A. was repealed 
the harsh consequences of detention under that 
were removed. But the N.L.C- in tum passed the 
tective Custody Decree (NLCD. 2) under which a pe"" 
could be taken into custody and kept in protec:ti 
custody for such period as the N.L.C. might detelDlim 
Similarly, after the 13th January coup, the N.R.C. 
passed the Preventive Custody Decree (NRCD. 2) WIde 
which the N.R.C. may authorise the arrest and deter!· 
of a person in respect of whom they are satisfied daa 
it is in the national security or in the interest of 
safety of the person so to do. A person detained 
be kept in custody (or as long as the N.R.C. may deter 
mme. 

Justifiable Detention 

Under these laws hundreds of people have 
imprisoned since 1958 because of their politi 
beliefs or associations. For many of them ira 
prisonment had disastrous consequences. Some ijied . 
prison; many came out with their health, careers. busi 
nesses, and general prospects destroyed or at leu 
damaged or their families broken up. All of them came 
back very bitter against those who detained them. No
thing, in my view, has polarised Ghanaian politia 
into irreconciliable opposing factions as much as p0li
tical detentions bave done. Unless something is dODi 
to heal the wounds caused by political detentions II 
attempts at "national" reconciliation will be futile. 

Most people will agree that in times of natiDDII 
emergency---such as when there is a war or rebellion
it may be necessary to detain people without trial until 
the emergency is over. Many people will also pula! 
out, in justification of the P.D.A., that just be(OI'C 

independence and throughout the period 1957-66 there 
were political violence, an actual rebellion, sabotage 
bomb explosions, and several attempts on the life o( tb 
President and that there were such circumstances u 
justified the detention of people; and also, with regard 
to the detentions by the N.L.C. and N.R.C .• that it would 
have been stupid to have allowed ministers, offictn 
and activists of the ousted government or party to move 
about freely immediately after the coups; surely they or 
at least some of them would have organised resistance. 
sabotage, or created confusion in the minds of the 
people. 

There is some force in these arguments, but they can· 
not justify the detention of all those who were impri· 
soned under tbe P.D.A., protective custody and pre
ventive custody. Except after the Kulungugu incident. 
none of the governments which ordered these detenbOfti 
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found It necessary to declare a general state of emer· 
gency, an indication that they did not think that their 
own positions and national security were seriously 
threatened . They could thereraTe bave. taken more care to 
cnsure that only those indulging in activities against 
public peace and security were imprisoned. 

After the 1966 coup, and also after the 1972 coup. 
the new rulers ordered all Ministers, Members of Par· 
I iament and officials of the ousted party to report 10 
the nearest police station. Arrests continued for some 
days. It appears that on the two occasions no serious 
attempt was made to find out who constituted a threat 
to the new regime or national security or actuaUy needed 
protection. The go\'crnment merely published the names 
o r those detained under a custody decree. Most of tbem 
found themselves in prison just because they had held 
office in the ousted party and for no other reason . 
Several of them remained in prison for as long as 12, 
IS , 18, or 24 mo nths, lonl after thue was no apparent 
threat to the new regime or national security. 

The question is, was it reaUy necessary to detain all 
those who were detained under the various laws men· 
tioned abo .. e or to keep people in political detention for 
as long as some people were? Those village chairmen 
and "activi sts", the obscure letter writers and teachers, 
young students. the ord and infirm illiterate fanners and 
fishermen, even the lawyers and businessmen? I do 
not think so. 

Furthermore, the ordmary prison is not a place for 
decent men who have committed no offence. Especially 
Ghana prisons. The Asafu·Adjaye Commission on 
Prisons (1968) condemned most Ghana prisons. parti. 
cularly Vssner Fort and James Port prisons. as not being 
suitable for human habitation , even for criminals. The 
prisons are old, over·crowded and often insanitary; 
their food is atrocious and facilities there are poor. Yet 
these are places governments have from time to time 
confined people who by all ordinary standards are decent, 
law.ab iding citiuns not for 11. few days but for months 

and e\en years. 

Alec-marh·e Metbocht 

Thue ha\ e always been alternative methods to 
Imprisonment for curtailing the activities of those who 
are considered to be a threat to national security or for 
protecting people. The colonial government used to 
restri ct " troublesome" people. When the " Big Six" were 
arre:.led in 1948 they were not treated like common 
criminals; they were confined at government bungal~ws 
and allowed reasonable facilities for relaxation . 
Nkrumah was one of them. But when he was in power 
he detai ned four of h.is former colleagues, i.e., Dr. J. o. 
Danquah, Obetsebi .Lamptey, W. E. A . Ofori·Atta ~d 
Ako Adjel m the ordinary prisons.. treated them like 
co ndemned crim inals (or worse) and allowed two of 
them, Obetsebi Lamptey and Dr. J . B. Danquah, to 
d ie in pri son in pathetic and cruel circumstances. 

Why, instead of prison, do governments., when they 
deem It necessary to detai n people. not put tbem under 
house or open arrcst, police supelVision, or restriction 
to an 31ea? ldeally, of course, a government should not 
In fli ct any hardship on people just because they happen 
to belong to an opposition or an ousted party. But 
if th is ha .. to be done the alternati ... es suggested ar~ more 
bearable than the present indiscflminate dumptng of 

people into prison cells. 

lndiscflmmatc lon& imprisonment of poIitic:ll 
nents or members of ousted panie. Without trial. 
creates the impression that the l0\--em"""", "'
feel .secure, or is \-cnge£ul or careless of tile riabta 
opponents, and. what is probably wone that IMIe 
a general atmosphere of fear and des~lr in Ibc co ... 
The power to detain without trial should on.,. 
assumed or exercised when there is a dec:lan.lioa 
emergency under an appropriate statule. I do DOt 1101011 
power to detain is desirable. 

Equally disturbing is the tendency of 
to create special courts or tribunals from .... boIe 
sions there can be no appeal. It may be ar'l'*l 
Ghana is not the only country where such 00W'tI 

tribunals have been created lilld that durina peri_ 
danger to the national security or economy many 
tries have created such courts to deal 
with trouble makers. But again the necessity for 
tribunals should be considered within the context of 
conditions and traditions ; tbe fact that such COIUb 

tribunals have been created in otber countria 
not mean that we should also create them. lba 
formance of sucb courts and tribunals in other ..;"" 
tries should rather make us hesitate to aeate them, : :\ 
unless we only want to learn the history or other c 
tries in order to repeat their mistakes. 

Spedal Triba_1s 

Since 1961 three special courts or tribunals have 
created in this country. I mentioned the Special 
nal Court created by Nkrumah in my fint article. 
the 1966 coup the N.L.C. abolished it (see NUD. 
and set aside the judgment in the second trial or 
mafio and others. [Adamatlo, Ako Adjei &nd 
were, however, placed under proledive 
NLCD. 44). However, in January 1967 the 
passed NLCD. 131 - or to give it its full title -
Armed Forces Act, 1962 ( Amendment) Decree 
Under this Decree a new offence called Subversion 
created. The decree also provided that any penon 
committed subversion (whether he was a Civilian 
person subject to military discipline) might be tried 
a Military Tribunal . The decision of such a tnbunal 
final and there could be no appeal from it.. After 
1972 coup the N.R .C. . in July 1972. passed the 
sion Decree (NRCD. 90). Under this decree the 
of subvenion was re-created and expanded in 
The decree also provides that a penon who 
subversion may be tried by a Military Tribunal 
decision is final and no appeal shall lie (rom such a 
sian . Under an amendment to the Decree (NRCD. I 
the decisions, judgments. findings or proceedinls of 
such military tribunal cannot be questioned in any ""01 
by way of habeas corpus, certiorari , mandamus, 

bibition or quo wananto. 

The three regimes whicb created these Speci:I:~:~ 
were either one-party dictatorship or military. 
less at the time these tribunals were 
the ordinary courts were functioning. There was 
evidence that the ordinary courts were incapable of d •• 14 
IRg expeditiously and satisfactorily with cases triable 
the special courts and tribunals. The rules of 
and evidence applied by the special tribunals and 
in the trial or cases are substantially the .me al 
applied by the ordinary courts, and trials by tbe 
courts o r tribunals i'lave been as lon& as the), 
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There has also been a tendency to create new offences 
or redesignate existing laws adequately to cover the new 
offences. An example of this is subversion both under 
NLCD. 131 and NRCD. 90. For instance, para. I (I) 
(a){d) of NLCD. 131 and Section (1) (.lid) of NRCD. 
90 reproduce verbatim Section 180 (I) aHd) of the Cri
minal Code, except that unCler the two Decrees the 
offences are called subversion and under the Criminal 
Code treason. Subversion and treason are both capital 
offences. Concealment of subversion under NRCD. 90 
is substantially the same as misprision of treason under 
S.181 of the Criminal Code. Most of the other offences 
under NRCD. 90 such as stealing cocoa, hoaiding, steal
ing funds intended for the purchase of cocoa, impersona
tion of a member of the N.R.C., bribery, and so on are, 
of course, already covered by the provision of the Cri
minal Code and other enactments. 

Why then was it considered necessary to redesignate 
them as subversion? The reason appears to be that the 
two military governments wanted the offences they call
ed subversion to be tried by military tribunals whether 
or not the persons involved were civilians and to have 
imposed upon those convicted of subversion the severe 
man'datory sentences required under the Decrees. The 
new offences did not replace the existing ones under the 
Criminal Code or other enactments; they provided alter
native modes of trial and types of punishment. 

Rumours 

The result is that like cases may be treated unalike. 
The sort of punishment an accused person gets for an 
identical offence depends not upon the gravity of the 
offence but upon the type of tribunal which tries him. 

Another example is the Prohibtion of Rumours De
cree passed by the N.L.C. ao'd the N.R.C Under the 
Cricinal Code, S.208 it is a misdemeanour to publish or 
reproduce "any statement, rumour or report which is 
likely to cause fear and alarm to the publjc or to dis
turb the public peace, knowing or having reason to be
lieve that the statement, rumour or report is false". It 
was under this section that Mr. E. T. O. Ayeh was tried 
in 1964. 

His trial revealed one loophole in the law on rumours, 
namely, that under S.208 of the Code publication to one 
person is not sufficient publication. 

The N.L.C. in 1966 passeO the Prohibtion of Rumours 
Decree NlCD. 92. The Decree reproduced the words 
of S.208 of Act 29 quoted above but expanded the scope 
of the offence by the inclusion in the definition a pu
blication likely to cause " .. . despondency to the pu
blic or to disturb the public peace or to create dis
affection against the N.L.C. among the public or among 
members of the armed forces or of the police service" 
(and that the publisher) "shall be guilty of an offence 
and upon conviction shall be liable to a fine not exceed
ing tJ,OOO.OO or to a term of imprisonment not exceed
ing three years or to both". The decree also closed the 
loophole which had been revealed in the Ayeb OlSe by 
providing that publication to one person shall be sufficient 
publication . 

In spitc of the Decree rumours continued about the 
N.L.C. or some of its members but so far as ] know no 
one was prosecuted under the decree. Obviously such a 
law is difficult to enforce-unless you bug every home, 
office or public place and have an informer at every

body's elbow. 

The N.R.C. was not deterred by the obvious 
ties involved in enforcing such a law. On 27th J~~ 
1973, it aJso passed its own Prohibition of Rumour 
cree (NRCD. 182). The new Decree does not even 
the merit of originality; it merely reproOuces 
NLCD. 92. Whether it can stop or check romour 
mains to be seen. 

The two Decrees do not mention S.208. 
NLCD. 92 replaced, or the NRCD. 182 has 
S.208 as the only law on rumours or creates an 
native offence of rumour-mongering is a question 
interpretation into which 1 need not go. 

But the question is, since unlike subversion, the 
ce under NRCD. 182 (or under NLCD. 92) can ooly 
tried by the ordinary courts if the person accused is a 
civilian, would it not have been simpler to have amen_ 
i:led S.208 by the insertion of the additional words or 
provisions mentioned above? 
About the tendency to establish by Decree or Act of 

Parliament mandatory or minimum sentences ] do not 
intend to say much. Mandatory sentences are not new. 
The death sentence in cases of murder and treason it 
an example and it has been mandatory throughout the 
history of this country. 

Minimum sentences are also not new in this country 
or unknown in other countries. For instance under Act 
192 habitual criminals may be- placed under preventive 
custody for not less than ten years. Under the Criminal 
Procedure Code recidivists may be given enhanced pu
nishment Under the laws of some States in the U.S.A. 
habitual offenders may be given minimum sentences or 
even indefinite sentences. In all these cases the intention 
is to enable the prison authorities to apply the necessary 
reformative treatment and to give the habitual offender 
a chance to reform-although these punishments also 
have a preventive purpose. 

Harm Minimum Sentences 

But some of the mandatory sentences imposed in res
pect of some offences in Ghana are not intenoed to 
bave a refonnative or any utilitarian purpose; they 
appear to be retributive rather than utilitarian. 

A few examples may probably illustrate this. The mi
nimum sentence for sedition as ] mentioned in my fint 
article is five years unless in the facts of the case the 
court can exercise its discretion. Ur.der Act 380 passed 
by the Busia regime (now repealed by the mCD. 21) 
any person who promoted by whatever means the re
vival of the c.P.P. or the restoration of Kwame Nkru
mah as head of state, etc. was guilty of a second degree 
felony and upon conviction was liable to imprisonment 
for a term not less than five years unless the Attorney
General was of the opinion that special cin::umstances 
existed which justified the imposition of a lesser sen
tence. Uni:ler NLCD. 131 the punishment for subversion 
was death or a minimum of 25 years imprisonment; 
the tribunal had no discretion to impose a lesser sen· 
tence. Under NRcn. 90 for non-capital offences of sub
version the minimum punishment is 15 years imprison
ment and the maximum 30; the tribunal has no discre
tion to impose a lighter sentence. 

All these offences are political or, as in cases under 
NRCD. 90, economic offences. It appears the law
makers were less interested in the therapeutic effects of 
the sentences than in severely dealing with political 
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countries in the region and beyond, on the African 
continent, can augment the assistance being 
offered by the outside countries and bodies. 

The O.A.U. has already made a gesture, namely 
exempting the affected countries from paying their 
contributions this current year. This is a kind 
gesture, but it does not appear to be enough 
considering the magnitude of the problem. We 
recognise that most African countries do not 
have spare resources to devote to such a relief 
project. laudable though it is, but we are con
vinced that both individually and in concert, 
Ihey can do much more than they have done so far. 
If. for instance, as many African countries as 
possible were to put two military aircraft at the 
disposal of the relief organisations, with those 
in West Africa throwing in half a dozen military 
trucks each, a solution would have been found 
to the transport problem in the relief operations. 
And with the number of miLitary governments 
in Africa, there should not be much difficulty about 
making this particular type of contribution. 
We consider that for reasons of self-respect and 
solidarity, a well organised and effective Arrican 
presence is needed in finding at least a short-term 
solution to the crisis. and the request we are ma
king should be well within the means of most 
African countries. 

Those on the ground assess that the crisis is 
of such dimensions that its effects will be still 
painfully felt next year, and that it will take some 
time. nature being more benevolent, before the 
affected countries recover from their losses. 
This means that for at least another year the 
relief operations must go on, and we strongly believe 
that this is a chaUenge to the O.A.U. to show 
that it can bring its weight to bear on finding 
solutions to some of the more immediate human 
problems n Africa. It will be a damnable shame 
if in the face of this calamity. Africa should be 
seen to 'eave the whole burden on charitable 
countries and international organisations. 

Since the crisis erupted there have been dis
cussions in some parts of the world in an attempt 
to think out a long-term solution. Various views 
have been put forward and solutions proposed. 
Whether the Sahara is advancing south or whether 
the Sahara is being added to through a clearing 
of the open woodJand is a moot point, but it is 
recognised that something ought to be done about 
this natural phenomenon. Emigration has been 
suggested, and solutions involving enormous 
ecological studies and considerable financial out
lays have been proposed. The vast sums that will 
be required for "holding back the Sahara" or 
harnessing water resources, both surface and 
underground, are not likely to be within the means 

of the countries concerned for a lona 
come; nor can most friendly African 
reasonably expected to be of much 
in this long-term project. But for the 
relief operations, we trust that With a little 
some idle military trucks and aircraft or 
member countries will greatly supple" • 
considerable efforts being made to alJ1"Yl1tI 
fering in this part of the world. 

The crisis should provide the O.A. U. wia 
opportunity of thinking about the es~.b 
of a fund or a body that will readily be put II 
disposal of countries that fall victim to 
human disaster or even to large M:ale 
folly. In any such eventuality 
assistance should come to su pplement 
initiative and not precede or even n. 

Letters 
Ghana A~y'" Ut.rdOWll iD AWd" 

SIR- It was my sorry misfortune to be WIn.. 

disreputable conduct on the part of our nationa1 
and J consider it my public duty to repon the 
through the press to the relevant authorities and 
general public for censure. 

Nobody can quarrel with an airline for can,cdlh", 
scheduled flight. if its plane has developed 
troubles. But airlines usually extend the coul'tely 
frcc hotel vouchers and meal vouchers to persons 
confirmed tickets who show up for check·in but 
cannot be served because of a sudden cancellation 
the scheduled flight in question. 

On Thursday 30th August 1973. I arrived at 
Airport in the company of several distinguished 
who all held confinned Ghana Airways tickets. 
in the group of travellers was the Chief JUstice 
Uganda and Sir Muhammed Zafrulla Khan 01 
International Court of Justice, besides several 
gUlshed American lawyers whose fint visit to AllioIj 
thiS was and who were going on to Accra from 
arter the World Peace Through Law Conference ill 
to see something of our country. I beheve daat 
visits are what the State Tourist Corporatnon baa 
trying to promote. 

To my consternation and embarrassment as .. 
Ghanaian in that party. long after tbe hour forr ::; 
there was no Ghana Airways official in sight .II 

in the airport-building. They had obviously 
to adopt the strategy of staying out of sight in 
to avoid expenditure on hotels and meals for 
passengers whose tickets they themselves had 
For more than an hour, we just stood and milled 
with no person to honour Ghana Airways' 
obligations. Luckily. our Ambassador happened .. 
appear at tbe airport and I made a protest to him J 
suspect that it was through his intervention that we .... 
eventually able to make contact with the man .... of 
Ghana Airways over the pboot! Anyway, be pve onI 
instructions to the airport staff to give us botel ~ 
chers etc. aflel" we had been at the airport for !Dote 
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than two bours with nobody [rom Ghana Airways to 
attend to us. 

It seems to me that this behaviour was fundamentally 
subversive of our tourist promotion aspirations. Several 
Ugandans on the flight swore th3t they would never 
touch Ghana Airways again. To confirm flight tickets 
and then fail to show up at the airport seems to me 
to be the height of irresponsibility on the part of an 
airline. And, from the comments made by the airport 
officials as we stood around, it would seem that this 
was not unprecedented in the operations of Ghana 
Airways at Abidjan. r think that something bas to be 
done about this by the airline's management. The 
strategy of failing to show at the airport when there 
is a cancellation may save the airline a few cedis, but 
surely it is vcry likely to lose the airline thousands 
of cedis through 'disappointed customers taking their 
custom elsewhere next time. 

Faculty of Law 
Legoo 

S. K. Date-Bah 

Cape Coast University and Town 

SIR-I write to express disappointment at Me. Danny 
B. Safo's article concerning tbe economic impact of the 
University on Cape Coast town (L.O. VITI/ 16). I had 
hoped that his original researches would confirm or 
refute a growing suspicion that I have that all varieties 
of educational institution do little, or much less than 
is popularly supposed, to improve the economic situation 
of the areas in which they are sited. Unfortunately, no 
original research appears to have been done by Me. 
Safo and a list of Questions remains unamwered. May 
I pose some of them: 

(i) What percentage of the students come from Cape 
Coast? 

(ii) What percentage of the teaching staff in the high 
concentration of educational establishments in 
Cape Coast are products of tbe University? 

(iii) What percentage of workers (administrative, 
kitchen, labourers, etc.) actually claim Cape 
Coast a~ their home town? Me. Safo says, with 
unseemly inexactitude, that there are "thousands". 
What are the actual ligures? 

Below are the figures for the employees (aU academic 
and non-academic staff) for one secondary school: 

Home town 

Host local/national area 
Same region 
Another region of Ghana 
Other Afri can country 
Outside Africa 

'70 0( employees 

9.2 
30.8 
30.8 
15.4 
13.8 

Frequently one hears the charge that "Compound 
Overseers", "Personnel Officers" and the like fill vacan
cies with "countrymen". How true is this at Cape 
Coast University or, for that matter, Okomfo Anokye 
Hospital ? It is not good enough for Me. Safo to write: 
"Some of these: workers are original residents of Cape 
Coast. Some of these girls are Cape Coasters". We 
expect better and substantiated research from the writer. 

(iv) What ;s the "local" component of the vast sums 
spent on de\'eloping the University? Are "local" 
contractors and "local" labour used? What are 
the "local" purchases of materials? 

I don't want to appear byper-critical for I think 
Me. Safo has hit upon an important subject WOdr 
greater and more exact investigation. 

How much truth does lie in the easy SUPposition thai 
some great government project sited in a particular ana 
may bring local prosperity? May it not be that many 
employees of Cape Coast University are merely saltine 
money away to build houses or extend farms at Bibiani, 
Swedru or Mamfe? Cape Coast meanwhile waits for 113 
renewal on the return of funds from its sons workina 
in Kumasi, Accra or Ho? 

I, for one, hope that Mr. Safo will return to give \I, 

some original and exact figures to meditate upon. 

Sr. Monica's Seooodary School 
P.O. Box 17 
Mampoog-Asbaofi 

Military Custody for Suspects 

Alan Cole 

SlR-The statement attributed to Major K. B. Agbo. 
Commisioner for Labour, Social Welfare and Co-opera. 
tives that " he would no more tolerate any prosecotiog 
which often resulted in the acquital and discharge of the 
offender on technical grounds, thereby setting him free 
to spend the money of the poor and illiterate villagen' I~ 
most unhealthy, and does the government of the day no 
cred it at all. It also exhibits lack of confidence in lbe 
country's judiciary. Major Agbo was reported in the 
Daily Graphic of 30th August to have made the above 
statement when addressing secretaries and semor emplo. 
yees of the Ghana Co-operative Council. 

I am hoping that such a statement is the singular 
opinion of the Commissioner concerned. Surely, Ghana 
is not looking for a society which is governed by thl! 
"justice of suspicion", whereby any citizen "who wu 
suspected of embezzlement of funds" would be whisked 
off into the military guard-room until the amounCsus
peeled 10 have been embezzled is recovered! Very frigh· 
tening indeed! . 

When a person is charged in the law court of the land 
with stealing funds belonging to a Government Depart· 
ment, and the Head of that Department steps into the 
witness box to say that his department has not lost even 
a pesewa and the accused person is acquitted, for Cbrist's 
sake. where is the technical ground for such an acquit· 
tal? We expect persons in responsible positions to weigh 
their pronouncements carefully, since what they say can 
easily be interpreted to be the general policy of the 
government. 

We are apprehensive enough to read or hear of per· 
sons who have been put into military custody for weeh 
on end on suspicion of fraud or theft. Surely, there i! 
an existing machinery for carrying out such investiga
tions without treating every Ghanaian cftizen as a sol· 
dier and putting him into military custody pending in
vestigations. 

It cannot be said that all investigations carrie{J out 
in the past under our known orthodox system (without 
the suspected penons being fifliit thrown into jail pend
ing such investigations) resulted in guilty persons being 
acquited on technical grounds. The legal records are full 
of accused persons who stood trial while on bail and 
who had been driven straight to the prisons to start 
setving two to ten years imprisonment on the ju'dgement 
day. Their liberty, during the period of investigations 
did not affect the results of the case. 
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CJ'Nr Jut yeW. estimate . 
ID the .... set of _ .. tea. an amount of '14,9 million 

bill been ......... to qric:ulture as compared to last ,.r'. &aure of ¢I,9 miDion. 01 diis amount. ¢4.6 million 
will be spent on developnl crop production and live--. Also incnalOd is the allocation for the construction 
and maintenana: of trunk and feeder roads. Feeder road 
allocation now stands at ¢8 million as compared to ,S 
minion last yar. Apin. the statement aid tbe lovem
menl intends 10 step up the nte of providin, 1000 drink
inc ",ater, and accordinlly a plan for a national water 
Briel has been approved to link the wrious water supply 
systems. The rural electrification sdleme il to continue 
and the lovemment plans to extend and improve ~ist
ina: hospitals instead of buildinB ~ones in the cominl 
fiscal year. ~ 

Other measures announced include: 
I. A new tariff structure in which the old sales tax is 

:lbolished: instead of payin, a separated duty and 
yla tax, importeR will now pl.y a unified duty. (As 
a mull of this the raRJC of overall duty on aoocb. 
including raw material for the textile indUltry has 
been reductd). In addition, purchue tall. has been abo
lished on motor cycles and reduced on cars of the lo
wer price ranae. commercial "dUdel and vehictcs 
assembled in Ghana . 

2. The iSSUinl of a new price Ii'll which will show SUM· 
tantial reduction in the priCC$ of certain items indu
dire buildinl materials and motor ... rc parts and 
which will reRect the lovernment's inllCation to stop 
beari ... the subsidy on all foreiln food itcme 

J. The impo)iliun on o..,ni_tions opcratinl ia GIla ... 
of a ftal rate of d.OOO a year for each e ....... iate in 
their emp&oyment except where such penons are 
workin, in IOUinl and sawnmilli,., fishi .. mininl. 
uil prospeclinl; aovemment corporal.io .. aad depart
menls. This measure is in furtherance of the: lovern· 
ment's GhaMianiytion pqrammc. 

4. The reduction of lendinl rates 01 commercial banb 
in die country from 141 per cent to 10 per cent. 

11 n F ). AMi. 31 
au,,' « .. 01: A 

MR. Roland R..owIand. Cbief EHCQIive of Lombo, Ibc 
British raini .. and tradina empire with interest in tbe 
Ashanli Goldfields Corpontion Limited. bas vilited the 
corporation', mines at 0buaIi. He said he was on a rou
tine visit to the mines in which hil company hokls 4S 
per cent of the equity shares. He is opec'" to meet 
the Head of Slate before retumiRl to London . 
~ .. C I, '" I nil 

..... IS' • an sI )" ad ..... Ml Is 
AT .... r National Coasgttative Confercace in Kumasi 
at ... "Icka. the lueruben of the People's Educational 
AUDa.tion (P.E.A.) elected 1M followiTll interim Nas 

tional Execative Committee: 

Mr, J. G. K. OwUIU- National Pre-;idcnl 
Mr. S. P . S. Lawson Doe-Fint Vi ce,Prc!Oldcnl 
Mrs. Mary Okyerc-National Treasurer 
Mi. Fanny Dontoh-A.illant Nallonal Treasurer 
Mr, Joe Opaft.Abetia- Actin, National Secrttary 
Mr. L A. Okraku-Assl. Ading National Sc:aetary. 
In IIddition. me conferenoc adopted a number of reso-

I d ,- bJdudina one which set out propammcs and 
for the Association 's Silver Jubilee in January. 

19'74. 
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Editorial 

PLA'INING GHANA'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

II' the Economic Measures for the 1973,'74 fiancial year 
published at the end of last month, the gvernment has ear
marked ~144 million for development projects in the public 
sector of the economy. This shows a large increase over 
the ~95 million used for that purpose In 1972/73. Such a 
large expansion in development spending has been made 
possible by an anticipated Increase of nearly ~ 157 million 
over the revenue of (?4J3 million realised during 1972/13, 
This improvement is attributed to the e;a:;pansion in cocoa 
re\'eoue due to a phenomenal rise in the world price for cocoa. 
This mean5 that the government can now go in for expansion 
of economic acti,ity without too much concern about the 
repercussions of such a policy on monetary e;a:;pansion and 
the balance of payments. Past el(perience. however. has 
amply demonstrated the dangers and problems which could 
arise from a policy of linking internal economic development 
too closely to the international economy, The government, 
happily, appears to be aware of the fact that the present 
cocoa and gold bonanza cannot provide a permanent financial 
basis for managing the economy. 

However. the budget statement is almost completely 
deVOid of any sense of direction in the allocation of develop
ment expenditure. The sector estimates lack that organic 
cohere"oce \\ hlch could ensure growth \\ ithout bottlenecks 
appearing now or In the near future In some strategic sectors. 
The need for planning the economy is particularly urgent 
for three reason!!. 

In the first place, planning would ensure that annual develop
ment expenditures and programmes fit mto the long-term 
strategy for economic gro .... th. There is always a strong 
temptation to overspend on development projects in good 
re,enue yea~ \\ith the re!l>uit that projects are either abandoned 
uncompleted In times of poor revenue harvests or are com
pleted by external borrowing at most unfavourable tenos. 
In this connection. we ve nture to suggest that the develop
ment expenditure of ~144 million during the current financial 
year is unrealistically large compared with the ~95 millIOn 
actuall), spent last )'ear. In aU probability there would be 
wastage of scarce resources if an attempt is made to fulfil this 
de\elopmcnt target'" the wake of the extensi,e shortage:> 10 

aU t)pe5 of materials for construction . 
In the second place. de\elopment plannmg requires a 

balancing of sector priorities to en:>ure that prodUction by 
the various sectors are reasonably adequate to meet demand 
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without o\er-production or under-production in 
any sector. The N.R.C. is on record as having 
expressed a preference for the gradualist approach 
to economic development. This implies that while 
paying due regard to he development of the 
economy as a whole. the government identifies 
one or two strategic sectors where emphasis in 
expenditure would maximise national welfare 
without imposing severe financial burdens on 
any group of individuals or regions of the country. 

Finally, in a situation where the bulk of goods 
and services arc produced by the private sector, 
government development spending must be care
fully planned with the likely developments in the 
private sector in view. This would eliminate 
duplication in production and provide a stable 
framework for inducing the maximum possible 
contribution by the private sector. In this connec
tion, it needs to be emphasised that it is uncer
tainty and not control which smothers private 
initiative and capital. The government has clarified 
its position with regard to those areas where it 
wants to see effective public or indigenous private 
participation. but the Jack of concrete steps 
towards tbe implementation of the programme 
creates the impression that the policy is not 
definite. Private investment has therefore adopted 
a wait-and-see attitude, with the result that massive 
financial resources are being held idle. while 
several profitable fields of investment are starved 
of financial resources. 

AU these factors point to the need to plan the 
economy not only to achieve continuity and 
consistency in the sectoral structure of public 
development expenditure, but also to ensure the 
harmonisation of public and private programmes 
so that waste is minimised. It is a sad commentary 
on the Economic Planning Diyision of the Minis
try of Finance that since January 1972, it has 
produced nothing to justify its existence. It is 
time the Division woke up to its responsibilities 
and produced a long-term strategy for the eventual 
realisation of economic self-reliance. Slogan!> 
such as "self· reliance" and " capturing the com
manding heights of the economy" are meaningless 
unless they are translated into a clearly articulated 
planning strategy. 

The annual budgets would gain greater rele
\ ance to the extent that they would provide 
annual bench-marks in the country's progress 
towards some measure of economic independence. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
LEGON OBSERVER 

TbeEconomy 
-

ECONOMIC MEASURES FOR 1973-74, 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES-II 

by 
Emmanuel Treve 

THE second item under Taxes on Income and 
Property is a major departure from tbe taxation 
of income: that is, taxation of rent income se. 
parately from ~rsonal ~ncome. Under the outgOing 
system rent mcome IS aggregated with other 
personal incomes. The rationale for the s:plratlOD 
is the desire "to make it easy for them (landlords 
and landladies) to discharge their income lax 
obligation" which obligation they have hitherto 
skirted through the widespread practice of non
reporting of rent income along with other Incomes. 
The new system makes it easy for owners of renIaI 
premises to discharge their tax obligation in thiS 
sense that tax payments would be lower than under 
the aggregation method. 

It is a desirable thing to provide relief to land· 
lords and landladies by abandoning the income 
aggregation system which admittedly would haw 
pushed their income into higher and higher tal 
brackets if they complied with the then existi.., 
tax law. But a closer look at the Rent Income Til 
schedules makes it clear that in trying to eliminate 
or correct one injustice we have erred on the side 
of generosity. The first exampJe in paragraph 15 
makes the point: a "monthly rent income or 
~200 wiJl attract a rent tax of SZ'5 a month" which 
comes to SZ'60 a year. Compare this with tax pay· 
ments under the personal income tax proper 
under the personal income tax. after deduction 
a chargeable income of ~2.460 per annum would 
attract tax of about SZ'2 I 6.00 per annum. This does 
not compare welt with rent ta)( of SZ60 per annum 
on atmost equivalent rent income. 

The problems with the Rent Income Tax are t'All 
First the smaller number of chargeable renl 
brackets (five in all) with the consequent establish
ment of wide rent income differences between 
brackets, this coupled with the relatively low ta' 
rates applicable to rent income. To illustrate the 
low nature of the rent tax rates. take again the 
chargeable income figure of ~2.460. Under the 
personal income tax the average ta)( rate on such 
income works out to about 8.8 o~. This compares 
harsWy with a rate of 5 % on rent income up to 
(2:5.000. Again a look at the maximum rates 
would bring out the inequity: under the pe~onal 
income tax the maximum rate of 70 ~~ falls on 
Incomes in excess of 9'14,400. But under Itle 
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proposed rent income ta)( the maximum rate of 
30°0 (which is not even half that applicable to 
personal incomes) descends gently on rent incomes 
In excess of ~50.000 (a figure almost three times 
the lower boundary of the upper bracket of the 
personal income tax). 

The generous treatment accorded rent incomes 
through the choice of tax brackets and lax rates 
is extended further via allowances chargeable 
"against rent mcome prior to assessment of tax 
liability", These special rent allowances are over
generous. Lel us illustrate in the following table: 
Table I- Magnitude of rent allowances, uSing 
selected figures 

(I) \2) (3( 
Gross Rent, Rate of Amount of 

p.a. «(2') allowance allowance «(2') 

5.000 SO', , 2.500 
10.000 30~{, 3.000 
25.000 20~o 5.000 
SO.COO 10 0 , .. 5.000 

100.000 5 °/ 0 5.000 

Two points emerge from the above table: firM. for 
rent incomes up to SZIO,OOO the tax savings are 
enormous; secondly, as can be seen from the last 
three rows of column (3) there is some statistical 
confusion of absolute figures (gross rent) and the 
percentages (rate of rent aUowance); for it is highly 
unlikely though not impossible that the intention 
is to allow pre·tax deduct~ons of the same amount 
on incomes two times, and even four times as large 
as the other. 

Up to this point we have been concerned about 
the equity of the rent income tax relative to the 
personal income tax. The last line of paragraph 
25 understates the same point by declaring, on the 
basis of the two examples given there, that "the 
actual ta'< is clearl) 'ery reasonable ... " And to 
that personal income tax payers (may be including 
even those whose loyalties are divided by reason 
of their landlord·jJady·ship) are likely to respond 
that the new rent tax measures are very unreason· 
able in juxta·po~ltion to the personal income 1a,<. 

One last point on the Rent Income Tax. There is 
need to provide a betler mechanism for the re· 
gist ration of houses. Without this, rent incomes 
would continue to escape tax even at the outra· 
geously generous rales proposed . 

The final point on Taxes on Income and Property 
IS that big tax relief is at hand for pensioners whose 
pensions are retamed in Ghana. From the schedule 
of examples in paragraph 29 it can be seen that the 
tax savings are substantial. for example. the new 

tax rates will give a ta'( relief of flI56.00 on a 
pension mcome of SZ2,460 per annum and thai 
certainly is a lot of dole for a man or woman at 
that age. It would be noted that the maximum 
tax relief is SZ288.00 and that occurs at peOSIO:1 
incomes of SZ3,420 and above. It is probably both 
the man or woman in the middle who receives 
a pension income of SZ3,420 and the person whose 
pension is in excess of SZ3,420 who would feci 
cheated in receiving the same tax relief (of (2'288.00) 
as the person whose pension is !Z5,OOO and SZ3,420 
respectively. This confused feeling is to be expecled 
since answers to the question: should the tax relief 
be progressive or regressive would depend on 
whether one wants to benefit the upper or lower 
Income groups relatively more or less. Some pro· 
gressives may mistakenly vote for progression 
when what is really needed is regression; this way 
(by regression) we ensure that the tax slving\ fall 
more than in proportion to the increas~ in pension 
Incomes. 

The special treatment of pension IDcom~ re
tained in Ghana could be extended to cover the 
broader group of income recipients-the aged.. 
The danger of abuse if tax relief is extended to 
alt aged is a real one; it could get us into another 
ridiculous situation of discovering persons whose 
age would jump from, say, 55 to 60 years overnight. 

Chapter Three of the Government's Economic 
Measures for 1973·74 deals with Sector Develop· 
ments and Programmes. 

Boom in Exports 

On foreIgn trade the Statement lauds the coun
try's favourable showing in its balance of trade 
for 1972 as "a very special achievement" The 
occasion for joy here is the SZ 173.9 million trade 
surplus. As a statistical abstraction the trade 
surplus should give the Government a good feeling 
and name which even the sceptics cannot begrudge 
It. But it should be made quite clear that recent 
improvements in foreign trade are due largely 
to the direct control over imports. and to the 
price booms on the cocoa, gold and timber 
markets. The Economic Measures document 
does not address itself explicitly to the resolution 
of the conflict between accumulation of trade 
surpluses and maintenance of controls over im· 
ports at a level where shortages of consumer goods. 
spare-parts and raw materials would persist and 
even worsen. There is, however, the realization 
(paragraph 33) that great reliance on controls as a 
means of safeguarding the balar1te of payments 
cannot be a long term solution. What is needed 
IS tnitiation or encouragement of economn; 
activities which contribute to production of 
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exportables and/or importables. The document 
identifies the 30~o export bonus and the Ghana 
Export Company as possible instruments for export 
promotion. On the nature of the exports there is 
mention of "non-traditional exports" and tourism. 

It is probably unfortunate that the Ghana Ex
port Company is singled out and introduced into 
the picture. It should be enough to beam out any 
added incentives to export promotion to "the 
business sector" and subsume the Ghana Export 
Company under the business sector. For if a major 
thrust is to be made in increasing exports then the 
relevant agent is the business sector. To say this is 
not to belittle the contribution that the Ghana 
Export Company can make but it is to say that it 
is probably pale in comparison with the con
tribution of the rest of the business sector which is 
engaged in exporting. 

The reference to tourism as an export activity 
(paragraph 34) would probably have passed un
noticed but for the language in which this form of 
trade is dressed. The second and third sentences 
of paragraph 34 are worth quoting : 

"Government is com'inced that Ghana has an 
immense potential in this area. On the tourist 
industry Government will undertake during 
1973-74 a masshe development programme at 
the Ada Estuary" (emphasis mine). 

Given the categorical statement of the matter 
one's best bet is to hedge by saying that such 
declaration of intent must be based on hard 
evidence which is not available to the public. But 
such a position on the potential for tourism 
in Ghana cannot go unchallenged; it is incumbent 
upon the responsible agencies (the Ministry of 
Trade and Tourism and the Ghana Tourist 
Corporation) to produce the evidence and its 
analysis from which the Government derived that 
strong conviction. To withhold the evidence 
would be as equaUy deceptive as a downright 
misrepresentation of the facts . 

There is a lengthy discussion on infra!ltructure. 
The first item under infrastructure is an announce
ment that the ground has been prepared for the 
National Consultancy Company to commence 
operations. One of the compelling reasons for 
the setting up of this company is reduced reliance 
on foreign consultancy firms. Another reason 
is the need to take out of the hands of the P.W.D. 
consultancy worl<. which It has allegedly been doing 
at a sluggish pace and entrust it to this new com
pany which"... being a normal commercial 
organisation ... j:, expected to operate at a faster 
pace . .. " The confidence "loaned" and I usc 
the word advisedly-to the National Consultancy 
Company is not supported by our experience with 
normal go\emment though commercial organisations. 

This is a reality and the very thing which ""'_ 
Government sad in paragraph 109. Can we atrOld 
to ignore history and reality and still escape 
contradicting ourselves? 

The section on road construction and malntt
nance is replete with details of which roads 
would be sur .... eyed and designed, graded, gravelled 
and/or tarred . The details are reassuring since they 
provide a measure of our capacity 10 pia road 
construction and maintenance, as well as aD 
objective test of performance. There is, however. 
need for long term programming of road projects 
to avoid patch-work which is what we have been 
doing with the potholes. In the long term view 
the emphasis should be on the assurance of some 
degree of permanence to our roads. The present 
situation in which road grading has been reduced 
to scattering of dust, gravelling to building of 
mounds, and tarring to painting is a wasteful 
expenditure of useful man power and equipment 

Education 

On education the Statement displays a degree 
of candour which is probably directed at history 
and/or the third person. And this is done for one 
major plank in our educational programme : 
that is, formal education up to the secondar) 
school. Two figures make the point : percentage or 
"school-going population ... actually receiving 
regular formal education" (43 %) and percentage 
of "elementary school enrolments (who) gam 
admission to secondary schools" (13 %). ThIS 
indictment is only meaningful if it provides a 
challenge to Government to correct SOffie of the 
anomalies in the financing of education in Ghana_ 
And in this connection it needs pointing out that 
Government's decision to revise textbook fees 
upward and to withdraw its subsidy (~O.25 million 
10 1972-73) to the West African Examinations 
Council in respect of tbe Middle School Leaving 
Certificate Examination is the first major step m 
the wrong diredion. For a Government which 
has thought itself financially capable of continuing 
free University education (with a Book AJlowance 
of fl40 per student per annum) by abolishing the 
Students Loan Scheme to argue that it cannot 
continue to meet bills in respect of tex.tbooks 
and the Middle School Leaving Certificate 
Examinations is unconvincing. To take another 
example, how many Ghanaians benefit from the 
car maintenance allowance of ~30 or so per 
month which the Government has relDstilUled! 
For our economic development effort to reach the 
man or woman who lives outside the urban centres 
it must be broad-based. Abolition, Dot UP"""" ren. 
sion of textbook fees would seem to be the desired 

policy change. 
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tween the United States and the Soviet Union; 
(hey have a status and stability wholly unlike any 
previolls form of non-involvement in conflict. 
And since non-alignment is a political expression 
and fundamental attitude and behaviour on the 
part of the less developed countries in the post
war world, its future cannot be in doubt. As long ,.5 there are less developed countries on one side 

... and developed countries on the other, tbere will 
be certain common denominators on both sides. 
Non-alignment has thus become an institution, 
and moreover one which do:::s not necessarily 
rest upon the continued existence of rivalry b~

tween two power groupings. It is a living tenet. 
It is a tenet of those who believe in the future of 
mankind. 

Justification of Non-alignment 

Non-alignment should, therefore. not be under-
"'stood merely as a form of keeping out of blocs. 

At its very first conference at Belgrade, for instance. 
there were, apart from the demands for termina
tion pf the cold war and initiation of a dialogue 
between the big powers, also a number of new, 
constructive initiatives for solving the problems 
of disarmament and economic growth of the insuf
ficiently developed countries. and bringing deco
Ionisation to a successful end. Stress was laid on 
the danger of neo-colonialism and all similar 
tendencies to the independence and equality of 
countries. Subsequent conferences of non-aligned 
nations in Cairo, Lusaka, and especially, the 
recent one held in Algiers have increasingly 
devoted attention to such vital subjects as intensi
fication of measures against colonialism. apar
theid, racial discrimination, as weU as acceleration 
of economic development. 

The present-day international development seems 
to confirm the historical justifiability and value 
of the policy of non-alignment. For during the 
years of cold war uncertainty, no group of coun
tries was so ardent and consistent as the non
aligned in insisting that the methods of threats and 
rivalry be superseded by negotiation and peaceful 
solution of disputes. The fact that the big powers 
have at long last started moving in that direction 
should be considered' as a positive change and 
confirmation of the appropriateness of the many 
years of efforts of the non-aligned nations. 

-'The new accents in international relations and 
definite changes in the international constellations. 
including the new trends in relations between the 
great powers, are creating fresh scope for the 
activity of non-aligned nations and for their active 
contribution to channelling further international 
development. The present stage of development 

of international relations actually stresses the 
responsibility of the non-aligned countnes for 
more dynamic and effective action. Non-alignment 
is indeed the dynamic definition of the dynamic 
development of our era. The convulsions Coming 
from East and West are only passing winds thll 
will not snap the branches of the firmly planted 
tree of non-atignment. 

Being a live concept, as many keen observers 
of the international s';ene have rightly asserted, 
the policy of non-alignment "is now at the cros .... 
roads". It has proved its vitality during the tough 
days of the cold war. Now on the threshold of a 
new era in the development of international re
lations this policy is facing tasks rooted in the 
present-day needs of the non-aligned and deve. 
Joping countries.~he poticy of non-alignm:nt will ./ 
be present in international relations as a signpost 
in the struggle for progress and demo';ratisltiOJ1 
of international relations until its oJjectives 
and principles are respected by aU states. until 
all colonial subjects are liberated from imperia. 
list domination, the independence of aU states I 

ensured, and until the economic position of under 
developed regions in the world is improved. 

Law and Society 

SOME TRENDS IN CRIMINAL LEGISLATION 
SINCE INDEPENDENCE-III 

By 
Kwame Afreh 

A CARDlNAL principle underlying the admin.islratlon 
of criminal law in most parts of the world is the prin
ciple o[ legality-the "rule of law". The principle of 
legality has several meanings. First, it means that catego
ries o[ crimes should be determined by general laws of a 
more or less fixed character. NuUum crimen sioe lege: no 
act is a crime unless the law so prescribes. Secondly, it 
means no onc should be punished except for a critl'll: 
which falls inlo the category of crimes determined b)' 
such general laws: Nulla poena sine lege. Thirdly-a 
necessary deduction from the first two meanings-it 
means penal statutes should not be given retrospective 
ef[ect. And fourthly. penal statutes should be construed 
strictly-although this last meaning is not universally 
accepled- (see for instance SA of the Ghana Criminal 
Code), 

The origins of the principle have been attributed by 
some to England: the Magna Carta. Petilion of Rights. 
and tbe Bill of Rights; others attribute its origins to the 
French Revolution; and some even trace its origins til 

ancient Greece and Rome. Whateve~ its origins it cer· 
tainly has a long history. 

The underlying reason for the principle can best lk: 
stated in the words of Dr. Glanville Williams' 
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"In its Latin dress of Nullu", crimen sine lege, nultol 
poena sine lege-that there must be no crime Of pu
nishment except in accordance with fixed, predeter. 
mined law - this has been regarded by most thinkers 
as a self-evident principle of justice since the French 
Revolution. The citizen must be able to ascertain 
beforehand how he stands with regard to the criminal 
law; otherwise to punish him for breach of that law 
IS pointles~ cruelly. Punishment in all its forms is a 
loss of fights and advantages consequent on a breach 
of law. When it loses this quality it degenerates into 
an arhllrar) act of \ iolenee that can produce nothing 
but bad social effects" ICriminal Law: The General 
Part, 2nd Ed. p.S75). 

Another eminent authority on criminal law, Prof. 
Jerome Hall says: "The essence of this principle of 
legality is limitation on pcnalisation by the State's offi
cials, effected by the prcscription and application of 
~pccifie rules". 

Thc principle has become a "democratic platitude" . 
In one form or the other it has been stated In the cons
titutions of several countries and proclaimed in Decla
rations of Human Rights and International Conventions 
on Human Rights. It appeared io the French Declaration 
of the Rights of Man. 1789 and is now Article 4 ot the 
French Penal Code. The original dnft of the American 
Constitution prohibited ex post facto laws before the 
adoption of the Bill of Rights. It is clearly slated in the 
United Nations Uni\el$3.1 Declaration of Human Rights 
(whose annhersary we shall soon be «Iebrating) in 
article 11 (2): 

'"No on(: shall be held guilty of any penal offence on 
account of any act or omission which did not consti
tute a penal offence at the time when It was com· 
mitted. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than 
the one that was applicable at the timc the penal 
offence was committed". 

Article 20 Clauses 4 and 5 of the 1969 Ghana Consti
tution substantially reproduced this article of the Uni
\ersal Declaration. The Soviet Union, which since 1926 
had followed the principle of analogy. in 1958 aban
doned that principle and now restricts offences to those 
c1(pressl) prescribed by law. And Germany under Allied 
(ontrol abandoned the Nazi principle of analogy and 
returned to that of legality. 

Not e\-eryone accepts thc principle of legalily. In 
England where there is no written constitution or a 
wmprehensi\e criminal code there is. for instance, no 
ban on e"< post facto laws and as the judges showed In 

SIl!m \. D.P.P. new offences may be created by judicial 
legi,1ation. But on the whole English law follows the 
principle. The Engli~h ha\e a horror for c'( post facio 
laws and there is a rule of statutory interpretation that 
penal ~(atute~ arc pre~umed not to havc retrospective 

crfect. 

Ghana crinunal law on the whole satisfies the ~equlre
ment of legality. There is a Criminal Code wtltlen III 

the language of the <.:ommon world and accessible to 
c\eryone who cares 10 read it. Artic.le 20 c\au~e 11 
of the suspended <.:onstitution also proVided that no per
... on .. hould be convicted of a criminal (llfem:e unles~ 
that offen(e was defined and the penalty the~ero~ was 
pre~cribed in a written law. (The only exceptIOn IS the 
f"'Iwer of a Court of record to punish for contempt). We 
follllw the English rule that penal statute<; are presumed 
110t to have retrospectivc effect. 

But there ha\e been some departures from the PQI 
cJple of legality since independence when the 'O¥cnt
ments of this country for one reason or the other 1n'C' d 
a p~1 racto penal laws. These laws were pes<oed whea 
there was no constitutional prohibition of ex ~,.. 
law.!.. They were therefore not unconstitutional. But we 
must, as GlanVille Williams sayS, "o~l'\e that the 
principle (of legality) is not satisfied merely by the faa 
that the punishment inflicted is tecbnical1y lepl 

I ha\c already referred to the Criminal Procc:durt 
Code (Amendment) Act, 1963 under which President 
Nkrumah was able to annul a decision of a eompc1eal 
court and compel the re-trial of Adamafio and otheR 
in nagrant breach of tbe rule that no person should be 
tried twice for the same offence-that is. put in "double 
jeopardy". 

Untramellcd Legi5lalive Power 

The N.L.C. which followed Nk.rumah did not ht:\11<I1e 
tn pass ClE post facto laws whene\·er that governmenl 
deemed it necessary. Thus the Law Enforcement (Powen 
of the Army) Decree, 1966 NLCD. 109 (which COlt

ferred on members of the Ghana Army not below 1M 
rank. of sergeant police powers for the detection and 
pre\ention of crime, apprehension of criminals aad 
maiotenan<.:e of order, etc.) was issued on 30th No\·em· 
ber. 1966. but was deemed to have come into force .. 
24th February. 1966. This was no doubt to validate adl 
of the members of the Ghana Army who actina oa 
orders might ha\ e arrested and detained people; and 
one cannot say that this was in breach of the principle 
of legality. 

However. the same cannot be said of NLCD. 130, 
entitled Public Property (protedion) and Corrupt Prx-. 
lices (Pre-u'nlion) Act, 1961 (Anwndment) De:ttee, 1967. 
This. as the title shows, was intended 10 amend an AL1 

passed in 1962. Act 121. That Act came into force lit 

June 1962. The N.L.C. amendment decree was short and 

provided: 

"(I) The Publi c Property (Protection) and Corrupt 
Practices (Pre\·ention) Acts 1962 (Act 121 is hereby 

amended: 

<al 
(b) by the IOsertion immediately after Section 10 
thereof of the following new section:-
It. "This Act shall be deemed to ha\e come IOto for..-c 
on the 1st day of January. 1962" , 
(") Thi~ De(rec shall be deemed W ha,,·e come Into 
f~rce 00 the 1st day of January. 1962. Made this 25th 
day of January. 1967. Signed Lt.-Gen . 1. A. Ankrah 

1 ha"! quoted the Decrce almost in full becau~ It 
'iho'NS to what extent untramelled legislative power can 
he u~ed. The N.L C. were saying in effect that a Par
hament whose successor it had dlssoh cd had intendoo. 
five ycar~ before the enactment of the Decree, that a 
law pas~ed in June 1962 should have rctrospcctl\"l,! effed 

from I~t January, 1962. 
ThJ!o mean .. 3 per;on who committed acts of re,,;\.ldS 

dls\lpation of public property between January 1962 and 
June 1962 could be punished after 25th January._ 1967 • 
c\.en though at the time he committed the act It wa 

not a penal offence. t 
The only apparent reason for this strang~ amendmc:n 

IS that thc N.L.C. had found that a partl<.:ular penon 
llr pel"tom had committed act<; of reckle~5 dls!tlpahon 
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may be a plot by the fo"Mr memm or would-be mas· 
ten. ati __ wbo have beJel poIitiOlll of power and 
j ...... mcc in Ibe put aDd have been .wept uicIe by the 
tide: of revoIulioa may want to win bact· their loat 
power and inftuera by attcmplina to overthrow the 
incumbent lovcmment. 

In such a country the maintcnanc:e of national ICCUrity 
i. of panmount importance and Ibould override 
all other considerations or interests. Kwame Nkrumah. 
in fact, arpeel on such &inca when answerina criticillDS 
for dePllrtina Albaji Osman LanIan and Albaji Amadu 
Saba. He said (in September 1957): 

"The finf. Cluly of • aovemment is to sovcm. Hcocc 
the preservation of our natioaal ICCUrity it para
mount. It is imperative. I wonder if those atwo.d who 
have criticised as. fuUy appreciAte this problem in 
Guna wbere we have to deal with • complex Ria· 
tionsbip of feudal. tribal and other facton and wherc: 
we have to ficbt qain.t inapircd nunoun and vicious 
malRpI' II : Illations. It is obvious that we are dali", 

with conditio. quite unlike those in many adler 
countrics. Thus we must adopt methods appropriate 
to the problems we have to solve and still pII[lervc 
the basic rilhts of the inCIividual". (I S,=k or Ffte.. 
• , p.t 13) . 

Apart from arauments based on the rcquitauentl of 
national security, there arc those based on the need for 
the mobilisation of our resources for quick. development. 
The country. it is aTJuccI. is industrially backward . 
economically weak and not too rich in nawnl raoun:cs. 
The social conditions aro appallina. the populaliOD 
hunlty and sick. The ordinary penon i. politically un· 
sophisticated. iponnt and pllible; be can easily be 
swayed by dctnaioIic oralory or monetaty or other 
considerations. What the ordinary man wants is not 
an overdose of democratic indaJaeoce . 

He ncct's food; be nerd. medicine; be needs aools; 
he needs all the amenities a penon in more economically 
aClvanccd countria enjoys. 1bc tuk to achieve all tbese 
i. areat. h canDOt be ac:complisbcid without a total 
mobiti.tion of the resources of the country, human 
aDd otbcrwilC. It requira unity in the counlry. and a 
ratlyina behind. united icadcnbip. indeed, the leader
ship of one It""'l man. It demands discipline at all 
1Iawk of lOCiety. The country. to accompliab this suo 
preme lut, cannot afford disboncsty and corruption, 
intimidation, tcrroriun or munIcn. 

A country witb such a talk. cannot atlord the techni· 
calitiel and .... 1iticl 01. imported leeat concepts. Where 
Tn: ry pel'lODl who have acted detrimentally 10 the 
7 Ii· I ial •• or __ of affairs which have been • 
.... aoana of hindnnce or embarraSllment to the 

be demt with by procedures or IaWi 
_ ... IIWI) which may not be accept· 
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1972 

10,000,000 
6,900,000 

232,884 

17,132,884 
329,261,557 

450,000 
143,660,426 

490,504,867 

1972 

685,655 

214.345 

900,000 

1.500.000 

450,000 

1,000,000 

232,884 

4,082,884 

CAPITAL 

Authorised 
\210,000,000 being 500,000 Shares or \220 each. 
Issued 
500,000 Shares or \220 each rul1y paid 
Reserve Fund. 
Income Surplus Account. 

Deposits, Savings and Other Accounts. 
Proposed First and Final Dividend, Net. 

GH 

Liability for Confirmed Credits. Bonds and Other Engagements on 
behalf of Customers. 

T. E. ANIN. Chairman and Managing Director. 

K. O. SACKEY. EXfCUlil'l! Director 

Transfer to Reserve Fund 
Section 9(2) of the Ghana Commercial Bank 
Decree 1972 (NRCD. 115) 

Section 13 of the Ghana Commercial Bank 
Decree 1972. Regulation 43. 

Provision for Contingencies, including 
Current Taxation . 

Distribution to Shareholders. 
First and Final Dividend for the Year : 

Gross 1,000,000.00 
Less Tax at 55 %. 550,000.00 

Bonus issue of 50,000 Shares of ~20 each fully paid 

Balance transferred to Income Surplus Account. 

LOSS 

I. The Net Profit is stated after making provision for the diminution in 
and charging:. 

Directors' Remuneration .. 
, . 

We have exammed tbe attached Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account with the books and 
satisfactory. The Bank has kept proper books of account with which the Balance Sheet and Profit and L<~'1 
lions relative to which are within the powers of the Bank, are in accordance with the Ghana Commercial 
and gives a true and fair view of the slate or affairs or the Bank as at 30th June, 1973 and the Profit and 

A YEW AG YEMAN & CO. 
Chartered Accountants & Auditors, 

Liberia Road, Accra. 
11th September. 1973 
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Secretary 
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Situations. SeriOUS gaps may be revealed, but too late; 
'A-hen some people might ha\c exploited tbe gaps to their 
personal advantage and to the great damage to the eco
nomy oC the country. Should the country Sit by and 
allow such people to enjoy their III-gotten gains? What 
IS wrong in making ex pose facto laws to punish all such 
persons or to compel them to refund their iII-latten 
gains to the nation'! 

With regard to the usc of special procedures and 
tribunals we may be reminded tbat even countries which 
In peace time adhere rigidly to the principle of legality 
ha\c dunng wartime or periods of emergency resorted 
to the use of special procedures and tribunals. In Britain 
during the two world wars persons who were regarded 
as threats to national security were detained without 
tnal. America detained Japanese citizens during the 
second world war. France, after the O.A.S. attempts to 
assassinate President De Gaulle or to Instigate a coup 
d'etat, set up special tribunals for dealing with political 
c rimes. So there may be nothing outrageous in a country 
such as Ghana, which can in some sense be regarded 
as being at war, at least with its economy, setting up 
a Special Court or Military Tribunals to try similar 
offences. 

Such arguments arc atlracti\e and it is not surprising 
that since 1957 they have been accepted and acted upon 
by governments. It appears that to some of them the 
great ends of natIonal de\'elopment justify any mcani 
they deem appropriate. 

Protecting tile lndi\ idua l 

I have already stated my objections to detentIons with_ 
out trIa l, and the use of special tribunals, except in 
declared emergencies and other laws dealt with in thIS 
series, and it is not necessary to repeat them here. Nor 
do I think it necessary to get involved in the end
justtfles-the-mcans arguments here; there is no space for 
ot. 

To me the question is: should the individual be 
protected from arbitrary conducts of public offi ce rs? If 
so. what form and quality of protection should the law 
provide? These are not easy questions to answer. The 
o pinion may. however, be hazarded tbat whatever may 
be the political system and the economic and social 
condi ti ons, whate\'er the task. the individual matters. 
It would be wrong to erect a legal structure, in the 
name of progress or national security, whi ch puts the 
Ind1\ .. idual in fear of KakJaesque persecution. 

But the arguments which have been advanced in 
support of the laws I have dealt with in thi s series can 
be used. and hale been used . to support such a legal 
st ru cture . They are characteristic of the arguments u~ 
by " revolutIon ary authoritarian movements" or dictator· 
ships, In such regimes "specia l police are exempt from 
legal control s- they a rrest, try, execute and exile without 
restraint. Appeal is limited or non-exist . Special tribu
nals for the tr ia l of politIcal offenders may be depended 
upon to effectuate the will of the go,·ernmcnt. There 
IS sweeplOg abrogation of constituti ona l guarantees. 
And all this is ratIOnalised and sustained by relentless 
all.embraclng " thought control" ' which is used by the 
leaders to Implemen t their political aims. The salient 
feature of authorita rian political theory in its attad. 
on legality consisted in the subord inati on of the indi
"dual to The Community or The Peo ple and, in man y 
(3se. to The Pany. 1n short. during these re,oiutions. I 

law, espeCIally cnmmal law, was a party WClpo. 
(Jerome Hall. CenerAI Princi ples or CrIm' , ~ 
pp. 67-(8). 

Prof. Hall had In mind the "Te\'olutlonary authon .... 
rian mo ... ements" in Russia. Nazi, Gennany and F.'CIII 
Italy and the munlries which copied them. But It QD. 

not be denied that some of these common traits in aadt 
regImes ha\e been manifested in this country "Dell 
independence in 1957. They are not compauble With tbe 
natIOnal motto of FREEDOM and JUSTICE. Sum, 
when this country at the time of independence cbOil 
thIS motto it dId not intend or expect it to be a tired 
dieM. a hollow meaningless. slogan. Is II not lime, Sll
tcen years after independence. to consider ways arid 
means of giving meaning and rea lity to this inspirina 
motto? 

To me it is no answer to say that the present rClime 
IS humane and tolerant otherwise I would not havc 
dared to publish th is series. Times change. And reE"na 
may come and gO. But there are two concepts of IOCLII 
and political association which we must always stead
fastly adhere to and de\ ise lega] means to protect. They 
are (I) that every indh'idual. whatever hiS status. is III 
enllty and an end in himself, and is entitled to rectII 
nillon and protection of his person and liberty of ex 
pression and movement: and (2) that the individual, tbc 
o rdlOary individual , is helpless before the state machi
ncry witllout legal protection and help. 

The cTlmlnal law is a means for affording him thIS 
protection and help. The criminal law carefully bandied 
IS a good servant. an effective weapon for the protectIon 
of the State and the individual : but without restraint 
and care it can be a bad master, an instrument of terror 
and needless cruelty. 

What should be done about the laws I have dlScus!oCd 
in this series? Some of them obviously should be re· 
pealcd and othcrs at least revised. Only the N.R.C. can. 
of course, carry out such an exercise. In the absence. of 
a Parliament there is one body which is best qualified 
to analyse and tender advice in detail on these and 
nther laws whi ch may be in need of repeal or re",, ' i\itl~ 

That is the Bar Association . 

The Bar claims to be the custodians of the "eternal" 
justice of this country. Lawyers are in a better po'>ltil1n 
than most people to know the effect of laws on socIety 
and on the fortunes of the indi\'idual. The N R,C have 
always said they are prepared to IUlen to constructl\'C 
c ritici sms and ad""'ice from people. I am sure they WIll 
gIve serious consideration to any constructi .... e proposab 
from such an honourable body as the Bar Ass(}('iatitlfl 

I hope when the Association mcets next week mcm 
beTS will diSCUSS some of the matters J ha\·e raised heft' 
and make appropriate suggestions. 

READ THE 
LEGON OBSERVER 

ALWAYS 
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Observer Notebook 

"Hall" Fees 

THE more closely ODe looks at this year's budget, 
the more persuaded one becomes about the middle· 
class bias of the statement, and the more hollow 
the government's claims to radicalism, popuJism, 
socialism or sympathy for the underprivileged ring. 
Elsewhere in this issue a correspondent comments 
on the new rates of tax on chargeable rents and 
shows that a considerable amount of generosity 
has been shown to landlords in comparison with 
personal income tax rates. This generosity is nol 
extended to elementary school pupils. 

Take for example the fee payable for the Middle 
School Leaving Certificate Examination, known 
in the past to those people now on the wrong side 
of the generation line who went to Standard VII 
as "Hall". The fee is fl3.00, and until this year 
parents have been paying SOp. per pupil while 
the remaining fl2.S0 has been made up by the 
government in the form of subsidy. For the 1972-
73 financial year the total government subsidy in 
respect of 100,000 pupils amounted to ~O.2S 

million. It has been now decided to withdraw 
the subsidy and parents will now pay the futl !Z'3.00 

per pupil. Similarly textbook fees in respect of 
pupils in primary and secondary schools and 
training colleges have been increased by an average 
of about 80~1o. The obvious intention in these 
upward revisions is to reduce government expendi
ture. But the question is: could these savings not 
be made by reducing the benefits of those who are 
already having more than the basic essentials?' 

In contrast to what is happening to the younger 
pupils, let us look at the position of university 
students. They have scholarships that cover their 
tuition, boarding and lodging. In addition they 
each receive an out-of-pocket allowance that comes 
to about ~I()(}.OO a year. One would have thought 
that if savings are to be made in the educational 
budget, the flO.2S million that is being withdrawn 
as subsidy from primary school pupils could have 
been found either from the out-of-pocket allowance 
to university students or from the more privileged 
sections of the community. For, come to think 
of it, the Middle School Leaving Certificate is not 
worth much more than a piece of paper. Hardly 
anybody can obtain reasonable employment on 
the strength of that document. Moreover, those 
who will take that examination-and pay the full 
fee- are the children of ordinary people; they do 
not go to "international" or "preparatory" schools 
where they take the Common Entrance examina
tion in Form II or I n and go to secondary schools 

where they prepare for a more valuable certificate. 
The parents who wiU pay the SZ3.00 are the rural 
folk to whom this amount represents a lot of 
money. 

Considering the diminishing value of the Middle 
School Leaving Certificate, we consider shifting 
the burden of the full fee onto parents somewhat 
cynical, and counsel that that recommendation be 
withdrawn, in order, at least, to allay a growing 
fear which people have that this government does 
not care much for the underprivileged. 

Lest We Forget 

THERE is some uneasiness in the mind of the public 
about the slow progress, if any, being made in the 
investigations into the scandal leading to the 
suspension of the first Logistics Committee under 
Major Weir. One had assumed that the Special 
Action Unit had gathered enough evidence to 
enable whomever was entrusted with the subse
quent probe to carry out the duty with some des.
patch. However some two months have already 
passed since the matter was reported and it looks 
as if some prodding is needed to shake the investi
gators into more rapid action. 

A further cause of uneasiness is that a section 
of the public feels cheated that a matter of thi!l 
nature is being investigated in camera. It sets a 
bad precedent, for public officials, in whatever 
garb they are, must be under normal circumstances 
be accountable to the public in public. We do nol 
see any abnormal or special circumstances that 
justify investigating this particular matter in 
private. There is a new Logistics Committee 
which will certainly benefit from the results of the 
investigation for, as they say, "one man's fault is 
another man's lesson." The secrecy surrounding 
the handling of the investigation is unhealthy, 
as the matter should be brought into the open 
with immediate effect. 

Or is it that the investigation, if it has already 
begun, is taking a long time because what the 
Special Action Unit found out was only the 
"tip of the iceberg"? Whatever it is, tbe public 
is entitled to know how some of its servants have 
been serving it. 
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Letters 
Disgrunllcd Polilicians and Alii Ibaf 

SIR- A rather disquieting brand of political propaganda 
is currently going on which needs immediate halting; 
and the chief protagonist of this kind of "political edu
cation" is no less a person than the Head of Slate him
self. 

This "political education" to which I am humbly 
advising a total halt is this: whenever the Chief Execu
live has the opportunity to adi:lress any gathering he 
does not fail to hammer home to his audience his belief 
or rather his idea that he would not be cajoled into 
handing over power to civilians. The keynote of these 
executive addrcs.ses is always the same. The government 
will not hand over power to anybody; and the people 
should beware of '<disgruntled" or "misguided" politi
cians; or simply that people should beware of politi
cians. Some newspapers have had occasion to editorialise 
on these "disgruntled" or "misguided" politicians. The 
condemnations have been great and devastating. Some 
few months back we were told that these '~disgruntled" 
politicians bought large quantities of foreign food 
(fonnerJy known as essential commodities) and dumped 
them into the sea (or any available hole) for destruc
tion! Later on we learned wi'th some relief the truth 
about the affair: a properly constituted authority of a 
recognised government trading corporation bad oruered 
the destruction of certain foreign food items because 
they were not fit for consumption. This plainly was 
what happened-and it reminds me of the rapidity and 
regularity with which things (natil'e or foreign) rot away 
these days right in the face of claims to efficiency! 

My humble view is that this deliberate an'd sustained 
attempt by the government to locale "disgruntled" or 
"misguided" politicians in order to put all the blame 
on them is most inimical to the present and future 
political health of this country. Because the government 
has no recognisable political base it has found it expe
dient to destroy politics and politicians. From the way 
the campaign goes on it would seem politicians are a 
group of well-designated people kept somewhere for 
ominous and devilish deeds calculated to thwart the 
aspirations or this counlry. I humbly dissent from this 
view. Some politicians may wreck present political 
systems and bring in new and refreshing ones. It all 
depends on how one looks at it. They may be nation
wreckers or true and meaningful sons of a true and 
happy revolution that may change the lives of the peo
ple for the better. 

In Ghana today real active politicians have been effec
ti vely neutralised. We do not have to look for them. As 
fo r being "misguided" or "disgruntled" one does not 
need to be a politician. "Disgruntled" school pupi ls 
demonstrate when amen.ilies they arc used to are sud
denly 'taken away even if that was necessitated by com
pelling circumstances. These things happen! If condi
ti ons of fear and suspicion are created for our future 
pol itics and politicians a most lasting harm would have 
been done to our country, And we would be the poorer 
for that! 

Mensah SlIrbah Hall 
Logon 

Dennis Adjci-Brenyah 

Wbose Freedom of the Press?-A Rep"" 
SIR- Permit me to make the following observation. 
~our ,:ditorial Which, c~rried the above-quoted captiOll 
10 which you made mdlrect reference to me in the 
cond paragraph when burling insults on the editor 
The Ghanaian Times. 

What you said was also "advertised" on page 4 
The Edlo of Sun'day, September 2. 1973. in whi 
your reference to me was stated inter alia: "The edi 
of the 'Ghanaian Times' has every right to dlsa 
wilh the sentiments expressed in that issue of 
Echo' or of any other paper, publicly or privately ow 
but he certain ly exceeds his limits by recommend' 
sucb intolerant measures as he and a CORRESPO 
DENT (emphasis mine) of his have called for, beea 
there is a greater principle at stake than the survi 
or the demise of a single paper". 

Jn fact, when my attention was drawn to your journal 
write-up on the issue and your reference to me, I 
not at all surprised because if we are to weigb all 
you have written , including contributions from "in 
pendent sources", since the NRC came into power, 
would be very easy to say that not less than 80 pe""~ 
of the lotal sum is highly anti-NRC. 

If The Legon Observer were to bave the ea 
of the proverbial bare, it woufd have over-beard, 
got cautioned. that immediately after a ban bad ~J 
placed on two independent newspapers by the autb 
ties last year, several well-meaning citizens of the I 
yelled that the Observer should have been included 
the list, 

I still re-collect that during an interview elsewhe 
a prominent citizen in an advisory capacity now sta 
among other things that "a certain weekly may 5 

have itself to blame if the government bans if' ; or d 
the Obsenter think that this golden reference 
made to the Lotto WeekJy which does not do politi 
but only business? 

It is Very sad to note that instead of taking 
Ghanaian Times to task for its prudent editorial, 
need be, The Legon Observer closed its eyes a 
ears to the ethics of the journalistic profession (I am n 
a journalist, though) and singled out Me. Gyawu-Ky 
for its unwarranted attacks. 

Really. the Observer bas fulfilled the wise sayi 
that birds of the same feather do flock together! 

"The history of this country shows that people v. 
create an atmoiiphere of insecurity, in the secret ho 
that others will be affected. sooner or later fall victi 
to their own creations and devices'" the Obst!rver stat 
among otber things in the fourth paragrapb of the writ 
up in question. 

I am surprised to learn that when a prominent joum 
list rormerly on the Kumasi-based Pioneer m 
bold, under Dusia's rule. to make certain observatio 
on the government of the day and he had his intern 
tional passport seized, the intellectual journal. OMrn' 
never deemed it appropriate to say all tbat it is sayi 
now when only a newspaper had suggested a ban 
subversive newspapers. 

As a woman, ] wish to state that I give crooit to 
fact that the Observer is manned by academicia 
(or Proressors?) but I am very sad to point out th 
whal they drop from their pens is always shocking, 
compared with what an academician in a Socialist cou 
try, like Hungary or USSR. would dare write. 
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tn fact , when the passport of the journalist. mentioned 
abo\c, was seized Me. Joe Appiab and certain promi
nenl members of the disbanded Justice Party made bold 
to attack the action on the part of Dusia and his fellow 
democrats; they even threatened to take tbe Govern
mcnt to court on behalf of the 'poor' journalist. This 
\\as widely publicised and it attracted a feature article 
In the defunct The Voice of the People edlled and pu
bhshed by \ 'clerao journalist E. K. Mlcbon. 

What , at all, did the ugon Obsencr, which claims 
today to bcheve in press freedom, say on the issue? 

Some . of us warne," used to have unlimited respect 
for the Journal but smce BUSla and bis henchmen were 
o\crthrown It is \ 'cry evident thaI this same journal 
has c~loured its stand on national issues and today, it is 
not different from any other subversive journal or news
paper. How come, Obscner? 

E\'el)'body knows that Dusia is (or was) an academi
cian : but that is no guarantee that be should rule Ghana 
forever, even at the expense of the electorate. If so, 
then , I do nol understand why the Obscner and its 
allies should deem it fit to <lefend every attack on the 
\poilt system of Busiasm. 

So, the Obiervtt feels happy that the The Edlo should 
close its eye$ and ears to simple ethics of society and 
~y anything that pleases It about our authorities and 
their wives? 

Everybody knew that Mrs. Faustina Acheampon& and 
other wives of other NRC members, or Commissioners, 
went to DAHWENY A to give encouragement to the 
\'olunteers working on the canal project. If so, why 
should The Echo have tbe gusts to state inter alia: 
"What is ridiculous about some forms of exhortations 
10 the volunteers is the apparent fun and lack of pur
poseful realism whicb characterise these forms of ex
hortation . ... It is traditional that chiefs do not dig or 
weed; wives of dignitaries lind their husbands do not 
use the boc, the pick-axe and the shovel as normal im
plements of their daily vocations. It is, therefore, ridi
culous for certain people of a particular class in our 
society to put up the pretence of being casual di&&ers 
only to catch the eye of the unwary section of the 
pUblic". 

Now, the Obse.n-er is advising the NRC thus: ' 'We 
of the 'Ob9cner trust that the government will not be 
mis!ed by the misguided zeal and malicious sycophancy 
that engendered this call. It is in the government's own 
interest not only to tolerate but to freely accept a free 
press as a means of feeling public opinion and gathering 
ideas. We hope that the government will display maturity 
by contemptuously ignoring such a brainless display 
of misconceived enthusiasm, revolutionary or otherwise". 

Yes, the Obsen'e:r wants the authorities to sit 
tight unconcerned so that they may tomorrow see trou
ble in Ghana for them to jump into lecturing on "What 
Went Wrong U nder the NRC". Is that not all? 

Well , I was touched by the unwarranted insinuation 
and attacks on my fellow women, who are the wives of 
dignitancs including Mrs. Acheampong, by The EdJo 
and prompted to write what I wrote. I still stand by any 
call that "any newspaper or journal found to be subver

sive sbould be banned" 

After all , the late President Tubman. whose govern
ment was said to be. a carbon-copy of the American 
, ystem of government, bad cause to get a journalist de
tai ned and stipulated inter alia that he "would not sit 

down unconcerned for his government to be overthrown 
by the stroke of the pen". 

Let US all learn to be wiser, then! 

c,"o Mr. K. Yamoah-Yiadom Mrs. Beuad ••. 
R. T. Briscoe 
(V.W. Spare Paris Store) 
Ac..,. 

Edilor's Note: Published unedited. 

Ghana Airway~" Lcf...down in Abidjan Reply 

SIR-W~ have read with interest Dr. S. K. Date-Bahs 
letter With the abo,·e headline in the 7th September 
1973 edition of your esteemed journal in wbicb he tried 
to I~pute,. among other things, that Ghana Airways 
officl~ls deliberately ~tayed away from the Abidjan air
port In order to aVOid expenditure on botels and meals 
for our passengers who were stranded there. 

The whole inc:ident is rather unfortunate and anybody 
wh~ has ever travelled with Ghana Airways will bear 
testimony to the fact that we have always extended our 
hospitality to our passengers whenever we have bad 
delays or cancellations. We have always done this in the 
belief tbat a contented and satisfied customer will alwa}'S 
co~e back. Some people have even accused US of pam. 
penng our passengers. 
~n that fateful Thursday, ('ur P.28 jet bad developed 

engme trouble and could, therefore, not go to Abidjan 
as scheduled. Our manager in Abidjan, knowing the im
portance of the personalities who bad confirmed tickets 
on our flight, was running around trying to make alter
native travel arrangements for our stranded passengen 
He succeeded in getting a relief aircraft wbich even
tually conveyed the passengers to Accra. This is the 
Teason why Dr. Date-Bah did not see him at the air· 
pen . It is not because he wanted to avoid expenditutc 
on hotels ana meals as Dr. Date-Bah alleges. In any 
ca'>e. if any of the passengers bad gone to the airpon 
restaurant for a meal, Gbana Airways would have gladly 
refunded the money to them. 

We are sure Dr. Date-Bah and the other passenacr; 
were more interested in getting to Accra than bavinl 
an extra meal in Abidjan or even staying another nipl 
there knowing "ery well that some of them had pre
arranged schedules in Accra. In trying to do this, our 
manager in Abidjan inaoverteotiy omitted the usual 
counesies we extend to our stranded passengers and 
we apologise for this omission. We wish to assure Or. 
Date-Bah and his fellow passengers on the flight thal 
this will not happen again and that they can always rely 
on Ghana Airways at aU times. 

Gb.a.na Airways 
Accra 

Mike M. Auamzo,'I 
(Public Relatioas Metr) 

First Aid oa Ghana AirwaYl P ... 

SIR- On 16th August. 1973. I was a passcn8C1' of the 
Ghana Airways plane to Kumasi in the morning. }UJ1 

when l was disembark.ing from a motor vebicle, I ex· 
perienced a sharp pain on my second finger of the Itft 
hand. 1 noticed a deep cut, and blood ooz.cd out freely. 
I sought help from tbe Airways authorities. I was led 
10 the Health section. The said room existed only io 
name. There were only a bottle or two of some medi· 
cine almost exhausted, a few pieces of coafSC plasten 
and some saaps of cotton wool scattered here and there. 
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promoted by the right·wing regime of Busia_ Fmt. 
rural development. Whereas under Busia it was the 
dear desire of left-wing (orces that a regime of their 
Inclination should come to power some day, it was 
left to individual socialists to decide to what elUent 
they would, as citizens and taxpayers. support pT.)
grammes of the govemment of the day. I for one 
appeared on Centre for Civic Education platforms in 
Accra and elsewhere supponing programmes 'Which I 
"new \\-Quld promote the well-being of my countrymen. 
elang,"g the go ... ernment was a matter of the. ballot 
or the bul\ct (with acknowledgements to Malcolm X). 
but pro"idHlg water and other social amenities to rural 
folk was a pressing problem which need not wait for 
either ballot or bullet. Thus came it that on an occa~lOn 
I chaired a public symposium on rural development 
at which the local chief, a Deputy Minister. and a 
P P_ card-carrying don spoke on the subject of rural 
development. During question time, a former c.P.P 
high-up criticized the rural development exercise and 
1 had to disagree with him publicly on the issue. 
Yet today we remain comrades. This anecdote 3hould 
fill in the gap in the knowledge of the Political Cor· 
respondent. Does this not qualify for "pragmatic fle· 
xibility'" 

What is Alien? 

A .. regards the Small Business Loans Scheme, what 
,,"e read in the papers about defaults in re-payment 
.. hould indIcate that the exercise was not an unqualified 
~utte<. ... Of importance to the debate on ideology is 
the question of the nature of man and what insti· 
tut;onal framework the state should promote with a 
,·iew (0 attaining stated social goals. Instead of using 
l>tate power to help individual capitalists along, why 
(ould the same resources not be galvanized towards 
the establishment of a worker-owned and worker-run 
co-operativo movement' The basis for this already 
eXil>ls in many traditional occupations in our society. 
Why then use state power to promote well-being on 
an indi\ idual capitalistic basis rather than on a com· 
munal socialist basis? Tt is no argument to say Lenin 
promoted thc growth of a small capitalist class. This 
is clearly a case in which adaptation of the.ory. to. the 
known conditions of our terrain and social m<thtuhon<t 
.. hould take place. 

If and when open political activity is allowed 
"'gain . the topical issue should be that of ideology. not 

-
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of tnbe, height shape of nose, etc. The only 
i~~ue on which political movements must be b • 
the choice between the capitalist path of 
ment and the socialist path. We must spare 
charade of 1969 when, in my view, there was no 
IOgful Ideological choice between the P.P. and 
That is the imponance of the disagreement 
myself and Adali-Mortty, to whom I now tum. 

His latest piece (L.O. vrn114) is memorahle for 
poetic flourishes as well as its fundamental erroR 

the Political Correspondent has helpfully '~~~~;~ 
there is no usc caUing socialism an "ali~n" 
A car, for instance, is a useful invention in Ghana. 
It is of alien origin. 1( is misguided to refuse 10 We 

car merely because it is alien. 1f the A~'.tt,o.S'"'><>I 
had refused to replaoc their square wheels WIth 
round ones the Romans brought with them in the ~l"l 
of coloOlal England, where would they be today1 

Adali-Mortty's appraisal of the meaning of 
First Republic is quite wrong. To call 
regime a socialist regime is (0 over-simplify 
To restrict Ghanaians' experience of "sufl"erin," 
that regime alone is again to be guilty of i 
nai\-ete. True, Kwame Nkrumah tried to lay the 
dations of a socialist society. In this exercise he .·as 
against se,·eraJ problems, some of them internal to 
workings of his Party, the CP.P. Many left-willi 
tiques of that regime are now available to 
that, from a strictly socialist stand-point, the 
ture and functioning of tbe C.P.P. was 
ducth·e to the building of true socialism. Of 
anti-socialists are free to interprete tbe coJlarse oC 
Party in their own way, but they must respect 
facts. 

Multi.Party Slates 

To equate our experience of the First Republic .... 1 

loocialism is therefore wrong; it is especially su'P';';;'I1 
in a man who bas visited tbe Soviet Union. Nor II 
true to argue that detention, corruption, greed or a 
party system are essential features (or even 'I;;t:~ 
ones) of socialist regimes. These variables of 
experience must be seen in thcir true light. There 
a great deal of repression in rigbt-wing regimes 
attracts little or no attention in the capltali~t 
to which we subscribe. Examples abound in 
Portugal and the Ivory Coast. Some capitalist 
run one-party political systems (e.g. Ivory 
whereas some socialist states do have 
systems (e.g. G.D.R., Hungary). Indeed. It is 
whether the U.S.A. and Britain are 
.. tates! To add to thiS catalogue of what makes a 
\ociallst the index of intolerance of opponenb' 
as docs Adali-Mortty, is to obfuscate a simple 
That ~hould make Vorster a leading socialist' 

No. a regime may be oppressive without laying ,t."1 
tn any ideological badge. Socialists do claim that if 
system they set up is true to its professions, it would 
make no room for these vices. We also consider thai 
capItalism as a social philosophy manifests too many 
contradictions. Adali-Mortty, on tllis and other Ilcta

sions. has sung the praises of "sweet, s .. cct profit 
Socialists contend that profit is in itself a good thiq 
Where we differ from capitalists is in regard to who 
gets the profit. Profit, as the excess of product over 
capital inruts. is obviously desirable. but soeiali .... 
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un~,der that our in~tllution.al framc'WorL should provide 
)f an eqUitable sharing of \hI!> rrofit. Our "enter· 

,,"eneur" ..... ho manas,--s to capture for himself half 
.f it regiOn's allc>ealion (If "n) commodity would not 
Jotlnt\'C In a !lociali\1 n:glm.:. In a capitalist one. he 
NDUld he: ;h.:daunoo a\ an ~tutl! businessman. B) 
nerdy paUlOS goods from hand to hand. he is able 
on)...: In two hundred times what the honest labourer 

gets for ,,(lrLing in the :<oUR all dOl)'. To add insult 
.0 injury. here wmc\ Adah·Mortty urgang him in the 

.me nr Cbn\llan (1) brolherhNld- "let us be friends 
od countf)ml..-n. cOl!.:h """hlng the best for Ghana", 

.1m i!> pure w.,hful ,hanLang It may deJay the day 
I red. an mg. hut cannot put it oft. 

\Ve d.) need a national cOIl-.ensus. It should be 
lm\lcd at In Icrm~ whu.:h gi\c credence to a ll our 
I'I(>U$ pn"elit .. tlt)n~. There (;:<i~t<; the possibility of the 
ro.tiun \,f a harmtlnlOu\ \ocicty within our bordcrs. 

blJt the hu" fur Ih" can only be found by thc climi
nation of the da~s cka\a8e~ that are ,uch a glaring 
t;;tlun: Ilr the social fahrll: I,f our country. In the 

r.;solulioll of the ({lnRI~·t. .... e need to discard such 
"otl0W. In the "salo" (the .... ord ibelC i<; ~ignificanl 

the mouth of a C.lpltalist!) of ideolugie,>. For our 
VtCiet} letld\ illeJr to S("IcntLtic analy,is. and {'ut (>f 
that should lllmc the prinliplc'i (partl) alicn. partly 
hornc-arownl on which Ihls nali,'n musl he built. 1 fur 
:1RC woultJ likc h1 kn<, .... \\ho<.e inlerests the "lefti<;t 
:o1t1ufln& (Adali.1\,f urtty. V 11I 10) of some aclions 
}f the .... R C n.::8)m.: hurt m.,\t Tho~c (If foreign 

on()poly capil.al. tlr thmc I)f thc "haplc,<; and good 
pll! of Ghana''''' 

For The Record 
hula,', S.plembtr 7 

' .. ,..n Rl'uul·-T.l .(' Rcp~'t4.'lIhlhon lucrea .. ed 

ilE (n,\"Crnmenl ha, IIIcn.."":l'ICd by one the repro.:scnta 
n uf the I radc Unll'n CI.ngro.:'5 "n the Salary Rl"\le .... 

Committe; 1 he ('ongre" has ;K':llfdlngl~ appomted 
Ir J J- ","orte) Pnncipal lIf tho.: l.atk,ur Collcgo: and 

Mr \-!,artln ""Cl/.UJ.}C G~nC:ral c;;.,;..:n:rar) of the- P & T 

\\.'rk.en. t mon Co T1:prC5alt It on the CommlHco.: 
Mr. I lwfu. A.:tJ"I ~netar)·-Gcno.:ral of the 

r l C had Uld that the \ongR:\\ W(lukJ n,'l participalt: 
In any dlSo.'UMlun ytllh the "'.a1an: Rl'"\"C\\ (\'mmittee 
IUlie Ihtl r l ( 's rcrre-o.:nlahon ~n II wa, Incrl!a'iCd 

'l G' Ili-.n·e, ""th (~O\emm.:ol Decision 
rHf! Nalton:al 1 .UC11 "r {,hana 'itud ... llls tllday appe3lcJ 
to the lo\emment lu ","hd~ ..... it, (It.:\.N.m 10 -.ell ::!OO 

naakw. 10 tho: I..llll scnants ",hll arc 1"':\.'UPl'"8 thcm 
a.ad 'luncstcd inSh . .'l1d lha' Bmernmcnt !o.hould pot thc~ 
twusc!O liltO the clurge C" the (jhana Hllu\ing Corpora" 
lion t\"I tit lI:utcd on a \ iahlo: economic haw,. 

Spc3L101 AI a tn"1..~S confero:nce In Tema tl~a). Mr 
r ~ V.aril.Brcw. Preilldent of the t·nlon. aho called 
·)1 • prohc 11\1" th_ .dmml'lratilln "r the N t.e "'ho<;c 

mcmhcn. he d:umed. "',h thO!oe bcfllre and aftl!r it. 
annot he ,.ud In ho: free- from ;\11 corrupti.,n··. The 

I (,S also cOl.1Jed f,lr the h3nmng of ('i, il 'kr.·ant,' 
aoc1aUon. It cl:urru llut as :tId'I"o.:" llf the- ""em

ment and elecutors (If the poll .... o:, nf gmo.:rnment, c'\'iJ 
"ant-; arc In 100 KnsHi\e a p.1S1lion to be allowed 

, IQIC d~lr Imporbnt pas.liar., 10 s.!d; their ","0 end ... 

WednMa), Scpftmber 1Z 

' ''ordgn Foods .!I1iU in the Nc"s 

THE allocation of foreign foods to workers has been 
cancelled with Immediate effect as a result of alleged 
malpractlC:es in the operation of the s}stem. A spoke~· 
man for the Committee alleged that it had been diS· 
co\cred that some of thc goods intended Cor the workcrs 
were d'\'ertcd and suld 10 marl..ct .... omen and that thc 
officer~ who prepared the requisitions for the ,arious 
dcpartments inflated their reqUirements and sold the 
o.:'t\·cs<; to market women 

lIou'e" fo .. \\'orkcrs 

IN an address to \COIor labout officers attending a semi
nar ;It Nungua, <..'01. J . f\1. Ewa, Chicf Admillistrator 
uf the Social Securlly and Nalional Insurance Trust. 
~a ld tooa": that Ihe Trust plans to Invest initially about 
tlO million in a nalional housing ~cheme Cor worken. 
Cu\. Ev.a sa id that 111 Ihe fir~t rha~e of the scheme, the 
Trust would construct a number of rental units through
uut Ihe cullnlr} , 2.000 of Ihe">c would be in Accra. 1.000 
eadl would be in Kumas. and Sekondi-Takoradi. and 
there would be 500 umts III the other regional capitals. 
He \aid Ihat Iota I conlnbullons made to the fund since 
Ih inco.:pllon 10 July 1965 amounted 10 (192.801.530 and 
from Ihl ... ¢J4.2I::!.7Q8 has t;,cen paid out in ho.:nefit .. mer 
tho.: samc pcTlod 

IllUNlay, "epk1l1~r U 
Ne" Prke List Out 

A ""E\\ price li~t which reno:..:ts the withdrawal uf sub
'HI ... : .. \111 n:rtaHI itcm<; and t;.lkes mto account the gene· 
r.d n .. e 111 pncc~ ha~ bcen published in Accra toda). 
\lTordln:! III the I"t ;l hag <)f cemcnt IS to sell at t2.7S 
in Accra and Sekondi riSing gradually to ¢J.J4 and 
,: .1.50 in Ihe Northern and Upper RcglOns. The price 
,If flour" t21.40 a bag III Accra and Tema and this 
will mo.: gradually to t22.06 III the Upper Region. Rice 
will ~cll at 15p. a tin III parI') o( Ashanll. Brong-Ahafo 
and Northern RegIOn.,: 16p. in the Lpper and 14p. in 
all othu region'). Sugar wlil -ell at 65p. In Accra, Tcma. 
Taluradi and Sclondi: 66p. III the Eastern and Volta 
Regll"h. and at 6C)p. III the Northern and Upper Re-
1'001. The DC'" price~ of <;anline!> is 18p. a tin in Eastern. 
Central. \\-estern ;lnd Vol~ Regions. and 19p. in Ashan
II. Brong· \hafo. I\oorlhcm and l" pper Rcgions. And 
mal;lcrd I~ 10 c~t 14p. III Greater .l\l;cra and at ISp. in 
all IIlho.:r part, I,f thc luuntt\ 

Irida~. 'cptember IS 

Decree 00 Slatuto,} ('orporatioo\ 

.\ l'.E,W de..:rcc. the Statutory Corporations (Amendment) 
Decree lQ7.l " .. ~ued tnday III Ac..:ra pro\ides that officer, 
re'("IOmlble f{lf prcparing and \ubmlltmg draft accounl~ 
of a \t.illlltllry cl1rpMation .,hall ha\&.: all or part of their 
cmnlumcnt~ w.thheld if the) fail to submit the draft 
III the . .\ud,lnr General within three lI1onlh1 after 1\"10.: end 
of the fin.3I1I..·lal year of the corporation 

Ok)enJlcne PoJs .... ''''oJ) 
'i' . ..,.""1\ ()fon AHa II. the Om",nhene of the Ak,m AblJa 
kwa State. died today at tho: Karle Bu Teaching Ho
pHal. He was 74 HIS b...-.dy IS expecred (0 be taken bl 
K.hl on Thur'iday where It w· I he bid ID sUle for ahout 
(tne week before burial at &anso. lhc hurial ,mund folf 
thc an.anhenc Ilf 'he traditional statc 
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Editorial 
SALUTE TO GUINEA-BISSAU 

0 ... September the 26th. Ihe independence of Guinea-Bissau 
was proclaimed. Since then se\leral African countries as well 
<I') other friendly countrie." including two major powers. have 
quickly and properly accorded recognition to the former 
Portuguese colon} a\ a ~o ... crcign state. At this stage. African 
state,;; should e'-ert all the prec-,sure at their comm1nd 10 obtain 
recognition of the new state whose birth the Ob:;ener salutes. 

The que,)lion of recognition i., of crucial importance because 
of its implications, and it b gratifying 10 note that the O.A.U. 
IS giving thi~ e,erci\e the atlenli()O it desef\e~. After con
sultations with the current chairnl1n of the O.A.U .• General 
Yakubu GOlAon of Nigeria. the O.A.U. Secretary-General. 
Mr. Nzo Ekangaki announced that the O.A.U. will make 
c"ery pmi~ible effort to ohtain rccognition fo:- Guinea-Bissau 
from as m"lny states as po,sible. With the United Nations 
General A!'sembly session currently in progress, the moment 
is opportune to do the nece~sary lobbying. African and other 
sympathetic governments should force the issue at the U.N. 
not only to ohtain admi"~lon for Guinea·Bissau. but also to 
force the hand of 01 her go\-crnmenb to declare their stand. 
It is known that in carrying out its colonial wars. Portugal 
hal, benefill~ from the active support of its NATO allie&. 
either openly or surreptitiously and this is Ihe moment for 
go\'ernments to stand up and be counted among the friends 
or foes of African freedom and independence and human 
dlg",I),. 

In addition to moral \Upport, recognition will bring to the 
ne" state of Guinea-Bi'lSau diplomltic advantages. Those 
countries ",hlch recognifoC the new state cannot in clear con. 
~Clence continue to gIve aSShtance to Ponugal in Guinea
Bis~u; any !\ouch as~i~lancc given will mean that they are 
supponing foreign aggre!isors against a legitimate government. 
In such a case. the new ,tate can call on friendly countries to 
help it defend its territorial integrity and sovereignty. It does 
appear. therefore. that in these initial stages. the O.A.U:s 
major contribution to the preservation or Guinea.Bissau·s 
independence should be in the diplomatic field. 

One condition which guides governments in lbe recognition 
of new states is the assurance that the ne'lt ... tate is in 
effective control over the territory and the Insl/tutJons within 
iL On this score there can be no doubt a~o:J1 th~ claim of the 
PAIGe. As one of our correspon(~enrs \\0 ho had actually 
visited thecouDtry reported in Ihis pap!r la:.t )ear (L.O. VilIS), 
the PAIGe controls at'lout 80"0 of the tenitory. 
.... hIS established schools. ho~pilals and all fornu of social 
nvs 4"" in thHe liberated areas. Our cOlTfipondent's 
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report was corroborated from other sources and 
by the findings of the U.N. Special Mission to 
Guinea-Bissau in April 1971. Therefore. the 
situation in Guinea-Bissau is not just that of the 
maj'ority of the people fighting against a minority 
foreign government. as is the case in African 
nationalist struggles; it is a situation in which the 
actual running of social. political and economic 
life can be seen to be in the hands of the nationa
list majority. By the normal yardstick of the actual 
realities of pov.ler. therefore. the legitimacy of 
the new independent government should not be 
in any doubt \.'.hatsoever. It is not the usurpation 
of power from a foreign government by a minority 
settler gang, as is the case in Rhodesia. but the 
wrenching of power from a foreign government 
by a representative movement that effectively 
cares for and controls the lives of the majority of 
the people. The countries represented at the United 
Nations should be made aware of this situation 
so that the necessary machinery can be set in mo
tion to sLlstain and protect the legitimate aspira
tions of the people of Guinea-Bissau. 

But the new slate needs more than diplomatic 
recognition and support: it net;ds solid material 
as'sistance. In this regard it is worthy of note that -the O.A.U. has given the sum of £100,000. and 
in addition Tanzania hus offered more than half 
of this sum. We would like to believe that this 
assistance is only a preliminary instalment and 
that when the O.A. U. Liberation Committee 
meets in Mogadishu shortly, plans will be drawn 
up to channel all forms of material and monetary 
aid to the new state which has yet to liberate the 

whole of its territory and solidify its institutional 
framework. 

The declaration of independence by Guinea
Bissau is both a challenge and an opportunity 
to the O.A.U. to translate into concrete acts 
its determination to bring to nn end colonialism 
in Africa. This is a test-case by which the serious
ness of the O.A.U. will be measured. It is hoped 
that the scheduled meeting of the O.A.U. Libera
tion Committee will draw up contingency plans 
so Ihat if in frustration Portugal resorts to any 
desperate moves, the whole of Africa wiJl demons

trate its might by giving the coup de grace to 
benighted Portugal's colonialist ambitions in the 
Western part of Africa. It will be nai\e to assume 
that Portugal will simply bo",," to overwhelming 
realities anel withdraw gracefully. The O.A.U. 
should prepare itself 10 react appropriately. TIle 
happy O:,.ltcome of the Guinea-Bissau alTair will 
constitute an encouragement to the African na
tionalists struggling for t heir freedom elsewhen:: and 
a warning to the colonialist die-hards still hanging 
on to imperial dre1JTI!-,. 

The Economy 

THE CASE FOR INCREASING 
PRODUCER PRlCE IN GHA'IA 

By 
P. Osei-Kwame and G. Newlyn Murphv 

SINCE independence. and before. the price 
to cocoa farmers for their produce has 
established by government edicts which Come 
public through government broadcasts to 
nation or through budget speeches by Finance 
Ministers. Each lime a new cocoa producer 
price is announced the rationale or basis for th 
price increase is not explicitly spelt out. 
therefore get:> the impression that cocoa pnld'ICII'l 
prices are pegged at the pleasure of the goverrr 
ment of the day. 

The aim of this article is to help find 
more tangible basis for propo~ing increases in 
present cocoa producer price in Ghana. We 
examine the "taxes" paid by cocoa farmers 
a-vis other working Ghana ians and their 
on A n~d ~ 

for a more cocoa producer 
a price comparative to that paid in 
inunediate neighbouring countries a]M1,igh 
to act as an incentive to the use of 
methods for greater productivity. 

Neglected Cocoa Farmer 

The government proposes a s3.lary review 
all workers. Already a 7+ ~'~ increase has been giv ... : 
as a temporary measure. to all 10',11 income grad .. : 
of personnel in the Public services. including 
Civil Service, the Teaching Service. the Fire Sen-ICC 
and the Public Boards and Corporations. It I' 

interesting to note the exclusion of cocoa farmers 
and other farm aUied workers from the list of lucky 
workers. lronically the Prices and Income Board 
et al charged with the s1iary and pay increas:"o 
are to recommend to government methods of 
inducing school leavers to take to farming 
allied activities instead of looking for cleric3.! jobs. 
Common sense and mere logic teach 'ichool 
Jeavers not to go into farming where remuneration 
is so scanty and the business so risky, but to go into 
the public service and corporations where rem'J
neration is constantly under review. COCOl 
farmers provide well over 60 Q Q of the total e~port 
earnings of government, OInd about 24"" 0:' tOlal 
government revenue and willtherefor{' help go\'ern
ment to raise the extra required to p~y the higher 
s::tlaries and \'ages. to the workers abo.-t'-nJl11C'd. 
If so. why should cocoa farmef!i be lere out In 
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any pay increase exercise? In the Legon Obsencr 
of 20th April. 1973. Professor Max Steuer rightly 
commented that Marx 's dictum "From each 
according to his abiltt)' . 10 each according to hi!> 
need", se:ms penerted in Ghana to. "From each 
accordtng to his production of COCO:1, to each 
according to his academic degree" , Thic; is un
doubtedly true . Cocoa farmers in Ihi!> country 
ha\c been bearing an unfair proportion of the 
burden of running Ghana often without reapmg 
the benefits. 

It is our vkw that the benefits of go\ernment 
~hould be rather widely diffused throllghout 
the whole population and not only to public 
scnants and workers in the corporationJ. A recent 
study on the income of Ghanaian cocoa farmen. 
by T.K. Buxton established that o\er 8 1 ~o of the 
nation's cocoa farmers are in the low income brac· 
keto producing less than 100 loads a year at ~IO.OO 
a load , and therefore receiving less than SZ 1.000.00 
per annum. 

Going by the numbers of loade; projLlc d.olll 
can delineate three clls';!'; 0: COCO] rar01_"
first , the poor. 81.8 1

\ of the farmers prodU(1R1 
than 100 103ds per annum; s:cond, the m 
income. 14 °0 of the farm'!rs prod·.l';;ng 10(. 
loads per annum; and thirdly. lhe rem'lin!og 4 2 
of the farmers producingolier 300 loads per anna 
Each group produces about 1:3 of Ghana' 
cocoa output. The poor gro:Jp receives a I"", .. 
wage than the a .. erage manull Ilbo:Jrer In Ghaa 
The middle group receives a wage slm;lar to 
of a civil service clerk with no degree. The 
group receives the wage of a uni .. ersity \«tUM 
Only 6.8 ~'o of the farmers earn over 
p.a., the minimum salary of a graduate work." 
Ghana. 

We are more concerned about the 81.8" 
farmers whos: helds are below the "poverty 
The poor farmers' situation becomes more 
plorable when one considers that they will ha •• , 
pay their labourers (on "abusa" or "abuou" 

TABLE I 

Distribution of cocoa output and Det cash income 

Class ... ercentage or Percentage 
(Loads per annum) farmers of output 

• 

• 

I - 10 16.0 1.3 
II - 20 15.8 3.3 
21 - 30 10.0 3.5 
31 - 40 10.0 4.9 
41 - 50 7.3 4.5 
51 - 60 7.5 5.6 
61 - 70 3.3 2.8 
71 80 4.4 4.(j 

81 - 90 2.3 2.6 
9 1 - 100 5.2 6.4 

101 150 6.2 10.3 
151 -200 4.3 9.9 
201 - 250 1.8 5.4 
251 - 300 1.7 6.2 

301 - 500 2.7 ]J.8 
501 - 700 1.0 7.6 
70 1 - 1000 0 2.2 •• 
O\C[ 1000 .3 5.1 

Source: T. K. Buxton: The Cash Income of Cocoa Fal'mers in Ghana. 
(Legan: Paper preso:nted to the Coco:! rl'anomic\ 
Re~ear(;h Conference. April 1973). p . 15 . 

• A verage net mcolllt! 
per farmer 

\Z40.97 
100.01 
167.41 
229.12 
286.58 
338.10 
397.90 
480.07 
495.09 
587.44 

764.67 
1047.15 
1347.88 
1578.06 

2206.24 
3401.13 
4308.00 
652R.67 
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from their already below average income!.. These 
poor farmers tfy to make ends meet by increasing 
the price of their foodstuITs (plantain. yams. 
ccccyam. caSSJ.\'3. maize. etc.) but in this realm 
100 the government steps in with a "control price", 
the consequence of "hich is to keep prices down 
and to further fru!!.trate the farmers in their attempt 
to keep their heads above the "poverty line". 
The arrangement of salary and wage mcrcas~s for 
only public servants and v.orkcrs in the cor· 
po rations creates an overall lopsided salary 
structure in which non-public servants (especially 
farmers) ha\<e salaries far below that of public 
servants. Then the aim of Ihe government to 
bridge the gap behveen incomes would have been 
defe.:.ted. 

Cocoa producer prices In Ivory Coast . Togo. 
Dahomey and Nigeria are higher than Ghana·s. 
In fact, cocoa farmers in the Ivory Coast and Togo 
receive about ~14.00 per load or 601bs. of dried 
beans. The 53 me quantity fetches only ~ IO.OO in 
Ghana. If the economic incentive (minus sabotage. 
of course,) is the only thing that drives people 
into smuggling, then the present heavy smuggling 
of cocoa out of Ghana to her immediate neigh
bouring countries is a natural result of the existence 
of its producer price differentials. Make the pro
ducer price the S:lmc in Ghana. Togo, and Ivory 
Coast and you make smuggling ITO longer lucrative. 

We are inrormed that the government or Ghana 
loses about ~ 15 million through cocoa !.mJgghng 
and about ~IO million through diamond ~mugghnl 
every year. If the government Will only bnng 
up the producer price of cocoa to the I~vel or tnat 
existing in her neighbouring countries (i.e. ("14.00 
per load) the annual loss of ~ 15 Illilhon will be. 
come an annual gain or ~15 million and thi., money 
will find its way into the pockets of GhanaIan 
cocoa farmers and ,'or the chest of the Ghana 
government. 

Right now. the Ghana government is lighting out 
smuggling through vigo rous border control 
se\ere punishment for offenders caught to the 
illicit deal. and improvement or the poor transpon 
system in the border areas. These measure~ CO$t • 

lot of money to implement, and, moreov~r. the) 
are only palliative measures. In our view the 
only curative as well as preventive measure for 
smuggling of cocoa out of Ghana is to bring tht 
producer price up to the le\el of that existina 
outside Ghana's immediate borders. Take the 
example of the Volta Region of Ghana. During the 
1971 172 season only 5,700 tons of cocoa ..... 
sold in this region due to smuggling. Howe\-er .. 
result of a higher producer price of cocoa 
~IO.()() per load) that came into operation 
following year-1972/73. and stricte r 
control, 9,393 tons of cocoa were bought only 

Table 2 Ghana's Producer Price as °0 of World F.O.S. 

1959160 
1960161 
1961162 
1962163 
1963164 

Year 

Oct. 1964 to 
Feb. 1965 
March 1965 to 
Dec. 1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 Sept. 
1970,71 
1971'72" 

·Estimatetl. 

Price 1959160 - 1972172 
In New Cedis per Long Ton 

-
World FO.B. Ghana Producer 

Price Price per ton 

- -
437.52 224.30 
398.09 224.00 
373.96 224.00 

382.05 224.00 
354.88 224.00 

369.47 224.00 

291.48 214.68 
255.83 153.44 
347.96 186.66 
537.72 245.75 
720.88 , 270.10 
847.61 298.62 
692.03 298.67 
700.51 300.00 

Source: UNCTAD. Marketing and Di5itribution for Cocoa 
(Geneva UNCTAD, 6 Feb. 1973 : TDI BIC.I 132) 
p. 45. 46. (Col. 3 computed by Authors.) 

% of Ghana', 
Producer Price to 

World F.O. B. Prit:t 

51.26 
56.26 
59.89 
58.63 
63.11 

60.62 

73.65 
59.97 
53.64 
45.70 
37.46 
35.23 
4315 
42.8:! 
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the first three month~ of the 1972 73 cocoa 
season. It wa~ expected that by the cnd of the 
~eason 15.000 ton... would have been bought 
(i.e. about three limes what "'a~ bought in the 
previous s~ason). Even so smuggling ha\ not 
stopped in the Volta Region so far as the price 
differential e).isb between Ghana's ~ I O.OO per
load cocoa producer price and that of the Republic 
of Togo. CI4.00 per load). 

Pre\lOllS c).perience has shown that cocoa 
producers are po~itively respans;\e to pnce 
changes. and a n Increase in producer prices 
const itu tes an incentive to increase production. 
and vice \e rsa. Ghana the refo re needs to have a 
realistic pricing policy which will encourage 
cocoa producers to increase their production 
through acreage expansion a nd improvement in the 
level of farm management as a res'Jit of farmers' 
own experience and technical advice from experts. 
The fanners need money in terms of disposable 
income for this expansion exercise. But as col umn 3 
of Table 2 shows, the producer price for COC03 

in Ghana has been kept persistently far below the 
levels achieved in wo rld price. 

The accumulated surpluses are kept by the govern
ment for development projects some of which thes! 
predominantly illiterate farmers never live to 
enjoy. Meanwhile the farmers find that any added 
factor input yields a less than proportionate output 
as is evident from Table, 2, Col. 3, a si tuation of 
diminishing returns. They are also aware that 
rising labou r and equipment costs orten mean 
that they have to forgo some of the new methods. 
fo r crop productivity explained to them by exten
sion office rs; they simply cannot affo rd them. 
To many farmers, cocoa fa rmmg has become less 
lucrative now. 

As a result of this sapping by government of the 
cocoa farmers' blood, they have not had the 

Table 3 

strength to rellpond favourably to the 
call to "produce more cocoa" . 
Ghana's rate of increaso: of cocoa production 
been very slow as compared with that or . 
Nigeria o r the Ivo ry Coast (Table 3). 
Under the UN Cocoa Agreement. Ghana ha~ 
granted an annual e.'(port quola of 581.00':) 
but it is unlikely that , at the slow rate 
cocoa production i:.. increaSing, this rlg:Jre Will 
reached during the three years of the Ai:re<'m'lIl l 
However, if Ghana does not produce at 
465,000 tons during one of the three yeJr5 
mechani:;m .. of the Treaty provido: that It Will 

re-negotiated and Ghana's quota cut by 20° o. 

a cei ling on Ghana's COCOl output \\-ill be 
both to farmers and the governm":nl: the 0::::1 
men1 would lose a source of income that hai IJ 
bilities of constantly increaSing. Unless a 
price is given to farmers which will convince ''''''1 
to increas: output it is likely that a ceiling 
Ghana's cocoa production will be cr~ated 

Ghana 's own actions. 

The present taxes paid by cocoa farmers 
unfair. By "taxes" we .pean the money accruing 
the G.C.M.B. as government revenue or 
surpluses after deducting handling and 
expenses incurred by G .C. M.B. Farmer ... · 
derived from cocoa production is 
from Ghana's progres<;ive income tax 
In the period 1966-1970 inclusive. the G.c. 
sold an average of about 350,000 tons of coo'" 
annually. In that period government income 
surpluses of the G.C.M.B. amounted to 
of the price paid to the farmers , and conSl"."" 
an effective tax of 49 °'0 on all farmers 
of their income levels. The average f o.h. p~~ 
for these sales was Sl542.00 per ton . Of this P' 
Sl85.00 went for the internal marketing costs 
fumigation expense:; borne by the 
Board . ~231.00 per Ion (or ~6.29 per I 

\\ orld Cocoa Produclion 1953 and 1969 

Country 

Ivory Coast 
Nigeria 
Cameroun 
Ghana 
Brazil 
Other:!. 

World 

1953 Production 
COOO Ions) 

56 
97 
53 

21 I 
163 
196 

776 

1969 Production u/0Change from 
COOO Ions) 1953 - 1969 

178 217.9 
219 125.8 
108 103.8 
410 94.3 
197 20.9 
312 59.2 

1424 83.5 

Source : Adapted from Dupe Olatunbosun, "Pricing Policy and Supply Response III Cocoa Produt.1J 
The Nigerian Case". Paper presented to Cocoa Research Conference 9 - 12th A~ .. jl. 1<}""J3. T~~I: 1 
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Edocation 
REPOIlT OF 1111! COMMJTDIB ON IHE 
1!8T.uusJHMENT OF " SCHOOL 11LUNJNG 

ACCOVNl'AN'IS AND 0I1IEIl wU,4'11iD 
PROI'I!S810 NAI S A COMMENT 

By 
Alo Ghartey 

PROMPTED by the dcanh of qu.lified account.nts in 
the country and the inadequacy of ai-i.,. traiaina 
faciliriet for such protellionab in the Private CAiQier
("ial and Business JnstitulCl. Polytechnic:a, the Scboot of 
Adminiltration. and other in-service traininl _ t • n, 
the CUiiulliuioner for Education and CUlture appointeid 
• Committee on 24th May. 1973 to cumine aod report 
on me lUres necnsary for the ~ tabJisbmeot of a ICbooI 
for lrIinil'll accountants and odIer aDied professioaak. 
The Cotulliittee hal mbmitted itt report. 

The Committee conceded to the faa that 1hc ideal 
way of solvina the probJCP' of shortqc of aceountants 
and allied professionals in IM_ country woukt be to 
expand and make additions to the exillilll lrIinina and 
echaalional faalitia at the School of Admiaj".tiaa. 
Huwcvv, the Committee diunilld thit solution. eo .. 
around thai the School of AdminiatndOll would DOt lie 
able to implement abe deciliOil on the .... hli· m m of 
the tchooI within a r.tonable ti..- ... acconI ..... 
1M' .... ' •• the cllliNd .. in; .............. 4 ic .... 
pnJI ;.wI _bU'ty. 

The School 01. ,1 o.ni.ratioa.'s decilion _tnw 
IM'- • It ... --dld.. 'J be iii"" ..,..... .. it .... 
.. pt .... Uai. ...... .,." OhM', f phti_ .... ad. 

'.IIIad .. ",0<.0.,. ~ are inftaittlc on such 
r • u ... M_ .... Ult, appoiDtmenll, iw'W'neration • 

• _UP-III enb, Rquiremenla,. 
I .'.ioa ....... 
.... C"" i W " ... I .. • nded. that a _pantc 

.laNhW in Ao:ra stamns 
Oil the lrIining of 

1*01 lionatn anCI to retrain 

W In P'suI'OII be 
1m 

.... to be commeodcd 
few their very hlsh devotion 

it .. Cle_table wbetbcr the 
School in tho 0: ft_ , 
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present regulations and administrati\c procedures of 
thl:! School of Administration and m~ke appropriate 
corrccti,'c recommendations to the government. 

It may not be vcry reasonable to discard aU the regu
lations and adminLstrali\c procedures of tbe University. 
For instance, it would be highly undesira ble to establish 
\\!ry lax teaching qua lifications for prospective lecturers, 
and minimum entry requirements for students. 1t is rea
sonable to establish certain quotas regarding sllch things 
as student-lecture ratio, and on producing a desirabl e 
number of graduates that could be gainfully absorbed 
by !.he economy. On the other hand it would not seem 
reasonable to establish a flat salary scale for all lecturers 
in the Univer5ify. 

If a number of equally qualified scholars in different 
fields of study, (or example, Accounting, Law, Medicine, 
Business Management, History, Mathematics, Physics, 
Chemistry, Engineering , English, Latin , went out to the 
job market to look for a job, it is very unlikely that 
even within the same finn a fiat salary would be quoted 
for all such scholars. The factors of demand for and 
supply of qualified personnel in those fields of study, 
would among other [actors, determine the reasonable 
salary scales that should be offered to scholars in dillCi
rent fields of study. One wonders how the University 
can attract and retain qualified, competent devoted, and 
reliable professional s into the teaching ficld when there 
exists a wide gap between the salaries offered in the 
university and those offered outside the university. A 
case in point is the mass resignation of Engineering lec
turers at the University of Science and Technology four 
years ago. 

EMUblishing New School 

If the Committee had any reasons to conclude that It 
would be impossible to correct the anomalies in the 
rcgulations and administrative procedures of tbe School 
of Administration then tbey are, to some extent, justified 
in suggesting that a new autonomous institution be esta
blished for the desired purpose, However, tbe validity 
of the assumption that it is impossible to correct the 
anomalies at the School of Administration is bighly 
doubtful. 

Thus, before ruling out the possibility of correcting 
the possible anomalies at the Scbool of Administrati on, 
It might be appropriate to conduct a simple benefit cost 
analysis to compare the extent to which the Ghanaian 
society would be better of[ or worse off by making 
definite efforts to correct the anomalies at the School 
of Administration and expanding the School's facilities 
to embrace the new programme and establishing a new 
Business School for the proposed programme. 

The cost of establishing the new school is estimated at 
all annual recurrent expelldi ture of about ¢730,OOO and 
a capitill expenditure of about ¢2,OOO,OOO. Even If the 
t'0mmittee's assertion that .he monetary costs involved 
III incorporating the new programme in expanded faci
lities at the School of Administration would not be ma
terially different from those that might bc incurretl in 
establi~hing a new school, one would wonder if the 
feaSibility study for the project would have to account 
for quantifiabh: monetary items (lllly, Certainly one 
would have to go through a short exe rcise in marginal 
.:osting before onc can arrive at a rcasonable decision on 

the project. 

-,~.;;. '- . 
The School of Administration has been in 

about ten years. The Government of Ghana, the 
sity of Ghana, staff and students (past and present) 
School of Administration have made substantial i~ .. 
ments in term,. of money and otherwise in raiSing the 
putation of the School to a high status. To 
extent such investments couJd be regarded as sunk 
They call no longer be recovered, To tbat extent w;h ..... 
costs that might have been incurred in tbc past would 
irrelevant as far as future decisions on the 
of the costs of expanding existing facilities at the 
and the establishment of a new institution are 

Thus, as betwecn establishing a new School of 
and expanding the facilities at the School of 
tration to embrace the new programme, one would 
to comparc such costs as:-

School of Administration 
I. Cost of expanding Li

brary, classrooms and 
o ther facilities. 

2. Cost of employing 
additional administra
tive and teaching per
sonnel. 

3. Additional costs and 
ease of making exist
ing ancillary univer
sity courses accessible 
to students. 

4. Benefits students will 
derive by mixing up 
with colleagues in other 
fields of study at 
Lcgon, 

New School 
Cost of building a 
Library, classrooms. 
otber facilities at 
new school. 

Cost of '~~~O~~~:i~~ training 
tive and 
nel. 

Cost and 
ducing 
ancillary 
in the 
making 

in theacc~;~s'ii~:~'i:X Ghana 
dents. 

The School of Administration is already weill ~;:i~I~: 
and has becn able to establish a congenial r 
with the other departments in the University of 
If one wants to qualify as a professional accountant. 
example, one does not only have to study 
but also related subjects such as Law, Economy, 
ness Management and quantitative methods. 
for such ancillary studies arc already well 
at Legan , Besides, the best Qualified and 
full time lecturers cannot generally be found 
the universities. 

Even if the new school is able "to buy" some of 
qualified teaching personnel from the School of 
nistration and probably the University of Ghana at 

attractive sala ry of ¢6,OOO basic, plus a D::~:~~~i'j 
a llowance of ¢2.2S0 as compared to the cu~ent 
sity rate of ¢3,400 basic with no professional allo",", 
one wonders if the country would gain anything 
robbing her left hand and giving it to her right han~ 

Both the proposed Business School and the SoIho,,11 
Ad min istration will belong to the Gm'ern menL If 
turer" rc~ign from the School of Administration ami 
School of Administration is unable to replace 
lectu rers. ~omc of the existing programmes at the 
uf Administration will coUapse. Tndeed such lS 

likely to be the case. The School of I' 

cannot at the moment afford to lose any of it~ 
in accounting, At least 5 out of the 13 
courses nffered at the School of Administratiun 
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ADVERTISER'S ANNOUNCEMENT 
GHANA COLD STORES LIMITED 

GRAPHIC EDITORIAL ON FISH SITUATION 
ON September 24th, 1973, the Daily Gr.-pllie accused 
the Ghana Cold Stores Limited of delay in off-loading 
\e!Oscls operated by the State Fishing Corporation when 
they berth at the harbour. 

The editorial sought to attribute the current shortage 
of fish In the country to the inability of the Ghana 
Cold Stores Limited to discharge on schedule. 

We would have wished to treat the editorial with the 
c;ontempt it desenes as the cditof himself has concoot.-d 
that Lt was a gross neglect o[ duty by not checking on 
his facts before he wrote the editorial. 

Ho",evcr, certain revelations since the publication 
make it imperatL\'e for the Management of the Ghana 
Cold Stores ltd., to come out In defence of the Com· 
pany, 

The editor-Mr. Richard Horsley, who incidentally 
is a member of the Board of Directors of the State 
Fishing Corpora tion made the following confessions to 
a delegation of the Company who confronted him: 
(a) That he gathered his information from deliberations 

of a meeting of the Board o( DLrectors held on 
September 20th, 1973, 

(b) That his editorial was based on the annual report 
of the: Corporati on and in fact he did not make any 
attempt to verify the truth or falsity of the facts 
before they were published. 

(c) That he saw a ,essel berthed at the port which was 
said to have been delayed by Ghana Cold Stores 
but he did not go on board to check. whether it had 
been off-loaded or not. 

(d) That he did not bother to find out what "essel or 
what quantity of fish the vessel carried. 

(e) And, in fact. as Director of the State Fishll1g Cor
poration he dLd not know that there is an agreement 
signed between Ihe Slate Fishing Corpo ration and 
Ghana Cold Stores to the effect that if the Ghana 
Stores Ltd., faLls to discharge a vessel within a 
stipulated number of days, State Fishing Corporation 
will charge Ghana Cold Stores Ltd., a demurrage 
of ¢1.000.00 per day, Smce this agreement wa .. 
SIgned, there hasn't beell any genuine claim on the 
Ghana Cold Stores Ltd., for ha\ing delayed a vessel. 

The Ghana Cold Stores ltd., concedes that the bum
per catch last year was he:n-y and all available cold 
rooms were filled 10 capacity and Ihi .. accounted for the 
delay in off-loading the \essels, The situation is not 
the same this year and the cold rooms have been empty 
fl1f too long, 

One would hne thought that as editor whose "ery 
pOSition in the sodety makes him a mouth-piece, he 
would che!.:k and en:n cross.check his facts before the)' 
arc published and muth more so when using such ma
terial for t.-dltorial so as to 3\·oid an)' suspicion of an 
attempt to mislead or to dc!.:ei\'c the Government and 
the nation as a whole_ 

The Gnlphic edllorial dC5(;rLbed the pta" 
Ghana Cold Slores Expansion Programme as 
and wenl on "But this laudable sc.heme can bl"'I1~ 
any ad"antagc if the authorities at the Cold 
not ensure that th ere is enough fic;h on Ilarid 
times". From this. one can conclude that the 
Director does not know the roles of the ",~..j 
the distributor in this respect. For how on 
a mere distributor make sure of enough filii 
marLet when the producer (State Fishina uup.j 
io; not able to meet the demand of the conSWl'lCl' 

The Editorial further went on, "It does not 
that the Ghana Cold Stores has grasped the 
of the problem. If it has, it does not seem to 
10 appreciate the efforts being made to 
ThiS is because the Ghana Cold Stort5 wbu:' 
loading and unloadmg of fish at the Flshln, 
can lea,e these ca rrier vessels unloaded for';'oaI 
for no apparent reason than that its wortm 
\ .. ork on Saturdays and Sundays or beuwc I 

meet payment of overtime for work done" 

Here again if the editor had taken paiM 
his infonnation as expected of an editor of 
table daily, he would have found that 
ments for work done in off-loading Stale 
poration "essels are borne by State Fishing 
and not by the Ghana Cold Stores Ltd. How 
Ghana Cold Stores Ltd .. which had been 
for the past three weeks by the inability of 
Fishing Corporation to bring in fish reftHc to 
workers to do overtime because it cannot meet 
of overti me for work done?" 

The two 'carrier' ,·essels (Rio Miera and 
question which carried loads equivalent to 
were off-loaded three clear days off the 
of time. I.e_ The two carrier vessels should 
unloaded within 9 days in accordance with 
of the Agreement between the two 

At the week-end in question, the 
Ltd., engaged 60 labourers to work on 
to 6.00 p.m, on Saturday, September 22. 
bourers worked from 7.00 a.m. to 2_00 p.m. 
:2Jrd September. 1973 to off-load "Sege" 

The other carrier ,-essel-"Rio Mierra" was 
by 1.00 p.m_ on Friday, Septcmber 21. 197) 

From the foregoing we cannot help but 
that the editor being a member of the 
rectors of the State Fishing Corporation was 
use the columns of his paper to divert the 
attention from the inability of the produce" 
Fi"hing Corporation to land enough catch by 
the blame nn the distributo" -the Ghana 

Ltd. 
For after all if the Editor himself a 01,.0104 
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~rafted by the National Service 10 assi st in designing 
syllabuses and courses for the proposed School. One 
wonders if all this rush is really necessary and appro
priate. 

The School Council of the proposed school is to be 
drawn up of reprcscnl3tives from:-

I. The ]nstitule of Chartered Accountants (Ghana); 
2. National Council for Higher Education: 
3. Ministry of Education; 
4. School of Administration ; 
5. Management Development and Productivity Institute; 
6. Ghana Institute of Management and Public Adminis

tration; 
7. Auditor-General's and Accountant·General's Depart

ments. 

One wonders if any of the above institutions has been 
furnished with a copy of the Committee's report or if 
.:omments suggestions and lor approval on the report 
have been invited from any of them. Funhermore, since 
a substantial amount of the taxpayer's money and the 
public's interest are at stake, would it not be appro
priate to generate opinion and discussions on the issue 
before a final decision is taken? 

It is a fact that the COUnlry is urgently in need of a 
suitable programme to educate and train qualified 
accountants and allied professionals in the country. 
However, such a need alone should not be sufficient 
for the Government to introduce mushroom program
mes that might either be short lived or end up producing 
low calibre or mediocre accountants and other profes
sionals in the country. 

Rural Development 
RURAL DEVEWPMENT AND OUR ECONOMY 

SOLVENCY 

by 
K. K. Oduro 

SO much has been written and said about the need for 
a sustained effort at comprebensive developInent for 
our rural areas that one is beginning to hope that 
perhaps our intentions are genuine and it is only some 
unfortunate han·dicaps that are keeping us from tackling 
the problem with all the seriousness that it deserves. 
One hears these days of all the grandiose plans that 
the first Republic had intended to operate in order to 
bring our rural areas out of the woods. The second 
Republic. not only assured us of its intentions to 
develop tbe rural areas but it actually put in operation 
a taxation system aimed at getting the town-dwell~r 
directly involved in the provision of basic amenities 
for our kith and kin still battling with a prehistoric 
existence. The N .R.C., althougb it abandoned the 
rural development levy of the second Republic. is 
ne .. ertheless spending large sums of money in a com
mC"ndable effort to achieve the same objective. 

The obvious question one feels compelled to ask IS: 

if we arc all so much aware of the dire necessity to 
bring some succour to Ghanaians Jiving under im, 
possible conditions which are none of their own 
ma!..ing, why then has progress been so intolerably 
slow: and even more invidious, why is it that generally 
when the government of the day makes the bold 

attempt to embark on a major dooolop""18 
in any part of the country, a scctioa 
Ghanaian community tum, bitter and 
favouritism, etc.? 

It is the aim of this article to examine 
as other problems related to rural develop; lat 
make suggestions as to how we miaht 
efforts to solve them in a marc rational 

First. the problem. This is a youn. 
vast majority of its citizens Hving in tbc 
No matter who comes to rule us, the leaden 
to be people who have either had a 
rience of life abroad, or would haw; been 
exposed to foreign influences. Such people 
probably be acutely aware of the great 
between development here and. development 0== 

The result is that our leaders are likely to , 
the type of de,,·elopment that shows instant 
even if these are only tenuous. Our resources, ia 
of what we believe of ourselves. are on the other 
extremely limited. With scanty resources and. oat 
to show to the world how much we are 
achieving, no wonder our initial love was for 
facturing industries almost to the exclusion of an 
vital activities. 

Vidous Circle 

Since, of course, manufacturing industries 
be established in places with some rudiments of 
iopmental infrastructure our industriea bad, of 
sity, to be sited in cities and a few urban 
Hence, with our educational system doing (so 
the work assigned to it, i.e. producing young DICIl 

women who cannot accept the lot of their D~~: 
remaining in the villages and ferreting out a 
existence. through prehistoric methods of fannina, 
naturally get the familiar exodus from the. ,::~;~ 
to the cities. Thus, Accra for example, il 
population by over 730/0 between 1960 and 
compared to an average increase of just under 
(or the rest of the country during the same pol", 

Such a phenomenal increase in population over 
single decade has of course tended to overtax the 
capacity to provide essential services. So we get 
to provide more for Accra, ani::! since our 
are hopelessly limited, other parts of the 
whose needs may be genuinely greater than tbe. 
Accra get neglected. Hence the built-in natural 
circle resulting from our unintelligent pJannina: 
tinues-the ever-increasing population of Accra 
be given more and provided with more 
which naturally attract the youth from the run1 
The net result of this is what any observer ""'_ 
noticing- a lot of "ghost villages" whose 
scandalously neglectea populace are expectef 
their ailing bodies as well as those of their 
mostly unproouctive. enlightened brothers in 
and towns. What sense, for example, is thIma, 
we decide to bailout our famous A,CCla..1r.. 
Council by making the tax payer pay for the 

our Accra roads., when we invest in ~:I':::::; 
kets and a sewerage system for Accra: and 
we even begin to agitate for govamnont 
our lntemational/preparatory primary sclleill 
children's sure passport to secondary I h'gIs 
establishment. we confess. has been aue 
taxation of rural fanners: in also cxpedina 
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fol~ to t,ax and surtax themselves in order to provide 
lh~Lr ,basIc amenities as well as erecting their own school 
bulldmgs? 
. We urgently need to help make our rural areas 

IIvcable not only because natural justice demands it of 
liS. but also because if we let our villages die our 
cities will lose their sustenance, and then what? Part 
of the answer is what we have already begun to witness 
- the atrociously high cost of local foodstuffs and the 
desperate attempts to contain it! One hopes 
that we shall neve r again fool ourselves into bel iev ing 
that shortage of local foo'dstuffs is due to anything else 
but our past greed to keep everything that can remotely 
promote decent and healthy living to cities and towns. 

Because all this has been said before, what we need 
to address ourselves to is how to remedy the situation. 

"First .. how do we find mon~o embar~on _a comQfC
henSlve development programme, and secon"dly, if we 
do find-nre moneywhich aspects of rural neglect do we 
consider the most acute and should therefore require 
nur immediate attention? 

f'indillg Money I'or Rural Development 

Since it has become fashionable for most of us \0 

point out the extent to which our national well-being 
has becn dependent on the sweat of our rural peoples, 
we are greatly tempted to sugge"t that, government 
~hould make available all the necessary funds for this 
··noble cause". We have no doubt that given adequate 
funds any government o[ Ghana would do so without 
any fu$S. However, we arc laId Ihat we have not got 
enough money for that sort of venture; and one has 
no reason to doubt the genuineness of that claim. 
Perhaps our only query would be this: under these 
circumstances, are those o[ us who arc comparatively 
favoured setting a good example by making genuine 
efforts to save money; are we prepared to root out 
mo~l of the irrelevancies in our social set-up? 

Our universities have been accused of unnecessary 
'"oxbridgism·' in the matter (including others) of thc 
wearing of academic gowns. We like to add to that by 
asking whether we arc absolutely convinced that the 
wearing of gowns is a necessary requirement for intel
lectual excellence. But having said that, can we say 
that the rest of us arc not better? Can our legal men and 
women convince the rest of us that the practice of 
wig-wearing endows Ihe.m with morc wisdom for the 
correct exposition of our laws: do our police service 
need to wear their heavy dark-blue attire in order 10 "do 
their work more efficiently and in greater comfort; 
in limes of peace, such as these in which we happily 
find ourselves, can't straw hats, properly designed, serve 
our soldiers instead of the many caps and hats they 
at the moment sport; and in any case, arc we really 
convinced that swords and gloves are an essential ingre
dient of servicemen's parades? The list can be easily 
e:ttended to cover other identifiable groups. What IS 
important is that we should not let it be said of us 
thal when Ihis country was in dire need or money to 
do beller things with. we were whittling it away in 
order to perpetuate customs which. at best. we do not 
understand and at worst we pretend we have no regar'd 

for any way! 
One area which most probably lends ilse\[ to a 

crit ical examination in the hope of saving money for 

__________ ~\h~c~p~u~r~po~s~c:..~w~c~a::rc discussing is LEVY COLLEGrION. 
........ t.h"LO rethr· 

on themselves in order to erect schoolblo ks d oth . . c an provide 
er amenlt1es, they are usually more bea 'l 1 

by u lid d' . VI Y twied o.r oca an Istnct councils. Neverthele!Js, th 
counclls never appear to be in a position \ . . . . a provi 
amellllies espec1ally for the smaller towns and v- II 
l.t ~ould appear that thig situation exists beca~sea: 
~ton s sh~re of the monies the councils collect goes 
Into paylllg co~ncil staff salaries and wages. 1t wou 
not be too unklOd on the councils if government w 

to decro!t: that a stipulated percentage of mane I 
lected from any .loeality sho~d , by right, go d~r:. 
to that commulllty. Seventy per cent should not 
considered too high a figure. After all judging from th 
meagr~ benefit tbe localities derive from the counci 
there IS no reason why they should be made to [0 

:nll;e Iha~ 30% of tbe wages of council staff. 1f i 
IS ImpoSSible (or the councils to either pay all thei 
!:otafT or re-deploy them in productive jobs, then gove 
:nent wOll.ld .have. to accept tbe responsibility. The 
IS every Justlficat10n in making this recomrnendatio 
because it was government that in its wisdom decid 
on the establishment and (presu mably) the s ize of 
various councils. 

What of the money that would be saved? Th 
councils should be made to hold it in trust for t 
local ities. The citizens should then be allowed to ded 
wha t projects they wish to spend it on; if council fee 
like advising against this they can do so, but whe 
the citizens are adamant in their choice. the coun 
should help them with technical advice to underla 
the project of their choice. 

Naturally, details of such a scheme would need 
be worked out carefully in order, for example, 
('nsure that monies do not get "diverted to priva 
pockets, etc. 

Projects whidl would Probably Need the Mosr 
Immediate Attention 

Any community wbich lacks good drinking wat 
should be directed by government to make this 
first target. Where it is impossible to obtain water 
the sinking of wells or other such simple methods. 
\"emment could justifiably subsidise the people·s effo 

The second most important consideration should 
that o[ the provision of clinics/health centres. Here t 
the community should be encouraged to erect their [I 

bui ldings. In the p rovision of staff. howe\·er. th 
should be room for a lot of innovations of which t 
following are mere suggestions. Government itself n 
appoint experienced nurse/midwives who should 
gi"en a free-hand to treat such common ailments 
malaria fever , headaches, stomach-aches, worm lofes 
lion and sores. ]f that sounds too burdensome on 
vernment, tben sucb experiencc'd nurse/m idwives sho 
be encouraged to rent the structures from the commu 
lies and embark on private practice: go\'emm 

should be able to rL'C reasonable fees for tbeir senic 
No doubt , fears arc likely to be expressed about 
possibility of lower standards of medical care be 
dished out to our rural communities. Such a claim f,: 

not hold much water considering that a trained nu 
midwife is in an eminently better po~ition to offer m 
succour to our villagers than what they at the mom 
get (if they in·deed get anything at all) from ( 

quack'!. 
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lhe mel 0( lut academic: year the 
... :~ ............. Mr. E.S. Aidoo. an Accra 

aud • former Judicial Secretary. 

:

: COIIIIIlduODel' to enquire into certain lIn>""" up by the students of the Uni-
0( c.pe Cos I apinll the then Vice

"0(. or E. A. Boaten •. In view of the 
'" 1M maner. lhe IOYCTllment pvc the 

about a « k within which to 
.uk The could not be met. 

_ ouIniIted 10 the IOvcmment 
wn b 

1M .eport wu IUbmitted. lhe then 
..... and the Conunis,ioner 
~ the inform.

_ov 01 the V.C. WU DOl 
1M fted.,. 01 the Comm,_ 
, , ~., IJI'CIt ... report wu 

.. or other .... 
the 1M". 

oaIy fair 10 all concemed, puti-
d • V.Coo thai the truIb of the 

him be bown. 
f17"" why we think the JepOrt &hould 

Jillblkb 4 in its entirety is .... t <IIher top 
iiiUWiliry ecIe'QiltTaton can Ic:am from the liDs 
of comm'"iDa or ominion, if any, of the V.C. 
01 c.pe CooP 10 thai Ibey do not repeat the .ID«' 
mistak.. in their institutions. 1be studento can 
also know if their aUeptions wen> well founded 
or not. 1be only justification for sitti .. tight on a 
iC(XIrt deali .. wilh a matter of public interest is 
security. and we havc no nason 10 believc tbat 
there was any security involved ill the pres~t 
casco Ir it is only a question 9r embarrassment 
to any of the panics cancel bed, we do Dot believe 
that it is a strong eoough reason to justify the 
wilhholdin. of the Aidoo Report on Cape enlO) 

University. 

0. Pat J1 of bfui ...... PlUK 

IT is widely known in this country to be a fad 
that about Sill weeks ago certain citizens who haw 
at one time or the other been involved in politics 
were removed and have been in custody UDee. 
There have been speculations and guesSes u to 
lhe reasons for those removals. and it will be ap
preciated if the government could iaue a .tate· 
ment on the matter. The Rumoun Dcau (NRCD 
182) was is~ued to prevent the circulation of 
rumours, and the government wiD IX helping 
citizens to keep within the limits of the law if it 
could confirm or deny that certain citizens have 
beta taken into custody. 

It is. of counc. appreciated that where state 
security is involved. the aovernment cannot rush 
out with certain details. We do Dol know whether 
in the pnKDt cae 1CCUrity is involved or not, 
but nell if it were • leCurity matter. it is unlikely 
.... t a ..... statem<DI livin. the names of Ihe 
people involved in the exercile and the general 
V'we of the cllen:is: can affect the investigatiooo; 
whic:h may be now in progrn ... 
--- ------_. 

Ghana International Sch. 

w.NaI-n:ACIlER 

OIIIM latemational School has a va· 
French Teach..- 10 take 

'0' Level. 
bours. 

or ID to P.O. 
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Letters 
"lIaU" Fccs--A Rejoinder 

SIR Your observations regarding the burden of the 
new examinalton fees (Middle School Leaving Certifi
cate) on the rural folk is qUite appreciated. 

Howc\cr, I am saddened at the antagonistic manner 
in ~hich you made the point. For one thing, I suppose 
that il is the intention of that article to persuade Go
\crnment to fe'lew Its decision. If Ihis IS so, then It 
would seem thaI to achic ... e that objective the case mu~t 
not only be presented in a comincing way. The lan
guage In which such case IS made shou ld he so couched. 
not necessarily in a pleading tone but, as will not at 
least set Government on the defensive. For another. it 
would seem that II is not the academic fashion to gene
ralise on the basis of one or two premise~. 

Onc is surprised therefore to read in the anu.:lc the 
attack on GO\crnmcnt on lis '·middle class bias and the 
hollowncs,> of it,> claim,> to ladicali'>m, populi'>m, social
Ism or s}mpathy for thc under-privileged". Onc may 
ask whcn Go\crnment e\er made such claims. But e\-cn 
If It did. is It tcnablc to sO lha rgc Govcrnment on the 
1·l3si~ of one case of withdrawn sub~ id} examination 
fees or a second onc of a lIupposcd liberal tax Oil pro-, 
perty. 

It would appear that for such an allad. to sland, there 
,hould be an o\-er-all critical anaIY.ii, of the tax propo
.. als and expenditures, tncluding the area'> in which the 
!";I\tngs made from such trans-fer paymenl arc bemg 
di .. erted, to sec the cxpected nct cffect on income~, etc. 
Readers would cnjoy reading such analysis to acccpt 
ur reject thc conclusions. 

Yel c\-en if such an analysis finds the Government as 
pretenders, it would demand another kind of language 
to let the Go\emment take corrective measures in 
consonance with ih "avowed·' objectl\ies. Olherwise, 
the Legan O~ner would turn Itself into a partisan 
raper declaring war on governments. Of course, there 
would be nothing wrong if the Obsen er comes out 
,tronglyand boldly againsl any mO\e which II considers 
Intmical to the interc:.t of a seCllon of or the entire 
general public, Howe .. er, I suppose it is not Ihe inten
tion of the L.S.N.A to turn its mouthplcce into an 
"opposition" paper. It is prudent and productive for 
~alls for policy re\ICW~ to be well reasoned and pre
.. ented in convln("lng but non-antagonistic language. 

Finally. I would lIl-e to take this opportunity to ask 
Mr_ Trc\C whether he did not see in the low property 
rates a hidden incentl ... e [or people capable of iO\esting 
In such property. housing being a second priority area 
for the present Go ... ernmcnt. Is it not possible also 
that the low rates may help reduce thc incidence of 
tax-evasion. by facilttatlllg property registration for 
'\dequate data compilation on properties III Ihls expen
mental year of separate direct rent income tax? 

We ill the TUral areas appreciate your eflorts to seek. 
our intercsh. Nonetheless, our cases should be presented 
In such a way as will yield the deSired eflcct, otherwise 
they may sound like that apostle's crie~ o\-er Mary 

Magdalene's ointment. 

( 0 Presbyterian Olllrch 
Nk,ul"'"dkan 
\ ia Koforiclult 

John Kof! 

"Oi~Krulltlcd Politicians aDd AU 'ilia." R.ejoi-.. 

SIR On page 458 of the Legon Obstnn-, VoL VIII 19 
dated 21st September, 1973, one Dennis Adjci-Brenyah 
of Mcnsah-Sarbah Hall wrote a letter aboul 'DI~&runtled 

Politicians and All That". 
It appears that the writer may be one of tho~ affe~ted 

and affli("ted by the radical disruplLon of the "statu, 
quo·', esroused by the National Redemption CounCil, 
and Implcmented with the consent of the o ... erwhelminl 
majoflty of the people of Ghana. 

Like all those who indulge in intellectual ma .. turba. 
lion. he has failed to take note of the fact that the state. 
ments he complains of were made III the conteltt of 
pre\aihng ci rcumstances. 

With pressures from some former polLticians for a 
qUick return to Civilian rulc--sometlmes co\-en and 
sometimes mert as in the recent Treason Tnal---only 
the fatuous minded would fall to appreciate the WIS

dom III those words of warning given by the Head of 
Slatc. 

If, after two horrible e).periences from Ihe hands of 
polttll'ians Within 15 }ears of independence, such a 
wanltng can be interpreted as creating "fear and susp~ 
clan for our future politiCians," then one can only Cl). 

"So be II". 
In the final analysis, docs not the whole matter boil 

down to 'whom the cap fits?' 
Indeed . Colonel Acheampong's refusal to band O\er 

power to anyone Wlthlll the forseeable future has the 
support of all right-think.ing Ghanaians; he would be 
a bra\-e man who could preach such a request in the 
~tr ... cts or dny llly. IOWll, ... ·illagc or hamlet with impu
nity! 

There is a famous saying whi<:h runs something li!.e 
Ihi<;:- "Let the dogs bark al the moon; it will continue 
'0 shine cven more brightly·'. 

p,.~ Seaelary's Office F, F. Addat 
The Natioaal Redemption Council LieuteoaDt Coloorl 
The C~stle Press Secretan 
Osu 
\ccrd 

EDITOR'S ~OTE : Published unedited. 

Bew-are o( Such Women 

SIR Mrs. Belinda Breluo's rejoinder on "Who~c Fre\:· 
dam of the Press?·· in the last issue of the [,egon 
Obst!n er cannot go unchallenged or unanswered. I be
lie\e the U~OIl Olbener deliberately published thai 
'etler unedited in order to bring out fully without 
polishing. the muddled thinking and extreme S}cophan(~ 
displayed III it The point was well taken, UgOD Obser
\t'r. 

Personally, J do not thmk Ihe press should be allowed 
to say just anything at all against anybody, (not ani) 
the GO\emmcnt) without challenge, becau'ie many peo· 
pie tend to bc1ie\e whatever is published as right. But 
there must be well established, ci\ilized and acceptable 
wa,s of dealing with offending newspapers. There art 
lawl> agamst libel. sub\iersion. character assassination 
and all that: and these should be effective and enough 
If not. then the laws should be re .... iewed or strengthen ... -d 
To resort to the cheap way of banning or stifling an) 
voice that docs not sing the master's praises is at wont 
repressl\·e and at best naive. T do beli~\"e in socialist 
Ideals and ~ocial justice: but the suppression of pre1S 
freedom in ,ome communist or socialist countr .... C'I 
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It II iii utdy cbat thc beainnina of next SCIIion may 
be delayed for two lrou .. of students at L e. )II. 'Ibis 
senion scca the start of a new dcpec structu.n (or many 
sccondsyea.r undcraraduatai and this bokl and challens 

,illl IltUcture will almost 4:Crtainly be slow in acttina 
IlDdcr way because of thc immcRIC pradical problems 
that it poses in terms of time-tabU .. , possib)C combis 
Dltions of subjcds, compromilCS between departments 
tic, Howevcr, any new structure i. bound to have its 
tecthinl troubles and it is extremely unlikely that lbis 
kind of problem will persistently recur. Thc reason for 
the other delay is, on the other hand, one which u!nlS 
remain unsolved year after year. 

Thc start of the academic year for freshmen unders 

.. duatcs tends to be postponed because of thc latcncsl 
of p.lblication of thc 'A' level results. No doubt the West 
African Euminations Council are continually wortiDl 
to speed up their markinc madlinery but" ncvcrtbelas. 
the Univenity continues to wait on them. I would 
sugest that a way of avoidina this position would be 
to adopt a sugcstion madc at Convocation last _ion
to put the Univcnity on a calendar academic year, "rt
inl in January. 

This would ha\'C the followinl advantaps: the time 
allowed for selection and evaluation ~f F.U.E. candidates 
after the p.lblication of • A' level results would be 
arcally increased; students would no lonser have to ait 
important examinations in May, oftcn a IDOIt humid 
month: teaching could be continued throupout the cool 
season and cnd with examinations in September; student. 
would have a break of silt months between finilbinl 
s!;;hool and staning univenity, which would allow time 
to re-orientate. and, perhaps, time to rartitipate on some 
voluntary sen'ice scheme. 

My 1CC0nd suuestion i. even more radical. It ia clear 
from both infOnNIl reuudt (i.e. 'discussions bctwcca 
lccturcn) and formal samplit\l by the Lanpale Ccn. 
tbat _ peat many infon. acacleeics are disatisfied 
with the quality of their students' Enalisb. The Lanauaac 
Centre arc now _ttcmpUDJ to remedy this throuah their 
'UDpqC and Study stiUa' coune whicb i. open to 
all first year students. HOWCl'cr, since P.UE. already 
conli", of three subjects ptu. African Studies. 'unguacc 
and Study Skills' cannot expect to act more than a tiny 
proportion of each student', time. 

In a Utopian Lqon would it not be possible for 
&nt-year undcrpadualCl to follow a fuU induction 
counc consiltinc of African Studies. Language and 
Study Skilla., and Scimtifie Method. During this year 
the Rudent would be iIIIbmhced to the techniques or 
takina notes 'rom lec:tu1'Cll, compiling reading lists, 
r III r I II ..... Ik:.. whild pininl a thoroURh awareness 

rtf ... IN I' ?lid ...... of hi, own culture. Furthennore . 
It ...... JI"J lble for students 10 become aware of 
.. It P eI .mftlnily education and the nature and 

a 1 ~ disciplines. both by introductory 
I ai' is tbe dcs-itments and. probably more 

..... .." contact with more senior students 
R is even possible that, in ... wa,. the 

.... of "'",",IS radin, Phil'*'fJIIY or LiSlldllics 
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may In..:rca\c al the c:-.pcns..: of the more traditional 
~ubjCt.:h. simply bcr.:au;c ~ludcnt!> afC Illl Junger rgllllrani 
of what the.;;c ~Iudies lIl\ohc. 

.. \11 this ",uuld Hl\ol\'c thc ~tudcnl~ In a four or fi\c year 
degree coune, It may be thai a maJurlty might umsidcr 
Ihc time. cthlrl imd e'pcn!oC imohcd 10 be unju\ilfiably 
large. In L:IO P1 3 line nmid point to thc inc'ltahlc Im
pHl\CmCIlI in thc quality or graduate), not to mention 
an Innca~c in thc inlcrnation:tI reputallon of thc Um\cr
\Ity. rhi .. j ". ala~. nol }oct Utopia bUI arc thC!.c proposah 
r":311y unn:all"tH:1 

DCI):tr1mCllf or Engli",h 
Lq::on 

"Dignity of the Worker" 

G. M. RiddeD 

SIR bclic\c that C\cry human being no matter of 
\\ hat ..:olour. race. creed. ideology is entitled to a rea
sonable standard of living, 

That a reasonable standard of Ii\ illg lmplle, adequate 
OInd satl ... fying food, prorcr and sanitary protcl,:tion from 
thc clements by way of houslIlg and clothlllg. That a 
reasonable standard of Ii\ ing Will Indude the occa~lonal 
small lUXUry. That a reasonable Slandard of living means 
the proviSIOn uf educatIOnal faulitles within the capa· 
bllitles of the person. That a rC3\onable standard of 
11\ inc includes the opportunity to .... nrk. 

I al~o belic\c that If a person i~ willmg to ,Iri\c and 
:H:hlC\e to the full exlent of Ius capabilities both ph)sical 
and mental he IS entitled to recomrcn<;c commcn,>urate 
with hiS stmings. That the only j'%!rson ..... ho ... hould 
(and mu~t) be a charg!.: or tl1\;: Sial!.: IS the mentall) 
handICapped or badl)' phy~lcally handicapped person, 
That the person who .... 111 not ..... orL IS nut entitled tn aid 
or consideration. 

[ do not believe In the "Dignity of \VorL" bUI I do 
bche,e In thc "Olgnity of the Workcrs" I do not bclie\c 
that there i\ equalit} in naturc, Becau~e there is ana· 
tural incquaht)" to dcmand .lbsolute equality mU"it Imply 
a glidlllg downwards. 

Name and ·\ddress Supplied-Ed. 

Food For Our Neighbours 
S IR Thc delision of thc go\ernment to export foodstulh 
to our neighbouring eountrie~ which have bt..o.en scvere!) 
,Iffetted by drought is a very lauddble action, but dc
~er .. es approbation only on humanitarian ground~, 

In r..!cent )'eu .... , it ha .. often bcen reported in our 
d"llic\ and on the radio that an awLwa-d predicament 
\I f ilcu,e ~hortacc of food i ... sweeplIlg d.cro .. ~ the conti· 
nent al an aJa"11\ing rate And what i\ the solution to thi, 
problem" It llcho\le\ every natIOn to gl\'C precedence to 
farmlllg as thc only hope of our .. urvival 

A., a mailer nf fact, Ghanaian .. are \'.cll noted for their 
1nternal ho~pila1ity and e\ternal benevolenee_ But at thi .. 
1111tial ~tage or our natHlllal lecomtrullll,)n can .... e help 
10 N: too JiberaJ1 Tho .. e humane qualitlC) mu .. t not de
(cnc m 11110 extending ollr magnaOlmlt) beyond rca· 
!o.unahk limlt s_ \\o:c can only rC<j~lhc to help thc Indigent 
..... hen IlUr o\'.n requm::ment .. arc met and .... hen our 
nced, l'an be obta ined ill fI:a ,onablc pricc~. It h there
fnre ad\ i\ablc that ",e ought to huy ~ finger., of plantain 
at 10 pesewa\ bcfnre wc can show lxlrcme bcneHllence 
h) nUl poorer nelghh(lUr~, 
P_O. nOI( 1907 Rotk'ion <\, Kobina 

O,crburdtnecl CommissiODtr 

SIR The Head or State, Colonel I. K. Achca.mJ'lO I 
a~sumlng additional responsibility as Commissioner f 
Sports i~ reported to ha\ e 'aid that his action ...... 5 
cn .. ure that the "Cl\ il foer. icc .... ay of dOing lhtn~ 

left out or ~porh in Ghana" 

Thl\ ~tatement raises a number (If issue,. II 
it is an admis"ilOn of failure of the country 5 'pan 
poliCY (If there is an)thing like that at all). Second 11 

portray\ the effecti\eness (or ineffecti\'cnc~1) I1f our 
~eniec ~et up. 

But .... hat Ghanaians would like to he;lr from the 
Chairman of !.he National Redemption Coonc", I • 
statemcnt of how far the military junta's promise, I inC 

teen months ago, to re\olutionise all $Cctions uf the 
eountT)'" admini .. trati\e and poliey implementin, rtl.1 

chlneT)' aoo rid the ci\il s-.:niee of all red-tapim ha 
~uccecded. 

My pcr;.onal fccltng i .. that unless the cl\'11 rvl 
lanker IS destroycd quickly the nlready o\crhurdc: 
Head of State and Commi~sioner for Oefence. Ftnan 
Economic Planning, and Sports will saddle hlm~eJf WIth 

the responsibility of administering all the \'ariou~ ()th f 

departments which constitute the ci\il service. 

U8 ugon Hall Kofi AI..-wabi.,\IIW")" 
iA'gon 

Viewpoint 

!'JELF·RELIANCE Al'.D EXPATRIATE 
\1ISSIONARIES 

By 
R A Ampomah 

'·A PPLICATIONS are m'lted from SUitably quahhCd 
Ghanaians and c"(palriale missionaries ," (Empbasi 
mine)_ So ran the Public Ser.,ces Commission', advcr 
lisement for cand idates to fill ,acant pmls of As~istant 

Hcadml stre\<; or VII..:e.Principal of 3. number of ~:~:::~I 
",ltssionary Sclllndary Schools and Trainlll& ( 
all institutions for glrl~. 

I he ~JXcific mention uf c\patnate ml~~ion ... ru,: ... 
ob\lOusly arisen out (If the a~~umptlon that thl'rc 
not en(lugh quahfied Ghanaian .... omen to hold the 
of AS~I~tant Headmhtrc"~, nut to menti~ln 
III our secondary s..-hm)h. If it i~ Irue that our 
~ChllOl~ c·annut recruit lop 'tafT IUlall), then surdy 
i.-, ~nmethlflg basilall) .... rong lhe prc~cnt lrop Ilf ml 
\ionane, haH! their rll~lts datlllg ..-onllnu~lusly -:;:,:1 
more than 100 year3: the Ba,lc ml~"l'naries amI II 

\U'::lc\,Or\ slllce carl) Ifl thc 1~lh et:ntury, the \~:~;~:::I 
(\Icthudl\h) ~Ime abllut HIl~. and the \ariIIU' I 
ml'>\ltlnarIC\ ,Inle ahnut 1SilO, nearl~ 100 )C3" 

Dunng thc,e WO )eaf'o, all) "ell·me;\mllg grllup 
nllssillnarie~ should h:1\e been ahle to tram e\en the I 

IIltelhgcnt pc(lplc III the "mid hi manage all of 
own alTair) hlng a!,HI. Ant! Ir the~<!: mi"i~lllnafics 

becn ahle ((I tr,Iin rcuplc .... h11 haH fI,,:n t{l the 
or BI~hnp. Arl'hh",hop, Ml1dcratur, de. surdy 
mu~t b~ enough trained \\oomen tu hilid 
Illwer flO't~ in our cducation:al InstitutHlns 
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I n be (.Uf. I mu"t pOInt out that Ihe control of alfairs 
In our ho}s' .. ccondary schools has long. albeit belatedly, 
heen left in the hands of our own people, e\en If that 
\\as ne'er, 1 imagine . a deliberate policy on thc paft of 
thc m,~sionanc .. 10 hand over without any promptIng 
from outside thClf rankS. they jU:>1 were more ",cn\,blc 
10 capitu la te in thc face of Ihe country's resentment 
lowards their nlntinul.'tI control of thc young mind .. 
, .. hu.:h '\C c>.pcd 10 gro", and shape Ihc policies of Ihis 
·\frn:an countr) til a way that would he truly in thc 
·\1 nCilII Inlcr~'1 

Th e .. lIuation with regard to the female ,O.<,11IuII0l)) 
' s (Julte diffe rent . One IS left with thc impression that 
thc nuns rega rd thc institutions as thClf personal pro· 
perl y and cling to them l ike leeches. In moS! cases they 
resort to all manner of tricks to thwart the possible 
progre5~ to the top of the most qua lified Ghanaians in 
their '"~tltutions: indeed they see III such qualified Gha
naian women a threat to their positions. Thi s method 
of ensuring their continued domination is made pos"i
blc by a system which allows a Headmistress to wnte 
a damaging report about a member of her stafT, without 
the member being given a chance to answer the charges_ 
E\en the usual 0\'11 Sen-ice practice of writing queries 
and ha\ing them answered is not resorted to. The re~ult 
I ~ that thc subordinate concemed might not e\en be 
awarc that \he stands accused . 

Oi!lcriminalion Against Ghanaians 

It IS common to find a girls' school whose Head
mlstrC!lS, Assistant Headmistress, !Ienior teachers and 
heads of the \arious subject departments are all el(p3-
tr;atc mi SSionaries- if not missionaries. at best el(pa
triates -e\en though in many cases some of th e Ghana
ian women on thclr staff are as qualified as thcsc mis
~ionarics. In onc of the more famous Catholic girls' 
~l."Condary schooh. a well-qualified Ghanaian woman 
on the stafT ""ho hinted that !he wanted to apply to be 
promoted a senior teacher was told in clear terms by 
thc cxpatriate missionary Headm istress that she would 
ha\c her l:hance only if an expatriate missionary teacher 
who i5 al~o a senior teacher in the same subject ber.:ame 
,uccessful III her bid to be appollltcd As) istant Hcad
mistress. 

In Ghana now, we have a ,i tuation wherc women arc 
r.:onsidered capable of heading uni\ersity department«. 
and top exer.:utl\-e po.,ts in thc public and the pn\ale 
business seclor~, but Incapable of heading some secon
dar)' ~ch ools, or e,"en departments In these s!.:hools. 
DUring the later slages or the 8usia go\emment. most 
people \ve re angered by press reports that the gO\ em
m\,;nt wa\ planning to engage a large number of expa
triate,. to head ou r secondary schools and training coll c
gc~. The recent ad\·crti~cmcnt for expatriate mlssi onaric~ 
lools vcry much like thc Bu~ia proposal. And the ad\Cr
ti~cmcnt has come at a time when the government ha~ 
found the need to Imposc a -.c]cc tl \~ empl oyment t3)( of 
t5,OOO a )'car on e\ery expatriate employed by the 
pfl\atc compalllc\. 

Assuming. for the sake of th is a rgument. that th ere 
arc not enough qualified Ghanaian women 10 hcad our 
glrhO ~eWnd;l!) .,chools. the people who should be held 
re\ron~lble fur thi~ Situation are the expatriate mi SSIOn
aries. Wh y is it that it is only in thclr schools that 
(jhanaian slafT fad to male the grade? Seconda!) 

~~hools Ill..e Mfantsiman, Yaa A~nte\\aa, and Accra 
(1lrls, ha\·c long been headed by Ghanaians. It I, 50me 
tribute t.o the Presbyterians that Aburi Girls- Sttondary 
S(hool IS now headed by a Ghanaian. The record of 
achie\cment in these Ghanaian-headed ~hoob IS not 
WOf\C -and e\en s(lmetimc~ belter - -t han th.: mi~"on:!,f)" 
headed schools 

1 he follo ..... ;nl A-Ie\-cl rcsults III the scienl:c<; In four 
of the best known girls' secondary schools will Il1uUr..l 
the sort of record I am referring to. To save sf'lct', the 
figurcs given are a summary for the two ycars 1971 and 
IQ72. the years during which Abun came under the: 
Ghanaian Hcadmistres~ . In these )'ea~, as in the yean 
bcfore. the remaining three ~chools have all had e,pa. 
Iriate Headmistresses. and continuc to hnc them_ 

A-Levcl Science Result~: A .... erage ror 1971 & 1972 

School 

- .-
Abun 
(Ghanaian) 

Maths Physics Chem. 810101)' 

9 33 26 31 27 53.5 28 67.5 
-----_._--- ----- . 

Holy Child 
(Expatriate Mi~sl
onary) 
. -- - ---

51. Louis (K si) 
(Expatriate 
Missionary) 

27 20.5 27 54 27 IS 

_.- ---_. __ .-.-
24 20.S 2~ n ::!4 I 

------------- ---·_·1-1 
Wesley Girls 
(Expatriate) 9 45 31 16 38 21 ]1 J2 

Key: P = Number of candidates pre:;ented over I 

t ..... o yean;. 
0 0

0 Percentage number of candidates qualtl 
for university in the relc .... anl subjeCt. 

These figures tell Iheir own story. II IS easll) \«!l 

that the perfonnance in the Ghanaian-controlled school 
is easily the best. At least one could say that il I~ no 
worse than the rest of them. \\'ho i:; sen-ing tbis count!'} 
best? In case anyone wants to argue that the Ghanmn 
at Abufi IIlhentcd her school's good performance from 
her predecessor. an expatriatc. I would like to point 
out that the figures for that school in the years pn 
to 1971 are generally worse. This must not be inter· 
preted to mean that the fonner expatriate head did not 
do her best for that school; after all one expects the 
~l"hools to perform betler in the course or time. Whit 
the argument is all about is that , at Ica~t, the Ghanaian 
head ha$ been able to maintain. if not Improve uron 
the standards of the school. Then the only valid wty 
to assess the cffecti\'cness of the leadcrship of Ghanaian 
and e:q"l3.triate heads is to make the sort of companson 
I ha\c made abo\e. 

The Public Sen ices Commission \hould re-ad\ crhsc 
Ihe J'IOsts and omit any reference to cxpatriates, mit· 
.. Ionary or otherwISe. One would havc thought that by 
now the exratriate missionancs \\ould all he "' 
Nonhem Ireland. where their scn Ices would t.c rcqui 
red most. 
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. For The Record 
n pC .... 1 ',. 

GIRl I T" 1a Mi. Timber Co. 
rHE GO\cmmcnt has acquired 55 per cent wres in lite 
\tIm Timber ComlBl1Y limited. and a decree to this 
fleet was silned today by the Chairman of tbe N.R.C., 
olonel L K. Acheampl.Jng. The ilcquisilion takes re-

"aspectn.e effect from Ol.:(Obcr I. last year, the date on 
bleb the Imcrnmcrll tonk majority share .. In a numbt:r 
f other timber companies. 

Amcriaaa Firm 10 Pl'O!Iptt1 for Diamoads 

American wmpGllly ba\cd in New York. The First 
Natura CurporatlOn (FINCO), IS prcparoo 

In\csl 25 million dollars fur diamond prospc'::ling 
the Bmm and Pta ri\'cr basins. 

Mr Sandy l...csbcrg, Chalfln~n of the company, who 
~:~thtll announcement at the Plojcct .. ilc at Akim 
~ said tNl the m\,C'!tmenl was a demonstration 

bis company', confideu:e In the (ihana Go\crnmenl. 
In'" an .,n:cment silRed wllh the government early 

year the company has been awardl.-d the rigbt to 
I:::~: fOl' diamond in the Bmm and Pra ri\'er basins 
• an area of 24.56 miles from the confluence of 

CWo n''en down to Takrowasi and Asokore in the 
Ia""m RCliun. The Gmernment of Ghana will take 

10 55 per cent of the share'S. 

1:'0 ..... Seple 'E' 14 

Our , ......... , t.Io be Pard.a.wd 
Onnubus Services Authority ha') embarked on a 

"", ..... , proanamme aimed at acquiring 72S buses to 
impro\e I:lty lind urban tnl1l!ipurtahon III the coun
Nana Frcdua Mensah. Managing Director of the 

who dlKlo!ted thl'l in Accra l()(jay said that 
uI the hLHCS would operate III Ac..:ra and the re~t 

1M al1ocab:d to the ulher regions. 
11 out of the 100 Willowbrook bu~es 

1ft Jul), thiS }ur ha\e arriH~d in Accra, and 
'Inlna ones lire upccled h~ the end of 1'\0\ em-

'IS' 'r 25 
R to lie A-a' '1l1li ia Gila ... 

CommwlDner lor local (jo\em~nt. Major
A Aleri. said tada)! that the government. 

putneuhip WIth Messrs WIUowbrook limited of the 
Kiaadom ...... 11 eslabhih two plants to a~emble 
10 Ghana. Major-Geaeral Aferi was who corn-

U Willowbrook buses in Accra today said 
ananpmcnts 10 estabhsh the rlanls had almost 
completed and that the plant would be \el up in 

1m ...... Ku .... i. 

t' 7 On' for P.o" bIIO Tyre 

_ RCClooal braJKh of the Ghana Private Road 
Union of die T.U C. today urpd the Imern

tD 11\ L ' • III lite QU'C of tbe acute shortaae 
till CDUIIbJ of ·polMllar outer ccwcn". The 

.. 6at to IIDprove the situation, the 
ddn a pti,. import UcciKCi to 

II ' 'us to impnd 1)5 
....... 17Ii lSi IIid DOt 

H ... 
a s 

Meun Firestone Company. Nor did the)' understand 
why the company should export large quantities of na
tural rubber when thc)' could noC meet increased demand 

1f outer ~en in Ob'DI, 
N.Le. Gives Roue for a..me 

THE N.RC ha$ donated a fully furnished house as the 
first prize for chis year's Golden Chan<:e Raffle whkh 
i" to be drawn in December. This was announced by 
Major K. B. Agho. Commissioner for laboUr, Social 
Wellaro,; and Co-operatives when he launched the raftle 
llfl radlll and television today. He said that an amount 
of don,OOO was expected from the sale of tickets and 
Ihat the raffle wa" to raise funds to improve the lot 
of the physically handicapped. He appealed to all 
financial institutions as well as individuals to donate 
gcne rously to the raffle. 

Other prizes in the raffle include cash prizes of more 
than (:10.000, a return sca-\'oyage to the United States 
for a couple, a rclurn Hight to London, and a Datsun 
nllnl-hu\. Thi " }car'" raffle is being sp<lnsored by the 
Banks. 

lbunday. Septembu 17 
Gha ... R~ CU •• -S; u 

AN official ~lalcmenl issued today by the Ministry of 
Forcisn Affalr\ affirmed Ghana's recognition of the 
<;o\'ereign independent African State of Guinea-Bissau . 
The statement said that the GO\'ernment welcomed with 
profound joy and sali'ifaction. the declaration of Guinea
Bissau a~ ;1 sovereign mdependent African State. 

Tueoday. Odober 1 
Corporaliuo 10 Buy ~ 

THE (jmcrnment has decided to be the sole buying 
authorit}' of all manganese ores produced in the country 
and ha~ accordingly established a new body, the Ghana 
National Manganese Corporalion, to be the govern
ment'~ buying agent. This is contained in an Executive 
In~trumcnt signed on September 2S by the ellairman of 
the N.R.<'. Aha amllng the Corporation's functions arc: 

• The mining (If mangancse ores and other allied or 
a,~ociated mmcrah, 

• The pwcc'ising of manganese ores into ferro-aIlO)'s, 
r.:hemil.'1l.lIy pure manlanese dioxide and other by
produch. 

• The man.ellng of manganese orcs and allied minerals 
in Ghana and outside Ghana. 
The Corporation is empowered to enter into joint 

\Cnlure .... ilh foreign or indilenous inv~tors, or }-loth. 

'<OTIS ON ("O~'TRIBurORS 

PETER OSEt-KWAME: Lecturer in Geography. Fal.-uHy 
of Social Sciences. V.S.T., Kumasi 

C .N. MURPHY: American Exchange student tu 1- r.; T, 
Summer. 1913 

K . K. ODURO; Lecturer, Department of Biochemistry, 

ATO GHARTEY: lecturer. S..:hool of Administration. 
leaon 

R A. AMPOMAH: lecturer in Mathematics. Unhenity 

cf Cape: ca,t 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people arc changIng to Emlx"s). 
Embassy cIgarettes arc preferred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, "Iih a preasant aroma . 

Embassy are the popular choice 
hccatl~e they gl\C "imOklllg satis
fact ion. A growing nu mher of dIS 
cerni ng 'tl1o ~ers go for [ mbassy. 
DO YOU " 

Elnbassy the milder, smoother cigarette 

• 
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Editorial 
AD~IISS I0~ I~TO THE 1 ; ~I\' ERSITlES 

FOR the la'i l 1 .... 0 \l,cek ..... Si,{h Form ICJ."crs whn hld sO'Jgh t 
admi!.sion 10 Jlly of the (.;ountry'~ uni versit ies li v.!d in e~ 

pecral ion and anguIsh. The lucky 01e .. have b::n ad mitted . 
while a IJ l'gc number \J!" <lpplic.lOh who satisfied Iho: entry 
rcqul r:,nenh haH: be:il tllrn·~.l dONn henu~e til:! ~'ia;lahl~ 

rc'ourL'C'" (·r th;:: u""J\.er~I\JC· (Jnno. ab.,>orn all tk ajJ~!iC'Jn ts, 

At the Lni\crs:fv of Gh, nJ, lc~o1, admi-,:.ion WJ'i gpant~J . -
to about 410 :-:.pp'i"'.tnIS (iOl.:1ulling I SO non~rcsil~ent 'itm,'znt ) 
to pur':>l.!e cour!>cs 10 .\n la\\- ,md S'lCial Sr .. H.ks, o:,t Of 

a Loul of <lhout 700;"lpplic;1nt~. T(l thi!> n~lm~.:r m!.!! b:! , 
added .ml'ther JOO april\,: lOt<. \\ ho Scle-;:tCl' Lego:l a~ 'Their 
,ct:onc OJ .hlreT l'ho.t:cs. 

In Cl1ntrast to the f),cssurc 01\ pliu.:e, for I.:QdTSC" in Arts . 
I.a .... anl' Soci:!l S'.~'dle~. resulting 10 the pItch 109 0: admission 
reqUIrement, rather h;gh. the Sm:n(c .. ..1cult} had 10 lONer 
Its entry qualllications -lightly in order to be ahle to find 
cnou~h t<llll.'i(lat.:s 1'01 lile faculty. The Fa~:.llty or A!,rieuiture 
.... a ... uble h' fill Ihc 40 places a1l0 .. ·alel' to II, and It m;ght take 
another' R If tezl'hmg 1'.1('.1111, ' nnkc this po:. ... ,hle.. The total 
intake ;' ,h~ F.'ClIllIC. o f Agril.'uiturc. MC'l-i'line and Science 
,tant's .'1 237 
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Even if the transportation problem were solved 
that would not be the end of the worries of 
the noo·resident student. How and where they 
spend their time in between lectures, where 
they relax. and how they can participate in extra
curricular activities. all of which help to develop 
their mental faculties. are further sources of worry. 
Those students who do not come from Accra face 
Ihe problem of lodging and feeding. which will 
further compound their already enomlOllS 

difficulties. Add to all these the fact that they 
will not have as easy an access to library facilities. 
as students in residence can have. and it becomes 
clear that the prospect of being a non-resident 
university student in our situation is a grim one. 

People may argue, as they have argued in the 
past. that non-residential universitie~ e\:ist and 
function quite efficiently in several parts of the 
world. This is quite true. but what is usually 
forgotten is thai in such places the lInivcrsitie~ 

are initially planned on the understanding that they 
will be non-residential. and therefore certain 
~rvices and facilities are provided or are known 
to e\:ist even before the university is built. In Ghana 
we have a situation where universities are sited 
outside city centres, where student hosteb do not 
exist. where the only enlightened librarie) arc 
those belonging to the universitie... and sited 
on the campus, and \\ here I ransport facilities 
are neither abundant, regular nor reliable. All 
these factors clearly POlOt to the fact that in ollr 
present circumstances. there is no better allernativc 
to a residential university system. In admitting 
non-resident students. therefore. Legon has 
tried to make the best of a bad job which doubt
lessly does not satisfy the normal e.'(pectations 
of those involved. Thi!. measure can only be a 
palliative: the situation cannot be allowed to 
persist much longer without clusing frustration 
among the rapidly increasing number of Si'<th 
Form lea\,er,). 

The only obviou~ solutIon ".:e !.ee is for the go .. ern
ment to make more funds avaIlable for univer::.ity 
expansion. It is a curious fact that c~pansion 

in Sixth Form facilities has outstripped uni .. ersity 
expansion. [yen though more qualified studenh 
are coming out of the SIxth Forms and the uni
\er::.ities arc opening new deplrtments. c'(p3n'iing 
existing ones and ollcnng new courses at graduate. 
degree and sub-degree level!.. the universities are 
not undergoing any physical e'<pansion. Within 
the last few year) there has been no Significant 
increase in the provision of teaching and residentia l 
~pace with the result that the universities can 
admit only a~ many students 3'i pass out the 
prevIOus year. The universities for their part. 
have dra~n up elaborate de\,elopment programmes. 

We understand that Lzgon. for example. h. 
plans ready for expanding accommodatIon factlititl 
for students. for constructing a new library COlD. 
plex and for the conversion of the present library 
into a teaching faculty with lecture and tutorial 
rooms. These plans have been ready for Som: IIlD.' 

• • 
and the government IS not unaware of theIr eu. 
stence. The only obstacle to their implementation 
has been. and still is. the lack of fund'!., 

We are conscious of the economic ::.Jluabon 
in which the country finds itself and we 1110 
appreciate the already large sums devoted to 
cducation. Nevertheless, we believe that if futwt 
generations of our secondary school leavm 
are to be spared the frustration and angUl!>h or 
real izing that despite their passes there are DO 
places for them in the univer,)jties. then somethm, 
concrete ought to be done to alleviate the situauOD 
and quickly too. The imbalance between u.r 
growth of university facilities and Sixth Fona 
cxpansion is a problem thlt calls for some bani 
thinking. The univer::.ity authorities in this count 
havc demonstrated their desire to offer the availaWt 
opportunities to as nllny of those qualifted 
their resources will cnable them to cope w 
the admission of non-resident students by l_ 
is a ea~e in point. The ball now seems to he 
the court of those responsible for the disbur .. e 
of funds. 

In the final analysis. however. the problla 
created by the imbalance between unl\mIJ 
expansion and growth of Sixth Form faciliua 
is one which needs to be tackled at the source 
nnd we believe the fault lies in the system of 
education itself. In Ihe present situation. mo 
!.ixth formers look to the university as the o:1ly 
logical next step in their education. But If second
ary education would be diversified to prcpare 
students for a more technical typo! of higher 
education and if provision would be mlde fo 
the establishment of higher grades of ta:hrual 
institutions. then p~rhaps somo: students wOLlld 
begin to look elsewhere for a continuatIon 0 
their education without the nation losing an 
potential nllnpower. This would b~ a m:lnin,rul 
way of easing pressure on our universitic"'. 

READ THE 
LEGON OBSERVE 
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feature of the two military regimes that we have 
had in this country so far. But what of such laws 
as the recent one (Decree 191) which excluded 
the traditional powers of the High Court to super
vise inferior tribunals from applying to Military 
Tribunals? What is interesting is that it was passed 
inunediately after the issue had been tested and 
the High Court had asserted its right to exercise 
supervisory function over Military Tribunals. 

Another instance in which power is being 
exercised arbitrarily is the present trend in which 
civilians are simply whisked off to military custody 
whenever the government decides to or its agents' 
feel it expedient to do so. Take for instance the 
brief removal of the former editor of the Legon 
Obsener, Dr. Paul Ansah, that of Mr. Ward-Brew, 
the leader of the National Union of Ghana 
Students, and the overnight internment of Mr. 
Kissi-Afari, editor of the Echo. 

Equality Before The Law 

The second principle of the Rule of Law is that 
aU citizens of the land shall be subject to the same 
laws and shall be equal before the Courts. This 
principle does not mean that people (such as the 
Armed Forces) shall not be subject to special 
laws affecting th~ir special calling. All that it says 
is that nobody shall be treated as being above the 
general laws of the land. Has the N.R.C. since 
13th January been able to create a society in which 
equality before the law is assured? I would say, 
not entirely! For the first time in Ghana's hl!otory 
lhe unfortunate impression is being created that 
soldiers are excluded from the general body of laws 
in Ghana, even when they commit offences while 
acting in a civilian capacity as administrators. 
It is understandable to argue that soldiers are 
subject to Military Courts when they commit 
crimes or offences within the military establishment. 
But it is a mockery of justice to use this as a cover 
to quietly shield soldiers who have committed 
offences while actmg in civilian capacilies. A lieu
tenant leads two truck loads of soldiers to humiliate 
innocent policemen on their Jobs at a police 
station and all that the nation hears is that the 
affair is being IRvestlgated. and that is that. 

The case of the LogiMics Committee is :.mother 
example of this government's attempt to shield 
soldiers from the laws of the nation. For quite a 
long time it had become obvious to the nation that 
something fishy was going on 10 the Logistics 
Committee, and not surprisingly, it was finally 
reported that a single woman had managed to 
secure nearly half of the aUocation of "essential 
commodities" allocated to ODe region. There was 
a general outcry for a public enquiry and the 

culprits made to face the law. But whit did 
hear from the government? That the enquiry 
going to be held in secret because it was the An,.. 
Forces way of doing things. I am doubtful if 
is any law in Ghana which says that enquiries 
matters affecting soldiers involved in 
administration shall be held in secret. One cal,n'.t 
help feeling that the secrecy is obviou~ly meant 
protect the reputation of some soldiers 
might be affected by the scandal. Even now, 
body knows what has happened to the 
which is supposed to probe the Logistics 
mittee! These facts show that the N.R.C. has 
fully met the requirements of the second pflncI~ 
involved in the rule of law, 

The third principle is not relevant to 
discussion and will therefore not be dealt With 
But the interesting thing about what the 
Justice said at the Legal Service is the example 
cited to support the remark that the go,vernln"~ 
has showed restraint and a belief in rule of 
by quietly pursuing its case in the Court 
when the High Court ruled that it had 
jurisdiction over military tribunals. He sought 
make an unfortunate comparison with lu.iI" 
reaction in a similar situation during the 
case. What the Chief Justice seems to have 
gotten is that Bu,\ia's outhllr ... ls of UNo Co,urt'1 
meant nothing to the judges. In a Court of law 
was a statement of no legal effect. Busia was 
fact a toothless bulldog who threatened to bite 
but unfortunately had no teeth because of 
kind of constitution and pOlitical set-up unclerl 
which he was working. 

Stability in Our Judiciary 

The N.R.C. on the other hand, bem]!g~~~~~:1 
diplomatic and more cunning. quietly 31 

the High Court's decision that it had power 
supervise and. where possible, revise thejudgmenr 
of 3 military tribunal. The Head of State did not 
go on the radio to say UNo Court" but he qUietly 
and coolly published a decree (N.R.C. D 1911 
which stated that no High Court could ha\( 
super\'isory jurisdiction over Military Tribunal 
This means that the decision of a military tribunal 
is final , and cannot in any way be challenged an 
any court whatsoever. Can there be any more 
effective means of saying "No Court"? 

And yet our own Chief Justice would want us to 
understand that this is an example of the govern, 
ment's perfect dedication to the rule of law! The 
man whose words have been sounding the truth 
which has eluded the Chief Justice at the variou 
legal meetings i'i the President of the Bar Associa
tion. He has been bold enough to el(pres5 hi 
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feature of the two military regimes that we have 
had in this country so far. But what of such laws 
as the recent one (Decree 191) which excluded 
the traditional powers of the High Court to super
vise Inferior tribunals from applying to Military 
Tribunals'? What is interesting is that it was passed 
immediately after the issue had been tested and 
the High Court bad asserted its right to exercise 
supervi sory function over Military Tribunals. 

Another instance in which power is being 
exercised arbitrarily is the present trend in which 
civilians are simply whisked off to military custody 
whenever the government decides to or its agent:, 
feel it expedient to do so. Take for instance the 
brief removal of the former editor of the Lcgon 
Obsencr, Dr. Paul Ansah, that of Mr. Ward-Brew, 
the leader of the National Union of Ghana 
Students, and the overnight internment of Mr. 
Kissi-Afari, editor of the Echo. 

Equality Before The La\\ 

The second principle of the Rule of Law IS tbat 
all citizens of the land shall be subject to the same 
laws and shall be equal before the Courts. This 
principle does not mean that people (such as the 
Armed Forces) shall not be subject to special 
laws atlectlng their special calling. All that it says 
is that nobody shall be treated as being above the 
general laws of the land. Has the N.R.C. since 
13tb January been able to create a society in which 
equality before the law is assured'? I would say. 
not entirely! For the first time in Ghana's history 
the unfortunate impression is being created that 
soldiers are excluded from the general body of laws 
in Ghana, even when they commit offences while 
acting in a civilian capacity as administrator:,. 
It is understandable to argue that soldiers are 
subject to Military Courts when they commit 
crimes or offences within the military establishment. 
But it is a mockery of justice to usc this as a cover 
to quielly shield soldiers who have committed 
offences while acting in civilian capaci ties. A lieu
tenant leacb two truck loads of sold iers to humiliate 
mnocen( policemen on their jobs at a police 
station and all that the nation hears is that the 
affair is being Investigated, and that is tbat. 

The case of the Logistics Committee is another 
example of this government's attempt to shield 
soldiers from the laws of the nation. For quite a 
long time It had become obvious to the nation that 
something fishy was going on in the Logistics 
Committee, and not surprisingly, it was finally 
reported that b. smgle woman had managed to 
secure nearly half of the allocation of "essential 
commodities" allocated to one region . There was 
a general outcry for a public enquiry and the 

culprits made to face the law. But what dKi .. 
hear from the gO'vernment? That the enqUiry \VU 
going to be held in secret because it was the Armed 
Forces way of doing things. I am doubtful If there 
is any law in Ghana which says that enqulricson 
matters affecting soldiers imohed in ci.11iII 
administration shall be held in secret. One cannol 
help feeling that the secrecy is obviously meant to 
protect the reputation of some soldler!\ who 
might be affected by the scandal. Even no..." DO 

body knows what has happened to the Committee 
which is supposed to probe the Logistics COllI 
millee! These facts show that the N.R.C. ha~ not 
fully met the requirements of the second prinCiple 
involved in the rule of law. 

The third principle is not relevant to thl 
discussion and will therefore not be dealt with 
But the interesting thing about what the Chief 
Justice said at the Legal Service is the example be 
cited to support the remark that the governmeat 
has showed restraint and a belief in rule of law 
by quietly pursuing its case in the Court alOJlt 
when the High Court ruled that it had super'visory 
jurisdiction o'ver military tribunab. He sought to 
make an unfortunate comparison with BUSII 
reaction in a similar situation during the Sallall 
case. What the Chief Justice seems to have fo 
gotten is that Busia's outbursts of "No Court' 
meant nothing to the judges. In a Court of Jaw II 

was a statement of no legal effect. Busia W35 1ft 

fact a toothless bulldog who threatened to bitt 
but unfortunately had no teeth because of the 
kind of constitution and political set-up under 
which he was working. 

Stability in Our Judiciary 

The N.R.C. on the other hand, bemg more 
diplomatic and more cunning. qUietly accepted 
the High Court's decision that it had power 10 

supervise and, where possible, revise the judgment 
of a military tribunal. The Head of State did not 
go on the radio to say "No Court" but he qUietly 
and coolly published a decree (N.R.C. D 1911 
which stated that no High Court could ha\, 
supervisory jurisdiction over Military Tribunab. 
This means that the decision of a military tribunal 
is final, and cannot in any way be challenged In 

any court whatsoever. Can there be any more' 
effective means of saying "No Court"? 

And yet our own Chief Justice would want us to 
understand that this is an example of the govern· 
ment's perfect dedication to the rule of law! The 
man whose words have been sounding the truth 
which has eluded the Chief Justice at the \iariouS 
legal meetings i" the President of the Bar Associa
tion . He has been bold enough to express his 
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charge of insufficient information i, the decisioll 
to make massive investments in the tourist inddo 
Iry (Economic Measu .... for 1973-74, par 9, 
paragraph 34). Under Ihis head the document is 
silent on the nature of the investment. the costa 
involved and the expected benefits. Can the public 
be expected to alrce or disagree with that decision? 
Thi, is a real dilemma which po~cy-mabn 

should seek 10 avoid. A second example from thc 
197),74 Econmn;c Measures cioc:umenl can he 
found in paragraphs 109 and 110 on par 24. 
Here the document laments government's 
sad (profit) performance as an investor in bltN" u". 
Information is given to show that for 1972-73 
out of total profits or ~34,6 million on government 
investments the Bank of Ghana and the Depart_ 
ment of National Lotteries between t hem contri
buted ~26. 7 million or 77 per cent. The information 
provided in these paragraphs is not quite complete 
and meaningful: for Ihe public would still he at a 
loss in judging the profit performance of gO·.,Ud

ment commercial enterprises. To he able to malre 
thaI judg .... "t Ihe public need. to be told the au.. 
of govel'lUDeDt invenmmt in the ... entelprilt!S. 
But Ihot information is missing. 

Other examples of P'Ci "meot programmes 
ODd polici .. which lie not adeq .. tely supported 
by information could be cited. Tbcse would 
include the low-eolt houling progammc; the 
d ~ilion to replace the pramt fteet oIlovemm.ent 
vehiclea which are over four years old by new ones 
aDd to limit their ute in pcrllJDent departments 
to four,.ars; rho decilion to .... blish the Regional 
Develop' It CorporatiODl; public pronouoce
m ... or It,' , .. nta OR the IUccess of the Opera
Iioa Pnd You-v rProsramme (1972·73 Budget 
......... 4, .. _ph 13). 

laia my Itteatioa to aoott. S SISI or 
" ... b is ",_cd JIOIII!' In 

~:~':II~dy official pronouw.' II. 
IwillcaU ..... • "e . .. ] •• , • 'iIfM"" 
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in the 1971·73 and 1973-74 budget documents 
wffer from this bred omen. 

The phenomenon l,lbelled here a3 ad hocker) 
consists ess~ntialJy in announcement of offiCial 
policies which clearly show no prior thought. 
Such policies are either the stuff dreams are made 
of or the kind of numbers one draw') flom a hat. 
Examples of' rhese which do not come from 
budget statements include the fixing of !he price') 
of meat, the prohibition of supplies of foodstuffs 
to schools and coll-.:ges by priv<'le indi"iduaL or 
groups. the initial annOilnccm~nt of a flat 20 p.::r 
cent rent reduction, the ueci:sioJl to ,t1IV':J.lt: fort:Jg,1 
foods to departments and firms and its subse.:jucnl 
cancellation, the introduo::tion of the hOi,lsing 
lottery amI the cas, com;x titio 1 0 :1 ,oy'i u.,d 
means of reducing pubLe expenditure (thc results 
of which were never announced). 

R.egional Dc,'elopmcnt Corporation~ 

But a mc·rc serio~r; !spse in bllclg~ting and de* 
cision-making is the frightrul tendency for ihese 
ad hoc policies ;;lOd prvgra!Tunc~ to creep i;1lo 
budget statements. The Regional Dl'vC'lopmenl 
Corporations are a ca~e in point. These corpora
rations which have been given "the powrr tf) c'lrry 
on 21') r~uf"ines:; of ~n industrial, commercial 
and agricl!itural nature" are finding it difficult 
to lay their hands on anything concreh: to do. 
A more desirable approach wouh.l have been firf,t. 

identify a number of s~ecirlc project>: , clistrib~te 

them on a region.::.! bas!s, and then ... :1 lip the 
corporations to undertake designal·.::d project"" 
It may be alright for individuals to be in yam 
prodUl.:tion but when the Upper Rcgiomll Develo()
ment Corporation l!eci(ies to develop ~ 100 acre 
yam farm 1t an mitial cost or 1?25,OOO (D~ily 

Graphic of October I. 1973) we need to have 
reliable cstimalc~ cr cos;!> and expected return~. 

In the absence of ~L..;h information we are likely 
to end up lamenling, three years or so ffl)111 now. 
the sad profit performance or the ~,.::gional 

Development CorporCJlions 
To reduce the tendency toward aJ hoc decisions 

I would strongly em.lolse the call made by the 
Legon Obsener, edttorial, (Vol. VIII No. 19) 
for economic planning. In the pre~ent circum
stances one would have to condude that the 
planning Division of the Ministry of Finance 
is not capable of filling the gap III our economic 
decision-rna king. 

Another area of budgeting and decisioll
making which needs strengthening is rc\iew of 
performar.ce. Some amount of review is provided 
JO the 1972*73 and 1973-74 Budget documents 
but these are either too sketchy. skimpy or LJ!1-

reliable. This is true for the review of performance 

in agrio.::ultural pr'Jduction. Given the goal 
Operation Fe.::(i YOl r~elf prozramm:: it is ... ,. 
lhat the s~ccesses and shortcomin~ of 
programm~ be documented with c.lndou!'. 
gerated claims of suc':e5s (eg. 
achievement," (my emphas:s) paragraph 13 
4 of 1972-73 Budget Statement) would on1 
to raise expectations which Cafl!lot be 
i"It' d:> p,ogrJlll,nC j"':~I.':W is c,):1:.::r.l.!d 
production IS a notabl! exception. 
equally importJl1t actIvities SJch as OrclV;',;, 
water. electricity. health fa-::iJ;t;e~. 

credit. IIve<;to~k production, feeccr*rolds 
gramme and housing, the information 
is almost totally inadequate as a basis for 
our performance in these areas. 

On a,2:ricultural credit. fo:- exu:'\l?I ..... thl! 
Eco:1omic Meaz .!r~s doc~lm ~nt m! I'.es th! 
that "many farm'!rs are f(u'itrat~d in their 
deavour to expand their farm operatiolS 
of credit facilitie:)" (eml)ha".i<:. mine). The dO<l 

puts the Agricultural Develop,le'11 B:t11k'<; 

for agricul ure iii 1972-73 at ~16.4 

Whether or not the far,ners' frustration 
result of the inadequacy of total 
agriculture or the allocation of the 
credit among com?eting us~r5 is not m d.! 
Bllt the mini Budge', :'vi arch I 97:!-J...ml! 
page I!. provide" the following info. 

Table I: Proposed allocation of (!20.2 
agriculture 

Agricultural Deve!opment Bank
im3.U loans to famlers 
State Falm~, Corporation 
Food Production Corpolation 
State Fishing Corporation 
Settlement Farms .. 
Food Di~!ri9utio!1 Corporation 

. , 

Total 

The above figures indicate that the farmeN 
not be happy with the allocation of res,0",,:e1 
agriculture and this kind of Hllocatiop necd~ 
reviewed in order to understand and 
remove the farmers' frll".tration. But one may 
what io:; wrong with the allocation given in < 

To tbat I woulc! SlY that allocation to 
rarmers is too small relative to the !iharc 
the Food Production Corporation. for 
There are no figures on the Agricultural 
ment Bank's big loans to (big) farmers but 
if we knew the figures and it turned out that 
is more going into big loans one can still argue 
such allocation as between small and big 
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is wrong, and this for two reasons. First, the small 
farmer still provides the backbone for Ghana's 
agriculture; second, if credit is a bottleneck in the 
expansion of their farm operations (as the 1973-74 
Budget admits) then it is a non sequitur to by-pass 
them or treat them with benign neglect in the 
allocation of credit. This suggests that some 
element of review of lending for agriculture might 
unearth the reasons for farmers' frustrations. The 
same thing could be said for other programmes for 
which no meaningful reviews were provided. 

Let me emphasise that the kind of programme 
reviews called for in this essay would certainly 
swell the volume of the budget document. Reviews 
mean more work for policy makers and implemen
tors but they cannot be avoided. To try to skirt 
them would produce the following results: 
Continuation of wrong or ill-conceived policies 
and programmes: inability to make programme 
adjustments based on new information, difficulties 
in implementation or change of circumstance., 
and failure to follow progression of work. 
Paragraph 85 of the 1972-73 Budget statement 
identifies "the primary weakness in the structure of 
government machinery to be the lack of efficient 
follow-up and feed-back devices for official policy 
pronouncements and programmes, especially in 
the area of economic development planning 
execution." In this context chapter 14 of the Seven 
Year Development Plan. 1963/64-1969/70 which 
deals with Plan Implementation and Management 
is worth reading or re-reading. The first sentence 
of paragraph three page 284 of tbat plan made 
the following point a~ far back as 1964: "Other 
important weaknesses in the machinery of the 
civil service are the general lack of factual and 
statistical information, the difficulty of obtaining 
information which exists, and the slowness with 
which action is taken on the basis of information." 

Fundamental Problem 

There are several other strands In economic 
decision-making which will be mentioned briefly. 
A major charge at Ghana's development effort 
is the failure to develop a broad base in terms 
of popular participation in government and, 
more important, in terms of the sharing of the 
gains of development. The usual rural-urban 
distribution is an oversimplification. It is more 
meaningful to talk of fishermen, artisans , farmers 
and public and private sector wage employees 
whose income-generating potential needs to be 
raised not only through handouts such as car
maintenance allowance, subsidised housing but 
also through devices and incentives, which 
enhance the individual's own income·producing 
capability. The present preoccupation with wage! 

salary reviews is an admission of failure "to:.:~ 
this fundamental problem. 1 have had ~ 
to refer to some of government's policies 
negate the goal of broadening the base of 
economic programme; these pOlicies mclude 
generous treatment of rent incomes, the 
tion of free University education while 
government's financial support for 
and secondary education, the small share of 
farmers in agricultural credit, the decision to 
up a special housing loans schem~ for civil ser ... 
and the decision to seU government 

Returns On Go\ernmeot Imeslm_ 

One may also comment on the tendency to 
whole national policies and programmes 
public corporations. This tendency is . 
given the government's own low opinion 
capabilites of most of these corporations. I. 
area of housing much reliance is placed on 
Low Cost Housing Committee and the 
for Housing and Construction (which is yet 
operations). In agriculture and fishing the 
of resources being transferred to the Food 
ductioD Corporation, Food Distribution 

poration and the State Fishing o~.,;;:~;~ 
some indication of the importance the 
attaches to these enterprises. In the case ~ 
Food Production Corporation, for exampil. 
would be instructive to know to what extent il 
or did not meet the targets established for it ia 
Mini Budget, of March 1972-June 1972. In a 
light one can question the allocation of 
million (out of a total allocation of 1l2.7 
[or crop developmpent) to tbe Grains aod 
gumes, Bast Fibres and Cotton 
Boards (paragraph 90 of 1973·74 Budget) W. 
information on the contribution of the 
to the development of these crops. Such 
tion is not provided. The criticism of the 
assigned to these governmemt creations should 
be constructed as opposition to public enl~fJlol 
My concern derives from the (allowing: first. 
continuing inability of govemment to 
modest return on its investments in these 
prises; second. the implied down-grading of 
effort through the transfer of 
large shares of government investible 
its own creaLions. Some of the luge 
made in government enterprises without 
turns would stand in bold perspective if we 
imagine what would happen if such pelesisl", 
poor investment perfonnance occurred in the 
vate sector: the private investor would not 
tmue in business for long. 

ECONOMIC MEASURES (CoIIId. 011 
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I":ud. ~ubsidll!s for new plantings of cocoa and also 
distributed selected planting malenal free of charge. 
IL as the c\ldcncc 3\adable sho",5. peak yields 3fC 
attamed when farms arc between 18 and 22 )lears old, 
IS It any wonder that the Ivory Coast's production IS 
now nsmg on a crest? 

In sum, the price lnC:fcase will gl\c cocoa farmers a 
greater share of Ihc national cake If prices do not risc 
faster in the rural areas (where most cocoa famler.s 
Ii\c) than in the urban areas; and Ihis increase In the 
(armer"s Income is justifiable on lis own merits. But 
a~ a means of combating lomuggling it clearly needs 
to be supported by other measures to achieve the deSired 
effect. In particular, cocoa buyers in Ghana sbou1d 
make a greater effort to reach producers who li .. 'e close 
to the borde~. For example, buyers could arrangc to 
meet producers at some convenient spots on particular 
da)~ to transact business. This would save farmers tbe 
trouble and .he expense of com'cying their cocoa very 
long distances to the eXl::otmg depots. Undoubtedly. this 
would increa .. c the costs of the purchasing agents; but 
the additional costs must be offset against the increased 
tonnage that they would obtain. Also the pre§ent effort 
10 ensure prompt pa}ment for any cocoa dell\ered al 
the depots must be sustained; for it cannot be supposed 
that a mere Inuease In price would male a farmer 
rc .. erse hi~ decision to smuggle his cocoa out if he still 
has to wait a \ery long time before he is p..1id for his 
cocoa in Ghana. The situation might be different if there 
were opportunities for obtaining short-term credit on 
easy terms. But such opportunities do not exist for most 
cocoa farmer .. m Ghana. Tn any case, the foregoing 
,upporting measures must go hand ill hand with efficient 
ilurdcr control 

As an aid to higher production. the price Increase 
would raise yields per acre if wage ratcs do not Tlse 
out of proportIOn. and If spraying materials and cutlasse~ 
are made a\'ailable at reasonably cheap prices. But 
acreage expansion would not proceed at any higher rate 
except. pcrhap<;, in the first year after the price increase, 
A\ demonstrated by the Ivory Coast. greater and sus
tained impact is achie\'able through more direct assis
tancc to farmcn. in thc establishmcnt of ne ..... farm ... 
The prescnt aulhor has al ..... ays wondered why cocoa 
farmers are not organised into producer .. ' co-operati\C\ 
10 henefit fmm loans from the Agricultural De\clopmenl 
Bank a .. the growers of rice, sugar canc and other croth 
ha\e been. Arc cocoa farmer~ an}' morc difficult tn 
organise? Is the gestation period of cocoa (3 to 5 ycars) 
tOll long for the bank? But perhaps Ghana i\ not \cry 
keen on e""<panding her production (If cocoa after all. 

ADVERTISE IN THE 
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Education 
EDUCATION FOR ACCOUNTANC\ 

By 
Ato Ghartey 

IN 

T HE social needs to be sen'ed by qua li fied 
accountants have existed in Ghana since 
the nincteeth century. There was, howe\cr, no 
effort 10 educate and train Ghana ians as 
accou~tants until .the late I 940s. This apparent 
to tram the rcqulsite number of qualified 
personnel has Icft the accounting prof~sion in 
In a \-ery .r~dlmcntary state and cr~ted a vaCUijm 
{",cen polJl lcal, socia l, and ('conomic develoJ'01CDt 
the one. hand and accountancy development on the 
hand_ Ghana IS now urgently in need of a 
accounting a~pproach to bridge the gap existing 
poli tICal, SOCia l, and economic deve lopment, and 
tanc.:y de .. elopmenl. 

A number or efforts ha\e been made to bnd&e 
gap. There has heen a tugh le\el of go\'emment 
pat ion in the economy since lQ57. A number or 
In§titutions have been established by the 
to aid and encourage Invcstments in the 
number of detailed economic programmes ha\c 
undertaken by the Govemment. Legislation has 
cnalted to encourage Ghanaian participation u. 
Industrial and commetl.:ial \ectors in the economy 
10 rcgulate accounting pral.:til.:e in Ghana. There 
major pol itical changes 111 the country on Februaf) 
1%0 and January 1\ 1972. Most of these and 
other efforts have been thwarted by the dearth o( 

llfied accountants in Ghana. 
TIle PrCS('nt State of Accountancy Education in 

Until recently. there were mainly four 
attain the ranl of an accountant in Ghana' 

I By promotion through the mnls to the post ..,f 
accountant. Most of the people belonging to 
group ha\e had no formal education or pr,o(,"'; ... 
lertlficates In accountancy. 

2. By attending o\ersea§ inslltutions and senlng "t"~1 
.. hip with overseas firm~. 

l Through 
working 

I.:orrcspondencc 
in Ghana and 

examinations of o\crsea'i 
bodie~. 

I.:our~es OYCf<;ea' 
subscquently wnlin& 
professional 

4 Through a process of formal education on a .",do" 
basis at the College of Commerce at Kumasl 
subsequent ly passing the examination of ",,,,,,.q 
profes5ional accountancy bodies. 

These processes were found deficient for se\l~ral 
SOilS. To compen~a tc for the deficiencies, and tn"", 
accountants, book-keepers, and administraton who a. 
cope with the changing needs of tbe Ghanaian 1OClC1)' 

se\cral institutions have been established in the countrY 
especiall y si nce 1957. 

The Audito r General's Department and many tethnll::al 
Institutes in Ghana offer training for sub-professu.,.
groups of book-keepers and accounting and .udirill 
assistants. Other in·service schemes and pri,·.te ... 
commercial §chools offe r cou~s in book-Lccpina ... 
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IUJICSItom were implemented in '967 and .. from 
October 1971. a recoanized university deJtee ...... me a 
prelCLf,uisite for the prof .. ional examination. 

In Canada, there have been very liani~cant cbanps 
in the admiuion requirements for entry Into the pro
fcuion. Pos_ion of a rcc:opizcid univenity depe~ we. 
made the prerequisite for admiuiOR to the Un.fonn 
FiMI EumiT'lfltion in 1970. 

In the United Slates. there are no unifolm rules to
\emin, admil!ion to tbe profession. Some ttlUes by law 
require university de,rees. In .pite of this lad of unit 
formily in admission requirements. about 95 PCI' cent of 
e.'" candidates in tbe United States have university 
degrees or ha\C allended a univenity. 

In Brazil. Mcxico. and Peru recoanizcd university 
del,", are now recocnized as entry rcquilcnlCnts to 
thc profession. No pradic:al upcriena: is required. In 
Columbia one } ·ear' \ f'l"'Ktical cxpuience i. required in 
addilio:1 to tbe ullivcnily de.ree . 

In German), llaly, and France candidates with the 
r ~qui ... ilc unhcf',ity preparation and fol' practical trainiq 
an.: requinxl 1\) preparc a thesis and submil 10 an oral 
examinatiOfl . 

The AateC'Cdenl", ('"1 tJninnity AttOUnlalKy E' atiOll 
in Cba. 

The belinning\ of the 5<:bool of AdminiSiralion date 
1,1 1952 when rhe Kumasi Collep of Tcchnoiocy was 
established . Amun, the departments of study of that 
C ,)11. was a Commerce Department which prepared 
Siudcn" for the cxaminalioas of. the Aasoc::iation of 
Ct!rtificd and Corporate At:countantl (A.C.CA.), the 
l. ..... l1ered In.atitute of Sc:l'CCaria (C.I.s.), and the Cor
poration of Certified Seen_ria (C.c.s.). all of Loocloa. 

The A.C.C.A. mune ... 01 five yean' dun.tioa and 
it was NIl on "'sandwich" buis .,.ttemed on an aareed 
• Ii I jointly wilh tbc Asaocialion of Certified aad 
CorpoNec Attouatanla of London and Ihc entwbile 
A <it .... of Accountanta in tbe Gold Coast for the 
1n1D"1J 01. Gtwaaian *"'-11. 

n.. coune was primarily dui._ to meet the 
.- camilli tequilea .... of the United Kinadom. The 
N .r 01 studeDti who ..... nd for the A.C.C.A, be-
ta I L 1952 and 1962 .... '9S. Of lhcsc only 8 had 
mr 'wHy t ak• tbe fiMJ etamination in 1962 and 
56 _. sdll at various .a ... of preparation of the 
.. ...... auI: of tile 51 JIII.~d the final examination 

.. _J915 . 
.... ~:. fJ6 ... ACC.A. examinations were very 
~ ..... anccessful students ~ ~udl 

(. :rmta of. o~c:neas bal.clI e~~o? 
....... IIwI and practace picvat In 
....... Commi_on was _bli ... to 

r • iii.. at JWOVidiaI Ia rei Iraini ... 
b don. lor whI' 1lJ. 
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Upon the recommendations of the Commission, the 
Commerce Department of the Kumasi College of Tech· 
nology was moved to Accra in 1960 to form the nucleus 
of a new independent educational institution~Tbe 

College of Administration. The College of Administra
lion was established for the training of accounting and 
management personnel for industry and commerce as 
well as for the public service. In addition, tbe College 
of Administration mounted new courses for Local Go
\'crnmenl functionaries of all grades, Hospital Adminis
trators, and middle grade statisticians. 

In order to attract the best candidates to undertake 
courses which would equip students to fill the roles in 
the public and private enterprises, it was considered 
necessary that some of the courses at the College of 
Administration be given their proper recognition and 
be done at the university level. 

On the recommendation of the International Com
mission on University Education in Ghana, the A.C.C.A 
course and the Secretaryship and Administration courses 
were replaced by a B.Sc. (Administration) degree course 
in 1962. The degree course, it was asserted, would give 
candidates the depth and breadth of a university educa
tim1 which is considered desirable of future business
men, and steer the academic requirements of the pro
fession towards the needs of Ghana. Thus, as from 
October 1, 1962, the College of Administration became an 
integral part of the University of Ghana and was re
designated "The School of Administration" of the 
University o( Ghana. 

The B.Sc. (Administration) course offers three options 
of concentration~Accounting. Business Management, 
and Public Administration. To date (between 1965 and 
1973), the Scbool has proouced 229 accounting gra
duates, 172 busi ness management graduates, and 13 
public administration graduates. 

The Need' (or a Pro[essiooal Programme iD. Accountancy 

In the Faculty of Law at Legan, students are expected 
to do a two-year post graduate work in "Professional 
Studies" after their three-year LL.B. course. In the 
Faculty of Architecture at the University of Scien'ce 
and Technology, students are expected after their first 
degree to stay at lhe University to study for a Master's 
degree. Aiter the Master's programme, a candidate be
comes eligible (or a licence. Teachers in Secondary 
Schools and Training Colleges with University degrees 
arc usually expected to do a year's post graduate diplo
ma course at the University of Cape Coast. 

Students at the Ghana Medical School spend their 
first four years at Legon and the last two years at the 
Korle Bu Teaching Hospital. At the Korle Bu Teaching 
Hospital, the students are subjected to the kind of can· 
ditions physicians are likely to face in practice. On 
successful completion of the six years programme, can· 
didates are expected to undergo a year's internship pro
gramme before they become eligible for a practising 
licence. Pharmacy students 'do a three year degree course 
at the University of Science and Technology, No formal 
post gra'duate education is required but candidates do 
not become eligible for a practising licence until they 
have worked for one year. 

Engineering students take a four year course at the 
University of Science and Technology. No formal post. 
graduate or practical experience is required before 
students become eligible for membership to the Engi. 

neers Association. The University of Scimce IDd l'wI.. 
nology, however, organizes summer intelll$hip ph 

mes for all engineering, pbarmacy and archi.!C,:' 
students. 

A cursory examination of the education tor _ 
professions oiscloses that they aU have separate schonla 
or faculties or departments within the Univeniti. • 
Ghana and that the education and training of all _ 
professionals are being sponsored by the govemm"lll 
On the other hand, nearly all the preparation of ...;: 
fessional accountants has been left completely to the 
individuals. 

Lately, when accounting was recognized as a field or 
study in the University of Ghana, Ibe organization of 
the accounting programme was left to tbe School of 
Administration working within the general framewort 
of the University of Ghana. 

Post graduate training for the profession has beaa 
left completely to tbe drive and initiative of the cand! 
date. Candidates are expected to work with a recogn. 
accounting firm for a period of three years. After the 
first eighteen months, candidates become eligible lO 
write Part I of the professional examination. Candid ... 
passing the Part I examination can write the Part D 
examination at least one year after the Part I examiftl
tion. 

Discouraging Developmeot 

Of the 229 accounting graduates tbat bave been PI" 
duced by the School of Administration between I. 
and 1973, only 5 have successfully passed the .. 
examinations of the Institute of Chartered Accoun_ 
of Ghana, This patently defeats one of the main .... 
for establishing the School of Aoministration. 

The degree course at the School of Administntiaa 
was established, inter alia, to give candidates the breadlll 
and depth of university education which is considend 
very desirable of future accountants, and to attract tIte 
best students into the profession, The profession ... 
so far not been very successful in attracting many 01 
such "best students". 

There may be several reasons for this discour8giac 
development in accounting education in Ghana. Accoun
ting graduates from Ibe Scbool of Administration com
plain that: 

1. The Institute of Chartered Accountants does not ofter 
them any encouragement to take the final examina' 

tions. 
2, The Institute does not have any international rCCOl 

nition. Members of some of the British Accountancy 
associations qualify for a'dmission to the Ghanaian 
Institute but the Ghanaian Institute has not as yeI 
made any reciprocal arrangements with such In~ti· 
tutes. 

3. People who are already members of the Institutl 
have not benefitted enough (rom their membership 
for outsiders to consider entering tbe association. 
Besides, some qualified accountants in the country 
have refused to join the Institute. 

4, There are virtually no training facilities available to 
the students to aid them in tbe preparation of the 
examinations. All that the Institute does is to sel tbt 
examination questions and to grade the examlnationa. 
Whether the stu'dents do well at the examination or 
not is apparently not the Institute's problem. 
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Notebook 
ne Mil. Eu' War 

Faa the fourth time in a quarter of a century 
guns are thundering in the Middle East. and IsracI 
and her neighbours of the Arab world are clenched 
in another full-scale war which promises to be 
diffe .. nt from the brief six-day all'air of JUDe 1967 . 
This one is .. puled to be costing Israel hundmis 
of thousands of pounds every minute and has now 
lasled nearly a fOrlhnight: nor is the end in sight. 
Losses OIl both sides have been t .. mendous and 
both sides a .. having to depend on fresh supplies 
of anns from the two super powers, and indteed 
America bas openly announced its readiness to 
come mo.. directly to .he aid of Israel should 
the need arise. In Egypt taxes and prices have 
been substantially raised to make moDe)' to 
support the war effOrl. The number of human 
lives lost on both sides cannot be exactly tnbwn 
but the estimates are high. As at Thursday 
October 11. when the war was six days old, it was 
estimated that the dead and wounded on both 
sides .otalled about 18,000 and it would not be 
unreasonable to estimate that DOW, a week later. 
the figu .. has more .han doubled. In addition, 
civilian centres have been hit in Syria with some 
loss of life, and President Sadat has in tum warned 
of loog range missiles trained on Israeli towns . 
For both sides, the situation is grim. 

Fran.ically. the Security Council is searching 
for a c:easc/i .. formula and among the proposals 
put f..-ward is an American one which calls for 
a return to the situation which ob' ained befon: 
the pn: .. nt hostilities broke out as prelude to 
ncw;>tiations. That this is a futile proposal should 
be obvious. For if the Arabs have been goaded 
into risking another war against an enemy who 
has an almost auarantecd knack for emerging 
vidort it is becaUIC they feel particularly insulted 
by the continued occupation of .heir land, by 
IIrrel; .Iao. it is because they fear that continued 
~ and exploitation of these areas 
1iII afve the eoemy de facto claim over 

It is IhiI mult and this fear which have given 
.. AnhI tbe tel 'city wilh which they DOW fight; 
... III l1li upon t'- '0 voluntarily SId.""'r 
.. fll e I I,M, U they haw ".,inccl w'hMd, 

!~~ ~ • II"" frolll lilac! ill III -v ... 
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Israel has always been a nation concerned with 
attracting the sympathy of the world community. 
In recent days and months however, she has lost 
some of that sympathy. The shooting down 
recently of a civilian plane and the bombing 
during the current \Val of Syrian civi lian centres 
have not been exactly cumpassion-winning. Israel 
could howe,er recapture \vorld sympathy by 
doing what is perhapj the only logical thing to 
do in the circumstances - especially now that 
that it has been proved that Arabs can fight. 
Israel needs to show readiness to give up the 
Arab lands she occupied after the 1967 war. 
President Saclat has said that he will only agree 
to a ceasefire on that condition. Such a gesture 
by Israel wil l convince the Arabs and the world 
of her genuine wish for peace, and might possibly 
induce the Arabs to adopt a more conciliatory 
attitude to l"rael. Such a move could be a prelude 
to a negotiation along the lines of the Security 
Council Resolution 242 which promises secure 
and guaranteed borders for all nations in the area. 
Neither Israel nor the Arabs can desire a war 
every eight or so years, but it seems as if it is 
Israel which has to take the first step towards 
a more permanent peace by lelling go of occupied 
Arab lands. 

Korle Bu and Guggisberg 

ON an occasion such as the 50th Anniversary 
of Karle Bu Hospital. which fell on October 9th, 
one is tempted to repeat the usual homilies: nurses 
need to be less brusque and hostile: doctors on 
call OUg:l1 to be more readily at hand: the pilfering 
of drugs needs to be stopped, and shortages 
of hospital equipment including drugs ought not 
to b: allowed to continue. 

Indeed some of these familiar notes are worth 
,ounding again. Within the last fortnight it 
has been reported that patients who go into 
Tamale hospital ror minor operations are ex
pected to go equipped with their own cotton 
wool, lint etc; it has be~n reported that KlImasi 
Hospital lacks Oxgyen parlly because the hospital 
supplies are allegedly being diverted; and a call 
has been made by a Regional Commissioner to 
doctors to be ready to go and lake up service in 
the Northern Region. In short, it is obvious that 
all is not well with our medical services, even 
though many doctors and nurses and other medical 
staff try to give of their best in a ')itllation that 
is far from ideal. 

However, on th is particular occasion the 
Obsef\'er would like to direct attention to the 
appeal which has been launched 10 raise funds 

for the erection or a memorial to Sir Frederick 
Gordon Guggisberg, the colonial governor to 
whose efforts Ghana owes Korle Bu Hospital 
It is our view that ir Guggisberg is to b! SO 
honoured, then the memorial should be In form of 
fellowship or a grant to b~ awarded for research 
work into a tropical disease. We believe that a 
memorial or this nature will no t only do honour 
to the man, but could do a great deal of gooJ to 
many sutTering Ghanailns. For it is a fact thai 
Sir Frederick Gordon Guggisb~rg has mori! than 
enough monuments to his memory. Just outside 
of Takoradi Harbour there is a monument built 
to his memory; one of th'! houses in Achimota 
School is n:tmed after him, and so to':) is one or 
the hOllses at Prempeh College; and at D::>dowa 
the building in which the chiefs of the Eastern Re
gion hold their deliberations is known as the Gug
gisb~rg Memorial Hall. Do we need to encumber 
the man's memory with more structures? Would 
not a memorial of the sort we suggest be more 
appropriate? 

ECONOMIC MEASURES (Coot. from Page 4!16) 

Another area of government decision-mali 
which still leaves room for improvement is the pn
cing of both foreign commodities and dom!5tically 
produce:! agricultural commodities and fish. The 
obsession with selling Hcorrect" prices for foreign 
commodities is turning out to be a waftc of tim 
and talent. Take for example the cas~ of sugar. 
When it was first suggested that more attention 
should be paid to the availability of SUglf and Ic~ 
to its m1rket price the reactioJ. was negltive. 
that sugge!;lion was deemed politically unwise' 
But what do we see now? The price of sugar 
went from 29 pesewas per packet to 55 and no .... 
stands at 65 pese.was, that is, if one gets it at all 
With regard to the fixing or guaranteed minimu 
prices for crops s·Jch as maize, yam), plantm 
and cassava there is some conrusion based 0 

Ignorance on the part of some or the official 
operating the scheme; officials have b:e 
known to harass farmers and se.ize some of th 
farmers' produce if the latter refuse to sell at Ih 
minimum price. Such price intervention in Ih 
market must b;:: discouraged through prope 
education on the rationale and operation 0 

guaranteed minimum prices. 

The foregoing pages have sought to show th 
the decision-making process itself needs impr 
vement: some of the policies and programm 
which have come under fire in this essay or eI 
where could benefit from some of the suggestio 
made here. 
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Stealing at the Porb-A Correction 

SIR-In your edition of IO·23.d August. vol. VIll/16, 
I wrote a leiter about stealing of imported items at the 
Tcma Port. Following the publication, the authority 
concerned instituted a committee to investigate my 
accusation and I appeared before it. 

lt was established with supporting documents that 
in the case in question a sct of tOO dozen cutlery was 
landed from the ship already broken, leaving 20 dozen. 
The alleged theft of the 80 dozen was not committed 
al the Port. 

Any embarrassment which the letter bas caused the 
authority concerned is therefore regretted. 

House No. F161/1 
Ow 
Acem 

Business Srudents Need Help 

Okoc LaryC3 

SIR-Kindly aUow me to use the medium of ),our 
journal to make a personal appeal to the authorities of 
tbe Cocoa Marketing Board (eM.B.). U I am Dot mis· 
tak.en the C.M.B. was cstabhshed with the aim, among 
other things, of helping cocoa farmers not only to 
improve their farms, but also to help their children 
through the award of scbolarships. For some reason or 
other students in commercial schools in the country are 
not benefitting from the C.M.B. scholarship scheme. It 
is believed that an amount of ¢14 million bas been 
invested to finance the scheme but only students in 
Technical and Secondary schools benefit from it. 

May I know if commercial students are not considered 
students in their own right. or is there any reason which 
makes the Board exclude them from the scholarship 
scheme? If commercial students are not excluded from 
the scheme. then why is it that tbe authorities of the 
C.M.B. have neglected them for sucb a long time? 

Commercial students also have parents and guardians 
who are illustrious cocoa or cash crop farmers and 
therefore if the "scholarship cake" is being shared 
among the students in the country tbey mu~t be taken 
into consideration and given their share. 

I wish to point out to the C.M.B. authorities tbal the 
services of commercial students when they graduate 
from school arc of vital importance to the country's well 
being; therefore, they must think about this appeal and 
do something about it as early as possible. 
Modem School of Commerce K. E. Antwi·Yeboab 

P.O. Box 14 
Effiduase.Ash.:l.~n~I~; ________ _ 

Lei There Be Light! 

SIR ·"Let there be light", so said the good Lord, "and 
there was light", so repons the Good Bool... Without 
any pretence to create light as was done of old, some 
of us lucky chaps in the urban areas had in the not too 
distant past, been able to bring light into being with 
only .l IJttie more effon than the original Creator. 
Where He used words, we only had to press a switch, 
but these days. the story is a little different. 

Within the last few weeks electric light bulbs have 
come to be added to the long list of commodities in 
short supply in the country.4A.fter a long search one is 
lucky to come across a few 20 watt bulbs which are 
available only because nobody wants them. The situation 
is becoming so alarming that the authorities are bereby 

called upon to correct it before cynics stan ep t' 

of ."dar~ days in Gh~a"-which wiU be lite'lily c.: 
It IS qUIte t~e that light is ~Ol essential for survhll. 
but at least It helps to make life less miserable. 

To conclude in the same inspired mood at I b e 

one may well ask, "what doth it profit a natIOn to D~ 
quantities of electricity and suffer from the penury 01 
elcelric bulbs?·' 

A69 Prnbiw Street 
Salfpond 

DOdon' Presaipdon 

SIR I should like on the occasion of the Golden JubiJet. 
of Korle Bu Hospital to draw attention to a little dcteil 
In our hospital routine which puzzles me. Why do 
doctors almost always write out their prescriptiONl ill 
an illegible scrawl, making it impossible for the Pit" I 
to know just what is being dealt out to him and in ... 
quantity'? 

Very often, the name of the drug is finally \-ery readily 
apparent to the patient when the hospital pbarmaClllt 
at last hand it over, but if doctors' bandwrilin. would 
be more legible, patients would not only know .... 
they are going in for. but would know if the dnta' 2 

has dIspensed the proper quantity and is not IaVill 
some for private use or indeed abuse. 

They say that in the bad old days doctors used 
talk shop in Latin. Mercifully, they have changed 
tongue, but I believe they need also to chaole 
hand. 
P.O. Box 0118 K06 
Takor..di 

Rc-esfablish the ec.E. 
SIR-l suggest that serious consideration be given to" 
re·establishment of the Centre for Civic Education. 'nit 
Centre was set up to educate Ghanaians on their c:t* 
rights and responsibilities, as it was felt that the _ 
jority of us did not know them. I doubt if at the _ 
of tbe dissolution of the Centre all Ghanaians bad .. 
cei .... ed all the civic education they needed and ,... 
eXercising their rights and responsibilities. 

It may be argued that the Centre was used by GIl 
P.P. govemment to gain political advantage over till 
other political parties, and that it was the activiu. 
of the Centre which made its chairman, Dr. BuaI., 
gain a political lead when the ban on party politia .. 
lifted. The arguments are fair and in order, but tbe fact 
remains that the intention behind the setting up of the 
Centre was very sound indeed. 

The fact that Ghanaians still hoard, practise nepoti .. 
and tribalism, receive bribes, evade taxation and indulp 
in trade malpractices, suggests that we still do not knOW 
our responsibilities. And it is for just this reason that 
civic education should be intensified and by a spedal 
body like the Centre for Civic Education, never mulll 

the name. 
To pre\-·ent prospective politicians from plnina a 

political lead over their opponents or misusinl IbI 
Centre, I suggest that tbe topmost officers of the Cedtre 
should not be eligible for election to parliament for at 
least the period just after they had left office. Tbi. wiD 
generally ensure that people with some advantale oVCl' 
others do not rush onto the political band·.·agon whcft 
the time comes. Furthermore, the CenlIe should be 10-

sulated against political pressure from any quarter. 
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We should a\'oid the expensive mistake of having 
to go back ;.nd rc-ani\'ate projects which would have 
bcncfilted Ghanaians for all time. but which were 
~u"rcl1dcd or cancelled simply because they were sct 
up bi a political opponent. Such capricious acts are 
('xpcnsi\c in both material and financial terms. 

\tlantic Hall Paul E. Ackom 
Uni\cr~ity of CHpC Coast 

1'£[1 Sccond'i of English, Plc;l~c 

SIR May through your column kindly o.sl;. Dr. 
Lawrence Boadi to tell announcers on Ghana Broad
la,,(lng Corporation that "Here are the rest of our 
programmes" il> bad English. I belieyc that through some 
linguistic acrobatics, bold Utlempls may be made La 
justify this barbarism, but to the a\ crage user of the 
Englt~h language this expression is offensi\e. 

I am sure Dr. Boadi will need only ten seconds to 
correct this solecism which is being daily inflicted 0n 
the viewing public. Charity should begin at home. e\'en 
at th e Ghana Broadcasting Tt:leyision. 

(Name and Address Supplied)-Editor 

History 
THE GARVEYS AND THE BACK-TO-A FRICA 

MOVEMENT: A RETROSPECfIVE VIEW 

By 
S. K. B. Asante 

THE passing away in Kingston, Jamaica. of AMY 
JACQUES GARVEY. the loyal, de\'oted. and unusually 
energetic widow of MARCUS GARVEY, the ardent 
West Indian pan·African nationalist. as reported a few 
weeks ago, doses a significant chapter in the ·Back-to· 
Africa' movement of which the Garveys were the chief 
ad\'ocates. It i:. indeed remarkable that Mrs. Garvey 
should die at a lime when the pan-African tradition 
among Afro-Americans, to which she and her celebrated 
husband dc\-oted the whole of their lives. seems In the 
process o( being vindicated. And it is perhaps historical 
justice that she should live to see this. On a visit to 
Harlem in August 1968 she noted: "I am happy to know 
that black Americans ha\e returned "pirilkJatly to Africa. 
I ha ... e come back to America (from Jamaica) and found 
a new Africa in America. Marcus Garvey·s and my 
philosophy ha\"c come into its own and I'm alive to 
see iI". Tooay, in almost e\'cry part of the Afric;lll con
tinent. we encounter a growing number of black Ameri
can~ who appear to agree with th~ Garveys that it is 
in their intere~t to "return" to Africa not necessarily 
phy .. ically but psychologically and culturally 10 dc\clop 
a working unity in the framework of pan-Africanism. 
The death of Mrs. Garvey at an advanced age of 77 
~cem~. therefore, to be a compelling moment in which 
to re\ I\!W brieOy the great ~cnicc which the Gaf\eys 
ha\c rendered to the African race. 

The pan-African implll~e among Afro-Americans of 
the post-revolutionary years reached a high point in 
the Marcus GUf'\'ey Movement of the I 920s. Born in 
lamaica on 17 August. 1881. Marcus Mosiah Garvey. 
as a young man in his native country and in his travels 
and work in South and Central America and England 
between 1910 and 1914, became increasingly concerned 

about thc plight of the labouring black man, and 01 the 
low status of black people everywhere. A printer by 
trade and de\'ourer of books on black histury and cui 
lure, Garvey saw that the problems of Afro-Amerif.:an1 
were not local and peculiar: the black man everywhere 
suffered from powerle"sness and exploitation and hum_ 
liation at thc hands of the white man: in the new wor~ 
he was, for the most part, either a sla\c or a panah· 
in Africa, he was reputedly backward, suffered the ra\,: 
ges of the European·stimulated slave trade, and b}' the 
end of the nineteenth century of European colonial do
mination. 

But it was during his comparati\'ely brief sojourn 1t1 

the metropolitan capital of London that Ganey became 
more than c\er convinced that the Negroes mU'it d,\ 
something. H was here that he became closely aSS(l' 
eiated with another ardent pan-Africanist of the time 
Duse Mohammed Ali. a scholar of Sudanese-Eg}'pltan 
extraction. who later came to settle in Nigeria as edlt(lr 
of a well-written weekly, the Comet, For some ttm~ 

Gar\ey was employed on the African Times and Orient 
Rc\ iew, a monthly magazine published in London b~ 
Duse. He read Up rrom Slavery by Booker T. Washing. 
ton and it was after this, as he later admitted, thai the 
thought of being a leader of his people dawned UJ'<ln 
him. Burning with excitement. Garvey hurried home 
from London. The first seeds of Gaf\'eyism were ab~lllL 

to be sown. 

Black Mass Mm erneRt 

Garvey returned to Jamaica on 15 July, 1914. HL\ 
brain wa:. ",fire and his existence wa;; a world of 
thoughts. Within five days of his 2frival he organi~ed 
and founded the mO\ement whose name was destined 
to be on the lips of millions-The Universal Neghl 
Improvement Association (U.N.LA.) Briefly, the purpos~ 
of the Association was 10 unite all the Negro people~ 
of the world into one great body to establish a countf}' 
and a government absolutely their own. Inspired by 
the lofty principles and high ideals. members poured 
in, In a fantatistically short time, the membership 
reached four figures. And on 23 March, 1916, whtl$t 
Europe was busily engaged in self-destruction after the 
fateful shots al Sarajevo, Marcus Garvey arrived in the 
United States. Unwillingly, he had found the correct 
stage for his magnificent design. 

The re\-olutionary and lireless Gan'ey tra\elled e1(' 
tensively ill the United States and quidly sensed th..: 
mood of frustration and alienation among the hInd 
ma~se~, a mood that was to be accentuated during the 
po~t~war economic cri sis in which, as u~ual, the blal.:l 
llrban masses were the hardest hit. He thus commUni· 
cal:::d \0 a most receptive ;,udience and consequenth 
tuuched off a spark. which ~oon developed into a gl~an
til: conOagration. 

The base of Gan1cyism was set up in Harlem. the 
fast-growing black metropolis which exemplified all the 
ills of thc black urban community. There, in 1917 hI: 
established the first North American branch of th.: 
U.N.l.A. Within a few years. the Garvey MO\'ernent 
developed into the first major black mass movement 
in the United Slates wilh a significant following in the 
Caribbean, Latin America and Africa as well. especLal1) 
in Lagos, where a small but vigorous branch of 0.1'1 l.A 
was actually established in mid-1920 
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which Afro.Americans were accuttomcd to acein. in 
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Hollywood's imaaination. Within the lasl si1tccn yean • 
almost every major black. American leader has bad tbe 
pilgrimage to Africa. and the rank and file arc doing 
so in incrcasinBly large numbers. Afro-American. arc 
today demonstrating their new conccplUalisaiion 01 
Africa and. in reality. of thcmsehes, They DOW in
crca~ingly look upon Africa and their African heritage 
with less dlwain and shame. Self·pride. the very essence 
of any people's struBlle for equal rights, is heina res.. 
lored 10 man~ American blacb. Abo\'e all. there seems 
to be a fa)q~rowin!! recoanition on the part of black 
Americans that posith e identification with Africa can 
he a major vsycholo(l:ical weapon in their continuing 
struggle (or human dignity in a still racist and hOilite 
society: that, moremcr. t'liads do have many common 
problems which demand close co·operation. This. in 
essence, was wh,lt the Garveys were preaching .11 along. 
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In Afnca. too. the imp.ct of Marctl$ Garvey. the 
patron saint (If black nationalism and the prolenitor 
of Black Power. on the struule for independenc~ has 
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national stu",'" line. Sipificantly, too. a black sur 
.& _If'Cud on 1be r.I. peen and yellow nag of flhana. 
IuIctllw clear evidence is the name Ilf Ghana'" nalional 
fwad*D team, the Black Star. In the 1960 Repuhlic 
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Marcus Ganey, the founder oC U.N.J.A., had helped 
him to build bis new nation. In recognition of Garvey's 
contribution to African emancipation the Nigerian Go
vernment invited Mrs. Amy Jacques Garvey to the 
inaugural ceremonies of tbe installation of Dr. Nnamdi 
Aziklwe as Gove rnor·General in November. 1960. 
Amo ng di stingu ished African scholars of our time, it is 
Professor Alex Kwapong, the Vice·Chancellor of the 
University of G hana. and Professor Essien-Udom of 
Nigeria, who have perhaps paid the greatest tribUic to 
Garvey. In an extremely interesting and scholarly 
address to the Board of Trustees of the Phelps-Stokes 
Fund in New York on 16 May this year, Professor 
Kwapong, (or instance, fittingly and admirably stressed 
the importance of Garvey's influence in the evolution 
of African-Ameri ca n relations. These are indeed the 
tributes to a man who, throughout his fifty-three years, 
never did set foot on African soil . The Garveys are 
gone but their stature will ne\'er cease to grow around 
the African world , And the Black Star will remain a 
symbol connecte(l with the Garveys and Garveyism, 

Play Review 

WOLE SOYINK..4. AND RADIO 

By 

James Gibbs 

WOLE Soyinka's most famous encounter with radio 
took. place in 1965 when he was accused of holding-up 
a radio station after the turbulent elections in the 
Western Region. Eldre(l Durosimi Jones' valuable mo
nograph on Soyinka almost completely (Iisregards his 
contact with the medium, but, in fact, Soyinka has 
had a long and important relationship with radio and 
has written two fine plays for the BBC. 

In 1951 , the year he left school and was working 
in the Government Medical Stores in Lagos, Soyinka 
had a short story accepted by the Nigerian Broadcasting 
Service. ThiS" was followed by a twelve-minute radio 
play wh ich he fl!ICCntly described as • ... seven-tenths 
derivation from the wit of the housewife comedy 
hour. a stock situation transferred from London subur
bia to the Nigerian nouveau ri che with an extravagant 
run of puns.' The first "offering" was foll owed by a 
'second and far more pun-demented play.' In these 
works Soyinka was preparing himself for hi s famous 
telephone conversati on, and more seriously, for the 
play on " beer" and "bier" in 'Post Mortem'. Recently 
he has published a crisp, satirical domest ic drama, 
Otilde International&, where crude verbal twists are 
ca rried along by firm characterizati on and a strong 
d ramati c conflict. 

Wh ile a student at Leeds, Soyinka gave a series of 
ta lk s on the BBC about African Literature. These were 
cri ticised for being too elementary and for ' talking 
down' to the audience. These charges are unlikely to 
be levelled at Soy inka's more recent literary critici sm 
o r cultural analysis, such as "And after the Narcissist?" 
and ''The Fourth Stage" whi ch revel in profundity 
and someti mes seem to take a delight in obscurity. 
The ta lks on African Literature were followed by 
'a pa ri-na rra tive. part-interview an'd part-ballad' 

account oC a canoe trip through Britain, wbich he 
describes as baving been 'a flop.' 

Soyinka bas bad radio productions of a number 
of his plays aDd revue .ak.etcl1es, and he has '«oided 
<[dance' and an extract from ~ Man Died' for the 
ROC. But far more important than these are the plan 
which he has written espec:iaUy for radio, Ca .... OOd 
on the lA!a,es and The Detainee. Both wert trans
mitted in 1965, the latter in connection with tbe Com_ 
monwealth Arts Festival at which 'The K ... wa pu_ 
fanned and for which '!danre' was commissioned_ 
Neither of the radio plays has been publisbed yet. 
but the former, which Soyinka described in 19(,6 u 
"one oC his favourite" works. is due out as a Methuen 
Playscript later tbis year. 

Tn Camwood' on the Leaves the interest is focuJte6 
on Isola , the son of the Reverend Erinjobi and bis wife 
Moji. Isola has violate(l the narrow customs of his 
parents' community by eloping with his girl-friend 
Marounke, wbom he has made pregnant. The pby 
consists of a series of interwoven scenes in whidt 
nightmare and reality ftow into ODe another and whirl! 
bu ild up to a confrontation between Isola and bil 
Cather. FinaDy Isola, who is apparently no lOOKer 
able to distinguish between his Cather and a threaten. 
ing python, shoots the Reverend Erinjobi. Like most 
of Soyinka's plays, ClIntWood OIl the Leal'cs work. 
through a series of contrasts and develops through I 

fluid structure. It is particularly interesting as a study 
of symbolism - the python and Isola's father are sym
bolically related ; as an exploration of a mind waveri 
towards insanity - a state Soyinka bas described i.a 
' Massacre. October 66'; and as an assertion of 1M 
primary of personal relationships-Isola and Marounkt 
simply accept one another. The difficulties of writina 
for radio, which Soyinka describes in a passage which 
1 quote below, are not entirely overcome in this play 
For example, Isola is too clearly a spokesman few 
Soyinka and Erinjobi is too much of a symbol .n4 
too little of a man. But despite this the play uses radio 
inventively an'd sensitively, it shows the versatile 
Soyinka establishing himself in yet another medium 
with auth ority. 

Political Cornmrot 

1l,c Detainee was first broadcast in September 196~, 
six months after Camwood on the Leaves and near 
the end of a violent and corrupt election campeian in 
Western Nigeria. It reflects the political desperation. 
that Soyinka felt as dictatorship replaced democncy. 
and weeds choked. the flowers of free(1om in fields 
which had looked so hopeful at Independence. The 
play is in the fonn of a conversation between two mCD 
who had been prominent in their country's struggle 
for free<Jom. One. Konu , is a detainee having ridiculed 
the rhetoric of the new nation an(l crossed Haruza i . 
the autocrat who had siezed power after independence. 
The other. Zimole. is a fat . frightened sycophant wh" 
has lost almost all his integrity, honesty and self-esteem 
Zimole comes to tell Konu that his son has been 
involved in a plot to assassinate Haruzai and to a~~ 
whether the young man should be smuggled abroad, 
Konu , a part which was significantly played by ~ 
yinka in the BBC produdion . hords the initiatl\'C 
throughout the conversation, reminds Zimole of the 
man he was and of the principles he upheld. and, 
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finally, rejects tbe possibility of sending his son out 
of the country. There can be no easy escape, no 
abdication of responsibility. Both this play and Kongi's 
Han-est end with the clang oC gates. and the resem
blance is more than superficial. Both pre.sent the re
gimes of the mid-1960s from the perspective of the 
detainee, both cxamine the fall from grace which 
accompanied the rise to power in Independent Africa. 
both touch on the possibility of assassination and. most 
Important. both emphasise the necessity for self-asser
tion. for refusal to compromise, for "living dangerously". 
More direct than Canlwood on the Lemes, more politi
cal and less poetic, The Detainee shows once again 
an issue about which be has deep fcelings as a play 
rather than as a polemic. This play deals with corrup
tion but it does so with a wit and compassion which 
save it from becomin& a soap-bolt declamation . In 
.. iew of the commitment reffected in The Detainee 
and Kongi's Httn·t61, and in vIew of the tactics em
ployed by Chid Akintola in tbc Westem Nigerian 
election of 1965 the holding-up of the radio station 
can be seen as the inevitable product of passionately 
held and forcefully expressed convictions. 

Soyinka is not only a creative writer, he is also an 
astute critic. In·deed it is doubtful whether his work 
would be as vigorous as it is unless he had brought 
fresh critical insights to African and European tra~i
tions. In March of this year he was one of the judges 
of the BSC's second 'Write a Play for Africa' com
petition. and his answer to the question "What new 
qualities do you find in the African radio plays you 
have read?" should be put on n::curd. It illuminates 
not only a development in an important area of 
African writina but it also sheds light on his own 
e'(perience as a radio playwright. He said: 

I found an increasing awareness of humanity in the 
deepest sense. In other words making comparisons 
... to previous plays of this kind there is an 
interest in human beings for their own sake and 
as individuals who occupy problematic positions in 
society not merely as mouthpieces for spouting 
tbe author's particular hang-ups. In fact there's a 
fascinating wealth of character study here in this 
collection which (is) also skillfully interrelated to 
the various themes of the plays. So that even when 
you have a play which deals with superstition, 
which has been one of the stumbling blocks to 
purely creative writing in many cases. you find 
yourself gripped by the interesti~g study of ~e 
characters involved .... Even (10) plays which 
deal with corruption it isn't getting on a soap-box 
and merel y making denunciations. The whole pro
blem comes crystal clear through the relationships 
of characters, their methods for survival. Tt is 
very, very clear \.ital pictures which arc created 
by dialogue in all these plays. 

Soyinka's observation about superstition and chara.cter 
studies are acute and revealing. Too often Afncan 
playwrights ha\.e introduced superstition to add an 
exotic African touch to an otherwise drca,?, drama. 
or to pro\."ide a simple, 'theatrical' resolutIOn to a 
tangled plot. One looks in vain for a Babalawo or for 
juju charms in Soyinb's plays, In his radio plays, and 
in The Swamp Dwe'Ren and Kongi's Harvest, the 
dlfficultie, of presenting problems 'through the cela· 
tion<;hlp of characters' are not a1ways overcome: 

.:...---------_~- ..... ·b Be e Swamp U"ene" and Scgl 

in Koogi's Harvellll are insufficiently developed u '-Ii 
viduals to carry tbe burdens of 'signi6C1nce' w' .• 
Soyinka thrusts upon them. But in these and odIIr 
plays there are also numerous examples of dtaractca. 
varied and vivid, who arc individual cnoup to .... 

I · • a part y representative role. 
Soyinka was subsequently asked what be rep,.. 

as the likely preoccupations of African radio pia,. 
wrights in the future. He hesitated before aUUmlTl, the 
role of a prophet and then said" 

A decided shift bas been made. 1 think now thai 
we're going to get more and more p1aYI thai art 
not merely competent, but also more frutty 
inward looking ... There is going to be very litdt 
(escapist literature) of the kind we used to haw 
in times past which fastened onto aU kinds of very 
convenient and safe and quite undernandinl themet. 
I think now the writers have got their teeth llUD 
society and they're going to respond more IDII 
more to the urge of their critical humanity. 

Soyinka tbus sees the radio playas movin, away (ram 
the never, never land of negritude and respondin, to .. 
demands of the tumultuous African present. 

He has himself been so ruthlessly responsive '.., dIt 
urge of (his) critical humanity' that The Man IW. 
his account of the period he spent in (Jetention i. 'l1li 
available' in Nigeria. In a continent 10 which nil 

established writers have dn.wers full of wort .. 
"cannot" publish. It may be tbat the African 
of the BBC will have to choose again and 
DCtween political expediency and 

. . 
alluul contemporary Africa Mavina: encouraled 
radio playwrights so much, the BBC bas an 
to support them now that they have sunk their 

into their societies. 

For The Record 
friday, October S 

Cocoa Price Raised 
THE GOlCmment has with immediate effect raieIII 
price of a load of cocoa weighing 60lhs from 
(12.00. In addition. bonuses will be paid to 
farmers at the end of the cocoa seasons. 

It will be recalled that the National 
Council last year raised the price of a load 
from (8.00 to (10.00. 

On the Spot Fines for Motor otIenCt5 
THE Chief Justice. Mr, Samuel Azu Crabbe, " 
today at the opening ceremony of the 1973-'" 
Year that motor offenders would very shortly be 
all fines relating to motor offences on the spot. v·1f 
a new system to be implemented this year, an 
slip will be issued at the scene of the offence and 
offender if he admitted the offence. would then 

• Tb ,em have to pay the penalty at the registry. e sy' 
aimed at sa\ing valuable time. 
Saturday. OctoMr 6 

Tyres Shortage to CoatinH _ 
A SPOKESMAN for Firestone (Ghana) Lur~ltcd 
said that there Will be a "tight .supply" of veb~! 
ror the next silt month,. He pomted out that t 
a world-wide shortage of tyres and that the n •• n"'~ 
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finally, rejects the possibility of sending his son out 
of the country. There can be no easy escape, no 
abdication of responsibility. Both tbis play and Koogi's 
l-lan-est end with the clang of gates, and the resem
blance is more tban superficial. Both present the re
gimes of the mld-J96Os from the perspective of the 
detainee, both examine the fall from grace which 
accompanied the rise to power in Independent Africa, 
both touch on the possibility of assassination and, most 
Important, both emphasise the necessi'ty for self-asser
tion, for refusal to compromise, fOf "living dangerously". 
More direct than Cumwood on the Le~nl!S, more politi
cal and Jess poetic, nle Detainee shows once again 
an issue about which he has deep feelings as a play 
rather than as a polemic. This play deals with corrup
tion but it does so with a wit and compassion which 
save it from bccomina; a soap-box declamation. In 
"jew of the commitment reflected in The Detainee 
and Kongi', H:!on-est, and in view of tbe tactics em
plo}ed by Chief Akintola in the Western Nigerian 
election of 1965 the holding-up of the radio station 
can be seen as the inevitable product of passionately 
held and forcefully expressed convictions. 

Soyinka is not only a creative writer, he is also an 
astute critic. In'deed it is doubtful whether his work 
would be as vigorous as it is unless he had brought 
fresh critical insights to African and European tradi
tions. In March of this year he was one of the judges 
of the BBC's second 'Write a Play for Africa' com
petition, and his answer to the question "What new 
qualities do you find in the African radio plays you 
have read1" should be put on record. It illuminates 
not only a development in an important area of 
African writing but it also sheds light on his own 
experience as a radio playwright. He said: 

I found an increasin8 awareness of humanity in the 
deepest sense. In other words making comparisons 
... to previous plays of this kind there is an 
interest in human beings for their own sake and 
as individuals who occupy problematic positions in 
society not merely as mouthpieces for spouting 
the author's particular hang-ups. In fact there's 11 

fascinating wealth of character study here in this 
collection which (is) a lso skillfully interrelated to 
the various tbemes of tbe plays. So that even when 
you bave a play whicb deals with supentition, 
wbich bas been one of the stumbling blocks to 
purely creative writing in many cases. you find 
yourself gripped by the interesti~g study of ~e 
characters involved ...• Even (11\) plays wh1ch 
deal with corruption it isn't getting on a soa~box 
and merely making denunciations. The whole pro
blem comes crystal clear through the relationships 
of characters, their methods for survival. It is 
\ 'e.ry, \'ery clear \ital pictures which are cr~ated 
by dialogue in all these plays. 

Soyinka's observation about superstition and chara.cter 
<;tudies are acute and r~ealing. T~~ often Afnt~an 

laywrights ha\'e introduced supe.rSl1tlon to add an 
~xotiC African touch to an otherwise drea,?, drama. 
o r to provide a simple, 'theatrical' resolution to a 
t gled plot. One looks in vain for a Babalawo or for 
. a~u charms in Soyinka's plays. In his radio plays, and 
~~ ",c Swamp Dwe11ers and Kongi's Han·cst, thc 
difficulties of presenting problems 'through the rela
tionship of characten' are not always overco~ei 
Erinjohi, the BeUar in The Swamp D,..('O('" and S g 

in Koaci's Harvest are insufficiently developed 11& ..... 

viduals to carry the burdens of 'sisnifirancc' •• '. 
Soyinka thrusts upon them. But in these. and adIw 
plays there are also numerous examples o( ~ 
varied and vivid, who are individual enough to __ 
a partly representative role. II 

Soyinka was subsequently asked what he I'CIUded 
as. the ~ikely preoccupation~ of African radio play. 
wnghts 10 the future . He hes1tated before a~suminl the 
role of a prophet and then said· 

A decided shift has been made. I think nO'N tIw 
we're going to gel more and more plaY1 that arc 
not merely competent, but also morc frankty 
inward looking ... There is going to be very 1. 
(escapist literature) of the kind we used to hnt 
in times past which fastened onto all kinds or va)' 
convenient and safe an'd quite undemanding them. 
I think now the writers have got their teeth "* 
society and they're going to respond marc lad 
more to the urge of their critical humanity 

Soyinka thus sees the radio playas moving away fRlBl 
the never, never land of negritude and responding (() tk 
demands or the tumultuous African present. 

He has himself been so ruthlessly responsive 'to 1bc 
urge of (his) critical humanity' that The M-. IWr. 
his account of the period he spent in 'detention,. .. 
available' in Nigeria. In a continent III whim "
established WTiters have drawers full of wort ..,. 
"cannot" publish. It may be that the African Scf'Ylt 
of the BBC will have to cboose again and ... 
between political expediency and transmittina ... 
atlOut contemporary Africa. Having encouraged -"M 
radio playwrights so much, the BBC bas an obli. 
to support them now that they bave sunk thrir -
deeply into their societies. 

For The Record 
Friday, October 5 

Cocoa Pritt Rai~ 
THE Governmen t has with immediate effect railOd 
price of a load of cocoa weighing 601bs from ¢IO.OO 
1:12.00. In addition. bonuses will be paid to 
farmers at the end of the cocoa seasons. 

It will be recalled that the National '~~:~ 
Council last year raised the price of a load of 
rrom ¢8.oo to jlO.oo. 

On the Spot Fines ror MOfor MeDCH 
THE Chief Justice. Mr. Samuel Azu Crabbe, d".1,,,. 
today at the opening ceremony o{ the 1973-74 
Year that motor offenders would very shortly be 
all fines relating to motor offences on the spot. 
a new syslem 10 be implemented this year, an 
slip will be issued at the scene of the offence and 
offender, if he admitted the offence, would then 
ha\e to pay the penalty at the registry. The sy!olcrR 

aimed at saving valuable time. 
Satunby, October 6 

Tyrts Shortage to Coatiue _ 
A SPOKESMAN for Firestone (Ghana) LIf1~1ted 
said that there will be a "tight supply" of vehicle 
for the next six months. He pointed out that there 
a world-wide shortage of lyres and tbat the 
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tyn:-makmg were in short supply all o\er the world. 
:! CompaD¥, he added, would try to avoid acute short
s In wpply of Iyre\, 

taday. Octob« B 

~io. Tttteph, .\)arna aad Others for Tribunal 

~ announcement from the OHil'1! of the Nation31 
demptlon Coun(;jl hu re\'caled that five persons arc 
mod Ina! for plott ina to o\'crthrow the go\ernment 
the N.Rr Th~ the peN>n.:io are Kojo BolSio and 

1ft Kofi Teucgah both fonner Ministers of the Nkru
.h regime. Major Alexander Alangenona Awu,iri of 

Ghana Air FOTI:C, Imaru Ayarna. an Accra business
n and founder of the disbanded Peoples' Action 
rty, and Albert Kwaku Owusu Boaleng, a joumalisL 

ey were arrcloted on August 31, this year. at their 
meetlOl before the D-Day at lmoru Ayarna's hou.sc 
c A(hlmota Forest. 
n Alex Hamah, a Ghanaian bUSinessman. reSident 

i,cna will . In a ~cparatc trial, face a similar tharge 
ub\o~nhm. 

u.-Col. Iknni Resigns 

ArE\lENT from the Office of the NatIOnal Rc
ption Counl:il slud today that the gm'emment has 
pled the mi,nation of Lt.-Col. C. D. Benni from 
membcr,hlp of the National Redemplion Council 
as C,,)rnml"wner for Inf(lrmaliun . 

), Odoixr , 

N.R.C'. To Stay On 

Of\jf:.L I ". . Al:heampul1&. Hc ... d of Slalt: ,tilt! Chan
of the Nattonal Redcmptwn CQuncll, said in Accra 

y thaI hl$ 80\ cromenl has no intention to hand O".:r 
er 10 (;niilan'i until II wa, sali~fied that the economic 
!em .. of the country were solved. He said that the 
nlmcnl uf ,eUmg Inhl power blurred Ihe good 
and JuJgement of mo~t polltltlans, inciting them 

acts of IUb\-enilln. He declared, "We shall not band 
J'O'oIo'er to poiltician, today or tomorrow, because WI,; 

if we do so, they unnot achlc\'e any beller results 
the nation'" He Yia, addre'iSm8 a 4S-member dele
on Df cocoa farmef\ at the Ca~tlc, O~u, 

t'ilh ".thour for \-'olla LaJ..c 

A~"'\\AKRO\1. It \ollla&e on the banls of the Valla 
C III the f..3.s1em Relion. has been selected for de\e

In .. 1 Into a commen:lal thhmg centre 10 Increa§e 
fish suppl)' In the cmJnlt)' The centre will be equi~ 
With landIn, facllttles for ra .. "cn&ers and fishing 
• a boat.buil,hn& factory. ilnd a fish pr()l;e!lsing 

pin. Abo, \JI,el1-cqulpped boat! WIll be loaned to 
ted tocal fishermen whl' Will ~II the catch to the 

is contained In the annual report of the 
RI,"'cr AuthMit)', 

ftt'.ta,. October 10 

C; ...... ('alk 00 brael to qllic \.nab Laods 

GO\-cmment (lr Ghana. In an official statement 
today In ACl:ra. ur&ed Israel to withdraw from 

b territories ..... hu.:h she bas (M.~'Upied since the 1967 
te East War. It uid that the fresh outbreak of full 

lilies in the Mukllc East was a matter or deep 
m 10 Ghar. ., it po'\ed another &ra\'e threat to 

world peace. "The !.:onflict", the statement said, "is a 
tragic reminder to thelntemational Community that 
the restoration of a just and lasting peace in the Mlddie 
East is an urgent necessity which can only be attained 
by the full implementation of Security Council resolu
tion 242 of 1967". 

\10oo&y, Odober 15 
As.tets of BOfsio and Others FrOl.cn 

THE a)sets and bank. accounts of Mr. Kojo 80tslO, a 
Minister in the Nkrumah regime, as well as those of 
his wife and four olhers have been frozen, according to 
a leglsJati\c Instrument published in Accra yesterday. 
The othcrs are Mr. John Tellegah, also a Minister 10 

the Nkrumah regime, and his wife; Mr. Imoru Ayarn.l, 
a businessman and leader of the disbanded People's 
Action Party, and his wife. 

8 0tsio, Teteegah and Ayama are among five persons 
duc to stand trial before a Military Tribunal on Wed
ncsday October 17 on charges of conspiracy to commit 
sub\crsion, sub\ersion and concealment of subversion. 

ADB Loan for Ghana 
THE Afri!.:an Development Dank (ADD) has approved a 
loan of 1.3 million pounds sterling to the Ghana Na
Iional Invcstment Bank for the extension of the Nasia 
Rice Project in the Northern Region. An official of th.: 
Tn\ cstmenet Bank re\'ealed yesterday that the details of 
the utilisation of the loan were yet to be worked out. 
Other countries which have similarly bene6tted from the 
ADD are thc Sudan. Liberia, and Sierra. Leone. 

Tuc!>day, October 16 
Prod'uc:t!r Price. of Ria: Rai-Wd 

THE Government of Ghana has decided to raise the 
producer pri ce of ri(;c from tlO to ¢12. Colonel Frank 
Bernasko, CommIssioner for Agriculture, who announced 
thiS, said that the raise was to encourage farmers 10 
incrcase their produce and discourage the smuggling of 
ricc out of the l'ountry 

\hdnMay, October 17 
Trial BegillS Today 

THE trial of Kojo Botsio, John Tettegah and three 
other .. accused of plotting to ovenhrow the N.R,C. 
openl> today at the Burma Hall, Accra. The men face 
charges of conspiracy to commit subversion, subvcnion 
and concealment of .. ub\·enion. The Attorney General 
and Commisioner for Justice Mr, E. N. Moore. will 
lead a team of attomeys for the State. The prosecution 
will call IS witne<;scs and tender in evidence a number 
of documents in support of its ca§c. 

!'iOTFS ON COVI'RmlTfORS 

AGYARE KOI-LARBI Law Student, UniverSity of 
Ghana. Legon 

E\-1MANUEL TREVE: An Economist, Al,;l,;ra 
T K BUXTON: lecturer in Economics. Uni\'crslty of 

Cape Coast 
.'\TO GHARTEY- lecturer, &hool df Administration, 

le&on 
5 K , B. ASANTE: Lecturer, Political Science Dept. 

Leaon 
JAMES GI8BS: Lecturer. Chan..:ellor Collcae. Limbe. 

Malawi 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

I tH.!.I) more and more glh.lhc.td 
people .. lie cilanglllg 10 rmh.l..,S) 
i mha ... s) clgarcue.., arc prcfcrn:d 
hecalhc (he) ,Ire milder and 
... moolher. wi th a rlca ... ant aroma 

II> 
o .' 

ll11o;,\ ,,\) <.Irc the pllpulal choh..'c 
h~call"'c the) gl\C \Illo ~ing ... all\
factlon. A growing numncr 01 dis
cerning ... l11okcr ... go for I mhLI") 
DO YOU " 

Elnbas sy the milder.smoother cigarette 

-
P~led by the L.i:n¥ Pre'" Ltd. for the J...eCOD Sockt,. on N'It,onll Aff.ir<C. Cuin .. n .r tile Editorial Co •• itt": £. J."J'bomproll "':' 
(lItod"", A N Mco ... h: lKII"IN:r, J \1 Ih,Jc The, Um~~" .. tv of Chllna and lH dcp3nmcnl!l are ,n no WliV conner"," .il':.t .. 
lA:i'oa Obunff. Edltonal and ,II other COrTespmuJcllce (AdYert .sin" 'lIbscr,pt.on, d,.tnbuhon IlteDCY IDd other commc"-,,.Il enQUIMCJ ........ 
"tdr~ c.d to the 'Editor. 11Je lA1:o. Obu"er, PO 801 II. 1..c1on. Oblnl Tel. 15)81 F.JIt 8855" Liceuce No. 1S0""73 nf 1<,!')1l 
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Editorial 

GHANA AND ISRAEL 

GitANA 's deci~ion 10 break off diplomatic relation!) with 
Israel must rank as one of the most painful steps which the 
Go\ernment ht's had to take. for "'rad over the yea rs had 
th rough \ariou') means built up an nnmense fund of goodwill 
not only among the people in authority in this country but 
"ithin the populace generall), Many are the Ghanaians who 
ha\e received tralnlnf 10 "'rael \\ith Jo,raeli funds in the fields 
of Medicme. Agriculture. Regional Planning. etc .. and the 
other form ... of a ...... , ... lance which thi'i country a\ a whole has 
obtained from Tel-A\.\! ha,e been numerou,:> and varied. 
The relati\e lalene':>" of Ghana'!.. deci .. ion. aner aboJt 20 
m?mber~ of the O.A.U. had already broken relatiom. attests 
10 the fact that for Ihe GO\ernment this ha':> not been an 
ea.,y is ... ue o\er whICh a ... nappy decl~ion could he arri\ed at. 
Indeed. the latenes!; :.uggcsh that very ')criOlI<" thought has 
gone into the mjkmg up of mlOd') and even ... ugge.H'i an un
wlllingne ... ~ on the pJfl of the government 10 take the de{ision 
at all.\Ho .... ever. it I') our ,iew that the sC\len ng of diplomatic 
relations. even though pJlIlful . ..... a ... the only logiul COur:<.e of 
action to be laken In the circumstance .... Our own Commis
Sioner for Foreign Affair,) had only a week before chaired a 
meeting of the O.A U. LiberatIon Committee at which a 
re ... olution had been adopted calling for action agaimt I~rael . 
as, earlier, the O.A.U. summit had done. 

It is often claimed that on the particular is'iue of the Arab
hraeli di:<.putc, the O.A U. I') Oclng exploited by the Arab:. 
('0 thi ... continent for support In a maUer whiL"h only mlrgmally 
COOl:erm, Afnea. It i\ our \Ie\\ that !luc.:h a claim i .. cynical 
It 1\ the \"'Or-.l form or Oppo~lunl ... m to dirferentiate in thiS wa) 
between member .. tale\ of the O.A.U .. and It i':> e::,peciall}' 
heartle:<.s 10 perform ... ueh act\ 0 '" dir.,c.:nmmatlOn at a time 
",hen a member ... tate I'" hclelgured by war. Egypt is no less an 
African 'lolate for bemg Arab and her member'lohlp of the 
O.A.U. 15 not on a part-tim'! ba~i,. Therefore. Israel\ occu
p.:t,on of Sinal \hould nghtly be it mll1er of concern to ever) 
member ... tate of the O.A L.. Indeed :<.orne re\'o lutlUnarie ... 
would even dalm that "'rael .... occupation of Sinai pO\e') 
in princ.ple the .. arne problem a\ Angola. MOl:J m'Jiquc and 
Zimbabwe. But we need to remember [hal Israel has. alway ... 
In\I~..ted that it hold~ the Arab lands a ... J. butTer again::,t Arab 
fuf)' and to save the .. tate of brael from bemg O\errun. In 
other "ords, there is a con"iueration of \f'\:urity v,hlch mlke~ 
IsrOler::, occupation of Smai. though unJcceptable. rather 
~iffe'"Crl from (.le brutal C"3-.e of colpnial domination that 
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we find in say. Angola. 
The lateness with which Ghana's decision came 

raises another point which is not often noticed. 
Ghana, together with many African countries. 
broke off diplomatic relations with Israel at a rime 
when a ceasefire was already in force in the Middle 
East and when some kind of talking was already 
going on between the two sides. This means that 
we should not deceive ourselves into thinking 
that our !.e\cring of diplomatic relations is a 
decisive factor in the recent Middle East develop
ments which were in fact already going on without 
our help. We should see our action more as a 
symbolic gesture which shows solidarity with the 
O.A.V. 

But even if lateness reduces its impact and makes 
it something of a symbolic act. the fact remains 
that the breaking off of diplomatic relations with 
Israel was not a pleasant decision for Ghana to 
make. And one of the reasons is that the extent 
of Israel'!, assistance to Ghana has been simply 
staggering; and the Obsener believes it would 
be useful to take a brief look at some of it. Aside 
from the more obvious kind of aid in the form of 
training facilities to Ghanaian students to study 
such varied subjects as Medicine. Geography, 
Music, E(lgineering, Administration. Community 
Development. and Adult Education, Israel's aid 
in the form of Technical Assistance in the field of 
Agriculture has been inunense. Again. brael has 
extended training facilities to the Ghana Police 
Service: and the Ghana Air Force has enjoyed 
the supervision of several Israeli Air Force experts 
since Independence. It is worth remembering that 
brael was very helpful in the establishment of the 
Ghana Nautical ColJege. and that the G.N.C.C'., 
now S.c.c., was set up with aid from Tel-Aviv. 

In addition~ an appreciable portion of Israeli 
activity in Ghana has taken the form of joint 
ventures between Israeli and Ghanaian entre
preneurs: for instance, the Oizengoff Company is 
a Ghana/ IMaeli trading firm. Other Israeli esta
blishmenh mclude Motorola which is training 
Ghanaians ID radio communication~. Zim Lines 
(once a co-partner to the Black Star Line) which 
now acts a~ adviser to our National Shipping Line, 
and Volta Petroleum Company one of the firms 
engaged in oil exporation in Ghana. 

Jt is on account of such massive assistance and 
co-operation most of which we ha\e been unable 
to mention that the decision to break diplomatic 
relations with Israel ha~ been such a difficult one 
for Ghana to make. But we repeat that it was In 

many ways an inevitable deci'iion; and now that a 
more lasting ceascfire has been accepted in the 
Middle East .lnd an C\.~hange of ~ome prisoners is 
being agreed upon, it is our hope that negotiations 

will begin for a more lasting solution to the 
and that, in particular, this settlement will PlOY .. 

for the withdrawal of Israel from Arab lands, hi: 
ving guarant~d. for Israel such security as wi 
make it needless for her to pursue her dl~uiehnl 
policy of defensive expansionism. 

A palatable aspect of Africa's unified :auppon 
for Egypt is that we can now with reason ex_ 
the Arab African states, in the event of a more 
permanent settlement with Israel . to comnua 
themselves more funy to the emancipation of tilt 
African countries still under the colonialitt 
bitter yoke or the racialist's oppressive harnes\ 
and this would be adequate recompense for Ollr 
painful and possibly expensive gesture of solidarity 

International 
• 

THE UNITED NATIONS: TWENTY-EIGHT 
YEARS OF TRIAL 

By 
S.K.B. Asante 

TWENTY-EIGHT years ago, on 24th October. I 
the world's first global peace treaty-the 
of the United Nations-came into effect. 
ceived while the second world confUct was 
raging and born before the guns were cpld, lit 
United Nations was to seek a lasting. peace and 
better lot for men. Today, more than a quarlll' 
of a century later, the world's Organisation and 
agencies are accepted as indispensable instrurnenll 
for global co-operation in practically every field 
of human endeavour. The instruments for sumval 
peace and progress on this interdependent pl.1Dll 
have been forged. 'But the many useful uctivltts 
of the United Nations should not blind us to 
faltering and disappointing progress in the fulfill 
ment or its primary objective. In this brief revlCW 
an auempt will be made to look back mer t 
road that mankind has traversed since the \idO 
over fascism twenty-eight years ago. 

While there may have been doubts and 1111 

givings as to how the primary objectl\e or t 
Charter was to be achieved. there was and can 
no doubt what the primary objectj."e of the Ch 
was and is. It is not necessary to recite at lenll 
the purposes and prmciples of the Charter 
enumerated in Articles I and 2 and as embelli.Jl 
in the Preamble. Paragraph I of Article I 'iilat 
the first and primary objective of the Charter ," 
maintain international peace and securityc .. 
of the other stated purposes and principle of 
Charter are designed to strengthen and safegu 
the primary purpo ... e of maintaining peul.:t 
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influence. States have with disturbing frequency - . resorted to force or the threat of force without 
feeling even a sense of obligation of reporting their 
action in advance or even subsequently to the 
United Nations. One need only mention the 
Soviet Union in the case of Hungary and of Cze* 
choslovakia, India in the case of Goa, and the 
United States in significant respects of the Guate
malan , Cuban, Dominican and Vietnamese 
episodes. 

However, the situation during the twenty-eight 
years of United Nations existence cannot be all 
black nor all white. For despite the neglect of the 
pacific settlement functions of the Organisation, 
there is enough in the pa~t activities of the United 
Nations to justify faith in its great potentialities. 
The United Nations ledger bears entries such as 

J.\ Iran, Kashmir, Palestine, and Cyprus, all of 
J I which represent situat ions which might have 

resulted in serious hostilities had the United 
Nations been unable to intervene. 

The Middle-East 

It is, however, worthy of conunent 
United Nations by and large has been unable to 

¥ bring about seulements of situations it has been 
, able to stabilize. In other words, [he United 

Nations has been able to bring hostilities to an end 
but not to resolve the issues that led to the hos
tilities in the first place. Hence such unhealed 
and intolerable wounds as the Middle-East 
problem of which the Organi sat ion has been 
seized since 1947 still subsist. The United Nations 
has even been incapable of putting into effect some 
of its own resolutions as, for example, the Securjty 
Council's Middle-East Resolution of November 

' 22, 1967. The current outbreak of the Arab-Israeli 
cri sis is clear evidence of the United Nations' 
inability to produce long term solutions to crucial 
international conflicts. The conti nued existence of 
such unsettled, often emotion-laden issues has 
given rise to much frustration. 

" Similarly, although the United Nation~ has 
offered a powerful impetus to the aspirations of 
peoples of former trust and non-self-governing 
territories, and has exerted powerful political and 
moral pressure to step up the process of decolo
nisation, the fact remains that the Organisation 
has so far failed to bring this process to an end. 
It has proved unable to eliminate the remaining 
colonial stronghold!:> Jfl southern Africa, for 
example, strongholds which constitute a growing 
danger to development on the African continent. 

It is indeed unthinkable that vestiges of colo
nialism should still remain with us as a stubborn 
reality. 111at millions of people are still deprived 
of their inalienable right fO self-determinat ion 

and independence is nOl only an anachronism. 
the modern world, but it also seriously 11l 

the effectiveness of the United Nations In 
efforts to promote world peace and 
The perpet'uation of colonialism runs 
to the purposes and principles of both the 
Nations Charter and the Universal 
of Human Rights. But the United Nations 
not have the political will to meet squarely 
outright challenge to its authority. 

Over the twenty-eight years of its 
the United Nations has done well, but it has 
done well enough. There have been 
disappointments, setbacks and failures in 
course of its efforts to build a better world. It 
unforgivable that so many problems from 
past are still with us, absorbing vast energies 
resources desperately needed for nobler purpc",,1 
a horrid and futile armaments race instead 
development: remnants of colonialism, 
and violation of human rights instead of 
and brotherhood; dreams of power 
instead of fraternal co-existence; extension 

\ ideological domains instead of mutual enl"idllJlll" 
' in the art of governing men to make the 
sa fe for di versity. , 

Best Hope for Peace 

While these antiquated concepts and 
persist, new threats and challenges which 
cry for the world's collective attention and 
are crowding upon us: the dangers of aiml'" 
technology, the increasing discrepancy between 
and poor nations, the unchecked growth of POI,UJ 
lations, the deterioration of the environment 
the excessive consumption of resources by 
tiable societies and institutions. We 
need an ever stronger United Nations to 
these great problems, old and new. 

Yet , despite aU its shortcomings, I 

insufficiencies in tenns of effectiveness. and 
the United Nations, even in its present 
remains an organisation without an alternative. 
imperative instrument of peace and 
solution of international controversies: it 
the most significant international forum m 
struggle to preserve independence, the right 

peoples to self-determination , accelerateed~e~~~::i:~~ 
development and promotion of in i 
co·operation in peace and equality. IUver 
twenty-eight years of existence, the Unit~ 
Nations, in some important respects, llas 
monstrated its usefulness to the point where 
wou ld be difficult to visualize a world which 
not have a United Nations .. The United a~~1 
even when we feel impatient seei ng how 
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is still to be done, is the best attempt yet to trans· 
form mankind's aspirations into realities. We 
might well conclude. then, that the United Nations' 
problems are basically problems of growth and 
adjustment and not specifically signs of a decline. 

WATERGATE, LAW AND COMMONSENSE 
By 

S. O. Gyandoh lnr. 

In a crucial sense, the Watergate affair. which 
has achieved global notoriety for some time now, 
may be considered as a test of the claim that the 
Am erican Society stands for the ideals of de· 
mocracy. ordered liberty and human dignity. 
The energetic and fearless newspaper reporting 
of journalisb which c\cntually rudely awoke 
t,e national conscience and set in mOllon the 
'cquence of c\ents \\ hich culminated In the pro
secution and conviction of several persons (for 
their complicity In the Watergate scandal of 
legally reprehensible political espionage) must 
rank as one of the finest manifestations of the value 
of a free press. The role of Federal Court judges 
of the type of the indefatigable Judge Sirica 
(who, among other things. ordered the production 
of the famed Watergate tapes by President Nixon) 
must be a constant source of inspiration for Judges 
everywhere who are determined to at lea~t en~ure 
that posterity shall not pass upon them the 
ignomInious judgement of being "spineless 
timorolls souls". whose only claim to recognition 
is that they were once appointed. or elected, 
judges. And the devastating but fair manner 
In \vhich Senator Sam En in's Special Watergate 
Committee has performed 50 far it .. arduous 
task of investigating the full extent .tod the <;ur
prisingly varied ramifications of the Watergate 
scandal. mu ... t cOlTunand the admiration of all who 
value del.:ency. no mailer what their political 
colouring may be. 

All this is fine and encouraging. Blit the most 
recent turn In President Nixon's handling of 
Watergate affair is apt to induce a sense of be
Wilderment among many of the more ~en .. iti\'e 
observers of the American scene. Mr. Ni"(on's 
..,ummary di~mi~!.al of Special Watergate Pro
...ecutor. Archibald Cox, has rai ... ed eyebrows in 
the United States and abroad and ha" compelled 
~ome of u .. to pause and renect on the proper 
relations thaI mllst exisl between the Exccutive 
branch of go\ernment. espcclilUy at the highest 
level. and the force~ that stand for morality. 
decency and prohity In public life. The resignation. 
In prote~t agaln..,t Prosecutor Cox's dismls~al. 

of the U.S. Attorney-General, £:.Iltot Richard~on, 

lends pOignancy to the concern being ... hown 

within and outside the United State, m·er Mr 
Nixon's high-handed conduct in the Watergate 
affair. 

One must allow that observations on the legaluy 
and/or propriety of M r. Nixon's actions must be 
based on close and meaningful analysi!t of the 
constitutional allocatio!l of powers wUhul 
the United Stat .. "S. However. the concept of ordered 
liberty ha!t unh·ersal relevance. and It i~ for Ihl 
reason permissible to forgo such analysis and to 
concentrate rather on the need, m every decenl 
society, to relate the express norms of the 
constitutional frame of reference to the more 
comprehensive social and political process of tbe 
body politic. Such an exercise is particularly 
appropriate in Ghana and other young countnes 
of the mternatlonal community of natiom. becau'it 
it is m this way that we can best assess our P.l 1 

experimentation with principles of gOllernanr.c 
that are not entirely home-grown. and look for
ward with confidence to future gropings for 
a viable system of constitutional government. lbe 
path of such future gropings Cln be Illuminated 
considerably by sober and careful reHection 00 

happenings elsewhere in circumstances similar 
to what is happening in America now. 

ririn.; The Ghana c'J_ 

Let me give a concrete e"(ample of the pomt 
bemg urged. I happened to be on a visit to the 
United States when the late ex-President Nkrumah 
dismissed from office the then Chief Justh.:e 
of this country following the Supreme COMl' 
pronouncement of a judgement (in a treason 
trial) which was seen by many as unp.llatable 
to the Government of the day. At th.lt tim:" 
I was subjected to a barrage of what I con .. idered 
then, and still consider. as healthy question, 
on why the President of any country lthould 
unconstitutionally "fire", a~ the American., ,ay 
a high Judicial officer for domg no more th.ln 
performing hi ... judiCial functions. In spite of my 
correction that what the then President of Ghanadld 
was entirely withm his powers, as granted by our 
Constitution of that time. I was told that ",bat 
the Pre~ident did could only be done in a totah
t1 r ian or conununist state and was assured that It 
could never happen in America. I fully ,hared 
the sentiments thus expressed. who"e m·lin thru~ 
~s I see it. is that It is es')cnllally indecent and 
uncivilised to dismiss 3 judie!JI offic~r - "'Ith 
or without the power so to do - simply b:call 
he has pronounced a judgement which I'" un
accept;.tble to the person or body dfecting such 
dismi!. ... al. 
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would leem to lend credence to the legal 
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~rx:aD constitutional system as a whole? 
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or example from the other side of the Atlantic, 
na ..... y. Britain. whore the questioo or Eaeculi.., 
Privil ... or the Iype claimed by Mr. Nixoo has re-
ceived profound attention in recent tima. In 
the now celebrated case or ea. •• , l' pI .f 

(1968) the House or Lord, (silting as the Hi ....... 
Court in England) ended a 10.... contro ..... y 
over the Crown's claim to withold documeDts 
in its possession in any civil or criminal proctertings 
00 the ground of public interest. Their Lordships 
in the House or Lords held thaI a Minister', 
certificate that disclosure or docu~ts (whether 
specific or or a class) would be injurious to the 
public interest is not conclusive &pinst disclosure; 
and tbe courts may inspect the documents without 
lheir heing shown to the parties in order to reich 
a decision as to whether disclosure is justified . 
This was done in the case under mention. 

Da ' Ie Stn ,' , 

It is. of course. arguable that Federal Judge 
Sirica's ruling that his Court was entitled to 
examine the controversial Watergate tapes to 
decide on the claim of Executive privilege by Mr. 
Nixon follows the line of rel'oning adopted in 
C.,.ay "Rim.er. But Mr. Nixon's stubborn 
rejection of the impact or hi'" judicial reasoning 
both in the United States and in Britain (assuming 
that C ••• , y R's Er bas been brought to his 
atlentioo by his able I ..... advisers) must disturb 
cODStitutional lawyers and critical observers every • w...... especially in lhe newer countri.., where 
happeninp of tnis type, have a way of exercising 
• maj'li(b: inftuence on decision-mlkers at 
the bill 01' levels. 

We do not know the eventual outcome of 
tile present constitutional crisis in the United 
S··tel. As a recent vilitor to the United States • 
I caD .. y without any fear of contradiction that 
whatever the outcwne. it cannot be said that the 
puple or the United States have given up their 
Joq ....... for the establishment or a society 

• ... IOncept or ordered liberty acd a 
CD an for human dignity. Wbar: 

__ 10 lie dllrly understood is that tho worJd 
caD iD afTord the existence in j",,_ 

of double stlndardS, by whid! die 
of tbale who .,wna is 
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to whether they belong to the developed nations 
or to the developing nations. It is to be hoped 
that the relatively long-established democracies. 
like the United States, will always remember 
that their positions of leadership thrust upon 
them a responsibility that transcends their national 
boundaries. This responsibility should be seen 
in mature responses to crises of the type of Water
gate. lllis much is dictated by commonsense. 
not by any rules of law, national or transnational. 

Africa 

BIG DADA'S HISTRIONICS 
By 

PAY. Ansah 

THERE is no doubt that in recent times no African 
leader has caught the attention of headline writers 
more than General ldi Amin Dada of Uganda; 
and all indications are that the Ugandan leader 
deliberately sets out to attract attention and to 
court popularity or notoriety, depending on how 
one looks at some of hi s antics. For the tille of 
ace public performer in Africa he was challenged 
sometime ago by General Bokassa of the Centra
[rican Republic-that President who proposed 
to solve the May 1968 troubles in France by chal
lenging Cohn-Bendit to a single combat, who 
cried loudly- not wept- at De Gaulle's burial , 
who personally led soldiers into prisons to beat up 
prisoners and administer instant correction , and 
who is constantly dressed up in either trendy play
boy suits or in heavil y bemedalled m ilitary uniform. 
Of late, however. President [di Amin stands 
unchallenged as the to p performer on the African 
scene. 

Since General Amin took over power from 
President Obote in the manner that is almost 
becoming the African norm, he h as ta ken some 
very rad ical measures which ha ve won him the 
admiration of African patriots both within 
Uganda a nd elsewhere on thi s cont inent and be
yond. Those who knew the situation in Uganda 
were unanimous in thinking that the " Asian 
problem" had to be solved as a precondition 
for m a king it possble fo r Africans to li ve a s first 
class citi zens in their own count ry. The problem 
had grown a lmost desperate a nd called fo r equally 
desperate measures, and in his own origi nal and 
effective manner, Amin provided the solution. As 
the General himself has boasted on more than one 
occasion, 11C has ta ught Britai n to accept he r 
responsibi lities for the welfare of a minorit y group 
of British ci ti zens, a nd he is perfectly ri ght. r am 

certain that when the details of their depanure 
come to be relegated to footnotes, most of the 
Asians in the final analysis will be grateful to Amin 
for having helped them to attain an objective
settling in Britain-which sllccessive British 
governments, Labour and Conservative alike, had 
continually refused them. To most of the ek
Ugandan Asians, Amin has obtained for them a 
right-or is it a privilege ?-which would have taken 
them years of begging and subterfuge to obtain 
through the regular channels. 

All this is granted, but did the sacking of the 
Asians need to be attended by the callousness 
which Amin displayed? And was it necessary for 
him to declare seriously that he had decided 
to sack the Asians on a cue from God or Allah 
througb a dream? Certainly one does not expect 
a serious leader to base his acts on the recommen
dation of soothsayers or on visionary promptingsl 
And even if the General had a dream in which 
his duties were clearly spelt out to him. could he 
not rationalize on it and give the world a serious 
explanation of his acts instead of 
himself only as a tooi in the hands of Providence? 

Courting Cheap Popularity 

Let me not be misunderstood. L fully 
the General' s action on a rational basis, even 
I don' t approve of the details of carrying out 
design, but I profoundly deprecate the con';' 
antics which accompanied the executi on of 
pian. For, come to think of it, several actions 
political leaders have no solid basis in rationality 
but in presenting them to the public, 
are made to give them some veneer of 
This practice appears to be the opposite of 
the General believes ought to be the case: 
which are perfectly justifiable on the basis of 
are presented to the public in such an i 
inarticulate and comic manner as to devalue 
in the minds of serious-minded people. 

One cannot escape the impression that General 
Amin has a compLex for courting CII')' ., 

a nd does not bother how cheaply he comes by 
Take for example his reaction on hearing of ••..• 
engagement of Princess Anne : he sent am'"'' 
to the Queen expressing his delight at the neW~ 
and suggesting that if he got an invitati on he I 
certainly attend the wedding. From all indicati 
the invitation the general has begged for has 

been given, and if the general acts true to C~'lr~::~:;1 
the world may yet be treated to another 
free show as the wedding draws near. 

Just before the last Commonwealth 

Ministers' Conference in Ottawa President A~;~1 
asked the Queen of Britain to send him a R 
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Air Force plane with a Scots guard to take him 
to Ottawa. When the request was properly turned 
down, the general In his own inimitable logic 
suggested that it was all a plot to keep him Qut 
of the conference because Edward Heath was 
afraid of meeting him in person. Asked in the 
course of a B.B.C. interview why he made such 
a request, the general explained that a plane to 
take him to the conference was his entitlement 
since the Queen was his former Commander-in
Chief! 

Amin and Nyerere 

Before all this there was the unfortunate nlls
understanding between Uganda and Tanzania. 
following the abortive attack on Uganda by pro
Obote forces. There followed a series of alterca
tions between the leaders of the respective coun
lflCS. While President Nyerere displayed the 
maturity of a statesman caught in a tight corner, 
General Amin behaved like an immature school
boy gleefully ex-ploiting the discomfiture of an 
opponent on a minor issue. Individual African 
leaders intervened and some fonn of reconciliation 
was arrived at. In a bid to show that he bore 
President Nyerere no malice, General Amin sent 
him a note in which he expressed his love for hi~ 
colleague and went further to sugge~t that he loved 
President Nyerere so much that if Nyerere had 
been a woman he would have married ... him/her 
despite the grey hair Nyerere had on his head. 
I am sure that knowing Amin as well as he does, 
President Nyerere must have been relieved and 
most grateful to God he is not a woman! 

Then there was the deplorable telegram General 
Amin sent to the Secretary-General of the United 
Nations In which he posthumously congratulated 
Adolf Hitler on hiS extermination of millions of 
Jews. I am not intere::. ted in the general's feelings 
towards the Jews, but it is worth remembering that 
no serious Arab leader has so nagrantly endorsed 
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the massacre of the Jews in a public statemeat .... 
the same regrettable callousness as the Ugandaa 
strongman. This same general, unsolicited. sent • 
telegram to President Nixon when the latter was 
indisposed, wishing him "speedy recovery from 
Watergate". To somebody with a literary turn of 
mmd, there IS an interesting play on wordt-. 
cruel thought it is- which must certalOly have 
been lost on our general. I think he was Just trylDg 
to be gratuitously provocative and Impenment 
so as to get the world to take some notice of h_ 
The Watergate scandal IS a disgraceful affair 
which has exposed the weaknesses and strengths 
of the American system. But I grow impatient of 
any African leader who tries to capitalise on It 
because in both Uganda and almost everywhert 
else on [hi!. continent. the scandal would not have 
come out. Some president or genera] would have 
decreed that "the matter (was) closed and buned 
forever" and so it would be. In the general', 
own country the officials of the press and other 
organs of the state who would have been audacious 
enough to raise the lid off such a scandal would 
simply have disappeared, and everybody would 
have found this normal. And yet the general has 
the cheek to make an unconscious pun on thai 
sorry affair! 

Ieli Amin and Golda Meir 

The general's eccentricities did not end here 
Shortly after the recent Middle East war erupted. 
he undertook to visit some Arab countries to 
show his SOlidarity. Nothing wrong with thai, 
nor is there anythtng wrong with the fact. as 
evil tongues have revealed. that he appearttt 
before his Arab hosts wearing the paratrooper 
wings' offered him by the Israeli Air Force. That 
was only a minor blunder; after all the Israeh 
were some of his best friends at the begmDlRg 
of his political ascendancy. Other Afm'an 
leaders have shown their solidarity toward~ t)ur 
Arab brothers in sober and less spectacular w,ly • 
but even at this tragic hour the general felt !hal 

he owed the world the duty of providing some comIC 
relief. He let it be known that he is a giant of I 

man - six feet three inches tall _ and an ex
heavyweight boxing champion of his country 
He further advised - or invited _ Mrs. Guida 
M-.:ir, the Israeli Prime Minister. to put on her 
knickers and run off to Washmgton before 
she is fully consumed by the approachtng fire5 
r personally think that this is the absolute limit 
Even in the so-called liberal. permissi\e and blase 
world, it is still offensive to decent taste and piOUS 
ears to speak of women's knickers JD respectable 
society. And to think that this comes from I 

head of state, and the head of an African stale' 
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The foregoing is only a small sample of General 
di,astrous and obscene outbursts. As 

as decorum In pubhc utteranCC30 is concerned 
man IS an embarrassing problem to his own 

but I think we in this part of the con· 
ha\e some mterest in the manner in which 

leaders comport themselves in public. 
African leader display~ maturity the credit 

redound, upon us all; Similarly. if the head of 
Afm::an state ,,>wears mortal haired towards 

maturity and ordinary good taste. we 
share the embarra.s<>ement and the disgrace. 

theatrical general wants to be told that some 
us aTC not amused by his capricious and in

Idcot".! outbUTlItS. even as mere comic relief! 
I suspect that my strictures on the general's 

lack of manners may sound intolerably 
or reactionary or even perver~ to some 

radical'.! in these parts. Some people 
may (\-en ac(uS(' me of being so frivolous as 

be more concerned with Amin's methods than 
the sub~lance of his policies. I shall not be 

by any ~uch sentiments because I am 
that a certain amount of diplomatic 

and finn..e is expected of anyone who 
lal«, It upon huruelf to rule a nation or to pon

on world problems. I do recognise that the 
original .. ocation doeJ, not especially 
him to gentleness of manners or feli

of languaF:e, but 1 maintain that ... mce he is 
" pc",lin on a different level and in a different 

he !<.hould learn to conduct him~lf and 
hiS utterances 10 a manner that befit') his 

station. Arter all. our continent has f;eve
other soldier-politicIans who yield no ground 
anyone in de!.:enc} of behaviour and refine

JtC.1 of language. at least 10 their public conduct 
ufferances. 

am certam that If it had been some wretched 
" Illte leader \\ ho periodically entertamed the 

Id to such qUixotic exhibJlions of bravado 
crudity we ·'fncan ... would ha\e been at his 

hr<>al If "'e \\ant to aVOid bemg accused of main-
double standards, then It I., in our interest 

usc all net:essary avenues to restrain General 
. Amin Dada from inflicting on the "orld any 

"e.reof hiS hlSltlOnlCS and effUSions. 
I am hereby appealing to General AmiD'S 

colleagues and equal .. to advise him to 
from prmolding the "orld !.o t.:heaply 

farcical interludes at such di~turbtngly 
:ubar mtcrvals. He needs 10 be told that if 
has cafapulted' himself into the e"(alled POSition 
a head of Slate he should bc:ha\e Ytuh at least 
elementary version of the decorum attaching 
that high oftk"'e It is bad enough to be said 
somebody in Amin's pOSItion that he I., maktng 

a nu isance of himself, but one cannot escape 
the conclusion that the general ha!) gone beyond 
that stage and become a gigantic embarrassement 
not only to his count ry but to the whole of the 
cont inent. Those who want to be entertainers 
are well advised to do so in their own homes or 
at a professional level, but I think it is a little too 
much to combine the demanding duties of a 
head of sta te with that of a public en tertainer on 
a world scale. 

The Economy 

THE INCREASE I N PRODUCER PRICES: 
A COMMENT 

By 
T. K. Buxton 

IN RECENT y.,eeks the producer pnces of three 
agncultural commodities have been increa
\Cd. The price of cocoa has been raised from 
(l10.00 per load of 6Olbs; that of rice. also 
rrom ~IO.()() to ~12.()() per bag; and thaI or COllO. 

from 8p to lOp per Ib, the highest in the market 
in Africa. In each case the prtce increase is expected 
to check smuggling and 'or stimulate production. 

In the L.egon Obsener Vol. VIII No. 21 the 
present author c"(amined the casc of cocoa and 
showed why the expectations are not justified. 
At the lime that article was written the cocoa pnce 
was the only one that had been changed. But with 
the announced increase in the prices of two other 
commodittes, all within a week. one wonders 
""hether other mcrea.,es would not follow and 
"hether the ""hole exercise is not III-conceived. 

Presumably. the expectations of the policy 
makers for a rise in production is based on the 
elementary economic principle that. other things 
equal, the higher the price of an item. the greater 
the quantity that ",ould be supplied. But thi':> 
prinCiple a~sume5. availability of finance. e"(perti!)c. 
and all other resources needed for production . 
Such an a,:>\umption is untenable for the agricul
tural sector of Ghana today; and If farmer., do 
not ha\e the financial re"ource., and the technical 
knOw-how, it i!! idle to expect that an increa~ 
In the price of a produce would bnng about any 
Increa~ in its output. It i!) in this respect that the 
decision by the Cotton Development Board and 
the Agricultural Development Bank to grant 
loans to cotton farmers In the EaJ,tern Region 
10 help them prepare the.r land [or sowing and 
al.,o to supply impro"'ed seeds. fertiliser ... insecti
cides and .. praying machines free of charge i ... 
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commendable. It cannot be overemphasized that 
such improvements in supply conditions do in the 
long run achieve a greater impact on output than 
price Increases. 

Supporters of the price increases might argue 
that even if most of the resources needed for in
vestment are supplied gratis few farmers would 
take to the cultivation of particular crops jf their 
prices are so low that profit margins are minimal. 
But this means that profit margins are what the 
Government must consider in its bid to increase 
production and profit margins depend not only 
on prices but on production costs as well. It is 
not known how the recent increases in price were 
decided upon , but it is highly doubtful if they 
were based on any observed increases in produc
tion costs. The question then is, if prices have 
been increased any how and if costs of production 
have actually increased more than proportionately, 
say because resources are in short supply, how 
would the expected increases in production come 
about? Or is it being supposed that the farmers 
suffer from a money illusion? 

Objective Criterion 

This leads to another point-the timing of the 
price increases. In the past the increases have 
generally been announced at the beginning of the 
harvest and not at the time of cultivation. It would 
be agreed that where the long run patterns in a 
market have not been studied, the producer price 
of an export cOllunodity like cocoa which must 
necessarily relate to the world F.O.B. price over 
a period cannot be announced until harvests have 
been estimated and expectations regarding the 
world price have been formed. But what of a local 
crop like rice? Since the Government would not 
allow free market forces to determine the price 
and is apparently interested in raising production, 
would it not be more expedient if the price is de
cided upon. on the basis of some objective cri
terion, say cost plus profit , and announced at the 
lime of cultivation so that prospective farmers can 
make more certain profit calculations and reach 
meaningful production decisions? The wisdom 
of the present approach is not easy to see, except 
that it puts more money into the pockets of the 
fanners. Needless to say, total output in a parti
ticular year is always about the same as it would 
be without the price increase. On the other hand. 
if the price increase is granted at the time of cul
vation it cannot be denied that some otherwise 
sub-marginal farmers could be induced to under
take production. 

The expectation regarding smuggl ing is even 
more suspect. It appears the price of rice, for exam-

pie, is not controlled in the neighbouring countriet 
If that is so, and if, as is the case at present, ram;", 
rages in one of them (the Upper Yolta) so that tbe 
price of rice is likely to be excessively high there, 
one wonders how the increase of ~2.00 per 
in the price in Ghana is going to check sm'"gg 
if the preventive officers would not or cannot do 
their work. 

But perhaps the price increases are simply 
meant to give the farmers more money in line 
the recent decision to review and increase 
incomes of low income earners in the 
sector. If this is the case, no one begrudges 
farmers' share, for it is not often they are 
in such income review exercises. The point 
worries the minds of some Ghanaians at 

is that even in this particular case where the 
crease earnings need not be inflationary 
as argued earlier, price increases announced at 

time of cultivation and backed b'~Y~o;~~:~;i:~:i1 
supply efforts would stimulate p 
appears careless policy making is still gOlQg 
frustrate the nation. 

In conclusion the following points would 
noted: 

(I) that pnce Illcreases, by themselves, 
not raise production. They must be sUI)pe'f 
ted by carefully designed improvements 
supply conditions; 

(2) that producer price increases 
at the time of cultivation are more 
ficial than those announced just before 
harvest; and 

(3) that if prices must be fixed by the 
ment then they must necessarily be 
on a proper appraisal of facts; in this c.,~ 

those relating to costs of production. 
1s it too latc getting tbe Prices and Incomes 
to fulfil its proper role in this country? Far 
many of our price decisions arc 'ad hoc' 
carelessly out. 

BE A BREAST WIT 
THE WORLD 

KEEP RIGHT ON 

AUGUST 4, 1794. 
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certaialy SociolOl)', Political Science, which hived 
oil" from the Department of Economics, History. 
fa"job ODd CJeosnphy, rouabJy in that order. 

A .... u1 an'lysis of the choice of subjects 
in the Faculti .. of Arts, Social Studies ODd Law 
by A-1eYe1 students seekin, admjuion into the 
Uaivmity of Obana this academic year throws 
a JIIOIl illuminati ... though for those of us steeped 
ia the liberal tradition of University education 
a rather disturbing light on the of Uni
versity education at hut as cooceiwd by tbe 
st'Mints themselves tod·y. Of the MDllle 01 
217 students who applied for odmivioa, 130 
of them selected Administration u their lint 
choice. 83 ICk ctecl Law, 17 .' .. ted PoJiticaI 
Sc::KiMZ. 14 Ide bd Mof-uo His_" 13 
EcoacMnin, 10 le'eC1&ld 9 _cted French. 
4 .... cted SocioIoaY, 3 <Jeosraphy, and 
OlIO v'ected ncb of AIdIaeoIOI)', Relicjoas. 

and Math eflcs III other words. 
subj' ClSIa the Uai> ... ity of Ghana today 

order of pop"larity are Admini-
... ' .. Law, Sci *Ce, Modem History. 

e.tjeh. Pi ull, SnciolOlY • nd Geo
'l1III die Int two toa .. very high above 

~ - il ....... 10. tbe fact Ihat as many 

' ..... 1110 of 287 students made 

......... fint choice. It is ratber 

I student put down 

ADcient History, or Philo-
, . 
• ace . 

... e thaD speak for 

C' eption or tPp~1I 01 
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the purpose of University education goes. Admini
~tration and Law are the only courses in the 
Faculties of Arts. Social Studies. Law as well 
as the School of Administration that are directly 
professionally orientated hence their popularity. 
and that as many as 130 of the total of 213 preferred 
Administration even to Law is a further indication 
of the preoccupation of these students. Obviou~ly. 
it has dawned on OUf students that the field of Law 
is getting glutted while that of Administration 
is still virtually virgin, and this hunch of the 
<ttudent is borne out by a recent survey conducted 
by the Careers Advice Centre of the University 
into employer attitudes to University graduates. 
According to the findings of this survey. most 
employers prefer graduates with specific qualifi· 
cations preferably in Admini<;tration and Eco
nomiCS. 

These conclusions are a little disturbing to 
some of us. In the first place are Universities in 
Ghana now being looked upon as places for the 
training of professional people'! Admittedly. 
the country's man-power requirements demand 
a diversification in the courses offered at our 
universities but does this mean that universities 
~hould now be regarded as glorified polytechnics 
or technological institutes'! Secondly, if the 
fields or Law and Administration become as 
glutted as, say, that or the Civil Service which 
has hitherto been the principal absorber of 
Liberal Arts graduates. what next then'! Will 
students then stop entering the Liberal Arts 
Department or the Uni .... ersity of Ghana and con
centrate, say, on Cape Coast University which is 
supposed to produce graduate teachers for the 
.\oCcondary schools and trainlflg colleges? And 
when the teaching-field does reach its saturating 

CAR HIRE SERVICE 

You have probably hired car before 
But you have not had the courtesy. 
and reliability of our car rental 
Services. 
II has 10 be 

"DELUXE" 
to be good 

for your business or pleasure 
Contacl: 

DELUXE CAR RENTAL L TO. 
Tunisia House. 
P.O. Box 6394, 

Accra. 
Te!. 63215 28077 (Night) 

point what happens? 
In our opinion, the present trend .. 

disturbing and calls for some Immediate me~ 
to halt it. While not fully subscribing to the 
teenth century conception of Uni .... enlty e .... " 
as mainly for the culture of the intellect. 
while not continuing the centuries' old dcbool 
utilitarian versus liberal education, it is still 0 

belierthat Universities must be considered as 
where one develops and sharpens one's intel 
capacities and prepares oneself for the dl 
job of living. rather than as a place ~ 
acquisition of specific professional skills. 
admit the need for, indeed the urgency or, 
skills but we would like to see them 
after and not during the primary degree 
In this sense. should not Law, Accoun 
Business Management elc. be made post
or post·degree courses? Surely, what a 
developing country such as ours needs 
not well-trained but narrow·minded pro~ 
and technicians, but well--educated citizen 
trained minds and a good general cd 
and therefore versatile enough to fit into a~ 
poSitions especially of an admiOls 
or managerial kind as possible. It is su 
this reason that the University of Ghana 
turned away from the old degree structure, 
encouraged narrow specialisation, in favour 
more broadly·based degree structure. 
a move in the right direction, and the Un! 
should see to it that this move is not fr 
by the mundane considerations andl OPPO 
of its future students. ' 

Letters 
Self·Reliance lind Expatriate Missionaries-Rejoi 

SIR I should like to make a few remarks on th 
which appeared in the LegOil Observer Vmi20 
Viewpoint. entilled Self-Reliance aod u .... rioj 
.,ionaries. by R. A. Ampomah. 

It appears the writer in thai article was 
:I:;ainst the Public Se .... ices CommislOn's ad\'t 
:or certain vacant posts which began thus. "Ap 
are invited from suitably qualified Ghanaians 
patriate missionaries ..... I do not blame t.h 
for the emphasis he placed on the words " 
mi)sionsnes" but I think he needs to be info 
the principle of sel£·reliance adopted by the N 
not opposed to accepting help from outside 
some reason sLlch help cannot be obtained from 
Sel£·reliance is not the same as self·sufficitn 
Ghana Government White Paper on the Ou 
Ghana's Inveslment Policy has tbis to say: ' 
clpTc of self·reliance means that Ghanaian, 
a.'I far as ~ibk, (emphasis mine) rely on t.h 
human and material resources for the economic 
men! of the country". This of count, leaves r 
asking others to help us when we "re in diffi 
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Tn· ... ror ~R.I.I I 8 b 'UM. 
SIR.-<>ne should have thouabt that the Univenity of 
Ghana is more directly responsible for tile welfare of its 
students than the Accra-'rema Oty Couocil. It is thus 
stranp to read in your editorial (LO. VUIIl!) a IU,
,ation that the City Council should mate special 
arranaements for the traDiportation of the Univenity 
non-resident ItUdcntl . 

The City Council docs not operate the public lran!
port Ittf'Vice anyway. Furtbcnnore. the performance and 
resoun:cs of the Omnibus Services Authority, as is 
well-known by "the mall • Clpecially. is a mere token 
contribution to the IOlution of the transportation pro
bI III in Accra. 

On lbe other band, the Univenity of Ghana has ill 

a.t of balet which convey ill workers to Accra at 
lI*ific periods. and do nadUq in the meantime. As 
thinp stand it i. DOt a pIeasiq siaht to sec empty 
Uniwnity buln bUllli .. aloq the toMb towards Legon 
to clan for tbe day. while p.ople .. and in queues for 
lone Hun IDd tllllDpidc to bc.rd rickety tro-trot. 

Add to It .. - .. III. alain the fact that the University 
'3M a. wI .11 .... it ..... ires its Rudents to fulfil , and 
wI. t: , (1a[1 II., African Studies lectures al 
• 0" III .... At 1- Do tbeIe conditions th~ . ~ot 

... r I, r..ility 01 makiRJ transport facthtlct 
! .. "'It I J,so aon-raicknt ltudents squarely at 

...... U.hSZilty 01 0_.1 
... Ibn'· 
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C.N.T.C. and en.t:. HeblitCi 
SIR- The G.N.T.C. Motors. the sole distributor of 
Honda motor-cyc1es in the country, do Dot seem to care 
about the safety of Honda motor-cyclists. The Hooda 
motor-cycle 125cc in particular is supposed to be sold 
wIth a crash helmet. This is true when you look at the 
top of the fuel tank where there is a reminCler about 
personal safety and the wearing of a helmet. Somewhere 
again at the lower part of the back seat there is a 
"Helmet Holder", But what happens currently is that 
Honda motor-cyc:les are sofd without this vital accessory 
- the helmet. 

II is therefore clear in the case of Honda mOlor-cycles 
Ihal helmets provided by the manufacturers are always 
detached and sold separately not only to motor.cyclists 
but to anybody who cares (or any, including the jockey 
and the miner! This is certainly not in the interest of 
the motor·cyclist and cannot be a healthy practice. 
Helmets like certain motor spare parts are not easy to 
come by. For this reason, the price of the Honda belmet 
which is about ¢24.00 (at Tamale G.N.T.C. Motors) 
should be included in tbe seUing price of the Honda 
motor-cycle so that the buyer is saved the trouble o( 
having to look elsewhere (or a helmet or extra money 
to buy one in the case of a government loan beneficiary. 

Granting that some motor-cyclists could even ignore 
their personal safety by not using a crash helmet, could 
they equally ignore police action against tbem since 
It is a traffic regulation that they should use helmets? 
I doubt it. In order to ensure the safety of motor-cyclists 
In the country and help them to avoid unnecessary 
trouhle with the police. it would be appropriate if the 
Ministry of and Communications a 

ruling obliging all motor-cycle firmI .. 
eqUip their motor-cycles with (I lh Ih ........ 
selling them 10 the public. 

Oguaa Hall, 
Unh'cniry of Cape Coast 
Capt' Coa.~ 

hnprovi .. Chaaa Abw_1" " .. lew 
SIR In making the followin, observations, I ..... 
I.'onvey to the Management of Gbana Ail • .,. 
awareneu that the criticisms that your iouraal 
l.'3rried arc meant nol to run down the Corpoell·" 
rather to make it the kind of airline that we '" i 
be proud of. 

As a result of fairly extensi ... e air travel in four 
tinents, I have observed that standards of eftidn 

. , 
courtesy In our part of the world are sonw::a' I 

Luckily for us in Ghana, we have an intemati_ 
port that gives us an advantage over other ail'"". 
neighbOUring countries. It is therefore ImpentiYI 
we attempt at least to match the kinds of .me.. 
air travellers expect and do get in other puta til 
world. And much of this we can do without ba .... 
install any further equipment. 

Take the matter of issuing boardUlg pap ... 

instance, Why on earth cannot the ladies wbo 
this duty present themselves <l.t the counter at 
time as the baggage checkers do, so that tense 
can go through both operations smoothly d .... 
before they go upstairs? Instead, the ladies tcnd to 
up long after mnny have cbeeked . 

GHANA AIRWAYS AlRTOURS LIMITED 

X'MAS AND NEW YEAR HOLIDAY CHARTERS 

GHANA-EUROPE 

Ghana Airways Airtours Ltd. intends operating the 1973 X"mas and the 1974 New Year 
for the following Clubs and Organisations. 

CLUBS 

CHRISTIAN PILGRIMAG[ 
AND AFRICA CULTU RAL 
Cl UB 

2 CASLOG 

1 GHANA UNITFD NATIONS 
ASSOCIATION AND CLUB 

TROPICANA 

4 COMMONWEALTH STU
DEt'TS ASSOCIATION 

DATES OF OPERATION 

LONDON- -ACCRA ACCRA- LONDON 

I'TH DEC 1973 

16TH DEC 1973 

17TH DEC 1973 

17TH DEC 1973 

15TH DEC 1973 

16TH DEC 1973 

17TH DEC 1973 

RETURN 

12TH JAN1IYi4 

11TH JAN. 1Y14 

13TH JAt'. 1974 

19TH JAN. 1974 

For rurther inrormation , aU interested persons should please contact Ghana Airway~ Airtours 
41 Liberty Avenue (Cocoa House), P .O. Box 4636, Accra. Telephone 21921 or 24801 or 110ld 

Street. London W I Phone 01-449-0201 17. 

VISIT FRIENDS AND RELATIONS 

M. K SENCH 
G( m'ral M,,,,", 
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to teD announcen on Ghana .RlMea-i ... OuporatiOD 
that ''Here are the rat of our ""II'" II" it .... 
Enalish. Had the writer ...... bold •• d. to ~IM! oul 
with a correction. we who "'WI a1waJi 11£ 2 piqued 
by (hil .. lOr would Ita,. 'nlD CGIIId of it for eter_ AI 
il is. the writer merely.'n'" fury at oar ~1IIl" 
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agree that the possibiht)' of expandmg with regard to 
numbers to be catered for's an all important factor 
for medIUm and long term planning in accordance with 
the needs to be satisfied over a period of years. This 
pre-supposes forecasts of accountants and allied pro
fessionals whi ch should pay due attention Of regard 
to hlely developments in tbe composition of the types 
needed by age groups and the prospective increase or 
decrea~c in particular sectors of the economy. By com
paring these theoretical needs with existing facilities 
with a hefT eye on costs, it is possible to determine as 
a percentage the extent to which requirements are at 
prescnt being satisfied alld hence Ihe absolute or rela-
11\ c urgency of the need for setting up new institutions 
or expanding facilities in existing centre~ of training. 

Mr. Ghartey has III the course of his article advanced 
arguments for and against Ihe new institution being 
sct out.side the confincs of thc School of Administration, 
but he has failed to convince the sceptics about the need 
to expand the facilities of the School to meet the training 
of the accountants at the University , One of the ques
tions he failed to answer is whether the School of Admi
nistration, which had been training accountants and 
allied professionals long before it joined Legon, had 
a better performance in tcrms of numbers and quality 
then than when they joined the university, The argu
ments o\er these questions are likely to bc more im
portant for the future direction of training profes
SIOnals in Ghana than the all 100 often repeated theore· 
tical dispute O'cr academic freedom for Ghana's uni\'er
sitles_ 

M r. Ghartey also made a number of statements which 
need clarification. Among other thing:;, Mr. Ghartey 
wrotc. " Indeed there have been se\eral instances where 
apparently qualified profeSSional accountants have been 
legitimately (emphasis mine) rejected by the Appoint
ments Boards of the Uni\'ersity on the grounds that 
such persons were unable to satisfy the University 
leaching qualifications. If the Committee ever contem
plated emplOYing such rejects (emphasis mine) as lec
turers of the proposed school , then the Govemrpent 
nced~ tn be forewarned that the reputation of the pro
posed ,chool will be at stake" . 

The wamlng IS well taken but before the Go\emment 
reconsiders liS stralcgy, II would help if Mr. Ghartey 
:ould answer these questions: 

(J) Is he aware that the Appointments Board is a selec
tion board and that the probability of rejecting a 
candidate \\hen in fact he is qualified is always 

there? 
III Ha s the Uni ... erslty of Ghana ne\er appointed anyone 

to lIS academic staff who has been rejected by one 
or anoth er University elsewhere, and does this in any 
way detract from the reputation of the Uni\'ersity? 
If the Uni .. 'ersity of Ghana can recruit staff from 
all the comers of the world , what pre\ents the new 
Institute from doing the same? 

It i<; certainly erroneous and bigoted to think tha! 
hecause one cannot get a lectureship or promotion in • 
I egon one cannot get the same elsewhere. From per
,onal experience 1 can say that there is something to be 
' aid for the Government locating thiS Institute outside 
Ihe umbrella of Legon. Legon with ih straight.jacket 
,alary structure and what have you lacks the flexibility 
10 cope With Ghana's pressing manpower problems. 

(Name and Add~'" Supplied)-Editor 

Tbe Thieves of Tetbie.N .... • 

SIR We who arc resident at the Tesbie·Nunaua E.III 
are being very severely harrassed by tbie .. ·cs 0 
b d· ' r, 10 
an Its. Many of us have lost a good deal or 

and the situation is such that one cannot be . • ...... y 
one s house for any length or time-e\'co 
da)' Without grave anxiety as to whether one'. 
has not been broken mto. Needless to say. the 
1<; much gra\er at night. 

Could the Police Service not extend iu patrol to 
easily acceSSible part of Accra to ensure a 
safe existence ror those of us who live here? 

Tesbie--Nuogua Estate A. K. 
Awn 

Viewpoint 
OllR STAND IN THE ARAB-ISRAELI CO,~ 

By 
G. Adali.Mortly 

AT this moment of intensive, super·power d", ~OI"'" 
mer the controversial Middle-East conflict, .. hen 
world's people are disturbed by the perils of 
ship to peacc and security, and when some tiny, 
\tnl..en bemused African national leaden hne 
lost their heads, it is important 10 reflect on tbe 
r1cxitr of the causes of Ihe conflict and to remind 
sche~ that things are nOI as :.imple '" tbey appear 

Totem.maLlOg in man may incline us to 
with onc or the other combatant side. NaturaU, 
rcrhaps! But good counsel and wise deliberation 
advise us to caution and should seal our mouths 
the mature and wise peoplc we belicve we are in 
For olle thing. \\ie arc not in possession of the full 
and the sentiments which went into the eruption of 
rower-Leg of turmoil. Besides. paramount 
mterest dictates thai we should be circumspect 
a\oid i1l\ol\'emcnl in an Issue which only 
h)u(·hc.s thc national interests of black Africa. 
nental union may ha\C been a resounding theme 
~(lmctlme thing. Rcalistically. we lnow who 
"hom, and who feel for \\hom. The 
OAU does sef\'e the heady wine, But some 
Impervious to alcoholic draughts. And we must nol 
the rhetoric of continental union to confu~e Ui 

though ~uch a union is enuncntly desirablc. W\! 
Arown a little wiser, more sober, less romantic th" 1 
were during the heady days of the early Arne·an 
awakening. Consequently, our diplomatic 
must renect our stage of 5QCial and international 
ness. Thllse who speak for this social\y 
~ociety of ours must do so with circumspection. 
with the wisdom of our elders, li\"ing and dead. 

The truth is that the warring factions haH! 
matched in ancient mutual animosity and 
Since the lsraelitcs languished in slavery in E,,,,,,I 
Moses led them out of Egypt, through the restlc~' 
of existence in the area variously known a~ 
then Palestine. until King David gathered the ";:1 
Hcbrew tribe~ into a kingdom based at the h~ 
Jeru~ah'm: thereaftcr the reign of Solomon. the 
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_~ ... f' '. 
.. Ala. _. aDd 

111' __ Alab 
p .. 100ft after 

.. war 1M.1eft the 
I II,. 1M. m I ill f4rritorial 

pl ...... wu. The joint hOlti-
.. I_ha ..... Juul natiw and 

n-.impClud a bloc:bde "fItD frM If C to 'Irael. 
... _ ........ won, .. earlier in 1956 it 

of .... and humihatioOl in de
I of the Arabi .... aro"ltd 

ia .. Arab WorW. This was 
.. do,.,... 1M sa .. ,. war, the brae?i. 
'" -I, ge ....... _ bonk of Suez and 

...... ...... exan:dlallq the tensions .1_ 
iii .. 1M aNa. Since then coaunando attacks 

iDIo GIll UOIber'. COllom. became the 
., TeuG_ made the .... spnaciin. 

Ho.e~er. lite in blad Africa. 
aN dl~ in outlook, in political and 
... in .. tional upirations. T'hey are 

• CO MWiI A .. b,c tonaue. and .. rtl)' by ad
MIlII )j telition: and ra<:ial and relilious _w not m de for calm reftection at any 

iii. 1M), of ,...,1. anywbcre. 
"w. 01 attrilion", nor the combined 

AlMY 

I .... = "I Tlml,;', Ie "4dve 
..., CD ... S Uoul ..... h. 

Ik • . put' , 'I1Ie Isr Iii. Oft 

.. "'kg '± ltald .. their 
aM , d, i&t Iller W WI lid 

.... ariIl d I ale • Ja. "",I"" 

wida .. of tIleir na_ 
to d It.. the IIa dia an 

...... -4 5 I' by .... "h=ric ..... , ... feudaJiaa 

I =::.!m the AabI ."s arMM til • Bwa die ..... 
• • • 01' .1 could. unlly IIiI to lab .. of the 
skill aDd iaa:_ity 01 1M J :"'. ADd DO ... wr. f • 
their popalation induda iOIDi of l!Drope's ""OIt lkillecl 

nolaai ... and adminillraton. 

The Isncli. alienated. scwnc favourable world opbrioo 
by holdina on to tbe land they .... woo in Ibe .'" ..... 
In the minds of the ISleli .. the IC._",ical pia .. lID 

oddcd land buller apinll boWie noip ....... , n., .... 
not see the wron,nea of a coltqU '. nation boldilll 
on to the tc:niloria it had WOll in war. Abo. ......... ' it 
could be arped that tecurity bit I j 011 .... JIIaicaI 
considcmtioDt could be ephemeral. .... that it i •• Un 
to teau'e a political settleaoent iOll.... yet. political 
xttlcment .... 10 far elnded the partics coacemect e ... 
the will to try to achieve it has been lacki .. For i.... , 
the issues at stake arc difticuk to raoIve. Where II • 
tcalte ,uanntee for the lUl\'ival of the State aI ... II 
and wbere is the solution to come from one clay to .... 
problem of the displaced Palealinian Arabs? Who it to 
judae whkh of the parties is more entiUcd 10 the Iaad 
now occupied by lanel? Which of the two IUp:I' po I • 
that have been feedina the war machioa 01 the factions 
al war is more errina and blameable? 

0. Rele 

In IhlS leniC, emotional and coatu.ed .... of .thin" 
would .... e in Ghana not be heipina the am. of _odd 
peace by keepina our I' ~al:C? With the United .. tee 
committed 10 1U"'m the Stale of J ... I. and the Soviet 
Union i .... rn ... In maintaini .. a bold in and around 
lhe Meditenancan zone; and with mper-power rivalry 
fOl' tupremac:y in the Middle But, any amalJ .. tion 
which aoc In their way would be doomed to instant 
cnuIri ... hke would be a toad under an armoured tank! 
U YOli at .... we should as a nation bebave with Ibc 

I wi .... 01 Switzerland. We do count but insianific:antly 
in the world ••• tlllbly. We can count II • people, if we 
knqw our place. and if we shun delusion. of inter-
DlltionaJ importance. U ..... ppIy ounelva to industry 
lit home and deconaa ..... ,. other nations, lruly as 

we ma, us 4 pI tome fClpec:t oul of aU 
to our , • .., economically unenviable 

WI.'.il ma)' boomerane in our 

.... fllaeative raearcb into alternative 

''111111 pewer. Even the oil we ,poradi

",.m it _id 10 dow in the be» welt of 

w' I 5 ...... Saltpoad and Keta ............. 

I • ..., .. 

Xi".1It)' all ... til_I • 
.... c Iht 

• 
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Even if you're 
without children, 

our registered nurse 
will help brighten your day. 

IT Will BE BRIGHTER when you see how Ihe 
lillie ones ale looked of leI. And brighlel. 
100. when you see how lhe glown-ups 
8re flee 10 enjoy [he fllgh[. 
Every SWlssalllun from West Afllca 
[he yeal lound callies a r-~ 
leglS/eled nUlse. She lakes 
cOle of [he [O/s and Ihe 
babies 10 gIVe Ihe adulls 
rand palllcularly Ihe mOlhels) 
an eaSlel and QUielel Ilip 
She feeds. changes. plays. entellams. lel/s 
slOlles. keeps Imle hands busy-and nevel 
loses pallence (As a malleI of faci. she hasn'l 
lime) 
A nUlse on each Wesl African fllghl IS some
[hmg only SWlssall plovldes-IO make Ihe 
journey even QUielel and pleasanler fOI you. 
lire palents and fellow-passengels. 

~Everv 
and 

SWISS AIR 
Accla 
Geneva 
Zurich 

SR 251 
dep 0800 
orr 1625 
orr 1750 

london-Healhlow 
Palls-Orly 
f,ankfu,[ 
Ousseldorf 
MUflich 
Copenhagen 

Zestful, restful Swissair flights. 
SWISSAIR, Liberty Avenue/Kimberley Avenue, Accra, Tel. 66488/6657166571 
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Il1o& til. ' : .. ' ... 
fII.-d w tcrilll 

.' 711 ~ """01 ,riqn P ul 
'De CHJII fr t 'Ie _iN, yam 

... g ......... '1 • M 31 d •• I1~ fwther 
tMt .. ' , a ,N., bit OD .. 0.000 nTEva farm 
IF j •• 11 It x, , Go PI ' ... 'WI ", Wen",'o. Aaoa 
at. ' ......... Om",. PiG( h ina Factory at 

rt '. .. .... en .'. 
PII' hcer price of WI"" bas heal raised with 

Inl fIwa _ .... ,II .u to tea Ji II was per 
_zltt. 1'he iaa M i. to iCti ,. .. iacentivc to 
""_, to _ tbcir pn;dudioc. 

Ai aA'. to •• ' "'"t i aeJ by die CotIoa Deve-
Iau\t. tbe .... price is the hiat est in aU 

'!be .' wnt adlled that it hoped the new 
I~ ... Mlditiaa 10 .. free supply of impeovcd II +. 

in '...,111 and me 1110 of tpnyirll aad1ines 
1-"".' rt .... fLu ... to cake to COlton productioa. 

..... uP'· aD '7 Ie to ..,.,01 mae 
" .' ..... Owpo....... was d IIloyed '" 
sa • faa iii 'SI. in Pebruary chi. year. 

07 D II 
... "C ,fw D' 11· 

A SBaAL Itt to cry • n 01 aDd ... c .... l '.alters 
ill .. 0., A".... ;tft will be OJ II in Accn. 
.. TIw, r " I, by Ibo auef JaIIi.., Mr . 
J1IIIioI ..... AmA"'nI ..... 

no ...... _ wID be Ibo lilt III Ito ..... in Ibo 
-nIrJ wiD be """"" u .... Aocn City Court oDd wiD 
be pnoided ..... by • ~ M...".r,ile, .... 
Treasury De ... '" WIt of tile Acaa-TIIIDa City Cowu:il 
whOle b, c laws the court wU1 he bclpina to enforce i. 
eompilina a list of buic rate de'aukan as weD rate
delaultina l.ndIo_ who win be ana,,'WMI before the 

"""rt. 
The court will .Iso try ollences reJatinl to: 

The bye-laws conlrollina public patten aDd drains 
The aelliDa of food under unbyJienic CODditiona 
The buildina of unauthorited ttruc:tures . 
The indiscrimiDate poItina of bills and pIac:anb in 
!be city. 

Gul. . to .... SPJ. "!Pr .... ." C 2 I J 
THE aovemment is to take 5S per cent equity .... 
in the operation. of the British Aluminium <hnpuy 
of Awuo tn the Western Rcain. All !lin 'cnt to this 

..... 10 D ell ... bas bocn ... _ bctWOCD lb. two parties oDd .... 
• ... RI,' 1 • not e"lry documents are hei .... pn:- ed. Soia'. dole 

0. 0. 'I aI, NIaeriu Hiab Commissioael' in to the Aluminium Indulbia CommiIIioa ditdaH~ 
.. I?' a S be Bat to Major G. K. today that .ince bauxite was a .......,. ." It ... 

.. •• her of tile tN.Jd of dindon of tbe~ ;;~"~P.~ed~i.~n~t ~f~o~r ~G~.,~~a~ji~DL~.~.t~to~ .. ~rti;C!~.":"~_~;.~ra~Dy~ at • ceremony in A~ I'nt1 tn ~ome the hi.-r beneftdary. 

SWISSAIR'S W13/74 WINTER TIME-TABLE 

winter time-table will enter into effect on November I and 
valid until March 31, 1914. Within this period the carrier will 

add hltwmo more DC-IO-3O&-bringing the total up to its 
Ieet of two Boeing 74785, eight DC-8s, seven CV-990 and 
22DC9s. 

Swisuir is going to augment its services to a number of 
~, in Eastern Europe where the frequencies to 

Warsaw, Bucharest, Zagreb and Belgrade will be iI:cnI.d. ,... 
services to New York will predominantly be carried 

Jumbo-Jets and. occasionally, by DC-lOs. Boston, 
more DC-IO flights. 

services to Istanbul, Beirut, Cairo and 
by 0Ile weekly flight. 

in and Central Africa will be served by 
Coronad05. Both weeldy flights to South 

:erat with the DC-IO widebody jets. 
two f1iahb in each direction. e.g. 

and Satur
dej:ll1T!,ure is at 

oIJer excel-
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SUPER SOFT 
WET STRONG 
PERFORATED 
ANTISEPTIC 

• • 

100% WOOD FREE 
100% NON-ABRASIVE 
100% MAXIMUM COMFORT 
100% CHEMICALLY FREE 

FROM LIME 

itary Paper Products Ltd. 
P .O . BOX 5728, FACTORY MILE 6 . NSAWAM ROAD, ACCRA, TEL. 26878 
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67 CombiDt Han e~ OrderH 

E Cumrnli!'lOner for Agriculture, Col. Frank. G. 
aido rCH!ak-d lNiay iliat his Ministry bad ordered 

Combine Han-esters wonh t2.5 million to meet the 
~ulrc:mcnh of nce farmers. Colonel Bernasko said 
I in \ Ie", 1'( the maeased acreages expected for next 

I hanl."\t. the combines ordered. together with the 
now III us.: In the Northern RegIOn ,>"outd cnal:lh: 
Ministry to ,"CI'\C the counlry\ nee<l\. 

• 
CommiUee 00 Timber "ormed 

COMMit! E::E uf rcpre~entatiH~ of the Ghana Tlm
Atarhling Board and the Ghana Timber Producers 
"Ialltln wa\ appOInted yesterday 10 examine all 

olem .. LU':lng Ihl: limber indu~lr). The committee 
11 IIProlnh:d hy the Head of State aflcr he had met 
ephons llr (hI; ..... 0 hodles at the Ca511c, Chu. The 

"'unld~ ",ill cu.minc. among other things the con
lon of logs at railway 'H.hngs and the harbou ...... and 
nquhatwn pf pricq of log\. 

~ . Ot1ober 18 

Gh~11U Kreul.;, Vtill1 br .. cI 

\~A d..:uJ..:d today to br..:al oft dlplumalir.: rclalluns 
hr ... d .. '\n llftir.:lal U.alem..:nt I"'~ucd in Accra saId: 

ntc Ih~ c.utl:lrc-oI.l. uf ho,tliltics In the '\IIiddle EaSI , 
(~o\emmellt Ilf Ghana ha, lept undcr do~ r..:view 

rdallOru. \Ulh .. II c(1Unl(ll:, In th..: r..:gum_ 

(.o\~mln('nl Ilf Ghana ha~ nc\er hC'II"IC\l tv 
es& 111 .1hJl!dWn to the acquisition of an)' African 

l10ry by rnrH!, bUI at the 'i3me time ha ~ indlr.:aled 
pport fM a IU\t and peacdul solulllln of the Middle 
pr.,I'oh.:rn a! a whille' 

,Ialerne", \\ocnt on tn rem"rl thai thl! (io\crnmellt 
(,!\ana cl1uld not rl!m,lln \\11.enSlti\c 10 \frican feel

aoo objl.xtl\n rCl'lrdmg the ~e .. urity and territorial 
Dty of () ~_l ml!mhcf'i \tatcs. and r.:ontinuOO· 

The: (Jlnemmenl hat tl:lerdorc condudcd that con
ed diplomatic reLallOns \\oilh hrael. \\hH.;h 1\ in 

lahon of the ICtrih.r) pf an ()" l mcml:k':r \tate. 
nidc\lfaith(' 

\1 tltt 'liIit.lf) TribuuiJl 

I 'U *~obcn l ,\, "Olel, ( lmOl"nOo.:r ,J lhl.: I. 
nlty Bnpck who I~ th..: scr.:.Jnd pro .. e:cution wltne,,> 
he: Mliltar) Tnhlinal tning fh~ j"II.:rM)m on ch'4fgc~ 

b¥":Rlon. toda) ronllnucd to I" C c\"idenl.:e I'>chlTe 
tnbunal. H.e told the Tnbunal that Imorn ,\}arna. 
fint acruscd, h:quc~h:d him 101 "til8..: a coup whe"! 
~t al the: 'rado.: Follr Site: on lui)' 18, 197.'. Ayam.J.. 

rom, to Wltt1..:ss. had earlier claimed to be one o[ 
archilcclS nl the Janudr) I J coup. and W3'1 di'l

cd with the "'3) thin&~ were going $ub~equcnt 10 

c:our \\ itne:S~ saId th3t at tho: m.:cllnl .at the Trade 
Sile "l-ama asLed him to 'i! .. ge a coup a, carl)' a .. 

,hie: or ciS/: somet-ood)! d!oC woukl do it since he 
nul hAd the IUPPO" or aU cI\;liaru. and 1uniM 
· offil."Co. According (0 witness. Ayama th .. " said 
Bnpdlcr hs.1lnc 01.-\ Fantim.an", would support 

p and that. Mabm wa'i cominl [rom the Surth 
wtlUTd Make him (('.01. Kotd) hullet-proof and 

I 

e 

ensure the success of the coup. Witness said that he had 
carher informed bolh the Army Chief of Staff and the: 
Director of Military intelligence of these meetlDgs with 
Ayarna_ At a later meeLing, this lime at Ayarna's bouse, 
wi tnC-!» s:lId lhat Ayarna had laid hIm tbat Mr. K. A 
Gbedemah had claimed 10 be planning the secession of 
the Volta Relion witb the help of the Togo Chief of 
Defence Staff_ Wilnes'J submitted too that on or about 
July _'0 he had been introduced 10 Malam Sidi who had 
rerrurmed fortification riles allegedly to make him 
impregnable. 

Earher. the Tribunal had heard e\idence from the 
firlil prosecutIon wItness Corporal Abdulai Kusasi, :1 

bodyguard of Col, Kotei, who had lold the ITlbunal that 
Ayarna had 'jenl for him through a Mr. Ayamba Kusalii 
on the pretex.t that he wanted him (Kusasi) to get him a 
~oldler 10 take a leiter about a chieftaincy dispute to 
the gmcrnmenl. Witness told the Tribunal Ihat Ayarna 
had a\led him to put the matter before Colonel Kotei 
:l.nd when he had done so. the Colonel had Tequested 
Ii) \L'C A)-arro at the laller's house. Witne .. s said that 
relatIOn.., betv.cen Colonel Kotei and Imam Ayama had 
gT\)\.\n le~~ formal during the funer.ll celebrations of the 
Colonel\ <;;<;ter which Ayama had allended. He liaid 
that A)-arna had later reque~tcd to see Colonel Kotei 
again. telling him (Kusasi) to inform his master that 
\fajor 7uma. Commander of the Reece Squadron W35 

a "bad man for Colonel Kotei" Corporal KU'>asi told 
the tribunal that when he had informed Colonel Kotei, 
he had in tum sent him to teU Ayama to meet him at the 
Trade Fair Site at 7 p.m. Thi .. , witness .. aid. had been 
only one of a number of meetings which he had arr::tnged 
and at onc of these both Kojo Botsio, 2nd accused. and 
Ov.u .. u-Boateng, fourth accused had been present. 
......... ~. - - ._._-----------.. _---

NOTES ON CO'VI"RIBUrORS 

s. K. B ASANT£: Lecturer. Department of Politll:al 
S..:ienl,:,,:. Legon 

S () GYANDOH Senior lcdurcr. Faculty of La •• 
I egon 

p , V ANSAH lecturer. Department of Modern 
t anguage\_ Legon 

T K- BUXTON· lecturer in Economics. Un;\er'>lly of 
('ape Cout 

G_ .'\DAI I 1\10RTI) ' SeOlor Lcdurc r, School of Adml
ni\trallon. Legon 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

Ill·da\ IlltHC and more I!o-ahcad . -
people arc chang ing to Emha ...... ) 
Fmba-,s} cigarette ... arc prclcrrcd 
hecause thn tire milder and 
.... monthcr. with a plca"ant aroma. 

lmha ...... ) an: the p()puiar chOice 
hccausc the\ I!I\C \J1lo klUl! saw,-. - -
faction. A growing number of dis-
cernin g ~Illokcr~ go for Elllhass) 
DO YOU? 

EUlbassy the milder,smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 

THE RETIREMENT OF THE 3,000 

ON SUNDAY NOVEMBER II, more than 3,000 civil and public 
servants were expected to have compulsorily retired from their 
jobs in compliance with the Civil Service (Amendment) 
Regulation, 1971, which pegs the age of compulsory retire
ment from the civil and public services at 55 years for men 
and 50 for womeD. This policy, it will be recalled, bec:lm: law 
during the last civilian administration when it was felt that 
owing to its rather sudden introduction a two-year period 
of grace should be allo'Wed for individuals and estabIishm:nts 
affected to put their houses in some sort of order. In the coarse 
of that period of grace, the civiliaQ administration Wh , 
overthrown aDd many of the affectcd ho;>ed that the nc·.v 
government would withdraw the policy; but the gi) " ~rnm=nt 
of the N.R.C. which has shown itself to be very responsive 
to civil servants' needs has not seen It fit to withdraw the 
retirement policy- the suggestion being that the policy 
recommends itself as strongly to the N.R.C. as it did to the 
civilian administration which introduced it, 

The appeal of the policy is indeed very strong, almost 
seductive. It promises brisk and energetic civil and public 
seXs for Ghana, services fuU of the so-called young blood 
a with a potentially very high productivity. In its first 
~ oop. the policy eliminates mlny of the allegedly colonial
minded administrators who ha\<e ml de the Ghana Civil 
Senice notorious for its slowness. It is worth noting in this 
respect that most of those affected immediately are in s!nior 
positions despite a rather low educational attainment on the 
whole. The policy is al so e.ltpeeted to mlke available, especi.]
Uy in its first years of operation, openings which will m l ke it 
possible for more young unhersi ty and other scho'J! lc)..crs 
to enter the public services. These goals are wo:-t;l',vhile. 

]0 addition, a couple of equally attractive side effects can be 
expected. civil and public sen ants will now be retiring at an 
early enough age to enable them to engage in seflll enter
prises, especially fanning, which will be of benefit to the 
community; and if people go on retirement young enough to 
build up worthwhile enterprises, they win be le~' likely to 
become a bother to other people. 

Sensibly. the policy provides for "{emptions. so that 
doctors, engineers, teachers, membel 01 [he Armed Fo;'"ces. 
members of the judiciary and politICians Will be eligible to 
stay on after 55. The argument I"; that In these area'). people 
tend 10 get beller with c.ltperienee, but th.e morC' obvious fact 
of course is that these are m"stly professional ca tego ries in 
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which Ghana cannot afford to dispense with the 
services of ~xperienced staff when they are only 
55 years old. In any case, however, it does seem 
as if there is disc imination in f ... vo Ir of these 
professional categories and against other groups In 

the public services. 

It is in the Light of this discrimination that the 
human aspect of the recent retirement exercise 
should be of some concern to all Ghanaians and 
particularly to the Government. Many of those 
affected have had their plans disrupted in spite 
of the two-year grace period. Many have chilc'ren 
in school; many owe debts to government in the 
form of loans granted them, and many are going 
to have difficulties o\-er housing. These people 
should have all their benefits and entitlemerts 
paid to them as a matter of urgency, and it wo ld 
be more humane, in the case of those with out
standing loan repayments, if they are allowed to 
make payments over a period of time. 

The problem of housing is more intractable. 
Some of the public servants who have recently 
retired certainly do have their own houses, but 
many do not, and 't would be cruel to adopt the 
attitude that each of them should have been 
able to build a house by now. Some of them will 
require assistance for the purpose of housing and 
it ought to be possible for modest loans to be 
arranged by the banks and other establishments 
especially where applicants have plans to embark 
on viable projects. 

Finally. as already pointed out, at 55, people 
are too young simply to go and sit at homc 
and wait for the end to come. They will feel tl,e 
need to engage in some useful activity. Perhflps 
a scheme for an organised rehabilitation of people 
on retirement which will advise them on the kind 
of ventures they can usefully and gainfully pursue 
should be considered by the government. And in 
this connection, the report that the Agricu\(ural 
Development Bank is prepared to help those on 
retirement who wish to go into farming is most 
welcome. In any case, as we look fonvard to a vi
gorous civil and public service, let us not discard 
the men who have served us in the past as if they 
were worn-out sponges. 
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Social Prohlems -:;...;;..:..::==:=: 

THE HOSPITAL FEES REPORT 
By 

R. O. Brooks 

THIs article attempts to provide a brief asse!l\rn~t 
of the Report of the Committee appointed 

J i~vestig~t~ .Hospital Fees. Presented to the pre. 
VIOUS CiVIlian government in January, 1970 
has recently been published with a brief 
written in August, 1973 by Dr. F. l. D. 
Ahulu, the Committee's chairmln. The t~~j 
of reference for the Committee were "to I 
into and submit recommendations on the pljnn::DtI 
of hospital fees generally." 

Report Structure and Contents 

The Report begibs with an interesting his,to,,,, 
summary of the hospital fees schedules in op<,...t 
tion from 1907 onwards. Apart from d".wu 
attention to the fact that charges for 
services were (in real terms) much higher 10 

past than is the case now, the Report 
the distinction LlJat was usua'ly mlde bet'" 
"free medical attention" and "free m!did 
mcnt" particularly in the contracts of civil servAI 
The latter were entitled to free attention 

sliltation without treatment) but noot~f:ree:;:~~:: 
Accordingly the Report's first r 
is that in the letters of appointment for 
servants it should be made clear that 
entitlement to free attention but not free 
This principle is extended later in the 
to other categories of Ghanaian patients 
to hospitals. 

This first recommendation is the only one m"~ 
in Chapter I, but a feature of the Report is 
recommendations are made as an integral part 
the discussion in each chapter. So that in .. pt" 
IJ, which considers the fees position as it 
in 1969 in the government hospital sy~tem. 

number of recorrunendations mainly with re"P"I 
to alicns, are made. The Report goes on to 
sider the cost of health services giving 1964S

figures, followed by a discussion and ;~~:~~~::~ 
of the fees paid in non-government l 

Chapter V is 'he most important section 
the Report since it t:cntains the majority of 
Conunittee's reconuncn;.'ations. In essence. 
Committee have taken th~ l\. L.c. Hospital 
Decree of 1969 (N.L.C.D. 360) and revi«d 
provision of the Decree in great detail so as 
conform with the Committee's beIJefs about 
appropriate fees to be charged for hospital "rvi<4 
of all kinds-attendance, accommodation. mail 
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tenance. examination. report. treatment. dental 
and oUler lee~. 

Further chapters deal with (a) the wastage 
problem (a short, but highly disturbing chapter 
dealing mainl9 with the "plain robbery" (the 
Report's words) of various items like hospital 
linen from Korle Bu in 1967); provide (b) 
schedule of fees for patients wishing to be treated 
privately (higher than "ordinary" treatment); 
and di scuss briefly (e) the possibility of a National 
Health Insurance Scheme and a National Ambu
lance Service, (the former is recommended on a 
small-scale experimental basis, the latter on the 
basis of finance from an annual lax of SZ4 on all 
vehicle owners). 

A II the recommendations are brought together 
in the final chapter and there are a number of 
useful statistical appendices. 

Assumptions and Value-Judgment Underlying 
the Report's Recommendations 

(I) "There can be no health service without fees." 
(Para. 208). This is the basic presumption of the 
Report. Reinforcement of this view comes from 
the Preface : 

"This report presents several facts which would 
surprise, even shock, many readers. Jt is hoped 
that through the careful appraisal of these facts 
most Ghanaians, if not all, would come to con
cI ude that unless something was done 
urgently in the realm of "Hospital Fees" the 
present Health Services would not only collapse 
but the 80,000 tuberculosis patients. the 70,000 
lepers, not to mention the thousands of chronic 
mentally ill patients in Ghana, would have little 
hope of receiving the treatment which they must 
of necessity be given free of charge." 

The objection to this belief that the health 
services will collapse without hospital fees is that 
it is simply over-dramatic. It is in order therefore 
to make a counter-assertion : that fhe health 
services are unlikely to collapse, given the large 
amount of resources currently allocated yearly 
to these services, even if the belief is that the 
"large amount" is still not large enough. It 
should also be pointed out that this first assumption 
rules out the policy alternative of not charging 
any hospital fees . 
(2) Current fees payable at hospitals are too low. 
In the introduction to the Report we read : "the 
present policy of charging patients a mere 0 to 5 
per cent of the actual cost of looking after them 
ought to be changed, and soon." 

This view seems to have been developed from 
a number of factors (a) Historically, higher 
fees were paid in real terms, (b) Private patients 
and certain classes of aliens could afford and there-

fore should pay a lot more. (c) Reinforcing asq 
ptlon (I), unle:,::,. njgner fees are cllargl!J, ::"laoder 
of service will deteriorate. (d) Ghanaians not bei 
treated privately also ought to pay more to.,. 
their "expensive" drugs, "'hotel" costs in hospita 
and so on. Again, a counter assertion that hosPi 
fees are not "too low" could be made. Clear 
whether fees are too low or too high depa: 
on a number of factors - the way the ex 
revenue is raised, the impacts of fee increa: 
on such matter as patients numbers at hospit 
and the standards of treatment received, a 
finally on how the extra revenue is subsequea 
used. (3) Fees should be weighted geographlCl 
according to a prescribed scale. This reHecb t 
assumptions that (i) 'ability to pay' between c 
areas and non~city areas, and between eeru 
areas of the country and others, differs. 1 

access to medical facilities differs between are; 
In principle the notion of subsidising tlu: 

persons who are less able to pay for servil 
should equalise the distribution of income betWl 
those subsidised and those who are not. T 
applies both within and between geographi 
areas. Hence one cannot quarrel with the 
commendation for differential charges betwc 
areas. The problem is that the distribud 
of incomes within areas is usually far from unifor 
Hence the application of uniform charges I 
treatment within areas (with the usual exceptiOl 
like paupers) discriminates against poorer peno 
in each area. 

Those Exempted 

(4) Certain categories of persons should 
exempted from paying fees: (i) paupers; (ii) a 
certified psychiatric patient: (iii) any pen 
suffering from small-pox, yellow fever, relapsi 
fever, typhus, leprosy, venereal disease, typho 
yaws, measles, acute poliomyelitis, trypano! 
miasis, cerebro·spinal meningitis, tuberculosis, e 
cken·pox, kwashiokor. diptheria, onchocercia! 
schistosomiasis, whooping cough, tetanus, trad 
rna, malnutrition, and other diseases as specifi 
by the Commissioner for Health: (iv) any stude 
in the health service; (v) nurses and mortu~ 

workers at especial risk because of occupatiol 
hazards. Other categories should be partia 
exempt e.g. persons 18 years of age and um 
should not pay for drugs and their hospital i 

commodation fees should be a nominal 10 pese\1 
per day. 

All one can say here is that there appears to 
an appreciable number of exceptions to the rl 
that payments should made! The impact of 1 
assumption is that potential revenue from fc 
is much reduced. It is difficult to make any cornmc 
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Table I 

Potential Revenue from DruS Owsesl1972.73 

Greater Accra (I) 
Volta Resion 
ElStan Region 
Central Resion 
Western Resion (I) 
Ashanti Reaion (I) 
Bron.·Ahafo Region 
Northern Re!ion 
Upper Resion 

Korle Bu Hospital (3 

f: 
228,000 x 30 % 
135,000 x 10% 
225,000 x 20 % 
202,000 x 20% 
200,000 x 30% 
250.000 x 30 % 
125,000 x 20% 
150.000 x 10% 

,m,ooo x 10% 

1,689,000 (2) 

480,000 x 30 % 

68,400 
13,500 
45,000 
40,000 
60,000 
75,000 
25,000 
15,000 
17,500 

359,800 

144,000 

Notes: (I) Assumed as aD approximation that 
all drup in Grell« Accra. WeMelll 
ReaiOll, and Asltanti Region are 
eli." cd ill the "City Areas". i.e. 
30% weishlin, applied. This dearly 
p.od:JCCs an overestimate of rev:n:Jc 
for the,: regiODI. 

(2) Exdudes ow:rall national expenditure 
or !Z276,75O on Dru" and Dressing' 
for Services. Health Labora
tori", ..... hital and Child Health. 
'T'II MioIoaY. Mental Health. 

(3) Korte Bu is treated seplrately in the 
Fipre excludes expendi • 

.... _ dnsainss at Korle Bu. 

iepiiuents tbe 8IIlOUIIt 1baI 
paid by pallenls for if -4' PIC Ii at be IJI ' 

be if aU drop a.$ 
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ill health centres and clinics: then e'\actly h ... lf 
the revenue '""Quid accrue - ~ 179,900. -I he 
answer appears to be somewhere in the range 
between the two figures. We have, however, 
ignored one factor: the large number of excep
tions - persons who do not have to pay the 
drug charges. Hence a proportion of the estimated 
drugs expenditure would not be liable to any 
payment by patients. Thus. even if a mid-range 
estimate b u~d, say Sl269,625, we nave an over
estimate of drugs revenue. Similarly, the Korle Bu 
figure of SZ 144,000 needs to be reduced . 

False Assumption 

The 6gure!'> given above do at least provide 
us with crude estimates of the revenue to be gained 
by charging people something towards the cost 
of drugs. Estimates need to be made of the poten
tial revenue from all the other areas where fees 
are proposed. Hazarding a guess, it would seem 
unlikely that the fees would bring in revenue 
sufficient to cover more tban a small proportion 
of the Ministry of Health's budgeted expenditure. 
(1972-73 Estimates : 1233 million current expendi
ture, 127m capital expenditure. See Reference I) 

Now the assumption made «6) above) by the 
Report is that the revenue collected will find its 
way back to the health services. But this is not 
necessarily the case. Suppose, for the sake of 
illustration, (i) that Sl2 million "as spent on drugs. 
in 1972-73, and the Report's recommendations 
were implemented in time for 1972-73, (ii) that 
drugs revenue (including Korle Bu) amounted 
to 12300,000. Assumption (6) would seem to 
imply that ~2 million (or some other figure 
depending on aU other budgetary considerations) 
would be allocated for 1973-74 and that the ~3()(), 
()(X) realised in 1972-73 "ould be added to the 
health budget in 1973-74, either to be spent on 
drugs or any other aspect of the health services. 
The government, however, which must ultimatel~ 
receive the revenue, caD decide to do what It 
likes with the money and can spend it elsewhere 
if it wishes or e\en not at all. ft is true that greater 
revenue can, especially. in the long-run , produce 
greater flexibility for government expenditure 
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Telephone 65902, Accra. 

rolicies and <;0 health <;erviC!'\ m'ly hentfit 
thiS IS by no means certain. 

Some General Considerations 

(I) Resource Allocation: 

(a) Payments by users of hospital 
can involve doctors, phannacists. nurses. 
other medical personnel in additional admiQi~ 
tion which might affect their efficiency in 
primary roles . The alternative to increased 
volvement by such personnel in costing 
economic matters is to train extra staff to 
these matters. This implies increased cOsts 
health service administration. 

(b) The levying of fees may discourage 
potential patients from using the services.. 
relieving congestion. reducing waiting 
shortening queues at hospital dispensaries 
so on. Such levies may of course discourage 
persons who do actually need treatment 
attendacne at hospital. On balance it would 
difficult to forecast whether these needy 
outweigh those discouraged from attending 
do not, in the medical sense, need the sel"V.oI 

(2) Income Distribution and Distribution 
Health Senices: 

(a) A system of fees with exemptions, as 
posed, will tend to redistribute income and 
services, amongst health service users, from 
not exempted to those who are. 
(b) Insofar as fees are currently payable 
for example, Mission hospitals. some of 
are the major providers of hospital serviCb 
certain geographical areas, then the fact 
higher fees would now be payable also in :0"" 
ment hospitals would bring about a more 
distribution of income, again amongst 
service users. The same result could be 
by abolishing Mission hospital fees and 
adequate government subsidies for such 
(e) Despite the carefully prepared 
in the Report, the payment of high fees by 
patients would tend to lead to at least two 
dards of service-one for the rich and ODe 
everybody else. Other things equal. resources 
be attracted into the private patient sector 
away from the other sector. It may be argued 
thi s di vision already eJC:isll) in the 
hospital services, but the Report's 
may only serve to exacerbate the position. 
the extra renDue and resources geoerated 
deliberately channelled to tbe 'everybody else' 

Conclusion 

Like the authors of the Report, the 
writer feels "hemmed in" by being forced to 
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centrale almost exc\u<;ively on a consideration ("If 
hospital ree~ alone. What IS urgently required is 
a broad review of all the aspects of health service 
financing in Ghana, including such matters as a 
possible national health insurance scheme and/or 
an extension of the social security system. 

As a revenue-earning excercise the implemen
tation of the Report's proposals are unlikely, as 
suggested above. to bring in more than a small 
percentage of the overall health budget costs. 
This assertion could of course be tested by more 
detailed work on the potential revenues. Any addi
tional administrative costs (mentioned under 
General Considerations (1) (a) above) would have 
to be offset against the extra revenue. If, then, the 
oet extra revenue is only going to be a relatively 
small amount in relation to the health budget, 
and if it is true that this revenue will not necessa
rily return to health service use. then the imple
mentation of hospital fees on the lines proposed 
would not seem worthwhile at this stage. 

Userul Report 

In addition there must be real worries about the 
'one health service for the rich, another health 
service for everybody else' problem, although 
it is conceded that this situation may already 
exist in an acute enough fonn as it is. In particular, 
on a different but related point, the geographical 
mal-distribution of resources is especially worrying. 
Although the Report's geographical weighting 
recommendations could go some way towards 
tackling this problem, one suspects that the re
distributive effects on health resources would only 
be marginal. 

A number of assertions have been made in these 
concluding remarks which have not been backed 
up by quantitative evidence. What is needed, then, 
is to test quantitatively. in more detail than in this 
article, the impacts of hospital fees and to com
pare these impacts with the impacts of other forms 
of financing. For example, one calculation seen 
by the writer suggested that an additional contribu
tion of 2t % of salary (that is, by employer, 
employee, and both in total) on behalf of those in 
the Social Security Fund would have arised 
approximately ~4.5 million in 1971-72. Such an 
additional contribution could be specifically ear
marked for health service purpo"C'i. On balance. 
the present writer is against the introduction of 
hospital fees in isolation from other measures, 
until the broader aspects of health service financing 
are taken into account. 

References I The Annual Estimates for 1972-73 
Vol. VIII , Health, Ministry of 
of Finance. July. 1972. 

A number of <;pecific critjci~m .. or the a 
lions and recommedations of the Repon 
been made above. These should not detract 
the usefuJ function the Committee 
in studying in some detail the whole queuiOi 
hospital fees and in eventually haVing 
findings published. The information and data 
Report provides on the Ghanaian hospital 
are most welcome. In addition the present 
found the Report one of the mOM 

government-publisehd reports it has been 
pleasure to read . 

Education 
UNIVERSITV ENTRANCE AND 

IN SCHOOLS 
By 

Ayi Kwei Bulley 

ONCE again the Admissions Boards of the 
versities have gone through their onerous 
of screening applicants for the places in the 
try's three universities. The results have been 
very wide pUblicity firstly because they were 
that the daily newspapers were used to 
the fortunate candidates of their admlssioa 
the various courses in the universities. 
an editorial in the Legon Observer (Vol 
a fair analysis of the admission situation in 

Every year the Admissions Board of Legon 
been faced with a situation which is re,naro 
for its constancy in recurring, the problem 
students with good grades who cannot be 
to pursue their own chosen subjects. This 
tunate situation arises year by year 
pupils in secondary schools have not had the 
fit of guidance and con selling in their res]p«t 
schools and have thus chosen their '0' and 
level subjects without due regard to the 
requirements of the universities. There are 
classic examples of this situation : student X 
has gone through '0' levels without 
mathematics, offers Economics at the 'A' 
He passes with a good grade, either a '8' or a 
He fills his forms for the university and 
Economics as one of his subjects but the 
ment of Economic refuses to accept him bocat 
he does not have the '0' level mathematic$ 
is a requirement for entry into first year 
Such cases are many. not only In Economics 
most of the subjects offered at Legon will 
impose special requirements. 

The result is that the unfortunate 
offered subjects which he does not want. 
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To arrest the prescnt (rustraliDI situation, 
a proposal worth coo,iderioa mishl be 10 hriDs 
tosether all Ihe specialists in this area, and there 
are at least five such specialists in Ghana - to 
plan vacation courses for at least one intercdcd 
teacher from each of our secondary schools for 
a start . 

Such leache" should be clwpd with Ih. job 
of guiding pupils a. early u !be first year in 

secondary school, towards lbe gradual proem of 
discoverinl llaeir potentials and makins posoible 
!be conditions thaI wiD motivate tbc pupils to use 
such potential to lei te their own interest. 

Such • _ would require .. ha re
Dnmuation as iDc·'live for the extra duties 
and a recopition of such duties as contributory 
ftctors for promolion in the service. II would 
aIoo nqaiJ. the willin..... 10 spend 

.. a tent; maclardized record format 
for use in schools to keep the requisite data 
n pry for Ii p hd of pupils' growth. 

A trlinioa III die techniques of counselling, 
.... 12 tile ........ of Cape Coast University, 

die ...... opmenl and keeping of 
.. tiLl '~ida, aptitude tests, the inteipida.

development of interest blanks, ... ,-.ds for counsellin8 and some 
III -"ntiODal statistics. 

preiequisite of such a .1* .. " 7 
........ fore"_ 

for il. Mnot of ... 
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have failed to yield any worthwhile fruit" because 
the MIDIMry of Education ha:, palll ilp-::.ef'vu.:e 
to the progranunes and has accepted 'specialists' 
with no definite programme for the follow-up 
of their proposals and work. Official aUltude has 
not mdlcated an awareness of the Import~lOce of 
'iuch a service. 

It is necessary ro remo\c the present conditions 
of uncertainty in which pupils are unaware of what 
it takes to be adnullcd 10 a uruversity department, 
what the future holds for certain degrees and how 
bec;t to utilize one's mnate potential; condit ions 
In which potentially good students are forced 
into subjects they have no interest in or to choose 
subjects they are not interested in or aptitude for 
except that these subjects happen to be fashionable. 
The introduction of guidance and coun~lIing 

programmes in secondary schools would be 
more than Just another innovation. II should 
be considered as one of the national priorities. 

if we are to end frustration In our young men 
and be able to orient them towards useful and 
satisfying careers. 

------

International 
A BACKGROUND TO nili REVOLUTION 

IN GUINEA-BISSAU 

By 
Kofi Buenor Hadjor 

AFTER a protracted re\oolutionary armed ::.truggle 
stretching o\er a decade, the African Party for 
the Independence of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde 
Islands (pAIGe) 00 September 24 declared Ihe 
country politically free from the shackles of 
Portuguese coloniali sm. For those who are 
familiar with the nature of the freedom cause in 
that small though significant We::.t African coun
try. the declaration of independence by the re
volutionaries is simply an act of diplomatic 
formality. United Nations findings show that 
the guerilla movement and not Portugal has 
been in the main, the genUine and effective govern
ment of the Guinean people in the last couple 
of years. The PAIGe did not only demonstrate 
its superiority over Portugal in the battlefield 
but also successfully accompli!'.hed tile task of 
building the nele~sary political Jnd economiC !'.truc. 
tures essential for the running of a government 
of Ihe people, for Ihe people, by Ihe people. 
Guinea-Bissau. in actual fact. is made up of a 
mainland and a number of small i'llanlj.." the 
chief of which is the Cape Verde Island. These 
islands lie in the Atlantic while the mainland is 
sandwiched between Senegal and the Republic 

of Guinea (Conakry). The combined POI)ul"li, 
IS estimated at 800,000. 

As is the motive for all imperial 
the acquisition of raw material, cheap 
and market for manufactured goods 
PorlUgal alongside other European power::. at 
lime to embark on a colonial career in Aflrid 
m the mid-fifteenth century. Even though POind 
ga] has been reduced to total ridicule by 
African revolutionaries, it still stubbornly 

to grant political independence to her ::~~n:i~ 
for the simple reason that, without 
financial and investment controls over her 
she could not afford formal decolonization. 
a result, she has been forced into an 
confrontation with the movements of 

liberatIOn. To impose its colorual domn;i; :~~:~:~ 
Portugal has spent vast sums of money to II 
35,00Q troops in Guinea-Bissau. 40.000 in 
mbique and 45,000 iD Angola. 

Assassination Campaign 

An e\oen more vicious tactic is 
assassination campaign, whose purpose IS 

liquidation of the leadership of the nal:to,,. 
liberation mo\oements in these territories. 

it was Jaime Sigauke. a leading militaryy ~:~~:~~7~1~ 
of the Front for the liberation of 1\0 

(FR EUMO), assassinated in the summer 
1966 in Zambia by a Portuguese agent. In FebrtJarli 
1969, Eduardo Mondlane, Ihe founding Presid,mtl 
of FRELlMO, was assassina'ed by the same agents 
in Tanzania. Many other attempts have been 
made on the lives of a number of leaders of the 
national liberation movements. In January this 
year. the extraordinary African revolutionary 
leader, Arnilcar Cabral died at the hands of an 
assassin. By this act of treaChery, Portugal had 
hoped to assassinate the Guinea Revolution_ 
This way of reckoning is based on a: false premise. 
The truth is, a genuine revolution never withers 
away when leaders are gone. It is an on-going 
process. 

Since 1446 when Portugal first establi .. hed 
contact with Guinea, the explonation of th.: 
country'!, natural resource::. has been ruthle:,sl) 
carried Ollt by a giant national firm of Portugal. 
the Campanhia unia fabril (CUF) which operates 
through subsidiaries. Antonio da Sih'a Gouleia lSi 

one 'iuch subsidiary: it controls the purcha~c'i 

and processlOg of oil beanng plants and tht' 
production of oil. Sea carriage between the t¥.o 
countries is monopolised by another 5ubsidJar),. 
Sociedade jeral de comercia c traosportes. Other 
bJg companies are Sociedade comercial ultraaaariaa 
and Barbosa e Costa. Several other companies 

(Cootio...t 011 ,OC< 553) 
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Supplemen t 
MATRICULATION ADDRFSS DELIVERED BY TIlE 
VICE-CHANCELLOR IN TIlE GREAT HALL ON 

SATURDA Y, 3RD NOVEMBER, 1973 

THE present meeting is one of a number of formal 
gatherings that our conventions in this University oblige 
us to convene every year. It is a formality which I 
particularly enjoy. Let me, therefore, welcome all of 
you th is morning to the 1973 Matri culation ceremony. 
a ceremony which marks your formal 'induction' into 
membersbip of tbis University when you take the Matri· 
cul ation Oath and, subsequently, have your names 
inscribed in the University's Matricular or Register. 
It is an age-old ceremony, dating back to the distant 
past and shared by universities aU tbe world over. But 
Ihi s ceremony today has a special significance of its 
owo . It is the Silver Jubilee Matri culation Ceremony, 
and you are the 25th in the generations of freshmen 
and women who have entered the gates of our uni versity 
community. 

1 have already had the opportunity to meet a number 
of you Freshmen, both collectively and individually, 
briefly on a Jess formal occasion when we had tea 
together in the Cafeteria during the Orientation Week . 
As in the past, I was plied with many questions some 
of which, I hope, I was able to answer successfully. I 
asked a few questions of my own, and I believe that. 
as a result or that brief encounter. we began to 'gel 
acquainted', as the saying goes. But 'getting acquainted' 
does take time. and I hope to be able to meet many 
more of you individually during the course of your stay 
here. 

Operative Minimum Grades 

1 know. for instance, that, as in previous years, we 
have admitted a fine crop of very intelligent and eager 
young men and women, lively and keen to do the best 
for themselves and for their society and the world. The 
name 'freshman' 'does not only mean a 'new' person: 
it also implies a person who brings with him a young. 
'fresh' view of the world into tbe University. 

Today's ceremony is in marked contrast with the 
ceremony of 1948, twenty-five years ago, when some 90 
students were admitted into the then University College 
of the G old Coast to pursue Intermediate B.A. and B.Sc. 
degree courses at Ach imota in temporary premises. Thi s 
year, we have admitted al together, 1,434, and our total 
enrolment has reached some 3,100. Those of you en
rolle'd in the humanities within the Faculties of Arts, 
Social Studies and Law, number some 400 and were 
picked f rom seven hundred candidates who satisfied 
the minimum entry requirements and took Legan as their 
first choice. The o perative minimum grades applied in 
your selection ca me as hi gh as two . C's and a 0, and 
we had to turn down -over 200 who a lso possessed the 
minimum ent ry qualifications. I congratulate you aU 
on surviving th is very stiff competition. In all the other 
Faculties, the pressures were equally severe, except for 
the Sciences where the situation was not as encouraging 
as we would have liked, but we shall return to that later. 

T here a re a number of important points that emerge 
fro m the situat ion regarding admissions this year. One 

, 

I of them is the obvious fact that the competition to enter 
this Uni v~rslly has bccl.Imc much fiercer than e\cr bcfort: 
and is bound to become even more so in the immediate 
years ahead . We therefore need to rise above mediocrity 
if we are to survive in future as indivi'duals in this 
country. Some ten years ago one could enter the Univer_ 
sity with any two 'A' Levels of whatever quality. The 
majority of students who came to the University then 
had only two 'A' Levels. The University was much 
ex.ercised by this state of affairs, for we believed that 
the Ghanaian student was not the intellectual inferior 
of his counterpart elsewhere. T he Academic Board of 
the University eventually decided to offer the students 
of this country a challenge: the number of 'A' Levels 
required was raised to three; these had to include a 
grade 'D '; and a pass in the General Paper was made 
obligatory. These requirements did not escape publie 
comment at the time, some of it critical and even severe. 
It was said , among other things, that we were asling 
for the impossible and that the University would be 
left empty. Today, the situation, as we see, is vastly 
different: far from it being empty. we now have more 
qualified students applying to enter the University than 
our present teaching an'd residential facilities can cope 
with . The students of Ghana have indeed responded 
magnificently to the chaUenge. 

Looking Into It 

Li ving accommodation on the campus for studenh 
is grossly inadequate. For this reason, we have had to 
offer nearly a hundred students admission as nOD· 

resident stu"dents; and they have to find their own accom
modation in Accra and to make their own way to and 
from Legan . We are, of course, well aware that, in the 
present circumstances of Accra with its acute shortages 
of housing and public transport, most of these students 
-and they are the majority- will face very great bard
ships in the matter of accommodation and transport. 
This ex.plosion in student numbers and pressures for 
admi ssion were not unforseen a while ago, and we 
urgently made many efforts to increase our student 
residential capacity, but unfortunately without much 
appreciable success. It was only towards the end of 
the last term that we were able to obtain some re
sources from Government to embark upon our scheme 
for the conversion of the various Hall Annexes into 
Halls of Residence, a scheme which is designed to raise 
our capacity by another 700 places. But it is evident 
tbat unless we find massive resources to undertake an 
urgent and accelerated building programme for student 
residences an"d other types of accommodation, this 
matter will soon reach really crisis proportions. In the 
meantime, the University is doing the best it can by 
helping to arrange, as far as its present straitened re
sources can permit, special transport to and from Accra 
for these non-resident students and to provide them 
with appropriate feeding and other recreational facilities 
in th e Hall s of Residence. "We are looking into it", but 
not in the Osofo Dadzie senseI These measures can 
only provide a temporary relief and palliative; we 
need to go to the roots of the matter and only a subs
tantial and major programme of building can provide 
a radical solution to these problems.. 

Living accommodation apart, an even greater but less 
evident constraint upon our ability to admit more 
students into the University is our lack of sufllcient 
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academic facilities. Legan, with its well-planned groun'ds. 
beautiful landscaping and attractively-organised build
ings is one of the most beautiful campuses anywhere 
that I know and gives an impression of abundance, 
even opulence. I am afraid tbis impression is parada
'{ieal and deceptive, especially regarding our academic 
facilities. You may be surprised to Jearn that the faci
lilies we now have, namely. lecture rOOJll5, laboratories, 
libraries. etc., were designed for a first pbase of no 
morc than 1,000 students. Today, we have a student 
I"Opulation of >.100. Consequently, many of our teach
mg faclhties, especially within the Faculties of Arts 
and Social Studies, are hopelessly overcrowded. 

As you know. we have three Universities in Ghana 
and tb., year's admission problems, which are not pecu
liar to Legan although they are most acute here, high
light the urgent need for a nationally agreed policy of 
planned expansion Cor the tertiary sector of the edu
cational system_ There is the need to co-ordinate the 
expansion of our various univer.;ities to their optimum 
sizes wlthm an agreed plan that is both consonant with 
national needs and priorities and the legitimate aspira
tions of our Ghanaian youth for higher education and 
advancement. This task is the joint responsibility of tbe 
National Council for Wgber Education and the various 
University Councils ; and until a comprehensive look is 
taken at the overall question of university expansion 
and development and its relationship to other post
~econdary institutions of advanced training, the pres
sure will continue to build up relentlessly and the univer
sities by themselves can only tinker with the problems_ 

This year's admission difficulties have also emphasised 
another matter which urgenUy requires attention, and 
that i~ the question of the appropriate combinations of 
\ubject, taken by our stu'dents before they arrive at the 
University. It is evident that far too many schools still 
arc not as familiar with our faculty entry requirements 
as they should be. The problem starts very low down 
within the Secondary Schools. Last year, the Deans of 
(lUr vanous Caculties visited various schools in the re~ 
gloo, to explain these academic requirements, an'd it is 
proro~ed to repeat these visits to the schools this year. 
I hope that a hetter under.;tanding of our admission 
ref!uircments will improve the chances of many more 
candidates in the schools who wish to enter our Univer
,ity 

I have purposely dwelt at some length upon these 
fT"oblcms of acce~ to the University which are the re
sult, of the phenomenal expe.n~ion of our educational 

ORIENTAL JEWELLERY SHOP 

Big boom for your Christmas shop
ring. Visit us at Oriental Jewellery 
Shop for your Christmas Ornaments. 
Engagement. Wed din g Gifts, 
Brooches. and Cufflinks. etc. 
Contact us at Metropol Road near 
U.T.C. or Telephone 63227. Accra. 

~ystem a~ a whole and the inadequacy of our residential 
illlj 'Kad~mic faeilttles because I wish to stress the need 
for urgent remedial action by Government and aU con
cerned to prevent what could weU be a catastrophe in 
the near future. I hope no one will consider my warning 
alarmi<;t because Ihe facts speak for themselves. 

If the expansion of our schools has been phenomenal, 
however. it has also been lopsided. I did mention earlier 
on that our intake into the Sciences is not as encouraging 
as we would have liked. According to my records, some 
220 students who satisfied the Science entry require
ments were offered admission. Of this number. about 
a hundred have already enrolled in Medicine (the num
ber one science-based course) and Agriculture. But only 
49 out of the remaining 120 eventually accepted the 
offer of admission into the Faculty of Science. To 
supplement this number, the 'A' Level requirement had 
10 be reduced from three to two for the Sciences. We 
had 10 make the same concession for Science entrants 
last year but in spite of the compromise with our stan
dards. not more than thirty did register last year with 
the Faculty of Science. 

The Case or tile Sciences 

There are a number of reasons for this state of affairs. 
Firstly and most obvious, the total number of qualified 
science students produced by the secondary schools in 
the country is not large enough, compared with the 
tremendous expansion in the numbers of the Arts and 
Social Studies students. Secondly. and most important, 
a science-based career, with the exception of the profes~ 
sioRS of Medicine and Engineering, especially the career 
of science-teaching in the schools, is decidedly not the 
most popular with our students. It is unfortunately true 
that, in terms of remuneration, it is not worth any 
bright boy's or girl 's while to teach Science in a Secon
dary School or even in the University when he could 
opt for Medicine, Engineering or the oilier science-based 
' professions', J dwelt at length on this subject in my 
Congregation Address last March but further elaboration 
will not do any harm. A young man who graduates with 
a good degree in Biology or Chemistry is paid tl,600.00 
on entering the teaching service. In seven years he 
could become an Assistant Headmaster if he is very 
lucky; normally, be tan etpect to become only a senior 
teacher. As an Assistant Headmaster, he would be eam-
109 twice as much as when he first started teaching. 
During those seven years, a younger hoy he taught in 
the Sixth Form could qualify as a Medical Officer earn
ing an Assistant Headmaster's pay as a basic salary 
and some tl,500.00 as professional allowance. If we take 
into account the social prestige and expectations of even 
higher earnings in the medical and othe r professions 
it is not surprising that our young science graduate 
teacher, if he is forward looking, decides to opt out 
of the leaching profession and to apply for (oreign and 
other awards to convert to one of the professions or to 
seek a much more lucrative living in our public corpo
rations or the private sector. Consequently, there is a 
constant drain of science teachers from the ~chools and 
~cience teaching consequently suffers. P oor lahoratorie .. 
and lack of equipment do not help matters either, and 
it is not rurprising that not many ,cience students are 
able to pass the science examinations or to pass them 
well, as a glance at this year's 'A' Level examination 
results will confirm. Of the many reasons why the 
~dence from th~ ~hool .. and con~equently ('Iur 
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... cicnce intake into the University is poor, much lhe 
most crucial is undoubtedly the unauractiveness of 
science.teaching and Ihe instability in the staffing in the 
~chools. It is indeed unfortunate tbat after twenty to 
thirty years of teal:hing, :ouch a graduate teacher cannot 
hope to recei\e much more than ¢5,OOO.OO per annum 
which comes so easily to e\·en minor functionaries of 
(lur Corporations and other Government Agencies. The 
point of all this is not that doctors and engineers should 
not be paid well or even better than thcy are now: the 
point I wish to underline is that science teachers should 
be upgraded and levelled up, since it must at least be 
logically obvious that the science tcachers who help to 
produce thc vcry engineers and doctors are as important 
for national development as these professionals whom 
Ihey help to proouce. 

But enough of this: this imbalance to which I have 
addressed my lasl remarks cannot be blamed all our 
freshmen. The main purpose of the Matriculation cere
mony is to welcome you to the Univer~ity. As freshmen, 
you arc more interested in what to expect in the Univer
sity. You have been told a lot already by the various 
Deans, Professors and Lecturers about the particular 
~pecifications of your academic courses and the main 
objectives and purpose which these courses are designed 
to sen'e. I do not propose to tread the same ground 
again. nor could I hope to do so with equal eloquence 
(lr detailed competence. 

Silver Jubilee Yea.-

On thi" l'ccasion, I would like 10 add one or two 
further dimcn'iions to what you have already heard or 
<lrc finding out [or yourselves during these early weeks 
of your life here in the University. You could not have 
come here at a more auspicious time than in our Silver 
Jubilee Year, The institution you have just entered 
has twenty-five yea rs of practical experience. of trial 
and error, of educational experimentation and matura
tion behind it. tn terms of !ife-span, as universities go, 
Legon is still very young: but in Africa, we are amon~ 
the oldcst and ollr experience is derived uniquely from 
our own national and African environment and heritage. 
No unh'ersity today, however, is an island unto itself: 
and, like all other modern universities the world over, 
our own university. too, derives its roots ultimately 
from a common ancestry of academic traditions and 
intellectual values. There are many advantages on the 
.. ide of our relative youth compared to the older insti
tution .. in other parh of the world: receptivitv to change. 
adaptability and responsiveness to our environment: our 
academic arteries have not yet hardened and these 
advantages you young men and women should be (he 
first to apprcciate. We have just reviewed and modified 
the degree programmes upon which you have jll~t em· 
barked to make them more meaningful and satisfying. 
This curriculum in the Sciences and the Humanities 
provides tI gradual buil'd-up "f the individua~'s po:cntial 
on a broad basis from Ihe first year to a climax III the 
third l1nd final year. Tn the first year, in both Scicnce 
and Arts and Social Studies, three subjects arc to be 
offercd, in the second year two and in the final year 
only one or the same two subjects. The. new degree 
programme thus provides for a greater vartety of com· 
bination'> than before and stu·dents are free to choose, 
in consultation with their Heads of Departments, which 
combinations are best suited to their background and 
; ... , ... ",1",1 ("~rcer~ Our e:raduate programmes have had 

to be restructured, too, to fit them on to lbe fir~t degree 
cour,.c and our Faculty Boards are now examining how 
to restructure our sub-degree Certificate and Diploma 
I:our~e in the same way. These are all exciting develop. 
m::nts to which you students can contribute by effective 
participation in the Depanmcntal Consultati,e Com
m1ttees which were SCI up two years ago to provide 
for consultation between senior and junior memben 
where, in- my view, it mailers most. 

You would by now have discovered tbat there is a 
world of difference-or there should be- between the 
school and the university. You may have noticed that 
I referred to junior ana senior members; that signifies 
an important difference: here you are no longer treated 
as pupils to be taugbt and spoonfed. Here, in your 
academic and social life, you are treated, until you 
prove the contrary, as a young adult who is able tn 
arply himself by well-regulated .and diligent effort to 
the process of his own learning and self-education. 
Indi'idual applicatio:1 and assiduous effort, hard thought 
and analysis, judgment and intellectual self-reliance are 
the ideals we aim at in university education. Your 
professors and lecturers are senior members who have 
travelled farther on the road of higher e<lucation than 
yourself: they are a little older but in other respects 
they are no different from you. They can only provide 
guidance and help and. hopefully. intellectual stimula
tion and excitement in their particular disciplines. It 
must be emphasised that the effort and application. the 
independent an'd critical thought and the judgement 
based upon verifiable facts as far a.s one can ascertain 
these facts and not upon opinion-these are goals for 
which the student himself will have to strive. No one 
cI~e can provide a substitute for this individual effort 
and application and when you have completed your 
various degree courses and have left the University, 
you r success or failure will be ju'dged by how much you 
have approximated to these ideals; these are the hall
mark of genuine university education and of a well
trained university mind. 

Extra-Curricular Life 

It follows from this that one's unhersity training 
cannot be confined to only the books and journals to 
be found in the libraries or to the lectures in the lecture 
rooms and the scientific experiments in the laboratories. 
There is more to it than that, aod this more is to be 
found in the extra-curricular life of the university com
munity. T hope you will take a full and active interest 
In the life of your J--Ialls cf Rcsid~l:cc and }our Junior 
Common Rooms and the work of the Students' Repre
sentative Council. and in the deliberations and activities 
of such bodies as the Residence Board and the various 
other Boards and Committees on which some of you 
may be later elected to serve; the part that you play 
in sports, debating society an·d other discussion groupS 
and societies-all this will play a very important role 
in your self-development and your capacity for self
government and success in later life. 

You must take advantage of tbe several other a\cnul.!l> 
which arc pro"ided in this University for your general 
intellectual and social development. 1 would like, in this 
respect. to emphasise what 1 have often stressed to other 
freshmen before you, that you must take a specially 
keen interest in the Tnter-faculty, Open and lnaugural 
Lectures which are 'delivered in this Univenity both 
hy membcr~ of the University and by several di~tin-
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guished VISttors and scholars on subjects which may 
nol be directly related to your own degree specialisation 
but which do provide an essential ingredient to your 
general inlelleclUal and social development, the benefits 
of which will become full y apparent to you long after 
you have left the University. This becomes particularly 
relevant and im portant in view of the increasing com
petition for employment openings to university gra
duates. High academic qualifications by themselves will 
continue to be valuab le, but I can assure you tbat tbe 
enrich ment you derive from these eXira-curricular ad
van tages will matter morc and more as you go out into 
the world. 

Universities in the developing world , and with them 
their students, are often-and in my opinion unjustly. 
c~iticised for elitism and a Jack of a sufficient social 
conscience. If we understand by the word 'elite' special 
merit, expertise and high standards, then of course every 
university worthy of the name is certainly elite and 
should stri ve for elitism, whether in the so-called 
western, the socialist or the developing countries of the 
world. But the critics, of course, mean something else, 
something pejorative; they mean irresponsibility and 
undeserved privilege at the expense of one's fellow man. 
Elitism of this kind is of course reprehensible and should 
find no place anywhere in the modern world , and surely 
not in self-reliant Ghana and 'Operation Food Yourself'. 
I believe the youth of this country have given and are 
giving ample proof of their dedication to the total good 
and the total welfare of their fellow men. You of all 
people here in Legan should need no reminder of how 
privileged you are to be admitted into this University. 
compared with your many other brothers, sisters and 
fricnds in the towns and villages of Ghana who have 
not had the good fortune and opportunities for the 
education that have ultimately brought you here. I be
lieve, therefore, that it will be otiose for me to urge 
you to make the best possible use of your many oppor
tunities here for study and for social and cultural deve
lopmen t. The spirit of service and dedication to the 
commu nity in return for the very great sacrifices which 
Ihis country has made and is making to ensure that you 
receive here a university education that is second to 
none------tbis spirit should be evident not only in your 
words but also in your deeds. And whenever you are 
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inclined to grumble over" some material or other incon. 
venience bere, and whenever you arc tempted to reson 
to an act o{ ·discourtesy or worse, do pause to reflect 
on what it costs to make Legon and the other Univer. 
sities in Ghana possible, and wbat it takes to maintain 
you here. J bel ieve that viewed from this perspective 
and not from the perspective of, say, Berkeley or the 
London School of Economics, to take these two examples 
from the rich countries, you will be able to adjust your. 
selves well to the life here and use your 'student power' 
and 'student participation' constructively and positively 
to make Legan a better place than you found it. 

Progress aod Integrity 

The challcnge before you is, indeed. great; how can 
you equal the record of those pioneering 90 students 
who gathered together in temporary premises at Achi. 
mota in 1948 to lay the first foundations of the 
past twenty-five years of this University? And how 
will the men and women of Ghana of the next twenty
five years which will bring Legan to the threshold of the 
Twel\!y-fust Century look back upon this Silver Jubilee 
Year when you were enrolled here? I have every can· 
fidence that your contribution to the history of the 
University of Ghana will in no way be inferior. And it 
will surely be as equally good. if not better, than the 
record of the pioneers, if you help to sustain the motto 
of the University: Integri' Procedamus - Progress and 
Integrity_ For it will continue to be true within the next 
twenty-five years as it bas been in the past, that the 
quality of a nation and its society depends to an im
portant extent upon the quality of its university institu
tions and upon what they stand fOf_ The cultivation of 
academic excellence together with moral integrity is 
what this University, in the last analysis, stands for. 
I hope you will play your due role to keep tbis vision 
alive and bright for the sake of our country and , indeed. 
tbe world of the coming generations. 

1 wish you all the best of luck in your life here in this 
University. 

Thank you. 
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"TFR"IATIONAL (Contd. from page 546). 

arc controlled by Banco Nacional Ultramarino, 
the only commercial bank and bank of issue 
in the Portugue<:;c col('lnies. On the islands of 
Sao Tome and Principe, Sociedade de agriculture 
colonial, Compaohia da Dha do Principe and 
Companhia agricola dll!> Neves are the principal 
business finns. Companhia do fomento de Cabo 
Verde and the French Societe de Saline du Cap 
Vert are responsible for the production and 
export of salt. Colonial firms also control the 
supply of coal. oil and fresh water to visiting 
Ships. The Compaohia de Sao Vicente de Cabo 
Verd is the biggest among them. 

Other Exploiters 

Non-Portuguese capital has also played a key 
role in eroding the resources of Guinea. Most 
predominant of all has been British capital. 
Represented by the United Africa Company, 
British capital has participated jointly with French 
capital In the Noul'elle Societe Commerciale 
Africaine. which buys farm products at prices 
decided by them. The French Societe Commerciale 
de !'Ouest Africain trades in agricultural products. 
The processing of timber and the production 
of wood pulp in Guinea is carried on by the 
Sociedade commercial para a fomento agricola 
e industrial with Japanese capital. Dutch Billiton 
Maats Hapei has a bauxite concession in Guinea
Bissau. In various fields, the interests of Portuguese 
and non-Portuguese capital are closely intertwined. 
For example, Portugal leans for support on the 
finanCial, economic and military might and 
political influence of the NATO bloc of countires. 
These countries. in turn, use the Portuguese 
c.:olonial administration, army and police to 
enable their monopolies to obtain high profits 
In Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau. 

By virtue of their geographical position, the 
Cape: Verde Island::; have considerable strategic 
Important.:c. The archipelago lies less than 500 
kilometres off the African coast, at the cros::;ing 
of the pnm:ipal Atlantic routes. It has special 
Importance as a refuelling station on the way to 
tropical Africa Ilnd South America. The islands 
ha\o'c several convenient ports. tbe largest of which 
i~ Porto Grande on the Sao Vicente Island . An 
internatIOnal airport capable of handling heavy 
planes has been built on the Sal Island. Eleven 
Bntisb and Italian submarine cables pass through 
these islands. 

In no way did Portuguese colonialism help to 
solVe" the chaotic problems of disease, ignorance. 
poverty and illiteracy which afflict the indigenous 
people of Guinea. For example it i::; known that 

prior to 1969. between 180 and 200 children in 
every thousand died before reaching the age of II. 
Before the guerrillas took firm control of Guinean 
matters a few years ago, there was one doctor 
per 28,000 people. The Cape Verde Islands had 
se\en times fewer doctors per 10,000 of the 
population tban Portugal. After 500 years 
of Portuguese rule. 99 per cent of the population 
remain iJliterate. In five centuries, only 14 Guineans 
were <J,ble to receive university education. 

The resistance of the people of Guinea against 
Portuguese rule dates back to the year 1908 when 
a fierce uprising broke out on the island of Bolama. 
This uprising spread to the mainland and lasted 
until 1916. In 1917, 1925 and 1936, Guinea-Bissau 
was the scene of other major uprisings. Tbe 
Portuguese on each occasion suppressed the 
uprising. However, the post·war period provided 
a conducive atmosphere for revolutionary struggle. 
This culminated m the Guinean national 
liberation movement. In 1956, Amilcar Cabral, 
along with other comrades, formed the PAIGe 
which was initially an independence movement 
attempting to obtain independence through con
stitutional methods. By 1959 the PAIGe had 
launched a mass political campaign throughout 
the country. partictllarly in the urban areas. 

Mass Mobilisation 

Among the most important political events 
of this period was tbe mass strike in 1959 of the 
Bissau dockers. The significance of the strike 
was that it amply demonstrated to the Guinean 
people the limitless nature of Portuguese brutality. 
The Portuguese colonialists' answer to the strike 
was the shooting to death of fifty Africans and 
the wounding of many others. The repressive 
achvities of tbe PIDE (the infamous Portuguese 
political police) was intensified in Guinea-Bissau 
with a view to liquidating the PAIGe. The 
irrunediatc target was tbe leadership of the PAIGe. 
among whom were such people as Amilcar 
Cabral. Aristides Pereira. LUlz Cabral and 
Fernado Fortes. 

1t was at this stage that the PAIGe resolved to 
organize a guerri1la infrastructure. In this strategic 
shift, tbe country-side, where the majority of the 
people live, became the focus of revolutionary 
al.:tivity. In line with the new ::;trategil.: con
siderations, the PAIGe adopted, by 1961. a plan 
of action emphasizing some of the following: 
mobilizing and organizing both the masses of 
peasants and workers. developing and rein
forcing unity around a party that included all 
ethnic groups and social strata. and the training 
of cadres for leadership. 
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It was also during this period that the PAIGe 
began to develop into a truly revolutionary move
ment based upon a Marxist analysis of social 
realities. The movement was fortunate to have 
among Its leadership, the Marxist-Leninist 
Amilcar Cabral, who clearly discerned that it 
is only the producti ve forces of the Guinean 
society which arc capable of bringing about 
total liberation and social revolution in Guinea
Bissau , and that the interest of the Guinean 
peasants and workers are in an antagonistic 
contradiction with those of the Portuguese 
Imperialists. This awareness of Amilcar Cabral 
enabled him to effectively develop the PAIGe into 
a mass-based movement ready to embark on 
a thorough on-going re\olutionary war, which 
began in 1963. 

Cabral's Contribution 

At e\ery stage of the PAIGe development, 
Cabral's personal contribution has been identi
fiable. For example, back in 1960 he establi shed, 
in the Republic of Guinea (Conakry), a school 
for guerrilla politics where the initial cadre of 
1,000 guerrillas was trained . It was this cadre 
which went about laying a solid guerrilla in
frastructure throughout the country. With that 
infrastructure laid, the movement was able to 
move its headquarters inside Guinea by the 
mid-sixties. Apart from being Secretary-General 
of the PAIGe, Cabral was also Commander 
of the People's Revolutionary Armed Forces 
(FARP). the military wing of the PAIGe. And 
although he spent most of his time co-ordinating 
the military and political operations of the move
ment inside Guinea-Bissau, Cabral on occasions 
appeared at international forums to state the 
aims of the liberation st ruggle in his country. 
[n this respect, he proved himself an effective 
proponent of the cause of the Guinean people 
and cultivated an internationalist spirit. Witl, 
regard to Western countries he always lnlde a 
clear distinction between the peoples of these 
countries and their impcrialist governments. On 
the one hand , he distinguished between the almost 
unlimited military, financial. and political support 
given to Portugal by the governments of the 
NATO countries (e.g. tbe S436.5 million plus 
which was given to Portugal by the U.S., supposed
ly in return for the use by the latter of the AZores 
as a military base) and, on the other hand, the 
moral and material support given by the peoples 
of those countries to the people of Guinea-Bis~all 
in their struggle for freedom. Under the leadership 
of Amilcar Cabral, the PAIGe has knitted very 
close ties with FREUMO of Mozambique and 
the Popular Movement for the Liberation of 

Angola (MPLA). Together, these three movements 
form an association caUed the Conference of 
Nationalist Organizations of the Portuguese Co
lonies (CONCP), which facilitates the .. haring 
of information and co-ordinates jOint representa
tion abroad, both at international gathering~ 

and through permanent missions. Similar op:ra
tional co-operation takes place between the 
CONep movements and the African National 
Congress (A NC) of South Africa, the South 
West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) 
of Namibia, and the Zimbabwe African People\ 
Union (ZAPU). 

The achievements of the PAIGe in the area 
of social mobilization are remarkable. rn addition 
to Liberating more than two·thirds of the country. 
the PAIGC has brought thousands of peasanb 
into the political life of the Guinean society. 
Out of twenty ethnic groups, the PAIGC has been 
able to inculcate an impressive measure of national 
consciousness among the people. Through the 
daily hardship of the struggle, the people of 
Guinea-Bissau were brought together into a 
common revolutionary structure, and began to 
develop a sense of common destiny. It has 
been through the process of armed struggle and 
political mobilization that the peasantry has 
been enabled to transform its social attitude and 
concepts. In confronting new problems and 
attempting to resolve them, the peasantry has 
been enabled, in dialectical terms, to discard 
those beliefs of the past wherein metaphysical 
ideas explained the workings of the world. In 
this way, thousands of peasants were freed from 
economic, social and psychic immobility. They 
have thus been engaged in a social and cultural 
transformation unique in its character vis a vis 
other parts of Africa. 

On the economic fronl , the PAIGC has attemp
ted with success to transform not only the mode 
but al so the quality of production. Collective 
modes of prodllcti01 and di':c;"sific1!io'l or a~rjcul. 
tural products ha\c been introduced and have 
been expanded in the liberated areas. Groundnut 
production. once imposed upon the peasantry 
by the Portllgue ~c ('oloniali~ts. i .. no longer the 
sole cash crop. There is now an extensive pro
duction of rice and a variety of vegetables. 

This socio-economic, cultural and political 
transformation is unique and unprecendented in 
Africa. Yet at the time of completing this article. 
no Western country had seen the political wisdom 
in according the PAIGe formal recognition . 
This is most unfortunate for , in the last analysis, 
the Guinea-Bissau revolutionary example seems to 
be Africa's best hope for self-determination and 
genuine independence. 
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Obser ver Notebook. 
THE EXCHANGE CONTROL DECREE 

We are all aware of the existence of active and 
vigorous black marketing in foreign currency 
In thi$ country and it is this which has made it 
necessary for the government to amend the Excha
nge Control Al,;l of 1961 in a Dew decree (N.R.CO . 
220) which provides for heavier penalties for 
illicit trafficking in foreign currency. The point 
is. it has always been an offence to deal in foreign 
currency without the authorisation of the Bank 
of Ghana. and yet in the past the practice has 
been rampant. If the new decree is meant to deter 
people from black market transactions then 
merely increasing the penalty will not do. 

The Obsencr would like to ofTer an alternative 
approach. one that will probably not eliminate 
completely this illegal trade but will at least 
assure for the government sizeable earnings 
in foreign ex.change from tourists. This approach 
is used in practically all East European countries 
and in at least one African country. Most foreigners 
entenng the country have to obtain visas from 
Ghana's missions abroad; and the number of 
days the foreigner wishes to stay is usually stamped 
in the visa. When the foreigner arrives at the 
airport he should be made to exchange his money 
for cedis at the foreign exchange control office 
(and Uus ex.change should be based on the length 
of his stay) before he is allowed to leave the port 
of entry. For instance, if a person is given a visa 
which allows him three days' stay, estimates could 
be made of his hotel bills, plus a reasonable 
amount for food and other expenses; the visitor 
IS then made to exchange at least this amount of 
[oreign currency into cedis as part of the inuni
gratlon formalities. Over and above this sum. 
of' course. the visitor may indulge in black market
mg but there is no way of restraining him here. 
h I~ dear that thiS proposal \ ... ill tend to cut down 
the flow l\f foreign currency into private hands. 
\\-'hat I~ reqUIred IS administrative efficiency 
at the ports to minimize unplea'iantness and delays 
10 "'Isitor~. 

ADVERTISE 
IN THE 

LEGON OBSERVER 

Letters 
Self.Reliance and Expatriate Missionaries-

Further Rejoinders (3) 

SIR-Replying to my article entitled 'Self-Reliance and 
Expatriate Missionaries' (Legoo Observer, VITI-20), 
Reverend Fatber Senoo writes (L.O. VIll/22) "the prin
ciple of Self·Reliance adopteG by the N.R.C. is not 
opposed to help from outside wben for some reason 
such belp Dumot be obtained from within". This, in my 
view, is a valid re-statement of the principle and, indeed, 
the last seven words of that statement lie at tbe root 
of the problem I pointed out in my article. 

To begin with, I should like to point out to the 
Reverend Father that the only reason why I "chose to 
dwell on the girls' institutions" was that the offensive 
advertisements put out by the Public Services Commis
sion all referred to girls' schools. 

As Education Secretary of Cltholic Schools, Father 
Senoo should be in a good position to know tbat most 
Ghanaian women graduates do not reply to the adver
tisements for Head or Assistant Heads because of the 
way the expatriate nuns run the schools. Has it ever 
occurred to Father Senoo to investigate why it is only 
in these Mission scbools that Ghanaian women do not 
rernai n more permanently on the staff? If Father Senoo 
cares to find out, be will easily discover that the atti
tude of the expatriate nuns in the schools suggests that 
they do not intend to relinquish their positions to any
body outside their CllUing. So if the principle of self
reliance is being frustrated in the girls' scbools. we know 
whom to blame. 

Father Senoo seems to think that marriage somehow 
automatically tends to exclude a woman from bolding 
a top position in the schoob. It is unconvincing to state. 
as he did, that before the young Ghanaian woman 
graduate teacher "is able to satisfy the number of years 
required by the Ministry of Education for the Headship 
or Assistant Headship, you invariably tina that she has 
to leave the school because she is married or is about 
to get married to someone who is not working in the 
same place. and therefore has to go away to live with 
her husband". 

Would Father Senoo be quite bappy to accept the 
corollary of his statement, i.e. that after the young 
Ghanaian woman has been appointed Head or Assistant 
Head, you invariably find that she has to leave to get 
married to someone? Perbaps the Reverend Father 
would like to explain why it is that the married Head 
at Aburi continues to remain at her post. The obviou.! 
truth is that marriage is not the reason wby the Gha· 
naian woman fares so badly in a Missionary school. The 
whole issue of marriage is a clever red-herring which 
Father Senoo introduced into the issue t(' distract 
attention. 

It is notcworth) that Father Senoo concludes hi~ 
letter with a prayer for the expatriate missionaries. One 
can only hope that the next lime he prays he will spare 
a thought for the hard working Ghanaian women tea
chers a!so. 

Finally, it would not be entirely out of place here 
to say something about Daphne Hereward's rejoinder. 
whicb J thoroughly enjoyed as a piece of comic relief. 
Do~ that expatriate woman really think that Ghanaian 
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teachers are nothing but half-educalcd embezzlers of 
fees and seducers of girls? Surely. one can only laugh 
'il that. 

Dept of Mathematics 
University of Cape CoaSf 

R. A. Ampomah 

SIR-I should like to comment on the rejoinders wnUen 
hy Rev. Father Senoo and Miss Hereward to Dr. 
Ampomah's piece on the abo\-'c subject. To take Father 
Senoo's rejoinder first: it looks as if the Education 
Secretary of Catholic Schools missed the kernel of Dr. 
Ampomah's complaint. What he was saying. ] think, is 
that in the particular matter of the headship of girls 
schools, there is no reason why we should not be self· 
.. ufficient "at this historic point in time", He was not 
confusing self-reliance and self-sufficiency. 

Father Scnoo deplores the fact that Dr. Ampomah 
did nol take the trouble "10 find out what efforts the 
nlissionaries and the Cburch leaders have been making 
to find Ghanaian replacements in those institutions be· 
fore writing his article" (Emphasis mine). Now my ques· 
tion is: What business has any missionary or church 
leader to be going round looking for prospective heads 
of public institutions? Has anybody forgotten that these 
institutions are being financed from public funds and 
that the expatriate missionaries are paid from the same 
~ourcc as indigenous non-missionary teachers? It seems 
that since the churches let go their grip of mission 
<,chools. somebody has forgollen to strip the cburches 
of that reiidual power which enables its authorities. 
both local clergymen and expatriate missionaries, to 
manipulate the distribution of power in some of our 
schools formerly controlled by the churches. The neees
\3ry correction is called for to remove that type of 
anomaly which. according to Father Senoo, sends mis
sionaries rushing round for heacb of "church" schools. 

Father Senoo asserts that the invitation was extended 
to expatriate missionaries when some difficulties were 
experienced in recruiting suitably qualified Gbanaian 
women. I find t.h.is hard to believe. When was the origi
nal advc.rtisement (excluding any mention of expatriate 
missionaries) published? I don't remember having seen 
this anywhere, and I think Father Senoo is exaggerating 
the situation with an argument which sounds plausible 
but which may not be a faithful reflection of the true 
position, 

Let me illustrate with JUSI one example. The head
~hip of 51. John's School in Sd..ondi IS \acant, and il 
wa~ known for some time that the expatriate mL)sionary 
head was going to leave. What efforts have "the mis
siona ries and Church leaders" made to get a Ghanaian 
man (who docs not presumably sufTe r from the dis· 
abilities of women who have to relinquish their posts 
either to obtain husbands or to retain them if they have 
already got them) to fill the post? None so far, and one 
suspects that either another npatriate is being thought 
of or a specific local son who is mfficiently maUeable 
to be manipulated at wJlI by those who still ding to the 
antiquated notion of "churcb·controll~" schools, 

Being myself a product of two "church schoob", I 
am not unmindful of what contributions the churches 
:lIld mis~ionarie5 ha ... e made towards education in this 
I:(luntry, but this is no reason for tolerating and en
couraging the p3temali.itic and patronising attitude of 
the church's ~ervants in this field at this point in time 

in the country's history, There is a lot wrona widt. die 
administrative arrangements in some of thcte miuiOD 
or church schools, with particular respect to the Catho
lic ones, and people like Father Senoo should UN: their 
office to correct the anomalies instead of indullina in 
~ophistry like the Jesuits of old! 

Now I come to Dapbne Hereward whom] propoec 
to take up on just two points. How many of the Dutch 
Irish and Canadian expatriate missionary teacbc~ 
around here speak tbat particular brand of idiomatic 
English ~hat .sboul.d invest them with the natural ri&bt 
of teachmg m thiS country in perpetuity? And how 
many of them have been sufficiently near a University 
where .. e .... ery undergraduate has an hour with his tutor 
every week being taught"? As to Mis. Hereward's cat&. 

logue of faults of Ghanaian teachers I agree that it i • 
had that some male Gbanaian teachers sboufd llDIIoy 
some of the girls at night, but just to keep the rcconb 
str'digbt, some male expatriates, both missionaries and 
laymen, have been known to do worsc-barass the 
young bo15 by night , and by dayl 

Dept. 0( MadaD r.naua~ 
Leg ... 

P. A. V. A 7 

SIR-I agree entirely with Miss Daphne Hereward
(.see L.O. VIDj22). I also consider that Rev. Father R 
Seooo was absolutely right in aU he stated in the .... 
issue. ] am completely sure that Mr. R. A_ Ampomab 
erred in virtually every major view he expr""ed iD 
L.O. VTII/20 under Viewpoint. The Public Services 
Commission's advertisement on1y wanted to make it 
clear that whatever vi~ bappen to be popular DOW 

expatriate missionaries may apply for those particular 
posts. And it did just that. 

Anyway, Mr. Editor, why do we always want to take 
over what others have started and then prove that we can 
do or run that better? Is it not time for us to rely on our 
own initiative and start what we consider necessary and 
demonstrate therein that we can do well1 'Ibat is far 
more exciting! 

Please allow me to congratulate the few Ghanaian 
women who are working well as Headmistresses and 
Principals (or Assistants) and let me pray, like Fatber 
Senoo, that God may continue to bless their efforts and 
those of the dear expatriate missionaries. 

We shall always be grateful to them. 

P.O. Bas 6319 E.. S. Aidoo 
Attra·North 

Intcllcctual M· •• and All 'I1uIt-A Subsequent 
Rejoinder 

SlR-J was amused to find that you allowed yourself 
to be bu1lied by a housewife, who presumably ha .. 
chLidren. into representing (in your Vol. VID/21) with 
the capital letter "M" an English word which is fully 
spell out in almost all "decent" English dictionaries. 
May J say that there are some of us decent Ghanaians 
who think that a word like masturbation should be heard 
and read in full when necessary so that we blush at an 
earlier age and time than did the housewife. 

Tn a world which is fast civilising itself (or is ci ... ;I1-
sation bad after a1l1) sexual hypocrisy should be made 
a crime punishable by divorce. 

P.O. Box 28 W. Neho_ 
Kumasi 
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He spaces his crops-so that each plant gets 

a full chance to really develop. 

You can do the same for your children. 
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~'ldlillf! llH:dllS w.uting two ur thrc<.: yt:ars bd"l'~n 
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\ I!>it \'our nearest Famll\' Planning Chnic today . 
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"Teo Seconds of Eoglhil, Plea.se"-Anodter Rejoinder 
SIR- In the 19th October issue of your journal (L.O. 
Vlll f21) a writer asked Dr. Boadi who hosts "Ten 
Minutes of English" on television to tell announcers 
of the Ghana Broadcasting Corporation that the cx
prc5Sion "Here arc the rest of our programmes" is bad 
English and a terrible solecism. By the emphasis the 
writer put on the word "arc" he or she indicated per
haps that the sentence should be "Here is tbe rest of 
our programmes", 

I wa s much con fused about Ihis so-called so lecism 
because I did not like it when I tried to say -'Here is 
Ihc rest of our programmes". ) therefore sought aid from 
the standa rd dictionaries. Webster's Inte rnational and 
Chambers Twentieth Century did not help because tbey 
do not ha,-c the relevant sentences J was looking for. 
rhe Ad.\anced Lea rner 's Dictionary of Current English 
howc,cr gives as one of the meanings of "rest", (with a 
plural verb) " the others", and forms the following sen
tence: "John and I are going to play tennis; what are 
the rest of you going to do", (emphasis mine). 

The point of the writer's criticism therefore seems 
doublful. As human beings. and since English is a 
'iecond language to Ghanaians, G .B.C. announcers are 
hound occasionally to make genuine mistakes which 
can be courteously pointed out. But criticisms whose 
validity appears questionable are embarrassing and de
moralising to our energetic G .B.C. ~taff. 

\kuafa Hall J. C. Tardtie 
Le~on 

Keep Righi in J794? 

SI R An ad\crtisement In The Legan Observer (Vol. 
V1II122) page 524 informs me to 'be abreast with the 
world and keep right on August 4, 1794'. But isn 't it you 
and your proofreaders who should rather be abreast 
with the times by publishing the right dates, thus helping 
to prepare motorists to keep right on August 4, 19741 
By gell ing your dates rigbt you will be doing a lot of 
good to your readers, the motorists of Gbana, gramm.ar, 
and history. You have not done too badly so far. 

l" O Box 760 
\ccru 

J\'f.axwelt Adjei\.Fah 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr ..... djei·Fah's oorT«tioo is weD 
$ken. We hope he will agree that the fact that our 
advertisement said 1794 and Dot "1984" indicates that the 
eCTor was :Jct'idenlnl and innocent, Dot calculated and 
mi ... chio\ ous. We apologise to all rwden., motorists, 
a.:r3mmariaDS, historians and the Olaimmn of the Right 
Hand Drive Committee. Iocidentany, see below for 
I.:'onfirmation of our good faith. 

BE ABREAST WITH 
THE WORLD 

KEEP RIGHT ON 
AUGUST 4, 1974. 

Matters Arising 

llie DADA'S HJSTRIONICS-A COMMENl 

By 
K wcsi J o(lah 

I SHOULD like 10 begm my comment on the aniclc 
'Big Dada's Histrionics' which appeared in L.O. Vol. 
V 111 '22 b} pomting oul that there are more things in 
Ihe world than two eyes can see, Therefore if in the 
eyes of the author of the article in question, Big Dada 
appears as a political jester, paid by the taxpayer:> of 
Uganda to bring occasional comic relief into the poly_ 
morphous and tension-packed arena of world politiCS 
let no one be surprised or shocked. That is only a 
n msequencc of that writer's own limited vision. 

Since the article dealt with General Amin's method 
uf executing, rather than the content of, his policies 
I wish to start by looking at the extent of the callou!.
ness and eccentricity of some of his methods, especiaU)i 
in the expUlsion of non-Ugandan Asians. 

It is common knowledge that the expulsion of aliens 
from any African country is doomed to fail unless it 
is accompanied invariably by the application of high. 
handed methods. This is especially true, if the alicn~ 
bei ng expelled have for a long time managed to place 
themselves in a privileged position which enabled them 
to indulge in brutal economic exploitation of their ho~t 
country. To such aliens generally the prospect of leaving 
:\11 old consolidated life of prosperity to sbrt again 
from the scratch elsewhere is not a comfortable one_ 
They therefore devise many subtle ways of beating the 
law. These may include bribing h igh officials for hasty 
naturalisation or resident permits. adoption of local 
names and clothes, migrating to remote parts of the 
country in search of hi'de-outs and, in the last resort, 
the illegal transfer of assets and the smuggling of mine
ral s. In almost every situation of this nature, the cir
cumspection of the government giving the expulsion 
orders, however mature the politicians in power rna} 
be, has taken the form of applying methods not alto
gether humane. The anger of the Nigerian press at the 
harsh expulsion of aliens from Ghana under the de
ccitful label of 'Aliens Compliance Order' was basicall} 
directed at the manner of executing the order and not 
the o rder itself. Yet at that time in Ghana , govemmeO! 
wao; in the hands of a group of mature politician, ini· 
tlated IIllo the intclkr.:t ual refinements of western 1,:;\ ii i
sation and boasting to be among the best brains in the 
country. I wish J coul'd know how many gallons of ink 
the writer of 'Big Dada 's Histrionics' spilt on that gros~ 
display of lack of sensi tivity on the part of intellectual 
politicians. The not·so-well-educated soldier-politician 
of Uganda th en is not the only expert in political harsh
ness III Afri ca. When 1 think of how the Uganda Ge
nera l could share a reputation for callousness with 
"cultu red" rh ilian oolitician~ who possess the highest 
degrees of the academic world, I cannot help shoutm~ 
" Saint Aminr' 

'Certainly one docs not expect a .. erious leader to 
base hi s act~ on the recommendation of soothsayers or 
on ,·isionary promptings!' This is quoted from 'Bi@ 
Dada's Histrionics' and it is actually news to me, If 
th ere are politidans in Africa today who can hones 
drum that they do not consult ,piritualish. soothsaye 
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fetish priests and others of that sort then they are in 
an exceptional minority and the writer of the words 
quoted here cannot pretend to be ignorant of this fact. 
When Big Dada attributed his action to divine counsel, 
he most likely told the world the truth. 1t would have 
been too bad of him to lie to the peoples of Africa 
and the world under the guise of finding rational basis 
for polltical action. General Amin is more bonest than 
that. 

One point that the article I am commenting on did 
not take into account is that General Amin is the one 
political leader In Africa today about whom anything, 
I'; dIfficult to predict. Thi~ perhaps is due to the fact 
that most ob<;ervers of his actions have failed to get 
lhem<;f h'c,.; aClu<;tom-::d to his frank and outspoken 
nature, He d:d indeed raise hell over Richard Nixon's 
rn~~ible invol\'~ment in the cover-up of the Wate rgate 
scandaL But who thought thai after watching events 
carefully the same Bid Dada would commend Tricky 
Dick's 'courageous stand' on the grounds that 'any 
other weak leader would have resigned or even commit
ted suicide?' May be when he is denied an invitation 
lel Pr'nccs'i Annc's wedding he will not entertain the 
world to "another verbal frec show'. \Vbo knows? 

Finally T wi"h to appeal to all who happened to read 
' Big Dada'~ Histrionics' that they should not allow 
th:t.t literary inv('ctive to erode their admiration for 
ril:'1eraJ Amm. Granted a few lapses, which ha\'e some
timel c8u~cd h:m to make such utterances as the one 
M1de tn the rtf··ct that Hitler could not have done a 
'"'=-t'cr thino. that inHict genocide on the Jews, he bas 
I"~·"· thing~ to his credit. Hc has positively changed 
t."c in .. ~e of Africa In the world, proved himself to be 
in touch with the thinking of tbe masses of Africa and 
m0s1 important of all "shattered the myth that African 
lC<lcler; onlv hark but never bite"-apology to Sam Uba, 
Arrica No. :27:..-_________ _ 

For The. Re.cord 
~unda)o. J'jmcmber 4 

CbaDa Ready 10 Send Troops 
D!UGADIEn E. A E"kjne, Commander of the Ghana 
Arm .. ' mdicated trony that Ghana was prepared to send 
II batla,lmn of her army 10 the Middle East as part of 
the United Natlom," peace keeping operations and that 
thiS w(luld be 10 no way prejudicial to internal security. 
H~ wai ~ommentlOg on a despatch from New York 

thllt the Security Council had approved, without a 
formal vote. plans ror the sending of conlingents from 
SC'o'c:n nallon'> IOcluding Ghana to join the U.N. Emer
gency Fllrl"e In the MIddle East. 

Monda), NC)\c.'mixr S 
Gharu Rc.'ccives Gront 

Till. Intcrnation:tl Devc\opmpent Association (IDA), 
lin affiliate of the World Bank, has approved a credit 
\)f S I ] million to Ghana to help finance tbe rehabilita
tIOn and Improvement of trunk: roads. The roads are 
locatl"d along four major route.!. in the densely populated 
!.o1uthem regions with high agricultural activity including 
the tr.1nsport of C("Il"Cla, fhh. maize and timber. The road 
n:hablhbtion I .. part of a project whicb includes con
sultants' -.en·ice .. 10 5upen'ising such works, pre-invest
ment studIes as a ba~is for further road improvement 
projct.u, proH~i('ln of equipment for tJaffic control. 

Thursday, November 8 
Tamale Hospital Ready in January 

THE new Tamale Hospital is expected to be opened 
by January, according to a statement made today by 
Dr. A. A. Darkwa, the regional medical officer. He told 
CJI. P. K. Agyekum, the Northern Regional Commis· 
sioner who was on an in.spection visit to the hospital 
that installation of equipmpent including 300 beds had 
been completed, and tbe nurses and para-medical staff 
of the t4.5 million hospital were being taught how to 
use the equipment. 

Saturday, November 10 
¢16.8 Milli on [or Projects in Volta Region 

THE Head of State, Col. L K. Acbeampong, sai in 
Anloga in the Volta Region that the governme l is 
currently spending t 16.8 million on various proje s to 
develop the Volta Region, and that the government was 
also undertaking various economic ventures to help solve 
some of the problems of the region. 

The Head of Slate was addressing a durbar of chiefs 
and people of the Anlo Traditional Area to mark this 
year's "Hogbetsotso" festival. ''\Vhal is necessary", Col. 
Ache:unpong continued, "is that the people from the 
region should reciprocate the efforts of the government 
and individually invest in the region to supplement the 
eITorts of the government". 

Monday, Novc.'.J11ber 12 
Tema Sardioes Out Next Wec!c 

MR. B. L. LARTEY, General M::nager of the rish 
Products Department of the Tema Food Complex, said 
today at Tema that locally produced sardines and ei:Jht 
other varieties of canned fish would be put on th:! 
market by next week. He said that the price of a t:n of 
sardine with a net weight of 200 grams would not e:t
ceed 30p on the market, adding that the factory price 

• was 25p. 

A t the Military T ribunal 

COLONEL Robert Kotei, Commander of the First 
Infantry Bigade and second prosecuting witness who 
was continuing with his evidence in chief read out, on 
November 1st, to the tribunal two speeches which were 
to be broadcast on the day of the alleged coup. He said 
that thc two speeches were given to him by Ayama when 
he and Lt.-Col. Nyame called on Ayama at the fonner 
politician's house in the Aebimota Forest on August 26, 
1973. 

Colonel Kotel also identified before the tribunal a 
bag containing ,11,025 which the first accused is said 
to have given him on the nigbt of August 27 as part 
or the money promised him if he woufd overthrow the 
N.R.C. He added that although Ayama bad said that 
the bag contained t13.000, the Military Jntcl1 i~ence on 
counting it had found that it contained tll,025. 

Ayama, Colonel Kotei, added assured him that the 
spirit of the Head of State, Col. Acheampong, had been 
killed by Malam Sidi and that this would facilitate the 
overthrow of the N.R.C. 

On Tueooay November 6, the President of the Tribu
nal. Col. K. B. O~ei-Boatcng wamed Mr. T. N. Ward
Brew, president of the National Pnion of Ghana Stu
dents for contempt of the trihunal. The N u.G.S. had 
called a pre<;s conference on Friday 2nd Novem\:ler at 
which Mr. Ward-Brew had di~.,ociated himo;elf and the 
""fUGS from a statement made ~efore the tribunal about 
his aJleged support for a change of government. 
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Editorial 
1 2 DEC 1:17::1 

THE PRICE OF SOLIDARITY 

SOLIDARITY is a word which is gaining great currency in 
African and Arab circles these days. The recent Ministerial 
Council session of the OAU judged itself as likely to go down 
in history as one of the most serious attempts to redefine 
African solidarity and unity; and the more recent m:~ting 
of Arab Foreign Ministers has concerned itself seriously 
with Arab-African solidarity. Nor have we been content 
with the rr.ere word: practically all African states, in p:trSJ.aoce 
of solidarity with the Arabs, have broken off diplom:ltic 
relations with Israel. 

It seems paradoxical then that as a result of the cut-blck 
in Arab oil production, African countries, who profess soli
darity with the major producers, should be threatened with 
an agonising oil crisis. Yet there is no denying the flct 
that Ghana, at tbe moment, faces an oil shortage. Supplies to 
tilling stations have been reduced, queues of petrol-tllirsty 
vehicles are growing daily, and the quantity sold to the 
motorist who is lucky enough to get any is severely limited. 
The possible harmful effect of this to the economy is qbvioas, 
and it would be needless and perhaps rather alarmist to dwcH 
on it. Briefly, efficiency will drop, the price of trans.;Jortation 
will ri se and the price of fOOdstuffs, particularly, will also 
go up-and all this at Christmas. 

Neither the Arabs nor the Africans seem to have adequately 
safeguarded against the likely danger to Africa of reducing 
the amount of petroleum available to the world--especially 
in a situation where many African countries do not get t11eir 
supply of oil direct from the Arabs. Obviously, if soUd:ifity 
is to mean anything, the time has come for (he Arab countries 
to enter negotiations with sub-Saharan African countries 
for direct supply of oil. Admittedly, the recent session of 
Arab Foreign Ministers in Algiers has demonstrated a new 
Arab commitment to African problems. The establishment of a 
new Arab bank to help finance development projects in Africa 
is most welcome and so too is the new strong line adopted 
on the intractable enemies of black Africa, Portugal, South 
Africa and Rhodesia; but it was noticeable that the meeting 
did not announce any clear plans for the protection of African 
countries against the current oil crisis. 

However, African countries must also face their responsi
bility in tbe matter and take the irtitiative in acquiring 
oil direct from the Arabs. It is curious that Ghana which 
boasts of a refinery whose capacity exceeds the needs of the 
country should depend on the Soviet Unton for crude oil 

• 
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\.while not \00 distant Algeria and Libya are 
prbduee'rs of the commodity. Clearly our present 
difficulties as well as the prescnt cordiality between 
the Arab world and Africa would urge that we 
seek our crude oil directly from these sources and 
that the difficulties which have in the past hindered 
our direct oil trade with the Arabs should be 
overcome now. 

hi tbis connetion, the announcement that 
a government delegation is leaving to negotiate 
for the supply of crude oil from Libya is timely, 
but equally urgent is the need to expand our 
storage capacity [or crude oil at Terna since our 
present plight demonstrates clearly how extremely 
vulnerable we are as a result of our limited storage 
facility. And while we ta1k with the Arabs we 
should not forget that neighbouring Nigeria is 
also a producer of crude oil. The possibility of 
constructing a direct pipeline to Port Harcourt 
should therefore be investigated. Indeed it is 
one of the paradoxes of the Arrican political 
situation that we should be compelled to buy 
Nigerian oil from the Russians. 

Meanwhile, it would not be accurate to assume 
that the recent Middle-East War is in any way 
responsible for Ghana's fuel shortage. There had 
been a mounting scarcity, and the price of crude oil 
had been rising steadily in a trend that was largely 
independent of the Middle-East Crisis, and it 
seems as if we have not shown adequate foresight 
in view of the situation. Our protocol agreement 
with the Soviet Union was in need of review and 
our storage capacity has long been in need of 
expansion. The assurance has been given that 
by January the oil situation should be back to 
normal as a result of negotiations already con
cluded with the Soviet Union. What is uncertain 
is whether we can reasonably manage in the next 
few weeks. We believe it would help if the govern
ment came out with a more up-to-date statement 
on the oil situation explaining the apparent 
shortage, making it clear if rationing is necessary, 
and, if so, setting out a fair and efficient system of 
rationing. Such a statement will help in keeping 
any alarm in check. 

BE ABREAST WITH 
THE WORLD 

KEEP RIGHT ON 
AUGUST 4, 1974. 

Africa 
POLITICS OF CONFRONTATION: 

BACKGROUND TO AFRICA'S BREAK WITH 
ISRAEL 

By 
S.K.B. Asante 

WITHIN a period of less than one year almo.it 
all members of the Organisation of African Unity 
have dramatically broken ofT diplomatic relations 
with the twenty-five year~old Jewish state of [srae!. 
This is perhap:; one of the epoch~m:lking events 
in the diplomatic activity of the O~A.U. It marks 
a clear departure from the organisation's practice 
of not becoming involved in distinctly non
African affairs. It is alsp a depaxture from the 
O.A.U.'s previous role of ....an impartial mediator 
in the Middle East conflict to that of confr011tation 
with one of the disputants in that conflict. This 
confrontation is signifiClnt in anot~er resp~t. 

For unlike the usual enco:Jnters w:1ich Afric~ 

has had with such of her inveterate Dumber one 
enemies as racist Rhodesia, arch co!onialist 
Portugal or apartheid South Africa, the O.A.U. 
has severed ties with -il country which through 
various means has since the mid-1950s built up 
an enormous fund of goodwill among ffilny 
African states. It seems quite evident now that 
Africa' s romanc~ with Israel is over. This brief 
review will attempt a discussion of the background 
of O.A.U.'s volte-face in the Middle East conflict. 
It will also show that Africa's decision to break 
off diplom'ltic relations with Israel must rauk 
as one of the most painful challenges which have 
ever confronted the O.A.U. 

The Arab~l s raeli conflict has intruded into the 
African political arena since 1955, when at the 
Afro-Asian conference at Bandung, Israel was 
criticised in a resolution adopted by twenty-eight 
nations who supported the rights of the Arab 
people of Palestine. This issue was raised again 
at the very first conference of Independent African 
States held in Accra in April, 1958. However, 
in spite of the pressure on the part of the African 
Arab countries to gain the support of the sub
Saharan states, the trend, by and large, was to 
exclude the Middle East from the deliberations 
of African councils. Consequently, the Middle 
East question was not discussed at the inaugural 
conference of the O.A.U. at Addis Ababa in May 
1963. Again, from 1963, to June 1967, the Israeli
Arab conflict was not directly included on any 
O.A.U. agenda, despite the increasing Arab 
pressure for a discussion or this subject. The 
issue was ignored on the grounds that it was not 

__ ~ ____ ...:====::::::::::::::::,-~~a'-S~l:rictIY African problem. 
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Meanwhile Israeli's diplomatic offensive in 
Africa had been swift and spectacular. Up to 
1956, Israel had practically no presence in Africa 
_ only an embas~~ in South Africa and a con
~ulate general in Kenya. This situation changed 
radically and dramatically In the next few years. 
By 1961. Tel AVIV wa~ represented in 16 indepen
dent African countries By 1970, more than onc
half of the member-states of the O.A.U .• 21 in 
all. had co-operatIOn treaties with Israel. Israeli 
experts and personnel of various sorts in Africa 
numbered 21.483 in 1971, as opposed to only 530 
III Latin America. Five years ago, there were 
754 Afric(1O trainee .. of various professions in 
brael. Thus. Israel's i::,olation in the Middle 
East has led her to be an important practitioner 
of Realpolitik. But what have been the objectives 
of brae!\ African policy? 

Israel's African pohcy is based on three fund
amental pnnciples: first. containment of Arab 
influence. through military assistance. if necessary: 
secondly. extension of economic relations with the 
non-Arab African states smce Israel's economJ': 
partners, the Middle Eafltern Arab stales, are un
\', illing to engage in any transactions with her: and 
thirdly. gaming diplomatic support among non
Arab African stales for use against the Arabs within 
the O.A.U. and the Unitt;d Nations. Trade ties 
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as well as strategic political considerations are 
also important as long as the Arab-Israeli conflict 
continues. 

The Six-Day War in June 1967 marked the first 
turning-point in Israeli-African relations. It was 
the beginning of the O.A.U:s confrontation with 
Israel The war showed the Israeli leaders that 
seven years of effort in Africa was proving largely 
fruitless. For the years following the June war 
saw an intensification of Arab states' diplomatic 
counter-offensive in Africa. Libya's oil royalties 

and Saudi Arabia's. Kuwait's and Bahrein'skc;v 
'gold reserves gave the Arabs a financial footing in I 
some African countries. Not only did the Arab 
states multiply their diplomatic missions south 
of the Sahara between 1967 and 1973, but also 
many African capitals began to open their doors 
to the representatives of the Palestine Liberation 
Organisation (P.L.O.). 

New Dimension 

As a result of these activities. Israeli-African 
relations. which were euphoric until the six-day 
war, began steadily to he marked since then by 
progressl'ie mutual disenchantment. Between 
March and December 1972, five African states 
-Uganda (March), Chad (Novem~r) and 
Niger, Malj and Congo (December)-fol1owed 
Guinea's 1967 example by breaking diplomatic 
lies with Israel. African political leaders no longer 
hesitated to make violent attacks on their former 
a11ies, the Israelis. For example, President Ngouabi 
of Congo turned his back on the Israelis, whom 
he called "the spearhead of imperialism in central 
Africa". 

More significantly, the defeat of the Arabs in 
the June war of 1967 added a new dimension to the 
Situation. Wherea" in the period preceding [he 
war the connict had been presented to sub·Saharan 
Africa in terms of the plight of the Pa1eo:;tinians. 
arter It the Js~ue at stake became tbat or the 
territories which Israel had occupied. particularly 
those which formed part of Egypt, afoundation 
member of the O.A.U. However. in "pite of 
what appear to be a clear case or aggression 
on an African teritory, O.A. U. condemnation 
was not Immediately forthcoming. At the Kinshasa 
meet 109 of the O.A.U. Ministerial Council held 
In September 1967, for example. many member
states mdicated that they wou ld not support 
a re ... olulion ~trongly condemning Israel. The 
Arab-Israeli .. question thus threatened to split 
the entire O.A. U front. TIle organi~ation on the 
whole was prevented hy some of [he moderate 
state ... In t!-• ..; continent from laking sides. 
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Arab pres<;ure and counter-diplomatic offensive. 
however, finally began to pay ofr. At Lne Seventh 
O.A.U. Sununit meeting of September. 1970. 
at Addis Ababa a specific item was included on the 
agenda for the first time under the title. 'The 
Continuing Occupation of Part of the Territories 
of the U.A.R . by Foreign Forces' , Although 
this was a breakthrough, the resolution 
did maintain a certain impartiality. Concern was 
expressed 0\ er the occupation of a sister-state, 
yet at the same time the resolution stipulated 
that the U.N. Security CoJncil's Resolution 242 
of 22 November 1967 should be applied in its 
fotality - -without however making withdrawal 
an essential precondition to settlement. 

The O.A.U. actually began to take a more 
active role. however, in the June 1971 Summit 
meeting at Addis Ababa. It was at thjs meeting 
that the organisation somehow abandoned its 
objectivity. The agenda title was this time quite 
explicit, 'The Continued Aggression against the 
U.A.R.' The meeting passed a resolution in
dicating its approval of Cairo's positive attitude 
as shown by its February IS acceptance of the 
Jarring proposals. At the same time, it deplored 
Israeli's defiance to that initiative and called upon 
it to make a similar positive reply. But it was 
nol without some elements of serious disagreement 
and protest among some member-states of the 
O.A.V. that this obviously mild and non-commital 
resolution was adopted. 

"Four Wise Men" 

The situation was, however, saved by the 
Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda's subsequent 
suggestion that the O.A.U. should form a Com
mittee of Ten "Wise Men" to help implement 
Security Council Resolution 242 and to facilitate 
the resumption of the Jarring mission. Out of 
this a sub-committee of four headed by President 
Leopold Senghor of Senegal was set up to represent 
the O.A.U. on a fact-finding mission to Cairo 
and Jerusalem respectively. The conclusions 
of the four heads of state, as indicated by reports 
of their deliberations, showed somewhat more 
sympathy to the Israeli position and greater 
objectivity than was contained in the O .A.U. 
resolution of June 1971. The mission was unable 
to find a compromise between the Egyptian 
demand for immediate withdrawal and the Israeli 
insistence upon negotiating first. Wllat is more 
di sturbing, there was a clear lack of agreement 
among the Committee of Ten about the report 
of the " Four Wise Men". 

II is not unexpected , then , that the Middle 
Ea"t debate at the Twenty-Sixth U.N . General 

Assembly, which began its proceedings In cnl)' 
December 1971, witnessed a display of disunity 
by the O.A.U. stares over their owo committee's 
memorandum. When members held meetings in the 
corridors of the U.N. before the Assembly debate 
they failed LO reach a consensus. Against the 15 
African states which insisted that the recommen
dations of the "Four Wise Men" form the basis of 
the U.N. resolution there was a mljority of 18 
Slate) wilich wished to pledg.! their support for 
Egypt's position. Thus the bulk of African VO[e) 

w.!nl to the 21-power Afro-Asian resolution which 
called for the withdrawal of Israeli armed forces 
from territorries 'occupied in the recent conOict' 
and condemned her for the stalemate which had 
overtaken the Jarring Mission. 

• O.A.U. - Israeli Relatious 

The real decisive turning -point in the O.A.U. 
Israeli relations came at the Rabat O.A.U. 
Sununit meeting in June 1972. Here, the O.A.U. 
for the first time took an emphatically non-conci
liatory stand on the Middle East issue. A pro
Egyptian resolution was adopted. This was facilita
ted by the site of the gathering in an Arab country, 
Morocco, and by an Arab chairman, King Hassan. 
The pro-Egyptian resolution was re-affirmed at the 
tenth anniversary of the O.A. U. Summit meeting 
at Addis Ababa in May this year. In very strong 
terms the resolution on the Middle East called on 
Israel to withdraw from all occupied territories 
and warned, for the first time ever, thatthe Israelis' 
negative attitude might lead O.A.U. member-states 
to take, at the African level. individually or ccllec
tively, political and economic measures against it. 
When Israel blatantly refused to show any 
consideration for what seems to be the ' legitimate 
concerns' of Africa, African states felt compelled 
to squarely meet the Israeli challenge by breaking 
diplomatic ties with Tel Aviv. The confrontation 
is complete. The long period of romance with 
Israel has come to a dram"ltic end. Willy nilly. 
Africa has inescapably been drawn into the pro
tracted. Middle East dispute . 

It is not our intention to evaluate this act of 
brinkmanship on the part of O.A.U. It is pro
bably too early to have a complete perspective 
on such a recent event. Perhaps enough time 
sho:.Jld elap~e to enable u:) submit it to a s~riO,h 

and critical analysis. But considering the diversity 
of opinion among O.A.U. members over the whole 
Middle East question , as well as the massive 
assistance and co-operation which Israel has over 
the years offered to African states, the decision to 
break with Tel Aviv is probably the highest 
premium that sub-Saharan Africa has so far paid 
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for opting for the Arab cause. It may. however. 
be argued that 10 maintain diplomatic relations 
with a country that refuses to renounce the occu
pation of a foreign country is in a way to encourage 
that country. On the other hand, it is tempting 
to ask whether partisanship is the only alternative 
open to African states in their effort to exert 
more infiuence on Israel. But the question which 
may always be speculated upon at this stage, as 
the Obserl'ec rightly referred to recently. is tbis : 
What would be 'adequate recompense' for African 
states' painful and possibly expensive gesture of 
solidarity ? 
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International 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF P RESIDENT 

LOSONCZI'S VISIT 

By 
G. Adali-Mortty 

A GOVERNMENT has the prerogative to extend 
hands of friendship to whomso;,:ver takes its fancy 
If the friendship happens to carry benefits. or 
enjoys the acceptance and approval of large seg 
ments of the citizenry, so much the better. Since 
the effects of governmental diplomacy and acts 
of friendship corrunit aU the 'People of the country 
concerned even though they do not have a hand in 
fashioning the bonds, and even though they may 
not have approved of these acts, the citizens 
are at liberty to discuss the probable side-effects 
of each diplomatic move which their goverment 
makes on their behalf. 

.The hubbub over the state vi sit of the Hungarian 
Head of State having subsided with his departure 
the other day, it is understandable that both within 
diplomatic circles and beyond these there should be 
a reckoning of what benefits the tax-payer is 
likely to derive from the event. Especially is this 
the case, when one considers the broad tcrrain over 
which the visiting Head of State and that of Ghana 
exchanged views. We learn from the ensuing com
munique that the two Heads of State "have agreed 
to promote political, economic and cultural 
relations" between Hungary and Ghana. We do 
not yet know the full contents of the agreement 
that was' signed, but we hope it will not be long 
before the people of Ghana, on whose behalf the 
agreement was signed, have the privilege of know-
109 the content of the agreement. It is in the 
interest of the government itself no less than in 
the interest of the country that international 
agreements entered into on behalf of our country 
should be published and thus made common 
knowledge for discussion and public review. 
The fact is, diplomatic moves are not made without 
pol itical implications. Even if the talks between 
the two Heads of State were limited to economic. 
fi nancial or commercial matters, the fact that Mr. 
Losonczi is from the Eastern bloc would give a 
controversial twist to the whole affair. Since the 
talks included political and cultural subjects they 
do raise the issue to a level at which no citizen 
who has a head to think with can poss ibly be 
indi ffe rent . TIle thinking citizen must try to see 
beyond the wining and dining and add up what the 
visit really amounts to. 

It may well be that the kind of welcome and 
publici ty given to President Losonczi is the style 
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of the NRC for receiving Heads of State. It may 
well be that, if this be the case, other visiting 
Heads of State on state visits will be accorded 
similar receptions. We just have to wait and see. 
Jf however the government considered this parti. 
cular visit as being of special importance, then it 
can be argued that lrus is indication of OUf present 
politicaJ drift and it can be argued further that this 
trend is bound to affect relations with OUf more 
important trading partners. 

Limited as Ghana's trading relations necessarily 
have been with Hungary, and limited, in any case, 
as Hungary's freedom of external relations is by 
virtue of irs membership in the Warsaw Pact , 
any moves which the Ghana government may 
make which are likely to cause a recoil of more 
valuable or more sizeable external sources of sup
port can only endanger our economy further. 
What is Hungary's potential for trade and other 
exchange'! LeI us first of all. consider the common
sense layman's view of Mr. Losonczi's visit. After 
all, says the simple mind, the decision to invite 
the Hungarian President was made by other than 
crafty and scheming politicians with subtle calcu
lations of gain. A military regime may be presu
med to be without gUile! Besides, Ghana and 
Hungary are "developing" countries, with common 
growing pains. Neither can rank among sophis
ticated and highly technological nations of the 
world. With modest populations around ten million 
people either way, and in point of geography so 
tiny- Hungary is one-third the size of Ghana
the two countries do not matter a mighty lot on the 
world's map. Their mutual embrace is just fun. 
and it means no harm. 

There is also the traumatic experience of foreign 
aggression and occupation, which both nations 
have suffered. For instance, in the matter of foreign 
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domination, compare Hungary's plight with the 
vicissitudes through which Gold Coast "Colony," 
Ashanti and the "Northern Territories" , now one 
Ghana, went through. From the 9th century A.D., 
when the Magyars swooped from the Urals to 
seize the land now known as Hungary, successive 
conquerors and aggressors marched over ~he 
unlucky land, burning, killing, looting and taking 
occupation. Austrian, Russian, Rumanian, Cze
choslovakian and German troops in turn had 
their field day. As late as 1944 and 1956, Soviet 
troops made short work of Hungarian revolt and 
self-assertion by crushing the uprisings and 
imposing a Soviet-approved hegemony. 

Also, Hungary has a slight edge over Ghana in 
growth indices, measured in terms of Gross 
National Product and per capita income, but not 
substantially. Even though 12 % is the desirable 
ratio of a country's population which should 
ideally be on the farms and which should feed 
the rest of the population, Hungary can only 
manage with as high a figure as 26 % of its people 
in agriculture. Technologically, too, Hungary's 
proximity and exposure to Western technology 
gives her a marginal advantage over Ghana. 
It exported transport equipment, medicine and 
other machinery and shoes to the tune of two 
billion dollars in 1970. Thus, Hungry has an indus
trial lead over Ghana. And Ghana can thus learn 
from her, especially since the lead is not so wide 
as to make it impossible for Ghana to emulate 
Hungary. This then is the commonsense view of the 
state visit. 

Soviet Presnce 

But the fact IS that Hungary's lead over Ghana 
IS so limited that she can only make the most 
modest of promises to us. It is hoped, therefore, 
that the expectations which implicity or explicity 
IDJght have been expressed by us during the state 
visit did not embarrass the President and his 
entourage too m'Jch. How much can Hunguy 
provide us? How much has it to spare of consumer 
goods'> 

Let us grant that one country has the resources 
of finance, military gear and disposable or surplus 
commodities of any sort to offer as aid to the other 
in case or dire need. In any event, Hungary has 
the protective shield, against all comers, of Russ ian 
military might and physical presence. [ndeed , 
such is the omnipresence of Soviet power in 
Hungary that the country could not afford the 
luxury of messing around with social experiments 
repugnant to the Soviet Union. Safely distant as 
we in Ghana are from either of the world super 
powe~s, we c~uld indulge ourselves in politica1 
expenments Without bringing down on our heads 
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the immediate fury of Russian or American arms, 
but the same is simply not true of Hungary. , . 

We hope therefore that OUf government has this , . 
POUlt finnJy, in mind. It is also our hope that this 
and ,succeeding governments of Ghana will. 
in the handling of foreign affairs and diplomacy. 
reme~ber that the growing diversity of outlook 
and of cultu'ral and philosophical preferences on 
the pari of Ghanaian citizens today are such that 
poli~y makers need to guard scrupulously against 
over~simplifying OUf likes and dislikes in the , . 
matter. Rising levels of enlightenment complicate 
political and philosoppical choices. Since in this 
context of complex preferences, the imposition 
of somebody's own choices or preferences is' likely 
to be intensely and fiercely resented and resisted, 
the handling of foreign affairs by national rulers is 
likely to be (and has been before now) the undoing 
of governments. 

Observer Notebook. 
Another Round of Debt Negotiations? 

ONE of the most intractable problems that 
faced the Busia government was that of our 
external debt. Despite the threats that Busia 
issued from time to time, he never came round 
to solving the problem in the radical spirit sug
gested by his "Kafodidi" ("even debtors must 
eat") philosophy. If any single issue frustrated the 
survival ability of the last civilian government 
and nullified its intentions and ability to grapple 
with the economic problems of th~ country it 
was that of our external debt. It became increa
singly evident that as long as Busia remained 
obsessed with the debts, his government could not 
get any leeway to raise the standard of living in 
the country. 

It was therefore with considerable relief that 
less than one mont11 after the change of government 
last year. the National Redemption Council 
took the long-awa ited courageous step of repudia
ting some of the debts outright and announcing 
conditions under which the remainder would be 
paid , subject of course to their being established 
as free from ··corruption and other forms 
of illegality" , Colonel Achea rnpo ng'<., statement 
of 5th February 1972 was categorical and un
ambiguous. It traced the numerous efforts that 
previous governments had made, and cast doubts 
as to the wisdom in resuming negotiations, given 
the persistent insensitivity of the creditor-countries. 
The government emphatically rejected any "ste
ri le multilateral negotiations" . 

When the announcement was made. the govern
m.!n£ wa:; acdaimed fur its cour4ge ano r~dli;,m 

in taking that radical step. It is clear that if our 
economic situation has not got much worse than 
it is now, it is mainly because of the unilateral 
ten year moratorium that (he government pillted 
on the repayment of those external debts "uo
vitiated bycorruption and other forms of illegality" . 

Now, information we have' o::'tained from 6u 
usually reliable sources indicates that the go w'~t'll
ment seems to have gone back on its statement 
of 5th February 1972 and that preliminary ne
gotiations on our external debt have progressed 
so far that a full-scale multilateral meeting between 
Ghana and her creditor countries belonging to 
the I.M .F. is scheduled to take place in Accra 
early next month, and this raises a number 
of issues. We know that after repudiating some 
debts outright, the government set up a committee 
to examine the legality or soundness of all the 
remaining debts. Are we to assume that that com
mittee has completed its work and that the exercise 
of renegotiating the debts is a recommendation 
from that commirtee? In Colonel Acheampong's 
statement of 5th February 1972 he declared that 
even in the case or'those debts which will be found 
to have been genuine, Ghana would require a 
moratorium of ten years before starting repayment. 
When this moratorium was declared the fund
amental assumption was that a realistic appraisal 
of our economic si tuation left us in doubt that 
with the best will in the world we would need 
some breathing-space of about a decade to honour 
our genuine obligations. Is it being seriously 
suggested now that the situation has so materially 
improved after two years that we can spare even 
a modest sum in meeting our external debt obli
gations? 15 there any evidence now to show that 
the government can undertake any repayments 
without "'drastically limiting its ability to provide 
the basic necessities of life for the people or to 
carry out any modest programme of economic 
development ani growth"? Can we S3.y our "well
documented case" is any less convincing now than 
it was nearly a couple of years ago? Or, on the 
other hand, are there any reliable indications that 
our creditors will prove any less insensitive or 
unsympathetic than they have been to previous 
governments by offering us repayment terms tbat 
will not put severe constraints on our economic 
growth? 

The February 5th 1972 government statement 
was so carefully presented that it found sympa
thetic echoes both within thi s cou ntry and beyond. 
Even the bitterest opponents of the govern
ment were prepared to concede that the N.R.C. 
had done the most obviously sensible thing in 
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the circumstances. Wh~nce then this .-oltee-face 
which is tantamount to a sell-out 1 It is known 
that our creditor countries did not take kindly 
to our action and tried to apply some squeeze 
as a reprisal. But this must have been anticipated. 
and from all indications it was. It will be interest
ing to know what pressures have been exerted 
on the government. and from which quarters. 
It is, of course, well known that I.M.F. officials 
have been in and out of this country within the 
last six months. and certainly they have not been 
coming here for nothing. 

The government is well advised to give this 
matter deeper reflection, for after all if the screws 
are further tightened we are not likely to get 
any worse than we are at the moment with all 
the shortages and privations. The government 
also needs to be reminded that a considerable 
portion of its popularity was generated by the 
courageous stand it took on our debts and that 
political booster must be too precious to fritter 
away wantonly and unadvisedly. even if. as we 
are constantly reminded, a military government 
does not need popular support and goodwill 
to maintain itself in power. 

Even though it would appear that the govern
ment has already compromised itself on tlti s 
issue, we think there is still time to salvage the 
situation. And the only way to do this is to stick 
steadfastly to the original position taken in 
February last year, since our economic position 
has not so radically improved as to enable 
us to shoulder the additional burden without 
prejudice to our economic viability. Any such ill
considered capitulation will tempt friends and foes 
alike to ask: Where are the good sense, the 
courage and the reali sm of yesteryear? 

-
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Social Problems 
Medical Laboratory TedlDolOlHlb 

- A Case For Re«Jpiti~· 

By 
W. N. Laing. 

THE occasion of the inauguration of the Association 
of Ghana Medical Laboratory Technologists, which 
fell on October 13, is an appropriate opportunity for 
thinkiog aloud about the whole subject of !be medical 
laboratory and its staff . 

To begin with, what sort of institution is a medical 
otherwise called a clinical laboratory and secondly, 
what sort of biological and economic animal is a medi
cal laboratory technologist? A medical or clinical labo
ratory i~ a laboratory where microbiological, serological, 
chemical, baematoJogical, bio-physical, cytological, 
Immunohaematological, or pathological examinalions 
are performed on materials (such as blood, urine etc.) 
dcnved from the human body, to provide information 
(or the diagnosis, prevention or treatment of disease or 
a medical condition. or where any examination, deter· 
minalion or test is made on any sample used as a basis 
for health advice. For readen who have nothing to do 
with mediCine, this means the place where you go to 
have your blood test, urine test, etc. 

In such a place there are various levels of workers: 
under the general direction of a pathologist who may 
be specialised in one of the many branches included in 
Ihe definition, you have, in order of decreasing senior· 
lty, scienllsts and laboratory technologists, laboratory 
Iccbnicians, and laboratory assistants. Do not forget of 
course the trainee who is being trained to become an 
assistant, a technician or a technologist. In local par· 
lance we usc the term technical officer interchangeably 
with technician, but I prefer "technician". 

Qualifications 

Leaving aside Ihe pathologist and scientists who are 
university graduates with qualifications in their special· 
ties, we may say that a technologist is a person who 
pcrfonm tests which require the exercise of independ
ent judgement and responsibility, with minimal super
\ ision by the pathologist, or scientist, in those special
lies or 'iubspecialtles in which he is qualified by educa
tion, training. and experience. I will amplify this later. 

A iaboracory technician is any person other than the 
!'l8thologisl, scientist. technologist. laboratory assistant 
"r traltlo.:e, .... ho functlo11,) under the superyision of a 
r-lhologist. scientist or technologist and performs only 
those dinical laboratory procedures. which require 
limited ~kill. responsibility and a minimal exercise of 
independent judgement. A laboratory assistant bas 
II'wo.:r t:ducation and requires the direct and responsible 
.. upervi~ion of a higher grade worker. The name trainee 
il. (If course., sclf-eltplanatory. Put another way. then, 
the Jaboracory technologist is the right hand man of Ihe 
~thol("lgist He. lik.e other laboratClry workers in the 
1.1Wl.'1" grades. i!; hardly ever seen; when he is, It is bUI 
for a fleeting moment; for instance, when he visits you 
in the ward to take a specimen of your blood. Some
l!.1neS he cannot even be seen: for your specimen is 
!.Iken by a nune and sent to bim. or you produce your 
.. pccim~n at a reception de,t and it is sent off some-

• Thl' ~ • .rt,btfJ' IlIIited "uliolt 01 tlIe address do:Ii"Vfted bJI' 
Pm'~ 1 .. ,nl at Ihe in3t1eu~ljor of Ihe A<SIJCiatiol1 of Ghana 
~edhl l,bor.lI"", TeduJololfm. 

where else in t~ building to biro. By what magic the 
result on the printed form eventually reaches the ward 
or is handed to you, you never cease to wonder. 

From now on, we will concentrate for the most part 
on this mysterious biological and economic animal, the 
medical laboratory technologist, now that we know what 
a laboratory is and the various grades of workers in it. 

History 

Taking Britain, from whom we have borrowed so 
many fine institutions, as an example, it may be said 
Chat before 1912, medical laboratory staff were called 
laboratory assistants, and lhey were trainro on the job 
by the pathologists for whom they worked. They had 
no organisation, there was no standard system of train
ing or of pay and service conditions. 

In 1912, a small number of men with vision and en
thusiasm, inspired by Albert Norman and Jobn McLean, 
laid the foundation'i of a movement which has as its 
aim the improvement of the position of the then labo
ratory assistant. From their efforts, the "Pathological 
and Bacteriological Laboratory Assistants Association" 
was born. 

Progress was at first slow, but laboratory workers 
gradually realised the potential value of the organisation. 
From these beginnings and with the continued support 
and friendship of the Pathological Society of Great 
Britain and Ireland-a parallel society composed of 
pathologists and bacteriologists and itself at the time 
a very young organisation. there was evolved an exami
nation system. a clear definition of educational stan
dards, publications, liaison with education authorities 
and the health services, and the knitting together into 
a profession of a widely-scattered and diverse body of 
laboratory workers, culminating in the foundation of the 
present Institute of Medical Laboratory Technology, the 
examining body whose dipploma the majority of the 
members of the Association we are about to launch 
here have. 

Better conditions and an enhanced status resulted from 
all these efforts, and in 1960 a Professions Supplemen
tary to Medicine Act was pa..sed. The preamble reads: 
"An Act to provide for the establisbment of a Council, 
boards and disciplinary committee!! for certain profes
sions supplementary to medicine; to provide for the re
gistration of members of those professions, for regula
ting Iheir professional education and professional con
duct and for cancelling registration in cases of mis
conduct; and for purposes connected with the matters 
arorc<;aid". Thi~ is parallel 10 similar legislation for the 
professions of Medicine, Pharmacy, an'd Nursing. 

Tn other countries similar progress was made. For 
instance in the U.S.A., the American Society of ainical 
Pathologists was instrumental in evolving the certifica
tion. after examination, of what they call in America, 
Medical Technologists . 

What was happening in Ghana? 
Tn 1916 Mr, Carlisll Paittoo, a distinguished Ghana

ian, started working as a laboratory assistant at the old 
Government Chemical Laboratory, situated near the 
Ambassador Hotel By 1923 there were three laboratory 
assistants at the Medical Research Institute (M.R.T.) at 
Korle Bu, now called the Health Laboratory Services 
Headauarter"i. The!le laboratory assistants worked with 
the famous pioneer pathologists Drs. Young and 
'logucbi, both of whom. it is sad 10 relate, succumed 
10 yellow fever. a disea~~ they were investigating. Dr 
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Noguchi died first and his 'postmortem examination was 
pedormed b}' Dr. Young. Sume days laler, be hinbdf 
was dead from the same disease; it was thought that 
he had infected himself while doing the postmortem on 
his colleague, Dr. Noguchi. 

By 1942 the numbers had increased to 17, by 1950, to 
50. By this time, also, activities had spread ont from 
Accra to other regional and district hospitals, and,. what 
is very important, a batch of secondary scbool leavers 
had joined the ranks and a Laboratory School had been 
r"'ablishcd a t the M.R.l This School, much improv/:d. 
but in a still unsatisfactory state, still exists at the 
Health Laboratory Services Headquarters, the successor 

()f the M .RJ. 

By 1956, there were OVeT 100 laboratory workers. 
Also, some deserving laboratory Assistants bad been 
~cnt to U.K. on attachment to various laboratories fOT 

practical experience. 

By 1960. there were 200. By this time too, four en
terprising and adventurous Ghanaian secondary school 
leavers had gone on their own to U.K. and returned 
home with A.f.M.L.T.-The Associateship of the Insti
tule o[ Medical Laboratory Technology. 

A move was made by the Ministry in the early 1960s 
as a logical sequence to the establishment o[ a Labora
lory School. to send successful and deserving graduates 
of the School to the U.K. to study medical laboratory 
technology. Previous to this, those secondary school 
leavers who had completed three years training at the 
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Sl-hool had been awarded a local Competency Cenlfi· 

With full backing of the Ministry, we were able to 
:mange for the In~titule in U.K. to hol'd its Intennediatc 
examination right here in Accra. Nine passed the fi~t 
tIme, due in large measure to the unstinting efforts of 
one of our rust A.I.M.L.Ts Mr. Isaac Sack.ey. Then there 
was the coup of 1966. It wa,ssuggested that due to the 
cco~omic difficulties prevjliling at the time, we should 
divide the nine candidates into three groups of three tn 
b 

I ' e awarded scholarships spread over three suecesst\e 
years. w that they could go and do their Finals In thl! 
U.,~ . Il . require? some negotiation with the N.L.C. 
bC(~He they all g,ot the scholarships and went to U.K 
ilnd ~ot the ~.l:~.Lt. pf 'these. three are now with 
the Medical Schopl. 'I 

To'da~ there are about 50 medical laboratory techno
logists, trained in U_K .. U.S.A. and elsewhere, and no 
few~r th~n 270 more ju~ior laboratory technical staff. 
working il1 50 laboratories throughout the country . 

Training 

A would-be technologist requires again using the 
A.I.M .L.T. as an example the W.A.S.C. with four credits 
in English , Maths, General Science and another science 
subject, or an equivalent qualification. For the inter
mediate Examination the candidate must have "a basil: 
knowledge of routine laboratory duties and methods 
common to the five subjects of bacteriology, blood 
transfusion , chemical pathology, haematology and histo
pathology". For the final the candidate takes an exami
nation in one of the main branches. 

The tolal training covers three years to the Interme
diate stage plus two more to the Final, a tolal of five 
years from the School Certificate, an important point to 
hear in mind. A higher qualification, the Fellowship. 
is also obtainable, either by examination or by thesis. 
There are of course, other schemes in various countries 
for becoming a technologist. It is clear then that Medi
ca l Laboratory Technologists are highly-sk.iIle'd profes
sionals, absolutely indispensable to the practice of 
modern scientific medicine. 

They are. to repeat what 1 said earlier, persons who 
perform tests which require the exercise of independent 
judgement and responsibility. with minimal supervision 
"from above". in only those specialties or sub-specialties 
in which they are qualified by education, training and 
e'<penenee. 

Yet what has been their 101 up til1 now in Ghana? 
There has been a most regrettable tendency to equate 
technologists with inferior workers in other ministries 
and to regard them as some strange perverted breed of 
artisans furtively working behind closed doors and orily 
occasionally emerging into the light of day wearing a 
white coat just to show that they also exist. Till now. 
technologists have never been recognized for what they 
arc, as belonging to a profession. They have been 
poorly p:dd, poorly housed or nol at all. haH! talcn ~1I 
the risks attendant to the practice of their profession 
without much of a quid pro quo from their employers, 
For example, the risk of tuberculosis among laboratory 
workers in general (including pathologists) is eight times 
that of other workers in the medical field, yet they are 
not specially insured against such risks. 

One result is that technologists have been lea\·ing the 
public sector to go to much better-paid employment in 
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the pn\'ate 'lector. and this aftet" the' majority have 
Ue":11 tf,HneU, L~I U!IoC, thl.! I.undlar cxpr~sion, at publi>.: 
CZPCOIt. 

11terti ;s a great difficulty on the part of the main 
employer fe. Government in recruiting qualified tech
nolCJti~ts from abroad. and at home. There is the even 
gr.::ater difficulty in anracting secondary school lea vcrs 
to choose] medical laboratory technology as a career, 
~m..:e there'are much more allracti\e alternatives avail
able. In"contrast, In other countrie.s medical laboratory 
technology IS a highly respected profes'iion. There is 
the requisite leglslauve backing. Technologists are well 
paid. often bertel' than science graduates. Last. and 
\'cry important, there is legislation to regulate the work 
not oilly of Stillc--owned laboralories such as those oper
ated by, ~he National Health Service of the U.K. but 
aim that of independent privately.run laboratories. 

We need hardl~ e~borate on the fact that, with the 
line pegged so low for the lap of the tec.\lnical person
nel In the laboratory i.e. tbe technologist, it is not at all 
!.urprising that there is a corresponding bemeaning of 
the $tatus of the laboratoy technician and the laboratory 
:!.~sistanl in pay and service conditions. In view of their 
Importance in the medical services, we need to take 
pt,sitlve ~Ieps, 10 rectify the position. 

The "'~8tiOD of Ghana Medical Laborat'ory 
Todmologists 

Thl\ Association was recently formed and has been 
regi~ten:d in accordance with the Professional Bodie .. 
Registration Decree, 1973. It i .. the first time in Ghana 
that medical laboratory le<.:hnology has been officially 
recogni<;td for what it is, a profeSSion, by the Govern
ment of the day. 

The ASSOl:iation has. very properly, among its aims: 

.. , 

, 
4 

To promote the sCience and to develop the 
practice of Medical Laboratory Technology for 
the benefit of mankind. 
To cater fur the ~ocial, economic and profes
sional needs of members. 

For the purpose of ca rrying out the objects, the 
As~ociation shall \cek to have influence and 
,ecure for members mch definite ~tatus and re
cognition as may assist members in the dis· 
..:harge of their duties. 

'" To exercise professional superviSion over the 
mcmbc~ with a view to maintaining a high 
standard or professional competence and con-
dud " 

h has already over 'i0 members trained in vanou~ 
cOUIlIrIC'I and I do hl)pe they will be able to form a 
~uitablc amalgam from their diffenng backgrounds tn 
put m ... 'f.!lcal laboratory tel:hnology in Ghana on the 
hrmest footlni'!. 

'{lIe Furon 

,",Iv. th~t the Vt)\ernmclI! ro;! ... lIglll~":l> mcdt..:ul labo
raton' h!l:hnulogy a~ a profession. the first and mos! 
logll:al ~Ic(l IS tu ~ee (,l il that medical laboratory tech4 
nologl5ts an: upgraded tu the main professional grade 
Other lahMatnry worL.crs wuuld be correspondingly and 
automali .. :all\' upgraded. Fringe benefits tike a(:commo
datIOn and .. hazard allowance require no elaboration. 

"'lcxt there is urgently required a Decree similar In 
pml to the Pr<Jfe~ions Supplemenlary '0 'ledicine 

Act 1960 (U.K.) ··'0 establish a Couht'i1, boards, and 
<!b":llllhulry committees· for certain profeSslons supple4 

mentary to medicine (including medical laboratory tech
nology) to providc for the registration of members of 
those profeSSIOns: ior regulating their pr()fessional edu
cation and professional q>nduct jlnd for cancelling re
gistration in cases of misconduct". Privileges always 
are accompanied by responsibilities and ex,eerience 
shows that the legis,latiqn in U.K. zora:mPle bas 
worked very well. 

In Ghana. such legislation already xists for doctor'S 
and dentists, pharmacists, nur;ses and midwives. \Vhy 
not medical laboratory technblogists, radiographers. 
physiotherapists etc.? We can never have progress with
('Iut a liltle law and order. 

Tminiog Technologists Locally 

In addition we do need in Ghana a School tralnillg 
nur OWI1 secondary school leavers to A,J.M.L.T. stand
ard and beyond. We ourselve~ can set up such a school. 
Ghanaian technologists as well as pathologists and 
scienti$t~ can teach in it using a little assistance from 
well-wishers abroad and co-operation in the field of 
providmg external examiners to achie\·e the requisite 
high standards. Initially. it may well be , we would 
have to retam two le\ els of certification, at the techni
cian level and at the technologists level, but our aim 
should be to train all laboratory workers to full tech· 
nologist level. 

Finally, It should be possible to have legislation til 
regulate the ore ration of medical laboratories in both 
the public and the private sectors. There is no reason, 
with the c,\.ceptiun of certain extra safeguards rdating 
to fee .. and other matters in the case of laboratories set 
up for gain. why the legislation should be fundament
ally different, 

[n Ihis connection, it is hoped that the following con4 
siderations or principles which have worke'd well else~ 

where will be borne In mind by those who draw up the 
ncct:ssary legislations: 

1. The laboratory is in conformity with all applicable 
Acts. and municipal and other local legislation. 

Thu'S it will be licensed: the director (pathologist) and 
")taft will be registered and the laboratory will meet 
adequately any laws relating to fire, safety and other 
relevant matters. 

2. It has an overall director who is qualified c.g. a 
physiCian who is specialised in some branch of patho· 
logy or a Ph.D in microbiology, for example. 

Thi" dircctor admmislcrs the technical and scientific 
o~ratiun of the laboratory. He serves full-time or 
on a parI-time baSIS. and every day he spends an 
adequate amount of time in the laboratory to direct 
and ~upeTVis~ the technical performance of the staff. 
L\n ext:eption may be made only in a rural area). 

The director i~ responsible (legally) for the prOJ1'Cr 
performance of the tests. 'Vhen he is to be continuousl} 
;\h~f'n! e.g, on leave. arrangement, are m::lde for ;l 

qualified substitute, 

~ The lab()rdtory has onc or more supervi~urs 
rpathl)logi\l~. \cientl~l'>, or technologists) who, under 
the f:eneral dlrcl:tion of the director, ~upervise technical 
personnel and reporting of findjng$, perform tests rC4 
qui ring special "ilientific skilh, and in the absence of the 
director are held responsible (legally) for the proper 
performance of all nrocedure~ (Of courc;e. by defini-
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lion, tbe director is also qualified as a supervisor and 
may also serve, where appropriate, as the laboratory 
supervisor}. 

4. The laboratory performs only those tests and pro· 
ccdures that are within the specialties in which the 
laboratory lIi(octOf. supervisor, or persons enpled to 
perform tbe lests are qualified. 

S. As an adjunct to this. regaroin. technical per
sonnel. the labonatory has a sufficient Dumber of pro
perly qualified technical personnel for the volume and 
dhersity of tests performed. 

This is to say that <a> there are actually on the job a 
sufficient number of technologists to proficiently per
fonn under the general supervision the tests which 
require the exercise of independent judgement, and 
(b) that technicians are employed in sufficient number 
to meet the work load demands and that they work only 
under direct supervision of a technologist and (c) that 
no penon other than a physician or one othenvise 
authorised by law manipulate a patient for the collec
tion of specimens; except that qualified personnel of 
the laboratory may collect blood or remove stomach 
contents and collect material for smean and culture 
under the direction or upon written request of a physi

cian. 
6. Managcment:- Space, facilities and equipment 

are adequate to perform the services offered by the 

laboratory. 
Thus there should be adequate quality control inclu-

LAW REFORM COMMISSION 
VACANCY FOR 

LEGAL RESEARCH OFFICER 

Applications are invited for the post of 
LEGAL RESEARCH OFFlCER to the 
CommiS!'.ion. 

Qualification: 
A good degree and professional 
qualfication in Law with at least 
3 years experience at the Ghana 
Bar. 

Duties: 

Salary: 

• 

To conduct research in specific 
areas of the law, to process pro
posals for reform of the law and 
where necessary to draft appro
priate legislation. 

t4,OOO x t200 - .5,000 per annum. 
(Negot ia hie). 

Application forms and further 
details are obtainable from the 
Executive Secretary. Law Reform 
Commission, P .O. Box M.60. Mi
nistries Accra. The closing date 
for (he' return of completed appli
cation forms is Monday. 17th 
[)cccnlber. 1973. 

dina the use, where applicable, of refcteDCe or control 
sera, control charts etc. 

Equipment should be in lood workina order, rout. 
inely checked and precisely calibrated; conlideratiOlll 
like bench space, ventilation, fire precautions are teeD 

to; and. very important, there is freedom from UDDece.,\

sary physical, chemical and biological bazards. 

7. The laboratory examines specimens only at the 
signed request of a licensed pbysician, dentllt or otber 
person authorised by law to receive such results. ThO! 
requests signed by nuning staff will not be counten· 
anced. the requests from a member of the public ror a 
"blood check-up" will simply not be tolerated (with the 
possib1e exception of pregnancy tests). 

8. The laboratory maintains a record sbowin, the 
daily accession or specimens each of which is numbered 
or otherwise appropriately indentified. 

9. The report is sent promptly to the person author
ised to receive it and a suitable record is preserved by 
the laboratory (in accordance with the local statute of 
limitations). 

10. Finally, personnel policies are written policica. 
practices and procedures that adequately support sound 
laboratory practice: E.g. (a) employee records include 
a record of each employee's training and experience. 

(b) files contain evidence of adequate health super
vision of employees e.g. resu1t.s of pre-employment as 
well as periodic and regular medical examinations, in
cluding cbest Xrays. and records of all iUnesses and 
accidents occurring on duty. 

(c) work distribution is consistent with qualifications 

(d) there are faclliti.es clearly defined for improvinl 
oneself and getting as bigh as one's endmvrnents pennit. 

-
Letter~ 

Our Stand in the Arab-Israeli CootIiCl-A RejoiDdu 

SLR-G. Adali-Mortty's piece entitled "Our Stand in the 
Arab-lsraeh Conflict" (LqOO Obscnu VoL VlllJ22) 
calls for comment. As usual the author writes as if to 
~uggest that (or us In the Third World to espouse such 
themes as imperialism, ZIOOlsm, and socialism is to be 
Irrational and obli\ious of "good counsel and WISe 
deliberations". One is reminded of a similar attitude 
he expressed 10 an earlier article on sociali:un pubhshed 
10 your paper. 

The Involvement of most black Afncan states 10 thl,; 
Middle East crisis bas nothing to do with a bid for 
international importance. as the author suuests. Such 
0. suggestion can only flow from a mind that equates 
pohtkal so\crelgnty and non-alignment with isola
tiOOlsm in international politics, and this is why it was 
so easy for the author to state rather brazenly that the 
role of Gbana and otber small nations in the Middle 
East affairs was to k.eep their peace, Le. to refrain from 

taking sides. 
The author urges us not to be so eltciroo about an 

Issue that only marginally touches tbe national interests 
or black. Africa. But in matters affecting this contiMot 
it would be wrong for us to limit our vision to black 
Africa. not only because the Organisation o( African 
Unity embraces both North and Sub.sabllran African 
~Iates. but also because the terms "Africa" and "African" 
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represent marc a geographical than a racial description. 
A more disturbing ramification of the wedge thus drawn 
between "Arab" and Africa and "black" Africa is the 
political opportunism that it COllnotes. Black African 
states expect Egypt and Libya I~ take a mOJ;e ~ct(vc 
part In the struggle 10 liberate the indigenous people 
of Suuthern Africa who have no ethnic affinities what
soelcr with the AnWs;.,and ye:t black! tAirican'&tatcs are 
urged to "drop out" of a confrontation between Israelis 
and Egyptians because the latter are not ethnically 
related to them. 

I dare say that the author does not even believe in 
any notion of the interest of black Africa as an' ~nlity. 
J sense in his language the presence of a political pers
pective that does not reach beyond the confines of the 
modern nation state. That perspective T characterise as 
micro-nationalism, which can lea'd to very distressing 
postures in inter-African relations. If confrontation of 
another sort ever developed between, say, Uganda. a 
black African state, apd lsrael , or ,between Zambia and 
white South Africa, advocates of micro-nationalism 
would have no difficulty in counselling Ghana, another 
black African state. to remain neutral in the matter if 
"the supreme interests" of the nation state so demanded . 
In t~~, qa&e cOf African .s'r t;s, qf course, the supreme 
na1iC¥l~lli,,~crest inls4¢h. ca~e~ ;geherally revolves arounq 
the enjoyment or promise of cheap technical assistance 
".nd trade concessions. T sugge~ tba~ if we have to prac
tIse any form of nationalism.. in the linteJnatiorial spHere. ' 
it must not be micro-nationalism or black African na
tionalism, but African nationalism. 

M r. Adali-Mortty asks who is to judge which of the 
parties to the Middle East conflict is more entitled to 
Ihe land now held by israel. The questioner I1JlLSt be 

'1'( • 
one of the very few people who have problems nswer-
ing that question, and even the United States, a sworn 
supporter of Israel, concedes that all the territories 
~cizcd by lsrael since the war in 1967 are Arab lands. 

Let ll,S not allow our sympathy for the bistorical mis
fortunes of the Jews to cover up the basic unfaimess 
of Ihe Israeli position. A Juda ic stale for Jews ill arved 
\lUi of a land mass which had previously been numerical
ly dominated by an Islamic Arab population, leading 
to the creation of an enormous Palestinian Arab refu
gee problem. Naturally, this is viewed as an affront by 
the Palestinian and other Arabs, and they attempt. ra
ther ill-advisedly, to wipe out lsrae!. In the third round 
of wars between the adversaries. the Zionist state 
emerges victorious and says, in effect: " In addition to 
the land already taken from you to create me, 1 need 
to hold on to more of your remaining land so that I 
(an usc it as a buffer for my own security". 

Surely, only a bully would speak this kind\8f lan
guage, and the black African states, including Ghana, 
;Ire right in rallying to the side of the underdog. 

No. 12 North Street 
Teslmo, Accra -----

Tawia Ocnm 

TIu.' Middle E::tSf Crisis - A Commeul 

SlR _ In your edilorial comment in L.O. VJ1I/22, you 
stated among otber things, that the breaking of diploma
tic relations with Israel by our government "was the only 
logical course of action to be taken in the circum
,>,ance5". T think the severing of diplomatic relations 
with Israel by a number of African Countries is very 

unfortunate indeed, and certainly 
course of action" open to them. 

It is my opinion. that if tbese counlries had 
~ides, they "Nould have been in a better positiOn 
In. Peace ne~otiations. For,] wonder how Israel 
accept a U.N. Peace force that includes a baltali 
Gh~na or ~ig~ria, since they ha .... e already on 
their neurrahty lO'ilie conflict by siding With the 

It appears most of these African nations have 
10. take note a.f the fact that the main iSfue 
Middle East. IS the determination of the 
st rangle Israel , "drive her to the sea", and 
the Jews in Tsrael, (and all the world over if 
Th~ late President Nasser~ encouraged by ,the 
Ull1on, openly boasted of this. But sadly enough. 
of these States reminded the Arabs. that the th 
genocide is immoral and 'Unethical. 

But as fate would have it, the outnumbered IIr 
have consistently given tbe Arabs a merciless t1u>tl 
>Then the strangest innovation in the annals of war 
Biblical and Koran times happens: Egypt, Syria 
Jordan (the Vanquished), immediately begin to di 
the terms of peace to lsrael (the Victor). Are n 
Jews too entitled to some fairplay? Whicb nail . 

sides p?ssi~l~ t~' -U.S. would have called for a 
drawal if' thel.Ar~·s had won and exterminated ai' 
Israelis? 

Peace can only be brought 10 the Mid-East i 
belligerents will allow sanity to prevail. We here 
be franl.. and tell our Arab brothers that it is unrea 
to refuse to recognise Israel's existence. That 
wicked and immoral to seek to destroy the sta 
Israel that had been established by a U.N. resol 

We must point out to the Soviet Union that 
unscrupulous to vote for the establishment of tbe 
of Israel (in 1947), supply her with arms to defend 
self and perpetuate her existence (in 1948), merel 
turn round and supply tbe Arabs with weapons (in 
and 1973) to destroy this same State tbat bad been 
blished with tbe help of Russian arms and diplot 
The Russians: must be discouraged from makins 
Middle East the practical testing ground for their 1 

weapons and missiles. 

The Israelis must be assured some measure of sec 
_ including the right to navigate the Suez Canal 
the Straits of Tirao; freedom from hijacking and b 
assassinations sucb as at Munich; and perhaps evel 
right f('lr T~raers Airlines to land at Cairo and B 
airport. and to purchase oil from Kuwait. As 101 

the Arabs still maintain their avowed threat to de 
Israel, Israel will be entitled to the natural right of 
defence. Commonsense will dictate to them that 
should not withdraw witbout guarantees. Should 
for instance, hand over the Golan Heights to the Sy 
only for the Syrian troops to start firing rockets 
there at the Israeli Settlement downhill Ihe folio 
week? This will be mere stupidity! 

Finally, the Arabs must also remember that 
millions of poun'ds. dollars and francs that they 
been spending on the wars - all of which they hu' 
far lost - could easily transfonn a portion of the 
desert into a paradise for the Palestinian refuge( 
indeed they are fighting for the inte(ests of these pc 
Some of that money too could be used in suppa 
Liberation Movements in Africa, if they are to coo' 

-
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us here, that they think in lerms of Africa (South of 
the Sahara), and that their main aim in tbe O.A.U. 
is not merely to solicit moral support for the vain 
struggle in the desert. 

P.O. Box 39 E. ObengLMmtIlh 
Oormaa.A"~ .... ",,~ro~ ________ _ 

Self·Reliance aod Espetriate Missiooaria
n.elAsl Won! 

SIR- l should like to come back briefiy on the above 
subject in view of the further rejoinden written by 
Drs. Ampomah and Amab in the last issue 1)( the Legoo 
Obsltrver (VJII/23). 

We arc all .aware, sir, of tbe problem of getliog suit
ably qualified Ghanaian women graduates into some of 
our girls' institutions, but what J wanted to point out 
to Dr. Ampomah in my previous letter (L.O. VIlI/22) 
was simply that onc could not in fairness, considering 
our actual situation. put the entire blame for the absence 
of our women gra'duates in the1:0p posts of some of our 
female institutions on the expatriate missionari~. These 
missionaries are here to help and I can assure Dr. 
Ampomab that it is their fervent wish that our Ghana· 
ian women get to every position that the men are also 
occupying. They have the interest of our Ghanaian 
women at heart and that is precisely why tbey are still 
holding on until such time that they can be privileged 
to see the good work begun by them taken over by the 
\'ery women they have been working for. 

I would therefore like to appeal to people like Dr. 
Ampomah to urge our Ghanaian women graduates to 
!.:omc forward and apply (or vacanl posts in our girls' 
institutions, bearing in mind that it is the Public Ser
\ices Commission that in the final analysis arranges for 
the interview to select tbe best candidate. Needless to 
say, it is my sincere prayer that our hard-working wo
men teachers come forward and help in our female insti
tutions in every position (including of course the top 
ones also). 

Now my answer to Dr. Ansah's question (L.O. Vm/23), 
"what business has any missionary or church leader to 
be going round looking for prospective heads of public 
institutions7" I am sure by public institutions Dr. 
An sah is referring to tbose Catholic Schools or church 
sehools which are within the public system. It is worth
while pointing out here that no matter from what source 
these catholic s<:hools are now being financed , they 
still remain Catholic Schools beeause they have never 
been nationalized by any government. They ha\e only 
been brought into the public system to make it easy for 
the Ministry of Education to control them. 1 am sure 
Dr. Ansah realizes fully well that no Catholic or Chris
tian for that matter, is exempted from contributing to 
the public funds from whi ch all schools within the pu
blic system are being financed . 

Now if those schools in question are still Catholic 
o r church school s, T don't see anything wrong in the 
Church's effort in looking for suitable heads to he 
presented or recommended to the proper authority for 
appointment to those schools. What the Church does 
in this regard is only seeing to it that the purpose for 
which the institutions have been established is preserved . 
It may not be out of place, sir, to point out that these 
church institutions have been established to enable those 
who want a Christian education for their chi1dre~ to have 
the oPJ'lOrtunity to choose the type of education they 

desire for their children. (See United NatiODl' UDiver. 
sal Declaration of Human Riahtt-Artide 1.6, Pat. 3). b 
it not therefore proper that the beads of chun:b iDIIitu. 
tions be carefully selected 10 as to maintain tbe coafi
dcnce of parents who wourd still like to educate their 
children in these institutions7 

Sir, on the question of the headship of Sf. JoIm's 
School, may I inform Dr. Ansah that the Church bas 
already recommended some three names (all Ghanaian) 
to the management committee of the school. 

Dr. Ansah writes "there is a lot wrong with the ad
ministrative arrangements in some of these million or 
church ~hooJs ... " and I admit that !be administra
tive arrangements are not perfect, but the faults should 
not be exaggerated. We should remember that tJme 
schools are run by human beings who are sincerely 
trying to do their best. 

l'.0. 80S: s.c Rev. F .... H. St •• 
A= 

Esp8iO bde Civil Sen ts 

SIR- AI a time when about 4,000 Ghanaian civil aet
vants have retired from the Civil Service with died 
(rom November, 1973. it is not only proper but also 
imperative for the Ghana Government to turn its atten· 
tion to the position of e:lpatriate civil servantJ who bave 
long retired but who are still on the payroll of the 
go\'emment. 

It is an open secret that one of the main conditions 
for the granting of independence to Gbana and other 
British colonial territories was the payment of campeu
~Iion and pensions to expatriate civil servanta who 
had to leave in the face of African nationalism. In 
~ome cases where a colony was not able to pay these 
benefits to the departing expatriate civil servants, Britain 
granted loans to her African colonies to pay such bene
fits. It is indisputable that part of the financial commit
ments of former dependencies to Britain today is the 
result of this arrangement. 

Sixteen years after independence, Ghana should en
mine herself whether or not she must continue to pay 
the pensions of retired expatriates who may even now 
be in gainful employment in Britain. Should Ghana 
not cease to pay the pensions for her former expatriate 
civil servants7 Surely she should stop because it is in 
her own interest to do so, and the savings made here 
could be u~ed to fool part of the pensions bill for the 
civil scnanlS who ha"c retired this No"embcr. 

Times change and we should change with them. It 
will be out of place for Ghana today to continue to 
pay the people who have had enough of the wealth of 
thi s country. We are not morally bound nor legally 
obliged to stick to a condition which the times have 
rendered meaningless. Tanzania has brought pressure 
to bear on the British Government to take over the pay
ment of pensions to the former expatriate civil servants 
who scrved in Tanzania before independence. The earlier 
Ghana followed the example set by Tanzania in ridding 
herself of conditions which are obsolete the better it 
will be for this country. 

Public Services Workers' UniOil 
l1all of Trade Unioas 
P.O. Box 701 
Ac,", 

P.8. t\rthi.W 
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The Purpose of Uoiversity Educalioo 

SIR I wish 10 disagree with you on the views expressed 
uuder the heading "The Purpose of University Educa
tion in Ghana Today" in L.O. Vol. VIU/22. You 
\lpp::ar disturbed about thc growing notion among stu
dents entering universities that universities are places 
where skills are acquired and you suggest that this 
altitude be discouraged. 

Personally. I would consider this depanurc from thc 
traditional view a blessing to the Ghanaian tax-payer 
who has had to finance education in subjects from which 
he ha,; drawn no tangible benefit. There should be no 
:,.rgument whatever thai for a developing country like 
uurs, trained specialists are of far more value than dab
blers in "beautiful nothings". One is yet to be convinced 
that liberal Arts graduates are better adapted to face the 
h;lfdships of life. It is still yet to be proved that their 
courses of study dispose them to any special advantages 
not enjoyed by specialists and professionals. 

There is no denying the fact that universities (espe
cial ly in countries barely able to afford them) must be 
utilitarian. Our universities must cease playing the role 
(If Grammar Academies where the ability to produce 
well documented essays is the accepted index of success 
in a life that demands much more than Latin and Phi
losophy can give. 

Gcncral education must end at the secondary school 
level: universities must go a step further. 

"-kuafa Hall 
Legan 

v. Arnpomah 

Unil'cnity En.mntt ADd Gui'daoC'C In Schools 
- A CommeDt! 

$1 R - Ayikwei Bulley's article on the above-mentioned 
~ ,ubjcct was both interesting and useful. Many indeed 
are the students who have passed well in, say, Econo
mics at the sixth form and would have done it at 
University had somebody told them way back in fonn 
four that they would ncOO O-level Mathematics for 
Uni\'ersity Economics. Mr. Bulley's suggestion is that 
rupils should be guided as early as the first year in 
~econdary school towards the discovery of their poten
tial. 

One is not here questioning the wisdom of those who 
make O-level Mathematics a requirement for Economics 
at the University when students can perform brilliantly 
in the latter subject at A-levels without any Mathema
lies. However, I feel uneasy about a possible impH
c ... tion of Mr. Bulley's suggestion. Most of us know a 
wd!-known scientist who is a lso a well-known painter. 
~ · llppOSC someone had discovered thi s person's artistic 
potential when hc was in form one of secondary school 
and had "guided" h im away from the scienccs. or vice 
versa . It does seem to me that an injudicious or pre
mature introduction of a system of guidance could 
prevent some people from developing thcir full ponten 
lia!' Th ere s eerns to be a tacit assumption in Mr. 
Rll1!CY'~ article that onc can't find engineers who are 
al~o writers or indeed psychologists who are musicians. 
But in fact many individuals have the potential to pur
~ue more than one ca reer, and we should guard against 
imposing something on the young per~on before he 
him~elf is rea'dy to make a ch oice. 

Let me just add that if you tell a form four girl who 
hates Mathcmatics that she will need it in future for 
Economics at Legan, she will probably tell you at that 

ag,;: thai to hell with Economics. If in addition to 
telling her that she cannot do Economics at Lq:on 
~ome expert proceeded to guide her away from 'Subjects 
allic:::l to Mathematics that guide would be doin. the 
t;irl possible harm, because we know from experience 
that she can in fact do well in Economics at A.level. 

I accept the need for a system in our schools to 
advise students on university prospects and subsequent 
career 0Pl?0rtunities, but I would wish such a system 
to take most scrupulous account of the complexity of 
what any individual is potentially capable of. 

Dept of English A. N. Me __ 
Le ... 

Viewpoint 

A CAUTION ON THE CREATION OF A NATIONAL 
YOUTH ORGANISATION 

By 
Agyare Koi-Larbi 

ACCORD ING 10 a recent announcement by the govern
ment, a natiooal youth movement is to be formed. For 
some, this announcement suddenly brought vivid memo
ries of the activities of the defunct Young Pioneer 
Movement, and it is my belief tbat certain cautions 
must be sounded at this juncture. The fonnation of a 
Youth Organisation in Ghana is certainly necessary. 
if properly organised, for various reasons. First and 
foremost is the nced to make our youth culturally aware 
of themselves. Witbout such awareness young men 
and women in Ghana will continue to look elsewhere 
for cultural direc~ion. In fact a fundamental change can 
be brought about in a colonial-minded country like ours 
only when the youth on whose shoulder lies the burden 
of building a civilised and prosperous society ba\'e beel\ 
baptised with the fire of patriotism. And this can effec
tively be "done through a carefully organised youth 
movement. 

Patriotism however is not all that the youth must 
possess; they must also be adventurous. Through a na
tional organisation, camping and other physical activities 
which tend to help instil this courageous and enter
prising spirit in the youth could be arranged, as it ;~ 

done at the moment in the Boys Scout movement. 
But the advantages apart, we must be careful not to 

allow thi s youth organisation rcpeat the mistakes of the 
rlast and bccome another Young Pioneer Movement. 
And we can only do tbis when we are able to decide 
on what principles must govern the operations of such 
a youth movement. First and foremost the buifding of 
a persona lity cult mllst be avoided. Members of such a 
movcment should not be taught a particular leader is 
Ihe Go<l-ordaincd. permanent, indispensable or infallible 
ruler of Ghana to whom all allegiance and loyaltv is 
owcn. The kind of youth movement in which chilnrrn 
arc indoctrinated to worship :I particular leader like the 
Hitler Youth were doing in Germany during the Second 
World War and the Young Pioneers in the First Re-
nublic, is characteristic of all totalitarian states. In .a 
totalitarian ~Iatc, either one man or a small clique of 
people control at will the entirc society and even deter
mine what the society should think publicly, an'd quite 
natura lly the idea of an independent youth movement 
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is hardly tolerate<t, In contrast to this situation is the IS a case in poiot which prOVC4 that once politically 
concept of a youth movement in a pluralistic society affiliated people are appointed to head organisatiODl 
where nobody is considered to be indispensable The whose functions are supposed to be nOD-political then 
result is that the youth movements in such societies are the performance and overall acceptability of sucb oraa-
hardly encouraged to glorify any particular individual nisations become seriously jeopar'dised. 
as opposed to the state. It is also necessary for us 10 T' b d o mamtain 1 e in ependence and continuity of the 
note that in totalitarian states such youth movements intended youth corps it will be necessary to give them 
are always sponsored by .the slate and arc very often a diversified programme of study making sure that such 
considered an organ of the all powerfuJ ruling party 

a programme IS written by an independent body of 
whose ideology the youth imbibe and propagate. 

youth experts. Take for instance. a manifesto of youth 
Tn Gbana we have had the experience during the first organisation written exclusively by Busia or Nkrumah 

Republic of the typically totalitarian method of organi- for the instruction of the youth. No matter the virtue 
sing a youth movement. It was a distasteful experience which such a manifesto may contain, it is likely to pre-
and not unnaturally it pass~d away with the collapse judice the minds of parents, depending of course on 
of tbe Nkrumah regime. Tbe brief duration of the their political thinking and thus generate undue suspi-
Second Republic saw no governmentally directed youth cion. The result of this will be that any youth corPft 
body. Tt seems as if we are soon to have a youth move- sponsored by the stale which uses such a manifesto is 
ment, and the problem that we have to resolve is how not likely to last beyond the reign of any particular 
do we have a youth movement initiated by a government government whose interests may coincide with the con-
an'd yet free from the evils of a personality cult and tent of such a manifesto. It is for this reason that 1 
political control? would advise that the Charter of Re<iemption issued 

To avoid any political control of the intended youth by the N.R.C. should not be made a central subject 
movement it should first and foremost be under the of study in the youth movement. Instead, the Charter 
direction of a Special Committee for Youth Affairs, could be placed under the broad topic of. say, "Govern-
the membership of which shall be limited to men of ment Objectives in Ghana" where it could be studied 
proven integrity but, much more important, men gene- comparatively with other government manifestos. It IS 

rally known for possessing a nOD-partisan approach to indeed a fact that the Charter talks of so many ideals 
political issues. Acti ve ideologists should definitely be which ought to be pursued for the purposes of achieving 
excluded! Members of this special committee should a humane technological civilisation in Ghana, but it 
be free to reject any 'directive from the government if happens nevertheless to be the manifesto of the ruling 
they feel that it might endanger the political impartiality group in Ghana to'day and ruling groups are to be differ-
of the movement. But even the effective use of such a entia ted from the more pennanent entity, namely, the 
provISIon depends on getting politically non-affiliated nation. Therefore tbose who want to I:Stablish certain 
people to direct the affairs of the youth organisation. institutions which will last<beyond the reign of a parti-
The fate of the disbanded Centre for Civic Education cular government's life span should as much as possible 
~~~~~~--~------~~~~~=. 
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release r.uch Imtttutions from direct political control. If 
OUt orl:.nLUIICn is to last beyond the life of a particular 
gO\cmment then it must avoid overt identification with 
those who exercise political power. Making school child
ren study the Charter of Redemption as if it were the 
only such document which has evcr been available in 
Ghana would be the same as a political party compelling 
school children to study Its manifesto. Does it mean 
that in future any political party in Ghana will have 
the right to make school children study its manifesto? 

In the circum\tances, the best thing would be for the 
('omni:'hlner (or Education to commission either a 
particular person or a group of people to produce a 
man'tal, to he u~d for the Instruction of members of 
the Youth Corps. The emphasis of such a manual 
·"ould be to cducate the youth to respect their culture 
:'nd to identify with the Statc of Ghana and Africa, 
IOstead of with a tribe, or political group. Though this 
document may proclaim ideals which may be already 
emhnncd 10 the Charter of Redemption the mere fact 
'''at Ih author~hip is non-political will go a long way 
in remo\iinl! ~uspicion and dnubts which are inevitable 
if a p:lMf'I,lct written by a rullOg political group is used 
ae: a medium of initruction. 

Since independence we have hardly had any viable 
wcial or political institution beaus:: whenever we have 
a new government nearly everything begins anew. Insti
tution~ ~uch a~ youth movements will vanish with go
':emment "iO far as .. uch institutions and organisations 
are tarOlshed by partisan politics. 

For The Record 
SUOOIlY, November, 18 

Glulna Signs Pads with Hungary 

TWO agreements for technical and scientific co-operation 
were signed today on behalf of the two governments by 
Major Kwamc Baah. CommiSSIoner for Foreign Affalls 
(Ghana) and Dr. Bela Sulai, Hungarian Deputy Minis
ter of Foreign Trade (Hungary). The fir.sl agreement 
(renewable e\'cry year), the Working Programme Agree· 
mc:nt for 1974.75, is to allow Ghana to send 20 students 
to Hungary to study courses in science and technology. 
The .. ccond pact IS to "iet up a machinery for Imple
menting an agreement signed in 1961. The agreements 
come in the wake of the state viSit to Ghana of Mr, 
Pal LO"ionczl. Pre",dent of the Presidential Council of 
Hungary who arrived in Ghana on Thursday I Sth 

January . 

"100day. NO\l!mber, 16 

Stltement on {}tc:d Cars 

THE prohlblhon of the importation oC used cars IOtO 
the country should not apply 10 students, forCtgn service 
officers and Ghanaians '" a similar group returning 
home_ For thIS group the ban is on cars which are 
over fi\ie yeah old This is contained in a statement 
ISSUed today by the Government. The statement reviews 
the pre,-ious decision on the Importation of used cars 
which was contained '" the Economic Measures for 
1973.74. 

The ban, the pruenl statement said, should not apply 
to vehicles ... ·hich were shIpped or were firmly commit· 
ted to be shiPped on or berore August 30 this year 

Attention Please! 
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Beans 
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Fish, etc. 
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(10) Aprapransa 

4. Opening Date: 5th November, 
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5. Time: 5 a.m - 9 p.m. from 

~onday--Saturday 
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, CURSION AND EVERYBODY'S 

HOME. 
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Editorial 
THE PROBLEM OF SIlO 

AMONG the more distressing features of life in Ghana during 
the year which is now ending - and indeed some of the 
years preceding it-has been the inconvenience caused by 
the periodic but continual shortages of certain consumer items. 
Leaving aside the current colossal business about petrol, 
Ghanaians have in the last twelve months experienced diffi
culty in obtaining in sufficient quantity. if at all, such di\erse 
items as sugar, sardmes, corned beef, rice, meat, cooking 
oil, vehicle lyres, motor spare parts. cement, cutlasses, electric 
bulbs, toilet soap, detergents and toilet rolls - the last men
tioned itrm being by no means the least important. 

Admittedly, our precarious .foreign exchange situation 
is a cause of these shortages. Indeed it was hoped that if the 
label 'essential' which had been tagged on some of them was 
removed Ghanaians would come to love these things less 
and adjust to their limited availability - the whole being 
an exercise aimed at conserving foreign exchange. Thrifty 
house-keeping has been necessary, but it is true too that it 
was never the gO\iernment's intention to inflict all of these 
acute shortages on Ghanaians as a deliberate measure. There 
can be no point in 'starving' the people just to save foreign 
money ; and the government itself seems to be aware of this. 
Hence the constant assurances to the nat on that sufficient 
supplies of whatever item happened to be urgently in short 
supply would be arriving soon. Recently, we have been told 
that 72,000 cutlasses are on the way. Some weeks back we 
were told that more tyres would soon arrive to alleviate the 
desperate situation, and the arrival of "more" cement and 
"more" meat IS periodically being announced. The conclusion 
to be drawn from this is that the government seems wiDing 
enough sooner or later to spend the money on these items; 
and if that is the case then the problem seems to be largely 
due to ineffective plannmg. 

[n a situation Like our present one where there are strict 
controls on foreign trade and payments, the responsibility 
for eosunng the availability of goods rests solidly on the 
shoulders of government. Whereas, under the open system, 
trading firms would make their own estimates of such of the 
country's needs as they wished to supply, now it is the govern
ment which practically dictates quantities to be imported. 
And the question is, does the Planning Divi!oion take sufficient 
cognisance of the needs of the country '] Take the case of tyres 
for instance. Is the tO' al yearly tyre requirement of the country 
known, and therefore the extent to which we need to supple
ment by import the locaL production of Firestone? If it is, 
then why the painful position in which we find ourselves 
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now - where Firestone may not be under-pro
ducing) ct v.e face a shortage? If it is true that lyres 
have been ordered and "'ill arrive saon, then we 
cannot blame the. Ghanaian shortage 01) "a world 

<! nortage", the usual scapegoat. It seems as 
if there is a general failure here : namely. !.hat 
we are not aware of the extent to which local 
prcduct ion needs to be supplemented by import. 
WO l!ld thi s not explain to some extent the shortages 
in cooking 0 11 , cement, and cutlasses in addition 
to tyres? 

Needless to say, there are other factors - some 
of them aiministrati\'c. For instance, there is 
the whole Cjuestion of the timing of orders to ensure 
e\cn and t::3lanced delivery. Perhaps on these and 
other m:Hters the new Logistics Commillee needs 
to goto~('hool. We wouJd suggesllherefore that ~s 
a J: ossible way of easing these shortages the govern
ment ~hou!d draw more directly on the experience 
of tho~e Ghanaians who by \ irtue of long asso
ciation with established trading finns have gained 
experti ~c in the business of meeting the imported 
consumer needs of the country. We suggest that 
these people be brought together with the members 
of the Logist ics C.omrnittee so the latter can learn 
from their experience. At any rate, the present 
sitl..:ltion, in which we ha"e periodic shortages 
wh:ch are the n mel by unplanned , panic order~. 
cannot be of much good to the economy. 
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Africa 
FRANCE 
1972-73: 

AND HER AFRICAN ALLIES 
TOWARDS DISENCHANTMENT? 

By 
Opia-Mensah Kumah 

THE years 1972 and 1973 have been crucial ones 
for relations between France and her fo:mer 
African colonies. The hope of many Fren-::hmen 
and francophone Africans to see the French 
community grow into a "commonwealth a la 
francaise" has been very badly shaken. The 
main highlights of the difficulties being e:tp:rienced 
by France and her African allies in their relations 
are the revision of the 1960 co·operation agreements 
between France and certain of her African friends; 
the restiv.!ness of youth in many African countries; 
the deteriorating relations between France and 
Chad and the troubles within the OCAMM, 
the Afro-Malagasy and Mauritian Common 
Organisation. The present difficulties between 
France and her former African territories take 
their immediate roots in 1972. [n that year. 
a number or political events and decisions in 
francQphone Africa set in motion the current 
tbat was to jeopardise seriously the dominant 
position of France in Arrica. 

Madagascar 

First of these political incidents was the change 
of government in Madagascar in May. 1972. 
As a resuJt of two months of violent student 
demonstration (during which eighteen students 
lost their lives in clashes with peace officers). 
the government of President Tsiranana finally 
capitulated, vesting all executive power in Lt.
General Gabriel Ramanantsoa. It is significant 
to note that the theme running throughout the 
social unrest which. led to the fall f"om power of 
President Ts ranana was the need for a review 
of the relations between Madagascar and France. 
The demonstrators called for the w thdrawal of 
French military bases in Madagascar, the with
drawal of Madagascar from the Franc zone and 
the Umaiagasisation" of education. It. there· 
fore, came as no ' urpri e to ob erve s when he 
new Malagasy government announced its intention 
to enter into full cale negot :ations with France 
with a view to reviewing the 1960 accords. As 
a fir~t step, the Ramanant<oa regime ook steps 
to "malagasise" education : F. ench educational 
assistants and headmasters of secondary schools 
were to be replaced by Malagasy nationals before 
the opening of the 1972·73 academic year and 
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a Malagasy national, M. Thomas Rahandraha. 
was appointed rector of Madaga:.car University. 

On the 25th of January, 1973, talks opened in 
Tananarive between officials of the French and 
Malagasy governments with a view to revising 
lhe standing agreemen IS between their two count
ries. The talks dragged 00 for five long months, 
passing through several sessions of tough nego
tiations and two long adjournments. Finally, 
in May, the talks wefe concluded and on June 4, 
a new co-operation agreement was signed in 
Paris. Madagascar left the French monetary 
zone and the French were called upon to with
draw their military base at Diego-Saurez. 

Far back in J 972, concerned Frenchmen and 
Africans had seen the writing on the wall. On 
June 27, 1972, M. Yvon Bourges, French Secre
tary of State for Foreign Affairs had hinted that 
some African countries had expressed the desire 
to have their co-operation agreements with France 
reviewed whilst President Senghor of Senegal 
disclosed in an interview that certain African 
countries had in fact actually proceeded uni
laterally to adapt the said agreements. At that 
time it was widely believed that Madagascar and 
Cameroun, which was on the threshold of final 
unification, were among the countries purported 
to be seeking new relations. The Malagasy moves, 
therefore, came as no surprise to insiders and 
observers. 

On the very day that M. Bourges was dropping 
his hint in Paris, the Political Bureau of the Mauri
tania People's Party made a call in Nouakchott 
for a revision of the co-operation agreements 
between France aDd Mauritania. This, said the 
statement of the political bureau. was to enable 
Mauritania to pursue her "constant ')earch for 
independence in all fields". 

CAR HIRE SERVICE 
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This call opened the way for negotiations. which. 
lhough not as dramatic as the Franco-Malagasy 
talks were to be, were pursued with no less de
termination and toughness. On February 15. 
1973 a new co-operation agreement was signed 
by France and Mauritania (superseding and 
nullifying the 1960 accord). Conspicuously 
missing from the new agreement was any form of 
military or monetary co·operation. And, perhaps 
e\en ~ore significantly, from the day of coming 
into force of the new accord. the French amba
ssador in Nouakchott ceased to be the automatic 
doyen of the diplomatic corps there. 

Pompidou's Warning 

But this was nol the last of France's setbacks 
in Africa in 1972. On October 26. Major Mathieu 
Kerekou overthrew the Maga-Ahomadegbe-Apithy 
triumvirate in the Republic of Dahomey. The 
new Dahomean regime made it quite clear from 
the start that it intended to orient its country more 
toward Africa and away from France. The new 
regime began an unpalatable (to France) flirtation 
with English-speaking states like Ghana and 
Nigeria and even such dangerous "communist" 
elements as Ahmed Sekou Toure's Guinea. The 
new regime even talked of a West African econo· 
roie union cutting aCI;OSS linguistic barriers! All 
of which led President Pompidou, on a West 
African tour, to warn rather strongly his West 
African friends against any flirtation with anglo
phone West Africa. Of course, only the week 
before. France had generously given its fourteen 
former terdtories £85 million to share amongst 
themselves: a colonial debt owed to France which 
the patron state was magnanimously writing off. 
This, of course, did not prevent Major Kerekou 
and Presidents Ahidjo (of Cameroun) and Ngou
abi (of the Congo) from indicating that they wanted 
to see a new basis for co-operation between 
their countries and France. 

We may also mention the growing restlessness 
of youth, especially students in some countries 
which have very close ties with France. It is no 
secret that the underlying cause of the frequent 
student demonstrations in Senegal (the latest 
being the February 1973 riots) is students' dis
content with the established socio-political order, 
especially what they see as undue French in
fluence in the political and economic life of their 
country. Since 1972, and even before, President 
Diori of Niger has bad to grapple with a similar 
problem in his country. Aod the rebellion of 
Chadian students at home and in France is partly 
responsible for the strain in Franco-Chadian 
relations, to which we now tum our attention. 

Since July 1973. relations between France and 
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Chad have been rather precarious. In that month, 
the ofikml Chad NeW3 Agen~y accu!>Cd M. Jac'iue,) 
Foccart, Secretary-General to the French Pre· 
sideney with responsibility for African Affairs, 
of plotting to overthrow the regime of President 
Francois TombaJbaye. M. Foccarl was alleged 
to have said in company that M. Tombalbaye 
would not survive beyond Christmas this year 
and that there were plans to "save" Otad. Chad 
also accu!lcd France of conniving with Chadian 
student insurgents in France who were calling 
for political reforms in their country. This turn 
of affairs can only be termed unfortunate because 
before last year Chad and France were very good 
friends, and French military assistance was a 
major contributory factor in the success of 
government troops fighting hard to suppress 
FROLINAT rebels. 

We may also mention in connection with 
the apparent dwindling of French influence in 
Africa the general trend by Francophone Africa 
towards solidarity with non-French-speaking 
Africa. Deserving particular mention is the 
mysterious, still unexplained, appearance of Presi
dent Houphouet-Boigny at the tenth O.A.U. 
summit meeting held in Addis Ababa last May. 

The Oc.mm 10 Crisis 

Another development which must be bothering 
protagonists of Franco-African co-operation is 
the series of events which, in the last year or so , 
has shaken the OCAMM to its very roots. 

The first open sign of trouble emerged in Febru
a ry 1972 when President Francois Tombalbaye 
of Chad resigned his post as OCAMM Chairman 
in protest over the (mis)management of Air 
Afrique, the international airline operated by 
OCAMM . 

Before the dust ari sing from the chairman's 
resignation could fully settle, the club was shaken 
by another shock announcement. On April 7, 
j ust a week before the OCAMM summit was 
to open ID Lome, President Mobutu Sese Seko 
of Zaire announced his country's withdrawal 
from OCAMM " because of certaio foreign 10-
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terference which IS tolerated on African ~il'·. 
Thi!J Lime intere:,ted cirdes both Inside anu 
outside were really worried. At the end of the 
two-day summit, the new chainnan, President 
Senghor of Senegal, spoke of "the real but Dot 
Ill sunnountable problems of OCAMM" which, 
he said, were but "childhood. illnesses of inde
pendence". And the summit signed a resolution 
asking all members to stand rast and avoid 
divisive tendencies. 

Five months after Zaire's withdrawal, on Sept
ember, 22 the People's Republic of the Congo 
pulled out of the club too. The Congo objected 
to OCAMM·S political role. "OCAMM," claimed 
the Congolese statement, "has become the centre 
for alienating poutical predilections"; conse
quently Ole presence of the Congo within such 
an organisation is a contraruction which must 
unquestionably be put to an end. 

Spate of Withdrawa's 

The withdrawal of Zaire and the Congo further 
pointed to what appeared. to be a drifting apart o f 
French West Africa and French Equatorial Arrica . 
Zaire appeared to be wishing to playa greater role 
in African affairs and did not want its hands 
to be tied by narrow club alignments: the 
Congo, with her experiment in scientific SOCialism, 
was moving more and more towards the extreme 
left - and self-isolation; Cameroun. eager to see 
a total reunification or East and West, was trying 
(0 erase any impression that it was still unduly 
francophile ; and Otad, in spite of France's military 
assistance, was heading perceptibly towards a 
c'ash with ber former mentor. Only Gabon or 
aU the Equatorial African States moved. steadily 
with its West Mrican sisters. 

It came as little surprise therefore, when ItS!. 

than a year after the Congo's withdrawal, on 
July I , 1973, Cameroun announced. she was 
opting out of the club. Less than 48 hours later, 
on the lrd of July, Chad followed suit, charging 
that OCAMM had become "an instrument or 
the colonialists for the enslavement of Africans". 
Just a month later. on August 4, Madagascar 
announced her withdrawal (00. 

This spate of withdrawal and the fear of further 
withdrawals (it was being wildly rumoured 
that Dahomey might withdraw too) led to near
panic inside the OCAMM. OCAMM chairman . 
President Senghor. called an emergency OCAMM 
Ministerial conference in Dakar on the 9th and 
10th August to discuss the recent events and the 
future of the organization. President Senghor 
called on members not to .desert OCAMM because 
it still held promise for co-operation and economic 
development . The Organisation, he said, was 
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only going through "a crisis of growth" and was 
not on the brink of disintegration as ils detractors 
claimed. 

The "crisis of growth" through which the 
OCAMM (now OCAM after the withdrawal 
of Madagascar) has been passing is another 
major difficulty facing Franco-African relations. 
The OCAMM, as a body, has in the past co
operated very closely with France and has been 
a check on rebeUion-inclined allies. Its disinte
gration would be a major blow to Franco-African 
co-operation in the future. 

The above-mentioned difficulties raise the 
question as to what the future holds for re
lations between France and her African aUies. 
There is the need now not for mere disparate 
review agreements but for a severe look at the 
basis of the French-African embrace and for a 
re-orientation in the light of present-day realities, 
political and social. 

The fortunately perceptible trend towards soli
darity among African states is likely to catch 
on more and more in Francophone Africa. And 
when this happens France can no longer hope to 
occupy the position of patron of a club she has 
fostered probably with her own interests in view. 
The current difficulty is a test of the adjustability 
and resilience of France and her African friends 
in the face of changing realities. 

There is enough evidence to show that there 
are several well-meaning Frenchmen and Africans 
who would like to see the continuation of co
operation between France and Africa. President 
Senghor of Senegal is the one African leader who 
appears most concerned about the recent turn 
of events. He has viewed with grave concern 
the gradual freezing of the hitherto warm relations 
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between France and some former close friends. 
and has made relen,less efforts, drawing upon 
his extraordinary capacity for compromise 
and conciliation, to heal the wounds that have been 
opened in French-African relations. 

At the beginning of last November. he made 
his latest attempt to try and bring Francophone 
Africa together again. Mainly under his impulse, 
a summit conference of ten francophone African 
countries was held in Paris. The purpose of the 
meeting was to try and shape a new future and 
find new perspectives for the French community. 
We wish President Senghor and his friends all 
the best. But experience should inform them 
that periodic meetings and fluid rhetoric alone 
cannot save the French community. What is 
needed now is a harsh new look at the very basis 
of the community, at its functions and relevance 
in a changing world, especially a changing Africa, 
and the role of each member within and without 
the conununity. 

International 
TWENTY FIVE YEARS OF THE UNITED 
NATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS: AN 

AFRICAN VIEWPOINT 

By 
S. K . B. Asante 

SINCE Monday, 10th of December. 1973, member
states of the United Nations have been celebrating 
with pomp and pageantry the twenty-fifth anni
versary of the United Nations Universal Declara
tion of Human Rights. At the headquarters in 
New York itself, the General Assembly held 
a special commemorative meeting on that day to 
award prizes for the second time for outstanding 
achievements in human rights. More significantly, 
it launched a Decade for Action to Combat 
Racism and Racial D!!.criminalion. The goals 
of the "Decade", as set out in the recently published 
United Nations pamphlets on human rights , 
are, briefly, to promote human rights especially 
by eliminalmg racism and racial discrimmation, 
to arrest any expansion of racist policies, to end 
racist regimes, and to isolate and dispel the faU
acious beljefs contributing to racism and racial 
discrimination. 

The Charter of the United Nations itself reflects 
the indissoluble Link between respect for human 
rights and human survival. It was in recognition of 
this interdependence of human rights and world 
peace that the Human Rights Comm·ssion which 
was set up under the chairmanship of Mrs. Eleanor 

• 
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Roosevelt prepared the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights It:, a common standard of al.:hievc
ment for all peoples and for all nations. large 
and small. On lOth December. 1948, this Declara
tion was unanimously approved by the General 
Assembly. This was followed by additional draft 
cooventions on human rights which gave the 
Declaration It more precise legal form. Un
doubtedly, then, the unhersal recognition of the 
dignity inherent in all members of the human 
family and their equal and inalienable rights is 
among the important goals of the Charter of the 
United Nations. No continent would. however, 
appear 10 be much more especially concerned with 
the achievement of this goal than the continent 
of Africa. For as we have had occasion to 
emphasize before, our continent is tbe only one 
in the world wbere racial minority regimes exist. 
It is also tbe only continent where the phenomenon 
of international colonisation has survived into 
the "civilised" world. If tberefore Africa has any 
special problem today, it is that of racial minority 
governments and foreign domination, To us in 
Africa the only really important function of the 
United Nations is to end coioniaHsm and racism, 
so that the "African Personality", which 'Ire have 
been proclaiming all these years can "compel 
a lot of respect" In the councils of the world. 
In this brief sketch we shall attempt a review of 
tbe twenty·five years of the United Nations and 
Human Rights from the African viewpoint. 

African Attitudes 

Human rights would occupy a significant 
chapter in any story of the United Nations. They 
ha .... e figured prominently in the activities of the 
organisation since its creation. In every session 
they have preoccupied one of the major committees 
of the General Assembly, and every year the 
Economic and Social Council has struggled with 
the subject. The annual report of the Secretary. 
General of the United Nations is replete with 
detailed references to the activities of the or· 
ganisation III the realm of human right!o . No 
wonder, then, that the Commission of Human 
Rights has had a singular history among United 
Nations bodie~ of continuous, difficult, but 
creditable activity. Human rights have also 
been of special concern to non·governmentat 
organisations accredited to the United Nations 
and nurnerou!o work!.. have been written on the 
Illternational proteooon of human rights. 

But what has been the attitude of African States 
to the United Nations human right~ activities '1 
It is not surprising that African States have 
held different views about tbe traditional concern 
of the United Nations with human rights. Being 

new states and only recently the colonial POsses
!oion~ of We!:.tern po",ers, African SLatl!$ hue 
brought into the organisation strong views regard
ing the evils of colonialism. Furthermore, being of 
different racial stock than their former colonial 
maMers and conscious of having surTered from 
racial discrimination, they have insisted upon 
recognition of their equality and the elimination 
of racial discrimination wherever it exists. With 
these !opecial ,ntere!:.ts African States ha,,'c !.uccc:o:o. 
fully redefined the traditiona1iy held "jew of the 
United Nations about human rights, 

Traditionatly, the promotion of human righh 
has been viewed from the perspective of protecting 
the citizen in the fullest possible exercise, com· 
patible with organised society, of those rights that 
flow from the dignity and worth of the individual. 
For this perspective, centred. as it is on the in· 
dividual, African States have substituted a per· 
spective centred on the evils of Western colonialism 
with the domination of black by white. For them 
self·determination and national independence. 
head the list of human rights that tbe United 
Nations should promote. African States have 
thus interpreted the United Nations cOncern with 
buman rights as another vehicle for advancing 
their attack. on colonialism and associated forms 
of racial discrimination. 

Apartheid 

The major thrust of the political interest of 
African States in human rights bas been directed 
against .partheid South Africa, racist Rhodesia, 
and the anachronistic pockets of the so-called 
Portuguese colonies in Africa, Indeed it is in 
southern Africa in particular that we in Africa 
would tend to evaluate United Nations activities 
with regard to human rights. For it is here that 
fundamental human rights - the right to be free 
from the yok.e of colonialism, the right to be free 
from the wickedness of racial discrimination, and 
the right to be protected from starvation - have 
been persistently and grossly violated. 

The apartheid system in South Afnca is uni
"ersally recognised as constituting the most brutal 
and violent form of human exploitation and 
suffering, unsurpassed by any other type of tyranny 
in the contemporary world. This policy, involving 
as it does the perpetuation and consolidation 
of racial discrimination, the dispossession of the 
great majority of the people of the country and a 
flagrant "iolation of the commitment, under the 
United Nations Charter, to promote human rights 
and fundamental freedoms, has inevitably required 
resorting to represshe measures against the black 
people who are striving for freedom and human 
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dignity and a riglllful role in the administration 
of the country. 

It IS CODunan knowledge that maltreaLrnent 
and torture of opponents of apartheid, in prison 
and police cells. has become an essential feature 
10 the implementallon of the policy of apartheid 
In South Africa In the past decade. Thousands 
of opponent~ of apartheid - the leaders and 
panlcjpant~ in lhe struggle of the opprc!>scu 
people for h!.!cdom and human dignity - ha\-c 
been detained and Imprisoned for no offence 
but their participation in the legitimate struggle. 
They ha\c been subjected to prolonged solitary 
confinement, threats, abuse and ill-treatment. 
The Special Branch of the Police has subjected 
many of them to specml cruelty - as~aults. electric 
shocks. "<;;tatue torture", depri\·ation of sleep 
and sophisticated psychological torture - in order 
to extract confession or information on the struggle 
against apartheid. More than a score of the 
detainees have died in prison. 

The political pri~oners and detainees III South 
Africa are the participants in a long and arduous 
!ltruggle for the principles of the United Nations 
Charter and the Uni,ersal Declaration of Human 
Rights. Leaders like Nelson Mandela. Walter 
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I Si<.;ulu and Abram Fischer have won the respect 
and admmulon of Government::, and people!) all 
o"er the world for their heroism and humanism 

The picture is no less grim in Rhodesia, Mozam
bique and Angola. The sordid story of a whole 
~erie~ of ma<;;<:o.acres III Mozambican \'Iliage!l by 
the Portugue<;;e forces. as re<:ently told by Father 
Adrian Ha<:o.tings. needs no repetition. It is quite 
e\ldent that in these territories the purposes and 
prim.;iple-,> o~ the United '\Jalion!) Charter in 
promo'ling and encouraging respect for human 
nght~ and for fundamental freedom') for all with
out distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion 
have no meaning. And so. today, twenty-five 
years after the Universal Declaration of Human 
Righb, it remains a fact that millions of human 
beings are subject to colonial oppression and 
exploitation, and human lives are sacrificed 
in the struggle for legitimate rights. 

It is indeed disheartening to nOle that twenty
eight years after World War 11 one cannot say 
that in certain areas in Africa the rights of indl· 
\'iduals are duly respected or even that they stand 
measurably higher than in 1945. 

The Arms Embargo 

Many nallons have adhered to some human 
rights conventions, but it might be suggested that 
they have agreed to outlaw only what no longer 
exists for them - for example, slavery. Human 
rights have pro\ed not a common interest but a 
political football. Hcnce little progress has so 
far been made towards a solution of the situation 
in Southern Afr,ca. It has not yet been possible 
to secure the full to·operation of all Member
States of the United Nations in the implementation 
of the stronger measures that have been called for. 
The concerted international action necess:l.ry to 
secure the achievement of the objectives of the 
Human Rights Charier to which almost the entire 
membership of the United Nations has subscribed 
i!, not yet forthcoming. E\en the arms embargo 
against South Africa. a measure designed to 
les!\en the danger of \iolent conflict in the area 
and to demonstrate uni\'ersal abhorrence of 
the ruthless repressive policie!' of the South 
African Government. has not been fully imple
mented. 

1l1ese are indeed disturbing facts which seriou ... ly 
and increlsingly;:tgitate the m:nd" of articulate 
Africans especially during the celebration of 
Human Rights anniversarie!'. For. although 
the twentieth century has gi\en the world 
many splendid achievements in the !ltruggle for 
the realisation of human rights, and although 
the spirit of progress has gone from strength to 
!ltrength. too many of our African brothcn and 
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sisters still continue to Jive their lives in the belief 
that their rights are trampled on by those 
more powerful than themselves, that their rights 
are illusory or unattainable. 

Thus for us, in Africa, the twenty-fifth anni
\ersary of the United Nations Declaration of 
Human Rights would appear to be a jubilee with
out jubilation . But perhaps at this stage, it is 
almost imperative that we urge that the UN 
concepts and principles and the existing nalional 
and international methods for protecting and 
promoting human rigbts be made widely known 
in the task of eradjcating prejudice from the minds 
of men. The teaching and dissemination of in
formation on human rights is therefore essentiaL 
United Nations information facilities must be 
supplemented in this task by the efforts of Govern
ments, private educational and other institutions, 
as well as national and international information 
media. Only concerted endeavours, commen
surate with the importance of the question, can 
succeed in establishing respect for the dignity of 
man as the basis of human society. 
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Social Prohlems 
FINANCING HEALTH SERVICES 

By 
R.G. Brooks 

THIS article discusses some of the issues involved 
in health services financing. There are of course 
as many ways of financing health services a\ 
there are countries in the world. We can. however. 
classify three forms of financing: 

(I) Central government funds. 
(2) Health insurance and 
(3) User payments. 

This classification is a broad one and it is clear 
that the methods need not be mutually exclusive. 

One point should be noted at the outset: a dis
tinction can be drawn between the financing of 
services and the provision of services. Thus whilst 
the government under method (I) would be the 
dispenser of funds there is no necessary reason 
why the government should be actually providing 
the health services. Similarly, whilst the finance 
may come by charging patients directly (method 
3) the provision of health services could be by the 
government. 

(1) Central Gon~mment Funds: 

These need little explanation. The government 
taxes the populace in a variety of ways and then 

.. uses some of the revenue to finance health services. 
In Ghana the government provides something like 
80 % of overall current (as opposed to capital) 
expenditure on health services. (The other 20% 
comprises payments by persons, companies and 
voluntary organizations for private health (e.g. 
on private hospitals, clinics), and payments for 
public services (e.g. hospital fees). 

Arguments that are now raised in Ghana 
concern such issues as the inadequacy of provi :iion 
of health services and the geographical mal-dis
tribution of these services. Most of the arguments 
would, at least in part, be settled if more money 
and resources were to be devoted for the health 
sector. Hence the search for alternative methods 
of health financing. Suppose we accept, however, 
that the government should provide more finance. 
then one possibility might be to shift governmept 
resources towards the health sector. In a static 
economy, as economists are fond of pointing out, 
spending money in one area prevents the cash 
going somewhere else. The Ministry of Health 
bas to compete with all the other Ministries for 
its share of funds and thus it is very much a govern 
mental decision whether to shift funds from on L
sector to another or not. In a growin~ econom1 
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there is more nexibility. but then competition takes 
place for the .;;hare of the ntra funds. that may 
be a\-ailablc. A health ~nKC so heavily dependent 
on government finance must therefore hope thaL 
the government's o\crall economic <.,trategy can 
provide a growing economy. Othen ... ise. as noted 
above, the sear<:h for alternatl\c forms of financing 
becomes urgent. One broad sct of alternatives lies 
in the noton of health insurance. 

(2) Health Insurance: 

The object of insurance IS to cover future nsl..s. 
in this disclIs"ion the risk!:. of ill·heahh. By regu
larly laying aside sums of money either to private 
lnsuram.c comppnics or to some gl)\Crnmcnl-run 
scheme. the contributor who becomes ill is then 
guaranteed treatment of his illness by an appro
priate health facility. By taking the money from 
large number~ of peoplc the pri\alC companics 
or the go\-ernment are able to "~pread ri~ks" o\cr 
these large nLlnbers and ·hence ~hould be able to 
afford, at anyone time. to co\er the health sen ice 
fees for that proportion of people currently ill. 

A large variety of insurance scheme~ is possible. 
As suggested. the scheme~ could be privately
run or go\ernmenl-run. In the former case they 
can be profit-making or non-profit-making. In 
the government case the ... ums collected may be 
~ufficienl to cover the running of all government 
health service~ (National Health Insurance) or 

L.P. OF THE 
YEAR 

Once a year only comes X'mas. 
• 

Nothing like music for X'mas. 

And there's no record this year like the L.P. 

of the year. 

"PARTY TIME WITH CEE KAY" 
and if its a Souvenir you want. 

rherc's nothing like the citizen's own want. 

"PARTY TIME WrrH CEE KAY" 

Gct your copy from your usual dealer or 

direct from 'Essibons·. Post Office Square, 

Accra. Tel. 63065. 

only part of the services (the difference being made 
up primarily by other forms of taxation revenue). 
The benefits pro\ ided for mdividual patients can 
al~o \-ary. Thus heahh in~tltutions may distinguish 
between treatment fees and "hotel" fees (food 
costs e.g.). Insurance companies may then provide 
cO\·er for the treatment fees but not the hotel 
fees. This is one example. clearly many different 
fees ':Ichedules and corresponding payments sche
dules can be devised. 
A~ regards some form of National Health In

surance Scheme It should be made clear 
that contributions solicited from indi\-idudls. 
usua lly as deductions direct from wages and 
salaries. are simply one form of taxation. In 
Britain. with one of the most highly developed 
of the!le schemes, national in~urance contributions 
\-aried between 9.1'''., and 11.6°~ of total iinancing 
provided for the National Health Service (N.H.S.) 
during the period 1949-69. Clearly the term 
"in~urance" b a misnomer here, but to be fair. 
it was recognized from the day of implementation 
of the N.H.S. in 1948 that the go\,ernment would 
prOVIde the bulk of the financing for the service 

Usc of Social Securit) Fund 

The parallel in Ghana is 10 consider the use 
of ear-marked funds colle\.:h:d under the aegis of 
the Social Security Fund (S.S.F.). rn the recent 
debate over nospital fees a number of people have 
suggested the use or partial use of the S.S.F. for 
health finance. (For example. Commander J. A. 
Kyereme11, Daily Graphic. 14-11-73: Dr. W. 1\. 
Laing, Daily Graphic, 2-11-73. 3-11-73). In the 
pre\ IOUS article by this writer (L.O. VIII'23) 
it was suggested that an additional 2! 0 0 contri
bution on behalf of each worker (i.e. by employer. 
employee or both In total) might raise ('41 million. 
Any higher additional contribution would raise 
a co rrespondingly higher sum. The major ob
jection here is basically an Income distnbution 
one, and has of C'ollr"ie alre3.d~· been made by 
Trades Gnlon ofiklal~. : ;li~ ;..dditlonal t;ontribuLlon 
is another form of ta\.. as pointed out, and hence 
tho\c paying into the S.S.F. would be e"pected 10 

pay thl.., tax In addition to any other tax (c.g. 
Income t<1\) they may be pa}ll1g. These 0 her 
taxc~ aho help to finance government health 
'icrvices. Hence the contributors are paying twice 
for their heahh ')en ices - there IS a redistribution 
of incorn: from tho~c in the S.S.F. to tho~e not 
contributing but u\ing go·.ernment services. It 
may be argued that some ~orl of redistribution 
is inevitable with any form of new t3,ation, 
This i~ true, but it ~hould also be pointed out th:H 
a considerable number of S.S.F. cO:llributors 
are unlikely eH:r to u~e government health serv:ces. 
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namely those whose employers provide medical 
Services outside the go,,"'crnment system. (In 197 J 

there were 12 mines hospitals, for example, and 
a large number of other firms and institutions 
provide clinic or hospital facilities). 

Nevertheless Ihe use of the S.S.F. to provide 
some additional heaLth finance is an attractive 
idea, partIcularly as it can potentially cover a 
large number of workers. (The actual number at 
the moment is 813,175; Daily Graphic, 22-11-73). 
For a "fairer" distribution of the tax. burden. 
however, it is clear that the scheme should be 
extended to that part of the working population 
that is not currently covered by the S.S.F. 
What needs to be done in this area is an 
assessment of the number of potential contributors 
to the scheme and of how the scheme might be 
administered (a monthly stamp or certificate to 
be paid by the self-employed person, e.g. ?). 
The potential tax (contribution) revenue should 
then be matched against the additional admini
strative costs required for strengthening the S.S.F. 

The S.S.F. has been dwelt on at some length as 
the administrative machinery has been in exjstence 
for some years and thus there are very real 
possibilities for its use in health financing. Another 
set of insurance schemes has been suggested in 
a long series of articles in the Daily Graphic 
by F.K. Asante. That of November 6, gives a good 
explanation of his plan, which envisages an in
surance payment scale varying from "Private 
Insurance" of SZ I 20-240 per year down to "Pauper 
Insurance" of ~l.OO per year. The effort in admi
nistering such a scheme would be considerable, as 
would the sheer practicability of covering the whole 
country in the manner suggested in the proposals. 
Nevertheless an open mind can be retained on 
this by simply suggesting that (I) the costs of 
implementing the type of scheme proposed by 
F . K. Asante be carefully assessed along with 
the expected revenue (Asante calculates 
this as ranging between ~8.680.000 and P9, 

MOON JEWELLERY 

HOME OF PRECIOUS 
ORNAMENTS 

Conscious people are always alert about 
where to get quality and precious things. 
Valuable treasures are at your disposal at 
MOON JEWELLERY SHOP. 

Contact us at Casanova Building next to 
Chicken Bar, Tudu Road. Accra. 
For your 
Engagements, Wedding, Gifts, Sheafer Pens. 
Continental watches. Flaminair lighters and 
Jewellery in 18 and 14K Gold and Sterling 
Silver. 

200,000 per year), aDd that (2) the practical diffi
culties be extensively scrutinized and debated. 

There is one aspect of such schemes that worriC!. 
the present author and was mentioned. more 
than once in the previous article (L.O. VIIJ/23). 
The Asante-type scheme emphasizes that those 
who pay for services rendered should get the best 
services. Now this may seem unexceptionable, 
but it brings us back to the q\leslion of the dis
tribution of health facilities and the distribution of 
income. Other things equal, those who pay the 
higher insurance fees will get better treatment 
and more health resources will be attracted into 
these higher fee sectors to Ihe probable detriment 0 

the other sectors. This implication is clearly 
accepted by F. K. Asante. Discussing "3rd Class 
Insurance" (~6.00 per year) he says "This group 
should accept any form of inconveniences at the 
hospital, like sleeping on the floor and so on." 

Also of importance is that the insurance prin
ciple should aim to guarantee that those who pay 
for cover shou1d be properly "covered" in the 
sense that the medical facilities are available 
when necessary. This is not the case in Ghana, 
with the great geographical imbalances in both 
the quantity and standard of health facilities 
between different parts of the country. Thus 
once again, if some form of insurance scheme 
(including a government-run one, if the government 
cannot correct the imbalances referred to) is 
implemented the mal-distribution of health services 
may remain and perhaps even wor<;en in a relative. 
if not absolute, sense. 

(3) User Payments: 

It is not proposed. to dwell for long on the 
matter of user payments. Examples of these 
payments are to be found in the Hospital Fees 
Report reviewed by the present writer in the 
previous article. Most of the issues involved in 
user payments are treated there. Although 
the writer is basically against these payments 
for reasons suggested in the article, this of course 
only reflects his own value judgements. 

Clearly there are large numbers of people 
willing to pay directly for treatment, as witnessed 
by the number of thriving private clinics and 
doctors in the Accra area. An interesting exercise 
would be to quantify the "large numbers" and 
estimate the finance already provided in the private 
sector. (For those interested an attempt on the 
finance side was made for the years 1965-68 in 
Reference I, Tables 12.1 - 12.4) 

If some methods) of payment and provision 
of services could be devised which strengthened 
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and improved the government health sector at 
lhe same time as (pre::,urnably) benefiLring the 
private sector, then the case for user payments 
would in itself be strengthened. 

Conclusion: 

The discussion above of the alternative methods 
of health finane'ng is far from comprehensive. 
The major probLLm facing any \\filer in this area 
is the lack of statistics and data available to make 
suitable quantitative assessments of alternati ... e 
proposals. It will have been observed that 
much of the material above has been quaLitative 
in nature. 

A number of possibly important isslles have 
not been mentioned. For example; (I) The 
question of the roLe of traditional medicine vis·a·vis 
"scientific" (or "modern") medicine has not been 
assessed. Clearly, alternative methods of financing 
mayor may not re-alJocate the numbers of 
patients using the traditional sector as against 

the scientific sector. Wllether the fact that more 
or less people use either sector is beneficial to 
society as a whole is an open question. 

(2) Taxation at the local government level 
and the generation of funds locally have not been 
analysed. 

(3) Another source of finance not investigated 
is the notion of a "Hospital Lotto." (If Housing 
Lotto, why not Hospital Lotto?) 

Readers wiU, no doubt, be able to POifll to 
other matters omitted. For the moment, how
ever, the writer would suggest that further 
investigation be undertaken of the alternative 
schemes and in particular that a carer ul look 
be taken at the possible adaptation and use of the 
S.S.F. as a source of health service financing. 

Reference I: M. S. Singal and J. D. N. Naney: 
Sources and Methods or Estima
tion or National Income at Cur
rent Prices in Ghana. Central 
Bureau or Statistics, Accra, 1971. 
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Observer Notebook 
The Petrol Crisis in Ghana 

WITHIN the last three weeks there has been a 
very acute shortage of petrol in the country. 
Happily the situation seems to be easing: the 
queues at petrol filling stations are generally shor
ter, petrol sellers are less stingy about the quantity 
they give to individual motorists and there are 
more filling stations operating at any onc time 
than was the case a couple of weeks ago. An addi· 
tional factor which has contributed to make the si
tuation more trying for the motorist, more irrita
ting for tbe oil companies and morc embarrassing 
for the government is that because of uncertainties. 
motorists are buying and storing more petrol than 
they would normally need within a given period, 
so that even the little quantities available reach 
fewer consumers. This is only a measure of pru
dence, and no motorist who scurries from station 
to station can be blamed for taking steps to reduce 
the incidence of his having to go through tllat 
irritating exercise once he comes upon a petrol 
oasis in this peLrol desert. And this situation is 
likely to persist until such time as petrol distribu
tion is clearly seen to have returned to previous 
pre-shortage levels. 

It has not been very easy to find the truth about 
the cause of this acute shortage. Such information 
as we have been able to glean from various sources 
is either incomplete or even tends to be contradic
tory. The evidence that we have obtained so far 
io itself, does oot provide an explanation, but 
careful cross-checking of one piece with another 
should bring us somewhere near the confines of 
the truth. The impression that has been created 
in the local press that the crisis is due entirely to 
the consequences of the recent events in the Middle 
East is certainly not correct. The Middle East 
affair may have contributed to aggravate a situa
tion which would have faced the country at the 
the time it did anyway. 

About nine months ago It was felt that if drastic 
action was not taken, this country would face a 
shortage of petroleum products. The price of 
crude oil was going up constantly and the oil 
business was gradually being transformed from a 
buyer's to a seUer's market. The demand for oil 
was growing daily and supplies could not keep 
pace with con!turoption. The oil producer~ realised 
the power they had and started demanding more 
and more for a barrel of crude oil. This was the 
time when most oil-producing countries started 
acquiring shares or increasing their shares in the 
oil business. The oil market had become so com
plicated that it should have been obvious to the 

14 

authorities that our traditional suppliers could not 
continue to supply us at the fixed price al which 
we had been buying oil. 

What could have been done at that time was to 
place firm orders with suppliers olher than our 
traditional ones. Some efforts were made, but 
these did not bear much fruit. It was during thIs 
period of uncertainty that the war erupted in the 
Middle East. The Arabs by that time knew the 
great demand for oil and that is why they decided 
to use this weapon which is proving effective, even 
if the repercussions are being felt in non-target 
areas. There was no problem about our supplies 
from the Soviet Union which provides us with 
half of our annual requirements in crude oil. 
namely 600,000 metric taos. Demand on our other 
suppliers from other sources increased with the 
cut in Arab oil and, in the general uncenainty. it 
was difficult for them to make deliveries on sche
dule. This partially explains our recent difficulties. 
but it will take some time before the whole truth 
becomes known. The situation was not unfore
seen. and somebody will have to be blamed for 
lack or roresigbt. 

Even if any foresight had been shown, it is 
doubtful whether the government could have 
done much about the shortage for one simple 
reason. The plain fact is that we do not have much 
storage facilities for creating buffer stocks. The 
individual petroleum companies have some faci
lities for storing the refined product, but we lack 
"tank farms" in which to store the crude oil. The 
recent crisis should be enough warning about the 
dangers of living from hand to mouth as we do in 
the matter of petrOl, and should emphasise the need 
for constructing "tank farms". At the moment 
the difficulty is in obtaining the necessary raw 
materials for such a project. The Americans seem 
to be buying up all available steel and other 
materials to construct pipelines for tapping aU 
their oil resources in Alaska and distributing them: 
and it will be sC'mc (m~ before pressure on the 
demand for steel is !tufficiently relaxed to enable 
the poorer countries to obtain any. 

The creation of buffer stocks will necessitate 
considerable financial outlays in terms of foreign 
exchange allocation. Considering that oil is the 
main source of energy in our industries, the 
government should be prepared. to release the 
necessary foreign exchange for such a project 
as a matter of priority. Any stinginess about this 
will affect the industrial sector of our economy 
in a most devastating manner. 

Then we have to face the problem of tankers. At 
the moment our ports have facilities for tankers 
with a capacity of 20,000 tons, with the result thllt 
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the modem tankers with much larger capacities 
cannot come into our pOrlS. One solution will be 
to construct a floating jetty which will enable 
large tankers to unload their cargo while staying 
far out in the sea and avoiding the risk of running 
aground. These and other measures will have to 
be taken if a long-term solution is to be found to 
the type of crisis which we faced recently and 
which seems to be gradually receding. Further
more, greater efforts need now be made to funher 
explore our own oil-producing potential. 

In any case, it can be argued that if the govern
ment had shown enough candour and admitted 
the fact of petrol shortage and made a statement 
on the issue, it could have allayed the fears of 
petrol consumers and considerably reduced the 
chaos that existed at filling stations. From the 
way the government reacted through silence, one 
got the impression that everybody had been taken 
by surprise and nobody knew when the situation 
was going to return to normal. It is to be 
hoped that despite the- Middle East alibi , the 
officials of the Supply Commission will be more 
forward-looking in future. Meanwhile, we have 
been assured that enough crude oil has arrived 
to ensure adequate supplies for the fore seeable 
future, but should it be necessary to restrict 
consumption as a short-term measure, then a 
rational procedure for rationing shouJd be worked 

out so that the man-hours lost through queueing 
for pelrol can be put into productive use. 

It !lhould be recognised that Ghana cannot 
remain insulated from the forces governing the 
marketing of petrol. It will no longer be 
possible to obtain crude oil at fixed prices as has 
been our luck in the past 1t is known, for instance 
that one of our suppliers who has agreed to make 
advance deliveries from our neJC:t year's quota is 
going to charge us at the rates that will be prevail
ing at the time the deliveries would normally 
have been made. This means that we have to be 
prepared to face an increase in the price of petrol 
in the near future. 
/ The government does not appear to have much 
of an alternative, but in such an e\oent, extreme 
care should be taken to soften the impact of any 
increase since it will affect the transportation 
of people, good~ and foodstuffs and send prices 
spiralUng furlher. One way open to the government 
is to do some self-denying and reduce its taxes 
on petrol so that only the actual cost in the in
creased price will be passed on to the consumer. 
This will of course mean a reduction of government 
revenue in this particular area, but given the 
already high cost of goods and services in the 
country this \".11 seem an equitable and sensible 
price to pay fur political ",lability and general 
welfare in the country. 

--~---
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Letters 
National Service and the State Tm~1KWt 

SIR - Many laudable Go\emmcnt policies lose appeal 
when it comes to their implementatIOn; one of the.se is 
the concession about transportation supposed to be 
enjoyed by those working under the National Service 
S~·hcme. 

Identity cards issued to Servicemen aTe supposed to 
enable them "travel at half rate fare by Rail or State 
Tran~port"; but whether this policy. if it is still in force. 
has been effectively passed on to the Railway and State 
Transport authorities is another question. For all I 
~now. either the Slate Transport authorities in Takoradi 
do not know of any such decision. which of course 
would be unfortunate. or they do but only intend to 
.... tx>tage the scheme. 

I showed my National Service Identity and last 
week-end to the ticket seller at the Takoradi Transport 
yard. and asked for the concession, which I expected 
her to know of. and I appeared ridiculous in her eyes 
(or she wu aware of "no concessions whatsoever". 

Will the National Service Secretariat please make it 
dear (or the benefit of the servicemen whether or not 
the foregoinl privilege has hem withdrawn, and if 10 

when: if it is still in fora:. whether the failure to effect 
Its immediate implementation is an oversight on the 
part of the Secretariat or inefficiency (or sabotag~) on 
the part of the State Transport authorities. 

Lf~uisti(5 De ..... tment Kwesi Yankah 
ujt:on 

I 

The U.A.C. and GuidOQ-BiDw 

SIR Your issue LQ, VnI/23 of 16th November 
contained an article headed "A Background to the 
Revolution in Guinea·Bissau". Referenee is made on 
page 553 to non-Portuguese capital investment in 
Guinea, and it is stated that The United Africa Com
pany has participated in this investment I wouTd like 
10 make it clear that The United Africa Company has 
no investment in the country referred to. 

Information Offittr J. A. f'ehon 
The U.A.C. of Ghana Limited 

"ccn 
Big Oada's Histriooics- A Rejoinder 

SIR I should like to associate myself with the 
comment by Mr. Kwesi Jonah on the abo'e subject 
(L.O. Vln/23). I should also like to refer the writer 
of the original article to another article by Sam Uba 
in Africa No. 27 November, 1973. which I consider to 
be a worthwhile opinion of those o( us who understand 
President Amin. 

To end it all, I would like to add this personnal \ iew: 
I would prefer a "half·educated" national lea(Jer who. 
while jesting around, could take decisive actions to 
an Q~-(ord-trained leader who spends two and half ycars 
Iravelling round the world just to decide whether or not 
10 repudiate some "bad and doubtful" debts. 

In Shakespearean plays the witty characters are nor· 
mally jesters. Hamlet died ; but the jester Jived on. 

M.O.P.I./G.D.D. W. N....., 
P.O. Bo .. 28 
Kurmsi 

Editor·s Note: 
If Mr. Nehon prefers a cIowD to a Ha-t, 10 _ 

(or hilll good taste. Howeva', I should lib to ..... 
him lhat Yorick, die only real jester JllCDIi .... 

Shakcl!o-peare's Hamlet, died long before the hero. 

Miscellaneous 
AND IT CAME TO PASS 

Epistle No. I 
Dy 

Sanlrofi 

AND IT came to J:aSS in those days that they lived 
a wonderful empire where there was plenty, or Ik) it 
mad!! to appear. They lived in a world of giants w 
things were done on a gar.antuan leale. Mediocrity 
so (rowned upon that nealiaenee in small thin .. 
censured more severely than major lapacs, frauds 
inefficiencies whose repercussions rippled throulh 
empire. And so it was that the smaller men ( 
women) who indulged in trade or what wat pam,,,,," 
('ailed business and who had the temerity to add a 
drachmas to the price of tbeir wares were punis 
more mercilessly than their bigger counterparts 
doubled or even tripled the prices o( waret web 
coa(,hes and cars and batteriet and other parts rela 
thereto. These wero congratulated (or being smart 
given tbe accolade for showinl big profits . . 

Thus did it come to pass tbat in this empire w 
people tended 10 liVe more by their wits than by 
skill~. a sharp bU'IinessmAn who succeeded by w' 
to appropriate unto himself a large quantity of the I 
earmlrked (or tbe provinces and other remote out 
of the empire got away with it all. There is no ev 
ence that he was publicly decorated. but neither is th 
any evidence to even remotely suggest that he was 
proved in any manner to whicb the citizenry could 
witness. The citizens were given to believe at 
point that the whole matter was being looked in 
but nothing was heard of the scrutiny. Infonnati 
did filter out that the official in chatJe of the <;en 
Supply Depot who was responsible for the unmathe 
tically disproportionate distribution, which was not i 
advertent. had refused to explain his conduct in cam 
arguing that being a democrat of sorts he would ra 
give an account of his stewardship in public to 
citizens to whom hc was a conscientious an(J, until 
('ontrary was proven, a faithful servant. This i'i wh 
the matter had got to when we left that happy 1a 
where smaller offences are punished more severely 
large ones, and where small things have no place. 

It was therefore only logical that in such a place 
the empire I am talking about. low-priced objects sho 
be low only in relation to the general prevailing 
gantuan standards. And so it was that seeing the sufferi 
o( the subjects in tenus of accommodation, the empe 
decreed that low-priced habitation should be provid 
for the really poor and needy workers. ''Low· priced 
that. of course, was a way of speaking. because by 0 

standards the cost was such that even if they chose 
to feed and clothe themselv'CS. those for whom the ha 
taions were presumably intended couTd only p'. 

them throlJgb the fertility of their imaaination. But, 
course, in 'that happy land of giants it was to be 
pected that "low·cost" realisticaUy meant ''high·cos 
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Out. verily, these contr.t.dictions were not new in the 
lan:j for it had been ~aid to them of old that because 
of uncontrollable world mark.et forces which the then 
r:i]nmg chieftains did not understand, the subjects had 
10 pay more for cenain commodities. As could be 
exp~cted the subjects were not amused and they started 
to murmur. Then sah-ation arrived: a group of special 
(,"tlz-cns {oo'< it upon themselves to redeem the populace 
from the shackles of diminishing purchasing power in 
the face of rising prices. They strode up and down the 
land and proclaimed Father Christmas the most astute 
politician the world had seen: they displayed largesse 
and restored to the populace what the displaced chief· 
ta;n~ had wrenched from them, and everybody was 
happy. Two summers did not run their course before 
the new masters. the proconsuls, came to the painful 
conclusion that Father Christmas was after all not the 
h~~t nol:tician. or even an average one. The bonuses 
rl,;:It nprl been hande<t out in the right hand were gra
duallv but studiedly and consistently withdrawn with 
the left to such a point that it became an interestin.~ 

national debate te find out whether the citizens were 
rcn:ressing or at best stagnating. 

Dul whatever conclusion the debate came to could 
not be announced too publicly because certain proprie
ties had to be rcspected. To be sure, the subjects had 
the right to el(press thetr opinions freely both orally 
and in writing on the SImple condition that what they 
said was neither destructive nor subversice. For it was 
guaranteed in the' basic unwritten law that provided 
that on; did not speak disparagingly of those in autho
nly. or-of shortages, or of queues, or of drilling or lock
outs or summary di,missals, or of politics or other 
forms of sectarian activities. or of anything that could 
be construed as being counter-revolutionary or reaction· 
ary or just political, one had every right to publish or 
say everything else. 

Duoynol Economy 

And so did it come to pass that the subjects ceded 
their right of discussion of public issues to the officially 
appointed chroniclers who reimbursed the subjects hand
somely by reeding them on generous doses of promises. 
Periodic announcements of what had been ordered were 
Iibcra1ly sprayed in the local gazettes. On one occasion 
It was tyres. on another it was cutlasses. In fact this 
last itcm hIt the headlines so persistently that an ab
stract minded mathematician (new version, Entebbe 
type) li\;og in the land who happened to be something 
of a sceptic calculated (it is now not certain on which 
base. as they now say) that jf all the cutlasses promised 
within the last dozen lunar cycles had actually arrived, 
there was no reason why every citizen in the empire 
.. hould not have had at least one cutlass. with even a 
few to spare for those yet unborn even making ~e 
necessary allowance fOf the activities of those despIC
able nation-wreckers known as hoarders and smugglers. 

And that the economy was buoyant was not a matter 
of controversy, at least for those who li5len~d to the 
news.mongers and propagandists who published. the 
03"V Gazene and the Empire Chronicle. The of(hnarv 
"'''"al" in the empire had the erroneous opinion t~at 
the co~t of livin~ was soaring daily. But the Emplre 
Chronicle was quick to disabuse their minds: It ta?u. 
latut the prices of commodities in the nelghboUllng 
colonies.. rt'publics and territories to prove 10 the co~
PIlriols that they had never had it so good. The pnce 

of honey and tinned herrings were higher in the adjoin
ing territorics than in the empire. Conclusion: the 
citizens should be grateful for the benevolence with 
which the cmperor was directing the economy. But, 
verily. what the leader writer of the Empire Chronicle 
forgot to add was any information as to the prices of 
local foodstuffs and the salary ranges in the adjoining 
territories. But after all, why should he have given 
this supplementary information if that was going to 
weaken his case and make him appear as an inefficient 
servant of the empire. Some of the citizens, however, 
were not amused. 

And while these things were going on. it came to 
plSS that there appeared on the scene a colossal person· 
age with a vast illternational reputation. He was called 
hlr. lnnalion. He had wrought havoc all over the world 
and his nisdccds were a constant headache to the financial 
wi;:ards of yonder lands. His assistance was constantly 
sought to unravel the mystcries surrounding the dimi
nution or the purchasing power of the drachma. Docs 
the pncc of cocoyam go up? And that of palm "jJ? 

Or of plantain. or fish or meat or vegetables? Mr. In
flation was called upon to explain that it was all part 
of his universal mischief. However. some citizens who 
had all the good raith in the world could oot under
stand how the price or coeoyam should be related to 
an increase in the price of motor-cars. for ('l(ample. 
For to be sure. the new proconsuls had been forward· 
looking enough to take an interest in an agrarian revo
lution. Seeing that famine might threaten. they had 
launched the "Auto-Nourishment Campaign". The pro
vincial governor .. had sent despatches indicating that the 
response to the campaign was massive and that subjects, 
citizens. vassal~ and traditional suzerains had embraced 
it. The official newsmongers and chronicles had furni
~hed graphic details of how efforts had been rewarded 
and how the once ailing empire had been rescued from 
collapse and transformed into a land of plenty even if 
it wa~ not yet flowing with milk and honey. Tn short, 
p-=ople were made to believe that the word had become 
flesh. or rather that it had become fruits and vegetables. 
Stati~tics wcre published to prove that more was in fact 
being produced, and everybody wanted to believe this. 
The (,"ly ob~tade to any J!.ood faith on this matter was 
tha~ (le<;pite all the assertion') of the town·criers and 
.eazetlers. the ordinary town.dwellers-wel1 .. to-do. other
wise known as the bourgeoisie as well as the non-well
lo·rlo. oth"rwi~e known as the proletariat - ~aw very 
little of Ihi., abundance in the market places. Whal 
were they to bcli('\'e then? What they saw with their 
n'Yn eves ancl felt in theIr pockets or what others told 
rkcm in the di~charqe of their dutie~? Here again. as 
I have ~lrea(lv ~id, Mr. Inflation was invoked for an 
e"tn1anation. but not cvcn he has been able to explain 
t"" m.rflrlnx of how more food presumablv on the e't
!Y1llrlerl r~rm'i came to mean less food in the markets. 
or the nlr.her mices. He may yet come out with an 
"'n"wer. hilt it ;" another matter if he can compel the 
"~Iirf of the citi7ens on the matter. 

All the~e Anrl other thinl!s on which T shall dilate on 
.,n"'''''r ("Oc(";\~;on dirt tmn~pire and are still tran"oiring 
In thic; empire. and J have '\et them down to the bMt 
of ow recollection. The eiti7en~ looked on a little 
'iCeT":'lic ;ann hf'mu~ed in thi .. rmnire ("·f oaradmce~. The 
emoeror. for hi~ part. did loole. UI on his work and saw 
that it W35 good 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother , 
cigarette 

To-day mo re and more go-ahead 
people are cha nging to Embassy . 
Em bassy cigarettes are preferred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

Embassy are the popular choice 
because they give smoking satis
faction . A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy . 
DO YOU? 

Elnbassy the m i1der, smoother cigarette 
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Editorial 

ANNUAL STOCKTAKING 

THE YEAR, 1973, has been a very eventful one for Ghana, but 
what has not been absolutely clear from the events is whether 
the country is moving on the path of revolution or of reacti~~. 
Among the more significant events of the year have been the 
following: Governm::nt particip:l.tion in the tim!>er industry, 
the O.A.V. Liberation Com.'l1ittee m'!eting in Accra, the re
moval of the subsidies on cert:lin foreign goods, the laun-, 

ching of the 2nd phase of Operation Feed Yourself, the 
Rent Control legislation, the dismantling of the old LogistiCS 
Committee, the 7t % salary raise for certain categories of 
workers, the increases in the producer prices of some agricul
tural commodities. the publication of N.R.C. decree 191 which 
excluded superior courts from supervising the proceedings 
of military tribunals, the decision to break-off diplomatic 
relations with Tsrael, and finally our short-lived but very 
pO-inful oil crisis. 

A number of these events indicate the government's desire 
to improve the living standards of the ordinary Ghanaian. 
The raising of the producer price of cocoa particularly. but 
also of cotton, rice, sugar is meant to make the farmer better
off than he has been in the last few years. Even though in the 
case of cocoa the measure is also aimed at checking smuggling, 
it is first and foremost an act of social justice aimed at putting 
more money in the pockets of the men who generate most of 
the nation's wealth in the hope that they w;U thus be able to 
expand their farms and provide more wealth for the country. • 
Again, the Rent (Amendment) Decree, 1973, which stipula4 
ted a fixed rent for a specified size of room was intended to 
deliver the poorer worker earning less than ~1,OOO per annum 
from being overcharged by his landlord. The decree had its 
shortcomings, failing as it did, to take account of what 
amenities had been provided by the landlord and thus 
removing any desire in the OWDer to extend the facilities 
available on his premises since only the size of room is taken 
into account in the fixing of rents. However, the decree was 
mati va ted by a concern for the exploited urban worker 
.of Ghana, who, .once again, was the beneficiary .of the 7t % 
raise in salary annaunced by government. Also worth mentiDn 
is the great fillip given to housing with a view to providing 
better housing for workers. 

As against these pragressive measures there have been 
some not so progressive events and non-events. The Prices 
and Incomes Board has been unable ta check the rising of 
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prices especially of local foods and this has made 
nonsense of the government's acts of charity 
to the poorer sections of the community. But 
what was alalming in this re~pect was the 
announcement last August that government was 
going to grant loans rsnging from about ~ IS,()(X) 
to Sl40,OOO to civil servants to build their own 
houses. The fact that only a handful of very 
privileged people were likely to benefit from 
the scheme made it totally unacceptable from a 
goven:ment which was trying to seek the interestlii 
of the less privileged sections of the community; 
and further doubts as to the goverpm!nt's com
mitment to the ideal of social justice were raised 
when it announced 3n intention to sell 200 bunga
lows to the civil servants who were occupying 
them. Equally disturbing is the removal of the 
subsidy for middle school leaving examinations. 

The removal of the subsidy on certain imported 
goods and the events leading to the suspension 
of the old Logistics Conun;ttee perhaps constitute 
the two most embarrassing situations with which 
the government has had to live this year. In the 
case of the first of these two events, there is no 
need for further comment at this late stage: the 
government realised that it had made a mistake 
and accordingly reversed a decision; it was a 
difficult thing to do, but it was the proper thing 
too. A word, however. needs to be said about 
the government's inability to bring to open justice 
the person responsible for the criminal misallo· 
cation of foreign foods which led to the suspension 
of Major Weir's Logistics Committee. This event 
in particular has served to create the impression 
that the governm:nt regards soldiers as a spec\aJ 
breed of Ghanaians who are above the law, and 
this is:m unfortul?ate impression. It would certainly 
have been embarrassing for the governm~nt to 
to put on open trial scm! of their own trusted 
colleagues, but the goverrment should have been 
bold and faced that embnrrassm~nt rather than to 
have allowed itself to go down in history as 
having condoned corruption. 

As was the case last year, agricultural activity 
has been intense this year even if the popular 
euphoria over backyard gardening seem) to have 
subsided. There was a larg\!r allocation m:lde to 
agriculture in this year's budget than was the 
case last year and rice product ion in particular 
has received a good deal of attention. Neverthe· 
less, Ghanaians have this year had to cope with 
the highest food stuff prices within m1l1Y people's 
m~mory; and it docs seem that in spite of Ope Tat ion 
Feed Yourself less plantain, for instanc~, \V3S 

cultivated 10 1972/73 thon in 1971 / 72. This does 
n0t only call for intensified production in the 
years ahead, it also calls for more honesty on the 

part of the news media. It does no one - not 
even the goverrm:nt - any good for the news. 
papers to publish fantastic c1a.m. of agricutural 
success when people are having to pay more for 
foodstuffs than they have ever done. This only 
leads to the kind of cynici(m in which the 
people do not take their governm:nt seriously. 

Meat too has been one of the governm!nt's 
albatrosses this year. There have been so mlny 
inconsistencies in the statem:nts ID'lde by govern· 
ment agencies responsible for supplying the country 
with m!at that one could only ignore them. The 
point rem:lins that since we are not likely to be 
self·sufficient in m~at for the next few years there 
ought to be m':)re liberalisation and m')re efficient 
planning of our m'!at imports: there has been too 
mJch "ad hoery" in our meat importation this 
year, and butchers have been m:lde to suffer 
too m Ich for a situation that is fundam'!ntally 
none of their mlking. 

It is in foreign affairs that the governm!nt's 
conduct has been m:lrked by th~ greatest con· 
sisteney and courag.!. At a m!eting of the O.A.U. 
Liberation Committee held in Accra in January 
our Foreign Affairs Commissioner was voted 
Chairm:ln of the Committee for the year, and with 
this background and in view of the mlny noises 
we had mlde about having regained a vanguard 
position in the African revolution it was inevitable 
that we should sever diplomltic relations with 
Israel following the outbreak of hostilities between 
Israel and the Arabs, som! of whom are African 
states. All in all, governmo:nt policy has been in 
favour of co·operation with other African countries 
in furtherance of the ideal of total African Unity. 
This goal is laudable but, needless to say, all agree· 
m'!nts need to be signed after th~ m'):;t scrupulous 
study of what we are letting ourselves in for. 
We 3re all for African unity and we support the 
go\'errmO:IlCs stand in the Middle East crisis, 
but Ghana needs to gJard against being over· 
enthusiastic in the CJ.use of African Unity or 
even regional co·operation, especially when other 
African countries are jealously safeguarding their 
indi\'idual economies. 

READ THE 
LEGON OBSERVER 
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PoIitic~ 

STUDE"T CONTRIB UTION TO NATIONAL 
AFFAIRS IN 1973 

• By 

Agyarc Koillarbl 

STUDE'T specifically uni\ersity student. parti
cIpation in national affarr~ has been so extensive 
and so widely publicised that sometimes one gets the 
Impression Ihal in the absence of politicians 
students rank next in importance after the military. 
It l~ thus fitting that as the year nears its end we 
,hould objectively assess how much of this publi
I.:iry has been the result of any meaningful contn
bullon \0 public life In Ghana 

Collectively. students exercise their influence 
through the "arjom. student umon') and organi
latIons the member:..hip of which is very f1u "d 
bt:cau~e of the tramient nature of stlldentshlp. 
Every year. new students come and old ones go and 
that i" \\hy 'he attitude of students Ill. ~ay, 1972 
may be dramatically different from that in 1973. 
In their thinking. they are characterised by an 
Idealism which make" them extremely intolerant 
of mediocrity and conservamc idea~ and very 
smccptible to embracing radical ideas often ex-
pre~sed m \4arxist termmology. To some, they 
are a dissatisfied and boastful lot \\ ho thmk they 
have gOI an!)",crs to all the world'., problems, 
They arc often led by ftamboyant leaders who 
malOtJIIl an image of radicalism among their 
colleague" by seeking confrontation with authOrity. 
As part of their duties a~ student leaders, the) 
regularl} perform the ritual of ..:alling pre"s con
ferences and ISSUing press releases. either to 
criticise their country's leaders or to condemn 
'Imperialism and neo-colonialism'. 

1(J7.1 will perhaps go down in the history of 
Ghana as the year m \.\ hit' 1 pOSitive auempts have 
been m:lde by student:::. to tran"late some of their 
ideal'i Into rcaltty. Prior to t'his )ea". specifically 
m 1972. they merel} pla)ed tbe role of revolu-

,)tionary theoretician" who m-casionall) clashed 
with the "milia tors of the revolution" as to hem 
the 'rcvolution' wa!'. to be pur\ueJ to Its logical 
end. Though it must be admitted in fairnev.; to 
them that sometime" they \'ient beyond theo
retical exposition to ... upposed revolutionary prac
tice .... uch a~ the cutting of sugar cane at A ... utuare 
and Komenda. B) the beginning of 19""3 the 
.. tudents had thl..lroughly learnt h\o basic le~som. 
The first wa" that their rel;olutionary theones 
would be useles~ if they did not put them Into 

practice: and secondly that revolutionary practice 
would be futile if it was not properly gujded by the 
correct revolutionary theories. As a result of this 
Ihey have acted more in 1973 and are becoming 
more critical of the government in order to correct 
what they deem to be 'revolutionary' deviations and 
contradictions. Through these twin processes 
they have been able to make a certain amount of 
impact on the social, economic a nd political life 
of Ghana. 

Socially, the students have by their activities 
been trying to gi\"e a ne\ .... kind of image to them
selves and the University which nurtures them. 
H itheno the vast majority of people had considered 
them snobbish and aloof individuals who only 
cared about the maintenance of the privileg;:d 
commumty in which they were bred. But people 
have now seen them sweeping some of the streets 
of Accra and the Makola market as part of their 
activities marking the celebration of the National 
Unions of G1Ulna Studems (NUGS) week. Quite 
apart from this, the year has bcen marked by a 
number of voluntary activities carried out by the 
students in the village:) adjoining the University 
campuses. 

"I 
rntellectua ls and Masses 

The Imporlance of these activities lies in the 
impression they make on the less fortunate folks 
oUbide the Univers.ities who are awed to see 
undergraduates dOing certain kinds of work which 
they are accu~tomed to thinking are exclusively 
for only those whom Ghanaian socicty has de
signated as "labourers". Secondly by voluntarily 
working III villages and clearung public !Meets, to 
citcjUS.l these t wo examples, students are establishing 
a kind of bridge between the intellectual community 
of the Universities to which they belong and the 
mass of the people outside it. Since Ghana 
became self-governing the inteUectuals In successive 
reg'm,: ~ h:.lYc pcen est,.:lngerl from the m'lsse). 
1he coo<;tam complaint agamst the intellectuals 
IS their i ... olation and lack of participation In 

activities of the community This suspicious 
reiutionshl:l was most acute during the Nkrumah 
reg, me "hen the mtellectuals were accused of 
ha\ ing failed to take the intiative to lead Ghana 
to independence. A ne", and more trusting re
lationship began to emerge. when following the 
. . 
tinalcol1apse of the first Republic, the masses began 
to wonder if the national calamity could not have 
been averted if they had listened to the mtellectuals 
and had electorally done away With the 'verandah 
boy·; right from 1951 Thus quite naturally they J 
.. ",ung behind the Progre'j'j Party which was 
reported to be loaded ""Ith intellecf'Jals in the 1969 
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elections. But since the overthrow of that Party 
uy the 13th JiJlluary 1972 coup and ail the u ... cu~a· 
lions against the party there has been a resurfacing 
of the old anti·intcllectual feeling. The ma~ses 
are accusing the intellectuals of having failed 
them again. The ~ludent~ by identifying Ih'm~h-e~ 

with the ma~ses are making an effort al convincing 
the people about the usefulness of "intellectuals" 
in the process of nation building: and they for 
tl:eir p3fl are .~pining bettC'r undcr"tan~in:; of tile 

problems of the people. And with the emergence 
of this. dialogue suspicion and tension will give 
way to co-operation and underst .. lllding, 

Ln the economic sphere. it is generally believed 
that the students have made an imm!3surable 
contribution to the developm~nt of the country 
because of the publicity which has been given 
to their voluntary work at the Dawhenya canal 
irrigation project. According to a Government 
Matement issued before the canal project started. 
the country would pay less for the cost of building 
the canal if the citizens of the land would offer 
free labour voluntarily. The simple economic 
analysis being that since voluntary labour would 
be unpaid for. the state would save some money. 
The students, filled with enthusiasm and patriotic 
sentiments. quickly accepted the challenge and. 
immediately the Universities closed for the long 
vacation. began assembling at the canal site. 

Frontier Spirit 

I t certainly does appear as if there were economic 
gains as a resull of the free labour. but a detailed 
analysis shows that the state saved less money 
than was expected. A person employed lO work on 
the canal would have been paid a daily wage of one 
cedi and that is aU that the government would be 
obliged legally to do. The voluntary workers. on 
the other hand, were not paid but the government 
provided them with accommodation, fed them, 
provided tht.m \\-ilh expensive entertainment. so 
that eventually what was Intended to be a costr 
sa\ting exercl'>c seems lO have proved to be rather 
expensive. If there was any good in the "tudents' 
presence at the canal site, It wa!! the sen"e of 
patriotism which they arou'icd in a large number of 
people. They expre~sed a 'frontier like' spirit which 
since their departure from Dawhenya is being 
~mulated by many non·student volunteer,> who 
regularly frequent the canal site to work. 

Perhaps the most t:on~plcuou" and really lI'oCful 
help which any group or ... tudents ha ... e rendered 
to tl1e nation i~ the adoption of som': ... illages by 
the students of the UD1ver~ity of Scicm:e and Tech· 
nology since the beginning of th\ year The 
Mudents have been going to the villag~,., regularly 

to do voluntary work. Student engineers help 
plan J. beu.:r !).:,vJg..: .\IY:lolem for ,n.: ad"pt~J 

village. Apart from prOViding labour and expertise 
which the UniverSity possesses in abundance, 
they regularly make modest financial contribution ... 
whcre'ver they arc needed by the .... illager;") for 
development programmes. 

De~pite this there are still more substantial 
~acrifices which students are yet to make. It will 
be recalled that after the abolition of the Stlld..:.lb 
Loan Scheme, one of the promises which they 
made to the country was that they would help 
reduce the cost of running the Universities. When 
a conuniltee was finally set up to make a detailed 
study of how expenditure on the Universitie~ 

could be reduced. the student representatives in 
their propo.'>als to the commitLee suggested that. 
as part of the answer to the problem. they should 
be made to sweep and clean their own rooms 
in addition to washing their own pla:e .. in the 
dining hall. There was the more startling p.-omise 
that students of each of the halls in Universities 
would undertake to develop their own farms a::, 
a way of making the Universities more self·suffi· 
cient in food. But since the promises were made 
not much has been done. and the failure to 
materialise of such high sounding rbetoric may be 
explained by the fact hat no group of people. no 
matter how revolutionary they appear, easily 
give away their privileges. Ghanaian students 
dangerously steeped in the love for "good-living" 
are no exception 3S far as this basic human trait 
goes. It IS hop::d tha. these promises will be 
realised in the coming year. 

Students and Politics 

The political role of students In the year 1973 
has been to exercise more pressure both 
on the dome.'>tic and foreign policie.'> of the govern· 
ment. On the domestic front some of th 
policies they have pressuriscd th: go\ernm:nt 
to undertake or reconsider are: nationalisation 
of foreign owned concerns and the abrogation 
of the contract for the importation of Leyland 
buses into Ghana. Students see state control 
of the economy a" one of the road~ to economi 
freedom for Ghana and it is not surprising ilia 
they never saw eye to eye with the government of Dr 
BU"iia which believed in an economy propelle 
to great heights and etl1ciency through pn ... a 
init ative and enterprise - a basically capitalis 
concept of development. It is the mfluence 0 

socialist ideology on students which may accoun 
for their desire lO M:e a state dominated cconom 
in Ghana. Some atribute this ideological in 
dination to the growing prc,cnce of foreig. 
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!iowdents In our Universities most of whom bring 
with lilem radIcal .dl!a::. and termll1ology WlllCJl 

have become cliches among college students in 
the Western world. But it may also be that this 
socialist orientation IS the result of the 
activitlc:> of the er!iolwhile Young Pioneer Move
ment. Many of the present day University students 
were one way or the other involved in the activities 
of the Young Pioneers while at primary schools 
or in the early years of !lecondary schools. Despite 
the fact that the 1966 coup dismantled the so
cialist machine of the c.P.P., it could not com
pletely erase socialist rhetoric from the minds of 
many young men who had been fanatically taught 
to espouse socialism as the only way of life. Thus 
now the cumulative effect of thi s kind of influence 
on our students is that most of the pressure they 
exert on the government is fo r the bUilding of 
a state controlled economy. On the Leyland bus 
Issue, the government ha:, not come out 
with any definite statement since the National 
Union of Ghana Students (NUGS) issued a 
statement criticising the agreement under which 
Ghana was to import Leyland buses. 

Asantehene's Palace 

However , It IS not every attempt to mftuence 
government policy which has been a success. 
The first example of thi s i'S the refusal of the 
government to give in to student request that the 
Asanteman Council should be prevented from 
building a three miUion cedi palace for the Asante
hene. The NUGS issued a statement calling it an 
unnecessary. grandiose project which Ghana 
could not atTard, let alone to lerate in a period 
of 'revolution'. Indeed students have sometimes 
been led to doubt the revo lutiona ry nature of the 
government because of what they ~e as the 
growing and curious alliance between traditional 
elite on the one hand ard the '!uppo ... ed rc\olu
tlonary go~ernm.!nt on the otn~r hand. Idea li sts 
like studem., atw3)'s fo rget that re\ol utionar) 
progranunes can only be ca rried ou t only when 
the re"olutionaries have a strong political base 
thus makmg it unnece:-.<;ary for them to compro
mise with !'ome of their opponent<;. Other a reas 
of gove rnment policy wh ir;h the student... have 
unsuccessfull y tried i.o change a·c· the sa le of 
of go\ernment hunga!ow:-. to civil \eT\anh and 
the question 01 the probing of the finane·a! 
conduct of the member'! of the Na ion a! Liberation 
Cou ncil. Probing the N.L.C. ha~ bee n urged 
since the 13th January coup ~tnd the nece",sity 
for doing so ~ucci ntly stated 10 the communique 
I ...... ued at the end of the 10th Annual ('ongre"., of 
the NUGS in Kumasl thi ... )ear. "To probe tlle 

Nkrumah and Busia administration ... while tactfully 
and deliberately o\-eriookmg tht:: need for a probe 
IOto the affairs of the N.L.C. is to give the fallaciou ... 
impres5ion that it is only civilians who are and 
could be corrupt and lOcompetent. This fa!t.e 
Impres510n we reject 10 toto" . 

h is in the arena of politics thaI some feel that 
students have not effcctlvdy performed the func· 
tion of being the only counterweight to the military 
Throughout the year they have hardly been heard 
10 condemn the improper actions of memb.!rs 
of the armed forces . Politically, apart from issuing 
communiques they are often dormant except when 
their own interests are threatened. For iI15tance 
a nation-wide demonstration was threatened 
when the student leader,' Mr. Ward-Brew. was 
interned for a short period in September. but 
Mr. Ward· Brew's was not the only case of improper 
internment. In the coming year it is the hope 
of many that student agitation will not be 
limited to the preservation of their own interesb 
alone but fight forthe interests of the whole country 

Students' Mouthpiece 

It is in the realm of foreign policy that ... tuden",· 
views have mos,tly coincided with Ihos:: of the 
ruling government throughout the year. 
reject the idea of d alog'le with the white mlne>n 

regimes in South Africa and ha"e e~I~:':~:~~~1 
gi\en their suPPOrt to any policy which 
co-operation and unity In Africa. What IS 

no t clear is whether they are prepared to V~I~~:~~~1 
and go to some of the unliberated areas in 
ern Afnca as fighter:, or in other capacities. 
dents howe\er face certuin handicap'S "hieh 
to be poi nted out. They cannOI influence 
socia l life and ideas 0" the co .mlry if 
do nOI have the m eans to propagate what 
do and say. Thus if the go\ernment-owned 
refuse to publish their view~ on national 
they cannot get their ideas across to the 
For instance take the refusal of the two 
papers to report the 17th April press con 
In Kumasi which stated student attitude to 

Leyland bus affair. The NUGS c~~~~::~;~f 
noted with regret the beha\ iour of the 
press and went on to accuse the government 
" maintaining the press to Si.J:1 it .. \~himj" ·a~(lin' 

"this has bcen made possible by the e,(lstence 
the decree on pre ... s mlffiunity" The an'w.'er'" to thl 
problem may be for the ~tudcnh to set up thel 

own weekly paper Such a move. it is uln~:~:.~r~j 
has already been initiated. [hope a 
and influential student pre~s will be a 
10 the commg year. 
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Ghana [0 scmo::. is gracual1y bccomin.:-; a nation 
of shrinking opportunities. Jobs are becoming 
scarce. the cost of living is soaring and the 'e 
condillons have generated a deep sense of fru:.->lra
lion among the youth and in particular among 
the University students. As educated young men 
they have been exposed to the beauty of knowledge 
and their dormant ambItions have been aroused 
by exposure to ideals of all kinds. It is tragic 
thai Ghana seems to be unable to l>3t isfy their 
growing ambitions. 

Education 

MATl1EMATlCS-ANClENT AND MODERN 

By 

S. I. K. Odoom 

FOR the past len years or so experiments have 
been going on, in this country. with the object of 
"modernising" the teachi ng of Mathematics in 
our schools. These projects were no doubt in· 
"pi red by similar exercises in o ther countries, 
notably In Europe and Am~rica, but teachers 
of Mathematics in this count ry have had sufficient 
reason for wanting to 5taft such projects. They 
have been worried about two things in particular. 
First. very few studen ts could proceed beyond 
the remembenng of theorems, rules and formulae 
and the mechanical use of such formulae. Secondly, 
most :.tudents did not seem to feel that the problems 
which they were asked to solve in their mathematics 
classes could have anything to do with real life. 
The Mode~n mathematics projects set out to 
make mathematical ideas easier to understand. to 
s imulate interest In the subject and to make 
more eVident the num~rous applications or 
mathematic5 \0 many diver<,e areas of modern 
In m-In activity, To til rrel a ~eries of book" 
were planned. for variou, levels of prc·unlvers;ty 
mathematics education. '\ Ith roughly three "'peclfie 
obJccuves In mind 

(11) to reprc"ent MathematiCs within the settmg 
of the practical problem'\ that it helps 10 

solve and thereby give Dl"':al1lng to the study 
of a subject which man) peopl'! r-gard a ... 
abstruse and unreal; 

h) 10 introduce new Ideas and techniques 
which. though basically Simple, are never· 
Lheless powerful and elegant and help 
to give a bener imlght into the basic math
ematical structure of the problem on hand. 

(c) to try and lay a r~oper fO~lndation on 
which those people whose interest will be 
aroused can successfully build in future. 

It is perhaps too early to say whether the ex
periments have been successful oj'" not, but they do 
not seem to h ave attracted many m')re people [0 

tht;> study of Mathematics. The books that have 
been wntlen are exceUent as far as they go but they 
have not given sufficient attention to the first, and 
I lhink most important, objective stated above. 
The programmes now presented tend to con· 
centrale on the introduction of new ideas and 
techniques which previously one met only 
on the higher rungs of the mathematical 
ladder. They seem concerned mostly to demonstrate 
that a sizeable portion of traditional elementary 
mathematics can, and therefore ought to be. 
formulated in terms of the new concepts. This 
does not make the subject easier to und' stand or 
more interesting for the pupil even though the 
teacher might derive satisfaction from he more 
sophistica ted approach. 

Traditiona l Mathematics 

Mathematical 13ymen who have l'Ollle into 
contact with Modern Mathematics, largely through 
work which their children bring home, appear 
to be more confused than enlightened by it. 
Their children are learning st range things, new 
concepts ""hose ussefulness is as yet obscure; 
<It the same time the children. even in secondary 
school, do not seem to be able to do the down to 
earth praclic .. l com;Jutat ions, like addmg up 
fractions, which their parents could do, with some 
ease, In the lower levels of middle school. 

One of the criticisms made against what ha ') 
now been labelled "traditional mathematics" was 
that the text books. and the teaching of it, did 
no more fhan provide a catalogue of specia 
technil;lIes followed by ste reotyped exercises which 
""ere designeQ to illustrate the methods taught 
ar.d Wil Ln Js,.;;I~y bore lillie relation to any non
tnvial rcal life situations. It has been said that 
the endles", repelltive ste eOlyped examples, in· 
volving no more than the use of fonnulae 
and mechanical proc.dures, tended to drive away 
a class of intelligent people who were bored by 
the meaningless tedium of the whol exercise. 
Most teacher ... of mathematics and m3.ny ,tudents 
will probably !:Iupport this view, Certainly l.his 
cnlicism has led to the modem exponents leaning 
rather heavily to the other extreme. The modern 
presentation of the subject has tended towards 
greater generalisation and abstraction, the idea 
being that sueh a treatment will be good foundation 
for later work Certainly, this tendency towards 
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the abstract serves no immediate ourpose at the 
lower levels and, a:> many teachers of first year 
University classes have found to their chagrin, 
the new mathematics does not appear to be any 
better, as preparation for higher work, than the 
old. Mathematical skills which onc used to take 
for granted in students who have done their 
A-levels are now often lacking in the products 
of the modern experiments. The new mathematics 
which has replaced the traditional curriculum 
bas been studied but not weU understood and ha 
to be done all over again. 

What is needed is a presentation of Mathematics 
which maintains contact with the fealUfe problems 
and applications that have stimulated its growth. 
Such presentation must avoid an excessively 
abstract and axiomatic approach. This is especially 
necessary if a course in Mathematics is to contribute 
meaningfully to the general education of the many 
people who will not go beyond the General Certi
ficate level. 

Realistic Examples 

There are comparatively fewer problems at 
at Primary school level. The mathematics at this 
level is mostly centred on connting and splitting 
up of collections of objects. Children are quick 
to appreciate the usefulness of these processes 
and their obvious application to the coun ting 
(and hoarding) of possessions and the sharing 
of gifts. They need little encouragement at the 
initial stages. 

At the secondary level , and perhaps a bit earlier 
these days, the processes of algebra are introduced 
usually as the replacement of numbers with letters, 
the purpose of which is seldom very clear beyond 
the fact that this is merely a different kind of 
exercise in addition , multiplication etc. Abstract 
equations are introduced and, after the methods 
of solution ha ve been dealt with , some applications 
are mentioned . Mathematicians, unfortunately, 
have not been very resourceful in formulating 
reali stic examples and most of the applications 
given seem tri vial and pointless. Euclidean Geo
metry, in the days before it fell into di srepute, 
did provide some glimpses of applicable mathc
matic:'l. but Euclid's treatment (which remained 
e~entiall y unalteled fo r centuries) was never 
easy and the subject \\las seldom popula r with 

students. 

The task of mathematicians in thi s country 
is to demonstrate, now to an unsophisticated 
developing society, precisely in what ways their 
particular discipline can help 1I~ find an,>wers to 

the many problem'> of m0c1ern life at hOlh nationi'll 
and personal levels. 

Other scientific disciplines like Biology 
Geology, Physics do not have much trouble 
demonstrating their value to society. Mathe
maticians too have no trouble at all demonstrating 
their usefulness to these other disciplines. Their 
biggest fault is in assuming that because a Physi
cist , say, appreciates their work it is sufficient 
simply to tell others that such and such portion 
of mathematics finds application in Physics and 
therefore it will help your general education to 
learn this bit of mathematics. 

What is needed at each Level of teaching is an 
approach that devotes adequate time to the 
formulation. in ordinary non-mathematical, non
abstract terms, of a real practical problem or 
class of problems which the mathematics to be 
taught at that level is going to help to solve. Sub
sequent discussion will then be directed towards 
a statement of the problem in mathematical terms 
intelligible at the particular level of instruction. 
Then and only then may one proceed in any 
m:aningful manner to introduce and develop 
the mathematical tools that may possibly help 
in the solution of the problem. When the tools 
have been fashioned in tbis functional manner 
it should be easy then to give further examples 
of what else these tools can be used for. 

Such an approach is necessary, indeed vital. 
in this and other developing countries if tbe great 
potential of the mathemltical disciplines is to be 
fully exploited. 

Job Openings 

Unlike the developed countries of Europe and 
Lhe Am'!ricas we have no heritage of great mathe
maticians, like Newton, Gauss, Cantor, Poincare 
Hilbert, and the problems which started them 
on the development or what are now commonplace 
mathematical tools . If we had, that tradition 
alone may . inspire others to study mathematics 
for its own sake and the country may benefit from 
tili s process much the same as other countries 
have benefited. In the absence of such heritage, 
such inspiration, it is crucial that mathematician:, 
in the developing countries find an effective way 
to create interest in thi s great subject and an 
awareness of its potential. 

TIle level of technological sophistication in the 
advanced countries is also such that even students 
who do not yet know what mathematics is all about 
are driven to pay attention to the subject by the 
numerous announcements of job openings 
for mathematicians. At least they know where 
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to go for a job even if they do not know what 
Lhey will have to do there. No one, a::, yet, 1:0. 

clamouring for mathematicians in thi s country. 

What work is there for students who have studied 
mathematics in school and perhaps even gone 
on to study the subject in University? This is a 
question which students very quickly begin to 
ask themselves and their teachers. Or, take the 
student who goes out to work arter hi s Ordinary 
Levels. U he has been good at mathematics, what 
kind of work can he do better than his colleague 
who also has O-Ievels but did not do so well In 

Mathematics? This is a question which mathe
maticians and teachers of Mathematics must 
answer not only for the benefit of students but 
also for the enlightenment of employers. The 
most satisfactory way is to do this through the 
teaching and presentation of the subject. Contact 
must be maintained, at aIL times. with the real 
problems from those various areas of activity 
within which the special disciplines of Mathe
matics may find useful application. 

I 
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Observer Notebook. 

OU R CHRISTMAS WISHES 

THE Clmstma:, season is traditionally a period 
for exchanging peace and goodwill messages and 
the Legon Obsen er would Itke to take advantage 
of the occasion and do It S own well-wishing. 
We :,hou ld like to assure our leader~ that If 
we have often been critical of them. this has not 
been out of mischief or malice. but because we 
see it as our business to point it out when the 
best interest of this count ry is likely to be threate
ned. 

In this regard, our job as newspapermen is a 
necessa ry complement to theirs as admmistrators: 
we are the ones who stand behind (0 tell the busy 
roadmaker where his road is going crooked. 
I n any case. we too are Ghanaians whose personal 
fortunes are directly affected by the state of affairs 
in thi s country; and it is in a spirit of togetherness 
that we wish a very success ful New Year to all 
members of government. ho ping that in 1974 
they will welcome more heartily ou r criticism\ 
and suggestions. 

Social Problems 
SOME MISG IVINGS ABOUT THE PRESENT 

STATE OF TIlE ACCOUNTANCY 
PROFESSION IN GHANA 

By 

Ato Ghartey 

THE problem of pro\'iding qualified professional 
accountants to cater for the (;urr~n t socio--economic 
needs of the country has recei\cd great attention from 
al most a ll the regimes the country has had during the 
last decade. 

The most recent development in this direction arc 
the rCL:ommendations of the Committee on the Esta
blishment of a School for Training Accountants and 
other related Professionals. The Committee was 
appoin ted by the Commi ssione r for Education and 
Culture on 24th May, 1973 to cxamine and report on 
measures necessary for the establishment of a school 
for training accountants and other professionals. The 
Committee's recommendations were di scussed by the 
present wri ter in L.O. VIlIf20. 

An Act of Parliament was enaded in IQ6~ (.'\L:t 170) 
to establish a new autonomous institution to train 
to ma~e provision for the conduct of examinations and 
other matters connected with the accountancy profession 
in Ghana. 

The Institute o f Chartcred Accountants executed the 
duties entrusted to it as best as it could . However, 
the fact that the NRC thought it neces..a.ry to establish 
a specia l Committee to report on measures necessary 
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to establish a flew autonomous institution to train 
accountants and other professionals would suggest that 
the present training facili ties and the rate at which 
accountants arc being produced in the cGuntry are 
Inadequate. 

The NRCs concern o'-er the current problem appears 
10 be a legacy bequeathed rrom previous Governments. 
When the Institute was established in 1963 it was 
thought that thc problem of acule shortage of account
ants could be al1e"iated within a reasonable period of 
time. Howc\'cr, by 1970 only 5 peop~ .had qualified 
and been accepted after the requisite period of practical 
training as members of the Institute. Alarmed by the 
rather slow fate at which accountants were being 
trained and produced, the Government called upon the 
National Council for Higher Education. Institute of 
Chartered Accountants. and the Scbool of Administra
tion of the University of Ghana. to examine and report 
on mea~ures that could accelerate the production rate 
of qualified professional accountants in the country. 

DiSCUSSIOns between the National Council for Higher 
Education. the Institute of Chartered Accountants and 
the Scbool of Administration culminated in appointing 
a Joint Committee from the latter two institution .. to 
e~amine the problem and suggest solutions. 

Four-Year Course 

Upon recommendations of the Joint Committee. an 
agreement wa .. reached between the Institute of Char
tered Accountan15 and the School of AdministratiOn to 
e)l:tcnd the lauer's three year course in accountancy by 
an additional fourth year course to provide students 
With further courses and training which would enable 
them to reach the level of proficiency required for 
qualification as Licentiates of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants. Tn pursuance of the agreement, the 
School of Admmistration reorganised its B.Sc. Adminis
trallon degree course in 1970-71 in collaboration with 
tbeinslitule 10 meet the academic requirements of tbe 
In stitute. 

The primary purpose of the Fourth Year Course at 
the School of Administration is to facilitate the com
pletion of all examinations of the Institute while such 
t:andidales are .. till in full residence at the University. 

The examination wdl be administered jointly by the 
Uni\"er<>lty of Ghana and the Institute of Chartered 
A..:umntanlS. A candida!!! who pas1>!!s th¢ examination 
i'l granted a "Licentiate in At:t:ounting" and may after 
two years working experiem:e under the supervision of 
a qualified member of the Institute under conditions 
approved by the Institute. he c('Insidered for full mem
bership of the Tnstitute on application and the recom
mendation of his principal. The course is expected to 
extend over not less than one academic year 

t Inrc..-QlH.'d r'lSlI~ 

I Why can't the Institute and the School of Admi
nistration be exact on the duration of the Licen
tiate cour,.e? A period of not less than one acade
mic year Jea\cs the students in suspense. He could 
be in School for one academic year or such longer 
period as may he determined by the School or the 
Institute. 
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2. Does everybody with a B.Sc. Administration degre.;! 
with a ~p.::ci alisal iol1 ill Accounting lSI Class, 
Upper 2nd, 2nd Lower, or 3rd Class Honours 
Division - qualify to be admitted to the Licen
tiate Course? 

_'. It is apparent thai the programme was designed 
for those who will be graduating in 1974 and 
therearter. What interim or transitional arrange
ments have been made for the 229 accounting 
majors who graduated between 1965 and 1973 
some of whom may be at the various stages of 
preparation [or the Final Examinations? 

4. What is the status of those who have currently 
been admitted to the fourth year course? All the 
st udents in this group completed tbeir (legree pro

grammes before 1974. 
5. What screening criteria are used to select candi

dates to the fourth year course? 

6 .. Who takes tbe final decision on the students who 
should be selected for the fourth year course - the 
School of Administration, the Institute of Char
tered Accountants, both organisations. o r an in

dependent body? 

7. Lf a stu'dent with a qualification from a " recognised 
University" equivalent to the Scbool o[ Adminis
tration S.sc. could be admitted to the Licent iate 
course, on what basis would sucb studenfs quali
fication be evaluated and equated to the B.Sc. Ad

ministration "degree? 

8. 1f the Insti tute could find some mean s of evalua
ting and equating foreign first "degrees to the local 
B.Sc. Administration courses wby cao't it find 
si milar means of evaluating transcripts of foreign 
post graduate courses in accounting and I granting 
holders of such qualifications appropriatd exemp

tions? 

Post-Gr"d'uatcs and Publjc Pructice 

9. Al the recent Tenth International Congress of 
Accountants in Australia, representations were 
made by the Ghanaian Institute to certain Univer
si ti es in Australia, United Kingdom, and the 
United States of America to provide bursaries and 
placement for qual ified members of. the In.stitute 
10 pursue Ma~ler's D egree courscs. WIth. a vle~ 10 
taking on full time or part time teachmg a~,g.n
menls in accounting for the School of AdmlOls

tration and the Institute. 

10. 

If th e lnstitute has been modest enough to make 
such a request at an International Congress, why 
can't it appreciate and concede to the fact that an 
average Master's programme in accountancy in a 
reputable institution is a much broader based and 
of a much higher quality than the course content 
of the local Chartered Accountancy programme? 

How does the Institute expect candidates currently 
possessing Master'", ~nd D?ctorate. degrees ~n 
accounting, interested m pubhc practice to o~t~lfi 
a practising license? If the Institute ~as exph ~ltly 
suggested that it is desirable for Lts qualified 
members to pursue furlher studies in accountancy 
to obtain Master's degrees, why can't it devi~e 
mean~ of drawing on the kno\\ ledge and expen -

ence of those who aJready possess such qualifi
c:llions"] 

11. Would iI, for example, be reasonable to expect 
someone with a doctorate degree or a master's 
degree in accountancy already teaching fourth year 
students at the School of Administration to take 
the same examinations with his stu'dents before 
the Institute considers him as qualified for admis
sion to membership? 

12. When the Institute was established in 1963 mem
bership was drawn from three broad groups of 
people: 

I. Those who were already members of certain 
overseas bodies recognised by the first Council 
of the Institute, i.e. members of the erstwhile 
Association of Accountants; 

2. Those who might have had some practical 
knowledge and/or experience but who did not 
qualify for membership to the Association of 
Accountants, i.e. members of the erstwhile 
Society of Practising Accountants an"d Auditors; 

and 

3. Any other persons practising as accountant and 
whose applications for membership, submitted 
within three months of the coming into opera
tion of the Act, were approved by the first 
Council of the Institute. 

The Institute of Chartered Accountants is still in its 
rudimentary stages or at best in a transitional period. 
If the Institute has just in the last ten years admitted 
people with foreign qualifications and people without 
any formal education or training in accountancy, why 
can't it seri ously consider attracting most of the highly 
qualified, and energetic young men in tbe country into 
the profession to help improve an"d raise the cu rrent 
status of the profession in the country? 

Falt.ll')' of Misplaced Concreteness 

There have been assertions that : 
1. Reciprocal arrangements exist between the local 

Institute and the Institute of Chartered Account
ants of England and Wales. that of Scotland , 
freland and the Association of Certified and Cor
porate Accountants. 

2. People with doctorate and master-s degree in 
accountancy in the United States of America are 
not excmpte"d from tbe CPA cxamin-ations :l.Od 
therefore Gbanaians with Ph.D.'s in accountancy 
even though they may be academically better 
qualified than all the members of the Institute 
should not be granted any exemptions from the 
Institute's final examination, 

3. There arc Ph .D .s in law who are not allowed to 
practise and therefore Ph .D .'s in accountancy too 
shou ld not be allowed to practise. 

4. The most effective way of training accountants is 
the apprenticeship type training and the refore the 
fourth yea r programme will produce low calibre 

accountants. 
The validit y or all four assertions is doubtfu l. 

Funk and Wagnal1s desk "dictionary defines reci
procals as "mutually interchangeable". The Institute 
of Chartl!red Accountants of England <lnd Wales, that 
of Scotland, Ireland , and the Association of Certified 
and Corporate Accountant~ do not gl.lnl automntic 
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fJl!mhershi r to memhers .,( Ihc Ghanaian Institute. 
-j ;w., uah:l>:> a (}ihcn:nl meaning IS aSlIlgm:ti to reCI
prc1t:ily it would be 'difficult to establish that a recipro
l-..i membership agreement exists between these Insti
tutes. then why would tbe Ghanaian Institute not 
a<.:ccpt Ghanaians with other professional qualifica
tion ... , c.g. CPA from the United States, CA from 
Canada. Australia, and for that matter any recognised 
professional accountancy Qualification from any inter
nationally recognised and reputable professional 
, ,-countancy organisation? 

Il may be true that people with master's and dodO
r.Ite degrees in accountancy in the United States are 
not c\cmptcd from the CPA examinations. However, 
It may he appropriate to note that not a\l accountants 
arc interested in public accounting. U one i~ not in
tcn.:sled in public accounting it may not be necessary 
fM him to take the CPA examinations or apply (or 
c·:.:mption .. from the examination. 1n such ca.;es the 
perwn may decide 10 join a number of sc\ eral Olher 
profeSSion:'] accountancy organisations. Among the 
most popular o( such organisations are the National 
Assor.:ialion of Accountants (mainly for Management 
Ac..:ountant .. l. and the American Accounting Associa
lion (mamly for accounting educators). Thosc whn 
are interested in pub'ic accounting will generally ha\'c 
adequate education and traming facilities ayailable to 
enable them to pass the CPA examinations b.::.fore 
they ":~lmplete their Master' .. or Ph.D. programmes. 1f 
thc person were unable to pass the CPA cxaminaLinll 
heforc completing the Ph.D. programme, he would he 
confident that "ery qualified. experienced. and inleT
nationally n::ognised profc<;sors. all of whom would 
be better qU;I)ificd than him~elf woul'd be examining 
him :1\ the CPA examination. 

rhe Le~al Profeo;;sion 

[t I'> dl,uhtful If sur.:h conditions do exist in Ghana 
no\\.. If such r.:onditions do not currently exist in 
Ghana then the writer would wish to submit with TC3-
flCt:1 thai .. orne foreign practices are being imported 
j',J: .. criminalely by the local Institute and being applied 
without appropriate adju~tments to .. uit our 100:al 

r.:n\·; ronmen!. 
The eumplc (rom Ihc legal prore$.~ion "ecms highl~ 

Inappropriate or far fetched. Most of the students 
whll h:HC had the r.:han..:e from the Law Fao,:ull~ I

flur'U~ pp~t graduale ~tudies oycr,eas had the oplim 
\0 do the prnctical course before lea\:ing thc o.:oUlllr) 
Thu~, thc qUC"itlOn of having to come back with a Ph.D. 
in L.aw and taking the professional COUf'ie with nne'~ 
~tudcnts at Legon before being t!lowed to rracli~c 
would not normally arise, 

Hll\\.e\Cr, ir it evcr aro'i!! there could be a \cr) 
ratll.mnl means of :>Qh'ing the prohlcm Thc practio.:al 
co 1_ , Ir,··.!'> ccrt:!in ~uhiect .. that are ct'lnsidl!red In h~ 
vel) Important II' all Legal practitioner .. in. Ghana. 
The<;>: \ubJeo.:ts are either not treated al a\l or Inadequ
ald' \:(wcn .. -d in the undergraduatc programme at 
l el!.nn ,.\moo!! them arc (';\,;1 Procedure. enminal 
Pr,~..:edure. Evidence. Interrrctation or Statute~. Legal 
Elhic~. and COIl\'evancing :lnd Drafting. If a sludent 
could pm' \! beyc,nd ruawnable douht through produc
tion nf hI ... tran~lTi pts or otherwise that all or ",,"'mc of 
these required ~u"'jccts ha'c heen adequately \:o\crcJ 
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In his post graduate programme there appears to be 
no reason why he should nOl be granted appropriate 
exemptions from the practical Jaw course. 

With regard to the question of how effectively 
accountants could be trained, it might be appropriate 
to note that the exi~lence of practice merely means 
that something could be done. It does not necessarily 
mean that that particular objective is being accom
plished in the most efficient manner. The apprentice
ship type of training accountants was started in a 
decree by Napolcan of France in 1805 that an account· 
ant would not be allowed to practice until he had 
passed a required examination and had served three 
years with an approved accountant. Such practice res
trictions still prevail. However. it might be necessary 
10 discuss whether such practice and training restric
tIOns that arc about 170 years old should still prevail. 
It was clearly establisbed by this writer in Vol. VIII 
No. 20 of the Legon Obsener that most of the coun
tries that adopted the apprenticeship Iypc systems of 
training accountants have found these systems inade
quate or obsolete. Most pf these countries have either 
changed or are now changing from apprcanticeship to
wards a liberal based university education for account
ants. 

O iffen.>m Types of Acrountanl <; 

An erroneous impression seems to have been created 
by employers and others through advertisements in the 
daily papers and other news media Ibal Chartered 
Accountants or other groups of accountants currently 
recognised by Ihe Tn!oi;titute as acceptable for member
ship to the local Institute Arc the only group of pro
fessionals qualifici:1 to undertake all accounting work 
In Ghana. The writer would wish to corr«t this im
preSSIOn. At least four different areas could be iden
tified tn accounting - public accounting. private 
accounting. governmental accounting. and teaching 
accounting. 

Public accountants (or chartered accountants as they 
are called in Ghana) are independent professional 
persons comparable to attorneys or physicians. who 
offer accounting services to clients for a fee. The CA 
certificate is a license to practise granted by the Insti
tute on behalf or the state. The main areas of accoun
ting covered by public accountants include auditing, 
IU: services, and management advisory services. 

In contrast to the public accountant who serves 
many clients, an accountant in private industry is em
ployed on the basis of evidence or rigorous formal 
training and education in accountancy. Howe\Cr, he 
doc.. not necessarily ha\'e to possess a prac\lclng 
license, possess a chartered accountancy certificate or 
be a member of the Institute of Clartered Accountants. 
Thus. someone with an MBA degree in accountancy 
from a recognised Uni\'er5ity with the requisite prac
tical experience, could execute the duties of a Chief 
Accountant of any reputable organisation as efficiently 
a5 any average person with a Chartered Accountancy 
Certificate. TndecO. such is the case in 5C,'eral North 
American firms and there arc at least two very repu
table chain organisations in this country whose Chief 
Accountants arc not Chartered Accountants but have 
MBA degrees in accounting. The work of pri"ate 
accountants includes design of accounting systems .. cost 
accounting. budgeting, tax accounting, internal auditing 
and management accounting. 

, 

Governmental agencies s.uch as the Auditor Generah 
Department, Accountant General's Department, Inter
nal Re\ enue Department, Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning. and the Banks rely on Financial 
informatIOn to help tbem direct ~the affairs of their 
agencies just as do e:(ccutives of private corporations. 
Accountants are employed by the Government to keep 
records, prepare budgets, audit the accounting records 
of various government departments, and to e:tamine 
the millions of income tax returns filed by individuals 
and corporations. Every agency of the government at 
every level must have accountants to carry out its res
ponsibilities. Again. all these accountants need not 
necessarily possess CA certificates. However, they 
should have undergone rigorous process of fonnal 
training and e'ducation in accountancy. 

Research to develop accounting principles and prac
tices which keep pace with cho.nges in the economic 
and political environment should be a major activity 
of professional accountants and accounting educators. 
Accounting is not a dosed system or a fixed set of 
rules, but a constantly evolving body of knowledge. A 
critical examination and review of accounting prin
Ciples and practices clearly reveal that there are several 
problems and conHicts in accounting for which fully 
satisfactory answers arc yet to be 'developed. The Act 
that est.ablished the Institute specifically entrusted the 
Institute with the responsibility of encouraging research 
in accountancy and generally to secure the weU being 
and advancement of the accotmtancy profession. If 
the present members of the Institute for some reason 
have not been able to execute such an important duty. 
why can't they be modest enough to encourage and 
Invite qualified candidates who have been specially 
trained and equipped with the research tools in 
accountancy to perform this task? 

Conc1u .. ion 

It is about time the School of Administration came 
out with a clear statement as to whether it is only 
providing students with a liberal based education and 
leaving them completely to themselves to develop later 
to the status of "accountants" or whether it can pro
vide students with the necessary training and educa
lion to enable them to come out as fully Hedged 
accountants. 

Most of School of Administration alumni ha\e 
suffered a lot of rrustration. humiliation, and conde~
ccnsion mainly because the Institute of Olartered 
Accountants and the School of Administration haYe 
been very indifferent about their professional de\'elop

ment. 

If students can stay at University of Science and 
Technology for four years and call themselves and be 
recognised as pharmacists, engineers. architects. and 
artists. or stay at the Law Facuhy at Legon for fi\'e 
tears and be recognised as professional lawyers. or. the 
Ghana Medical School for six years and be recognIsed 
as physicians, there is no reason why with the appro
oriale co-operation, support, and encouragement from 
the only professional accountancy organisation in the 
country, the School of Administration has not be~n 
able in ten years to hold itself out and really train 
and educate fully fledged accountant'i. 
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If the S<:hool of Administration has gl\cn the 1m

rn:~' IOn thai il i ... nul traming professIOnal .. hUI onl) 
pr, \iding siudents with liberal education. how CQuld it. 

Expect cmploycr~ to treat ils graduates differ
ently from graduates from other departments 
following nun professional degree programmc~'l 

., Be up~el ",hen the Government decides to sct 
up a new autonomous institution specially de· 
\Igned to train and educate fully fledged 
an:ountanb and other professional .. ? 

The fourth leaf programme as now designed ill 100 
narrowly hascd. It atlempls to emphasise produ(;tion 
of public accountants (Chartered Accountant) to the 
n..:glct:\ of all other types of professional nccountanh. 
\:,Inagement accountants. governmental accountanb, 
;"~d :Kclmnting educators arc all professional accoun
t:'tlt\ In their own right. In mo~t of those r.:ountrics 
v·h;:rc the accnuntancy profession has reached a hIgh 
k\el of sophistication and advancement. each of these 
gn1urs of accountants has Its independent profes~ional 
, ~oc iatlon. 

The aIXountancy profession in Ghana is 1ft its ... ery 
rudimentary stage now. The country does not need 
nnly public accountants. All tbe four types of accoun
tanh discusscd in thi" paper are urgently needed. 

(,hana ians ha\"c a choice either 10 maIntain only 
nnr.: profes~ional accountancy organisation or e')tablisb 
an independent professional organisation for each 
'pecla l group of professional accountants. Considera
'Hln~ ~uch as strength 1ft unity and the need for a 
dvnamlc Icadenhip as well as thc basic fact that an 
rl<;~'ountant is an accountant no m3.ttcr his spccialisa
tllm would dictate that Ghana ~hould maintain only 
I'n" Drofe~\lOnal organisation. 

H Ghana deCIdes to maintain only one profl.:5,ional 
.a:countancy organisation then the name of the In'iti
tute might ha ... e to be changed or thc public made 
... "are of the fact that the word "chartered" has been 
broadened to include all other type<; of profe~sional 

;H.:cnuntanl';. 

It I .. about tIme all (Juallfied accountants in tht 
c\,)uutry ""01..1: up from the lethargy, got organised. made 
lhe public aware of their existence and usefulness to 
the ~ocietv. and ga,·c young and promising individuals 
mterc<;ted in the profe,sion the appropriate encour
a~emcnl and <;uppert. The General I egal Council ha~ 
\et a beautiful example in the legal field for their 
'lU·tc:n'~ A("Colmtants can le1f!\ fr .... ,.., 'rpf"\ 

"'OTF~~ TO CO"'ITRIBtlTOR') 

A(JYARE KOILlARBI Law Student. Legon 

S. I K ODOQM 'ienior Lecturer in Mathematics, 

• Legon . 

ATO GHARl EY' Lecturer, Sr.:hool of AdmllH~tr;lIiiln. 

I egon. 

S .. \NTRon I~ the ren name of our Columni,' 

Letters 
\11 Afl'"icJO Viewpoint 00 Humao Rights 

\jIR I write to take issue with your regular corre~. 
pondent. Dr. S. K B. Asante. on his last piece purpon_ 
mg to give an African viewpoint on the United 
Natiom and Human Rights (L.O. VnI .H). M)- quam:1 
is not with what he said - I do agree ""ith what he 
\ald but with what he left unsaid. He rightl} pomted 
out that at l ea~t in theory. one of the aims of the 
l.."'.O. as SL'Cn through the Universa l Declaration of 
Human Right .. 1\ 10 promote "the uni\'ersal rccognttion 
uf the dignity ioherent in all membcrs of the human 
famIly and their equal and inalienable rights". In h~' 
.. ketth. Dr. A~a nte treales the impression that II i~ 

only In the minority regI mes in Southern Africa that 
\ast numbers of people are denied thcir human dignity. 
and therefore hi .. re\'iew concentrates only on Ihe un
deniable e ... ils of the oppressive Apartheid sy!)tem. 

E"cn grantIng that Dr. Asante was looklllg at human 
rights from the U.N. perspective. I think. he should 
ha\c spared some thought for those black people too 
who.)e dignity and rights are being constantly flouted 
by uther black potenlates. It is not only racial di,
r.:rimmation or colonialism that constitutes a negation 
\If human rights, nor is it just "the domination of 
black by white". Domination of black by black h 

equally repugnant. and unless we are also bold enough 
to point out such aberration.s in black ruled countrie'l 
nn thi, contlneot. we shall either forfeit or at be .. t 
", hillle a""ay our moral right to stoutly defend. on bI!
half of our less fortunate brothers elsewhere on thil. 
c{ln tinen!. those fights whi ch we deny tn other~ nearer 
home. 

Doc, the U.N. Declaration of Human Right, n.,l 
r.:U\cr those tribal mino rities who are being per-.ecuteJ 
d,scflminatcd again.)t and decimated in black African 
l'Ountrie,') What ahout the hundreds of blad, people 
Inr.:an·nall-d and humiliated by black rulers ' n inde
p.;ndent African ~tates? And the score~ of peClple whil 
ha\e hcen "implicated" In plot~ or framed up and 

-
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execu ted in black Africa? And those who ha\-e been 
di~app':;lrillg at rcgular intcna[s in at least one black. 
'\frican country? Among the champions of African 
frcedom who have been fighting for the release of the 
Sobukwes and Sitholes and Mandelas, how many 
haven't got their own Mandelas on local Robben 
Islands? Why, for example is it that we appear more 
interested in the fate of those black. South Africans 
who are paid wages below the poverty like than in the 
fate of our own local exploited workers who are much 
more below the poverty line? 

I concede that apartheid is a ~pecial problem which 
must be relentlessly fought to the bitterest end. but ] 
submit that we can undertake the struggle with a better 
conscience and greater moral strength only if we accord 
to our own people those rights which we seek for 
those of our brothers who live under obnoxious para· 
colonial systems. Personally if I should fall victim to 
arbitary detention, it will be no consolation to me 
that 'J suffer at the hands of my black brothers .rather 
than at the hands of some callous white oppressor. 
From the victim's point of view, the details concern· 
mg the pigmentation of the executioner are of no great 
consequence. 

Dr. Asante would have done a more useful piece of 
work if somewhere in the course of his sketch he had 
pointed out the need for African leaders to show great
er respect for human dignity and rights towards their 
own people, since in this particular matter we do not 
appear to have made any progress since our various 
independence dates. Dr. Asante's attitude seems to be 
unfortunately typical of most of our political scientists 
who seem to be less concerned with local and con
temporary issues of immediate relevaoce to us than 
with matter,.; of more or less remote interest to our 
immediate concerns. 

By all means let us be international in our outlook 
and concerns. but a little parochialism will do us no 
great harm, for after all does charity have a better start· 
ing point than home? 

Depl. of Modem Languageo; 
Le~on 

What 8oriOl: Shlff 

P. A. V. Ansah 

SIR _ After reading that piece of squeamish seU· 
~bnegation O\Cf the Middle-Ea~t Crisis in L.O. VlTT I22 
In the best colonialist tradition. I notice that my friend 
\Ir. Adah-Mortty is raiSing in your latest issue (L.O 
VIlI'1.4) some red herrings to confuse youe readers. 

Not having been present during the visit of the 
Hunganan President. I cannot tell if the reception 
accorded him exceeded reasonable bounds or not. But 
since we are supposed to be non-aligned, T cannot ~ee 
the reason for Mr. Adali·Mortty's alann. 

Where was he when tbe Foreign Minister of a 
I:crtain We,.;tem power wa~ dined and wined on te'e
\ i"ion by the go\crnment of the Second Republic? 
Secondly. did he raise a finger when the same regime 
accorded to tbe wife. of the Head of State of that same 
..:ountry treatment worthy of a Head of State? 

If we tum our backs on the rich experiences of 
..:ountries of the Eastern bloc. we will be the ultimate 
losen. 

\Iabama Jaws Apronli 

The H05pital Fees Report 

SIR - Mr. R. G. Brooks must be congratuJated fo r the 
careful analysis he has made of the H ospita l Fees 
Report (L.O. V11I/23). It shows be bas read tbe Re· 
port right through. which is more than many who are 
currently lommenting on it have done. 

Korlc Bu H o<>pitdl 
Accrn 

F. LD. Koootey·Ahulu 

"The Purpo't(' of University Education" 

A R ejoiodc[" 

~LR - III a rejoinder to the above topic which ap peared 
rn .L.O. Vlll 124, Mr. V. Amponsah made some points 
which need to be refuted, and in this regard, I shall 
concern myself with the pan of his letter which deals 
With students studying Latin and allied subjects. In his 
enthUSiasm to stress the need for trained specialists, he 
reg~rded the study of Latin and Philosophy as indeed 
falling sh~rt of equipping a student with the necessary 
tools of life. This opinion finds no support whatever 
in anything worthy of the name of fact While he gave 
no single instance to prove his case, I think that our 
Vice·Chancellor's capable management of the University 
of Ghana proves that a classicist is equipped to "face 
hardships of life" 

Mr. Amponsah also made the following statement 
which needs logical analysis: "General education must 
end at the secondary scbool level: universities must go 
a step further". I find a serious 'non sequitur' in this 
statement of his, Mr. Amponsab seclll!! not to oppose 
the tcaching of say Latin at the Sixth F onn level. Can 
he then call on any such Latin student to abruptly end 
tbis course of discipline and radically take up tbe 
study of say medicine or accounts (presumably areas of 
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"traIned ~pecialists") when he knows the impossibility 
of such an adwnturc? Surely, Mr, Amponsah should 
not be forgi,,!n in his disregard for natural endowment! 

Finally, this general point should be made as regards 
thl.: empty bias against the "udy of cla~sics namely that 
III terms of financial dissipation, the comparatively low 
number of classic!; grdduatcs does not ad\Crsely affect 
the national econom} It needl> only a lillIe objectivity 
10 realise this. I grant the necessity for meeting the 
man-power requIrements of the nation, but I protest 
at the compromising of the broad level of education 11\ 

Ghana by utilitarian intentions. By the ski lful u~e of 
emphasis. Mr. Amponsah spoke persuasively but yet hc 
hardly spoke the truth. He needs to be reminded that 
··Suppresio \"Cri suggcstio fal .. i". 

MCII..::Jh S:lrh"h Han 
1.A~on 

Kodwo Bonnah-Kooll1~n 

The Middle-East Crisis 

SIR I agree with E. Obeng Mensah's letter which 
appeared in LO. VIII/24, and wish to reiterate the 
question he asked. How can Ghana (and other African 
countrks) whIch has declared her suppon. for the Arab 
cau~e be 5een to lx. fair in her role of peace-keeper who 
.. cnds a contingent of troops to the Middle-East? 

It would have been better if Ghana had persuaded 
,uch of her sister African countries as are engaged in 
the conn.ct 10 come to the negotiation table rather than 
declare her support for their cause and yet send soldiers 
to keep peace, a situation which the Israelis (or any 
other country in similar circumstances) wiIJ not take 
kindly to. 

P .O. Box: 202 
Kumasi 

A. Ackab·Meosah 

Good QUlllily Products Are Needed 

SIR bought some "Monarch" \ests from a Depart
mental Store (about three months ago), but could nol 
inspect Ihem In the store Since 1 had confidence in both 
Ihe manufacturer and the retailer. Unfortunately, when 
I decided to wear these vests at last, I was disappointed 
10 find one loosely knitted in the back, thus creating 
unwanted holes. This clearly shows that there are no 
rigid and quality oriented cum consumer satisfaction 
regulations ~et up by the manufacturers to protect their 
Interest and to keep their customers. 

I w:lnt to take this opportunity to advise the manu
facture" of "Monarch" "ests and all manufacturers 
oilik c through this medium to institute rigid rules for 
fini ~hing and inspection before they release their pro
du cl5 onto the market. ThiS is nece~sary in order to 
emure good market and enjoy the confidence of con

.. umen. 

P.O. Box 0165 
O .. 'U·Accra 

Saka Adotey 

(,hri~tiunity and Malernal Inheritaace 

S IR In the December 16, ISllue or the SlltDdard the 
Catholu.: Bishop of Sunyani, the Rt. Rev. Jame!> 
h.\v adwo Owusu IS reported to ha\e called on Ghana
Ian Christians "to play their part as responsible. 
honest christians and help abolish maternal inhenlance. 
which is number one danger to christianity as well a, 
the country's economy". According to the report, HIS 
Lord<,hip said "all I.:·hnstlan~ In the country :ilhould 
have one line of inhentance the parternal one and 
abo'i\h the maternal one so lhat the husband's pro
perty ~hould be gl\en to the wife and children and not 
t) th· husband's matrlltneal family, who ha\e establi
shed practices of maltreating the wife and children 
bccau~e of the property left behind". 

• If what the report carried is correct then I wish in 
::.II humility (a~ a Catholic) to make a few observations 
cn the matter. It is quite clear that the il>sue or mater
nal inheritance is :\ crucial. emotional and indeed a 
pohlil:al Issue. On that score. if the church (in this 
case, the Catholic Church) wants to offer leadership 
in Its re-appraisal, it is perfectly in order and indeed 
dCl>lrable. Howe\·er I find it extremely difficult to 
accept the premises and conclusions contained in His 
Lordship's address on the issue of maternal inherit
ance, 

To begin with, His Lordship IS reported to ha\e 
r.aid christians must "lament the weak customs which 
do not agree with christianity" and maternal Inherit
ance was cited and castigated as one such custom. My 
imtial observation is this: Whatever meaning one 
attaches to maternal inheritance, It is clear It IS 001 

just a custom. In my opinion it is a system: it is a 
C'drdina l aspect or a whole cultural 5)'M.em of the people 
who practise it. It is patently wrong to think of It as 
merely a custom. Much more importantly the mater· 
nal inheritance system is simply an aspect of the 
whole concept of the ramily of (generally) the Akan 
people of Ghana. So when you come down to It, His 
Lordship was saying that inheritance in the traditional 
"tructure should be divorced rrom the (!oncept of the 
family . In my humble opinion. unless the most weird 
propositions and the most bizarre rationalisations are 
put forward , the inheritance system is and will always 
remain an inseperable part of the total family structure. 
It is an unprofitable exercise to attack the inheritance 
system with the view to refonning it while its basic 
root-system - the family remains untouched. It i ... in 
my view, regrettable that HIS Lordship dId not ad\crt 
his mind to this rather central issue. 

Secondly, the contenlion that the maternal Inherit· 
ance system is "number one danger to christianity as 
well as the economy" needs elaboration, but ..,horl of 
that 1 do not think that statement should be allowed to 
go unchallenged. rn my opinion christianity is about 
the CHR IST-IDEAL. Any addition to or substraction 
from this is either not christianity at all or at beq a 
' polluted' christianit} And in my opinion . THE 
CHRIST IDEAL docs NOT advocate for the destruc
tion of the family nor does it in any way indicate thaI 
the maternal concept of family is contrary to any 
known christian ideal. So it is reallv hard to find Ihe 
basis of his Lordship'S assertions. To my mind, the 
claim of good intentions on his Lordship's part ;s no 
defence for J!:reat wrongs have been perpetrated with 
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he greatest of zeal under the canopy of good inten
t;ul ~;i..ul was zcalou'il} good-intentioned until he 
-<;\\ the light .. 

Thirdly there ii a certain legal notion which rings 
although faintly, in His Lordship's address. This is 
that no legal a\'enue exists for a man who wanls to 
dispose of his property even in the traditional system. 
If this is a wrong interpretation that I put on His 
Lord~hip's address then J am genuinely sorry but it 
s~ems it i:. not an incorrect inference from the address 
·Io,at th;~ ;" what Hi' Lordship wanted to say or said. 
In fact. the laws of Ghana provide every available 
m:'an" for any body to dispose of his property il1 any 

aT he likes. Quite clearly everybody knows about 
Ihe will, the written and the oral (Le. samansiw) and 
elf course there is the outright gift while the husbandj 
man is alive. So in fact to talk about "practices of 
-naltreating Ihc wife and children because of property 
I 'fl behind" ie; not quite all there is to it. 

[I is highly recommendable i[ the church intends to 
kad a re\nlution for social reforms. If the Catholic 
Church. which for hundreds of years established her
"df as the bastion of high-water consen'atism and 
enemy of sCIentific progress is now happily champion
ing the cause of ~cientific and revolutionary progress 
I am all for it. But in my opinion. this leadership will 
hcar proper fruits if we clearly understand the goal~ 
v'e wish to pursue with our revolutionary zeal. 

'\(cns.'lh Samah Hall 
( ni\. or Ghana 
l.cJ,!oll 

Denni .. Adjei-Brcnph 

The FO~Qtllm A..,-im-Hulf ~ssini Road 

SIR The 60-mile laterite roaa from Axim (Ankobra) to 
Half AsslI1i was completed 111 1948 under the go\'ernor
~hip for Sir Alan Burns during tbe last stages of our 
colonial <;tatus. Since tben successi .... e gov-crnments have 
fought sby of tarring it. At various periods of govern
ment, it has been a polttical problem. 

Under the c.P.P. any tlme tbe people of Western and 
Eastern Nz.ima Constituencie:. threatened to select a 
rcprc!>Clltative other than the c.P.P_nominatcd candidate. 
Ihc~ were promised a tarring of tbe road and tbey 
31.:l.Iuiesced. This went on until the I %6 coup ended 
t"C dr:>:ma l:lldcr the NLC. It wa~ a crime to talk about 
Ihc road bCl.:ause Nl..rumah·s '-mvadll1g" army from 
(iu;nea \Aould roll thcir tanl..s anti other machines of 
war on the tarred road to wage war on Ghana. To 
lushfy this sad and unpardonable neglect work on the 
road was c1as~ified a~ a pre~tlge project and this recei",,:d 
the nat of thl! power> that were. 

Thcn came the PP government, Both Eastern and 
\Ve .. tcm Nzima offended the good Professor and his 
government by voting solidly for the PAP. and it would 
'!cr:l that thc ncg1clt of the \:t;im-l-Ialf Assin! road 
vas prescribed and administered as a fiUlI1g puni~hment_ 
No~ we are in the era of the NRC and two budgct-. 

ha\c already been pre~cnted without a word about the 
", ... im-Half A\~,ni wad_ H i:; not yet dear to tho .. e of 
ll\ \1, ho study the reasons of <:uccessiye goyernments for 
ncglecting the tarring of the road. what wrong the pea
rle of Ea:;tern and Western Nzima have done to conti
"Iue to he denied thi~ .. hare of our national dcycJopmenl. 

Already Commander Kyeremeh, the Western Regional 
Commi~sion!;r and Major-General Amenu have traveUed 
on this 60-mile hell-run and have also experienced. 
however brieOy, the ordeal of the people in the area. 
For some time, we have been waiting and watching to 
see or hear any concrete proposal from either of the 
two COOlmissiont:rs for the tarring of the road. So far 
nothing has come from them. 

Instead. the government has earmarked ¢56.800 for 
completion of three bungalows at Axim, three at Tar
kwa and three at Sckondi-Takoradi; and ¢40,OOO bas 
been providcd for tbe nrst pbase of the construction 
of a Brick and Tile Factory at Nkroful! At least, could 
nOt work on the road be completed before turning to 
these projects? Which is more important to the farmers, 
fisherm_n. labourers, travellers and public servants in 
the area- -the tarring of the road or tbese aforemention
ed projects? We must re-examine our priorities and it 
is not too lale! 

Without cxaggeratll1g. the roads leading to Ghana's 
border with our neighbours are larrei:l-Aflao, Paga. 
Dormaa-Ahenkro. to mention just a few, so why is the 
Axim-Half Assini road singled out for neglect? Is it a 
re~ult of the relative msignificance of tbat part of Ghana 
or are the officiab In the Western Regional Adminis
tration fighting some silent battle with the people of 
Western and Eastern Nzima? Do we have to procrasti
nate until the people in the area turn this into an un
paplatable political issue? Political blackmail is deplora
ble hut it Jook'i a~ if it may have to be the vogue now 
for any area that wants to be heard. J am appealing to 
rh,.! government of thtl N.R.C. to look seriously into the 
question (IF the Axim-Half Assini road. Too much 
money i~ wasted every year patching up pot-holes one 
III two months before the rains only to be washed away 
~oon thereafter. 1f the PWD officials will not present 
the true picture of affairs, at least the representative 
nf the Spl!cial Action Unit in the area can be relied 
upon to prm ide a situation report. We are still waiting 
and watching. 

Osu A. I. Kwofic 
.\.ccrn 

• ..... z , ., • n. 

CAR HIRE SERVICE 

You have probably hired car before 
But you have not had the courtesy, 
and reliability of our car rental 
Services. 
It has to be 

"DELUXE" 
to be good 

for your business or pleasure 
Contact: 
DELUXE CAR RENTALS LTD .• 

Tunisia House. 
P.O. Box 6394. 

Accra. 
Tel. 6/i 156: Cable: CARENTS 

• 
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T he Problem or Short.lgcs ~ A Personal Nole 

SIR - Your editoria l on the shortage of goods in 
Ghana has reminded me of two incidents. onc funny 
and the other sad, which I wish to recount to you and 
your readers. 

It is said that during the ~orst period in our recent 
petrol crisis, an elderly woman, who was walking past 
a long queue of cars. cast a nonchalant glance at the 
array of fucl-starved vehicles and said in very contem~ 
luaus Fanti, "How can people line up for petrol, of 
all things, as jf the damned thing was sugar." It does 
,>cern, Mr. Editor. tbat Ghanaians do not mind the 
qllellc~provided it is for something essential-well, 
like sugar. 

The other incident was one which I witnessed per
sonally. A butcher refused to sell twenty pesewas 
worth of beef to a housewife who could only afford 
that much: the man would sell no less than forty 
pesewas and the woman could not possibly find that 
amount. I myself happened to be buying a comfort
able three-ceCii worth and could easily give a twenty
pesewa subsidy to the unhappy housewife. "Do I 
dare make the gesture?" I wondered. I looked at her 
face: there was misery there, certainly, but there was 
also an undefeated and defiant look which made it 
difficull for me to make my offer. "Maybe, she'll feel 
insulte'd," ' thought. "After all, she's somebody's 
wife." I left the scene feeling most uncomfortable. 
Perhaps 1 should have made that offer after all: per
haps her defiance was only on the surface. 1 really 

don't know. 

P.O. Bolt 011 8 
Takorndi . 

Mj~cenaneous 
AND IT CAME TO PASS . .. 

Epistle No.2. 

By 

Sant'1'ofi 

Kofi Kntti n 

AND it came to pass in those days that things were 
not easy at aU in the empire. Even though it was re
cognised by all that given the precarious economic 
situation in the empire, no doctrinaire liberal policies 
could be accommodated, the praetors of the day deci
ded to pursue what they called liberal economic poli
cies. They allowed everybody who commanded any 
runds to order from beyond the seas such commodities 
as took his fancy. Thus it was that the shops were 
full oC items thal were undoubtedly contingent to 
human survival. Even though they ha'd forests from 
wn~ch wood was easily obtained, they ordered walking 
Slicks: they had good and juicy onions but these had 
not been so treated as to suit the delicate palates of 
the , 'ery well-to-do. othelWise known as the bourgeois. 
"0 pickled onions were imported. Not everyboay in 
the land had good water to drink, and it is even re
ported that the First Consul of the empire bemoaned 
the fact that the water he used to dispose mechanically 

t,r human residual waste was much cleaner than what 
some citizens drank. This stlate of affairs notwithstand. 
ing, special water was imported precisely to cater for the 
delicate palates of such of the citizens as dwelt in the 
urban areas. These and other redundant commodities 
were imported in such quantities, especially that special 
water, that more than two dozen lunar cycles after 
yesterday's men had been forcibly retired from office . . . 
quantLtles of that water could still be bought in the 
shops. 

It was the refore little wonder that the economy could 
not ?car the strain. Disaster was in the ai r , but a 
certaLn obstinate faith in the so-called liberalization 
policy convinced them that they should not do the 
most obvious thing: impose some restrictions. This 
o.bvious step was not taken because any such ill-con
Sidered move would make it impossible for the citizens 
to clearly d istinguish between .. he then present (now 
past) c.hieftains and thei r predecessors at one remove. 
Things became so bard that salvation was felt to be 
necessary by a section of the citizenry. And salvation 
did come. Before the First Consul and his cohorts 
could collapse the economy any further, they were 
saved the embarrassment of presi'ding over the econo
mic disintegration of the empire. Those praetorians 
on peregrinations abroad remained where they were. 
some took refuge in flight and those who were not 
smart enough to get away were accorded unsolicited 
hospitality at public expense and in their own interest. 

" Auto-dependence" 

The new proconsuls reversed the previous trend: 
~cvcre limitations were imposed on what could enter 
the empire from outside countries, which was not only 
wise but the only realistic thing to 'do. The citizens 
did not murmur because they agreed tbat some disci
pline had to be imposed on their tastes. A lot or 
psychology went into the exercise and was reinforced 
by semantic lransformation; the purpose of the whole 
exercise was to instil in the populace the spirit of in· 
dependence or what olhers preferred to call "auto
dependence". As far as possible local resources were 
going to be relied upon for feeding and other purposes. 

The wisdom underlying this "auto-dependence" phi
losophy was argued among the citizens and the con
sensus was that it was a very sound idea. The pro
consuls were given full credit for this realistic approach 
to the problems of the empire, though some citizens 
warned that a certain flexibility would be occasionally 
needed. The new rulers were particularly saddened 
by the fact that their predecessors had spent the best 
part of their time either borrowing money from more 
prosperous empires or thinking of either how to pay 
the existing debts or finding other means of borrowing 
from others to repay some outstanding debts. This 
was one of the reasons why those earlier chieftains 
had come to grief. The new rulers had read an ancient 
bard who had given Ibis piece of advice: 

Neither a borrower. nor a len'der be 
For loan botb oft loses itself and friend 
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry. 

Indeed borrowing had removed all sense of husbandry 
rrom the land, and those creditor empires which had 
appeared frien'dly wasted no time in reminding the 
debtor rulers thai considerations of friendship were 
not germane to discussions on money matters. Since 
.. orne men at least learn fTOm history. the new rulers 
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resoh-ed that they would refrain from contracting any 
,lchlS ,.nJ fUrlhcrmor~-. that they would not repay somt! 
of the debts incurred by their predecessors, except 
under certain well defined cODditions. Just before I 
left the capital rumours were circulating that the posi
tion had been modified, though for certain reasons the 
dtizens had not been apprised of developments in the 
~ame way as the previous position had been announ
ced. Any infonnation which comes through will no 
doubt be served in subsequent epistles. 

And so it came to pase;. thai exports were stepped 
up and lmport~ drastically reduced, so that a dean 
balance sheet was available for all to see. The pro
<:onsuls took legitimate pride in their achievement and 
the majority of the citizenry agreed thai they had done 
much better than any of their predecessors. But a rew 
,ceptics tbought that the achievement was not as 
spectacular as it appeared at first glance. For. if direc
ting an empire simply consisted in savagely cutting 
down essential imports which were necessary to ensure 
economic progress. governing would be an easy task. 
If preceding consuls, it was argued, haa also had the 
cleverness to arrest development by sitting tight on 
funds and denying industry the necessary raw materials. 
they might have done equally well. 

Unnecessary Austerit)' 

These sceptics were a IittJc unfair. but it could on 
the other hand not be said that they had no point. 
There was evidence of stagnancy. and the stinginess 
had boomeranged. Even the food produced under the 
"Auto-Nourishment Clmpaign" (ANC) could not 
reach the bourgeoisie because there were no spare 
parts or lyres to enable the trucks to transport the 
food. Eggs and fowls could 110t be produced in suffi
cient quantities because the necessary feed was not 
belOg obtained The scholars (those reactionaries) 
in the land were·denied the necessary funds to obtain the 
tools for the prosecution of their unproductive vocations. 
Roads had fallen into a sorry state and were growing wor:;e 
daily because the necessary equipment would not be ordered. 
The citizens in the empire were so sophistIcated that they 
had telephones. but these broke dO\vn ever so often 
that those who ..... ere not lucky enough to have any in their 
houses or offices had no special reason to be envious of the 
apparently lucky ones who had access to telephones. It 
wa" e'(plain::d that most of the equipl1cm needed replace_ 
ment but those who held the <;trings to the purse refu~ed 
to release the necessary fund!>. 

The peculiar \~isdom in accumulallng fund~ both v.ithm 
and Without the empire wtllie money was needed for repatrs 
and other essential scrvices was lost on the ordlOary citilcn~. 
but it was agreed that the ways of emperors being i~scru
table and their thinkmg unfathomable. the ral10nale 
behind that peculiar economic approach would become 
evident only in due course. Those obstrepcrom. citizens 
IIho qJcstion..:J t~e V.i5do~ In the whole pro...:.::,,;. too 
VOCiferously were accused of suffering from one or a~other 
I'orm of mtelle<:tual perversion or aberration or deVIation, 
and there ""as in thl: lanJ a renowned guru who \\a<; 
an expert in these matters and he 'A-as ocC<bionally called 
Upon to define the particular \'anet)· of I~tellectual per
"e"ion or aberration or deviation any CItIZen might be 
suffering from. and he alway had an ans\\cr both on thl') 
and on other matter-. 

And while all these things were going on. It came to 
pa;s that a very fundamental debate was staned in the 
empire, without anybody remembering exactly how it 
was mitiated. The debat! centred around sovereignty. 
and private citiz':ns. public officials, establishment personnel 
and individual gazetters launched thems";!lvC5 into th::: fray . 
It \\a;; relt that the acquisillon of imperial powers, their 
locatIOn. exercise. and devolution should be regulated 
by well defined procedures. and that even in cases of erneI'· 
genc),. no one should lose .,ight of the ultimate repository 
of sovereign imperial powers. The argument had been 
neccs~itaLed by thi! fact that things appeared to have 
gone out of joint and that there was something basically 
rotten In the empIre of God-knows-where. While the 
debate on the changing views on sovereignty was going 
on. a privileged citizen let it be known that since all the 
citizens in the empire had equal rIghts. no section should 
be denied the right to direCt the empire's business. This 
seemed to have gone down well with some of the citizens. 
but the ubiquitous sceptics in the empire were not amused 
or impressed. They retorted that the argument could be." 
deemed acceptable only on one condition. to wit. tha 
all the Citizenry should be in the same po.;ition to be able 
to use the same equipmenl and methods LO acquire and 
exerclsc imperial power No section of the community 
was to be handicapped or favoured in any particular manner. 
This relon, of cour .. e. v.as not made too vociferously for 
fear that the authors of this near subversive idea might 
receIve the same treatment as was meted out to on.;: "foul
mouthed"' abstract-minded. Ivory-towerist professiona I 
rntellectual folio'" 109 hiS rather unorthodo,( contribution 
al a seminar on tile subject at one of Ihe empire's provincial 
academic .. 

Pllrticipation in Ruling 

But It needs 10 be pornled oul that the mere facl of belOg 
a citizen was not thc only reason which the emperor 
invoked for holding on to power with his legionaries. 
A second reason was that by his own reading of the Situa
tion, no other group of citizens could do any beUer. This 
was perhaps true. but It was difficult to persuade Ihe emperor 
that if other people had been prepared to take Some of hi~ 
:;hort-euts and by-plSses they would probably not have 
done any wor~e. But of course no one dared voice this 
senllm..:nt too stridently for reasons which should appear 
obvIOUS to anyone conver:'>3.nt with the methods and prac
tices prevailing in the empire. Yet another reason why the 
emperor was not prepared to encourage participation 
10 the dt~pensatlon of Imperial a.lthonty was his concem 
for the economic ~anity of the empire. He had Come to 
th..: conclUSIon that the e(Onomy was in such a parlous 
state that he had to put thing5 straight before he either 
shared Impenal power With any group or relin,-!uished II 
altogether. The sages in the realm were quick to put their 
own perver~e Interpretation On it. They said that by making 
the n:turn to economir..: equilibrium a precondition to any 
particlpali .. m in the governance of the realm, the emreror 
"'a .• SUbtly signifYing hi, Int~ntion of r..:maining 10 pO\\l:r 
for a<; long as It plea~ed. him - or circ.urll<,tances permitteJ 
For II the emperor could solve all the empire's economic 
problems - "hlch. reJu..:cd to the least Common denoml. 
nator, ITk:anl "one man. one bread" (never mind the size). 
there would be nothing left for anybody eLc;e to do who 
came after hIm. And since the C'mpire could not afford lhe 
lux-ury of <;rnco:ure senators and con~uls. it meant naturally 
that no such oody of :rcatures \\otllJ be tolerated. 

, 
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And Incidentally too, It came to pa~\ In those da)'~ that 
a campaign wa~ launched, as many ailler<; had hccn launched 
before. 10 encourage the local consumplion of ~ome luxury 
beans produced 10 the empire. They \\cre da ..... ificd as luxury 
beans nelther wantonly nor unadvisedly, but for good 
reason; those dchc.:Lom beans were not c';scntlal to eXl· 

stenee. to wH. they could not be relied upon for corporal 
sustenance. And <,0 .... ;.IS It that the normal purchasers of 
Ihc crop .... ere thc more affluent empire!; on thc other side 
of the world. I Yen Ihough there .... as no eVidence that 
all the quanlity produced In Ihe empire could not be pur
chased by the traditional buyers. it .... as decided that Ihc 
citizens 10 the empire thcm!.elves should panake thereof. 
10 order to encouragc still higher production. Thl~ ",as 
all "'ell and good and the cilllen~ embraced the campaign 
\\ith some enthusiasm; only snme enthusla<;m because 
"'hocver started the campaign had forgotten that sugar 
",as nceded in the final preparation of the beans for con
\umption. For thiS commodity. sugar.was considered 
something of a luxury item in anOlher conteltt and It was 
difficult to come by any openly in the regular shops. As 
a result of his handicap or oversight, the campaign losl 
Its momentum more quickly than others. but efforh "'ere 
bemg made to rectify theSlluation according to the latest des
patches from the Information agencies of the empire. 

And thus 1\ ",as Ihal Ihe empire grew from contradiction 
to contradiction some of which I have SCI down to the best 
of my recollecllon As usual. the Citizens looked on a 
little sceptic and bemuseJ but the emperor remained con
vinced that his v.ork v.as good. 

For The Record 

Monda). December 16 

VOLT\ LAKE RESEARCH 

THE Government ha~ voted e2.8 million for the second 
phase of the Volta Lake Research and Development 
Project. The United Natlon<; Development Programme 
(UNDP) will also prOVide over \2930.000 for the project. 
ThiS is contained In an agreement Signed bct",ccn the 
Volta River AuthOrity (VRA) and the U.N.D. P. In Accra. 
The project is aimed at developing the agrlcuhural and 
fhhlng potential\ of the area~ around th' Vo'tn I .Ik·:. 

December IN 

D.\NK FOR HOUSING \i'D COr-.STRUCfION 

COL. I. K. Acheampon[" Head of State and Chairman 
of the N.R.C.. today formally commisSioned the Bank 

_for Housing and Comtruction In Accra. In a ,peech. Col. 
Acheampong called on the Bank to v.ork out a scheme 
un1er which most Ghanaian workers can o"'n houses 
as a re .... ard for their tOIl. To do this efficiently. the Bank 
will have to co-ordinate its actiVities "lth re-.earch or
gamZ3tions. both local and foreign. to identify and develop 
local substitute for Imp.:>rted bUilding matenals. Col. 
Acheampong hoped that the Bank "ould prOVide a la~tlOg 
,olulion to the country' .. acute hous108 problem. 

EVASTO' OF TAX 0'" C<\RS 

292 IXrsons. "'ho abused the duty-free concc!>~ion granted 
to Ghanaians returning home from abroad, to enable them 
10 bring in their cars, have been given a seven-day ultimatum 
to pay full Import duty and purchase ta" on the cars. In 
an offiCial statement released in Accra today, the Govern· 
ment said the purpose of the concession "'as to encourage 
persons tramed overseas to return home 10 serve the country. 
But, the statement conllOued. it ha .. been found out that 
vehicle .. are often brought in for resale by persons v.ho 
do not IOtend to remam in Ghana and who. after a short 
stay. return over:)Cas. The statement noted that other 
persons return 109 to Ghana Illegally sold or otherwl<;C 
disposed of their cars ",lthin tv.o year<>, contrary to the 
regulatlom. 

To check these acts ",hlch have resulted 10 a great 1m, 

of revenue to the Government, Ihe statement saId. thl: 
Government has amended Section 4 of the Removal Article .. 
(E)(empllons) (Amendment) Occrtt of 1973. 

Wednesda\ . December 19 

THREE PERSO:"S TO DIE 

THREE of the five persons accused of plotting to ov'erthrov. 
the National Redempuon Council were today sentenced 
by the Mlhtary Tribunal to death by firing squad. They 
are Alhajl Imoru Ayarna. Kojo Batsio and John Tettegah. 
Ayarna and BotSIO were found gUIlty on all three charges: 
conspiracy to commit subversion. subversion and con
cealment of subverSion. Tettegah ",as found guilty on t"'o 
counts: 'iub\erslon and concealment ot sub ... erslon. The 
fourth accused person. Albert Ov.usu Boateng was found 
guilty on the charge of concealment of subversIon and 
sentenced to ]0 years impnsonmem WIth hard labour 
The Tribunal, ho\\ever. acquitted and discharged the fifth 
accused person. Major Alexander A",uvlri. after finding 
him not guilty on the only charge of concealment I)f sub
versIon. 

After the President of the Tribunal. Col. O')(:I-Boateng. 
had pronounced the verdict. counsel for Ayarna. 8otsl0. 
Tellegah and O",usu-Boateng appealed to the Tnbunal 
to recommend a plea of clemency for theIr clients to the 
high authorities. 

A.D.D. LOAN FOR INVESTMENT U \NK 

THE Afncan De\clopment 8an\ IA.D B.} has granled 
the Ghana NaHonal Inve,;tmcnt Dank a loan of £900.000 
sterling for nce grow 109 proJects 10 Northern Ghana 

The loan. guaranteed by the Ghana Government. h 

repayable after 15 )'ears with a four-year amorllzallon 
per:od. 

Thursda\. Dectmbt'r 20 

NEW SUBVERSION TRIAL OPENS 

ALEX Hamah. one-time trade umonlst, aIXllscd of plot ling 
to overthrow the National Redemption Council. appeared 
before a Military Tnbunal at the Burma Hall 
10 Aecra thiS mornlOg. Aiel( Hamah faces a charge of 
subverSion under the Subversion Decree 1972 IN.R.CO. 
90). Hamah. who has pleaded not gUIlty to the charge IS 
being defended by two la", yers. Or I<;ilac Fphson and Mr 
Wilhe Ockiya, 



Child 
Now that he is here 

Give him a chance! 
-' 

Remember that each child you bring into the world 
needs all the attention .tnd care you can give in order 
that he m,lY get a fair start in life. 
You tberefore have a great responsibility with each 
thild you bring forth. This i. why il i. very imporl
ant that every couple should plan their Family. 
It is wry nsy th •• e days 10 do 10. You will ge! ad
YIa aDd btlp wbrrrwr you ... Ihe Rod Triangle. 
Look far tbt Rod Triangle or write to: 
.. Jill .. I ., family Plluni ... PrOlrUDIDI, 
P. O ..... M. 76. A<cra. 

a.-ce yOUr chHdren • better your life 

Family 
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The trend is to 

the milder, smoother 
cigarette 

To-day more and more go-ahead 
people are changing to Embassy . 
Embassy cigarettes are preferred 
because they are milder and 
smoother, with a pleasant aroma. 

Embassy are the popular choice 
because they give smoki ng satis
faction . A growing number of dis
cerning smokers go for Embassy. 
DO YOU? 

ElIlbassy the milder, smoother cigarette 

atenc)' aDd otbe:r eomme~t&1) 
~..,,. Lkence No. lSD/lin 


